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C. & C. CONSOLIDATED MINING COMPANY    - Abq & San Pedro 
1896August28; The following corporations have filed articles with the territorial secretary: The C.&C. Consolidated Mining Company – Incorporators, 

Michael Mandell, Leon B. Stern, John T. McLaughlin, Jas Stewart and Alex Brisacher; objects, operating mines and reducing ores; capital stock 

$1,000,000; life; forty-nine years; directors, same as incorporators; principal place of business, Albuquerque. [SFDNM] 
1896October8; The C.&C. mine, located in town, lately incorporated with M. Mandell, of Albuquerque, as president, is having a big working shaft sunk. 

The work is being done in a first-class manner and timbered as the work progresses. [SFDNM] 

1896November21; South Santa Fe Mines. Intelligent work has made the C.&C. mine at San Pedro one of the best properties in that camp, and one which 
will compare favorably with any in Colorado or elsewhere. A tunnel has been driven several hundred feet in the mine intersecting a shaft seventy-five 

feet deep. The shaft is thoroughly timbered in the most substantial manner and will be sunk 200 or 250 feet further at once. The mine shows up well in 

fine fluxing ore carrying good values and there is no doubt that under the effiecient superintendency of mr. J.T. McLaughlin the C.&C. will develop 
within a very short time into a big paying property. – Cerrillos Rustler. [SFDNM] 

1897February13; Santa Fe County Mines. Great Activity in the Golden and San Pedro Districts. Special Correspendence of New Mexican. Golden, N.M., 

Feb. 12, 1897. …The C.&C. Mining company is pushing the work of sinking the working shaft and much is expected of this property when the ore body 
is reached. A new gasoline engine for a hoister has arrived at Cerrillos and will be remove to the mine at once. [SFDNM] 

1897February23; Golden, N.M. …Mr. Creighton has made another car-load shipment of ore from the Saint Candelario mines. The gasoline hoisting engine 

has arrived at the C.&C. mine and will be put in place at once. [SFDNM] 

1897March8; The C.&C. company, at San Pedro, started up its new gasoline hoisting engine yesterday and it works like a charm. [SFDNM] 

1897July16; [Land Office] A patent has been received for the C.&C. lode mining claim in the San Pedro mining district of Santa Fe county. [SFDNM] 

________________________________________________________________ 

 * C de Baca *  see also Baca 

A. C. de Baca    - of Clayton 

1894May24; Mr. A. C.de Baca, editor of the Weekly Democrat, Clayton, is in the city looking after his extensive interests at Cochiti. [SFDNM] 

 

A. C. de Baca jr.    - Peña Blanca 
1897January21; At the Bon-Ton: A. C. de Baca, jr., Librado C. de Baca, Juan M. C. de Baca, Pena Blanca… [SFDNM] 

 

Adalberto C. de Baca    - wife is Adlarda de Baca;  of CO 
1910; Adalberto C. de Baca and wife, Adlarda de Baca, residents CO, sell 114.75 acres known as Small Claims Holding #2622 in T15N R8E Sec5 to Jose 

N(asario) Gonzales and Juan Ortiz for $300. 

 

Amado C. De Baca    - of Peña Blanca & Wallace  <compare Amado L. Baca 

1876December2; …Amado C. De Baca and Nepomuceno Silva met in the barroom of Herlow’s Hotel on south San Francisco street between two and three 

o’clock yesterday afternoon. …an old feud existed… Baca fired a large bored pistol at Silva, the ball entering his right breast ranged downward and 

through, coming out the back. …Both Silva and Baca are natives of New Mexico and stood high in their social relations. Mr. Silva has been a member 

of the Territorial Legislature from Santa Ana county and did business as a merchant at Bernalillo; latterly he has been a resident of Pecos… about 26 

years of age. He died at about 5 o’clock yesterday afternoon... Mr. Baca has been residing for some time with his father-in-law, Mr. R.M. Stevens, on 

south San Francisco street, where he has a wife and several children. [SFDNM] 
1877February20; The following cases have been disposed of at the present term of the …District Courts… Territory vs. Amado C. de Baca, Keeping 

gaming table. Plea of guilty; $25 and costs. [SFDNM] 

1881April24; Wallace Station. (South Peña Blanca) Pt. No.22, Bernalillo Co., April 22, 1881. Allow me the liberty of soliciting the valuable aid of your columns 

towards the building up of this rising town, whose future must be one of the brightest in New Mexico, if since the very beginning the proper steps are taken to avoid disorderly 

individuals in all possible ways. We are well aware of the real force of the New Mexican as the leading sheet of this Territory since its very foundation; (a score of useful 

services cannot be forgotten by the progenitors and citizens of this important national region), and this is the reason why we come to you for help in this, our hour of need, in 

this new locality. The work of order begnn on the 5th instant, in a public meeting held at the railroad station house. There the candidates for justice of the peace and constable 

were nominated for the election that took place on the 11th instant, in which S.H. Haney was elected squire and Dan McFarland constable, almost unanimously. We had fifty-

two votes cast, and the prospect is bright, as our judge is a friend of temperance, education and order, while our marshal is a young man of remarkable energy and agreeable 

manners. The most conspicuous feature in the said initiatory meeting was the creation of a school committee composed of Messrs. S.H. Haney, S.M. Gurhee, T.M. Montoya, 

G.H. Moore, A. C.de Baca, T.W. McIlvain, E.J. Edgard, J. Tracy and T. Bound, all heads of families residing in this town. To these names was added that of M. Askew as an 

honorary dot to his characteristic benevolence and public spirit. The duty of this committee is to devise ways and means for the building of a school house, etc. Several of the 

railroad hands – our sturdy laborers – have already signed a list offering half a day’s toil for the said school building, and the pecuniary system is fairly advancing to secure all 

necessary things for the rest. Thus, you may see that we began in the right direction. We want families here, and our thanks are most warmly tendered to Chief Engineer A.A. 

Robinson for his efforts in avoiding rum sellers in our midst, as his public orders clearly evince. Several new buildings for family residences are now going on by order of the 

division superintendent. Most of our merchants will have their families here soon; hence the necessity of a public school. In our next we will give you a statement of the mines 

and mining companies about here. Also, of our neighboring Indian towns. Yours &c., Observer. [SFDNM]   

1881November5; Amado C.De Baca came into Santa Fe yesterday and registered at the Exchange from Wallace station. [SFDNM] 

1882April5; Amado C. de Baca, of Wallace, came up to the city yesterday and stopped at the Exchange hotel. [SFDNM] 
1882June13; Amado C. de Baca, of Wallace, came in ??? ?? and stopped at the Exchange hotel. [SFDNM] 

1882June14; Amado Baca went down to Wallace yesterday afternoon. [SFDNM] 

1882July22; Amado C. de Baca, of Wallace, was in the city yesterday, stopping at the Exchange hotel. [SFDNM] 
1882August18; Amado C. de Baca came into the city again yesterday. [SFDNM] 

1894July31; At the Bon Ton; A. Butcher, Rock Creek; A. C. De Baca, T. Perea, Pena Blanca. [SFDNM] 
1895May8; At the Exchange: L. C. De Baca, A. C. de Baca, Pena Blanca... [SFDNM] 

1895June13; Don Amado C. de Baca is in receipt of a telegram from Thornton (Wallace station) announcing the death of his youngest sister, Mrs. Fulgencia 

B. de Ortiz, which occurred at Pena Blanca this morning. Deceased leaves a husband and two small children, seven brothers and sisters to mourn her 
death. She was 23 years old. [SFDNM] 



1896July13; Small Holding Claim No.527. Notice is hereby given… Amado C. de Baca, of Santa Fe, N.M., for the tract in sections 4 and 5, tp.13 n, r 8 e, 

and in sections 32 and 33, tp.16 n, r 8 e. He names the following witnesses to prove his actual, continuous, adverse possession of the tract for twenty 
years next preceding the survey of the township, viz: Nazario Gonzales, Francisco Romero, Francisco Bustamante and Bonifacio Narbaez, all of 

Turquesa. [SFDNM] 

1896August3; [Small holding claim No.527]… Notice is hereby given that the follow-named claimant has filed notice… on August 21, 1896, viz: Amado L. 
Baca, Santa Fe, N.M., for the tract in sections 4 and 5, tp. 15 n., r. 8 e., and in sections 32 and 33, tp. 16 n., r. 8 e. ¶ He names the following witnesses to 

prove his actual, continuous, adverse possession of the tracts for twenty years next preceding the survey of the township, viz: Nazario Gonzales, 

Francisco Romero, Franacisco Bustamente, Bonifacio Narbaez, of Turquesa, N.M. [SFDNM] 
 

Andres C. de Baca  (b.NM 1881>  - wife is Maria C. de Baca (b.NM 1886>;  of Cienega 
1894February27; At the Bon Ton hotel; Charles Gracy, Cerrillos; Mrs. John Dinemar, Waldo station; Miss. Dinemar, Waldo station; A. C de Baca, La 

Cienega; J. Coleman, Cerrillos; W.W. Atchison, Cerrillos; Peter Powers, Glorieta. [SFDNM] 

1894October9; At the Bon Ton hotel; A. C. de Baca, Cienega; J. Castegan, C. Mercilo, Butte, Mont. [SFDNM] 

1896January16; At the Bon Ton: Andres C. De Baca, Nazario Gonzales, Cienega... [SFDNM] 
1899February4; At the Bon Ton: John B. Bush, White Rock; Andres C. Baca, Cienega; Antonio Madrid, Simon Viall, Cerrillos; Amos W. Clarke, Lambert 

C. Johnson, Durango, Colo... [SFNM] 

1900December17; [election called for second Monday in January] …will be conducted by the following judges of election… Precinct No.6 – Roman 
Padilla, Nicolas Narvais and Andres C. de Baca, at the house of Santiago Leyba. ¶ Precinct No.7 – Charles Closson, Francisco Narvaez and Richard 

Green, at the office of the justice of the peace. ¶ Precinct No.8 – Antonio J. Ortiz, Facundo F. Pino, Francisco H. Silva, at the school house. ¶ Precinct 

No.9 – Antonio Gomez, Antonio Medina, Nepomuceno Valencia, at the house of Felipe Casados. ¶ Precinct No.10 – Lee English, W.W. Atchison, 

Juan Nieto, at the company house. ¶ Precinct No.11 – Nicolas Montoya, Ramon Armijo, J.D. Hart, at the house of Cornelio Montoya. ¶ Precinct No.12 

– Jose Leon Madril, Cristoval Sena, Guadalupe Sanchez, at the house of Jose Leon Madril. ¶ Precinct No.13 – Luciano Lopez, John W. Harrison, 

Antonio S. Griego, at the house of J.W. Harrison. …Precinct No.19 – Gus Johnson, Abel Garcia, Dan Anderson, at the house of the office of the justice 
of the peace. ¶ Precinct No.20 – Jose Ascencion Silva, Partino Nieto, James Carruthers, at the school house. [SFNM] 

1902?; [Sena vs. ATC testimony of Michael O’Neil> 52y-o, resides 3 miles north of Cerrillos Station, been in NM since 1878 as prospector & miner. MO has known about 
TurqHill since 1880, known Coyote Spring since 1880 <”about 2miles from there at San Marcos there are ruins there, about 25 or 30 acres in extent…” MO has known 
JP since 1886 or 1887; JP went to TurqHill in 1892, before which occupants were Graves, Mr. Storey and Mr. Allen. (re Castillian> ”I leased the property that year from 
a man named Marshall and sunk a shaft and timbered it and cleaned out the old diggings and timber. It was done to my recollection about 45 feet. I leased on it for 14 
or 15 months, then the owner took it back. The next man there was a Mre. Parmalee, Milton Parmalee…” MO first noticed Gem mine ca 1894 when it was owned by 
Storey & J.F. Allen, at which time there was a shaft on it 25-30 feet deep. MO was at the Muniz claim the day the 3 Muniz bros located it, when they were living in tents 
and it was down 3 or 4 feet in depth. “I came here on an old map that was given to me in Leadville, Colorado, showing this country, and showing what was supposed to 
be grants and what was supposed to be government domain, and when I came here, that was on of the properties I came to locate – what was known as the Old 
Castillian mine. I came here in 1878 for that purpose, and when I came here it was located.” “I had plats and a map of all that section, but when my camp was burned 
up in 1893, I had about a dozen of those old maps that went up in smoke; some of the maps were made by Atkinson and (his clerk) D.L. Miller, to all that country below 
there, both of the government and grant lands.” MO knows of Tom Whalen’s homestead on Arroyo de las Gallinas. MO does not understand the Spanish language, 
only in just a small degree. “I have got property that is adjoining the Castillian mine. I had it surveyed in 1897, and the south line of the Cerrillos Grant or tract as they 
call it at that time, took in a part of the property I have located.” “Q: Do you know a place called Los Cerrillos, not the railroad town, but another place, Los Cerrillos? A: 
Well, Bonanza used to be called that by the Mexican people. It is simply a name I passed over. I can’t tell you whether it was right or wrong; to the Americans it has 
been known as Bonanza, but I have heard it called Los Cerrillos.” MO’s info comes from Nasario Gonzales, and Andres C. de Baca – such people as them. & Frank 
Gonzales, Juan Narvais, Nick Narvais, Jesus Montoya. [McNulty papers (P.McCraw) misc.] 

1916March31;<sworn before Lucius Dills US Surveyor General for NM. Small Holding File No.5005, Tr.1, Andres C. de Baca. Resurvey of 3d. St.Par.N. in R7E; resurvey of 
W. bdy of the Ortiz Mine grant; and resurvey of W. and N. bdys. Of T15N R8E and S.H.C. 5005 Wendell V. Hall, US Surveyor… Certificate of Assistants. Felix Salazar 
Jan3 1915-Feb28 1915 Chainman, July13 1914-Oct31 1914 Flagman; H.M. Romero, July13 1914-Jan2 1915 Chainman; Josh P. Church July13 1914-Feb28 1915 
Chainman; I.G. Suachez Aug19 1914-Sept13 1915 Axman; Chas W. LeBall Nov1 1914-Jan9 1915 Flagman; Pablo Maestas Sept25 1914-Feb28 1915 Axman; A.G. 
Thickston Jan9 1915-Jan27 1915 Flagman. [Vol. 071] 

1940April18_census ED 25-23 Cienega sheet 2A; enumerator Manuel C. Martinez; Andres C. De Baca, owns house value $250, 59, education 2, b.NM, living in ’35 same 
house, seeking work, 39 wks unemployment to 30Mar40, laborer, const work, 26 wks worked in 1939, wages $255; Maria C. De Baca, 54, wife, education 2, b.NM, living 
in ’35 same house, Houseworker; Santiago C. De Baca, 20, son, single, education 8, b.NM, living in ’35 same house, seeking work, 64 wks unemployment to 30Mar40, 
laborer farm, 0 wks worked in 1939, no wages; Josefa C. De Baca, 17, dau, education 8, b.NM, living in ’35 same house, Houseworker, cook St Vincent Hospital, 0 wks 
worked in 1939, no wages, Josefa Baca, Fa b.NM Mo b.NM, language at home Spanish, no SSAN, usual occupation Housework prevate house; Eustalio C. De Baca, 
16, son, in school, education 8, b.NM, living in ’35 same house, at school. 

 

Judge Antonio C. de Baca  (b.NM May1869)    - wife is Adela Pino (b.NM Jan1875);  of Cerrillos 

1895June22; Mr. Antonio C. de Baca, son of Hon. Tomas C. de Baca, of Las Vegas, will on Monday next wed Miss Adela Pino, of Cienega. The ceremony 
will take place at Cienega chapel, Rev. A. Fourchegu officiating. The bride is the daughter of Mr. Herman Pino and grand-daughter of Hon. Nesario 

Gonzales and Gen. Nicholas Pino. [SFDNM] 

1896June26; Arrivals at the Bon Ton: Antonio C. de Baca, Las Vegas... [SFDNM] 

1900June11-12_census: Antonio C.de Baca, butcher, married 5yrs, born 5-69 NM [NM NM], resident Cerrillos (Town), renting with wife Adela P. (1-75 0child/0living NM [NM 
NM]); sis-in-law Carmen P. Pino (3-85 single NM [NM NM]), errand boy Benjamin Baca (5-89 6mos.unempl no write NM [NM NM]) 

1900October22; The following is the correct ticket as nominated by the Catron convention on Saturday last: Council, T.B. Catron; members of the house, 

B.M. Read and Jose E. Gomez; county commissioners – first district, Antonio J. Ortiz; second district, W.H. Kennedy; third district, Jose A. Lujan; 

probate judge, Antonio C. de Baca; probate clerk, Gus O’Brien; sheriff, H.C. Kinsell; assessor, Marcelino Ortiz; collector, Antonio Ortiz y Salazar; 
superintendent of schools, John V. Conway; surveyor, Hiram T. Brown. …The delegates from Chimayo precinct No.14 and from Cienega precinct No.6 

took no part in the gathering presided over by Mr. Catron. The proceedings of the convention presided over by Mr. Catron were very flat, except for the 

three bosses who controlled it. For those things went swimmingly. …Such seems to be politics in Santa Fe county these days. [SFNM] 
1901February12; Antonio C de Baca, chairman <replacing Ross Griffiths; Tony Neis, clerk 

1901; unsigned undated franchise to William Pruitt for electrical/telephone/gas system for town of Cerrillos; Antonio C de Baca, prior chair, J.D. Espinosa 

chair following; Tony Neis, clerk 
1901July9; J.D. Espinosa Chairman <replacing Antonio C de Baca; Tony Neis, clerk 



1901March22; Special Cor. New Mexican. Cerrillos, N.M., March 21. – A. C. de Baca has a new universal computing scale in his meat market, which 

indicates the exact weight and price of any article weighed. This is the first of these scales to be used in Cerrillos. [SFNM] 
1901June3; Probate Judge Antonio C. de Baca is in the city from Cerrillos to hold a session of probate court today. – Bon-Ton: Antonio C. de Baca, 

Cerrillos… [SFNM] 

1901July1; Hon. Antonio C. de Baca, of Cerrillos, probate judge for this county, was in the city today to hold a session of the court. – A brief session of 
probate court was held this forenoon by Probate Judge Antonio C. de Baca. Antonio Ortiz y Salazar was appointed special administrator of the estate of 

Mrs. Peregrina Campbell de Delgado. A special session of the court will be held on July 22. [SFNM] 

1901August1; Antonio C. de Baca, probate judge of this county, arrived from Cerrillos last evening and returned hom this evening. – Bon-Ton: Antonio C. 
de Baca, C. Ormsley, B.F. Hyde, Cerrillos. [SFNM] 

1901September5; Probate Judge Antonio C. de Baca of Cerrillos, is in the city to hold a session of probate court. [SFNM] 

1901September18; Col. George W. Knaebel is the attorney for many of the heirs of Mrs. Peregrina Campbell de Delgado while Hon. B.M. Read represents 
Piedad Lucero de Silva, also one of the heirs. The appeal from the decision of Probate Judge Antonio C. de Baca, probating the will and appointing 

Felipe Delgado administrator was made by Hon. B.M. Read. [SFNM] 

1902February4; Probate Judge Antonio C. de Baca of Cerrillos, came up last night and is here on official business. – Bon-Ton: A. C. de Baca, Cerrillos... 
[SFNM] 

1902February5; In yesterday’s session of the probate court Probate Judge Antonio C. de Baca presided. [SFNM] 

1909-10 A. C de Baca, meat market @ Los Cerrillos [NM Business Directory] 

 
Conrado C. De Baca  (b.NM 1903>    - wife is Jeorgina P. C. De Baca (b.NM 1906>;  of Cienega 
1940April18_census ED 25-23 Cienega sheet 1B; enumerator Manuel C. Martinez; Conrado C. De Baca, owns house value $1000, 37, education 6, b.NM, living in ’35 same 

house, Emergency work, 28 hrs worked in week<lined out], 12 wks unemployment to 30Mar40, teacher N.Y.A. Handy craft, Government work, 46 wks worked in 1939, 
wages $702; Jeorgina P. C. De Baca, 34, wife, education 8, b.NM, living in ’35 same house, Houseworker, no wages; Conrado C. Baca Jr., 10, son, in school, 
education 1, b.NM, living in ’35 same house; Daniel C. De Baca, 9, son, in school, education 1, b.NM, living in ’35 same house. Mariano C. de Baca, 6, son, in school, 
education 0, b.NM, living in ’35 same house; Dolores C. de Baca, 4, dau, not in school, education 0, b.NM; Teresa C. de Baca, 1, dau, education 0, b.NM. 

 
David C. de Baca  (b.NM 1840>    - wife is Leonor C. de Baca (b.NM 1848>;  of Peña Blanca 
1870August3_census: David C. de Baca, farmer, 30y-o, born NM, RealValue$550 PersValue$450, resident Town of Pena Blanca, SantaAna co., with Leonor C. de Baca, 

keeping house, 22y-o, b.NM, Ruperta C. de Baca, 6y-o, Fidelia C. de Baca, 1y-o, Gertrudes C. de Baca, 15y-o, IND 
1873November15; Senate. StaFe county; Nicolas Pino, Nepomeceno Silva. House. StaFe & StaAna cos. Ramon Sena y Garcia, Antonio Aban Vigil, 

Anastacio Sandobal, David C.de Baca. [SFDNM]   

 
Francisco C. de Baca    - Cañada de los Alamos grant 
1900January8;[Land Transactions] Francisco C. de Baca, guardian of La Cuesta, San Miguel county, to Artless J. Brown, of Kansas City, 4/7 of 1/8 of the Canada de los 

Alamos grant in Santa Fe county. [SantaFeNewMexican 8Jan1900] 

 
Frank C. de Baca    - Cerrillos 
1901April3; The Election At Cerrillos. At Cerrillos two citizens’ tickets were in the field for town trustees, for treasurer and school director. For treasurer, 

John Koury was elected; for school director, W.H. Coleman; for town trustees, Dolores Espinosa, Thomas O’Donnel, Frank E.D. Baca, Thomas 

Montoya and Cruz Armijo. [SFNM] 

 
Fulgencia C. de Baca  (d.20Feb1923) 
1923February20; Fulgencia C de Baca died. [Santiago Urban’s Journal per Marcia Urban] 

 
Jose C De Baca    - Golden 
1941; Gold from Ortiz Grant-Record Book For Copper Mine, 1940-1950. (p.35) 1941, Permit No.12 Jose C De Baca; 7/19/41 10DWTs 6Grains 15.37. [BHenderson] 

 
Juan C. Baca    - Peña Blanca 

1896August6; Arrivals at the Bon Ton: Jose Pino, Bland; Juan C. Baca, Pena Blanca... [SFDNM] 
1897January21; At the Bon-Ton: A. C. de Baca, jr., Librado C. de Baca, Juan M. C. de Baca, Pena Blanca… [SFDNM] 

 
Juan C. de Baca  (b.NM 1907>    - wife is Isabel C. de Baca (b.NM 1906>;  of Madrid 
1940May9_census ED 25-39 Madrid sheet 9B; enumerator Manuel C. Martinez; Juan C. de Baca, house #722, renting $15/mo, 33, education 7, b.NM, living in ’35 

samehouse, at work 42 hrs in week, cardigeper Tipple, 52 wks worked in 1939, wages $1032; Isabel C. de Baca, 34, wife, education 4, b.NM, living in ’35 samehouse, 
Houseworker, no wages; Juan C. de Baca Jr., 9, son, in school, education 2, b.NM, living in ’35 samehouse; Celina C. de Baca, 6, dau, in school, education 0, b.NM, 
living in ’35 samehouse; Mike Montoya, 22, bro in law, single, education 6, b.NM, living in ’35 StaFe StaFe countyNM, at work 7 hrs in week, coaldumper Tipple, 28 wks 
worked in 1939, wages $422. 

 
L. C. De Baca    - of Cerrillos 
1898October12; L. C. De Baca and daughters, of Cerrillos, are registered at the Exchange. Mr. Baca was formerly superintendent of schools in Bernalillo 

county. [SFNM] 

1898October27; L. C. de Baca is up from Cerrillos as a delegate to today’s convention, and is registered at the Exchange. – At the Exchange: Jas T. 

Williams, Cerrillos; Jesus Martinez, Glorieta; L. C. de Baca, Cerrillos; Antonio Joseph, Ojo Caliente; R.F. Parker, Chicago; F.F. Pino, Glorieta... 
[SFNM] 

1898November14; L. C. de Baca, of Cerrillos, came over yesterday on business and is stopping at the Exchange. [SFNM] 

 
Lalo C. de Baca    - Madrid 
Celestino Dimas (Jerry Dimas' father); Manuel Dimas (Jerry's Godfather); Primitovo Morales ("Our hero"); Manuel Ochoa; Harry Storrs; Juan Gonzales; Andrew Gonzales; 

John Gonzales; Herman Sanchez; Estanislaus Pena; Fernando Pena; Ernesto Garduno; Louie Garcia; Ysidro Terrazas; Max Narvaiz; Lencho Morales; Daniel Martinez; 



Lalo Barreras; Cleto Gonzales; George Gonzales; Joe Comiskey; Joe Vergolio; Gene Montoya; Juan Sanchez; Mr. Steel (1st name unknown); Fidel Lucero; Joe 
Longacre; David Longacre; Jimmy Longacre; Juan Mares; Juan Ramirez; George Archibeque; Elias Garcia; Refugio Sandoval; Pablo Pena; Willie Morales; Felipe 
Sandoval; Delfino Montoya; Librado Montoya; Mike Halea; Martin Kangas; Bill Lemon; Johnny Garcia; Felipe Mares; Tomas Gomez; Henry Barreras; Amarante 
Sandoval; Arturo Gonzales; Alcario Jaramillo; Bruno Peinado; Joe Valdez; Arthur Castro Sr.; Charlie Franks; Paul Griego; Chester Smith Sr.; Placido Urban; Jose Rael; 
Luis Dimas; Griff Grantham Sr.; Juan Baca; Dennis D. Funderburk; Toby Valdez; Lalo C. De Baca; Omogon Sandoval; Romula Corral; Luis Corral; John Tabor [Madrid 
names from memory of the Dimases, per Midori Snyder] 

 
Librado C. de Baca    - of Peña Blanca & Socorro 
1892July5; At the Exchange; Luciano Ortiz, Mrs. L. C.de Baca, Pena Blanca. [SFDNM] 
1894March2; Librado C. de Baca, of Pena Blanca, is in the city. He is largely interested in Cochiti mines and thinks there is great outcome for the camp. He 

is here seeking capital to aid in developing his claims. [SFDNM] 

1894March20; Mr. L. C. de Baca came in from Cochiti last night and brought samples of ore... [SFDNM] 
1894April3; Messrs. G.W. Knaebel, Jacob Weltmer and Q. Monier returned last evening from Peralta canon. They say Peter Powers is doing a land office 

business with his general store and restaurant. He is building a house 20x30 to accommodate his increasing business. At present there are about forty 

people at Kentville. These gentlemen are greatly pleased with the mining outlook, and while in the camp they purchased the Espanola claim of L. C. de 
Baca. [SFDNM] 

1894April10; At the Bon Ton Hotel; J.J. Malloy, Amizett; E.M. Kelly, Allerton; Nicholas B. Montoya, Ignacio Sanchez, Golden; Al Butcher, Rock Corral; 

L.A. Richards, Cochiti; Labrado C. de Baca, Pena Blanca; Jim Gulman, Lamy. [SFDNM] 
1894April10; Mr. L. C. de Baca came in from Cochiti last night and brings word that Nicolas and Antonio Sandoval were blown up at their mines on 

Saturday. It is the same old story of thawing out frozen giant powder. Antonio is blind and Nicolas is minus a left hand and his upper lip. The latter is the 

18 year old son of Hon. Zenon Sandoval; Antonio is the husband of Pabla Garcia of Santa Fe. The men are now at Cerrillos under the care of Dr. 
Palmer. [SFDNM] 

1894June21; Librado C. de Baca, Juan A. Baca, Mauricio Ortiz, Pena Blanca, are in the city. [SFDNM] 

1895May8; At the Exchange: L. C. De Baca, A. C. de Baca, Pena Blanca... [SFDNM] 
1896November27; Mr. Librado C. de Baca, of Socorro, was in the city yesterday. He brought up the official election returns from his county. [SFDNM] 

1897January21; At the Bon-Ton: A. C. de Baca, jr., Librado C. de Baca, Juan M. C. de Baca, Pena Blanca… [SFDNM] 

1901November11; Bon-Ton: L. C. de Baca, Pena Blanca... [SFNM] 

 
Luis Maria Cabeza de Baca    - of Cienega & StaFe 

In 1600, Capt. Cristobal Baca, a native of Mexico City, came to NM, and several of his great-grandsons returned with the Reconquest of 1692, settling in the Santa Fe region. 
Around 1800, Luis Maria Baca, one of the many sons of Juan Antonio Baca of La Cienega, began using the full name, Cabeza de Baca. Civil as well as church records 
show that it is the same family. [NM Place Names, T.M. Pearce 1965] 

1841June11; Baca Grant. …associated with the descendants of Cristobal Baca. On Apr. 6, 1835, under the laws of Mexico, a grant was made to Juan de Dios Maese and 

twenty-five other citizens of Las Vegas designating a tract of land containing approximately 500,000 acres. On June 11, 1841, another grant was issued to Don Luis Maria 

Cabeza de Baca, who was born in Santa Fe on Oct. 26, 1754. Complaints arose because the grants appeared to overlap, and on June 21, 1860, the Congress of the United 

States confirmed the Town of Las Vegas as Trustee for the grant of Apr. 6, 1835. On the same day the Congress also authorized the heirs of Don Luis Maria C. de Baca to 

select in lieu of the land claimed by them under the grant of 1841, an equal quantity of vacant land, not mineral, in NM to be located in square bodies not exceeding five in 

number. The first choice, called Baca Location No.1, was in present-day Sandoval County, a tract containing approximately 100,000 acres located in the Valle Grande W of 

present-day Los Alamos and extending to the Cebolla embracing originally the property known today as Sulphur Hot Springs. This Baca Location was acquired later by Frank 

Bond and Company and Redondo Development Company, finally being transferred to Texas owners. Baca Location No.2 was selected in the area of Ft. Bascom on the 

Canadian or Red River which was then San Miguel County. This particular Baca Location eventually became part of the Bell Ranch. Third and fourth Baca Locations were 

selected in parts of New Mexico which later became incorporated into Colorado and Arizona. Both were involved in litigation settled in 1863. A fifth Baca Location in eastern 

New Mexico was chosen in territory the federal government allocated for a Navajo and Apache Indian reservation. Claimants abandoned their efforts because the three-year 

limitation prescribed in the Congressional action of 1860 had expired. [NM Place Names, T.M. Pearce 1965] 

 

Manuel C. de Baca    - Las Vegas & StaFe 

1882April4; Manuel C. de Baca arrived by last night’s train, from Las Vegas. He expects to make this his home. [SFDNM] 

 

Manuel C. de Baca   (b.Cerrillos 24May1853)    - Supt. of Public Instruction;  of Las Vegas 

1895July29; District Attorney A.A. Jones, of Las Vegas, Hon. J.D.W. Veeder, Mr. M. C. de Baca and Mr. O.A. Larrazolo, are members of the San Miguel 

bar in attendance upon the supreme court. [SFDNM] 

1897February1; M. C. de Baca, of Las Vegas, is at the Exchange. [SFDNM] 
1897July27; Ex-Probate Judge M. C. de Baca of San Miguel county, is in the city from Las Vegas. [SFDNM] 

1897November1; Ex Probate Judge Manuel C. de Baca and Hon. Manuel A. Sanchez, member of the Thirty-second legislative assembly, are in the city on 

private business. [SFDNM] 
1898March11; Las Vegas News. Judge Manuel C. de Baca has obtained a half interest in the Spanish paper, El Independiente, and the paper is now 

advocating Republican principles. Mr. Enrique Salazar, part owner of the paper and who was recently appointed postmaster of Las Vegas, will take the 

office on the 31st of March so it is reported. [SFNM] 

1898September13; Manuel C. de Baca, superintendent of public instruction, went up to Espanola this morning on school business. [SFNM] 

1899May; Manuel C. de Baca, third NM superintendent of public instruction 1898-1901 
1899August9; Hon. M. C. de Baca, superintendent of territorial schools, returned home last evening from Las Vegas. [SFNM] 

1900March21; M.C. de Baca, superintendent of public instruction, to-day appointed six young men of the territory to free scholarships in the law 

department of the Nashville (Tenn.) college for this year. The young men are E.S. Jobson, Lake Valley, Justiniano Abeytia, Socorro; Gustave D. Griggs, 
Mesilla; Eugene McElroy, Las Vegas; Francis W. Hare, Mesilla Park, and Arthur L. Hurt, of Santa Fe. [SFNM] 

1900April26; Santa Fe County Mica Mines. The claims recorded by County Clerk Romero yesterday are as follows: San Jose mica claim, about eight miles 

northeast of the Nambe Indian pueblo, by A.M. Bergere, Eilosa L. Bergere, Mrs. D.M. White, Mariano S. Otero, Alexander Reed, George W. Knaebel, 
Arthur H. Craven and M.A. Otero; the Muniz mica claim, same locality, by John R. McFie, A.M. Blackwell, Jacob Gross, H.W. Kelly, W.J. Miller, E.J. 

McLean, J.S. Clark and L.A. Hughes; the Eilosa mica claim, same locality, by R.C. Gortner, W.P. Sutton, T.S. Hubbell, F.W. Parker, F.A. Manzanares, 

W.H. Pope, Solomon Luna and Caroline E. Luna; the Estrella mica claim, same locality, by P. Muniz, Mrs P. Muniz, D.M. White and Wendall V. Hall; 
the Montezuma mica claim, same locality, by T.A. Finical, Manuel C. de Baca, W.H. Whiteman, Fred Muller, A.A. Keen, J.W. Crumpaker, W.B. 

Childers and A.R. Burkdoll, all in the Nambe mining district. [SFNM] 



1900May1; The owners of about twenty mica claims northeast of Santa Fe met yesterday afternoon in the office of Governor Otero and organized 

permanently, adopting the name of  “The Santa Fe Mica Company.” …Judge McFie presided at the meeting, and Col. George W. Knaebel acted as 
secretary. The following board of directors to serve three months was elected: A.A. Keen, Col. George W. Knaebel, R.C. Gortner, L.A. Hughes and 

Judge W.H. Whiteman. …The most important claims that have been recorded are: San Jose mica claim, about eight miles northeast of the Nambé 

Indian pueblo, by A.M. Bergere, Eliosa L. Bergere, Mrs. D.M. White, Mariano S. Otero, Alexander Reed, George W. Knaebel, Arthur H. Craven and 
M.A. Otero; the Muniz mica claim, same locality, by John R. McFie, A. M. Blackwell, Jacob Gross, H.W. Kelly, W.J. Mills, E.J. McLean, J.S. Clark 

and L.A. Hughes; the Eloisa mica claim, same locality, by R.C. Gortner, W.P. Sutton. T.S. Hubbell, F.W. Parker, F.A. Manzanares, W.H. Pope, 

Solomon Luna and Caroline E. Otero; the Estrella mica claim, same locality, by P. Muniz, Mrs. P. Muniz, D.M. White and Wendell V. Hall; the 
Montezuma mica claim, same locality, by T.A. Finical, Manuel C. de Baca, W.H. Whiteman, Fred Muller, A.A. Keen, J.W. Crumpacker, W.B. 

Childers and A.R. Burkdoll, all in the Nambe mining district. [SFNM] 
1909May14: Former Superintendent of Public Instruction M. C. de Baca, a prominent stock man and sheep raiser of Las Vegas, came in on last night's train. 

[SFNM 100yrs] 

 
Manuel C. de Baca  (b.14May1897)    - wife is Francisquita Sanchez;  Madrid 
1926December29; marriage @ Iglesia de Nuestra Señora de Guadalupe de Peña Blanca; Manuel C. de Baca (May 14, 1897), son of Felix C. de Baca and of Virginia 

Apodaca, with Francisquita Sánchez (May 15, 1904), dau of Prudencio Sánchez and of Gabrielita Gonzáles. Padrinos, Antonio Luján and Isabelita Ortega de Luján. 
[Microfilm LDS 016-865 p.399] 

 
Marcos C. de Baca    - of Peña Blanca 

1894August28; At the Exchange; C.A. Marsh, C.B. Ames, Cerrillos; M. C. de Baca and wife, Pena Blanca; A.H. Allen, city; D.F. Taylor, Dolores. 

[SFDNM] 

1895November19; At the Exchange: M. C. de Baca and wife, A.L. Kendall, Cerrillos... [SFDNM] 

1896December16; Mr. M. C. de Baca is up from Albuquerque. – At the Exchange: M. C. de Baca, Albuquerque… [SFDNM] 

1919October20; marriage @ Iglesia de Nuestra Señora de Guadalupe de Peña Blanca; Cristino Tafoya, single, 23 y-o, resident of Cochiti, son of Eleuterio Tafoya and of 
Andrea Segura, with Eloisa Leyba, single, 23 y-o, resident of Peña Blanca. Padrinos, Marcos C. de Baca and his wife. [Microfilm LDS 016-865 p.341] 

 

Mary C. de Baca    - StaFe 

1933July13; Full name Simon Padilla. Residence Route #2 Santa Fe, N.M. Male white , widowed  husband of or wife of Juan[a] Riviera. Date of Birth 1869  age. 64 Trade, 
profession or particular kind of work done. Farmer. Industry or business of which work was done. Own  Date deceased last worked this occupation. Lifetime. Birthplace ( 
city or town)  La Cienega. Fathers name. Jose Padilla his fathers birthplace reads. La Cienega. Mothers Maiden name, Isidora her birthplace Reads 
blank?   Informant   Rosendo Rivera  Date of his death July 13, 1933. certificate was filed by a Mary C de Baca  ((one more signature on this but It is not readable)) [per 
Lillian Padilla Stock] 

 

Nasario C. De Baca  (b.Cienega 12Nov1916  d31Jul2013)    - 1st wife is Consuelo “Connie” Martinez (d.1993); 2nd wife is Sabina Griego Boulton;  Cienega, DC, Abq, 
Bernalillo 

1940April19_census ED 25-23 Cienega sheet 2B; enumerator Manuel C. Martinez; Tomas C. De Baca, owns house value $300, farm, 69, education 0, b.NM, living in ’35 
same house, farm, seeking work, 12 wks unemployment to 30Mar40, laborer Farm, 0 wks worked in 1939, no wages; Manuela C. De Baca, 57, wife, education 0, b.NM, 
living in ’35 same house, no seeking work because has job, merchant Grocery store, working on own account, 0 wks worked in 1939, no wages; Maria C. De Baca, 28, 
dau, single, education C-4, b.NM, living in ’35 same house, at work 30 hrs in week, teacher public School, Government work, 36 wks worked in 1939, wages $685, 
received $50 or more from income other than wages; Merlina C. De Baca, 26, dau, single, education H-4, b.NM, living in ’35 same house, Houseworker, no wages; 
Nasario C. De Baca, 22, son, single, not in school, education C-3, b.NM, living in ’35 same house, at school, no wages. 

NAZARIO (NICK) C' DE BACA NOVEMBER 12, 1916 ~ JULY 31, 2013 Nazario C' de Baca, 96, passed away at home in Bernalillo, NM on July 31, 2013. He was born in La 
Cienega, NM to Manuelita (Gallegos) and Tomas on November 12, 1916. The youngest of seven children, he grew up on the family's irrigated farm in La Cienega. After 
finishing eighth grade in La Cienega's two-room schoolhouse, he lived with an uncle in Pena Blanca to attend high school, graduating in 1936 from Santa Fe High. He 
then earned a degree in agronomy and soils at New Mexico State University in 1940, and in 1950, a Master's Degree in rural sociology from Michigan State. He was a 
proud World War II veteran who served under General George Patton in the 11th Armored Division. He traveled through France and Belgium, ending up in Austria along 
the Danube River. After his discharge, he briefly returned to New Mexico as an assistant Extension Agent in Mora County. He married Consuelo "Connie" Martinez in 
1946. Nazario worked for the U.S. Dept. of Agriculture for over 28 years. He set up agricultural extension services and youth programs in developing countries - Bolivia, 
El Salvador, Guatemala, Ecuador, Jamaica, and Sudan, Africa. He ended his USDA career with a 10-year stint in Washington, DC, where he designed training and 
coordinated exchange programs, specializing in Latin America. In 1972, he and Consuelo retired to their home in Albuquerque, NM, to be near their three sons, Daniel, 
Robert and Nick, who were born in three different countries. Consuelo passed away in 1993. In July 1994, Nazario married Sabina (Griego) Boulton of Santa Fe, NM. 
They had originally met in 1937 through his sister, Melinda Gonzales of La Cienega, who was attending nurses training with Sabina at the time. Nazario and Sabina 
made their home in Bernalillo. Nazario was very active and involved with family, church and community. He was the Distinguished Alumnus of the College of Agriculture 
and Home Economics in 1999. Always remembering his own struggles to get through college, he established a charitable gift annuity with his alma mater, New Mexico 
State University, which provides support to Hispanic students studying agriculture or home economics. "I attribute my long life to activity" says Nazario. "Every day, I live 
like I'm going to live forever. I don't live from day to day. Every day you should do something that is good, that contributes to your life. You shouldn't let a day go by when 
you don't do something constructive, at least one thing." … Nazario was preceded in death by his parents; siblings, Tomas, Conrado, Albertano, Celina Lucero, Mary 
Ulibarri, and Melinda Gonzales; first wife, Consuelo; son, Daniel; and grandson, Nicholas. He is survived by his wife, Sabina; sons, Robert (Lesly) and Nick (Julie); 
grandson, Mike; step-children, Georgia Pearson (Ted), Ellen, John (Wrenn), Anita Dupree (Jon), Martha, Mary Kay, Rita Wolfe (Gary), Frances, and Mary Jo Carrion; 17 
step-grandchildren and 30 step-great-grandchildren. … Interment will take place at Santa Fe National Cemetery. [SFNM 4Aug2013] 

 
Nestor C. de Baca    - of Mora co. 
1882July25; Fernando Nolan and Nestor C. de Baca, of Mora county, are in the city attending to court matters and business at the United States Land Office. 

[SFDNM] 

 

Paricracio C. de Baca    - Cienega 

1897November8; At the Bon Ton: Paricracio C. de Baca, John Block, Cienega; Doniciano Angel, Gregorio Chavez, Glorieta; John McMurray, Will L. 

Bradley, Cerrillos... [SFDNM] 
 

Ricardo C. de Baca  (b.NM 1908>    - wife is Ageda West C. de Baca (b.NM 1911, 1912>;  of Cienega 

http://www.legacy.com/memorial-sites/ww2/?personid=166192766&affiliateID=2172


1920January4_census: Alberto West; miner A&CCoalCo wage work, married, 35y-o, NM [NM NM], resident Cerrillos, own home free with wife Helen (33 illiterate noEnglish 
NM [NM NM]), dau Agada (9 NM), 2son Avenacio (7 NM), Carlos (5 NM) 

1940April18_census ED 25-23 Cienega sheet 2A; enumerator Manuel C. Martinez; Ricardo C. de Baca, owns house value $300, farm, 32, education 8, b.NM, living in ’35 
same house, farm, at work, 20 hrs worked in week, bus driver School bus, 52 wks worked in 1939, wages $498; Ageda C. de Baca, 28, wife, education 6, b.NM, living in 
’35 same house, Houseworker, no wages; Stella C. de Baca, 11, dau, in school, education 4, b.NM, living in ’35 same house; Ricardo C. de Baca Jr., 6, son, in school, 
education 0, b.NM, living in ’35 same house; Erlinda C. de Baca, 2, dau, education 0, b.NM; Alberto West, 56, fa in law, widower, education 6, b.NM, living in ’35 same 
house, farm, seeking work, 64 wks unemployment to 30Mar40, laborer W.P.A. gulf project, Government work, 42 wks worked in 1939, wages $450. 

 

Tomas C. de Baca   (b.NM 1809>    - wife is Maria Gertrudes C. de Baca (b.NM 1834>;  of Peña Blanca  

mid1850s; I made my quarters at the house of Don Tomas Cabeza de Baca, one of the ricos of the place [Peña Blanca], who lives surrounded with a throng 

of peones somewhat after the manner of the feudal lords of the Middle Ages. Dismounting at the main entrance of the corral which incloses the whole 
establishment, I resigned my horse to the care of a servant, and followed the lead of Don Tomas into the dwelling. Crossing a large court-yard, we 

ascended a flight of steps to the second stoy, and landed upon a portal looking toward the placita. Thence we passed through a large hall into a smaller 

room which, I was politely informed, was at my disposal… Along the south front of the building extends a portal overlooking a large garden and 
vineyard, affording a fine view of the balley and the river. [W.W.H. Davis p.339] 

1860July1_census: Tomas Baca, farmer, 51y-o, born NM, RealValue$19,000 PersValue$26,450, resident Town of Pena Blanca, SantaAna co., with Maria Gertrudes Baca, 
24y-o, b.NM, Leonora Baca, 13y-o, Andres Baca, 10y-o, Nicolas Baca, 8y-o, Silviana Baca, 6y-o, Marcos Baca, 3y-o, Librada Baca, 2y-o 

1870August6_census: Tomas C. de Baca, farmer, 61y-o, born NM, RealValue$5,000 PersValue$17,800, resident Town of Pena Blanca, SantaAna co., with Maria Gertrudes 
C. de Baca, keeping house, 36y-o, Andres C. de Baca, 20y-o, Maria Manuela C. de Baca, 18y-o, Amado C. de Baca, 18y-o, Maria Jesus C. de Baca, 19y-o, Maria 
Silbiana C. de Baca, 19y-o, Marcos C. de Baca, 14y-o, Librado C. de Baca, 11y-o, Maria Manuela C. de Baca, 8y-o, Maria Francisca C. de Baca, 2y-o, Maria delos 
Angeles C. de Baca, 22y-o, Maria Antonia C. de Baca, 16y-o, Maria Agapita C. de Baca, 11y-o, Jose C. de Baca, 14y-o, IND 

1870October12; Pablo Delgado, Simon Delgado, Miguel Romero, Tomas C. (de) Baca, Felipe Delgado, Fernando Delgado, Felipe B. Delgado; per law of 3Jan66 “una 
reclamacion minera de 1400 pies medida horizontal sobre una Cierta veta Capa o Deposito de Metales Minerales dicho Colocacion Llamada de “Santa Rosa“ situada 
en los Sierras de Santa Rosa hasa en los Cerrillos en el precincto No.6 de Condado de Santa Fe... en una mojonera al lado del Norte siendo este su lindero del Norte y 
corriento de alli hacia el Nor Oeste por mil y Cuatrocientos pies sobre dicha veta capa o deposito hasta una mojonera de piedra en donde comienza el reclamo de 
“Nuestra Señora de la Luz.” Was denunciada by Nicolas Pino y otros on June9,68; witness 13Oct70 Gaspar Ortiz y Alarid (wit block&sig= Gaspar Ortiz), Francisco 
Bustamante, certify 13October1870 Antonio Ortiz y Salazar Juez de Pruebas del Condado de Santa Fe, recorded por el Juez de Pbas 13October1870 Trinidad Alarid 
escribano de la Corte de Pruebas [Locations & Mining Deeds A#15405 p232] 

1870October12; Pablo Delgado(<signs as agent for SimonD, MiguelR, Tomas CdeB), Simon Delgado, Miguel Romero, Tomas C. de Baca, Felipe Delgado, Fernando 
Delgado, Felipe B. Delgado;  “Nuestra Señora de la Luz”; comenzando en una mojanera en donde termina la colocacion llamada “Santa Rosa” siende este su lindero 
del Norte y corriento de alli hacia el Sur sobre dicha veta o deposito por mil y Cuatrocientos pies hasta otra mojnonera en donde comienza el reclamo llamado Ruelas el 
cual es su lindero del Sur; testigos 13Oct70 Gaspar Ortiz y Francisco Bustamante, certify 12October1870 Antonio Ortiz y Salazar Juez de Pruebas del Condado de 
Santa Fe, recorded por el Juez de Pbas 13October1870 Trinidad Alarid escribano de la Corte de Pruebas [Locations & Mining Deeds A#15405 p234] 

1870October12; Pablo Delgado(<signs as agent for SimonD, MiguelR, Tomas CdeB), Simon Delgado, Miguel Romero, Tomas C. de Baca, Felipe Delgado, Fernando 
Delgado, Felipe B. Delgado; una Cierta veta, capa o deposito de Metales minerales dicha colocacion es llamada “Ruelas” se halla Situada en los Serrillos precincto 
No.6 comenzando en una mojonera y donde termina el reclamo llamado Nuestrs Señora de la Luz siendo este su lindero del Norte y corriendo de alli hacia el Sur sobre 
dicha veta o deposito por mil y Cuatrocientos pies hasta otra mojonera un poza viejo esta en dicha veta; testigos 13Oct70 Gaspar Ortiz y Francisco Bustamante, certify 
13October1870 Antonio Ortiz y Salazar Juez de Pruebas del Condado de Santa Fe, recorded por el Juez de Pbas 13October1870 Trinidad Alarid escribano de la Corte 
de Pruebas [Locations & Mining Deeds A#15405 p236] 

1872May11; The New Mexico Central Railroad Company. [SB886 as amended] That Gordon Granger, Joseph F. Bennett, Willi Spiegelberg, Alexander P. 

Sullivan, W.C. Rencher, William T. Strachan, Henry Lesinski, Henry Wetter, Singleton M. Ashenfelter, Abraham Staab, Lawrence G. Murphy, Simeon 
Hart, Nehemiah P. Bennett, Fred Myers, Charles P. Clever, Jose M. Gallegos, Nathaniel Pope, Tomas C.de Baca, Felipe Chaves, and Manuel A. Otero, a 

body politic and corporate, duly organized under the laws of the Territory of New Mexico, under the name and title of the New Mexico Central Railroad 

Company… [SFDNM] 
1873November7; Hon. Tomas C.de Baca is in the city from Peña Blanca. We learn from him that the river there is full of geese and ducks. [SFDNM]   

1874May2; On the 28th ultimo Mr. Elkins introduced the following bill… payment to certain citizens of New Mexico for Indian depredations: To Tomas C. 
de Baca, seven thousand and eleven dollars. [SFDNM] 

1874August15; We are pleased to state that Hon. Tomas C.de Baca, who has bee dangerously ill for some time is improving. [SFDNM]   

1895January28; The venerable and respected Don Felipe Delgado breathed his last at his home in Santa Fe about 5 o’clock on Saturday [26th] evening after 
a long and painful illness. The deceased was born in Santa Fe county in the early part of 1881[1831], and was consequently 64 years old. He was one of 

the distinguished family of five brothers and two sisters – Simon, Pablo, Fernando, Felipe, Felipe B., Mrs. Romero and Mrs. Tomas C. de Baca – all of 

whom are now dead except Felipe B. Delgado and Mrs. Baca. Among the nephews living are Pedro Delgado, receiver of the United States land office; 
Juan Delgado, deputy sheriff, and Francisco Delgado, translator in the surveyor general’s office. [SFDNM] 

1895June22; Mr. Antonio C. de Baca, son of Hon. Tomas C. de Baca, of Las Vegas, will on Monday next wed Miss Adela Pino, of Cienega. The ceremony 

will take place at Cienega chapel, Rev. A. Fourchegu officiating. The bride is the daughter of Mr. Herman Pino and grand-daughter of Hon. Nesario 
Gonzales and Gen. Nicholas Pino. [SFDNM] 

1897July12; Laid To Rest. The funeral of Fernando Delgado took place at 9 o’clock this morning. …the remains were taken to the Rosario cemetery and 

laid to rest by the side of his father, the late Fernando Delgado. …His mother Dona Trinidad C. de Baca de Delgado, is a sister of the late Tomas C. de 

Baca, and a lineal descendant of the family of that name. Fernando was married some years ago to Miss Luz Ortiz, daughter of Hon. Antonio Ortiz y 

Salazar, and leaves two lovely little girls. Deceased was 29 years of age… [SFDNM] 

 
Tomas C. De Baca  (b.NM 1871>    - wife is Manuela C. De Baca (b.NM 1883>;  of Cienega 
1940April19_census ED 25-23 Cienega sheet 2B; enumerator Manuel C. Martinez; Tomas C. De Baca, owns house value $300, farm, 69, education 0, b.NM, living in ’35 

same house, farm, seeking work, 12 wks unemployment to 30Mar40, laborer Farm, 0 wks worked in 1939, no wages; Manuela C. De Baca, 57, wife, education 0, b.NM, 
living in ’35 same house, no seeking work because has job, merchant Grocery store, working on own account, 0 wks worked in 1939, no wages; Maria C. De Baca, 28, 
dau, single, education C-4, b.NM, living in ’35 same house, at work 30 hrs in week, teacher public School, Government work, 36 wks worked in 1939, wages $685, 
received $50 or more from income other than wages; Merlina C. De Baca, 26, dau, single, education H-4, b.NM, living in ’35 same house, Houseworker, no wages; 
Nasario C. De Baca, 22, son, single, not in school, education C-3, b.NM, living in ’35 same house, at school, no wages. 

 
Valentín C. de Baca    - wife is Elvira Gallegos de C. de Baca;  Peña Blanca 



1922December26; marriage @ Iglesia de Nuestra Señora de Guadalupe de Peña Blanca; Francisco Gurulé, 32 y-o, son of Antonio Gurulé and of Nicolasa De la O, with 
Margarita C. de Baca, dau of Valentín C. de Baca and of Elvira Gallegos, from Peña Blanca. Padrinos, Alfredo Baca and Sylviana Baca. [Microfilm LDS 016-865 p.366] 

________________________________________________________________ 
 
C. y Lopez see Crespin y Lopez 

 

CABALLERO ONYX MINING COMPANY    - Grant co. 

1900November8; Grant County. A little while ago, Lew Gilbert, president of the Caballero Onyx Mining Co., forwarded to Germany at the suggestion of 
Hon. Frank. H. Mason, United States consul, a sample of the valuable and extensive deposits of onyx that the mines of this company produce. [SFNM] 

 
Martin Cabieleti  (d.WhiteAsh 13May1895)    - of Madrid 
1895May14; Cerrillos Rustler: Martin Cab?eleti, an Italian working in the White Ash mine, was killed yesterday afternoon by a falling rock. He was about 

to replace a prop which had been blown out by a shot, when the rock, weighing several tons, fell upon him with crushing force, killing him instantly. 
[SFDNM] 

 
John Cabot Jr.  - attestor -    – secy of NMMC & Galisteo Company 
1927July12; Dated. Filed: 18Mar1939. Modification of Lease. NMMC to Galisteo Company, a Maine corporation, modification of royalty, and option, to accommodate United 

Verde Copper Company. Sigs. NMMC: John Sherman Hoyt, Preisdent; Attest John Cabot Jr. Sec.; Galisteo Company: John Sherman Hoyt, President; Attest John 
Cabot, Jr. Sec. b.O Mines p.146. [BHenderson Abstract of Title No.1 30Sep1983] 

1932July8; Dated. Filed 8May1933. Option Agreement. Galisteo Company, a Maine corporation, for $10.00 to Charles McKinnis of Los Angeles, to 30Apr1933 the right to 
acquire a lease of the said tract of land (except lodes and veins, ledges, ore in place, coal, oil and petroleum products and gas) and all Galisteo Company’s right to all 
water rights… Sigs: Galisteo Co. John Sherman Hoyt President, Attest: John Cabot Jr. Sec to JSH; Charles McKinnis, in Presence of George N. Whittlsey.  b.E 
Contracts p.179. [BHenderson Abstract of Title No.1 30Sep1983] 

1932September8; Dated. Filed: 18Mar1939. Modification of Lease. NMMC to Galisteo Company, a Maine corporation, on abandonment of lease. Sigs. NMMC: John 
Sherman Hoyt, Preisdent; Attest John Cabot Jr. Sec.; Galisteo Company: John Sherman Hoyt, President; Attest John Cabot, Jr. Sec. b.O Mines p.148. [BHenderson 
Abstract of Title No.1 30Sep1983] 

1937November15; Filed. Grazing Lease on Ortiz Mine Grant. The Galisteo Company, for Mutual Covenants, etc., starting 1Apr37 for 15yrs, erect a 3-wire fence, pay $800/yr 
& from 1Apr45 $1250/yr, and 90da cancellation if grant is sold, to R.B. Thurman of Sandoval NM. Sig. Henry R. Hoyt President, Attest: John Cabot Jr. Secy; R.B. 
Thurman. b.E Contracts p.608. – R.B. Thurman assigns to Emmet Wirt 26Nov37, said assignment released 2Nov38; RBT assigns to Marguerite P. Baca 5Nov38, 
assignment released 20Jan40. [BHenderson Abstract of Title No.1 30Sep1983] 

1938December6; Dated. Filed 6Mar39. Lease. Galisteo Company, for Mutual covenants, about 54,000acres …said tract of land and all Galisteo Company’s water rights, 
from 1Apr39 for 25yrs, to Universal Placer Mining Corporation, a Delaware corporation, 1421 Chestnut St, Philadelphia. Sig. Galisteo Co. Henry R. Hoyt President, 
Attest: John Cabot Jr. Secy; Universal Placer Mining Corp. James H. Kennedy President, Attest: Wm Calhoun Secy. b.O Mines p.144. [BHenderson Abstract of Title 
No.1 30Sep1983] 

________________________________________________________________ 

 * Cabrera * 
Juan Cabrera   <b.1900>    - of Madrid 

1930_census: Juan Cabrera, 30y-o, Madrid; Crestina F. Cabrera, 28y-o, Madrid, Manuel Cabrera, 21y-o, Catalina L. Cabrera, 18y-o, Elvira Cabrera, 8y-o, Ester Cabrera, 6y-
o, Erlinda Cabrera, 5y-o, Guadalupe Cabrera, 3y-o, Anita Cabrera, 1y-o, Esperanza Cabrera, 1y-o 

1934December; [Madrid] Mine Jones; 241 Jadre, John [Miner]; 242 Montoya, Ambrosio [3.26 Hoistman]; 243 Laycock, Leo [Miner]; 244 Harreras, Henry; 245 Romero, 

Ignacio; 246 Acosta, Paulino; 248 Gallegos, Juan; 249 Morales, Florencio; 250 Dimas, Albino [4.00 Roperider]; 251 Roybal, Crescensio [Miner]; 252 Ray Felix, Filadelfia; 

253 Gonzales, Herminio; 254 Munoz, Jesus; 255 Peinado, Bruno; 256 Mares, Juan B.; 257 Padilla, Martin; 258 Kristich, Geo; 259 Padilla, Juan; 260 Padilla, Pete; 281 Bon, 

Joe; 283 Martinez, Estevan; 285 Armijo, Luis; 290 Aragon, Florencio [3.26 Hoistman]; 295 Abeyta, Tom [Miner]; 422 Mendoza, Homobono; 423 Cabrera, Juan; 424 Armijo, 

Permilio; 425 Felix, Jose; 426 Chavez, Ben; 427 Lumsden, Lloyd; 428 Silva, Guad; 429  Valadivisro, Bernardino; 431 Gutierrez, E.J.; 430 Martinez, Berney; 437 Montoya, 

Moises; 438 Morales, Gillermo; 439 Ramirez, Teodoro; 440 Gabaldon, Pete. Mine No.8; 561 Ramirez, Daniel [Miner]; 564 Palacios, Fernando; 569 Jones, Ray; 571 Sena, 

Joe; 575 Baldonado, Tony Sr.; 576 Baldonado, Tony Jr.; 578 Palacios, Augustine; 580 Rael, Juan; 581 Pargole, Joe; 582 Gallegos, Joe P.; 583 Montoya, Max; 585 DeEramo, 

Tony. [per LPadilla] 

 
Manuel Cabrera  <b.1909 d.Madrid 7Dec1932)    - of Madrid 
1930_census: Juan Cabrera, 30y-o, Madrid; Crestina F. Cabrera, 28y-o, Madrid, Manuel Cabrera, 21y-o, Catalina L. Cabrera, 18y-o, Elvira Cabrera, 8y-o, Ester Cabrera, 6y-

o, Erlinda Cabrera, 5y-o, Guadalupe Cabrera, 3y-o, Anita Cabrera, 1y-o, Esperanza Cabrera, 1y-o 
1932December7; 14 die in Morgan Jones mine, Madrid: Juan Acosta, Julian Garcia, Julian Ynostroza, Manuel Cabrera, Damacio Perez, Lupe Morales 

(hoist man), Eustacio Ramos, Baltazar Huajaca, Angel Ortiz, Telesforo Macia, Bonifacio Gabaldon, Agustin Padilla, Pablo Escareño, Pancho Trejo. 
1932December8; Angel Ortiz age 34, Bony Galbadon age 37, Agustine Padilla age 38, Guadalupe Morales age 23, Pablo Escarino age 32, Julian Ynostraza 

age 34, Manuel Cabera age 24, Telesfor Macias age 30, Damacio Perez age 44, Juan Acosta age 40, Batzar Oaxaca age 40,  and Eusebio Ramos age 21 
(unmarried). [SFNM per LPadilla] 

1932December8; The dead: Bony Gabaldon, 37. Augustine Padilla, 38. Angel Ortiz, 34. Guadalupe Morales, 23. Pablo Escarino, 32. Julien Ynostraza, 34. Manuel Cabera, 
24. Telesfor Macias, 30. Damacio Perez, 44. Julien Garcia, 45. Juan Acosta, 40. Francisco Torejo, 25. Batzar Oaxaca, 40. Eusebio Ramos, 21. All were married men 
with the exception of Ramos. ¶ At the hospital the bodies were laid out in rows and each miner’s identification tag placed upon him. Then widows and children ranging 
from youths attending high school in Cerrillos or Santa Fe to little tots who had been kept in the Madrid grade school all day as teachers tried to soften news of the 
tragedy, received the final fateful news as some relative turned back the dirty blanket and verified the identification tag placed upon it. ¶ Six men were brought in from the 
mine in the forenoon suffering from shock and suffocation from the smoke and dust. They were treated at the hospital by Dr. A.R. Causer and returned to their home. ¶ 
These men were Jimmy Taylor, Rosalio Liseano, Guadalupe Saldivar, Rafael Juarez, Andrew Samiripa and his son, Pete. ¶ The cause of the explosion has not been 
determined by Warren Bracewell, state mine inspector, who rushed to the mine from Albuquerque, entered it shortly before noon and assisted Superintendent Oscar 
Huber in the rescue work. ¶ The explosion came before some of the miners reached their positions. The dead were found, many with their lunch pails in their hands. 
Others had not yet even taken off their coats to begin work. [AbqJournal] 

________________________________________________________________ 

 
William A. Cade    - White Oaks m.d. 



as of 1903June30; List of mining claims in NM which have been officially surveyed… By Surveyor-General Morgan O. Llewellyn. W.A. Cade, Harry 

Allen, White Oaks MD, 15.97ac. [Report of the Governor of New Mexico to the Secretary of the Interior 1903, p.352] 
as of 1903June30; List of mining claims in NM which have been officially surveyed… By Surveyor-General Morgan O. Llewellyn. William A. Cade, 

Forgotten, White Oaks MD, 8.388ac. [Report of the Governor of New Mexico to the Secretary of the Interior 1903, p.353] 

 
William Cadderington    - of Madrid 

1897June10; Yesterday morning Drs. Crosson and Harroun performed a surgical operation on the hand and arm of William Cadderington, a miner, who was 
brought to St. Vincent hospital from the mines at Madrid, suffering from a severs case of blood poisoning. [SFDNM] 

 
Charles Cadmus    - wife is Ella Bristol;  of White Oaks, ZacatecasMEX, StaFe, JerezMEX 

1893September27; Chas Cadmus, a well known White Oaks mining man, interested in property with Howard Vaughn, has gone to the northeast and 

married Miss Ella Bristol, of Jerseyville, Ontario. [SFDNM] 

1894December12; Mr. Chas Cadmus, formerly of Lincoln county, now manager of the Richmond & Zacatecas Gold Mining company, is in the city en route 
to Zacatecas. [SFDNM] 

1895October22: Mr. Chas Cadmus, who claims Santa Fe for his home, returned here Saturday night from Jerez, state of Zacatecas, Mexico, for a conference 

with his partners in prospecting ventures in that country. ¶ He brings back good samples of the mineral from Huejuequilla El Alto, in Jalisco, where he is 
prospecting, and is thoroughly in earnest in saying that Mexico is the country to mine in. He says that there is a strong desire expressed by our neighbors 

on the border for a closer business relation with us. ¶ He says that he can see a great change in the feeling toward Americans since the World’s fair. ¶ 

Mexicans are willing to meet us more than half way. Mr. Cadmus speaks in high terms of the mineral in that country, and says that it only requires 
American capital and push to develop it into the greatest mining country on earth. The veins are large and well defined and show every indicataion of 

permanency. He returns to Jerez this week. [SFDNM] 
1895October24: Mr. Chas Cadmus, the well known mining man, left last night for Jerez, Mexico. His friends here wish him every success in his prospecting 

ventures in the Sierra Madres. [SFDNM] 

1895October26: Miss Madge Taylor left last night for Jerez, Mexico, where she will spend the winter with Mrs. Chas Cadmus. [SFDNM] 

 
Henry Cadwalader    - Ortiz Mine grant 
1901June14; Probate Clerk Manuel Delgado today recorded a lease and bond by the Gipsy Queen Mining company to the following parties: Christian 

Wiegand, M. O’Hagen, W.H. Sharlock, R.B. Harding, A.E. Watt, N.A. Otson, Mary Holland, H.R. McCabe, A.L. Stephens, G.A. Gosser and Henry 

Cadwalader. The Gipsy Queen company holds a 99 year lease from the New Mexico Mining company for the Gipsy Queen and Lone Cabin lodes on the 

Ortiz mine grant in southern Santa Fe county and in turn leases it to the above mentioned parties for three years upon condition that $2,400 annually be 
expended in development work and that a royalty of 15 per cent on all ore shipped or treated be paid. The bond provides that the company is to receive 

$25,000 in cash if the lessees decide to purchase the 99 year lease. [SFNM] 

 
Lydia J. Cadwell    - Clark’s Peak m.d. 
as of 1903June30; List of mining claims in NM which have been officially surveyed… By Surveyor-General Morgan O. Llewellyn. Lydia J. Cadwell, 

Ricolite, Clarks Peak MD, 12.005ac. – Do., Jasper, do. MD, 12.69ac. – Do., Green Onyx, do. MD, 15ac. – Do., Chicago Girl, do. MD, 10.18ac. – Do., 

Chicago Girl mill site, do. MD, 4.99ac. [Report of the Governor of New Mexico to the Secretary of the Interior 1903, p.348] 

 
Cady    - Glorieta 

1888June21; Mr. James Allan, of Chicago, has come out for the summer to assist Superintendant Cady in getting the Glorieta Copper Company’s new mill 
in operation, and will remain on the ground till shipments of copper begin. [SantaFeWeeklyNMexican] 

________________________________________________________________ 

 * Caffrey * 
Owen Caffrey    - Belen 
1901March30; The Manzano Gold and Copper Company to-day filed incorporation papers in the office of Territorial Secretary Wallace. The incorporators 

are Upton D. Long, Silas Parker, W.M. Scott, Owen Caffrey and S.F. Levanson. The capital is $150,000; the headquarters of the company are at Belen, 

Valencia county. [SFNM] 

 
Major William Caffrey  (d.1894>    - of LouisvilleKY & White Oaks 

1881March17; Wm H. Caffrey, of Louisville, Ky., has put in an appearance here. [SFDNM] 
1890July23; Major Wm Caffrey, the veteran editor of the White Oaks Leader and vice president of the territorial Republican league...  [SFDNM] 

1894February16; The governor has appointed George Curry, of Lincoln county, a member of the New Mexico Bureau of Immigration, in place of William 

Caffrey, deceased. [SFDNM] 
1895Juiy1; The proprietors of the White Oaks Eagle have purchased the press, type and all the furniture belonging to the estate of Wm Caffrey, that was 

used in the Lincoln County Leader. [SFDNM] 

________________________________________________________________ 

 
C. W. Cagan    - Ortiz Mine grant 
1881November3(loc); C.W. Cagan, Frank Gilocagh Lucy Placer claim W28rods S57rods etc, ca 4mi SW from Ortiz Station, rec 26Nov81; witness M?C. 

Conklin [b.D p.719] 

________________________________________________________________ 

 * Cahill * 
Dr. Leo S. Cahill    - E-town 

1899February17; At the Claire: H.J. Kendall, Las Vegas; L.L. Cahill, Elizabethtown; Pedro Perea, Bernalillo… [SFNM] 
1899February20; Dr. Lee L. Cahill, of Elizabethtown, has been in the city several days. He is a candidate for appointment as postmaster at that place, and is 

here to secure recommendations for that position. [SFNM] 



1899February21; Sheriff Kinsell arrested yesterday at Albuquerque, Dwight L. Gilmore, charged with obtaining money under false pretenses, and brought 

him to this city. It is charged that Gilmore borrowed $100 from Dr. L.L. Cahill, of Elizabethtown, promising to give a mortgage on a team of horses, 
which it is alleged, were secured at the time to other parties. There will be a hearing this week. [SFNM] 

1901March11; Dr. Leo S. Cahill, postmaster at Elizabethtown, a wide-awake citizen of Colfax county, arrived on last night’s Santa Fe train. [SFNM] 

 
Thomas Cahill    - of NV & Silver City 

1882February25; T. Cahill and J.E. Boss, the mining experts are in Silver City. They have a bonaza and no mistake. [SFDNM] 
1882August29; A fourteen mile ride across a gently rolling plain, northwardly from Nutt station on the Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe road, brings you to 

the foot of the arroyo on which are situated the already famous Sierra mining properties. Passing through the new townsite and up an easy and well made 

road, you pass the sampling works of Tabor and Wurtzbach, to the left, and soon thereafter the stamp mill of the Sierra Grande company… George 
Lufkin was the first discoverer and he was soon joined by Chris Watson, the two holding the “Lincoln” and “Stanton” claims jointly. McEver’s ranch 

was about four miles distant, near a small lake which gives the name to the district, and he soon became interested… passed into the hands of John A. 

Miller, who managed the sale of it for himself and others… Geo D. Roberts, of New York, was the purchaser. …The mill, which has now been in 
operation about six weeks, is a twenty stamp mill, with its full compliment of agitators, settlers and retorts. Mr. E.D. Town is the superintendent and Mr. 

Thos Cahill, the amalgamator, both men of large experience in mines in Nevada. …From Mr. A.B. Gibbons, the bookkeeper, we gathered the 

following… Captain Young evidently knows how to keep a hotel, and sets a meal which anybody can relish. The accommodations would not be 
considered strictly first-class at a fashionable watering place, but the grub is good and abundant, and nobody goes much on style. [SFDNM] 

________________________________________________________________ 

 
E. A. Cahoon    - of Roswell 
1897May24; Gold Mining Convention. …to name 30 delegates at large to assemble at Denver, Colo., on the 7th, 8th and 9th of July, 1897… H.L. Warren 

Albuquerque, Jefferson Reynolds Las Vegas, M.S. Otero Albuquerque, J.W. Fleming Silver City, S.T. Bitting Eddy, Vicente Mares Mora, Fritz Muller 

Santa Fe, C.W. Kennedy Albuquerque, Max Luna Los Lunas, S.B. Newcomb Las Cruces, D.S. Miller Lake Valley, Manuel Salazar Springer, C.C. Gise 
East Las Vegas, George Marsh Santa Fe, G.L. Ulrich White Oaks, Felix Garcia Lumberton, T.D. Burns Tierra Amarilla, John Corbett Deming, H.W. 

Kelley East Las Vegas, Calvin Whiting Albuquerque, J.S. Slack Clayton, Geo R. Berringer Raton, Malaquias Martinez Taos, C.S. Babney Socorro, 

Charles Scheurich Santa Fe, H.C. Brailey Red River, A.F. Miller Farmington, W.H. Kennedy Cerrillos, Chester Greenwood Bland, E.A. Cahoon 
Roswell. Done at the capital at Santa Fe, New Mexico, this, the 25th day of May… Lorion Miller, Acting Governor… [SFDNM] 

________________________________________________________________ 

 * Caine * Cain *    - see also Kane 

Conelly Cain    - Cerrillos  <compare Melba Lee Kane 
1937March; For Sale Ford V8 $100 Cash, Conelly Cain. [ad in LaTurquesa v.IV n.4, CSimoni per YolandaSandoval] 
 
George W. Caine    - TopekaKS 

1881December15; Dr. F.L. Crane and George W. Caine, both from Topeka, Kansas, registered at the Palace yesterday. [SFDNM] 

 
J. K. Caine    - Cerrillos 

1896January31; At the Bon Ton: J.K, Caine, Cerrillos; Frank Lykins, Cerrillos; D. Gresham, Frank Johnson, Cerrillos... [SFDNM] 

 
John M. Cain    - DetroitMI & Kingston, Hillsboro m.d. 
1898June23; John N. Cain, superintendent of the Brush Heap mine at Kingston, accompanied a carload of ore to the El Paso smelter last week. [SFNM] 
1898November9; Hillsboro District. Cain, Harman & Van Dusen, of the Gypsy and Brushheap mines at Kingston, are putting in new concentrating works. 

[SFNM] 

1899January6; Hillsboro District. The machinery for the Harmon & Cain mill, at Lake valley, has arrived and is being placed in position. [SFNM] 
1899March21; The Gypsey Mining & Milling Company acquired possession of the Gypsey and Brush Heap properties and began experimenting on the best 

methods to treat low-grade ores profitably. …The Gypsey Mining and Milling Company is composed of Detroit, Mich., capitalists, and is officered by 

W. Howie Muir, president; John M. Cain, vice president; E.C. Van Husan, secretary and treasurer, and C.M. Harmon, general manager. [SFNM] 

________________________________________________________________ 

 * Cake * 
Edward K. Cake    - New Placers & CMD 
1881June18; Deed; D.A. Covert sells for $500 to E.K. Cake undiv 1/4part Era Southwestern No.7 b.D p.50, bounded ESE by Jairmount, WNW by 

Broadgauge, SSW by Million, NNE by Lancaster, SBMD, rec 18Jun81; presence James N. Walker, Thomas P. Kitgors [b.E p.353] 

1881July5; indenture; Dana Hodgdon of Golden sells for $500 to E.K. Cake 1/4 Stonewall Jackson mine SBMD, New Placers, rec 31Aug81; presence Jesus 

Ma Ortiz [b.E p.520] 
1881August1(loc); D.A. Covert, James Walker, Ed Cake, W. Conkling, North West, Clorence H. Walker, O.F. Perry, H.P. Stultz Pacific Placer Claim 

160ac ca 75’NW the old well or Lower Well, S160’rods, E160rods, N160rods, W160rods, bounded E by Professional, ca 1.25mi S and ½ mi W of Ortiz 

Switch on AT&SF RR, rec 29Oct81 [b.D p.623] 
1881August1(loc); D.A. Covert, J.N. Walker, Ed Cake, W. Conkling, North West, W.T. Sutton, S.T. Allen, O.F. Perry Professional placer 160ac, on a 

mound or knoll near the centre of a large arroyo that empties into the arroyo which forms a junction with the Galisteo River, nearly opposite Ortiz 

Station on the ATSFRR,  S+W from said station about ½ mi and nearly 1/2mi SW from the mouth of said upper arroyo, rec 10Aug81 [b.E p.484] 
1881August31; Mining Deed; Edward K. Cake sells for $175 to Jacob J. Mayer, George P. Messervy undiv 1/4part Era South Western No.7 bounded on 

ESE by Fairmount, WNW by Broad Guage, SSW by Million, NNE by Lancaster, SBMD, rec 31Aug81; presence D.A. Covert, Jesus Ma Ortiz [b.E 

p.522] 

1881August31; Mining Deed; James N. Walker sells for $1000 to Edward K. Cake undiv ½ int Constitution Lode, (b.L p.147), parallel to & adjoining the E side lines of the 
Marshall & Baca Bonanzas, in LCMD; presence Elliott Crossan, certify 31Aug81 John Watts Notary Public, recorded 16November1881 [Locations & Mining Deeds 
E#15409 p.661] 

1881September14; Mining Deed; Joseph G. Maddux sells for $500 to E.K. Cake undiv ½ int Iron Mine Lode, (loc 4Apr80 b.2 p.136 LCMR), in LCMD; attest Jos H. Ward, 
certify 14Sept81 N.B. Laughlin Notary Public, recorded 16November1881 [Locations & Mining Deeds E#15409 p.659] 



1881October27; Mining Deed; A.A. Cruttenden sells for $200 to Edward Cake undiv ½ int Eclipse Lode, (loc 22July81), about ½ mi N Carbonateville, bounded W by 
Rockingham Lode, E by Spar & Little Ema Lodes, in LCMD; attest Cutler Porter, certify 21Oct81 N.B. Laughlin Notary Public, recorded 16November1881 [Locations & 
Mining Deeds E#15409 p.657] 

-  attestor  - 
1882January1 (loc); Locator Ethel Maddux; Pretty Sophie lode, 1500’ linear, in LCmD, 750’NE & 750’SW, with 150’ on ea side, Situated ca 250yds NE 

of the Turquois Mt. And ca 300’ E of Belle Texas lode. Attest E. Ca?e, J.H? Maddux, Joe Maddux. Filed for record 4Jan82 and recorded same day 
N.B. Laughlin Recorder E.F. Nisbet Dept. {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 5 p.62} 

 

Col. J. F. Cake    - StaFe 
1881February12; The Grand Central Hotel has changed hands, Mr. Cake of the English Kitchen having bought out Messrs. Reed & Bishop, the former 

proprietors. [SFDNM] 
1881March8; Colonel Cake, of the Grand Central Hotel, intends opening in a few days a ladies’ dining room, which will adjoin the main dining room, but 

which will be entirely separate from it. [SFDNM] 

1881March8; D.F. Vinton, of Topeka, is visiting Santa Fe, and is stopping with mine host Cake. [SFDNM] 
1881March20; W.P. Cotter was before United States Commissioner Samuel Ellison yesterday for examination upon a charge of selling liquor without a 

license. Cotter runs the Grand Central Hotel bar, formerly run by Col. Cake, and it was claimed that the saloon had changed hands, and the new 

proprietor had failed to take out the proper license. …case dismissed… [SFDNM] 

1881April12; Col. Cake, of the Grand Central hotel, Judge Havens and Mr. Purdy, left Santa Fe yesterday morning early and spent the day in examining mining property in 
the Los Cerrillos district. [SFDNM] 

1881May6; Oscar Hodgen <sign Hodgdon) sells for $1000 to J.F. Cake of StaFe City undiv 1/16int Stonewall Jackson Mine New Placers SBMD, rec 

7May81; witness J. Osfield Jr [b.D p.443] 

1881July10; Grand Central Hotel, Santa Fe, N.M. J.F. Cake, Late Proprietor of Willard’s Hotel, Washington, D.C. [ad in SFDNM] 
1881November17; Col. Cake, former proprietor of the Grand Central hotel, left yesterday afternoon for Cerrillos where he will cast his lot for the present. 

He has various schemes on hand and ought to do well if he has any luck whatever. [SFDNM] 

1881December2; Col. Cake and boys are now among the miners. [SFDNM] 
1881December6; Col Cake, formerly of Santa Fe, and now a resident of Cerrillos, was in the city yesterday. He gives a glowing account of the condition of 

the new town in which he has taken up his abode. [SFDNM] 

1882January7; Evans and Clubertson of Fairfield, Iowa, have opened a branch office for dealing in mining property at Cerrillos station, placing the agency 
in the house of J.F. Cake, formerly of this city. Mr. Evans will be remembered as the correspondent of the Chicago Times who was in the Territory 

several weeks during the summer. [SFDNM] 

1882February4; For Sale – At Cerrillos, N.M., forty acres of desirable land in the town limits. Also, a hotel to lease and furniture for sale: best location in 
town and crowded with business. This is a rare opportunity for for small capital. J.F. Cake. Agent for Mining Properties and Real Estate. [ad in SFDNM] 

1882May12; Col. Cake who formerly ran the Grand Central hotel came into the city yesterday and stopped at Herlow’s. The Colonel looks like an old time 

miner. [SFDNM] 
1884January24; J.F. Cake, proprietor of the Grand Central hotel, Santa Fe, and Henry Inman, formerly quartermaster at Fort Union, are published in the 

railroad black list. Who’s this Cake? [Weekly New Mexican Review p.2 c.5] 

1884-85 Grand Central Hotel, J.F. Cake proprietor, resident StaFe, listed, in Gazetteer, R.L. Polk & Co + A.C. Danser 

- as NP - 
1882April4; Mining Deed; Henry M. Utt sells for $40 to W.H. Nesbit Warsaw Lode, near Hub & Good Hope Lodes, about 400’ SW of the Good Hope S boundary line, about 

¾ mi NE Cerrillos, in CMD; presence I.F. Cake, certify 4Apr82 at my office in Cerrillos I.F. Cake Notary Public, recorded 4April1882 [Locations & Mining Deeds 
F#15410 p.123] 

________________________________________________________________ 

 * Calabaza * 
Cruz Calabaza    - Santo Domingo & Turquesa 
1913January6; Tiffany Mine Robbed; 3 Indians Arrested Red Men Claim New Mexican Turquoise Vein Belongs to Them El Paso, Tex., Jan. 6 – Three Santo Domingo 

Indians were brought to Santa Fe today by Sheriff Charles C. Closson charged with breaking into the Turquoise Mines of the American Turquoise Company at 
Bonanza, fourteen miles south of Santa Fe and robbing them of turquoise. These mines were owned by the Indians in prehistoric times, but have been acquired by 
Tiffanys of New York. The Indians cannot understand why their ancient rights should be abridged, and the superintendent of the mines, J.P. McNulty, has made 
repeated complaints of depredations of the Indians, but they have been met with incredulity, although McNulty said that his life has been threatened several times. The 
Indians arrested are Cruz Calabasa, Manuel Tortola and Transito Romero.  [clipping 2 1/4 x 3] 

1913April; (indictments by StaFe Grand Jury) Francisco Pacheco, Transito Romero, Manuel Tortolito and Cruz Calabaza, Santo Domingo Pueblo Indians, for flourishing 
deadly weapons at J.P. McNulty, manager of the Turquoise mines, 14 miles south of Santa Fe;. [McNulty papers (McCraw) b.20] 

 
Dee Ray Calabaza  <b.1927>    - of Kewa 
Kewa Tribal Officials 1977; Martin Rosetta, 46; Herman Coriz, 28; Ernest L. Lovato, 43; Ramon C. Garcia, 56; Ray Lovato, 30; Ivan Calabaza, 33; Dee Ray 

Calabaza, 49; Adelaido Garcia, 53.  [per F.H. Ellis, The Basis for SD Pueblo’s Claim to the Turquoise Mines Area, 1977] 

 
Elucerio Calabaza    - of Kewa 
Victor Garcia (listed as born in 1899 and hence age 77 in 1977) remembers his early nights of work in the Tiffany mines. One man and sometimes even two 

or three, always stayed at the surface as guard for the miners below. Victor usually went to the mines with his father and Elucerio Calabaza. They left the 

pueblo on foot in the morning, timing themselves to that they could reach the mine are when it was barely getting dark. His father had worked the mines 

at night for many years. Even though moonlight nights were chosen so that visibility would be good as possible, it was necessary to have some sort of 
light in the shaft so that the turquoise itself could be seen and the veins followed. At this time the Indians had few candles, but they knew that the dried 

stems of cane (cholla) cactus, which are permeated with holes by nature and hence burn easily, made efficient torches. Signals were arranged so that the 

man on guard at the surface would roll a small rock into the shaft if he heard or saw something coming. He, himself, then disappeared into the trees of 
the hillside until danger was past. The miners would extinguish their torches and quietly wait until a second small stone was rolled down the shaft to 

indicate that all was once more safe. For tools the men used iron chisels made by Rafael Atencio, grandfather of Benny Atencio (one of today’s tribal 

spokesmen, age 47) who was the first blacksmith, tinsmith, and silversmith of Santo Domingo Pueblo and a turquoise “moonlighter” himself. …Garcia 



says that the young men worked from the time the moon came up until dawn, when they slipped away with whatever they had. Once they were fired 

upon as they started westward from the mine but fortunately escaped unharmed.  [per F.H. Ellis, The Basis for SD Pueblo’s Claim to the Turquoise 
Mines Area, 1977] 

 
Feliz Calabaza  <b.1927>    - of Kewa 
Kewa Tribal Council 1977; Gov. Valentino Garcia, 62; Lt.Gov. Santiago Coriz, 52; Mayor Jose Reyes Calabaza, 72; Lt.Mayor Joe B. Reano, 42; Ventura 

Crespin, 59; Lorenzo Pacheco, 61; Pedro Aguilar, 70; Ralph Coriz, 84; Victor Reano, 61; Joe Chavez, 55; Feliz Calabaza, 49; Pat Calabaza, 77; Santiago 
Lovato, 94; Ben Garcia, 73; Lorenzo Coriz, 76; Lorenzo Calabaza, 71; Augustine Quintana, 65; William Lovato, 72; Raymond M. Coriz, 54; Joe 

Tenorio, 68; Lupe Pena, 60; Augustine Reano, 80; Santiago Calabaza, 80; Alex Garcia, 48; Victor Garcia, 77; Augustine Aguilar, 82; Ralph P. Lovato, 

73; Lupe Chama, 78; Jose F. Reano, 77; Ramos Pacheco Sr., 63; Ray Tenorio, 54; Joe C. Reano, 72; Jose Monte Garcia, _; Joe Nieto, 71; Felix Chama, 
64; Pedro P. Coriz, 47; Jose Tortalita, 85; San Antonio Benevidez, 85; Santiago Moquino, 61.  [per F.H. Ellis, The Basis for SD Pueblo’s Claim to the 

Turquoise Mines Area, 1977] 

Kewa Tribal Spokesman 1977; Chair: Reyes Quintana, 70; Benny Antencio, 47; Benny Star, 54; John Coriz, 74; Ray Melchor, 61; Lutherio Aguilar, 61; 
Lorenzo Pacheco, 61; Felix Calabaza, 49; Ernest L. Lovato, 43.  [per F.H. Ellis, The Basis for SD Pueblo’s Claim to the Turquoise Mines Area, 1977] 

 
Ivan Calabaza  <b.1943>    - of Kewa 
Kewa Tribal Officials 1977; Martin Rosetta, 46; Herman Coriz, 28; Ernest L. Lovato, 43; Ramon C. Garcia, 56; Ray Lovato, 30; Ivan Calabaza, 33; Dee Ray 

Calabaza, 49; Adelaido Garcia, 53.  [per F.H. Ellis, The Basis for SD Pueblo’s Claim to the Turquoise Mines Area, 1977] 

 
Jose Reyes Calabaza  <b.1904>    - of Kewa 
Kewa Tribal Council 1977; Gov. Valentino Garcia, 62; Lt.Gov. Santiago Coriz, 52; Mayor Jose Reyes Calabaza, 72; Lt.Mayor Joe B. Reano, 42; Ventura 

Crespin, 59; Lorenzo Pacheco, 61; Pedro Aguilar, 70; Ralph Coriz, 84; Victor Reano, 61; Joe Chavez, 55; Feliz Calabaza, 49; Pat Calabaza, 77; Santiago 

Lovato, 94; Ben Garcia, 73; Lorenzo Coriz, 76; Lorenzo Calabaza, 71; Augustine Quintana, 65; William Lovato, 72; Raymond M. Coriz, 54; Joe 

Tenorio, 68; Lupe Pena, 60; Augustine Reano, 80; Santiago Calabaza, 80; Alex Garcia, 48; Victor Garcia, 77; Augustine Aguilar, 82; Ralph P. Lovato, 
73; Lupe Chama, 78; Jose F. Reano, 77; Ramos Pacheco Sr., 63; Ray Tenorio, 54; Joe C. Reano, 72; Jose Monte Garcia, _; Joe Nieto, 71; Felix Chama, 

64; Pedro P. Coriz, 47; Jose Tortalita, 85; San Antonio Benevidez, 85; Santiago Moquino, 61.  [per F.H. Ellis, The Basis for SD Pueblo’s Claim to the 

Turquoise Mines Area, 1977] 

 
Lorenzo Calabaza  <b.1905>    - of Kewa 
1953July21; Docket No.355, Testimony of Thomasito Tenorio, Agustin Aguilar, Reyes Aguilar, Lorenzo Calabasa: Testimony by Thomasito Tenorio of Santo Domingo before 

the Indian Land Claims Commission; of a small village with people of a language different from Santo Domingo (which he identified as San Marcos) joining Santo 
Dominto as a result of pressures from attacks by other Indians. Perhaps this tradition has confused San Marcos (Keres) with Galisteo Pueblo (Tano). [1953, cited in 
Schroeder 1976 p.58] 

Kewa Tribal Council 1977; Gov. Valentino Garcia, 62; Lt.Gov. Santiago Coriz, 52; Mayor Jose Reyes Calabaza, 72; Lt.Mayor Joe B. Reano, 42; Ventura 

Crespin, 59; Lorenzo Pacheco, 61; Pedro Aguilar, 70; Ralph Coriz, 84; Victor Reano, 61; Joe Chavez, 55; Feliz Calabaza, 49; Pat Calabaza, 77; Santiago 

Lovato, 94; Ben Garcia, 73; Lorenzo Coriz, 76; Lorenzo Calabaza, 71; Augustine Quintana, 65; William Lovato, 72; Raymond M. Coriz, 54; Joe 
Tenorio, 68; Lupe Pena, 60; Augustine Reano, 80; Santiago Calabaza, 80; Alex Garcia, 48; Victor Garcia, 77; Augustine Aguilar, 82; Ralph P. Lovato, 

73; Lupe Chama, 78; Jose F. Reano, 77; Ramos Pacheco Sr., 63; Ray Tenorio, 54; Joe C. Reano, 72; Jose Monte Garcia, _; Joe Nieto, 71; Felix Chama, 

64; Pedro P. Coriz, 47; Jose Tortalita, 85; San Antonio Benevidez, 85; Santiago Moquino, 61.  [per F.H. Ellis, The Basis for SD Pueblo’s Claim to the 
Turquoise Mines Area, 1977] 

 
Pat Calabaza  <b.1899>    - of Kewa 
Kewa Tribal Council 1977; Gov. Valentino Garcia, 62; Lt.Gov. Santiago Coriz, 52; Mayor Jose Reyes Calabaza, 72; Lt.Mayor Joe B. Reano, 42; Ventura 

Crespin, 59; Lorenzo Pacheco, 61; Pedro Aguilar, 70; Ralph Coriz, 84; Victor Reano, 61; Joe Chavez, 55; Feliz Calabaza, 49; Pat Calabaza, 77; Santiago 
Lovato, 94; Ben Garcia, 73; Lorenzo Coriz, 76; Lorenzo Calabaza, 71; Augustine Quintana, 65; William Lovato, 72; Raymond M. Coriz, 54; Joe 

Tenorio, 68; Lupe Pena, 60; Augustine Reano, 80; Santiago Calabaza, 80; Alex Garcia, 48; Victor Garcia, 77; Augustine Aguilar, 82; Ralph P. Lovato, 

73; Lupe Chama, 78; Jose F. Reano, 77; Ramos Pacheco Sr., 63; Ray Tenorio, 54; Joe C. Reano, 72; Jose Monte Garcia, _; Joe Nieto, 71; Felix Chama, 
64; Pedro P. Coriz, 47; Jose Tortalita, 85; San Antonio Benevidez, 85; Santiago Moquino, 61.  [per F.H. Ellis, The Basis for SD Pueblo’s Claim to the 

Turquoise Mines Area, 1977] 

 
Santiago Calabaza  <b.1896>    - of Kewa 
Augustine Reano (born 1886 according to the tribal roster and hence 90 years old but now a fragile elder and claiming to be of around 100 years) recalls that 

when he was young his father used to go to the mines to obtain turquoise. In the early 1900s when Augusting first began to do his own mining, he often 
went alone, covering most of the distance on horseback but leaving his horse at a distance from the mining area. Later he went to the mines for the usual 

night work with Epitasio Quintana (brother of Reyes Quintana and later to become a governor of SD), or with a group of young men. Santiago Calabaza, 

“a great man”, usually acted as special guard at the mouth of the pit because he could be trusted and knew the terrain well. At one time then Augustine 
was down in the mine chipping at its sides with metal chisel and heavy hammer, he was able to knock off a great piece of heavy turquoise which he took 

back to Santo Domingo and kept for years. Much of the turquoise he brought home was traded to his father’s Zuni friends who for years had been 

accustomed to come to Santo Domingo to obtain the gem stone. ¶ On one occasion he watched from a distance when dynamite was exploded in one of 
the mines by the non-Indian miners. Then he, after dark, went in and retrieved some of the turquoise which had been uncovered. ¶ His most exciting 

experience was when he and some 30 other young Santo Domingos were “locked into the pit” of the old Castilian mine by Mike O’Neil, then in control 
of the property. Closing a heavy timber door at the mouth of the pit, he pinned the Indian miners below. But he was underestimating Calabaza, the 

guard, who seized a heavy stone and so effectively threatened O’Neil and his wife, who had run up and was trying to persuade her husband to shoot at 

the Indians in the mine, that the couple beat a precipitated retreat. Calabaza then opened the entrance and reached down to help pull his companions over 
the brink to the surface. The so-called “chicken ladders”, consisting of a log with steps cut into it, which led from level to level in the shafts of these 

mines may have been less difficult for the moccasined Indians to use than for the heavy-booted non-Indian miners. [per F.H. Ellis, The Basis for SD 

Pueblo’s Claim to the Turquoise Mines Area, 1977] 
Kewa Tribal Council 1977; Gov. Valentino Garcia, 62; Lt.Gov. Santiago Coriz, 52; Mayor Jose Reyes Calabaza, 72; Lt.Mayor Joe B. Reano, 42; Ventura 

Crespin, 59; Lorenzo Pacheco, 61; Pedro Aguilar, 70; Ralph Coriz, 84; Victor Reano, 61; Joe Chavez, 55; Feliz Calabaza, 49; Pat Calabaza, 77; Santiago 



Lovato, 94; Ben Garcia, 73; Lorenzo Coriz, 76; Lorenzo Calabaza, 71; Augustine Quintana, 65; William Lovato, 72; Raymond M. Coriz, 54; Joe 

Tenorio, 68; Lupe Pena, 60; Augustine Reano, 80; Santiago Calabaza, 80; Alex Garcia, 48; Victor Garcia, 77; Augustine Aguilar, 82; Ralph P. Lovato, 
73; Lupe Chama, 78; Jose F. Reano, 77; Ramos Pacheco Sr., 63; Ray Tenorio, 54; Joe C. Reano, 72; Jose Monte Garcia, _; Joe Nieto, 71; Felix Chama, 

64; Pedro P. Coriz, 47; Jose Tortalita, 85; San Antonio Benevidez, 85; Santiago Moquino, 61.  [per F.H. Ellis, The Basis for SD Pueblo’s Claim to the 

Turquoise Mines Area, 1977] 

________________________________________________________________ 

 
Beatrice Calaviz    - Golden 
1973October2; Dated. Filed 1Dec1975. Quitclaim Deed. TITLE TO BLOCK 15 Golden – Title to Beatrice Calaviz. Rudolfo Armijo to Beatrice Calaviz. b.Misc.328 p.659. [BHenderson Abstract of Title 

No.6313 30Sep1983 p.311] 
1973October2; Dated. Filed 3Aug1977. Quitclaim Deed. TITLE TO BLOCK 15 Golden – Title to Beatrice Calaviz. Rudolfo Armijo to Beatrice Calaviz. b.Misc.351 p.167. [BHenderson Abstract of Title 

No.6313 30Sep1983 p.312] 

________________________________________________________________ 

 * Calderon * 
Felipe Calderon    - Madrid 
1933December; [Madrid] Mine No.8; 571 Aragon, Florencio [miner]; 572 Gallegos, Max; 573 Romerez, Ignacio; 574 Montoya, Avaristo; 581 Pargola, Joe; 582 Montoya, Max; 

583 Padilla, Ignacio B.; 584 Calderon, Felipe; 585 Eramo, Tony De; 586 Garica, Fidel G.; 587 Montoya, Ed R.; 588 Serna, Juan; 589 Armijo, Pormilio; 590 Nieto, Desiderio; 

591 Simoni, Louis; 592 Hernandez, Adolfo; 594 Benson, Lee; 595 Mendez, Lorenco; 596 Dimas, Joe R.; 597 Nieto, Ben [3.87 Roperider]; 598 Montoya, Felix [miner]; 601 

Rael, Juan; 603 Gomez, Ben; 604 Raymond, Frank; 605 Raymond Geo; 609 Silva, Max; 611 Dominic, Chas; 613 Raymond, Ed; 615 Urias, Severiano; 616 Johnson, Chas; 

620 Corriz Fernando; 622 Corriz, Luis; 623 Montoya, Moises; 635 Sanchez, Joe A.; 636 Sanchez, Ramon; 641 Gonzlaes, Cleto; 642 Montoya, H.C.; 643 Bencomo, Jose; 644 

Mares, Pedro [3.00 Hoistman]; 645 Casados, Telesfor [Miner]; 646 Casados, Ramon; 647 Tappero, Tony; 648 Felix, Filadelfio; 649 Samaripa, Andres; 650 Montoya, Joe H.; 

651 Perri, Vito; 652 Palacios, Migutel; 653 Dimas, Albino; 655 Woodliffe, Ben; 658 Montoya, Alfonso; 659 Leyba, Arsenio [per LPadilla] 

 
Frank Calderon    - Madrid 
1941 [participants in The Nativity montage, Madrid] Nancy Warnecke, the Angel; Johnny Comisky, Frankie Calderon, Frankie Benavidez, the three shepherds; Joe Ray 

Stone, Julian Garcia, Joe Mac Fisher, the three kings; Dorothy and Ralph Sampier as Mary & Joseph. The choirs were under the supervision of Mrs. Ollie Muir, Mrs. 
Thompson played the piano, and Julia Vergolio Weeks taught the speaking parts and wrote the newspaper article. Billy Joe Wilder sung Silent Night/Noche de Paz. 
[JVWeeks, Stories Around The Fireplace p.28] 

________________________________________________________________ 

 * Caldwell *    <compare with Lydia J. Cadwell 

Caldwell    - StaFe m.d. 
1881March26; A party of gentlemen went out to the Corpus Christi mine yesterday with Mr. Robert Willison its owner to examine the quality of the ore and 

the nature of the lead. The party consisted of Messrs Rothaker, Wynkoop, Rushmore and Caldwell. The specimens of ore brought back to the city are 

very promising, and the property made a good impression on the party. The Corpus Christi mine is only a short distance from the city. [SFDNM]   
 

Caldwell    - of Sandia mts 
1889May18; “Considerable excitement prevails among prospectors regarding the wereabouts of a certain vein of horn silver that is supposed to be hidden by 

the Indians in the northern portion of the Sandias. For years the Pueblos have been known to be the possessors of a secret mine of silver that surpasses in 

richness anything known to exist in northern New Mexico. They make rings, bracelets and other barbaric ornaments out of pure silver, and when asked 

where the metal is obtained only answer by a shrug of the shoulders or a grunt.” The article stated further that pieces of the silver ore had been found in 

arroyos along the western foot of the Sandias, and that an old sheepherder had visited the mine one year before, or in 1888. [Albuquerque Democrat, 
cited by Howard Bryan, Abq Tribune 7Nov1955, all cited by Northrup, 1975] 

1890September26; Alex. Rogers is on a trip to Pueblo and Denver with sample of ore from his new mine near Caldwell’s in the Sandias. The ore is a queer mixture of gold, 
copper and galena... [The Cerrillos Rustler Vol.III No.10]  

 
Judge Caldwell    - Monero 

1895April15; Judge Caldwell made no mistake when he said: “To conduct mining operations without making any provisions for the proper supervision and 
inspection of the miners, is opposed to sound public policy and is cruel and inhuman.” [SFDNM] 

1895June10; T.C. Jones has arranged to put in a sawmill at Monero that will cut twenty or thirty thousand feet a day. Judge Caldwell will have charge. The 

mill is expected from Denver soon. [SFDNM] 

 
A. B. Caldwell    - White Rock, Buckman 

1899February20; A.B. Caldwell, of White Rock, who has been in town a day or two, looking after his sick wife and child, returned north this morning, 
leaving them much improved.  [SFNM] 

1900December27; At the Bon-Ton: William McKeen, Red River; C. Rose, Taos; I.R. Bradley, Glorieta; Jim Sadfor and Frank Roberts, Cerrillos; A.B. 

Caldwell, Buckman; F.A. Jones, Socorro… [SFNM] 
1900December28; At the Bon-Ton: J. Laffor, Cerrillos; Frank Roberts, Cerrillos; A.B. Caldwell, Buckman; F.A. Jones, Socorro; Daniel Carter, James 

Koons, Glorieta... [SFNM] 

 

Charles E. Caldwell    - CMD 
Charles F. Caldwell, Private, Co.D First Regiment of Inf, California Volunteers, enrolled @ Presidio SF 28Aug1861, Mustered out @LasCruces 31Aug1864, expiration of 

term of service. [www.calarchives4u.com] 
1879April22 (disc) John S. Vogler, Chas E. Caldwell, Chas L. Guirmond Tender foot Lode: 150’ 20° E of N and 1350’ 20° W of S, 150’ on ea side. 

Filed&recorded 6May79 Frank Dimick Recorder per Wm B. Guthrie Deputy {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 1 p.45} {Book 1 page 43-44 missing} 

 

Earl Caldwell    - of San Miguel Co 
1881September19; Earl Calwell <sig Caldwell), locator, of San Miguel Co, sells for $150 to W.O. Bennett of Davenport IA, Placer Claim in association of 

8 persons, 80ac, Pinion Grove Placer Claim, NPMD, rec 31Oct81; witness N.M. Chaffin, Robt Talbott [b.D p.633] 

 



Henry Caldwell  (b.PA 1825>    - of San Antonio & teamster of Waldo-San Pedro  
1870July22_census: Henry Callwell, farm laborer, 45y-o, born PA, RealValue$260 PersValue$500, resident Town of San Antonio, Lubina Callwell, keeping house, 35y-o, 

b.NM, Serafin Callwell, 5y-o, Epifania Callwell, 3y-o, Juan Henry Callwell, 1y-o 

1887September15; Henry Caldwell, of Cerrillos, has the contract for hauling in fuel and will haul out the bullion and matte as return loads. While Waldo 
station, which is but eighteen miles from San Pedro, will be the chief shipping point, the business will practically be done at the AT&SF office in 

Cerrillos. In various capacities there are fifty teams employed at San Pedro and between that point and Cerrillos and Waldo. [SFWeeklyNMexican] 
1887October6; Henry Caldwell is running twenty six yoke ox teams between San Pedro and the AT&SF at Waldo.  [SantaFeWeeklyNMexican] 
1896January18; Golden, Santa Fe county, Jan.16… Messrs. Cook, Balcomb and Fulton have purchased the San Rafael copper mining claims and those 

claims adjoining it on the west, from Henry Calwell & Son and Segura Bros. paying a fair price for same. ¶ These first named gentlemen have leased 
the Webb property here and their headquarters will hereafter be at Golden. They are now busy repairing the Collier test smelter located on the Webb 

premises, adding the necessary machinery and will put it in shape to smelt the ore from their mines in order to obtain a correct test of its value. 

[SFDNM] 
1898November9; Henry Caldwell of Elizabethtown, has just completed a trip of investigation over the Sangre de Cristo range from Taos to Summitville in 

Rio Grande county, Colorado. He found rich float and leads in every direction, and obtained assays showing 3 to 30 ounces gold to the ton. But the 

greater part of the territory looked over belongs to the Tierra Amarilla, Maxwell and other Spanish grants, and prospectors do not care to accept the 
terms offered by the grant owners. [SFNM] 

 
J. Caldwell    - El Paso 
1901June6; The Franklin Mining company today filed incorporation papers. The incorporators are: R.Y. Anderson, P.F. Garrett, Henry D. Bowman of Las 

Cruces; S.H. Newman, A. Courchesne, F. Wells Brown, A.H. Richards, T.S. Austin, W.W. Fink, J. Caldwell, Dr. F. W. Gallagher and J.J. Mundy of El 

Paso. Object, mining and smelting. Will operate in the Organ district, Dona Ana county. Captial, $1,000,000 divided into a million shares. Headquarters 

at Las Cruces. Business office at El Paso. New Mexico agent, R.Y. Anderson of Las Cruces. The directors are R.Y. Anderson, P.F. Garrett, H.D. 

Bowman of Las Cruces; A. Courchesne, A.H. Richards, J.J. Mundy, F. Wells Brown, W.W. Fink, S.H. Newman, of El Paso. [SFNM] 

 
J. C. Caldwell 

1880August28; J.C. Caldwell, locator, sells for $25 to R.J. Holmes of Las Vegas all my int in placer claim made in assoc with 16 persons J.M. Talbott, O.W. 

Wells, et al. rec 15Nov80; attest J.M. Talbott [b.C p.640] 

 
Jim Caldwell  <b.1888>    - wife is Simodocia Caldwell <b.1896>;  of San Pedro 
Residence; San Pedro [BArmijo 23Jul2011] 
1921February3; Joe T. Black store ledger p.32, San Pedro; Store Bill Fwded accts: Quinto Sandoval $11.36; Nestor Gonzales 3.60; Ramon Segura 8.83; B. Cunningham 

72.83; F. Aranda .30; D. Wright .50; Hill P. Keen 30.91; Fred Mozley .35; V.G. Montaño 13.70; Paulin Lopez 10.05; J.F. Bulger 2.75; Fred Montaño 2.25; Serafin 
Candelaria 46.01; Jim Caldwell 7.50; Nep Montoya 9.68; Fidel Garcia 34.80; Amado Mora 5.20; D.Nieto 29.25; Luis Trujillo 1.30. [Eddy Black 2011]  

1921February3; Joe T. Black store ledger p.32, San Pedro; Meat Bills: Jim Caldwell 10.40; Lousiano Pera 2.25; A.P. Sandoval 7.50; Delfido Trujillo 6.00; Francisquita Tana 
1.00; Juan Perea 8.51; Jesus Rosales 7.62; Damas Perez 4.66; Delfinio Mora 4.60; Jose Martinez 3.20; Mrs. J.C. Coen 10.00; John Cunningham 17.20; Jim Caldwell 
6.00 – Joseph S. Black 168.95. [Eddy Black 2011]  

1930_census:, Jim Caldwell, 42y-o, pct.20 San Pedro, Simodocia Caldwell, 34y-o, Bonaficio Caldwell, 12y-o, Julia Caldwell, 10y-o, Claude Caldwell, 8y-o, Mary Caldwell, 5y-
o, Cora Caldwell, 3y-o, Luis Cadlwell, 1y-o 

 
Neal Caldwell    - Madrid 

1929July4; [Madrid Miners baseball] Garrett, Cunningham, Hicks, Lucero, Conrad, Ascigt, Duffy, Long, Stowers, Schiemenz, Duning, Lasfer, Chief Bowles, Caldwell, Huber, 
Gieddir. [photo 491.jpg, Life In Madrid NM, 2006] 

1929; [Madrid Miners baseball] Standing; Garrett; Ump; M. Cunningham, Abe Lucero, Whitey Maerg; J.J. Long, Fred Schiemenz Mj; Dunning; Chief Bowles; J. Huber, 
Mascot, Gladdin, Ump; Kneeling; Jimm?e Hicks; James Conrad; Jack Duffy; Ply Mgr; Pop Stowers; Lawler; Neal Caldwell. [photo 500.jpg, Life In Madrid NM, 2006] 

 
Q. P. Caldwell  - witness - 
1870December22; Dated. Quitclaim Deed. James B. Kitchen and Josephine Kitchen, husband and wife, and Richard Kitchen (unmarried), for $16,666.66, sell undivided one 

twelfth of the Cañon del Agua Grant… to F.F. Conway. Sig. Richard Kitchen, James P. Kitchen, Josephine Kitchen. Wit. Walter Sinclair NP Albany co. WY, Q.P. 
Caldwell; Geo H. Boggs NP Douglas co. NE for sig JPK. b.P-1 Deeds p.51. [BHenderson Abstract of Title No.2 30Sep1983] 

________________________________________________________________ 

 

CALEDONIAN COAL COMPANY / CALEDONIA COAL COMPANY    - Gallup 
1888December20; The Gallup coal fields in McKinley County were opened in the early eighties. Four companies were organized between 1883 and 1888, which were: The 

Gallup Coal Company, incorporated September 27, 1883 by McMillen, Kennedy and Weaver; Bell and Company, organized in 1885 by Joseph Bell and E.S. Stover, 
being rechartered June 6, 1887, as the Aztec Coal Company; the Black Diamond Mining Company with W.A. Maxwell as chief promoter; and the Caledonia Coal 
Company, incorporated December 20, 1888 by Neill B. Field, Alexander Bowie, Mariano S. Otero and M.D. Thatcher. [History of NM, Chas F. Coan, 1925, p.458] 

1895; Caledonia Mine. John Stewart, superintendent; George Evans, pit boss; Alex Bowie, general manager. Located 3 miles from Gallup… in a northwesterly direction. 
Owned and operated by the Caledonian Coal Company. …lignite, 41,455 tons per yr, employees inside 65, outside 10. This mine is located on a spur 3 miles in length 
connecting with the Atlantic and Pacific Railroad at Gallup station… product sold to A&PR and also shipped to southern California. [Report of US Coal Mine Inspector 
For NM, 1895] 

1899September1; The coal fields of Bernalillo county that have been developed are all situated in the vicinity of Gallup. …The Otero mine is located two 

and a half miles from Gallup, in an easterly direction, and is owned and operated by the Caledonian Coal Company, which employs 172 men… 

Alexander Bowie is general manager, John Stewart superintendent and Jas W. Bowie mining engineer. – The Thatcher mine employs thirty-three 
people, and is operated by the Caledonian Coal Company. This is a new mine, that commenced to ship on January 1, 1899. It is situated three miles east 

of Gallup, on a two-mile spur from the Otero mine. [SFNM] 

________________________________________________________________ 

 * Caley * 



F. R. Caley    - Cerrillos 
1918 Boston & Cerrillos Mining Co. (lead+zinc mines) @ Cerrillos – F.R. Caley supt [NM State Business Directory] 

 

William Henry Caley  (b.Jul1873  d.Cerrillos 15Jan1918)    - agent of Los Cerrillos Mining Company 

William Henry "Big Bill" Caley (July 1873 – January 15, 1918) was an American football player, lawyer, and mine operator. He played college football for the University of 
Colorado at Boulder from 1893 to 1895 and for the University of Michigan from 1896 to 1898. With runs of 75 and 80 yards in 1894 and 1895, he set the all-time 
Colorado Buffaloes record for longest rushing play – a record that was not broken for nearly 40 years. … After graduating from Michigan, he returned to Colorado where 
he practiced law and operated grocery and mining businesses. … He died in January 1918 at his mine in Los Cerillos, Santa Fe County, New Mexico, while showing the 
property to his wife. [wikipedia.org] 

1916December8; Whereas Mike O’Neill, by that certain contract agreed to, conveyed to the Los Cerrillos Mining Company Alloy, Dividend, Keystone, Gray Eagle, Baby 
Blue, Baltimore, Boston, Chicago, also the mineral rights under the unpatented location known as the homestead, and all buildings and structures on the last named 
unpatented claim except that certain brick building; in LCMD. And whereas, by that certain agreement dated the 21st day of December A.D.1916 the Los Cerrillos Mining 
Company; and the Union Deposit and Trust Company, have arranged for the payment of said moneys to Mike O’Neill out of certain promotion funds to be  raised and 
deposited with the said The Union Deposit and Trust Company, by W.H. Caley. Now therefore, in consideration of the Union Deposit and Trust Company acting as 
Trustee… Los Cerrillos Mining Company, By W.G. Pendleton. Attest: R.L. Moore Secretary [SFCo b.N p.195] 

1916December8; agreement entered unto between Mike O’Neill of the County of Santa Fe, and Los Cerrillos Mining Company, a corporation of the State of Arizona, with 
offices at Booneville, MO, authorized to do business in the State of NM, by and through their W.H. Caley. LCMC president W.G. Pendleton, LCMC secretary R.L. Moore. 
O’Neill sells for $18,000 the Alloy, Dividend, Keystone, Gray Eagle, Baby Blue, Baltimore, Boston, Chicago, and the unpatented location known as the homestead. 
that O’Neill shall enjoy the use of the brick house in which he resides and the adjoining barn, during his natural life, but shall not rent nor otherwise convey this right 
without the consent of LCMC 

1917January17; assignment of judgement; Albuquerque & Cerrillos Coal Co. to W.H. Caley; b.Q-4 p.502 
1917January17; W.H. Caley conveys (quit claim deed) to satisfy judgement to Union Deposit & Trust Co, Cash Entry Group + Grand Central; b.Q-4 p.503 

________________________________________________________________ 

 * Calhoun * 
Calhoun    - Coal Bank 
1892May27; Calhoun Interest, $1000. – paid by CC&IC to clean title. [Elkins papers 820] 
 
James S. Calhoun  (b.GA 1802  d.near IndependenceMO 2Jul1852)    - StaFe 

1841-42 U.S. Consul in Havana 

1849 ref as Superintendent of Indian Affairs, in SF 

1849March29; James S. Calhoun was appointed Indian agent for NM March 29, 1849, and arrived in StaFe July 22. [History of NM, Chas F. Coan, 1925, p.349] 
1851-1852 Territorial Governor 
1851July; By this time James S. Calhoun was territorial governor and had moved into the Palace of the Governors. Major Munroe and Lieutenant McLaws 

were no longer housed there, but were living in quarters rented from María Gertrudes Barcelo... [Rbt W. Frazer, 1968] 

James S. Calhoun had been a Georgia businessman and member of the state Legislature when he was tapped for the post of Indian agent in far-off New Mexico. It was a 
federal appointment. ¶ Arriving on the scene, he learned that the entire New Mexican countryside was plagued with attacks from assorted hostile tribes. ¶ In his official 
correspondence, for example, a petition addressed to him by Socorro residents who described themselves as subject to thefts and murders, mainly by Navajos and 
Apaches, can be found. ¶ "We are living in a time of Terror," the petition read, "when communication between towns in this county is cut off except to strong and well-
armed parties." And it added that the Army troops were too few to provide protection. ¶ That impossible situation distracted Calhoun during his entire term as agent. 
Still, he managed to develop great respect for the peaceful Pueblo people and their attempts to recover lost lands. ¶ As he wrote to his superior in 1849: "The Pueblo 
Indians are the only tribe in perfect amity with our government, and are an industrious, agricultural and pastoral people. They are eager to have schools established 
amongst them." ¶ In 1850, New Mexico was formally recognized as a territory within the Union. By letter from Secretary of State Daniel Webster, dated Jan. 9, 1851, 
Calhoun was notified that he had been named the first governor of the New Mexico Territory and superintendent of Indian affairs. ¶ With this added authority and 
power, he was able to coordinate new efforts at stemming Indian raiding. At the same time, Calhoun committed the U.S. government to begin examining, surveying and 
confirming the troublesome Pueblo grants made by Spain. [SFNM, MSimmons 5Mar2011] 

 

Matt Calhoun    - of Watrous 

1882August19; Matt Calhoun, of Watrous, was in the city yesterday. He stopped at the Capitol. [SFDNM] 

1884January16; Mining Deed; S.H. Bernard of Carbonateville LCMD sells for $1 to Matt Calhoun of Watrous Mora Co undiv 1/3 int Riolito Lode, about 1mi E of 
Carbonateville, bounded E by Topeka mine, SW by Robert Hart Mine, in LCMD; presence Geo H. Weller, certify 16Jan84 C. Wells Justice of the Peace, recorded 
23January1884 [Locations & Mining Deeds F#15410 p.608] 

 
William Calhoun    - secretary Universal Placer Mining Co. 
1938December6; Dated. Filed 6Mar39. Lease. Galisteo Company, for Mutual covenants, about 54,000acres …said tract of land and all Galisteo Company’s water rights, 

from 1Apr39 for 25yrs, to Universal Placer Mining Corporation, a Delaware corporation, 1421 Chestnut St, Philadelphia. Sig. Galisteo Co. Henry R. Hoyt President, 
Attest: John Cabot Jr. Secy; Universal Placer Mining Corp. James H. Kennedy President, Attest: Wm Calhoun Secy. b.O Mines p.144. [BHenderson Abstract of Title 
No.1 30Sep1983] 

1939October; Universal Placer Corp. Running Full Time. The Universal Placer Corporation is now running three shifts. We understand that they will operate all winter, or as 
long as the weather permits. ¶ Mr. Kennedy return a few weeks ago from the coast where he was on a business trip. He is well satisfied with the progress of the work 
which is paying expenses of operation. ¶ The personnel of the Universal Placer Corp. is: Mr. James Kennedy, manager; Mr. James McCrae, superintendent of operation; 
Mr. Bill Calhoun, secretary and treasurer; Mr. Harold Cronin, superintendent of testing crew; Mr. Art Briggs, assistant to Mr. Cronin; Mr. Murry Wentworth, foreman of day 
shift; Mr. J.T. Tompoan, foreman of swing shift; Mr. Earl Downing, foreman of grave-yard shift. ¶ Last year in Dolores Springs the Universal Placer Gold Corp. came 
hunting for gold. They got their machinery and started to work, and in a few weeks they found out it was paying them nine cents a yard or more. They are still working 
and they have all the Dolores country turned upside down. [LaTurquesa v.VIII n.1, CSimoni per YolandaSandoval] 

 
William C. Calhoun    - Denver 
1900April30; The Providence Gold Mining Company of Colorado has filed articles of incorporation with the territorial secretary reciting the following 

particulars: Incorporators, L.J. Mountz, Henry Goodman and Charles E. Perry, Jr.; objects, carrying on a general prospecting and mining business; 



capital stock, $150,000, divided into 3,000,000 shares of a par value of 5 cents per share; life, fifty years; directors, William C. Calhoun and Henry 

Goodman, of Denver, and G.W. Stubbs, of Albuquerque; scene of operations, Teller county, Colo., and elsewhere, as property may be acquired; 
principal office, Denver; New Mexico office, Albuquerque. [SFNM] 

________________________________________________________________ 

 * California * 
CALIFORNIA BLACK SAND PLACER MINING COMPANY    - Denver & Rio Hondo 
1895March20; The California Black Sand Placer Mining company has begun active operations at the Rio Hondo placer fields. It is a Denver company 

headed by Mr. Clark and the extent of the work undertaken may be judged from the fact that it has already constructed a ditch twelve miles long. The 

enterprising promoters of the undertaking have thoroughly tested the Rio Hondo placer grounds and are sanguine of success. [SFDNM] 

 

CALIFORNIA GOLD MINING COMPANY    - Las Cruces & Denver 
1896December12; The following corporations have filed articles with the territorial secretary: The California Gold Mining Company – Incorporators, W.L. 

Davis and C.W. Caryl, of Las Cruces; Roderick Stewart, F.C.L. Sergeant and Alexander Stewart, of Denver; objects, operating mines and reducing ores; 
capital stock, $1,000,000; life, fifty years; directors, same as incorporators; principal office in New Mexico, Las Cruces, with an office in Denver. 

[SFDNM] 

 

CALIFORNIA AND NEW YORK MINING & COMMERCIAL COMPANY    - Chiquito m.d.CO 
1872August21; The San Francisco Diamond Company. …the incorporation of the “California and New York Mining and Commercial Company,” with a 

capital stock of $10,000,000, and states that the Company has already secured a patent from the government for three thousand acres of land, which is 

supposed to cover the region in which the gems are to be found. …One diamond in particular has been forwarded to Messrs. Tiffany – the renowned 
New York diamond brokers – and this first attest, on affidavits, that this stone, the property of the San Francisco Mining Company, and brought from, 

and found in the Colorado Chiquito District, is not only the largest found in the United States, but also the most beautiful; and if it cuts well will be 

worth at least $500,000. [SFDNM] 
1872September28; Mr. James Yeomans, of the Cibola Reduction Works, has handed us a copy of a late London paper, Public Opinion, from which we 

extract the following item relative to the reported purchase of rough diamonds in London, by Californians as it is believed, for the purpose of bolstering 
up the Arizona diamond stock companies. “A further contribution to the history of the Arizona diamond discoveries is made by Messrs. Keller and Co., 

of Hatton-garden. They state that about twelve months since two American went to their office and asked to see some rough diamonds and rubies. They 

were evidently unacquainted with precious stones, but after looking at the first lot of rough diamonds, for which £800 were asked, they asked to see 
some larger ones and some rubies, and they selected, without reference to weight or quality, rough diamonds and rubies to the value of £1,495. During 

the week they bought more rough diamonds and rubies, and their purchases altogether amounted to nearly £3000. The weight of the largest diamonds 

was from seven to eight carats, which corresponds with the weight of the largest stones yet discovered in Arizona. They said they were or had been 
contractors on the Pacific Railway in America. The fact that they were totally unacquainted with diamonds and rubies – that they never never weighed 

them and did not inspect them singly – left an impression on Messrs. Keller’s minds that these diamonds and rubies were bought for a different purpose 

than cutting. Early this spring they sold to an American gentleman, recommended also by the above parties, about 1,100 carats of rough diamonds 
mostly of an inferior description.” [SFDNM] 

________________________________________________________________ 

 

Hideo Calini?  (b.MO 1840>    - wife is Estefana Calini (b.NM 1854>;  of Real de San Francisco 
1870August2_census: Hideo Calini, farmer, 28y-o, born MO, resident Real de San Francisco with Esta?ana Calini (16 illiterate NM)  

________________________________________________________________ 

 * Call * 
Albert Call    - watchmaker jeweler;  of StaFe 

1872August23; Dr. Andrews has all the latest papers and periodicals on his tables. He has also connected with this department a Circulating Library 

containing the finest selection of novels, histories, biographies, children’s books, scientific and standard works, in the Territory. Books are “let out” by 
the day, or week, so that traveler as well as residents may have the benefit of reading without the cost of purchasing. Mr. Albert Call, one of the busiest 

and most obliging young men about the plaza, is always on hand, and will show you through the tables and shelves with the greatest of pleasure. 

[SFDNM] 
1873May24; One of our most skillful, industrious and useful citizens, is Mr. Albert Call, watchmaker, jeweler and whitesmith, in the large and prosperous 

jewelry establishment of Dr. E. Andrews. Mr. Call came here direct from the firm of Jaccard & Co., St. Louis, the leading and wealthiest house there, 

with the very best recommendations as an honest, reliable man and a finished workman. …He has been in Santa Fe about two years… [SFDNM]   
1876June21; Albert Call Watchmaker and Jeweler, and dealer in Watches, Clocks and Jewelry. First door above the postoffice. [ad in SFDNM] 

1880November7; The New Mexican returns thanks to Mr. Albert Call, the jeweler, for a packet of very handsome Navajo garnets. The stones are of a 

beautiful color and with careful cutting would make attractive settings for any article of jewelry. [SFDNM] 
1881July10; Mr. Albert Call, who by the way, now has a very cozy little jewelry store on San Francisco street, showed the reporter yesterday an old key 

found up the creek and supposed to be hundreds of years of age. [SFDNM] 

1882June25; Amount of Property Owned By the Residents of Santa Fe County. April 14, 1882. Call, Albert _ ?00 00 [SFDNM]   
1882September16; Albert Call went south yesterday on a business trip. [SFDNM] 

1884December17; Santa Fe Board of Trade: Judge Willi Spiegelberg, president; Mr. Arthur Boyle, secretary; Mr. Robert Harvey, assistant secretary; Mr. 

O.W. Meysenburg, C.H. Gildersleeve, C.M. Creamer, J.S. Barnum, John Gray, Gov. Ritch, Dr. Andrews, Col. W.W. Griffin, Judge Prince, Mr. Lehman 
Spiegelberg, W.M. Berger, C.B. Hayward, Hon. Sol Spiegelberg, Mr. W.V. Hayt, Mr. J.G. Schumann, Mr. Florence Donoghue, Mr. Albert Call, Judge 

Sloan, Mr. Winslow, Rev. Dr. Jones, Mr. Wm Pinkerton, of Mora county, Mr. Wm Locke, of Rio Arriba county. [Weekly New Mexican Review 

18Dec84 p.2 c.5] 

1891October22; Hon. Stephen B. Elkins, Dear Sir:- The Santa Fe Board of Trade and all the citizens of Santa Fe send sincere and most hearty congratulations upon your 
well merited appointment to the Cabinet Office of Secretary of War of this great republic, one of the few prominent and highly responsible and important positions in this 
country. Respectfully your obedient servants, (Signed) Santa Fe Board of Trade, by Edward C. Bartlett, President, - attest, Geo W. Knaebel, Secretary; Sol Spiegelberg; 
Marx Frost; J. Howard Vaugh; W.T. Thornton; J.P. Victory; R.E. Twitchell; B.M. Read; H.L. Ortiz; L.H. Hughes; Wm M. Berger; R.H. Longwill, M.D.; W.S. Harrison, M.D.; 
John Symington, M.D.; Wm H. Griffin; Cad Griffin; Trinidad Alarid; Elias Brevoort; E.L. Bartlett; August Kirchner; T.B. Catron; J.R. Armiga; Pedro Perea; J.H. Christ; C.H. 



Gildersleeve; A. Staab; Wedeles & Eldork; Jake Weltmer; Bert Call; Enos Andrews; C.F.A. Fischer; Jose D. Senor; J.B. Lamy; Rt. Rev J.B. Salponte; Seligman Bros.; 
Felipe Selgado, and all the citizens and residents the city. [Elkins papers 728] 

1895March14; Santa Fe suffered the misfortune to be visited by one of the most destructive fires in its history about 11 o’clock last night. …The 

supposition is that it started in Gable’s undertaking rooms in the old Herlow hotel building, adjoining the hardware store of E.D. Franz. …The property 
destroyed is widely known as the old Herlow hotel structure, composed of several buildings on lower San Francisco street, partly frame and partly 

adobe, and occupied as places of business by E.D. Franz, John Hemple, William Bolander, Albert Call, Wagner & Haffner, David Lowitzki and Gable’s 

undertaking establishment. …William Bolander, the saddler, suffered the loss of his entire stock and all his working tools, estimated at $600, with no 
insurance. …Mr. E.D. Franz, of St. Louis, father-in-law of ex-United States Attorney Fiske was a heavy loser… [SFDNM] 

1895March29; [city Democratic convention] …called to order by Hon. Pedro Delgado, chairman of the Democratic city central committee. A temporary 

organizations was effected by the selection of A.P. Hill, chairman; J.S. Candelario, secretary, and Donaciano Vigil, interpreter. ¶ A committee of four, 
one from each ward, on credentials was appointed by the chair, consisting of the following gentlemen: Mariano Sena, J.H. Sutherlin, Marcelino Garcia 

and Jose A. Martinez. ¶ A committee on permanent organization of five was named as follows: Camilo Padilla, C.M. Creamer, D. Lucero, Albert Call 

and M.J. McCabe. [SFDNM] 
1896March6; [Ward committees; Democrat] Ward No.2 – A.P. Hill, Tiburcio Montoya, Andres Romero, Albert Call, N. Salmen, Leandro Sena, John Sears, 

Pedro Quintana. [SFDNM] 

1896April13; …petit jurors… Albert Call… [SFDNM] 
1896December15; [re use of abandoned Ft.Marcy buildings] …Mrs. Maud Hurt, clerk in surveyor-general’s office, one roomer… (signed) John T. Forsha, 

Exchange hotel; Aniceto Abeytia, furnished rooms; Mrs. J.W. Patterson, furnished rooms; Mrs. Aaron Gold, furnished rooms; Luigi Napoleone, lodging 

house; H.B. Mottley, Cafe Delmonico; Louis Felsenthal, Cafe Delmonico; Miguel Alire, furnished rooms; Wm Martin, furnished rooms; Mrs. Julia 
Williams, furnished rooms; Mrs. Mary Slavin, furnished rooms; Mrs. Hattie Cooley, boarders; Mrs. N. Lewis, boarders; Mrs. Jose Roibal, furnished 

rooms; Mrs. E. Schnepple, furnished rooms; Mr. R.H. Taylor, furnished rooms; Mrs. Jeff Davis, furnished rooms; Mrs. A.P. Hogle, furnished rooms; 

Mrs. A. Call, furnished rooms; Josie Jackson, furnished rooms; Mrs. A. Blechoff, furnished rooms; Wm. Vaughn, proprietor Palace hotel; C.C. 
McAllister, manager Palace hotel; Mrs. S. Herlow, furnished rooms. The above petition was duly presented to Postmaster Gable, custodian of the Fort 

Marcy property… [SFDNM] 

1902January17; Miss Jennie Call, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Albert Call of this city, has accepted a position as teacher of the public school at Cienega and 
will on Monday leave for her new post of duty. [SFNM] 

1902February10; Miss Tessie Call, daughter of Albert Call of this city, who is a teacher in the Park View school, in Rio Arriba county, sends home word 
that the weather at that place is fine, and the school prosperous. [SFNM] 

- witness - 
1880September8; indenture; W.H. Patton, J.T. Cooper, Elliott Crossan, J.P. Springer, W.T. Schneider, H.A. Montfort, Jas A. Fickett, Jas L. Walker, sell for 

$500 to Chas E. Jones of KY all of Rockport b.C p.352, at head of Desperate Gulch, ca 1/4mi E the higher point of the Silver Butts, rec 15Oct80; 

presence Albert Call [b.D p.65] 

1880September29; indenture; H.A. Montfort, James A. Fickett, Elliott Crassou/Crosson, W.H. Patton, J.F. Cooper, W.F. Schneider/Schnieder, J.P. Springer, 
J./James N. Walker sell for $400 to Charles E. Jones of KY undiv 3/4int Virginia mine on SE side of silver Buttes Mtns, almost 1/2mi SW of iron crown 

mine, SBMD, rec 15Oct80; presence Albert Ball/Call [b.C p.606] 

1880September29; indenture; J.A. Fickett,  Elliott Crossan, H.A. Montfort, W.H. Patton, J.P. Springer, J.F. Cooper, W.T. Schneider, J.H? Walker, sell for 
$150 to Burt E. Tilden of OH 1/4undiv Virginia mine SBMD, on SE side the Silver Butts mtns, ca 1/2mi SW Iron Crown mine; presence Albert Call 

[b.D p.68] 

1880November8; indenture; John Billings sells for $750 to Horatio O. Ladd Billings lode, (b.C p.437) E of Carbonateville, adjoining Grand Reserve & Stonewall Jackson 
mines, in LCMD; presence Albert Call, H.A. Montfort, certify 8Nov80 H.A. Montfort Notary Public, recorded 15November1880 [Locations & Mining Deeds D#15408 p. 
101] 

 
C. E. Call    - Bland 

1899December12; At the Bon Ton: W.M. Van Allen, Bland; Charles Bee, Colorado Springs; E.W. Collander, C.E. Collander, Alex Jordan, L.S. Springer, 

C.E. Call, Bland; Antonio Martinez, Pinos Altos; A.L. Murkins, Bland... [SFNM] 

 
Capt. D. H. Call    - A&P RR masonry contractor & StaFe 

1881February2; Captain D.H. Call, contractor for masonry on the A.& P. railway was in Santa Fe yesterday. Captain Call was a volunteer in the Mexican 
war and there earned his rank, behaving with remarkable gallantry in the battle of Monterey. …Captain Call has become interested in the mines of the 

New Placers with P. O’Hara and is so well pleased with what he has seen of Santa Fe that he will bring his family here with him from the east whither 

he is now bound and make this city his future home. [SFDNM] 

 
Jennie Call    - StaFe, Glorieta, Cienega 
1900December31; Miss Jennie Call, who is teaching school at Glorieta, is home for a few days. [SFNM] 

1901May18; Miss Jennie Call is visiting Mr. and Mrs. Roberts at Espanola. [SFNM] 

1901August14; The following are attending the Santa Fe county [teacher’s] institute. Matilda Alonzo, Myrtle Boyle, Ella May Berger, Elizabeth R. Cross, 
M. Tessie Call, Flavio Silva, Jennie Call, Mabel Conway, Mrs. H.L. Dunning, Owen L. Wood, Mrs. D.C. Fletcher, Jose Gonzales, Ava Glidden, Louisa 

Schnepple, Amelia Gutterman, R.R. Grant, Sixto Garcia, Mrs. Grace B. Hall, Beatrice Hersch, Urna Hickox; Mary M. Marsh; Julia Nicholson, J.R. 

Ortiz, Daisy Patterson and Camilo Padilla of Santa Fe, and A.S. Bundy, Mrs. A.S. Bundy, Bland; Laura Carter, Patriot, Ohio; Fanny McNulty, Mae 
Sullivan, Burta Rogers, Cerrillos; G.L. Marsh, Jr., Clayton, and J.L. Smith of Embudo. [SFNM] 

1901November30; Miss Jennie Call, a school teacher at Cononcito, is visiting her parents in this city. [SFNM] 

1902January17; Miss Jennie Call, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Albert Call of this city, has accepted a position as teacher of the public school at Cienega and 
will on Monday leave for her new post of duty. [SFNM] 

1902January30; Miss Jennie Call has started a school at Cienega with 35 pupils. [SFNM] 

 

Tessie Call    - StaFe 
1895July20; The following are said to be slated for puclic school teacherships in Santa Fe for the coming year: U.T. Curran, Miss Griswold, Mrs. Lee 

Brown, Miss Good, Miss Tessie Call, Sister Marie, Manuel Delgado, Flavio Silva, Miss Maggie Johnson and Miss Dixon, of Emporia, Kas. [SFDNM] 

1901August14; The following are attending the Santa Fe county [teacher’s] institute. Matilda Alonzo, Myrtle Boyle, Ella May Berger, Elizabeth R. Cross, 
M. Tessie Call, Flavio Silva, Jennie Call, Mabel Conway, Mrs. H.L. Dunning, Owen L. Wood, Mrs. D.C. Fletcher, Jose Gonzales, Ava Glidden, Louisa 



Schnepple, Amelia Gutterman, R.R. Grant, Sixto Garcia, Mrs. Grace B. Hall, Beatrice Hersch, Urna Hickox; Mary M. Marsh; Julia Nicholson, J.R. 

Ortiz, Daisy Patterson and Camilo Padilla of Santa Fe, and A.S. Bundy, Mrs. A.S. Bundy, Bland; Laura Carter, Patriot, Ohio; Fanny McNulty, Mae 
Sullivan, Burta Rogers, Cerrillos; G.L. Marsh, Jr., Clayton, and J.L. Smith of Embudo. [SFNM] 

1901September5; Miss Tessie Call, formerly a teacher in the city schools, will probably teach the Glorieta school during the coming term. [SFNM] 

1902February10; Miss Tessie Call, daughter of Albert Call of this city, who is a teacher in the Park View school, in Rio Arriba county, sends home word 
that the weather at that place is fine, and the school prosperous. [SFNM] 

________________________________________________________________ 

 * Callahan * Calahan * Kelihan * 
J. H. Callahan    - Lamy 

1894October15; At the Palace; J.?. Callahan, J.H. Webb, Lamy. [SFDNM] 

 
J. H. Callahan    - Colorado Springs & Cimarron 

1900March27; The Consolidated Verde Mining and Milling Company filed articles of incorporation with the territorial secretary this afternoon, reciting the 

following particulars: Incorporators, J.H. Callahan, I.C. Foster, Charles Page, A.S. Munson and Robert G. Mullen; objects, mining and reducing ores; 
capital, $2,000,000; life, fifty years; directors for the first year, George C. Cockburn, J.H. Callahan, I.C. Foster, George W. Stone, Charles Page, A.S. 

Munson and Robert G. Mullen; field of operations, El Paso and Teller counties, Colo., and Colfax county, N.M.; principal places of business, Colorado 

Springs, Colo., and Cimarron, N.M.; agent in New Mexico, Charles O. Tompkins, of Cimarron. [SFNM] 

 
John Callahan    - Cerrillos 

1898July1; At the Bon Ton: Dave Jones, I? Hardnell, John Callahan, George Washer, L. Graham, M. Cullen, J. Donley, G. Mueller, William Young, W. 

Alexander, William McManus, George O Neil, S. Raymond, A. Donald, N. Kitchen, S. Laird, D.W. Pearce, Cerrillos... [SFNM]   

 
John T. Calahan  (b.MA 1884>    -  of Golden 
1940May9_census ED 25-30 Golden sheet 1B; enumerator Cecil F. Northam; John T. Calahan, owns house value $50, 56, single, in school, education H-4, b.MA, living in 

’35 same house, Prospecting miner Valuable Metals, working on Own Account, 46 wks worked in 1939, wages $315. 
 
Michael Callahan 

Michael Callahan, Private, Co.G First Cavalry Regiment California Volunteers, enrolled @ San Francisco 10Aug1863; Dishonorably discharged 22Dec1864 by sentence of 
G.C.M.. [www.calarchives4u.com] 

 
Michael Kelihan    - of Golden 
1880September18(disc&loc); Elwood Maden, Michael Kellehan, William Maden, William Shanahan, locators Dexter Mine 1500’E+W 600’NS, NPMD, 

rec 7Mar81; attest Henry Yates, W.J. Benton [b.D p.344] 

1880September18(disc&loc); Elwood Maden, Michael Kellihan, William Shanahan, locators Little Quaker from Delgado Mine E 1500’ 300’ either side, in 

SBMD, rec 22Mar81; attest Henry Yates, William Maden [b.E p.214] 
1880September25(disc&loc); Hiram Maden, Henry Yates, Michael Callihan, William Sanchan, Juson N. Conley black bird running 40ºE of S 1000’ 500’W 

of N 300’ea other side, on the spur of the mtns betw Keystone + Delgado, New Placers MD; attest Elwood Maden, William Maden [b.D p.185] 

1881January18(disc&loc); W.F. Tendall, C.W. Harper, W.S. Handy, Chas ONeal, Jack Bishop, John King, M. Kelihan, Geo F. Thompson Bardine Placer 
Claim, 160ac Nly from Delgado Lode Claim, adjoining Palase Royal Plaser Claim, SBMD, rec 25Jan81 [b.D p.262] 

1881January18(disc&loc); Frank Dimick, S.M. Barnes, Wm Maden, R.H. Tipton, E.D. Thompson, C.W. Harper, M. Kelihan, Jack Bishop, locators 

Falmouth Placer Claim, 160ac N of and adjoining Minnchaha PC, 1320’ etc, SBMD, rec 25Jan81 [b.E p.130] 
1881January19(disc&loc); Joseph Bardine, Frank Dimick, M. Kelihan, C.W. Harper, W.F. Fendall, W.S. Handy, Geo F. Thompson, R. Giblin Arroyo 

Placer Claim 160ac, N of and adjoining Colorado PC, SBMD, rec 25Jan81 [b.E p.124] 

1881January19(disc&loc); John Bishop, Fred Baxter, W.F. Fendall, M. Kelihan, Geo F. Thompson, Dr. J.M. Case, C.W. Harper, W.S. Handy, locators 
Lone Tree Placer Claim, 160ac N of and adjoining Henry Clay PC, 1320’ etc, SBMD, rec 25Jan81 [b.E p.129] 

1881March12; [Golden Gossip. March 8] A little adopted son of John Hart Esq., not quite three years of age, strayed off in the afternoon of the 3rd last, and 

was first missed about supper time, when the boys turned out and searched for him until ten p.m., and abandoned the search untill morning. …soon 
Michael Callihan, who was in advance of all others, descried the little fellow still trudging along, heading for the Sandia Mountains. [SFDNM] 

1881March26; Special Correspondent of the New Mexican. Golden, March 23rd, 1881. Knowing you take a lively interest in all pertaining to mining interests, I will attempt to 
keep you posted on items of interest from this camp. The weather for the past week has been quite cool with occasional snow, squalls, but the indications now point a 
favorable weather. However, weather is not my forte, and as a weather prophet I am not a success. Since my last, Colonel William Bachelder is around in camp. He is 
the mining superintendent for the Cedar Rapids Mining Company. He looks well and healthy and has come prepared for a vigorous summer’s campaign in prosecuting 
the work of development on the mining property owned by his company. Mr. W.S. Deck, representing eastern capital, is also in camp preparing for a suitable mill site on 
which he proposes to erect mills and smelters ere long. Mr. Deck is a gentleman of considerable experience in mining camps in the west, and we have no dobut that 
those who have sent him to examine all the mines of this camp will be fully satisfied with Mr. Deck’s report. Prospecting and subsequent development goes briskly on 
and new and rich discoveries are regularly reported. The latest big bonanza is that known as the Mountain Gorge, owned by T.J. Kurtz. It is an immense body of ore 
showing free gold in large quantities and is no doubt very rich. “Tom” as he is familiarly called here, is in ecstacies over his find, and never fails to exhibit the rich 
specimens to all who visit the camp. He is undecided as to whether he will make his future residence in Philadelphia or Santa Fe, but he will give the latter city the first 
show, and we would advise our mutual friend, Harry Simpson of the Exchange, to have No.6 newly upholstered and otherwise renovated without delay, for the boys may 
anticipate a royal good time when Tom arrives. St.Patrick’s Day was duly observed here. All passed off very pleasantly. There was a grand ball in the evening, Mr. Mike 
Callahan acting as master of ceremonies. All were invited without regard to race, color or previous condition of servitude. The large and spacious dining room of the 
Clarendon Hotel was used for dancing, which began at three o’clock p.m., and at one a.m. a splendid lunch was served by mine host of the Clarendon, consisting of 
sandwiches, pies, cakes, both plain and ornamental, and a plentiful supply of very excellent coffee, together with all the et ceteras. After lunch dancing was resumed and 
kep up into the “wee sma’ hours.” Everything passed off in the most quiet, pleasant and orderly manner, and will long be remembered by those who participated. Quite 
an noticeable feature was the very elegant toilettes worn by the ladies present, also very noticeable was the excellent dancing “tripping the light fantastic” with a grace 
and elegance rarely equalled and never excelled by their more favored sisters of the north and east. I understand that the San Pedro Company are experiencing much 
trouble in getting their smelter to work satisfactorily. Various theories are afloat, and a wide difference of opinion exists as to the cause, but of this I will write more fully in 
my next, as well as of other items of interest not yet fully developed. Rusticus. [SFDNM] 



1881April28; Notes From Golden. Special Correspondent of the New Mexican. Golden, N.M. April 26, 1881. Harper is happy. It is not a boy, either. Men 

of capital, and not tenderfeet. fill the bill here. Golden has a real live lawyer and his name if Griffin. Fuller, of the San Pedro camp, came down 
yesterday. Mike Kellyhan is about to buy a house, and Mrs. K. is expected. The Bull of the Woods shows up well, and the boys are in good trim. Justice 

Hart has been busy during the last few days. Cause, official business. Mining transfers to the extent of $2,000 have been made during the past week. Mr. 

S.H. King takes charge of the hotel to-day, and hereafter guests will be well provided for. The Mexican population are making additions to their houses, 
and are always on hand for the baile. Mr. R. Gibbon, superintendent of the Mammoth Company, is busy getting ready for the summer operations. Mr. 

Osfield, Jr. and Andreas Dold have purchased of Messrs. Handy and Harper their interests in the Tijera copper mine. Messrs. Kelly and Brown have 

transferred one-eighth interest in the Dowling mine to Mr. J. King. The consideration was $500. The boys of Golden remember with no little gusto their 
visit to Santa Fe. “Quien?” and “Yo?” have not yet ceased to furnish fun. Prensall is minus a pony, it is either strayed or stolen. Black pony; broncho; 

light build; bought in Santa Fe. If you have it Prensall will be glad to hear from you. Mr. Sam S. Wright, an author of some repute, is visiting the historic 

spots in the neighborhood of our camp. The information acquired will be used in his new book, “Under the Piñons.” He went in town with a fine team 
and came back with a pair of plugs. The boys say he “soaked ’em.” Seeing he is a Christian and a Good Templar, it was rather rough – “Yet, ‘twas ever 

this.” [SFDNM]   

1883June1; Harris and Drake are working the Black Bird mine for Kalihan. [The Golden Retort. Vol.III No.14] 

- witness - 
1881January25(disc&loc); Lyman A. Moore, Thomas J. Kuntz, Albert J. Skinner, Crawford S. Griffin, locators Mountain Gorge ca 3.5mi N Golden PO, in 

Wly portion of Ortiz mtns, ca 1mi up the Canon Largo, S&N1500’ EW600’, SBMD, rec 4Feb81; witness John G Pfoutz, Michael Kelihan [b.D p.294] 

 
Mike Callahan    - Cerrillos 

1897May5; At the Bon-Ton: Mike Gallahan, Cerrillos... [SFDNM] 

 
Patrick Calahan    - Cerrillos 

1896August21; Arrivals at the Bon Ton: Patrick Calahan, Cerrillos... [SFDNM] 

________________________________________________________________ 

 

Nicholas Callan   - NP of WashDC 

1881July19; M.G.R. Fritz Gaertner of Bonanza bound for $2000 paid as bonus and $3000 payment to be made, H.D. Cooke of Washington DC, with $1000 mortgage for 
10days from John J. Mahoney of Bonanza; ½ int Algerie Lode, ½ int Snow Lode, ½ int Scribner Turquoise Lode, 1/12 int Santa Rosa Tunnel, ½ int Lucky 
Dutchman, ½ int Contention, ¼ int Orphan Boy, ¼ int Stone Cutter, ½ int Albany, ½ int Marid, ½ int Mary Carey, ½ int Consul Mahoney, ½ int Consul, 1/8 int 
Elizabeth, ½ int Abbott Lode, in CMD; presence Geo Fred Cooke, N Tallin, certify 19July81 Nicholas Callan Notary Public, NC certified 21July81 by R.J. Meigs Clerk 
of the Supreme Count of the District of Columbia [Locations & Mining Deeds D#15408 p.537] 

________________________________________________________________ 

 * Callandar * Calander * Callender * Collander * 
C. E. Collander    - Bland 

1899December12; At the Bon Ton: W.M. Van Allen, Bland; Charles Bee, Colorado Springs; E.W. Collander, C.E. Collander, Alex Jordan, L.S. Springer, 
C.E. Call, Bland; Antonio Martinez, Pinos Altos; A.L. Murkins, Bland... [SFNM] 

 

Clair Callendar  (b.NM 1905>    - son of Ernest W. Callender;  of Cerrillos 
1910April25_census: Ernest W. Callendar, blacksmith own shop working on own acct, marriage1 7yr, 32y-o, born MO [KY MO], resident Cerrillos own home free, with wife 

Belle (23 marriage1 7yrs 2child/1living IN [NY IN]), son Claire (6 NM [MO IN]) 
1920January8_census: E. W. Calland, miner A&CCoalCo wage work, married, 33y-o, MO [MO MO], resident Cerrillos, renting with wife Belle (33 IN [NY IN]), son Clair (14 

single NM [MO IN]), dau Jane (1yr8mo? IN [MO IN]) 
1938November; Alumni. Clair Callender – Texas Insurance Business. [LaTurquesa v.VII n.3, CSimoni per YolandaSandoval] 

 
Clarence Callendar    - Cochiti m.d. 
Clarence Callendar was Iva [Springer]'s dad, I am pretty sure, perhaps a brother. 
1901May16; Cochiti Notes. Clarence Callendar and T.T. Serloger, who are working in the Independent mine for W.S. Herndon, have discovered rich ore. 

[SFNM] 

 
D. O. Callender    - Cerrillos 

1899March2; At the Bon Ton: Juan Ortiz, Pedro Ortiz, Galisteo; F.W. McEvitt, Durango; J.F. Callender, D.O. Callender, Cerrillos; C.R. Greenlee, Frank 

Harville, E. Cramer, Chicago; John O’Brien, Albuquerque; Frank Lohman, Cerrillos... [SFNM] 

 

Ernest Wayman Callander  <b.MO 1878, 1887, 1879  d.21Jan1941) (CerCatholicCem, b.1880  d.21Jan1941, 22Jan1941)    - wife is Clara Belle Arnot Callender 

(b.IN 1887>;  of Bland, Turquesa, Cerrillos 
Belle Arnott Callender, delivered mail on horseback while living in the mining town of Bland, NM. [larryjgordon.com 2011] 
1967 Cerrillos Catholic cemetery; Wayne Callendier d.21Jan1941 61y 5m 20d 
Wayman Callender owned a building in Cerrillos that is now marked with a historic marker [larryjgordon.com 2011] 
1896October10; Budget Of Bland Notes. …items from the last Bland Herald: John O’Connor and Waymon Callender have returned from a successful 

hunting trip to the heads of the different canons in the district. [SFDNM] 
1897March29; At the Bon-Ton: E.W. Collander, C.E. Fate, Bland; Austin Clasdy, Williams; George Lawrence, Globe; George Hart, Creede... [SFDNM] 

1899July19; Cochiti. Wayman Callender, a young man, was seriously injured at the Albemarle mill by stepping into a basin of boiling water. [SFNM] 

1899December12; At the Bon Ton: W.M. Van Allen, Bland; Charles Bee, Colorado Springs; E.W. Collander, C.E. Collander, Alex Jordan, L.S. Springer, 
C.E. Call, Bland; Antonio Martinez, Pinos Altos; A.L. Murkins, Bland... [SFNM] 

1900July6; The 4TH At Bland. …the mine drilling contests between a team from Albemarle and Bland was won by Joe Maciel and John Shields, of 

Albemarle, against Ray and Brooks, of Bland. Fifty inches was drilled in fifteen minutes. The horse race for the girls was won by Virginia Finch. For the 
men, Wayman Callander’s bay mare took the race. The foot race was won by Ted Medler, of Albemarle. Services were held in the Woods hall in honor 



of the Fourth. Rev. G.S. Madden delivered a patriotic address, and the Declaration of Independence was read by Hon. S.W. Young. There was a picnic 

at Crown Point grove, and the day closed with a dance by the Red Men. [SFNM] 
1900August20; Bland Echoes. At the head of the Media Dia canon, a few miles from Bland, Wyman Calendar was leisurely riding along when suddenly an 

old bear and her two cubs were frightened from the heavy underbrush and started on a run down the canon. Calendar fired three times, each bullet taking 

effect in the body of the animals. [SFNM] 
1901November25; Bon-Ton: John Blake, Cerrillos; H.D. Dewitt and wife, E.W. Callander, Bland; Zenon Sandoval, Waldo; Pablo Mares, Pena Blanca... 

[SFNM] 

1903; Monthly Time Book Nov-Dec – E W Callender paid for 42 full days of ATC work [McNulty papers (P.McCraw) b.3] 
1903December19; $54.00 to cover wages due E.W. Callender for month of November [McNulty papers (P.McCraw) b.9] 
1903December24; E.W. Callander paid $54.00 for Nov03  
1904January4; I laid Mr Callander off on the 29th + he + family have already moved [McNulty papers (P.McCraw) b.10] 
1904January18; $72 to cover wages due E.W. Callender for month of December [McNulty papers (P.McCraw) b.10] 
1904January27; E.W. Callander paid $72.00 for Dec03  
1909March17; (McNulty’s Notebook). Received from Mr Callender 5 five dollars [McNulty papers (McCraw) b.16] 
1909April12; (McNulty’s Notebook). Receved of M. Koury 10 dollars C.B. Arnald 6 Six dollars Mrs Calander five 5 00 total 21 00  [McNulty papers (McCraw) b.16] 
1909June14; (McNulty’s Notebook). Received of Mrs Callander five 5 00 dollars for rent [McNulty papers (McCraw) b.16] 
1910April25_census: Ernest W. Callendar, blacksmith own shop working on own acct, marriage1 7yr, 32y-o, born MO [KY MO], resident Cerrillos own home free, with wife 

Belle (23 marriage1 7yrs 2child/1living IN [NY IN]), son Claire (6 NM [MO IN]) 
1912; Monthly Time Book November – E W Callender paid for 3 full days of ATC work [McNulty papers (P.McCraw) b.3] 
1912December21; (Matthews to McNulty) check for $15.00 for the amount due E.W. Callander and Flavio Narvaiz, as per Pay Roll for the month ending November 30, 1912 

[McNulty papers (P.McCraw) b.19] 
1918; Tony Simoni buys the old Jones building on First St Cerrillos from E.W. Callender 
1920January8_census: E. W. Calland, miner A&CCoalCo wage work, married, 33y-o, MO [MO MO], resident Cerrillos, renting with wife Belle (33 IN [NY IN]), son Clair (14 

single NM [MO IN]), dau Jane (1yr8mo? IN [MO IN]) 
Strong and Livingston lived in the two houses NW above the Cerrillos smelter, Calendar below and east side of smelter, with his assay office. [pers com Louis Zucal 2006] 
1937September12; Callender – Work on Water line 2.00; 1938January23; A. Gonzales – Bracing wall 14.50; 1938June18; Bracing Roof. (A Gonzalez & helper) 6.00; 

1938June23; Bracing Roof (A Gonzalez & helper) 7.50; 1938October22; Lorenzo – Removing roof 10.00; 1938November9; Lorenzo Boarding side of remaining room. 
8.00  –  Repairs on Cerrillo House - Estate of J.P. McNulty 

1939March; LA TURQUESA – The severest cold in years struck this district just ten weeks ago when the thermomenters in town registered from 20 to 30 below zero… 
During the first snow storm, sixteen cars were stalled opposite the turquoise mine—the old Chalchihuitle… Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Byrne and their two small boys, who 
were cared for at Mrs. Andrews’ hotel. Mr Knoll took Kodak pictures of his car…Saturday morning Mr. Callender ran into a drift and the C.C.C. camp truck pulled him 
out.. The only safe road to Santa Fe is through Madrid over the “cut-off” to the Albuquerque-Santa Fe highway, a distance of 52 miles… 

1940April11_census ED 25-24 Cerrillos sheet 8B; enumerator Manuel C. Martinez; Ernest Waymon Callender, renting $5/mo, 62, education H-4, b.MO, living in ’35 
samehouse, at work, 18 hrs in week, mail Carrier Mailr, Government work, 52 wks worked in 1939, wages $500; Clara Belle Callender, 53, wife, education H-4, b.IN, 
living in ’35 samehouse, Houseworker, no wages; J. Sarah Jane Callender, 21, dau, single, education H-4, b.IN, living in ’35 samehouse, seeking work, 12 wks 
unemployment to 30Mar40, Book keeper offices, 0 wks worked in 1939, wages $100. 

1941February; Teachers and pupils of the Cerrillos High School wish to express their sincere sympathy to the families of: ¶ Mr. Remedios Montoya, who died in Cerrillos 
January 11, after a long illness. ¶ Mrs. Porfiria Romero, who passed away on January 12. She had also had been ill for many months. ¶ Mrs. Francisquita Montoya, who 
died on January 15, after a short illness. ¶ Mr. Waymond Calendar who was taken ill suddenly and succumbed within a few hours on January 22. [LaTurquesa v.IX n.3, 
CSimoni per YolandaSandoval] 

 

James Franklin Calander  (b.KY 1835>    - CMD, Bonanza City 
James Franklin Callender filed some 30 mining claims near the bustling mining town of Cerrillos, NM in 1879 and soon sold them at a significant profit. He built many of the 

original houses in the picturesque and historic mining town of Madrid, NM. [larryjgordon.com 2011] 
1879October30; major Hugh Marshall 1/3, A.J. Wadsworth 1/3, J.(James) F. Callendar 1/3; Miguel Romero Lode, NNW towards the open of the Round Mtn, near buildings 

of Ranch Padilla, on Hill #4 of Marshall Hills Group into NW plains, near NW side line of Guadalupe claim, discovery shaft of La Mina Esperanza is 300’ SW of centre 
discovery shaft, the wagon road to this camp that is to the Guadalupe & Gefe de Plata Junction ends is over this claim for its full 1500’, joined by N corners of Gefe de 
Plata claim; 10’SSE 1490’NNW, 300’width; survey by Marshall & Callendar, boundaries by Major Marshall assisted by R.J. Reirsol on 25Nov79; -- neighboring claims; 
Guadalupe, Gefe de Plata, Esperanza, Jose Perea, Octie Smith, Rafael Romero, Nellie Short, May Dana, Primer Banco Nacional, Livertad, Vista Grande, 
Santa Fe, Crusado, San Francisco, Hermana de Caridad [<cluster of 15 mines situated on the 8 Marshall hills] – certified 31Oct79; “situated on No.7 of the Marshall 
hills Group of 8 hills, SE of Ranch Gonzales, this claim is on NW slope of Hill No.1, passing over NW ridge to SW of the City of Santa Fe and NE of Cerrillos Mtns, 
discovery shaft is 300’ NW of discovery shaft of La Mina de Nelie Short Lode, 2nd claim lying SE of la mina Primer Banco National is La Mina Vista Grande, 2mi SSE of 
round Mountain at the foot of which is the water course of the Padilla Ranch” [Locations & Mining Deeds B#15406 p.196] 

1879October31 (claimed); A.J. Wardsworth 1/3, Hugh Marshall 1/3, J.F. Callendar 1/3; mina de Guadalupe Lode, (claimed 31Oct79) on hill No.3 of the Marshall Hills 
group, survey by Major Hugh Marshall; 1475’NE 25’SW, 300’ea side; recorded 11February1880 [Locations & Mining Deeds B#15406 p.215] 

1879November21 (loc); A.J. Wadsworth 1/3, J.F. Callendar 1/3, Hugh Marshall 1/3; la mina merced Lode, 1mi NW of apex of No.1 of the 8 Hanhill [Marshall] Hills, 1¼ mi S 
of Francisco Gonzales ranch, a lone low hill about 800’SE of the NE source of water which comes the ranches of Perea, Padillas & Gonzalez, S end is 1400’ N of shaft 
of el Gefe doro mining claim, 1mi SE of SF-ABQ public road, 1mi SE from government telegraph line at nearest point to Gonzalez Ranch, E of Mt nearest the Padilla 
ranch; 750’ N&S, 150’ea side, surveyed 13Jan80; recorded 21February1880 [Locations & Mining Deeds B#15406 p.245] 

1879December5 (claim); Huge Marshall ½ , James F. Calendar ½ ; Old Castillian Lode, discovery shaft is a huge room about 75’ NW-SE x 30’, on the apex of Nob of the 
Marshal Hills group, joining SW end of Jose L. Perea Lode, SW half of this claim crosses t(w)o roads connecting from Santa Fe to the carronatteville Mining Company 
the W corner part in the SW side of the 2nd road, location shaft of the street fliese claim is E, NE ½ of this claim lies in SW ½ of Gefe de Plata Claim in the SE side, in 
contact with this claim is in the Gonzales Mining District, NE of the cerrillos Mtn; 250’NE 1250’SW 150’ea side; [Locations & Mining Deeds B#15406 p.265] 

1879(1880 in record is error)December5 (loc); Hugh Marshall, James F. Callendar, D.C. Hyde; Old Castillian Lode, Corner#1 SE slope of Marshall hill No.6, sisters College 
at Santa Fe from centre shaft is N37°W, from centre shaft to centre straight flush shaft is 10’ S88°E Var13°E, in Gonzales Mining District, rectified survey being made 
by Deputy US mineral Surveyor J.L. Hayward, assist Henry Nevin, Antonio Urvan; attest (blank), certify 29Apr80 Luciano Baca Co Clk & Recorder, recorded 
30April1880 [Locations & Mining Deeds C#15407 p.153] 

1879(1880 in record is error)December10 (claim); J.H. Wadsworth 1/3, James F. Calendar 1/3, Hugh Marshall (discoverer) 1/3; Mystic lode, course is for cross on 
Gonzales Round Mtn S12° W145° N30°; Gonzales Mining District; 1450’ from the discovery shaft to near apex of Santa Rosa Mt, 50’ NE 150’ea side; survey J.L. 
Hayward assisted by Henry Navin, Antonio Urban [Locations & Mining Deeds B#15406 p.277] 



1879December12; James F. Callendar ½ , Hugh Marshall ½ ; Gonzales Lode, Shaft is 15’ in depth, N boundary is Gofe D’oro claim, lies along E side of La Livertad claim, 
La Mina Mattie Saay / Lady No.1 and all on the lomo ortic about true NW from apex of Marshall Hill No.1 is NE of Santa Rosa Mtn and to the East of the Marshall, and 
Callendar place near the Padilla ranch, Gonzales Mining District; 300’width, 1500’lenght, 150’N 1350’S, 150’ E&W; recorded 13March1880 [Locations & Mining Deeds 
B#15406 p.287] 

1880January16; James F. Calendar ½ , Hugh Marshall ½ ; Ground Floor lode, loc shaft is SE of Cactus lode near Griffin claim, loc shaft of S.B.Elkins lode is SE 190’, loc 
shaft of Catron lode is S 195’, NW end of Catron & S.B.Elkins claim are common with SE of Ground Floor, on Callender Hill, SW of StaFe-Carbonateville road, at NE 
post of Cerrillos Mtns; Gonzales Mining District; 250’ N40°E 1250’ S40°W, 150’ea side; recorded 4March1880 [Locations & Mining Deeds B#15406 p.266] 

1880January20; James F. Callendar ½ , Hugh Marshall ½ ; Mina Jose L. Perea lode, NE slope Marshall hill No.5, claim partly on Nos 5,3,1, extension of the Old Castillian 
lode which is the old Turquish mine, convent cupulo of Santa Fe is N37°E Var13°E, lies between Gefe de Plata, Straight Flush, Guadalupe claims, Gonzales Mining 
District; 670’SW S49°30’E Var13°E, 830’ N49°30’E var 13°E, 150’ea side; survey J.S. Hayward 10March80 assist Henry Nevin, Antonio Urban, recorded 
13March1880 [Locations & Mining Deeds B#15406 p.288] 

1880January26 (loc); Hugh Marshall, James F. Callendar, D.C. Hyde; Hermana de Caridad lode, b.B p.197, SE side & paralel with vista Grande, on Marshall Hill #1, in 
Gonzales Mining District; 300’NE 1200’SW 150’ea side; attest (blank), recorded 30April1880 [Locations & Mining Deeds C#15407 p.154] 

1880February14; James F. Callendar ½ , Hugh Marshall ½ ; straight Flush lode, SE slope of Marshall Hills No.5, S88°E Var13°E 710’ to Old Castilian shaft, NE is Jose . 
Perea claim 526’, ENE end this claim S slope Marshall Hills No.1, loc shaft is 10’ deep, 400’ S19°W Var13°E 1100’N19°E Var13°E; survey J.S. Hayward 9March80 
assist Henry Nevin, Antonio Urban, recorded 13March1880 [Locations & Mining Deeds B#15406 p.288] 

1880February14 (loc); Hugh Marshall, James F. Callendar, D.C. Hyde; vista Grande Lode, b.B p.197, NE side Marshall Hill #1, of NW corner of the Nellie Short Lode claim, 
in Gonzales Mining District; 450’ N32.5°E 13° from centre of discovery shaft, 1050’ S32.5°W Var13°E, 150’ea side; survey Deputy US Surveyor J.L. Hayward, assist 
Henry Nevin, Antonio Urvan, attest (blank), recorded 30April1880 [Locations & Mining Deeds C#15407 p.155] 

1880February19; Hugh Marshall ½ , James F. Calendar ½ ; La Mina Gefe de plata lode, on Marshall Hill No.3 No.5 No.6 on the SW slope and having its SE side line 
crossing in SW to NE direction the slope of No.5 and first NW No.6 apex its slope, NE end is in Hill No.3, shaft is N of location shaft of Old Castillian, shaft is NW of 
straighten Flush shaft, N corner is W of the centre of Guadalupe location shaft, N corner is SE of Miguel Romero shaft 530’ of the Gefe de plata runs paralel unto the 
old Castillian claim and 962’ with the La Mina Jose D. Baca, W line of Jose D. Perea being the E line along N of Gefe de plata claim, Gonzales Mining District; 750’ 
N43°30’E, 212’ S49°30’W, 538’ S37°W Var13°E, 150’ea side; survey 10March80 J.L. Hayward assist Henry Nevin, Antonio Urban [Locations & Mining Deeds 
B#15406 p.326] 

1880February23 (claim); James F. Calendar ½ , Hugh Marshall ½ ; Nellie Short Lode, of carbonate of Load & Turquoise rock; parallel with Vista Grande Lode claim on 
NW, parallel to First National bank Claim (Primer banco National), claimed on 31Oct79, N side of Marshall Hill No.1 and direction S32°30’W Var13°E goes up over 
Marshall Hill No.1 ending in its SW slope, from SW end centre the shaft of the straight flush claim is S86°W Var13°E, Gonzales Mining District; 250’ N23°30’E 
Var13°E, 1250’ S32°30’W Var13°E, 150’ea side; survey 12March80 J.L. Hayward assist Henry Nevin, Antonio Urban [Locations & Mining Deeds B#15406 p.324] 

1880February24; Hugh Marshall ½ , James F. Callendar ½ ; La Mina Chiquita Lode, commencing on Marshall Hill No.6 SW slope running SW between Marshall Hill & Los 
Cerrillos Mtns, E line of Chiquita Lode is common with W line of old Castillian claim, is extension SW of La Gefe de plata claim [reference to Callenderville], Gonzales 
Mining District; 1500’x300’, 100’ N37°E, 1400’ S37°W, 150’ea side; survey 9Mar80 J.L. Starward, assist Antonio Urvan, Henry Nevin [Locations & Mining Deeds 
B#15406 p.319] 

1880February24; Nazario Gonzales sells for $1000 to Hugh Marshall, James F. Callendar parcel plus buildings, crosses the way from S to N the creek or water course 
flowing from above the ranches occupied and claimed as owned by the Padillas; 1100’ N-S 500’ E-W; payment to be received by 25May80 [Locations & Mining Deeds 
B#15406 p.335] 

1880February24 (loc); Wm E. Cook ¼, S.E. Carter ¼, J.S. Callendar ¼, Hugh Marshall ¼; AT&SF lode vein, N end centers to Santa Cruz Hill apex N5½°E to Marshall Hill 
No? one S89°E centre line crosses the centre line of the Baca Bonanza 900’ from NE end centre, in Gonzales Mining District; 1500’ linear 30’ N13°W var13°E, 150’ea 
side; survey 9Mar80 by J.L. Hayward assist S.E. Carter, Henry Nevin, Antonio Urban, W.E. Cook; recorded 13September1880 [Locations & Mining Deeds C#15407 
p.473] 

1880February25; James F. Callendar ½ , Hugh Marshall ½ ; Mina Santa Fe lode, on N Side of Marshall hill No.2, 400’ E slope of Marshall Hill No.1, Santa Fe convent 
cupulo is N39°60’E var 13°E, the shaft is about N of old indian prospect shaft and along SW side of claim, S of Hermana de Caridad, loc shaft is E of Old Castillian, 
disc shaft E of Straight Flush Location Shaft, Gonzales Mining District; 400’ N9°W Var13°E, 1100’ extends over apex of Marshall Hill No.2 S9°E var 13°E; survey J.S. 
Hayward 11March80 assist Henry Nevis, Antonio Urban [Locations & Mining Deeds B#15406 p.286] 

1880February27 (claim); Hugh Marshall 1/3, Henry Nevin 1/3, James F. Calendar 1/3; La Mina Rey de plato lode, parallel with Mina Rey de Cobre on NE side, in Rincon of 
Santa Rosa Mt, S of Mt, between La Mina Rey de Cobre & Newbby Lodes, centre line is 286’ NE of center line of Rey de Cobre, 14’ excepted along SW side line in 
favor of Rey de Cobre, SW corner of this claim is 57’SE from SE corner of La Mina de Cobre, discovery shaft is SE of SW end of ground floor Lode, also SE from Cock 
of the walk, Gonzales Mining District; 750’S45 °E Var13°E, 750’N43°W Var13°E, 150’ea side; survey 13March80 J.L. Hayward assist Henry Nevin, Antonio Urban 
[Locations & Mining Deeds B#15406 p.325] 

1880February28; James F. Callendar one fourth ½ , Hugh Marshall ½ ½ , Henry Nevins ¼ , Alexander Newbby ¼ ; Newbby Lode, in the Rincon of Santa Rosa Mtn, S 1600’ 
from the Mtn, loc shaft is 300’ E of Rey de Plata shaft, Cock of the Walk is N54°W from this shaft, NW of Newbby Lode corners SW end Ground floor Lode, Gonzales 
Mining District; 663’ S43°E, 837’ N45°W, 150’ea side; survey 13Mar80 J.L. Hayward, assist Henry Nevins, Antonio Urban [Locations & Mining Deeds B#15406 p.320] 

1880February28; Henry Nevin 1/3, Hugh Marshall 1/3, James F. Calendar 1/3; La Mina Rey de Cobre Lode, on Rincon de Santa Rosa, SE of Cock of the walk & Merry 
Lode claims, SE of SW end of Grannd floor Claim, center line of claim is 286’ SW from center line of la Mina Rey de plata Lode, SW corner is 150’ NW from the SW 
corner of La Mina Rey de plata Lode, parallel with and underlies on the SW side of La Mina Rey de plata Lode, Gonzales Mining District; 750’S45 °E, 750’N45°W, 
150’ea side; survey 13March80 J.L. Hayward assist Henry Nevin, Antonio Urban [Locations & Mining Deeds B#15406 p.323] 

1880February29 (loc); Lehman Spiegelberg “three fifths ¾ “, J.F. Callendar 1/5, Hugh Marshall 1/5; Spiegelberg Bonanza, commencing on NE end of Marshall Bonanza, 
Shaft is 30’ NE end line of Marshall Bonanza & 20’ deep, due W of Marshall hills No.1, E of Rey de Oro & St Louis Bonanza, road to carbonateville from Santa Fe 
crosses this claim, in Gonzales Mining District; [Locations & Mining Deeds C#15407 p.171] 

1880March1; meeting at Marshal and Callendar Ranch – GONZALEZ MINING DISTRICT formed; a square of 10 miles with store and dwelling of Francisco Gonzales for a 
center; Nasario Gonzalez = president, Henry Nevin = secretary; requirement is 10’shaft or other work, 3mos in which to survey & record; recorded 4March1880 
[Locations & Mining Deeds B#15406 p.265] 

1880March3; Henry Nevin 1/3, Hugh Marshall 1/3, James F. Calendar 1/3; Marshall Bonanza lode, SW end is 1500’ NE foot of Santa Rosa Mtn, faces the Baca Bonanza 
NE end line – end centre same monument, 33” vein is uncovered for 60’, claim crosses 2 different roads conducting to Carbonatevelle from Santa Fe, the cross on 
Gonzales Round Mountain is N5½ °E, wheel of Fortune claim is NNW, Hawkeye is W, Ground Floor is S, Baca Bonanza is immediately SW, Gonzales Mining District; 
survey J.L. Hayward assisted by Antonio Urban, E.S. Carter, Henry Nevin; recorded 10March1880 [Locations & Mining Deeds B#15406 p.276] 

1880March3; Henry Nevin 1/3, James F. Calendar 1/3, Hugh Marshall (discoverer) 1/3; Baca Bonanza lode, cross on Mt left of Santa Fe road on the Gonzales Round Mtn 
is N5½ °E, Marshall Hill No.1 N84°E, claim is 200’ W of the most N&S road from Santa Fe to Carbonateville, SW end is at the foot of Santa Rosa Mtn, N of Ground 
Floor lode, E of Hawkeye claim NE end joins the Marshall Bonanza claim; Gonzales Mining District; 1450’ S38°W Var13°E, 50’ N38°E var13°E; survey J.L. Hayward 
assisted by E.S. Carter, Henry Nevin, Antonio Urban, recorded 10March1880 [Locations & Mining Deeds B#15406 p.277] 



1880March9 (loc); Hugh Marshall, James F. Callendar, Henry Nevin, E.S. Carter; Old indian prospect, paralell with Santa lode claim on the Marshall Hills between Santa 
Fe Lode &  straight Flush lode, in Gonzales Mining District; recorded 27March1880 [Locations & Mining Deeds B#15406 p.348] 

1880March10 (loc); Hugh Marshall, James F. Callendar; angela Buddet, on SE side of and paralel with old Castillian claim, shaft of location is SE of old Castillian shaft, W 
of shaft of straight flush Lode claim, Marshall Hill No.6&5; 300’NE 1200’SW 150’ea side, in Gonzales Mining District; attest Alx G. Irwin [Locations & Mining Deeds 
C#15407 p.110] 

1880March10 (loc); Hugh Marshall, James F. Callendar; Chiquita Lode, extension in the SW course of Gefe de Plata claim, along side the Old Castillian Lode in its NW 
side, crosses the Carbonateville and Santa Fe lode; 100’N39°E13°E, 150’ea side, in Gonzales Mining District; attest Alx G. Irwin, recorded 22April1880 [Locations & 
Mining Deeds C#15407 p.111] 

1880March23; Hugh Marshall, James F. Callendar sell for $1000 plus 1/3 of net proceeds of turquoise or chalchuitl to D.C. Hyde all turquoise or Chalchuilt that may be found 
or mined in the following Chiquita, J.L. Perea, Primer Banco National, Angela Budett, Hermana de Caridad, Old Castillian, Gefe de plata, Nellie Short, Vista 
Grande, Old Indian Prospect, sig in Carbonateville; Gonzales Mining District; certify Francisco Gonzales Justice of the Peace, recorded 25March1880 [Locations & 
Mining Deeds B#15406 p.333] 

1880March23; Hugh Marshall, J.F. Callendar sell for $27,000 to D.C. Hyde of NYC, undivided 1/3 in Chiquita L Claims (loc 24Feb80 b.B p.319), Old Castillian (loc 5Dec79 
b.B p.265), Joseph L. Perea (loc 20Jan80 b.B p.288), Primer Banco National (loc 31Oct79 b.B p.193), [insert>] Jefe de Plata (loc 19Feb- b.B p.326), Nellie Short 
(loc 23Feb80 b.B p..324), Angela Praucett, Vista Grande (loc 14Feb80), Hermana de Caridad (loc 26Jan80), in Gonzales Mining District; presence J.L. Hayward, 
certify Francisco Gonzales Justice of the piece, recorded 25March1880 [Locations & Mining Deeds B#15406 p.337] 

1880March23; indenture; Hugh Marshall, James F. Callendar, Henry Neven, E.S. Carter sell for $3000 to D.C. Hyde of NYC undivided 1/3 int Old Indian prospect (loc 
9Mar80 b.B p. 348), in Gonzales Mining District; presence J.L. Hayward, certify Francisco Gonzales Justice of Peace, recorded 27March1880 [Locations & Mining 
Deeds B#15406 p.346] 

1880March29 (loc & claim); Levi Hughes ¼, J.F. Callendar 3/8, Hugh Marshall 3/8; Gefe de Oro Lode, on hill ½ mi above Padilla Ranch watter spring, 1mi NW Marshall 
hills, joined on SW by NE line of Ilfeld Bonanza, joined on NE by Fisher Bonanza, indented by NE end of Mina Gonzales Lode, assessment is non done, in Gonzales 
Mining District; 750’SE & 750’SE, 150’ea side; certificate date 13May80, attest?, recorded 17May1880 [Locations & Mining Deeds B#15406 p.392] 

1880April9; indenture; E.S. Carter of Bernalillo sells for $1000 to James F. Callendar, Hugh Marshall all my interest in AT&SF Lode, in Gonzales Mining District; presence 
(blank), certify 9Apr80 Francisco Gonzales Justice of the Peace [Locations & Mining Deeds C#15407 p.142] 

1880April26; indenture; Hugh Marshall, Henry Nevin, James F. Callendar sell for $1500 to D.C. Hyde of NYC one undivided 2/3 El Rey de Cobre mining Claim, in 
Gonzales Mining District; presence (blank), certify 25April80 Francisco Gonzales Justice of the peace [Locations & Mining Deeds C#15407 p.139] 

1880May3 (loc); James A. Fickett, H.A. Montford (owners); Lester Wallack lode, in arroyo SE of the Round Mountain, & Bonanza City, NW of the Marshall hills, 1 ½ mi NE 
Marshall Bonanza mine, in Gonzales Mining District; 750’ NE & SW, 150’ E&W; discoverer Jas F. Callendar, certificate 4Sept80, recorded 6September1880 [Locations 
& Mining Deeds C#15407 p.439] 

1880May27; indenture; Henry Nevin, James F. Calendar, Hugh Marshall Mortgage Deed for $3500 to L. Spiegelberg all Marshall Bonanza (loc 10Mar80 b.B p. 276), all 
Baca Bonanza, all Santa Fe vein, all Ground floor lode, 2/3 Mystic lode (loc 11Mar80 b.B p.277), 2/5 Spiegelberg Bonanza, Old Indian prospect, Straight flush 
(loc 13Mar80 b.B p.288), 1/3 Rey de Cobre, Mina Gonzales lode (loc 13Mar80 b.B p.287), ¾ Athison Topeka and Santa Fe lode, 2/3 Guadalupe lode (loc 30Jan80 
b.B p.215), also 14?½ acres of Ground with buildings and improvements as described by deed from Nazario Gonzales, in Gonzales Mining District; recorded 
28May1880 [Locations & Mining Deeds C#15407 p.207] 

1880May27; Ninety days after date we Jointly and severally promise to pay to… L.Spiegelberg $3500 at the second National Bank Santa Fe; Henry Nevin, James F. 
Calendar, Hugh Marshall; presence M.J. Doharty, certify 27May80 John Watts Notary Public, recorded 28May1880 [Locations & Mining Deeds C#15407 p.209]  - 
(margin note>) Cancelled and paid in full Seventh July of 80 

1880May28; part 1/3; stipulation (undated); Henry Nevin, S.F. Callendar, Hugh Marshall stipulate ore shipped from mines mentioned in Exhibit A date 27May80 shall pass 
through the hands and be controled by L. Spiegelberg. Exhibit A is mortgage deed from us to Lehman Spiegelberg; witness John Watts. 
part 2/3; (dated 28May80, same parties) the above agreement is effective 1June80 and for one year 
part 3/3; (dated 28Mayt80, same principles, no witness) re the ores of the Baca and Marshall Bonanza… pay said L.Spiegelberg 15% on the net products until all 
obligations are paid; recorded 28May1880 [Locations & Mining Deeds B#15406 p.417] 

1880June4_census: J.F. Calender, miner, 45y-o, married, born KY [KY KY], resident of Los Cerrillos “Bonanza City and immediate Neighborhood” solo 
1880June11; indenture; Hugh Marshall, (Henry Nevin in sig block only), James F. Callendar sell for $25,000 to Lehman Spiegelberg ¼ undiv int Marshall Bonanza, ¼ Baca 

Bonanza, in Gonzales Mining District; presence Wm W. Griffin, certify (noday)June80 N.W. Fine Notary Public; recorded 14June80 [Locations & Mining Deeds 
C#15407 p.243] – insert> certify for H.Nevin 10July80 John Watts Notary Public; recorded 19November1881 by Charles M. Canklin Probate Clerk and Recorder <end 
insert 

1880June25; Deed made; J.M. Thompson as constable of Precinct No.10; on 13May80 John Mitch obtained a payment of  $54.65 against hugh Marshall & J. Callendar for 
costs of sut before Thomas A. Maddux Justice of the peace Precinct No.10; on 14June80 J.M. Thompson did buy on and beading house at Bonanza City = Marshall 
Boarding; sold house 25June80 between 9am – 4pm for high bid of $63 to John Moyles; reference Hugh Marshall, J. Callendar; ref J.J. Mahony; certify 26June80 N.B. 
Laughlin Notary Public, recorded 13July1880 [Locations & Mining Deeds C#15407 p.328] 

1880July10; Lehman Spiegelberg loan for 90days of $5800 to Hugh Marshall, Henry Nevin, James F. Callendar against Marshall Bonanza, Baca Bonanza, Straight Flush, 
Santa Fe vein, Grand Floor lode, 2/3 Mystic lode, 2/5 Spiegelberg Bonanza, Indian Prospect, 1/3 Rey de Cobre, nine Gonzales Lode, ¾ AT&SF Lode, lots 
tracts or parcels land, recorded 20July1880 [Locations & Mining Deeds C#15407 p.335] 

1880July13; Hugh Marshall, Henry Nevin, (James F. Callendar <not in sig block) pay to Andrew Brown $12,000 for 80days when to pay $11,000, in Gonzales Mining District; 
certifiy ?July80 Luciano Baca, recorded 10September1880 [Locations & Mining Deeds C#15407 p.452] 

1880July16; Frank Jolly, John Moyley, James Richard swear they are due $200 for work done or finished about 25May80 done on Baca Bonanza mine in LCM Camp 
Precinct No.10; owned & contract let by Hugh Marshall, J. Callendar, H. Neavin; sworn 16July80 before Luciano Baca Clk of P.Court, recorded 16July1880 [Locations & 
Mining Deeds C#15407 p.321] 

1880September n.d.; indenture; John H. Knaebel sells for $1 to James F. Callendar 1/3 undiv part Guadalupe, (Gonzales MD b.B p.215); presence H.A. Montfort certify 
15Nov80 H.A. Montfort, recorded 22November1880 [Locations & Mining Deeds D#15408 p.133] 

1880September11; indenture; James F. Callendar sells for $2500 to John H. Knaebel all of his right to certain tract of parcel (b.J p.289) also ¼ undivided Straight Flush, 
Santa Fe vein, Ground Floor, Mystic lode, Old Indian Prospect, Rey de Cobre, Mina Gonzales lode, AT&SF lode; presence A. Aivy C. O Rear, Chas Mailey, 
certifiy 13Nov80 Charles Mailey Notary Public, recorded 17November1880 [Locations & Mining Deeds D#15408 p.109] 

1880September11; indenture; James F. Callendar sells for $10 to John H. Kneabel all int AT&SF lode, in GzMD; presence H.A. Montfort, certify 13Sept80 F.W. Clancy 
Clerk by H.S. Clancy Deputy, recorded 17November1880 [Locations & Mining Deeds E#15409 p.4] 

1880September11; indenture; James F. Callendar sells for $2500 to John H. Kneabel all int certain tract or parcel of land … of Nasario Gonzalez b.J p.289, all int Marshall 
Bonanza, (loc 3Mar80 b.B p.276), Baca Bonanza (loc 3Mar80 b.B p.277), Straight Flush, (loc 14Feb?80 b.B p.288), Santa Fe vein, (loc 25Feb80 b.B p.286), 
ground floor, (loc 6Jan80 b.B p.266) mistic lode, (loc 10Dec79 b.B p.277), Spiegelberg Bonanza, Old indian prospect, (loc 9Mar80 b.B p.348), gonzalez lode, 



(loc 13Dec79 b.B p.287), Rey de Cobre, (loc 28Feb80 b.B p.323), in GzMD; presence H.A. Monfort, certify 13Sept80 F.W. Clancy Clerk by H.S. Clancy Deputy 
[Locations & Mining Deeds E#15409 p.11] 

1880November12; In the (Marshall) Bonanza mine the work is somewhat at a standstill just now owing to the water. The owners intend putting in a pump in a very short 
time, after which they will push the work as much as possible. The ore is fine, and with a smelter in the district the mine would pay handsomely. The shaft is down one 
hundred and eighty feet. [SFDailyNMexican] 

1880November23 (loc); J.F. Callendar; Queen of the South Caud, about ½ mi N of the Shaft hous of the Marshall Bonanza load & claim, in GzMD; 1300’Swesterly 
200’Neasterly, 150’ea side; recorded 16February1881 [Locations & Mining Deeds E#15409 p.169] 

1881July17; J.F. Callendar, a Bonanza City man, was in Santa Fe yesterday, stopping at the Grand Central. [SFDNM] 
1881September5 (loc); J.F. Callendar, Alexander Newbling; Mammoth Lode, about ½ mi N bonanza city on the round Mountain, ¾ mi S of Frank Gonsales; 750’Westerly & 

Easterly, 300’ea side; recorded 3December1880 [Locations & Mining Deeds D#15408 p.749] 
1881November16 (loc); J.F. Callendar; humbold Lode, about ½ mi Seasterly from bonanza city; 900’Neasterly 600’Swesterly 150’ea side; recorded 3December1880 

[Locations & Mining Deeds D#15408 p.749] 
1882March6 (disc&loc); James F. Callendar; Wheele of Forchin Lode, about ½ mi NE from Marshall Bonanza mine, in LCMD; 750’Westerly&Easterly 150’ea side; witness 

Alexander Newley, recorded 10March1882 [Locations & Mining Deeds F#15410 p.86] 
BONANZA CITY Postmaster: Samuel Hull August 26, 1880; James F. Callander February 19, 1883 [James W. White newmexicoalhn.net] 
1888May18; Nasario Gonzalez gave a Quit Claim Deed to W.H. Shup, W.M. Keesee, G.C. Booth and O.L. Houghton all of Las Vegas, N.M. to all his 

interests in the Merced de la Mesita Juana Lopez Grant, lying between the Galisteo River and the New Mexico Southern Pacific Railway, encompassing 

Waldo Gulch and Coal Gulch. Keesee laid out a Township, recorded the Plat of Keeseeville, N.M. July 1892. He sold lots, gave leases to at least fifteen 
individuals to work the coal mine at Waldo Gulch. Such men as Shoemaker, Callender, Jones and Williams bought lots, built houses, worked the mine 

and nemed the settlement Madrid. In 1892 Keesee also sold land to the Cerrillos Coal Company in Waldo and Coal Gulch. [Motto 1973 p.7] 
1892July12; Frank Simers was arrested Tuesday night at Monero for horse stealing. It seems that on the 26th of June he stole a horse belonging to J.F. 

Colinder, of Cerrillos, rode him to Tierra Amarilla, traded him for another horse. He was bound over to await the action of the grand jury and in default 

of bail was sent to jail. Simers is the Cerrillos young rascal who was sent up for attempting to burglarize the Santa Fe postoffice some three years ago. 

[SFDNM] 
1895November30; List of letters remaining uncalled for… Calender, Jim... [SFDNM] 

1899March2; At the Bon Ton: Juan Ortiz, Pedro Ortiz, Galisteo; F.W. McEvitt, Durango; J.F. Callender, D.O. Callender, Cerrillos; C.R. Greenlee, Frank 

Harville, E. Cramer, Chicago; John O’Brien, Albuquerque; Frank Lohman, Cerrillos... [SFNM] 

 
Sarah Jane Callender  (b.IN 1919>    -  of Cerrillos  
1936January; Jane Callender, a junior at C.H.S. and her mother are leaving for Logansport, Ind. Where Mrs. Callender’s mother lives. [LaTurquesa v.V n.3, CSimoni per 

YolandaSandoval] 
1936October; La Turquesa Editorial Staff. Editors Irene Hemphill, Evelyn Jerman, Bonnie Perdue; Advertising James McIlwee, Irene Montoya; Sports Editor Raymond 

Espinosa; Society Editors Virginia Kuhnz; Exchange Editor Jane Callendar; Illustrators Evelyn Dreyer, Bonnie Perdue; News Reporters James McIlwee, Nestora 
Aranaga; Typists Eliseo Gonzales, Evaristo Sanchez, Jane Callendar; Business Mgr. Eliseo Gonzales; Sponsor Mrs. J.L. McCraw. [LaTurquesa v.VI n.1, CSimoni per 
YolandaSandoval] 

1937March; La Turquesa Editorial Staff. Co-Editors Irene Hemphill, Virginia Kuhnz, Bonnie Perdue; Advertising James McIllwe, Joey Collier; Sports-Editor Ramon Espinosa; 
Society-Editor Virginia Kuhnz; Exchange-Editor Jane Callendar; Illustrators Bonnie Perdue, Evelyn Dreyer; Typists Eliseo Gonzales, Evaristo Sanchez, Virginia Kuhnz, 
Irene Hemphill, Jane Callendar; Business Mge. Eliseo Gonzales; Sponsor Mrs. J.L. McCraw. [LaTurquesa v.IV n.4, CSimoni per YolandaSandoval] 

1938November; Alumni. Jane Callender – Cerrillos, carries mail from Cerrillos to Madrid. [LaTurquesa v.VII n.3, CSimoni per YolandaSandoval] 
1940April11_census ED 25-24 Cerrillos sheet 8B; enumerator Manuel C. Martinez; Ernest Waymon Callender, renting $5/mo, 62, education H-4, b.MO, living in ’35 

samehouse, at work, 18 hrs in week, mail Carrier Mailr, Government work, 52 wks worked in 1939, wages $500; Clara Belle Callender, 53, wife, education H-4, b.IN, 
living in ’35 samehouse, Houseworker, no wages; J. Sarah Jane Callender, 21, dau, single, education H-4, b.IN, living in ’35 samehouse, seeking work, 12 wks 
unemployment to 30Mar40, Book keeper offices, 0 wks worked in 1939, wages $100. 

 
Wayman Callender see Ernest Wayman Callender 

________________________________________________________________ 

 * Callaway * 
G. F. Callaway    - CMD 
1947December10; Tri Cities Syndicate mining lease for consolidated claims to G.F. Callaway et al.; b.P p.272 
1949January1; G. Callaway vs. Heston, Winter & Fredricks Lein & Claim against Consolidated Claims + Mexico & San Jorge.; b.83 p.285 
1949June16; Tri Cities Syndicate cancellation of mining lease for consolidated claims to G.F. Callaway et al.; b.P p.281 
 
W. H. Callaway    - San Pedro 

1882July19; W.H. Callaway, of San Pedro, came in yesterday and is stopping at the Herlow house. [SFDNM] 

________________________________________________________________ 
 
Calliers see Colliers 
Callihan see Callahan 

________________________________________________________________ 

 * Calley * Cally * 
R. M. Calley    - San Pedro 
1888December7; ref R.M. Calley (Catley), San Pedro, $3 paid subscriber to Rustler. [Los Cerrillos Rustler Vol.1 No.20] 

 

William W. Cally   - witness - 

1881July20; Quit Claim Deed; Joseph Larimore of Niles MI, Mary Y. Larimore wife sell for $250 to Benjamin F. Fish of Niles MI undiv ½ int Wide West Lode, (b.D p.94, b.3 
p.33 LCMD), about ½ mi NE from Carbonateville, about 2000’ SE from little Emma Lode, undiv ¼ int Ioda Lode formerly Savage extension, about ½ mi NE of 



Carbonateville, bounded on NE by Stone Cutter claim, SW by Julia Mine, in LCMD; presence Henry M. Dean, William W. Cally/Calky, certify 28July81 Henry M. Dean 
Notary Public Berrien Co MI, recorded 4November1881 [Locations & Mining Deeds D#15408 p.660] 

________________________________________________________________ 

 
F. W. Calvert    - Ideal Cement Co. of Tijeras 

1959; Calvert (Torrance). Station on AT&SF RR, 45 mi S of Santa Fe. Named in 1959 for F.W. Calvert, officer of the Ideal Cememt Co., which established a plant at Tijeras 
16 mi E of Albuquerque. [T.M. Pearce 1965] 

________________________________________________________________ 

 * Calvin * 
Calvin    - of Calvin & Green;  Hillsboro 
1898April12; Work in the Hillsboro Mines. The Calvin & Green lease on the K.K. is showing up some fine ore. [SFNM] 

 
J. W. Calvin    - Leadville 

1881November19; J.W. Calvin, of Leadville, is in the city stopping at the Exchange. He got in by yesterday’s stage. [SFDNM] 
 

James Frank Calvin  (b.OK 1901>    - wife is Ruth G. Calvin (b.IL 1903>;  of Bishop’s Lodge, Lone Butte, San Marcos grant 
J. Frank Calvin and Ruth Goodkind Calvin 
Frank Calvin; late1920s & 30s, wrangler at Bishop’s Lodge; homesteaded NE of Lone Butte, which became part of the Mocho bros. Jarret Ranch; Calvin 

married well, acquired San Marcos Grant Ranch [W.Wait for SMPC] 

Henry Trigg was an s.o.b. He stole a lot of land. He’ll butter you up then knock you down. Nobody liked him. People liked John Calvin who gave to the church and helped 
people. [YPerea 15Mar2013] 

1946; Accounts Payable, Vouchers, Calvin, Frank [A&CCC Records, Zimmerman Lib] 
1946June5; Meeting of the Ortiz Cooperative Livestock Association, in the school house building, Stanley. Chairman, Voyle A. Larson, acting in the absence of President J. 

Frank Calvin, and Vice President Leo H. Shanley. Members present: Frank S. Anaya, Stanley; H.W. Brazell, Stanley; J.H. Cavasos, Stanley; Connie Chavez, Stanley; 
E.S. Dennisson, Stanley; C.F. Gardenhire, Stanley; Ralph Haile, Tapia Route Stanley; N.R. Irby, Stanley; M.K. Irby, Stanley; S.A. Ivie, Stanley; L.C. Keith, Cerrillos; 
Voyle A. Larson, Moriarty; Dario Lucero, Stanley; Clarence J. Malott, Edgewood; Bernabe Rael, Stanley; E.B. Richards, Stanley; I.C. Sweet, Cerrillos; O.A. Tinnin, 
Stanley; B.H. Van Scoyk, Stanley; C.V. Van Scoyk, Stanley; Allen Wakefield, Stanley; F.B. Yates, Stanley. b.30 Miscl.Deeds p.140. [BHenderson Abstract of Title, 
Supplemental 30Sep1983] 

1946June17; Dated. Quitclaim Deed. The Ortiz Cooperative Livestock Association, a corp. organized under Chapter 164 of the 1939 Session Laws of the State of NM, for 
$5k, quitclaim to George W. Potter. A tract of land in the southwesterly portion of Ortiz Mine Grant containing 1044.34acres more or less. Sig. OCLA By J. Frank Calvin –
President (in pencil). Attest: Voyle A. Larson –Secretary. b.30 Miscl.Deeds p.170. [BHenderson Abstract of Title, Supplemental 30Sep1983] 

Charlie Dominick used to do a lot of work for the Calvin ranch. [per DWright Apr2011] 
1940April11_census ED 25-24 Cerrillos sheet 8B; enumerator Manuel C. Martinez; James F. Calvin, owns house, value of house $3000, farm, [sidenote; household lives 

outside the village of Cerrillos], 39, education H-4, b.OK, living in ’35 sameplace, farm, at work 40 hrs in week, Real Estate Insurance Edde Bank office, on Own Account, 
50 wks worked in 1939, no wages, received $50 or more from income other than wages, Fa b.OK Mo b.OK, language at home English, no SSAN; Ruth G. Calvin, 37, 
wife, education C-4, b.IL, living in ’35 sameplace, Houseworker, no wages; Jane Calvin, 10, dau, in school, education 4, b.IL, living in ’35 sameplace; James F. Calvin 
Jr., 2, son, education _, b.CA; Frances Perea, 26, female, hired hand, single, education 5, b.NM, living in ’35 R StaFe countyNM, at work, 66 hrs in week, 9 wks 
unemployment to 30Mar40<lined out], Housekeeper private house, 30 wks worked in 1939, wages $240. 

 
Jane Calvin  (b.IL 27Apr1929  d.Abq 12Feb2006)    - husb is Manuel Patricio Sanchez;  of Cerrillos & Abq 
1940April11_census ED 25-24 Cerrillos sheet 8B; enumerator Manuel C. Martinez; James F. Calvin, owns house, value of house $3000, farm, [sidenote; household lives 

outside the village of Cerrillos], 39, education H-4, b.OK, living in ’35 sameplace, farm, at work 40 hrs in week, Real Estate Insurance Edde Bank office, on Own Account, 
50 wks worked in 1939, no wages, received $50 or more from income other than wages, Fa b.OK Mo b.OK, language at home English, no SSAN; Ruth G. Calvin, 37, 
wife, education C-4, b.IL, living in ’35 sameplace, Houseworker, no wages; Jane Calvin, 10, dau, in school, education 4, b.IL, living in ’35 sameplace; James F. Calvin 
Jr., 2, son, education _, b.CA; Frances Perea, 26, female, hired hand, single, education 5, b.NM, living in ’35 R StaFe countyNM, at work, 66 hrs in week, 9 wks 
unemployment to 30Mar40<lined out], Housekeeper private house, 30 wks worked in 1939, wages $240. 

Jane Calvin Sanchez' parents met when her mother Ruth was on vacation at Bishops Lodge, where her father, Frank was working as a wrangler. They 

married and settled on Frank's ranch outside Cerrillos, NM, on the San Marcos Land Grant. Ruth's father, a physician in Chicago insisted that she return 

to Chicago where there were "adequate" medical facilities, to have her child, Jane, who was born on April 27, 1929. Mother and child were back in New 
Mexico, on the ranch, within a month, and that is where Jane Sanchez grew up. Jane received her B.A. in Modern Languages from the University of 

New Mexico in 1951, with a major in Spanish. Sanchez worked for the New Mexico Historical Review while at UNM. Her professional interest in 

history focused on the Spanish Colonial Period, specifically land grants. Sanchez worked with historian, Dr. Victor Westphall, as a researcher and 
translator. She also assisted other historians and individuals with their research, including Reies L pez Tijerina. In 1966 she concentrated exclusively on 

land grant research with in-depth study of the Spanish and Mexican laws, particularly, the Recopilaci n de las Indias. Jane Sanchez was also a 

playwright who researched New Mexico historical figures and events and drafted fiction, nonfiction and situation comedy scripts for TV, movies and 
documentaries. Jane Sanchez died on February 12, 2006 in Albuquerque, NM. [worldcat.org] 

Raised in Cerrillos on her father's ranch, Sanchez spent hours riding her horse in the San Marcos Pueblo area, scouring the hills and poking into the ruins. ¶ Sanchez, 76, 
died Sunday of a heart attack. ¶ She and her husband Manuel P. "Pat" Sanchez moved to Albuquerque in the early 1950s. A widow since 1996, she lived in Glenwood 
Hills at the time of her death. ¶ In her home office, a microfiche machine with reels of newspaper articles on New Mexico history sits near the computer where she kept 
her research data. ¶ Jane Sanchez's interest was the private lives of people such as explorers Francisco Vásquez de Coronado and Juan Cabeza de Vaca, said her 
son, Philip Sanchez. ¶ After he was born, she stayed home and raised her family. ¶ "Though she was always working on her historical thing," daughter Sandra Sanchez 
said. ¶ When Philip Sanchez graduated from high school in 1952, the family went to Salamanca, Spain, where Coronado was born. She did some research at the time, 
then returned to Spain and London about two years ago to complete the project. ¶ After all four children were in school, she worked for the New Mexico Historical 
Review. She also had several articles published in the Review throughout her 40-year career. ¶ The State Department once used her research on mining in New Mexico 
as it pertained to the development of Spanish land grants, said daughter Patricia Elena Sanchez. ¶ Her will dictates that her children donate some of her research to 
historical organizations. ¶ Sanchez completed much of her work at Zimmerman Library on the University of New Mexico campus. [AbqJournal 16Feb2006] 

________________________________________________________________ 
 

CAMCO MINING COMPANY    - of DE & Dolores 



1964March23; Dated. Assignment of Mining Sub-Lease. James A. Downard to Camco Mining Co. of DE & StaFe. …a certain mining sub-lease, dated 1Jul1963, made by 
Sallisaw Stripping Co., to James A. Downard, of certain land originally leased to it by Potter and Simms… Sig. James A. Downard. b.187 Mtgs. p.134. [BHenderson 
Abstract of Title Supplemental No.3456, v.IV, 30Sep1983] 

as of 1965; Camco Mining Co., StaFe. Mine: Dolores. Mining World 1965. [Directory of Mines in New Mexico, Lucien A. File] 
 

 
Martin Cameleta  (d.WhiteAsh 9May1895)    - of Madrid 
1895May9; Martin Cameleta killed by fall of rock in White Ash mine, Cerrillos Coal Railroad Co. At No.1 B, Martin Cameleta was killed instantly by a fall of rock weighing 

probably 2 tons. – Coroner’s Inquest 9May1895… A.L. Kendall, Justice of the Peace. F. Sherbley, Chas Snyder, Fred Dunkel, Ant Bartelot, John Pland, E. Sullivan, 
Jurors. [Report of US Coal Mine Inspector For NM, 1895] 

 
Camer see Comer 

________________________________________________________________ 

 * Cameron * 
Col. W. D. Cameron    - of NY 
1890December1; W.D. Cameron, of New York and Prof. Tyler, of Colorado, were arrivals here on Wednesday. …Mr. Cameron, we understand, represents 

a syndicate of  eastern capitalists who have an intention  of investing in some of the rich gold mines of this county. Prof. Tyler is a mineralogist. 

[(Springer Stockman) SFDNM] 
1893November15; [Mr. Smith – rr via Taos pass and Cimarron canon] …Col. W.D. Cameron, of New York, the promoter of this enterprise. [SFDNM] 

 

William B. Cameron    - of Cripple Creek & Rio Hondo m.d. 
1896July20; …Mr. Fraser transfers to the syndicate named the Fraser group of copper and gold mines, consisting of ten mines, situated in the Rio Hondo 

district, near Amizett, Taos county, for $125,000, $100,000 in cash and $25,000 in the syndicate’s stock. The promoters of the trade were Messrs. W.B. 

Cameron and W.F. Smith, of Cripple Creek, who operate in mining properties on a large scale, and Mr. T.B. Gillespie, of London, represented the 

purchasing syndicate. …Mr. Smith resided in South Dakota for years, was the first treasurer of that young and prosperous state… They were located by 
Mr. Fraser in 1877 and his extensive development work includes a 700-foot tunnel tapping the mineral mountain from near the base. …Mr. Fraser 

figures the values in copper and gold about equal. On the surface is found free gold ore, which he profitably worked with arrastras for three years, taking 

out about $6,000 in yellow stuff, but, while the ore increases in gold as depth is attained, it becomes refractory and will not yield its values by means of 
the arrastra or other free milling processes. [SFDNM] 

1896July21; …the following new corporations filed articles with the territorial secretary this morning. ¶ Rio Hondo Copper Mining Company – 

Incorporators, Thomas B. Gillespie and Wilber F. Smith, residents of Taos, and William B. Cameron, a resident of Amizett, all being citizens of the 
United States, except Mr. Gillespie, who has declared his intention to become such; objects, acquiring and operating mines and reducing ores in New 

Mexico and particularly in Taos county; capital stock, $5,000,000; life, fifty years; directors, Thomas B. Gillespie, Wilber F. Smith, William B. 

Cameron and Gustavus S.L. Smith, of Oregon; principal place of business, Santa Fe, with Geo W. Knaebel as resident agent. ¶ The Cristobal Gold & 
Silver Mining company – Incorporators, same as above; objects, acquiring and operating mining properties and reducing ores in New Mexico and 

particularly in Taos county; capital stock $2,000,000; life, fifty years; directors, Thomas B. Gillespie, Wilber F. Smith, William Fraser and William B. 
Cameron, of Taos county; principal place of business, Santa Fe, with Geo W. Knaebel as resident agent. ¶ As noted in these columns yesterday these 

corporations are backed by almost unlimited money and mean to make things hum in Taos county. [SFDNM] 

1896August27; Messrs. Gillespie and Cameron, of the Arroyo Hondo Copper Mining company, came down from Amizett yesterday afternoon on business 
connected with their splendid property, formerly known as the Frazer mines. They are preparing for placing machinery and working this property for all 

it is worth. [SFDNM] 

1896December18; T.B. Gillespie, Wilber F. Smith and William B. Cameron, incorporators of the Rio Hondo Copper Mining company, of Taos county, 
have filed a certificate with the territorial secretary declaring that the capital stock of said company “shall be full paid and non-assessable.” [SFDNM] 

1897February10; W.B. Cameron and W. Frazier, mining men operating in Taos county, are at the Palace hotel. – At the Claire: W.B. Cameron, W. Fraser, 

Taos... [SFDNM] 
1908; Holabird #24 843. New Mexico. Grant. Silver City. Oro Moneda Mining Co Documents. Carbon copies on two typewritten half-sheets, one from F.G. 

Fish, datelined Baltimore, and the second from Arthur Levan, datelined Denver, both dated 1908. 5.5 x 7.5 ea. Vol. III of the Copper Handbook 

(Stevens, pgs. 889-90) states, “Dead. A deliberate swindle, promoted by Arthur Levan, Wm. E. Wilson, W.B. Cameron, E.A. Keables, C. L. Blackman, 
David H. Lawrence, E.W. Sebben, Dr. B.C. Hunt, Danton B. Pinkus, Geo. S. DuBois and Lee DuBois, who were convicted of using the mails to 

defraud. These conspirators were given very light punishments, the heaviest penalty being thirty days in jail and a $1000 fine, while Arthur Levan, 

apparently the head of the gang, was fined $100 and costs. Apparently it is very cheap to promote deliberate swindles through the United States mails.” 
Est. $100-200 

________________________________________________________________ 
 

M. E. Cames?   - witness - 

1881April9; indenture; George W. Sinclair Sr sells for $825 to Wm R. Golden undiv whole Masonic Lode, (loc 1Jan81 b.3 p.187 LCMR b.E p.234), about 1mi S 
Carbonateville, about 1000’ SE Cast Entry Shaft, bounded NW by Bell Purdin Lode, SW by Galina chief Lode, in LCMD; presence Frank H. Nichols, M.E. Cames?, 
certify 9Apr81 Wm R. Golden JP, recorded 11April1881 [Locations & Mining Deeds E#15409 p.239] 

 
Marcus Camillo    - StaFe, Omara 
1901January2; Coal Declaratory Statements – December 31. …Fred Swope, Santa Fe, Santa Fe county, lot 2 of the southwest quarter of the northeast 

quarter, and the southeast quarter of the northwest quarter of section 5, township 12 north, range 9 east [SW of P.Blanco]; Feliciano Sena, Santa Fe, 

Santa Fe county, south half of the southeast quarter and the south half of the southwest quarter of  section 29, township 13 north, range 9 east [SE of 
P.SanLazaro]; Marcus Camillo, Santa Fe, Santa Fe county, northwest quarter of the northwest quarter of section 33, and the north half of the northeast 

quarter of section 32, and also the northeast quarter of the northwest quarter of section 33, township 13 north, range 9 east [S end CerroPelon]. [SFNM] 

 
Camo see Cano 

________________________________________________________________ 



 * Camp * 
E. T. Camp    - Black Range 
1881March8; E.T. Camp is at Herlow’s hotel. He has just returned from the Black Range, bringing with him some splendid specimens of ore... [SFDNM] 

 

George R. Camp    - Stanley 
STANLEY Postmaster; Henry C. Tarr April 13, 1907; Edward Y. Park October 25, 1907; Edward D. Marshall March 30, 1909; George R. Camp May 7, 1910; Nellie M. 

Hughes December 9, 1912; Grover C. Gerhart March 5, 1918; Leonard C. Parker May 6, 1926; Elizabeth Gassman September 8, 1926; Mary B. Dennison June 17, 
1935; Addie Jo (Isbell) Smith November 23, 1964. [rootsweb.ancestry.com 2011] 

 

Theodore C. Camp    - of NY & Taos co. 
1880July9; Eduard Forbes, Theodore C. Camp, William W. Griffin, Robert Kelly of NY State, George H. Penniman of NY State; incorporate as AZTEC 

PLACER MINING COMPANY; presence Charles Nettleton, as to C.E. Mills, R. Kelly, for Kelly cert 9Jul80 Charles Nettleton, CommTerNM in NY; 

cert 8Sep80 John Wats NP, W.G. Ritch SecretaryTerNM 8Sep80 per N.E. Ritch deputy [b.C p.467] 
 1881April28; T.C. Camp, Secretary of the Aztec Mining Company, has just returned from the East, where he has been to secure pipe for the works of the 

company at Taos. …Mr. Camp is now in Santa Fe. [SFDNM]   

1882June1; Nheo C. Camp arrived from Fernandez de Taos, and is stopping at the Exchange hotel. [SFDNM] 
1882October10; Theo C. Camp, of Taos, registered at the Exchange yesterday. [SFDNM] 

1882October13; A lot of tools, ropes, tackle, etc., property of the Aztec mining company, was sold at auction on the plaza yesterday at a great sacrifice. 

[SFDNM] 

 
W. H. H. Camp    - el cañon de la Bonancita Vieja 

1865April6; John Ayres, James McGlone, W.H.H. Camp, A.B. Carey; Cerritos testigos E.W. Eaton, John Ayres; en el cañon de la Bonancita Vieja; [b.A 
p.6-7]               

________________________________________________________________ 

 
Campa see Campas 

________________________________________________________________ 

 * Campbell * 
CAMPBELL FARMING CORPORATION    - see also Thomas D. Campbell 

1948March1; Quitclaim Deed. Ernest Riccon and Lucy Riccon, his wife TO Campbell Farming Corporation. b.34-Misc. p.419. …T.D.#2181 …324.25 acres 
T.D.#2702 …324.25 acres…  [Sup.Abstract No.2153 7Aug1937, per BHenderson] 

1948June19; Quitclaim Deed. Thomas D. Campbell and Bess B. Campbell, his wife TO Campbell Farming Corporation. Filed: 1Jul1948. b.24-QCD p.541. 
Consideration: $1.00. …the San Pedro Land Grant; Excepting: a. 1617.22 acres. b. 29.132 acres. c. AbqEastern RR. d. 324.25 acres. e. 147.44 acres. [f.] 97.49 
acres; Also the Canon del Agua Grant; Also the “additional one league” to the S.; Also the NMMC-CdA overlap [Sup.Abstract No.2153 7Aug1937, per 
BHenderson] 

1949; Tax Schedule. Campbell Farming Corporation. …6735 Ac. All Paid. [Sup.Abstract No.2153 7Aug1937, per BHenderson] 
1950; Tax Sale Certificate No.17520. Campbell Farming Corporation. District: 35. 6,735 Acres, all that portion of the San Pedro Grant in StaFe County… 6,473 

Acres [SPGrant] and Canon Del Agua Grant, Containing 262 Acres… 1950 Taxes $106.21. Redeemed by Owner on 5-13 1952 for $114.11. [Sup.Abstract 
No.2153 7Aug1937, per BHenderson] 

1950; Tax Schedule. Campbell Farming Corporation. …6735 Ac. All Paid. [Sup.Abstract No.2153 7Aug1937, per BHenderson] 
1951; Tax Schedule. Campbell Farming Corporation. …6735 Ac. All Paid. [Sup.Abstract No.2153 7Aug1937, per BHenderson] 
1952; Tax Schedule. Campbell Farming Corporation. …6735 Ac. All Paid. [Sup.Abstract No.2153 7Aug1937, per BHenderson] 
1953; Tax Schedule. Campbell Farming Corporation. …6791 Ac. All Paid. [Sup.Abstract No.2153 7Aug1937, per BHenderson] 
1954; Tax Schedule. Campbell Farming Corporation. …6791 Ac. All Paid. [Sup.Abstract No.2153 7Aug1937, per BHenderson] 
1955; Tax Schedule. Campbell Farming Corporation. …6791 Ac. All Paid. [Sup.Abstract No.2153 7Aug1937, per BHenderson] 
1956; Tax Schedule. Campbell Farming Corporation. …6791 Ac. All Paid. [Sup.Abstract No.2153 7Aug1937, per BHenderson] 
1957; Tax Schedule. Campbell Farming Corporation. …6791 Ac. All Paid. [Sup.Abstract No.2153 7Aug1937, per BHenderson] 
1958September24; Grant Of Right Of Way Easement No.231,311. Campbell Farming Corporation By Thomas D. Campbell, President TO County of Santa Fe. 

b.150-Misc. p.84. …in the San Pedro Grant… 0.118 acre… Attest: Mary E. Bell, Assistant Secretary. [Sup.Abstract No.2153 7Aug1937, per BHenderson] 
1958September24; Grant Of Right Of Way Easement No.231,310. Campbell Farming Corporation By Thomas D. Campbell, President TO County of Santa Fe. 

b.150-Misc. p.83. …in the San Pedro Grant… 0.115 acre… Attest: Mary E. Bell, Assistant Secretary. [Sup.Abstract No.2153 7Aug1937, per BHenderson] 
1958September24; Grant Of Right Of Way Easement No.231,309. Campbell Farming Corporation By Thomas D. Campbell, President TO County of Santa Fe. 

b.150-Misc. p.82. …in the San Pedro Grant… 14.487 acres… Attest: Mary E. Bell, Assistant Secretary. [Sup.Abstract No.2153 7Aug1937, per BHenderson] 
1958September24; Grant Of Right Of Way Easement No.231,305. Campbell Farming Corporation By Thomas D. Campbell, President TO County of Santa Fe. 

b.150-Misc. p.76. …in the San Pedro Grant… 42.178 acres, of which 0.131 of an acre is in other ownership. Net acres = 42.047 acres… Attest: Mary E. Bell, 
Assistant Secretary. [Sup.Abstract No.2153 7Aug1937, per BHenderson] 

1958; Tax Schedule. Campbell Farming Corporation. …6791 Ac. All Paid. [Sup.Abstract No.2153 7Aug1937, per BHenderson] 
1959April10; No.2153-1 A Supplemental Abstract of Title… Prepared For Campbell Farming Corporation. In StaFe County; The Canon del Agua Grant, 

confirmed by Congress 12Jun1866, 341.04 acres, more or less; and. A portion of the San Pedro Grant confirmed by Congress 21Jun1860, 31,594 acres, more 
or less, which lies within StaFe County. Less And Except The Following: 1. 324.25 acres in NE corner of the San Pedro Grant conveyed to the San Pedro 
Placer Mining Company as a townsite 2. A pipeling partly situated on said land 3. All mining claims located within the boundaries of these grants, together 
with all rights incident thereto, and minerals. 4. All rights and privileges granted by present or former owners of said land under lease contracts or other 
agreements or contracts. 5. All public roads and easements crossing said land. 6. Two tracts of land quitclaim deeds to Thomas Aranda and Pablo Aranda 
6Oct1941 b.24 Misc.Deeds p.43, and the Agreement 30Sep1941 b.F Contracts p.283. 7. All reservations and any oil, gas and other minerals or mineral rights, 
easements and all other rights incident thereto, if any, reserved in the patents to said land. 8. All mineral surveys. 9. That portion of the Canon del Agua 
Grant in conflict with the Ortiz Mine Grant. [Sup.Abstract No.2153 7Aug1937, per BHenderson] 

1959; Tax Schedule. Campbell Farming Corporation. …6791 Ac. All Paid. [Sup.Abstract No.2153 7Aug1937, per BHenderson] 
 



Campbell    - cattleman of Socorro co.  
1891June26; Geo Green left yesterday with Campbell’s Socorro county cattle heard being driven over the trail to Nebraska. The trip will consume three to five months. [The 

Cerrillos Rustler, v.III no.51] 
 

Campbell   - of LawrenceKS 
1891September25; Messrs. Campbell and Stanley, from Lawrence, Kansas, are here experimenting with placer gold-saving machinery. They think they can produce ten 

dollars per day to the man, from placer dirt in south Santa Fe county. [The Rustler, v.IV no.21] 
1891October1; Messrs. Campbell and Stanley, from Lawrence, Kas., are here experimenting with placer gold saving machinery. They think they can 

produce ten dollars per day to the man, from placer dirt in south Santa Fe county. [(Cerrillos Rustler) SFDNM] 

 

Campbell    - Cochiti m.d. 
1897October11; Cochiti News Nuggets. Messrs. Ostrander and Campbell are doing some extensive work on the King in Peralta canon, and the big property 

is showing up well. [SFDNM] 

 

Campbell    - of Betts & Campbell;  San Andres mtns 
1899December7; Socorro County Mines. On the south side of the San Andreas range, twelve or thirteen miles from Dripping Springs, the Cooper Bros., 

Captain Roberts, Messrs. Betts and Campbell are energetically pushing development work on several claims. [SFNM] 
 

A. C. Campbell    - atty of Pecos valley  
1897April26; Hon. C.A. Campbell, the popular general attorney for the Pecos Valley railroad and Pecos Irrigation company... [SFDNM] 

1898January10; A.C. Campbell, Esq., attorney for the Pecos Valley railroad, is here from Eddy on legal business. He stops at the Palace. [SFNM] 
1898March10; At the Palace: A.C. Campbell, Eddy... [SFNM]   

1899February25; At the Palace: A.C. Campbell, Pecos… [SFNM] 

1899March9; At the Palace: A.C. Campbell, Pecos Valley... [SFNM] 
 

A. E. Campbell    - east of Roswell 
Campbell, Chaves co, on the AT&SF RR 25mi E of Roswell; A.E. Campbell is said to have had an experimental station here in the 1890s testing using dust as mulch. [The 

Place Names of NM, R.Julyan] 
 
A. G. Campbell    - St. Louis, Algodones 
1901April25; The Western Union Oil company is capitalized at $1,000,000. The directors of the company are the following: H. Allen Bradford of St. Louis; 

A.J. Frank of Algodones, J.B. Bradford, M. Critchfield of St. Louis; Hon. Lloyd Posey of New Orleans; F.J. Stutesman, Chicago; W.N. Morrison, St. 

Louis; J.W. Howard, Denver; A.G. Campbell, St. Louis, Mo. [SFNM] 

 
Alejandro E. Campbell  (b.NM 1850>    - of Sta Clara Pueblo 

L,R&L suggest Campbell was not an Indian, but was a school teacher at Sta Clara 
1880census; Alexandro Campbell, clerk, 30yr old, born NM [NM NM], wife Manuela (23yr old, NM [NM NM]), dau <no info] 

1889February7; A.F. Bandelier meets Alejandro at StaClara 
1889March6; AFB notes; got letter from Alejandro Campbell 

1888May24; A.F. Bandelier: Alejandro assured me that, when a child, he went with his family overland by way of the Manzano to Las Cruces and passed 

through the Quivira! [Lange, Riley & Lange 1984 p.423] 
1888; AFB refs Doña Ramona Campbell <unknown] Dr.Ricardo had servant Ramolda? b.1830 

 

Alex Campbell    - of NE & Ranchos de Taos 
1895October26: The following corporations have filed articles with the territorial secretary: Vallery Mining Company – Incorporators, George Hocknell, 

H.A. Johnson and Alex Gusdorf; objects, buying, selling and operating mining properties; capital stock $100,000; life, fifty years; directors, Geo 
Hocknell and Alex Campbell, of Nebraska, Joe W. Vallery and H.A. Johnson, of Denver, and Pedro A. Sanchez and Alex Gusdorf, of Taos; principal 

place of business, Ranchos de Taos. [SFDNM] 

 

Anna C. Campbell    - postal telegraph manager @ Cerrillos 

1900May24; Miss Thompson having resigned, Miss Anna Campbell of Clinton, Iowa, has succeeded to the position of Postal telegraph manager at the 

Cerrillos office. [SFNM] 

1900November23; Local Items; Miss Anna Campbell, the Postal telegraph manager at this point, will, on December 1, go to Santa Fe and relieve Mr. C.G. Wood, the Postal 
manager there, who will take a month’s vacation in the east when, it is hoped, Miss Campbell will return to Cerrillos. Mr. Nowell, formerly with the New Mexican, will 
handle this office temporarily. [Cerrillos Register Vol.1 No.1] 

1900December11; Miss Anna C. Campbell, who for several months past has had charge of the Cerrillos office of the Postal Telegraph Cable Company, has 
been transferred to Santa Fe as manager of the local office during the temporary absence of Manager Wood. [SFNM] 

1901January14; Miss Campbell, an amiable young woman, who has been the operator of the Postal Telegraph Company in this city during the absence of 

the manager, C.G. Wood, returned this afternoon to Cerrillos. [SFNM] 
1901November17; Carl Probst, a nephew of J.H. Gerdes of this city, and Miss Campbell, lately of El Paso, who spent several weeks in Santa Fe last year as 

Postal Telegraph operator, will be married tomorrow at Cerrillos. [SFNM] 

1901November18; Carl J. Probst and Miss Anna C. Campbell were married at Cerrillos last evening at 8 o’clock at the Central hotel, Rev. Paul Gilberton 
officiating. Mr. Probst is a nephew of Julius H. Gerdes of Santa Fe, and manager of his Cerrillos store. Miss Campbell was formerly manager of the 

Postal Telegraph office at Santa Fe and at Cerrillos. [SFNM] 

 

B. J. Campbell    - StaFe Irrigation & Improvement Co. 
1911March4: A reorganization of the affairs of the Arroyo Hondo dam and reservoir has been effected and operations are to be resumed soon so that the spring 

runoff can be caught in the upper reservoir, which is two-thirds completed. ¶ Declaring that it's his earnest desire to rush the Arroyo Hondo project to 
completion and have at least one of the two dams finished in time to catch the spring flood, B.J. Campbell stated that if weather conditions permitted work 
will be resumed on the project the middle of the month. Mr. Campbell comes here as the result of the reorganization of the Santa Fe Irrigation & 



Improvement co. in which F.A. Bridge of Chicago looms up as the controlling spirit. The project is located on the Arroyo Hondo about six miles south of Santa 
Fe and now is under construction. As regards to the lands to be irrigated, the area is about 10,000 acres lying south and southeast of Arroyo Hondo. Two 
railroads traverse the land, the Santa Fe and the New Mexico Central, and provision has been made by each for a townsite. [SFNM 100yrs] 

 

C. C. Campbell    - Española 

1882August27; C.C. Campbell, of Espanola, came in yesterday and stopped at the Exchange hotel. [SFDNM] 

 

C. C. Campbell    - of Chicago 

1883May8; Senator Logan has gone to Fort Wingate, whence he goes to the American Valley. He is accompanied by Captain Lawton, Marshal Morrison, 

Gen. Atkinson, Capt. Casey and Mr. C.C. Campbell, a large ranch owner from Chicago. [SFDNM] 

 
Mrs. E. G. Campbell    - dau of C.L. Gould;  of PomonaCA  <see Thomas Campbell 
1888December14; Mrs. E.G. Campbell Pomona Cal, $1.00 Rustler subscription. [Los Cerrillos Rustler Vol.1 No.21] 
1891May22; Messrs. E.B. Ames and W.P. Gould have bought the grain and feed business of C.A. Marsh & Co., and have also absorbed the lumber business of W.P. Gould 

& Co. They will operate both businesses and will make a strong firm. Mr. C.L. Gould, the senior member of the lumber firm, will probably remove with Mrs. Gould to 
Pomona, California, in the near future, where they have a married daughter, Mrs. E.G. Campbell, living. [The Rustler v.III n.46] 

 

George Campbell    - of San Pedro 

1890November7; Mrs. Campbell returned in her home in San Pedro last week. Mr. Campbell is still here superintending the building of the stone addition to the Palace Hotel. 
[The Cerrillos Rustler Vol.III No.17] 

1891July31; (San Pedro) Mr and Mrs Campbell gave a supper and card party on Tuesday, evening to a few of their friends in honor of the departure of Mr Kemp, who 
expects to leave in a few days for Kingston, where he will take charge of the Iron King smelter for the Lorilard’s who are also the owners of the Iron King mine in that 
camp. [The Rustler v.IV n.4] 

1891August7; Geo. Campbell and family left San Pedro the first of this week to go to Kingston, their future home. [The Rustler v.IV n.5] 
 

Gertrudes Campbell  (b.NM 1838, 1842>    - of StaFe 

1828September25; Ricardo Cambel married Maria Rosa Grijalva at Taos. Cambel and Esteban Luis Lé, both Presbyterians, had requested Catholic baptism in June 1826; 
both men were natives of St. Louis. In the baptisms of the two Campbell children the father’s parents are given as Juan Cambel and Nazarena Shircuy or Shiraig. The 
known children were: Maria Peregrina, baptized Nov1828 at Taos, who became the wife of Simón Delgado; José Julián Ricardo, baptized 11Aug1831 at Taos, who 
married Antonia Constante in StaFe 7Jan1859; Maria Petra baptized 10Mar1833 at Taos, who married Jose Peregrino Peres in 1847; Jose baptized 1Jan1835 at Taos; 
Gertrudis, who married William Henry Lent (Kent?) 19Aug1860 in StaFe; Maria de la Paz, who married Manuel Nevares in 1846 in StaFe; and Manuel, who married 
Josefa Delgado in Sept.1868, with a dispensation, in StaFe. [A.Chavez, ONMF p.409] 

1850October16_census: Richard Campbell, miner, 50y-o, born VA, valueRealEstateowned$7200, resident Santa Fe with wife Rosa (41 Mex), Ricardo (14 NM;baptized 
3May37), Gertrudes (12 NM), Ignacio (7 NM), Manuel (5 NM), Romalda (20 servant NM), Jose (5 NM), Victoriano Miranda (35 servant NM), Alejander Cochran (6mos 
NM), Perry Cochran (25 merchant AR) 

1859; ref by John Watts to “Miss Campbell” 
1860 census; Gertrudes Campbell, 18yr old, resident of StaFe w. Rosa Campbell, [53yr old, born Mex, realestatevalue$6000, illiterate] 

1860August19; Gertrudis Campbell marries Willian Henry ?ent. 

 

H. J. Campbell    - of WichitaKS & Deming 

1898April7; C.R. Jackson, of New York; John Flannery and H.J. Campbell, Wichita, Kas.; E.W. Watson and Thos McEndry, of New Mexico, have 

organized the Spenazuma Gold Mining & Milling company of Arizona, under the laws of the territory of New Mexico, and filed articles of incorporation 

in Secretary Wallace’s office. The objects of incorporation are to engage in and conduct a general mining and smelting business, mine brokerage and to 
engage in general merchandising. The capital stock is $10,000,000; principal place of business is located at Deming, N.M. [SFNM] 

 

Henry C. Campbell    - White Oaks 

1881March7(inc); Corporations Classified Mining Milling and Smelting. 0144 The White Oaks Mining Association of New Mexico. (date of expiration) 
3/7/’31. 

1881March8; Articles of incorporation of the White Oaks Mining association were filed in the office of the Secretary of the Territory yesterday. The 

incorporators are Henry C. Campbell, Virgil W. Parker, George W. Mitchell, Addison M. James, James M. Tomlinson and Wm P. Tuttle. The capital 
stock is $100,000, in 10,000 shares of $10 each. [SFDNM] 

1881July21; The Chicago & Pueblo Mining and Smelting Company filed its articles of incorporation in the office of the Secretary of the Territory yesterday. 

The incorporators of this company are Fred H. Perry, Henry C. Campbell and David W. Dinwiddie. The capital stock is $200,000, divided into shares 
of $10... [SFDNM] 

 

Ignacio Campbell  <b.NM 1843  d.AZ Jun1900)    - of StaFe, Silver City 
1850October16_census: Richard Campbell, miner, 50y-o, born VA, valueRealEstateowned$7700, resident Santa Fe with wife Rosa (41 Mex), Ricardo (14 NM;baptized 

3May37), Gertrudes (12 NM), Ignacio (7 NM), Manuel (5 NM), Romalda (20 servant NM), Jose (5 NM), Victoriano Miranda (35 servant NM), Alejander Cochran (6mos 
NM), Perry Cochran (25 merchant AR) 

1900June29; Grant County. Don Ignacio Campbell, who was a resident of Silver City in the early 70s, and who is well known to the old-timers, died last 

week in Morenci, Ariz. [SFNM] 
 

J. C. Campbell    - of CAN 
1893September7; F.W. Graham, late of Cerrillos, and well known to Santa Feans, and his friend J.C. Campbell, a health seeker from Canada, left here some 

two months ago for Mr. Graham’s ranch, some ninety miles west of Magdalena. Nothing has since been heard of them although frequent letters have 

been sent to Madgdalena. Mr. Campbell’s brother in Canada writes that he has been informed by the postmaster in Magdalena who returned his letters 

that Graham and Campbell had been murdered at their ranch. [SFDNM] 
 

J. D. Campbell    - Cerrillos 
1893April18; At the Exchange: A.L. Kendall, J.D. Campbell, G.N. Springer, W.G. Benson, Cerrillos. [SFDNM] 



1893June5; At the Exchange: F.W. Graham, J.D. Campbell, Cerrillos. [SFDNM] 

 

J. R. Campbell    - of Dickey-Campbell Company;  of IA & Magdalena mtns 
1892August10; J.H. Dickey and J.R. Campbell, Iowa capitalists, who have the franchise for putting in a new water system at Cerrillos, drove across the 

valley last evening in company with Chas Lyon. They are here on business connected with their water company. These gentlemen are also developing 

silver mines near Cerrillos. Mr. Campbell, when at his home in Oklahoma, is general agent of the Iowa Central railroad. [SFDNM] 
1892August10; At the Exchange; J.H. Dickey, Charles Lyons, J.R. Campbell, W.W. Miller, Cerrillos. [SFDNM] 

1892September12; After all the fuss and feathers stirred up by the Dickey-Campbell company, of Iowa, it seems that Cerrillos’ new water project has not 

yet materialized. [SFDNM] 
1893June30; AMONG THE MINERS – Smelter Contracts Curtailed – Activity in Kelly – The Ambrosia Deal – In view of the continued and rapid decline 

in the price of silver, the Rio Grande Smelting Company of Socorro, yesterday sent out telegrams to stop all purchases of ore, and to stop shippers from 
sending any more ore than is already agreed upon under time contracts. This will be a severe blow to miners and mine owners throughout the 

southwest, as this company was taking all the ore of Tombstone, about 1,000 tons per month, large quantities from Cook’s Peak, Lake Valley, 

Magdalena, and other points in New Mexico and Arizona, as well as heavy importations from the state of Sonora. The smelter itself will not be shut 
down, as it has about 10,000 tons of ore on hand, and considerable quantities in transit and to be shipped under time contracts; but the blow will be felt 

in every community and in every branch of business, as it will necessitate the shutting down of most of the mines and cause thousands of men to be 

thrown out of employment. ¶ MAGDALENA MINES: In spite of the drop in silver, matters at Kelly are moving on with great life and activity. This 
because 60 to 75 per cent lead is in the ore of that camp and smelters must have it as long as they run at all. ¶ Judge Balue and Capt. Fitch, the Terre 

Haute, Indiana parties who recently paid $90,000 for the Graphic Group, passed down the road to Socorro yesterday and this time they go to stay. They 

have just closed the deal for the Hon. W. H. Patterson’s store and residence property at the mines and have just ordered in Denver new hoisting and 

other machinery for placing the mines in a first-class condition for production. Capt. Fitch is to be in charge of the mines and Judge Balue will look 

after the company’s mercantile business. –  THE AMBROSIA DEAL: Further details regarding the Ambrosia mine sale were learned today. The 

property is located in the Magdalena mountains, not far from the Kelly and Graphic properties, and was owned by Hon. T. B. Catron, of Santa Fe. It 
was once a famous producer but has been idle for nearly twenty years. E. C. Billings of the Pueblo Smelting & Refining company; Hon. J. N. Carlisle, 

ex-state treasurer of Colorado; James R. Campbell, a leading Colorado mining man, and others have taken a year’s working bond on the Ambrosia, 

agreeing to pay $50,0000 therefor if development proves it as good as they anticipate. Mr. Campbell is manager of the company, and is now at Socorro 
arranging for active work by a considerable force of men. [SFDNM p.1, per REveleth] 

 

James Campbell    - Galisteo 
1901August13; Bon-Ton: Antonio Ortiz, Vidal Mora, Anastacio Sandoval, Galisteo; James Campbell, Antonio Ortiz, Galisteo; Robert Ewing, Glorieta... 

[SFNM] 

 

Dr. James Morgan Campbell  <b.1800  d.HuepacMEX 30Dec1864)    - bro of Richard Campbell;  of Magdalena, SonoraMEX 
Dr. James Morgan Campbell <b.1800  d.HuepacMEX 30Dec1864) Primer Medico de region del Rio Sonora – settled in Huepac or Ures, near Hermosillo – ca.1830 marries 

Josefa Quijada [Journal of the Clan Campbell Society (North America) V.31 No.3 Summer 2004] 
1859July14 – Gila City, June 25, 1859. Editor Arizonian: Please announce in your paper the death of Richard Campbell, Esqr., who has been residing here 

about four months. His family are residing in Las Cruces or Santa Fe, New Mexico. He has a son here, a small boy, who is desirous that his relatives 

may come or send for him immediately. I would be glad that Dr. James Campbell, a brother of the deceased, who resides at Magdalena, Sonora, could 
be appraised of the facts, as he is wealthy and would certainly adopt immediate steps for having the boy’s wants attended to. Yours truly, Thomas 

Mastin. [Weekly Arizonian 3:1] 

 

Jock A. Campbell 
Possible Locations of Waste Rock returned in 1983 to Turquoise Hill. …a four page report by Jock A. Campbell prepared for the owners of the American Turquoise Company 

claims following his site investigation of October 15 and 16, 1983. …The waste rock was removed from Turquoise Hill by New Mexico Highway Department employees 
around March 1983 and wind-rowed along New Mexico Highway 22 without contacting the actual property owners. [HM draft 8/29/95] 

 

John H. Campbell    - Abq 
1901April30; The following incorporation papers were filed today with Territorial Secretary Raynolds: The Valencia Copper Company, capital $250,000; 

headquarters at Albuquerque. Incorporators and directors, C.M. Foraker, F.B. McKeehan, John H. Campbell, B.S. Rodey and W.C. Stevenson. Also 
the Continental Copper Company with the same incorporators and the same amount of capital. [SFNM] 

 

Jose Campbell  (b.NM 1900>    - of San Pedro 
1940April26_census ED 25-40 San Pedro sheet 2A; enumerator Cecil F. Northam; Juan Guitterez, renting $1000/mo, farm, 49, education 0, b.NM, living in ’35 same house, 

at work 48 hrs in week, Farmer Farm, working on own account, 52 wks worked in 1939, wages $50, received $50 or more from income other than wages; Juanita 
Guiterrez, 45, wife, education 6, b.NM, living in ’35 same house, Houseworker, unpaid family worker, no wages, Fa b.NM Mo b.NM, language at home Spanish, no 
SSAN, usual occupation Housewife Own home, unpaid family worker, married once @19, 5 children; Urbano Guitterez, 23, son, single, education 8, b.NM, living in ’35 
same house, at work 48 hrs in week, Helper family farm, unpaid family worker, no wages; Gertrude Guitterez, 20, dau, education 8, b.NM, living in ’35 same house, 
Houseworker, unpaid family worker, no wages; Nick Guitterez, 7, son, in school, education 1, b.NM, living in ’35 same house; Jose Campbell, 40, bro in law, 
Married<overwritten ‘7’], education 0, b.NM, living in ’35 Madera Sandoval countyNM, at work 48 hrs in week, Hired hand farm, 52 wks worked in 1939, wages 0. 

 

José Julián Ricardo Campbell   (b.NM 1831>    - wife is Antonia Constante;   Taos  <see Ricardo Campbell 
Father, John Cambell, mother Mary Shirley – wife Maria Rosa Grijalba married 1828 =>(1)Maria Peregrina Cambell b.Jan1828 d.after1900 (2)Ignacio Cambell (3)Jose 

Ricardo Cambell (4)Maria Gertrudis Rosa Cambell <b.1842> 
1828September25; Ricardo Cambel married Maria Rosa Grijalva at Taos. Cambel and Esteban Luis Lé, both Presbyterians, had requested Catholic baptism in June 1826; 

both men were natives of St. Louis. In the baptisms of the two Campbell children the father’s parents are given as Juan Cambel and Nazarena Shircuy or Shiraig. The 
known children were: Maria Peregrina, baptized Nov1828 at Taos, who became the wife of Simón Delgado; José Julián Ricardo, baptized 11Aug1831 at Taos, who 
married Antonia Constante in StaFe 7Jan1859; Maria Petra baptized 10Mar1833 at Taos, who married Jose Peregrino Peres in 1847; Jose baptized 1Jan1835 at Taos; 
Gertrudis, who married William Henry Lent (Kent?) 19Aug1860 in StaFe; Maria de la Paz, who married Manuel Nevares in 1846 in StaFe; and Manuel, who married 
Josefa Delgado in Sept.1868, with a dispensation, in StaFe. [A.Chavez, ONMF p.409] 

1831August11; Jose Julian Campbell baptized San Fernando de Taos 



Andrés Constant, of the United States of America, married Ramona Sandoval in StaFe 19Mar1840. When their dau Antonia married Ricardo Campbell in 1859, her mother’s 
name was given as Juana Sandoval. [A.Chavez, ONMF p.412] 

 

Kenneth A. Campbell    - of Chicago & Organ mtns 
1900March26; The Copper Bar Mining Company, with headquarters at Organ, in Dona Ana county, filed articles of incorporation with the territorial 

secretary this morning. The particulars are as follows: Incorporators, Henry Stephens W.N. Gaflus, and Kenneth A. Campbell, of Chicago; objects, 

operating mines and reduction works in the Organ mountain minind district of Dona Ana county; capital stock, $1,000,000; life, fifty years; directors for 

the first three months, Henry Stephens and W. N. Graflus, of Chicago, and R. Stephens, of Organ; principal place of business and general office, Organ, 
where meetings of the directors must be held, unless the location is formally changed. [SFNM] 

 

Lewis A. Campbell    - of StaFe & New Placers 
1881September23; Yesterday at 10 a.m., the funeral service of the late W.F.M. Arny, who departed this life at Topeka, Kansas, on Sunday last… The 

following gentlemen acted as pall bearers: Solomon Spiegelberg, L.A. Campbell, Benjamin F. Reed, G.A. Smith, Felipe Delgado, E. Andrews, Robert 

Willison, Willi Spiegelberg.  [SFDNM] 
1882June25; Amount of Property Owned By the Residents of Santa Fe County. April 14, 1882. Campbell, Louis A. _ 2,500 00 [SFDNM]   

1883May18; Carleton Post, No.3, department of New Mexico, was mustered in as a post May 18, 1883, with the following charter members: Henry M. 

Atkinson, D.B. Abrahams, Lionel A. Sheldon, E.W. Wynkoop, Francis Downs, Edward Schwartz, W.S. Fletcher, John T. Forsha, Franklin Jordan, G.A. 
Smith, Edward F. Browne, L.A. Campbell, W.G. Ritch, S.H. Lucas, Charles W. Cash, Erastus W. Wood, John Ayres, Martin L. Good, John Townsend. 

Of these, John T. Forsha and W.S. Fletcher are still members. [in 19Jan1900 SFNM] 

1883July19; Mining Deed; R.B. Kinsell sells for $600 to Lewis A? Campbell undiv 1/16part Era South Western No.7 SBMD, rec 21Jul83 [b.F p.424] 

1884March18; Indenture; R.B. Kinsell sells for $600 to L.A. Campbell undiv 1/8 int Eureka, (b.F p407[<n.g.]), in CMD;  certify 18March84 Wm White Notary Public, recorded 
19March1884 [Locations & Mining Deeds F#15410 p.684] 

- witness or NP - 
1883October1; POL; William J. Benton swears before Lewis N/S. Campbell NP at least $100 worth of labor on Ohio Mine b.C p.369, for 1882, expended 

by William J. Benton, J. Clark for the owners, SBMD, rec 1Oct83 [b.F p474] 

1883November21; Mining Deed; W.F. Ray esq sells for $50 to John D. Allen Blue Eagle b.G p.645, about 2mi NE of Glorieta in Ortiz Ranche, rec 

21Nov83; witness R.B. Kinsell; cert 21Nov83 Lewis A. Campbell NP [b.F p.511] 
1883December1; Mining Deed; Robert Ewing Esq sells for $40 to John D. Allan Esq Florence Mining Claim b.F p.439, ca 2mi NE of Glorieta, Glorieta 

MD, rec 3Dec83; cert 1Dec83 Lewis A Campbell NP office in StaFe [b.F p.518] 

1883December1; Indenture; Robert Ewing Esq sells for $40 to John D. Allan Esq Cooper Mining Claim b.F p.440, ca 2mi NE of Glorieta, Glorieta MD, rec 
3Dec83; cert 1Dec83 Lewis A Campbell NP office in StaFe [b.F p.520] 

 
Manuel Campbell  (b.NM 1845>    - wife is Josefa Delgado (b.NM 1853>;  of StaFe 
1850October16_census: Richard Campbell, miner, 50y-o, born VA, valueRealEstateowned$7200, resident Santa Fe with wife Rosa (41 Mex), Ricardo (14 NM;baptized 

3May37), Gertrudes (12 NM), Ignacio (7 NM), Manuel (5 NM), Romalda (20 servant NM), Jose (5 NM), Victoriano Miranda (35 servant NM), Alejander Cochran (6mos 
NM), Perry Cochran (25 merchant AR) 

1828September25; Ricardo Cambel married Maria Rosa Grijalva at Taos. Cambel and Esteban Luis Lé, both Presbyterians, had requested Catholic baptism in June 1826; 
both men were natives of St. Louis. In the baptisms of the two Campbell children the father’s parents are given as Juan Cambel and Nazarena Shircuy or Shiraig. The 
known children were: Maria Peregrina, baptized Nov1828 at Taos, who became the wife of Simón Delgado; José Julián Ricardo, baptized 11Aug1831 at Taos, who 
married Antonia Constante in StaFe 7Jan1859; Maria Petra baptized 10Mar1833 at Taos, who married Jose Peregrino Peres in 1847; Jose baptized 1Jan1835 at Taos; 
Gertrudis, who married William Henry Lent (Kent?) 19Aug1860 in StaFe; Maria de la Paz, who married Manuel Nevares in 1846 in StaFe; and Manuel, who married 
Josefa Delgado in Sept.1868, with a dispensation, in StaFe. [A.Chavez, ONMF p.409] 

1868September; Manuel Campbell marries Josefa Delgado in StaFe 

1870July25_census: Pelagrina Delgado, keeping house, 41y-o, b.NM, resident StaFe pct.4 in same habitation with Pedro Delgado, 21y-o, b.NM, Piedad Delgado, 19y-o, 
b.NM, Simon Delgado, 1y-o, Josefa Delgado, 17y-o, b.NM, Gregoria Delgado, 14y-o, b.NM, Manuel Campbel, farmer, 25y-o, b.NM, Tuleta Delgado, 29y-o, b.NM, 
Ignacia Delgado, 17y-o, IND, b.Ute country, Rita Delgado, 14y-o, IND, b.Navajo country, Emeterio Encines, 9y-o, b.NM 

1870August4_census: Frank B. King, farmer, 21y-o, b.NM, resident Cienega pct.6 in same habitation with Josefa Campbell, 2mos, b.NM 
1872August8; Mr. Manuel Campbell returned yesterday from a trip of several days to Galisteo and vecinity. We went to look up the prospects for a hay 

crop. [SFDNM] 

1873May19; Mr. Manuel Campbell and a party of miners left here on last Saturday, for Silver City. The prosperity of that rich mining district is attracting 

scores of fortune seekers and men needed employment. [SFDNM]   

 

Maria Peregrina Cambell de Delgado  (b.NM Jan1828, 1829  bt.Taos Nov1828  d.mid1901)    - husb is Jose de la Encarnacion “Simon” Delgado; dau of 

Ricardo Campbell;  of Taos, Tuerto/Dolores, StaFe 
Father, John Cambell, mother Mary Shirley – wife Maria Rosa Grijalba married 1828 =>(1)Maria Peregrina Cambell b.Jan1828 d.after1900 (2)Ignacio Cambell (3)Jose 

Ricardo Cambell (4)Maria Gertrudis Rosa Cambell <b.1842> 
– Ricardo wife is Maria Rosa Grijalba married 1828 =>(1)Maria Peregrina Cambell b.Jan1828 d.after1900 (2)Ignacio Cambell (3)Jose Ricardo Cambell (4)Maria Gertrudis 

Rosa Cambell <b.1842> 
Maria Peregrina Cambell married Jose “Simon” de la Encarnacion Delgado =>(1)Maria Michaela Delgado (2)Manuel Patricio Delgado (3)Pedro Delgado (4)Josefa Delgado 

(5)Gregoria Nasciansena Delgado 
1828September25; Ricardo Cambel married Maria Rosa Grijalva at Taos. Cambel and Esteban Luis Lé, both Presbyterians, had requested Catholic baptism in June 1826; 

both men were natives of St. Louis. In the baptisms of the two Campbell children the father’s parents are given as Juan Cambel and Nazarena Shircuy or Shiraig. The 
known children were: Maria Peregrina, baptized Nov1828 at Taos, who became the wife of Simón Delgado; José Julián Ricardo, baptized 11Aug1831 at Taos, who 
married Antonia Constante in StaFe 7Jan1859; Maria Petra baptized 10Mar1833 at Taos, who married Jose Peregrino Peres in 1847; Jose baptized 1Jan1835 at Taos; 
Gertrudis, who married William Henry Lent (Kent?) 19Aug1860 in StaFe; Maria de la Paz, who married Manuel Nevares in 1846 in StaFe; and Manuel, who married 
Josefa Delgado in Sept.1868, with a dispensation, in StaFe. [A.Chavez, ONMF p.409] 

In 1846 RC was operating a store in El Tuerto and had recently started a lode Gold Mine on the north side of Tuerto Mountain. (Wizlizneus, Abert ). In 1857 people 
associated with Blake visited the ‘Campbell Gold Mine’ so presumably it was still in operation. He married Maria Rosa Grijalva in Taos in 1828 [The Impact of Intimacy; 
R.M. Craver]. Peregrina <b.Jan1828 d.after1900>was born then. The location of the marriage is not known, but may have been in New Mexico. He had lived in Dolores 
or Tuerto for a few years prior to 1846 as his daughter married Simon Delgado about 1843 and their first child was baptized in Pena Blanca in 1844.  d.1860 [HM] 



1829December24; Perigrina born San Fernando de Taos 
The Campbell’s daughter Peregrina married Simon Delgado, whose father also ran a store in El Tuerto,  probably in 1843, as their first child was baptized in Pena 

Blanca in 1844.  Campbell must have lived in Tuerto long enough for Simon to meet Peregrina prior to their marriage.  Campbell operating shaft placer mines with hired labor 
as well as running a store.   
1847October6; The Maragua Grant. Francisco Baca y Pino, Francisco Baca y Ortiz, Agustin Duran, residents of the Town of Galisteo, petition the Territorial Deputation of 

New Mexico on September 1, 1825, seeking a grant covering a piece of vacant agricultural land at Maragua together with sufficient water to farm a small field. They 
described the requested tract being bounded: On the east by the boundaries of the Galisteo Grant; on the south by the hills and on the west by the little mountain known 
as Maladero. – the Territorial Deputation, on March 6, 1826, decided to and did grant the petitioners… went to the place known as Santo Domingo de Maragua… (1) 
Agustin Duran – five hundred varas of land bound On the north, by the foot of the hills; on the east, by a mount in front of Maragua Hill; on the south, by the foot of the 
hills; and on the west by the lands of Francisco Baca y Pino. – (2) Francisco Baca y Pino – 500 varas… on the E by the lands of Agustin Duran; on the south by the foot 
of the Caja; on the W by Francisco Baca y Ortiz. – (3) Francisco Baca Y Ortiz – 500 varas… on the S by the foot of the Caja; and on the west , by El Badito de los 
Pecos. In 1847, Agustin Duran acquired the interests of the other two grantees and in turn sold all of his interest in the grant to Andres Murphy. Murphy conveyed the 
entire grant to Richard Campbell on October 6, 1847. H.M. Atkinson approved the claim; recommended its confirmation by Congress. prelim survey @ 389.82 acres. No 
action taken. 27May1897, Peregrina Campbell, the daughter of Richard Campbell, deceased, filed suit (CPLC No.276) for confirmation; on S by the foot of the Ceja; on 
the west by the Cerrito del Matadero otherwise called El Badito de los Pecos.. When the case came up for trial on Oct3, 1898, the plaintiff failed to appear. – Court 
decides that power rested in the Executive Government of Mexico, and until the Regulation of  21Nov1828 there was no one in NM with power to make a grant. – it was 
void. 

1850October16_census: Richard Campbell, miner, 50y-o, born VA, valueRealEstateowned$7200, resident Santa Fe with wife Rosa (41 Mex), Ricardo (14 NM;baptized 
3May37), Gertrudes (12 NM), Ignacio (7 NM), Manuel (5 NM), Romalda (20 servant NM), Jose (5 NM), Victoriano Miranda (35 servant NM), Alejander Cochran (6mos 
NM), Perry Cochran (25 merchant AR) 

What Richard Campbell did after 1855 is not known, but he died in Las Cruces in late January or early February, 1860.  In the application by John Peter Deus [see 1850 
census; Charles Deus] to be administrator of Richard Campbell’s will on February 7, 1860 he wrote that their were three heirs, Richard Campbell, Gertrude Campbell 
and another who’s first name he did not know [Maria Peregrina, Ignacio?], all of whom resided in Santa Fe.  Apparently his wife Rosa had died before 1860 and his 
daughter Peregrina and her husband Simon Delgado with prominent members of the Santa Fe community. [HM] 

1870July25_census: Pelagrina Delgado, keeping house, 41y-o, b.NM, resident StaFe pct.4 in same habitation with Pedro Delgado, 21y-o, b.NM, Piedad Delgado, 19y-o, 
b.NM, Simon Delgado, 1y-o,Josefa Delgado, 17y-o, b.NM, Gregoria Delgado, 14y-o, b.NM, Manuel Campbel, farmer, 25y-o, b.NM, Tuleta Delgado, 29y-o, b.NM, Ignacia 
Delgado, 17y-o, IND, b.Ute country, Rita Delgado, 14y-o, IND, b.Navajo country, Emeterio Encines, 9y-o, b.NM 

1882June25; Amount of Property Owned By the Residents of Santa Fe County. April 14, 1882. Campbell de Delgado, Peregrinna _ 7,000 00 [SFDNM]   

1901June13; Probate Clerk Manuel Delgado today recorded the following deeds: Manuelita Delgado de Salazar and Manuel S. Salazar of Rio Arriba 

county, Peregrina Campbell de Delgado, Antonio A. Delgado and Teodorita Quintana de Delgado, Jose L. Delgado, Francisco Delgado to Beatriz P. 
Armijo and Jacobo Perea, of Bernalillo county, their interest in the Cerrillos grant; …Luz Delgado de Valdez, Manuel Valdez, Sister Gertrude, Emilio 

Delgado, Mrs. Benigna G. de Delgado, Alfredo Delgado to the heirs and assigns of Jose Leandro Perea, their interest in the Cerrillos grant. [SFNM] 

1901July1; Hon. Antonio C. de Baca, of Cerrillos, probate judge for this county, was in the city today to hold a session of the court. – A brief session of 
probate court was held this forenoon by Probate Judge Antonio C. de Baca. Antonio Ortiz y Salazar was appointed special administrator of the estate of 

Mrs. Peregrina Campbell de Delgado. A special session of the court will be held on July 22. [SFNM] 

1901September18; Col. George W. Knaebel is the attorney for many of the heirs of Mrs. Peregrina Campbell de Delgado while Hon. B.M. Read represents 
Piedad Lucero de Silva, also one of the heirs. The appeal from the decision of Probate Judge Antonio C. de Baca, probating the will and appointing 

Felipe Delgado administrator was made by Hon. B.M. Read. [SFNM] 

 
Maria Rosa Grijalva Campbell  (b.MEX 1807, 1809>    - husb is Ricardo Campbell (b.VA 1800>;  of Taos & StaFe 
1828September25; Ricardo Cambel married Maria Rosa Grijalva at Taos. Cambel and Esteban Luis Lé, both Presbyterians, had requested Catholic baptism in June 1826; 

both men were natives of St. Louis. In the baptisms of the two Campbell children the father’s parents are given as Juan Cambel and Nazarena Shircuy or Shiraig. The 
known children were: Maria Peregrina, baptized Nov1828 at Taos, who became the wife of Simón Delgado; José Julián Ricardo, baptized 11Aug1831 at Taos, who 
married Antonia Constante in StaFe 7Jan1859; Maria Petra baptized 10Mar1833 at Taos, who married Jose Peregrino Peres in 1847; Jose baptized 1Jan1835 at Taos; 
Gertrudis, who married William Henry Lent (Kent?) 19Aug1860 in StaFe; Maria de la Paz, who married Manuel Nevares in 1846 in StaFe; and Manuel, who married 
Josefa Delgado in Sept.1868, with a dispensation, in StaFe. [A.Chavez, ONMF p.409] 

1850October16_census: Richard Campbell, miner, 50y-o, born VA, valueRealEstateowned$7200, resident Santa Fe with wife Rosa (41 Mex), Ricardo (14 NM;baptized 
3May37), Gertrudes (12 NM), Ignacio (7 NM), Manuel (5 NM), Romalda (20 servant NM), Jose (5 NM), Victoriano Miranda (35 servant NM), Alejander Cochran (6mos 
NM), Perry Cochran (25 merchant AR) 

1860 census; Gertrudes Campbell, 18yr old, resident of StaFe w. Rosa Campbell, [53yr old, born Mex, realestatevalue$6000, illiterate] 

 

Michael Campbell    - CMD 
1881March22 (loc); T.F.P. Alliston, N. Baxter Jr, T.M. Sleger, W. Morrow, J.M. Harding, J.P. Williams, M. Nester, M. Campbell, C.L.Lewis, S.W. Steele, 

J.C. Warner, R.A. Cruzeno, Locators and claimants, Eva Lode, in LCMD, 750’N4°W & 750’S4°E, 150’ on ea side, 1500’ length 300’ width, The 

adjoining claims are the Wau?leos Claim on the W. S18°E from a monument on McKinzie Mtn and S62°E from a monument on the NW peak of the 
GCMtn variation of needle 11°52°E. Filed for record 28Mar81 and Recorded same day N.B. Laughlin Recorder {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 3 

p.179} 

1881March23 (loc); owners, T.F.P. Allison, N. Baxter, W. Morrow, M. Campbell, T.M. Steger, J.C. Warner, C.L. Lewis, S.W. Steele, J.M. Harding, J.P. 
Williams, M. Nestor, R.A. Cruzen, Baxter Lode, 1500’ linear, 150’ on SE side and 150’ on the NW side, 500’S20°W & 1000’N20°E, in (the) LCMD, 

ca 1/2mi SE from Carbonateville, and McKinzie Mtn, adjoins the Eva Lode on the NW, and the Edgefield Lode on the SE, both paralell lodes to the 

said Baxter Attest W.E. Parish. Filed for record 1Apr81 and Recorded 2Apr81 N.B. Laughlin Recorder {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 3 p.186} 
1881March30 (loc); Loc by T.P.B. Allison, J.P. Williams, N. Baxter Jr, T. M. Steger, W. Morrow, J.C. Warner, J.M. Hardin, C.L. Lewis, S.W. Steele, R.A. 

Cruzen, M. Nester, M. Campbell; Memphis Lode; 1500’ linear, 150’ on Ea side, 220’S20°W & 1280’N20°E, in LCMD; ca 1/2mi SW from the 

GCMtn, and adjoins the “Snide Lode on the W, and the NE end line is the SW end line of the Clara Lode. Attest W.E. Parish. Filed for record 9Apr 
and Recorded 14Apr81 N.B. Laughlin Recorder {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 4 p.2} 

1881March31 (disc&loc); T.P.B. Allison, M. Campbelle, N. Baxter Jr, F.M. Steger, W. Morrow, J.C. Warner, J.M. Hardins, S.W. Steele, M. Nester, C.L. Lewis, J.P. Williams, 
R.A. Cruzen (owners) Steger Lode about ½ mi SW GC Mtn, about ½ mi W general more Lode, adjoining Smile Lode on W, in LCMD; 150’ SE&NW 850’ S20°W 
650’N20°E; witness W.E. Parish, recorded 18April1881 [Locations & Mining Deeds E#15409 p.252] 

1881March31 [top txt loc=30Mar81] (disc&loc); Loc by T.P.B. Allison, N. Baxter Jr, W. Morrow, J.M. Harding, J.P. Williams, M. Nester, S.W. Steele, 
R.A. Cruzen, M. Campbell, T. M. Sleger, J.C. Warner, C.L. Lewis; Sleger Lode; 1500’ linear, 150’ on SE side & 150’ on NW side, 850’S20°W & 



650’N20°E, in LCMD; ca 1/2mi SW from the GCMtn, ca 1/2mi W from the General More Lode, adjoining the Snide Lode on the W. Attest W.E. 

Parish. Filed for record 9Apr and Recorded 14Apr81 N.B. Laughlin Recorder {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 4 p.3} 

1881April1 (disc&loc); T.P.B. Allison, M. Campbell, N. Baxter Jr, F.M. Steger, W. Morrow, J.C. Warner, J.M. Hardins, C.L. Lewis, J.P. Williams, S.W. Sleete, M. Nester, R.A. 
Cruzen (owners) Chattanooga Lode about ½ mi SW GC Mtn, about 2.5mi SW Carbonateville, joined on E by Steger Lode, W by Memphis Lode, in LCMD; 150’ 
SE&NW 700’ S20°W 800’N20°E; witness W.E. Parish, recorded 18April1881 [Locations & Mining Deeds E#15409 p.253] 

1881April1 (disc&loc); Loc by T.P.B. Allison, N. Baxter Jr, W. Morrow, J.M. Harding, J.P. Williams, M. Nester, M. Campbell, T.M. Sleger, J.C. Warner, 
C.L. Lewis, S.W. Steele, R.A. Cruzen; Chattanooga Lode; 1500’ linear, 150’ on SE side & 150’ on NW side, 750’S20°W & 800’N20°E, in LCMD; 

ca 1/2mi SW from the GCMtn, ca 2.5mi SW from Carbonateville, joined on the E by the Sleger Lode and on the W by the Memphis Lode. Witness 

W.E. Parish. Filed for record 9Apr and Recorded 14Apr81 N.B. Laughlin Recorder {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 4 p.4} 
1881April1 (loc); Loc by M. Nestor, Micheal Campbell, C.L. Lewis, J.P. Williams, S.W. Steele, R.A. Cruzen, T.F.P. Allison, N. Baxter Jr, T.M. Steger, J.C. 

Warner, W. Morrow, J.M. Harding; Edgfield Lode; 1500’ linear, in LCMD, 450’S & 1050’N, with 150’ on ea side, ca 1/2mi SE from Turquesa and 

McKinzie Mtn bounded on the E by the Baxter Lode, on the [W?] Ocean Queen Lode. Attest W.E. Parish. Filed for Record 3June81 and Recorded 
4Jun81 N.B. Laughlin Recorder. {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 4 p.55} 

1881September n.d. 12?; P.B. Allison <sig= TFP Allison, N. Baxter Jr <sig= Namanen, M. Campbell <sig= Michael, J.M. Hardins <sig= Harding, C.L. Lewis, Wm Morrow, M. 
Nestor, S.W. Steele, T.M. Steger, J.C. Warner <sig= Jas, J.P. Williams, R.A. Cruzen sell for $1 to Nashville & NM Mining Co (TN Corp) Eva, (b.L p.274), S18°E from 
monument on McKenzie Mtn, S62°E from monument on NW peak GC Mtn, Baxter Lode, (b.L p.283), about ½ mi SE Carbonateville & McKenzie Mt, adjoins Eva on 
NW, Edgefield on SW, 300’x1500’, Edgefield lode, (loc 1Apr81 b.4 p.55 LCMR), about ½ mi SE from Turquois & McKenzie mt, bounded on E by Baxter lode, W by 
Ocean Queen lode 300’x1500’, Memphis lode, (loc 30Mar81 b.L p.319), about ½ mi SW GC Mtn, joining Snide Lode on W, NE is Clara Lode, 300’x1500’, Steger 
Lode, (loc 31Mar81 b.E p.252), about ½ mi SW GC Mtn, about ½ mi W General More Lode, adjoining Snide Lode on W, 300’x1500’, Chattanooga Lode, (loc 1Apr81 
b.E p.253), about ½ mi SW GC Mtn, about 2.5mi SW Carbonateville, joined E by Steger lode, W by Memphis Lode, 300’x1500’, <= in LCMD, J.C. Warner Lode, 
(Bernalillo Bk p.9) about 400’ S of Divide of Clay Cañon, joining on N Crown Point lode, S Baca Lode, on the spur of the Sandia Mtn in North Cañon, about 2mi S of 
residence of Henry Caldwell, about 3mi SE of La Madera, 600’x1500’, Nashville Lode, (b.B p.8), about 1mi SE of Madera, about 50’ E of Henry Caldwells residence, 
about 400’ W of Green Top Lode; certify 12Sept81 C.H. Eastman Clerk by W.C. McCann DC Davidson Co TN, certify 21Sept81 for Steele & Nestor N.B. Laughlin 
Notary Public, recorded 22September1881 [Locations & Mining Deeds E#15409 p.557] 

 
Peregrina Campbell de Delgado see Maria Peregrina Campbell de Delgado 
 
Philip A. Campbell    - of Brooklyn & west of New Placers 
1897November12; A mining deed has been filed in the probate clerk’s office in which Philip A. Campbell of Brooklyn, transfers an immense amount of 

mining property in township 12 north, range 6 east <Sandoval co, on Arroyo Tuerto], this county, to the Industrial Gold Placer company, the 
consideration being $20,000,000 worth of capital stock. [SFDNM] 

Holabird #24 848. New Mexico. Santa Fe. Industrial Gold Placer Co. Cert #468. No incorporation data. Issued to John Stinghuffe for 1000 shares in 1899. 

Signed by H. S. Strevens president and Philip Campbell secretary. Bronze border, seal and underprint. Printed on blue paper. Uncancelled. Printer - 
Martin B. Brown Co. 4 x 8”. Datelined New York. Placer gold was discovered at Tuerto Creek in 1839. The original town on this site was Real de San 

Francisco. There was a post office at Golden from 1880-1928 (Pearce). Very fine. Est. $100-200 

1899October28; During the past week Phillip A. Campbell, Thomas Barker, Thomas Evane, T.J. Sweeney, J.R. Graham and D. Schank, all of New York 
City, the principal stockholders in the Industrial Placer Mining Company at Golden, have been at the camp making an imspection of the property. One 

of the wells there has a water supply that rose from a great depth and almost flowed over the top of the curbing or pipe. A boarding house for miners 

has been built. These gentlemen had fifty sacks of the cement in which the gold is found shipped to Denver, and have gone to that city to have a test 

made to determine whether a mill can be used in its treatment, and may erect one of from twenty-five to fifty stamps. [SFNM] 

1900January13; Mining matters in southern Santa Fe county… Philip A. Campbell, Esq., of the Industrial Placer Company, will remain on the ground for 

several months, and will make his residence in Santa Fe during the period. They are well known citizens of Brooklyn who are in the company. [SFNM] 
1900January20; The Industrial Placer Gold Mining Company, under the vigorous personal management of Phillip A. Campbell, of New York, operating in 

the new placer mining district, will soon have its pipe line and reservoir completed on the Tuerto for the purpose of thoroughly testing the value of the 

immense gold-bearing cement beds about three miles below Golden. The necessary water will be drawn from a flowing well and from several living 
springs, and will be ample for the purposes of the company. [SFNM] 

1900February16?17; [Golden] The Industrial Placer Mining Company, having its headquarters at No.903 Park Row, New York City, on the Santa Fe 
Bernalillo county line, a few miles west of Golden, have located under the mining laws 960 acres of gold-bearing grame and cement with numerous tests 

on a small scale show to yield from $2.50 to $4 per cubic yard in gold. On the strength of this showing they are now erecting A Milling Plant… W.G. 

Swart, of Denver, is the mining engineer in charge, and has at the plant a complete laboratory. …Hon. H.A. Stearns, ex-lieutenant governor of Rhode 
Island, is president of the company. Philip A. Campbell, of New York, is secretary, and he, especially, is entitled to great credit for his Nerve and 

Enterprise in this matter, for he is the pioneer in this particular field of gold research in the southwest. T.R. Sullivan, also of New York, is the general 

manager, and all, including the dozen or fifteen employes about the premises, are most pleasant people to fall in with. [SFNM] 

1910; …along Tuerto Creek, a few miles below Golden, about halfway between that place and the Una del Gato coal fields, are the gold-bearing ‘cement beds’, famous for a 
number of unsuccessful projects for recovering the gold. On the beveled edges of the ‘Red Beds’ strata res 50 to 100 feet roughly of stratified, subangular, locally 
cemented gravel consisting largely of porphyry and limestone and evidently derived from the San Pedro Mountains. These gravels are called ‘cement beds.’ [W. 
Lindgren, L.C. Graton & C.H. Gordon] 

 
Ray Campbell    - of Golden, San Pedro 
1890February4; During the progress of the dance at Golden last Saturday, Ray Campbell was roughly handled by one of his compatriots he has been lying 

abed ever since, and is in a precarious condition. [SFDNM] 

1901March11; Ray Campbell and Abran Garcia, miners at San Pedro, arrived yesterday and have business before the territorial grand jury. [SFNM] 

 

Richard [Ricardo] Campbell  <b.VA 1800, 1795  d.GilaCityAT Jun1859)    - wife is Maria Rosa Grijalva (b.MEX 1809>;  of StaFe, Taos, Tuerto 

Father, John Cambell <b.VA 1764  d.WashDC 15Mar1838), mother Mary Shirley; John&Mary=> Julia Susan (Goodwin then Swann), Archibald (d.Cambodia 4Jun1836), 
Richard, Vance Murray <b.VA ca.1802), James M. <b.ca.1800> 

– Ricardo wife is Maria Rosa Grijalba married 1828 =>(1)Maria Peregrina Cambell b.Jan1828 d.after1900 (2)Ignacio Cambell (3)Jose Ricardo Cambell (4)Maria Gertrudis 
Rosa Cambell <b.1842> 

James’ brother Richard eventually moved to Spanish Territory also. Born in VA ca.1799, little is known of his early years. – arrived in MO ca.1819; fa John & bro Vance were 
already there – financial difficulties – Santa Fe fur trade. He may have reached Spanish Territory in the spring of 1824… His first recorded appearance there occurred on 



27 April 1825 when a Santa Fe Customs House clerk entered his hame as a trade with goods to sell. [Journal of the Clan Campbell Society (North America) V.31 No.3 
Summer 2004] 

Trinidad Barcelo was the last Mexican Period alcalde of Placer and very likely was living there in 1845. I recall that in either 1845 or 1846 he wrote several reports on Placer 
and what needed to be done there like improve the jail. He also wrote what can be called the earliest known set of  "New Mexico Mining District Rules or 
Regulations." The first alcade of Placer in the U.S. Period was Richard Campbell. [HM 2010] 

1819; Richard Campbell first appears in the Missouri records in 1819. We know this because letters were being held for him at the Franklin, Missouri, Post Office. In 1820 
Richard was living with his father and brothers, in Louisiana, a small town in Missouri, located on the Mississippi River. He became involved in land speculation, as had 
his father, hoping to carve out his fortune. At first everything was looking up. Richard had purchased several lots of land in present day Chariton County, and in the towns 
of Louisiana and Frankford. When he went to sell his land he reaped profits of over 300%. However by the end of 1821, Richard Campbell like his father and many other 
Missourians began experiencing first hand the chaotic effects of the panic of 1819 that had already severely restricted eastern business, and had now finally inflicted its 
wrath on Missouri frontier. [Douglas Daniels 2009] 

1823; In August and September of 1823 Richard relied on Indian trade where he could barter for furs which would yield more than he could expect to be compensated for his 
goods, back in Missouri.  He also participated in Indian trade as an employee of John Campbell and Company, a company ran by his father since the days when his 
father was appointed as an Indian agent and employed by Meriwether Lewis, as an Indian agent. Richard received a license to trade with the Big and Little Osage 
Indians in southwest Mo.and was also engaged in transporting merchandise for Indian agent Richard Graham from St. Louis to the Indian Factory on the Marais des 
Cygnes River, in Southwest Mo. [Douglas Daniels 2009] 

1824spring; Richard Campbell can be found in New Mexico as early as the spring of 1824. He was certainly there by 1825 when he and Paul Baillio checked into the Santa 
Fe Customs house together, listed as traders with six bundles of goods to sell that were valued at 800 pesos... [Douglas Daniels 2009] 

1826, Richard Campbell along with John Pearson, Julian Green, Lucas Murray, and Ewing Young became Mexican citizens  [Douglas Daniels 2009] 
1827, Richard Campbell with thirty-five men and a pack train traveled from Santa Fe to San Diego. He should be recognized as the first of the Taos trappers to find his way to 

California by an overland route… From there he headed north to San Francisco Bay where he sold his furs to a Russian ship captain, in return for horses. [Douglas 
Daniels 2009] 

1828September25; Ricardo Cambel married Maria Rosa Grijalva at Taos. Cambel and Esteban Luis Lé, both Presbyterians, had requested Catholic baptism in June 1826; 
both men were natives of St. Louis. In the baptisms of the two Campbell children the father’s parents are given as Juan Cambel and Nazarena Shircuy or Shiraig. The 
known children were: Maria Peregrina, baptized Nov1828 at Taos, who became the wife of Simón Delgado; José Julián Ricardo, baptized 11Aug1831 at Taos, who 
married Antonia Constante in StaFe 7Jan1859; Maria Petra baptized 10Mar1833 at Taos, who married Jose Peregrino Peres in 1847; Jose baptized 1Jan1835 at Taos; 
Gertrudis, who married William Henry Lent (Kent?) 19Aug1860 in StaFe; Maria de la Paz, who married Manuel Nevares in 1846 in StaFe; and Manuel, who married 
Josefa Delgado in Sept.1868, with a dispensation, in StaFe. [A.Chavez, ONMF p.409] 

Marcelino Grijalva and wife Maria Petra del Valle of Taos had a dau Maria Rosa, who married Richard Campbell in 1828, and another Gertrudis who was the wife of 
Francisco Miera (son Jacobo Luis baptized 12Dec1831 in Taos). [A.Chavez ONMF p.417] 

1828September30; a passport was issued at SF to the citizen of the U. S. of N. A. Ricardo Campbell to enter the States of Chihuagua and Sonora on 

commercial business. 

1829 Richard Campbell took out a licenses with three other newly naturalized citizens John Rowland, Gervais Nolan, Antoine Robidoux to trap. In their applications to trap 
Robidoux and Campbell professed concern with furthering Mexican commerce as well as earning a living for themselves and their families. Their licenses were 
granted… [Douglas Daniels 2009] 

1830September24; Richard Campbell along with Antoine Robidoux along with 25 mostly Mexicans, some naturalized citizens and just a few foreigners men petition to leave 
Taos. For the purpose of trapping. 

1831February30; Richard Campbell a merchant receives Mexican Naturalization 
1831August11; Jose Julian Campbell baptized San Fernando de Taos 
1831October31 Richard leads a caravan to Chihuahua 
1832fall; Richard Campbell could be found on a trapping expedition with Albert Pike and Manuel Leal. With Joh Harris led a large trapping party down the Pecos River 

intending to trap in Texas. Before heading east into the Staked Plains, however most of the men, Campbell included, were scared off by Comanches and returned to 
Taos. Harris led the remainder across northern Texas to Oklahoma and Arkansas in a very unsuccessful hunt. [Douglas Daniels 2009] 

1832 Christmas day in Taos, Richard spent the day in jail suspected of dealing in contraband goods, in a case involving two Frenchman, Vincente Guion and Jean Baptste 
Trudeau. The authorities confiscated 300 lbs of beaver. [Douglas Daniels 2009] 

1833; Richard Campbell is the godfather at the baptism of fellow trapper Ewing Young’s child. 
1836September25; passport issued at SF to Ricardo Cambell for Chihuahua, Domingo and Sonora 

1836September25; Ricardo Campbell and Luis Lee arrive at the customs house in Santa Fe and request permission to obtain a passport to travel to the interior Chihuahua, 
Domingo and Sonora. 

 1837spring; John David Albert and group went to Bents fort after spending a terrible winter at a branch of the South Platte river. Most of his companions went to the salt lake 
valley but he instead went to NM. 

 1841January16; Soon to be first American Governor of the New Mexican territory Charles Bent writes a letter to Manuel Alvarez (a former trapper)  complaining that his 
house and the house of Beaubien were searched for contraband goods by local officials after being falsely accused by Rosa Campbell, wife of Richard Campbell. 
[Douglas Daniels 2009] 

1841March17 Gertrudis born 
1844July31 Ignacio born 
1846June2 Manuel born 
In 1846 he was operating a store in El Tuerto and had recently started a lode Gold Mine on the north side of Tuerto Mountain. (Wizlizneus, Abert ).  In 1857 people 

associated with Blake visited the ‘Campbell Gold Mine’ so presumably it was still in operation. He married Maria Rosa Grijalva in Taos in 1828 [The Impact of Intimacy; 
R.M. Craver]. Peregrina <b.Jan1828 d.after1900>was born then. The location of the marriage is not known, but may have been in New Mexico. He had lived in Dolores 
or Tuerto for a few years prior to 1846 as his daughter married Simon Delgado about 1843 and their first child was baptized in Pena Blanca in 1844.  d.1860 [HM] 
He may have drifted to Louisiana prior to going into the beaver pelt business and there is a possible reference to him trading among the Little Osage for beaver pelts in 

January 1824. In 1825 his name appearing on the New Mexico customs house record in Santa Fe. He spent the rest of his life in New Mexico except for trapping or trading 
trips out of the area. In the summer of 1826 he was on the expedition organized by Ewing Young to trap beaver on the Gila River, which went via the Santa Rita Copper 
mine. In 1827 Campbell led an expedition of beaver trappers from New Mexico by a different route going west from Zuni through Arizona  to California. They sold their pelts to 
a Russian ship in San Francisco bay and returned to New Mexico. In 1852 Campbell told Lt. Simpson he let 35 men to San Diego via Zuni in 1827.  Campbell was the first 
American to follow that route to California and was the second person to lead a group to California, having been preceded only by Jebediah Smith in 1826.   

In February, 1828 Richard Campbell was back in Taos and married María Rosa Grijalva. Their daughter, Peregrina, was born in 1828.  In September 1828 Richard 
Campbell, Ceran St. Vrain, Antonine Robidoux (who five years later purchased 3/4 of Santo Nino Mine at Dolores) and David Waldo got passports from the Governor of New 
Mexico for a trip to Chihuahua and Sonora for trading. One member of the expedition later wrote that it was a trading trip not a trapping trip. Thus Campbell appears to have 



entered commerce as early as 1828.  Carter speculated that the Colonel Trammell that Kit Carson said he accompanied as an interpreter to Chihuahua in 1828 was Richard 
Campbell. The only record of later trapping expeditions by Campbell are two expedition in 1832. In 1834 Campbell was at first implicated but later cleared of the charge of 
storing illegal furs at the house of the Second Alcalde in Santa Fe.   

At some point between its founding in 1839 and 1843 Campbell started operating a store in El Tuerto.  Rose Campbell and the children did not move to Tuero until after 
January 16, 1841, as on that date Charles Bent in a letter to Manuel Alvarez accused Rose Cambell (sic. Campbell) or telling Serafin Ramierez that he and Bobeans (sic 
Charles Beaubien) had contraband in their homes in Taos.  Ramierez refused to tell Bent the source of his information.  Why would Bent have suspected the wife of a fellow 
traper and long time friend of being Ramiezes informant?  If Charles Campbell was already living at El Tuerto Bent may have assumed he was a friend of Serafin Ramirez 
whose home was a few miles south of El Tuerto.  Ramirez held the office of  “first offical of the treasury” in 1841 and thus was looking for untaxed goods.   

D. Ricardo Cambel and Maria Rosa Grijalba, of El Tuerto are the godparents of the youngest child of Manuel Salustiano Delgado (Manuel Delgado II) <b.1792 – d.1854 
or Jan1855> Maria de la Luz Baca <b.ca.1799>; Jose Felipe (b.1842)  

The Campbell’s daughter Peregrina married Simon Delgado, whose father also ran a store in El Tuerto,  probably in 1843, as their first child was baptized in Pena 
Blanca in 1844.  Campbell must have lived in Tuerto long enough for Simon to meet Peregrina prior to their marriage.  Campbell operating shaft placer mines with hired labor 
as well as running a store.   

In 1845 word of his placer mining was one of the few events in New Mexico that was mentioned in Abert’s report on his clandestine mission onto the plains of eastern 
New Mexico.  Abert reported the discovery of a fifty ounce gold nugget in Campbell’s ‘plassara’ at El Tuerto. In 1845 or early 1846 Campbell started working a gold lode mine 
on the north side of Tuerto Mountain close to the gold mine owned by the Delgado’s.  As Simon Delgado was now his son-in-law it may have been through him or his father 
that Campbell decided to try lode gold mining.  As Simon’s father was Justice of the Peace in Tuerto in 1844  and could have facilitated the issuance of  a mining grant (claim 
title) for a lode mine.  There is no record in the archives of a mine grant to Campbell, but that is a common situation.  Wizlizneus visited the Campbell Mine in July 1846 as did 
Abert in August 1846.  Eleven years later, in August, 1857 people associated with the geologist William P. Blake left him in Dolores and visited the ‘Campbell Gold Mine’ and 
brought him ore samples from it.  The mine may or may not have been in operation, but still carried his name even though Campbell had moved to Las Cruces four years 
earlier in 1853.   

*Abert and Campbell's route now seems clear to me. They followed the road south from Tuerto towards San Antonio then turned east and followed burro or mule paths 
(he says it was not a road) to what must have been what we call the Carnahan Adit (Lincoln-Lucky) and  then up to the Spanish Cut and over the crest probably near the 
garnet site like we did a few weeks ago and down the steep north slope to Campbell's gold mine.  Which I assume was in Old Timer Gulch.  I assume Campbell's gold mine is 
not one that is currently open in Old Timer Gulch, though there is at least one there I have seen in a similar geological setting to that described.  

Wislizneus said he only visited Campbell's gold lode mine as it was closer to Tuerto, but another was worked by Mexicans.  The other must be Jose Serafin Ramirz's 
Nuestra Senora de las Dolores mine of which he got official possession on July 21, 1846 (11 days after Wiz's visit and two months before Abert's visit).   Rameirz said the 
Dolores mine was discovered in 1844 and implies it was worked from then on to 1846.   Rafael Chacon wrote years later that he was there about July 1, 1846 and that there 
was a crew working the Dolores mine then.  The only description of the Dolores mine's location I recall is from the Supreme Court case which said it was "about two miles in 
an easterly course from the Canon del Agua spring," but I have never had a good idea where that spring was located.  [HM to Jerry Simmons, 8/16/00] 
1846July; Two gold mines are worked at this time in new Placer; one by Mexicans, the other by an American. They are said to be very similar to each other. I visited but the 

nearest, belonging to Mr. Campbell, an American resident of new Placer. Mr. Campbell commenced mining only a short time since. His amalgamation mill was not yet in 
operation; but he had already collected heaps of gold ores, and invited me to see the mine that he had opened. It lies about one and a-half miles southwest from the 
town, near the top of a high mountain, to which a rough and steep road leads, accessible only to pack mules. The gold mine is formed, as in old Placer in sienite and 
greenstone. It runs horizontally, from east to west. The gang is iron ochre and crystallized quartz. The vein was from eight to tne feet wide, and explored only to the 
length of about twenty feet, and to the depth of about ten feet. The or seems to be very rich in gold, and the prospects it offers to Mr. Campbell are certainly very 
flattering. [A. Wislizenus, Memoir of a tour in Northern Mexico in 1846 and ’47; pub.1848] 

1846July; Upon his arrival in Tujerto, Wislizenus met Nolan and Twigg. Nolan had been at the Placers since at least 1841, as he had been listed as purchasing a claim in 
that year. Water was available in Tuerto and was carried to the diggings one mile south east of town. Richard Campbell had only recently arrived in Tuerto and begun his 
claim at the San Pedro Mine. [Townley 1968 p.70] 

1846October1-2; Lieut. J.W. Abert visits Tuerto on Oct 1-2. A Mr. Richard Campbell was working the copper deposits on the south side of San Pedro Mountain now known 
as the San Pedro Mine. He was reclaiming only the free gold. The copper was allowed to go into tailings. He hoped to interest investors in the possibilities of copper 
mining. Over 250 persons lived in Tuerto at the time of the visit. They were primarily occupied with the placer deposits on the northwest side of the San Pedro 
Mountains. [Townley 1968 p.70] 

1847January; Roster of the company of volunteers: Cerran St.Vrain, captain; Chas Metcalf, 1st lieutenant; Geo Peacock, 2nd lieutenant; H.N. Smith, 1st 

sergeant; Robt Carey, 2nd sergeant; Leonard W. Folger, 3rd sergeant; Richard B. Dolan, 4th sergeant; Edward Chadwick, 1st corporal; James B. Quinn, 
2nd corporal; J.R. Tulles, 3rd corporal; Preston Beck, 4th corporal; Chas Antibes, Thos Antibes, Lorenzo Atkins, Pedro Anay, Julio Armenta, Thos 

Biggs, Vidal Bergeron, Henry Cunliffe, Manuel Chavez, Batiste Chalifoux, Andrew Constance, Antonio Conoyes, Richard Campbell, Geo H. Crosby, 

Wm Dirring, Lorenzo DeForest, Benjamin Day, Edw T. Davis, Julio Esquibel, Rafael Esquibel, Geo H. Fuller, Herman Grolman, Jas M. Giddings, Geo 
Gould, O.H. Hovey, Jno J. Harper, Caleb I. Hamilton, Franklin K. Howlet, Peter Joseph, Chas Leroux, Benal Leroux, Jas W. McGuire, __ Mitchell, Wm 

G. Morgan, Joseph Nangle, Henry Nangle, Nicolas Pino, __ Papin, Joseph Pomeroy, Joseph Pley, Jas Powers, Jno W. Randal, O.R. Rhoman, Robt 

Robbins, Wm Rankins, C. Robidoux, Edw Rollins, Antonio Sandoval, Batiste Sabourain, Michael Sandford, Anthony Thomas, Chas Town, E.I. 
Vaughn, Walter White, T.D. Wharton, Jas Wheeler, I. Valiant, privates. [SFDNM 3Aug1894] 

1847October6; The Maragua Grant. Francisco Baca y Pino, Francisco Baca y Ortiz, Agustin Duran, residents of the Town of Galisteo, petition the Territorial Deputation of 
New Mexico on September 1, 1825, seeking a grant covering a piece of vacant agricultural land at Maragua together with sufficient water to farm a small field. They 
described the requested tract being bounded: On the east by the boundaries of the Galisteo Grant; on the south by the hills and on the west by the little mountain known 
as Maladero. – the Territorial Deputation, on March 6, 1826, decided to and did grant the petitioners… went to the place known as Santo Domingo de Maragua… (1) 
Agustin Duran – five hundred varas of land bound On the north, by the foot of the hills; on the east, by a mount in front of Maragua Hill; on the south, by the foot of the 
hills; and on the west by the lands of Francisco Baca y Pino. – (2) Francisco Baca y Pino – 500 varas… on the E by the lands of Agustin Duran; on the south by the foot 
of the Caja; on the W by Francisco Baca y Ortiz. – (3) Francisco Baca Y Ortiz – 500 varas… on the S by the foot of the Caja; and on the west , by El Badito de los 
Pecos. In 1847, Agustin Duran acquired the interests of the other two grantees and in turn sold all of his interest in the grant to Andres Murphy. Murphy conveyed the 
entire grant to Richard Campbell on October 6, 1847. H.M. Atkinson approved the claim; recommended its confirmation by Congress. prelim survey @ 389.82 acres. No 
action taken. 27May1897, Peregrina Campbell, the daughter of Richard Campbell, deceased, filed suit (CPLC No.276) for confirmation; on S by the foot of the Ceja; on 
the west by the Cerrito del Matadero otherwise called El Badito de los Pecos.. When the case came up for trial on Oct3, 1898, the plaintiff failed to appear. – Court 
decides that power rested in the Executive Government of Mexico, and until the Regulation of  21Nov1828 there was no one in NM with power to make a grant. – it was 
void. 

1850May3; Alejandro Campbell born 
1850October16_census p.93 sheet 290: Richard Campbell, miner, 50y-o, born VA, valueRealEstateowned$7700, resident Santa Fe with wife Rosa (41 Mex), Ricardo (14 

NM;baptized 3May37), Gertrudes (12 NM), Ignacio (7 NM), Manuel (5 NM), Romalda (20 servant NM), Jose (5 NM), Victoriano Miranda (35 servant NM), Alejander 
Cochran (6mos NM), Perry Cochran (25 merchant AR) [Peregrina is elsewhere, married] 



1850; The United States Congress created the Territory of New Mexico and immediately set up a territorial government.. Richard moved his family to Las Cruces in southern 
New Mexico in response to business opportunities in the new settlement. Richard Campbell served as sheriff of Las Cruces. 

1853September; appointed the first probate judge of Dona Ana county. He held this position until 1855. An example of the variety of issues handled by probate Campbell 
was the case of a resident who filed a compliant against another man for stealing his wife. The guilty party was jailed but obtained his release by writ of habeas corpus. 
At which time the judge advised him to go home and behave. Campbell was reputed to have some education but no judicial experience. spelling was not on of his 
accomplishments according to the record he bravely attacked his new responsibilities and exercised a firm rule while in office. In fact he was called an autocrat. As locals 
had little understanding of the legal system nor little money to pay for service Richard Campbell’s court was relatively quiet. This gave him plenty of time to persue one of 
his duties which was that of supervisor of roads. Roads became the center of his authoritorian attention. People using the purged dirt of Las Cruces streets for making 
adobe created vast holes. Campbell ordered these holes filled. Next for a main thoroughfare he ordered a road be laid out between the neighboring towns of Dona Ana 
and Ft Fillmore. Campbell appointed road supervisors to keep the roads in good repair. When this administrative action didn’t work in 1855 he ordered all males over 18 
years of age to report on a given date, armed with proper tools  to work on the roads. 1854 Campbell levied 5o cent license on each billiard table in town. Which 
numbered many. He also taxed 1.50 for each 24 hour period that small games were in operation. [Douglas Daniels 2009] 

The election of 1855 ended Campbell’s career as a judicial officer, but not before he ruled on the results of that election. He d declared that three precinct ballot boxes were 
ineligible for counting. Whether this ruling was a mistake in judgment or not in 1859, Campbell later became the defendant in two cases before the territorial Supreme 
Court concerning election frauds. Pablo Melendez from Dona Ana succeeded Richard Campbell as probate judge and changed the courts record keeping Spanish.  
[Douglas Daniels 2009] 

1857August 23rd – Sabbath; I was ill in the night and took more opiates.  Idler & Mercure started for the New Placer and I remained nearly alone.  [in 

Dolores or Old Placer]  …. Idler, Mercure and Rogers returned from the placer & Tuerto, bringing specimens of copper ores, yellow sulphuret, green 
and blue carbonates associated with quartz xls, very fine and a very beautiful light-colored garnet in rhombiododic = ahedrons.  This mine is about 3 

miles from Tuerto Village and is known as the Copper vein of the Tuerto. They also went to the Campbell mine where a large quantity of gold ore is 

said to have been procured.  This does not present fair indications now.  [W.P. Blake, journal] 

1859July7; Richard died without a will  
1859July14 – Gila City, June 25, 1859. Editor Arizonian: Please announce in your paper the death of Richard Campbell, Esqr., who has been residing here 

about four months. His family are residing in Las Cruces or Santa Fe, New Mexico. He has a son here, a small boy, who is desirous that his relatives 

may come or send for him immediately. I would be glad that Dr. James Campbell, a brother of the deceased, who resides at Magdalena, Sonora, could 

be appraised of the facts, as he is wealthy and would certainly adopt immediate steps for having the boy’s wants attended to. Yours truly, Thomas 
Mastin. [Weekly Arizonian 3:1] 

1859September; R.Campbell was charged of unlawfully voting at two separate precincts while being entitled by oath to vote at only on polling place. The Judge of the district 
court sent out an arrest warrant for Richard Campbell. He was arrested on Oct 11, 1859 and a bail was set at $500. In March 1860 at trial Richard Campbell by his own 
admission and by consent of his own wicked mind in manner and form did commit willfully and commit perjury and illegal voting in contempt of the law of the territory of 
NM. To the evil example of all others in like cases offending and against the peace and dignity of the territory of New Mexico. [Douglas Daniels 2009] 

1860 died at his death the heirs would be due 160 acres from land warrant, the same due to Mexican war veterans. 
1860February; the territorial legislature awarded Campbell 171.75 as reimbursement expenses for catching George Goodnew a murderer.  
1865November10; formerly worked by one Richard Campbell deceased and known as the campbell mine, said mine having been abandoned for over ten years; C.E. 

Cooley, C.W. Kitchen, E.W. Eaton, A.B. Carry; situate in the San Francisco mountain [L&MD b.A p.75] 
The last known date that Richard Campbell was in Tuerto was October 16, 1850 when the 1850 census was taken.  It listed Richard Campbell (age 50) whose household 

included his wife Rosa (age 41) and Ricardo (16), Gertrudes (12), Ignacio (7) and Manuel (5) and a servant and her child. In the probate hearing on his will ten years 
later only Richard (Ricardo) and Gertrude (Gertrudes) and a third un-named child were mentioned as heirs.   

1884; Bartolo Pena, sixty-one years old when examined: “I am a miner and laborer. Resided at Real de San Francisco since 1845 or 1846. I know the mine now in the 
possession of the San Pedro & Canon del Agua Company called the ‘Big Copper Mine.’ I heretofore worked in that mine, and again lately. I know who first discovered 
the Big copper mine. It was discovered by two men, Mariano Barela and Antonio Jacquez, and they were partners in working mines. I saw Mariano Barela twice in the 
mines. I know about the time when he discovered the mine, but can’t state it. I know a man living at the town called King. He worked that mine also. I know Jose 
Serafin Ramirez personally. King worked the Big copper mine; so did Serafin. Lately I have worked for the San Pedro & Canon del Agua Company. I do not know how 
long Mariano Barela and Antonio Jacquez worked that mine. They did not work it much. …I worked also in the Campbell mine. The Campbell mine and the Big copper 
mine are both in the same mountain. One is on this side, and one is on the other. [US vs. SP&CdACo. NMSupCt 23Jan1888, p.503-504] 

For the first few years after the creation of the Territory of New Mexico in 1852 the old Santa Fe Traders and Trappers held a large amount of power and got governmental 
appointments for many of their friends.  Richard Campbell was apparently appointed sheriff of Dona Ana County, though the only record of that is an act of the legislature 
in January 1855 paying him back for the cost of catching a criminal while sheriff.  Prior to September 1853 he was appointed as the first Probate Judge for the newly 
created Dona Ana County and lived in Las Cruces.  Edward D. Tittman (1928) wrote an article on the career of Judge Richard Campbell.  Campbell was the only Judge 
south of Socorro and took on broad responsibilities for Law and Order, covering everything from repairing roads to calling all able-bodied men to report for militia duty 
during an Indian scare.  Campbell lost the election for Probate Judge when an election was held for that office in 1855 and his last order is signed September 24, 1855.   
Maloney (1939) discussed Campbell’s 1827 trapping trip to California and evidence that he was the same man as Judge Richard Campbell.   

What Richard Campbell did after 1855 is not known, but he died in Las Cruces in late January or early February, 1860.  In the application by John Peter Deus [see 1850 
census; Charles Deus] to be administrator of Richard Campbell’s will on February 7, 1860 he wrote that their were three heirs, Richard Campbell, Gertrude Campbell 
and another who’s first name he did not know [Maria Peregrina, Ignacio?], all of whom resided in Santa Fe.  Apparently his wife Rosa had died before 1860 and his 
daughter Peregrina and her husband Simon Delgado with prominent members of the Santa Fe community. [HM] 

 
Ricardo Campbell  (b.NM 1836, 1838>     - son of Ricardo Campbell;  of StaFe  <see José Julián Ricardo Campbell 
1850October16_census: Richard Campbell, miner, 50y-o, born VA, valueRealEstateowned$7700, resident Santa Fe with wife Rosa (41 Mex), Ricardo (14 NM;baptized 

3May37), Gertrudes (12 NM), Ignacio (7 NM), Manuel (5 NM), Romalda (20 servant NM), Jose (5 NM), Victoriano Miranda (35 servant NM), Alejander Cochran (6mos 
NM), Perry Cochran (25 merchant AR) 

1860June/August_census: Ricardo Campbell, profession none, 22y-o, born NM, resident StaFe; with Melquiades Lopez (22 printer), Jose Ma Escobar (22 teamster), Jose 
P. Espinosa (30 teamster), Desiderio Chavez (40 teamster), Telesforo Salazar (30 silversmith), Trinidad Salazar (23 laborer), Jose Ma Gonzales (40 laborer Mex), Jesus 
de Lora (19 teamster) 

 
Robert Campbell    - of Cerrillos & Raton 

1893April17-19; Robert Campbell works for ATC Turquoise Hill these three days only [McNulty papers (P.McCraw) b.1] 
1893April27; Robert Campbell, of Cerrillos, and his partner, and Chriss Miller, of Socorro, and a friend outfitted here yesterday and left this morning on a 

prospecting tour through the Taos mountains. [SFDNM] 



1899October25; Robert Campbell of Raton, a deputy sheriff, arrived in the city last night on a business trip. – At the Claire: Robert Campbell, Raton… 

[SFNM] 
1900April11; At the Exchange: Robert Campbell, Raton... [SFNM] 

 

Robert S. Campbell   - witness - 
1882February23; Mining Deed; W.H. Beckwith, Jas (James) H. Crowley sell for $125 to David L. Miller one undiv whole int White mining claim, <reloc of Key City Lode, in 

LCMD; attest Robt S. Campbell, certify 23Feb82 Jordan B. Cottle Notary Public, recorded 4March1882 [Locations & Mining Deeds F#15410 p.83] 
1882February23; Mining Deed; W.H. Beckwith, James H. Crowley sell for $125 to David L. Miller Our undiv whole int White Mining claim, in LCMD. 

This is a relocation of the Key City Lode. Attest Robert Campbell. Filed for record 15Mar82 and recorded same day N.B. Laughlin Recorder E.F. 
Nisbet Dept. {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 5 p.102} 

 
T. P. Campbell    - of Denver 
1896September12; At the Exchange: Robert S. Geddes, Creede; T.P. Campbell, Denver... [SFDNM] 

 
Thomas Campbell    - son-in-law of C.L. Gould;  of HartfordKS  <see Mrs. E.G. Campbell 
1888December14; Mr. Thomas Campbell, of Hartford, Kansas, son-in-law of Mr. and Mrs. C.L. Gould, passed through, yesterday en route for California. Mr. and Mrs. Gould 

accompanied him to Wallace, returning on the evening train. [Los Cerrillos Rustler Vol.1 No.21] 

 
Thomas D. Campbell    - of HardinMT & Abq 
1937September21; Quitclaim Deed. Roswell L. Gilpatric of No.15 Broad Street, Manhattan, as Trustee in Bankruptcy of Santa Fe Gold and Copper Mining 

Company TO Thomas D. Campbell, of Hardin MT & Abq NM. Consideration: $15,100.00. …A. the San Pedro Land Grant, excepting therefrom… 1617.22 
acres on the W boundary of said Grant decreed to be the property of Teodocio Chavez and others… B. 29.132 acres conveyed by the SFG&CMC to the 
Regents of the University of NM, by indenture 30Dec1927 b.102 p.126. C. right-of-way granted by SFG&CMC to Albuquerque Eastern Railway Company, 
deed 29Nov1904. D. 324.25 acres held by San Pedro Placer Mining Company by quitclaim deed between John C. Watson, of Cambridge MA. – Also the 
Canon del Agua Grant – Also the “additional one league” to the S of the San Pedro Grant – Also that quitclaim deed 16Mar1875 by the New Mexican Mining 
Company to Canon del Agua Grant to that portion of the latter Grant overlapping the former. [Sup.Abstract No.2153 7Aug1937, per BHenderson] 

1938April2; Quitclaim Deed. Roswell L. Gilpatric of No.15 Broad Street, Manhattan, as Trustee in Bankruptcy of Santa Fe Gold and Copper Mining Company TO 
Thomas D. Campbell, of Hardin MT & Abq NM. Consideration: $5,100. …does convey unto the Party of the Second Part the following mining claims in New 
Placer Mining District (a) Group No.1; Apex, Virginia, Copper Belle, Montezuma, Giblin, Frankfort, White, Puzzle, Richman, Bonanza, Magnolia, Ella and 
Hoosier Girl. (b) Group No.2; Mountain View, Colusa, Greyhorse and Greyhorse Mill Site Claims [Sup.Abstract No.2153 7Aug1937, per BHenderson] 

1938June14; Raskob Ranch to Be Fenced, Report. Albuquerque, June 14 (AP) – Thomas Campbell, partner with John Raskob in New Mexico land holdings 

said today their holdings on the San Pedro grant had been fenced, and that fencing was under way on the Belen and La Joya grants. ¶ Campbell 
estimated that it would require 200 miles of fence to complete the job. No cattle will be placed on any of the land for at least two years, Campbell said. 

¶ “We want to give the range a chance to comeback after years of erosion,” he declared. [SFNM] 

1939November29; Quitclaim Deed. Thomas D. Campbell and Bess Bull Campbell TO Raskob Mining Interests, Inc. b.O-Mining p.197. Consideration: $1.00. 
Group No.1 and Group No.2, and all right which said First Parties may have to take water from what is known as the Carnahan Shaft, adjacent to the above 
described mining Claims, for use in mining and milling operation on said mining claims. [Sup.Abstract No.2153 7Aug1937, per BHenderson] 

1941October6; Quitclaim Deed. Thomas D. Campbell and Bess Bull Campbell, his wife TO Thomas Aranda. Filed: 19Nov1941. b.24-Misc. p.43. …parcel of land 
147.44 acres, lying within the boundaries of the San Pedro Grant in the Counties of Santa Fe and Sandoval… [Sup.Abstract No.2153 7Aug1937, per 
BHenderson] 

1941October6; Quitclaim Deed. Thomas D. Campbell and Bess Bull Campbell, his wife TO Pablo Aranda. Filed: 19Nov1941. b.24-Misc. p.44. …parcel of land 
97.49 acres, lying within the boundaries of the San Pedro Grant in the Counties of Santa Fe and Sandoval… [Sup.Abstract No.2153 7Aug1937, per 
BHenderson] 

1941October11; Agreement. Thomas D. Campbell AND Pablo Aranda, Thomas Aranda and Altagracia Martinez Aranda his wife. b.F-Contracts p.283. Second 
parties represent that they are the owners of certain lands lying SW of Golden and San Pedro inside the N boundary line of San Pedro Grant, being the same 
land deeded by Ygnacio Guevara to Trinidad Barselo on 17Oct1846, rec.20Jun1881, in StaFe co. b.R-2 p.121, being also the same tract of land included in a 
so-called “Judicial Decree” from Trinidad Barselo to Ygnacio Guevara, rec.20Jun1881, b.R-2 p.122, and being also the same tract of land transferred by 
Ygnacio Guevara to D. Francisco Aranda on 27Aug1851, rec.20Jun1881, b.R-2 p.123. ¶ Thomas Aranda is the grandson of D. Francisco Aranda and the son 
of Pablo Aranda. ¶ Pablo Aranda, along with his son, Thomas Aranda and his grandfather, D. Francisco Aranda, represent that they have possession of the 
lands hereinafter described, claiming to be the owners of the same, for nearly 100 yards[?], and that they have placed improvements thereon. Second Parties 
recognize that they have no complete or sufficient record title or deeds to said lands, bur represent that they have been in oper, adverse, notorious and 
complete possession for such period of time. …the First Pary, Thomas D. Campbell, shall deliver to Thomas Aranda, his quitclaim deed for 147.44 acres… to 
Pablo Aranda, his quitclaim deed for 97.49 acres… There shall be reserved off the N end of the Thomas Aranda tract to be conveyed, immediately S of the 
Grant Line, a right-of-way 66 feet in width for use of a public highway, if and when a public highway is desired… In consideration Second Parties will not 
claim any other lands within the San Pedro Grant… Second Parties will give First Party 30 days preference right to sale… Second Parties agree to fence and 
maintain… Wit. Tiofilo M. Aranda, M.L. Cothman [Sup.Abstract No.2153 7Aug1937, per BHenderson] 

1941December28; Quitclaim Deed. Thomas D. Campbell and Bess Bull Campbell TO John J. Raskob. Filed: 14Jan1942. b.24-Misc. p.124. …the San Pedro 
Grant, excepting a. 1617.22 acres on the Western boundary property of Teodocio Chavez and others… b. 29.132 acres of University of NM… c. r-o-w of 
Albuquerque Eastern Railway Company… d. 324.25 acres San Pedro townsite… e. 147.44 acres in San Pedro Grant f. 97.49 acres deeded to Thomas Aranda; 
also Canon del Agua Grant; Also, the “Additional one league” to the south of the San Pedro Grant; Also, to the NMMC quitclaim re overlapping property. 
[Sup.Abstract No.2153 7Aug1937, per BHenderson] 

1947June2; Quitclaim Deed. John J. Raskob and Helen S. Raskob, his wife TO Thomas D. Campbell. Filed: 2Apr1957. b.133-Misc. p.190. …the San Pedro Land 
Grant; Excepting: a. 1617.22 acres. b. 29.132 acres. c. AbqEastern RR. d. 324.25 acres. e. 147.44 acres. f. 97.49 acres; Also the Canon del Agua Grant; Also 
the “additional one league” to the S.; Also the NMMC-CdA overlap [Sup.Abstract No.2153 7Aug1937, per BHenderson] 

1948June19; Quitclaim Deed. Thomas D. Campbell and Bess B. Campbell, his wife TO Campbell Farming Corporation. Filed: 1Jul1948. b.24-QCD p.541. 
Consideration: $1.00. …the San Pedro Land Grant; Excepting: a. 1617.22 acres. b. 29.132 acres. c. AbqEastern RR. d. 324.25 acres. e. 147.44 acres. [f.] 97.49 
acres; Also the Canon del Agua Grant; Also the “additional one league” to the S.; Also the NMMC-CdA overlap [Sup.Abstract No.2153 7Aug1937, per 
BHenderson] 



1958September24; Grant Of Right Of Way Easement No.231,311. Campbell Farming Corporation By Thomas D. Campbell, President TO County of Santa Fe. 
b.150-Misc. p.84. …in the San Pedro Grant… 0.118 acre… Attest: Mary E. Bell, Assistant Secretary. [Sup.Abstract No.2153 7Aug1937, per BHenderson] 

1958September24; Grant Of Right Of Way Easement No.231,310. Campbell Farming Corporation By Thomas D. Campbell, President TO County of Santa Fe. 
b.150-Misc. p.83. …in the San Pedro Grant… 0.115 acre… Attest: Mary E. Bell, Assistant Secretary. [Sup.Abstract No.2153 7Aug1937, per BHenderson] 

1958September24; Grant Of Right Of Way Easement No.231,309. Campbell Farming Corporation By Thomas D. Campbell, President TO County of Santa Fe. 
b.150-Misc. p.82. …in the San Pedro Grant… 14.487 acres… Attest: Mary E. Bell, Assistant Secretary. [Sup.Abstract No.2153 7Aug1937, per BHenderson] 

1958September24; Grant Of Right Of Way Easement No.231,305. Campbell Farming Corporation By Thomas D. Campbell, President TO County of Santa Fe. 
b.150-Misc. p.76. …in the San Pedro Grant… 42.178 acres, of which 0.131 of an acre is in other ownership. Net acres = 42.047 acres… Attest: Mary E. Bell, 
Assistant Secretary. [Sup.Abstract No.2153 7Aug1937, per BHenderson] 

 
W. Campbell    - Lone Mountain m.d. 
1895August27; From Lone Mountain, Frank Bisbee, Jack Frost, S. Tucker, Rufus Bennett and W. Campbell are all shipping rich silver ore to be melted. 

[SFDNM] 

 
W. O. Campbell    - Placer m.d., Silver Buttes m.d., Old Placer mtns 

1880September2(loc); Geo Leas 1/6, W.O. Campbell 1/6, Frank Shepard 1/6, J.A. Courter 1/6, N.R. Swartz 1/6, S. Hill 1/6 Little Pittsburg Lode 1100’NNE 
400’SSW 300’ea side, ca 4.5mi Nly from Golden PO, old placers mtns, Placer MD, rec 7Oct80; witness Tom Saunders, C. Catell [b.D p.30] 

1880September16(loc); J.A. Courter 1/6, Frank Shepard 1/4, W.O. Campbell 1/4, N.B. Swartz 1/6, Geo Leas 1/6 First Effort Lode 750’NE 750’WSW 

200’ea side, including a part the Alpha Domingo Lode the locators not having complied with the laws, ca 4.5mi from Golden, Tuerto mtns NPMD, rec 
7Oct80; witness I Saunders, C. Clavel [b.D p.29] 

1880September20(loc); Frank Shepard 1/6, Geo Leas 1/6, W.O. Campbell 1/6, W.R. Swartz 1/6, S. Hill 1/6, J.A. Courter 1/6 accidental Lode 1000’ENE 

500’SWS 300’ea side, ca 4mi nearly N of Golden PO in the Old placer mts, Placer MD, reloc 7Oct80, rec 7Oct80; witness Tom Saunders, C. Cattell 
[b.D p.28] 

1880September27(loc); J.A. Courter 1/6, W.O. Campbell 1/6, Geo Lease 1/6, Frank Shepard 1/6, Frank Farnsworth 1/6, N.R. Swartz 1/6 Mountain Top 

mine 300’ea side 100’N 1400’S, directly S Webb lode, SBMD Old placer Mtns; attest T. Saunders, S. Hill, J.H. Chaves [b.C p.631] 

 
W. P. Campbell    - of RicoCO 
1894March2; At the Bon Ton hotel; Bernard Carrol, T. Thompson, Cerrillos; J.B. Martin, Rico, Colo.; Dan Williams, Cerrillos; W.P. Campbell, E.W. 

Cornforth, Rico, Colo.; Barry Smith, Cerrillos; H.M. Montague, J.W. Shehan, Amizett; A.J. Knott, Leadville, Colo. [SFDNM] 

 
Walter C. Campbell    - chainman 
1877Janyary25 – Supplementary Report; Field Notes of the Surveys made to connect this Grant with the Public Surveys, and with the Ortiz Mine Grant. Survey Commenced 

Jan’y 25th, 1877. Survey Completed Jany. 28th 1877. …Affidavits of Assistants. We hereby certify that we assisted Rollin J. Reeves, Deputy Surveyor, in Surveying the 
Boundary Lines of the Mesita de Juana Lopez Claim… Walter C. Campbell, Chainman, W.J. Mason Chainman, Charles H. Fitch, flagman, J.T. Elkins, Moundman, R.J. 
Reeves, Compassman. …30th day of January 1877 WSWoodside, Notary Public. [Vol G1109] 

 
William Campbell    - of Bland 
1896October12; At the Bon Ton: William Campbell, Bland; John Donovan, Cerrillos; Michael Sullivan, Madrid... [SFDNM] 

________________________________________________________________ 
 

J. Camper    - Hillsboro m.d. 
1896April22; Hillsboro Gold Mines. Alexander Bentley, Schwartz Bros. and J. Camper have leased the Trippe Homestake properties. [SFDNM] 

________________________________________________________________ 

 * Campos * Campas * 
Campas    - Cerrillos 
Pedro Pete Garcia was prompted by Rosendo Ortiz to rob Joe Zucal. Campas, who had been in the Pen and was paroled if he would leave the state, went instead to work for 

Tony Simoni at Romero (Omara). Campas got blamed for the robbery, returned to jail where he eventually died. [JJRamirez 5Jan2012] 
 

Antonio Jose Campos  <b.1833>    - San Miguel co. 
1902October; USSupCourtCase#40, Mariano F. Sena v. United States – Antonio Jose Campos, 69yrs, testifies from 1845 to 1865 or 66, when he moved to San Miguel Co, 

he was in the employ of Gaspar Ortiz y Silva as manager of cattle 
 

Guillermo Campos    - placers 

1965March27; Rumualdo Montes, Guillermo Campos, Mina de Cobre y oro Nombrada la Santa Cruz (Placers); [b.A p.16] 

 
Jose De Luz Campas    - Madrid 
1922November27; Madrid, NM Coal Mine Gas Explosion - SAFETY LAMPS CAUSED MADRID MINE EXPLOSION THINKS RISDON. FUNERAL HELD TODAY FOR 

SEVEN MEN KILLED AS INSPECTOR BEGINS INVESTIGATION. 14 OTHERS INJURED; ALL WILL RECOVER. An explosion in the Albuquerque & Cerrillos Coal 
company's No. 4 mine at Madrid, which late Saturday<Nov 25] resulted in the death of seven men and the injuring of 14 more, probably was caused by three Wolf safety 
lamps, in the opinion of State Mine Inspector W. W. Ridson, who arrived here today after a preliminary investigation of the disaster. ¶ The dead are: ALEX BROWN, 
foreman, 35 years old; survived by a widow and two children. ROBERTO BARRERAS, 41 years old; survived by a widow and four children. FLORENCIO MARTINI, 48 
years old; survived by a widow and four children. GEORGE ALEXANDER, 28 years old; survived by a widow and two children. GIL GRIEGO, 30 years old; survived by a 
widow and and one child. JACK O'FRYE, 28 years old; single. ANDREW KLASS, 52 years old; a widower. ¶ The injured, who were taken to Albuquerque Hospitals, are 
all expected to recover. They are: GRISWELDO RODRIQUEZ. ROBILO CASSIAS. FLORENCIO PEREA. THOMAS ROYBAL. EZEQUIEL CARRILLO. B. H. SELF. 
SOLOMON BALDONADO. DANIEL GARRELA. JOSE DE LUZ CAMPA. SOLOMON NAVAIZ. A. G. ARMIJO. JUAN PEREA. THOMAS MARES. CHARLES LIESSE. ¶ 
"It was a gas explosion," Mr. Ridson said. "They had discovered gas at different times in the mine, and as a matter of prevention the miners were provided with three 
Wolf safety lamps for use in the chamber where the explosion later occurred. They were instructed that if they saw any gas show up to come immediately out of the 
mine. These lamps, it appears, were hung up on props. They are safety lamps when properly handled, but if hung up and allowed to get very hot they will ignite gas." ¶ 



Mr. Risdon said that the miners were working with a face 300 feet in length and were down probably a depth of 700 to 800 feet from the surface, and about a mile from 
the outside. ¶ "There were no wires in the mine, and no electricity," said Mr. Ridson. "Moreover, no matches were found on the bodies of the miners. The men did their 
work by the light of the Edison safety lamps which each carries and which are furnished with storage batteries. ¶ "There seems to be no other explanation of the 
explosion than that I have offered. The explosion was in only one chamber. Had it been due to spontaneous combustion it would have been a bigger disaster, in my 
opinion. As to the suggestion of dust causing the explosion, I take no stock in that theory. This was an anthracite mine and dust cannot be exploded in such a mine, 
although it is well known that anthracite coal dust can be exploded under certain conditions, say in a laboratory." ¶ Only one part of the No. 1 mine, the anthracite mine, 
was affected a lateral 1,000 feet underground from the opening in the side of the mountain. Only the men working here were injured or killed. ¶ As the injured were 
rushed to the surface by the volunteer rescue crew they were taken to a doctor's, a dentist's offices and a nearby home, which were hurriedly turned into hospitals. 
Women of Madrid worked as nurses with the aid of doctors and other volunteers. First aid was administered here, then the injured were placed in a box car, the only car 
available, and taken down the Madrid spur to Waldo, where it connects with the A. T. & S. F. line. Train No. 1 was flagged and the injured taken to Albuquerque, where 
they were placed in hospitals. ¶ The injured were burned and in some cases their arms or legs broken. ¶ The explosion was the worst at this camp since the White Ash 
mine disaster nearly 20 years ago, when nearly a score of men lost their lives. [SFNM 27Nov1922 per Stu Beitler] 

 
Refujio Campos    - New Placers 

1880May16(loc); A.G. Green, Refujio Campos Uncle Zach Lode 300’ea side 750’E+W, E of Big Copper mines, new placers mining d., rec 16Jul80 [b.C 

p.321] 

________________________________________________________________ 

 
Stephen Canavan    - of Gallup 

1895; Cannavan & Bailey. Isaac Bailey, general manager. Located about 1 mile northwest of Gallup… Owned and operated by Cannavan & Bailey. …lignite, 1,600 tons 
monthly, employees inside, 9, outside 2. The product is hauled to the Atlantic and Pacific Railroad at Gallup station, and shipped to Jerome, Ariz. [Report of US Coal 
Mine Inspector For NM, 1895] 

1895October26: The following corporations have filed articles with the territorial secretary: New Mexico Coal Company – Objects, mining and marketing 

coal; principal place of business, Gallup, N.M.; life, fifty years; directors, C.E. Van Fossen, Isaac Bailey, Stephen Canavan, of Gallup, and John R. 

Cross, of Des Moines, Iowa; capital stock, $50,000. [SFDNM] 

 
Canby    - E-town 

1899July20; Colfax County. The Red Bandana mill is having a fine run of ore from Canby’s Iron Mask mine at Elizabethtown. [SFNM] 

________________________________________________________________ 

 * Candee * 
G.W. Candee  - witness - 

1879November12; Bill of Sale; Lewis Candee sells for $100 to Henry E. McKee ½ of 1/6 Galisteo mine shaft 10’deep, White Quartz shaft 10’deep, Highland Mary shaft 
16’deep, in Galisteo District of the Cerrilos mines; witness G.W. Candee; recorded 19November1879 [Locations & Mining Deeds B#15406 p.67] 

 

Lewis Candee    - CMD 

1879July24; Bill of Sale; Henry Read for $100 sells to Lewis Caudu/Caudie ½ of 1/3 int Galisteo Mine (shaft 10’deep), ½ of 1/3 int White Quartz (shaft 10’deep), ½ of 1/3 int 
Highland Mary (shaft 16’deep), in Galisteo District of Cerrillos; witness F? Bryson, recorded 27October1879 [Locations & Mining Deeds B#15406 p.36] 

1879November12; Bill of Sale; Lewis Candee sells for $100 to Henry E. McKee ½ of 1/6 Galisteo mine shaft 10’deep, White Quartz shaft 10’deep, Highland Mary shaft 
16’deep, in Galisteo District of the Cerrilos mines; witness G.W. Candee; recorded 19November1879 [Locations & Mining Deeds B#15406 p.67] 

________________________________________________________________ 

 * Candelario * Candelaria * 
CANDELARIO MINING COMPANY    - Dolores 
1868-70; Gov Mitchell constructed a 10-stamp mill that worked Candelaria Mining Company rock 

1870_census: Theo Cook Candelario Mining Company Gold Quartz Mining Co. $12,000 of Real de Dolores; 8 male employees; 20hp steam driven 10 stamp mill; $4,000 
gold recovered 
1967; The Lucas (or Old Reliable or Pat Collins) mine has had some production in this area. It supplied ore to a 5-stamp mill when Lindgren visited it in 1905. The Candelaria 

mine, southeast of the Lucas, has a 300-foot shaft sunk between 1934 and 1939 on a north-trending vein but has shipped no ore (McRae). Other lode mines and 
prospects in this area are the Alpine, Buckeye No.1 and Buckeye No.2, Captain Davis, Gold Leaf, Gypsy Queen, Pat Collins and Patagonia. All are in the southern part 
of the district and none has had significant production. [NMBM&MR 1967 p.47] 

 

Candelaria    - Cerrillos 
1894August3; Run Amuck at Cerrillos. David Brown, James Casey and Harry O’Neill, in jail for running amuck in Harry Scranton’s saloon at Cerrillos, 

were before Judge Laughlin yesterday afternoon on habeas corpus proceedings. The court held them for appearance before the grand jury, Brown’s bail 

being fixed at $250, and that of the others at $200. Casey also threw a stone that broke the arm of a woman named Candelaria and on this charge he is 
yet to have a hearing. [SFDNM] 

 

Amador Candelaria   - witness - 
1884January21; Indenture; Juan Delgado of San Lorenzo San Miguel Co & Modesta Lopez wife, sell for $400 to David Rios of Las Vegas San Miguel Co 

int= 1/12int + 1/192int in Pine Tree mine 20.66ac, b.A p.502 b.G p.559, SBMD, rec 25Jan84; presence Amador Candelaria [b.F p.612] 
 

Antonio Candelario    - StaFe 
1907April16: Antonio Candelario, a brother of J.S. Candelario, the curio dealer, has engaged in the grocery business. He has opened a store on Galisteo Street 
between Water and De Vargas Streets. [SFNM 100yrs] 

1920sDecember-January; Joe T. Black store ledger, accounts, p.105, San Pedro; Ricardo Carley 12.65; Jose Crestino Candelaria 11.51, 12.40; Antonio Candelaria 8.75; 
Sisto Chavez 5.25, 11.50. [Eddy Black 2011]  

 
Delfinio Candelaria    - Golden 

http://www3.gendisasters.com/users/stu-beitler


1940June[n.d.]; 47 – Permit to Operate Dry Washer Within the Outboundaries of Ortiz Mine Grant. Permit is hereby granted by the Galisteo Company… Eliseo Candelaria / 
Delfinio Candelaria (Delfinio crossed out) Jerry Aranda (written above) (reused; originally Nestor Baca), of Golden… a royalty of 10% of the gross gold… [dispose only] 
through Rosendo Ortiz, in Cerrillos NM, or Ernest Riccon, in Golden NM. By Henry R. Hoyt, Its President; Attest: Mary Quintana, Assistant Secretary. Delfinio 
Candelaria, Permittee. [BHenderson] 

1940; Gold from Ortiz Grant-Record Book For Copper Mine, 1940-1950. (p.14) 1940, Out of permits. Permit No.47 Nestor Baca; Aug8 3DWT 1Grain $4.56. #47 transferred to 
Delfinio Candelaria. [BHenderson] 

1940; Gold from Ortiz Grant-Record Book For Copper Mine, 1940-1950. (p.15) 1940, Permit No.47 Delfinio Candelaria; Aug24 2DWT 19Grain $4.18. [BHenderson] 
 
Desiderio Candelaria     
1919December31; marriage @ Iglesia de Nuestra Señora de Guadalupe de Peña Blanca; Ignacio Chávez, single, 22 y-o, son of Luís Chávez and Ursulita Nieto, deceased, 

with Toñita Montaño, single, 23 y-o, dau of José Montaño and Angelita Ramirez, deceased, from San Pedro. Padrinos, Desiderio Candelaria and Eufelia Nieto. 
[Microfilm LDS 016-865 p.345] 

 
Eliseo Candelaria  (b.NM 1923>    - of San Pedro, Golden 
1940April29_census ED 25-40 San Pedro sheet 3B; enumerator Cecil F. Northam; J. L. Candelario, owns house value $50, 71, widower, education 2, b.NM, living in ’35 

same house, Unable to work, no wages; Ksosov[Isaac] Candelario, 24, son, single, education 1, b.NM, living in ’35 same house, at work 42 hrs in week, Laborer Copper 
mine, 0 wks worked in 1939, wages 0; Reyes Candelario, 22, son, single, education 8, b.NM, living in ’35 same house, at work 42 hrs in week, Machinist helper Copper 
mine, 0 wks worked in 1939, wages 0; Elisio Candelario, 17, son, education 7, b.NM, living in ’35 same house, at school. 

1940June[n.d.]; 47 – Permit to Operate Dry Washer Within the Outboundaries of Ortiz Mine Grant. Permit is hereby granted by the Galisteo Company… Eliseo Candelaria / 
Delfinio Candelaria (Delfinio crossed out) Jerry Aranda (written above) (reused; originally Nestor Baca), of Golden… a royalty of 10% of the gross gold… [dispose only] 
through Rosendo Ortiz, in Cerrillos NM, or Ernest Riccon, in Golden NM. By Henry R. Hoyt, Its President; Attest: Mary Quintana, Assistant Secretary. Delfinio 
Candelaria, Permittee. [BHenderson] 

1940August17; Temporary Permit. Jery Aranda, Eliseo Candelaria, Permission to work the Ortiz Grant… 10% of the gross gold recovery… by Ernest Riccon of Golden… 
must be delivered every Saturday in Golden, New Mexico. Signed Eliseo Candelaria, Jerry Aranda. [BHenderson] 

 
Ike Candelaria  (b.NM 1916>    - New Placers 
1940April29_census ED 25-40 San Pedro sheet 3B; enumerator Cecil F. Northam; J. L. Candelario, owns house value $50, 71, widower, education 2, b.NM, living in ’35 

same house, Unable to work, no wages; Ksosov[Isaac] Candelario, 24, son, single, education 1, b.NM, living in ’35 same house, at work 42 hrs in week, Laborer Copper 
mine, 0 wks worked in 1939, wages 0; Reyes Candelario, 22, son, single, education 8, b.NM, living in ’35 same house, at work 42 hrs in week, Machinist helper Copper 
mine, 0 wks worked in 1939, wages 0; Elisio Candelario, 17, son, education 7, b.NM, living in ’35 same house, at school. 

1947June23; Filed. POL on Golden Key, Rising Sun, Alamo, Hazel, Golden Fleece, Cora, Excelsior PMCs. Gilbert R. Griswold, sworn, deposes that Lawrence A. Tamme, 
owner of the unpatented pmcs… people doing the work being the following: Rayes Candelaria, Patrick Candelaria, Ike Candelaria, Frank Baca, Augustin Chavez, 
Ignacio Cano, Ramon Chavez, Manuel Martinez, Del Burch. Sig. Gilbert R. Griswold. b.P Mines p.34. [BHenderson Abstract of Title, Supplemental 30Sep1983] 

 
J. B. Candelario    - StaFe 

1892July7; At a regular meeting of the John Gray Hose company held last night, the following officers were elected for the ensuing year: G.W. Ashdown, 
foreman; J.B. Candelario, assistant foremen; Fernando Delgado, secretary; Wm. Bolander, treasurer; Julian Perea, property holder. [SFDNM] 

 

Jr_nio Candelaria    - Golden 
1950May15-20; Gold from Ortiz Grant-Record Book For Copper Mine, 1940-1950. (p.282); Work in the san Lazon. Patrizio Candelaria 15days; Jr.nio Candelaria 15days. 

[BHenderson] 
 
J. L. Candelario  (b.NM 1869>    - of San Pedro 
1940April29_census ED 25-40 San Pedro sheet 3B; enumerator Cecil F. Northam; J. L. Candelario, owns house value $50, 71, widower, education 2, b.NM, living in ’35 

same house, Unable to work, no wages; Ksosov[Isaac] Candelario, 24, son, single, education 1, b.NM, living in ’35 same house, at work 42 hrs in week, Laborer Copper 
mine, 0 wks worked in 1939, wages 0; Reyes Candelario, 22, son, single, education 8, b.NM, living in ’35 same house, at work 42 hrs in week, Machinist helper Copper 
mine, 0 wks worked in 1939, wages 0; Elisio Candelario, 17, son, education 7, b.NM, living in ’35 same house, at school. 

 
J. S. Candelario    - StaFe 
1959February18: J.S. Candelario, the curio man, is back at his place of business after an extended trip to Mexico where he went in search of curios. [SFNM 

50yrs] 

 

John S. Candelario  (b.StaFe 10Mar1864  d.StaFe 30Jul1938)     - StaFe 
1891May20; J.S. Candelario. Auctioneer Buys. Sells, Rents and Exchanges Second Hand Goods. All are cordially invited to call and see me before going 

elsewhere. Lower San Francisco Street. [ad in SFDNM] 
1895March29; [city Democratic convention] …called to order by Hon. Pedro Delgado, chairman of the Democratic city central committee. A temporary 

organizations was effected by the selection of A.P. Hill, chairman; J.S. Candelario, secretary, and Donaciano Vigil, interpreter. ¶ A committee of four, 

one from each ward, on credentials was appointed by the chair, consisting of the following gentlemen: Mariano Sena, J.H. Sutherlin, Marcelino Garcia 

and Jose A. Martinez. ¶ A committee on permanent organization of five was named as follows: Camilo Padilla, C.M. Creamer, D. Lucero, Albert Call 

and M.J. McCabe. [SFDNM] 

1895October3; John S. Candelario is completing three neat cottages at the corner of ‘Frisco and Rosario streets. [SFDNM] 
1896March6; [Ward committees; Democrat] Ward No.3 – J.S. Candelario, Hilario L. Ortiz, E.B. Linen, Leo Hersch, Pedro Sandoval, I. Goldorf, T.P. 

Gable, A.B. Renehan. [SFDNM] 

1896May29; …J.W. Akers, by his attorney, E.A. Fiske, presented a petition to Judge Laughlin, asking to be relieved from further responsibility as one of the 
bondsmen of Sheriff Cunningham. The petitioner alleged that his associates on the $7,500 bond are either insolvent or not possessed of property from 

which the amounts set opposite their names could be recovered, and that observations of the sheriff’s personal and official conduct have awakened 

apprehension in his (the petitioner’s mind) that he might suffer financial loss by longer continuing on the official bond of said sheriff. Hence he prays, 
etc. ¶ Judge Laughlin granted the prayer of the petitioner, released him from the bond mentioned and required the sheriff to file a new bond. ¶ Sheriff 

Cunningham has since filed a new bond with the following named sureties, holden for the amounts set opposite to their respective names: ¶ Teodoro 



Martinez, $1,500; Pablo Martinez, $500; Peter M. Dolan, $1,000; Eugenio Sena, $500; George Anton, $500; Juliana Vigil de Chaves, $1,000; Jose R. 

Martinez, $2,000; J.S. Candelario, $1,000. ¶ This bond was approved by Judge Laughlin. [SFDNM] 
1896August27; The meeting of the Frank Chavez Democratic Silver club... The committee on permanent organization then reported the following list of 

permanent officers: Prisident, John S. Candelario; vice-presidents, Geo W. Knaebel and Juan Holman; corresponding secretary, A.B. Renehan; 

recording secretary, Benigno Muniz; treasurer, Sol Spiegelberg; interpreters, Donaciano Vigil, Jose Ortiz y Baca, Bonifacio Ortiz and A.P. Hill; 
sergeant-at-arms and janitor, Enstaquio Padilla. [SFDNM] 

1898October27; Governor Otero has appointed… J.S. Candelario, of Santa Fe, Santa Fe county… notaries public… [SFNM] 

1900February6; [city council] The resignation of Celso Lopez, councilman from the third ward, was accepted, and J.S. Candelario was elected to fill the 
vacancy. The seat of Ignacio Sena, who is teaching school at Golden, was declared vacant, and Manuel Delgado was chosen to succeed him. [SFNM] 

1900April2; The following Democratic city committee for the ensuing year was selected: Ward No.1 – Juan Delgado, A.M. Dettelbach; ward No.2 – A.P. 

Hill, Marcelino Garcia; ward No.3 – T.P. Gable, J.S. Candelario; ward No.4 – Meliton Castillo, Juan Sisneros. The committee organized by the selection 
of A.B. Renehan as chairman and A.P. Hill as secretary. [SFNM] 

1901November28; J.S. Candelario has taken a lease on one of the turquoise claims of Julian Padilla near Cerrillos. He has put Mr. Padilla, Desiderio Ortega 

and Benito Romero at work developing the claim. Work will be pushed all winter. [SFNM] 
1902January10; Probate Clerk Manuel Delgado yesterday recorded a deed by Maria Gonzales de Padilla and Julian Padilla to J.S. Candelario, for one-half 

of the La Miguelita turquois claim in the Cerrillos mining district and also proof of labor on the claim for 1901 and 1902. [SFNM] 

1902January22; J.S. Candelario has placed an old Mexican ox cart on the roof of his curio store on San Francisco street which is attracting considerable 
attention. [SFNM] 

1902February19; Julian Padilla has returned from a trip to the Indian pueblos of southern New Mexico where he has been buying up curios for Candelario’s 

curio store. [SFNM] 

1903June11; The Old Curio Store The Original “Jake Gold” Curio Store Jake Gold, Manager. J.S. Candelario, Prop. Wholesale and Retail Dealers in 

Mexican and Indian Curios. The best place to buy Navajo Blankets, Mexican and Indian Pottery, Relics from the Cliff Dwellings, Indian Baskets, in 

fact all sorts of Curios of Indian and Mexican make can be found at Our Store. P.O. Box 340 Santa Fe, N.M. [ad in SFNM] 
1903June24; J.S. Candelario has had a portion of the partition removed from between his grocery and curio store and will look after both stores in the 

future. [SFNM] 

1904December31; Notaries Public As qualified December 31st, 1904. Term four years. Santa Fe County. Candelario, J.S., Santa Fe, Term Expires Oct. 31, 1906. 
[NMBlueBook 1905, p.275] 

1905April17-18 : Survey by Jay Turley of the claim of L.Bradford Prince known as the Blue Bell Lode E side line 1380’N30°50’W, 7.654 acres, in Sec9, bounded E by 
Claim, name unknown, J.S. Candelario, et al, clts. Survey No.1228 <- from plat 

A claim, name unknown, that has been worked for Turquoise, adjoins this claim [O'Neil Blue Bell Mine aka Blue Jay] on the East side; owned by J.S Candelario, et al., No 
others known. Many locations were made in this locality at an earlier date but have now lapsed (Jay Turley, U.S. Deputy Mineral Surveyor, MS 1228 field notes, p. 239). 
This comment by Turley implies that the Blue Bell Claim or at least the surrounding areas was claimed and worked by others prior to and after O'Neil's claim was made 
in 1892, but that all claims other than Candelario's had lapsed prior to 1905. 

1938July30; …the death sometime early this morning of J.S. Candelario, 74, at his home at 136 West Palace Avenue. His death followed closely upon that 

of Mrs. Candelario, who passed away two months ago. …Mr. Candelario was born in Santa Fe on March 10, 1864, the son of Antonio Jose and 

Altagracia Carcia Candelario. He received his early education in private schools and at St. Michael’s college here, later attending Park College in 
Parkville, Mo., from which school he graduated in 1883. [SFNM] 

 
Jose Crestino Candelaria  <b.1870>    - wife is Flora N. Candelaria <b.1883>;  of San Pedro 
Residence; San Pedro [BArmijo 23Jul2011] 
1920sDecember-January; Joe T. Black store ledger, accounts, p.105, San Pedro; Ricardo Carley 12.65; Jose Crestino Candelaria 11.51, 12.40; Antonio Candelaria 8.75; 

Sisto Chavez 5.25, 11.50. [Eddy Black 2011]  
1930_census: Jose C. Cardelaria, 60y-o, pct.20 San Pedro, Flora N. Candelaria, 47y-o, Patricio Candelaria, 24y-o, Isailes Candelaria, 17y-o, Reyes Candelaria, 12y-o, 

Eliseo Candelaria, 6y-o 

 
Mariano Candelario 

1939December1; [Funeral of Ramon Sandoval] …Mrs. C.G. Sandoval of Cerrillos: 11 grandchildren and a great number of nieces, and nephews. The body will be taken to 
Cerrillos tomorrow morning for services at St. Josephs Church. Rev. Father Berten will offer requiem high mass for the repose of the soul at 9 o'clock. Interment at the 
family plot there. The following friends serve as pall bearers: Remigio Lopez, Manuel Lujan, Nicolas Gonzales, Tony Granito, Otis Kelly, Rosendo Ortiz. ¶ Honorary 
Pallbearers; J.M. Martinez, Geo. Ortiz, Ricardo Alarid, Jim Baca, Jesus M. Baca, Biterbo Quintana, Benito Alarid, Seferino Alarid, J.D. Sena, Ambrocio Ortiz, Charlie 
Miller, Canuto Lobato, Alejandro Quintana, Filiberto Salazar, Louis Roybal, Tomas Roybal, Martin Lujan, Romulo S. Lopez, Charles C. Closson, Judge Reed Holloman, 
J.M. Granito, Henry Alarid, Alejandro Montes, Ramon Garcia y Montoya, Rafael Granito, Matias Montoya, Pete Sand, Tony Simoni, Mike Leyba, Marcelino Padilla, Joe 
Zucal, Seferino Alarid, Pete Olivas, Clotario Montoya, Salomon Armijo, Diego Armijo, Henry Montoya, Cleto Gonzales, Rumaldo Becker, Emiterio Montoya, Placido 
Urban, Antonio Lujan, Jose Rael, Simplicio Leyba, Luis Leyba, Librado Dimas, Mariano Candelaria, Felipe Perea, Anastancio Gonzales, Adolfo Duran, Oliver Holmes, 
Avaristo Duran, Jr., Ramon Trujillo, Jim Miller, Ramon Rael, Ricardo Saiz, Pablo Griego, Apolonio Lovato, Frank Rivera, Lupe Saiz, Tomas Gonzales, Pete Oyaca, 
Ramon Jaramillo, Jose Quintana, and Benito Martinez. [per LPadilla, SFNM]  

 
Patrick N. Candelaria  (b.NM 1906>    - wife is Modesta A. Candelaria (b.NM 1910>;  of Golden 
1940May10_census ED 25-30 Golden sheet 2A; enumerator Cecil F. Northam; Pat Candelaria, owns house value $150, 34, education 3, b.NM, living in ’35 same house, at 

work 42 hrs in week, Laborer Copper mine, no wages; M.A. Candelaria, 30, wife, education 7, b.NM, living in ’35 same house, Houseworker, unpaid family worker, no 
wages; Anne Candelaria, 7, dau, in school, education 1, b.NM, living in ’35 same house; Pat Candelaria Junior, 6, son, education 0, b.NM, living in ’35 same house; 
Silvercio Candelaria, 4, son, education 0, b.NM; Calletano Candelaria, 3, son, education 0, b.NM; Andrino Candelario, 1, son, education 0, b.NM. 

1947June23; Filed. POL on Golden Key, Rising Sun, Alamo, Hazel, Golden Fleece, Cora, Excelsior PMCs. Gilbert R. Griswold, sworn, deposes that Lawrence A. Tamme, 
owner of the unpatented pmcs… people doing the work being the following: Rayes Candelaria, Patrick Candelaria, Ike Candelaria, Frank Baca, Augustin Chavez, 
Ignacio Cano, Ramon Chavez, Manuel Martinez, Del Burch. Sig. Gilbert R. Griswold. b.P Mines p.34. [BHenderson Abstract of Title, Supplemental 30Sep1983] 

1948June8; Filed. POL on Golden Key, Rising Sun, Alamo, Hazel, Golden Fleece, Cora, Excelsior PMCs. Gilbert R. Griswold, sworn, deposes that George W. Potter of 
Joplin MO the owner of the unpatented pmcs… people doing the work being the following: Martin W. Pollock, Los Cerrillos; Whit Kuntz, Los Cerrillos; Pat Candelaria, 
Golden; Reyes Candelaria, Golden. Sig. Gilbert R. Griswold. b.P Mines p.73. [BHenderson Abstract of Title, Supplemental 30Sep1983] 

1950May15-20; Gold from Ortiz Grant-Record Book For Copper Mine, 1940-1950. (p.282); Work in the san Lazon. Patrizio Candelaria 15days; Jr.nio Candelaria 15days. 
[BHenderson] 



1963June24; Dated. Filed 1Jul1965. Quitclaim Deed. TITLE TO BLOCK 20 Golden – Title to Frank E. Montoya. Patrick N. Candelaria and wife, Modesta A. Candelaria, to W.J. Burkhart. b.Misc.226 
p.244. [BHenderson Abstract of Title No.6313 30Sep1983 p.399] 

 
Reyes Candelaria  (b.NM 1918>    - Golden 
1940April29_census ED 25-40 San Pedro sheet 3B; enumerator Cecil F. Northam; J. L. Candelario, owns house value $50, 71, widower, education 2, b.NM, living in ’35 

same house, Unable to work, no wages; Ksosov[Isaac] Candelario, 24, son, single, education 1, b.NM, living in ’35 same house, at work 42 hrs in week, Laborer Copper 
mine, 0 wks worked in 1939, wages 0; Reyes Candelario, 22, son, single, education 8, b.NM, living in ’35 same house, at work 42 hrs in week, Machinist helper Copper 
mine, 0 wks worked in 1939, wages 0; Elisio Candelario, 17, son, education 7, b.NM, living in ’35 same house, at school. 

1940August16; Temporary Permit. Ray Candelaria, Andreano Harney, Permission to work the Ortiz Grant… 10% of the gross gold recovery… by Ernest Riccon of Golden… 
must be delivered every Saturday in Golden, New Mexico. Signed Reyes Candelaria, Andriano Harney. [BHenderson] 

1940; Gold from Ortiz Grant-Record Book For Copper Mine, 1940-1950. (p.18) 1940, Permit No._ Rey Candelaria; Aug18 20Grain $1.25. [BHenderson] 
1947June23; Filed. POL on Golden Key, Rising Sun, Alamo, Hazel, Golden Fleece, Cora, Excelsior PMCs. Gilbert R. Griswold, sworn, deposes that Lawrence A. Tamme, 

owner of the unpatented pmcs… people doing the work being the following: Rayes Candelaria, Patrick Candelaria, Ike Candelaria, Frank Baca, Augustin Chavez, 
Ignacio Cano, Ramon Chavez, Manuel Martinez, Del Burch. Sig. Gilbert R. Griswold. b.P Mines p.34. [BHenderson Abstract of Title, Supplemental 30Sep1983] 

1948June8; Filed. POL on Golden Key, Rising Sun, Alamo, Hazel, Golden Fleece, Cora, Excelsior PMCs. Gilbert R. Griswold, sworn, deposes that George W. Potter of 
Joplin MO the owner of the unpatented pmcs… people doing the work being the following: Martin W. Pollock, Los Cerrillos; Whit Kuntz, Los Cerrillos; Pat Candelaria, 
Golden; Reyes Candelaria, Golden. Sig. Gilbert R. Griswold. b.P Mines p.73. [BHenderson Abstract of Title, Supplemental 30Sep1983] 

 
Serafin Candelaria  <b.1890>    - wife is Monica Candelaria <b.1892>;  of San Pedro 
1921February3; Joe T. Black store ledger p.32, San Pedro; Store Bill Fwded accts: Quinto Sandoval $11.36; Nestor Gonzales 3.60; Ramon Segura 8.83; B. Cunningham 

72.83; F. Aranda .30; D. Wright .50; Hill P. Keen 30.91; Fred Mozley .35; V.G. Montaño 13.70; Paulin Lopez 10.05; J.F. Bulger 2.75; Fred Montaño 2.25; Serafin 
Candelaria 46.01; Jim Caldwell 7.50; Nep Montoya 9.68; Fidel Garcia 34.80; Amado Mora 5.20; D.Nieto 29.25; Luis Trujillo 1.30. [Eddy Black 2011]  

1921April16; Joe T. Black store ledger p.35, San Pedro; received, from Serafin Candelaria 46.00. [Eddy Black 2011]  
1930_census: Serafin Candelaria, 40y-o, pct.20 San Pedro, Monica Candelaria, 38y-o, Natibida Candelaria, 18y-o, Samuel Candelaria, 16y-o, Margaret Candelaria, 12y-o, 

Manuel Candelaria, 6y-o, Delfino Candelaria, 14y-o 

________________________________________________________________ 

 * Candle * 
C. R. Candle    - of Black HillsSD 

1900January22; L.R. Candle, a veteran Black Hills miner, arrived in the city from Rapid City, South Dakota, last week, and will probably soon make 

exploration trips to the Cochiti and the gold camps in southern Santa Fe county. [SFNM] 

1900January26; C.R. Candle, civil engineer and surveyor, from South Dakota, is in the capital and expects to become a permanent resident of the territory. 
[SFNM] 

 
Islan W. Candle  <b.1851>    - wife is Nellie Candle <b.1867>;  of San Pedro 
1926February17; Joe T. Black store ledger p.56, San Pedro; I.W. Candle 10.00. [Eddy Black 2011]  
1930_census: Islan Candle, 79y-o, pct.20 San Pedro, Nellie Candle, 63y-o, Lawrence R. Candle, 50y-o 

________________________________________________________________ 

 * Canfield * 
Canfield    - Cerrillos 

1900February2; [Cerrillos] The tubular well now being sunk here has reached a depth of 450 feet, and the drill has been caught at the bottom by a cave-in. 

Superintendent Canfield has sent for a “fishing outfit,” and will have the drills going again in a few days. He knows his business. [SFNM] 

 
George Canfield    - San Pedro m.d. 
1901April10; Oil Near San Pedro. Probate Clerk Manuel Delgado today recorded the location notices of four tracts of oil lands of 160 acres each in the San 

Pedro mining district, southern Santa Fe county. The locators are: Tract No.1, O.C. Russell, James Grunsfeld, Dwight Wheeler, Ivan Grunsfeld, Michael 

Mandell, J.W. Malette, W.H. Springer, F.W. Clancy; tract No.2, C.O. Cushman, Emma S. Diary, Frank McKee, Alfred Thelin, Leon Hertzog, Gustave 

Thelin, H.W. Myers, F.L. Myers; tract No.3, T.W. Pute, O.A. Martin, Leon B. Stern, C.F. Myers, George Canfield, Walter Young, Alfred Grunsfeld, 
Solomon, Luna; tract No.4, J.C. Belbridge, W.F. Hahn, Lorenzo Garcia, Louis Ilfeld, John S. Trimble, W.G. Hope, Michael Mandell, W.H. Springer. 

[SFNM] 

 
Grace E. Canfield  (b.IL 1880>    - of Otto  <wife of George Canfield?] 
1940April19_census ED 25-41 Otto sheet 3B; enumerator Cecil F. Northam; Grace E. Canfield, owns house value $5,200, farm, 60, widow, education 8, b.IL, living in ’35 

same house, Houseworker, unpaid family worker, received $50 or more from income other than wages; Curtis Canfield, son, 24, single, education H-4, b.OK, living in ’35 
same house, at work 48 hrs in week, Farming Farm, working on own account, 50 wks worked in 1939, wages $150. 

 
Gus Canfield    - Socorro 

1881November2; Gus Canfield, of Socorro, is stopping at the Exchange hotel where he engaged accommodations yesterday morning. [SFDNM] 

1883December14; Fairview. Canfield and Hastings completed the assessment work on the El Paso in the Cuchillo Negro last Saturday, and left the claim in 

an improved consition. Rogers, Rowe and Canfield are the owners of the claim. [SFDNM per gbergey 2010] 

________________________________________________________________ 

 
Leo Canman  -  “Bismarck”    - of Chicago Tribune 

1881March15; Leo Canman, better known as “Bismarck,” railroad editor of the Chicago Tribune, is in the city. [SFDNM] 

 
J. Boardman Cann    - of BostonMA & Silver City 

1897March26; Articles of incorporation of the Southwestern Copper company have been filed with Secretary Miller. The corporation is organized by 

Thomas F. Conway, Cornelius Bennett and George W. Miles, of Silver City, N.M., and George S. Curtis, Charles E. Jones and J. Boardman Cann, of 



Boston, Mass., for the purpose of carrying on a general mining and reduction business. Captial stock, $500,000, principal place of business, Boston, 

Mass.; New Mexico office is to be located in Pascal, Grant county. [SFDNM] 

 

James Cannan    - CMD 
1879November7 (claim); John Comer, Geo Weller, James Cannan; Sanford lode, ¾ mi S of Grand Central Mtn, ¼ mi NE Martins Spring, bounded W by Martins Creek, 

adjoining McGregor Mine on E, in LCMD; 750’NE & SW 150’ea side; witness 20Jan80 D.A. Blake, assessment work done, recorded 7April1880 [Locations & Mining 
Deeds C#15407 p.59] 

________________________________________________________________ 

 * Cannon * Canon * Cañon * 
CANNON CITY DEEP DOWN MINING AND MILLING COMPANY    - Cooney m.d. 
as of 1903June30; List of mining claims in NM which have been officially surveyed… By Surveyor-General Morgan O. Llewellyn. Cannon City Deep 

Down Mining and Milling Co., Deep Down, Cooney MD, 5.92ac. [Report of the Governor of New Mexico to the Secretary of the Interior 1903, p.349] 

 
Cannon    - assayer of Golden 
1905-06 Cannon, assayer @ Golden [Business Directory, The Gazetteer Pub.Co.] 

 
Patrick Cannon    - of Cerrillos 
1894January18; At the Exchange; Patrick Cannon, Cerrillos. [SFDNM] 
1898April22; Pat Cannon, an eastern healthseeker, who has spent some days at Cerrillos, registered at the Exchange today. – At the Exchange: A. 

Scheurich, Taos; Pat Cannon, Cerrillos… [SFNM] 

 
W. S. Canon    - of Cerrillos 
1940-41 W.S. Canon, billiards @ Cerrillos [NM State Business Directory] 

 
William Cannon    - Taos co. 
1900August25; Taos County. William Cannon, George Walters and W.A. Gardner have made a location of a fine lead of copper carbonates on Copper Hill. 

…They have named it the Copper Hill lode. [SFNM] 

________________________________________________________________ 

 * Cano * 
Antonio Cano    - Ortiz Mine grant 
Ortiz Mine Grant alternate identifier is Antonio Cano Mine Grant 
 
Bernado Cano  (b.NM 1868>    - wife is Paulina Rolando de Cano;  of Real de San Francisco 
1870August2_census: Lenisa Martin, keeping house, 20y-o, illiterate, born NM, resident Real de San Francisco pct.12 with Jesus Cano (32 miner, illiterate, FaMoForeign 

born, born NM), Bernado Cano (2 FaForeign born, born NM), Ambrosia Cano (7mos born Nov, FaForeign born, born NM) 
1922October5; marriage @ Iglesia de Nuestra Señora de Guadalupe de Peña Blanca; Eduardo Cano, single, 22 y-o, son of Bernardo Cano and of Paulina Rolando, with 

Petra Aranda, single, 17 y-o, dau of Pablo Aranda and of Carmelita Fraile, deceased, from Golden. Padrinos, Frank Davis and Clarita A. Davis. [Microfilm LDS 016-865 
p.364] 

 
Eduardo Cano  <b.1900>    - wife is Petra Aranda de Cano <b.1905>;  Golden 
1922October5; marriage @ Iglesia de Nuestra Señora de Guadalupe de Peña Blanca; Eduardo Cano, single, 22 y-o, son of Bernardo Cano and of Paulina Rolando, with 

Petra Aranda, single, 17 y-o, dau of Pablo Aranda and of Carmelita Fraile, deceased, from Golden. Padrinos, Frank Davis and Clarita A. Davis. [Microfilm LDS 016-865 
p.364] 

 
Frank Cano 

Frank Cano [D.D. Funderburk 1947 waybook; BHenderson] 
 

Ignacio Cano  <d.1836, 1838>    - wife is Ana Maria del Pilar Quiroa;  of Dolores, StaFe    

Either born in Sonora or Spain depending on the story you accept he was a merchant in Dolores. 1830s; resident Real de Dolores as head of household. 
Ortiz (Santa Fe). 5 mi W of Galisteo. Two men named Ortiz, and their families, are known to have lived in this area. Nicolas Ortiz, a native of Mexico City, came in 1693, 

settled in the Santa Cruz region, and acquired lands and mines in the Galisteo basin S of Santa Fe. The second man was a Señor Ortiz who discovered gold in 1828 in 
this region. Ortiz Mine Grant (Santa Fe). Area approximately 10 by 11 mi lying between Golden and Madrid. The original grantees were Jose Francisco Ortiz and 
Ygnacio Cano, whose petition to register a vein of ore was approved Dec. 18, 1833. [T.M. Pearce 1965] 

Ortiz Mine Grant. – About 69,458 acres in Santa Fé county were granted in 1833 to Jose Francisco Ortiz and Ignacio Cano. The latter in 1836, conveyed to Ortiz all his title and interest in the grant. 
Ortiz died in 1848, leaving the grant in possession of his widow, Maria Inez Montoya, who, in 1853, conveyed it to John Grenier. August 19, 1854, Grenier conveyed it to Charles E. Sherman 
and his associates, who, July 10, 1864, conveyed it to the New Mexico Mining Company. The grant to Ortiz was confirmed by Congress in 1861, and the United States government gave a quit 
claim to the New Mexico Mining Company May 20, 1876, “not affecting the adverse rights of any other person.” In a suit growing out of contested water rights on this claim carried to the New 
Mexico Supreme Court in 1891, it was shown that the claim had been made that Ortiz died intestate in 1848, leaving no direct heirs, but that prior to the suit referred to the collateral heirs had 
sold the property to Elias Brevoort. Suit was instituted in 1883 and run through the courts eight years. It was shown that the widow of Ortiz remained in actual possession intil 1853, when 
Grenier took possession and held it until he conveyed to Sherman et al., and then to the New Mexico Mining Company. [History of New Mexico, G.B. Anderson, 1907 p.175] 

1832; Ygnacio Cano apply with 7 others for a lode mining grant.  The grant consisted of a gold mine or vein, and a small extent of surface ground, as also commons of 
pasture and water to the extent of four leagues from each of the four cardinal points of the mine. Sometime prior to the cession of New Mexico to the United States under 
the Treaty of February 2, 1848, Cano sold and transferred all his interest in the grant in question to Ortiz, his co-owner.  

1833, September 18; Lt. Jose Francisco Ortiz and Ygnacio Cano buy for 100 pesos an undeveloped gold vein upstream from Compromiso at Dolores from Jose de Jesus 
Garcia and Rafael Alejo;  

 Cano & Ortiz were merchants in Dolores trading with the placer miners [TRC Mariah Assoc Report Jan’77] 
 November 15; Ortiz & Cano apply to SF alcalde for Santa Rosalia Mine Grant, later know as the Ortiz Grant, as a new discovery 
 November 29; First Alcalde Baca y Ortiz informs the request would be honored upon proof of development work 



 December 13; Damaso Lopez, appointed by SF alcalde to verify claim, finds Santo Niño on N side of site; gets SNiño owners to agree to boundaries (80varas 
apart=220ft) and sign a grant request on this day 

 December 16; Ortiz & Cano inform First Alcalde that all work required had been performed, request presence for donation of property 
 December 18; Damaso Lopez approves new discovery Santa Rosalia Grant for 3 claims, with land use of outer 2sq leagues 
1833December18; Immediately and in furtherance of the forgone proceedings, I, the aforesaid alcalde, the witnesses, the expert, and the assistants being present for the 

purpose of carrying out the last clause of article 4, of title 6, of the mining ordinance, caused said appointee, expert, D. Damaso Lopez, to identify and examine the mine, 
Santa Rosalia, of which citizens José Francisco Ortiz and Ignacio Cano were ready to take possession in the name of the Mexican nation; and he having so done, it 
appeared that the shaft of said mine was ten varas in depth, a yard and a half in width or diameter at the orifice, one and seven-eighths vara in the declivity, or slope, of 
the ten varas, with which, in conformity with the standard of article 7th, title 8th, of said ordinance, tallied one hundred and two varas square, which were distributed in the 
manner following: for the bottom of the vein to the east, on the slope of the creek, fifteen varas, and for the top of the same, to the west, eighty-seven varas. Thereupon I, 
with my assistants and the expert, proceeded to put the parties interested in possession of the three continuous dependencies conceded to them by article 1st of the 6th 
title referred to, measuring out to them on the north, from the orifice of the mine, eighty varas, sufficient to for a boundary fronted the south, from the mine of Santo Niño, 
which Dolores Jalomo & Co. are working, and in the southern direction five hundred and twenty varas, which, added to the eighty already mentioned, make up the six 
hundred of the three dependencies which accrue to them as discoverers. [102v x 600v @33in = 168,300sqft = 3.8636ac] …in the name of the august Mexican nation, 
granted to them, as water-supply to work their machinery, the Oso spring, contiguous to D. Jose Francisco Ortiz’s dwelling, as well as other springs, which may be 
included within the limits of the commons, which may be granted to them in the direction of the east, and as pasture commons, two leagues for each of the four cardinal 
points of the mine. …Francisco Baca Ortiz. Assistant, Marcelino Abreu. Assistant, Nestor Armijo. Expert, Damaso Lopez. José Francisco Ortiz, and Ignacio Cano. Real 
de los Dolores… [in 36th Cong. 2nd Session, Ex. Doc. No.28 p.51 et seq.] 

 December 19; Santo Niño Grant approved with owners Dolores Jalomo & Ygnacio Ladron de Guevara, with preferential use of Ojo del Oso and land use for inner 1sq 
league. 

1833September18; Jose Francisco Ortiz & Ignacio Cano acquire for 100 pesos from Jose de Jesus Garcia and Rafael Alejo, a vein or deposit of gold in the Sierra San 
Lazaro. The transaction was recorded at Real de Dolores and witnessed by Joaquin Somohano. [Townley 1968, citing Gildersleeve vs. NMMC 1890] 

Cano received the Santa Rosalia Mine Grant with Jose Francisco Ortiz in 1833.  The NMMC claimed Cano sold his interest to Ortiz on September 13, 1833, the date of the 
grant, but in another place said he sold it to Ortiz in 1836.  The NMMC claimed they once had the bill of sale but had lost it.  The Cano's claimed in the law suit “Cano vs. 
New Mexico Mining Company,” that the property was sold by Ortiz & Cano to Manuel Delgado and Carlos Beaurbien [of B. and Miranda] in 1838 for $3,000. $1000 cash 
and a note for $2,000, but that they defaulted on payments in 1839 (following the discovery of New Placers) and thus title reverted back to Ortiz and Cano after Cano’s 
death. The law suit (2/12/1865, Santa Fe District Court Civil Case 9d) disappeared, probably was settled out of court. [HM] 

1834; Ortiz and Cano take on Damaso Lopez as a partner 
1836 (or 1838); Ygnacio Cano dies, having sold or transferred his ownership or interest in the Ortiz Mine prior to his death. 
1849October28; Maria Ignacia Cano, dau of Ignacio Cano and Ana Maria del Pilar Quiroa, marries Franklin Reed in StaFe. [A.Chavez, ONMF p.410] 
1849October28; Francisco Rian y Perigo, from the United States of America, the son of Larkin Bran? y Perigo and Edith Mecez Perigo, married Maria Ignacia Cano in Santa 

Fé. A son of theirs, Benjamin, married Asención Silva 22Jan1877, and then her sister Magdalena Silva 7Jul1879. Another son, Alkejandro, of TA, married Perfecta 
Madrid 12Jan1875. In the sons’ marriage entries the surname is given as Read. [A.Chavez ONMF p.430] 

1849October28; Maria Ignacia Cano, dau of Ignacio Cano & Ana Maria del Pilar Quiroa, married Franklin Read [FAChavez] - Ignacia Cano is the mother of the prominent 
Territorial attorney and historian Benjamin Reed [Read] <b.1856>.  She is on the 1841 census for the town of Santa Fe indicating she no longer lived in Dolores after her 
father’s death. [HM] 

1853 December26; Know all men by these presents, that I, Maraquita Montoya, widow and sole heir of José Francisco Ortiz, deceased, of the county of Santa Fé, Territory 
of New Mexico, in consideration of the sum of one thousand one hundred dollars, to me paid by John Greiner, of the county and Territory aforesaid, the receipt whereof I 
do hereby acknowledge, do by these presents give, grant, bargain, sell, and convey unto the said John Greiner, his heirs and assigns, a certain parcel of land, on which 
is a gold mine, known by the name of Santa Rosalia, situated in the Real de Dolores, in the county of Santa Fé afresaid; the vein of said mine traversing from north to 
south the mountain called Oso, and bounded and described as follows, to wit: measuring from east to west, under the said vein, 15 varas; measuring south from the 
mouth of the mine 80 varas, to the southern boundary of the mine formerly known by the name of Santa Niño, and now owned by said John Greiner and others … 
PRIVATE LAND CLAIMS IN NEW MEXICO, p.59; No.3 [cont.] and measuring five hundred and twenty varas; also a certain house situated near said mine, now 
occupied by Juan Ortiz as tenant at will; also the Oso spring, situated near said house, with all the privileges of the water for watering place, and use of machinery in the 
working of said mine, and also right of commons and pasture for the distance of two leagues, measuring from the mine to all the cardinal points of the compass… and 
the right, title and interest of the said Ignacio Cano was conveyed by him to the said José Francisco Ortiz, under date of the eighteenth day of September, A.D. 1833, to 
which documents reference is hereby made for a more full description of the property herein conveyed… And I, the said Maraquita Montoya, for myself, my heirs, 
executors, and administrators, do covenant with the said John Greiner, his heirs and assigns, that I am lawfully seized in fee of the aforegranted premises, and they are 
free from all incumbrances; that I have good right to sell and convey the same to the said John Greiner as aforesaid… Maraquita her+mark Montoya. [L.S.] Signed, 
sealed, and delivered in the presence of- J. Houghton. Rafael Romero. Lewis D. Sheetz {clerk of the US district court for the first jud.dist} [in 36th Cong. 2nd Session, Ex. 
Doc. No.28 p.59 et seq.] 

1860November8; …Your petitioners further state that, on the 19th day of September, 1833, the said José Francisco Ortiz and Igancio Cano purchased, upon the same tract 
of land, a mine of José de Jesus Garcia and Rafael Alejo, as will appear by reference to said document A. Your petitioners further state that, after going into the 
possession of, and working said mines for a short time, the said Ignacio Cano became dissatisfied, and sold all his interest in the said mines and land to the said José 
Francisco Ortiz, and was paid in full for the same, and said land and mines continued in the possession and occupancy of the said José Francisco Ortiz until his death. 
Your petitioners further state that the said José Francisco Ortiz, at his death, left no issue or collateral relatives, and the said property was inherited by his wife, the said 
Maraquita Montoya, who deeded the same to John Greiner, who deeded the same to your peititioners. Your petitioners further state that there was a written transfer by 
Ignacio Cano to José Francisco Ortiz of the right, title, and interest of the said Cano to the grant of lands and mines in document A mentioned, but by some accident said 
transfer has been lost or mislaid. Your petitioners further state that since the year 1833 the said property has remained in the quiet and peaceable possession of the said 
José Francisco Ortiz, the said Maraquita Montoya, and your petitioners, and no adverse title exists to said lands and mines known to your petitioners. …John S. Watts, 
Attorney for Petitioners. [in 36th Cong. 2nd Session, Ex. Doc. No.28 p.65] 

1860November8; …Ignacio Cano and his heirs are without title to the grant, even if no sale had ever been made or transfer executed by him to Ortiz, for the simple reason 
that, after ten years’ abandonment, any rights which he might have originally acquired became lost and void. …John S. Watts, Attorney for Petitioners. [in 36th Cong. 
2nd Session, Ex. Doc. No.28 p.66] 

1860November9; Depositions. Joab Houghton, being first duly sworn… Answer. I found this in possession of Maraquita Montoya, widow of José Francisco Ortiz, at the time 
of the negotiation which resulted in the purchase of said title from her by John Greiner. Being employed as attorney by John Greiner to examine into the sufficienty of the 
title, I examined these papers with the view of ascertaining the validity of the title. Question 2. State if any other paper or document accompanied said title which is not 
now with them; and if so, state what it was. Answer. There was another paper in addition to these. It was a transfer, written upon one side of a sheet of paper, of Ignacio 
Cano, conveying all his right, title, and interest in the mine referred to in these documents to José Francisco Ortiz. …what improvements the New Mexico Mining 
Company have made upon the premises… Answer. They have placed upon the premises a quartz mill or crushing machine, driven by steam, and other machinery, for 



the purpose of crushing the ore and extracting the gold, at a cost of eighteen to twenty thousand dollars, including cost of labor, &c. …Samuel Ellison sworn. Question 1. 
Examine paper marked “A,” now presented to you, and state when it was first shown to you, and what examination you made of it? Answer. I first saw them in 1852 or 
1853, and translated them for John Greiner during the negotiation for the purchase of the property mentioned in said documents. Question 2. Was there with said papers 
an additional document not now found with them; and if so, state what it was. Answer. There was a document of transfer from Cano to Ortiz along with said papers, 
transfering Cano’s interest in said property to Ortiz. Samuel Ellison. [in 36th Cong. 2nd Session, Ex. Doc. No.28 p.69-70] 

1860 November 24; Ortiz mine claim; Decision No.9 by the Surveyor-General of New Mexico, by the claimants, Elisha Whittlesey, Ferdinand W. Risque, Andrew J. O. 
Banon, Charles E. Sherman, N.M. Miller, and Thomas J. Walker, the ‘New Mexico Mining Company (original claimants, Jose F. Ortiz and Ignatio Cano) approved March 
1, 1861 by House of Representatives Ex. Doc. No.28, and by the special act No.48,  

1865February12; Ygnacio Cano vs. New Mexico Mining Company, John Grenier, Maraquita Montoya, SF District Court Civil Case 9d 
1876March2;. <filed] Before the Hon. Secretary of the Interior on Appeal – Survey of the “Ortiz Mining Grant,” New Mexico – Argument In Behalf of the Claimant, The New 

Mexico Mining Company, By Henry Beard, Attorney, &c. The “Ortiz Mine grant” was confirmed by an act of Congress, approved March 1, 1861 (12th Stat., p.887), and 
survey made and approved by A.P. Wilbar, surveyor general of New Mexico, September 10, 1861. This survey embraced 69,458 33-100 acres – a little less than sixteen 
square leagues. ¶ This grant of a mine is situate about twenty-five miles south of this city in the Oso (Bear) mountain, and called Santa Rosalia. ¶ The original claimants, 
José Francisco Ortiz and Ignacio Cano, petitioned the first alcalde (magistrate) of Santa Fé, Territory of New Mexico, for a grant of registration to this mine, and on the 
18th December, 1833, received possession in due course and form of law… granted to said peitioners the Oso spring, and all the commons and pasture grounds within 
two leagues, measured from the mine to the four cardinal points. ¶ There is a certificate of sale by José Jesus García and Rafael Allejo to José Francisco Ortiz and 
Ignacio Cano, of a vein of gold which lies in the centre of the mountain for the sum of one hundred dollars in hand paid. This is a complete statement of the case, the 
validity of which is to be now determined. ¶ The present claimants, A. Rencher, Elisha Whittlesey, Ferdinand W. Risque, Andrew J. O’Bannon, Charles E. Sherman, N.M. 
Miller, and Thomas J. Walker, received possession by deed from John Greiner and his wife Laura, and by deed bearing date the 26th December, 1853, the whole of this 
grant was conveyed to John Greiner. 

1882September6; dated; 1882Sep8 filed. Warranty Deed. Antonio Sandoval and Teresa C. de Sandoval wife of San Miguel co. for $300.00 sells to Edward T. Farish of St. 
Louis MO all my undivided interest in the mine of Santa Rosalia and the grant of land therewith made granted and delivered by the Mexican Government on the 10th day 
of December A.D. 1833 to Ygnacio Cano, and Jose Francisco Ortiz… sig. Antonio his x mark Sandoval; Teresa C. her x mark de Sandoval. Wit. Benj M. Read, Jose P. 
Sandoval. b.M Deeds p.12 [BHenderson Abstract of Title No.1 30Sep1983] 

1882September8; filed. Warranty Deed. Jose Caño for $300.00 sells to Edward F. Farish of St. Louis MO all my undivided interest in the mine of Santa Rosalia and the grant 
of land therewith made granted and delivered by the Mexican Government on the 10 day of December A.D. 1833 to my father Ignacio Cano and Jose Francisco Ortiz… 
sig. Jose Ma his x mark Caño. Wit. Benj M. Read. b.L Deeds p.269 [BHenderson Abstract of Title No.1 30Sep1983] 

1889October22; The owners of the Grant (NMMC) were mainly occupied during the 1880s with litigation regarding the validity of their title. ¶ This litigation was settled in the 
Santa Fe District Court on October 22, 1889. The main point of dispute over the ownership of the Grant was whether the original grantee, José Francisco Ortiz, had left 
his property to his wife in toto, or if the legal heirs of Ortiz’ partner had a claim to an undivided half of the Grant. The NMMC had obtained title directly from Ortiz’ widow, 
and held that Ortiz’ partner had been bought out of the Grant prior to Ortiz’ death. The complainant, C.H. Gildersleeve, claimed that no purchase had been made by 
Ortiz before his death, and half of the Grant was held by the heirs of Ignacio Cano, Ortiz’ partner. The dispute was fought through the courts for twenty years before a 
decision was rendered in favor of the NMMC. The legal victory was a pyrrhic success. The NMMC was bankrupt… [J.Townley 1968, p.118] 

1895July15; Ortiz Mine Grant. Beginning of a Resolute Effort to Set Aside the Patent of New Mexico Mining Company. The well known Albuquerque law firm of Warren, 

Fergusson & Gillett has filed with the secretary of the interior a voluminous petition signed by many residents of New Mexico praying “that proper judicial proceedings in the 

courts of said territory be instituted and be prosecuted to final judgment in the name and on behalf of the United States, by the department of justice, or by special counsel to 

be appointed for that purpose, to cancel and annul the patent of the United States, dated May 30, 1876, issued to the New Mexico Mining company, a corporation organized 

under the laws of the territory of New Mexico and recorded in Vol. XVI, page 108 to 121, inclusive, in the office of the recorder of the general land office, and also recorded 

in the office of the probate clerk and ex-officio recorder of the county of Santa Fe, etc., quit claiming and relinquishing to said patentee the tract of land and the premises 

therein bounded and described, and called and known as ‘Ortiz Mine grant,’ and containing 69,458 33-100 acres of land and also to vacate and set aside the survey of said 

tract of land made by and on behalf of the United States, mentioned in said patent.” ¶ In support of the petition it is alleged that the patent is based on “frauds or mistakes of 

the most glaring character, disclosed upon the face of the public documents themselves, upon which the said patent is based, affecting the rights of the government, and of 

private citizens who are entitled to the benefit and protection of the laws of the United States;” that the confirmation of this private grant was not intended to affect the adverse 

rights of other persons; that the laws of Spain made a clear distinction between grants of land for mining and for other purposes; that it may well be doubted if the surveyor 

general had power to report upon titles or claims to mines; that the sole foundation upon which the patent rests is the report of the surveyor general confirmed by congress, in 

which it is set forth at length that the only matter before him was the grant of a single mine called “Santa Rosalia,” in the Iao mountain, registered and obtained possession of 

by Ortiz and Cano on December 18, 1833; that the conveyance by the government in fee simple of sixteen square leagues was an intrusion upon the rights of other occupants 

who held at that time; that the towns of Real de Dolores, Las Norias and San Francisco were each entitled to four square leagues of land. ¶ The immense value of the Ortiz 

Mine grant in the valuable yellow stuff will naturally excite great interest in the effort to break the patent of the New Mexico Mining company and a legal battle of no mean 

proportions is assured. [SFDNM] 

1897March10; Larkin Gregory Read … Mr. Read’s mother was the daughter of Don Ygnacio Cano, one of the two original grantees of the Ortiz mine grant, 

and her name all over this country is the synonym of nobleness of heart and Christian charity. [SFDNM] 
1901; [Ortiz mine] In 1828, before gold was thought of in connection with Califormia, this mine was making regular shipments of the yellow stuff by mule 

train to Chihuahua, Mex. In 1833 the Spanish government granted the tract to Ortiz and Cano. A history of the property since would fill a volume of no 

mean proportions. [Mines and Minerals of New Mexico, 1901, p.56, cited in Northrup, 1975] 

1967; The vein is about four feet wide but pinched and swells irregularly. It strikes N15°E, dips 75°WNW, and can be traced for about half a mile…several attempts have 
been made to reopen the mine, the last in 1935 and 1936. The main shaft is 250 feet deep. Water stands at about 150 feet. Ore above the 200-foot level is oxidized 
and free-milling; below 200 feet, pyrite and chalcopyrite appear. [NMBM&MR 1967 p.46] 

 
Ignacio Cano  <b.1893>    - wife is Juanita Cano;  of Golden  <see also Ygnacio Cano 
1920January16_census: Golden Village house 5; Santaneta M. Cano, 54 y-o, owns farm, widow, b.NM; 2son, Guazio Cano, miner Coal, 29, single, b.NM, Pete Cano, miner 

Coal, 27, single, b.NM, 1dau, Esfrastia, 17, b.NM.  
1930_census: Pedro Cano, 34y-o, pct.11 Golden, Santanita Cano, 63y-o, Ignacio Cano, 37y-o 
1947June23; Filed. POL on Golden Key, Rising Sun, Alamo, Hazel, Golden Fleece, Cora, Excelsior PMCs. Gilbert R. Griswold, sworn, deposes that Lawrence A. Tamme, 

owner of the unpatented pmcs… people doing the work being the following: Rayes Candelaria, Patrick Candelaria, Ike Candelaria, Frank Baca, Augustin Chavez, 
Ignacio Cano, Ramon Chavez, Manuel Martinez, Del Burch. Sig. Gilbert R. Griswold. b.P Mines p.34. [BHenderson Abstract of Title, Supplemental 30Sep1983] 

1955June24; Filed. In the District Court No.26399 [to clear title]. George W. Potter and Fay F. Potter, Plaintiffs, vs. [long list of those with int in OMG] (2) Ignacio Cano; Peter 
Dominovitch; M.J. Gianini; Vearn Huffacker; Demeetrio Montano; Cesario Ortiz; Maximilian M. Read; Lawrence A. Tamme, As receiver of SFDCo; Samuel Padilla, 
sometimes known as Sam Padilla; John A. Parsons; Manuel Vigil;… Defendants. Sig. Robert E. Fox District Judge. b.104-Misc. p.450-A. [BHenderson Abstract of Title 
Supplemental No.3456, v.IV, 30Sep1983] 

1973; Taxes, Ignacio Cano Lot 2, Block 24; Lot 3, Block 16. Paid by Tax Deed. [BHenderson Abstract of Title No.6313 30Sep1983 p.521] 
1974; Taxes, Ignacio Cano Lot 2, Block 24; Lot 3, Block 16. Paid by Tax Deed. [BHenderson Abstract of Title No.6313 30Sep1983 p.521] 



1975; Taxes, Ignacio Cano Lot 2, Block 24; Lot 3, Block 16. Paid by Tax Deed. [BHenderson Abstract of Title No.6313 30Sep1983 p.521] 
1976; Taxes, Ignacio Cano Lot 2, Block 24; Lot 3, Block 16. Paid. [BHenderson Abstract of Title No.6313 30Sep1983 p.521] 
1976September24; Dated. Filed same. Quitclaim Deed. TITLE TO BLOCK 16 Golden – Title to Bernie Armijo. Juanita Cano, widow of Ignacio Cano, to Bernie and Frances Armijo. b.Misc.339 p.118. 

[BHenderson Abstract of Title No.6313 30Sep1983 p.323] 
1976September24; Dated. Filed same. Quitclaim Deed. TITLE TO BLOCK 16 Golden – Title of Walter Scartaccini. Juanita Cano, widow of Ignacio Cano, to Bernie and Frances Armijo. b.Misc.339 

p.118. [BHenderson Abstract of Title No.6313 30Sep1983 p.328] 
1976September24; Dated. Filed same. Quitclaim Deed. TITLE TO BLOCKS 23&24 Golden. Juanita Cano, widow of Ignacio Cano, to Bernie and Frances Armijo. b.Misc.339 p.118. [BHenderson 

Abstract of Title No.6313 30Sep1983 p.407] 

 
Jose Cano    - son of Ygnacio Cano;  Ortiz Mine grant 
1881September30(loc); William Niven, R.W. Henderson, Jose Carno, J.H. Kilbourn Ne Plus Ultra placer 80ac about 1mi E of Old Placer Town, bounded 

W by Defiance PC, 40rodsN 80rodsE etc, rec 23Dec81 [b.E p.730] 
1881October3(disc&loc); George A. Davis, Richard W. Henderson, Jose Cano, William Niven, Jaime M. Allen, Edwin C. Rolls, John McDonald Croesus 

lode 150’Nly 1350’Sly 300’ea side, rec 28Oct81 [b.D p.617] 

1881October8(disc&loc); William Niven, Richard W. Henderson, Jose Cano, James M. Allen, Edwin C. Rolls, John McDonald, locators, Lisere / Lucre 
lode 250’NEly 1250’SWly 300’ea side, rec 28Oct81 [b.D p.619] 

1881October19(disc&loc); James M. Allen, Richard W. Henderson, George A. Davis, Jose Cano, William Niven, Edwin C. Rolls, John McDonald, 
locators, Monarch Lode 300’NEly 1200’SW 300’ea side, rec 28Oct81 [b.D p.618] 

1882September8; filed. Warranty Deed. Jose Caño for $300.00 sells to Edward F. Farish of St. Louis MO all my undivided interest in the mine of Santa Rosalia and the grant 
of land therewith made granted and delivered by the Mexican Government on the 10 day of December A.D. 1833 to my father Ignacio Cano and Jose Francisco Ortiz… 
sig. Jose Ma his x mark Caño. Wit. Benj M. Read. b.L Deeds p.269 [BHenderson Abstract of Title No.1 30Sep1983] 

 

José Maria Cano    - wife is Santana Martinez de Cano;  Golden 
1926February16; marriage @ Iglesia de Nuestra Señora de Guadalupe de Peña Blanca; Reyes Armijo, son of Roberto Armijo and of Severa Romero, with Eufracia Cano, 

dau of José Maria Cano and of Santana Martínez, 22 y-o. Reyes Armijo is 25 y-o, from Golden. Padrinos, Franco Martínez and Ageda Martínez. [Microfilm LDS 016-865 
p.391] 

 

Jesus Cano  <b.Parral 1832, b.NM 1838  d.Golden Jun1900)    - of ParralMEX & Real de San Francisco 
Golden cemetery: Cano, Jesus, b.Paral, Mexico, d.June 1900 Age 68 

1870August2_census: Lenisa Martin, keeping house, 20y-o, illiterate, born NM, resident Real de San Francisco pct.12 with Jesus Cano (32 miner, illiterate, FaMoForeign 
born, born NM), Bernado Cano (2 FaForeign born, born NM), Ambrosia Cano (7mos born Nov, FaForeign born, born NM) 

 

Juan Cano    - freighter of Golden 
1897December20; At the Bon Ton: L.E? Rodgers, Lamy; Juan ????, Pablo Vega, Dolores… [SFDNM] 

1905-06 Juan Cano, freighter @ Golden [Business Directory, The Gazetteer Pub.Co.] 

Cano in Golden was the bodyguard of Ernest Riccon during wagon trips for goods. [per BHenderson 19Jun2010] <poss. Igancio Cano? 
 

Maria Ignacia Cano    - dau of Ignacio Cano & Ana Maria del Pilar Quiroa;  of Dolores & StaFe 

1849October28; Maria Ignacia Cano, dau of Ignacio Cano and Ana Maria del Pilar Quiroa, marries Franklin Reed in StaFe. [A.Chavez, ONMF p.410] 
Maria Ignacia Cano is the mother of the prominent Territorial attorney and historian Benjamin Reed [Read] <b.1856>.  She is on the 1841 census for the town of Santa Fe 

indicating she no longer lived in Dolores after her husband’s?father’s death. [HM] 
1897March10; Larkin Gregory Read … Mr. Read’s mother was the daughter of Don Ygnacio Cano, one of the two original grantees of the Ortiz mine grant, 

and her name all over this country is the synonym of nobleness of heart and Christian charity. [SFDNM] 

 
Panfiro Cano    - New Placers 

1867August14; Van C. Smith, John A. Clark, Charles O. Brown, Nelson H. Davis, James H. Carleton, Simon H. Smith, Dolores Chavez, Panfiro Camo 

<Brown, Carleton, S.Smith, Chavez, Camo signed by attorney J.S. Hutchason), American lode gold mixed with other metals & minerals, southern slope 
of San Lazaro mountain; boundary is Hutchason lode loc by Bernando Freeis et al. [b.A p.156]  

1867August14; Valentine S. Shelby, Bernando Frere, H.M. Enos, M. Bloomfield, M. Caracher, Thomas Patterson, Panfiro Camo, E. Williams, <Frere, 

Enos, Caracher, Patterson, Camo, Williams by J.S.H. Atty) J.S. Hutchason; Mammoth lode gold mixed with other metals & minerals, southern slope of 
San Lazaro mountain [b.A p.159]  

1867August17; H.M. Enos, Henry Springer, Henry Carpenter, W.T. Strachan, E. Williams, Panfiro Cano, M. Caracher, M. Bloomfield <all by 

J.S.Hutchason, Atty); Hutchason lode gold mixed with other metals & minerals, in Sn Lazaro mountains on NW slope of large hill near a large gulch 
commencing at a shaft sunk upon the discovery claim [b.A p.165]  

1867August17; J.S. Hutchason, (remainder by J.S.H. atty>Michael Ward, Panfiro Camo, Dolores Chavez, Bernando Frere, James Patterson, Juan Chavez; 

Santa Candalaria lode gold mixed with other metals & minerals, southern slope of San Lazaro mountain [b.A p.170]  
 

Paulina de Cano    - Golden 

1962May4; Special Warranty Deed. Ernest Riccon and Lucy Riccon, his wife, for consideration paid, grant to William D. Henderson and Elvira R. Henderson, his wife, as joint 
tenants with rights of survivorship, the following described tracts or parcels of land, situation in the County of Santa Fe, State of New Mexico, to wit: ¶ Tract 1. All of Block 
numbered Five (5), of the Town of Golden… The grantors expressly reserve the right occupy as their abode, for as long as they or the survivor of them shall live, two 
rooms to be selected by them, in the apartment building situated on the said tract, free of charge for rent or other purposes. ¶ Tract 2. A tract or parcel of land in the 
Town of Golden, described as follows: [lot 1, block 6] ¶ Tract 3. [S portion of block 4] ¶ Tract 4. [parcel N of CdelA Grant] ¶ Tract 5. [parcel N of CdelA Grant] ¶ Tract 6. A 
tract of land at Golden, New Mexico, on the west side of the public road, State Road 10, with a frontage of 100 feet on the said road, and measuring 60 by 100 feet, 
which is the same lot formerly owned by Paulina de Cano, conveyed to Placido Rodriguez, and by Placido Rodrguez, conveyed to Ernest Riccon by a deed dated May 
10, 1923, which is recorded in Book M-5 of Deeds, at page 593, on the deed records of Santa Fe County…  [BH papers] 

 

Pedro Cano  <b.1896>    - wife is Maria Cano;  of Golden 
1920January16_census: Golden Village house 5; Santaneta M. Cano, 54 y-o, owns farm, widow, b.NM; 2son, Guazio Cano, miner Coal, 29, single, b.NM, Pete Cano, miner 

Coal, 27, single, b.NM, 1dau, Esfrastia, 17, b.NM.  
1930_census: Pedro Cano, 34y-o, pct.11 Golden, Santanita Cano, 63y-o, Ignacio Cano, 37y-o 



1948January12; Dated. Filed same. Warranty Deed. TITLE TO BLOCK 9 Golden – Title to William and Vera Henderson. Prudencio Garcia and Angelita Garcia, his wife, to Pete Cano and Maria 
Cano, his wife. b.Misc.33 p.369. [BHenderson Abstract of Title No.6313 30Sep1983 p.188] 

1948December18; Dated. Filed 1Feb1950. Warranty Deed. TITLE TO BLOCK 9 Golden – Title to William and Vera Henderson. Pete Cano and Maria Cano, his wife, to Eliseo M. Sanchez, a single 
man. b.Deeds 45 p.91. [BHenderson Abstract of Title No.6313 30Sep1983 p.189] 

 

Santanita Martínez de Cano  (b.NM 1867>    - husb is José Maria Cano;  of Golden 
1920January16_census: Golden Village house 5; Santaneta M. Cano, 54 y-o, owns farm, widow, b.NM; 2son, Guazio Cano, miner Coal, 29, single, b.NM, Pete Cano, miner 

Coal, 27, single, b.NM, 1dau, Esfrastia, 17, b.NM.  
1930_census: Pedro Cano, 34y-o, pct.11 Golden, Santanita Cano, 63y-o, Ignacio Cano, 37y-o 

________________________________________________________________ 
 

CAÑON DEL AGUA GRANT 
1833; Cañon del Agua Grant, StaFe co.; 341 acres, granted 1844, confirmed 1866. [History of NM, Chas F. Coan, 1925, p.476] 
1875March16; Indenture betw NMMC & Cañon del Agua Grant, for $5 to quit claim ca.259 acres to CdA of grant overlapping OMG; sig. Samuel Norment, NMMC Pres, 

Zadock Staab, Secy. [BHenderson Abstract of Title No.1 30Sep1983] 
1893December26; <survey commenced, Survey completed, Dec.29, 1893. Survey of the Canon Del Agua Grant Reported No.40 by George H. Pradt, US Deputy Surveyor, 

under contract No.277, dated October 6, 1893. [p.459/1] I now proceed to the Canon del Agua Spring, the East boundary call of the Canon del Agua Grant, and run 
thence Due North on a blank line. Va. 18° 50’ East, and at 2 miles 36 chs. and 70 lks, intersect the North boundary of the San Pedro grant at a point on said line 3 chs. 
45 lks. West of the N.E. corner… [p.462/4] From the Northwest corner of the grant I run South on West Boundary Va. 18° 45’ East. Over mountainous land and through 
dense timber. 2.70 Descend South slope of the Little Tuerto Mountain canyon, East and West. 8.66 To a point on the South boundary of the Ortiz Grant 88 chs. and 65 
lks. East of the place for the Southwest cor. of said Grant. …[p.463/5] 50.81 Road from Golden to Palo Amarillo; course E. and W. 66.38 To the North boundary of the 
San Pedro Grant at a point 19 chs. and 50 lks. West of the 25 mile cor. on the North bdy. of said grant. [p.464/6] Two mining shafts were noted on the East side of the 
grant and a placer location (No.857) on the West side, but no other indications of mineral. There is no permanent natural supply of water and there are no settlement. 
Golden, a small mining town formerly called Real de San Francisco, lies about 20 chs. North of the North boundary. [p.467/9] Hiram T. Brown, Chainman. David L. 
Miller, Chainman. Nicolas Montoya, Axeman and Flagman. Subscribed and sworn to before me this 30th day of December, 1893. R.M. Carley, Notary Public. [Vol. 
0151] 

 
S. Canovan    - of Canovan & Dugan;  of Gallup 
1896December11; C.W. Medler, of Albuquerque, was appointed receiver for the Rocky Cliff mine. This is the mine that has been operated by Messrs. 

Canovan & Dugan and over which there has been considerable trouble. Mr. Hayes, the gentleman first appointed, failed to qualify. Mr. Medler is well 
spoken of as a man entirely capable of filling the position. – Gallup Gleaner. [SFDNM] 

1897September27; Mr. S. Canovan of Gallup, registers at the Exchange. [SFDNM] 

 
William Cantell    - Cochiti m.d. & BisbeeAZ 

1899July19; Cochiti. William Cantell and Louis Horn, who were lately employed on the Giant mine, have gone to Bisbee, Ariz. [SFNM] 

 
J. Cantfield    - Dolores & Monero 

1898February1; Mrs. M.C. Strang and Mrs. J. Cantfield, of Dolores, are registered at the Palace hotel. Mrs. Cantfield is on her way to Monero to join her 

husband, who is connected with the Monero Coal Mining company. Mrs. Strang is a sister of Mr. L.C. Erman, manager of the Ortiz mine at Dolores, and 

will return to that place upon the departure of Mrs. Cantfield for the north. – At the Palace: Mrs. M.?. Strang, Mrs. J. Cantfield, Dolores… [SFNM] 

 
Daniel Cantlion 
1890November7; Wm. Ash and Daniel Cantlion add their names to the Rustler’s list this week. [The Cerrillos Rustler Vol.III No.17] 
 
Joseph C. Cantrell    - LawrenceKS 

1896July31; [Bon Ton not cited] Geo Murray, John Wilson, Joseph C. Cantrell, Lawrence, Kas... [SFDNM] 

 
Lupita Sandoval Cantu  (CerCatholicCem, b.Mar18,1909  d.Sept11,1995 – same plot with Carmelita G. Sandoval)    - of Cerrillos & StaFe 
Onetime Madrid students of Julia Vergolio; Mary Sandoval taught singing for me when I was teaching in Waldo. She taught school in the Indian Service for many years 

(Cochiti). Lupita Sandoval Cantu worked at the post office in Cerrillos NM for many years. She lives in Santa Fe NM. Rose Sandoval Dimas lives in Stockton CA. She 
called me and thanked me for teaching her and later teaching her children (Jerry, Arlene, Mike, Buddy, Ernie, Richard). Rose and Celestio had 14 children. Celestino 
died when the children were young. Rose managed to give them a good education and they all have good jobs. [JVWeeks, Stories Around The Fireplace p.53] 

1953January16; Miss Lupita Sandoval postmaster, Act. P.M. 7Apr1938, assumed charge 1Apr – Miss Lupita Sandoval, confirmed 20Jun1938, commission signed&mailed 
11Aug, assumed charge 12Aug, Millitary Leave Inducted 28Mar1943. Mrs. May J. Padilla M. Act. P.M. 17May1943, assumed charge 11May, apptd to serve during 
absence of P.M. on military leave. Miss Lupita Sandoval rtd to PM duty 9-30-43, cause&date of vacancy Res. – Mrs Lupita S. Cantu name changed by marriage from 
Lupita Sandoval 1/16/53. [SFCo PO ledger] 

 
H. J. Cantwell    - of St. Louis, Grant co. 
1900April10; Grant County. The Grandview group of mines in Camp Mitchell, Carpenter district of Grant county, has passed into the hands of a St. Louis 

syndicate, headed by H.J. Cantwell, president of the Columbia Lead Company, and will hereafter be actively worked. [SFNM] 

1900May9; Grant County. A St. Louis company headed by H.J. Cantwell, president of the Columbia Land Company, has purchased the Grand View group, 

which has one of the largest bodies of lead and zinc ore in the country. [SFNM] 

 
Ignasio Caoro  (b.NM 1891>    - wife is Juanita Caoro (b.NM 1907>;  of Golden 
1940May9_census ED 25-30 Golden sheet 1B; enumerator Cecil F. Northam; Ignasio Caoro, owns house value $20, 49, education 0, b.NM, living in ’35 same house, at 

work, 42 hrs in week, Laborer Copper mine, 28 wks worked in 1939, wages $700; Juanita Caoro, 33, wife, education 4, b.NM, living in ’35 same house, Houseworker, 
unpaid family worker, no wages; Helen Caoro, 2 dau, education 0, b.NM; Santinita Caoro, 71, mother, widow, education 0, b.NM, Unable to work. 

 
Cape    - of Cape & Osteen;  Mora co. 



1900February21; [Mora co.] Rev. C.H. Pettibone, J.W. Walker and C.T. Linton have taken up six claims outside of those of the Copper Glance company. 

Two men named Cape and Osteen, who own four claims have taken out in developing on called the Old Glory to a depth of 27 feet, 616 pounds of 
nuggets, which were sold to Prof. Fred Stanton, of Denver... [SFNM] 

 

CAPITAL COAL COMPANY    - StaFe 
1909January16: The Capital Coal Co. is tearing down its coal sheds and buildings across from the D&RG Depot and will remove to some location in the city. The 

AT&SF decided it wanted the grounds possibly for the location of the new depot. [SFNM 100yrs] 
1959February18: The Capital Coal Co. today started moving their location to Guadalupe and Montezuma Avenues. [SFNM 50yrs] 

 

Jack Capoose    - Cerrillos 
1900November23; Local Items; Jack Capoose returned Monday from his antelope hunt. He failed to get any antelope, but reports a royal good time. [Cerrillos Register Vol.1 

No.1] 
 
Ed Capson    - New Placers 

1883August20(loc); George Crosson, S.F. Cary, W.J. Benton, George Lail, E.A. Powel, J.S. Brownewell, Ed Capson, W.C. Dennison, F.W. Hamm Eureka 
placer mining claim from Crossan pmc SE corner N66ºE 1mi E66ºS 1/4mi, NPMD, rec 5Sep83 [b.F p.449] 

 

CAPTAIN DAVIS MINING COMPANY    - Abq 

1938October17; Received of From Cap Davis Mining Co Thwenty six and no/100, account By R. Martinez, Pete Cruz. Ernest Riccon. [BHenderson] 
1940April5; Dated. Cancellation of Lease. Galisteo Company to Charles McKinnis of Los Angeles… a certain indenture made in duplicate… all assignees, transferees or 

successors in interest thereto, including the Ortiz Grant Mines Corporation, a New Mexico Corporation, Annie M. Alexander, of Oakland CA, the Ortiz Mountains Mining 
Corporation, a Nevada Corporation, Max Marquis, of Walsenburg CO, Ralph Winchell, of Monte Vista CO, O.S. Elwood, of Monte Vista CO, W.A. Covert, of Monte Vista 
CO, J.I. Kerr, of Monte Vista CO, and Sam Bernstein, of Monte Vista CO; Dr. W.H. Smith, A.L. Brueggeman, and Robert M. Patterson, all of StaFe, Ruben Martinez and 
Pete Cruz, of Golden, The Captain Davis Mining Company, of Abq, and Pete Dominovitch, of Golden, is hereby cancelled, set aside and held for naught… failed to pay 
the royalties... Sig.Galisteo Company Henry R. Hoyt Its President, attest Mary Quintana Assistant Secretary. b.O Mines p.204. [BHenderson Abstract of Title No.1 
30Sep1983] 

 
M. Caracher    - New Placers 

1867August14; Valentine S. Shelby, Bernando Frere, H.M. Enos, M. Bloomfield, M. Caracher, Thomas Patterson, Panfiro Camo, E. Williams, <Frere, 
Enos, Caracher, Patterson, Camo, Williams by J.S.H. Atty) J.S. Hutchason; Mammoth lode gold mixed with other metals & minerals, southern slope of 

San Lazaro mountain [b.A p.159]  

1867August17; H.M. Enos, Henry Springer, Henry Carpenter, W.T. Strachan, E. Williams, Panfiro Cano, M. Caracher, M. Bloomfield <all by 
J.S.Hutchason, Atty); Hutchason lode gold mixed with other metals & minerals, in Sn Lazaro mountains on NW slope of large hill near a large gulch 

commencing at a shaft sunk upon the discovery claim [b.A p.165]  

 

B. Caranta    - Cerrillos 
1913-14 B. Caranta, restaurant & saloon @ Cerrillos [NM State Business Directory] 

 
Hubert M. Caraway    - Cerrillos 
1975; Hubert M. Caraway is Master of Cerrillos Masonic Lodge [Sta Fe]; Jack E. Churchill before, Louis R. Jacobs after 

 
Tom A. Carberry  (d.San Pedro 16Sep1895)    - of San Pedro 

1895September16; Tom Carberry Suicides. Golden, Santa Fe Co., Sept.14. Tom A. Carberry committed suicide at San Pedro this morning about ? o’clock 
by cutting his throat with a razor. About 2:30 a.m. Joe Machetta, who lives in the adjoining house, hearing groans, went to Carberry’s room and found 

him very sick with cramps in the stomach. Machetta gave him a dose of “pain killer,” and went down to consult Mr. Jaycope, who has considerable 

knowledge of medicine. He was only absent about fifteen minutes. Upon his return he found Carberry had cut his throat. Greatly alarmed, he went to call 
Jaycope, and when they returned together Carberry was gasping his last. No cause for the rash act is known, unless it was poor health. ¶ Tom A. 

Carberry was a citizen of Maryland, but was born in Bermuda, while his parents were there on a visit. He was a Confederate soldier during the war and 

lost a leg at the battle of Chancellorsville. He has been a resident of this camp for the past eight years and was respected by all. ¶ The justice of the peace 
summoned a jury and a coroner’s inquest was held over the body at 9 a.m. to-day. The verdict was, suicide by cutting his throat. ¶ The remains will be 

interred at San Pedro to-morrow. [SFDNM] 

________________________________________________________________ 

 * Carbonate * 
CARBONATE CITY    - Grant co. 
Carbonate City, Grant co, a short-lived mining camp laid out in 1882, in Burro Mtns 9mi from Silver City. [The Place Names of NM, R.Julyan] 
 

CARBONATE HILL CONSOLIDATED M. & M. COMPANY    - of LeadvilleCO 
Coyote Mining & Milling Co., of Mora County; Guadalupita Mining & Milling Co., of Mora County; Elizabethtown Gold Mining Co., of Colfax County; Moreno Valley Mining 

Co., of Colfax County; Red River Placer Mining Co., of Taos County; St. Louis & Las Vegas M.&S. Co., of Socorro County; White Oaks Consolidated Gold Mining Co., of 

Lincoln County; Jicarilla Placer Mining Co., of Lincoln County; Tres Hermanos Mining Co., of Santa Fé County; Las Animas Gold Mining Co., of Sierra County; The 

Buckeye Mining Co., of Socorro County; The Water Cañon Mining Co., of Socorro County; The Stone Wall Mining Co., of Socorro County; The Deep Down Mining Co., of 

Grant County; The Mammoth Consolidated M.&M. Co., of Santa Fé County; The Carbonate Hill Consolidated M.&M. Co., of Leadville, Colo.; The Corona Queen Mining & 

Milling Co., of Lincoln County; The writer was to some extent in all of these different mining companies, and still possesses enough handsomely lithographed stock 

certificates to paper the walls of a good-sixed room. [My Life on the Frontier] 

 

CARBONATEVILLE 
Carbonateville (Santa Fe). Once a flourishing mining town, 5 mi S of Bonanza City, in the center of Los Cerrillos District. PO 1879-80. First called Turquesa. [T.M. Pearce 

1965] 



Turquesa, Turquoise City, StaFe co, 5mi S of Bonanza, in the center of the LCMD; PO as Carbonateville 1879-80, as Turquesa 1880-89. Although turquoise had been mined 
in this region since prehistoric times, it was the discovery of gold in the region by Anglo prospectors that led to the founding of Carbonateville in 1879 and its naming for 
the mineral carbonate. A year later the village had 40 houses, and the PO name was changed to Turquesa; subsequently the settlement was referred to as Turquesa 
or Tuquoise City, though newspapers continued to use Carbonateville. By 1884 the town had 500 people, and Gov. Lew Wallace read the proofs of his best-selling 
novel Ben Hur while staying in a Turquesa hotel. But by 1885 mining was declining, Turquesa/Carbonateville with it, and today nothing remains of the former mining 
camp. [The Place Names of NM, R.Julyan] 

Post Offices in  StaFe region, per James W. White, corrected by Jim Forte; Santa Fe, 1Oct1849; Santa Cruz, 4Feb1852; Juana Lopez, 10Dec1866 to 1870; Real de Dolores, 
1Mar1869 to 1870; Pojoaque, 25Feb1870 to 1919; La Bajada, 17Jul1870 to 1872; Glorieta, 6Jan1875; Gallisteo, 19Dec1876 to 1885; Carbonateville 10Jul1879 to 
1880; Cañoncito, 30Sep1879 to 1880; Turquesa, 1880 to 1899; Cerrillos, 29Jun1880; Golden, 2Jul1880 to 1928; Bonanza City, 2Aug1880 to 1883; Lamy, 1Mar1881 to 
1963; San Pedro, 16May1881 to 1918; Dolores, 1887 to 1901; Galisteo, 1893 to 1959; Hobart, 19May1894 to 1912; Romero, 4Apr1895 to 1900; Madrid, 27Mar1896 to 
1966; Cowspring, 6Apr1899 to 1906; Buckman, 22Jun1899?89 to 1925; Nambé, 16Apr1901 to 1922; Ildefonso, 14Aug1901 to 1915; Kennedy, 31May1902 to 1918; La 
Cienega, 17Apr1906 to 1907; Stanley, 13Apr1907 to 1965; Otto, 4Jun1907 to 1923; Hyer, 7Jan1908 to 1926; Venus, 10Feb1901?09 to 1928; Dennison, 4Jun1907?12 
to 1912; Barton, 1908 to 1936; Waldo, 20May1919 to 1936; Los Alamos, 9Nov1920; Cundiyo, 15Jul1922 to 1964; Carnahan, 8Feb1927 to 1930; En Medio, 25Aug1932 
to 1933; Edgewood, 1Oct1936; Tesuque, 28Feb1938; Totavi, 16Feb1949 to 1953 [newmexicoalhn.net] 

Carbonateville; PO 1879-1899; 15mi SW of StaFe; turquoise & silver. [NM in Maps, Jerry Williams 1986] 
1881May19; Notwithstanding the unusually wet spring it is quite dry out at Carbonateville and in the surrounding country. In the New Placers district the country looks much 

better in this respect. – There are upwards of eight hundred good leads near Carbonateville, and not more than one out of five is on patented land. The camp is 
particularly blessed in this respect. Most of the mines too, are on government lands and are held by clear titles. [SFDNM] 

1881May31; The Mina del Tiro, properly worked, could be made one of the finest pieces of mining property in the Territory. [SFDNM] 
1881June10; All the boarding houses at Carbonateville, and indeed in the Cerrillos district, are filled with newly arrived miners and moneyed men. [SFDNM] 
1881June28; Nuggets. Carbonateville will yet produce more than one Mina del Tiro, the mine which has a wider reputation than any other in New Mexico. [SFDNM] 
1881June28; Nuggets. Hungry Gulch, west of Carbonateville, contains some of the best mines in that district. But little is heard of them, however, as the owners give the 

press no items for publication. This is not a good plan. [SFDNM] 
1881July6; Letters From The Camps, No.4. ¶ Carbonateville, or Turquesa, is located at the north end of a gulch running north and south, about five miles south of Bonanza 

and four miles north of Cerrillos. It has a population of [about?] two hundred. The view from it southward is most magnificent. The Sandia mountains, forty miles distant 
are readily seen by the naked eye from the village. The village is well supplied with hotel accommodations. ¶ It is hardly necessary to dwell long upon the fact that all 
the water used here is brought from Bonanza, a distance of five miles, because people are determined to get water in the town if it takes all summer. A hole has been 
drilled here a hundred and ninety feet without getting water, but the pluck of the people is commendable, as this hole will be bored seven hundred feet if necessary. 
Another hole is being drilled by the proprietors of the store here. It is going down at the rate of three feet a day and has now reached a depth of fifty feet. ¶ Messrs. 
Frank Dimick and Robert Hart were the first settlers of Carbonateville. They came here in 1879 and located quite a number of claims in February of that year. They also 
opened up the Carbonate mine in the same year. It is on the town site and is down one hundred and thirty-four feet. It is not now worked. ¶ This is a quiet, peaceful 
mining camp. Two good assayers are permanently settled here and as they are reliable men confidence can be placed in their statements. ¶ A few words about the 
celebrated turquoise mines. As they have been written up so graphically within the last twenty-five years by some of  the ablest writers of this age, I approach the 
subject with hesitation. I will try however to give a few additional facts as I find them. The work on the ???? ?? would ??, was discontinued in 1680, and was resumed 
again about a year ago. The patentee of the land, as near as can be ascertained here, is Mr. Enos Andrews, of Santa Fe. In the spring of 1880 a party of New York 
capitalists located a claim on this mine under the United States mining laws, and have expended a number of thousand dollars in sinking shafts, making tunnels, &c. 
Work is now stopped, and, as I was reminded yesterday by one of the gentlemen ?? ?? ?? ?? improvement, no more work will be done on the mine in the near future, 
at least, as every dollar expended has been a loss to the company. A large quantity of this turquoise, the best quality taken out by this company, was taken by one of 
the proprietors, to one of the best jewelers in New York City for appraisement of its value. This jeweler pronounced it of no value whatever. The turquoise stones were 
left there with the jewelers to sell, and not one cent has ever been received by the company from them. For ages to come fabulous stories of the immense wealth 
mined from this great mineral storehouse will be told and believed throughout the civilized world, and yet the facts are that the stone recently taken from this mine has 
no commercial value. I visited these mines and the above statement from the owners can be relied upon. ¶ The Mina del Tira, and old Spanish mine, is located two 
miles south of Carbonateville. A visit to this mine is by no means satisfactory, as it is now locked up and there is no access to it. There have been three shafts sunk, 
two of them to a depth of one hundred and fifty feet each, the other one about eighty feet. The mines have been leased to an Iowa mining company by the patentee, for 
a term of years. Col. L.H. Whitson, the president of that company, came on with all the machinery for the successful operation of the mine, but was prevented from 
erecting the machinery at the mine by the miners who have located this mine under the United States mining laws. There is a strong secret organization of miners here, 
who would most certainly mete out dire vengeance to any one who attempted to work this mine in the interest of the patentee. While my a?t?? sympathies are always 
with the laboring man when pitted against capital, and while in this struggle my sympathies go out strongly for the miners, yet for the good of this camp, for the good of 
the patentee, for the good of the miners as well as all concerned, the miners should either let the work go on and serve an injunction on the company, or commence 
work themselves, and thus bring on a suit, so as to test the ownership. As it is now the mine is valueless, and will remain so until the dispute is settled by the courts. ¶ 
The Good Hope, a valuable mine in the vicinity, was recently sold to eastern parties for the snug little sum of $60,000. The shaft has only been sunk eight feet. ¶ About 
one location in every fifteen in this camp has a windlass. The trouble appears to be that the miners are “?? ??,” as but very little more than the assessment work is... 
[last lines cut off] W.W.C. [W.W. Cone] Carbonateville, [July 1-2-3?] 1881 [SFDNM Vol.X No.107] 

1881October15; Notwithstanding the fact that Carbonateville does not hope to have reduction works and has the disadvantage of being without water to 

contend with, the camp is growing exceedingly rapidly, and is already one of the most prosperous camps in this section of country. [SFDNM] 

1881November10; It is about time that some arrangements were being made to secure the regular receipts of mails at Bonanza, Carbonateville, Cerrillos and 
Golden. One forty mile route would accomplish this. [SFDNM] 

1881December2; Several new houses have been commenced at Carbonateville recently. [SFDNM] 

1882January25; The hotel at Carbonateville is said to be crowded all the time. The district is full of miners, and all accommodations are being put to use. 
Work is brisk at this time. [SFDNM] 

1882March8; The morning after reaching the Cerrillos; I went to Carbonateville; about one mile from the town the road begins to meander between the base 

of a series of low hills, ranging from two hundred feet up to one thousand feet in height, but as you approach the old Turquoise mine, with the dump 
pile on both sides, that in the past centuries were carried out on the backs of the workmen. When going to investigate the openings, the disadvantages 

the men must have labored under to do the work, the few that could work, and want of machinery showed it must have taken several generations to 

accomplish what the workings show has been done. On going in the dark holes, a flicker of light with the brilliancy of a lightning bug was visible, and 
on reaching the source of light, for I had none myself, I found the light was a candle in the hand of an Indian, who with chisel and hammer was picking 

out pieces of turquoise. This Indian’s conversation was entertaining; it sounded unlike any language I have ever heard, and some of it reminded me of a 

sow when beginning to suckle her pigs. I at last said “no sabe.” The Indian, I presume, was disgusted at my ignorance of the noble (?) red man’s 
language, and went to picking up all his lose pieces of turquoise, put them in a rag, tied it up and put it in his bosom; went to work, but kept an eye on 

me, and I know I did him, with hand on my revolver. When I got to the west side there were more Indians at work. I did not enter the basin, but from a 



little Indian girl who was keeping up a fire near the mouth of the entrance I found the Indians were Pueblos, which accounted for their docility. 

Knowing the Indians seem to think they have the right to this mine, and being at this mine alone, I did not get any specimens. ¶ From this mine I visited 
a number of other prospects en route to Carbonateville, after dinner, in company with Mr. F. Lindner as guide visited the Capital that is owned by W.A. 

Palmer & Bro., A.S. Warren and F. Lindner, of New York, and Rogers & Cottle, of Carbonateville. The Capital has a depth of 300 feet. This mine is in 

mineral, and the output has the appearance of improvement as depth is reached. I did not have time to go down in the mine hence I can not go into 
details. This mine is east of and not far from the base of the Santa Rosa mountains. Nearly east of this mine is the Marshal Bonanza, owned by Messrs. 

Gifford, Britimstin and others of Santa Fe. The depth of the mine is now over 200 feet and in mineral. These same owners are also interested in the 

building of the concentration works at Bonanza City. I learn that as soon as their water jackets, now ordered from San Francisco, are ready and put in 
place work will begin not only on their own ores, but those from other mines who wish to have them treated. The Aztec mine, which lies east of the 

Capital three-fourths of a mile, is now down about 70 feet and is going down to 125 feet. It is in mineral, with good showing. It is owned by E.F. 

Bennett & Brother. ¶ I next visited the Nick-of-Time; formerly called the Ruelana. The shaft sunk on this mine is reported to be on the trend of the 
mine; if off, a drift will catch it. A short distance above this shaft are the old Spanish workings, long since filled; but enough of the face cut is exposed 

to give an idea of the dip and trend of the vein. The shaft is here 200 feet to the first drift, and then goes not many feet below that, with 6 1/2 feet of 

water to handle. This mine has a very promising outlook judging from the mineral already out. It is owned by parties whose names I did not learn. E.C. 
Chapin, the business manager of the Davenport, Ia., daily and weekly “Gazette,” is the manager of the property. From what I could see in my 

necessarily hasty examination, he is doing well at his new calling. ¶ I next called at the Bottom Dollar, where plenty of mineral is to be had. I was 

informed that this property belongs to the Bonanza mining and tunnel company, and is down 100 feet. The manager is C. Wells. No one was at work at 
this mine, and I did not have time to go down to Bonanza, owing to the lateness of the day. The  is an extension of the Bottom Dollar, with a twelve 

feet shaft.  [SFDNM] 

1882March23; Several subscribers are kicking because their papers do not reach them at Carbonateville. Have patience gentlemen, the mails will reach you 

after a while, when no doubt you will receive enough back papers to keep you reading a month. [SFDNM] 

1882April7; A number of Carbonateville men were in the city yesterday talking up the boom about to burst upon the district. They think that the good time 

has come. [SFDNM] 
1882April8; Carbonateville. Newsy and Interesting Items from this Booming Camp. April 5th, 1882. The Los Cerrillos district is neither dead nor sleeping. 

¶ Work is still going on as usual and more so. ¶ Sales of real estate and mining properties are quite common of late. ¶ Mr. Wm M. Parmaley has bought 

from Rogers and Cotter one-half interest in the Hub, formerly the True Blue, consideration variously estimated at from $500 to $1000. ¶ Mr. R.H. 
Cugen [Cruzen] has sold his house (Walfan hotel) to a party in Santa Fe who will shortly open a hotel and boarding house. His son Charles Crugen and 

family leaves to-morrow for Tennessee. Our best wishes accompany him. Mr. R.H. Crugen will domicile upon his return from Santa Fe with his genial 
friend and partner Mr. W.E. Parish. ¶ Mr. M.K. Parmaley and Mr. Jim Matthews who bought out T.A. Maddux for $1,000, are running a store, saloon 

and boarding house. ¶ A recent assay on the Black Jack and Gen. Atkinson lodes, ?hows ?? some very high grade galena. ¶ The Tudor Mining 

company are working their claims and have sunk the Vulcan down 25 feet. ¶ The Mobilie was cribbed up nicely and collard and then sunk forty feet. 
This claim is the north extension of the Black Jack. Work has commenced on the Silver Bullion and soon on the Cross Shot and Mason. ¶ Mr. Alfred 

F. Brainard mining engineer and assayer, one of the old timers in Carbonateville, has just used up his third Muffler having only used that number in 

over two years of work with the Burges patent assay furnace, having made hundreds of assays which shows a splendid record and careful manipulation. 
¶ A gentleman was recently invited to dine with one of our citizens and about dinner time having to go to the rear of his hosts house was surprised to 

see him with a large hand saw busily engaged sawing a log loaf of bread into slices on a bench. The guest’s face fell 250 in the shade. ¶ Mr. E.C. 

Chapin, manager, is working the Nick of Time with three shifts of miners and his steam hoisting apparatus works splendidly. This is the cause of an 
unusual amount of activity in the gulch. ¶ The Georgia is showing up some very fine ore, also the Great Western which is being personally 

superintended by Mr. George Baily one of the owners. ¶ One-fourth interest in the Mexican Prince his been bought by W.R. Harris, of St. Louis, also 

same to S.T. Reed, of Santa Fe. ¶ The Aztec is being worked by the Bennett Brothers, and the horn silver that is taken out will prove to be a veritable 
horn of plenty to the boys. ¶ Col. Gifford is keeping his mechanics on the drive getting the Gonzales reduction works ready for business. ¶ Hubbs is 

also on the go. The new water jacket smelter, from San Francisco will soon be running. ¶ There is considerable interest displayed and great activity 

manifested by the holders of the “Bottom Dollar.” Stock holders and parties are engaged in buying up sock, caused by the finishing touches on the 
“Whim” about to be placed in that mine. Bitsen offered two to one that old man Beckwith will finish blocking out the draw hole to the above 

mentioned “Whim” within one month. ¶ Hon. Samuel W. Bonner is in camp and will stay by us some time. ¶ Mr. W.H. Sleet is in camp looking after 

some mining property. ¶ The Daily New Mexican circulation in camp is still ahead. ¶ All quiet along the Galisteo. ¶ Gamma Sigma. [SFDNM] 
1882April23; Los Cerrillos. Its Wonderful Attractions to Tourists, Miners and Capitalists. Three Hundred Thousand Dollars Donated to the Church. …Carbonateville is also in a 

flourishing condition and every man who comes into the city from there tells of how the place is growing. Three years ago there was not a house at the point now occupied 

by the town. [SFDNM] 

1882May27; For Sale or Rent – A good two-story, new stone house, at Carbonateville, N.M., in the very midst of the Los Cerrillos mining district, one of 
the best business localities in the Territory. Parties wishing to purchase or rent cheap, can do so by addressing N.B. Laughlin, Receiver. Cerrillos. 

N.M., May 23, 1882. [SFDNM] 

1882July12; Carbonateville Notes. The fourth being over, mining has again started out very brisk, and considerable work is being pushed ahead with vigor. 
The smelter at present is attracting more attention than anything else about the district. It has made a run and as far as it worked, done well enough, but 

a few changes will be made, and then, probably it will run much better. We await very patiently for it to start up in earnest, and then more can be said 

about it. [SFDNM] 
1882July28; Carbonateville Notes. The smelter started on the 24th last, and is now running along all right. Everything about works well and there is no 

doubt but what it is a sure thing. Bullion is being produced right along. Coal coke is now on hand to run some time, and mine owners are making 

arrangements to haul ore. Among the many mines, I find considerable excitement about rich ore, uncovered with the Marshall Bonanza mine, in the 
south drift. They have a large body of it, and about the richest ore yet found. They are working it with vigor. ¶ In the Nick-O-Time mine they are still 

working a large force of men. They are sinking, drifting and cross-cutting. Good mineral is being taken from this mine. The Ruelenia are drifting south 

on a good-sized vein of mineral. The ore brought to the surface is of a fine grade, and it will no doubt prove a good thing. ¶ The Dutchy mine has 
commences work again, but as to what they are doing I am at present unable to state. ¶ The Cash Entry mine is still pounding away on shaft No.1. ¶ 

Work will soon commence again on the Bottom Dollar mine. ¶ I have been informed that machinery will soon be shipped from the east for the Great 

Western mine. ¶ Business related to mines is brisk. Sales are being made of mining property daily. ¶ A number of the boys leave here soon for 
Honduras. Among the number being our much esteemed friend and old resident, Dr. Mitchell. ¶ Mr. Frank Rush died at Bonanza City on the 24th inst, 

of pneumonia. He was buried at Cerrillos. Frank was very much liked by all the people of the district; but he has gone to that undiscovered country 

from whose bourne no traveler returns. – Niobe. [SFDNM] 
1882August2; A good many old Carbonateville men have moved down to Cerrillos. [SFDNM] 

1882August26; Carbonateville is brisker in anticipation of the starting of the Cerrillos smelter. [SFDNM] 



1882August29; The Nick of Time mine in Los Cerrillos district is producing exceedingly nice ore. [SFDNM] 

1882September5; Work on the Nick of Time mine in Los Cerrillos district goes forward steadily, and with gratifying results. [SFDNM] 
1882September12; Carbonateville Notes.Mining here is as brisk as can be expected for  the season of the year. ¶ A great many of the mines are working, 

and what is working is passing out good ore. ¶ The smelter at Cerrillos starting will have a tendency to liven up matters somewhat in the camp. ¶ The 

Cash Entry mine made a shipment of twenty-five tons of ore and at a good figure. This is not the best grade of ore from this mine. The best ore can 
command very high prices, undoubtedly shipments of ore from this mine will be made regularly. ¶ The Marshall Bonanza mine starts up again on the 

15 inst. The ore will be shipped to Cerrillos for treatment. They have a large body of mineral and no doubt there is big pay in it for the owner. ¶ The 

Nick ‘O Time ore will be sent to Cerrillos for treatment. They have an immense pile of good ore on the dump ready for the smelter. ¶ Ore from the 
Brieliena has been sent to the smelter. This ore runs high. They are working the mines with good results and there is pay in them. ¶ The Grand Review 

mine is working a full force of men and thus far the indications are very favorable. On the dump may be seen a large quantity of good ore. The shaft at 

present is 145 feet deep, a drift has been run in on the vein showing a good body of mineral. ¶ The Grand Central Tunnel is now about fifty feet under 
cover. No large bodies of mineral has at yet been found. Several small veins have been intersected in going in this distance, though no mineral has yet 

been produced. No doubt large bodies of mineral will be uncovered within 150 feet from its present length. ¶ The Hubbs smelter is still lying idle, it 

cannot be for want of ore, there is plenty of ore handy; whenever the smelter is ready to start the boys will supply it. ¶ The election for district recorder, 
A.A. Cruttenden was elected over J.L. Hayward by a majority of eighteen votes. ¶ Henry Utt died here on the 3rd inst., and was interred at 

Carbonateville. ¶ Niobe. [SFDNM] 

1882September20; The Carbonateville boys got badly left by the San Marcial ball towners. Carbonateville had contemplated getting away with the baggage. 
[SFDNM] 

1882September23; Carbonateville is reported quiet. [SFDNM] 

1882September27; The carbonateville exhibit at the Albuquerque fair not only took the cake, but the cook and the entire bake-shop. It was pronounced the 

handsomest display on the grounds. [SFDNM] 

1882September30; An Interesting Letter. Carbonateville, N.M., Sept. 29. Editor New Mexican – Our territory is growing rapidly in mineral wealth… 

Mining and the great revolution it has brought in the Cerrillos district during the past three years, as a rule, is not so well understood… The ore bodies 
here, like elsewhere, seem to occur outside of the vein proper, or in receptacles formed in the hanging wall, as is the case in the Franklin and western 

mines, also the Ruelina and Goegie mines, and are generally of lenticular form. …O.W. Alexander. [SFDNM] 

Carbonateville’s population was 500 in 1884, but it had dipped to 40 by 1897. A few walls still stand. [Schnepple scrapbooks Apr2013] 
1942February; Carbonateville (Continued from Previous Issue) As I turn the matted pages of the book of memory, day by day, week by week, and on into years, when my 

dear folks lived there, happy, healthy, and prosperous, things seemed to sing everwhere. ¶ In those days the people had a dancing club and maintained it for some time. 
Here the people from the several camps gathered for enjoyment once or twice a month. Good floors and good music and good things to eat – No drinking. No smoking, 
before ladies. If found guilty it might be your last dance at this club. Here many prospectors and miners were invited when they exemplified the right spirit and showed 
that their mother was before them yet. ¶ It was here I took my first dance lesson by the most beautiful woman in the world in those days. It was my mother. She was my 
guardian angel although today she rests in peace. ¶ In those few years many a miner and prospector came and explored the rugged mountains and hills, and located 
many mines. Great hope flowered along their trail over the mountain sides and foothills. Each night we could hear the hob-nail shoes shuffling down the hillside into the 
old Ville, headed toward the blacksmith and a noble man, too. The miners had their pockets full of very valuable specimens. Their enthusiasm could not find words to 
express the value; smiles told their thoughts. Companionship was waiting everywhere to hear of the great future just beyond. [LaTurquesa v.X n.3, CSimoni per 
YolandaSandoval] 

________________________________________________________________ 
 
Cardale    - Abq 

1883April20; Cardale & Peterson, Albuquerque, are building a $6,000 livery stable. [The Golden Retort. Vol.III No.9] 

 
Mario Cardini  (b.ITAL 1885>    - of Golden 
1940May9_census ED 25-30 Golden sheet 1A; enumerator Cecil F. Northam; Mario Cardini, renting $2/mo, 65, single, education 0, b.ITALY, Naturalized American, unable 

to work, no wages. 
 
Tomas Cardon    - Cerrillos 

1896January25; At the Bon Ton: James Brydon, Tomas Cardon, Cerrillos; B.F. Dawson, Glorieta; C.A. Irvine, Wallace... [SFDNM] 

________________________________________________________________ 

 * Carey * Cary * 
Capt./Col. Asa B. Carey    - wife is Laura M. Carey;  Placer de San Francisco 

1859December20; José Serafîn Ramirez… On 12 February 1844, he petitioned Governor Mariano Martinez for a tract of land known as the Cañon del Agua, described as 
being located about a league from the Real de San Francisco near the El Tuerto placer mine. He based his claim on the fact that he had inherited a mine on that 
property from his grandfather. Martinez sent the matter to the departmental assembly and upon their recommendation issued the grant on 13 February 1844. Ramirez 
presented his claim to Pelham on 20Dec1859, filing the testimony of the grant as evidence of his title. Pelham held a brief hearing, questioned two witnesses, and 
recommended confirmation of the land. He took no action on the mine, holding that he had no authority to adjudicate that portion of the claim. Congress confirmed the 
grant on 12 June 1866. The grant was surveyed for 3,501 acres in August 1866 and patented based on this survey in July 1875. Ramirez sold the grant to a mining 
company called Cooley, Kitchens, and Company in 1866 for $40,000. It was later established that Ramirez had conspired with the Cooley, Kitchens, and Company to 
fraudulently relocate the boundaries of the grant so as to include a highly desired copper mine. [Suzanne Sims Forrest, NMHR Oct96] 

1860; arrives in NM with the Utah column as a lieutenant 

1860; That John A. Clark, then surveyor general of New Mexico, David J. Miller, his clerk, W.W. Griffin, deputy surveyor, Serafin Ramirez, the owner of the claim, Carey, 
Cooley, Kitchen, and Denman, conspired together to defraud the United States out of all the lands lying east of said spring, and north of the said Palo Amarillo road, 
and to defraud the inhabitants of San Francisco out of their property, and the mine owners and claimants located on such alleged fraudulent extension…  [US vs. 
SP&CdACo. NMSupCt 23Jan1888, p.418-419] 

1862; Samuel Ellison leased Ortiz Grant in 1862 and (from Oct’61 to Feb’62 CSA arrival) worked three shifts at mine and mill and averaged $750 a day 

gross. [HM] ($7000 produced; another est $7000 pilfered – SE letter to A.B. Carey 13Jan66) 

1865April6; A.B. Carey, Daniel Wright, James McGlone; Cerritos S side of Milagro; en el cañon de la Bonancita Vieja; [b.A p.5]               
1865April6; John Ayres, James McGlone, W.H.H. Camp, A.B. Carey; Cerritos testigos E.W. Eaton, John Ayres; en el cañon de la Bonancita Vieja; [b.A 

p.6-7]               

1865April26; E.W. Eaton, Daniel Wright, Jose Archibeque, A.B. Cary, una veta de Plata o oro y otros minerales; el Placer de San Francisco [b.A p.39]  



1865April26; E.W. Eaton, Daniel Wright, Jose Archibeque, A.B. Cary, una veta de oro y otros minerales; el Placer de San Francisco [b.A p.40]  

1865June6; E.W. Eaton sells on behalf of self and Ma Marcelina Eaton (wife, sig=mark), Francisco Aranda (sig=mark), Ventura Aranda (wife, sig=mark) to A. B. Carey for 
$100 225/1500 of San Miguel lode.” New/Old Placers? [Locations & Mining Deeds A#15405 p48]  

1865July26; [John A Clark letter written on 29th to Col. E.W. Eaton] …account of my visit, in company with Captain Carey, U.S.A., Col. Dodd, and yourself, …to Tuerto 
mountain… Accompanied by Don Serafin Ramirez, our party left the Hacienda of El Tuerto, at 10 o’clock, A.M., and proceeded by an excellent road, constructed at 
considerable expense by Mr. Ramirez, to the mine owned and worked by him, situated on the south side of the Tuerto mountain. …I visited also a newly discovered vein 
called the San Miguel, upon the summit of the same mountain. …At the place where Mr. Ramirez is erecting his steam reduction works, there is a supply of water, it is 
supposed, sufficient for the use of the mills, and an abundance of excellent fuel in the immediate vicinity. [Compilation of Facts… 1867, p.17, 18] 

1865October20; …a mining company had been organized to operate mines; that Jose Serafin Ramirez was the president of such company. It was called “The Mining 
Company of the Placer de San Francisco.” A contract was entered by Serafin Ramirez on one part, and as president of the company, and John C. McFaren, of U.S.A., 
of Washington, D.C., Asa B. Carey, also of the army, at Santa Fe, Charles W. Kitchen, Denmore, Hinkley, and Cooley, of the other part, bearing date October 20, 1865, 
whereby the grant, with some other property, was sold by Ramirez for $40,000. [US vs. SP&CdACo. NMSupCt 23Jan1888, p.438] 

1865October23; Dated. Agreement. Jose Serafin Ramirez, Maria Antonio Sandoval his wife, and as President of the mining company of the Placer de San Francisco, for 
$40,000.00, bargain and sell to Corydon E. Cooley & Co. the Grant of the Cañon del Agua. Sig. Maria Antonia Sandobal, Jose Serafin Ramirez, C.E. Cooley & Co., A.B. 
Carey. Wit. Charles Blumner, J.K. Gallegos. b.D Deeds p.124. [BHenderson Abstract of Title No.2 30Sep1983] 

1865November10; formerly worked by one Richard Campbell deceased and known as the campbell mine, said mine having been abandoned for over ten years; C.E. 
Cooley, C.W. Kitchen, E.W. Eaton, A.B. Carry; situate in the San Francisco mountain [L&MD b.A p.75] 

1865November25; Capt. A.B. Carey, U.S.A., and Acting Quartermaster in this District, has been breveted Major in the regular Army. Maj. Carey took an 
active part in the expulsion of the Texans from the Territory in 1862, and particularly distinguished himself at the burning of the Texan Commissary and 

Quartermaster train at Johnson’s Ranch on the day of the battle of Pigeon’s Ranch. He was also actively engaged in the Navajo campaign in the fall and 

winter of s863 and contributed greatly to its success. He commanded one of the detachments which passed through the famous Cañon de Chelle, and 
which gave the finishing stroke towards the subjugation of that formidable tribe of Indians. [SFWeeklyGazette] 

1865November30; [Maj.Gen. James H. Carleton, per request by Col. A.B. Carey] …I visited the Ramierz mine, in what is called the New Placer. I examined the vein from the 
point where the principal part of the work is getting out ore by Senor Ramirez has been done, across the summit of the mountain, along said vein, some four or five 
hundred yards, in a northwesterly direction, to where other smaller shafts have been sunk upon it. …I visited the Arastras, which were at work; saw the steam engine 
which is put up at the hacienda, and from my observation, believe that if the ore is as rich as represented, that is to say, containing from a cent and one-half to two cents 
to the pound, any company who goes to work to develop the mine with any thing like judgment, skill, and energy, cannot fail to realize a princely fortune. [Compilation of 
Facts… 1867, p.19, 20] 

Jose Serafin Ramirez was a lawyer from Bernalillo County, New Mexico. He served in the New Mexico Territorial Legislature from December 1853 to January 1857 and later 
in December 1863 to January 1865. He filed a private land claim for the San Pedro Grant, located in Bernalillo County. He gave the boundaries on the north as the 
Pueblo of San Felipe, on the south, the Cañon del Agua, on the east, the Ojo del Tuerto and on the west, banks of the Rio Norte. He also petitioned for the Cañon del 
Agua Grant, located in Santa Fe County, east of the San Pedro Grant, since it was "vacant and without owner." He received both grants. Thereafter this these two grants 
have also been called the "Ramirez Grant." There was alleged fraud concerning the boundaries established for the grants and subsequent litigation. In 1866, Ramirez 
and his wife, Maria Antonio Sandoval, sold the grants to a group of investors for $30, 000. The group consisted of Asa B. Carey, Corydon E. Cooley, Hampton B. 
Denman, Charles S. Hinckley, Charles W. Kitchen, and John C. McFerran. In 1888 the grants were sold to the San Pedro and Cañon del Agua Company, who brought 
litigation for title to mining lands within the limits of the grants. It was ruled that Ramirez only had surface land rights since the Spanish and Mexican governments 
reserved the rights to the minerals. 

1866January13; [letter by Samuel Ellison to Col. A.B. Carey] During the year 1862, I was directly interested in the working of the mines owned by the New Mexico Mining 
Company, situated about seven miles north of your purchase [SF&CdA grant]. We held the mines under a lease, and our active operations continued near five months, 
when the invasion and occupation of the country by the rebel forces, compelled us to abandon the work. During the time mentioned, we took out, with very imperfect 
machinery, near seven thousand dollars, and I am satisfied we lost through misplaced confidence in operatives, as much more. …While at the mine, I prospected the 
principal vein as carefully as could be done with the means at my command, and I have no hesitation in saying that I believe there ore from either of the five openings I 
saw, will, with the machinery now in use, yield five hundred dollars to the cord. The vein is the largest that I have ever seen. It is distinctly visible for a mile and a quarter, 
and at five openings, at different points upon it, paying quartz is taken out at less than six feet from surface, and the vein at the largest opening is fully ten feet thick, and 
at neither of the openings not less than four feet. The ore from one of the leads on the New Mexico Mining Company’s property, at the depth of one hundred and fifty 
feet, is probably richer than yours, but the facility with which your ore can be taken out, will more than over balance the difference, as you can place thousands of men at 
work, without the expense of tumbling or sinking deep shafts. [Compilation of Facts… 1867, p.20, 21] 

1866February8; Declaration of Trust. C.E. Cooley & Co. to John C. McFerran, et al. for Cañon del Agua Grant, sold by JSR for $40k, …the description of parties to said 
agreement, to wit: John C. McFerran U.S.Army of WashDC, Asa B. Carey U.S.Army now of StaFe, Charles W. Kitchen of San Miguel co., Hampton B. Denman of NM, 
Charles S. Hinkley of NM… Sig. Corydon E. Cooley, A.B. Carey. Wit. R.J. Meigs, Joe V. Meigs, Jos Legrund, Wm B. Moores to ABC sig. b.D Deeds p.181. [BHenderson 
Abstract of Title No.2 30Sep1983] 

1866May19; On the 19th of May, 1866, the above-mentioned San Pedro and Canon del Agua grants of land, were purchased by the following-named parties, viz: John C. 
McFerran, Corydon E. Cooley, Charles S. Hinckley, Asa B. Carey, Charles W. Kitchen, and Hampton B. Denman, who are now the sole and undisputed owners, with a 
fee simple title, which is warranted to them by the original grantees or their legal heirs or representatives. [Compilation of Facts… 1867, p.16] 

1866May19; Dated. Warranty Deed. Jose Serafin Ramirez and Maria Antonio Sandoval his wife, for $30,000, sell Cañon del Agua Grant to John C. Mc Ferran, Asa B. Carey 
of USA, Coridon E. Cooley, Charles W. Kitchen, Charles S. Hinckley and Hampton B. Deman. Sig. Jose Serafin Ramirez, Maria Antonia her X mark Sandoval. Wit. 
Charles Emil Wesche, S.E. Hoffma, Agustin Ramirez. b.D Deeds p.210. [BHenderson Abstract of Title No.2 30Sep1983] 

1866May21; Memorandum of Agreement. We the undersigned hereby agree to permit E.W. Eaton to select 4 Cads of 300ft each on our property purchased of Jose Serafin 
Ramirez and for that purpose allow him 2yrs in which to make his choice and after he has made his selction we will execute to him deeds for three hundred feet linear 
measurement on each of the 4 Cads so selected… Sig. 21May1866 C.E. Cooley, A.B. Carey, J.C. McFerren<by atty.ABC], C.S. Hinckley<by atty.ABC], H.B. 
Denman<by agent S.E. Hoffman] 7Aug1887 in b.D Deeds p.327. [BHenderson Abstract of Title No.2 30Sep1983] 

1866August1; Nelson H. Davis<done by & behlf, A.B. Carey his attorney in fact), James F. Meline, Hampton B. Denman, Worthington Whittridge, John A. 

Clark, Buena Vista lode gold silver & copper mixed with other minerals; bounded by claims of George C. Munson, Richard Kitchen, Asa B. Carey, 

George G. Brown, Coreydon E. Cooley, Tuerto; [b.A p.124] 
1866August6; Asa B. Carey, Richard Kitchen, Coreydon E. Cooley, James Kitchen, George C. Munson, Vigil mine gold & silver quartz, Tuerto; [b.A p.126] 

1866August15; [letter by Michael Steck and Jno S. Kidwell re SP&CdeA grant to Col. A.B. Carey] …I believe your purchase of great value for its gold deposits alone. Your 
copper ores, on account of their great abundance and the facility of working, I regard of the first importance. This ore is simply inexhaustible, and when taken in 
connection with the fact that you have all the facilities for smelting upon your own property, must, if property and systematically worked, be a source, of itself, of immense 
wealth…..Doctor Steck, the writer of the within letter, is the agent of the New Mexico Mining Company, of which I am president. ..Jno. L. Kidwell, Oct.17, 1866. President 
N.M.M.Co. [Compilation of Facts… 1867, p.22] 



1866August15; [letter Robert B. Mitchell re SP&CdeA grant to Col. A.B. Carey]….I visited the mines on the property known as the Canon del Agua first, in April last, and 
made a careful examination of them. The old Ramirez mine, the first I visited, shows evidence of having been extensively worked. …A large amount of quartz had been 
hauled to the steam mill erected by Don Jose Serafin Ramirez, but as the mill was very imperfect, no work had been done with it. The separating of the gold was done by 
reducing the ore in Arastras, the motive power being a horse or mule. …I visited the property again in July last… The results of the working of the quartz mill now in 
operation on the property of the New Mexican Mining Company, are eminently satisfactory, and as the mines on your property are but a continuation of those of the 
N.M.M.Co., it is fair to presume, practical operation on your, would be as remunerative as upon the other. [Compilation of Facts… 1867, p.22-23] 

1866August23; Arthur Latham, Elias Brevoort, Asa B. Carey, Charles Hinckley, Missouri lode gold bearing quartz, in the mountains known as the Placer 

mountains, company called Santa Fe & St. Louis Mining Co. (not organized) [b.A p.135] 
1866August29; J. Cooper McKee, Asa B. Carey, Charles S. Hinckley, Charles H. Blake, Key Stone lode NE slope of Tuerto Mtns, company called 

Philadelphia & New Mexico Mining Co. (not organized), Tuerto; [b.A p.131] 

1866August30; J. Cooper McKee, Asa B. Carey, Charles S. Hinckley, Charles H. Blake, Toro culado NE slope of Tuerto Mtns, company called 
Philadelphia & New Mexico Mining Co. (not organized), Tuerto; [b.A p.132] 

1866August30; Charles S. Hinckley, Elias Brevoort, Hubert M. Enos, Asa B. Carey, NE slope of Tuerto Mtns, company called Hinckley Mining Co, Tuerto; 

[b.A p.130] 

1866October26; Last Will and Testament of Charles S. Hinckley. …Seventh. I give to George T. Beall of StaFe $1,000… Tenth. I give to Mrs. Lydia E. Allen of Defiance OH 
2/3 of my interest in the Cañon del Agua and San Pedro Grants… Eleventh. I give Arthur Latham of Central Saint Louis co. MO 1/3 being the remainder of my interest in 
the above Grants… Thirteenth. I give to Asa B. Carey my books and furniture. b.C Wills and Testaments p.298. [BHenderson Abstract of Title No.2 30Sep1983] 

1871July19; Last Will and Testament of J.C. McFerran. Property… 1st one house in StaFe 2nd one half interest in house in StaFe, with Maj A.B. Carey 3rd One undivided sixth 
interest in the Canon del Agua and San Pedro Grants 4th 80 acres of land in IA 5th 20 acres of land in MI 6th 280 acres in MI 7th one house and lot in Glasgow KY 8th One 
eight interest in the Estate of my mother 9th One half interest in grocery business in Glasgow 10th One life insurance. I owe $1, at 6% int. In case of my death I give and 
bequeath all the above named property after paying the amounts due… to my beloved wife Rose H. McFerran and to our beloved child Gwin Thlean McFerran… Sig. 
J.C. McFerran. – Will produced after death to court 28Jan1872. b.J p.153. [BHenderson Abstract of Title No.2 30Sep1983] 

1872December12; Dated. Warranty Deed. Rose H. McFerran Admax, for $10k, sells one twelfth interest in the Cañon del Agua grant... to Asa B. Carey. Sig. Rose H. 
McFerran Admax. Wit. Jas T.R. Plant<Com. for Ter.NM @ DC]. b.G Deeds p.109. [BHenderson Abstract of Title No.2 30Sep1983] 

1873June16; Colonel Carey and W.C. Rencher, Esq., left yesterday on a visit to the Old Placers, and will be absent some days. [SFDNM] 

1874June5; We regret to announce that our old friend Col. A.B. Carey, Paymaster U.S.A., left last Wednesday for Washington where he is to be stationed 

for duty. Col. Carey came here in 1860, with the column from Utah as lieutenant in the 3d Infantry. He served actively during the Texan invasion of 
1862 and particularly distinguished himself at Apache Cañon, being one of the officers of the flanking force that fell upon the Texan rear at Cañoncito, 

destroying their wagons, artillery and supplies, thus forcing them to commence a retreat which ended in their destruction or expulsion from the Territory. 

He also served honorably in the war against the Navajoes under Kit Carson in 1863 and 1864, which ended in the Navajoes being brought to terms and 
located at Bosque Redondo. He was afterwards for a long time Chief Quartermaster of the Department of New Mexico and in 1866 was ordered to the 

States for duty. In 1868 he was appointed paymaster and returned here and remained ever since. [SFDNM] 

1875April23; Missouri Valley Life Insurance Co. of Leavenworth, Kanasa. New Mexico Department. Officers. S.B. Elkins, President, A. Staab, Vice 
President, S.B. Wheelock, Sec’y, Thos B. Catron, Att’y, J. Symington, M.D., Medical Examiner. Directors. S.B. Elkins, John Pratt, E. Andrews, A. 

Staab, W.W. Griffin, N. Pope, Thos McDonald, Wm Breeden, Thos B. Catron, Wm. H. Manderfield, Chas Probst, Col. J.P. Willard, Col. A.B. Carey, 

Thos F. Conway, S.B. Wheelock, Wm Rosenthal. [ad in SFDNM] 

1876May31; Dated. Filed 22May1880. Warranty Deed. Rose H. McFarren Widow and Gwin Thilean McFerran only child, of WashDC, for $10k, to Asa B. Carey of WashDC, 
seel one undivided one twelfth of the Canon del Agua Grant of land… Sig Rose H. McFerran, Gwin Thlean McFerran. Wit. L.P. Williams (asst. clerk). b.J p.265. 
[BHenderson Abstract of Title No.2 30Sep1983] 

1880January13; Dated. Warranty Deed. Assa B. Carry and Laura M. Carry his wife of WashDC, for $20k, sell undivided one fourth of the Cañon del Agua Grant of land... to 
Henry B. Greer of WashDC. Sig. Assa B. Carry, Laura M. Carry. Wit. M.A. Clancy. b.J Deeds p.80. [BHenderson Abstract of Title No.2 30Sep1983] 

1880January26; Dated. Warranty Deed. Arthur Latham and Caroline H. Latham his wife and Lydia E. Allen all of Whiteriver Junction VT, for $16,666.67, sell undivided one 
twelfth of the Cañon del Agua Grant of land... to Asa B. Carey of WashDC. Sig. Arthur Latham, C_ H. Latham, Lydia E. Allen. Wit. Lottie L. Safford & Geo B. French for 
A&CHLatham; Henry S. Dana & Geo B. French for LEA. b.J Deeds p.239. [BHenderson Abstract of Title No.2 30Sep1983] 

1880February3; Dated. Warranty Deed. Henry B. Greer and Mary E. Greer his wife of WashDC, for $20k, sell undivided one fourth of the Cañon del Agua Grant of land... to 
Asa B. Cary of WashDC. Sig. Henry B. Greer, Mary E. Greer. Wit. M.A. Clancy, R.J. Meigs Jr. b.J Deeds p.233. [BHenderson Abstract of Title No.2 30Sep1983] 

1880March24; Dated<mistyped as March 24th, 1008]. Quitclaim Deed. Frances M. Green of WashDC for $33,333.33, to Asa B. Carry of WashDC, one undivided one sixth of 
the Canon del Agua Grant of land… Sig. Frances M. Green. Wit. R.J. Meigs Jr<Asst.Clerk Sup.Court], H.S. Clancy. b.J Deeds p.208. [BHenderson Abstract of Title No.2 
30Sep1983] 

1880March24; Dated. Quitclaim Deed. Asa B. Carey and Laura M. Carey his wife of WashDC, for $150k, sell undivided one half of the Cañon del Agua Grant of land... to 
Benjamin F. Grafton of WashDC. Sig. Assa B. Carey, Laura M. Carey. Wit. R.J. Meigs Jr., H.S. Clancy. b.K Deeds p.19. [BHenderson Abstract of Title No.2 30Sep1983] 

1883May4; The San Pedro attorneys in the Cañon del Agua case, in their extension of time for taking testimony, are in hopes that by scouring the country 
they may by chance run on to some witness who can be of service to them. Why don’t they take Col. Carey’s testimony? He bought the two grants from 

Ramirez and is supposed to know what he purchased. Have him repeat that conversation with Mr. Carpenter, wherein Carey said the poor Mexicans had 

no idea how much land they sold when they parted with their little ranches! It would be a good idea also to have him relate a certain chat with Jose 
Serafin Ramirez at Tijeras; also, his having old man Aranda point out the highest peak of the “Tuerto” mountains and the soothing influences of the trip; 

also, why he agreed to give Col. Eaton a deed to six mines in the Tuerto mountains but never did so, though the agreement is of record in the county 

clerk’s office, Santa Fe. Again, why not put their surveyor, W.W. Griffin, on the stand and have him relate how the patent lines were run, in what 

manner evidence was taken on the ground, who acted as interpreter on that occasion; also, why was it that, when Ramirez protested at the time the lines 

were being run he did not claim north of the forks of the Albuquerque and Palo Armarillo road, the northern boundary was moved a mile and a half 

north so as to take in nearly the entire town of Golden; also, when the said lines were being run, why the Oro Que peak was selected as the eastern 
boundary, when Ramirez declared in the presence of several persons, at the time, that the eastern limit of the grant was four miles farther to the west. We 

would also suggest the placing Corydon E. Cooley and Elias Brevoort on the stand as important witnesses for the company. If there ever was a legal 

farce enacted to the fill it is the attempt of the San Pedro company and its attorneys to make stick the outrageously fraudulent patent to the Cañon del 
Agua grant. [The Golden Retort. Vol.III No.10] 

1884; Eusebio Sanchez: “I live in Real de San Francisco. First came there to live in 1843. I know a mine now called the ‘Big Copper Mine’ in that locality, and now in the 
possession of the San Pedro & Canon del Agua Company. I know it by sight, but have never been in the mine. I do not positively know who discovered it, but I have 
heard ever since I was very young that it was a man by the name of Mariano Barela. I never knew of Ramirez claiming it until he made the sale to Col Carey, and I 
knew of others working it before that.” [US vs. SP&CdACo. NMSupCt 23Jan1888, p.504-505] 



1895August16; Col. Asa B. Carey, a former well known officer on duty in New Mexico and especially at Santa Fe has been assigned to duty at Denver as 

paymaster of the department of the Colorado. He has many friends here who would be glad to receive a visit from him. [SFDNM] 
1897April26; Land Grants Located in Santa Fe County Assessable for Taxation. …San Pedro Grant, 7,895 acres in Santa Fe county. Confirmed June 21, 

1860; claimants, A.B. Carey et al. [SFDNM] 

1901May6; Palace: General A.B. Carey, U.S.A.; Mrs. Carey, Miss Carey, Chicago... [SFNM] 

- witness - 
1871October5; Dated. Warranty Deed. John Brown and Maggie Brown his wife of Brownston IL, for $3k, sell to George G. Brown of Brownstown IL, one half of an undivided 

one sixth interest in Canon del Agua, and San Pedro Grants of land... Sig. John Brown, Maggie Brown. Wit. Asa B. Cary. b.J Deeds p.117. [BHenderson Abstract of Title 
No.2 30Sep1983] 

 

M. G. Cary    - Silver Buttes m.d. 
1880May20(loc); M.G. Cary, locator McKinock 600’x1500’ of placer mining ground, from W side Cota See claim, W1500’ 300’ea side, in Lacocheu Gulch, 

Silver Buttes MD Bernalillo co, rec 21May80; witness G.R. Hull, S.C. Wright F.D. Miller [b.B p.401] 

 
Samuel Fenton Cary    - New Placers 
1883June25(loc); George Crasson 1/8, W. Jessie Benton 1/8, Charles M. Gates 1/8, G.J. Smith 1/8, S.F. Cary 1/8, G.S. Morrison 1/8, James Drake 1/8, 

James Robert 1/8 Golden placer mining claim 160ac, ca 1mi from town of old placers or Real de Dolores then 1mi W, 1/4mi S, E 1mi, 1/4mi N, ca 8mi 
NEasterly from Town of Golden, NPMD, rec 20Sep83 [b.F p.464] 

1883August10(loc); L.S. Trimble, S.F. Cary, George Crosson, W.J. Benton, George Lail, W.C. Dennison, F.W. Smith, F.W. Hamm, Eloijo Aranda, A.A. 

Grant Albuquerque placer mining Claim from SE corner of Talbotts & Bennets pc 1/4mi S66ºW, 1mi W66ºN etc, NPMD, rec 5Sep83 [b.F p.448] 

1883August20(loc); George Crosson, S.F. Cary, W.J. Benton, George Lail, E.A. Powel, J.S. Brownewell, Ed Capson, W.C. Dennison, F.W. Hamm Eureka 

placer mining claim from Crossan pmc SE corner N66ºE 1mi E66ºS 1/4mi, NPMD, rec 5Sep83 [b.F p.449] 

1883September7; A well will be sunk in the Old Timer gulch, work to commence in a few weeks. This is a certainty. [The Golden Retort. Vol.III No.17] 
1883September14; Mr. S.F. Carey, an old journalist and miner, has been in camp some days, a sort of avant courier to the company intending to sink a well 

in the Old Timer gulch. He received word yesterday that the machinery necessary for the work had arrived at Albuquerque and would be up at once. The 

boom has set in. [The Golden Retort. Vol.III No.18] 
1883September21; What promised to be a very complicated law suit, as set for a hearing before Judge Talbott Wednesday, between Messrs. Miller and 

Sims of San Pedro growing out of some business transactions, was amicably adjusted. This was a sore disappointment to Counselor Carey, who had run 
out and platted an able defense for his client, Sims, and was anxious to exhibit it in court. [The Golden Retort. Vol.III No.19] 

1883October9(loc); John Debos, Menior Brown, Charles Gates, Johnson Brown, William Crasson, S. Fenton Cary, G.S. Smith, Charles Baston, locators 

John Debos Placer Mine 160ac, Sly1/8mi Ely1/2mi etc, NPMD, rec 15Oct83 [b.F p.477] 
1883October20(loc); James D. Hurst 3/16, Eligio Aranda 1/4, A.N. Rendall<sig Randall) 3/16, William Limpert 2/16, Sam F. Cary 1/4 Whole said Lode 

300’ea side 300’SW 1200’NE, near the mouth of Big Gulch, New Placers, SBMD, rec 23Oct83 [b.F p.491] 

1883November8(loc); J.H. King, J.H. Cheves, Geo T. Chism, Chas Gates, S.D. Baldwin, R. Giblin, Sam Cary, E. T/Limpert Gold Dist Placer Mining Claim 
160ac, 3000’SW+NE 1200’width, in E end of Tuerta mtns in Fanny Vaughan Gulch, NPMD, rec 30Nov83; witness Geo R. Baldwin, Elogio Aranda 

[b.F p.516] 

1883November12(loc); Eulogio Aranda, John Solmon, George Crasson, Sam F. Cary, Nepomuceno Abytia, Alfonso Benavides, Roberto Aranda, Manuel 
Aranda placer 560ac, S30ºE1/8mi N70ºE1/2mi N30ºW1/8mi, ca 5mi below the Town of Golden westerly, on the Tuerto aroyo nearly at the junction of 

the Tuerto & Golden arroyos, NPMD, rec 29Dec83 [b.F p.553] 

n.d. (Nov83?); S.F. Cary; Star of Hope Lode on the North Mtns, Ortiz Mtn NPMD; [b.F p.553] 
1883December15(loc); Elojio Aranda, Sam Wright, George Crossan, Sam F. Cary, George Chism, Chas Gates, Frank White, James Cheves John Solomon 

Placer Claim 160ac, ca 6mi below Golden on the Golden aroya where it joins the tuerto aroya, NPMD, rec 13Mar84 [b.F p.677] 

1884January7(disc&loc); Richard Giblin, George Crosson, Saml F. Cary, Eugene H. Sampon Sampon Lode 300’ea side 1400’SEly 100’NWly, on W base 
of Tuerto Mtns, NPMD, rec 22Jan84 [b.F p.607] 

1884January22; Indenture; Jose Augustine Ramires sells for $15 to Samuel Cary undiv 3/16 Emma Mine <formerly San Jose, on S slope of San Lazaro or 

Ortiz mtns, bounded on SW by Harry StGeorge, on NE by Yankee Bay mine, about3.5mi from Golden, NPMD, rec 13Mar84; presence S.C. Wright, 
Eulogio Aranda; cert 22Jan84 Matias Sandoval Juez de Paz en mi oficina en Galisteo [b.F p.676] 

1884June26; Mr. Limpert has his arrasta on the Tuerto in running order, and is making a test on a lot of ore for S.F. Carey. [The Weekly New Mexican 

Review p.4 c.4] 
1884August15; Sam F. Carey is doing a vast amount of work on the Emma, North mountains, and taking out some excellent ore. Col. Crosson has charge of 

the workings. [The Golden Retort. Vol.V No.4] 

- witness - 
1884January8; Indenture; Señor Eulogio aranda of Town of Golden sells for $1750 to Sam/S.C. Wright of Town of Golden undiv 1/5int San Jose or Emma 

mine On SE slope of Ortiz Mtns, NPMD, rec 21 Jan84; presence S.F. Cary, Geo Crossan [b.F p.605] 
 

Theodore Carey    - of Dolores & San Pedro 
1889May28; (Dolores) Dan Eagan and Theodore Carey have a big lot of ore ready for transportation to the mill from the Cunningham mine. [SFDNM] 

1890September26; E. Greenwood, D.L. Taylor, Thos Carey, James Swan, Thos. Shields and other Doloresites, have been Cerrillos visitors sinces last appearance of the 
Rustler. [The Cerrillos Rustler Vol.III No.10]  

1890October3; Theo. Carey, of Dolores, was a visitor to our town last Wednesday. [The Cerrillos Rustler Vol.III No.11] 
1891April17; Theo. Carey, one of our southern Santa Fe county prospectors and miners, the partner of Tom Shields, is improving from a long siege of rheumatism, and 

expects to return to Cerrillos from Santa Fe the first of May. [The Rustler v.III n.41] 
1891July17; Theo. Carey and Thos. Shields returned to Dolores Tuesday, where they have good mining property to look after. [The Cerrillos Rustler, v.IV no.2] 
1897December11; Contempt Of Court Cases. Alleged Trespassers on Ortiz Mine Grant Ruled to Appear Before Judge Laughlin to Answer for 

Disobedience of Injunction. In the matter of the injunction of Newton S. Finney, complainant, vs. The New Mexico Mining Company et al., Judge 

Laughlin has ruled that Frank Romero, Juan Nieto, John B. Boyd, Charles Crosson, James Lucas, Joseph W. Eagan, Theodore Carey, Thomas Delalla, 
and J.H. Shufelt to appear before him in the city of Santa Fe, on Tuesday, December 14, to show cause why they should not be punished for contempt of 

court for violating an order of injunction prohibiting them from mining, extracting ore and cutting timber on the Ortiz Mine grant. ¶ The original 

injunction against alleged trespassers on the Ortiz Mine grant was issued on May 5, 1896, and another in an amended form on February 16, 1897. As to 
J.S. Hutchinson, claimant of the Candelaria mine it was dismissed, and as to Brittain it was sustained and he moved off. ¶ It is claimed that the ten 



persons named above have failed to obey the order of the court in the premises and are consequently in contempt. ¶ Sheriff Kinsell has been intrusted 

with the duty of serving the rule as aforesaid. [SFDNM] 
1897December15; In The District Court. Hearings of Contempt of Court Cases Against Alleged Trespassers on Ortiz Mine Grant in Progress. ¶ The oral 

hearing of the ten contempt of court cases, growing out of alleged disobedience of an injunction granted by Judge Laughlin against alleged trespassers 

on the Ortiz Mine grant, is still in progress in the Territorial District court, in spite of the fact that Judge Laughlin held a session of court last night. ¶ So 
far S.H. Elkins, receiver of the grant, M.L. English and three other witnesses have been examined to establish the fact of trespass on the part of the 

respondents after they had been formally notified of the injunction. ¶ Frank Romero, Juan Nieto, John B. Boyd, Janes Lucas, Joseph W. Eagan, 

Theodore Carey, Thomas Delalla and J.H. Shufelt, nine of the ten persons accused of contempt of court, had been examined in the premises when a 
recess was taken for dinner. ¶ Upon the incoming of court at 2 o’clock this afternoon, the examination of Charles Closson, the last of the ten 

respondents, was commenced and concluded, and, at this writing, the court is listening to the arguments of W.H. Pope for the complainant and Judge 

Warren for the respondents. ¶ The case seems to hinge mainly upon the question whether the persons charged with contempt were properly served with 
notices of the injunction. [SFDNM] 

1897December16; In The District Court. Sentences Passed in the Ten Contempt of Court Cases – White Ash Cases on Trial. ¶ The oral hearing of the 

contempt of court cases, growing out of disobedience of an injunction granted by Judge Laughlin against alleged trespassers on the Ortiz Mine grant, 
was concluded before Judge Laughlin at a session of the Territorial District court last night. W.H. Pope made the argument for the complainant and H.L. 

Warren for the respondents. ¶ Judge Laughlin rendered judgments in the ten cases as follows: ¶ Joseph Eagan was found guilty and was sentenced to ten 

days imprisonment in the county jail and to pay the costs of the case. The sentence as to confinement was suspended pending his refraining from further 
disobedience of the injunction. ¶ John B. Boyd was found guilty and fined the costs. ¶ Juan Nieto was found guilty and fined the costs. ¶ Theodore 

Carey was found guilty and sentenced to confinement in the county jail for 30 days and to pay the costs of the case. The sentence as to imprisonment 

was suspended so long as he refrains from disobeying the injunction. ¶ The cases against Francisco Romero and J.H. Shufelt were dismissed. ¶ The case 

against John Connelly was also dismissed on the condition that he remove from the mine grant within 30 days. ¶ James Lucas was found guilty and fined 

$25 and costs. ¶ Thomas Delalla was found guilty and fined the costs and required to remove from the property within 30 days. ¶ Charles Closson was 

fined $25 and costs. ¶ The costs in each of the above cases amounts to about $22. [SFDNM] 
1898January28; Corporate Powers Sought. Numerous Residents of Golden and Dolores Have Petitioned the District Court to Be Clothed with Corporate 

Authority Over Their Respective Towns. ¶ C.H. Gildersleeve, clerk of the District court, has caused notices to be printed and posted saying that on the 

23d day of January, 1898, there was filed in his office a petition signed by the following residents of Golden in south Santa Fe county: R.M. Carley, S.C. 
Wright, Geo S. Morrison, John B. Hart, T.T. White, Pablo Aranda, Elogio Aranda, Manuel Aranda, Juan Antiono Chaves and Cornelio Montoya. …A 

notice, similar to the foregoing, signed by Daniel F. Taylor, Michael Lucero, Hilario Branch, Francisco Aranago, Frank Romero, J.B. Nieto, Joseph 
Egan, W.W. Atchison, Jose Archibeque, Cleto Tafoya, Ginio Lucero, T.E. Carey, of Dolores; J.A. Chaves, of Golden; E. Perron, of San Pedro, and Chas 

Closson, of Cerrillos, has also been printed and posted, asking for an order of the court creating the petitioners and their associates and successors a body 

politic and corporate under the name of The Town of Dolores, while the power to exercise corporate authority over the town or community of Real de 
Dolores del Oro. This application will also be heard by the district judge on March 28, 1898. [SFNM] 

1900February7; San Pedro, N.M., February 6. – Tho Carey and Dick Matthews have opened a fine body of galena ore a short distance south of San Pedro. 

[SFNM] 

________________________________________________________________ 
 

Romon Carez    - Turquesa 
1906January5; McNulty notebook ref to work by Jon M Mares & Romon Carez [McNulty papers (McCraw) b.13] 
1906December29; POL for Blue Gem; work done in January by Felipe Mares, Jon M. Mares and Romon Carez [McNulty papers (McCraw) b.13] 

 
Carillo see Carrillo 

 

CARIZILILLO MINING COMPANY    - Grant co. 
1897July27; Grant County. Carizilillo mining stock has doubled in price of late on account of the finding a hidden shaft in the Golden Cross mine now 

being operated by the Golden Mining company. Mr. John Houghland who is interested in the property and who discovered the shaft says that ore was 

taken from it years ago that ran 3,000 ounces in silver. [SFDNM] 

________________________________________________________________ 

 * Carl * 
Bernard Carl  (b.IRE Aug1832)    - partner is Susanna W. Floyd (b.PA May1825>;  of Waldo 
1897April21; At the Bonton: A. Trossell, B. Carl, Cerrillos… [SFDNM] 

1900June13-15_census: Bernard Carl, farmer, single, illiterate EnglishOK, born 8-32 Ireland immig1871 [IreIre]; resident Waldo village own home free, with partner Susanna 
W. Floyd (5-25 widow 0child/0living PA [Ger OH]) 

 
C. M. Carl    - Cerrillos 

1895June3; At the Exchange: A.L. Kendall, Cerrillos; Thos Torkelson, N.P. Nelson, A.H. Peterson, F. Dosplain, E.W. Cotter, John Roman, J.L. Emerhouse, 
Lumberton; J.W. Morrison, Glorieta; Nepomuseno Torres, Socorro; Mrs. C.M. Carl and son, Cerrillos. [SFDNM] 

 
William Carl  (b.Frankfort 1842>    - wife is Annie Carl (b.IRE 1849>;  of StaFe 
1870July12_census: William Carl, beer brewer, 28y-o, born Frankfort, RealValue$3000 PersValue$2000, resident StaFe pct.3 – in same habitation with Annie Carl, 21y-o, 

b.Ire, William O. Carl, 1y-o, b.NM, Jacob Speak, painter, 25y-o, b.Hesse Darmstadt, John Otto Bachman, beer brewer, 28y-o, b.Switz, George Doss, miller, 30y-o, b.IN, 
Carl Inglehart, tailor, 34y-o, b.Wurtemburg 

1872April3; We yesterday visited the Western Brewery of Wm Carl, and found it neat and orderly, and plenty of excellent beer in the cellar. [SFDNM] 

1873July12; W. Carl & Co. Brewers. Keep always in Mind – the Santa Fé justly celebrated – Old Lager Beer, Brewed by Wm. Carl. Santa Fé, New Mexico. Sold in Barrels 
Kegs or Bottles. [The Advertiser, Las Vegas v.3 n.46] 

1874March14; (Las Vegas) W. Carl & Co. Brewers. Keep always in Mind – the Santa Fé justly celebrated – Old Lager Beer, Brewed by Wm Carl Santa Fé, New Mexico. 
Sold in Barrels Kegs or bottles. [The Advertiser v.4 n.26] 

1874May1; Wm Carl, of the “Western Brewery,” left for St. Louis in the coach to-day. [SFDNM] 

1874May23; Mr. Wm Carl returned in yesterday’s coach from St. Louis where he has been for a few weeks. [SFDNM]   



1874October21; Carl & Company, Western Brewery, Santa Fe, New Mexico. Beer, Ale & Porter Sold and delivered to every part of the Territory by the 

keg, gallon or bottle, and warranted to be the Cheapest and Best in New Mexico, and not inferior to similar beverages in the East. Our extensive 
Brewery – by far the largest in the Territory – is situated about half a mile above the Plaza on the right bank of the river. We have also our Beer Hall & 

Depot Saloon Situated on the Public Square in the heart of the city. It is the finest, largest and most commodious saloon and pleasure resort in the city, 

and most convenientloy situated. We aim to make it a regular Lager Beer Resort… [ad in SFDNM]   
1874November20; For sale. At the Western Brewery, by Wm Carl 15,000 feet of assorted lumber at $23 per 1000 feet. [ad in SFDNM] 

1876November10; Carl & Company. Western Brewery, Santa Fe, New Mexico. Beer, Ale & Porter Sold and delivered to every part of the Territory by the 

keg gallon or bottle and warted to be the Cheapest and Best in New Mexico, and not inferior to similar beverages in the East. Our extensive Brewery – 
by far the largest in the Territory – is situated about half a mile above the Palza on the right bank of the river. We have also our Beer Hall & Depot 

Saloon Situated on the Public Square in the heart of the city. It is the finest, largest and most comodious saloon and pleasure resort in the city, and most 

conveniently situated. We aim to make it a regular Lager Beer Resort, Furshining whatever customer may call or in the way of drink or refreshments. 
Orders on the Brewery left here will be promptly filled. Carl & Co. Santa Fe, Oct. 1, 1878. [ad in SFDNM] 

1882May2; Few persons are aware of the extent of the business which is beign done in Santa Fe by the Fischer Brewery company. …Mr. Fischer is one of 

Santa Fe’s most enterprising citizens. He came here from St. Louis, where he was for a long time in business… After being engaged in the dairy 
business here for some time he acquired the possession of the property upon which formerly stood the Carl brewery. …It is situated about a quarter of a 

mile from the plaza, at the eastern extremity of Palace avenue, in fact the avenue does not extend the entire distance, but the river road leads one to the 

brewery. …The brewery building stands upon a bluff overlooking the river. [SFDNM] 

________________________________________________________________ 
 
W. J. Carlan    - Cochiti m.d. 
1898March10; Since the purchase of the Albemarle and several other of the great gold bearing ledges of the district by the Cochiti Gold Mining company, 

of Boston, under the inspiring leadership of Messrs. J.A. Coram, O.P. Posey and W.J. Carlan, achievements have been witnessed in the district that 
amount almost to miracles. The magnificent stretch of wagon road, three miles and a half long, that has been built over the mountains from Bland to the 

Albemarle mine since the beginning of the year must be personally inspected to be appreciated... The steel plant purchased by Messrs. Coram and Posey 
for the treatment of this immense ore body by means of the cyanide process will start in with a daily reduction capacity of 125 tons per day, but it will be 

so constructed that its capacity can be almost indefinitely multiplied, and Mr. Coram, whose word is good for a cool million in the Boston money 

market, has intimated that it is the intention of his company as rapidly as possible to block out ore enough in the Albemarle group to keep a 850-ton 
reduction plant in constant operation for ten years. [SFNM]   

 

John Carles  <b.CA 1830>    - of StaFe 
John Carle, Private, Co.B First Cavalry Regiment California Volunteers, (Co originally organized Aug1861 @ Camp Merchant CA by Capt. Fritz. Upon Term of Service expiry 

Aug1864 this company was reorganized at Ft. Sumner NM, by reenlistment and by new CaVol recruits; final demob 10Sep1866) enrolled @ Las Cruces 12Sept1864; 
Deserted @ Ft. Leavenworth 13May1866. [www.calarchives4u.com] 

1870July26_census: John Carles, miner, 40y-o, born CA, resident SF 
 
Carleton see Carlton 

________________________________________________________________ 

 * Carley * 
Joseph N. Carley  (b.NM Sep1879)    - son of Robert Carley;  wife is Anita Montoya de Carley (b.NM Jan1881>;  of Dolores & Golden & Cerrillos 

1897May24; Married at Golden. Special to the New Mexican. Cerrillos, N.M., May 24 – Mr. J.N. Carley, son of Mr. Robert M. Carley, and Miss Anita 

Montoya were married at Golden yesterday morning, Rev. Father Gilberton, of Santa Fe, officiating. The ceremony was followed by a grand reception 
which lasted all day and a ball at night. The town was filled with visitors who where profuse in their congratulations to the happy couple. [SFDNM] 

1900June9_census: Joseph Carley, mining, married, born Sept1879 NM [NM, NM], literate, resident Dolores, ownhomefree with wife Annie. (Jan1881 married 3yrs 
1child/1living NM [NM, NM]), son Richard (1y-o NM) 

1901October2; Probate Clerk Manuel Delgado today recorded a mining location by G.L. Brooks, W.S. Strickler and J.N. Carley for the Gold Fraction lode 

claim in the New Placers district, Santa Fe county... [SFNM] 

1902November; Plat of the Town of Golden, Hiram T. Brown – Owner; J. Carley; Block 9, Lot N2 5 [B.Henderson 2010] 
GOLDEN Postmaster; Robert G. McDonald July 2, 1880; James D. Hudson March 10, 1881; William N. Emmert June 18, 1883; Ellen J. Clarke September 17, 1885; Samuel 

W. Paxson March 8, 1888; Services Suspended February 28, 1889; Frank S. Frazier June 1, 1889; Samuel G. Wright June 19, 1893; Robert M. Carley September 9, 
1897; Joseph N. Carley October 7, 1904; Jesse B. Livesay February 16, 1905; Carter Livesay June 16, 1910; EsColastico Martinez June 22, 1911; Discontinued March 
15, 1913; William H. Dicks November 18, 1916; Della D. Aranda December 4, 1920; Henry G. Green January 29, 1925 [rootsweb.ancestry.com 2011] 

1920January5_census: J.N. Carles? engineer A&CCoalCo wage worker, married, 40y-o, born NM [NM NM], resident Cerrillos, renting with wife Anita M. (38 no write NM 
[NM NM]), 3son Richard (22 ?man W.R.Or?g?Co wage work single NM), Robert (13 single NM), ? (4 NM), 2dau Rosie (11 NM), Ruth? (8 NM) 

1922January14; marriage @ Iglesia de Nuestra Señora de Guadalupe de Peña Blanca; Ricardo Carley, single, 24 y-o, son of José Carley and of Anita Montoya, with 
Tomasita Martínez, 25 y-o, widow of the deceased Manuel Rael, and dau of Juan Martínez and of Teofila Nieto, from Golden. Padrinos, Carlos Martínez and Aguedita 
Martínez. [Microfilm LDS 016-865 p.360] 

Aurora Carley, 6 years old, of the mining town of Cerrillos, NM. Died Wednesday of last week. She was ran over by a truck driven by her brothers, 17 year old Robert. He did 
not see her sitting behind the back tires of the truck and he backed the vehicle over her, she died instantly. Aurora Carley was the daughter of Joe Carley, one of the 
Cerrillos, NM Miners. Sunday 9 June 1923. [Taos obits 1923, rootsweb.ancestry.com] 

1926November17; marriage @ Iglesia de Nuestra Señora de Guadalupe de Peña Blanca; Robert Carley, single, 20 y-o, son of Jos Carley and Anita Montoya, with Mary 
Davis, dau of Frank Davis and of Clarita Aranda, single, 19 y-o, from Golden. Padrinos, Mr. J. Sena and Mrs. J. Sena. [Microfilm LDS 016-865 p.398] 

 
Mary Davis Carley    - Golden 
1968October24; Dated. Filed 24Mar1969. Quitclaim Deed. TITLE TO BLOCK 7 Golden – Title to Clara A. Davis. Mary D. Carley, Rose R. Davis, Pete Davis, and Frank S. Davis, to Clara A. Davis, a 

widow. b.Misc.263 p.917. [BHenderson Abstract of Title No.6313 30Sep1983 p.159] 
Sadie Ochoa and her six siblings spent their childhood moving from one New Mexico mining town to another. She was, in fact, born in Monero, a mining camp located near Chama on April 5, 1913, 

to Abran Martinez and Ramona Gutierrez. ¶ The family’s nomadic lifestyle introduced them to families from around the world who were also working the mines. Looking back on her youth, 
Ochoa said, “I got to play marbles and other games with kids from Mexico, Italy, Germany and Poland, and there was even one family from Japan.” ¶ Ochoa attended many schools while the 
family traveled around. She completed her elementary education in La Jara, five miles from Cuba, during her father’s employ at the nearby La Ventana mines. Since a high school wasn’t built 



until much later, Ochoa received her diploma at age 23. ¶ During the Great Depression, Ochoa moved to Santa Fe to get a job a t the state Capitol. But life didn’t turn out as she hoped. “Back 
then, if you wanted a job with the government, it wasn’t what you knew, but who you knew,” Ochoa said. “I didn’t have any connections, so I ended up working as a sales clerk at Bell’s 
Department Store. My friend Mary Jo Davis, who was from Golden, N.M., couldn’t get a job at the state Capitol either. ¶ She said, ‘Since we can’t get good jobs, we might as well get married.’ 
And that’s exactly what we did,” Ochoa said. ¶ In 1938, Sadie married Juan Ochoa. “People always ask me how I met my husband, and I say I didn’t meet my husband … I just knew him,” 
Ochoa said. Like her family, the Ochoa family also moved from camp to camp working the mines, so the couple knew each other as children. Sadie Ochoa said, “My father and brothers were 
miners, and I married one, too.” After they married, Juan Ochoa got a job in Madrid, where he worked the mines from 1938 until they closed in 1954. Sadie Ochoa said he was one of a select 
number of miners certified to check the mines daily using a gas lamp. ¶ “He would walk through the tunnels with a lighted gas lamp. If the flame flickered or went out, he would report the lack of 
oxygen in the mine,” she said. Ochoa still remembers the sound of the plant whistle alerting the men that it was time to go to work on one of the three 8-hour shifts each day. ¶ “The men were 
paid $1.17 for each ton of coal they loaded. After United Mine Workers of America came to Madrid, the rate was increased to $3 a ton,” Ochoa said. … When the Albuquerque & Cerrillos Coal 
Co. shut down the Madrid mines, they hired Juan Ochoa to stay on. He became the caretaker of a once thriving company town that owned all of the houses and stores, a saloon, a gas station, a 
movie theater and even an opera house. “After World War II, when the need for coal decreased, the mines in Madrid started to shut down and people moved away,” Sadie Ochoa said. ¶ For the 
next 30 years, Juan and Sadie Ochoa were witnesses to the death of a community that eventually become a virtual ghost town. When the couple retired to Santa Fe in 1984, there were few 
remnants of the bustling mining town left behind. ¶ Juan Ochoa suffered from black lung disease — an affliction caused by the inhalation of high levels of coal dust — and died of cancer in 1990. 
The couple were married for 52 years and have seven children, four grandchildren and three great-grandchildren. ¶ Sadie Ochoa’s father died in 1945, also of black lung disease. Sadie Ochoa 
is in relatively good health, but does require the use of an oxygen machine. She receives a Black Lung Widow pension. [APacheco SFNM 31Mar2013] 

 
Richard Carley  <b.1880  d.Golden 1898)    - son of Robert Carley;  of Golden 
1898May31; Santa Fe County. Richard Carley, the 18-year old son of Robert Carley, died at Golden last week. [SFNM] 

 
Richard Carley  (b.NM 1898, 1899>    - son of Joseph N. Carley; wife is Tomasita Martinez de Carley <b.1897>;  of Dolores, Cerrillos, Golden 
Residence; Golden; at stage coach house across from Trading Post [BArmijo 23Jul2011] 
1900June9_census: Joseph Carley, mining, married, born Sept1879 NM [NM, NM], literate, resident Dolores, ownhomefree with wife Annie. (Jan1881 married 3yrs 

1child/1living NM [NM, NM]), son Richard (1y-o NM) 
1920sDecember-January; Joe T. Black store ledger, accounts, p.105, San Pedro; Ricardo Carley 12.65; Jose Crestino Candelaria 11.51, 12.40; Antonio Candelaria 8.75; 

Sisto Chavez 5.25, 11.50. [Eddy Black 2011]  
1920January5_census: J.N. Carles? engineer A&CCoalCo wage worker, married, 40y-o, born NM [NM NM], resident Cerrillos, renting with wife Anita M. (38 no write NM 

[NM NM]), 3son Richard (22 ?man W.R.Or?g?Co wage work single NM), Robert (13 single NM), ? (4 NM), 2dau Rosie (11 NM), Ruth? (8 NM) 
1922January14; marriage @ Iglesia de Nuestra Señora de Guadalupe de Peña Blanca; Ricardo Carley, single, 24 y-o, son of José Carley and of Anita Montoya, with 

Tomasita Martínez, 25 y-o, widow of the deceased Manuel Rael, and dau of Juan Martínez and of Teofila Nieto, from Golden. Padrinos, Carlos Martínez and Aguedita 
Martínez. [Microfilm LDS 016-865 p.360] 

1922July5; marriage @ Iglesia de Nuestra Señora de Guadalupe de Peña Blanca; Carlos Martínez, single, 28 y-o, son of Juan Martínez and Teofila Nieto, with Margarita 
Montaño, single, 17 y-o, dau of Jésus Montaño and Emilia Martínez, deceased, from Golden. Padrinos, Ricardo Carley and Tomasita M. Carley. [Microfilm LDS 016-865 
p.362] 

 
Robert Carley  <b.NM 1906, 1907>    - son of Joseph N. Carley; wife is Mary Davis Carley <b.1907>;  of Cerrillos 
1920January5_census: J.N. Carles? engineer A&CCoalCo wage worker, married, 40y-o, born NM [NM NM], resident Cerrillos, renting with wife Anita M. (38 no write NM 

[NM NM]), 3son Richard (22 ?man W.R.Or?g?Co wage work single NM), Robert (13 single NM), ? (4 NM), 2dau Rosie (11 NM), Ruth? (8 NM) 
Aurora Carley, 6 years old, of the mining town of Cerrillos, NM. Died Wednesday of last week. She was ran over by a truck driven by her brothers, 17 year old Robert. He did 

not see her sitting behind the back tires of the truck and he backed the vehicle over her, she died instantly. Aurora Carley was the daughter of Joe Carley, one of the 
Cerrillos, NM Miners. Sunday 9 June 1923. [Taos obits 1923, rootsweb.ancestry.com] 

1926November17; marriage @ Iglesia de Nuestra Señora de Guadalupe de Peña Blanca; Robert Carley, single, 20 y-o, son of Jos Carley and Anita Montoya, with Mary 
Davis, dau of Frank Davis and of Clarita Aranda, single, 19 y-o, from Golden. Padrinos, Mr. J. Sena and Mrs. J. Sena. [Microfilm LDS 016-865 p.398] 

 
Robert M. Carley  (b.NM June1858  d.1903-1919>    - wife is Libradita Carley (b.NM Oct1861, 1864>;  of Wallace-San Pedro hack & Abq & Golden-San Pedro 

1883April20; Travel over the hack line is brisk and Carley is glad of it. [The Golden Retort. Vol.III No.9] 
1883April20; Wallace & San Pedro Hack and Mail Line. Via Golden, or the New Placers Leaves San Pedro Monday, Wednesdays and Fridays at 12 o’clock 

noon. Leaves Wallace Following days at 7 o’clock A.M. R.M. Carley & Co., Proprietors. [The Golden Retort. Vol.III No.9] 

1883May4; R.M. Carley has sold his horses, hack and mail contract to the San Pedro company. [The Golden Retort. Vol.III No.11] 
1883August24; Sam Wright, George Clark and Robert Carley returned from Albuquerque this week. They report the town as dull. [The Golden Retort. 

Vol.III No.16] 

1883September14; Bob Carley is putting up hay on the plains southeast of town. – Bob Carley’s mother is up from Albuquerque on a visit and will 
probably spend the winter here. [The Golden Retort. Vol.III No.18] 

1883September21; Carley brought in a fine load of hay this week. He reports grass suitable for cutting as scarce. [The Golden Retort. Vol.III No.19] 

1884July18; Aviso a pueblo. – Que ha aparecido un caballo estrabiado alazan, de sinco años, y con esta AB marca en le espaldia isquierda con las quatras 
patas blancas, y granion su dueno puede reclamardo pagando le cuida y anuncio  R.M. Carley, Golden N.M. [The Golden Retort. Vol.V No.1] 

1884December10; Golden… Bob Carley and Bob Torace, two mighty clever young miners, are having the biggest luck. In three days and a half, last week, 

they took out $48.80, and on last Tuesday, their wash netted $19. [Charles Lummis, Letters from the Southwest, UofAz 1989 p.157] 

1888December7; R.M. Carley, San Pedro, $3.00 Rustler subscriber. [Los Cerrillos Rustler Vol.1 No.20] 
1890May19; Robert M. Carley, school trustee and active young Republican at San Pedro, is in the city. [SFDNM] 

1891August21; (San Pedro) M.B. Bowman and Robert Carley, both engineers at the smelter, are on the sick list. Mr. Bowman has quite a severe case of fever, but shows 
evidence of a change for the better. Mr. Carley has been only slightly indisposed. [The Rustler v.IV n.7] 

1891December4; (San Pedro) R.M. Carley came over from San Pedro Saturday of last week. [The Rustler, v.IV no.31] 
1892February14; New notaries public have been appointed by the governor as follows: R.M. Carley, San Pedro. [SFDNM] 

1892February26; New notaries public have been appointed as follows: R.M. Carley, San Pedro. [SFDNM] 
1893July7; At the Exchange: A.L. Kendall, Cerrillos; W.P. Brown, San Pedro; R.W. Carley, San Pedro. [SFDNM] 

1894May4; [The County Board] W.F. Lester tendered his resignation as justice of the peace in precinct 11. It was accepted and Robt M. Carley appointed to 

fill the vacancy. [SFDNM] 
1894September6; …registration officers for the various precincts… No.11 – R.M. Carley, J.T. McLaughlin, Frank White. [SFDNM] 

1895March18; Grand Jurors. R.M. Carley... [SFDNM] 

1895May13; San Pedro Placers. Claim Place on Smelter and Other Improvements of Santa Fe Copper Company. ¶ Respecting the conflict between the Santa Fe Copper 

company and the placer locators, it appears that in 1888, the territorial supreme court rendered a decision annulling the patent and survey of the San Pedro grant. At that time 

the Santa Fe Copper company was holding 3,600 acres of that land adversely, it is alleged, to the United States and in conflict with that decision. The copper company then 



asked the court to grant it the right to file a supersedeas, which was agreed to, and thirty days time in which to file same was given. But the supersedeas was not filed. ¶ The 

company then took an appeal to the United States supreme court and by that final tribunal the decision of the territorial supreme court was affirmed in 1892. ¶ The San Pedro 

placer claim was placed on these lands on November 17, 1892. T.B. Catron, C.A. Spiess, J.M. O’Brien and L.F. O’Brien were the locators, each claiming a fourth interest. In 

January, 1893, Robert Carley, John Strumquist, and others also put a placer location on the same ground. Five weeks later Dr. Kelley and others put another placer location on 

the ground, but were clearly too late; afterward Herman Goodman and others attempted to locate a townsite on the same ground, but finding it illegal, abandoned the same; in 

1894. Leonard Lewoshon, of Boston, principal stockholder in the Santa Fe Copper company, located a millsite on the surface of the San Pedro placer ground. ¶ The San Pedro 

placer people contend that their location was made on government land, and being the prior location is superior to those made after the decision as aforesaid, and that the 

Copper company can only hold its lode claims. ¶ The San Pedro placer location covets the copper company’s smelter, hotel and other improvements as well as the old town of 

San Pedro, but is not in conflict with the San Pedro town site adjoining. ¶ This, in general terms, is the contention of Mr. O’Brien, who made the placer locations in behalf of 

himself and his associates. The Santa Fe Copper company contend that the locators have no rights in law which it must respect, and the prospects appear good for more 

litigation over this famous mining property. [SFDNM] 
1895May17; Robert Carley Supplies Some Data on the San Pedro Placer Proceeding. To the Editor of the New Mexican. ¶ San Pedro, Santa Fe county, May 15 – I note an item 

in the New Mexican of the 13th instant in reference to the San Pedro townsite, placer claims, etc. For the information of the readers of the New Mexican I will give you a few 

facts on the other side of the question. ¶ On November 15, 1892, the Canon del Agua grant was declared government land by the supreme court of the United States, and on 

the 19th day of November, 1892, T.B. Catron, J.D. O’Brien and others located a placer mining claim containing some eighty acres. On the 23d day of November, 1895[1892], 

Dr. Kelley and others, from Las Vegas, located 100 acres of placer ground virtually taking in the whole of Tom Catron’s claim. ¶ Well, as I and others had been residing in the 

town of San Pedro, and seeing that Catron and others were so anxious to grab our lots, we, the people of the town of San Pedro, called a meeting on the 29th day of 

November, 1892, and elected five town trustees for the purpose of applying for eighty acres of land for townsite purposes. As soon as the trustees were elected they hired a 

U.S. deputy surveyor to survey out the town and when it was finished an application for a townsite with a map of the same was filed with the probate judge of Santa Fe 

county. ¶ But, the board of trustees being informed that such a townsite could not be allowed until the land had been officially surveyed by the United States, they concluded 

to wait until the land had been surveyed and was ready for entry. In the meantime while waiting and watching the ground to see if Catron & Co. and Kelley & Co. would do 

their assessment work, as required by both the United States and territorial laws; and as neither Kelley et al. nor Catron et al. did the required work, the board of town trustees 

waited until the last location of Dr. Kelley had run out, on the 23d of February, 1893, and then the trustees located their placer claim, thinking that it would help the people in 

getting a townsite. ¶ As Tom Catron and his partners did not do the work in the ninety days required by law and neither Kelley & Co., I think that the board of trustees had a 

perfect right to locate, not for Robert Carley or Strumquist, nor for Goodman & Co., but I, as a trustee, and Valentine Schick, James Barton, W.J. Strumquist and Herman 

Goodman, located the same in behalf of over 200 residents that were living in the town then, although at the same time we realized then and now know that there is no more 

placer ground on the site where San Pedro is located than there is on Colonel Catron’s brains. ¶ We have never abandoned the townsite, as your informant says, but we still 

claim it, not only as placer claim but as a townsite, and we intend to do so until Uncle Sam tells us to git, and tells Tom Catron and his pards to come in and take the building 

that the people here call homes. R. M. Carley. [SFDNM] 

1896February21; The governor has appointed the following notaries public: R.M. Carley, of San Pedro, Santa Fe county... [SFDNM] 

1896March10; R.M. Carley is in from south Santa Fe county and confirms the news of the big gold strike made last week near Golden. He says two 
Colorado miners are the lucky men, and thinks the find will especially attract attention from Colorado men to the riches in the Golden district. [SFDNM] 

1896April13; The important and gratifying news comes from Cerrillos that, on Saturday, genuine coal oil was struck there in a well of Dick Matthews at the depth of 115 feet.  

The New Mexican is indebted to S. Golding, who is in the city in attendance upon the district court, for the first information of this notable strike. ¶ DETAILS OF THE 

DISCOVERY. ¶ A telephone message from Editor F.C. Buell, of the Rustler, fully verifies Mr. Golding’s statement and gives interesting particulars.  It seems that Richard 

Green and W.E. Chipman were interested with sinking a drive well on the premises of the latter about two and a half blocks north of the A.,T.&S.F. railroad depot, the object 

being to tap the water underflow for domestic purposes.¶ At the depth of 115 feet, the drill then being forty feet in slate, oil in large quantities was observed flowing off with 

the water then in the well.  The 5-inch iron casting was then down to the slate formation.  To-day the casting will be driven into the slate so as to shut off the water which 

flows in from above and thus ascertain the quantity of oil that has been tapped. ¶ Experts say that, after the slate is passed through, a large body of petroleum is likely to be 

encountered.  Naturally the people of Cerrillos and vicinity are much excited over this find.  The water in the well is spoiled for ordinary uses, but nevertheless the discovery 

fills the hearts of the entire community with joy unspeakable. ¶ PRESENCE OF OIL LONG SUSPECTED. ¶ For years the presence of petroleum in south Santa Fe county 

has been strongly suspected by many people and numerous superficial experiments have been made to discover it. ¶ Recently a company was quietly organized to locate lands 

and make serious explorations for oil in the coal region of this county.  M. Harrold, a practical oil man of Crafton, Pa., who made unsuccessful efforts to develop artesian 

water near Golden two or three years ago and there satisfied himself that there was petroleum in the region, Secretary Lorion Miller, and Supt. J.T. McLaughlin, of the Santa 

Fe Copper company, are leading promoters of the new company. ¶ Among the other who have taken stock therein are E.L. Hall, E.H. Bergmann, A.C. Linnen, E.A. Sluder, 

T.M. Jones, Francis Downs, C.H. Gildersleeve, T.J. Helm, of Santa Fe; H.L. Warren, H.B. Fergusson, Alex. Breischer, C.M. Childers, E.W. Dobson, O.N. Marron, N.C. 

Collier, R.L. Stuart, Wallace Hesselden, J.A. Lee, Felix Lester, J.E. Saint, W.M. Weaver, B.C. Robertson, S.M. Folsom, B.G. Wilson, of Albuquerque; M.S. Hart and Thomas 

Smith, of Las Vegas; W.S. Hopewell, of Hillsboro; W.H. Seamon, of Socorro; H.T. Brown and R.M. Carley, of San Pedro, and two friends of Mr. McLaughlin. ¶ THIRTY-

SIX CLAIMS LOCATED. ¶ Thirty-six claims of coal and oil land of 160 acres each have already been located by the company on the public domain from six to twelve miles 

northwest and west of Golden. ¶ Mr. Harrold has gone east to arrange for moving his complete well boring machinery and appliances from Golden to the prospective oil 

fields. He will return soon prepared to sink 1,000 feet if necessary. The results of his systematic explorations will be awaited with absorbing interest, not only by the persons 

directly interested, but by everyone interested in the development and prosperity of northern New Mexico. ¶ The unexpected oil strike at Cerrillos will, of course, tend directly 

toward encouraging and stimulating the efforts of this enterprising prospecting company. [SFDNM] 

1896September11; The board of county commissioners… appointed registration boards as follows: Precinct No.11 – R.M. Carley, J.F. McLaughlin, Juan 
Pacheco. [SFDNM] 

1896September23; San Pedro, Sept. 20 – The Democratic primary for this precinct (No.11) was held in this town last evening and was attended by a large 

number of people, notwithstanding the continued downpour of rain which began early in the morning. The town of Golden was well represented. It was 
a great contrast to the Republican primary held a few days ago, which was attended by only three presons viz: Messrs. Carley. Lofink and Major 

Randall, who indorsed the silver sentiment. In the Democratic primary former staunch Republicans were quite conmspicuous and took great interest in 

the proceedings. The free coinage of silver was heartily indoersed, and the following good men were elected as delegates to the county convention, viz: 
W.F. Williams, James Carruthers and Samuel Wright, with their respective alternates as follows: E.P. Lambert, Juan Pacheco and Herman Goodman. 

[SFDNM] 

1896September25; A telegram from Cerrillos announces that R.M. Carley and Pablo Aranda, while working the placers near the San Lazarus claims at San 

Pedro yesterday, struck a rich seam of quartz two to four inches wide that is full of free gold. It will yield big returns. Carley is at Cerrillos to-day with a 

number of specimens that have created a furore among the miners. The strike is on public land.. [SFDNM] 

1896September26; Bob Carley and Pablo Aranda, while placering in the vicinity of the San Lazerus mine at San Pedro yesterday, struck a quartz lead 
carrying a streak of ore from two to four inches wide which is fairly filled with large chunks of free gold and to all appearances will run as high as 

$50,000 to the ton. This information is had from H.C. Kinsell this morning who saw the lead yesterday. Mr. Carley is expected in Cerrillos to-day when 

more particulars will be learned. [SFDNM] 
1896October8; The Carley and Aranda strike in San Lazarus gulch, lately reported, seems to be premature. As yet no vein has been found although 

exceedingly rich pieces of quartz that are constantly found in the soil covering the side hill on which they are working as a placer with very gratifying 

results. [SFDNM] 
1896November21; South Santa Fe Mines. What is known as the “Bob Carley strike” near Golden is attracting widespread attention, and, contrary to the 

usual rule, the nearer one approaches it the more he hears of it. From all accounts a small streak of fabulously rich ore has been uncovered, which, when 

pounded up, yields as high as $5 to the pan. Considerable work has been done on the lead, and so far it fully holds up to its first promises, but of course 
no one can tell what it will develop into as work advances. [SFDNM] 



1896December1; The “Bob Carley” Mine. The new of the rich Bob Carley strike, about three miles northeast of San Pedro, in San Lazarus gulch, mention 

of which was first made in the columns of the New Mexican, has gone out through the country, but in reality little is known of it except that all who 
have seen it pronounce it rich beyond anything ever found in New Mexico. ¶ It is claimed by some that the find is a well developed lead, but this theory 

does not seem to be borne out by the most practical mining men who have examined it. The strike of rich free gold ore is approximately six inches wide 

and stands nearly perpendicular. The value of the ore is not less than $10,000 a ton, though its owners claim a much higher value. A shaft has been sunk 
about fifty feet. The ore is sacked and taken to Golden, where it is pulverized and pan washed, which crude process returns most handsome profits to the 

owners. ¶ Speaking of the permanence of the ore body, the Cerrillos Rustler says it is certain it did not rain down from the sky, but that it was forced up 

from below. This being the case it is most reasonable to suppose that intelligent work will lead to the discovery of the main body of ore within a short 
distance. [SFDNM] 

1896December7; County Commissioner-elect T.J. McLaughlin came in this morning from San Pedro. He speaks in glowing terms of the new free gold 

strike in San Lazaro gulch made by Carley and Aranda. They have opened the vein to a depth of seven feet and Mr. McLaughlin estimates that they have 
at least $10,000 worth of gold rock in sight “and you can really see it sticking out of the walls,” said Mr. McLaughlin. Thus far ten sacks of ore have 

been taken out which Mr. McLaughlin considers worth $200 a sack. Numerous offers to purchase the property have been declined by the lucky locators. 

Mr. McLaughlin’s miners went to work this morning on a lead which, it is believed, is an extension of this rich gold discovery. [SFDNM] 
1896December17; A private letter from Golden says mill runs on the new gold strike made by Carley and Aranda ?????? ??? and the owners of the claim 

have refused a cash offer of $50,000 for the property. Pretty clever for south Santa Fe county this. [SFDNM] 

1896December23; At noon to-day R.M. Carley and Pablo Aranda, two well known and prosperous miners of the San Pedro-Golden mining district, called at 
the Citizen office, and to substantiate the reports that they had recently “struck it rich” near Golden, produced two chunks of genuine gold in its crude 

form. The chunks shown by Mr. Carley amounted to $400, while the glittering yellow stuff in the hands of Mr. Aranda was valued at $300. …These 

finds, state Messrs. Carley and Aranda, are located in the St. Lazarus gulch, and are the richest yet discovered in central New Mexico. – Albuquerque 

Citizen. [SFDNM] 

1896December28; At the Exchange: Chas Sylvester, N.T. Stone, Cerrillos; R.M. Carley, Golden... [SFDNM] 

1896December29; R.M. Carley and Wm Swyers were in from San Pedro yesterday and excited much interest by exhibiting samples of the gold quartz now 
being taken from the recent Carley-Aranda strike in the San Lazarus gulch. White quartz bristling with free gold is no curio here, but the richness of this 

find and its extent were points of general comment. Mr. Carley said four men were now at work on the claim sinking a shaft which is about fifteen feet 

deep. The milling ore body is fully three feet in width and the geological formation is regular. When they found the first float they gophered around over 
700 feet of surface before they discovered the lead. The ore now being extracted will be milled by the Huntington process at Golden. The record of this 

mine up to date is sixteen and one-half ounces of retort gold from 1,400 pounds of rock, and three pounds of amalgam from three tons of the wall rock. 
[SFDNM] 

1897January20; In the territorial district court, Judge Laughlin presiding, the case of Bruno Nieto, Portino Nieto, Sostino Nieto and Nicholas S. Montoya, 

claiming to be the discoverers of the remarkably rich Carley-Aranda gold strike at San Pedro, defendants in the action of forcible entry and detriment, 
brought by Robert M. Carley, Pablo Aranda and Manuelito Aranda, is still on trial before jury… [SFDNM] 

1897January27; R.M. Carley and Peter Mackell, well known citizens of south Santa Fe county, are in the city. – At the Exchange: R.M. Carley, Golden; 

Peter Mackell, San Pedro… [SFDNM] 
1897February2; At the Claire: R.M. Carley, Golden... [SFDNM] 

1897February12; Robert M. Carley, a miner and merchant at Golden, is in the city. – At the Exchange: E.P. Lambert, Francis L. Hall, R.M. Carley, Golden. 

[SFDNM] 
1897February13; Santa Fe County Mines. Great Activity in the Golden and San Pedro Districts. Special Correspendence of New Mexican. Golden, N.M., 

Feb. 12, 1897. – Mining matters in this part of the county are looking up, and from “surface” indications bid fair to create quite an excitement in the 

early spring. The Carley and Aranda rich find verifies the prediction often made as to the esistence of remarkably rich mineral in this district. The 
richness of the ore in this property is really astonishing. The sample now on exhibition at H.B. Cartwright & Bro’s in Santa Fe is an average of the high 

grade gold ore of this lead. The lucky owners declare their intention of opening up the claim and treating the ore themselves. ¶ They have ten men at 

work sinking and cross cutting on the ore body. The main shaft is now down twenty-five feet and the vein is reported to be increasing in width and they 
are taking out some very fine ore. They have leased the San Lazarus company’s Huntington mill located about one mile from the Gold Standard, and 

will commence running by the 15th of this month. ¶ The C.&C. Mining company is pushing the work of sinking the working shaft and much is expected 

of this property when the ore body is reached. A new gasoline engine for a hoister has arrived at Cerrillos and will be remove to the mine at once. ¶ The 
Brydon & Rogers custom mill has been running continuously since first starting. ¶ Lucas’ stamp mill is also running regularly with satisfactory results. ¶ 

J.N. Tholl arrived yesterday and the removal of his Huntington mill from the Kelley well to the new site on the Tuerto will take place immediately. This 

change is being made to be near the source of the ore supply which will be from the properties of Messrs. Tholl & Deboo in the North mountains. ¶ 
Taken as a whole few camps in the territory have better prospects than the Golden and San Pedro mining districts, and their mineral resources need 

proper development only to make the region a mining wonder. [SFDNM] 

1897February23; Gold Standard Mine. This Property Inspected and Described by a Special Correspondent. Golden, N.M. Feb. 19. – Your correspondent 
personally examined the Gold Standard mining claim, known as the Carley-Aranda strike, and found that the richness of the ore has not bee 

exaggerated… [SFDNM] 

1897February27; Cerrillos And Vicinity. The Golden District a Scene of Great Activity – Breezy Notes of Interest from Southern Santa Fe County... The 
vein in the Gold Standard mine near Golden is reported to be increasing in width, and the ore still retaining its remarkable gold value as the main shaft 

growns deeper. The gold in the white quartz is much coarser than it is nearer the surface, and is now in the shape of nuggets set in the crystal quartz 

instead of wire running through it. [SFDNM] 

1897March8; Saturday the Fitzgerald mill at Golden was sold by the sheriff to satisfy an execution held by H.G. Coors, of Las Vegas, for $479. The 

property was bid in by Mr. Coors, who immediately re-sold it to Brydon & Rogers who have been operating it under a lease for some time. The mill is 

now working under contract on ore from the Carley & Aranda strike. The Gold Standard mine… A surprising discovery was made last week within 
about ?500 feet of the discovery shaft of this mine. A great ledge of rock known as Castle Rock, crops out for 100 feet, at least 30 feet width, and fully 

40 feet high, looming up in the distance far above the surrounding country. Very little attention has been paid to it until one day last week a miner 

working for Carley & Aranda, broke a piece from this ledge, tested it by panning and found to his surprise that it was rich in gold. [SFDNM] 
1897April2; Mr. R.M. Carley, at Golden, is gathering specimens of the ore taken from the Carley mine to send to the Tennessee Centennial exposition. 

[SFDNM] 

1897April5; Messrs. R.M. Carley, Pablo Aranda and F.L. Hall, well known Golden miners, are in the city. [SFDNM] 
1897April6; Bullion From Golden. R.M. Carley and Pablo Aranda Bring in Gold from Their Mine – Busy Season Expected in Golden and San Pedro. 

Messrs. R.M. Carley and Pablo Aranda, of Golden, were in the city yesterday, bringing with them 21 1/2 ounces of gold bullion, amounting to $425, 



taken from the Gold Standard mine. These gentlemen employ ten men in the Gold Standard, taking out 15 tons of ore every day from a vein six fee in 

width, averaging $10 and $11 per ton. The ore is treated at the Kelly mills. [SFDNM] 
1897May1; South Santa Fe County. The Lucas mill, on ore from the Hoho and Black Prince mines; the Bryden and Rogers mill, on the Gold Standard ore, 

and the small mill of M.C. Graves is also running its full capacity on ore from the mine last named. Mr. Graves will enlarge his plant at once, and has 

purchased from Carley and Aranda a large boiler to increase the steam power. ¶ Carley and Aranda have purchased the entire plant formerly owned by 
J.N. Thall, now of Dallas, Texas. For the present the mill will remain at Kelley’s wells and the ore from their mine will be hauled and milled there, but it 

is their intention to develop a supply of water near the mine and as soon as a sufficiency is obtained they will remove the whole plant to the east side of 

the mountains. [SFDNM] 
1897May5; A Big Strike. A Piece of Ore Taken from the Gold Standard Mine at Cerrillos Valued at $2,000. Special to the New Mexican. Cerrillos, N.M., 

May 5 – On Monday of this week, in a cross cut on the Gold Standard mine, about 17 feet from the surface, a piece of ore 14x11x4 inches was taken out 

which surpasses in richness anything before encountered, even in that wonderful mine. The ore weighs about 65 pounds and is literally filled with gold. 
The estimated value is about $2,000. The ore from the rich vein in this mine has all been sacked and stored, and the owners estimated the value of ore 

stored to be from $1,200 to $2,000 a sack. [SFDNM] 

1897May24; A Pioneer Gone. Special to the New Mexican. Cerrillos, N.M., May 24. – Mr. John T. Kelley, an old timer miner and prominent mill owner at 
Golden, dropped dead at 2 o’clock this morning, presumably of heart disease. ¶ Mr. Kelley was at his home in Golden and during the night got up from 

his bed to go out of doors, and fell dead on the floor before assistance could reach him. ¶ Kelley’s mill has been treating ore from the famous Carley & 

Aranda strike, under contract. [SFDNM] 
1897May24; Married at Golden. Special to the New Mexican. Cerrillos, N.M., May 24 – Mr. J.N. Carley, son of Mr. Robert M. Carley, and Miss Anita 

Montoya were married at Golden yesterday morning, Rev. Father Gilberton, of Santa Fe, officiating. The ceremony was followed by a grand reception 

which lasted all day and a ball at night. The town was filled with visitors who where profuse in their congratulations to the happy couple. [SFDNM] 

1897June3; Santa Fe County. Carley & Aranda want $150,000 for the Gold Standard mine at the present time and are not very anxious to sell at that price. 

Things are humming on the property. There are two mills in operation at present, and a third still is in course of construction, and will soon be ready for 

operation on low grade ore that runs about $10 a ton. The high grade ore is not milled at all. The owners have an immense pile of ore on hand and are 
taking out more constantly with a fair force. [SFDNM] 

1897July1; Santa Fe County. The mining industry is prospering in this county as never before. There are seven gold mills in operation in the southern part of 

the county, and a new smelter and a McPhee mill is in course of construction at Cerrillos. The Carley-Aranda gold claim is now supplying ore for three 
Huntington mills, and in the old Ortiz mine the pay streak has widened to four feet with a value of $100 per ton. [SFDNM] 

1897July6; Messrs. Robert M. Carley and Pablo Aranda, the lucky gold miners from Golden, have gone to Denver to attend the meetings of the gold mining 
convention, representing Santa Fe county. They took along a gold brick worth $1,700 for exhibition. [SFDNM] 

1897July19; Robert M. Carley and Pablo Aranda have returned from Denver to Golden. They are well pleased with their trip and the advertising the rich 

mineral sections in this county received throught their exhibit at the international mining convention in the Queen City of the Plains. [SFDNM] 
1897July23; South Santa Fe County. Captain Bridge of Trinidad, has recently taken a bond and lease on the Good-enough, adjoining Carley & Aranda’s 

Gold Standard, and is now engaged in sinking a shaft. He is very conficent of striking good ore at an early day. [SFDNM] 

1897September9; New Mexico postmasters were appointed today as follows: Golden, Santa Fe county, R.M. Carley, vice S.S. Wright, resigned... [SFDNM] 

GOLDEN Postmaster; Robert G. McDonald July 2, 1880; James D. Hudson March 10, 1881; William N. Emmert June 18, 1883; Ellen J. Clarke September 17, 1885; Samuel 
W. Paxson March 8, 1888; Services Suspended February 28, 1889; Frank S. Frazier June 1, 1889; Samuel G. Wright June 19, 1893; Robert M. Carley September 9, 
1897; Joseph N. Carley October 7, 1904; Jesse B. Livesay February 16, 1905; Carter Livesay June 16, 1910; EsColastico Martinez June 22, 1911; Discontinued March 
15, 1913; William H. Dicks November 18, 1916; Della D. Aranda December 4, 1920; Henry G. Green January 29, 1925 [rootsweb.ancestry.com 2011] 

1897September16; Mr. R.M. Carley of Golden, has on exhibition at the fair, a cabinet of fine minerals from different parts of the world, some of them are 

very beautiful as well as rare, especially the native copper and silver, and free gold specimens. One of the mineral displays that is attracting much 

attention, is that from the Gold Standard mine at San Pedro. [SFDNM] 
1897November25; The Citizen affirms that Messrs. Carley and Aranda deny that the Gold Standard mine at Golden has been transferred under a $60,000 

bond to Mr. Davis. The New Mexican’s informant is one of the most trustworthy men in Santa Fe county, and, as in the case of O.P. Posey’s denial that 

the Lone Star group at Bland had been sold to a Chicago millionaire, it is not disposed to yield this point until all the returns are in. Denials are 
frequently founded on mere technicalities. [SFDNM] 

1898January19; At the Exchange: R.M. Carley, Golden, J.P. O’Brien, Cerrillos... [SFDNM] 

1898January28; Corporate Powers Sought. Numerous Residents of Golden and Dolores Have Petitioned the District Court to Be Clothed with Corporate 
Authority Over Their Respective Towns. ¶ C.H. Gildersleeve, clerk of the District court, has caused notices to be printed and posted saying that on the 

23d day of January, 1898, there was filed in his office a petition signed by the following residents of Golden in south Santa Fe county: R.M. Carley, S.C. 

Wright, Geo S. Morrison, John B. Hart, T.T. White, Pablo Aranda, Elogio Aranda, Manuel Aranda, Juan Antiono Chaves and Cornelio Montoya. …A 
notice, similar to the foregoing, signed by Daniel F. Taylor, Michael Lucero, Hilario Branch, Francisco Aranago, Frank Romero, J.B. Nieto, Joseph 

Egan, W.W. Atchison, Jose Archibeque, Cleto Tafoya, Ginio Lucero, T.E. Carey, of Dolores; J.A. Chaves, of Golden; E. Perron, of San Pedro, and Chas 

Closson, of Cerrillos, has also been printed and posted, asking for an order of the court creating the petitioners and their associates and successors a body 
politic and corporate under the name of The Town of Dolores, while the power to exercise corporate authority over the town or community of Real de 

Dolores del Oro. This application will also be heard by the district judge on March 28, 1898. [SFNM] 

1898May7; Carley & Aranda, who operate the Gold Standard group, last week opened a body of ore at the 75 foot level from which specimens were 
obtained running from $1,000 to $3,000 per ton. [SFNM] 

1898May18; News comes to the New Mexican from Golden, the well-known mining camp in southern Santa Fe county, that Carley & Aranda, the owners 

of the Gold Standard mine there, heve just cleaned up the results of a run of 15 tons of ore from their mine in their Huntington mill, and the clean-up 
brought forth a gold nugget worth $600. Forty dollars per ton ore is pretty good these days, especially when the ore is easily and cheaply mined. [SFNM]   

1898May31; Santa Fe County. Richard Carley, the 18-year old son of Robert Carley, died at Golden last week. [SFNM] 

1898August4; At the Exchange: Mr. and Mrs. S.L. North, Cerrillos; R.M. Carley, Golden, N.M... [SFNM] 

1898August5 [Cerrillos Register: Local Mention]- The supreme court has dismissed the writ of error in the case of Bruno Nieto et al., plaintiffs in error, vs. R.M. Carley et al., 
defendants in error. 

1898August22; Robert M. Carley, one of the fortunate owners of the justly famous Gold Standard mine at Golden, south Santa Fe county, may be found at 

the Exchange. – At the Exchange: R.M. Carley, Golden; W.P. Gould and wife, Cerrillos; J.N. Bach and wife, Lamy… [SFNM] 

1898October27; R.M. Carly, of Golden, is in town as a delegate to the convention and is registered at the Claire. – At the Claire: R.M. Carley, Golden; J.S. 
Langston, Cerrillos... [SFNM] 

1898December20; R.M. Carley, one of the proprietors of the Gold Standard mine at Golden, is in the city on business and registered at the Claire. – At the 

Claire: R.M. Carley, Golden… [SFNM] 



1899September4; At the Exchange: R.M. Carley, Golden; H.T. Brown, Golden; C.L. Doran, Denver; W.H. Kennedy, Cerrillos… [SFNM] 

1899September6; [Land Office Business] Coal Entries. September 5, Robert M. Carley, Bernalillo county, The claim is near Cerrillos. [SFNM] 
1899September26; R.M. Carley, postmaster at Golden, in the southern part of this county, is in the city. Mr. Carley, in company with Mr. Pablo Aranda, is 

the owner of the Gold Standard mine, about tree miles east of Golden. This property is under bond to be sold to Messrs. R.P. Davis and McKinney, of 

Colorado, for the sum of $20,000. The sale will be consummated as soon as patent is obtained for the mine. …The Gold Coin lode, adjoining the Gold 
Standard, is now in litigation. It is claimed by Messrs. Carley and Aranda, who have possession of it, and also by the Argo Mining Company, who 

claim the prior right to the same, and have brought suit in ejectment against Messrs. Carley and Aranda… [SFNM] 

1899November11; Robert M. Carley, Pablo Aranda and Braulio Gollardo, of Golden, have applied for a patent on the Gold Standard lode mining claim in 
the new placering district near Golden in the southern part of this county. Hon. C.F. Easley is their attorney. [SFNM] 

1900January1; Loc/Grantor; R.M. Carley. Carleys Placer. b.3 p.374. [BHenderson Abstract of Title Supplemental No.3456, v.IV, 30Sep1983] 
1900February2; [Cerrillos] The Monte Cristo Placer Company is arranging to receive its coal supply from R.M. Carley’s pits over in the Tuerto. Enoch 

Rogers is at Golden today to figure on the freighting contract. [SFNM] 

1900February8; [Golden] The Gold Standard mine, situate two and a half miles southeast of this town, is the pride of the camp. It iws the property of 
Postmaster Robert M. Carley and Pablo Aranda; was discovered September 12, 1896, and has been a producer from grass roots down. Mr. Carley 

exhibits mint receipts for $20,000 in gold taken out of this property, and much has been carried off in the shape of nuggets by visitors, miners and mine 

speculators of the fakir stripe. – Grouped about the Gold Standard are a host of other claims in which much the same class of ore has been found. 
Among these is the Gold Coin, also owned by Carley and Aranda, and the McKinley, the property of Francis L. Hall, of Boston; Gustave Adriano, of St. 

Joe, Mo., and William Lofink, of Marysville, Kan. [SFNM] 

1900February22; [Golden] Last night the Republicans of Golden held their meeting to elect delegates to the county convention in Santa Fe on the 24th. 
Precinct Chairman R.M. Carley called the meeting to order and was elected chairman, with Ignacio Sena as secretary, J.R. Humphrey was elected 

delegate and Cornello Montoya alternate. [SFNM] 

1900March28; Two important and interesting mining cases, one entitled the New Mexico Mining Company vs. James M. Lucas, and the other designated as 
the New Mexico Mining Company vs. George S. Morrison, will come up in the territorial district court to-morrow. In the first case the defendant 

claims continuous adverse possession of the Black Prince, Ohio, Illinois, April Fool, Gold Ledge, Ryan and Lucas placer claims on the Ortiz mine 

grant since 1881, and in the other the defendant claims similar rights to the Yankee Boy property on the same grant. The company seeks to dislodge 
them on the ground that the grant was long ago confirmed by congress to Senator Stephen B. Elkins et al, whence the company derives its title. Frank 

P. White, R.M. Carley, of Golden; M.L. English, of Dolores, and others, are in the city as witnesses in the two cases. [SFNM] 

1900March30; Messrs. P. Girard, Geo Alexander, H.T. Brown and Eulogio Aranda, of Golden; Robert Torres, of Ortiz; M.L. Englis, H. Martin and 
Trinidad Martin, of Dolores, returned to their respective homes in south Santa Fe county last evening. R.M. Carley, Frank P. White, Geo S. Morrison 

and M.G. Clark, of Golden, left for home this afternoon. The persons named have been at the capital for several days as witnesses in the ejectment suits 

of the New Mexico Mining Co. against James M. Lucas and Geo S. Morrison, alleged to be trespassers on the Ortiz mine grant, covering Dolores and 
most of the Old Placers mining district. The cases, as already noted in these columns, were continued until the next term of the district court in order to 

enable the plaintiff company to file an amended complaint and the defendants to file amended answers. [SFNM] 

1900April2; San Pedro Pointers. Carley & Aranda have resumed active work on their Gold Standard mine, and opened the quartz lead in a new shaft, which 
reveals high-grade free milling gold ore. [SFNM] 

1900May26; R.M. Carley, <b.1826 d.TempeAZ May1900) formerly of Albuquerque, died at Tempe, Ariz. He was aged 74 years. He was the father of M.B. 

Carley, of Phoenix, and of R.M. Carley, of Golden, Santa Fe county. He came to Albuquerque in 1857. He served several years in the employ of the 
United States government as wagon master and commissary agent, besides serving as a volunteer in several Indian fights under Colonel Brotherton, then 

the commanding officer at Albuquerque. [SFNM] 

1900June9_census: Robert M. Carley, postmaster, married, born June1858 NM [Can(Eng), Mex], literate, resident Dolores, ownhomefree with wife Librada M.. (Oct1861 
married 22yrs 3child/1living NM [NM, NM], literate), son Joseph N. (1879 NM, miner gold, literate); niece Magdalena Montaño (1881 single NM literate ), boarder William 
H. Dicks (Aug1857 single SC, machinist & miner, literate) 

1900June14; On the 22d day of June, 1898, the defendant, the Argo Mining Company, a corporation organized under the laws of Wisconsin, and doing 

business in this territory, filed in the United States land office at Santa Fe, N.M., an application for patent for a number of mining claims, among which 

was a mining claim called the Sunset, and this claim is the only one involved in this litigation. ¶ On the 20th day of August, 1898, the plaintiffs filed in 
the United States land office at Santa Fe, N.M., an adverse claim in the nature of a protest and contest against the issuing of the patent to the defendant 

for the said Sunset mining claim… 1.I find from a preponderance of the evidence that one Samuel C. Wright, on the 15 th day of November, 1892, 

located upon a tree substantially the following words: “Location of the Sunset. Located November 15, 1892. S.C. Wright, Locator.” That Wright erected 
two monuments and marked two trees upon said claim; that he did not sink a 10-foot shaft upon said claim within ninety days from the date of such 

attempted location, nor at any other time, nor did he at any time attempt to do so, but, on the contrary, he himself testifies that he paid no further 

attention to the claim, and did not do more than a few hours’ work upon it at any time within three years; in fact, never did any work upon the claim in 
the nature of assessment work and placed not value whatever upon the claim. …he did in the year 1895 attempt to convey this Sunset mining claim to 

one Flavel Simonson, a representative of the Gold Eagle Mining Company… on the 28th day of September, 1896, the plaintiffs, R.M. Carley, Pablo 

Aranda and Manuel Aranda, made a location of a mining claim called the Gold Coin by posting a location notice upon said claim… [SFNM] 
1900August28; Mining deeds have been recorded with the county clerk as follows: Manuel Aranda, of Golden, to R.M. Carley, of Golden, a one-sixth 

interest in the Gold Coin Mining claim, New Placers district, Santa Fe county: consideration, $100. [SFNM] 

1900September12; Pablo Aranda and Frank White, of Golden, in the southern part of the county, are in the city on court business. They brought with them a 
number of fine specimens of ore from the Gold Standard mine, which is being worked by Mr. Aranda and R.M. Carley. …the shaft is down 190 feet and 

considerable stoping has been done. …Mr. White says that San Pedro will be the second largest town in the county after the new smelter of the Santa Fe 

Gold & Copper company is completed. Over 500 men will be given employment and the town will have a population of 1,500 people. This is a reminder 
of the boom days when 500 men were employed at San Pedro. The smelter is nearing completion and plenty of water has been developed. [SFNM] 

1900December6; The Gold Standard mine of Carley & Aranda has been worked steadily of late with good results. The Mayo mill at Golden has just 

completed a run on seventeen tons of ore from this mine which yielded an average of nearly $80 to the ton. Wm Lofink is working his McKinley claim 
in the same neighborhood, and the Argo company is engaged in extensive deep and systematic development which has proved the high grade gold 

value of their mines at about 300 feet in depth. The Old Reliable company, of which Judge Mayo is manager, has purchased the Harrold deep-well 
drilling plant and located it on its claims near Golden In the spring they will sink several wells preparatory to the erection of a big milling plant, plans 

for which are now being prepared. [SFNM] 

1901January18; The justice of the peace election returns as canvassed by the board of county commissioners yesterday, resulted in the election of the 
following: …No.11 [Golden], R.M. Carley justice, G.W. Wright constable [SFNM] 



1901February20; R.M. Carley and Pablo Aranda, old-time mining men from Golden, in the southern part of the county, are in the capital on a business 

visit. – At the Exchange: R.M. Carley, Pablo Aranda, Golden; J. Finn, Pecos; W.A. Givens, Las Vegas... [SFNM] 
1901February21; R.M. Carley and Pablo Aranda returned to Golden to-day after spending a day in the capital. Both are well-known mining men, interested 

in the rich Gold Standard mine. They are not working their property at present, but intend to resume next month. Mr. Carley states that the smelter of the 

Santa Fe Gold and Copper Company at San Pedro is working successfully, giving employment to 160 men and fifty teams. The Baird ten-stamp mill in 
Tuerto canon is at present treating the cement in that section, which carries considerable gold. [SFNM] 

1901April1; Dated. Filed 11Aug1904. Affidavit of Possession. TITLE TO BLOCK 3 Golden. R.M. Carley, JP, to Samuel Payne. b.M-1 p.338. [BHenderson Abstract of Title No.6313 30Sep1983 p.63] 

1901April6 : MS 1053 [not on corporate tax roll for 1962], Patent# 33735, original claimant: P. Aranda, R.M. Carley, B. Gallardo, Gold Standard Lode T12N R7E Sec22 
20.07acres Patented Mining Claims Santa Fe County 1962 

1901May13; Dated. Filed 6Jun1901. Certificate to Town Lot No.3&4. TITLE TO BLOCK 3 Golden. R.M. Carley to Jose Maria Martines. b.J-1 p.89. [BHenderson Abstract of Title No.6313 30Sep1983 
p.68] 

1901May16; Dated. Filed 6Jun1901. Certificate. TITLE TO BLOCK 3 Golden. R.M. Carley to Florencio Martines. b.J-1 p.90. [BHenderson Abstract of Title No.6313 30Sep1983 p.69] 
1901May16; Dated. Filed 6Jun1901. Deed. TITLE TO BLOCKS 23&24 Golden. R.M. Carley to Florencio Martines. b.J-1 p.90. [BHenderson Abstract of Title No.6313 30Sep1983 p.404] 

1901July3; …list of school directors elected at the June election or appointed according to law… No.11, George Alexander, J.B. Nieto, R.M. Carley. 
[SFNM] 

1902January6; The Standard is still idle, it being now two years since it closed down. The last four tons of ore taken out of the mine returned $474 in gold 

and it certainly would be a paying proposition if worked intelligently. [SFNM] 
1902May12; Dated. Filed 30Sep1902. Deed. TITLE TO BLOCK 5 Golden. R.M. Carley to Josefa Gonzales de Aragon. b.J-1 p.611. [BHenderson Abstract of Title No.6313 30Sep1983 p.93] 

1902November; Plat of the Town of Golden, Hiram T. Brown – Owner; R.M. Carley; Block 3, Lot 6-7; B.9 L.6 [B.Henderson 2010] 
1903May27; Exchange: R.M. Carley and wife, Golden. [SFNM] 
1903June8; Claire: R.M. Carley, Golden. [SFNM] 

as of 1903June30; List of mining claims in NM which have been officially surveyed… By Surveyor-General Morgan O. Llewellyn. Pablo Aranda, R.M. 

Carley, and Braulio Gallardo, Gold Standard, New Placer MD, 20.07ac. [Report of the Governor of New Mexico to the Secretary of the Interior 1903, 
p.357] 

1920January16_census: Libradita Carley, widow, illiterate noEnglish, 56y-o born NM [NM NM], resident Golden Village, own home free solo 
- NP - 

1893December26; <survey commenced, Survey completed, Dec.29, 1893. Survey of the Canon Del Agua Grant Reported No.40 by George H. Pradt, US Deputy Surveyor, 
under contract No.277, dated October 6, 1893. [p.459/1] I now proceed to the Canon del Agua Spring, the East boundary call of the Canon del Agua Grant, and run 
thence Due North on a blank line. Va. 18° 50’ East, and at 2 miles 36 chs. and 70 lks, intersect the North boundary of the San Pedro grant at a point on said line 3 chs. 
45 lks. West of the N.E. corner… [p.462/4] From the Northwest corner of the grant I run South on West Boundary Va. 18° 45’ East. Over mountainous land and through 
dense timber. 2.70 Descend South slope of the Little Tuerto Mountain canyon, East and West. 8.66 To a point on the South boundary of the Ortiz Grant 88 chs. and 65 
lks. East of the place for the Southwest cor. of said Grant. …[p.463/5] 50.81 Road from Golden to Palo Amarillo; course E. and W. 66.38 To the North boundary of the 
San Pedro Grant at a point 19 chs. and 50 lks. West of the 25 mile cor. on the North bdy. of said grant. [p.464/6] Two mining shafts were noted on the East side of the 
grant and a placer location (No.857) on the West side, but no other indications of mineral. There is no permanent natural supply of water and there are no settlement. 
Golden, a small mining town formerly called Real de San Francisco, lies about 20 chs. North of the North boundary. [p.467/9] Hiram T. Brown, Chainman. David L. 
Miller, Chainman. Nicolas Montoya, Axeman and Flagman. Subscribed and sworn to before me this 30th day of December, 1893. R.M. Carley, Notary Public. [Vol. 
0151] 

1894March5; Dated. Quitclaim Deed. Eulogio Aranda, Leo P. Burer, and Elisha V. Long, for $1.00, sell to Christian Wiegand, 80acres, the Champion MC near the town of 
Golden. Sig. Eulogio Aranda, Leo P. Burer, Elisha V. Long. Ackn; 5Mar1894 R.M. Carley NP, for EA & LPB; 30Mar1894 Royal A. Prentice NP for EVL. b.J Mining 
Records p.318. [BHenderson Abstract of Title No.3 30Sep1983] 

1894March5; Dated. Filed 5Aug1895. Quitclaim Deed. Juan Aranda, a single man, of StaFe co., for $1.00, sells to Christian Wiegand, all the right, title, interest, claim and 
demand whatsoever to 20acres known as the Excelsior Placer Claim in NPMD… Sig. Juan Aranda. Wit. Eulogio Anda, H.C. Mabey. Ackn; 5Mar1894 R.M. Carley NP. 
b.J Mining Records p.321. [BHenderson Abstract of Title No.3 30Sep1983] 

1894October31; Dated. Agreement. Lee Burer and Eulogio Aranda, sell and convey to J.L. Mitchell, …Lee Burer conveying 1/6int in the Champion, the Excelsior, the Golden 
Key (and other property), said Eulogio Aranda conveying 1/6int in the above named... Lee Burer and Eulogio Aranda further agree to do the location work on the West 
Viero and Washington Leads claims, under the direction of F.J. Mitchel and Marshall Dansby… all for $800. Sig. Lee Burer, Eulogio Aranda. Ackn; 1Nov1894 R.M. 
Carley NP. b.B Contracts p.144. [BHenderson Abstract of Title No.3 30Sep1983] 

1899November28; Dated. Quitclaim Deed. Fred D. Lowrey, W.C. Middleton, W.J. Kirk, Wm H. French, for $1.00, quit-claim to Monte Christo Mining Co. Hazel PMc. Sig. F.D. 
Lowrey<Pawnee co. KS], W.C. Middleton<StaFe co.], W.J. Kirk<Jackson co. MO], Wm H. French<Souk co. WI]. Wit. F.F. Moores for WJK; W.F. Winchester<NP for WI] 
for WHF; Otto Krause. Ackn. includes; W.C. Middleton & J.A. Wood, 22Jan1900 per R.M. Carley NP. b.K Mining Records p.367. [BHenderson Abstract of Title No.3 
30Sep1983] 

- witness - 
1882January23; Indenture; James Drake, George Dorflinger sell for $1000 to Patrick Cullen undiv 1/2int Copper Chief Lode b.S p.548, on S slope Old 

Placer Mts, ca 3.5mi N the PO at Golden, SBMD, rec 6Sep82; presence R.M. Carley, W.H. Jessee [b.F p.249] 
1882May22; Mining Deed; W.O. Bennett, George S. Morrison, Wm Batchelder, W.S. Handy, W.E. Gale, sell for $5000 to Davenport Placer Mining Co of 

Scott Co IA undiv 5/8int Atlas Placer 160ac, from SW corner Lehigh mC, in Lehigh Gulch, on E side Tuerto Mtns, 5mi E Golden, NPMD, rec 12Jun82; 

presence Robt M. Carley, J.R. Hudson [b.F p.180] 
1882May22; Mining Deed; W.O. Bennett, George S. Morrison, W.S. Handy, W.E. Gale, sell for $4000 to Davenport Placer Mining Co of Scott Co IA all 

Golden Placer Mining Claim 80ac, from SW corner Atlas, W of & adjoining Atlas claim, on E side Tuerto Mtns, 5mi E Golden, NPMD, rec 12Jun82; 

presence Robt M. Carley, J.R. Hudson [b.F p.182] 
1882May22; Mining Deed; W.O. Bennett, W.S. Handy, George S. Morrison, W.E. Gale, sell for $7000 to Davenport Placer Mining Co of Scott Co IA 

undiv 7/8int Maryland Placer mining claim 160ac, from NE corner Atlas Pc, at mouth of Lehigh Gulch, on E side Tuerto Mtns, 5mi E Golden, NPMD, 

rec 12Jun82; presence Robt M. Carley, J.R. Hudson [b.F p.183] 
1884January28; POL; R.M. Carley, Eulogio Aranda swear before W.N. Emmert NP at least $100 worth of labor Bunker Hill mining claim for 1883, 

NPMD, rec 11Feb84 [b.F p.637] 

1890January7; Dated. Mortgage Deed. John T. Kelly, for $300, sells to Flora Simpson of Bernalillo co., An undivided one third interest in 520acres of placer claims, situate 
about 5/8 mi east of the town of Golden NPMD, called “Kellys Placer Claims” together with the wells, pumps, tools and fixtures thereon… Given to secure payment of a 
promissory not 7Jan1890 $300, due 90days, 12% int. Sig. John T. Kelley, Juliana her x mark Kelley. Wit. Geo Cuyler Preston, R.M. Carley. b.F Mortgages p.278. 
[BHenderson Abstract of Title No.3 30Sep1983] 

________________________________________________________________ 



 * Carlisle * Carlile * 
Carlile    - Golden 
1939November15; Received of Mr. Carlile $12.00 For Rent until Dec 12. Ernest Riccon. [BHenderson] 
 
J. N. Carlisle    - state treasurer of CO;  Magdalena mtns 

1893June30; AMONG THE MINERS – Smelter Contracts Curtailed – Activity in Kelly – The Ambrosia Deal – In view of the continued and rapid decline 

in the price of silver, the Rio Grande Smelting Company of Socorro, yesterday sent out telegrams to stop all purchases of ore, and to stop shippers from 
sending any more ore than is already agreed upon under time contracts. This will be a severe blow to miners and mine owners throughout the 

southwest, as this company was taking all the ore of Tombstone, about 1,000 tons per month, large quantities from Cook’s Peak, Lake Valley, 

Magdalena, and other points in New Mexico and Arizona, as well as heavy importations from the state of Sonora. The smelter itself will not be shut 
down, as it has about 10,000 tons of ore on hand, and considerable quantities in transit and to be shipped under time contracts; but the blow will be felt 

in every community and in every branch of business, as it will necessitate the shutting down of most of the mines and cause thousands of men to be 

thrown out of employment. ¶ MAGDALENA MINES: In spite of the drop in silver, matters at Kelly are moving on with great life and activity. This 
because 60 to 75 per cent lead is in the ore of that camp and smelters must have it as long as they run at all. ¶ Judge Balue and Capt. Fitch, the Terre 

Haute, Indiana parties who recently paid $90,000 for the Graphic Group, passed down the road to Socorro yesterday and this time they go to stay. They 

have just closed the deal for the Hon. W. H. Patterson’s store and residence property at the mines and have just ordered in Denver new hoisting and 
other machinery for placing the mines in a first-class condition for production. Capt. Fitch is to be in charge of the mines and Judge Balue will look 

after the company’s mercantile business. –  THE AMBROSIA DEAL: Further details regarding the Ambrosia mine sale were learned today. The 

property is located in the Magdalena mountains, not far from the Kelly and Graphic properties, and was owned by Hon. T. B. Catron, of Santa Fe. It 

was once a famous producer but has been idle for nearly twenty years. E. C. Billings of the Pueblo Smelting & Refining company; Hon. J. N. Carlisle, 

ex-state treasurer of Colorado; James R. Campbell, a leading Colorado mining man, and others have taken a year’s working bond on the Ambrosia, 
agreeing to pay $50,0000 therefor if development proves it as good as they anticipate. Mr. Campbell is manager of the company, and is now at Socorro 

arranging for active work by a considerable force of men. [SFDNM p.1, per REveleth] 

 
James A. Carlisle    - of Las Vegas & StaFe 

1894May9; B.P. English, who has been prospecting on a claim at Cochiti, owned by himself and Messrs. Carlisle, Pittinger, Stevenson and Oder, of this 

city, is in town with a quantity of sample ore, which is pronounced very fine. – Las Vegas Optic. [SFDNM] 

1896October10; Budget Of Bland Notes. Remarks the bright Bland Herald: James A. Carlisle, of Santa Fe, Charles Stevenson, of Las Vegas, and Charles 
Oder, of Albuquerque, interested in the Victor Barney, Criterion and Bert mines in Colla canon, were in Bland during the week, and after visiting their 

properties let contracts for ten feet of work on the Victor and from ten to twenty feet of work on each of the other claims to Alex Conrad who will begin 

operations next week. [SFDNM] 
1898May19; J.A. Carlisle, of Las Vegas, is stopping at the Claire. – At the Claire: J.A. Carlisle, Las Vegas… [SFNM]   

1900April2; At the Exchange: J.A. Carlisle, El Paso... [SFNM] 

 

Joseph W. Carlile  (b.NY 1863>    - CMD & Ortiz Mine grant 

1880June3_census: H.W. Hafford, employed in smelting works, 23y-o, single, born NY [NY PA], resident of Los Cerrillos “Smelting Works Near Rueleña Mines” with father? 
Henry Hafford (55 employed in smelting works, married NY [MA MA]), J.S. Somford (31 employed in smelting works, married IA [KY KY]), E.H. Kenny (36 employed in 
smelting works, single MA [MA NH]), John Westman (22 employed in smelting works, single NY [Ire Ire]), Geo. Boyce (40 employed in smelting works, married Can [VT 
VT]), Dan Schad (33 employed in smelting works, married Ger [Ger NY]), J.W. Carlile (17 employed in smelting works, single NY [Scot NY]), Ths. Hodge (43 employed 
in smelting works, married NY [Eng Eng]) 

1881September7(disc&loc); Phillip Hofferbatte, Henry Haas, Joseph Delesle (Carlisle), H.W. Hafford, locators Kukan Lode 750’ea sway in a NEly of Wly 
dir 300’ea side, ca 1mi SE of the Plaza del Dolores, rec 5Dec81; witness Jno Fowler, Geo Kring [b.D p.751] 

1881September9(loc); Joseph Carlisle, H.W. Hafford, George Kring, George F/T. Helt, locators Hezleton Lode 250’NEly 1350’SWly 300’ea side, ca 

1.75mi SE of Plaza del Dolores, rec 5Dec81; witness Phillip Hofferberth, Henry Henry Haas [b.D p.752], 

- witness - 
1881September8(disc&loc); Phillip Hofferbath, E. Simpson, John Fowler, Henry Haas, locators Mountain Rose Lode 750’NEly+SWly 300’ea side, ca 

1.75mi E of the Plaza del Dolores, rec 5Dec81; witness J. Carlisle, Geo Kring [b.D p.751] 

1881September10(loc); George F. Hilt, locator Jessie Simmonds lode 525’Wly 975’Ely 300’ea side, about ¼ mi from the Plaza del Dolores on the road to 

Golden, rec 5Dec81; witnesses Phillip Hofferbath, Joseph Carlisle, Henry Hoas, John Fowler [b.E p.679] 
1881September11(loc); Phillip Hofferbath, Henry Hoas, E. Simpson, George Kring, locators Snorter Lode 1100’NWly 400’SEly 300’ea side, about 1mi NE 

of plaza del Dolores, rec 5Dec81; witnesses J. Carlisle, John Fowler [b.E p.680] 

1881September13(disc&loc); John Fowler, Phillip Hofferbath, Henery Hoas, George T. Hilt, locators Hawk Eye Lode 750’NEly+Wly 300’ea side, ca ¼ mi 
SW from old mine near the Plaza del Dolores, rec 5Dec81; witness J. Carlisle, E. Simpson [b.D p.752] 

________________________________________________________________ 

 
W. J. Carlon    - of BrookfieldMO 

1898April14; The Brookfield Gold Mining & Prospecting company has been organized by L.T. Bryan, of New Mexico, and C.B. Bryan, D.D. Gilson, O.K, 

Botts and W.J. Carlon, of Missouri, and articles of incorporation filed in the territorial secretary’s office. The objects of incorporation are those of 

general mining and milling, and reduction of ores and dealing in real estate. Capital stock, $1,000,000, principal place of business is located at 
Brookfield, Mo., and branch offices are to be established at any place in the United States, as may be deemed best for the interests of the company. 

[SFNM]   

________________________________________________________________ 

 * Carlson * 
A. Carlson    - Cash Entry group 

1958August29; Quit Claim Deed. A. Nagel to Carlson, Glockhoff & Fredricks for Cash Entry #3 & Franklin [Cash Entry Grp, Grand Central, & Chicago Grp]; b.159 p.58 
1993February17; A. Carlson sells Galena Chief Lode to M. Smith (Michael Cole Smith); b.1194 p.15 
1995August25; A. Carlson sells Pinon Lode to M. Smith (Michael Cole Smith); b.1194 p.4 
 



Carl O. Carlson    - wife is Josephine Franks Carlson;  San Pedro 
1901March4; Judge McFie this afternoon at 2 o’clock officiated as the marriage of Carl O’Carlson and Miss Josephine Franks, both of San Pedro, this 

county. The ceremony took place at the judge’s residence. [SFNM] 

 
Dale Carlson    - New Placers 

1883; New Placers district: according to Dale Carlson (memo, Oct.5, 1953), a small amount of silver was found at the Carnahan mine, as wires associated 
with pyrolusite, cerussite, anglesite, and papierspath calcite. [cited in Northrup, 1975] 

 

Engnard Leonard “Jack” Carlson  (b.25Aug1890  d.4Apr1963)  - of MolineIL 

1945May3; Syndicate Agreement. [p.1 ¶2] The object of the Syndicate is to negotiate for and purchase… Cash Entry No.3 Lode Claim MS 1795, patented on August 17, 
1932 #1056784 b.B Patents p.459; the patented Franklin Mining Lode Claim being the same conveyed by Special Master’s Deed 10Oct1930 to John W. Beard; the 
unpatented Mexico Mining Claim, loc 16Dec1930 by John W. Beard, filed 17Dec1930 b.N p.587; unpatented San Jorge Mining Claim, loc 16Dec1930 by John W. Beard, 
filed 17Dec1930 b.N p.587…[more] [p.6] the undersigned have hereunto subscribed their signatures… Clara M. Allen $2000; Fred Bieber $500; Engnard L. Carlson 
$1500; Dr. T.N. Danford $6000; George H. Fredericks $4500; Roy H. Glockhoff $610; Dr. Mayo D. Heston $400; Clem Holdgrafer $300; Henry Holdgrafer $400; G.P. 
Larson $150; John Kautz $2100; Earl J. McCormick $600; John L. Miclot $1000; Louis Miller $3250; Alphonse Nagel $2250; Harold V. Nelson $250; Joseph Odendahl 
$800; Ralph M. Ray $1350; Chareton L. Winter $3250; Total Capital $31,210. [RHG documents in possession of SFCo OS 2013] 

1958August29; 1988January5; Affidavit by Roy H. Glockhoff #602439. On 26Mar1945 George H. Fredericks, Mayo D. Heston, Carlton L. Winter entered into a contract with 
John W. Beard – they did not have any “right, title, or interest in or to said piece of land, except as members of said Tri-Cities Syndicate. In 1958 Tri-Cities Syndicated 
decided to change the trustees and to put the title to the above described land in joint tenancy. …to setup… MD Heston, CL Winter, GH Fredericks did on 28Aug1958 
execute a deed to a third person, Alphons Nagle who was a member of Tri-Cities Syndicate, and who in turn did on 29Aug1958, execute a deed conveying the property 
to EL Carlson, RH Glockhoff, GH Fredericks as joint tenants and not as tenants in common with right of survivorship. A Nagel acted only as a conduit… [RHG 
documents in possession of SFCo OS 2013] 

1959August31; Deed of Sale. Alphons Nagel, party of the first part; Engnard L. Carlson, Roy H. Glockhoff, George H. Fredericks joint tenants in common with right of 
survivorship, parties of the second part. AN sells for $10 the Cash Entry Group – less 10 acres heretofore sold to the Tennessee & Los Cerrillos Mining Company. Being 
the identical property conveyed by W.C. Pendleton to Union Deposit & Trust Company 6Jan1917, rec 10Jan1917 b.N p.189. Also 31Aug1959 Cash Entry No.3 Lode 
Claim, Franklin Mining Lode Claim; previously conveyed by Special Master’s deed 10Oct1930, to John W. Beard in connection with foreclosure suit Docket No.13681. 
[RHG documents in possession of SFCo OS 2013] 

Death certificate IL #55880 Moline. Engnard Leonard (Jack) Carlson DOB 25Aug1890; DOD 4Apr1963. [RHG documents in possession of SFCo OS 2013] 
 

H. ?. Carlson  (b.IN Sept1842)    - of Cerrillos 

1900June1-2_census: H. Carlson, widow, born 9-42 IN [IN IN] 4child/2living, resident Cerrillos (Town), renting with dau Ida (5-84 single TX [TN IN]) 

________________________________________________________________ 

 * Carlton * Carleton * 
Henry Carleton     
1863August8; Albert C. Benedict posted the following notice on a tree in the Yavapai District: We, the undersigned, claim four thousand feet of this lode 

commencing at this tree upon which this notice is posted and running a southernly course along said lode for the distance aforesaid. Albert C. Benedict, 
Kirby Benedict, Kirby T. Benedict, Jr., Henry Carleton, Charles P. Clever, James Ellison, Merrill Ashurst, King S. Woolsey, John A. Clark, Peter 

Allison, Augustin W. Hunt, Joseph Cummings, Charles G. Parker, John C. McFerran, John H. Miner, James L. Johnson, George Lount, Gustave 

Ellsbury, and Jacob Omsbury. 
 

Gen. James Henry Carleton  (b.LubecME 27Dec1814  d.SAntonioTX 7Jan1873)    - wife is Sophia Garland Wolf Carleton;  New Placers & Ortiz Mine grant 
In 1861 Carleton raised and was appointed colonel of the 1st California Volunteer Infantry Regiment. In October 1861, Colonel Carleton replaced Brigadier General George 

Wright as commander of the District of Southern California. In 1862 he led the so-called California Column across California, Arizona, New Mexico, and into Texas. 
Along the way the Californians fought the Battle of Picacho Pass and, afterward, the Battle of Apache Pass. Carleton was promoted to Brigadier General of volunteers 
on April 28, during the march from California to Arizona. He also established Fort Bowie near Apache Pass. Carleton finally linked up with Union forces under General 
Edward R.S. Canby in New Mexico. 

Born to Abigail and John Carleton on Dec. 27, 1814, James Henry discovered an affinity for soldiering while serving with the Maine militia on the New Brunswick border in 
1839. Liking the experience, he joined the U.S. Army as a second lieutenant on Oct. 18, 1839. ¶ Later, battling Indians and Mexicans as Americans muscled their 
country’s western boundary to the Pacific Ocean, Carleton married Sophia Garland Wolfe in 1848. Her uncle, Gen. John Garland, commanded the Department of New 
Mexico during the 1850s; he arranged Carleton’s transfer to that remote region, which encompassed Arizona and New Mexico. [Brian Swartz, Bangor Daily News 
12Apr2012] 

Two slaves, Hannah and Benjamin, brought by Lieut. Carleton to the Territory and sold to Gov. William Carr Lane in 1851, were the 23rd & 24th Negroes in the Ter, and first 
who were not free men. 

James H. Carleton, Colonel, First Regiment of Inf, California Volunteers, enrolled @ San Francisco, mustered 26Jul1861, promoted Brig-Gen. of Vols 26Apr1862. 
[www.calarchives4u.com] 

1862September; Gen. James Henry Carleton named commander of the 9th Military Department – to 1866 – b.1814 Maine 

1863June13; to Capt. William R[awle]. Shoemaker/ from Gen. James H. Carleton; Gen Clever & others opening mine at Las Cerrillos, 16 miles from Santa Fe. Need Arms. 
Arrott Ref; Ft.Union File; 1863 #3. Source; NA RG 98, Dept of NM Ltrs, v.13, p.540 [Arrott Fort Union Collection Vol.11 p.268] 

1864; After the Navajo Long Walk, Albert Case Benedict, businessman-prospector, receives POA from Gen. J.H. Carleton to hunt in his name “any ledge, 

lode, or vein of gold-bearing quartz” in the Dinetah. [H.Sides 2006] 

1865November30; [Maj.Gen. James H. Carleton, per request by Col. A.B. Carey] …I visited the Ramierz mine, in what is called the New Placer. I examined the vein from the 
point where the principal part of the work is getting out ore by Senor Ramirez has been done, across the summit of the mountain, along said vein, some four or five 
hundred yards, in a northwesterly direction, to where other smaller shafts have been sunk upon it. …I visited the Arastras, which were at work; saw the steam engine 
which is put up at the hacienda, and from my observation, believe that if the ore is as rich as represented, that is to say, containing from a cent and one-half to two cents 
to the pound, any company who goes to work to develop the mine with any thing like judgment, skill, and energy, cannot fail to realize a princely fortune. [Compilation of 
Facts… 1867, p.19, 20] 

1866; James H. Carleton, Carlton Claim; Alamosa m.d. [Socorro co. Courthouse Rec. b.B p.97, per L.Moiola] 
1866August1; James H. Carleton, Nelson H. Davis, Richard Kitchen, Lehman Spiegelberg, Corydon E. Cooley, lode of gold & silver, Tuerto; [b.A p.123] 



Elkins was Attorney General for only a short period in 1867 when the election was evidently contested. The offices of Delegate to Congress and Attorney 

General were the top offices on the ticket and you can see where the Delegate office that year was highly contested with Clever serving the first half of 
the term and Chaves the last half. (Elkins was a Radical Republican and the moderate Republicans were behind Clever.) Clever continued to support 

Carleton and his policies with regard to the Bosque Redondo reservation. Then too, I believe Elkins resigned to defend Rynerson. Not even Twitchell 

will provide you with who replace him at his resignation. [Elizabeth Rogers] 

1867July27; [Letter by James H. Carleton in Santa Fe Gazette] Four years ago, Governor Connelly, Colonel Howe Watts, Major De Forrest and myself, paid a visit to the 
mines known as the Old Placer mines… Within the last few days I have repeated my visit to the Old Placers in company with Mr. James L. Johnson, one of the leading 
merchants of New Mexico… . [Compilation of Facts… 1867, p.32] 

1867August14; Van C. Smith, John A. Clark, Charles O. Brown, Nelson H. Davis, James H. Carleton, Simon H. Smith, Dolores Chavez, Panfiro Camo 
<Brown, Carleton, S.Smith, Chavez, Camo signed by attorney J.S. Hutchason), American lode gold mixed with other metals & minerals, southern slope 

of San Lazaro mountain; boundary is Hutchason lode loc by Bernando Freeis et al. [b.A p.156]  

1867October18; [Letter of James H. Carleton to Gen. John C. McFerran] I visited the “New Placers” in November, 1865, and again in August of this year… Now it is my 
opinion that the Ramirez mine is even richer, per ton, than the Ortiz mine… Mr. Hutchinson, who is developing these mines, informed be, that over the line, and within 
the boundaries of the “New Placer,” he had found new lodes of auriferous quartz just as rich. [Compilation of Facts… 1867, p.31] 

1867November5; 172 Pearl, cor. Pine Street. New-York, 5 Nov.1867 My dear Dr Steck- It was impossible for me to attend the meeting of the Directors today- press of 
business kept me closely here- ¶ Mr. Condict of Jersey City called in for the Agreements- he said the were made for the year instead of six months and would send them 
on to Mr. Jones for correction. ¶ I trust things have been arranged to your satisfaction- I have received a note from Genl Carleton offering to sell me his 100 shares of 
stock- what does it mean after all he said in favor of the mines before the directors meeting last month? Is it not queer? He says he is sick- I have been too busy to go up 
town to see him about it- ¶ Keep quiet about our anticipated enterprises- Let me know what you have new from N.Mexico- Very truly, David H. Gildersleeve ¶ Dr M 
Steck, Metropolitan Hotel, Washington D.C. Post me with all the news in Washington in regard to our affairs- [Steck papers UNM] 

 

J. M. Carlton  - witness - 

1880January28 (reloc); N.R. Follis 1/3, W.L.R. Fisher 1/3, Chas Fisher 1/3 (locators); Poberty Hollow Lode, relocation of manzanares mining location (loc 26Jul79 by F.A. 
Manzanarez, Juan Delgado, Felipe Delgado), assessment shaft being but 9’ deep the law requiring a 10’ shaft also for not districtly marking boundaries of claim also 
for not locating with relation to some notorial object; 1mi NE Carpenters Smelter on Galisteo Creek, 1mi SW from Poberty hollow mining camp, S extension of Granite 
State mining claim, in LCMD; 300’NNE 1200’SSW 150’ea side; witness S.V. Vernon, Geo Weller, J.M. Thompson, J.M. Torthon(Thornton?) [Locations & Mining Deeds 
C#15407 p.124] 

1880January28 (reloc); W.R. Follis 1/3int, W.L.R. Fisher 1/3int, Chas Fisher 1/3int, Poverty Hollow Lode: relocation of the Manzanares Mining Location 

loc by F.A. Manzanares, Juan Delgado and Felipe Delgado 26Jul79, 1500’ linear by 300’ width, NNE300’ and 1200’SSE and 150’ of surface ground 

on ea side, ca 1mi NE from Carpenters Smelter on Galisteo Creck and ba 1mi SW from Poverty Hollow Mining Camp and is the S Extension of the 
Granite State Mining Claim, in LCMD. Re-located for non-compliance with US and district mining laws assessment shaft being but 9 feet deep the law 

requiring a 10 feet shaft, also for not distinctly marking boundaries of claim as required by law and also for not locating with relation to some natural 

object. Witness S.V. Vernon, Geo Weller, J.M. Thompson, J.M. Carlton. Filed for record 17Apr80, recorded same day N.B. Laughlin Recorder 
{Cerrillos Mining Records Book 2 p.100} 

 
Leslie Carl Carlton    - of Colorado Springs 

1903May6; The first automobile to visit this city arrived Tuesday evening [May5] from Taos about dusk. The machine is owned by W.W. Price of Colorado 

Springs, a mining broker, and he was accompanied by the following party: A.L. Henning, cashier of the El Paso Bank of Colorado, Fred. L. Ballard and 

Phil S. Blany, mining brokers of Colorado Springs, and Leslie Carl Carlton, a capitalist of that city. [SFNM] 

 
W. B. Carleton    - E-town 

1893October30; At the Exchange; John Dinton, A. Young, Cerrillos; W.B. Carleton, Elizabethtown. [SFDNM] 

 
W. W. Carlton    - E-town 

1893November18; At the Exchange; W.W. Carlton, Elizabethtown. [SFDNM] 

________________________________________________________________ 
 

Monte Carlos Place see Gene Montoya 

 

CARMEN MINING COMPANY    - Lordsburg 

1901December6; The Carmen Mining company today filed incorporation papers. The incorporators and directors are Morris B. Parker, Thomas L. 
Davenport and Alvah W. Gifford. The capital is $300,000 divided into 300,000 shares. The New Mexico agent is A.W. Gifford, with headquarters at 

Lordsburg, Grant county. [SFNM] 

________________________________________________________________ 

 * Carmichael * 
CARMICHAEL PLACER COMPANY    - Red River 
1898June6; The Carmichael Placer company, operating near Red River, made its first clean-up last week. [SFNM] 

 

Dr. Carmichael    - of TrinidadCO & Taos co. 
1893December19; Mr. S. Carmichael, of Trinidad, representing Dr. Carmichael and others of that city, who are largely interested in Taos county mining 

properties, returned last night from a trip to Amizett. [SFDNM] 

 
Prof. Carmichael    - geologist of Boston 

1900January5; Hon. J.B. Mayo, manager of the Old Reliable Mining Company in south Santa Fe county, was in the city yesterday. The company owns 

ninety-nine year leases on six valuable claims on the southern edge of the Ortiz grant, and on yesterday completed the purchase of interests in these 

leases, owned by M. Debow, M. Cullen and Major A.N. Randall. It is understood that a nice sum of money was paid for these interests, which were 
transferred to Mr. Mayo and Mr. Chapman, of Chicago, and by them transferred to the Old Reliable Mining Company. The new capital put into the 

company is by Boston capitalists, who have had the six claims owned by it carefully examined by experts as to their value and extent. Among the 



experts who made examinations were Professor Sharpless, state geologist of Massachusetts, and Professors Carmichael and Griswold, of Boston, who 

enjoy most excellent reputations as geologists and mining experts. ¶ Mr. Mayo and Mr. Chapman retain a large interest in the company, and Mr. Mayo 
will continue as manager of the property and of the new stamp mill which the company will erect. [SFNM] 

 

Don Carmichael    - of CMD & HoustonTX 

Richard McGee, Tom Payne mining superintendent, Mack’s wife was Micky; also Don Carmichael (b.ca1928, lives Houston) & John Stombis and 
workforce of 7 or 8 from StaFe; Bill Macy was officer of Western DevelopmentCo? [Bill Scorah interview 3Aug2003] 

Since 1909, sulfide ores from the district have usually been milled near the mines. At different times between 1908 and 1918, three jigmills were active, a 150-ton mill for the 
Cash Entry mine, a 100-ton mill for the Tom Payne, and a 50-ton mill for the Grand Central. Between 1945 and 1949, two selective flotation mills concentrated ore 
from, respectively, the Cash Entry and Black Hornet mines. [NMBM&MR 1967 p.33] 

 

J. B. Carmichael    - of Thompson & Carmichael;  of DavenportIA & New Placers 

1881July2; J.H. Overhalls/Overhuls of San Miguel Co, Las Vegas, sells for $150 to Thompson & Carmichael of Davenport Scott Co IA, my int in placer loc 

10Jul80 b.C p.305, 160ac, ½ mi from SE corner of Church in Del San Francisco, NPD, rec 6Aug81; witness E. Hesber, J.M. Talbott [b.E p.478] 

1881July23; Haresson Freeman<sig =Harrison) of San Miguel Co, Las Vegas, sells for $150 to Thompson & Carmichael of Davenport Scott Co IA, my int 
in placer 160ac, ½ mi from SE corner of Church in Del San Francisco, NPD, rec 6Aug81; witness J.M Talbott, J.C. William [b.E p.479] 

1881August11; Quit Claim Deed; A.S. Maxwell, John H. Maxwell, R.D. Meyer, Thomas Thompson, J.B. Carmichael, W.C/O. Bennett of Davenport Co IA 

sell for $4500 to Davenport Exhange & Mining Co of IA Placer mines, ½ mi from SE corner of the Church in the town of Del San Francisco, rec 
28Sep81 [b.D p.490] 

1881September8; R.A. Kistler of San Miguel Co sells for $60 to Thompson & Carmichael, of City of Davenport IA, 1/16 int Rail Road Placer Claim 160ac 

of 16 persons, next to Talbott PC, New Placer MD, rec 21Oct81; witness J.W. Barney, W.D. Kistler [b.D p.573]  
1881October8; Quit Claim Deed; A.W. Bowman, M.B. Bowman, Thompson & Carmichael, Charlott S. Maxwell, Mary A. Carmichael, Emma Bradshaw 

<all of Davemport IA, sell for $3000 to Davenport Exchange & Mining Co Rail Road Placer Claim rec 22Oct81 [b.D p.578]  

1882March2; Golden. Dr. Maxwell said Mr. Carmichael left Golden Tuesday last for the southern part of the Territory. Mr. C. will return home ?? the 
Doctor thinks he will visit Golden again ere his departure to Iowa. …It is not improbable that Mr. McAfee’s men… [SFDNM] 

1882May4; Quit Claim Deed; E.J. Clark of Golden sells for $100 to J.B. Carmichael, Thomas Thompson undiv 1/8int Atlas Placer Claim 160ac, loc 2Dec81 

b.F p.8, E side Tuerto Mtns, about 6mi E Golden, NPMD, rec 12Jun82; presence W.E. Gale, S.W. Parson [b.F p.185] 
1882May31(loc); J.B. Carmichael, E.S. Bennett, J.H. Emmert, W.O. Bennett, E.B. Hayward, Geo S. Morrison, W.N. Emmert, C.S. Durfee, locators Uncle 

Batch Placer Claim 160ac, S160rods W,N,E, on E side of Tuerto mtns, ca 1mi SW ora Quey Peak, ca 6mi SE of Golden, south side PC is E, Golden 

Gate PC is N, Atlas PC is NE, NPMD rec 15Aug82 [b.F p.232] 
1882May31(loc); Wm Batchelder, J.B. Carmichael, A.S. Maxwell, J.H. Emmert, W.O. Bennett, W.N. Emmert, Geo S. Morrison, locators South Side Placer 

Claim 160ac, S160rods square, on E side of Tuerto mtns, ca 1mi SSW ora Quey Peak, ca 6mi SE of Golden, Atlas PC is N, Maryland PC is NE, Sunset 

PC is E, Golden Gate PC is NW, NPMD rec 15Aug82 [b.F p.232] 
188? 1883January19; Indenture; J.B. Carmichad, E.S. Bennett, E.B. Hayward, E.D. Durfee<sig C.D. Durfee), of Devenport Scott Co IA, sell for $400 to 

Davenport placer Mining Co of Scott Co IA undiv 1/2int Uncle Batch placer mining claim 160ac, loc 31May82 b.F p.232, at SW corner atlas pc, 

adjoining South Side pc on W, Golden claim on S, on E side Tuerto Mtns, ca 1mi SW of Ora Quey Peak, ca 6mi SE of Golden, NPMD, rec 5Feb83; [b.F 
p.342] 

 
Mary A. Carmichael    - of DavenportIA & New Placers 

1881September12; Joseph Fuller, locator, sells for $60 to Mary A. Carmichael of City of Davenport IA, 1/16 int Rail Road Placer Claim 160ac of 16 
persons, next to Talbott PC, New Placer MD, rec 21Oct81; witness James M.C. Jessey, William Galen Williams [b.D p.574]  

1881October8; Quit Claim Deed; A.W. Bowman, M.B. Bowman, Thompson & Carmichael, Charlott S. Maxwell, Mary A. Carmichael, Emma Bradshaw 

<all of Davemport IA, sell for $3000 to Davenport Exchange & Mining Co Rail Road Placer Claim rec 22Oct81 [b.D p.578]  

 
S. Carmichael    - of TrinidadCO & Red River 
1893December14; S. Carmichael, of Trinidad, representing parties who are largely interested in gold mines in the Taos mountains, is in the city to-day en 

route to Amizett. [SFDNM] 

1893December19; Mr. S. Carmichael, of Trinidad, representing Dr. Carmichael and others of that city, who are largely interested in Taos county mining 
properties, returned last night from a trip to Amizett. [SFDNM] 

1895June28; La Belle Cresset: Mr. Carmichael is working a force of six men on his placer property on Red River with good prospects of putting on ten or 

fifteen more as soon as he can return from Trinidad. He has with him about sixty colors of coarse heavy gold taken from a single panning. [SFDNM] 
1897July8; The Franklin Mining & Milling company operated at Franklin, N.M., in the Red River district, five miles up the river from the town of Red 

River, started their mill and works at full blast on the 5th inst. Mr. Carmichael, president of that company, writes to his attorney here, Mr. Renehan, that 

all mining interests there are “on the improve” with lots of work to do and being done. [SFDNM] 
1898May30; S. Carmichael, manager of the Franklin placer mines at Red River, states that the hydraulic machine is handling pay dirt in large quantities. He 

believes that the property will pay handsome dividends this season. [SFNM] 

1900June14; S. Carmichael, of Trinidad, is general manager of the Franklin placers on upper Red River about eight miles west of E-town. [SFNM] 

________________________________________________________________ 
 

E. J. Carmody    - San Pedro 

1889February2; San Pedro has a prize ring contest advertised to take place at the Cactus Garden theater, to-night between E.M. Cunningham and E.J. 

Carmody, for $[?] a side and the territorial championship. Sixteen rounds are to be fought with six once gloves. [SFDNM; Cerrillos Rustlings] 

________________________________________________________________ 

 * Carnahan * 
CARNAHAN MINES COMPANY    - New Placers 
(Carnahan – Lincoln-Lucky mine) The Carnahan lead-zinc mine is in the NW1/4 sec28 T12N R7E, about half a mile southwest of the San Pedro copper mine and part of the 

same property…Most of the oxidized ore and some of the primary ore was mined out for a length of 2300 feet in the 1880s by the Santa Fe Gold and Copper Co, which 
shipped ore to the Cerrillos smelter. It contained enough manganese to be excellent fluxing ore (Wells 1918). A second period of operation was from 1919 to 1928, first 
by the Collier Mines Co (1919 to 1926) and then by the Carnahan Mines Co (1926 to 1928). Between 1920 and 1924, small amounts of ore were shipped directly; from 



1925 to 1928, a 50-ton selective flotation mill milled 27,377 tons of ore, yielding 8552 tons of concentrate, including a high-grade lead concentrate containing a little gold 
and 20 oz of silver a ton and relative poor zinc concentrate containing 5 percent lead and 3 oz of silver a ton…Coal for the power plant was obtained from the Hagan 
field, and concentrate was hauled to the railroad at Hagan…In 1955, Tom B. Scarticcini shipped 50 tons of stope fill as manganese ore (Farnham). [NMBM&MR 1967 
p.41] 

1925; Smelting resumed in 1925, Grubnau asking A&CCC on January 20 for a car of coal. Collier Mines began teaming lead-zinc ore mined near Golden, to the south. Mine 
machinery was fueled with coal from Madrid; A&CCC spotted a carload for the company on a siding at Madrid; an empty car also was spotted, into which ore teamed 
from the mine was loaded. The wagons then were filled with coal before they returned to the mine. Once a carload of ore was accumulated, it was switched to the 
Grubnau plant. ¶ In March, Kaseman advised Oscar Huber, mine superintendent, that Collier had blocked out considerably more ore. The lead ores were being shipped 
to El Paso; they were teamed to Hagan, loaded on cars, then moved over the Rio Grande Eastern and interchanged to the Santa Fe at Hagan Junction, near San Felipe. 
¶ Collier’s zinc ores continued to move to the Grubnau plant, where they were concentrated and smelted. For smelting, to the furnace change of concentrate and 
anthracite slack coal was added slate, a waste product from the coal mines. Additionally, the plant burned bituminous coal as fuel. Thus, the Grubnau smelter was 
receiving carloads of ore, anthracite coal, bituminous coal, and slate from Madrid. ¶ In 1920, while the smelter was running, Kaseman instructed Huber that the coal 
company’s train crew was not to spot any cars, except occasional cars of slate with which Grubnau ballasted its track – and for which A&CCC made no charge. Cars of 
coal or slate for the furnace were to be spotted for the Santa Fe to deliver. Later, in 1925, when smelting resumed, A&CCC switched into the plant many, perhaps all, of 
the loads originating at Madrid. Even so, the Santa Fe, which then maintained an agent at Waldo, published a switching fee of $3.15 per car. ¶ Smelting continued into 
the middle of December 1925, at least, though it is not clear when work again was suspended. Collier, who sold his interest in the mine to his partner, had in the interim 
erected a flotation mill on the property, so as to lower transportation costs. Carnahan Mines, as the mine and mill thereafter operated, began shipping its concentrates 
through Hagan to El Paso for smelting. The Grubnau facility lay idle for over a decade. In 1938, it was sold to a dismantler and removed over a period of several years. 
Now, only foundations remain. [JPHereford, TheCerrillosCoalRailroad, 8Feb2008 draft] 

1930October30; NEW MEXICO ¶ The Carnahan Mines Company of Carnahan, New Mexico, was ordered to show cause, October 11, why a receiver should not be 
appointed to take charge of its properties, for disposal. ¶ The order was issued, after William C. Gladdin had filed suit against the company, asking judgment for $2,181, 
allegedly to be the amount he invested in a store business, to be operated co-operatively with the mining company. ¶ It is reported that Gladdin also filed suit against the 
company for $8,600 claimed due him, for two years services as a watchman. [THE MINING JOURNAL] 

1931February28; NEW MEXICO ¶ Notice was recently given that property of the Carnahan Mines Company, of Carnahan, New Mexico, was to be sold at public auction, in 
Bernalillo, New Mexico, February 19. The announcement was made by William C. Gladdia, receiver for the company. [THE MINING JOURNAL] 

as of 1965; Carnahan Mines Co., Inc.1926. Office: Canton OH. New Placers Dist. Anaconda-Amazon-Lincoln-Lucky Group. Succeeds Collier Mines Co. Mines Handbook, 
V.XVIII. [Directory of Mines in New Mexico, Lucien A. File] 

 
Gen. Robert H. Carnahan    - of IN 

1881November15; General Robert H. Carnahan accompanied by his son, is in the city looking for investments and to benefit his son’s health. General 
Carnahan and Governor Sheldon are old army friends, at the siege of Vicksburg General Carnahan serving as a captain in the 3rd Illinois Cavalry while 

Governor Sheldon commanded a brigade in the same division. General Carnahan will remain in the city several days and may invest in mines or lands. 

[SFDNM] 
1882May24; Governor Lew Wallace, United States minister to Turkey, recently wrote a pleasant letter to General Carnahan, of Indiana… “By the way, I 

was invited a few days ago by the sultan to go with him and witness a drill of his household troops. The old Eleventh could best his infantry, but the 

performance of his Circasian cavalry was something extraordinary.” [SFDNM] 
 

W. S. Carnahan    - New Placers 
Carnahan (Santa Fe). In the area of Golden and San Pedro. named for a prospector who filed some mining claims here. PO 1927-30. [T.M. Pearce 1965] 
1920s late - W.S.Carnahan operated the Anaconda, Lucky and Amazon mines at San Pedro. He built a store on the hill E of San Pedro, S of Golden, and acquired PO 

service betw 1927 and 1930 under the name of Carnahan. [The Place Names of NM, R.Julyan] 
Post Offices in  StaFe region, per James W. White, corrected by Jim Forte; Santa Fe, 1Oct1849; Santa Cruz, 4Feb1852; Juana Lopez, 10Dec1866 to 1870; Real de Dolores, 

1Mar1869 to 1870; Pojoaque, 25Feb1870 to 1919; La Bajada, 17Jul1870 to 1872; Glorieta, 6Jan1875; Gallisteo, 19Dec1876 to 1885; Carbonateville 10Jul1879 to 
1880; Cañoncito, 30Sep1879 to 1880; Turquesa, 1880 to 1899; Cerrillos, 29Jun1880; Golden, 2Jul1880 to 1928; Bonanza City, 2Aug1880 to 1883; Lamy, 1Mar1881 to 
1963; San Pedro, 16May1881 to 1918; Dolores, 1887 to 1901; Galisteo, 1893 to 1959; Hobart, 19May1894 to 1912; Romero, 4Apr1895 to 1900; Madrid, 27Mar1896 to 
1966; Cowspring, 6Apr1899 to 1906; Buckman, 22Jun1899?89 to 1925; Nambé, 16Apr1901 to 1922; Ildefonso, 14Aug1901 to 1915; Kennedy, 31May1902 to 1918; La 
Cienega, 17Apr1906 to 1907; Stanley, 13Apr1907 to 1965; Otto, 4Jun1907 to 1923; Hyer, 7Jan1908 to 1926; Venus, 10Feb1901?09 to 1928; Dennison, 4Jun1907?12 
to 1912; Barton, 1908 to 1936; Waldo, 20May1919 to 1936; Los Alamos, 9Nov1920; Cundiyo, 15Jul1922 to 1964; Carnahan, 8Feb1927 to 1930; En Medio, 25Aug1932 
to 1933; Edgewood, 1Oct1936; Tesuque, 28Feb1938; Totavi, 16Feb1949 to 1953 [newmexicoalhn.net] 

Carnahan (Lincoln-Lucky) mine has produced more than twice as much lead and zinc as all other mines in the three-county area put together, but its longest period of 
continuous operation was only 5 years, from 1924 through 1928. [NMBM&MR 1967 p.10] 

________________________________________________________________ 

 
Andrew Carnegie    - rico of PittsburgPA 

1899October16; Cerrillos Coal Outlook. Reports of Extensive Improvementws to Be Made. It is been an open secret for years tha the coal mines at Madrid 

were really controlled by the Colorado Fuel & Iron Company, and when the Denver papers announced several months ago that Andrew Carnegie, the 

Pittsburg Pa., steel and iron manufacturer, had probably secured possession of the controlling stock in the Colorado Fuel & Iron Company it was 
implied that he also secured control of the coal mines in southern Santa Fe county. ¶ Rumors which cannot be officially verified have it that great 

changes will be made very soon in the management of the coal mines, and that work is to be done in that district upon a much larger scale than 

heretofore, and that about a million dollars will be spent in improvements next year. [SFNM] 

________________________________________________________________ 

 * Carnes * 
James B. Carnes    - Gallinas mtns 

1881October11; The Gallinas Mining and Smelting Company… incorporators… Edward Mosely, John Robertson, Wm I. Spence, Hampton Hutton, James 
Austin, Marcus A. Lord, James B. Carnes, John H. Shautlin, H.C. McDougal and Charles G. Comstock. [SFDNM]   

1882August22; Rich finds are reported from the Gallinas mountains. The Grand View mine is showing a well defined vein of wire silver and native copper, 

the width of the vein being seven feet. – The Red Cloud and Deadwood mines in the Galinas are being operated by a Missouri company with great 
success. [SFDNM] 

 



Samuel K. Carnes    - of Los Alamos, StaFe, Abq 

TRIO owned by 1941 Verne Byrne & Sam Carnes 
Carney’s 2518 N. Valencia Alb [D.D. Funderburk 1950 waybook; BHenderson] 
The Trio claim, west of the Evelyn property was staked in 1941 by Verne Byrne and Sam Carnes, of Santa Fe, but all the workings were excavated prior to 1941. The vein lay 

in a small inclusion of quartzite that was surrounded by augite-biotite monzonite and overlapped on the north by gravel of the Ancha formation. Ore occurs as a partial 
filling of small cracks in a weakly defined zone of fractures cutting the quartzite. The vein was opened by three 20-foot shafts spaced over a strike length of 48 feet and 
connected underground by a drift. Some stoping had been done in the drift. Other workings included three shallow cuts, two of them lying in the porphyry and exposing 
no vein matter. The only visible ore lay in small piles. Galena cubes with coatings of ceruussite form clusters on quartzite. Some of the ore was composed of loosely 
aggregated small quartz crystals and galena cubes, with minor amounts of cerussite, limonite and manganese oxide. [Disbrow&Stoll 1957] 

2001; died Harriette L. Carnes (born Chicago 1911) joined her beloved husband, Samuel K. Carnes in death Monday, May 29, surrounded by family and friends while sharing 
stories and memories. Passing with her was a living history of Los Alamos and Santa Fe during WWII. She left the gifts of fondness for flowers, love of home, curiosity, 
and creativity to those who survived her daughter, Lucille Arnold and husband, John; son, Sam Carnes and wife, Leah; grandchildren, Sid Arnold, Amy Carnes, Monique 
Arnold and Cara Lemons; great-grandchildren, Samantha Arnold, Courtney Arnold, John A. Arnold, Cydney Arnold and James Valdez; a sister; and many nieces, 
nephews and friends. French Mortuary, 1111 University Blvd. NE. 

________________________________________________________________ 

 * Carney * 
G. P. Carney    - Creede 

1898March19; G.P. Carney, a mining man from Creede, registers at the Exchange. – At the Exchange: P.G. Carneys, J. Schweble, Creede, Colo.; Peter 
Reid, Bland… [SFNM] 

 
William Carney    - Madrid 
1948; Huber Auto Dealership, Vehicle Contract, Carney, William. [A&CCC Records, Zimmerman Lib] 

________________________________________________________________ 

 * Caron * 
Leon Caron  <d.1899>    - Silver Buttes m.d., New Placers & Golden 
1880December18(disc&loc); Joseph Bardins, William A. Maxwell, Rober Goblin, C.W. Hoper, William Maden, J.W. Case, Leon Caron, 80ac of Placer 

mining ground, from NE corner Belcher claim… NPMD, rec 23Dec80 [b.D p.192] 
1881February21; Dated. Filed 25Feb1881. Transfer. Francisco Aranda to Leon Caron. b.P-1 Deeds p.48. [BHenderson Abstract of Title No.6313 30Sep1983 p.455] 
1882August14; Dated. Filed 16Aug1882. Location of Town Lot. TITLE TO BLOCK 9 Golden. Leon Caron and G.J. Chism. b.L-Deeds p.251. [BHenderson Abstract of Title No.6313 30Sep1983 

p.173] 
1882August28; Dated. Filed 29Aug1882. Location of Property. TITLE TO BLOCK 17 Golden. Richard Giblin. …said house and lot lying on the west side of the arroyo and bounded on the south by 

lot owned by Leon Caron, and on the East by the shop + lot owned by J.F. Kelley on the north by lot of Lewis Buckman on the west by common Territory. Said lot being twenty four ft. more or 
less from the north line of Leon Caron’s lot on which is stands the Golden Saloon… Wit. J.H. King, George Dorflinger. b.M p.10. [BHenderson Abstract of Title No.6313 30Sep1983 p.334] 

1883June28(loc); John Deboo, James Pollock, Patrick Cullen, Leon Caron, locators (no name) 500’SW 1000’NE 300’ea side, Orter Mtns, NPMd, rec 
18Sep83 [b.F p.464] 

1883April20; A new ceiling is the latest improvement at the Golden saloon. – Golden Saloon Leon Caron, Proprietor, Golden, New Mexico Wines, Liquors 
and Cigars Beer and Tobacco. Games of Chance to Suit Callers Free Dance Saturday Nights. [The Golden Retort. Vol.III No.9] 

1883April27; Four yearning hearts await the coming of Father Leon. [The Golden Retort. Vol.III No.10] 

1883May25; Legal Notice. To Alex Sanford: You are hereby notified that an attachment has been issued out of Justice Court, Precinct No.11, in and for 
Santa Fe county, New Mexico, against you, and in favor of Leon Caron, for the sum of thirty-three and seventy-six one-hundredths dollars, ($33.76) and 

costs; and unless you appear before Justice of the Peace J.M. Talbott at his office at Golden… J.H. King Dept. Sheriff Santa Fe Co N.M. [The Golden 

Retort. Vol.III No.13] 

1883September5; Town Plat of the Town of Golden… has been laid out on the old Town site of Real Del San Francisco… I, J.M. Talbott do hereby certify that the within 
Town plat has been property staked out according to law. Given under my hand this 5th day of Sept 1883 J.M. Talbott Surveyor. B.H. Talbott, J.H. King, R.W. Webb, J.M. 
Talbott, A.N. Randall, S.H. King, John T. Kelley, James H. Cheves, George Chison, Richard Gibbin, Charles W. Gates. Leon Caron, Patrick Cullen, James Harris, 
Fracisco Aranda, Eulogio Aranda, S.B. Harges, Pablo Aranda, John Saloman, Antonio Nieto, Fillipi Garcier, W.O. Bennett, Juan Anto Chavez, Tettie M. Emmett, W.G. 
Griffin. b.L Deeds p.469. [BHenderson Abstract of Title No.1 30Sep1983] 

Plat of the Town of Golden. Plat is hand titled J.H. Clarke. – Block 19 – Golden St, 3rd, 5th, Alley; Lot3 Leon Caron 198’x75’; Lot4 R. Giblin 50’x198’; Lot 5 L. Buckman 
43’x150’; Lot6 J.H. King 32’x150’; Lot7 Caron & Chisum 33’x150’; Lot8 S.D. Baldwin 75’x150’. [BHenderson Abstract of Title Supplemental No.3456, v.IV, 30Sep1983] 

1884January1(loc); Sam C. Wright 1/4, Eulogio Aranda 1/4, George T. Chism 1/4, Leon Caron 1/4 Rial del Norte 750’NE+SW 300’ea side, ½ mi S of 

Miller Ranch, SBMD, rec 1Feb84 [b.F p.620] 
1884January1; Georg C. Smith, Elain H. Dunbar, Weston Curtney, Anton Lickofare, James Hurst, Samuel Carrez, Leon Caron, George Chism, locators 

New York Placer Mining Claim <reloc of Excelcior placer, 160ac, from SW corner of Mose/Moose PC S160rods E160rods, to SW corner of Athens 

pc, rec 4Feb84; witness J.H. Hayward, H.H. Marley [b.F p.623] 
1884January2(loc); G.J. Smith 1/4, R.W. Webb 1/4, J.H. Brown 1/8, G.T. Chisen 1/8, Leon Caron 1/8, J.H. Cheves 1/8, locators Golden Lode 1450’SE 

50’NW 300’ea side, on N slope Tuerto Mtns, joins Iowa mine on S, Columbus mine on E about 1.5mi SE of Golden, NPMD, rec 1Feb84 [b.F p.619] 

1884January8(loc); Leon Caron, G.T. Chism Lot No.1 in Block No.3 in Town of Golden, as being the original locator, rec 4Feb84; cert 2Feb84 J.M. Talbott 
JofP [b.F p.624] 

1884July4; Golden Saloon Leon Caron, Proprietor, Golden, New Mexico Wines, Liquors and Cigars Beer and Tobacco. Games of Chance to Suit Callers 

Free Dance Saturday Nights. [The Golden Retort. Vol.IV No.26] 
1884July18; Buckman, Boyd, Willis and Caron have gone to the Jemez springs. [The Golden Retort. Vol.V No.1] 
1887October4; Dated. Filed 5Oct1887. Warranty Deed. TITLE TO BLOCK 13 Golden – Title to William and Vera Henderson. Patrick Cullen to Leon Caron. b.Q p.266. [BHenderson Abstract of Title 

No.6313 30Sep1983 p.256] 

1888December7; ref Leon Caron, Golden, $3 paid subscriber to Rustler. [Los Cerrillos Rustler Vol.1 No.20] 
1888December7; Leon Caron, the genial proprietor of the Golden Palace, is suffering from a severe attack of rheumatism. [Los Cerrillos Rustler Vol.1 No.20] 
1890January10; L. Caron, of Golden, went over to the Ortiz mountains the other day, to view his mining estates. Should any English syndicate, or any other man, offer him a 

goodly sum of money, he might possibly sell. He has everything in proper shape to make a hasty transfer. [San Pedro – In Brief; The Cerrillos Rustler Vol.II No.26] 



1890January10; Notice of Forfeiture. Golden, N.M., Oct. 11, 1889. To George T. Chism, hes successors or legal representatives: You are hereby notified that I have 
expended sixty two dollars and fifty cents ($62.50), in labor and improvements on the Dowling lode, situated in the Golden mining district… Leon Caron. [The Cerrillos 
Rustler Vol.II No.26]    

1891April17; Hon. J.B. Mayo and Col. Leon Caron, of Golden, passed through town Tuesday, on a trip to Santa Fe. [The Rustler v.III n.41] 
1891April17; Leon Caron, the San Pedro merchant, yesterday purchased Judge Axtel’s big bay team, paying him $450 therefor. He will use it to freight 

merchandise between Cerrillos and San Pedro. [SFDNM] 

1891May22; Leon Caron, formerly of Golden, has bought a partnership in the saloon business at Albuquerque with J.A. Jackson. [The Rustler v.III n.46] 
1891June12; ref at Golden, 100-stamp mill on the great gold lead of McDonald, Caron and others. [The Rustler v.III n.49] 
1891June16; A hundred stamp mill, to be put up by St. Louis parties, is talked of at Golden, on the great gold ore of McDonald, Caron and others. 

[SFDNM] 

1891October30; Leon Caron has bought out his partner, Mr. Jackson, in the business at Albuquerque, and is now going it alone. [The Rustler, v.IV no.26] 
1891December18; Leon Caron, once proprietor of the “Palace,” at Golden, now has a neat and prosperous place on north third street, Albuquerque. [The Rustler, v.IV no.33] 
1891December25; Leon Caron, new subscriber to the Rustler. [The Rustler, v.IV no.34] 
1892July6; Dated. Filed 7Jul1892. Warranty Deed. TITLE TO BLOCK 3 Golden. Leon Carson[Caron] to Louis Imbert. b.X p.338. [BHenderson Abstract of Title No.6313 30Sep1983 p.60] 
1892July6; Dated. Filed 7Jul1892. Warranty Deed. TITLE TO BLOCK 13 Golden – Title to William and Vera Henderson. Leon Carson to Louis Imbert. b.X p.338. [BHenderson Abstract of Title 

No.6313 30Sep1983 p.258] 
1892July6; Dated. Filed 7Jul1892. Warranty Deed. TITLE TO BLOCK 19 Golden. Leon Carson to Louis Imbert. b.X p.338. [BHenderson Abstract of Title No.6313 30Sep1983 p.372] 
1899November11; Dated. Filed 7Dec1899. Administrator’s Deed. TITLE TO BLOCK 4 Golden. Alfred N. Randall, Administrator of the Estate of Leon Caron, deceased, to Joseph B. Mayo. b.G-1 

p.174. [BHenderson Abstract of Title No.6313 30Sep1983 p.76] 
1899November11; Dated. Filed 7Dec1899. Administrator’s Deed. TITLE TO BLOCK 13 Golden. Alfred N. Randall, Administrator of the Estate of Leon Caron, deceased, to Joseph B. Mayo. b.G-1 

p.174. [BHenderson Abstract of Title No.6313 30Sep1983 p.251] 
1899November11; Dated. Filed 7Dec1899. Administrator’s Deed. TITLE TO BLOCK 19 Golden. Alfred N. Randall, Administrator of the Estate of Leon Caron, deceased, to Joseph B. Mayo. b.G-1 

p.174. [BHenderson Abstract of Title No.6313 30Sep1983 p.375] 

1900January8; Land Transactions. Alfred N. Randall, administrator of the estate of Leon Caron, deceased, to Joesph B. Mayo, lot in Golden; consideration, 

$27.50. [SFNM] 

1900January30; Probate Clerk Atansio Romero this morning recorded six assignments of 99 year leases by Leon Caron, John Debo, Alfred N. Randall and 
Joseph B. Mayo from the New Mexico Mining company, to the Old Reliable Mining company, incorporated under the laws of West Virginia. The leases 

were made in 1892 and are for the Narrow Gauge No.1, Narrow Gauge No.2, the Broad Gauge No.1, the Grand Central No.1, and the Grand Central 

No.2 mining claims on the Ortiz grant. He also recorded a mining deed of David Johnson and Richard C. Conner of Golden, to M.T. Derrick, E.W. 
Hornell, J.C. Jones and J.A. Higgs, a three quarter interest in the Montreal tunnel site and the Carlton mining lode, three miles from San Pedro in this 

county. The consideration is $430. [SFNM] 

- witness - 
1882August26(loc); Johnson H. Brown, locator Silver Star mine 200’E of N 1300’W of S 300’ea side, in South Mtns, S from + bounded N by Avondale 

mine, NPMD, rec 28Aug82; attest Leon Caron, H.E. StGeorge [b.F p.243] 

 

Telesphere E. Caron    - Golden 
1900September20; Dated. Filed 28Sep1900. Lis Pendens. TITLE TO BLOCK 4 Golden. Telesphere E. Caron, et al vs. The Old Reliable Gold Mining Co. et al. b.G-1 p.458. [BHenderson Abstract of 

Title No.6313 30Sep1983 p.74] 

1902January23; Case No.935, Telesphor E. Caron, et als, appellants, vs. The Old Reliable Gold Mining Company, et als, was argued for the appellants by 
Albert L. Teele, Esq., of Denver, but the attorney for the appellees, failed to put in his appearance. [SFNM] 

________________________________________________________________ 

 
William C. Carothers    - PittsburgPA 
1901October30; Coal declaratory statements: October 24, Margaret C. Trimble, Della T. Clark, Mayme Hetzer, George S. Ralston, T. Lee Clark, Edward P. 

McMillan, Lawrence E. Wible, E.D. Whitman, Fred L. Roberts, Thomas W. Harvey, A.H. Trimble, H. Glenn Semple, William C. Carothers, Blanche 

Hetzer, William A.M. Braman, W.R. Murphy, Suzanne S. Beatty, W.C. Hogan, John A. Willson, James Kent. William Wylie, E.M. Crandall, Charles 
Menzener, G.B. Dunkle, of Pittsburg, Pa., Frederick C. Perkins, H.F. Conkling, James E. Haines, Levi A. Hughes of Santa Fe, each a quarter section of 

coal land in southern Santa Fe county. [SFNM] 

________________________________________________________________ 

 * Carpenter * 
Carpenter    - Cañon del Agua grant 
1883May4; The San Pedro attorneys in the Cañon del Agua case, in their extension of time for taking testimony, are in hopes that by scouring the country 

they may by chance run on to some witness who can be of service to them. Why don’t they take Col. Carey’s testimony? He bought the two grants from 
Ramirez and is supposed to know what he purchased. Have him repeat that conversation with Mr. Carpenter, wherein Carey said the poor Mexicans had 

no idea how much land they sold when they parted with their little ranches! It would be a good idea also to have him relate a certain chat with Jose 

Serafin Ramirez at Tijeras; also, his having old man Aranda point out the highest peak of the “Tuerto” mountains and the soothing influences of the trip; 
also, why he agreed to give Col. Eaton a deed to six mines in the Tuerto mountains but never did so, though the agreement is of record in the county 

clerk’s office, Santa Fe. Again, why not put their surveyor, W.W. Griffin, on the stand and have him relate how the patent lines were run, in what 

manner evidence was taken on the ground, who acted as interpreter on that occasion; also, why was it that, when Ramirez protested at the time the lines 

were being run he did not claim north of the forks of the Albuquerque and Palo Armarillo road, the northern boundary was moved a mile and a half 

north so as to take in nearly the entire town of Golden; also, when the said lines were being run, why the Oro Que peak was selected as the eastern 
boundary, when Ramirez declared in the presence of several persons, at the time, that the eastern limit of the grant was four miles farther to the west. We 

would also suggest the placing Corydon E. Cooley and Elias Brevoort on the stand as important witnesses for the company. If there ever was a legal 

farce enacted to the fill it is the attempt of the San Pedro company and its attorneys to make stick the outrageously fraudulent patent to the Cañon del 
Agua grant. [The Golden Retort. Vol.III No.10] 

 

Carpenter    - possibly Henry Carpenter;  of Hillsboro 
1896October12; A $5 nugget of gold was found in the Handel & Carpenter mine, near the S.L.C. ranch, the other day says the Hillsboro Advocate. 

[SFDNM] 

 



A. A. Carpenter    - of Tres Piedras & Buckman 

1896September2; At the Palace: A.A. Carpenter, Tres Piedras... [SFDNM] 

1899June7; A.A. Carpenter came in from White Rock last evening and is stopping at the Exchange. [SFNM] 
1899December28; At the Palace: A.A. Carpenter, Buckman… [SFNM] 

1899December30; At the Palace: A.A. Carpenter, Buckman… [SFNM] 

 

C. C. Carpenter    - traveling agent for AT&SF 

1893October31; C.H. Morehouse, general southwestern agent, and C.C. Carpenter, traveling agent for the A.T.& S.F., two of the most efficient men in the 

business, are here to-day from El Paso. [SFDNM] 
1895January24; Mr. C.C. Carpenter, of El Paso, the efficient and genial traveling agent for the A.,T.& S.F. system, is circulating among local business men. 

– At the Palace: C.C. Carpenter, El Paso... [SFDNM] 

1895May22; Mr. C.C. Carpenter has been transferred from the passenger department of the Santa Fe railroad, with headquarters at El Paso, to Minneapolis, 
Minn., where he fills a similar position. [SFDNM] 

 

Frank Carpenter    - Hematite 
1896April2; Frank Carpenter, of Cherry valley, and Pierce Murphy have started home, overland, from the Hematite camp. where they write they have struck 

something rich. They report the sale of the Yellow Jacket there for $3,000. The whole country is staked off, notwithstanding the fact that the snow is 

quite deep. [SFDNM] 

 
Frank Carpenter    - Las Vegas 

1897September16; Las Vegas Notes. On Tuesday Frank Carpenter sold 1,200 lambs for $1.70 per head. [SFDNM] 

 
Frank Carpenter    - White Oaks 
1899April29; Last week Professor B.H. Dye and Mr. and Mrs. Frank Carpenter returned to White Oaks after an absence of several months spent in St. Louis 

and Denver. These gentlemen will at once put the Lady Godiva mine, at this place, in operation under the direction of John W. Harrison, of St. Louis, 
who is the principal owner. Mr. Harrison, who controls extensive capital, will arrive in a few days when work will at once be begun. [SFNM] 

 
George Carpenter    - Bland 
1901March28; At the Bon-Ton: George Carpenter, Bland. [SFNM] 

 
George R. Carpenter    - RR conductor 
1881November15; G.R. Carpenter came in last night and went to the Palace hotel. He is to take the place of Conductor Hawkins who has been running 

between here and Lamy in the absence of Conductor Bishop. Mr. Hawkins will take a train on the main line. [SFDNM] 

1882March15; George Carpenter who was for a long time conductor running between here and Lamy, has left. He went to Vegas, and will work on the 
other branch. [SFDNM] 

 

George M. Carpenter    - of E-town 
George M. Carpenter, Sergeant, Co.E First Cavalry Regiment California Volunteers, (Co. organized Aug1861 @ Camp Merchant CA; mustered out 31Aug1864 @ Las 

Cruces, and an entirely new Co.E was organized in CA by Capt. R.H. McIlroy, most men from San Francisco & San Jose; Co. mustered out 6Mar1866) enrolled @ San 
Francisco 14Aug1861; reenlisted 31Dec1863 @ Franklin TX as a Veteran Volunteer; transferred to Co.B. [www.calarchives4u.com] 

George M. Carpenter, Sergeant, Co.B First Cavalry Regiment California Volunteers, (Co originally organized Aug1861 @ Camp Merchant CA by Capt. Fritz. Upon Term of 
Service expiry Aug1864 this company was reorganized at Ft. Sumner NM, by reenlistment and by new CaVol recruits; final demob 10Sep1866) enrolled @ Rio 
Miembres 1Jan1864; Reenlisted as Veteran Vol. from Co.E, discharged 25Junt1866 StaFe, for disability. [www.calarchives4u.com] 

1873May10; Below we give the particulars of the recent shooting affair near Cimarron which resulted in the death of Mr. John H. Moore of Elizabethtown: 
About 11 o’clock on Thursday night, the 1st inst., John Crowley, who lives on a ranch 6 miles below Cimarron, claimed by Messrs. Porter and 

Carpenter, about which some litigation has been occasioned recently, was awakened by the firing of rifles outside of the house and the crashing of 

bullets against it. …with William Parker… found Mr. Moore badly wounded… Dr. Longwill sent for… [SFDNM]   
1873October1; Married – In Linneus, Missouri, on Thursday… Mr. George M. Carpenter, of Elizabethtown, New Mexico and Miss Mary F., daughter of 

Geo F. Taylor... [SFDNM] 

1875January9; From the Cimarron News and Press we learn: H.M. Porter, A.F. Middaugh, George M. Carpenter and D.W. Stevens, all confirmed old 
bachelors, a little more than a year ago, and composing ‘the firm of Porter, Middaugh & Co;’ show prolification, as well as prosperity. The hotel 

registers hereafter may record after each of their names, wife and one, “A net increase of of 200 per cent.” [SFDNM] 

 

H. H. Carpenter    - of WashDC 

1897December20; Mr. H.H. Carpenter, of Washington City, registers at the Claire. – At the Claire: H.H. Carpenter, Washington… [SFDNM] 

1898March8; In the matter of assumpsit, wherein, on February 15, 1898, T.B. Catron was granted a judgment by default for $30,822 in the District court 
against H.H. Carpenter. E.A. Fiske, attorney for Carpenter, has filed a motion to vacate and set aside the judgment, contending that he filed his answer in 

time to avert the judgment by default. The nice questions of law involved came up before Judge McFie in chambers this afternoon at 2 o’clock and the 

hearing was still in progress when this report closed. [SFNM] 
1899September13; Territorial District Court. Thomas B. Catron vs. H.H. Carpenter; set for September 22. [SFNM] 

 

Henry Carpenter  (b.NY 1826>    - wife is Josefa Carpenter (b.NM 1843>;  of Tijeras, Abq 
1870July20_census: Henry Carpenter, farmer, 44y-o, born NY, RealValue$300 PersValue$2,000, resident Town of Tijeras, Josefa Carpenter, keeping house, 27y-o, b.NM, 

Juan Carpenter, 9y-o, Rafaela Carpenter, 8y-o, Carlota Carpenter, 6y-o, William Anderson, laborer, 26y-o, b.NY 

1892September10; George Hebert, Henry Carpenter, John Humphries and Tom Post, who whacked bull teams between the Missouri river and Santa Fe in 
the forties, are here comparing notes and taking in the convention. [SFDNM] 

1897May21; New Corporations. The Cedar Canon Copper Company has been incorporated by Henry L. Warren, Henry T. McKinney, George H. Davis and 

Lewis H. Chamberlain of Albuquerque, and Henry Carpenter of Tijeras, and articles of incorporation filed in the territorial secretary’s office. The object 
of the company is to carry on a general mining and milling business; capital stock, $75,000, with principal place of business located at Albuquerque, 

N.M. [SFDNM] 



1902January23; …declared open for settlement a large tract of land lying between the Chilili grant and the Tijeras canon in Bernalillo county. ¶ In 1885 

when Henry Carpenter and a few others made application for the Tijeras community grant they asked for 90,000 acres. ¶ the court of private land claims 
found that the original grant decree only called for the valley of the canon in width and ranging from the mouth near where Judge Trimble’s ranch house 

now stands on the west and about two miles from the town of Tijeras on the east. A survey was made and the grant was approved for 2,000 acres. 

[SFNM] 

 

Henry H. Carpenter  (b.MA 1840>    - wife is Anna J. Carpenter (b.NY 1843>;  Ortiz Mine grant, Sierra Magdalenas, Black Range, Tijeras 

1867August17; H.M. Enos, Henry Springer, Henry Carpenter, W.T. Strachan, E. Williams, Panfiro Cano, M. Caracher, M. Bloomfield <all by 
J.S.Hutchason, Atty); Hutchason lode gold mixed with other metals & minerals, in Sn Lazaro mountains on NW slope of large hill near a large gulch 

commencing at a shaft sunk upon the discovery claim [b.A p.165]  

1867August17; D.H. Brotherton, J.S. Hutchason, (remainder by J.S.H. Atty>James Patterson, H. Carpenter, Lorenzo Montaño, Henry Springer, W.T?S. 
Stracham; Mammoth lode gold mixed with other metals & minerals, southern slope of San Lazaro mountain [b.A p.163]  

1867October21; SANTA JULIANA LODE, being the mining claim of Berardo Fraire and J. F. Hutchinson, H. M. Enos, W. F. Strachan, H. Carpenter, Lorenzo Montoya, Major 
T. Brotherton, J. Springer, and J. Parsons: “This is to certify that on the (21^st ) twenty first day of October A. D. 1867, I discovered a Lode or Lead of Silver Ore and 
hereby claim the discovery claims viz.: 600 feet. The said Lead or Lode is named the _Santa Juliana Lode_ and is situated in the range of mountains known as the 
Sierra Magdalenas in the county of Socorro and territory of New Mexico. …Further I as authorized Agent for the following named persons (8) eight in number making 
2400 twenty four hundred feet more, viz.: J. F. Hutchinson, H. M. Enos, W. T. Strachan, H. Carpenter, Lorenzo Montano, Maj. Brotherton, H. Springer and J. Parsons. 
Each and every one of said claims extending 300 feet northerly; the last of said claims forming on the north to the _Christina Lode_. Each and every one of said leads 
being marked each 300 feet by a monument erected to mark the commencement and ending of each claim from North to South. ¶ Berardo Fraire personally appeared 
before me, the justice of the peace in and for the county of Socorro, Berardo Fraire for himself and other parties named above and P. H. Kelley and Chas. W. Fenner 
as witness, and certify under oath that the forgoing is true of their own knowledge and that they witnessed the erection of the said monuments of stones. Sworn to and 
subscribed before me this 22cnd day of October A. D. 1867. Canuto Torres, Justice of the Peace; Enregistrado por mui Julian J. Trujillo.” (Thus the first mining claim 
_recorded_ in the Magdalena Mining District was the Santa Juliana Lode of Berardo Fraire and John S. Hutchason, et. al.) [Lode Mining Claim Records from the 
Socorro County Courthouse, Book “U” p.115, per REveleth] 

Henry Carpenter operated a large ranch in the Juan Tomas area in the 1880s. [The Place Names of NM, R.Julyan] 
1880June3_census: H.H. Carpenter, SF resident, miner, 40y-o, born MA wife Anna J. (37yrs NY) 
1881January14; Office of The New York & New Mexico Mining & Smelting Co., (Limited.), H.H. Carpenter, Sup’t. Cerrillos, N.Mex, Jany 14th 1881, Hon Carl Shurtz 

Washington D.C. Dear Sir Have You any knowledge relating to the various “Grants” found in this section? If so kindly inform me or direct me how to ascertain whether 
the United States in Confirming the Ortiz Grant situated in Santa Fe Co N. Mex conveyed all mineral as well as the land? Did the United States confirm only the Grant as 
granted by Spain or Mexico? Can purchasers of Government Land at $1.25 per acre claim title to the Mineral? In other words have Miners the privelage of locating 
Mining claims on such land & will such locations be acknowledged by the United States? Very Respectly Geo. A. Waller, Assayer & Mineralocgist. [HM-AML docs 
DOI#136.5567] 

1881May13; The Torrence mine is to have a ten stamp mill. [SFDNM]   
1882April1; Old Boss (Black Range) About the first of this month this property was sold to H.H. Carptenter, principal owner of the Torrence mine, for 

$125,000. The enterprise and success of Mr. Carpenter, displayed in the management of the Torrance, are a strong guarantee that he will make of the Old 

Boss a big paying property. Forty-five men are at work in the mine under the superintendency of Mr. D.H. Bently, of Denver. [The Mining Journal] 
1884-85 Henry Carpenter listed as dealer of mining property resident Albuquerque, in Gazetteer, R.L. Polk & Co + A.C. Danser 

1890April17; Dated. Placer Mining Location. John T. Kelly, Juliana Kelly, M.B. Bowman, Grace E. Bowman, Leonard Skinner, Ceclia Skinner, Henry Carpenter, Wm. M. 
Mackintosh, for The Kelly Placer Mining Claim. Beginning about 1mi SE of the Church at Golden following the N line of the Canon Del Agua Grant bout 1.25mi, then E 
400yds, then N to intersect the S line of the Ortiz Grant… 160acres. Sig. John T. Kelly, Juliana Kelly, M.B. Bowman, Grace E. Bowman, Leonard Skinner, Ceclia 
Skinner, Henry Carpenter, Wm M. Mackintosh. Wit. Jas Lemory, Geo C. Smith. b.2 Location Notices p.92. [BHenderson Abstract of Title No.3 30Sep1983] 

1891October16; Uncle Harry Carpenter, of Tijeras canon, arrived in the city yesterday. [(Albuquerque Democrat) SFDNM] 

1892September10; At the Claire: Henry Carpenter, Tijeras. [SFDNM] 
1895July9; Mr. Henry Carpenter, the sage of Tijeras, a pleasant old man who wears his age most happily, is to be seen on the plaza to-day. He is here to 

arrange for sending his son to St. Michael’s college next term. [SFDNM] 

1897February23; At the Exchange: H. Carpenter and son, Tijeras... [SFDNM] 

1897August7; At the petition of Henry Carptenter, Rafael Carpenter is appointed Administrator for the remainder of the Estate of Edwin Byles, the former Admin John T. 
Kelly now being deceased ... b.2 Probate Court Record p.315. [BHenderson Abstract of Title No.3 30Sep1983] 

1898March21; Dated. POA. Henry Carpenter of Tijeras to Leonard Skinner of Chilili. for Kelly placer Mining property… Sig. Henry Carpenter. Ackn; 21Mar1898 Otto 
Dieckmann NP of Bernalillo co. b.K Mining Records p.175. [BHenderson Abstract of Title No.3 30Sep1983] 

1898March31; Dated. Quitclaim Deed. Leonard Skinner Admr &c. of John T. Kelley, deceased and of Juliana Aranda de Kelley, dec., Rafael Carpenter Admr &c. of Edwin 
Byles, dec.d; Leonard Skinner and Celia Skinner, his wife and Henry Carpenter, all being residents of Bernalillo co., for $2700.00, sold to James A. Wood of Kansas City 
MO. All and singular all their right, title and interest and of said estates of John T. Kelley and Juliana Aranda de Kelley, deceased, of in and to the Kelley Placer mining 
claim… Sig. Leonard Kinner, Adm’r &c. John T. Kelley, deceased; Leonard Skinner, Admir &c. Juliana Aranda de Kelley ded’d.; Leonard Skinner; Rafael Carpenter, 
Admr &c. Edwin Byles, deceased; Henry Carpenter by Leonard Kinner Attorney; Celia Skinner by Leonard Skinner attorney. b.K Mining Records p.172. [BHenderson 
Abstract of Title No.3 30Sep1983] 

1898March31; Dated. Chattel Mortgage. James A. Wood of Kansas City MO, for $3602.05, sells to Leonard Skinner, Admir &c. of John T. Kelly & Juliana Aranda de Kelly 
&c.both deceased, Rafael Carpenter Admir of Edwin Byles & Leonard Skinner & Celia Skinner his wife & Henry Carpenter all of Bernalillo co., the Keley Placer Mining 
claim… Given to secure payment of that certain promissory not 31Mar1898… Sig. James A. Wood. Wit. Chas L. Thayer. b.C Chattel Mortgages p.78. [BHenderson 
Abstract of Title No.3 30Sep1983] 

 

Herbert M. Carpenter    - Bullards Peak m.d. 
as of 1903June30; List of mining claims in NM which have been officially surveyed… By Surveyor-General Morgan O. Llewellyn. Herbert M. Carpenter, 

Good Hope, Bullards Peak MD, 14.47ac. [Report of the Governor of New Mexico to the Secretary of the Interior 1903, p.345] 

 

Hiram H. Carpenter  (b.NY 1831>   - of  NYC & Cerrillos 
  location date name of claim 

Carpenter et al  Rolina ‘bounded to’ 



1879-1898+: Smelter on east side of town of Cerrillos.  Built by Carpenter or under his direction. 1880 owned by NY & NM M & S Co.  They either reoganized or sold the 
smelter by early 1882.  It was reopened on February 1, 1882 under new owners, the Los Cerrillos Mining and Reduction Company owned by Horace Tabor, Lt-
governor of Colorado and a number of other men. It closed by the end of 1882 and was still closed at end of 1883.  The last known operator of this smelter  was S. L. 
North who closed the smelter between 1898 and 1902. [HM] 

1879June4: Bond and Lease; Ennos Andrews, Robert B. Willison, John Gwyn, all of Santa Fe, lease for 2yrs for $75,000 payment within one year, to Hiram M. Carpenter of 
NYC Mina del Tiro in T14N R8E; 3,000; along the Vein being 1500’ each way from the main shaft, opened by Robert B. Willison, and 450’ea side; filed 7Jun1879 b.Y-
Deeds p.370 

1879Jun4redux: Bond and Lease. Ennos Andrews, Robert B. Willison and John Gwyn lease for 2yrs Mina Del Tiro to Hiram H. Carpenter of NYC for $75,000; 3000’ along 
vein being 1500’each way from main shaft, opened by Robert B. Willison, and 450’ on ea side, making a body of land 3000x900’; payment in full within 1yr will transfer 
the property. Rec b.Y Deeds p.370 [per V.,Byrne No.4326 Abstract of Title 14Jun1957] 

1880January24 (loc); W.H. Davis, A.J. Frazie, O?M. Southerland; Burnt Chicago Lode, 1mi N from Carpenters Smelter on Galisteo River, 100yds W from the road down 
the Cañada de las minas, in LCMD; 750’ NE & SW, 150’ea side; recorded 24April1880 {filed&recorded 21Apr80 N.B. Laughlin recorder} [Locations & Mining Deeds 
C#15407 p.129] 

1880January28 (reloc); N.R. Follis 1/3, W.L.R. Fisher 1/3, Chas Fisher 1/3 (locators); Poberty Hollow Lode, relocation of manzanares mining location (loc 26Jul79 by F.A. 
Manzanarez, Juan Delgado, Felipe Delgado), assessment shaft being but 9’ deep the law requiring a 10’ shaft also for not districtly marking boundaries of claim also 
for not locating with relation to some notorial object; 1mi NE Carpenters Smelter on Galisteo Creek, 1mi SW from Poberty hollow mining camp, S extension of Granite 
State mining claim, in LCMD; 300’NNE 1200’SSW 150’ea side; witness S.V. Vernon, Geo Weller, J.M. Thompson, J.M. Torthon(Thornton?) [Locations & Mining Deeds 
C#15407 p.124] 

1880January28 (reloc); W.R. Follis 1/3int, W.L.R. Fisher 1/3int, Chas Fisher 1/3int, Poverty Hollow Lode: relocation of the Manzanares Mining Location 

loc by F.A. Manzanares, Juan Delgado and Felipe Delgado 26Jul79, 1500’ linear by 300’ width, NNE300’ and 1200’SSE and 150’ of surface ground 

on ea side, ca 1mi NE from Carpenters Smelter on Galisteo Creck and ba 1mi SW from Poverty Hollow Mining Camp and is the S Extension of the 

Granite State Mining Claim, in LCMD. Re-located for non-compliance with US and district mining laws assessment shaft being but 9 feet deep the law 

requiring a 10 feet shaft, also for not distinctly marking boundaries of claim as required by law and also for not locating with relation to some natural 
object. Witness S.V. Vernon, Geo Weller, J.M. Thompson, J.M. Carlton. Filed for record 17Apr80, recorded same day N.B. Laughlin Recorder 

{Cerrillos Mining Records Book 2 p.100} 

The Rolina is an old Spanish mine. The old shaft has been opened to the depth of 100 feet, with four levels or jogs in the descent. It is bounded to Carpenter and others, a 
company who are now putting up large smelter works at the railroad stations at the south end of the district. Here [Cerrillos Station] is being constructed a large smelter 
and reduction works by the Carpenter company. [From D. A. Millington, Trip on the Santa Fe to New Mexico in Feb 1880] 

1880February17; On the 13th we made up a party, consisting of F. J. Leonard, of the Kansas City Journal, O. F. Boyle, A. H. Lemmon, and the writer, and rode out southwest 

23 miles to the Cerrillo mines, and put up at the principal mining camp called Carbonateville. ¶ The old Turquoise mines are the most interesting feature of this district. The 

amount of labor that was expended in these mines prior to 1680 is incalculable. The site was a large hill, almost mountain, of rock of a yellow-white, not very hard, and the 

precious Turquoise stones or crystals were found deeply imbedded in this rock. The two sides of the hill have been dug down and huge pits sunk, from the bottom of which 

drifts were excavated to such extent that all through under the mountain was a labyrinth of passages, and the mass of the mountain seems to have sunken to some extent. On 

the hills of debris taken from these mines are growing trees that must be near 200 years old. ¶ At Carbonateville we made the acquaintance of a Spaniard named Aoye, who 

exhibited such wide knowledge, such progressive and radical views and eloquence of expression, that we christened him "the Castellar of New Mexico." From him we 

derived much valuable information. He is an editor, has been the leading one of Santa Fe, and now publishes the Cerrillo Prospector, at Carbonateville. ¶ Our landlord, A. 

Algiero, was a very intelligent and sociable man and entertained us hospitably. A young man named Bonner pleased us much, and a Mr. Giles, a very intelligent gentleman, 

spent the day with us to show us the mines. We were much pleased with the mines generally, but there was one exception. We hired a man by the name of Howard to go 

with his team and carry us through the mines to the south and west. He appeared well enough, but proved to be a thieving scoundrel, and we parted with him at Albuquerque 

after two day's trial. ¶ LOS PLACERES. On February 15th, in the morning, we started for Carbonateville south for Los Placeres, or the Placer Mountains. The first five 

miles was down grade, among hills and winding, rock canon, to Cerrillos station, on the Gallistes river. Here the track layers were in force, laying a switch on which to run a 

long train of freight cars, which was standing on the main track. Here is being constructed a large smelter and reduction works by the Carpenter company. Here also are 

extensive coal mines. From thence we passed on south up a high mesa and long slope seven miles to Old Placers, which is an old Mexican town and around which are 

extensive placer gold diggings in the bars of streams and beneath the terminal moraine of an ancient glacier. Here, also, is a large forty stamp mill, large steam works for the 

reduction of the gold bearing quartz in the adjacent mountains. This mill has not been run of late for want of water. These mines are on a grant known as the Ortiz grant, ten 

miles square, and has been recently purchased by Elkins and others for $1,500,000, and the works are to be refitted and supplied with water by tubs from the head of the 

Pecos river, thirty-five miles off. [D. A. Millington, Albuquerque, N. M., Feb. 17, 1880] 
1880April30 (loc); A. Frazier (locator); Little Star Lode, on E side Mountain Lion Lode, W side Stray horse gulch, about 1mi N of Carpenters smelting works, in CMD; 750’ 

SW & NE, 150’ea side [Locations & Mining Deeds C#15407 p.486] 
1880June13 (loc); H.C. Rasmasson; Amsterdam Lode, 600’SW Silver Boy Lode, about ¾ mi N of Carpenter Smelter, in LCMD; 750’ NE & SW, 150’ea side; recorded 

18September1880 [Locations & Mining Deeds C#15407 p.518] 
1880June19_census: H.H. Carpenter, Director of Smelting Works, 49y-o, single, born NY [NY NY], “Isolated persons not previously met with. Clear Spring City and Environs 

of the Smelting Works at Los Cerrillos Station” with G.A. Waller (27 Director of Smelting Works, single NY [NY NY]) – habitation betw Peterson, Ames & Ines Mares 
1880October13; Mr. H.H. Carpenter, who has been east for some time, returned yesterday to Santa Fe. [SFDNM] 

1880November9; Mr. H.H. Carpenter left the city yesterday for Cerrillos station. [SFDNM] 

1880December5; A flourishing town is growing up around the smelter at Cerrillos Station. There are already there two stores, four saloons, a hotel, a house of ill-repute and 
another saloon being built. Carpenter’s smelter is roasting ore from Socorro and getting ready for a smelting run. [SFDailyNMexican] 

1881January -- Carpenter's smelter at Cerrillos station  
1881March26; The following is a list of the taxpayers of Santa Fe county, taken from the tax books, and it therefore comprises all the names of the legal 

voters of the county. Cerrillos, Precinct No.10. Carpenter H.H., Padilla Pablo. [SFDNM]   
1881July3; Yesterday afternoon the first meeting of the Santa Fe Driving Association, an organization recently established in Santa Fe for the purpose of 

affording the city amusement in the racing line… …the judges, Messrs. H.H. Carpenter, R.J. Pallen and H.M. Atkinson… [SFDNM] 

1881July31; The biggest thing that has happened for the Cerrillos district since it has been a district may now be reported upon good authority. It has grown out of the visit to 
Bonanza City of the two experts who came down from Denver some time ago in the interest of Mr. Wurtsobech, and his firm, to look out for a place for the establishment 
of reduction works. The firm of which the latter is a member has been in the smelter business for years, and all of its members are thoroughly posted upon the workings 
of machinery. The experts they sent down were carried away with Bonanza City, and indeed with all the district. They pronounced the Bonanza mine the most promising 
mine they had seen in the Territory, and considered it a first class property as compared with the mines of any country. They proceeded at once on the strength of this 
opinion to purchase the smelter at Cerrillos station which has so long remained idle tantalizing the miners, because its owners could not work it, and will at once remove 
the machinery to Bonanza City there to be put together again and operated. Besides this they have advised the firm to erect four other smelters to be located at Bonanza 
and the advice is being acted upon with all due expedition. The experts reported to their employers that there was enough pay ore at Bonanza and in the surrounding 
mines to run a dozen smelters, and that the mineral would, in their judgment, run high enough to allow a good tariff for the works. The firm expects to have the works in 
running order within six weeks, or at least one of the smelters. [SFDNM] 



1882February11; [Socorro] H.H. Carpenter, one of the owners of the Torrance mine and mill, was in town a few hours this week. Rumor has it that he is 

negotiating for the Old Boss mine. It would not surprise us, as his success in the Torrance has given him the prestige of being one of the lucky ones.  
Miner. [SFDNM] 

1882February25; In the Iron Mountain district the reported sale some time since of a one-half interest in the Old Boss fell through from the contracting 

party – a Boston capitalist – failing to meet his option February 1st. H.H. Carpenter, the well known and reliable mining expert, seeing the value of the 
property last Tuesday purchased it, for which he paid Messrs. Brooks, Bently & Wilson, the owners, one hundred and twenty-five thousand dollars, 

Messrs. Blanchard & Company, of this city making the first payment of twenty-five thousand dollars. – Socorro News. [SFDNM] 

1882July16; It is still alleged that the Torrance mine looks better than it ever did and that the shutting down is simply a game of freeze out. It is rather a long 
game, and the proposed victims apparently hold good hands. [SFDNM] 

1882August29; H.H. Carpenter went south yesterday afternoon. [SFDNM] 

1882August31; H.H. Carpenter returned to Santa Fe yesterday morning. [SFDNM] 
1882September7; Col. H.H. Carpenter left Las Vegas Tuesday for New York to place some Socorro property. Mrs. Carpenter accompanied him as far as 

Emporia, Kan. [SFDNM] 

1882November7; H.H. Carpenter came over from Las Vegas yesterday. He has been east upon mining business and stopped off at the Las Vegas hot 
springs. He stops at the Palace hotel. [SFDNM]   

1882November23; Col. H.H. Carpenter, came over from Las Vegas yesterday. He registered at the Palace hotel. [SFDNM] 

 

Jack Carpenter    - of Bland 

1895April29; Bland Nuggets. George R. Bailey and Mr. Carpenter have sunk sixty feet on the No Name and are well pleased with the showing of ore at the 

bottom of the shaft. [SFDNM] 

1895December23; Joseph Rutledge was in from Bland on Saturday loading his teams with provisions from Cartwright Bros. He says new and rich strikes 

are so numerous these days in the Cochiti district as to excite but little comment. In the No-name Carpenter has about twelve feet of ore, most of which 

runs $200 to the ton. Five assays were made a few days ago from stuff from the dump and it was found that the miners were throwing away ore 
averaging in value $6 in silver and $12 in gold. In the Crown Point a rich strike in free gold was made last week. Ten mines are working that can supply 

500 tons of ore daily to a mill, and although the little mill is doing its best in treating twenty tons per day, it is really little better than a coffee mill as 

compared to the riches of the camp. [SFDNM] 
1896August24; Cochiti Cullings. Jack Carpenter has resumed work on the No Name and expects soon to be producing some fine ore. [SFDNM] 

1897May14; The Bland District. Jack Carpenter and Henry Brown have a contract for sinking the shaft on the Pamlies, one of the Albemarle group of 

mines. [SFDNM] 
1900August9; Cochiti District. The Iron King mine has been opened by shafts, tunnels and drifts, altogether about 1,500 feet of work having been 

accomplished. The present contract with Smith & Carpenter calls for a drift 4x3½x6½ feet in the clear. [SFNM] 

 

John Carpenter    - Bland 
1901April5; At about lunch time last Tuesday noon Contractors George C. Smith and John Carpenter had a close call from being suffocated by smoke in the 

Good Hope mine, says the Bland Herald. About thirty sticks of dynamite had become frozen, were placed in an oven to thaw out, and for some 

unaccountable reason the stuff ignited and burned. In a very short time the tunnels and drifts were filled with smoke, and the men did not notice that 
anything was wrong while working at the breast of a drift until the flame from their candles was extinguished. They at once started for the mouth of the 

tunnel, which was a distance of several hundred feet, and when they reached that point they were nearly overcome by the smoke. [SFNM] 

 

Jolie Carpenter    - Bland 
1900November16; Oliver Overhuls and Jolie Carpenter, two Bland school boys, encountered a large silver-tip bear while out hunting squirrels in Media Dia 

canon last week. They had nothing but light loaded shells with them, but they peppered the bear with what they had at close range. They followed him 
for some distance but soon lost track of him in the underbrush. [SFNM] 

 

Jose R. Carpenter    - of Sandia Mtns 
Carpenter (Bernalillo). 15 mi E of Albuquerque, in Sandia Mts. First postmaster, Jose R. Carpenter. PO 1903-07; mail to Abq. [T.M. Pearce 1965] 
CARPENTER; ghost town. 15 mi E of Albuquerque in Sandia Mountains. First postmaster, Jose R. Carpenter 
 
Juan Carpenter  <b.1861>    - of Tijeras 
1870July20_census: Henry Carpenter, farmer, 44y-o, born NY, RealValue$300 PersValue$2,000, resident Town of Tijeras, Josefa Carpenter, keeping house, 27y-o, b.NM, 

Juan Carpenter, 9y-o, Rafaela Carpenter, 8y-o, Carlota Carpenter, 6y-o, William Anderson, laborer, 26y-o, b.NY 

1895July9; Mr. Henry Carpenter, the sage of Tijeras, a pleasant old man who wears his age most happily, is to be seen on the plaza to-day. He is here to 

arrange for sending his son to St. Michael’s college next term. [SFDNM] 

 
P. C. Carpenter    - of Las Vegas 

1897April23; Mrs. P.C. Carpenter of Las Vegas, is in the city. [SFDNM] 
1897June28; Conductor Robert Moore arrived from Las Vegas yesterday and took the run on the Lamy-Santa Fe branch. It is reported that the Santa Fe 

company is turning things over among the conductors, and has let out eight in New Mexico, among them being Mr. P.C. Carpenter, who has been 

running on the branch. [SFDNM] 
1897June30; At the Palace: P.C. Carpenter, Las Vegas... [SFDNM] 

1897July6; At the Palace: P.C. Carpenter, Las Vegas... [SFDNM] 

1897July9; At the Exchange: P.C. Carpenter, Las Vegas... [SFDNM] 

 
P. E. Carpenter    - conductor StaFe-Lamy 

1897April2; Conductor P.E. Carpenter has resumed the run on the Santa Fe-Lamy branch and Conductor Cunningham has returned to Las Vegas. The 
change was made last night. [SFDNM] 

 
Phil Carpenter    - Golden 
1901March7; At the Bon-Ton: Phil Carpenter, W.H. Dicks, Golden... [SFNM] 

 



Rafael Carpenter    - son of Henry Carpenter;  Tijeras 

1895July15; At the Exchange: Rafael Carpenter and family, Tijeras... [SFDNM] 

1896February10; Arrivals at the Bon-Ton: Rafael Carpenter, Tijeras... [SFDNM] 

1897August7; At the petition of Henry Carptenter, Rafael Carpenter is appointed Administrator for the remainder of the Estate of Edwin Byles, the former Admin John T. 
Kelly now being deceased ... b.2 Probate Court Record p.315. [BHenderson Abstract of Title No.3 30Sep1983] 

1898March31; Dated. Quitclaim Deed. Leonard Skinner Admr &c. of John T. Kelley, deceased and of Juliana Aranda de Kelley, dec., Rafael Carpenter Admr &c. of Edwin 
Byles, dec.d; Leonard Skinner and Celia Skinner, his wife and Henry Carpenter, all being residents of Bernalillo co., for $2700.00, sold to James A. Wood of Kansas City 
MO. All and singular all their right, title and interest and of said estates of John T. Kelley and Juliana Aranda de Kelley, deceased, of in and to the Kelley Placer mining 
claim… Sig. Leonard Kinner, Adm’r &c. John T. Kelley, deceased; Leonard Skinner, Admir &c. Juliana Aranda de Kelley ded’d.; Leonard Skinner; Rafael Carpenter, 
Admr &c. Edwin Byles, deceased; Henry Carpenter by Leonard Kinner Attorney; Celia Skinner by Leonard Skinner attorney. b.K Mining Records p.172. [BHenderson 
Abstract of Title No.3 30Sep1983] 

1898March31; Dated. Chattel Mortgage. James A. Wood of Kansas City MO, for $3602.05, sells to Leonard Skinner, Admir &c. of John T. Kelly & Juliana Aranda de Kelly 
&c.both deceased, Rafael Carpenter Admir of Edwin Byles & Leonard Skinner & Celia Skinner his wife & Henry Carpenter all of Bernalillo co., the Keley Placer Mining 
claim… Given to secure payment of that certain promissory not 31Mar1898… Sig. James A. Wood. Wit. Chas L. Thayer. b.C Chattel Mortgages p.78. [BHenderson 
Abstract of Title No.3 30Sep1983] 

 
Col. Samuel P. Carpenter    - of Grant co. 
1889November26; New Mexico will have a pretty strong delegation in the national silver convention, which opens with a big social blow-out in St. Louis 

to-night. Judge S.B. Axtell and Hon. S.D. Baldwin of Santa Fe; Geo H. Utter, S.P. Carpenter and Col. Pickett, of Grant; Hon. Frank Manzanares, of Las 

Vegas; J.D. Torlina, of Albuquerque, and Col. John N. Isgrig, of Cook’s Peak, will certainly be in attendance, most of them being in St. Louis to-day, 

and among those who are probably also on hand are prof. Hiram Hadley, of Dona Ana county; Walter C. Hadley, of Sierra county; Col. T.W. Heman, of 
Lincoln county; Judge Burns, of Sierra, and several others. [SFDNM] 

1895June12; Cattle are still being shipped from Deming daily. …Col. Sam P. Carpenter and others delivered two train loads Sunday... [SFDNM] 

1895October10; At the Palace: S.P. Carpenter, Sapello… [SFDNM] 
1895October18; Mr. S.P. Carpenter, the popular Grant county cattle man, is again a visitor at the capital on supreme court business. [SFDNM] 

1895October28; Col. S.P. Carpenter has been appointed by Judge Bantz receiver of the Sapello Cattle company, as a result of the bill in chancery filed by 

Israel King, J.P. McGrorty, John Corbett, the Bank of Deming, Louis H. Brown, trustee against the Sapello Cattle company, Sigmund Lindauer, Samuel 
P. Carpenter, Edwin L. Foster, receiver, and Guadalupe Ascarate, in turn growing out of a levy under execution against Sigmund Lindauer on the cattle 

of the company sometime ago. [SFDNM] 

 

William B. Carpenter Jr.    - of CMD & Cerrillos 

1881April1 (loc); J.C. Evans, Wm B. Carpenter; Argentum Lode; a re-location of the “Plata Verda” which was a relocation of the “Dallas” Lode.1500’ 
linear, Galesteo Mining District, 400’S & 1100’N, 150’ on ea side; ca NE of Silver Bank Lode (formerly Future Great) and S of Annie Laura Lode. 

Staked 8Apr81. Filed for record 15Apr81 and Recorded same day. N.B. Laughlin Recorder {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 4 p.7} 

1881April1 (loc); Loc by Wm B. Carpenter ½, A.R. Gerber ¼, John Martin ¼; Byron Lode, 1500’ linear, in LCMD, 50’SW & 1450’NE, with 150’ on ea 

side, Bounded on the E by the “Handy Andy” Lode, Bounded on the S by the Commonwealth Lode, and ca 1/2mi W from the Bourbon Mine. Filed for 
Record 9Oct and Recorded 10Oct81 N.B. Laughlin Recorder {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 5 p.14} 

1881April25; lien; Adolph Reminger; for work and labor performed in and upon the said mining claims at the instance and request of J.M. Mitchell Jr and W.B. Carpenter who 
were original contractors, done between 18Feb – 6Mar81 @ $2.50 per day; lien on Chicago Lode, in former Galisteo but now LCMD, about 1500’ W from the Rueliña 
Mine, just E from the Chromo Lode, a little NE from the Union Lode; lien upon Sunset Lode, in former Galisteo but now LCMD, about ½ mi S from Santa Rosa Mine, 
near the Union & Chromo Lodes, belonging in part if not in whole to S.H. Lucas & W.B. Pease; sworn 25April81 N.B. Laughlin Notary Public, recorded 4May1881 
[Locations & Mining Deeds D#15408 p. 430] 

1881April1 (loc); Wm B. Carpenter ½, A.R. Gerber ¼, John Martin ¼ Byrow Lode claim, bounded E by Handy Andy Lode, S by Commonwealth, about ½ mi W from 
Bourbon Mine, in LCMD; 50’SW 1450’NE 150’ea side; recorded 25October1881 [Locations & Mining Deeds D#15408 p. 609] 

1881April25; lien; Adolph Reminger, Geo L. Wyllys; for work performed 5 to 16March81 for and at the request of J.M. Mitchell Jr and W.B. Carpenter original contractors @ 
$2.50 per day; lien on Dives Lode, in former Galisteo but now LCMD, about ¾ mi W from B.B. Pears Lode, about ¼ mi a little W of N from Little Peter Lode, property of 
Chas Thayer Geo Bailey et als; sworn 25April81 N.B. Laughlin Notary Public [Locations & Mining Deeds D#15408 p. 432] 

1881April8; W.B. Carpenter, of Los Cerrillos, spent yesterday in the city. [SFDNM] 

- testify - 
1881December10 PoL; Wm B. Carpenter Jr swears before N.B. Laughlin NP that at least $100 worth of work or improvements were performed or made 

upon the Chicago and Sunset mining claims and $100 upon ea claim, in LCMD, at the Expense of S.H. Lucas W.B. Peas within the year 1881, 
owners of said claim. Filed for Record 10Dec81 and Recorded same day N.B. Laughlin Recorder. {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 5 p.43} 

________________________________________________________________ 

 * Carr * 
D. P. Carr    - of Pinos Altos & Silver City 

1895April2; Pinos Altos. Hon. D.P. Carr Tells of the Wonderful Resources of this Famous Old Camp – Capital to Bring in Water Needed. …The principal 

companies now operating in the camp are Bell & Stevens, T.J. Davidson and Spiller & McLean. The latter are leasing the Pacific Gold company’s 

property, with the mill at Silver City. Mr. Davidson has a lease and bond on the Dorsey property on the west slope of Pinos Altos mountain, and is now 
taking out some very rich ore, carrying coarse gold, which is likely to develop into a veritable bonanza. This property is about one and a half miles from 

Pinos Altos. Mr. Carr is owner of an interest in the Old Mountain View, a rich overflow vein which in times past has been a very rich gold producer. The 

quality of the ore was so rich that at one time it was considered the richest gold mine in the world. Mr. Carr says he will open up this rich property again 
sometime this summer. [SFDNM] 

1895April2; Hon. D.P. Carr, of Pinos Altos, is visiting the capital to-day, and he gets a hearty welcome, too, for Mr. Carr made very many friends here 

during the sixty days he represented Grant county in the late unlamented. – At the Exchange: Dr. F. Palmer and John Welsh, Cerrillos; A. Randall and 
Patrick Cullen, Golden; D.P. Carr, Pinos Altos... [SFDNM] 

1895April9; Hon. D.P. Carr, of Pinos Altos, returned to the capital to-day after a trip to Raton and vicinity. He expressed surprise at the prosperity 

everywhere apparent about the Gate city. …The railroad and coal companies pay out $80,000 a month which helps local business immensely. Capt. 
G.W. Cook’s ranch near town is a model says Mr. Carr. He has the water storage problem down to perfection. [SFDNM] 



1895April22; To the Editor of the New Mexican. Pinos Altos, N.M., April 20, 1895. Referring to the card of M.F. Sena, chief clerk of the house of 

representatives of the late legislative assembly, in a recent issue of the New Mexican, in which he states that a substitute for house bills 2 and 7… a 
falsification of such record. Is it possible, Mr. Editor, that the infamy of the 81st legislative assembly is to be crowned by “cooking” and padding the 

journals? If it is done the people shall know it. Very respectfully, D.P. Carr. [SFDNM] 

1895April25; Hon. D.P. Carr and family will soon move from Pinos Altos to Cerrillos. It is reported that Mr. Carr has secured an interest in the Rustler. 
[SFDNM] 

1895May22; D.P. Carr has moved to Silver City, where he expect to reside for the present. [SFDNM] 

1897December16; It is reported at Silver City that D.P. Carr has taken his departure and located in the city of Chihuahua. [SFDNM] 
 

E. E. Carr 

1897April8; The list of candidates for appointment as governor of New Mexico is increasing. …The list of applicants, as far as can be ascertained is as 
follows: A.L. Morrison, L. Bradford Prince, Geo H. Wallace, Pedro Perea, Hugh N. Price, T.W. Collier, E.E. Carr, G.B. Pray and John M. Tobin. 

[SFDNM] 

 

Earl W. Carr    - Cerrillos 
1968; Earl W. Carr is Master of Cerrillos Masonic Lodge [Sta Fe]; Ernest Pompeo before, John A. Hughes after 
 
Frank Carr    - of StaFe & San Juan co. 
1873September17; Frank Carr left here yesterday for the San Juan country where he has valuable mining interests. He is also carrying on the express 

business between Loma and the mines. He reports that about four hundred persons were in the mines the past summer, but that not more than seventy or 

eighty will winter there. Should the Ute question be settled this winter, it is expected that the mines will be crowded next spring. [SFDNM] 

 

James Carr    - New Placers 
1881October12(disc&loc); Thomas T. Elliott 1/2, James Carr 1/2, locators Comstock Lode 750’NW 750’SE 300’ea side, at the Lead of Desperate Gulch, 

SBMD, rec 16Dec81 [b.E p.712] 

1882May31(loc); James Carr, Wm Wheatherley, E.J. Clark, John Shannon, Owen Gleason, Geo S. Morrison, J.H. Emmert, W.N. Emmert Black Gold 

Placer mining Claim 160ac, 300’ SE from Gleason Cabin at the “big Artesian well” on E side Tuerto mtns, NW6000’ SW1200’ SE45oo’ NE600’ 
SE1500’ NE600’, in + along the gulch running SE from the round basin NW of the Artesian Well, about 5mi SE of Golden, NPMD, rec 29Aug82 [b.F 

p.245] 

1882September4(loc); John Shannon, Thomas Muns, James Carr, Fred W. Driewer, J.J. Brown, John Deboo, Charles W. Gates, Owen Gleason, locators 
Nugett Gold Placer mining claim 160ac ca 5mi E of Golden PO, about ¾ mi SE of big Copper Mine, ca 100yds W of big well, N600’ W3000’ S3600’ 

E1800’N3000’ E1200’, NPMD, rec 10Nov82; witness Wm Davis, Frank Davis [b.F p.283] 

1882October30; Mining Deed; Samuel W. Paxson sells to James Carr undiv 1/4int Julia Hill mining claim b.C p.349, ca 2.5mi E from PO at Golden, 
adjoins Copper Tip on E, NPMD, rec 3Nov82; presence Owen Gleason, J.R. Hudson [b.F p.279] 

1882November7; Indenture; John Shannon, Owen Gleason, Samuel W. Paxson sell for $5000 to James Carr undiv 1/4 part Phil Sheridan mining claim b.E 

p.89, in Tuerto Mtns about ¼ mi NW from the Artesian Well, ca 1mi NE from the Old Copper mine, rec 27Dec82; witness David C. Sayre, J.R. Hudson 
[b.F p.306] 

1883January1(loc); James Carr Indianapolis Lode located as an abandoned property, 300’NW+SW 750’NE+SW, on SW side of Emerald Mtn, ca 1mi NE 

of the Old Well, NPMD, rec 5Jan83 [b.F p.315] 

1883January15; POL; James Chiviz (sig= Cheres), S.W. Paxson swear before James R. Hudson NP at least $100 labor on Julia Hil Mining Claim for 1882, 

expended by Owen Gleason, owners James Carr, John Shannon, NPMD, rec 30Jan83 [b.F p.336] 

1883January15; POL; James H. Chavis, W.N. Emmart swear before James R. Hudson NP at least $100 labor on Phil Sheridan Mining Claim for 1882, 
expended by Owen Gleason, S.W. Paxson, owners John Shannon, James Carr, NPMD, rec 30Jan83 [b.F p.338] 

1883August24; One thousand dollars worth of work has been contracted for on the Julia Hill mine, a fine looking copper property near the big well. [The 

Golden Retort. Vol.III No.16] 
1883October5(loc); J.N. Hirton, R. Cowen, Jim Roberts, S. Baxson, J. Carr, W.B. Huff, J. Semmons, W.N. Emmert, locators (no name) placer 160ac, 

160rods S, 160rods E, 160rods N, ca 5mi E of Town of Golden, in Oro Fina Gulch, NPMD, rec 23Oct83; attest W.O. Bennett, R.W. Webb [b.F p.492] 

1883December27; POL83 Julia Hill by James Carr one of the owners NPMD [b.F p.637] 
1884June26; Curt and Frank White and the Jims, Cheves and Carr, are working the Lena, property of Mr. Walker. [Weekly New Mexican Review p.4 c.4] 

1884August8; Kirk White, Jim Cheves and Calamity (Frank White or Jim Carr) are working the Lena mine, east end. Jim walks in every night to see the 

baby. Kirk don’t have to. [The Golden Retort. Vol.V No.3] 
1884August15; the town appears a trifle quiet the past few days, with Jim (Cheves) and Calamity (Jim Carr) and Kirk and Jeff(the dog?) mining out on the 

east end. [The Golden Retort. Vol.V No.4] 

1884August22; White, Cheves and Carr have finished their contract of 50 feet on the Lena, east end. The mine is owned by Dr. Walker of Cincinnati, and is 
looking well under the new development. [The Golden Retort. Vol.V No.5] 

1884August29; Kirk, Jim, Calamity and Jeff, Golden’s industrious quartet, came in from the mountains this week, after a cold rain, and stated that while out 

hailstones fell as large as hen eggs and were very salty to the taste. [The Golden Retort. Vol.V No.6] 
1884September9; Calamity and Jim Cheves, Frank White and James Carr visited the Hell Cañon new process smelter this week. They were so impressed 

with the scheme that they have organized a company and intend building a smelter. Calamity will have charge of the stock-book. [The Golden Retort. 

Vol.V No.7] 

1890February7; ref E.I. Carr or J.E. Carr, Grand Masonic Lodge Deputy Grand Master 
1895July6; H.D. Train has sold his Romeroville ranch to James Carr for $10,000, Mr. Carr having sold his Grant county ranch. Possession will be taken on 

the first of next month. Mr. Carr went east to-day, his family being at Westport, Mo., though he himself has been in New Mexico and Arizona for the 

last twenty-eight years. [SFDNM] 

- witness - 
1882February16; Mining Deed; Francis Transue of (blank) Co NM sells for $1 to H. Townsend of Caster Co CO, indiv 1/2int Addison mining claim loc 

29Oct81 b.G p.34, rec 24Apr82; presence W.S. Bliss, James Car [b.F p.144] 
1882 n.d. December?; William Morton, James Carr, certify $100 labor and improvements upon Calabar lode for 1882 SBMD; witness P. Anderson, Owen 

Gleason [b.F p.308] 



1884February6; POL; James Carr, S.W. Paxson swear before W.N. Emmert NP at least $100 worth of labor Heason mining District for 1884, expended by 

John Shannon et al owners, NPMD, rec 11Feb84 [b.F p.636] 
1884February6; POL; James Carr, W.G. Staples swear before J.M. Talbott JofP at least $100 worth of labor Robert E. Lee mining claim for 1884, by S.W. 

Paxson, G.S. Morrison et al owners, NPMD, rec 19Feb84 [b.F p.647] 

 
Town Marshal John Carr    - Cerrillos 

1898January27; Did Not Know He Was Shot. Joe Delallo, at Cerrillos, Shot Through and Through, Yet Walked Straight – Wound Discovered Afterwards. 

¶ Special to the New Mexican. Cerrillos, Jan 23. – It would appear that Cerrillos must have some sort of a gun play with more or less serious results, 
about once in so often, and the performance came off last evening on schedule time. Tom Delallo, a merchant here, gave his brother, Joe Delallo, a small 

bill to collect from a man by the name of Westcott, who works at the Ortiz mine at Dolores. Westcott was in town yesterday and last evening, about 6 

o’clock, Joe Delallo met him on the corner near the Mint saloon and the two got into quite a heated argument over the account. At this time John Carr, 
the town marshal, came along and attempted to quiet the dispute by taking Delallo down the street to his brother’s place of business. Delallo had been 

drinking and was quarrelsome, and Carr claims he reached behind him to draw a gun, when Carr also reached for his gun, but in taking it out it caught in 

some way and fell to the ground and exploded as it fell, the ball striking Delallo in the left breast just above the heart, passing through the body, 
continuing out at the back between the shoulders. Delallo then went with Carr to his brother’s place, walking perfectly straight. The curious thing about 

the affair is that no one know the man was shot until after he got home when it was discovered by Mrs. Tom Delallo. The wound is serious, though 

perhaps not fatal. Delallo is resting easy today and his friends do not apprehend any immediate danger. ¶ Carr is in the custody of the constable, and will 
have an examination before Justice Kendall this evening. [SFNM] 

 
John Carr   <b.1902>    - of Madrid 

1930_census: John Carr, 28y-o, Madrid 
 
Gen. Robert E. Carr    - of St. Louis & StaFe 

1882April22; Robert E. Carr, of St. Louis, is being entertained at the Palace hotel where he registered last night. [SFDNM] 

1882July22; R.E. Carr, of San Francisco, registered at the Palace yesterday. [SFDNM] 

1882August2; Robt E. Carr, of St. Louis, accompanied by Col. E.D. Elkins, Mr. and Mrs. Rumsey and Miss Edith Rumsey, of this city, left yesterday for a 
week’s fishing excursion on the Pecos river. [SFDNM] 

1883March7; directors of the new StaFe Water and Improvement Co.; Robert E. Carr of St. Louis [pres] & O.W. Meysenburg [secy+manager, soninlaw of RE Carr] of St. 
Louis, T.B. Catron, W.W. Griffin, H.L. Warren [SF Daily NMexican] 

1890July22; Gen. R.E. Carr, president of the local water works company, left last night for St. Louis. [SFDNM] 

1890October10; Advices from Washington to US Attorney Fiske being official notification that Mr. Geo. C. Preston was on October 8 appointed assistant United States 
attorney for the district of New Mexico… Mr. Preston is not yet aware of his good luck, being in the mountains with Gen. Carr, of Fort Wingate, on a bear hunt… -New 
Mexican [The Cerrillos Rustler Vol.III No.13] 

1890September26; …Even the balloon wouldn’t go up. One of the successful features [of the territorial fair] was the presence of Gen. Carr and his sixth caverley, and the 
military, flambeau and firemen’s parade on Thursday night. [The Cerrillos Rustler Vol.III No.10]  

1891May18; Gen. Robert E. Carr, president of the Santa Fe Water company, arrived yesterday from St. Louis. He stays at the Palace. [SFDNM] 

1895March1; [Legislature] Under the Leaden resolution providing for a committee for the investigation of the White Ash mine disaster, President Curry has 
appointed Councilman Victory, while Speaker Dame’s appointments are Messrs. Leaden and Carr. ¶ …Speaker Dame and Councilman Perea went to 

Cerrillos last night on their mission as the majority of the relief committee for the White Ash mine sufferers. They were met there by Archbishop 

Chapelle the remaining member of the committee. [SFDNM] 

________________________________________________________________ 

 * Carrasco * 
CARRASCO DEVELOPMENT COMPANY    - Grant co. 
1898July16; It is claimed that the Hearst estate will shortly own and lease the 77 claims owned by the Carrasco Development company, and the Santa Rita 

Copper & Iron company in Grant county. [SFNM] 
 

Alejo Carrasco    - of Las Cruces 

Lorenzo Carrasco and others discovered in 1870 silver at Chloride Flat, Silver City; Col. José Manuel Carrasco is credited with the discovery, about 1795, of the Santa Rita 
Mine; Alejo Carrasco was one of the discoverers in 1759 of the Stevenson Mine. [J.Park NMMiningHeritageGuide 2003] 

1849; An old mine, probably the Nuestra Señora de Guadalupe was discovered by José Perez, Alejo Carrasco, and José Blas Duran from Las Cruces in 1849 
and renamed the Santa Domingo de las Calzadas... In exchange for financing, they sold a 25% interest to an El Paso, TX merchant, Hugh Stevenson (or 

Stephenson). Apparently by devious means, Stevenson acquired full ownership by 1855. In 1858, Stevenson sold the mine for $12,500 to several army 

officers stationed at Fort Fillmore, where the ore was smelted in an adobe furnace. Three years later, in 1861, the mine was confiscated by the 
Confederacy. A company called the San Augustine Mining Company was formed by the Confederate officers… Although the Confederate officers 

disappeared at the end of the War, a company using the same name, lead by Henry Lesinsky of El Paso, TX filed a claim for the mine in 1866. Henry 

Lesinsky had moved to the Las Cruces area 1856 and was a successful merchant/mail carrier in business with Col. Joseph Francis Bennett (who was a 
stockholder in the new mining company). Henry and Col Bennett (and perhaps another Bennett brother) were later partners with Henry’s brother 

Charles Lesinsky in the Longfellow Mining Company (which was actually organized in Las Cruces) which began mining in the Clifton, AZ area in 

1872. [J.Park NMMiningHeritageGuide 2003] 

 
Col. José Manuel Carrasco    - Santa Rita mine 

Lorenzo Carrasco and others discovered in 1870 silver at Chloride Flat, Silver City; Col. José Manuel Carrasco is credited with the discovery, about 1795, of the Santa Rita 
Mine; Alejo Carrasco was one of the discoverers in 1759 of the Stevenson Mine. [J.Park NMMiningHeritageGuide 2003] 

1804; Col. José Manuel Carrasco filed three mining claims on the Santa Rita deposit. Only the discover[er] of a deposit had the right to three claims – and it 
turned out that a Lieutenant Blas Calvo y Muro had filed earlier. However, Carrasco and his partner Francisco Manuel Elguea had the political 

influence to win in an appeal to the mining tribunal. Elguea purchased the major claim from Carrasco in 1805 and began production… The copper 

produced was hauled over the Janos Trail to Chihuahua, Mexico… Elguea died in 1806… [J.Park NMMiningHeritageGuide 2003] 

 
Lorenzo Carrasco    - Chloride Flat m.d. 



Lorenzo Carrasco and others discovered in 1870 silver at Chloride Flat, Silver City; Col. José Manuel Carrasco is credited with the discovery, about 1795, of the Santa Rita 
Mine; Alejo Carrasco was one of the discoverers in 1759 of the Stevenson Mine. [J.Park NMMiningHeritageGuide 2003] 

1870; In 1870, a silver deposit (called the La Providencia lode) was discovered at Chloride Flat. One of the discoverers, and an early development of 

Chloride Flat, was Lorenzo Carrasco. The area quickly became the first major silver mining district in NM. The ore was silver chloride (ceragyrite) 
with native silver in a Silurian-age dolomite. Prospectors filed some 300 claims over a span of 1 1/2 years. One of these was an old, presumably 

Spanish, mine. …By 1872, four crude mills with adobe furnaces were in operation. A more sophisticated silver mill was opened in 1874. [J.Park 

NMMiningHeritageGuide 2003] 
1872July19; From Grant County – Letter from Col Rynerson – Silver City, Its Mines, Bullion, &c. &c. There are two quartz mills now in operation at Silver 

City; that of Mr. Breman and that of the Wisconsin Mining Co., both propelled by steam power. Breman’s mill is a ten stamp mill of an old pattern and 

was formerly used in reducing gold ores at Pinos Altos. Amalgamation is done at this mine in barrels according to Freiburg process. But five of the ten 
stamps are run at the same time; eight wooden barrels are used for amalgamation. The capacity of the mill is about twenty tons per week. …The mill of 

the Wisconsin Silver Mining Co., consists of a rock-breaker a Ball pulverizer, and a couple of Hepburn and Peterson’s pans. This mill works about 

sixteen tons per week and has worked ore mostly from the “Two Ikes Mine.” …Besides the foregoing there are two others in operation, Rynerson’s and 
that of Wilburn, Webb & Co. The former consists of four Mexican arrastras for reducing the ore to pulp and two barrels of amalgamation, all propelled 

by steam, and the latter three arrastras and the barrels also propelled by steam power. …Mr. Carrasco is engaged enlarging his smelting works which are 

run on the Mexican system. He is preparing to use mule power and a large bellows for blast instead of a common blacksmith’s bellows run by hand. 
…In addition to the foregoing the Dutch Company, “Cibola Reduction Works Company,” have machinery on the road for this place. [SFDNM] 

1874June6; Silver City Correspondence. There are at present in Silver City six mills and four furnaces for treating siver ores, namely: the Tennessee Co’s 

mill, also known as Shelby’s Mill, the Pope Mill, the Wisconsin Co.’s Mill, Bremen’s Mill, Rynerson’s Mill and the Cibola Reduction Works. The 
furnaces are those of Miller’s and Laubach, Prof. Fish and Mr. Carrasco. [SFDNM] 

________________________________________________________________ 

 
Prof. J. C. Carrera    - of Las Cruces 

Prof. J. C. Carrera of early day New Mexico fame [REveleth 2009] 
1895July24; The engineers who were recently at Hillsboro looking over the placers for Dr. Proctor’s California capitalists, place the cost of the dam on the 

Animas, the construction of the hydraulic works, the pipe line, freights, water rights, etc., at $600,000. Major Llewellyn’s and Prof. Carrera’s estimate 

was $100,000. [SFDNM] 

1899November14; At the Claire: J.C. Carrera, Las Cruces… [SFNM] 
1899November15; Professor J.C. Carrera, a mining engineer at Las Cruces, and one of the delegates appointed by Governor Otero to represent New Mexico 

at the Paris exposition, has undertaken single-handed to see to it that the teritory will have a worthy mineral exhibit at the exposition. – At the Claire: 

J.C. Carrera, Las Cruces… [SFNM] 
1900January22; Prof. J.C. Carrera, mining engineer and mining expert from Las Cruces, is in the city on business. He is working very hard to secure a 

creditable exhibit of New Mexico ores at the Paris exposition. [SFNM] 

1900January23; Prof. J.C. Carrera, mining engineer and expert at Las Cruces, and one of the commissioners of New Mexico to the Paris exposition, has 
succeeded in securing a fine exhibit of minerals of this territory to be shipped to Paris. …He is a fine linguist, speaking English, French, Spanish and 

Italian fluently. He has lived six years in Paris, and has an extensive acquaintance among the mining and engineering professions throughout the 

European continent. [SFNM] 
1900January24; At the Claire: J.C. Carrera, Las Cruces... [SFNM] 

1900April2; Richard Hosker, expert chemist for the Western Chemical Company of Denver, …had left Denver for Otero county to look for saltpeter beds 

and alum deposits for his company… At El Paso he met Prof. J.C. Carrera, mineral commissioner from New Mexico to the Paris exposition. Professor 
Carrera accompanied Mr. Hosker to Tularosa... [SFNM] 

1901April3; The Lena Mining Company to-day filed incorporation papers in the office of Territorial Secretary Wallace. The capital is $36,000. 

Headquarters, Lordsburg, Grant county. The incorporators and directors are J.C. Carrera, W.W. Lipscomb, J.B. Dibrell, Emil Mosheim. [SFNM] 

 
Samuel Carrez 

1884January1; Georg C. Smith, Elain H. Dunbar, Weston Curtney, Anton Lickofare, James Hurst, Samuel Carrez, Leon Caron, George Chism, locators 

New York Placer Mining Claim <reloc of Excelcior placer, 160ac, from SW corner of Mose/Moose PC S160rods E160rods, to SW corner of Athens 

pc, rec 4Feb84; witness J.H. Hayward, H.H. Marley [b.F p.623] 

 
Deputy Sheriff Pedro Carriaga    - of Lamy & Cañoncito 

1895December24: In compliance with a telegram from Sheriff Cunningham, Deputy Sheriff Pedro Carriaga, of Lamy, yesterday arrested two suspicious 

characters giving their names as Charles W. Wallace and John D. Atkins on the charge of having sand-bagged and robbed Fireman Taylor, at the 

A.,T.&S.F. roundhouse in this city, about 1:35 yesterday morning. Deputy Carriaga brought the two men to Santa Fe this morning and lodged them in 
the county jail. ¶ It seems that the strongly suspected men came to this city the day before from Lamy and manifested the familiar signs of being hobos 

without money. After the brutal assault upon and brutal robberty of Fireman Taylor they disappeared from the city and were next seen back at Lamy 

negotiating for tickets to Colorado. ¶ When arrested the two men had on their persons a $20 bill, a $10 bill and $8 or $9 in silver. Fireman Taylor was 
robbed of two $20 bills and one $10 bill. After recovering consciousness and examining his clothes, he discovered the $5 bill that he supposed gone was 

in his vest pocket. ¶ B. Alire, the section workman, arrested yesterday on suspicion, has been released, as it was evident that he was innocent. [SFDNM] 

1896May27; Appended is as near a complete list of the delegates chosen to the Democratic county convention… Precinct No.6 – Cienega – Cosme Baca 
and Apolonio Rael. Precinct No.7 – Joseph Richards, Geo D. Arnold, W.E. Chipman and Thos O’Donnell. Precinct No.8 – Galisteo – Francisco Silva 

and Ezequiel Chavez. Precinct No.10 – Dolores –  Precinct No.11 – Golden – Hiram T. Brown, James Carruthers and Frank P. White. Precinct No.12 – 

Canoncito – Jesus Gonzales y Roival and Pedro Carriaga. Precinct No.13 – Glorieta – Ike Stone. Precinct No.19 – Madrid – G.E. Norton, Thomas 
Harris and Warren Graham. [SFDNM] 

________________________________________________________________ 

 * Carrillo * Carillo * 
Agustin Carrillo  (b.NM 1904>    - wife is Nickolasa Carrillo (b.NM 1912>;  of Madrid 
1940May3_census ED 25-39 Madrid sheet 5A; enumerator Manuel C. Martinez; Agustin Carrillo, house #63, renting $12/mo, 36, education 2, b.NM, living in ’35 

Albuquerque Bernalillo countyNM, at work 35 hrs in week, Miner coal mine, 36 wks worked in 1939, wages $600; Nickolasa Carrillo, 28, wife, education 3, b.NM, living in 



’35 Abq Bernalillo countyNM, Houseworker, no wages; Odilia Carrillo, 11, dau, in school, education 2, b.NM, living in ’35 Abq Bernalillo countyNM; Benjamin Carrillo, 5, 
son, education 0, b.NM, living in ’35 Abq Bernalillo countyNM. 

 
Anestino Carrillo  <b.1864>    - wife is Ramonsita Carrillo <b.1874>;  of Lamy 
1930_census: Anestino Carrillo, 66y-o, pct.12 Lamy, Ramonsita Carrillo, 56y-o 
 
Cresencio Carrillo  (b.NM 1917>    -  of Madrid 
1940May4_census ED 25-39 Madrid sheet 2B; enumerator Manuel C. Martinez; Juan M. Carrillo, house #35, renting $8/mo, 40, education 3, b.NM, living in ’35 Albuquerque 

Sandoval countyNM, at work 14 hrs in week, Miner coalmine, 30 wks worked in 1939, wages $595; Socorrita Carrillo, 42, wife, education 4, b.NM, living in ’35 Abq 
Sandoval countyNM, Houseworker, no wages; Cresencio Carrillo, 23, Married<lined out], education 4, b.NM, living in ’35 Abq Sandoval countyNM, at work 30 hrs in 
week, sewer project, Government Work, 52 wks worked in 1939, wages $600; Johnnie Carrillo, 22, son, Married<lined out], education 3, b.NM, living in ’35 Abq 
Sandoval countyNM, at work 14 hrs in week, Miner coal mine, 0 wks worked in 1939, wages 0; Josie Carrillo, 19, dau, Married<lined out], education 4, b.NM, living in ’35 
Abq Sandoval countyNM, Houseworker, no wages; Nickie Carrillo, 18, single, education 7, b.NM, living in ’35 Abq Sandoval countyNM, at work 14 hrs in week, Miner 
coalmine, 0 wks worked in 1939, wages 0; Mary Carrillo, 15, single, dau, in school, education 5, b.NM, living in ’35 Abq Sandoval countyNM, at school, no wages; Petrita 
Carrillo, 12, dau, in school, education 3, b.NM, living in ’35 Abq Sandoval countyNM, Fa b.NM Mo b.NM, language at home Spanish; Adelina Carrillo, 10, dau, in school, 
education 2, living in ’35 Abq Sandoval countyNM; Domenicka Carrillo, 8, dau, in school, education 2, living in ’35 Abq Sandoval countyNM; Sylvianita Carrillo, 6, dau, 
education 0, b.NM, living in 35’ Abq Sandoval countyNM; Belma Carrillo, 5, dau, education 0, b.NM, living in ’35 Abq Sandoval countyNM; Rosa Carrillo, 4, dau, 
education 0, b.NM; Isidro Carrillo, 3, son, education 0, b.NM; Alfonso Carrillo, 1, son, education 0, b.NM; Juanita Carrillo, 85, single, mother, education 0, b.NM, unable 
to work, no wages. 

 
D. A. L. Carillo    - of Cienega 
1899June17; D.A.L. Carillo, of Cienega, this morning sold 16,000 pounds of wool to McLean & Co., of this city. Mr. Carillo reports that the drouth is 

unbroken southeast of here. [SFNM] 

 

Eduardo Carrillo  (b.NM 1891>    - wife is Pilar (b.NM 1893>;  of Cerrillos 

1920January7_census: Eduardo Carillo, laborer wage work, married, 29y-o, NM [NM NM], resident Cerrillos, renting with wife Pilar (27 illiterate noEnglish NM [NM NM]), son 
Jose A. (3 NM) 

 
Ezequiel Carrillo    - Madrid 
1922November27; Madrid, NM Coal Mine Gas Explosion - SAFETY LAMPS CAUSED MADRID MINE EXPLOSION THINKS RISDON. FUNERAL HELD TODAY FOR 

SEVEN MEN KILLED AS INSPECTOR BEGINS INVESTIGATION. 14 OTHERS INJURED; ALL WILL RECOVER. An explosion in the Albuquerque & Cerrillos Coal 
company's No. 4 mine at Madrid, which late Saturday<Nov 25] resulted in the death of seven men and the injuring of 14 more, probably was caused by three Wolf safety 
lamps, in the opinion of State Mine Inspector W. W. Ridson, who arrived here today after a preliminary investigation of the disaster. ¶ The dead are: ALEX BROWN, 
foreman, 35 years old; survived by a widow and two children. ROBERTO BARRERAS, 41 years old; survived by a widow and four children. FLORENCIO MARTINI, 48 
years old; survived by a widow and four children. GEORGE ALEXANDER, 28 years old; survived by a widow and two children. GIL GRIEGO, 30 years old; survived by a 
widow and and one child. JACK O'FRYE, 28 years old; single. ANDREW KLASS, 52 years old; a widower. ¶ The injured, who were taken to Albuquerque Hospitals, are 
all expected to recover. They are: GRISWELDO RODRIQUEZ. ROBILO CASSIAS. FLORENCIO PEREA. THOMAS ROYBAL. EZEQUIEL CARRILLO. B. H. SELF. 
SOLOMON BALDONADO. DANIEL GARRELA. JOSE DE LUZ CAMPA. SOLOMON NAVAIZ. A. G. ARMIJO. JUAN PEREA. THOMAS MARES. CHARLES LIESSE. ¶ 
"It was a gas explosion," Mr. Ridson said. "They had discovered gas at different times in the mine, and as a matter of prevention the miners were provided with three 
Wolf safety lamps for use in the chamber where the explosion later occurred. They were instructed that if they saw any gas show up to come immediately out of the 
mine. These lamps, it appears, were hung up on props. They are safety lamps when properly handled, but if hung up and allowed to get very hot they will ignite gas." ¶ 
Mr. Risdon said that the miners were working with a face 300 feet in length and were down probably a depth of 700 to 800 feet from the surface, and about a mile from 
the outside. ¶ "There were no wires in the mine, and no electricity," said Mr. Ridson. "Moreover, no matches were found on the bodies of the miners. The men did their 
work by the light of the Edison safety lamps which each carries and which are furnished with storage batteries. ¶ "There seems to be no other explanation of the 
explosion than that I have offered. The explosion was in only one chamber. Had it been due to spontaneous combustion it would have been a bigger disaster, in my 
opinion. As to the suggestion of dust causing the explosion, I take no stock in that theory. This was an anthracite mine and dust cannot be exploded in such a mine, 
although it is well known that anthracite coal dust can be exploded under certain conditions, say in a laboratory." ¶ Only one part of the No. 1 mine, the anthracite mine, 
was affected a lateral 1,000 feet underground from the opening in the side of the mountain. Only the men working here were injured or killed. ¶ As the injured were 
rushed to the surface by the volunteer rescue crew they were taken to a doctor's, a dentist's offices and a nearby home, which were hurriedly turned into hospitals. 
Women of Madrid worked as nurses with the aid of doctors and other volunteers. First aid was administered here, then the injured were placed in a box car, the only car 
available, and taken down the Madrid spur to Waldo, where it connects with the A. T. & S. F. line. Train No. 1 was flagged and the injured taken to Albuquerque, where 
they were placed in hospitals. ¶ The injured were burned and in some cases their arms or legs broken. ¶ The explosion was the worst at this camp since the White Ash 
mine disaster nearly 20 years ago, when nearly a score of men lost their lives. [SFNM 27Nov1922 per Stu Beitler] 

 
Felipe Carrillo  (b.NM 1903>    - of Cerrillos 
1920January7-8_census: Hacel? Carrillo; miner A&CCoalCo wage work, married, illiterate noEnglish, 45y-o, NM [NM NM], resident Cerrillos, renting with wife Clofes (45 

illiterate noEnglish NM [NM NM]), 5son Guadalupe Carrillo <b.1900>(20 miner A&CCoalCo wage work single NM), Felipe (17 barber working on own acct. single NM), 
Mariano (15 single NM), Nestor (12 single NM), Arsenio (7 NM) 

 
Gregorio Carrillo   (b.NM 1895>    - wife is Maria Carrillo (b.NM 1898>;  of Madrid 
1920January10_census: Madrid building 42; Georigo Carillo, miner A&CCC,  24 y-o, b.NM, wife, Maria, 22 y-o, b.NM. 
1930_census: Gregorio Carrillo, 35y-o, Madrid 
 
Guadalupe Carrillo (b.NM 1900>    - of Cerrillos 
1920January7-8_census: Hacel? Carrillo; miner A&CCoalCo wage work, married, illiterate noEnglish, 45y-o, NM [NM NM], resident Cerrillos, renting with wife Clofes (45 

illiterate noEnglish NM [NM NM]), 5son Guadalupe Carrillo <b.1900>(20 miner A&CCoalCo wage work single NM), Felipe (17 barber working on own acct. single NM), 
Mariano (15 single NM), Nestor (12 single NM), Arsenio (7 NM) 

 

Hacel? Carrillo  (b.NM 1875>    - wife is Clofes (b.NM 1875>;  of Cerrillos 

http://www3.gendisasters.com/users/stu-beitler


1920January7-8_census: Hacel? Carrillo; miner A&CCoalCo wage work, married, illiterate noEnglish, 45y-o, NM [NM NM], resident Cerrillos, renting with wife Clofes (45 
illiterate noEnglish NM [NM NM]), 5son Guadalupe Carrillo <b.1900>(20 miner A&CCoalCo wage work single NM), Felipe (17 barber working on own acct. single NM), 
Mariano (15 single NM), Nestor (12 single NM), Arsenio (7 NM) 

 
Johnnie Carrillo  (b.NM 1918>    -  of Madrid 
1940May4_census ED 25-39 Madrid sheet 2B; enumerator Manuel C. Martinez; Juan M. Carrillo, house #35, renting $8/mo, 40, education 3, b.NM, living in ’35 Albuquerque 

Sandoval countyNM, at work 14 hrs in week, Miner coalmine, 30 wks worked in 1939, wages $595; Socorrita Carrillo, 42, wife, education 4, b.NM, living in ’35 Abq 
Sandoval countyNM, Houseworker, no wages; Cresencio Carrillo, 23, Married<lined out], education 4, b.NM, living in ’35 Abq Sandoval countyNM, at work 30 hrs in 
week, sewer project, Government Work, 52 wks worked in 1939, wages $600; Johnnie Carrillo, 22, son, Married<lined out], education 3, b.NM, living in ’35 Abq 
Sandoval countyNM, at work 14 hrs in week, Miner coal mine, 0 wks worked in 1939, wages 0; Josie Carrillo, 19, dau, Married<lined out], education 4, b.NM, living in ’35 
Abq Sandoval countyNM, Houseworker, no wages; Nickie Carrillo, 18, single, education 7, b.NM, living in ’35 Abq Sandoval countyNM, at work 14 hrs in week, Miner 
coalmine, 0 wks worked in 1939, wages 0; Mary Carrillo, 15, single, dau, in school, education 5, b.NM, living in ’35 Abq Sandoval countyNM, at school, no wages; Petrita 
Carrillo, 12, dau, in school, education 3, b.NM, living in ’35 Abq Sandoval countyNM, Fa b.NM Mo b.NM, language at home Spanish; Adelina Carrillo, 10, dau, in school, 
education 2, living in ’35 Abq Sandoval countyNM; Domenicka Carrillo, 8, dau, in school, education 2, living in ’35 Abq Sandoval countyNM; Sylvianita Carrillo, 6, dau, 
education 0, b.NM, living in 35’ Abq Sandoval countyNM; Belma Carrillo, 5, dau, education 0, b.NM, living in ’35 Abq Sandoval countyNM; Rosa Carrillo, 4, dau, 
education 0, b.NM; Isidro Carrillo, 3, son, education 0, b.NM; Alfonso Carrillo, 1, son, education 0, b.NM; Juanita Carrillo, 85, single, mother, education 0, b.NM, unable 
to work, no wages. 

 
Juan Carrillo  (b.NM Feb1890>    - of Waldo & Lamy 
1900June15_census: Miguel Carrillo, RR laborer, married 27yrs, born 4-52 NM, resident Waldo village own home free with wife Simona (10-58 10child/2living illiterate 

noEnglish NM), son Juan (2-90 NM) 
1930_census: Juan Carrillo, 39y-o, pct.12 Lamy, Willie Carrillo, 12y-o, Romulo Carrillo, 11y-o, Leonor Carrillo, 10y-o, Desiderio Carrillo, 8y-o, Eloy Carrillo, 7y-o, Frotosa 

Carrillo, 4y-o, Isadios Carrillo, 3y-o 
 
Juan B. Carrillo   <b.1902>    - of Madrid 
1930_census: Juan B. Carrillos, 28y-o, Madrid 

 
Juan M. Carrillo  (b.NM 1900>    - wife is Socorrita Carrillo (b.NM 1898>;  of Madrid 
1940May4_census ED 25-39 Madrid sheet 2B; enumerator Manuel C. Martinez; Juan M. Carrillo, house #35, renting $8/mo, 40, education 3, b.NM, living in ’35 Albuquerque 

Sandoval countyNM, at work 14 hrs in week, Miner coalmine, 30 wks worked in 1939, wages $595; Socorrita Carrillo, 42, wife, education 4, b.NM, living in ’35 Abq 
Sandoval countyNM, Houseworker, no wages; Cresencio Carrillo, 23, Married<lined out], education 4, b.NM, living in ’35 Abq Sandoval countyNM, at work 30 hrs in 
week, sewer project, Government Work, 52 wks worked in 1939, wages $600; Johnnie Carrillo, 22, son, Married<lined out], education 3, b.NM, living in ’35 Abq 
Sandoval countyNM, at work 14 hrs in week, Miner coal mine, 0 wks worked in 1939, wages 0; Josie Carrillo, 19, dau, Married<lined out], education 4, b.NM, living in ’35 
Abq Sandoval countyNM, Houseworker, no wages; Nickie Carrillo, 18, single, education 7, b.NM, living in ’35 Abq Sandoval countyNM, at work 14 hrs in week, Miner 
coalmine, 0 wks worked in 1939, wages 0; Mary Carrillo, 15, single, dau, in school, education 5, b.NM, living in ’35 Abq Sandoval countyNM, at school, no wages; Petrita 
Carrillo, 12, dau, in school, education 3, b.NM, living in ’35 Abq Sandoval countyNM, Fa b.NM Mo b.NM, language at home Spanish; Adelina Carrillo, 10, dau, in school, 
education 2, living in ’35 Abq Sandoval countyNM; Domenicka Carrillo, 8, dau, in school, education 2, living in ’35 Abq Sandoval countyNM; Sylvianita Carrillo, 6, dau, 
education 0, b.NM, living in 35’ Abq Sandoval countyNM; Belma Carrillo, 5, dau, education 0, b.NM, living in ’35 Abq Sandoval countyNM; Rosa Carrillo, 4, dau, 
education 0, b.NM; Isidro Carrillo, 3, son, education 0, b.NM; Alfonso Carrillo, 1, son, education 0, b.NM; Juanita Carrillo, 85, single, mother, education 0, b.NM, unable 
to work, no wages. 

 
Julian Carrillo  <b.1868>    - wife is Francisquita Carrillo <b.1868>;  of Lamy 
1930_census: Julian Carrillo, 62y-o, pct.12 Lamy, Francisquita Carrillo, 62y-o 
 
Julianita Carrillo  <b.1881>    - of Lamy 
1930_census: Julianita Carrillo, 49y-o, pct.12 Lamy, Donaciana Carrillo, 26y-o, Jose Carrillo, 9y-o, Isabel Carrillo, 7y-o, Georgia Carrillo, 5y-o, Domianita Carrillo, 1y-o, 

Lucinda Carrillo, 18y-o, Ernestina Carrillo, 7y-o, Refugio Carrillo, 6y-o 
 
Mariano Carrillo  (b.NM 1905>    - of Cerrillos 
1920January7-8_census: Hacel? Carrillo; miner A&CCoalCo wage work, married, illiterate noEnglish, 45y-o, NM [NM NM], resident Cerrillos, renting with wife Clofes (45 

illiterate noEnglish NM [NM NM]), 5son Guadalupe Carrillo <b.1900>(20 miner A&CCoalCo wage work single NM), Felipe (17 barber working on own acct. single NM), 
Mariano (15 single NM), Nestor (12 single NM), Arsenio (7 NM) 

 
Max Carrillo    - Cerrillos 
1930May; Honor Roll. Juan Munoz 94 ½; Max Carrillo 92; Domitila Peinado 93; Anna Schiemenz 93. – Most Popular Boy, Max Carrillo. – Handsomest Boy, Max Carrillo 5; 

John Garcia 4, Johnny Garcia 4. – Best Sport (boy); Max Carrillo 5, Joe Huber 4, Follis Stevenson 4. [LaTurquesa v.I n.4, CSimoni per YolandaSandoval] 
1930April,May; La Turquesa Editorial Staff. Editor-in-Chief Domitila Peinado; Assistant Editor-in-Chief Anna Schiemenz; Society Editor Margaret Sandoval; Assistant Society 

Editor John Garcia; Literary Editor Magdalena Peinado; Assistant Literary Editor Ida Miller; Sports Editor Bill Lemon; Assistant Sports Editor Arthur Gonzales; Local 
Editor Juan Munoz; Assistant Local Editor Salomon Sandoval; Exchange Editor Maurice Moran; Assistant Exchange Editor Esther Gonzales; Make-up Editor Janey 
Brown; Assistant Make-up Editor Mary Miller. Business Staff. Business Manager Joe Huber; Advertising Manager Follis Stevenson; Assistant Advertising Manager Tony 
Granito; Circulation Manager Rose Sandoval; Assistant Circulation Manager Johnnie Simoni. Reporters Max Carrillo, Mackie Cox. Advisatory Committee. Editorial Miss 
C. Asplund; Make-up Mrs. B. Moran. [LaTurquesa v.I n.3,4, CSimoni per YolandaSandoval] 

1930May; The Cerrillos High School boys organized a baseball team… Gerald Mayer, Catcher; Santos Garcia, Pitcher & Short Stop; Follis Stevenson, First Base; Bill Lemon, 
Second Base; Max Carrillos Pitcher & Short Stop; Johnny Garcia, Pitcher & Third Base; Kermit Shaw, Pitcher & Left Field; Steve Ferro, Center Field; John Garcia, Right 
Field. [LaTurquesa v.I n.4, CSimoni per YolandaSandoval] 

 

Miguel Carrillo  (b.NM Apr1852)    - wife is Simona (b.NM Oct1858>;  of Agua Fria & Waldo 

1870August7_census: Juan E. Jerrilo, farmer, 60y-o, b.NM, RealValue$800 PersValue$250, resident Agua Fria pct.5 in same habitation with Cencion Carrilo, 50y-o, b.NM, 
Miguel Carrilo, 18y-o, b.NM, Jose Carrilo, 77y-o[17], b.NM, Cosme Carrilo, 16y-o, b.NM, Francisca Carrilo, 12y-o, b.NM, Luis Carrilo, 10y-o, b.NM – same habitation as 
A. Mora +5 



1900January24; J.W. Fuller is willing to back his opinion with his pocketbook. To-day he promised to present the New Mexican scribe with one of Gerdes’ 

best hats on the day that the smelter plant starts work. Emeliano Griego and Miguel Carrillo of Waldo, were witnesses to the compact. [SFNM] 

1900June15_census: Miguel Carrillo, RR laborer, married 27yrs, born 4-52 NM, resident Waldo village own home free with wife Simona (10-58 10child/2living illiterate 
noEnglish NM), son Juan (2-90 NM) 

 

Miguel Carrillo  (b.NM 1890>    - wife is Teresita Pais de Carrillo (b.NM 1893>;  of Cerrillos 

1920January7-8_census: Miguel Carrillo, laborer wage work, married, 30y-o, NM [NM NM], resident Cerrillos, renting with wife Teresita (27 illiterate noEnglish NM [NM NM]), 
3dau Lucia (5 NM), Dolores (2 NM), Bregada (1yr7mo NM) 

1925February28; marriage @ Iglesia de Nuestra Señora de Guadalupe de Peña Blanca; I married this couple who had been previously married by the Civil Judge in Santa 
Fé on August 1924, Santiago Luján, 24 y-o, son of Antonio Luján and of Quiteria Bernal, with Feliciana López, 17 y-o, dau of Francisco López and of Juanita García, 
from Cerrillos. Padrinos, Miguel Carillo and Teresita Pais. [Microfilm LDS 016-865 p.385] 

 
Nestor Carrillo  (b.NM 1908>    - of Cerrillos 
1920January7-8_census: Hacel? Carrillo; miner A&CCoalCo wage work, married, illiterate noEnglish, 45y-o, NM [NM NM], resident Cerrillos, renting with wife Clofes (45 

illiterate noEnglish NM [NM NM]), 5son Guadalupe Carrillo <b.1900>(20 miner A&CCoalCo wage work single NM), Felipe (17 barber working on own acct. single NM), 
Mariano (15 single NM), Nestor (12 single NM), Arsenio (7 NM) 

 
Nickie Carrillo  (b.NM 1922>    -  of Madrid 
1940May4_census ED 25-39 Madrid sheet 2B; enumerator Manuel C. Martinez; Juan M. Carrillo, house #35, renting $8/mo, 40, education 3, b.NM, living in ’35 Albuquerque 

Sandoval countyNM, at work 14 hrs in week, Miner coalmine, 30 wks worked in 1939, wages $595; Socorrita Carrillo, 42, wife, education 4, b.NM, living in ’35 Abq 
Sandoval countyNM, Houseworker, no wages; Cresencio Carrillo, 23, Married<lined out], education 4, b.NM, living in ’35 Abq Sandoval countyNM, at work 30 hrs in 
week, sewer project, Government Work, 52 wks worked in 1939, wages $600; Johnnie Carrillo, 22, son, Married<lined out], education 3, b.NM, living in ’35 Abq 
Sandoval countyNM, at work 14 hrs in week, Miner coal mine, 0 wks worked in 1939, wages 0; Josie Carrillo, 19, dau, Married<lined out], education 4, b.NM, living in ’35 
Abq Sandoval countyNM, Houseworker, no wages; Nickie Carrillo, 18, single, education 7, b.NM, living in ’35 Abq Sandoval countyNM, at work 14 hrs in week, Miner 
coalmine, 0 wks worked in 1939, wages 0; Mary Carrillo, 15, single, dau, in school, education 5, b.NM, living in ’35 Abq Sandoval countyNM, at school, no wages; Petrita 
Carrillo, 12, dau, in school, education 3, b.NM, living in ’35 Abq Sandoval countyNM, Fa b.NM Mo b.NM, language at home Spanish; Adelina Carrillo, 10, dau, in school, 
education 2, living in ’35 Abq Sandoval countyNM; Domenicka Carrillo, 8, dau, in school, education 2, living in ’35 Abq Sandoval countyNM; Sylvianita Carrillo, 6, dau, 
education 0, b.NM, living in 35’ Abq Sandoval countyNM; Belma Carrillo, 5, dau, education 0, b.NM, living in ’35 Abq Sandoval countyNM; Rosa Carrillo, 4, dau, 
education 0, b.NM; Isidro Carrillo, 3, son, education 0, b.NM; Alfonso Carrillo, 1, son, education 0, b.NM; Juanita Carrillo, 85, single, mother, education 0, b.NM, unable 
to work, no wages. 

 
Pedro Carrillo    - of StaFe 
1893January14; An Explosion at the Reservoir Injures Three Workmen How It Happened. An accident occurred at the water company’s new reservoir this 

morning about 11 o’clock. Pedro Carrillo, James A. Catanach and Pablo Donovan were wrapping and priming cartridges to make ready for a blast. Some 

dynamite was thawing by a fire and a keg of powder was about 100 feet away. Douglass Harroun saw the men about four minutes before the explosion 

and everything was all right then. It is supposed that a spark from the fire set off the keg of powder or else that one of the men was smoking. Pedro 
Carrillo, it is said, was sitting on the keg, and went twenty feet into the air. He is pretty badly hurt. One leg is broken and his face, hands and neck are 

burned. …Pablo Donovan and James A. Catanach are burned about the face, but their injuries are not serious. [SFDNM] 

________________________________________________________________ 

 * Carrington * 
Fred Carrington    - of Dolores 

1898May21; Mining Notes. Fred Carrington is a new addition to the force of the Ortiz mill at Dolores. [SFNM] 

 
John/Jason F. “Jack” Carrington    - of Colfax co. & E-town 

1896May22; The following corporations have filed articles… The Montezuma Gold Mining & Placer company – Incorporators, Charles J. Dold, Jason F. 
Carrington and Hugo Seaberg, of Colfax county; objects, operating quartz and placer mines and extracting precious metals; capital stock, $100,000; 

life, forty-nine years; directors, Charles J. Dold, Jason F. Carrington, George J. Kammerer, of Colfax county, and August L. Klein and William 

Benden, of Kansas City; principal place of business, Elizabethtown, N.M. [SFDNM] 
1896December12; The governor has appointed the following notaries public: R.W.D. Bryan, of Albuquerque; Eli C. Priest, of Rincon; S.C. Meek, of 

Socorro; J.F. Carrington, of Elizabethtown, and L.F. Butler, of Red River, Taos county. [SFDNM] 

1897March23; Last Thursday night, at the Palace hotel in Santa Fe, the Miners’ association of New Mexico, was thoroughly organized and the following 
officers were elected: President – Hon. F.A. Reynolds, of Chloride, Sierra county. Vice President – Hon. Antonio Joseph, of Taos. Secretary – James H. 

Purdy, of Santa Fe. Treasurer – Hiram B. Cartwright, of Santa Fe. Executive Committee – For Grant county, Alex McGregor, of Pinos Altos; for Dona 

Ana, Hon. W.H.H. Llewellyn, of Las Cruces; for Sierra, Jesse D. Bone, of Chloride; for Lincoln, John Y. Hewitt, of White Oaks; for Socorro, Asa B. 
Fitch, of Magdalena; for Bernalillo, John F. Luthy, of Albuquerque; for Rio Arriba, W.B. Seward, of Hopewell; for Taos, Alex Gusdorf, of Taos; for 

Colfax, John F. Carrington, of Elizabethtown; for Mora, Paul St. Vrain, of Mora; for Santa Fe, W.T. Thornton, of Santa Fe; for San Miguel, M.A. Otero, 

of Las Vegas; for San Juan, William Locke, of Farmington; for Union, G.W. Guyer, of Clayton. [SFDNM] 
1898September9; J.F. Carrington has returned from a flying trip to Santa Fe. – New Mexican Miner. [SFNM] 

1899Jaunary21; A meeting of the creditors of the Ajax Mining and Milling Company was held in Springer last week, and arrangements are being made to 

close up the business. The mine has been shut down and Jack Carrington is in charge. The property and improvements will be sold by the court May 13, 
and it is thought that Denver people will acquire possession. [SFNM] 

1899September1; Elizabethtown Mines. Judge Morse, editor of the Miner, has in company with Judge John Carrington located a valuable copper 

proposition a short distance from the city limits. – Denver Mining Record. [SFNM] 
1900September11; Taos County. J.F. Carrington has discovered a five foot vein of tin running 12 ½ per cent on upper Red River. [SFNM] 

1900December22; Acting Governor Wallace to-day appointed Jason F. Carrington, Elizabethtown, Colfax county… notaries public. [SFNM] 

________________________________________________________________ 
 
U. C. Carrison    - Tres Hermanos m.d. 



as of 1903June30; List of mining claims in NM which have been officially surveyed… By Surveyor-General Morgan O. Llewellyn. Jno D. Bail, U.C. 

Carrison, H.C. McComas, and T.M. Hall, Contention, Tres Hermanos  MD, 10.95ac. [Report of the Governor of New Mexico to the Secretary of the 
Interior 1903, p.351] 

________________________________________________________________ 

 * Carrol * Carroll * Carrall * 
Alex Carroll    - Madrid 

1897July22; At the Bon Ton: Ike Graham, Warren Graham, Alex Carroll, Thos Lewis, Madrid; Pat McDonald, Antonio Mestas, Francisco Muniz, 

Cerrillos... [SFDNM] 

 

Bernard Carrol    - Cerrillos & Madrid 
1894March2; At the Bon Ton hotel; Bernard Carrol, T. Thompson, Cerrillos; J.B. Martin, Rico, Colo.; Dan Williams, Cerrillos; W.P. Campbell, E.W. 

Cornforth, Rico, Colo.; Barry Smith, Cerrillos; H.M. Montague, J.W. Shehan, Amizett; A.J. Knott, Leadville, Colo. [SFDNM] 
1897February23; At the Bon-Ton: J. McGonigle, ??? Connors, Bernard Carrol, Madrid... [SFDNM] 

1897November2; The following homestead land entries were made at the United States land office in Santa Fe during the month of October. …Bernard 

Carroll, 160 acres in Santa Fe county. [SFDNM] 
1900June11; Homestead Entry No.3987. Notice is hereby given… to make final proof… John Donovan for the lots 1 and 2, Sec 24 tp14n, r7e. <SE side of 

Rogersville] He names the following witnesses… Harney Carroll, James M. Rogers, Charles Closson, James Richardson, all of Cerrillos, N.M. [SFNM] 

1902October; USSupCourtCase#40, Mariano F. Sena v. United States <joined by American Turquoise Co (Edward L. Bartlett, counsel) & J.P. McNulty 
(Appeal of decision entered 10May 1900 from the Court of Private Land Claims re Jose de Leyba Grant of 25May1728) – parties in adverse 

possession: Los Cerrillos grant (#78), J.P. McNulty, L.B. Prince, Thomas Whalen, Samuel Brimagen, Thomas Moore Jr, Diego Mares, Bernard Carrol, 

Oto Seigler, Albert Ceyer, M.J. O’Niel, Pedro Muniz, ATC – testimony 3Feb1900: Nasario Gonzales, 83yrs, La Cienega, Jesus Narvais, b.1819, La 
Cienega, Francisco Romero, 83yrs, La Cieneguilla, Francisco Bustamante, 83yrs, La Cienega, Jose Benavides, b.1827, La Cienega, Susano Leyba, 

66yrs, town of Cerrillos, Antonio Bustamante, 73yrs, about 1mi from La Cienega. Judgement upheld.  

1903June; B. Carroll patent in 160ac E side center Sec26 T15N R8E [TurqTrailCourt & Gallina Arroyo, E of firehouse; Diego Mares to SW], Clarence 
Pullen, Surveyor General update of A.P. Wilbar map of Aug1861; [1907 Jose de Leyba case map] 

 
C. C. Carroll    - of St. LouisMO & Organ Doña Ana co. 
1898March7; The St. Louis United Copper Mining company, organized under the laws of the state of Missouri by C.C. Carroll, D.R. Powell, Wm T. 

Hoarstock, J.M. Prall and John N. Botinger, residents of the city of St. Louis, has filed articles of incorporation in Secretary Wallace’s office. The 
objects of incorporation are; The buying, owning and leasing of lands containing ores, for extracting the ores from said lands and for the purpose of 

getting and smelting ores, or reducing ores and disposing of the product, and to do any and all matters pertaining to the mining and smelting business not 

incompatiable with the laws of the United States or the state of Missouri. Captial stock, $10,000; principal office located at St. Louis. The town of Organ 
in the county of Dona Ana, N.M., is designated as the principal place of business in New Mexico, with W.B. Gibbs as resident agent. [SFNM] 

 
E. F. Carroll   - witness - 
1866December1; Dated. Quitclaim Deed. Hampton B. Denman of StaFe co. and Mary B. Denman, his wife, for $3k, sell undivided one half our undivided one sixth of the 

property known as the Ramirez property... to Samuel E. Hoffman of Leavenworth co. KS. Sig. Hampton B. Denman, Mary B. Denman. Wit. E. Carroll, F.P. Fitz William. 
b.D Deeds p.277. [BHenderson Abstract of Title No.2 30Sep1983] 

1880June30; Quit Claim Deed; S.C. Wright sells for $1 to J.J. Fath all int Storm King S side SBMD, on the high Peak S of the Old Smelter claim, all int 
Cabinet – the Donagan Spring, SBMD, rec 16Jul80; witness E.F. Carrall [b.C p.313] 

 
George L. Carroll    - Florida Mountain m.d. 
as of 1903June30; List of mining claims in NM which have been officially surveyed… By Surveyor-General Morgan O. Llewellyn. George L. Carroll, 

Pokohonta, Florida Mountain MD, 18.367ac. – George L. Carroll, Sunset, Florida Mountain MD, 20.106ac. – Do., Sunrise, do. MD, 19.916ac. – Do., 
Silver Cave, do. MD, 13.471ac. [Report of the Governor of New Mexico to the Secretary of the Interior 1903, p.354] 

 
J. F. Carroll    - of Las Vegas 

1897January19; Mr. J.F. Carroll, representing Gross, Blackwell & Co., of Las Vegas, is in the city. [SFDNM] 

1897August17; At the Claire: J.T. Carroll, Las Vegas... [SFDNM] 

1898August22; At the Claire: J.F. Carroll, Simon Bacharach, L.C. Fort, S.B. Davis, Jr., Las Vegas… [SFNM] 

 
James E. Carroll    - Florida mtns 

1881March1; [ledger of Exchange Hotel] J.E. Carroll, Shakespeare NM, Time D, Rooms – 25, Pd. [per PSecord Sep2012] 
1883May11; The majortiy of the developed properties in the Florida mountains are owned by Mr. James Carroll, who during the past year has been in 

charge of the Shakespeare smelter. [SFDNM] 

 
Joseph Carroll    - Creede 

1899April26; Joseph Carrol, a miner from Creede, Colo., who spent a few days in Santa Fe, went to Bland last evening. – At the Bon Ton: Joseph Carroll, 

Creede; Wm F. Newell, Denver; Allan G. Fox, Las Vegas; F.D. Pratt, Butte, Mont.; Placido Baca y Baca, Puerto de Luna; Jim Martin, Albuquerque; 

Wm Wheeler, Prescott; J.N. Boch, P.S. McFry, La Veta Pass; Wm Ash, Cerrillos. [SFNM] 

 
John Carroll    - O’Mara coal mines 

1895September11; Special Master W.H. Pope yesterday afternoon sold at public auction, in front of the court house, the somewhat celebrated O’Mara coal 

bank, situated at Ortiz station, in south Santa Fe county, the purchaser being W.E. Dame, of Cerrillos, for the sum of $3,871.27. The sale was made by 

order of the district court to satisfy claims for labor performed for and supplies furnished to the owners, Hartman & Weill, of Las Vegas, by Cruz 
Sanchez, Richard Huber, Green Bros., Pitty & Carroll, E.N. Kelly, Carroll &  Stout and others, amounting to a total of $3,200. ¶ This deal in no way 

affects the F. Muller coal mining interests, his claim being on the adjoining legal subdivision. On the property purchased by Mr. Dame there is a six and 

one half foot vein of first-class steam coal, in fact it is counted one of the choice properties in the Cerrillos district. [SFDNM] 



1899September22; Suit Over a Mine. Judge John R. McFie this forenoon granted a temporary injunction against Captain William E. Dame and Antonio 

Trossello, preventing them from selling or therwise disposing of the O’Mara coal mine near Cerrillos. The injunction is returnable Octover 12, and was 
asked for by A.B. Renehan, attorney for the Cerrillos Mining Company, limited, Peter Carroll, Thomas Pettig, John Carroll, Frank Stout and N.E. 

Biddle. The plaintiffs allege that Captain Dame was acting merely as trustee for them and had no right to dispose of the O’Mara mine but that 

nevertheless he sold it to Antonio Trossello and that Trosello in lieu of cash excused a mortgage on the property as payment. [SFNM] 

 
Peter Carroll    - O’Mara coal mines 

1895September11; Special Master W.H. Pope yesterday afternoon sold at public auction, in front of the court house, the somewhat celebrated O’Mara coal 

bank, situated at Ortiz station, in south Santa Fe county, the purchaser being W.E. Dame, of Cerrillos, for the sum of $3,871.27. The sale was made by 

order of the district court to satisfy claims for labor performed for and supplies furnished to the owners, Hartman & Weill, of Las Vegas, by Cruz 
Sanchez, Richard Huber, Green Bros., Pitty & Carroll, E.N. Kelly, Carroll &  Stout and others, amounting to a total of $3,200. ¶ This deal in no way 

affects the F. Muller coal mining interests, his claim being on the adjoining legal subdivision. On the property purchased by Mr. Dame there is a six and 

one half foot vein of first-class steam coal, in fact it is counted one of the choice properties in the Cerrillos district. [SFDNM] 
1899September22; Suit Over a Mine. Judge John R. McFie this forenoon granted a temporary injunction against Captain William E. Dame and Antonio 

Trossello, preventing them from selling or therwise disposing of the O’Mara coal mine near Cerrillos. The injunction is returnable Octover 12, and was 

asked for by A.B. Renehan, attorney for the Cerrillos Mining Company, limited, Peter Carroll, Thomas Pettig, John Carroll, Frank Stout and N.E. 
Biddle. The plaintiffs allege that Captain Dame was acting merely as trustee for them and had no right to dispose of the O’Mara mine but that 

nevertheless he sold it to Antonio Trossello and that Trosello in lieu of cash excused a mortgage on the property as payment. [SFNM] 

 
William Gallatin Carroll    - NY, Sonora 
1901November4; A.W. Momeyer and William Gallatin Carroll, capitalists who are interested in mines in Mexico, after spending a day in Santa Fe, left 

yesterday for their Eldorado mine at Cario, Province of Sonora, Mexico. – Palace: William Gallatin Carroll, A.W. Momeyer, New York... [SFNM] 

________________________________________________________________ 

 

CARROLLTON MINING AND MILLING COMPANY    - Silver City 
1881April15(inc); Corporations Classified Mining Milling and Smelting. 0128 The Carrollton Mining and Milling Company. (date of expiration) 1/20/’31. 

Foreign; Illi 
1882April30; The Carrollton mill at Silver City has started up again, on ore from Lone Mountain. [SFDNM] 

 
G. Carrow    - CreedeCO 

1894June13; At the Palace; ? Butcher, Rock Corral; W.D. Burns, G.W. Erwin, Eagle City; John Hogan, S.M. Payne, J.M. Kennedy, ? city; James Roberts, 

Golden; G?A. Ca?e, John Smith, J. Paul, A. Gale, Cerrillos; J. Burns, Glorietta; G. Carrow, Creede, Colo.; A. Chavez, Galisteo. [SFDNM] 

________________________________________________________________ 

 * Carruth * 
Charles A. Carruth    - D&RG mail clerk;  of Las Vegas & AntonitoCO 
1895July13; A.C. Sloan, now of Colorado Springs, has sold his residence at Las Vegas to Mrs. Clara A. Carruth for $2,500. [SFDNM] 
1895December23; Mr. C.A. Carruth, son of Mr. J.A. Carruth, of East Las Vegas, has succeeded Mr. Charles Scheurich as mail messenger between Santa Fe 

and Antonito. [SFDNM] 

1896February13; At the Bon Ton: Dick Richardson, C. A. Carruth, C.A. Daniels, Antonito… [SFDNM] 
1896May14; At the Palace: C. Carruth, Antonito... [SFDNM] 

1896May23; H.S. Lutz, agent for the Santa Fe company, F.C. Alley, Wells-Fargo agent, and Chas Carruth, mail clerk on the D.&R.G., all of Santa Fe, came 

down from the City of the Holy Faith Wednesday on wheels, making the run in one hour and thirty-three minutes. They returned by train the same night. 
– Cerrillos Rustler. [SFDNM] 

1896May26; At the Bon-Ton: C.A. Carruth, Denver… [SFDNM] 

1896June2; Bon-Ton: C.A. Carruth, Denver... [SFDNM] 
1898April19; At the Palace: H.H. Seldomridge, Colorado Springs; J.A. Law, C.A. Carruth, Antonito, Colo... [SFNM] 

1898April22; At the Palace: C.A. Carruth, J. Law, Antonito... [SFNM] 

1898July14; At the Palace: C.A. Carruth, Antonito; Mrs. J.A. Carruth, Las Vegas... [SFNM]   
1899November28; At the Bon-Ton: H. Gore, A.C. Wilcox, Bland; C.A. Caruth, John Law, Simon Ortiz, Juan Madril, Antonio Gutierrez, Albuquerque; Juan 

Romero and family, Cochiti. [SFNM] 
1900June19; At the Exchange: Ike H. Graham, Bland; Lewis L. Graham, Cerrillos; C.A. Carruth, Alamosa; Charles Grohe, Telluride… [SFNM] 

1900July30; At the Palace: Geo R. Buckman and wife, Colorado Springs; G.E. Fletcher, New Orleans; J.P. McNulty, Turquesa; C.A. Carruth, Antonito; 

C.H. Evatt, Mangum, Ok.; M.M. Reddington, Chama; Henry Essinger, Las Vegas; M.Z. Farwell, La Junta, Colo. [SFNM] 
1900July31; At the Palace: M.M. Reddington, Chama; J.P. McNulty, Turquesa; C.A. Carruth, Antonio... [SFNM] 

1901May14; Palace: C.C. Kline, Jr., St. Louis; Miss C. Nelson, Lamy; Mrs. L.D. Sugar, Cerrillos; Mrs. E.A. Turner, Madrid; Mayme Carter, Madrid; Grace 

Hahn, Albuquerque; Mr. and Mrs J.H. Elliott, Madrid; William E. Maltby and wife, Madrid; J.L. Wells, Cerrillos; W.H. Kennedy, Cerrillos; J. Law, 

C.A. Carruth, Antonito; J.P. McNulty, Turquesa; M. O’Neill, Turquesa; G.W. Green and wife, Cerrillos; H. Birdeau, Boston; Gus J. Johnson, Madrid. 

[SFNM] 

 

James A. Carruth    - of Las Vegas 

1889December5; New Corporations. Socorro Mountain Mining Company – Board of directors, Geo. B. Preston, T.M. Oliver, T.B. Mills, C.C. Shirk, J.A. 

Carruth, of Las Vegas, and Geo McCormick, of Folsom. Capital stock, $1,000,000. Principal place of business, Las Vegas. [SFDNM] 

1895December23; Mr. C.A. Carruth, son of Mr. J.A. Carruth, of East Las Vegas, has succeeded Mr. Charles Scheurich as mail messenger between Santa Fe 
and Antonito. [SFDNM] 

1896April2; The Republicans of Las Vegas have made the following nominations; For mayor, Dr. F.E. Olney; for city clerk, J.E. Moore; city treasurer, C.E. 

Perry; for alderman – First ward, Arch Bell, second ward, William H. Barber; third ward, S.T. Kline; fourth ward, A.T. Rogers. For members of the 
board of education – First ward, ?.V. Reed; second ward, William S. McClean; third ward, J.M.D. Howard; fourth ward, J.A. Carruth. [SFDNM] 



1897January25; J.A. Carruth has been granted a judgment for $803.85, against the board of commissioners of Mora county, on an approved certificate of 

account. [SFDNM] 
1897February2; At the Claire: J.S. Carruth, C.E. Richard, Felix Martinez, D. Martinez, Las Vegas... [SFDNM] 

1897June14; J.H. Carrouth and T.B. O’Keefe are inaugural day visitor from Las Vegas… – At the Palace; J.H. Carrouth, T.B. O’Keefe, Las Vegas… 

[SFDNM] 
1897November29; It is reported that J.A. Carruth is an active candidate for the position of postmaster of East Las Vegas. [SFDNM] 

1898February16; J.A. Carruth has been confirmed postmaster at East Las Vegas and the nomination of Enrique Salazar as postmaster at Las Vegas will be 

favorably reported. [SFNM] 
1898March10; Las Vegas Happenings. The new east side postmaster, J.A. Carruth, entered on his duties yesterday morning, making a very satisfactory start 

in the public service. [SFNM]   

1898April15; J.A. Carruth, postmaster at Las Vegas, was in Albuquerque yesterday, it is said, on a political deal. [SFNM]   
1898July14; At the Palace: C.A. Carruth, Antonito; Mrs. J.A. Carruth, Las Vegas... [SFNM]   

1901January17; The Meadow City Mining Company to-day filed incorporation papers in the office of Secretary Wallace. The incorporators are Belden C. 

Pettenger, Ralph W. Higgins. James A. Carruth, of East Las Vegas; capital, $100,000; headquarters, East Las Vegas. [SFNM] 
1909April22: J.A. Carruth and S. Sganzini of the Mutual Placer Co. have returned from a trip to the company's property near Barranca. They found everything in 

good shape and are greatly pleased with the prospects that the company's property will be a producer before long.  [SFNM 100yrs] 

________________________________________________________________ 

 * Carruthers * Caruthers * 
James C. Carruthers  (b.SCOT July1847)    - wife is Jane Carruthers (b.SCOT Aug1843>;  of San Pedro & Cerrillos  <see also O.S. Crowthers 

1890November7; Mr. James Carruthers, the meat merchant of San Pedro, was in town yesterday, visiting the Cash Entry mine while here. [The Cerrillos Rustler Vol.III 
No.17] 

1890November21; James Carruthers is preparing to open up a meat market at Cerrillos. [The Cerrillos Rustler Vol.III No.19] 
1890November21; Mr. Carruthers, the meat market proprietor of San Pedro, was on the streets of Cerrillos yesterday. [The Cerrillos Rustler Vol.III No.19] 
1891August14; (San Pedro) Mr. James Carruthers had been quite sick the fore part of the week, but is a little better now. [The Rustler v.IV n.6] 
1891August21; (San Pedro) Mr. and Mrs Jas. Carruthers, attended the funeral of Mrs. Evans in Albuquerque last Monday, returning Tuesday evening. [The Rustler v.IV n.7] 
1891September11; (San Pedro) Carruthers and Ford have stuck a small vein of very rich looking galena ore in the Accident mining claim. [The Rustler v.IV n.10] 
1891October16; James Carruthers, San Pedro, new Rustler subscriber. [The Rustler v.IV n.24] 
1896January24; The governor has appointed James Caruthers, of San Pedro… notary public. [SFDNM] 
1896April28; At the Exchange: J.C. Carruthers, San Pedro... [SFDNM] 

1896May19; At the Exchange: J. Carruthers, San Pedro... [SFDNM] 

1896May21; Mr. James Carruthers, of San Pedro, is here on the Lincoln-Lucky case. He is much elated over the action of the court to-day in setting the case 
for final hearing June 8. [SFDNM] 

1896May27; Appended is as near a complete list of the delegates chosen to the Democratic county convention… Precinct No.6 – Cienega – Cosme Baca 

and Apolonio Rael. Precinct No.7 – Joseph Richards, Geo D. Arnold, W.E. Chipman and Thos O’Donnell. Precinct No.8 – Galisteo – Francisco Silva 
and Ezequiel Chavez. Precinct No.10 – Dolores –  Precinct No.11 – Golden – Hiram T. Brown, James Carruthers and Frank P. White. Precinct No.12 – 

Canoncito – Jesus Gonzales y Roival and Pedro Carriaga. Precinct No.13 – Glorieta – Ike Stone. Precinct No.19 – Madrid – G.E. Norton, Thomas 

Harris and Warren Graham. [SFDNM] 
1896June6; At the Bon Ton: Allen McIntire, James Carruthers, Cerrillos; George Murray, Cerrilos… [SFDNM] 

1896July18; James Carruthers and Alexander Stevens are still sinking down on the Burro. The indications are that shipping ore will be found shortly. We 

hope they will strike it rich and before snow flies they will be able to keep all the San Pedro and Golden teams busy hauling the ore away. – Cerrillos 
Rustler. [SFDNM] 

1896August6; At the Exchange: J. Carruthers, San Pedro… [SFDNM] 

1896August24; Arrivals at the Bon Ton: James Carruthers, San Pedro; George Hoskins, Madrid... [SFDNM] 
1896August26; Ten days ago the Lincoln, Lucky & Lee Mining company gave notice by publication that it would make application at the United States land 

office in Santa Fe to patent ten mining claims in south Santa Fe county. ¶ But between the 21st and 25th days of August, the latter being the last day 
upon which objections could be filed, nine adverse claims were filed in the local office as follows: Silver Belt Mining company, filed by Summers 

Burkhart; James Carruthers, three adverses, by Neill B. Field; J.P. O’Brien and E.A. Fiske; Lozzie F. O’Brien and E.A. Fiske; D.W. Manley; T.B. 

Catron, W.E. Gortner, J.P. O’Brien, E.A. Fiske and W.J. Mills; T.B. Catron. ¶ The persons filing these adverses will at once be notified that they will be 
given thirty days in which to present and prosecute their claims. [SFDNM] 

1896September23; At the Bon Ton: James Carruthers, San Pedro… [SFDNM] 

1896September23; San Pedro, Sept. 20 – The Democratic primary for this precinct (No.11) was held in this town last evening and was attended by a large 
number of people, notwithstanding the continued downpour of rain which began early in the morning. The town of Golden was well represented. It was 

a great contrast to the Republican primary held a few days ago, which was attended by only three presons viz: Messrs. Carley. Lofink and Major 

Randall, who indorsed the silver sentiment. In the Democratic primary former staunch Republicans were quite conmspicuous and took great interest in 
the proceedings. The free coinage of silver was heartily indoersed, and the following good men were elected as delegates to the county convention, viz: 

W.F. Williams, James Carruthers and Samuel Wright, with their respective alternates as follows: E.P. Lambert, Juan Pacheco and Herman Goodman. 

[SFDNM] 

1896September24; [delegates to Democratic co.convention> Precinct 5 – Alejo A. Hernandez, Antonio Armijo. Precinct 6 – J.D. La Carrillo, two votes, 

Apolonio Rael. Precinct 7 – W.E. Chipmen, S. Golding. W.H. Kennedy. Precinct 8 – Anastacio Trujillo, Ventura Varrios. Precinct 10 – W.W. Atchison. 

Precinct 11 – Sam Wright, W.F. Williams, Jas Carruthers. Precinct 13 – Antonio S. Griego. Precinct 19 – Ed Jones, Warren Graham. [SFDNM] 
1896October7; County Commissioners. [election judges & voting places] Precinct No.11, Golden – N.J. Strumquist, John Daly, James Carruthers; at the 

school house. [SFDNM] 

1896October8; [San Pedro] Miners are busy doing their assessments. Carruthers, McRae and Alex Stevens, of the Silver Belt company, are busy on the 
Lucky Hill. [SFDNM] 

1897January2; Mr. J. Carruthers is here from San Pedro to-day on mining business. He is largely interested in the Lincoln-Lucky mines and hopes to begin 

shipments shortly. – At the Exchange: J. Carruthers, San Pedro… [SFDNM]   
1897December9; County Commissioners. A new precinct was created at San Pedro, No.20, with James Carruthers as justice of the peace and Joseph 

Stewart as constable. [SFDNM] 

1898June23; Superintendent Carruthers, of the Lincoln Lucky mine at Cerrillos, shipped a car load of ore to Pueblo last week. [SFNM] 



1898December17; Cases Nos.3796, 3797, 3798, 3802 and 3803: civil: James Carruthers, Silver Belt Mining Company et al. vs. The Lincoln, Lucky and Lee 

Mining Company: set for trial Wednesday, December 28. N.B. Field and S. Burkhart for plaintiffs. [SFNM] 
1899February21; At the Exchange: John N. Bach, Veta Pass; J. Carruthers, San Pedro... [SFNM] 

1900January22; Governor Otero has made the following notary public appointments; James Carruthers, San Pedro, Santa Fe county... [SFNM] 

1900February7; San Pedro, N.M., February 6. – Just south of the Big Copper claims are situated the Lincoln-Lucky-Anaconda claims, once again attracting 
attention because of the free smelting nature of the ore. Ere long these properties may be supplying ore to the Cerrillos smelter and eclipse the palmy 

days of yore, when Webber and McHendry scrapped in the courts while Sam Newhouse and Middleton, of Denver, were getting the cream at the 

Colorado smelters. ¶ It is said that H.M. Cartwright and B. Seligman now own the Lucky, Neill B. Field owns the Lincoln, and James Carruthers and 
others own the Anaconda. If Sam Wright were in the district he’d have those drifts alive with men on the strength of the starting up of the smelter at 

Cerrillos. [SFNM] 

1900February9; [Golden] Yesterday R.G. Thomas, vice president and general manager of the smelter company, came her, accompanied by H.W. Russell, 
superintendent of the mines at Magdalena, and Neill B. Field, one of the owners of the Lincoln-Lucky-Anaconda mines. They passed on through to San 

Pedro, and made a thorough inspection of these mines in compnay with James Carruthers, of San Pedro, one of the Anaconda owners. They returned to 

Cerrillos last night, and are now figuring with parties on the subject of opening these mines at once and freighting the ore to Cerrillos, a distance of 
twenty miles. [SFNM] 

1900May14; After a long rest, the Lincoln-Lucky-Anaconda mine contest will come on again for hearing on the 28th inst. Before District Judge McFie. This 

time the contests are between James Carruthers, of San Pedro, and Neill B. Field, of Albuquerque, on one side, and Hon. T.B. Catron and J.D. O’Brien, 
of this city, on the other, the suit being brought to determine their respective interests in these properties. [SFNM] 

1900May16; A deed of trust was filed in the county recorder’s office yesterday whereby James Carruthers of San Pedro, conveys to Summers Burkhart of 

Albuquerque, in trust, the consideration being $15,000, all of Carruthers’ right, title and interest in the following mining property situate in the San 

Pedro district, south Santa Fe county: The Anaconda mining claim and the Ingersoll mining claim, being the same premises conveyed to Carruthers by 

Alexander McGashan Hendry by deed dated July 25, 1896, together with all dips, spurs, angles, etc. The document also stipulates that in case of the 

death or if for other cause Burkhart should fail to comply with his duties in administrating this trust, then F.W. Clancy of Albuquerque, shall serve as 
the legally constituted trustee. [SFNM] 

1900May22; James Carruthers, of San Pedro, interested in the Lincoln Lucky-Anaconda mines, arrived from the south at noon. [SFNM] 

1900May28; The suit of James Carruthers vs. J.P. O’Brien and wife, M.A. Fiske, D.W. Manley, T.B. Catron, William E. Gortner and the Silver Belt Mining 
Company was called for trial before Judge J.R. McFie this morning, and will be on hearing for several days. – James Carruthers arrived from San Pedro 

this morning. [SFNM] 
1900June8; James Carruthers and Con Sullivan, here on the Anaconda mine suit, left by buggy for their home at San Pedro this afternoon. [SFNM] 

1900June18-19_census: James Carruthors, miner gold+cop, married, born Jul1847 Scot [Scot, Scot] immig1871, literate, resident Pct#20 ownhomefree with wife Jane. 
(Aug1843 married 14yrs 2child1living Scot [Scot, Scot] immig1886), dau?[F] Kenneth J. (Nov1862 Scot) literate 

1900December17; [election called for second Monday in January] …will be conducted by the following judges of election… Precinct No.6 – Roman 

Padilla, Nicolas Narvais and Andres C. de Baca, at the house of Santiago Leyba. ¶ Precinct No.7 – Charles Closson, Francisco Narvaez and Richard 
Green, at the office of the justice of the peace. ¶ Precinct No.8 – Antonio J. Ortiz, Facundo F. Pino, Francisco H. Silva, at the school house. ¶ Precinct 

No.9 – Antonio Gomez, Antonio Medina, Nepomuceno Valencia, at the house of Felipe Casados. ¶ Precinct No.10 – Lee English, W.W. Atchison, 

Juan Nieto, at the company house. ¶ Precinct No.11 – Nicolas Montoya, Ramon Armijo, J.D. Hart, at the house of Cornelio Montoya. ¶ Precinct No.12 
– Jose Leon Madril, Cristoval Sena, Guadalupe Sanchez, at the house of Jose Leon Madril. ¶ Precinct No.13 – Luciano Lopez, John W. Harrison, 

Antonio S. Griego, at the house of J.W. Harrison. …Precinct No.19 – Gus Johnson, Abel Garcia, Dan Anderson, at the house of the office of the justice 

of the peace. ¶ Precinct No.20 – Jose Ascencion Silva, Partino Nieto, James Carruthers, at the school house. [SFNM] 

1901January15; A suit was filed this morning in the district court for Santa Fe county by Summers Burkhart, trustee, vs. James Carruthers and Alexander 

McG. Henry for the foreclosure of a mortgage of $16,000 on some mining property in the San Pedro distrct in this county. The mortgage was given to 

N.B. Field. [SFNM] 
1901February8; Probate Clerk Manuel Delgado to-day received a formal notice from A. McG Hendry, formerly of San Pedro, of this county, but now of 

London, England, to be recorded, warning all intending purchasers of the Anaconda and Ingersoll lode mining claims in the New Placers district, that 

those properties still belong to him, and that James Carruthers merely holds them in trust. [SFNM] 
1901May17; In the district court this forenoon was filed by F.W. Clancy, Esq., a reply to answer to the cross complaint of A. McG. Hendry in the suit of 

Summers Burkhart, trustee vs. James Carruthers et al., involving certain interests in the Anaconda mine in southern Santa Fe county. [SFNM] 

1901July13; Judge McFie today handed down decisions… The first was that of James Carothers vs. Lizzie F. O’Brien, et al, This he decided in favor of the 
plaintiff on all the issues. Carothers applied for patent on the Anaconda, Beautiful Boy and Ingersoll mining lodes in southern Santa Fe county. The 

local land office refused to allow the plaintiff to make final entry and to pay for the land because the records of the land office disclosed a conflict 

between Carother’s claims and the Galena King, Silver King and Bonanza which were claimed by Lizzie F. O’Brien, J.P. O’Brien, Thomas B. Catron, 
Eugene A. Fiske, Robert C. Gortner, W.E. Gortner and D.W. Manley. The decision of the court sustains the locations of the Beautiful Boy, the 

Ingersoll and the Anaconda, in so far as they are in conflict with the defendant’s claims. The contest as to the Anaconda is a contest between the 

plaintiff and T.B. Catron who claims to have purchased from D.W. Manley the disputed land. The court holds that the instrument given to Manley was 
not an absolute conveyance of the land but was given in the nature of security from which there was a right of redemption. The plaintiff tendered the 

amount of money due under the instrument which was declined and the court holds that Carothers who purchase from A. McG. Hendry is the owner of 

the Anaconda. [SFNM] 
1901August24; San Pedro, Aug.24. – During the summer the ladies of San Pedro and Golden have been actively engaged organizing a Sunday school, 

which is filling a decided want in the community. Hitherto the children have had no place to assemble on Sunday, but now about twenty meet every 

Sunday at the school house in San Pedro. Mrs. Yates, who has been a resident of San Pedro for about a year, is superintendent; Mrs. Dr. Shadrach, 
secretary and treasurer, and Mrs. J.B. Mayo, of Golden, organist. The school is divided into three classes, the Bible class under Mrs. James, the 

intermediate with Mrs. James Carruthers as teacher, and the infant class under the supervision of Mrs. J.T. McLaughlin. …Glover Mayo is  librarian. 

[SFNM] 
1901September18; District Court. In the mining case of James Caruthers vs. Joseph P. O’Brien et al, a motion for appeal was sustained and the bond was 

fixed at $1,000. [SFNM] 

1901October4; In the case of Summers Burkhart, trustee, vs. James Carruther et al, Judge McFie today rendered a decision foreclosing a mortgage of 
between $15,000 and $16,000 on the Anaconda mine in southern Santa Fe county. [SFNM] 

1902February26; Mineral Land Entry – February 3, James Carruthers, Anaconda Lode, 11.69 acres; Beautiful Boy Lode, 16.86 acres, New Placers Mining 

District. Santa Fe county. [SFNM] 



1902August2 : MS 973 [not on corporate tax roll for 1962], Patent# 35795, original claimant: J.Carruthers, Beautiful Boy T12N R7E Sec27 16.36acres Patented Mining 
Claims Santa Fe County 1962 

as of 1903June30; List of mining claims in NM which have been officially surveyed… By Surveyor-General Morgan O. Llewellyn. James Caruthers, 

Beautiful Boy, New Placer MD, 16.36ac. [Report of the Governor of New Mexico to the Secretary of the Interior 1903, p.356] 

1904December31; Notaries Public As qualified December 31st, 1904. Term four years. Santa Fe County. Carruthers, James, San Pedro, Term Expires Jan. 7, 1908. 
[NMBlueBook 1905, p.275] 

1905; James Carruthers of San Pedro listed as Noble of Ballut Abyad Temple 
1910April19_census: James Caruths, mine forman gold+copper mine, married(1), 62y-o Scot [Scot, Scot] immig1871, literate, resident Pct#20 San Pedro ownhomefree with 

wife Jane. (66y-o, marriage(2)35yrs, 1child1living Scot [Scot, Scot] immig1871), stepdau[F] Jane B. Kemuth/Kenneth (43y-o single Scot [Scot, Scot]) literate 
1899April10 filed; Certificate of Incorporation of Santa Fe Gold And Copper Mining Company. …principal office in the State of New Jersey is No.243 Washington 

Street, Jersey City NJ. The agent upon whom process may be served is Charles N. King. Objects: …to purchase, take on lease, or otherwide acquire mines 
and lands in the State of New Jersey and elsewhere; to purchase, lease or acquire by license, concession grant or otherwise, any lands, mines, mineral 
rights, buildings, easements, etc… Capital Stock: Authorized Capital Stock is $2,500,000 divided into 250,000 shares of the par value of $10 each. 
Incorporators: Edgar Buffum, Charles W. Welch, Louis Adler, Eugene Treadwell, B.F. de Frece, all of 243 Washington Street, Jersey City NJ. 2May1899 
Designates the Town of San Pedro, Santa Fe County, New Mexico, and J.T. McLaughlin as the agent upon whom process against said Company may be 
served. 29Sep1903 Certifies that F.C. Buell, of the Town of San Pedro, New Mexico, is the agent upon whom process against said company may be served. 
Beginning 11Jul1910, A.H. Case is appointed the duly authorized Agent of said Company in the Town of San Pedro. Beginning 3Apr1915, James 
Carruthers is appointed the duly authorized Agent of said Company in the Town of San Pedro. Filed 16Sep1919 Judge E.R. Wright of Santa Fe, New Mexico, 
is appointed the duly authorized agent upon whom process against said Company may be served. Filed 16Sep1919 in the office of the State Corporation 
Commission… Reduces Capital Stock from $2,500,000 to $25,000 to sonsist of 250,000 shares of $0.10 each. [Sup.Abstract No.2153 7Aug1937, per 
BHenderson] 

1920January12-13_census: San Pedro house 38; Richard C. Conner, Head #1, miner Quartz, 54 y-o, owns farm, single, b.IL, Carruthers, Head #2, miner Quartz, 69 y-o, 
married, literate OKEnglish, owns home free, b.SCOT [Scot, Scot], 1dau, Jane Kennith Bell<Bell lined out], 52, single, literate OKEngl Scot [Scot, Scot]), wife, Jane 
Carruthers, (72 literate OKEnglish Scot [Scot, Scot]); Arthur D. Kenyon, Head #3, machinery salesman, 46 y-o, renting, working on own account, b.KS, wife, Sylvia P. 34 
y-o, b.CO; 1dau, Audry A. 10, b.CO, 3son, Ralph D. 8, b.CO, Henry A., 4 1/12, b.CO, Jask Pershing, 1 3/12, b.CO; Loy C. Estes, Head #4, chaffeur, 23 y-o, renting, 
b.KY, wife, Franses C., 26 y-o, b.MO; 2stepson, Harry Jones, 3 2/12, b.NM, Ollie M. Jones, 1 9/12, bNM; William L. Conner, Head #5, mining Quartz, 54 y-o, renting, 
single, b.IL.  

1925June20; Joe T. Black store ledger p.48, San Pedro; Padillas 40.00; Caruthers 5.00; Antonio Montaño 5.00; Catalino Montaño 1.87; Nep Montoya 5.00; Mrs Estefanita 
M. Chavez 2.75. [Eddy Black 2011]  

1925August25; Joe T. Black store ledger p.49, San Pedro; James Caruthers 5.00; Offields 10.00. [Eddy Black 2011]  
1926January9; Joe T. Black store ledger p.55, San Pedro; James Caauthers for cash 20.00; Will Livesay for groceries 10.00. [Eddy Black 2011]  

 
W. H. Caruthers    - Abq 
1901September5; Coal declaratory statements: August 28, Jesus Chavez, Antonio Ortiz y Salazar, Benigno Ortega, Cosme Alarid, Santa Fe, Santa Fe 

county; September 3, Joseph E. Saint, Irene Saint, Mary A. Millington, Ada M. Saint, J.W. Horn, W.E. Baker, Manuel Stapleton, M.J. Monitor, Felix 
Grundy, Antonio Valdez, Frank Fink, Lus Madrid, William C. Thompson, James W. Strick, Oliver A. Gould, W.H. Caruthers, Joseph Richardson, 

William F. Hall of Albuquerque each on 80 acres of coal land in southern Santa Fe county. [SFNM] 

1901September11; Palace: W.H. Carothers, W.S. Hopewell, Andrews… [SFNM] 

________________________________________________________________ 

 * Carson * 
Charles Carson    - of San Miguel co. 
1880May24; indenture; Richard H/N. Notty of San Miguel co sells for $50 to Charles Carson of San Miguel co 1/6 Little Rock mine Glorieta Gulch, 

1500’x300’, loc 21Jan80, rec 24May80; presence W.J. Doharty [b.C p.185] 

 
Charles Carson    - of Shakespeare 
1882January2; Shakespeare. The main businessmen of the place are, Chas Carson, who is the owner of a saw mill in the Burros, and is also engaged in in 

mining. The Hart Brothers, a firm of young men who have an assay office, are men of good ability, and with the same continued application that they 

have shown since they came into the Territory will in time become very wealthy men and socially they stand well. Chas B. Judd is another young man of 

which the same can be said as of the Hart Bros. Mr. Judd is United States deputy mineral surveyor.  …W.B. Sloan. [SFDNM] 

 

George Carson  (d.Socorro 25Mar1898)    - of CMD & Socorro 

1879June7 (loc); Geo Carson, W.B.A. McNutt, T.J. Mendenhall, R.E. Lear, Boulwane & Sullivan – (following names on left side of ledger but not indicated as witnesses) 
B.M. Ely, B.O. Wood, J.S. Line, J.C. Rearsol, B.F. Hickman; Accidental Lode, ½ mi E McKenzie Mtn, 5mi N Galisteo river; 600’NE 900’SW, 150’ea side; attest, A.D. 
Giles; (recorded 1July1879) {filed 8Jun79 CMD b.1 p.101} [Locations & Mining Deeds A#15405 p462] 

1879June7 (disc&loc); B.M. Ely, B.O. Wood, J.L. Lyon, J.C. Peirsol, B.F. Hickman, Geo Carson, W.B.A. McNutt, T.J. Mendenhall, R.E. Lear, Boulware 

V. Sullivan, Accidental Lode; 1500’ 600’NE & 900’SW, 150’ on ea side of vein; ca 1/2mi E of McKenzie Mtn. & ca 5mi N of Galisteo River in 

LCMD. Attest A.D. Giles: filed for record 8Jun79, Frank Dimick Recorder per Wm B. Guthrie Deputy, {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 1 p.101} 
(Fees $1.00 Paid) 

1884March31 (loc); Wm P. Cunningham ¾, James L. Lyon, W.B.A. McNutt, Geo Carson, B.F. Hickman, T.J. Mendenhall, Vincent Brown, J.C. Peirsol, 

J.A. Peirsol, Boulware + Sullivan, B.M. Ely, B.O. Wood, Geo L. Wyllys ¼; Clara Bassett Lode Claim, 1500’ linear in LCMD, 750’NE & 750’SW, 

with 150’ on ea side, bounded on NE by the Accidental Lode and is N of the Turquois Mtn ca 1/2mi and S of Carbonateville ca 1/4mi and E of GCM 

ca 3/4mi. Filed for record 16May84 and duly recorded same day S.A. Larock Recorder {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 7 p.111} 
1898March31; Socorro County. Geo Carson died at Socorro, March 25. Consumption of the bowels. [SFNM]   

 
George Carson    - Telluride 

1899February21; At the Palace: Jos Bellind, Geo Carson, Telluride; D.M. Cox, W.M. Asher, Hooper, Colo.; D.A. Cabe, Rincon; Wm Frazer, Taos... 

[SFNM] 

 



Henry Clay Carson  (b.KY 1833>    - wife is Feliciana Herrera (b.NM 1847>;  of StaFe 
1870July12_census: Henry Carson, merchant retired, 37y-o, born KY, PersValue$100, resident StaFe pct.3 – in same habitation with Feliciana Herrera, 23y-o, born NM, Ana 

Maria Herrera, 5y-o, b.NM, Ana Maria Herrera, 4y-o, b.NM 
1872May21; H.C. Carson has been relieved by Sheriff Conklin as his deputy. [SFDNM] 

1873September17; H.C. Carson, Esq., who has been out of the city for several months, with the Wheeler exploring expedition, returned yesterday from Fort 
Wingate. [SFDNM] 

1873October6; Messrs. H.C. Carson, J.P. Risque, and J. Oram Cole, came in Saturday evening from the Jemez springs, leaving Attorney General Conway 

there to enjoy the resuscitating waters of thos famous springs a few day longer. [SFDNM] 
1874September8; Inquest... H.C. Carson, Foreman; T.D. Burns, Juan Pablo Martin, Felipe Madrid, Alexander Read, D.C. Wood. Tierra Amarilla, N.M., 

Sept. 5th, 1874. [SFDNM] 

1876September28; Dr. Thomas, the Pueblo Indian agent, has been specially deputised to remove the Ute and Apache Indians in Colfax county to Fort 
Stanton, and has gone to Cimarron for that purpose. Mr. H.C. Carson has gone to Isletta, to open a school for the Indians at that pueblo. [SFDNM] 

1877July23; Mr. Henry C. Carson, who has been teaching a school at the Pueblo of Isleta for the past ten months came up yesterday to spend his vacation 
here. [SFDNM] 

1882February1(reloc); Allen Butcher, Joseph Coleman, Thomas S. Tucker, Thomas F. Conway, Henry C. Carson, locators South Perry Mine loc 27Jun81, 

300’ea side S1500’, joined on W by Gold Hill mine, on E by Cerrillos road, ca 1/2mi from San Francisco Mine, Cañada del Pueblo MD, rec 20Mar82; 
presence Samuel Denham, William M. Tucker [b.F p.98] 

1894January11; John Gwyn Passed Away Last Night. A Prominent Figure in the stormy Times of the Past. …his brother Tom… John Gwyn was born in 

Shelby county, Ky. sixty-four years ago. Mr. H.C. Carson, of this city, was one of his schoolmates. He went to Missouri at the age of 15, and in 1853 
came to Santa Fe. Here he has resided ever since, occupying the rooms where he died for thirty years. His business was that of a claim agent and land 

dealer. At one time he was adjutant general of New Mexico. He was a prominent figure in the stormy times of the past and was a close friend of Hon. 

S.B. Elkins, when that gentleman was a power in territorial affairs. …He also owned land at Cerrillos and elsewhere. …Fairview… The pall bearers will 
be the present adjutant general, George W. Knaebel, Louis Felsenthal, J.P. O’Brien, E.L. Bartlett, W.S. Fletcher, ex-adjutant general and Capt. P.H. 

Warner. [SFDNM] 

1895March15; Messrs. H.C. Carson and John Humphrey came in from the home of the latter in south Santa Fe county this morning. Mr. Carson has been 
teaching school in Mr. Humphrey’s district for several months. [SFDNM] 

1895November6; Mr. H.C. Carson, generally known as “Kit,” is visiting friends in Las Vegas for a few days. [SFDNM] 

- witness - 
1870October17; D. Bernard Koch, J.S. Schumann, C. William Suchter, Teofilo Rael (mark), Antonio Rael (mark), Domingo Martin (mark), Valentine 

Herbert, John Gwyn Jr (100’ only) Railway lode gold and iron mixed with other metals on spur or ridge of Tuerto Mtns, witness H. Clay Carson, 

Thomas Gwyn, same identical lode ledge vein or deposit discovered by William J. Palmer 13Sep1867 and for John D. Perry, Thos A. Scott, C.E. Hooley 
[b.A p.242] 

1870October17; James L. Johnson, Ruperto Sena (mark), Antonio Sena (mark), Roman Blea (mark), Facio Encinas (mark), Catarino Urioste (mark), Juan 

Jose Prada (mark), John Gwyn Jr (100’ only) Perry lode witness H. Clay Carson, Thomas Gwyn, ridge of Tuerto, precinct 12, west of Railway lode [b.A 
p.246] 

1870October25; Dated. Filed 29May1871. Warranty Deed. John D. Baker of Los Placers, for $40.00, sells one half of my interest, undivided in 160acres, settled upon, 
improved located, and belonging to me, and claimed and held by me, by occupation under the mining laws of the US… being situated upon the unsurveyed public Lands 
of the US in pct No.12… commencing at a point where the Cañon del Agua Grant of land and the NMMCo’s Grant of Lands intersect each other, thence from said point 
due east along the South boundary of the NMMC to a distance that will cover 160acres, thence south to where it will connect with the North boundaries of said Cañon 
del Agua Grant... to John Gwyn Jr. of StaFe. Sig. John D. Baker. Wit. H.C. Carson. b.A Mining Deeds p.260. – Cert. 10Nov1870 of JDB’s claim by Thomas Gwyn & H. 
Clay Carson. b.A Mining Deeds p.249. [BHenderson Abstract of Title No.2 30Sep1983] 

1870November14; John D. Baker, placer mining claim precinct 12, witness Thomas Gwyn, H. Clay Carson, Tuerto [b.A p.249] 

 

John L. Carson    - of Ortiz Mine grant, CMD, Omaha co.NE 

  location date name of claim 

Carson et al  7/7/1879  Accidental - owned 
1876May4; Lehman Spiegerberg, Wilson Waddingham, William H.B. Stout, Francisco Manzanares, John L. Carson, Thomas F. Conway, Thomas C. 

Tipton, Byron J. Smith, Artesian Well placer mining company 160ac placer, Black Gold Gulch, SW corner Alice Claim [b.A p.345] 

1876May11; C.F. Stewart, W.H.B. Stout, Theo Hill, E.A. Fiske, H.C. Dett, John L. Carson, Egra Rust, James L. McGee, Black Gold Gulch 160ac claim 

placer; witness B.J. Smith, W. McMullen [b.A p.336] 
1876May(n.d); E.A. Fiske, L.H. Stevens, A.S. Paddock, John L. Carson, B.J. Smith, Caspar E. Yost, P.W. Kitchen, W.H.B. Stout, Davis Placer mining 

claim 160ac, S boundary running E-W of the Ortiz Mining Claim as surveyed; witness William McMullen, John Ludney [incomplete] [b.A p.332] 

1876May13; E.A. Fiske, L.H. Stevens, A.S. Paddock, John L. Carson, B.J. Smith, Caspar E. Yost, P.W. Kitchen, W.H.B. Stout, P.W. Hitchcock, Davis 
Placer mining claim 160ac, SE corner Baker Placer mining claim, S boundary of the Ortiz Mining Claim; witness William McMullen, John Ludovic 

signed John Ludney [b.A p.334] 

1876May29; E.A. Fiske, L.H. Stevens, A.? Paddock, John L. Carson, B.J. Smith, Caspar E. Yost, P.W. Hitchcock, W.H.B. Stout, Davis placer mining 
company 160ac placer mines, E of Ortiz mining grant, SE corner of Baker Placer m.c.; witness Wm McMullen, James M. Irwin [b.A p.346] 

1879June23; Frank Dimick for $200 sells Herlow Lode (loc 21Mar79) to Henry C. Lett, Charles F. Steward, John L. Carson, James L McGee (all of Nemeha Co NE); witness 
J.D. Proudfit, David J. Miller; John Watts Notary Public [Locations & Mining Deeds A#15405 p454] 

1879June23 Quit-Claim Deed; From Frank Dimick to Henry C. Lett, Charles F. Stewart, J.L. Carson and James L. McGee for all of the mining claim known 

as the Herlow Lode; recorded in Office of Probate Court Santa Fe, 24Jun79 In Book A p.454. Recorded in District 1Jul79 Frank Dimick Recorder per 
Wm B. Guthrie Deputy, {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 1 p.105} 

1879June27; indenture Frank Dimick sells for $400 to Henry C Lell, Charles F. Steward, John L. Carson, James L.M.Gee (all of Amaha Co, NE) – also signed by W.H. Wood 
- 4/5int in  Sulky Lode, (loc 11Apr79) near Sec4 T14N R8E, ½ mi SE Carbonate mine shaft; attest P. Little, Samuel Tllud, certified Jno H. Thomson clerk, W.P. Morris 
Notary Public; recorded 26July1879 {CMD b.1 p.106} [Locations & Mining Deeds A#15405 p493] 

1879June_ Quit-Claim Deed; From Frank Dimick and W.H. Wood to Henry C. Lett, Charles F. Stewart, J.L. Carson and James L. McGee for 4/5ths of the 

mining claim known as the Sulky Lode; recorded in Office of Probate Court Santa Fe, 1Jun79 In Book A p.454. Recorded in District 1Jul79 Frank 

Dimick Recorder per Wm B. Guthrie Deputy, {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 1 p.106} 



1879October11; indenture; Frank Dimick sells for $2000 to John L.Carson, Henry C. Let, Charles F. Stewart, James L. McGee (all of Amaha Co NE), Wm B. Strong, F.J. 
Anderson (both of Topeka KS), O.E. Babcoak of WashDC, C.C. Tyler of NYC, Henry M. Atkinson; 8/9 int La Plata Lode, (loc 22March79, 600’x1500’) in CMD; 
presence of David J. Miller, certified F.W. Clance Clerk by Samuel Ellison Deputy, recorded 14October1879 [Locations & Mining Deeds B#15406 p.26] 

1879October11; Indenture; Frank Dimick sells for $2000 to John L. Carson, Henry C. Lett, Charles F. Stewart, James L. McGee of Numalia Co NE, Wm B. 

Strong, T.J. Anderson of Topeka KS, O.E. Babcock of Washington DC, C.C. Tyler of New York City, Henry M. Atkinson of Santa Fé 8/9ths or 1/9int 

to ea of said parties La Plata Lode; in the CMd, loc 22Mar79 by Frank Dimick, 600x1500’. Presence Dav J. Miller. The name of James L. McGee was 
interlined before signing. Cert 13Oct79 F.W. Clancy Clerk By Saml Ellison Deputy. Filed for record 14Apr81 and Recorded 18Apr81. N.B. Laughlin 

Recorder {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 4 p.21} 

 

Valentine Carson    - insurance fire map maker;  of StaFe 

1892November21; E.O. Hughes, of San Francisco, representing the Palatine Insurance company, and S.R. Shelby, of Mr. Carson’s local agency, spent 

Saturday at Cerrillos and made a new fire map of the town. They witnessed the race between Laudenslager’s horse and an Albuquerque animal in which 

the latter came off winner, and also saw the coal company distribute $15,000 in wages to the miners. It is said the Albuquerqueans won $750 on the 
horse race. [SFDNM] 

1893March24; Valentine Carson, the insurance man, returned last night from a visit to Cerrillos and Waldo station, and he says thereabouts he discovered 

the busiest scenes he has witnessed in many a day. An army of men is employed in the coal pits, the coke overns, at railroad work, etc., while skilled 
mechanics are busy on the great steam coal crusher, erecting cottages for the workmen, and doing other things necessary to the establishment of a live 

industrial town. Finishing touches are  now being placed on the big mercantile houses which will soon be stocked by the company with $50,000 worth of 

goods. A large number of additional coke ovens is under construction. Pretty cottages are springing up everywhere. It is but one mile between Waldo 
station the the Cerrillos depot and the work of improvemnent covers much of this space. It is as yet hard to tell whether Waldo will remain a suburb of 

Cerrillos or vice a versa, but in any event the two towns are pretty sure of getting toghther in a year ot two at the present rate of development. David L. 

Miller, who owns the Walso town site addition, is right in the swim. Between Waldo and Cerrillos the A.T.& S.F. company now keeps three train crews 
constantly employed and pay day for the railroad men is becoming as important factor in the financial world. The coal and coke company now pays out 

nearly $30,000 a month to the employes there, and these disbursements are steadily increasing from month to month. Mr. Carson says the fifty miners 

who left the White Ash pits on a strike are still out, but that the coke oven employes have compromised their differences and are again at work. 
[SFDNM] 

1893August15; Valentine Carson and party have gone on a hunting and camping trip to the Valle mountains. [SFDNM] 

1893September7; Fire, Life and Accident Ins. Largest & Safest Companies Lowest Rates. Promptest Payment of Losses. Time Tried Fire Tested. Valentine 
Carson, Agt. [ad in SFDNM] 

1893November28; Owing to his rapidly increasing fire and life insurance business, Mr. Valentine Carson, so long the faithful and obliging representative of 

Wells, Fargo & Cos. Express agency in this city, has decided to give up his connection with the express business. …on December 1… [SFDNM] 
1894March1; Messrs. L.A. Hughes and J.W. Akers left for Cochiti at sunrise this morning. They go to make a critical examination of the road between 

Santa Fe and the camp. …Miner Durgin also went along to prospect for Mr. Valentine Carson and others. [SFDNM] 

1894May18; [Santa Fe telephone system numbers issued] V. Carson’s office 44 [SFDNM] 
1894November21; Mr. Valentine Carson, for thirteen years with Wells Fargo & Co’s. express, was yesterday afternoon reinstated as local agent for the 

company. Mr. Fred C. Alley, whom he succeeds, is promoted to a lucrative and responsible position at Denver, and departs for that city to-night. 

[SFDNM] 
1895June25; Mr. V. Carson to-day resigned as local agent for Wells, Fargo & Co. and will be succeeded by Mr. F.C. Alley, who arrives to-night from 

Aspen. Mr. Alley’s old friends here will be pleased to learn of his return. Mr. Carson will engage in the life insurance business representing the 

Equitable. [SFDNM] 

1896April14; …territorial district court… Royal Insurance company vs. Val Carson et al. Assumpsit. Continued and Defendant T.B. Catron ruled to plead in 

thirty days. [SFDNM] 
1896July14; A private letter from Spokane, Wash., informs the New Mexican that Mr. Valentine Carson, formerly in business here, is now in that city, and 

will probably locate permanently to that far northwestern city. [SFDNM] 

________________________________________________________________ 

 
W. J. Cartan    - of Boston, Los Angeles, Bland 
1897October6; O.P. Posey, one of the owners of the famous Tom Boy mine at Telluride, Colo., and J.W. Cartan, a well known mining man of Los Angeles, 

arrived in Bland on Wednesday for the purpose of inspecting the Albemarle mine. They departed yesterday for Denver, but not without first expressing 
themselves as being highly pleased with the rich and enormous property and taking about 75 pounds of ore as a sample. [SFDNM] 

1897December30; Bland Blossoms. T.F. Abbott, one of the owners of the Little Mollie mine and other promising prospects in the Cochiti mining district, 

besides doing the required work upon his own claims, has found time to do the annual assessment work on the No Name group, composed of the No 
Name, Gift, Sunnyside, Smuggler and Erie claims, owned by Messrs. Lowthian, Toll, Greenwood, Bletcher and Woods and recently bonded to W.J. 

Cartan. [SFDNM] 

1900March15; The Crown Point, Bull of the Woods and Little Giant claims, located just up the gulch above Bland, have lately been bonded to O.P. Posey 
and William Bailey, of Boston, by J.D. May and others for $75,000. W.J. Cartan, another Boston millionaire, in company with Judge S.W. Young, of 

Bland, has also taken a working bond on the Victor group and the T.S.K. mine for a sum that runs away up in the picture. [SFNM] 

1900March21; Bland Echoes. Judge S.W. Young, who, with W.J. Cartan, of Boston, has a bond on the Victor and T.S.K. mines, to-day purchased a heavy 
bill of supplies and sent them out with a force of men who will go to work developing the immense ore bodies known to exist in those properties. 

[SFNM] 

1900April30; Bland, N.M., April 29. – The report current about camp for a few days past that something was about to happen to the Crown Point group 
assumed tangible form to-day when it was announced that this splendid trio of properties has formally passed to the control of W.J. Cartan, of Boston; 

Samuel Newhouse, of Newhouse tunnel fame at Cripple Creek, and other Denver capitalists, who are also interested in the deal. [SFNM] 

1900May4; W.J. Cartan and an expert will reach Bland tomorrow to take possession of the Crown Point group of mines under the terms of the recent deal 
with Henry Lockhart, J.D. May and the other owners. [SFNM] 

1900May28; A private letter from Bland says that O.P. Posey, general manager of the Albemarle-Navajo companies, arrived there on Friday, and will 

probably be in camp until the big Star tunnel breaks through into the quartz ledge. When this tunnel is finished it won’t be many days before work on the 
tramway and new mill will be inaugurated. W.J. Cartan, of Boston, who now controls the Crown Point properties, was expected to reach Bland from St. 

Louis yesterday. [SFNM] 



1900June6; M.F. Myers, the Bland restauranteur, came in on last night’s stage. He says W.J. Cartan and a Denver expert named Coleman went over the 

district last week, and the latter was highly pleased with the showing of pay ore. [SFNM] 

________________________________________________________________ 

 * Carter * 
Misses Carter    - of StaFe 

1880October19; The Misses Carter, late of Quincy, Ill, have engaged rooms on the Plaza up stairs adjoining Bennett & Brown’s Photograph Gallery, and 
are prepared and qualified to do the most stylish and fashionable dressmaking... [SFDNM] 

 

Carter    - Cerrillos 
1900November9; Miss Carter of Cerrillos, who had been the guest of Miss McClure for the past week or two, has returned home. [SFNM] 

 

Carter    - of Chapman & Carter;  Silver City 
1901August31; Activity In The Burros. Silver City, Aug.30, 1901. – Messrs. Chapman & Carter are driving a tunnel on the Copper Gulf, recently purchased 

from the Rascomb brothers. [SFNM] 

 

Andrew Carter    - Hillsboro 

1899April14; At Hillsboro an agent of Andrew Carter has been sampling the manganese iron deposits of the district in order to ascertain their value for the 
manufacture of armor plate. Frank I. Given recently disposed of a half interest in his Richmond gulch property to Scott F. Keller for $1,500. Thomas C. 

Long and associates have purchased a half interest in the Scandia mine, owned by Larson and Silene, and will construct a tramway to transport the ore 

direct to the Porter mill. The price paid for the interest was $6,500. T.F. Chapman has bonded the Happy Jack. [SFNM] 
 

Charles Carter    - StaFe 

Chas Carter, Corporal, Co.G First Cavalry Regiment California Volunteers, enrolled @ San Francisco 24Aug1863; Mustered out 24Aug1866 @ StaFe expiration of term of 
service. [www.calarchives4u.com] 

 

Charles Carter  (b.IRE 1830>    - of StaFe & Carbonateville 

  location date name of claim 

Carter & Sullivan  5/5/1879  Good Luck - owned 
HICKEY BOY [loc 7-8-79] owned by Carter et al 
VIRGIE LEE [loc 6-30-80] owned by Carter, Burlew, Jennings & Brainard 
1870July27_census: Mary Conelly, laundress, 50y-o, b.Ire, resident SF pct.4 in same habitation with Charlie Carter, teamster, 40y-o, b.Ire 
1876June1; The following are the names of persons who have registered at Herlow’s Hotel, west San Francisco street, south side, during the past week: 

…Dr. W.T. Strachen; C. Carter; A. Melvin. [SFDNM] 
1879May5 (loc) Charles Carter, W.B. Sullivan. Good Luck Lode: 1500’ 1100’NE & 400’SW 150’ on ea side. ca500yds more or less SE of McKenzie Mtn 

and ca 500yds more or less from Carbonate Camp in the CMD. witness John Grady, J.W. Martin, J.L. Morris. Filed&recorded 14May79 Frank Dimick 

Recorder per Wm B. Guthrie Deputy {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 1 p.53} 

1879June23 (rec); Cas Custer, W.B. Sullivan; Good Luck lode, 500yds SE of McKenzie Mtn, 500yds from Carbonate Camp in CMD; 1100’NE 400’SW, 150’ea side; witness 
J.O. Grady, J.W. Martin, J.L. Morris {filed&recorded 14May79 CMD b.1 p.53} [Locations & Mining Deeds A#15405 p451] 

1881September25; Charlie Carter, an old Santa Fe mixologist is out at Carbonateville, and is now a miner. Charles has some good claims, by the way. [SFDNM] 
1881October4; Charlie Carter came into the city from Cerrillos yesterday. [SFDNM] 
1881December31; Charlie Carter, formerly a resident of this place, came in yesterday from the mines. He has been at Carbonateville for the past six months, 

and is now a hardy miner. Charlie reports the camp booming,and says the boys have all the work they can attend to. [SFDNM] 

1882March24; Charlie Carter, an old Santa Fean came into the city yesterday. He has been out to the mines for some time and will return to Cerrillos in a 
day or two. [SFDNM] 

1882June25; Charlie Carter, an old Cerrillos man, returned yesterday from Jemez to which place he went to get rid of a case of rheumatism. Charles says he 

felt off one pound a day. [SFDNM]   
1882August30; Charlie Carter is setting up a saloon on San Francisco street, and will call it the Texas, Santa Fe and Northern. [SFDNM] 

 
Charles R. Carter    - of CincinnatiOH 

1881July17; Chas R. Carter, a Cincinnati man, who is commissioned to invest a goodly amount of capital in New Mexico mining property has been in the 

city for several days. He will visit the Cerrillos district before returning to Cincinnati. [SFDNM] 

 

Daniel Carter  (b.OH Mar1836)    - wife #1 is Barbara Carter <b.1852  d.31Dec1886); wife #2 is Ellen Hankins Carter;  of Glorieta m.d. 
1968 Glorieta cemetery; CARTER, Barbara d. 31 Dec 1886, age 34 yrs. Wife of Daniel Carter  

1882March15(loc); D. Carter, locator Black Gulch mine 600’linear 1500’ on ea side, on E and a side Gulch to Kendy Gulch, about 4.5mi from Glorieta, 
joined on N by Shanghi mine claimed by J.A. Jones, Glorieta MD, rec 27Mar82; witness James Allen [b.F p.105] 

1883August15(loc); Daniel Carter, locator Lion load in Paterson Gulch, about 3.5mi from Glorieta, 400’NNW E300’ 1500’SSE W300’, glorieta MD, rec 

20Dec83; witness W.D. Beunee, John Finn [b.F p.545] 
1883December14; PoL assessment for Lion Lode owned by D.Carter, Glorieta Mining Camp; [b.F p.546] 

1894August9; At the Bon Ton; D. Carter, Glorieta; D.M. Kincaid, M.D. Blakly, Bland; S.C. White, Santa Clara Canon; R.E. Merrian, Creede, Colo. 

[SFDNM] 
1894October22; At the Bon Ton hotel; R. Ortiz, Galisteo; F. Romero, Dolores; Dan Carter, R.J. Ewing, Glorieta; J.W. Currigan, Dolores; D.F. Taylor, 

Dolores; W.H. Coleman, jr., F. La Page, Cerrillos. [SFDNM] 

1894December20; Two suits were filed yesterday in the district court, one in favor of Barton Brothers against S. Marsh & Sons, of Cerrillos, on a note for 
$971.42, and the other being a suit by Daniel Carter against C.G. Storey and James M. Allen for $378.80. This last suit was brought by attachment, the 

intention being to secure a levy upon some property of the defendants located at Glorieta. Mr. George W. Knaebel represents the plaintiffs in each case. 

[SFDNM] 
1895March18; Grand Jurors. Daniel Carter... [SFDNM] 



1895October30; Daniel Carter vs. C.G. Story and James M. Allan. No.3535 Asumpsit by Attachment. To C.G. Story and James M. Allan, defendants above 

named: You and each of you are hereby notified that Daniel Carter, the above named plaintiff, has brought the above entitled suit against you in which 
he seeks to recover the sum of three hundred and seventy-eight and 20-100 dollars against you together with interest from December 13, 1894, said 

costs for work, labor and services rendered to you as custodian and watchman of your property in Glorieta… Geo L. Wyllys, Clerk. Geo W. Knaebel, 

Attorney for Plaintiff, Office and Postoffice address, Santa Fe, N.M. [SFDNM] 
1895November6; Daniel Carter, of Glorieta, who will have a standing advertisement in the New Mexican until December 9 in connection with the Allan-

Story Mining company, is in town to attend to some legal business and to be present at the meeting of Carleton post. [SFDNM] 

1895December11; District Court. In the matter of Daniel Carter vs. C.G. Story and James M. Allan, assumpsit, judgment by default for $401.03 was 
granted. [SFDNM] 

1896February4; Arrivals at the Bon Ton: Daniel Carter, Glorieta; Joe Trumbley, Pecos... [SFDNM] 

1896June4; Legal Notice. Daniel Carter, vs. C.G. Storey and James M. Allan, In the District Court, County of Santa Fe. The said defendants, C.G. Storey 
and James M. Allan, are hereby notified that a suit in law has been commenced against them in the district court for the county of Santa Fe, territory of 

New Mexico, by said plaintiff, Daniel Carter, damages claimed, three hundred and sixty dollars, and that unless you and each of you enter your 

appearance in said suit, on or before the next return day, being Monday, August 3, 1896, judgment by default will be rendered against you and each of 
you. Geo L. Wyllys, Clerk. Geo W. Knaebel, Attorney for said Plaintiff. Santa Fe, N.M. [SFDNM] 

1896August4; At the Bon Ton: Daniel Carter, Glorieta... [SFDNM] 

1896September22; At the Bon-Ton: Daniel Carter, Glorieta... [SFDNM] 
1896October7; County Commissioners. [election judges & voting places] Precinct No.13, Glorieta – John Ball, Daniel Carter, Antonio Sandoval y Griego; 

at the Camp house. [SFDNM] 

1896December18; At the Bon-Ton: H.D. Winsor, M.M. Winsor, Thos Stewart, Pecos; Daniel Carter, Glorieta; Sam Wilson, Camp Apache... [SFDNM] 

1897February20; At the Bon Ton: Juan Ortiz, Galisteo; Daniel Carter, Glorieta; Allen Butcher, Rock Corral... [SFDNM] 

1897December15; Charles Edgerly of Thornton, Martin Windsor from the upper Pecos, Daniel Carter of Glorieta and Joseph Blonger of Bonanza are in 

town to attend the meeting of Carleton post, G. A. R. [SFDNM] 
1897August4; Dan Carter, an old Kansas veteran, who has been in charge of the Allan mining property at Glorieta as custodian, is in town today to be 

examined by the pension board of physicians for an increase. [SFDNM] 

1897September14; At the Bon Ton: R.J. Rowe, La Belle; Daniel Carter, Glorieta; Juan Ortiz, Galisteo... [SFDNM] 
1897September15; Mr. Dan Carter, custodian of the Allan mining property at Glorieta, is in town to attend a meeting of Carleton post and at same time to 

look after a prospective sale of the property in his charge. [SFDNM] 
1897October30; At the Bon Ton: Daniel Carter, Glorieta; T? Archuleta, Antonio Garcia, Galisteo; Geo McMurry, Cerrillos... [SFDNM] 

1897November16; Sheriff Kinsell attached the Allen & Story mill, six miles north of Glorieta [in Dalton canyon?], for $200, in favor of Daniel Carter, 

yesterday. [SFDNM] 
1897November17; New Cases Filed. Santa Fe county: Daniel Carter, vs James M. Allen and C.G. Storey, attachment for $200. [SFDNM] 

1898April28; Dan Carter, an old timer of Glorieta, is in the city on business. He registers at the Bon Ton. – At the Bon Ton: Dan Carter, Glorieta… [SFNM] 

1898June14; [Directors Elected in Santa Fe County (School) Districts for the Coming Year.] 23- R.J. Ewing, Dan Carter, T.M. Bartlett… [SFNM]   
1898July14; At the Bon Ton: Dan Carter, Glorieta... [SFNM]   

1898September14; At the Bon Ton: John Blackshire, Dan Carter, Glorieta; A.T. Brown, Cerrillos... [SFNM] 

1899January5; Luce Olgin, of Glorieta, is an Exchange guest. He brought Daniel Carter, who is ill, into the city. – Daniel Carter, a Glorieta ranchman, is in 
the city stopping at the Exchange hotel. He came to this city for the purpose of securing medical treatment. [SFNM] 

1899October24; At the Bon-Ton: Daniel Carter, Glorieta… [SFNM] 

1900May31; Dan Carter and J.J. Ball, rancheros and miners, came in from Glorieta to attend Memorial day ceremonies. They stop at the Bon Ton. [SFNM] 

1900June2+4_census: Daniel Carter, miner, born 3-36, OH [ME OH], resident Glorieta with son Rolland Carter (b.Jul1875) (7-75 miner NM [OH IA]) 
1900December28; At the Bon-Ton: J. Laffor, Cerrillos; Frank Roberts, Cerrillos; A.B. Caldwell, Buckman; F.A. Jones, Socorro; Daniel Carter, James 

Koons, Glorieta... [SFNM] 
1901February22; D.R. Carter and son, of Glorieta, were in the city to-day, and purchased a blacksmith shop outfit from W.H. Goebel, the hardware dealer. 

The young man will establish the shop at Pena Blanca. [SFNM] 

1901July3; …list of school directors elected at the June election or appointed according to law… No.23, J.W. Harrison, Daniel Carter. [SFNM] 
1901August9; Bon-Ton: Daniel Carter, Glorieta. [SFNM] 

1901November1; A.B. Philips, of Dolores, and W.S. Rishworth, of Golden, mining men of southern Santa Fe county, are visitors in the capital today. – Bon 

Ton: A.B. Philips, Dolores; P.C. Green, Cerrillos; A.C. Pierson, Bland; B.F. Bruce, Bland; Daniel Carter, Glorieta. [SFNM] 

1922July24; marriage @ Iglesia de Nuestra Señora de Guadalupe de Peña Blanca; Daniel R. Carter, 44 y-o, son of Dan Carter and of Ellen Hankins, widow of the deceased 
Fidela Leyba, with Irenea Montoya, 47 y-o, dau of Ursulo Montoya and of Victoria Aragón, widow of the deceased Eleuterio Leyba, from Peña Blanca. Padrinos, 
Norberto Montoya and Otilia O. de Montoya. [Microfilm LDS 016-865 p.362] 

- witness - 
1882March15(loc); James Allen, locator Hazard Mine 600’linear 1500’ on ea side, W of Kendy Gulch, about 4.5mi from Glorieta, joined on E by Plymoth 

mine, Glorieta MD, rec 27Mar82; witness D. Carter [b.F p.106] 

 
Daniel Rolland Carter  (b.NM Jul1875, 1878)    - wife #1 is Fidela Leyba; wife #2 is Irena Montoya <b.1873>; DRC is son of Dan Carter;  Glorieta, Peña Blanca, Bland 
1899October30; Cochiti Cullings. The following are the officers of the new Odd Fellows’ lodge at Bland: Noble grant, W. Williams; vice grand, J. Rider; 

treasurer, P.J. Barber; secretary, T.H. Benson. The following are the charter members: H. Bailey, G.E. Mankera, Joe De Rodera, S.H. Henderson, Jesse 
Sheppard, William Ments, C.E. Castle, E.F. Bohmagyr, D.R. Carter, Robert Hindman, L.S. Medler, H.P. Mabry, J.P. Ferry, Lysander Akers, Fred 

Robichaud, John Morris, A.H. Toll, Ramsey W. Smith, C.J. Hundley, J.A. Rice, Grant W. Wheeler. [SFNM] 

1900June2+4_census: Daniel Carter, miner, born 3-36, OH [ME OH], resident Glorieta with son Rolland Carter (b.Jul1875) (7-75 miner NM [OH IA]) 
1901February22; D.R. Carter and son, of Glorieta, were in the city to-day, and purchased a blacksmith shop outfit from W.H. Goebel, the hardware dealer. 

The young man will establish the shop at Pena Blanca. [SFNM] 

1922July24; marriage @ Iglesia de Nuestra Señora de Guadalupe de Peña Blanca; Daniel R. Carter, 44 y-o, son of Dan Carter and of Ellen Hankins, widow of the deceased 
Fidela Leyba, with Irenea Montoya, 47 y-o, dau of Ursulo Montoya and of Victoria Aragón, widow of the deceased Eleuterio Leyba, from Peña Blanca. Padrinos, 
Norberto Montoya and Otilia O. de Montoya. [Microfilm LDS 016-865 p.362] 

1924September3; marriage @ Iglesia de Nuestra Señora de Guadalupe de Peña Blanca; after the difficulty of the impediment of Consanguinity in the second degree, I 
married and veiled Daniel Carter, single, 18 y-o, son of Daniel R. Carter and of Fidela Leyba, deceased,with Maria Calfa Leyba, single, 17 y-o, dau of Alejandro Leyba 
and of Juanita Baca, from Peña Blanca. Padrinos, Concepción Baca and Ramoncita M. Baca. [Microfilm LDS 016-865 p.381] 



 
Daniel Carter  <b.1906>    - son of Daniel Rolland Carter; wife is Maria Calfa Leyba <b.1907>;  Peña Blanca 
1924September3; marriage @ Iglesia de Nuestra Señora de Guadalupe de Peña Blanca; after the difficulty of the impediment of Consanguinity in the second degree, I 

married and veiled Daniel Carter, single, 18 y-o, son of Daniel R. Carter and of Fidela Leyba, deceased,with Maria Calfa Leyba, single, 17 y-o, dau of Alejandro Leyba 
and of Juanita Baca, from Peña Blanca. Padrinos, Concepción Baca and Ramoncita M. Baca. [Microfilm LDS 016-865 p.381] 

 
David Carter    - of Glorieta 

1895June10; Messrs. David Carter and Jack Rouse, of Glorieta, who have been here several days as witnesses before the United States district court, went 
home last night. [SFDNM] 

1899December30; At the Bon-Ton: Duncan Duff, David Duff, Clifton, Ariz.; David Carter, Glorieta… [SFNM] 

 
E. Carter    - Glorieta 

1898April29; At the Bon Ton: E. Carter, Glorieta... [SFNM] 

 

E. F. Carter    - CMD 

1880March24; indenture; J.M. Martin sells for $500 to E.F. Carter 1/3 undivided Flora mine, 1st extension of Little Emma northerly, 1mi NE of Carbonate shaft, in LCMD; 
presence Wm B. Guthrie, certify N.B. Laughlin Notary Public, recorded 29March1880 [Locations & Mining Deeds C#15407 p.18] 

 

E. S. Carter    - CMD & Bernalillo 

1880February24 (loc); Wm E. Cook ¼, S.E. Carter ¼, J.S. Callendar ¼, Hugh Marshall ¼; AT&SF lode vein, N end centers to Santa Cruz Hill apex N5½°E to Marshall Hill 
No? one S89°E centre line crosses the centre line of the Baca Bonanza 900’ from NE end centre, in Gonzales Mining District; 1500’ linear 30’ N13°W var13°E, 150’ea 
side; survey 9Mar80 by J.L. Hayward assist S.E. Carter, Henry Nevin, Antonio Urban, W.E. Cook; recorded 13September1880 [Locations & Mining Deeds C#15407 
p.473] 

1880March3; Henry Nevin 1/3, Hugh Marshall 1/3, James F. Calendar 1/3; Marshall Bonanza lode, SW end is 1500’ NE foot of Santa Rosa Mtn, faces the Baca Bonanza 
NE end line – end centre same monument, 33” vein is uncovered for 60’, claim crosses 2 different roads conducting to Carbonatevelle from Santa Fe, the cross on 
Gonzales Round Mountain is N5½ °E, wheel of Fortune claim is NNW, Hawkeye is W, Ground Floor is S, Baca Bonanza is immediately SW, Gonzales Mining District; 
survey J.L. Hayward assisted by Antonio Urban, E.S. Carter, Henry Nevin; recorded 10March1880 [Locations & Mining Deeds B#15406 p.276] 

1880March3; Henry Nevin 1/3, James F. Calendar 1/3, Hugh Marshall (discoverer) 1/3; Baca Bonanza lode, cross on Mt left of Santa Fe road on the Gonzales Round Mtn 
is N5½ °E, Marshall Hill No.1 N84°E, claim is 200’ W of the most N&S road from Santa Fe to Carbonateville, SW end is at the foot of Santa Rosa Mtn, N of Ground 
Floor lode, E of Hawkeye claim NE end joins the Marshall Bonanza claim; Gonzales Mining District; 1450’ S38°W Var13°E, 50’ N38°E var13°E; survey J.L. Hayward 
assisted by E.S. Carter, Henry Nevin, Antonio Urban, recorded 10March1880 [Locations & Mining Deeds B#15406 p.277] 

1880March9 (loc); Hugh Marshall, James F. Callendar, Henry Nevin, E.S. Carter; Old indian prospect, paralell with Santa lode claim on the Marshall Hills between Santa 
Fe Lode &  straight Flush lode, in Gonzales Mining District; recorded 27March1880 [Locations & Mining Deeds B#15406 p.348] 

1880March23; indenture; Hugh Marshall, James F. Callendar, Henry Neven, E.S. Carter sell for $3000 to D.C. Hyde of NYC undivided 1/3 int Old Indian prospect (loc 
9Mar80 b.B p. 348), in Gonzales Mining District; presence J.L. Hayward, certify Francisco Gonzales Justice of Peace, recorded 27March1880 [Locations & Mining 
Deeds B#15406 p.346] 

1880April9; indenture; E.S. Carter of Bernalillo sells for $1000 to James F. Callendar, Hugh Marshall all my interest in AT&SF Lode, in Gonzales Mining District; presence 
(blank), certify 9Apr80 Francisco Gonzales Justice of the Peace [Locations & Mining Deeds C#15407 p.142] 

 
Elisha G. Carter   - witness - 
1880October12; indenture; Daniel A. Covert sells for $250 to Charles P. Peirce of NY Co NY 1/16int Toldeo Lode b.C p.137, between morning star mine 

and Elyria, adjoins W.D. Hill mine on SE, on N slope E Tuerto Mt, SBMD, rec 20Oct80; presence H.A. Monfort, Elisha G. Carter [b.C p.609] 

 
Elliott Carter    - Madrid 
1901April5; Madrid Postoffice. Mamie Carter, the new postmistress of Madrid, took charge of the office Monday morning. The office has been moved to 

the home of her parents, Superintendent Elliott and wife, one of the rear rooms having been remodeled for that purpose. [SFNM] 

 
Emeline Carter 

1882June25; Amount of Property Owned By the Residents of Santa Fe County. April 14, 1882. Carter, Emeline Mrs. _ ?,700 00 [SFDNM]   

 
Emma P. Carter  (CerProtestantCem, b.Dec22,1915  d.Sept16,1999) 
 
Henry S. Carter    - Copper Flat m.d., Grant co. 
1899March14; Silver City District. The New York & New Mexico Mining company, operating in the Copper Flat district, has leased the Emma mine to 

Henry S. Carter and John E. Moss. [SFNM] 

1900January17; Grant County. Henry Carter has obtained a lease on the Baltic, near Silver City, for two years. [SFNM] 

1900June1; Sierra County. Henry S. Carter, who is operating the Baltic at Chloride under lease, made a car load shipment to Deming. Mr. Carter is 

employing a force of six men and is opening up the property as rapidly as possible. [SFNM] 

1901May15; Grant County Mines. Henry Carter is working five men on the Baltic mine at Chloride Flat... [SFNM] 

 

Howard Carter    - wife is Laura J. Carter;  of Chicago & Turquesa 

1882April30; Some very high grade ore has been recently discovered in the Hornet and King mines in the Eureka (N.M.) district. Forty tons shipped from the mines averaged 
$175 a ton. [SFDNM]  <see 1900Feb9 

1897June11; <sworn&filed) [Sena vs. ATC testimony> deed of The American Turquoise Company, by J.H. Sutherlin, master, and commissioner, to Howard Carter, of the 
City of Chicago, and William R. Alling, of the county and state of New York, on the consideration of $85,481.52, as found and adjudged to be due in a certain legal 
proceeding on the deed of trust last introduced [6Jun92], and conveying the Old Castillian Mining Claim; the Morning-Star, Gem, Sky-Blue and Muniz mining claims, 
according to the location notices of said several mining claims heretofore introduced. Acknowledged before C.H. Gildersleeve, clerk of the district Court for the First 



Judicial District, Territory of New Mexico, on the 11th day of June, 1897; filed for record on same date in the office of the probate clerk for Santa Fe county, and 
recorded in Book K, mining deeds, page 63. [McNulty papers (P.McCraw) misc.] 

1897August17; [letter]; Edward O. Wolcott. Joel F. Vaile, Counsellors at Law, Denver, CO, Re American Turquoise Co., Edward L. Bartlett, Esq., Santa Fe, Dear Sir: Yours 
of the 30th of July has remained without action on account of the absence of our Mr. Waterman. We have examined the paper enclosed in your letter, which you term 
an “affidavit,” and find that it is merely a blank power of attorney, to be executed by The American Turquoise Compqny, authorizing Max Frost to make application for 
entry and purchase of property therein described. Thinking, perhaps, as you have referred to an affidavit, and the paper forwarded being a power of attorney, there may 
have been an oversight, we call your attention to it. If the power of attorney enclosed is the one you desire, we will endeavor to get it executed, calling your attention to 
the fact, however, that the property sought to be patented is not now the property of The American Turquoise Company, but the property of Carter and Alling. Shall we 
secure the execution of the power of attorney which you sent us, and will that be sufficient? Yours very truly, Wolcott + Vaile [McNulty papers (P.McCraw) b.2] 

1897October23; [letter; Doty to McNulty] The assessment work will have to be done before the first of the year. I want you to give this your attention and have it recorded in 
the name of the following Wm R. Alling of New York and Howard Carter of Chicaga as Trustees. be sure and attend to this immediately Very truly yours JGDoty 
[McNulty papers (P.McCraw) b.2] 

1899March1; Alling & Co. Man’f’s. of Fine Jewelry No. 170 Broadway, Cor. Maiden Lane. P.O. Box 601 New York, Mch 1t 1899, Mr J P McNulty, Dear Sir, Your letters to Mr 
Doty and one to Mr Rolston are all sent to me to read. The mine is held by myself and Mr Carter of Chicago as Trustees for the Bond holders. I had Mr Doty write you 
as he is our Agent  You do not know me personally, although I have been a Director + had much to do with it ever since Andrews + Doty have managed it. He wrote 
you a letter of introduction to Mr Frank Murray – of Chicago – who has spent the winter in Santa Fe for his health. – I have known Mr Murray many years and he is all 
right. The Pinkertons hold some of our Bonds. and as Mr Murray is their principal man in Chicago I thought it best for you to meet him. I think he will tell you Stern has 
nothing to do with them. and I would request you not to tell any one who Mr Murray is unlefs you have his permission as he may not care to have it known. Anytime you 
can give me any points you think would be of advantage to the Company I would be pleased to hear from you. Yours Truly  Wm R. Alling. [McNulty papers (P.McCraw) 
b.3] 

1899July20; (Alling to McNulty); Dear Sir, Yours 13th Inst to Mess Turner McClure + Ralston forwarded me here. You should write me to N.Y. 170 Broadway Box 601. if you 
have any important business with American Turquoise Co. as I am a Trustee and they are not my Counsel. and there is delay in the letters. Mr Sterne does not 
represent our Turquois Company. and you are the only man in N.M. who has any authority for us. Mr Sterne of Chicago had an option on the mine. + it has expired. A 
Mr Carter of Chicago + myself are Trustees under the foreclosure, as you have been previously advised. Yours Truly Wm R. Alling [McNulty papers (P.McCraw) b.3] 

1899November14; <first sworn) [Sena vs. ATC testimony> deed of W.R. Alling and Howard Carter, to The American Turquoise Company, a corporation organized under the 
laws of the State of New Jersey, dated June 6th, 1892, acknowledged before Will C. Clarke, notary public of the county of Cook, State of Illinois, on the 14th day of 
November, 1899, and before Cornealis A. Lighton, notary public for the city and county of New York, November 20th, 1899, filed for record in the office of the probate 
clerk and ex-officio recorder of Santa Fe county, on the 15th day of December, 1899, duly recorded in Book K, record of mining deeds at pages 337, and following; 
conveying and quit-claiming all the property, real and personal and mixed, conveyed to them by J.H. Sutherlin, master and commissioner, in chancery, by deed dated 
June 11th, 1897, recorded on the same day in Book K, record of mining deeds, at pages 67, and following – revenue stamps cancelled. [McNulty papers (P.McCraw) 
misc.] 

1899December15; [Sena vs. ATC testimony> deed of Howard Carter and Laura J. Carter, his wife, William R. Alling and __ Alling his wife, to American Turquoise Company 
of New Jersey, mining deed, dated December 15th, 1899, recorded Feb. 13th, 1900, in Book K, record of mining deeds, pages 380 and following, conveying all and 
singular the following described mining claims and property situate and being in the county of Santa Fe, Territory of New Mexico. All that certain mining claims located 
and known as the Old Castillian, the Morning Star, the Muniz, the Gem and the Sky-Blue, all of which claims are in the Cerrillos Mining District. [McNulty papers 
(P.McCraw) misc.] 

1900January8; Land Transactions. W.R. Alling, of New York, to Howard Carter, of Chicago, American Turquois Company, turquois properties in Santa Fe 

and Grant counties, formerly belonging to the American Turquois Company, but assigned and sold several years ago. [SFNM] 

1900January8;[Land Transactions] W.R. Alling, of New York, to Howard Carter, of Chicago, American Turquoise Company, turquois properties in Santa Fe and Grant 
counties, formerly belonging to the American Turquois Company, but assigned and sold several years ago. [SantaFeNewMexican 8Jan1900] 

1900February9; Parker letter to Bartlett – …handing you Deed from Howard Carter et. ux. and William R. Alling et. ux., dated December 15th, 1899, which covers all the 
mining and other property of The American Turquoise Company, which I trust will fully answer your purpose. You will observe we have affixed stamps to the amount of 
$99.50-$99,500 covering the value of the property transferred. This Deed specifies not only the property in Santa Fe County, but also in Grant County. I have before 
me Proof of Labor dated December 28th, 1899, for work done on the Herbert, Tiffany and Montezuma mines in the Eureka Mining district, Grant County, for 1899. This 
certificate was obtained by Harry Young and Joe Rice, as Agents for J.G. Doty, our late Superintendent. Inasmuch as the property belongs to us I presume the fact of 
the certificate being made out in favor of J.G. Doty will not affect our interests at all. [McNulty papers (P.McCraw) b.4] 

 
J. J. Carter    - Chicago, Silver City 
1902February24; Colonel J.J. Carter, F.G. Rhoades, L. Donassano and J. Binghart, prominent mining men from Chicago, were in Silver City last week, 

looking over mining prospects in surrounding mining camps, preparatory to investing. [SFNM] 

 
Dr. James M. G. Carter    - WaukeganIL, Kelly, Socorro co. 
1901December10; The Three Brothers Mining and Milling company was incorporated today by Dr. James M.G. Carter of Waukegan, Illinois; Randolph M. 

Carter of Minneapolis, Minnesota: Francis A. Gardom, Kelly, Sororro county. Headuarters at Kelly. Branch office at Minneapolis. Capital $600,000 

divided into 600,000 shares. The directors of the company are Dr. James M.G. Carter, Randolph M. Carter, Francis A. Gardom. [SFNM] 

 
James S. Carter    - Central m.d. 
as of 1903June30; List of mining claims in NM which have been officially surveyed… By Surveyor-General Morgan O. Llewellyn. James S. Carter, trustee, 

Hondo, Hanover or Central MD, 18.201ac. [Report of the Governor of New Mexico to the Secretary of the Interior 1903, p.357] 

 

John Q. Carter    - of Carbonateville 

1880July26 (loc); A.F. Brainard 1/5, John Q. Carter 1/5, W.A. Robinson 1/5, Laroy Gregory 1/5, N.M. Clark 1/5 (<locators); Aprhodite Lode, extension of Aurrun (Hurum) 
Lode, 1½ mi S of Carbonateville, E of Grand central Mtn, in Los Cerrillos District; 700’NE 800’SW, 150’ea side; recorded 30September1880 [Locations & Mining Deeds 
D#15408 p.3] 

1880July26 (loc): Loc by A.F. Brainerd 1/5int, John Q. Carter 1/5int, W.A. Robinson 1/5int, Leroy Gregory 1/5int, N.M. Clark 1/5int. Aphradite Lode, 

1500’ 700’NE & 800’SW 150’ on ea side, Thise claim is an Extension of the “Aurum” Lode. in LCD 1.5mi S of Carbonateville + 1mi E of Grand 

Central Mt. Filed for record 28Sep80 and Recorded same day N.B. Laughlin Recorder {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 2 p.209} 

1880July26 (loc); A.F. Brainard 1/5, John Q. Carter 1/5, W.A. Robinson 1/5, Leroy Gregory 1/5, N.M. Clark 1/5 (<locators); Hurum #4 Lode, about 1½ mi S of 
Carbonateville, in Los Cerrillos District; 900’NE 600’SW, 150’ea side; recorded 30September1880 [Locations & Mining Deeds D#15408 p.3] 



1880July26 (loc): Loc by A.F. Brainerd 1/5int, John Q. Carter 1/5int, Leroy Gregory 1/5int, W.A. Robinson 1/5int N.M. Clark 1/5int. Aurum #4 Lode, 

1500’ 900’NE & 600’SW 150’ on ea side, ca 1.5mi S of Carbonateville in LCD. Filed for record 28Sep80 and Recorded same day N.B. Laughlin 
Recorder {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 2 p.208} 

1880September25 (reloc); Jno John Q. Carter 5/12, Saml Davis 4/12, E.O Smith 2/12, J.M. Mitchell 1/12; Sin Duda Tunnel Claim, Sec31 T15N R8E; 3000’ N14°W 
750’NNE 750’S76°W, 150’ linear each end and 1500’ wide for dumping ground, in CMD [Locations & Mining Deeds D#15408 p.22] 

1880September25 (reloc): Jno Q. Carter 5/12, Sam Davis 4/12 E.O. Smith 2/12, J.M. Mitchell Jr 1/12. Sin Duda Tunnel Claim, 3000’ linear N14°W and 

750’NNE therefrom and 750’SS76°W therefrom.The same being claimed for said distance on Each side of the course of said Tunnel for a distance of 
3000’. Also 150’ linear at each end and 1500’ wide for dumping ground. in CMD Sec31 T15N R8E. Filed for record 30Sep80 and Recorded same day 

N.B. Laughlin Recorder {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 2 p.210} 

1880October15 (loc); Loc by John Q. Carter, Saml Davis, Long Lode, 1500’ linear, 750’SW & 750’NE, 150’ ea side; ca midway between McKinzie and 
Acheveaca Mtns, Bounded on N by the Tiger Lode and S by May S. Lode, ca 500’ E from Sin Dude Tunnel Face The LCMD. Filed for record 11Jan81 

and Recorded same day N.B. Laughlin Recorder {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 3 p.92} 

1880December10; Quit Claim Deed; N.M. Clerk sells for $1 to John Q. Carter undiv ½ int Hickey Boy, about 1000’ SW Carbonate Shaft, nearly paralell with Carbonate Lode 
and on SE side, NW corner near A.D. Manson & Co’s Assay office, in LCMD; certify 11Dec80 N.B. Laughlin Notary Public, recorded 20January1881 [Locations & 
Mining Deeds E#15409 p.111] 

1881January1 (loc); Loc W.M. Russell, John Q. Carter, Locators, Liberty Lode, 1500’ 750’NE and 750’SW, 150’ on ea side, in LCMD. Lying 1/2mi W of 

the McKinzie Mtn. Attest Saml Davis, John C. Evans. Filed for record 26Feb81 and Recorded 1Mar81 N.B. Laughlin Recorder {Cerrillos Mining 
Records Book 3 p.145} 

1881January10; Carbonateville Miner’s Meeting; Mr. A.A. Thacker Stated to the meeting that he wished a controversy settled between himself and Mr. 

J.Q. Carter et al. as to the rightful owner of a claim known by Mr. Thacker as the New Lexington Lode, and by Mr. Carter as the “Long” Lode, 

Located 15th October, and by Thacker as New Lexington Nov. 4th 1880. Mr. Thacker and Mr Carter both made their Statement, after which the 

meeting voted by written balot, and decided that Mr. J.Q. Carter was the rightful owner of the claim in Controversy. After which Mr. Carter asked Mr. 

Thacker if he (Mr. Thacker) held any further claim to the lode in question to which Mr. Thacker answered he did not. J.M. Mitchell Jr. Sect, N.B. 
Laughlin Chairman 

1881January20; Notice At the Request of J.M. Thompson, John Q. Carter H.M. Jones, C.M. Purdin, James Donovan, and W.E. Parish these will be a 

miner’s meeting held at the St. Louis Ranch Carbonateville N.M. on Monday Jany 24th 1881 At 6 P.M. for the purpose of Consolidating the two 
mining Districts known as Los Cerrillos and Galisteo Mining Districts Santa Fé N.M. and to transact any other business which may come before the 

Meeting. Signed J.M. Thompson, H.M. Jones, B.B. Pears, C.M. Purdin, John Q. Carter, James Danovan, W.E. Parish. N.B. Laughlin Recorder 

{Cerrillos Mining Records Book 3 p.202} 
1881January24 6 PM Miner’s Meeting at the St. Louis Ranch Carbonateville at the Request of J.M. Thompson, John Q. Carter H.M. Jones, C.M. Purdin, 

James Donovan, and W E Parish (also B.B. Pears), for the purpose of Consolidating the two mining Districts known as Los Cerrillos and Galisteo 

Mining Districts. John R. Maddux moved that the two mining Districts known as Los Cerrillos and Galisteo be consolidated and in future be known as 
Los Cerrillos Mining District. The motion received a Second and after some discussion was carried. H.E. Burlew Secty, N.B. Laughlin Chairman 

1881April15 (loc); Jno Q. Carter; Carter Lode; 1500’ linear, in LCMD, 1500’N, with 150’ on ea side; on the W side of McKinzie Mtn, bounded on the S 

by the “Wolf Dog” Lode, on the W by the Liberty Lode, and on the E by the Dunderberg Lode. Witnesses C.M. Purdin, Sam Davis. Filed for Record 
10Jun81 and Recorded 11Jun81 N.B. Laughlin Recorder. {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 4 p.63} 

1881April20 (loc); Jno Q. Carter; Sin Duda No.2 Lode; 1500’ linear, in LCMD, 1400’N & 100’S, with 150’ on ea side; on the E Slope of Achivaca Mtn, W 

of and adjoining the Mint Lode and lying paralell there with. Witnesses C.M. Purdin, Sam Davis. Filed for Record 10Jun81 and Recorded 11Jun81 
N.B. Laughlin Recorder. {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 4 p.65} 

1881June6 (loc); Loc by Jno Q. Carter; Achivaca Queen Lode; 1500’ linear, in LCMD, 1200’SW & 300’NE, with 150’ on ea side; on the N side of 

Achivaca Mtn, ca 2.5mi of Carbonateville. Filed for Record 10Jun81 and Recorded 11Jun81 N.B. Laughlin Recorder. {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 
4 p.64} 

1881July11; indenture; Samuel Davis, John Q. Carter, E. Olin Smith, Jacob M. Mitchell Jr sell for $1 to Michael Nestor, William E. Parish Sin duda Tunnel Claim, (b.2 
p.210), in LCMD; certify 16July81 N.B. Laughlin Notary Public, recorded 18July1881 [Locations & Mining Deeds E#15409 p. 421] 

1881September27 (loc); Loc by J.T. Sullivan; Sin Duda Lode; 1500’ linear, in LCMD, 750’NE & 750’SW, with 150’ on ea Side, bounded E by the Long 

Lode, and the shaft is ca 300’ W and down the arroyo from Carters Cabin. Filed for Record 7Dec81 and Recorded same day N.B. Laughlin Recorder. 
{Cerrillos Mining Records Book 5 p.38} 

1881October1 (loc); Jno Q. Carter, Saml Davis, Ben B. Pears; Croesus Lode, N of & adjoining Tiger Lode, on E side of road running through Archivaca arroyo between 
Archivaca & McKenzie Mtns, in LCMD; 750’ NE&SW, 150’ea side; recorded 12November1881 [Locations & Mining Deeds E#15409 p.656] 

1881October1 (loc); Jno Q. Carter, Saml Davis, Ben B. Pears; Croesus Lode; 1500’ linear, in LCMD, 750’NE & 750’SW, with 150’ on ea side; N of and 

adjoining the Tiger Lode and on E Side of road runing through Achivaca Arroyo between Achivaca and McKinzie Mtn. Filed for Record 30Oct and 
Recorded 31Oct81 N.B. Laughlin Recorder. {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 5 p.22} 

1881November2; Mining Deed; Jno Q. Carter, Ben B. Pears sell for $1000 to J.J. Sullivan undiv ½ int Maud S. Lode, undiv 2/3 int Sin Duda Lode, undiv 2/3 int  Tesora 
Lode, in LCMD; attest Saml Davis, certify 9Nov81 N.B. Laughlin Notary Public, recorded 12November1881 [Locations & Mining Deeds E#15409 p.653] 

1881November5; Mining Deed; John Q. Carter sells for $500 to John H. Mooney entire int Hickey Boy Lode, (loc 8July79), about 1000’ SW from Roges & Cottles Store, in 
LCMD; attest N.B. Laughlin, certify 5Nov81 N.B. Laughlin Notary Public, recorded 7November1881 [Locations & Mining Deeds D#15408 p.674] 

1881November5; Mining Deed; Saml Davis, B.B. Pears, Jno Q. Carter sell for $100 to M. Nestor Croesus Lode, (b.5 p.22 LCMR), N of and adjacent to Tiger Lode, in 
LCMD; attest W.E. Dame, certify 14Nov81 N.B. Laughlin Notary Public, recorded 17November1881 [Locations & Mining Deeds E#15409 p.665] 

1881November14; Mining Deed; John Q. Carter sells for $100 to James Nestor of Davidson Co TN, Micheal Nestor of Davidson Co TN undiv 1/5 int Aphradite Lode, (loc 
26July80 b.2 p.209), undiv 1/5 int Aurum Lode, (loc 26July80 b.2 p.208); attest W.E. Dame, certify 14Nov81 N.B. Laughlin Notary Public, recorded 17November1881 
[Locations & Mining Deeds E#15409 p.663] 

  - as attestor - 
1880July10 (reloc): Carbonateville NM: Locator C.T. Porter, Canook Lode: 300’NE & 1200’SW 150’ on the E side, in LCMD ca 1mi S of Mina Del Tiro 

Lode, Attest Jno Q. Carter, A.D. Munson Filed for Record 10Jul80 N.B. Laughlin Recorder {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 2 p.146} 

1881January1 (loc); Loc W.M. Russell, Saml Davis, locators, Tiger Lode, 1500’ linear, 10 acres, in LCMD. 300’NE and 1200’SW, 150’ on ea side, Lying 

between the McKinzie Mtn and the Achavaca mtn. Attest John C. Evans, Jno Q. Carter. Filed for record 26Feb81 and Recorded 1Mar81 N.B. Laughlin 
Recorder {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 3 p.146} 

1881January?(n.d.); Quit Claim Deed – indenture; Horace M. Jones, Alice E. Jones wife, formerly of Winchester co WI, sell for $300 to William Pilt 

Peckhane of Neenoh WI 2+ac land in town of Winchester WI, rec 4Feb81, presence Jno Q. Carter [b.D p.303]  



1881February25 (loc); C.L. Long; Long Lode, on W side and near base of McKenzie Mtn, about 500’ E from Casa Sin Duda, bounded NE by Figer Lode, SW by wagon 
road from Carbonateville to B.B. Pears Mine, E by Liberty Lode, in LCMD; 750’N10°E 750’S10°W 150’ea side; attest Saml Davis, Jno Q. Carter, recorded 
29March1881 [Locations & Mining Deeds D#15408 p.385] 

1881June30; Charles M. Purdin of Turquesa pwr of atty to Samuel Davis of Turquesa for any and all property both real and personal, Situate in Santa Fe 

co. Attest Jno Q. Carter, Ben B. Pears. Cert 30Jun81 N.B. Laughlin NP. Filed for record 30Jun81 and Recorded same day N.B. Laughlin Recorder 

{Cerrillos Mining Records Book 4 p.96} 

1881September14 (loc); Vesper Dorneck; Sin Duda No.1 Lode, on SE slope Archiveca Mtn, about 700’ S Sin Duda Tunnel at E face now being worked by Nestor&Parish, 
bounded E by Mint Lode, W by Sin Duda Lode; 100’S 1400’N 150’ea side; witness M. Nestor, Jon Q. Carter, recorded 19September1881 [Locations & Mining Deeds 
E#15409 p.554] 

1881September14 (loc); Vesper Dorneck; Sin Duda No1 Lode, 1500’ linear, in LCMD, 100’S & 1400’N, with 150’ on ea side, on the SE Slope of 

Achivica Mtn, ca 700’ S of the Sin Duda Tunnel, at the Eastern face now being worked by Nestor and Parish and bounded on the E by the Mint Lode, 
and the W by the Sin Duda Lode. Witness M. Nestor, Jno Q. Carter. Filed for Record 14Sept and Recorded 15Sep81 N.B. Laughlin Recorder 

{Cerrillos Mining Records Book 4 p.159} 

 
John R. Carter    - La Belle m.d. 
1896July2; La Belle Gold District. John R. Carter is busy opening up a very promising prospect near Midnight. [SFDNM] 
1896August21; The following corporations have filed articles… The Midnight Extension Mining Company – Incorporators, Harvey Finch, J.R. Carter, of 

La Belle, Fred Menz, B.F. Dunn and Riley Sickeles, of Wichita, Kas.; objects, operating mines and reducing ores; capital stock, $1,000,000; life, fifty 

years; directors, same as incorporators; principal office, Wichita, Kas. [SFDNM] 
1896October16; The Midnight Gold Mining Company has filed articles of incorporation with the territorial secretary reciting the following particulers: 

Incorporators, Charles C. Cotton, Harvey Finch and John R. Carter, of La Belle; objects, mining and reducing ores; capital stock, $1,000,000; life, fifty 

years; directors Simpson S. Ford, George B. Baker, William S. Gilkey, of Cleveladd, Ohio, Harvey Finch and C.C. Cotton, of La Bell, N.M.; principal 
places of business, Cleveland, Ohio, and La Belle, N.M. [SFDNM] 

1897September27; Arch E. Robinson, John R. Carter, and George M. Anderson of La Belle, N.M., have organized the Keystone Gold Mining Company, 

and filed articles of incorporation in Secretary Wallace’s office. The purpose of incorporation are to acquire mining and other property, to mine and 
reduce ores, to own, lease or [illegible line] and erect such buildings as may be necessary to carry on the business; capitol stock, $1,200,000. The 

directors are Howard W. Power, Wm C. Haskell, Chas W. Dick, Peter M. Ward, and Wm C. Wilson of Cleveland, O.; David M. Haskell, Ashtabula, O.; 

Arch E. Robinson, John R. Carter, and Christ Olson, La Belle, N.M. The principal office of the company is located at Cleveland, O., and the business of 
the company will be carried on in Taos county, N.M. [SFDNM] 

1898March11; Northern New Mexico Mines. J.R. Carter is doing the assessment work on some of his claims near Midnight. [SFNM] 

 
Lewis Carter    - Cerrillos 

1899August21; At the Bon-Ton: John Burton, Cerrillos; Lewis Carter, Cerrillos; Frank Murray, Albuquerque; F.T. Zimmer, White Rock; Frank Wells, 
Amos W. Clarke, Rico... [SFNM] 

1899November13; At the Bon-Ton: George Burnett, Bland; E.B. Stevens, L. Carter, Lamy; Alex Monroe, Silverton… [SFNM] 

 
Mayme B. Carter    - Madrid 
LAMY Postmaster; Joseph H. Coleman March 27, 1896; Joanna Harries April 15, 1896; Abel Garcia August 25, 1897; Mayme B. Carter February 6, 1901; James Wood 

March 10, 1902; Edward J. Thompson December 12, 1902; Gustave Olson December 9, 1903; Discontinued January 31, 1906; William H. Chamberlin September 18, 
1906; Robert T. Hynd March 5, 1909; Florence C. Hynd June 17, 1911; Frank S. Hess March 4, 1912; Herman I. Millenbaugh September 7, 1912; James M. Terry 
September 16, 1916; Fred W. Van Ness May 6, 1918; Albert C. Harness April 4, 1919; Arthur W. Lyckman April 19, 1921; Edmund C. Weidinger January 24, 1923; 
Jesse Coffin Brown February 11, 1924; Karl L. Milam October 29, 1924; Charles E. Gibbbs February 12, 1927; Troy Meadows August 1, 1949; Joseph R. Husler June 
11, 1953; Glen Tyson June 9, 1959; Mary E. Tyson December 30, 1964 [rootsweb.ancestry.com 2011] 

1901April5; Madrid Postoffice. Mamie Carter, the new postmistress of Madrid, took charge of the office Monday morning. The office has been moved to 

the home of her parents, Superintendent Elliott and wife, one of the rear rooms having been remodeled for that purpose. [SFNM] 
1901May13; Mrs. L.D. Sugar of Cerrillos, Mrs. E.A. Turner and Miss Mayme Carter of Madrid; Miss Hahn of Albuquerque, arrived on the noon train and 

are guests at the Palace hotel. [SFNM] 

1901May14; Palace: C.C. Kline, Jr., St. Louis; Miss C. Nelson, Lamy; Mrs. L.D. Sugar, Cerrillos; Mrs. E.A. Turner, Madrid; Mayme Carter, Madrid; Grace 
Hahn, Albuquerque; Mr. and Mrs J.H. Elliott, Madrid; William E. Maltby and wife, Madrid; J.L. Wells, Cerrillos; W.H. Kennedy, Cerrillos; J. Law, 

C.A. Carruth, Antonito; J.P. McNulty, Turquesa; M. O’Neill, Turquesa; G.W. Green and wife, Cerrillos; H. Birdeau, Boston; Gus J. Johnson, Madrid. 
[SFNM] 

1901May15; Bon-Ton: Mayme Carter, Mr. and Mrs. E.A. Turner, Mrs. H.J. Elliott, Madrid; Miss Grace Hahn, Albuquerque; M.L. Hudson, Tres Piedras; 

T.E. Candy, Webb Lurey. [SFNM] 
1901May18; A Masonic Anniversary. …The Madrid delegation was composed of Mr. G.J. Johnson, Mrs. L.D. Sugar and Miss Mayme Carter. [SFNM] 

 
Randolph M. Carter    - MinneapolisMN, Kelly, Socorro co. 
1901December10; The Three Brothers Mining and Milling company was incorporated today by Dr. James M.G. Carter of Waukegan, Illinois; Randolph M. 

Carter of Minneapolis, Minnesota: Francis A. Gardom, Kelly, Sororro county. Headuarters at Kelly. Branch office at Minneapolis. Capital $600,000 

divided into 600,000 shares. The directors of the company are Dr. James M.G. Carter, Randolph M. Carter, Francis A. Gardom. [SFNM] 

 
Rolland Carter see Daniel Rolland Carter 

 
Theodore W. Carter    - Burro mtns, Grant co. 
1900March9; Grant County. F. Preston Jones and Theodore Carter have taken a lease on the St. Louis and Protection at Burros. They will put on a large 

force to make the mines good copper producers. [SFNM] 
1900June28; Grant County. A most important strike was recently made in the St. Louis mine at the old town of Pascal, in the Burro mountains. Jones & 

Carter, lessees of the property, encountered near the surface an immense body of ore that runs from 20 to 40 per cent in copper. [SFNM] 

1901September4; Grant County Mines. Theodore W. Carter is driving a 100-foot tunnel on his Copper Jacket claim at Burros, which lies east of the 
Virginia, and has progressed about 30 feet on his work. [SFNM] 



1901December16; The story of the development of the Burros district is an interesting one. In 1880, the Pasqual smelter of Boston, began operations on the 

immense copper deposits of the distrct. The camp of Pasqual became quite a town. No less than $1,500,000 was spent in putting in machinery and doing 
extensive development work. But litigation ensued, unexpected difficulties were encountered and for a time mining prospects were discouraging in the 

Burros district. But through all the years profitable work continued to be done on the St. Louis, one of the claims secured by the Boston company. Last 

year the St. Louis was leased to Jones and Carter who paid the Boston people a royalty of $30,000 and made a profit for themselves of $70,000 out of 
the venture. [SFNM] 

1901December20; Newcomb, Carter and Hobart, who at present control the St. Louis, are cooperating with the owners of the Sampson to erect a 100 ton 

concentrating plant. On the St. Louis, 25 men, and on the Sampson, 20 men are employed. The mines are located in the Burros district. [SFNM] 
1902February24; Theodore W. Carter has established his camp at Burros, and will next week begin the development of his Copper Gulf claim. [SFNM] 

 
W. S. Carter    - Hillsboro 
1900June1; Sierra County. The injunction proceedings instituted in the district court by W.S. Carter as leasee and agent for Mrs. D.A. Breman against Steve 

Corley and Chris Sellman, to restrain them from working on ground claimed to belong to the Baltic mine, was heard at Hillsboro. [SFNM] 

________________________________________________________________ 

 * Carthage * 
CARTHAGE COAL COMPANY    <see also SAN PEDRO COAL & COKE CO. 

1894early; The next phase of coal mining at Carthage began in early 1894 with Austin Goodall and Felipe Portigliatti forming the Carthage Coal Company. … During 1894, 
486 short tons were mined at the Carthage Coal Company mine. Portigliatti and Goodall sold their interests in the Carthage Coal Company (1895 or 1896) to Giacoma 
Lovera (Luerra) and Mary Hilton (August Hilton’s wife). [GKHoffman & JPHereford, NMGS Guidebook 2009] 

1900January26; Lincoln County. Robert Law, formerly of Santa Fe, and recently an employe of the Carthage Coal Company, is now foreman of the Old 
Abe coal mine at White Oaks. [SFNM] 

1901August7; In the case of Robert Duffy et al vs. the Carthage Coal company, generally known as the Hilton-Allair contest case, which was before the 

register and receiver of the Las Cruces land office, a decision has been handed down in favor of the Carthage Coal company, represented by A. Hilton. 
[SFNM] 

1904; During 1904 August Hilton, now one of the owners of Carthage Coal Company, considered the possibility of rebuilding a rail spur to Carthage to lower the cost of 
transportation. Hilton, lacking the resources needed to develop the mines and rebuild the rail spur to Carthage, gave Daniel McMillan, a Socorro attorney an option on 
the coal properties. McMillan began seeking investors for this deal and ultimately negotiated a sale to Powell and Grace Stackhouse of El Paso TX. Stackhouse was an 
associate of Charles B. Eddy, promoter of the New Mexico Railway and Coal Company that built a series of railroads from El Paso to Dawson located southwest of 
Raton NM. … Eventually the lawsuits were settled out-of-court in early 1906 and Stackhouse and Eddy emerged owning the New Mexico Midland Railroad and the 
Carthage Coal Company. [GKHoffman & JPHereford, NMGS Guidebook 2009] 

1905; Declining production of coal from Madrid, in the early years of the twentieth century, eventually began to make itself felt. During the winter of 1904-1905, towns in 
central NM, especially, but as far away as Douglas AZ, experienced shortages of the fuel, a coal “famine,” as other producers at Gallup, Raton, and in CO were occupied 
filling orders from their established customers. One consequence is that the Carthage field, where after the Santa Fe’s withdrawal only a few small mines had operated, 
began to revive. ¶ In Abq, the owners of a major coal retailer, the Hahn Coal Company, were sufficiently alarmed at the prospect of losing their closest supplier to 
consider operating the mines themselves. Accordingly, W.H. Hahn, the company’s president, asked CF&IC, about subleasing the Madrid properties. Receiving a 
favorable response, he organized a new company to operate the mines, the Albuquerque & Cerrillos Coal Company. [JPHereford, TheCerrillosCoalRailroad, 8Feb2008 
draft] 

 

CARTHAGE FUEL COMPANY 
1921; [Amount in thous.tons of coal mined betw 1911 and 1920, the profit in thous., value in 1821 in thous.] St. Louis, Rocky Mountain and Pacific Co. 15,728 tons, $7,363, 

$5,330; Phelps Dodge Corp. 12,666 tons, $3,128, $3,212; Diamond Coal Co. 1,874 tons, $179, $170; Alb & Cerrillos Coal Co. 1,043 tons, $47, $123; Carthage Fuel Co. 
463 tons, $51, $19; Gallup Southwestern Coal Co. 246 tons, $120, $133; B.H. Kinney, 167 tons, $102, $89; Defiance Coal Co. 93 tons, $35, $130; Gallup American Coal 
Co. 1,283 tons, $1,196 (loss), $270; Cherokee and Pittsburg Coal Co. _t, $_, $87; Mutual Light and Power Co. _t, $_, $19; A. Luchetti, _t, $_, $12. [History of NM, Chas 
F. Coan, 1925, p.515-16] 

________________________________________________________________ 

 
P. Carthen    - Golden 

1895June10; At the Exchange: D. Gillmore, Cerrillos; P. Carthen, Golden. [SFDNM] 

 
W. J. Cartun    - Cochiti m.d. 
1900February8; Cochiti District. The Victor group, owned by a syndicate of Santa Fe Railroad Company conductors, has been bonded to W.J. Cartun, who 

has interested a number of French capitalists. A capitalist from Paris and a French expert visited the group and took specimens to France. The group is in 

Colla canon and there is plenty of water and timber in its vicinity to allow extensive development. [SFNM] 

________________________________________________________________ 

 * Cartwright * Cartright * 
Cartwright    - Madrid 

1898August13; [Madrid Blues; baseball] Catcher, McIntyre; Pitcher, Densmore; First Base, Brown; Second Base, McKinley, Third Base, Williams; Short 
Stop, Wesner; Left Field, H. McIntyre; Center Field, Roberts; Right Field, Cartwright. [SFNM] 

 

Lieut. Cartright    - of Cartwright & Markley;   Grant co. 
1895May15; [Grant County] Cartright, Markley and Moulton have purchased the Texas mine at Central. This puts an end to litigation upon that valuable 

property. [SFDNM] 

1895August27; The Texas mine at Central is working eight men. The Enterprise says that the owners, Messrs. Cartwright and Markley, made a big shipment 
of rich ore last week, and already the ore house is filling rapidly with ore of the same kind. [SFDNM] 

1895September9; The Texas mine... This property changed ownership last week, Lieut. Cartwright becoming the purchaser. The property is dirt cheap at 

the price, which is said to have been $12,000. [SFDNM] 
1895October3; The famous Texas mine at Central is being actively worked by its new owners, Cartwright & Markley. – Silver City Sentinel. [SFDNM] 

 



Cartwright    - of Cartwright-Davis Co.;  of StaFe 
1909January14: The fixtures and bakery of the Cartwright-Davis Co., who are selling out, have been purchased by Frank Andrews. The latter on Feb. 15 will open 

a grocery store which he will conduct along modern lines. Andrews' ability as a hustler and get-there fellow is so evident that the success of the venture is 
already assured. [SFNM 100yrs] 

 

A. Cartwight    - Ortiz Mine grant 
1881November22(loc); Giles Hall, R. Meager, E. Madden, A. Cartwight, Nikolos / Nickolos Spannagel, Edward Blake, F.O. Slong / Strong, T.H. 

Schattengen Saint Louis Combination placer 160ac, 160rods E 80rods ea side, about 5.25mi SW of Ortiz Station on AT&SF RR, Ortiz MD, rec 

14Dec81 [b.E p.706] 

 
George S. Cartwright    - of Silver City, Central City 
1896March6; The following corporations have filed articles… The Silver City Smelting & Refining Company – Incorporators, George S. Cartwright, of 

New York, Robert B. Benham, of Philadelphia and Thomas F. Conway, of Silver City; objects, mining and reducing ores; capital stock, $250,000; life, 

fifty years; directors, same as incorporators; principal place of business, Silver City. [SFDNM] 

1896March18; …the Deming Headlight says: The Old Log Cabin mine, belonging to the Albert Stranch estate, has been sold to G.S. Cartwright and George 
Knox, of the Texas-Grand Central company of Central. …the concentrates will be shipped to the Flagler smelter at Silver City for treatment. Both the 

new owners of the property are largely interested in these works, which are under the immediate management of Mr. C.E. Brotherton, a thoroughly 

competent man… [SFDNM] 
1896April1; The Silver City Smelter and Refining company was incorporated with the following named officers: T.F. Conway, president; R.B. Benham, 

vice president; George S. Cartwright, secretary and treasurer, and S.E. Brotherton, general manager. [SFDNM] 

1896August28; The following corporations have filed articles with the territorial secretary: The Bayard Smelting & Mining Company – Incorporators, 

George S. Cartwright, W.D. Murray, of New Mexico, and Samuel L. Small, of Philadelphia; objects, mining and reducing ores; capital stock, $600,000; 

life, fifty years; directors, same as incorporators; principal place of business, Central City, N.M. [SFDNM] 

 

H. B. CARTWRIGHT AND BROTHER    - StaFe 
1902February4; Incorporations. H.B. Cartwright and Brother, capital stock $60,000, divided into 600 shares of $100 each, of 250 preferred and 350 

common stock. Incorporators H.B. Cartwright, S.G. Cartwright and Manuel Valdez. Principal place of business, Santa Fe. Purpose of incorporation, to 
carry on the general merchandise business, and incorporators are also named as directors for the first three months. [SFNM] 

 

Hiram B. Cartwright    - bro is Samuel G. Cartwright;  of StaFe 

1856 Des Moines Co. IA census; Hiram B. Cartwright is 14yrs old 
1880November3; H.B. Cartwright, Dealer in Stationery, Periodicals… Postoffice News Depot Santa Fe N.M. [ad in SFDNM] 

1881February24; indenture; E.J. McLean (sig= EJM Lean) unmarried sells for $500 to H.B. Cartwright undivided ¼ Delta Lode, about 2½ mi NW of Carbonateville, about 
1000’ S of Cock of the Walk, in LCMD; presence (blank), certify 24Feb81 F.W. Clancy Clerk by H.S. Clancy Deputy, recorded 18March1881 [Locations & Mining Deeds 
E#15409 p.207] 

1881March23; Cartwright, of the postoffice, has a very complete collection of photographic views, including scenes in New Mexico and some that are not 
so familiar to the average resident of the Territory. [SFDNM] 

1881March26; The following is a list of the taxpayers of Santa Fe county, taken from the tax books, and it therefore comprises all the names of the legal 

voters of the county. Lower Santa Fe, Precinct No.4. Atkinson H.M., Alarid Trinidad, Abeytia Francisco, Abeytia Aniceto, Allen John, Arny W.F.M., Blaine__, Baca 

Luciano, Breeden Wm, Bolander Wm, Bustamante An ls, Baily Geo, Chase Geo, Cartwright H.B., Conklin Jas, Conklin Chas M., Conway J.W., Delgado B., Delgado 

Francisco, Delgado Felipe, Duran Jose E., Estes Pantaleon, Everett E.C., Esselbach J.J., Fiske E.A., Fisher L., Fitzmaurice John, Filger Simon, Gildersleeve C.H., Garcia 

Vicente, Garcia Marcelino, Garcia Casimiro, Garcia Nicolas, Gallegos Juan Luis, Gerdes J.H., Gold M.A., Gonzales Diego, Green Francis M., Gross Louis, Hayt Walter, 

Hirsch Joseph, Herlow P.F., Irving Alex J., Joy, Kirchmer August, Lopez Rafael, McLean J.E., Martinez Manuel, Martinez Jose Ma., Maes y Baca Ant, McBroom Wm C., 

Miller Dav J., Miller E., Munez Faustin, Montzimer H.C., Mattison, Newhall Jas T., Nuanez Abelino, Ortiz y Salazar A., Ortiz y Alarid G., Ortiz Jose A., Ortiz Jose B., Ortiz 

Ambrosio, Ortiz George, Ortiz Tafoya F., Ortiz Hilario L., Probst C.C., Ortiz Gabira, Parsons T., Quintana Martin, Rupe, Robbins A.O., Robledo Manuel, Ritch W.G., Rivera 

Luis, Reed, Smith G.A., Schmidt Herman, Schnepple Fre’dk, Salazar Manuel S., Schormoyer Luis, Sena Sab, Sandoval Felipe, Stephens R.M., Silva Miguel, Silva 

Ascencion, Stralow Herman, Taylor J.S., Tate W.W., Thompson J.H., Tucker T.S., Thayer C.L., Urioste Feliz, Waldo H.L., Willison R.B.  [SFDNM]   
1881March27; Mr. H.C. Cartwright, the urbane question answerer of the postoffice, leaves for the Las Cerrillos and New Placers districts to-day. He has 

supplied himself with a complete miner’s outfit, and some of his friends suspect that he will make an extended trip of it, including a fishing and hunting 

excursion to the Pecos and the Jemez hot springs. Cartwright is interested in some valuable mining property in several districts in New Mexico, and has 

some good leads near Jemez [SFDNM] 
1881April1; H.B. Cartwright got off yesterday for New Placers. He went down to look after those mines of his. [SFDNM] 

1881April10; Mr. H.B. Cartwright, proprietor of the stationery store in the post office building, will leave for the East this morning to be absent for several 

weeks, which he will spend with his relatives and friends. [SFDNM] 

1881October1 -- H. B. Cartwright of the Delta Mine sold a one third interest for $4,000. [Mining World] 
1881October11; Col. Cartwright, late of the post office, registered at the Grand Central. [SFDNM]   
1881October15; H.B. Cartwright, formerly the question answerer at the postoffice, returned yesterday from a trip to the country bordering on the A.&P. 

railroad. He went out to gather Apache scalps, and socceeded in getting a good large package of them which he is showing his friends. Cartwright is a 

way up Indian fighter. [SFDNM] 
1882June16; H.B. Cartwright, of the firm of Gray & Cartwright, leaves for the east this morning on a visit to relatives in Iowa. He is one of the sturdy 

business men of Santa Fe and is about to enjoy a vacation after a long siege of hard work. [SFDNM] 

1882June18; John Gray, H.B. Cartwright, Gray & Cartwright, Commission Merchrnts and Dealers in Hay, Grain and Provisions, Fresh Fruit and Canned 
Goods, San Francisco St. Santa Fe, N.M. [ad in SFDNM] 

1882July16; H.B. Cartwright has returned from the east. He has been on a visit to his old Iowa home, and has had a pleasant time. [SFDNM] 

1883April23; Mining Deed; Wm H. Beckwith sells for $100 to John Gray, H.B. Cartwright undiv ½ int Little Chief, bounded W by Helen lode, N by Little Pittsburg No.2, E by 
Miners Favorite, S by Silver King, about ½ mi SW of mine del Tiro mine, in LCMD; presence F.C. Whitney, certify 23Apr83 at my office in SF F.C. Whitney Notary 
Public, recorded 23April1883 [Locations & Mining Deeds F#15410 p.401] 

1883October25; Mining Deed; Henry Yates sells for $300 to John Gramand, N.B. Cartwright undiv 1/3int Greenback Lode loc 31Jul83 b.F p.466, at 

Thayer’s Camp, ca 9mi SEasterly from City of SF, from NE corner Naoma Lode 1500’x600’, rec 25Oct83; presence H.M. Davis [b.F p.494] 



1883November28; Mining Deed; Henry Yates sells for $1000 to John Gray, H.B. Cartwright undiv 1/4int Naomi Lode loc 12Apr83 b.G p.563, ca 9mi SE 

from StaFe, ca 1/3mi from wagon road Chamisalosa road, undiv 1/12int Greenback Lode loc 31Jul83 b.F p.466, ca 9mi SE from Santa Fe, rec 1Dec83; 
cert 28Nov83 Walter H. Jones NP in StaFe [b.F p.517] 

1883<84 is error]December18(disc&loc); John Gray, Joe H. Burke, Milton Parmely, H.B. Cartwright Lilbin lode 20ac, in precinct No.3, ca 4mi NE of Santa 

Fe, ca 1.5mi N of reservoir of SF Water Co, NW750’ 750’SE 300’ea side, Santa Fe MD, rec 12Mar84 [b.F p.672] 
1884February23(disc&loc); John Gray, H.B. Cartwright, Henry Yantes Santa Fe lode ca 9mi SE of Santa Fe, ca 3mi SE of the crossing of the aroya hondo 

and old stage road, bounded on S by Greenback, N by Pavilion Lode, 750’NW+SE 300’ on either side, Thayers Camp MD, rec 29Feb84; witness F.M. 

Roberts, Allen Butcher [b.F p.654] 
1884November13; John Gray, H.B. Cartwright; Gray & Cartwright Commission Merchants and Dealers in Hay, Grain and Provisions, Fresh Fruit and 

Canned Goods; San Francisco St. Santa Fe. [Weekly New Mexican Review advert p.4 c.8] 

1889February19; [Sena vs. ATC testimony> quit claim deed made by M.K. Parmalee as grantor to H.B. Cartwright, as grantee, dated February 19th, 1889, and 
acknowledged on Freruary 20th, 1889, before George W. Knaebel, notary public of Santa Fe county, in consideration of the sum of one thousand dollars, conveying to 
the grantee “The Castillian Quartz Lode Mining Claim,” …Recorded in the office of the probate clerk of Santa Fe county on the 15th day of April, 1889, in Book H, 
record of mines, page 608. [McNulty papers (P.McCraw) misc.] 

1889March20; A new find has just been made which gives evidence of proving a bonanza for Messrs. H.B. Cartwright and T.B. Ward, the miner, both of 
Santa Fe. Mr. Cartwright located 100 acres of land east of Cerrillos and Mr. Ward went to prospecting thereon with the result that he has opened two 

veins of a fine quality of coal, one full four feet thick and the other only partially developed, showing a three foot vein which resembles anthracite. 

[SFDNM] 
1889March27; H.B. Cartwright purchased the late M.K. Parmaly’s interest in the turquoise mines a short time prior to the latter’s demise, and Mr. 

Cartwright is now the sole owner of this only American turquoise mine. Thos. Moore is at present working the property. [SFDNM] 

1889May27; The centrally located storeroom formerly occupied by Cartwright is for rent. Apply to John Gray or Felipe B. Delgado. [SFDNM] 
1889August26; Cartwright & Griswold have in a big cargo of those famous Rocky Ford watermelons.  [SFDNM] 

1889October7; Mine Mentions; H.B. Cartwright and Thos Ward, the miner, began work to-day on a promising gold vein in the east end of the San Pedro 

range. [SFDNM] 
1889October21; T.B. Ward brought in some fine samples of free gold on Saturday from Mr. Cartwright’s claim, the Mint, in the east end of the San Pedro 

mountain. A tunnel is being run to tap the bottom of a sixty foot shaft in which is eighteen inches of free gold ore. Several tons of ore on the dump will 

be taken to Dolores this week with a view to getting a mill run. [SFDNM] 
1889December3; Milo Hill, who with Mr. Cartwright is interested in the development of the Mint, a gold prospect at San Pedro, is on the ground with four 

men, building a cabin and getting things in shape for steady work all winter. [SFDNM] 

1890January10; It is said that Mr. Cartwright’s men struck a four foot vein of coal east of town, some days ago, which greatly resembles the Cannel, of Hoosierdom. [The 
Cerrillos Rustler Vol.II No.26] 

1890January21; An important strike in the north Cerrillos coal fields has been made by H.B. Cartwright. [SFDNM] 

1890February20; Ed Griswold thinks he has struck a bonanza down in Ora Que gulch. He brought up some samples of that this morning which are on 

exhibition at Cartwright’s. [SFDNM] 

1890April23; [Sena vs. ATC testimony> mining deed, Hiram B. Cartwright as grantor to Eleanor A. Allan, a resident of the county of Cook, state of Illinois, dated April 23rd, 
1890, acknowledged April 23rd, 1890, before George W. Knaebel, notary public for Santa Fe county, and recorded April 23rd, 1890, in Book I, records of mining deeds, 
page 18, Santa Fe county, N.M., and conveying to the grantee the Castillian Quartz Lode mining claim... [McNulty papers (P.McCraw) misc.] 

1890April24; A Chalchuitl Deal – The Turquoise Mine Sold to a Chicago Gentleman – Consideration Not Made Public; An important deal was 

consummated in Santa Fe yesterday in the sale of the turquoise mine by Mr. H.B. Cartwright to Mr. J.M Allan, of Chicago. This mine is located near 

Bonanza City, about fifteen miles from Santa Fe, and is a valuable property from the fact that it is one of the very few turquoise mines in existence. It  is 

known as the Castillian property and has been mined for a number of years, and for some time by Mr. Thos Moore, who owns a lapidary establishment 

in this city, and while it has been operated only on a small scale it has paid well. Mr. Allan proposes employing a number of men and starting the mines 
in operation in full blast in a few days. He will return to Chicago shortly and send a representative from that city to take charge of the mine and his 

interests. [SFDNM] 

1890July9; Lost. A lance-wood fishing pole, between residence of W.B. Sloan and Cartwright’s store. Finder liberally rewarded if returned to J.B. Sloan. 
[SFDNM] 

1890September5; Santa Fe Business Directory! Live Men Represening theTrades and Professions, at Santa Fe. Cartwright & Griswold Dealers in Staple and Fancy 
Groceries. The only exclusively Grocery House in the City. Opposite First National Bank. [ad in The Cerrillos Rustler Vol.III No.8]  

1890September12; Cartwright & Griswold Dealers in Staple and Fancy Groceries. The only exclusively Grocery House in the City. Opposite First National Bank. [The 
Cerrillos Rustler Vol.III No.9] 

1891April10; W.C. Hurt Jr., is now a clerk in the big, busy grocery store of H.B. Cartwright at Santa Fe. [The Rustler v.III n.40] 
1891May18; Recent Arrivals At No.4 Car new California Potatoes, Car Patent Imperial Flour, Toilet Soaps, Confectionery, Belle Creole and Gold Medal 

Cigars, Oranges; Lemons, Bananas, Pineapples, Piloncillo, Peabody Creamery Butter, Milcher and Rolled Hering, Imported Ginger Ale, etc. H.B. 

Cartwright, Prop [SFDNM] 

1891December4; (front page ad) H.B. Cartwright, Dealers in Staple and Fancy Groceries. the only exclusively Grocery House in the City. Opposite First National Bank. [The 
Rustler, v.IV no.31] 

1892May2; At No.4 Coal Oil 20 Cts. a Gallon H.B. Cartwright, Prop. [ad in SFDNM] 

1892June21; Yesterday, June 20, at 4 p.m., the corner stone of the new convent of Loretto was blessed and laid in grand ceremony… among whom were 

noticed Judge E.P. Seeds, Hon. Sol Spiegelberg and his wife, Meastra Spiegelberg, Hon. A. Morrison and family, Mrs. L. Bradford Prince and niece, 
Mrs. Pearson, Mr. J.B. Lamy, the Messrs. Read, Cartwright, etc. [SFDNM] 

1892June21; W.H. Cartwright, of Medeapolis, Iowa, father of H.B. Cartwright, is in the city on a visit. [SFDNM] 

1892September29; Messrs. H.S. Clancy, B.M. Read, Chas Spiess, C.W. Dudrow, H.B. Cartwright and Will Hall left this afternoon for Cerrillos to attend 
the Republican meeting there to-night, at which Hon. T.B. Catron and Judge Morrison will speak. [SFDNM] 

1893May26; S.M. Cartwright, a pioneer fruit grower and farmer from Placer county Cal., is in the city on a visit to his nephew, H.B. Cartwright.  [SFDNM] 

1893November3; Frank Hudson has taken a position in H.B. Cartwright’s grocery store, succeeding Milo Hill, who leaves shortly for Arizona. [SFDNM] 
1893December6; Ed Griswold, formerly of the firm of Cartwright & Griswold, and who left here for the Pacific coast three years ago, died at Long Beach, 

Cal., a few days ago. [SFDNM] 

1894February27; Mr. H.B. Cartwright has purchased from Dr. Longwill a half interest in the Exchange hotel, paying $4,000 therefor. [SFDNM] 
1894April2; The reliable house of H.B. Cartwright to-day experiences a change in name. Mr. Sam Cartwright, the younger brother, stepping in as a member 

thereof. Good luck attend the firm of Cartwright & Bro. [SFDNM] 



1894May1; Al Perry, who killed Jim Cheeves at Golden a few weeks ago, was released from the county jail on $3,000 bail yesterday afternoon by Judge 

Seeds. His bondsmen are Arson F. Perry, H.H. Perry, and H.B. Cartwright. [SFDNM] 
1894May18; [Santa Fe telephone system numbers issued] H.B. Cartwright 4 [SFDNM] 

1894June21; Andy Horn, the Wallace-Cochiti stage man, left for Bland City last evening after purchasing 5,000 pounds of grain from Cartwright & Bro. 

Herlow’s teams took it over to-day. [SFDNM] 
1894August18; Messrs. H.B. Cartwright and R.B. Willison returned last night after a week’s inspection of the Cochiti mines. [SFDNM] 

1894November13; [StaFeCo election winners] Treasurer – H.B. Cartwright. [SFDNM] 

1894November21; Mr. H.B. Cartwright has just returned from Bland where he has been looking into his extensive mining interests in the Cochiti region. 
…Mr. Cartweight says there is considerable interest over in Bland at the Recent Find of Opals in that vicinity. The claims of Messrs. T.B. Ward, Mr. 

John Andrews of Bonanza, and H. Schumann are in particular yielding specimens that experts pronounce very promising. [SFDNM] 

1894December1; The Santa Fe Driving Park & Fair Association. …directors are Charles W. Dudrow, John W. Akers, Frank M. Jones, William P. 
Cunningham, Pleasant H Hill, Charles H. Gildersleeve, Enos Andrews, Thomas J. Helm, H.L. Ortiz, H.B. Cartwright and Jacob Weltmer. [SFDNM] 

1894December15; Col. T.F. Moore has traded the franchise, pipes and all appurtenances of the Cerrillos Water & Irrigation company to Charles 

Haspelmath, of Lamy. The precise terms of the trade are not known, but the colonel takes a ranch at Bernalillo which he says he is going to live on, and 
invites all his friends to visit him there after January 1, when the transfer is to be made. Col. Moore has also sold out his interest in the New Mexico 

Telephone company to H.B. Cartwright and I. Sparks, of Santa Fe. [SFDNM] 

1894December24; Mr. H.B. Cartwright has had a number of the opals obtained from his mine at Cochiti cut and the results attained show that the quality of 
the stones obtained there is as fine as is found anywhere. [SFDNM] 

1895March22; Cartwright & Bro. sent out several wagon loads of merchandise this morning to Coddington & Finch, Bland City. [SFDNM] 

1895June20; Rev. G.S. Madden and Mr. Milo Hill have returned from an outing to San Pedro and vicinity. They report the discovery of some splendid gold 

ore in H.B. Cartwright’s claim at Perry’s camp. On the trip Mr. Madden’s horse got away and went flying across the mesa and no trace of the animal 

could be found. [SFDNM] 

1895October21; Andy Horne’s teams took 5,300 pounds of merchandise from Cartwright’s on Saturday, consigned to McCoy, who is opening a new store 
at Allerton in the Cochiti mining district. [SFDNM] 

1895December23; Joseph Rutledge was in from Bland on Saturday loading his teams with provisions from Cartwright Bros. He says new and rich strikes 

are so numerous these days in the Cochiti district as to excite but little comment. In the No-name Carpenter has about twelve feet of ore, most of which 
runs $200 to the ton. Five assays were made a few days ago from stuff from the dump and it was found that the miners were throwing away ore 

averaging in value $6 in silver and $12 in gold. In the Crown Point a rich strike in free gold was made last week. Ten mines are working that can supply 
500 tons of ore daily to a mill, and although the little mill is doing its best in treating twenty tons per day, it is really little better than a coffee mill as 

compared to the riches of the camp. [SFDNM] 

1896January31; Cartwright & Bro. are loading several teams to-day with provisions for J.G. Creager, merchant at Bland. [SFDNM] 
1896February7; [County commissioners] The following accounts were audited and paid: J.H. Crist, district attorney, $33.33; H.B. Cartwright, treasurer, 

$27.50; John Hampel, services, $9.52; Manuel Valdez, ex-assessor, $529.51; A.P. Hill, clerk, $83.25; …W.P. Cunningham, sheriff, $334.50; Cayetano 

Garcia, jailer, $50; Jose A. Martinez, jailer, $50; Dudrow & Davis, coal, $37.50; C.W. Dudrow, county commissioner, $41.67; W.C. Rogers, county 
commissioner, $46.23; Pedro A. Lujan, county commissioner, $43.77; Apolonio Chavez, probate judge, $50; Esiquio Chavez, services, $44.25; 

Patrocinio Lopez, janitor, $41.50... [SFDNM] 

1896April28; Mr. H.B. Cartwright has been confined at home several days by sickness. [SFDNM] 
1896May5; Mr. John J. Driscoll, of Bland, one of the most substantial and experienced mining men in the Cochiti district, informs the New Mexican that he 

has secured of H.B. Cartwright a bond and lease for twelve months on the Short Order and Iowa No.3 mining claims located in close proximity to the 

Washington mine. The consideration named in the bond is large for undeveloped prospects. [SFDNM] 
1896August3; [fire dept. suggested assessments of property owners; second tier; $10] J.H. Gerdes, S. Spitz, A.C. Ireland, L. Spiegelberg, Willie 

Spiegelberg, Seligman Bros, F.B. Delgado, W.A. McKenzie, Mrs. Ilfeld, Gusdorf & Dolan, J.G. Schumann, Cartwright Bro, Sol Lowitzki, 1st Nat Bank, 

R.J. Palen, N.M. Printing Co, Mrs. Manderfield, E.A. Fiske, Jake Gold, B. Hanley, F.T. Webber, Palace Hotel Co, Christian Bros. [SFDNM] 
1896December19; Cerrillos Cullings. H.B. Cartwright, of Santa Fe, is visiting this end of the county, looking after his mining interests. He will probably 

return Saturday. [SFDNM] 

1897January2; County Commissioners C.W. Dudrow, Jose Amado Lucero and J.T. McLaughlin, Sheriff H.C. Kinsell, Probate Clerk Atanacio Romero, 
Collector Fred Muller, Treasurer H.B. Cartwright, Assessor J.R. Hudson, Probate Judge Telesforo Rivera, Superintendent of Schools F.F. Pino, Coroner 

Pablo Ortiz, and County Surveyor White, have filed their approved official bonds and entered upon the discharge of their official dudies for the ensuing 

two years. [SFDNM]   
1897February13; Santa Fe County Mines. Great Activity in the Golden and San Pedro Districts. Special Correspendence of New Mexican. Golden, N.M., 

Feb. 12, 1897. – Mining matters in this part of the county are looking up, and from “surface” indications bid fair to create quite an excitement in the 

early spring. The Carley and Aranda rich find verifies the prediction often made as to the esistence of remarkably rich mineral in this district. The 
richness of the ore in this property is really astonishing. The sample now on exhibition at H.B. Cartwright & Bro’s in Santa Fe is an average of the high 

grade gold ore of this lead. The lucky owners declare their intention of opening up the claim and treating the ore themselves. ¶ They have ten men at 

work sinking and cross cutting on the ore body. The main shaft is now down twenty-five feet and the vein is reported to be increasing in width and they 
are taking out some very fine ore. They have leased the San Lazarus company’s Huntington mill located about one mile from the Gold Standard, and 

will commence running by the 15th of this month. ¶ The C.&C. Mining company is pushing the work of sinking the working shaft and much is expected 

of this property when the ore body is reached. A new gasoline engine for a hoister has arrived at Cerrillos and will be remove to the mine at once. ¶ The 

Brydon & Rogers custom mill has been running continuously since first starting. ¶ Lucas’ stamp mill is also running regularly with satisfactory results. ¶ 

J.N. Tholl arrived yesterday and the removal of his Huntington mill from the Kelley well to the new site on the Tuerto will take place immediately. This 

change is being made to be near the source of the ore supply which will be from the properties of Messrs. Tholl & Deboo in the North mountains. ¶ 
Taken as a whole few camps in the territory have better prospects than the Golden and San Pedro mining districts, and their mineral resources need 

proper development only to make the region a mining wonder. [SFDNM] 

1897March23; Last Thursday night, at the Palace hotel in Santa Fe, the Miners’ association of New Mexico, was thoroughly organized and the following 
officers were elected: President – Hon. F.A. Reynolds, of Chloride, Sierra county. Vice President – Hon. Antonio Joseph, of Taos. Secretary – James H. 

Purdy, of Santa Fe. Treasurer – Hiram B. Cartwright, of Santa Fe. Executive Committee – For Grant county, Alex McGregor, of Pinos Altos; for Dona 

Ana, Hon. W.H.H. Llewellyn, of Las Cruces; for Sierra, Jesse D. Bone, of Chloride; for Lincoln, John Y. Hewitt, of White Oaks; for Socorro, Asa B. 
Fitch, of Magdalena; for Bernalillo, John F. Luthy, of Albuquerque; for Rio Arriba, W.B. Seward, of Hopewell; for Taos, Alex Gusdorf, of Taos; for 

Colfax, John F. Carrington, of Elizabethtown; for Mora, Paul St. Vrain, of Mora; for Santa Fe, W.T. Thornton, of Santa Fe; for San Miguel, M.A. Otero, 

of Las Vegas; for San Juan, William Locke, of Farmington; for Union, G.W. Guyer, of Clayton. [SFDNM] 



1897April13; H.B. Cartwright & Bro. One of the Prosperous and Widely Known Business Houses of Santa Fe. …They are both natives of Iowa. H.B. 

Cartwright came to the territory in 1880, and settling in Santa Fe, opened a book and stationery store, which business he successfully conducted up to 
1881, when he hounded his present business. In 1882 his brother, S.G. Cartwright, joined him in establishing the present firm. [SFDNM] 

1897April19; …our retiring mayor, Hon. Pedro Delgado… After tonight it will be Mayor Spiess, City Treasurer Cartwright and City Clerk Conklin. 

[SFDNM] 
1897June26; Mr. H.B. Cartwright will be home from his eastern trip about July 1. On Wednesday last he attended the marriage of his sister, Miss Edna, to 

Mr. Henry Hetser, at Mediapolis, Iowa. [SFDNM] 

1897July25; The Strike In The Mariam Cartwright Brothers Have a Good Thing at Golden – Full Success to Them. Messrs. H.B. and S.G. Cartwright of this 
city, have undoubtedly struck a good thing in the Meriam mine, in the Golden mining district. This mine is the north extension of the Oraquay peak and 

the mountain, so far as can be learned, is an immense body of mineralized rock. A tunnel has been driven in 76 feet, but no walls have been found, and 

the sides of the tunnel appear to be the same material as that taken out of the workings. A few days ago a mill run was made on ten tons of the rock taken 
from the works, which gave a return of $16 per ton. …The mine is located about one mile from the Carley & Aranda property, the Gold Standard mine, 

and near the old Pine Tree mine. Four men are employed in the tunnel at present. [SFDNM] 

1897August26; Mr. H.B. Cartwright is in Golden, looking after his mining interests in that district. [SFDNM] 
1897September2; Freighter Greenfield of Bland, loaded with flour and grain at the general outfitting store of H.B. Cartwright & Bro., in Santa Fe, this 

morning, the commodities being consigned to Merchant J.G. Creager at Bland, the recognized metropolis of the Golden Cochiti mining district. Mr. 

Greenfiled complains that the wagon road in Santa Fe county leading to Bland is in bad condition. This honest and timely complaint is respectfully 
referred to the county commissioners. [SFDNM] 

1897October6; T.B. Ward, who has been operating a rich gold property belonging to Cartwright Brothers of Santa Fe, near Golden, has arrived in Bland to 

work the Gift, a valuable Cochiti property belonging to H.B. Cartwright. It is understood that a big contract will soon be let on that and other properties 

of a group belonging to the gentleman mentioned. [SFDNM] 

1897October25; Squire Smith and Patrick Hartney are working on the Iowa, a property belonging to H.B. Cartwright and others of Santa Fe, adjoining the 

celebrated Washington mine. [SFDNM] 
1898February28; John Nagel, son of Mr. M.J. Nagel, of this city, is now engaged in freighting between Santa Fe and Bland with an excellent outfit and 

reports that the has all he can do. He left for the Cochiti metropolis this morning with 2,000 pounds of potatoes, one-half being loaded at Cartwright’s 

and the other half at Beaty’s. [SFNM] 
1898March4; Jeff Hill, who is now a partner of Andy Horne in the freighting business, bought an additional freighting outfit in Santa Fe today, and left for 

Bland about noon with two full loads, including flour and potatoes from Cartwright’s and the plumbing and pipe fitting outfit of T.A. Goodwin, the 
latter having taken a big contract on the Albemarle pipe line. Messrs. Horne & Hill have the contract to haul Lone Star ore from the mine to the Bland 

mill in addition to their other business. [SFNM]   

1898March7; Manuel Ortiz loaded three large wagons with corn and potatoes at Cartwright’s this morning and this afternoon pulled out for Bland, where 
the cargoes will be distributed among the retail merchants of the Cochiti metropolis. [SFNM] 

1898March9; Freighter Conners loaded at Cartwright’s this forenoon with provisions and grain for Golden. [SFNM]   

1898May16; …Santa Fe volunteers who quit positions and professions to fight for Uncle Sam: Frank Frieze – Baker for H.B. Cartwright & Bro. [SFNM] 
1898June28; Acting under a judgment rendered by the court Sheriff Kinsell has sold the Lincoln, Lucky & Lee mining property, located in southern Santa 

Fe county, under foreclosure of mortgage. The property was bid in by H.B. Cartwright and Bernard Seligman for $250. [SFNM] 

1898July19; D.T. Evans came over from Bland yesterday and returned with a load of grain bought from H.B. Cartwright & Brother. [SFNM] 
1898September10; The funeral of the late William White will be held from the family residence at ? p.m. tomorrow with interment in Fairview cemetery. 

The services will be conducted by Rector Gay, of the Episcopal church, and the pall bearers will be H.B. Cartwright, N.B. Laughlin, Charles Conklin, 

Leo Hersch and William Bolander. [SFNM] 
1898September23; Word comes from Espanola that on yesterday two unknown men were left behind by the northbound train. The residents of the town, 

thinking that they were suspicious characters, rounded them up, and at the trial it developed that the suspects were Hon. H.B. Cartwright and Mr. Ad 

Walker, of Santa Fe. Of course they were at once released, on the distinct understanding that they leave for Ojo Caliente on the next train. The friends 
of the gentlemen in this city are arranging to send some one to Ojo Caliente to care for them while there and conduct them safely home. [SFNM] 

1898October14; Nicolas Montoya took out a heavy load of groceries and merchandise this morning to San Pedro from Cartwrights’. [SFNM] 

1898November22; [NM delegates to the Farmers National Convention, Dec.6 Dallas TX] Santa Fe – Grant Rivenburg, Arthur Boyle, W.S. Harroun, M.D., 
S.H. Day, Samuel Eldodt, Enos Andrews, Henry Woodruff, H.B. Cartwright, S.S. Beatty, Alfredo Hinojos, Jacob Weltmer, J.H. Gerdes, Geo H. Hickox, 

George Marsh, Chas A. Spiess, L. Bradford Prince. [SFNM] 

1899March24; Mineral Surveys Ordered. …Short Order group, survey No.1942, a, b and c, comprising Short Order, Iowa No.2 and the Fraction, in the 
Cochiti district Bernalillo county… [SFNM]   

1899April27; H.B. Cartwright made a business trip to Cerrillos yesterday. [SFNM] 

1899June21; H.B. Cartwright received word from Bland today that the Lone Star mine and mill had been sold to O.P. Posey of Los Angeles, Cal., the 
former owner of the... [SFNM] 

1899June24; The following returns were raised, to wit: H.B. Cartwright & Bro., on merchandise, from $3,500 to $8,000... [SFNM] 

1899July3; The Cochiti Mines. A.W. Tennant and H.B. Cartwright, of Santa Fe, who secured an option on the Crown Point a couple of months ago... 
[SFNM] 

1899August7; A Cochiti Prospect. Hon. Charles F. Easley made final entry to-day of the Short Order group in the Cochiti district for H.B. Cartwright. The 

group covers 1,383 acres. Some development work has been done and the property is considered a good prospect. [SFNM] 

1899August8; The Golden Wealth of Cochiti. The Crown Point… is at present being worked on a small scale by the owners, Messrs. Lockhart, May, 

Johnson and Bruce, who are taking out good shipping ore from the upper workings; is understood to have been bonded for a round sum by Messrs. A.W. 

Tennant and H.B. Cartwright, of Santa Fe. [SFNM] 
1899August11; H.B. Cartwright, the San Francisco street merchant, is spending a few days at Bland. [SFNM] 

1899August15; Messrs. Tennant and H.B. Cartwright will put a force of men on the Crown Point in the Cochiti by September 1. [SFNM] 

1899August28; H.B. Cartwright, the plaza merchant, went this morning to Bland on a business trip. [SFNM] 
1899August30; A big mining deal has been consummated which will mean very much for the future of Bland and this city incidentally. H.B. Cartwright, the 

well-known plaza merchant, to-day sold his option on the Crown Point group of mines at Bland for $50,000 to ex-Senator Warner Miller and William E. 

Spier, both capitalists of New York. The sale of the option was made through A.W. Tennant, of this city, who is in New York at present on mining 
business. To-day Mr. Cartwright received the first payment of $10,000 on the deal. The owners of the Crown Point group are Benjamin Johnson, J.D. 

May, B.F. Bruce and H. Lockhart. [SFNM] 



1899September2; Another deal which Mr. Tennant negotiated on his trip east, from which he has returned, was the sale of H.B. Cartwright’s option on the 

Crown Point mines at Bland for $50,000. But the business does not end with that. The purchasers, ex-Senator Warner Miller and W.E. Speir, two well-
known millionaires of New York City, have authorized Mr. Tennant to place a fifty or 100 ton mill at the Crown Point mines, and he is now negotiating 

with a Chicago firm to build the mill, which will probably be completed in the fall. ¶ Mr. Tennant said the Crown Point deal was the quickest he ever 

made. He met Mr. Speir in Chicago, told him of the Crown Point property, spoke with him an hour or so, and Mr. Speir at once took the next train for 
New York to tell ex-Senator Miller of the chance. Mr. Tennant followed the next day, the papers were signed, and the deal was closed that will 

quadruple the value of mining property at Bland within the next few months. ¶ Mr. Tennant also interested ex-Senator Miller and Mr. Speir in another 

project that will be of great value to this city if she proves to be alive to opportunities. This contemplated enterprise is nothing less tha the building of a 
1,000 ton concentration mill on the Rio Grande to treat the ore from the Cochiti mines. [SFNM] 

1899September20; S.E. Lankard is exhibiting a number of fine specimens of gold and copper ore which he took out of a claim being worked at present near 

this city. H.B. Cartwright and Mr. Lankard are interested in the property. [SFNM] 
1899October6; Court Notes. Case No.3777, H.B. Cartwright et al. vs. Peter Muniz et al., was dismissed without prejudice at plaintiff’s cost. [SFNM] 

1900January8; Land Transactions. Francisco Abeytia et al. to H.B. Cartwright, three-twentieths of the Golden Chair mining lode claim in San Lazarus 

gulch, new placer mining district; consideration, $50. [SFNM] 

1900January8;[Land Transactions] Francisco Abeytia et al. to H.B. Cartwright, 3/20 of the Golden Chair mining lode claim in San Lazarus gulch, new placer mining district: 
consideration, $50. [SantaFeNewMexican 8Jan1900] 

1900February7; San Pedro, N.M., February 6. – Just south of the Big Copper claims are situated the Lincoln-Lucky-Anaconda claims, once again attracting 

attention because of the free smelting nature of the ore. Ere long these properties may be supplying ore to the Cerrillos smelter and eclipse the palmy 

days of yore, when Webber and McHendry scrapped in the courts while Sam Newhouse and Middleton, of Denver, were getting the cream at the 
Colorado smelters. ¶ It is said that H.M. Cartwright and B. Seligman now own the Lucky, Neill B. Field owns the Lincoln, and James Carruthers and 

others own the Anaconda. If Sam Wright were in the district he’d have those drifts alive with men on the strength of the starting up of the smelter at 

Cerrillos. [SFNM] 
1900February8; [Golden] H.B. Cartwright, of Santa Fe, is the fortunate owner of the Golden Chair lode, adjoining the Gold Standard, which also shows up 

well, and near by is El Providencia, a splendid property owned by District Clerk A.M. Bergere, Eduardo F. Otero, of Santa Fe, and others. [SFNM] 

1900May11; H.B. Cartwright has sent off several samples of ore from various prospects in Santa Fe canon, notably from O.F. Perry’s free gold strike, and is 
anxiously awaiting the assay returns. [SFNM] 

1900May14; More than a score of citizens who are more or less interested in reports touching the discovery of pay quartz near the city went up Santa Fe 
canon yesterday to see for themselves what there is to be seen. Among them were H.B. Cartwright, F.A. Reynolds, A.A. Newbery and his friend, Lane 

C. Gilliam, of Spokane, Wash.: Manuel Delgado, Antonio Valdez. T.B. Ward, W.H.H. Woodward, Leo Hersch, Edward Haynes, G.D. Jordan, of Red 

River, and others. [SFNM] 
1900June15; W.L. Trimble was in town from Albuquerque this morning, and left for Bland during the forenoon, after seeing his big six-mule wagons 

loaded with 15,000 pounds of grain and merchandise at Cartwright Bros.’ store. Mr. Trimble is always a busy man, and juat now he is kep on the jump 

looking after his freighting outfits in the Cochiti country, Cerrillos and San Pedro. He has a considerable force of men and teams hauling twelve car 
loads of smelter machinery to San Pedro for the Santa Fe Gold and Copper Company. He does all the hauling for the Albemarle mill, which is in itself a 

big contract. [SFNM] 

1900July30; H.B. Cartwright is in receipt of a box of fine cigars, Alhambra Imperials, made in Manila and put up in the highest style of the cigar industry. 
They were a gift from Maj. P.F. Staub, surgeon of the 34th United States infantry, a brother of Mrs. S.C. Cartwright, who is now serving with his 

regiment in the Philippines. [SFNM] 

1900August2; Wm Greenfield’s heavy freight wagons were loaded at Cartwright’s this afternoon with several thousand pounds of merchandise for Bland 

retailers. [SFNM] 

1901May16; Joseph Ward, Harry Ward, Ricardo Asmago and Fred Swope, four young men from Santa Fe, have commenced work on the Texas Girl and the 

Nora, in Victor canon, two claims owned by H.B. Cartwright. [SFNM] 
1901May22; H.B. Cartwright & Bro., today sent six wagonloads of merchandise to the Cochiti district. [SFNM] 

1901August2; Probate Clerk Manuel Delgado today recorded the following deeds: H.B. Cartwright, James H. Purdy and Louise J. Purdy to James  

W. Vroom of Denver, 1,500 acres of the De Vargas grant; James W. Vroom to Charles J. Hughes, Jr., of Denver, 1,500 acres of the Sebastian De Vargas 
grant. [SFNM] 

1901December13; Report was brought to Santa Fe this morning that H.B. Cartwright has struck free gold on his claims at the head of Santa Fe canon. 

Miners brought down several nice specimens. [SFNM] 

1902?; [Sena vs. ATC testimony of Pedro Muniz> going on 50 y-o, resides in Santa Fe, PM is brother of Faustin Muniz, deceased. With brother, located and worked the 
Muniz mine in 1890, when they built a house there. Faustin had some goats there and he herded them there before we sold the mine. After working it about a year they 
sold it to Mr. Storey. Old Castillian mine> Mr. Cartwright & Parmalee worked it before Storey worked it in 1890&1891. First saw Ojo del Coyote in 1867, again in 1870 
when Mr. White went to survey land. “I bought from an American the right to mine, and in 1896 I came to Mr. White for the purpose of having some surveying… I 
hunted up one of the heirs and I bought an interest in the (Jose Leyba) grant. I bought it from Salvador Leyba. I gave him $175.00 for it.” [McNulty papers (P.McCraw) 
misc.] 

1902January14; …H.B. Cartwright & Brother acquire the wholesale grocery and produce business of A. Staab, one of the oldest and best known mercantile 

establishments in the territory of New Mexico. Frank Bond, of Bond Brothers, of Espanola and Wagon Mound, has bought from Mr. Staab his stock of 

dry goods, leather goods and other staples in that line, while Messrs. Cartwright take the other part of the wholesale business as well as the 
commodious store building… was established in 1859 by Zadoc and Abram Staab. It made its first home opposite the present Exchange Hotel. …the 

business was moved to a building on the site of the present Catron block and from there to the building now occupied by the New Mexican where it 

was conducted for sixteen years. In 1884 the present building on San Francisco street was erected. The same year Zadoc Staab died and his brother, 
Abram Staab bought out the estate and has since then successfully conducted the business himself. [SFNM] 

1902January22; Says the Bland Herald: “Freight teams arrive daily from Santa Fe, bringing freight from the old reliable firm of H.B. Cartwright and 

Brothers for out Bland merchants. This well known firm reaps a good patronage from this section... [SFNM] 
1902February4; Incorporations. H.B. Cartwright and Brother, capital stock $60,000, divided into 600 shares of $100 each, of 250 preferred and 350 

common stock. Incorporators H.B. Cartwright, S.G. Cartwright and Manuel Valdez. Principal place of business, Santa Fe. Purpose of incorporation, to 

carry on the general merchandise business, and incorporators are also named as directors for the first three months. [SFNM] 
1903May7; The following real estate transfer is reported by the probate clerk and ex-officio recorder of this county – Hiram B. Cartwright to Mrs. M. 

Florence Laudenslager, two mining claims in the Cerrillos mining district known as the Hondo lode and No.4: consideration $1. [SFNM] 

1903June19; June 4, 1903 [board of equalization]… The following increases in assessments… Precinct 3. H.B. Cartwright 515.00 [SFNM] 



as of 1903June30; List of mining claims in NM which have been officially surveyed… By Surveyor-General Morgan O. Llewellyn. H.B. Cartwright, Short 

Order group (3 mines), Cochiti MD, 7.39ac. [Report of the Governor of New Mexico to the Secretary of the Interior 1903, p.349] 

1904February13; invoice to McNulty from H.B. Cartwright & Bro. wholesale grocers [McNulty papers (P.McCraw) b.10] 
1905; H.B. Cartwright of Santa Fe listed as Noble of Ballut Abyad Temple 
1906; (Notebook). Compliments of H.B. Cartwright & Bro. Wholesale Grocers Santa Fe, New Mexico [McNulty papers (McCraw) b.13] 
1907July1: Mrs. Charles C. Closson and Miss May Closson, wife and daughter of Sheriff Closson, will leave during the coming week for an extended trip in the 

east which will include a visit to the Jamestown Exposition.  H.B. Cartwright, Charles Closson, F.P. Sturges, C.F. McKay, Thomas Conroy and Frank Newhall 
composed a party who left this afternoon on a fishing trip up Santa Fe Canyon. They will remain until tomorrow evening angling for the speckled beauties, 
which abound in the Santa Fe River. A.J. Fischer will join them tomorrow morning.  [SFNM 100yrs] 

1908; Laughlin papers; Hiram B. Cartwright vs. unknown heirs of Edward L. Bartlett, deceased, et al. Rio Arriba County. Re Piedra Lumbre Grant. 1894-

1908 

1909; (Notebook). Compliments of H.B. Cartwright & Bro. Wholesale Grocers Santa Fe, New Mexico [McNulty papers (McCraw) b.16] 
1911; (Notebook). Compliments of H.B. Cartwright & Bro. Wholesale Grocers Santa Fe, New Mexico [McNulty papers (McCraw) b.18] 
1911September3: Eighty-five men are working 10 hours a day on Dam No. 2 of the Arroyo Hondo Project. This was the sight which greeted a whole bus full of Santa Fe officials and businessmen 

yesterday afternoon. It was no less a personage than vice president of the Arroyo Hondo irrigation project, F.A. Bridges, who gave the "Personally conducted tour" to the project using a "coach 
and four" to carry his guests, who were former Gov. M.A. Otero, W.E. Griffin, Nathan Salomon, R.H. Hanna, J.A. Wood, H.B. Cartwright, Mayor Arthur Seligman, John Pflueger, L.B. VickRoy, 
H.S. Kaune and the representative of The Santa Fe New Mexican. The distance of 6 miles was covered in about 50 minutes, the most glorious panorama constantly greeting the gaze of the 
"passengers." [SFNM 100yrs] 

1912; (Notebook). Compliments of H.B. Cartwright & Bro. Wholesale Grocers Santa Fe, New Mexico [McNulty papers (McCraw) b.19] 
1914; (Notebook). Compliments of H.B. Cartwright & Bro. Wholesale Grocers Santa Fe, New Mexico [McNulty papers (McCraw) b.21] 

 
Samuel G. Cartwright    - wife is née Staub; bro is H.B. Cartwright;  of StaFe & Cochiti m.d. 
1894April2; The reliable house of H.B. Cartwright to-day experiences a change in name. Mr. Sam Cartwright, the younger brother, stepping in as a member 

thereof. Good luck attend the firm of Cartwright & Bro. [SFDNM] 

1894April9; Col. R.B. Willison returned from Cochiti Saturday afternoon in company with Mr. Sam Cartwright. They went to the district three weeks ago 
for the purpose of making mining locations. They located a number of claims, also a townsite at Borrego springs, seven miles below Kent. [SFDNM] 

1894May3; Sam Cartwright has struck it rich in Peralta canon, not far from Borrego Springs townsite. Col. Willison had a dispatch from him last night 

calling him to come at once and bring powder and tools. [SFDNM] 
1894May14; Mr. Milo Hill and Rev. C.I. Mills returned from Borrego Springs in the Cochiti gold district last evening. …He brought back some fine looking 

specimens from the Quien Sabe and other properties in which Cartwright Brothers, Col. Willison and others are interested. [SFDNM] 

1894May19; Cartwright and Ward, locators and owners of the Iowa lode near Eagle City, are elated over the way their property improves as development 
work proceeds. [SFDNM] 

1894May19; Cartwright Bros. and S. Wedeles are catching a fair share of trade from the Cochiti district... [SFDNM] 

1894October23; Mr. Sam Cartwright and bride arrived from Iowa last night and are domiciled at Rev.G.G. Smith’s home. [SFDNM] 
1895June27; Mr. Sam Cartwright has converted his ??tly purchased adobe house on the bank of the river into a modern brick with pressed brick front and 

all the accessories that go to make up a comfortable residence. [SFDNM] 
1896August3; Mr. and Mrs. Sam Cartwright and niece, Miss Fulmer, leave to-morrow for Monument rock, where they will occupy the Perry cabin for 

several weeks. [SFDNM] 

1897April13; H.B. Cartwright & Bro. One of the Prosperous and Widely Known Business Houses of Santa Fe. …They are both natives of Iowa. H.B. 
Cartwright came to the territory in 1880, and settling in Santa Fe, opened a book and stationery store, which business he successfully conducted up to 

1881, when he hounded his present business. In 1882 his brother, S.G. Cartwright, joined him in establishing the present firm. [SFDNM] 

1897June11; Mr. and Mrs. S.G. Cartwright are the proud parents of a handsome baby boy. [SFDNM] 
1897July16; Hon. Sam Cartwright, the city treasurer, well liked and a good officer, left this morning over the D.&R.G. for Antonio Joseph’s famous health 

resort at Ojo Caliente. [SFDNM] 

1897July23; South Santa Fe County. Cartwright & Ward recently struck a big body of ore in the claim owned by them on the east and near the Perry group. 
A mill run of ten tons proved very satisfactory and they are now engaged in getting out 50 tons more for a mill run. The ore is free milling ore, nearly the 

same character as the Carley & Aranda ore in the Gold Standard. Mr. Cartwright is the popular and efficient county treasurer of Santa Fe county and the 

miners are gratified at his success, as he deserves it. [SFDNM] 
1897July25; The Strike In The Mariam Cartwright Brothers Have a Good Thing at Golden – Full Success to Them. Messrs. H.B. and S.G. Cartwright of this 

city, have undoubtedly struck a good thing in the Meriam mine, in the Golden mining district. This mine is the north extension of the Oraquay peak and 

the mountain, so far as can be learned, is an immense body of mineralized rock. A tunnel has been driven in 76 feet, but no walls have been found, and 
the sides of the tunnel appear to be the same material as that taken out of the workings. A few days ago a mill run was made on ten tons of the rock taken 

from the works, which gave a return of $16 per ton. …The mine is located about one mile from the Carley & Aranda property, the Gold Standard mine, 

and near the old Pine Tree mine. Four men are employed in the tunnel at present. [SFDNM] 
1897October6; T.B. Ward, who has been operating a rich gold property belonging to Cartwright Brothers of Santa Fe, near Golden, has arrived in Bland to 

work the Gift, a valuable Cochiti property belonging to H.B. Cartwright. It is understood that a big contract will soon be let on that and other properties 

of a group belonging to the gentleman mentioned. [SFDNM] 
1900July30; H.B. Cartwright is in receipt of a box of fine cigars, Alhambra Imperials, made in Manila and put up in the highest style of the cigar industry. 

They were a gift from Maj. P.F. Staub, surgeon of the 34th United States infantry, a brother of Mrs. S.C. Cartwright, who is now serving with his 

regiment in the Philippines. [SFNM] 
1902February4; Incorporations. H.B. Cartwright and Brother, capital stock $60,000, divided into 600 shares of $100 each, of 250 preferred and 350 

common stock. Incorporators H.B. Cartwright, S.G. Cartwright and Manuel Valdez. Principal place of business, Santa Fe. Purpose of incorporation, to 

carry on the general merchandise business, and incorporators are also named as directors for the first three months. [SFNM] 
1903June19; June 4, 1903 [board of equalization]… The following increases in assessments… Precinct 3. S.G. Cartwright 1034.25 [SFNM] 
1909June13: I. Sparks of this city states that last week he and S.G. Cartwright were inspecting mining claims near Nambe and found that ore in that neighborhood 

has no material value and is unworthy of further consideration. [SFNM 100yrs] 

In January 1912, the same month New Mexico became a state, Santa Fe Mayor Arthur Seligman (governor from 1931 through 1934) created the commission “to plan for a 
healthful, convenient, and attractive city, for the preservation of historic streets and properties.” ¶ Harry Dorman, an architect, was appointed chairman of the commission 
of four other men — Bronson Cutting, who would acquire a controlling interest in The New Mexican that July and would continue as its owner, and would serve as a 
Republican U.S. senator from 1927 until his death in a commercial airplane crash in 1935; the mayor’s brother James Seligman; lumberyard owner Sam Cartwright; and 
Democratic politician Marcelino Garcia. ¶ In March 1912, incoming Mayor Celso Lopez expanded the board to include Sylvanus Morley, an archaeologist who lived in 



Santa Fe between excavations of Chichen Itza and other Maya ruins; Edgar Lee Hewett, another early archaeologist who directed both the School of American 
Archaeology (later the School of American Research, and now the School for Advanced Research) and the newly created Museum of New Mexico; former Territorial 
Gov. Miguel Otero; Chamber of Commerce President Alois Renchan; civil engineer E.E. Meier; and Norman King, a draftsman from the U.S. Land Office. [SFNM 
16Sep2012] 

1916; Isaac Hamilton Rapp, architect for Samuel G. Cartwright Hall at the NM Asylum for the Deaf and Dumb, begins Spanish-Pueblo Revival (Santa Fe 

Style) movement 

________________________________________________________________ 

 
Carty see McCarthy 

 
Geronimo Carvajal    - alcalde mayor de Tanos 

early 1660s the owner of the La Cienega encomienda was Francisco de Anaya Almazán, Francisco's wife's name was Juana Lopez which may be the origin of the name 
Juana Lopez for the mesa south of Alamo Creek. After his death in 1662, the encomienda of La Cienega passed to his son, Cristóbal de Anaya who was in prison in 
Mexico City. when Cristóbal de Anaya, who was in prison, inherited the encomienda of La Cienega in 1662 a trustee (escudero) was appointed. The trustee appointed 
for La Cienega was Gerónimo Carvajal's brother-in- law, Cristóbal Marquéz. The trustee got 1/2 of the tax for providing the military service and the other 1/2 went to the 
owner (encomiendero) of the ecomienda. Governor Peñalosa confiscated the tribute from La Cienega and the two other pueblos Anaya inherited, causing a controversy 
over who should get the payment. Gerónimo Carvajal was the alcalde mayor of all the Tano pueblos in the 1660s, which probably included La Cienega. 

Gerónimo de Carvajal, in 1661, lived at Nuestra Señora de los Remedios de los Cerrillos in the jurisdiction of San Marcos Pueblo (A.Chavez, ONMF p.15) 

 
Bernardo Carval    - Cerrillos 

1899July8; At the Bon-Ton: Bernardo Carval, Cerrillos; Antonio Madrill, Juan Jose Romero, Simon Romero, Cerrillos; George Burke, San Pedro; Charles 

King, John Burton Galisteo…. [SFNM] 

 
A. E. Carver    - detective of Denver 
1902February27; Palace: A.E. Carver, Colorado Springs... [SFNM] 

1902February28; Exchange: A.E. Carver, Colorado Springs… [SFNM] 

1909January14; (McNulty to Parker). Mr Carver, the Detective from Denver called here about ten minutes on Monday the 11th inst.+ I directed him to call on the Store 
keeper (Isidore Lazard, the Jew) who was in the mine th@ night with the Indians, but do not know if he gave him all the information th@ he gave me when I came from 
Santa Fe on the 1st inst, + wh@ he swore to in Court. Should he not give sufficient information before the Grand Jury, to have the Indians indited, as he said he would, 
he, himself will have to suffer the consequences. I have on several occasions doubted him, as being implicated with the Indians, but as he was giving me, the names of 
the Indians + the nights they were coming to the mine (as I have told you in my former letters), I had to give him the benefit of the doubt. The Indians did not come to 
the Muñiz Mine for several years until after the Jew + his Partner Located in Cerrillos, + they came here from Domingo, three miles from the Indian Village, + he can 
talk their language well. As I have told you before I told him I would not prosecute him if he would give the Indians names or reconize them so as to have them 
prosecuted. I cannot put all the blame on him, for he has not been long in the Country + the Indians have been giving me trouble ever since I have been here. I think an 
investigation should be made to find out where the Indians have been selling the Stone + have those parties prosecuted also. I told Mr Carver about the Indians 
Attorney, (Mr Abbot) being the Father of the District Attorney, + they practice law together; + th@ I thought it advisable to have another Attorney to assist in the Case, + 
would like to have your advice in the matter. Should the Indians not come any more to the mines, my life is still in danger, by the threats they have made + they may lay 
in ambush + shoot @ me @ any time, still I am not scared but I would not want to get ambushed. [McNulty papers (McCraw) b.16] 

1909February24; (McNulty to A.E. Carver). Mr Charles Siringo called to see me last Friday, + not being @ Home I went to Santa Fe to meet him on the 22nd, + he informed 
me th@ he was instructed by the Pinkerton’s Agency in Denver to assist me in the Indian Case. I have known Mr Siringo for about twelve years + never knew before 
th@ he was on the force; + he not showing his card or letter of introduction from your Agency, would like very much to hear from you if he is the right party sent by your 
Agency? I also had a talk with the District Attorney (Mr Abbot) about the time when I + the witnesses would be needed before the Grand Jury, + he told me th@ he 
could not tell me before leaving Santa Fe, but would write me in a day or so; [McNulty papers (McCraw) b.16] 

1909March1; (McNulty to Parker) Last week Mr Charles Siringo called to see me + told me th@ he was authorized by the Pinkerton’s Agency of Denver to try + assist me in 
the case about the Indians, + the following is a copy I have written the Agency in Denver (Mr A.E. Carver) [McNulty papers (McCraw) b.16] 

 

Jn Carvy / John Carvy   - witness - 
1881December10; Joseph M. Gough of Los Angeles City & Co CA sells for $100 to David J. Miller Buena Vista mining claim, (reloc 12Dec79 by John Day & William B. 

Guthrie), sold b.B p.221, in CMD; witness Jn Carvy, H.E. Cornwell, recorded 26December1881 [Locations & Mining Deeds E#15409 p.745] 

________________________________________________________________ 
 
Cary see Carey 

 
Charles W. Caryl    - of Las Cruces & Denver 
1896November13; The following corporations filed articles with the territorial secretary: The North Mexico Company – Incorporators, W.L. Davis and 

Charles W. Caryl, of New Mexico, Edward M Hussey, Albert K. Owen and John W. Lovell, of New York; objects, acquiring and improving real 

estate, mining and reducing ores; capital stock, $20,000,000; life, fifty years; directors, same as incorporators; principal place of business, Las Cruces, 

with offices in New York and in the Republic of Mexico. [SFDNM] 

1896December12; The following corporations have filed articles with the territorial secretary: The California Gold Mining Company – Incorporators, W.L. 

Davis and C.W. Caryl, of Las Cruces; Roderick Stewart, F.C.L. Sergeant and Alexander Stewart, of Denver; objects, operating mines and reducing ores; 
capital stock, $1,000,000; life, fifty years; directors, same as incorporators; principal office in New Mexico, Las Cruces, with an office in Denver. 

[SFDNM] 

1896December12; The following corporations have filed articles with the territorial secretary: The Gold Extractor Mining & Supply Company – 
Incorporators, W.L. Davis, Charles W. Caryl, Roderick Stewart, F.C. L. Sergeant and Alexander Stewart; objects; operating mines and reducing ores; 

capital stock, $5,000,000; life, fifty years; directors, same as incorporators; principal office in New Mexico, Las Cruces, with an office in Denver. 

[SFDNM] 

________________________________________________________________ 

 * Casad * 



Casad    - of Mandell & Casad;  Organ m.d. 
1900July16; Dona Ana County. Two men are working in the Modoc, at Organ, but thousands of tons of concentrating ore are on the dump. Mundell & 

Casad are drilling down the gulch, about 3,500 feet below the mine, where, if sufficient water is developed the company will erect their mill and connect 
it with their mine by a cable tram. [SFNM] 

1900July31; Dona Ana County. Mandell & Casad have gone through 100 feet of solid rock in their search for water near the Modoc mine, and hope to strike 

a flow when the rock is penetrated. [SFNM] 
 

Pierre Casad    - Silverton 

1898December7; Pierre Casad, a Silverton, Colo., miner, arrived last night over the narrow gauge and stopped at the Palace en route to Bisbee, where he has 
mining properties. – At the Palace: Pierre Casad, Silverton… [SFNM]   

 
V. B. Casad    - of Marion co.KS;  west of Golden 

1882April20; Mining Deed; G.F. Roberts husband, L.J. Roberts wife, of Marion Co KS, sell for $500 to V.B. Casad, W.C. Lockwood, H.B. Wing, Sam T. 

Howe <all of Marion Co KS, N1/2 of the S40ac of Union Jack Placer claim 20ac, ca 1mi S of Welch Old Stamp mill site, about 3mi W Golden, rec 

1May82 [b.F p.147] 

________________________________________________________________ 

 * Casados * Casadis * 
Arsenio Casados  (b.NM 1927>    -  of Madrid 
1940May3_census ED 25-39 Madrid sheet 4A; enumerator Manuel C. Martinez; Telesfor Casados, house #55, renting $15/mo, 42, education 0, b.NM, living in ’35 same 

place, at work 42 hrs in week, Miner coal mine, 26 wks worked in 1939, wages $264; Antonia Casados, 40, wife, education 3, b.NM, living in ’35 same place, 
Houseworker, no wages; Ramonsita Casados, 17, dau, single, education 8, b.NM, living in ’35 same place, Houseworker, no wages; Cayetano Casados, 16, son, single, 
in school, education H-1, b.NM, living in ’35 same place, at school, no wages; Nickolas Casados, 14, son, in school, education 8, b.NM, living in ’35 same place, at 
school, no wages; Arsenio Casados, 13, son, in school, education 6, b.NM, living in ’35 same place; Clarita Casados, 10, dau, in school, education 3, b.NM, living in ’35 
same place; Rosalina Casados, 1, dau, education 0, b.NM. 

 
Cayetano Casados  (b.Cerrillos 1923  d.24Jan2007)    - of StaFe 

1938May; Cayetano Casados left for the Boys Camp at Jemez. [LaTurquesa v.VI n.6, CSimoni per YolandaSandoval] 
1939October; La Turquesa. Editorial Staff. Chief Editor, Alice Ochoa; Assistant editors, Sybil Ryno, Mildred Peri; Sports Editor, Johnnie Trujillo; Exchange Editor, Cayetano 

Casados; Advertising Manager, Molly Aguilar; Assistants, Pat Terrazas, Pula Pena, Bob Tackitt; Make Up, Clar Dimas; Typists, Bennie Montoya, Johnnie Trujillo; 
Business Manager, Zulema Sandoval; Assistant, Eddie Gurule. [LaTurquesa v.VIII n.1, CSimoni per YolandaSandoval] 

1940May3_census ED 25-39 Madrid sheet 4A; enumerator Manuel C. Martinez; Telesfor Casados, house #55, renting $15/mo, 42, education 0, b.NM, living in ’35 same 
place, at work 42 hrs in week, Miner coal mine, 26 wks worked in 1939, wages $264; Antonia Casados, 40, wife, education 3, b.NM, living in ’35 same place, 
Houseworker, no wages; Ramonsita Casados, 17, dau, single, education 8, b.NM, living in ’35 same place, Houseworker, no wages; Cayetano Casados, 16, son, single, 
in school, education H-1, b.NM, living in ’35 same place, at school, no wages; Nickolas Casados, 14, son, in school, education 8, b.NM, living in ’35 same place, at 
school, no wages; Arsenio Casados, 13, son, in school, education 6, b.NM, living in ’35 same place; Clarita Casados, 10, dau, in school, education 3, b.NM, living in ’35 
same place; Rosalina Casados, 1, dau, education 0, b.NM. 

Cayetano Casados, a World War II veteran who came back to Santa Fe and managed a local hardware store and lumberyard for 32 years, died Wednesday at the 
age of 83. Casados suffered from kidney failure and heart disease, and also had Parkinson’s disease.  “He was surrounded by his entire family when he 
passed on,” said Fernando Casados, Cayetano Casados’ son.  Casados was born in Cerrillos in 1923 and worked at the Madrid general store as a clerk 
before joining the Navy in 1942.  One of his friends, Ralph Digneo, recalled their experience in the military.  “We were very, very close,” Digneo said.  “We 
started in boot camp together in San Diego. He saw lots of action close at hand.  He was a gunner’s mate.”  Casados was assigned to the USS Quincy, the 
Navy’s newest and fastest cruiser, and spent D-Day helping bombard German shore batteries and other targets. After Normandy, Casados took part in the 
Allied landing in southern France and later ended up in the Pacific, where he saw action at Okinawa and off the Japanese homeland. He was stationed in 
Japan until the end of 1945.  After the war, Casados returned to Santa Fe and worked for Hovey Concrete Block Co. before joining Empire Builders as a 
salesman. He eventually became the store’s manager.  “He was instrumental in the store’s success,” said Henry Culver, owner of Empire Builders.  “He was 
very charismatic, and a lot of people in Santa Fe and Northern New Mexico knew him.”  When Casados retired, “my son Frank Culver took over,” Henry 
Culver added. “He had been under Caye’s tutorship.”  José Granillo, who worked with Casados at Empire Builders, said his colleague “was an icon here — he 
was the manager, he purchased lumber, he helped customers, he made sure the yard ran right, he knew every part of the business.”  Casados also was a 
member of the Veterans of Foreign Wars, the Santa Fe Elks Lodge and Union Protectiva.  Casados is survived by his wife, Aurora Casados, son Fernando 
Casados, daughter Pauline Lopez and many other relatives.  Burial will be at Santa Fe National Cemetery at 11:30 a.m. 

 

Domitilia B. Casados  (CerCatholicCem, b.3Jun1903  d.15July1947 – same plot with Nestor Acero)  <see Ramon Casados 

 
Lalo Casados    - Cerrillos 

1939May; LA TURQUESA, The eighth grade class will be the largest graduating class in the history of the Cerrillos School: Dulcinea Armijo, Frank Baldizan, Lalo Casados, 
Richard Downing, Nicolas Casados, Agnes Dimas, Angelina Espinosa, Evelyn Griffith, Emil Jackovich, Alex Martinez, Manuel Martinez, Cirilo Narvaiz, Theodore 
Perea, Lily Romero, Frank Sandoval, Robert Schmitt, David Silva, Josephine Zucal. 

 
Manuel Casados    - of StaFe 

1898April19; Two policemen, Manuel Montoya and Manuel Casados, were suspended from the force, their terms having expired. [SFNM] 

1898April20; Two policemen have been dropped from the city pay-rolls. This is commendable and a move in the right direction. [SFNM] 

 
Manuel Casadis    - Cerrillos 
Manuel Casadis, Cerrillos Block22 (Second, S side Waldo, Third) Lot 3, owner of record [Cerrillos plat 1960s] 
 
Nicolas Casados    - wife is Manuelita Roybal;  Cerrillos 

1923January20; marriage @ Iglesia de Nuestra Señora de Guadalupe de Peña Blanca; Ramón Casados, 30 y-o, widow of the deceased Manuelita Roybal and son of 
Nicolás Casados deceased and of the deceased Manuelita Roybal, with Domitilia Baldonado, single, 20 y-o, dau of Cenobio Baldonado and of Emilia Montoya, 
deceased, from Los Cerrillos. Padrinos, Lalo B. Espinosa and Luisa Espinosa. [Microfilm LDS 016-865 p.367] 

 
Nicolas Casados  (b.NM 23Oct1925)    -  of Madrid 



1939May; LA TURQUESA, The eighth grade class will be the largest graduating class in the history of the Cerrillos School: Dulcinea Armijo, Frank Baldizan, Lalo Casados, 
Richard Downing, Nicolas Casados, Agnes Dimas, Angelina Espinosa, Evelyn Griffith, Emil Jackovich, Alex Martinez, Manuel Martinez, Cirilo Narvaiz, Theodore 
Perea, Lily Romero, Frank Sandoval, Robert Schmitt, David Silva, Josephine Zucal. 

1939October; Birthdays This Month. Dorothy Williams, Oct. 2-Junior. Frank Sandoval, Oct. 4-Freshman. Robert Schmitt, Oct. 5-Freshman. Georgia Ryno, Oct. 7-Freshman. 
Bennie Montoya, Oct. 29-Senior. Nick Casados, Oct. 23-Sophomore. Nick Kavanough, Oct. 25-Sophomore. [LaTurquesa v.VIII n.1, CSimoni per YolandaSandoval] 

1940May3_census ED 25-39 Madrid sheet 4A; enumerator Manuel C. Martinez; Telesfor Casados, house #55, renting $15/mo, 42, education 0, b.NM, living in ’35 same 
place, at work 42 hrs in week, Miner coal mine, 26 wks worked in 1939, wages $264; Antonia Casados, 40, wife, education 3, b.NM, living in ’35 same place, 
Houseworker, no wages; Ramonsita Casados, 17, dau, single, education 8, b.NM, living in ’35 same place, Houseworker, no wages; Cayetano Casados, 16, son, single, 
in school, education H-1, b.NM, living in ’35 same place, at school, no wages; Nickolas Casados, 14, son, in school, education 8, b.NM, living in ’35 same place, at 
school, no wages; Arsenio Casados, 13, son, in school, education 6, b.NM, living in ’35 same place; Clarita Casados, 10, dau, in school, education 3, b.NM, living in ’35 
same place; Rosalina Casados, 1, dau, education 0, b.NM. 

 
Ramon Casados  (b.NM 1892, 1893>    - wife #1 is Manuelita Roybal; wife #2 is Domitilia Baldonado Casados (b.NM 3Jun1903  d.15Jul1947);  of Cerrillos, Madrid 
3 Casados bros of Cerrillos; Telesfor (moved to StaFe), Tony, Ramon 
1923January20; marriage @ Iglesia de Nuestra Señora de Guadalupe de Peña Blanca; Ramón Casados, 30 y-o, widow of the deceased Manuelita Roybal and son of 

Nicolás Casados deceased and of the deceased Manuelita Roybal, with Domitilia Baldonado, single, 20 y-o, dau of Cenobio Baldonado and of Emilia Montoya, 
deceased, from Los Cerrillos. Padrinos, Lalo B. Espinosa and Luisa Espinosa. [Microfilm LDS 016-865 p.367] 

1933December; [Madrid] Mine No.8; 571 Aragon, Florencio [miner]; 572 Gallegos, Max; 573 Romerez, Ignacio; 574 Montoya, Avaristo; 581 Pargola, Joe; 582 Montoya, Max; 

583 Padilla, Ignacio B.; 584 Calderon, Felipe; 585 Eramo, Tony De; 586 Garica, Fidel G.; 587 Montoya, Ed R.; 588 Serna, Juan; 589 Armijo, Pormilio; 590 Nieto, Desiderio; 

591 Simoni, Louis; 592 Hernandez, Adolfo; 594 Benson, Lee; 595 Mendez, Lorenco; 596 Dimas, Joe R.; 597 Nieto, Ben [3.87 Roperider]; 598 Montoya, Felix [miner]; 601 

Rael, Juan; 603 Gomez, Ben; 604 Raymond, Frank; 605 Raymond Geo; 609 Silva, Max; 611 Dominic, Chas; 613 Raymond, Ed; 615 Urias, Severiano; 616 Johnson, Chas; 

620 Corriz Fernando; 622 Corriz, Luis; 623 Montoya, Moises; 635 Sanchez, Joe A.; 636 Sanchez, Ramon; 641 Gonzlaes, Cleto; 642 Montoya, H.C.; 643 Bencomo, Jose; 644 

Mares, Pedro [3.00 Hoistman]; 645 Casados, Telesfor [Miner]; 646 Casados, Ramon; 647 Tappero, Tony; 648 Felix, Filadelfio; 649 Samaripa, Andres; 650 Montoya, Joe H.; 

651 Perri, Vito; 652 Palacios, Migutel; 653 Dimas, Albino; 655 Woodliffe, Ben; 658 Montoya, Alfonso; 659 Leyba, Arsenio [per LPadilla] 

1940April5_census ED 25-24 Cerrillos sheet 4A; enumerator Manuel C. Martinez; Ramon Casados, owns house, value of house $100, 48, education _, b.NM, living in ’35 
Samehouse, Emergency work, 0 hrs worked in week, 52 wks unemployment to 30Mar40, Stonemason W.P.A. ground project, Government work, 52 wks worked in 
1939, wages $528; Domitilia B. Casados, 36, wife, education 3, b.NM, living in ’35 Samehouse, Houseworker; Eduardo Casados, 17, son, in school, education 8, b.NM, 
living in ’35 Samehouse, at school; Bennie A. Casados, 14, son, in school, education 5, b.NM, living in ’35 Samehouse, at school; Manuel Casados, 12, son, in school, 
education 5, b.NM, living in ’35 Samehouse, Fa b.NM Mo b.NM, language at home Spanish; Albertino Casados, 10, son, in school, education 1, b.NM, living in ’35 
Samehouse; Ernesto Casados, 7, son, in school, education 1, b.NM, living in ’35 Samehouse; Biolanda Casados, 2, dau, education _, b.NM. 

Ramon Casados, Cerrillos Block27 (Second, N side River, Third) Lot 10, owner of record [Cerrillos plat 1960s] 
Roman Casades, Cerrillos Block24 (S side Waldo, E of First) Lot 10, owner of record [Cerrillos plat 1960s] 
 
Telesfor Casados  (b.NM 1898>    - wife is Antonia Casados (b.NM 1900>;  of Madrid 

3 Casados bros of Cerrillos; Telesfor (moved to StaFe), Tony, Ramon 
1933December; [Madrid] Mine No.8; 571 Aragon, Florencio [miner]; 572 Gallegos, Max; 573 Romerez, Ignacio; 574 Montoya, Avaristo; 581 Pargola, Joe; 582 Montoya, Max; 

583 Padilla, Ignacio B.; 584 Calderon, Felipe; 585 Eramo, Tony De; 586 Garica, Fidel G.; 587 Montoya, Ed R.; 588 Serna, Juan; 589 Armijo, Pormilio; 590 Nieto, Desiderio; 

591 Simoni, Louis; 592 Hernandez, Adolfo; 594 Benson, Lee; 595 Mendez, Lorenco; 596 Dimas, Joe R.; 597 Nieto, Ben [3.87 Roperider]; 598 Montoya, Felix [miner]; 601 

Rael, Juan; 603 Gomez, Ben; 604 Raymond, Frank; 605 Raymond Geo; 609 Silva, Max; 611 Dominic, Chas; 613 Raymond, Ed; 615 Urias, Severiano; 616 Johnson, Chas; 

620 Corriz Fernando; 622 Corriz, Luis; 623 Montoya, Moises; 635 Sanchez, Joe A.; 636 Sanchez, Ramon; 641 Gonzlaes, Cleto; 642 Montoya, H.C.; 643 Bencomo, Jose; 644 

Mares, Pedro [3.00 Hoistman]; 645 Casados, Telesfor [Miner]; 646 Casados, Ramon; 647 Tappero, Tony; 648 Felix, Filadelfio; 649 Samaripa, Andres; 650 Montoya, Joe H.; 

651 Perri, Vito; 652 Palacios, Migutel; 653 Dimas, Albino; 655 Woodliffe, Ben; 658 Montoya, Alfonso; 659 Leyba, Arsenio [per LPadilla] 

1940May3_census ED 25-39 Madrid sheet 4A; enumerator Manuel C. Martinez; Telesfor Casados, house #55, renting $15/mo, 42, education 0, b.NM, living in ’35 same 
place, at work 42 hrs in week, Miner coal mine, 26 wks worked in 1939, wages $264; Antonia Casados, 40, wife, education 3, b.NM, living in ’35 same place, 
Houseworker, no wages; Ramonsita Casados, 17, dau, single, education 8, b.NM, living in ’35 same place, Houseworker, no wages; Cayetano Casados, 16, son, single, 
in school, education H-1, b.NM, living in ’35 same place, at school, no wages; Nickolas Casados, 14, son, in school, education 8, b.NM, living in ’35 same place, at 
school, no wages; Arsenio Casados, 13, son, in school, education 6, b.NM, living in ’35 same place; Clarita Casados, 10, dau, in school, education 3, b.NM, living in ’35 
same place; Rosalina Casados, 1, dau, education 0, b.NM. 

1945; Accounts Payable, Vouchers, Telesfor Casados [A&CCC Records, Zimmerman Lib] 

 
Tony Casados    - of Cerrillos 

3 Casados bros of Cerrillos; Telesfor (moved to StaFe), Tony, Ramon 
1932December9; Tony Casados held job as night watchman and was sitting outside at First & Main when Joe Zucal jumped out window to escape failed 

robbery by Trujillo from Pojoaque and Campos from StaRosa, instigated by Rosendo Ortiz; Tony fires several shots without looking; robbers escape; 

Joe is shot in leg (broken) and stabbed in back, taken by train to ABQ for medical, survives [pers.com. L.Zucal 2005] 

________________________________________________________________ 
 

? ? Ca?e    - Cerrillos 

1894June13; At the Palace; ? Butcher, Rock Corral; W.D. Burns, G.W. Erwin, Eagle City; John Hogan, S.M. Payne, J.M. Kennedy, ? city; James Roberts, 

Golden; G?A. Ca?e, John Smith, J. Paul, A. Gale, Cerrillos; J. Burns, Glorietta; G. Carrow, Creede, Colo.; A. Chavez, Galisteo. [SFDNM] 

 

Albino Casares   - witness - 
1866March18; Jose Serafin Ramirez, Miguel E. Pino, Jose Martines, Agustin Ramirez, San José una veta virgin cobre la Sierra del Tuerto; witness Martin 

Espinosa, Albina Casares [b.A p.79]  

1866April29; Jose Serafin Rz, Jose Secundo Perea, Jose Manuel Gallegos, Felipe Delgado, Miguel E. Pino, Ojo Sarco una veta mineral; witness Albino 
Casares, Seario Montes Vigil, San Franco [b.A p.100] 

 

CASCADE MINING COMPANY    - StaFe 
1907November6: Dr. Charles A. Wheelon has gone to the Pecos mining district where the Cascade Mining Co., of which he is a member, has several mining 

claims, which it is working. [SFNM 100yrs] 

as of 1965; Cascade Mining Co., StaFe, Org.1907. Pecos National Forest Reserve. Copper Handbook V.VIII. [Directory of Mines in New Mexico, Lucien A. File] 



________________________________________________________________ 

 * Case * 

Case    - of Case & Upton;  of White Signal m.d. 
1895September9; [Georgetown] Case and Upton are working the Comfort, at White Signal, with good results. [SFDNM] 

 

Case bros.    - Sierra co. 
1897July1; Sierra County. The Case brothers have a lease on the Fannie mine at Monument creek, owned by Phil Harsch, of Pueblo... [SFDNM] 

 

A. H. Case    - San Pedro 

1899April10 filed; Certificate of Incorporation of Santa Fe Gold And Copper Mining Company. …principal office in the State of New Jersey is No.243 Washington 
Street, Jersey City NJ. The agent upon whom process may be served is Charles N. King. Objects: …to purchase, take on lease, or otherwide acquire mines 
and lands in the State of New Jersey and elsewhere; to purchase, lease or acquire by license, concession grant or otherwise, any lands, mines, mineral 
rights, buildings, easements, etc… Capital Stock: Authorized Capital Stock is $2,500,000 divided into 250,000 shares of the par value of $10 each. 
Incorporators: Edgar Buffum, Charles W. Welch, Louis Adler, Eugene Treadwell, B.F. de Frece, all of 243 Washington Street, Jersey City NJ. 2May1899 
Designates the Town of San Pedro, Santa Fe County, New Mexico, and J.T. McLaughlin as the agent upon whom process against said Company may be 
served. 29Sep1903 Certifies that F.C. Buell, of the Town of San Pedro, New Mexico, is the agent upon whom process against said company may be served. 
Beginning 11Jul1910, A.H. Case is appointed the duly authorized Agent of said Company in the Town of San Pedro. Beginning 3Apr1915, James 
Carruthers is appointed the duly authorized Agent of said Company in the Town of San Pedro. Filed 16Sep1919 Judge E.R. Wright of Santa Fe, New Mexico, 
is appointed the duly authorized agent upon whom process against said Company may be served. Filed 16Sep1919 in the office of the State Corporation 
Commission… Reduces Capital Stock from $2,500,000 to $25,000 to sonsist of 250,000 shares of $0.10 each. [Sup.Abstract No.2153 7Aug1937, per 
BHenderson] 

 

Dr. J. M. Case    - New Placers & StaFe  <compare Dr. R.H. Chase 
1880December18(disc&loc); Joseph Bardins, William A. Maxwell, Rober Goblin, C.W. Hoper, William Maden, J.W. Case, Leon Caron, 80ac of Placer 

mining ground, from NE corner Belcher claim… NPMD, rec 23Dec80 [b.D p.192] 
1880December18(disc&loc); Joseph Voardine, William A. Maxwell, Richard Goblin, Ed Thompson, George T. Thompson, R. Tipton, John King, Edwood 

Maden, J.W. Case, Henry Yates, C.W. Copper, 160ac of placer mining ground, from NE corner Kate Fisher claim… NPMD, rec 23Dec80 [b.D p.193] 

1880December20(disc&loc); C.W. Harper, P/R. Giflin, M.W. Maxwell, R. Teplory, E.D. Thompson, Dean Donehitt; [on side> Dr. Case, Judge Purdin 
Palais Royal Placer mine 160ac 20ac each, 1/2mi E PO at Golden, SButtsMD, rec 7Jan81 [b.D p.229] 

1880December23; Dr. Case. of Leadville, whose arrival in Santa Fe was announced some time ago has returned from a trip to the New Placers, where he 

spent nearly a week in examining the mines and minerals of the district. Dr. Case is an old miner having had much experience in California and in 
Leadville. He has seen all or almost all the placer mines of any consequence in California and is familiar with all the big mines in that state and in 

Colorado. …Dr. Case was so well pleased with what he saw that he made location for himself and his partner and will remain here to look after his 

interests and work his mines. [SFDNM] 
1881January12; J.W. Case, of Leadville, a son of Dr. Case of Santa Fe arrived here yesterday. He will remain in the city for some time and will possibly 

locate here. [SFDNM] 

1881January12; Judge Joseph Bardine, of Leadville, arrived here yesterday with his family. Judge Bardine is connected with Dr. Case in the mining 
business. They both have claims out at the New Placers, and have determined to conduct operations in New Mexico on a large scale. [SFDNM] 

1881January18(disc&loc); O.H. Neiding, W.N. Locker, R.W. Webb, R. Giblin, W.A. Maxwell, Dr. J.M. Case, Judge Bardine, John King, locators 

Minnchaha Placer Claim, 160ac NWly dir from Lexington Lode, 1320’ etc, SBMD, rec 25Jan81 [b.E p.124] 
1881January18(disc&loc); E.D. Thompson, Wm Maden, Dr. J.M. Case, W.A. Maxwell, R. Giblin, R.W. Webb, W.N. Loker, C.W. Harper, locators Case 

Placer Claim, 160ac N of and adjoining Bardine PC, 1320’ etc, SBMD, rec 25Jan81 [b.E p.126] 

1881January18(disc&loc); E.D. Thompson, Wm Maden, Dr. J.M. Case, W.A. Maxwell, R. Giblin, C.W. Harper, R.W. Webb, W.N. Loker, locators Locker 
Placer Claim 160ac, N and adjoining Barnes PC, 1320’ etc, SBMD, rec 25Jan81 [b.E p.129] 

1881January18(disc&loc); J.M. Case, R. Giblin, R.H. Tipton, E.D. Thompson, C.W. Harper, W.A. Maxwell, Geo F. Thompson, Joseph Bardine, locators 

Minnie Placer Claim 160ac, N and adjoining Loker PC, 1320’ etc, SBMD, rec 3Feb81 [b.E p.147] 
1881January19(disc&loc); O.H. Neiding, E.D. Thompson, R.W. Webb, W.A. Maxwell, Dr. J.M. Case, C.W. Harper, John King, Jack Bishop, locators 

Hard-up Placer Claim, 160ac N of and adjoining Arroyo PC, 1320’ etc, SBMD, rec 25Jan81 [b.E p.125] 
1881January19(disc&loc); John Bishop, Fred Baxter, W.F. Fendall, M. Kelihan, Geo F. Thompson, Dr. J.M. Case, C.W. Harper, W.S. Handy, locators 

Lone Tree Placer Claim, 160ac N of and adjoining Henry Clay PC, 1320’ etc, SBMD, rec 25Jan81 [b.E p.129] 

1881January19; …The name of the company was decided upon, “The Mammouth Consolidated Mining, Milling and Smelting Company” being the title by 
which the organization is to be known. The capital stock was fixed at $10,000,000, in 500,000 shares valued at $20 each. The following Board of 

Directors was elected: Wm N. Loker, Jos Bardine, Wm A. Maxwell, J.M. Case, A.H. Feidig, Juan Delgado, S.M. Barnes, W.F.M. Arny, R.W. Webb, 

E.S. Murray. …Articles of incorporation will be filed in a day or two. [SFDNM] 
1881January24(disc&loc); C.W. Harper, J.M. Case, J. Bardine, R. Giblin, E.D. Thompson, Henry Yates, A.H. Neidig, W.N. Loker, locators Ruby Placer 

Claim 160ac, N of & adjoining Shakespere Placer Claim, SBMD, rec 3Feb81 [b.D p.292] 

1881January24(disc&loc); C.W. Harper, J.M. Case, J. Bardine, Wm Maden, Wm N. Loker, A.H. Neidig, E.D. Thompson, W.A. Maxwell, locators Bishop 

Placer claim 160ac, N from Lexington, Nely from Delgado Lode mines, loc notice ca 1mi from Delgado Shaft, E of & adjoining Minnehaha Placer 

claim, SBMD, rec 3Feb81 [b.D p.292] 

1881January25(disc&loc); Henry Yates, J.M. Case, Wm Maden, J. Bardine, C.W. Harper, E.D. Thompson, locators Tin Cup Placer Claim 120ac, 
1980’N24E of the Wisconsin Placer location Claim, 1320’S66ºE, 660’N66ºW etc, SBMD, rec 3Feb81 [b.E p.145] 

1881January27(disc&loc); J.H. Scott, John King, J.M. Case, E.D. Thompon, W.A. Maxwell, James Jamison, R.W. Webb, J. Bardine, locators Flint Rock 

Placer Claim 160ac, N of Jack Rabbit, W. of Yankee George Placer, SBMD, rec 3Feb81 [b.D p.286] 
1881January27(disc&loc); S.M. Barnes, A.H. Neidig, W.N. Loher, John King, R. Giblin, W.A. Maxwell, J.M. Case, Wm Maden, locators Pacific Slope 

Placer Claim 160ac, N of & adjoining Rope Walk Placer claim, SBMD, rec 3Feb81 [b.D p.288] 

1881January27(loc); W.A. Maxwell, John King, James Jaimison, E.D. Thompson, R. Giblin, J.M. Case, Wm Maden, S.M. Barnes, locators Yanke George 
Placer Claim 160ac, N and adjoining Mormon Chief PC, 1320’ etc, SBMD, rec 3Feb81 [b.E p.148] 

1881January28(loc); Wm Maden, A.H. Neidig, John King, E.D. Thompson, W.A. Maxwell, J.M. Case, locators Sharp Notice Placer claim 120ac, N of 7-

30 W of Single One Placer claims & adjoining, SBMD, rec 3Feb81 [b.D p.287] 



1881January28(disc&loc); R.H. Tipton, W. Maden, W.N. Loker, Henry Yates, W.A. Maxwell, S.M. Barnes, J.M. Case, John King, locators fast One 

Placer Claim 160ac, N and adjoining Chickison PC, 1320’ etc, SBMD, rec 3Feb81 [b.E p.148] 
1881February5; The wife and family of Dr. J.M. Case arrived in Santa Fe from Leadville yesterday and will hereafter make their residence in Santa Fe. 

[SFDNM] 

1881February6; Dr. J.M. Case, Who has been in California, Nevada and Colorado for the past thirty years will practice his profession in Santa Fe and 
vicinity. Cures ????nds and all diseases peculiar to the west. Office on San Francisco street, over the old jail. Will attend ??? day or night. [ad in 

SFDNM] 

1881February8; The Mammoth Consolidated Mining, Milling and Smelting Company held a meeting yesterday morning at the office of Dr. J.M. Case. The 
resignation of Governor W.F.M. Arny as a director of the company was received and Trinidad Romero, of Las Vegas, was elected in his place. Mr. 

William N. Loker, President of the company, made his report to the directors yesterday afternoon. [SFDNM] 

1881February8; Mrs. Myatte, of Leadville, is in Santa Fe, the guest of Mrs. J.M. Case. [SFDNM] 
1881March18; Dr. Case of the mammoth consolidated company, left Santa Fe last night for Albuquerque on business for the company. He will return on 

Sunday morning. [SFDNM] 

1881April1; The doctor who was held up and beer bottled at Cerrillos station the other day by an incensed husband had his man arrested and brought before a justice of the 
peace at Bonanza City and had him acquitted. The court seemed to think that the beer bottling arrangement was a good thing under the circumstances. [SFDNM] 

1881June16; The Chicago Mining Review announces that Dr. J.M. Case, of Santa Fe, is in that city on mining business. [SFDNM] 
1881July30(disc&loc); C.H. Irvin, H.M. Atkinson, Amado Chavez, E.C. Wade Jr, J.W. Case, Esquipula Ortiz Mica No.2 Lode in Cañoncito de Talco in the 

Cerro de la Coyoto, NE750’ NW600’ etc, Mica MD, rec 2Aug81; attest Wm H. Rushmore, Urbano Chacon [b.E p.464] 

1882September2; Almost everybody in Santa Fe will remember John Case, who lived here with his father and family. Case left here nearly a year ago and 
for some time has been living in Montana. He recently wrote for his wife to come and join him, sending her the money to defray her traveling 

expenses. She left here some days ago, intending to meet him at Rock Island, Montana, but yesterday Dr. Case, father of John Case, received a dispatch 

to the following effect: Rock Island, Montana, August 3, 1882. J.M. Case, John W. Case was drowned here on the twenty-seventh. If his wife is on the 
road have her stopped at San Francisco. The body is not yet found. Will write full particulars. Charles Chailter. [SFDNM] 

1883; About 20 men were working the mica claims of the Nambe district north of Santa Fe. [Mining World, cited in Northrup, 1975] 

- witness - 
1881January21; Memoranda of agreement; Mary Cutler, Catter; with Dr. Edward S. Murray own all properties equally one with the other, rec 24Jan81; 

witness Wm A. Maxwell, J.M. Case [b.D p.254] 
 

J. Wyatt Case  (d.MT 27Jul1882)    - son of Dr. Case;  of Leadville & StaFe & MT 
1881January12; J.W. Case, of Leadville, a son of Dr. Case of Santa Fe arrived here yesterday. He will remain in the city for some time and will possibly 

locate here. [SFDNM] 
1881February4; The family of Mr. J. Wyatte Chase has arrived in Santa Fe and will hereafter make their residence in the city. [SFDNM] 

1881March1; [San Pedro] J. Wyatt Case, Esq., Secretary of the Mammoth company, paid us a visit this week bringing with him the stock books of the 

company, and made the boys happy by issuing to them their stock. [SFDNM] 
1881March26; Yesterday morning Mr. Case and a party of men went up Santa Fe cañon on a tour of inspection. They returned later in the day and asserted 

that they had discovered an old Spanish mine. The party purchased fifty feet of rope and again started up the cañon. They remained away from town 

untill night, and when they returned declared that one of them had gone down the shaft to a depth of 170 feet. The party brought in some specimens of 
free gold ore which they say they found in quantities in the old mine. [SFDNM]   

1882September2; Almost everybody in Santa Fe will remember John Case, who lived here with his father and family. Case left here nearly a year ago and 

for some time has been living in Montana. He recently wrote for his wife to come and join him, sending her the money to defray her traveling 

expenses. She left here some days ago, intending to meet him at Rock Island, Montana, but yesterday Dr. Case, father of John Case, received a dispatch 

to the following effect: Rock Island, Montana, August 3, 1882. J.M. Case, John W. Case was drowned here on the twenty-seventh. If his wife is on the 
road have her stopped at San Francisco. The body is not yet found. Will write full particulars. Charles Chailter. [SFDNM] 

 
Sara Case    - of StaFe 

1881November16; Mrs. Sara Case, who has recently assumed charge of the Grand Central hotel, is meeting with that success which energy and good 

management deserves and usually commands. Her tables are crowded each day with boarders and likewise with good, nicely prepared food, which is 

pronounced A 1 by all her patrons. [SFDNM] 
1882February8; Grand Central Hotel Mrs. S. Case, Proprietress. Santa Fe, New Mexico. Refitted and Refurbished complete throughout. Nice Rooms, and 

Table supplied with the best the market affords. Rates $2 To $3 Per Day. [ad in SFDNM] 

1882July6; Mrs. Case has sold her boarding house to Mr. Whaling, and the business in the future will be conducted in his interest. Mrs. Case acting only as 
his representative. [SFDNM] 

 
Wesley Case    - Oscura mtns 

1881May11; Kaw Valley Mining Company... incorporators are: Wesley Case, Jas G. Barney, Dexter E. Clapp, David W. Finney, Isaac N. Holloway, John 

A. Miller, L.M. Phillips, Luther E. Eggers, Geo L. Kramer, and Fred S. Stumbaugh. …Oscura Mountains about twenty miles from Socorro. – Mr. 
Wesley Case, who has been in Santa Fe for some days, left yesterday for the East, for the purpose of looking after the interests of the Kaw Valley mining 

company, the articles of incorporation of which have just been filed in Santa Fe. [SFDNM]   

________________________________________________________________ 

 * Casey * 
Alice Casey    - Lamy 
1902February28; Misses Helen Baxter, Cordelia Green and Alice Casey came in from Lamy this noon to spend the afternoon in the capital. [SFNM] 

 

C. P. Casey    - of La Belle 

1895October26: The following corporations have filed articles with the territorial secretary: Boston Gold Mining Company – Objects, operating mines and 

mining machinery; capital stock $500,000; life, twenty-five years; directors, W.E. Pedwik and J.B. Andrews, of Denver, and H.C. Van Greist, C.C. 
Cotton and C.P. Casey, of La Belle, N.M.; principal place of business, La Belle. [SFDNM] 

 

D. C. Casey    - Mimbres m.d. 



as of 1903June30; List of mining claims in NM which have been officially surveyed… By Surveyor-General Morgan O. Llewellyn. D.C. Casey and A. 

McGregor, McGregor, Mimbres MD, 10.85ac. [Report of the Governor of New Mexico to the Secretary of the Interior 1903, p.343] 
 

Ivan Casey    - of Madrid, StaFe 
1934December; Mrs. Iven Casey of Madrid made a quilt and she is going to raffle it as soon as she sells one hundred and fifty chances. Mrs Joe Husler is going around town 

selling the chances. [LaTurquesa v.IV n.2, CSimoni per YolandaSandoval]  
1936October; Mr. and Mrs. Casey gave a box party in honor of Mr. and Mrs. John Cunniham of Raton, New Mexico. – Mr. and Mrs. Taylor of Madrid, gave a farewell party 

for Mr. and Mrs. Casey Oct. 1, at the Taylor home. Mr. and Mrs. Casey left for Trindad, Colorado to join their son. [LaTurquesa v.VI n.1, CSimoni per YolandaSandoval] 
1938June1; Mrs. Ivan Casey was pleasantly surprised Saturday evening when members of her pinochle club from Madrid motored to Santa Fe to help celebrate her birthday. 

A beautiful birthday cake decorated with a spray of roses was only part of the delicious dinner menu that the club had prepared and brought to her home to serve that 
evening. After dinner the evening was spent with the game of Pu-ke-no. ¶ Those present were Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Huber, Mr. and Mrs. H.L. Taylor, Mr. and Mrs. Joe 
Collier, Mr. E.W. Bahr and Mrs. and Mrs. Ivan Casey. [SFNM] 

1939September1; Madrid News; Mr. and Mrs. Douglas Collister are the proud parents of a baby boy. They have named the baby Douglas Huber Collister. ¶ Miss Julia 
Vergolio was a Santa Fe visitor Wednesday. ¶ Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Huber, Joe and Mary Frances motored to Denver Wednesday and returned home Thursday 
evening. ¶ Mrs. H.L. Taylor, Mrs. Amy Collier, Mrs. B.B. Kyser, Mrs. J.W. Collier and daughter Margie motored to Santa Fe Wednesday and were luncheon guests of 
Mr. and Mrs. Ivan Casey. In the afternoon the ladies played bridge. ¶ Mrs. Tony Quintana and baby have moved to Espanola to make their home. ¶ Mr. Chad Lemon 
was an Albuquerque visitor Wednesday. ¶ Mr. and Mrs. M.L. Stone and Mr. and Mrs. Travis Coburn motored to Santa Fe Wednesday evening. [SFNM] 

 

James Casey    - Dolores & Cerrillos 
1887August4; (Dolores) Grace and Casey are doing good work on the Grand View mine and are showing up a good body of pay ore. [SFWeeklyNMexican] 
1888June21; Rogers, Casey, Green, Alexander and the Sterling mines are all making steady shipments of coal from Cerrillos. [SantaFeWeeklyNMexican] 
1894August3; Run Amuck at Cerrillos. David Brown, James Casey and Harry O’Neill, in jail for running amuck in Harry Scranton’s saloon at Cerrillos, 

were before Judge Laughlin yesterday afternoon on habeas corpus proceedings. The court held them for appearance before the grand jury, Brown’s bail 
being fixed at $250, and that of the others at $200. Casey also threw a stone that broke the arm of a woman named Candelaria and on this charge he is 

yet to have a hearing. [SFDNM] 

 
Thomas Casey    - Sierra co. 
1900June25: Sierra County. The persistency of the prospector is thoroughly exemplified by Thomas Casey, who has dug a shft 150 feet deep, following a 

pipe of ore. He handles the rock and ore at least six or seven times, and has dug the shaft all alone. [SFNM] 

________________________________________________________________ 

 * Cash * 
CASH ENTRY MINING COMPANY    - CMD 
1872July6; General Land Office #99 for Enos Andrews for Mineral Application #189 known as Cash Entry Mining Claim; 6Jul1872. [RHG documents in possession of SFCo 

OS 2013] 
One of the first mills constructed in the Cerrillos district was at the Cash Entry mine during the mid 1880s. I have looked into this mill because the principals behind the 
operation also became involved with the famous Graphic mine at Magdalena and the smelter of the same name in Socorro. The Cash Entry mill appears to have been a 
gravity separation plant although there was some talk of an amalgamation circuit -- all of which makes no sense to me since the ore was base-metal sulfide and would 
not have been amenable to amalgamation! …   [REveleth Senior Mining Engineer, Jan03] 

1881June10; The Cash Entry mine in Los Cerrillos district is showing ore of great value and in good body. The miners of the country will talk about it although the owner is 
keeping quiet and biding his time. The ore carries native silver in large quantities and the mine may now be worked with great profit. [SFDNM] 

1882June28; The Marshall Bonanza has now reached a depth of 105 feet, not as deep as the Mina del Tiro, and already exceeds it in richness and width of 
the vein. The lode has developed into six feet and four inches of solid mineral, galena, bearing silver. This ore is ready for smelting as it comes from the 

mine, without being subjected to the concentrating process. ¶ The concentrator at Bonanza City is running in full blast and is eminently successful in the 

treatment of rebellious ores. The Ruelina, Great Western, Bottom Dollar and Aztec are pushing into the interior and every foot indicates richer deposits. 
¶ The heretofore mysterious Cash Entry is mysterious no longer. The proprietor some time ago struck mineral assaying over one thousand dollars to the 

ton, and as the mine was bonded, he at once suspended work and refused admission to the shaft, or any information in regard to his treasure. The facts, 

however, came out accidentally and the secret is an open one in camp, but has not been hitherto published. ¶ Lively interest is manifested in this district 
over the coming mining exhibition at Denver and Los Cerrillos will be well represented, not only in its display of silver ore, but in the person of Cyrus 

Wells, who has just been selected as a member of the commission by a vote of the district. – Albuquerque “Review.” [SFDNM] 

1882September6; The Cash Entry mine is furnishing splendid ore to the Cerrillos smelter. The Cash Entry is one of the crack mines of the Cerrillos district. 
– The owner of the Cash Entry mine in Los Cerrillos district is already realizing a handsome return from ore taken out and sold. He has a fortune in the 

Cash Entry, beyond a doubt. [SFDNM] 

1883October30 POL; Daniel Wyant, William Easton swear before C. Wells Justice of the Peace that at least $100 worth of work or improvements were 
performed on Muskegon Lode, and $66 on the Mother in law [three fourths<lined out] two thirds of which is owned by the Niles + Los Cerrillos 

Mining Company, in LCMD, Such expenditure was made by or at the expense of the Niles + Los Cerrillos Mining Company owners of said claim 
(Excepting 1/3 of the Mother in-law owned by the Cash Entry Company). For the year 1883 + 4. Attest J. Dolan, Wm Ward. Filed for record 30Oct83 

and recorded same day S.A. Larock Recorder, {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 7 p.43} 

1884May15; There is some talk of the Cash Entry Company leasing the Cerrillos smelter. [Weekly New Mexican Review p.2 c.5] 
1884-85 Cash Entry Mine listed at Turquese NM in Gazetteer, R.L. Polk & Co + A.C. Danser 

1885April23; Santa Fe Weekly New Mexican Review, p3: …At the Cash Entry mine extensive machinery is being put up for concentrating the immense output of the mine. 
The machinery is by no means an experiment as the inventor, Mr. Koneman, of Chicago, says that a large quantity of the Cash Entry ore was treated at Chicago by the 
same company previous to closing the contract with the Cash Entry mine owners. The works are being erected in a first class manner, and it is expected to be ready to 
start by May 10. 

1885December10; Santa Fe Weekly New Mexican Review, p 3: “MINING INDUSTRY – The Cash Entry People In Full Control of the New Mill – the newly patented 
concentrator, pulverizer, and amalgamator, which Messrs. Koneman & Hatch erected at the Cash Entry mine, Cerrillos, has finally passed over the to exclusive control of 
the Cash Entry Company, the inventors of the new process retiring. The terms are not made public. This machine is the first of its kind ever built; it was, in large 
measure, purely an experiment, and as a matter of course, all the weak points in the apparatus were expected to develop. 

1888December7; The Cash Entry mine is said to have nearly a million and a half. dollars worth of ore in sight. [Los Cerrillos Rustler, v.1 no.20] 



1889May27; The Cash Entry mine shaft is now down 550 feet, with no telling how many miles of drifts it has. For two years work has not ceased on this 

property an hour, and this work demonstrates that deep mining must be the rule in Santa Fe county. There is a mint of silver in sight. [SFDNM] 
1889November5; The Cash Entry company is working sixty men. – As matters now stand a big smelter plant at Cerrillos and a concentrating mill of 

mommoth proportions at the Cash Entry mine are well nigh certainties for the early spring. [SFDNM] 

1889November11; With the coming of the new year Cerrillos will have a new railroad, a big smelter, more extensive coal output, great mine developments, 
the erection of large brick and stone blocks and better dwellings, the organization and operation of systematic water works, the tapping of the natural gas 

belt, the institution of a good bank and building and loan association, and the erection of concentrating works by the Cash Entry company. [SFDNM] 

1890January10; If the Rio Grande river falls next summer some company might run a pipe line down the valley from the Cash Entry mine. They could get plenty of water for 
irrigation and all other purposes. [The Cerrillos Rustler Vol.II No.26] 

1890April10; It is estimated that over $500,000 worth of ore is in sight in the Cash Entry, in the Cerrillos district. This is the property of an English-
American company, who is doing a most thorough piece of work, in development. There are now three shafts a quarter of a mile apart, with the lodes 

cross cut, and heavy machinery and twelve inch pumps are employed to keep the water out. The ore is galena and silver, carrying zinc blende. 

[SFDNM] 
1890April21; At Cerrillos an important meeting of the directors of the Lincoln-Lucky was held. All the owners were present, and the lease of Mr. Huhn 

having expired, it was agreed that the company should assume control of the property on its own responsibility. To this end J.G. Allyn, late manager of 

the Cash Entry during Mr. Huhn’s absence in England, was chosen general manager. [SFDNM] 
1890April25; Five car loads of machinery, pumping and hoisting apparatus were received by the Cerrillos mining company this week and will be placed in 

the Cash Entry some time next month. [SFDNM] 

1890June10; The Cash Entry-Central people have a force of about sixty men employed now. [SFDNM] 
1890June18; The foundation for the Cash Entry-Central company’s new 100-ton concentrator is being laid. Part of the machinery has come to hand and the 

remainder is en route. [SFDNM] 

1890August8; (Cash Entry-Central) Already it begins to look like a town of smoke stacks. A splendid brick structure is now going up which is to serve as 
company offices. The frame work for the immense building that is to house the concentrator plant is being placed by a dozen carpenters, several store 

buildings are about being finished. [SFDNM] 

1890September5; Pay-day today at the Cash Entry [Friday]. – The Cash Entry will soon have its big concentrating plant in operation, and then a long dormant section 
containing ore by the millions of tons, will be brought to the front as a producting section. [The Cerrillos Rustler Vol.III No.8] 

1890September5; It is said one of the finest jewels in the crown of Spain, a magnificent turquoise, was found in the Turquoise mine near Cerrillos. Tiffany, the famous New 
York jeweler, ran the mine for a time a few years ago, but owing to the personal thriftiness of the superintendent and some bad management, it did not pay. Since that 
time the mine has been closed. This mine is a round cone, occupying about 40 to 50 acres of land, while all around this cone are located an entire different formation, 
principally silver, carrying galena. The famous Cash Entry mine, that now has over two millions of dollars of ore in sight, is within a half mile of the Turquoise mine. – 
Eddy Argus. [The Cerrillos Rustler Vol.III No.8]  

1890September12; Henry Jackson who was summoned to this city from the Cash Entry mine at Cerrillos by the illness of his mother, reports her much better. He is authority 
for the statement that the company now have 125 men on their pay roll and are constantly increasing the force. – Albuquerque Democrat. [The Cerrillos Rustler Vol.III 
No.9] 

1890October3; The Cash Entry mine will soon have its concentrating plant in operation. The big twelve inch pump is down in the Central shaft throwing out a river of water 
and nicely drying the mine for work. – Foreman Kenny, Chas. P. Hammond, John Olveny, Larock and others of the Cash Entry boys, are frequent visitors to town. [The 
Cerrillos Rustler Vol.III No.11] 

1890October3; It is hinted that arrangements are being made with the Ft.Scott company to erect another concentrating plant in this district. It is also rumored that the Santa 
Fe Copper Co., are awaiting to witness the work of the Cash Entry plant before taking steps in regard to their own. [The Cerrillos Rustler Vol.III No.11] 

1890October10; It is reported that the Cash Entry company, when properly started, will endeavor to employ men as much as possible with families. – The Cash Entry 
concentrating plant is a huge mass of machinery which has to be seen to be realized. The test run will soon be made. The track or tramway is now being lain from the 
Cash Entry shaft to the concentrator, which is located near the Central. The big pump is working nicely and now a stream of water equal to the regular flow of the 
Galisteo, is running steadily down the canon and thence through the San Marcus orroyo into the river. It is predicted by miners that another large pump will possibly be 
required to rid the mines of the great body of water coming into them as the shafts are lowered and additional veins encountered. The water now removed from the 
Central and Cash Entry shafts is more than equal to the flow of two artesian wells. This information might be of interest to those seeking large water sources for 
irrigation in this portion of the territory. [The Cerrillos Rustler Vol.III No.13] 

1890October10; Mr. and Mrs. W.S. Graham, of the Cash Entry camp, are happy over the birth of a son, born to them on Thursday morning of last week. [The Cerrillos 
Rustler Vol.III No.13] 

1890October17; The Cash Entry company is putting up a large water tank for use at the concentrator. –  E.A. Kenny, late foreman of the Cash Entry improvements, has left 
for Colorado to engage in mining business. [The Cerrillos Rustler Vol.III No.14] 

1890October17; Gov. Prince attended the meeting of the board of regents of the Socorro school of mines, on Tuesday. On his way home he stopped off at Cerrillos mining 
district, where he owns several valuable claims. The Governor expressed the greatest satisfaction at the progress of the district, and especially with the great work the 
Cash Entry company is doing. [The Cerrillos Rustler Vol.III No.14] 

1890November14; The concentrating machinery at the Cash Entry is being tested. The ponderous machinery is in motion and every machine and different piece is being 
examined and tested, so that its perfect working may be depended upon. A test run on ore will probably be made next week, after which the machinery will be set to 
regular business. [The Cerrillos Rustler Vol.III No.18] 

1890November21; The Cash Entry is adding men to its pay roll and will soon be a big mining industry. [The Cerrillos Rustler Vol.III No.19] 
1890November28; The work of speeding and regulating the machinery in the Cash Entry’s big concentrating plant is still going on, and every piece is being carefully adjusted 

to its work. The treatment of ore will likely begin in earnest some time next week. [The Cerrillos Rustler Vol.III No.20] 
1890November28; Richord Gibbons, an old timer at the Cash Entry, but who has been at San Pedro for a year with the Copper Co., has returned to the Cash Entry again. It 

is a good thing to have an old stand-by like the Entry to rely upon. [The Cerrillos Rustler Vol.III No.20] 
1890December31; envelope, postmark Cerrillos Dec ?? 1890 N.Mex; to Miss Ella Allyn, Carbondale Ills. Jackson Co.; from Cash Entry Mining Co., Los Cerrillos, Santa Fe 

Co., New Mexico. [handwritten> Dec.31 [ebay 13Mar2013] 
1891March10; A number of new men have lately been put on by the Cash Entry company, and the new concentrator is said to be working very 

satisfactorily. [SFDNM] 

1891April10; The Cash Entry is now capable of turning out a car load of concentrates a day, worth $3,000. [The Cerrillos Rustler Vol.III No.40] 
1891June12; Governor Prince Is in receipt of some fine samples of ore from the Eureka, Enterprise and Belcher mining claims, just south of Santa Fe and not far from the 

Cash Entry company’s great property. The Belcher, in which the governor is interested in company with New York parties, is soon to be worked steadily, as its owners 
have been greatly encouraged since the strike in the Eurka claim. located near by. The Enterprise claim is being worked by the Cash Entry company. The Eureka 
continues to show up superbly as depth is attained and indicates that Messrs. Miller and Larock have made a find there that will inspire much activity among other 



claim owners. Assays made of this ore by the Sweep smelters, Chicago, give the following results: Lead, 1,097 pounds; silver, forty-three and one-half ounces; gold, a 
trace, in one ton of ore. [The Rustler v.III n.49] 

1891June17; The Cash Entry company has machinery en route from the east to double the capacity of its present concentrator. It is said also that Manager 

Huhn, who controls the Benton mine at Dolores, will soon begin operations there on a large scale. [SFDNM] 
1891June22; All the machinery at the Cash Entry is now running nicely and the ore in the old dumps is rapidly going through the concentrator. Manager 

Huhn is having hoisting machinery put up at a third shaft, which an engine has been placed to operate and which O.W. Alexander has charge of. 

[SFDNM] 
1891August21; The vast water flow in the Cash Entry mines which has so long been a source of great expense, has been almost exhausted, and there is now 

scarcely water enough pouring in to keep the big pump busy. It is thought the surface water has at last been drained off. [SFDNM] 

1891September18; The Cash Entry has transferred its operation from the Cash Entry shaft to the Central, which has given rise to rumors of a partial shut-down, etc. The 
facts are the hoisting and pumping machinery of the plant is at the Central, and theis shaft was intended to be the operating shaft. It will be sunk to the thousand foot 
level and cross-cutted to the other lower levels in the different shafts. [The Rustler v.IV n.11] 

1891September23; The Cash Entry has transferred its operations from the Cash Entry shaft to the Central, which has given rise to rumors of a partial shut-

down, etc. The facts are the hoisting and pumping machinery of the plant is at the Central, and this shaft was intended to be the operating shaft. It will be 
sunk to the thousand foot level and cross-cutted to the other lower levels in the different shafts [SFDNM] 

1891October3; The Cash Entry, or New Mexico Mining Co., is running its concentrator nicely, and has begun in earnest to push the work of sinking the Central shaft to the 
1000 foot level. This plant has so far been for development, and most continue to be a developing plant to a greater extent than a producing one, for some 
considerable time. In this capacity it will prove in a great measure, what there is of value in the Cerrillos mining district. Manager Huhn thinks there should be something 
worth having in those hills, and with others is doing his best to find it. – Cerrillos Rustler. [Santa Fe Weekly Sun] 

1891October16; The New Mexican tells of a new strike in the Central shaft at the Cash Entry camp, of a new body of pay ore running in width from 18 inches to four feet. 
[The Rustler v.IV n.24] 

1892February25; A cablegram from London announces that Capt. Richard Williams, manager of the Cash Entry Central group of mines, has been highly 

successful in the object of his visit and the foreign stockholders of this property have responded promptly with all the capital necessary to develop the 
ore bodies in the lower levels. …The intention is to sink to the depth of 1,000 feet, and run a cross cut to connect the Cash Entry’s with the Central 

shaft. Additional machinery will also be put in at the concentrating plant. [SFDNM] 

1894October16; The Cash Entry company has sold two boilers to the Albuquerque Water company. [SFDNM] 
1895June1; Correspondence New Mexican. Golden, May 31… Commencing about 16 miles south of Santa Fe is a district in the vicinity of the Cash Entry 

mine which covers about 15 square miles. It is noted principally for its silver and lead mines, and I predict that as soon as the silver question is settled, 

and with intelligent development this section will add a score or more  of good mines to the list of paying producers in the west. Here, also, is located the 
famous Turquoise mine, which furnishes the eastern market with some of the rarest specimens of these beautiful stones. ¶ East of Cerrillos, on the 

Galisteo, the Santa Fe Placer Mining company will soon commence operations on an extensive scale to wash the material of that stream, which is rich in 

gold washed down by the floods for ages from the famous “Old Placers” and the Cunningham mesa. ¶ At Dolores Mr. S.H. Elkins, who has a lease from 
the New Mexico Mining company on the Cunningham mine, is putting the stamp mill in repair to test the ores from said mine. He also has a force of 

men at work on the mine prospecting the great ore body. Should these tests be satisfactory the property will be worked for all it is worth and ¶ Stamp 

Mills And Other Reduction Works will be erected at Dolores, or on the Galisteo near Cerrillos. [SFDNM] 
1895July10; [StaFe power co] …all on the ground and the foundation ready for the engine and boiler. These latter have been purchased from the Cash Entry 

Mining company, and they will be brought here from the mine by teams next week. By the 15th of August it is thought the new plant will be in running 

order supplying 612 lights of 18-candle power each. [SFDNM] 
1898May30; The hoisting machinery recently taken from the Cash Entry mine at Cerrillos to Bland is working well, despite the haul through the mountains. 

[SFNM] 

1899October18; The Cash Entry. The Cash Entry relocation at Bonanza, reported a few days ago, was made by Ross Griffith, of Cerrillos. The English 
company which developed this property expended about $500,000 for purchase and improvement, but did no work last year, although 600 feet of work 

was done prior to that. The property under present conditions, will pay for operating. It is claimed that application for a patent on the mine was 

pending, and delay resulted on account of some defect in the survey and therefore the mine was not subject to relocation. At any rate, a stiff legal fight 
will be made for the possession of the mine. [SFNM] 

1899October28; …At Turquesa is the noted Cash Entry group, which is reported to have been recently relocated. This may be possible. It is or has been 

owned by American and English stockholders, who can not agree as to the working, and a fine mill and mining machinery have been hauled away. It 
has been in charge of a receiver appointed by the district court for several years. ¶ From this point to Dolores, on the Ortiz grant, in plain view, is about 

ten miles. The valley of the Galisteo is between, whose sands as they are drifting sluggishly along are mixed in with much placer gold, brought in from 

this Bonanza City and Turquesa country on one side and the Ortiz on the other. – Denver Mining Record. [SFNM] 
1900April3; The hearing of the case of W.E. Dame vs. the Cerrillos Mining company, wherein the plaintiff claims $3,300 for services as custodian of the 

company’s mining property at Cerrillos, occupied the district court all day yesterday, and is in progress before Judge McFie this afternoon. The 

defendant contends that Robert Harvey was originally appointed agent and custodian of the Cash Entry and other mines owned by the company by 
George Alfred Heming, liquidator thereof, and that Mr. Harvey appointed Captain Dame as sub-agent, and that the death of Mr. Heming in 1894 vacated 

both the appointments as agent. It is also set up that, while acting as sub-agent, Dame sold part of the property belonging to the company and never 

accounted to his principal for the proceeds, and also located the claim of the company upon which are located a brick house and barn worth about 
$1,000, calling said re-location the Santiago mining claim. [SFNM] 

1900November23; The Cash Entry; Ross Griffith, a prominent merchant of this city, has a force of men employed on the Cash Entry, located 2 1-2 miles north of town. A 
shipment will be made as soon as sufficient ore is taken out. [Cerrillos Register Vol.1 No.1] 

Another mill appears to have been built around the turn of the century (ca. 1908) but it too was a gravity plant. I have no details about this mill other than it was said to be 
rated at about 8 tons per day and actually did produce since Mr. Swart indicated the operators were trying to sell 100 tons of concentrates (Cash Entry/Swart Papers, 
1908).  [REveleth Senior Mining Engineer, Jan03] 

In 1909 preparations were made to reopen the Cash Entry and Grand Central mines in the Cerrillos district. A concentrating plant was installed and the mine had been 
unwatered down to the 300-foot level. …The Cash Entry is the deepest mine, situated 3 miles north of the town of Cerrillos. A considerable amount of ore has been 
shipped, but the mine has been idle and filled with water since 1904. The shaft is 650 feet deep and is said to have 5,000 feet or workings; water stands at 150 feet 
below the surface. The country rock is the monzonite porphyry described in a previous paragraph, but the vein is said to be followed by a dike of coarse syenite rock, 
also mention in the same place. The strike is N. 70° E., the dip steep to the northwest. The deposit is a well-defined shear-zone vein with several good walls distributed 
within a width of about 15 feet; evidently it is of the type of replacement veins. Down to water level the ore was oxidized with residual masses of galena and much zinc 
carbonate. Sulphide ore was entered at water level. The fresh ore occurs in a gangue of ankerite and quartz and contains galena, yellow zinc blende, and a little 
chalcopyrite. It is only moderately rich in silver, containing about 20 or 30 ounces to the ton. In depth zinc ores are said to prevail. …The Central mine is situated close by 



the Cash Entry, on the west side. It has had considerable production. The shaft is 500 feet deep, and here, too, water stands at 150 feet below the surface. The ore is 
similar to that just described. In 1905 attempts were made to sort and ship oxidized zinc ores from the upper levels. [The Ore Deposits of New Mexico, Lindgren, Graton, 
Gordon 1910, p.166, 167] 

1909February17: Two shifts are now being worked at the Cash Entry Mine at Cerrillos, recently acquired by New England capital and an immense amount of 

development work is being done. The new mill has begun on the ore on the dumps. Many new buildings including cottages for the employees are being put 
up. The ore that is being taken out runs high in zinc. [SFNM 100yrs] 

1909August23; (New Mexican). J.H. Gerdes and E.F. Sidebottom and several others yesterday visited the Cash Entry mine near Cerrillos on which sixty men are at work 
taking out ore and concentrating it. The visitors were astonished at the amount of work done, the many new buildings and new machinery. J.J. McHughes of this city is 
boss carpenter who is superintending the erection of the buildings. [McNulty papers (McCraw) b.16] 

1916 – Cash Entry Mining Co., Cerrillos; per International Mining Manual 1907-1916,  Alexander R. Dunbar editor 
1936April; Cash Entry And Dolores. Work Begins. Some of the people of Cerrillos have been employed in the metal mines north and south of Cerrillos. ¶ Some are working 

in the Ortiz mine, the richest and oldest mine in New Mexico. ¶ The other day it was reported that men that were working there found a rock which carried more than one 
hundred dollars in gold. The owner of the mine is planning to employ about eighteen more men. ¶ In Cash Entry north of here are the oldest Turquoise mines in the 
world. Some men are working there and they are going to employ more the last of the month. ¶ Silver, zinc and lead are found in these mines, all of which are valuable 
metals. ¶ This work will increase business in Cerrillos and perhaps increase the enrollment of C.H.S. next year. [LaTurquesa v.V n.5, CSimoni per YolandaSandoval] 

1937May; Science Hike. The Cerrillos Science Class left at 10:30 A.M. Tuesday, March ninth on a three mile hike to Cash Entry. ¶ After having followed the winding road, 
and visiting the old Mines, some of which were filled with water, we arrived at the Cash Entry a bit tired and dusty. ¶ Mrs. Schmitt gave us a refreshing drink of cold water 
and with a short rest we began our interesting visit of La Mina del Tierro. ¶ As we were taken my Mrs. Schmitt down to where Mr. Schmitt was busy with his pick in the 
mines, we noticed the signs: “Park Ave” and Wall Street” which were neared on old vacant houses. ¶ Mr. Schmitt kindly laid aside his tools and took us about. We were 
taken to some old mines that had been worked by the Indians so many years ago. Our attention was drawn to the little veins of turquoise imbedded in the various 
formations of rock. We noticed the different colors, and were informed as to the quanity of stone. We were also allowed to search thro’ a few dumps for tiny pieces of 
turquoise. ¶ Leaving our names written on the rock walls of an old mine, we returned to the house where we were taken thro’ the museum of stone which were by the 
Indians long ago. Petrified wood, many kinds of rock; Indian weaving, few bone of the skeleton, rattle snake rattles and skins, cankles, and crude lanterns which had 
been found in caved in mines, and many beautiful polished turquoise stones. ¶ Leaving our names again, this time in a book, we began our journey homeward. Evelyn 
Dreyer. [LaTurquesa v.IV n.5, CSimoni per YolandaSandoval] 

The final attempt at milling the Cash Entry/Franklin et. al. ores was made about 1948-49 by Moses Mining Co. of Kingman, AZ. This company DID briefly operate a small 
flotation plant. The plant was rated at 35 tpd and in 1948 about 1,000 tons of lead-silver ore were treated. The mill was apparently modified slighty in 1949 for its capacity 
was increased to 50 tpd but it operated only intermittently during that year (USBM Mineral Yearbook, New Mexico Chapter). It must have ceased operation soon after as 
an inventory made about that time by a visiting engineer for the NM Bureau of Mines listed several flotation cells and reagent feeders. Leasors contuinued to direct-ship 
small lots of base metal ores through about 1953 but there was no milling activity after 1949. [REveleth Senior Mining Engineer, Jan03] 

1959August31; [re Cash Entry] Quitclaim Deed Doc #236,110 filed 31Aug1959; rec. 159Misc p.5B, Santa Fe. [RHG documents in possession of SFCo OS 2013] 
1988January26; [re Cash Entry] Affidavit Doc #641,205 filed 26Jan1988; rec. b.602 p.441-2 Santa Fe. [RHG documents in possession of SFCo OS 2013] 
 
Charles W. Cash 

1883May18; Carleton Post, No.3, department of New Mexico, was mustered in as a post May 18, 1883, with the following charter members: Henry M. 
Atkinson, D.B. Abrahams, Lionel A. Sheldon, E.W. Wynkoop, Francis Downs, Edward Schwartz, W.S. Fletcher, John T. Forsha, Franklin Jordan, G.A. 

Smith, Edward F. Browne, L.A. Campbell, W.G. Ritch, S.H. Lucas, Charles W. Cash, Erastus W. Wood, John Ayres, Martin L. Good, John Townsend. 

Of these, John T. Forsha and W.S. Fletcher are still members. [in 19Jan1900 SFNM] 

 
Hazel Cash see Hazel Cash Ferrill 
 
James G. Cash    - of Socorro 

1889December5; The governor has appointed the following notaries public: James G. Cash, Socorro. [SFDNM] 

________________________________________________________________ 
 
J. Casherton    - Lumberton 

1899Jaunary31; J. Casherton, of Lumberton, came down last night on a business trip and is registered at the Exchange. He will go to Cochiti in a day or 

two. [SFNM] 

 
J. R. Cashier see J.R. Cushier 
 

CASHIER MINING AND MILLING COMPANY    - Keystone m.d. 
as of 1903June30; List of mining claims in NM which have been officially surveyed… By Surveyor-General Morgan O. Llewellyn. Cashier Mining and 

Milling Co., Cashier group, Keystone MD, 40.8367ac. [Report of the Governor of New Mexico to the Secretary of the Interior 1903, p.358] 

 

Andrea Casna & Albina Casna    - of Gallup 

1898May26; Andrea Casna, Albina Casna and Gus Mulholland, residents of the town of Gallup, Bernalillo county, New Mexico, have organized the Block 

Coal company and filed articles of incorporation in Secretary Wallace’s office. The objects of incorporation are to acquire by purchase, donation, lease 

or otherwise, coal lands in the county of Bernalillo or elsewhere in New Mexico; to mine and extract coal therefrom and to sell the same upon the 
market in the territory or elsewhere. Captial stock $1?8??; principal place of business, Gallup, N.M. [SFNM] 

 

D. C. Casny    - Georgetown 

1882January3; D.C. Casny has struck pay ore on the Hendricks mine at Georgetown, N.M. [SFDNM] 

 

Owen Cason see Owen Gleason 
 
K. R. Casper    - Leadville 

1882November17; K.R. Casper, of Leadville, came down from the north yesterday and stopped at Herlow’s hotel. [SFDNM] 

 



Alfred C. Cass    - of CO 
1900April20; The American Fuel Company, of Denver, this afternoon filed articles of incorporation with the territorial secretary reciting the following 

particulars: Incorporators, Julian A. Kebler, Alfred C. Cass and John L. Jerome, of Denver; objects, acquiring and operating lands containing deposits of 
coal, iron, stone, fire clay, plaster or other minerals, or mineral springs; life, fifty years; field of operations, New Mexico, Arizona, Colorado, Texas and 

California; capital, $2,000,000; directors, John C. Osgood, Julian A. Kebler, John L. Jerome, David C. Beamon, Alfred C. Cass, John T. Kebler, James 

B. Gilchrist, Arthur E. Dawson and Harry J. Elliott; principal place of business, Denver; principal place of business in New Mexico, Gallup, Bernalillo 
county. [SFNM] 

 
J. A. Cassard see D. A. Covert 

 
Robilo Cassias    - Madrid 
1922November27; Madrid, NM Coal Mine Gas Explosion - SAFETY LAMPS CAUSED MADRID MINE EXPLOSION THINKS RISDON. FUNERAL HELD TODAY FOR 

SEVEN MEN KILLED AS INSPECTOR BEGINS INVESTIGATION. 14 OTHERS INJURED; ALL WILL RECOVER. An explosion in the Albuquerque & Cerrillos Coal 
company's No. 4 mine at Madrid, which late Saturday<Nov 25] resulted in the death of seven men and the injuring of 14 more, probably was caused by three Wolf safety 
lamps, in the opinion of State Mine Inspector W. W. Ridson, who arrived here today after a preliminary investigation of the disaster. ¶ The dead are: ALEX BROWN, 
foreman, 35 years old; survived by a widow and two children. ROBERTO BARRERAS, 41 years old; survived by a widow and four children. FLORENCIO MARTINI, 48 
years old; survived by a widow and four children. GEORGE ALEXANDER, 28 years old; survived by a widow and two children. GIL GRIEGO, 30 years old; survived by a 
widow and and one child. JACK O'FRYE, 28 years old; single. ANDREW KLASS, 52 years old; a widower. ¶ The injured, who were taken to Albuquerque Hospitals, are 
all expected to recover. They are: GRISWELDO RODRIQUEZ. ROBILO CASSIAS. FLORENCIO PEREA. THOMAS ROYBAL. EZEQUIEL CARRILLO. B. H. SELF. 
SOLOMON BALDONADO. DANIEL GARRELA. JOSE DE LUZ CAMPA. SOLOMON NAVAIZ. A. G. ARMIJO. JUAN PEREA. THOMAS MARES. CHARLES LIESSE. ¶ 
"It was a gas explosion," Mr. Ridson said. "They had discovered gas at different times in the mine, and as a matter of prevention the miners were provided with three 
Wolf safety lamps for use in the chamber where the explosion later occurred. They were instructed that if they saw any gas show up to come immediately out of the 
mine. These lamps, it appears, were hung up on props. They are safety lamps when properly handled, but if hung up and allowed to get very hot they will ignite gas." ¶ 
Mr. Risdon said that the miners were working with a face 300 feet in length and were down probably a depth of 700 to 800 feet from the surface, and about a mile from 
the outside. ¶ "There were no wires in the mine, and no electricity," said Mr. Ridson. "Moreover, no matches were found on the bodies of the miners. The men did their 
work by the light of the Edison safety lamps which each carries and which are furnished with storage batteries. ¶ "There seems to be no other explanation of the 
explosion than that I have offered. The explosion was in only one chamber. Had it been due to spontaneous combustion it would have been a bigger disaster, in my 
opinion. As to the suggestion of dust causing the explosion, I take no stock in that theory. This was an anthracite mine and dust cannot be exploded in such a mine, 
although it is well known that anthracite coal dust can be exploded under certain conditions, say in a laboratory." ¶ Only one part of the No. 1 mine, the anthracite mine, 
was affected a lateral 1,000 feet underground from the opening in the side of the mountain. Only the men working here were injured or killed. ¶ As the injured were 
rushed to the surface by the volunteer rescue crew they were taken to a doctor's, a dentist's offices and a nearby home, which were hurriedly turned into hospitals. 
Women of Madrid worked as nurses with the aid of doctors and other volunteers. First aid was administered here, then the injured were placed in a box car, the only car 
available, and taken down the Madrid spur to Waldo, where it connects with the A. T. & S. F. line. Train No. 1 was flagged and the injured taken to Albuquerque, where 
they were placed in hospitals. ¶ The injured were burned and in some cases their arms or legs broken. ¶ The explosion was the worst at this camp since the White Ash 
mine disaster nearly 20 years ago, when nearly a score of men lost their lives. [SFNM 27Nov1922 per Stu Beitler] 

 

________________________________________________________________ 

 * Cassidy * 
David Cassidy   - witness - 
1880September13; John Billings sells for $100 to McKiney Willis 2 chairs, 1dimerjohn, 1doz thin glass barglasses, 1doz cut glass barglasses, ½ doz bottle Champagne, 1 

paint of brandy, 1 bottle beer, 1doz wine glasses, 2 lamps, 3 Bitters Bottles, 2 Tin Shakers, 1 Base Four Bottles for liquor, 2 cork screws, 1 shunk shale, 24 empty 
ginger Ale bottles, 72 empty beer bottles, 6 box matches, 4 candles, 1 pamel sugar, 1 fucther, 1 wash bull, 1 funnel, 1 barted, 1 water bucket, 18 apples, 12 lemons, 2 
packs paths playing Cards, 100 checks, 4 windows curtains, 1 lot cooking utensils, 1 tin, 1 lot mining tools; presence David Cassidy, recorded 18September1880 
[Locations & Mining Deeds C#15407 p.521] 

 

Henry C. Cassidy   - NP YoungstownOH 

1881November7; John E. Ward of Youngstown, Mahoning Co OH power of attorney to William Ward for all in Santa Fe county; presence William Rowney, H.C. Cassigy, 
certify 7Nov81 H.C. Cassidy Notary Public Youngstown OH, certify for HCC 19Nov81 Henry B. Shields Clerk by James D. Shields Deputy, recorded 2January1882 
[Locations & Mining Deeds F#15410 p.23] 

1884January23; Mining Deed; John E. Ward of Mahoming Co OH sells for $1 to Joseph H. Ward undiv 1/8 int Dutchy Lode, (loc 29Jul80), bounded S by Our George, N by 
Cock of the Walk, E by Bentie, W by Vulture Lode, in LCMD; 300’x800’; presence Jared Huxley, Henry C. Cassidy, certify 23Jan84 Henry C. Cassidy Notary Public 
Mahoning Co OH, certify for HCC 23Jan84 Lloyd Fording Clerk of the Court of Common Pleas Mahoning Co OH, recorded 13March1884 [Locations & Mining Deeds 
F#15410 p.674] 

 
J. E. Cassidy    - Abq 
1901December10; J.T. McLaughlin, treasurer of the Santa Fe Central Railroad company, arrived last evening from Albuquerque. – Palace: J.T. 

McLaughlin, J.E. Cassidy, Albuquerque; J.E. Saint, Albuquerque; W.H. Kennedy, Cerrillos... [SFNM] 

 
Robert Cassidy    - JeromeAZ 

1896September4; At the Exchange: Robt Cassidy, Jerome, A.T... [SFDNM] 

1900September6; At the Bon Ton: Robert Cassidy, Jerome; R.L. Johns, Cerrillos... [SFNM] 

 
T. V. Cassidy    - NY, Copper Hill m.d. 
1900July9; Arthur H. Wise and T.V. Cassidy, New York capitalists, interested in the Copper Hill mines, arrived from Ronconada Saturday night and left 

yesterday for the east. [SFNM] 

________________________________________________________________ 
 

G. A. Cassil    - CMD 

http://www3.gendisasters.com/users/stu-beitler


  location date name of claim 

Cassil & Beebe  4/1/1880  Cassil and Beebe - owned 
BIG CARTHAGE [loc ?-?-80] owned by Stacy et al, Follis, Cassil & Beebe 
1880February17 (loc); S.V. Vernon, D.L. Miller, J.S. Stacy (cumulatively 2/3 int), G.A. Cassil, H.F. Beebe, W.R. Follis, J.A. Bol?en, Charles Hubb (<added) (cumulatively 1/3 

int); Plata Verde lode, ¼ mi SE of the foot of the Grand Central Mtn, ¼ mi N of Hawkeye lode; 750’ S26°N 750’ W26°E, 150’ea side, in LCMD; recorded 10March1880 
[Locations & Mining Deeds B#15406 p.284] 

1880February17 (loc); Loc by S.V. Vernon, J.S. Stacy, Geo H. Pradt, D.L. Miller <all= 2/3int), G.A. Cassil, H.F. Beebe, W.R. Follis, J.A. Bolen, Chas 

Hubb <all= 1/3int) Plata Verde Lode 1500’x300’ linear, 750’S26°W & 750’N26°E 150’ on ea side, ca 1/4mi SE of the foot of the Grand Central Mtn, 
and ca 1/4mi N of the Hawkeye Lode in LCMD. Filed for record 20Mar80, recorded same day N.B. Laughlin Recorder {Cerrillos Mining Records 

Book 2 p.64} 

1880March1 (loc); G.A. Cassil, H.F. Beebe, Charles Hubb, W.R. Follis, Jas A. Bolen; Cassil and Beebe lode, ¼ mi SE of Grand Central Mtn, ¾ mi SW of Turquoise Mtn, N 
extension of Monitor lode, in LCMD; SW 300’ to N boundary monitor lode, NE 1200’, 150’ea side; recorded 25May1880 [Locations & Mining Deeds C#15407 p.195] 

1880March1 (loc); Loc and owned by G.A. Cassil, H.F. Bebee, Charles Hubb, W.R. Follis, Jas A. Bolen Cassil + Beebe Lode; 1500’x300’ running SW 
300’ more or less to the N boundary of the Monitor Lode and NE 1200’ but also 150’ on ea side, ca 1/4mi SE of the Grand Central Mtn and ca 3/4mi 

SW of the Turquoise Mtn and is known as the N Extension of the Monitor Lode in LCMD. Filed for Record 28May80 and Recorded same day N.B. 

Laughlin Recorder, {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 2 p.123} 

1880March2 (loc); D.L. Miller, J.S. Stacy, S.V. Vernon (<together 2/3 interest), G.A. Cassel, H.L. Beebe, Charles Hubb, W.R. Follis, Jas A. Bolen (<together 1/3 interest); 
Big Carthage Lode, ¼ mi SE the foot of Grand Central Mtn, ¼ mi N of Hawkeye lode in LCMD, in CMD; 750’NE & SW, 150’ea side; recorded 25May1880 [Locations & 
Mining Deeds C#15407 p.194] 

1880March2 (loc); Loc and owned by D.L. Miller, J.S. Slacy, S.V. Vernon <all 2/3int and G.A. Cassil, H.F. Bebee, W.R. Follis, Jas A. Bolen <all 1/3int 

Big Carthage Lode; 1500’x300’ 750’SW & 750’NE 150’ on ea side, ca 1/4mi SE of the foot of the Grand Central Mtn and ca 1/4mi N of the 

Hawkeye Lode in LCMD. Filed for Record 28May80 and Recorded same day N.B. Laughlin Recorder, {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 2 p.122} 

1883January n.d. (reloc); D.S. Miller, J.S. Stacy, S.V. Vernon <all 2/3int and G.A. Cassil, H.F. Bube, W.R. Follis, Jas A. Bolen <all 1/3int Big Carthage 

Lode; 1500’ linear and 300’ in width, 750’NE & 750’SW of W, with 150’ on ea side, in Sas Cerrillos Mining District, ca 1/4mi SE of the foot of the 

Grand Central Mtn and ca 1/4mi N of the Hawkeye Lode. Being the same lode originally loc 2Mar80. This further certificate of loc being made… to 

secure abandoned or unoccupied ground and to correct any error in first loc. Filed for record 13Jan83 and duly recorded same day Arthur A. 
Cruttenden Recorder, {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 6 p.94} 

 
Thomas Cassip    - Cerrillos 

1889December5; Thos Cassip, Geo L. Wyllys, Cerrillos; at the Exchange. [SFDNM] 

 
Batista Casta    - Cerrillos 

1914August1; Lodge#19 death of John Sullivan – ref Batista Casta [Book#2 Cerrillos Records] 
1914August29; Lodge#19 ref J.D. Kimberough, Walter Wittermood - Batista Casta rejected [Book#2 Cerrillos Records] 

________________________________________________________________ 

 * Castigan * Castegan * 
J. Castigan    - ButteMT 

1894October9; At the Bon Ton hotel; A. C. de Baca, Cienega; J. Castegan, C. Mercilo, Butte, Mont. [SFDNM] 

 

R. Castigan    - New Placers 

1880October6(disc&loc); R.W. Webb 1/2, R. Castigan 1/2 Western View Lode 300’ N side + S side 1200’W 300’E, ca 1mi SE town of Real of San 

Francisco, Tuerto Mtn New Placer District, rec 29Oct80 [b.C p.628] 

________________________________________________________________ 

 * Castillo * 
Avilo J. Castillo    - wife is Eva A. Castillo;  Golden 
1964February26; Dated. Filed 27Feb1964. Warranty Deed. Victor Montano and Ignacita B. Montano, to Avilo J. Castillo and Eva A. Castillo, his wife. b.Misc.210 p.352. [BHenderson Abstract of Title 

No.6313 30Sep1983 p.468] 
 

Jesus Castillo    - Bernalillo 

1870April8; Jose L. Perea, Francisco Aranda, Francisco Perea, Eulogio Aranda, Mariano S. Otero, Santiago Donavant, Jesus M. Perea, Jesus Castillo, 

Felipe Delgado, Mariano Perea, Justiniano Castillo, Simeon Jaques, Manuel Aranda, Antonio Valdez, 1500’ veta de oro y otros, near San Jose lode en la 

Sierrita de “San Lazaro” (New Placers) 5 claims = [b.A p.217, 219, 221, 223, 225] 
1881June11; Jesus M. Castillo, of Bernalillo, is among the guests at the Grand Central hotel. [SFDNM] 

1882June28; To Charles H. Gildersleeve, as Secretary of the Texas, Santa Fe & Northern railroad company. …The undersigned holders of one half and 

upwards of the subscribed capital stock… A. Staab, T.B. Catron, Arthur Boyle, Charles H. Irvin, F.W. Clancy, Rafael Lopez, Charles M. Conklin, A. 
Seligman, B. Seligman, Felipe B. Delgado, J.G. Schurmann, Reed & Bishop, W.A. McKenzie, W.T. Thornton, P.F. Herlow, Vicente Mares, Nicolas 

Garcia, John Symington, W.M. Berger, Jose L. Perea, J.R. Armijo, Michel Barardinelli, J.B. Lamy, Anto’ Ortiz y Salazar, Romulo Martinez, Willi 

Spiegelberg, L. Spiegelberg, W.E. Broad, Jesus Castillo, Cristobal Armijo, Mariano Perea, B.F. Schuster, Pedro Perea, Nasario Gonzales, Trinidad 
Alarid, John Symington, E.D. Franz, Gaspar Ortiz, Miguel Silva, Felipe Delgado, Mariano Romero, Jose L. Perea, 2nd, Benicio Perea. [SFDNM] 

 

Justiniano Castillo    - of Bernalillo 

1870April8; Jose L. Perea, Francisco Aranda, Francisco Perea, Eulogio Aranda, Mariano S. Otero, Santiago Donavant, Jesus M. Perea, Jesus Castillo, 

Felipe Delgado, Mariano Perea, Justiniano Castillo, Simeon Jaques, Manuel Aranda, Antonio Valdez, 1500’ veta de oro y otros, near San Jose lode en la 

Sierrita de “San Lazaro” (New Placers) 5 claims = [b.A p.217, 219, 221, 223, 225] 
1881April10; Don Justiano Castillo, of Bernalillo, who has been in Santa Fe for a day or two with his wife and sister-in-law left yesterday afternoon for the 

south. [SFDNM] 

1882January8; Justiniano Castillo, of Bernalillo, came up to the city yesterday and stopped at Herlow’s hotel. [SFDNM] 

 



Marcos Castillo    - of StaFe 

1882June25; Amount of Property Owned By the Residents of Santa Fe County. April 14, 1882. Castillo, Marcos _ 8?? 00 [SFDNM]   

1892March25; Republican Delegates. In lower Santa Fe, precinct No.4; Hon. Antonio Ortiz y Salazar presided and W.M. Berger served as secretary. The 
delegates are: Thomas B. Catron, Antonio Ortiz y Salazar, Marcos Castillo, John Dalton, S.S. Beatty, Antonio Alarid, W.B. Sloan, Jose Ma. Garcia, 

Eugenio Yrisarri. [SFDNM] 

1893October10; Policemen Hipolito Vigil and Marcos Castillo had a lively time of it chasing down a Las Vegas thief last night. [SFDNM] 
1895April20; Ambrosio Ortiz and Marcos Castillo, convicted of preventing lawful electors from voting, were sentenced this morning. A fine of $100 and 

costs was assessed against Ortiz, and $150 and costs against Castillo. The men were given a reasonable time in which to pay their fines and released 

from custody. If they do not pay up within thirty days they will again be placed in jail. Ortiz will probably pay his fine to-day, or on Monday. [SFDNM] 
1903; Santa Fe County officials: County Commissioners, Arthur Seligman, A.L. Kendall, N. Quintana; probate judge, Marcos Castillo; probate clerk, Celso 

Lopez; sheriff, H.C. Kinsell; assessor, Marcelino A. Ortiz; treasurer, George W. Knaebel; superintendent of schools, John V. Conway; surveyor, Arthur 
J. Griffin. [Report of the Governor of New Mexico to the Secretary of the Interior 1903, p.192] 

1903June17; J. Claudio Martinez, who has been in the county jail the past two days was released on bond yesterday afternoon. His bond was signed by R.L. 

Baca, Marcus Castillo, Santana Herrera, and Santos Ortiz. Martinez is charged with forgery. The bond was approved by Deputy Sheriff Huber. [SFNM] 
1903June25; J. Jaycope died at his home at San Pedro in the southern part of this county, several days ago. Deceased was a merchant at that place and quite 

an eccentric character. He had been a resident of San Pedro for about 18 years and was over 56 years of age. His estate is valued at about $15,000, and 

he leaves no known heirs. Probate Judge Marcos Castillo today appointed R.L. Baca administrator of the estate of Jaycope. [SFNM] 

1904January18; San Cristobal ranch advertised for sale by Macus Castillo as master of court; Juan Ortiz, Don Anastacio Abelino Chavez and Don Jose Abel Anaya, and 
Marcelino Ortiz (JO’s godson) went to StaFe 18Jan1904 to Catron’s office in interest of preserving recognition of Cadial lands. “Mr. Catron told us at Galisteo that he 
didn’t know if Cadial was inside the Eaton grant” but even if it was “he would see that our lands were going to be protected by anyone purchasing the grant.”. [per 
LLippard draft MS p.103; 2009] 

1907June10; Marcos Castillo of Santa Fe passed through here [Madrid] Saturday on his way to San Pedro where he goes to open a saloon. [SFNM] 

 
Meliton Castillo    - StaFe 
1900September7; The Democrats of the city held a meeting last night at the office of A.B. Renehan and organized a Bryan and Stevenson club. The 

following officers were elected: President, Camilo Padilla; vice-presidents, Juan Delgado, A.B. Renehan; secretary, Earl Sidebottom; assistant secretary, 
Joaquin Martinet; treasurer, Eugenio Sena. A committee of one from each ward to act with the president as a committee on constitution and by-laws was 

named, consisting of Pedro Delgado, Charles F. Easley, John L. Zimmerman, Meliton Castillo. Jose Segura was appointed interpreter. [SFNM] 

 
Mike Castillo    - Golden 
1940; Gold from Ortiz Grant-Record Book For Copper Mine, 1940-1950. (p.7) 1940, Permit No.40 Mike Castillo; July14 2DWT 16Grains $4.00. [BHenderson] 
1942March30; 40 – Permit to Operate Dry Washer Within the Outboundaries of Ortiz Mine Grant. Permit is hereby granted by the Galisteo Company… W.M. Czarski 

(reused; originally Mike Castillo), Golden… a royalty of 10% of the gross gold… [dispose only] through Rosendo Ortiz, in Cerrillos NM, or Ernest Riccon, in Golden NM. 
By Henry R. Hoyt, Its President; Attest: Mary Quintana, Assistant Secretary. Bill Czarski, Permittee. [BHenderson] 

 
S. C. Castillo    - of Socorro & El Paso 

1897January25; A new firm entitled the Socorro Abstract Bureau has been formed in the Gem City. The members are J.E. Smith, resident manager for the 

J.C. Baldridge business; S.C. Castillo, the retiring superintendent of schools, and H.F. Jeffries, of California. [SFDNM] 
1898November16; Socorro County. S.C. Castillo, formerly of Socorro, but now living at the smelter settlement above El Paso, ran on the local Republican 

ticket for district court clerk, and ran well although defeated. [SFNM] 

 
Tom C. Castillo  (b.TX 1913>    - wife is Elizaria Castillo (b.NM 1917>;  of Golden 
1940May10_census ED 25-30 Golden sheet 2A; enumerator Cecil F. Northam; Tom C. Castillo, renting $4/mo, 27, education 8, b.TX, living in ’35 same place, seeking work, 

5 wks unemployment to 30Mar40, Truck driver Individual lines, working on own account, 16 wks worked in 1939, wages $254; Elizaria Castillo, 23, wife, education 6, 
b.NM, living in ’35 same place, Houseworker, unpaid family worker, no wages; Flora Castillo, 7/12, dau, education 0, b.NM; Gilbert Gonzales, 10, bro in law, in school, 
education 4, b.NM, living in ’35 same place. 

________________________________________________________________ 

 * Castle * 
C. E. Castle    - of Bland 
1899October30; Cochiti Cullings. The following are the officers of the new Odd Fellows’ lodge at Bland: Noble grant, W. Williams; vice grand, J. Rider; 

treasurer, P.J. Barber; secretary, T.H. Benson. The following are the charter members: H. Bailey, G.E. Mankera, Joe De Rodera, S.H. Henderson, Jesse 
Sheppard, William Ments, C.E. Castle, E.F. Bohmagyr, D.R. Carter, Robert Hindman, L.S. Medler, H.P. Mabry, J.P. Ferry, Lysander Akers, Fred 

Robichaud, John Morris, A.H. Toll, Ramsey W. Smith, C.J. Hundley, J.A. Rice, Grant W. Wheeler. [SFNM] 

 

J. B. Castle    - New Placers 

1892September19; Robert Clarke, manager for the Lincoln-Lucky company, Peter Townsend, R.S. Greer and J.B. Castle, employes of the Lincoln-Lucky 

company, had a jury trial before Squire Kendall, at Cerrillos, on Saturday afternoon, on the charge of “malicious mischief,” in that they burned sulphur, 

manure, etc., in the Lincoln-Lucky workings for the purpose of smoking out the miners at work on the Anaconda claim. They were fined $1 each and 
costs. Chas A. Spiess represented the complaining witness and C.F. Easley the defendants. …To-day, at Albuquerque, Judge Lee granted a temporary 

injunction in favor of the Lincoln-Lucky company against A.M. Hendry, J.P. O’Brien et al, of the Anaconda mine, restraining them from interfering 
with the workings of the Lincoln-Lucky-Lee Mining company. [SFDNM] 

1895April22; South Santa Fe County. Wilmarth & Castles, who have a contract on the Erie mine, owned by Val Schick, report that the vein is improving 

with depth. [SFDNM] 

 
S. T. Castle    - of AltonIL & Abq 

1897September17; The Alton Mining & Milling Company, with headquarters in Albuquerque, has filed articles with the territorial secretary, reciting the 
following particulars: Incorporators, A.B. McKinney, John Armstrong, S.T. Castle, of Alton, Ill.; H.T. McKinney and S.T. McKinney, of Albuquerque; 



objects, acquiring and operating gold mining properties in Bernalillo and Valencia counties of New Mexico; life, 50 years; capital stock, $200,000; 

directors, same as the incorporators; principal place of business, Albuquerque, N.M. [SFDNM] 
1898May5; The Alton mill in Hell canon recently cleaned up $300 from a three day’s run. [SFNM] 

________________________________________________________________ 

 
Arthur Castro Sr.    – Madrid 
Celestino Dimas (Jerry Dimas' father); Manuel Dimas (Jerry's Godfather); Primitovo Morales ("Our hero"); Manuel Ochoa; Harry Storrs; Juan Gonzales; Andrew Gonzales; 

John Gonzales; Herman Sanchez; Estanislaus Pena; Fernando Pena; Ernesto Garduno; Louie Garcia; Ysidro Terrazas; Max Narvaiz; Lencho Morales; Daniel Martinez; 
Lalo Barreras; Cleto Gonzales; George Gonzales; Joe Comiskey; Joe Vergolio; Gene Montoya; Juan Sanchez; Mr. Steel (1st name unknown); Fidel Lucero; Joe 
Longacre; David Longacre; Jimmy Longacre; Juan Mares; Juan Ramirez; George Archibeque; Elias Garcia; Refugio Sandoval; Pablo Pena; Willie Morales; Felipe 
Sandoval; Delfino Montoya; Librado Montoya; Mike Halea; Martin Kangas; Bill Lemon; Johnny Garcia; Felipe Mares; Tomas Gomez; Henry Barreras; Amarante 
Sandoval; Arturo Gonzales; Alcario Jaramillo; Bruno Peinado; Joe Valdez; Arthur Castro Sr.; Charlie Franks; Paul Griego; Chester Smith Sr.; Placido Urban; Jose Rael; 
Luis Dimas; Griff Grantham Sr.; Juan Baca; Dennis D. Funderburk; Toby Valdez; Lalo C. De Baca; Omogon Sandoval; Romula Corral; Luis Corral; John Tabor [Madrid 
names from memory of the Dimases, per Midori Snyder] 

 

CAT MOUNTAIN MINING & MILLING COMPANY    - Socorro co. 
1899August25; Socorro County. The Cat Mountain Mining and Milling Company… The company consists of Detroit capitalists. [SFNM] 

________________________________________________________________ 

 * Catanach * 
David N. Catanach  (b.KY 1844  d.PhilaPA 4Mar1906)    - wife is Rosario Donovant Catanach (b.NM 1852>;  of StaFe 
David N. Catanach, Private, Co.H First Cavalry Regiment California Volunteers, enrolled @ San Francisco 19Jan1864; Transferred 28Oct1865 from CoK; transfer 

disapproved. [www.calarchives4u.com] 
David N. Catanach, Private, Co.I First Cavalry Regiment California Volunteers, enrolled @ San Francisco 19Jan1864; Mustered out 28Aug1866 @ StaFe by order of Gen. 

commanding Dept.of N.M. [www.calarchives4u.com] 
1867November14; marries Rosario Donovant @StaFe 

1869May25; Chama Mining District, Rio Arriba Co, formed; E.D. Thompson elected President, D. Catanach Secretary, John Ayres moved the adoption of 

laws; unanimouly adopted. [Weekly New Mexican, 1June1869] 

1870July9_census: David Catnach, clerk for Supr. Ind. Affairs, 25y-o, born KY, RealValue$3000 PersValue$400, resident StaFe pct.3 – in same habitation with Rosario 
Catnach [f], 18y-o, born NM, John Catnach, 1y-o, b.NM, Jose Lujan, farm laborer, 50y-o, b.NM 

1872May21; The parties charged with breaking into the robbing the grocery of Mr. Catanach... [SFDNM] 

1875March20; At last we are having flour made in our city equal to any brought here. The article manufactured by Mr. David N. Catanach at his mill above 

town, and for sale by Mr. Joseph Hirsch, is pronounced equal to the best in the market. [SFDNM] 
1876February18; David N. Catanach, Esq., who had charge of the Mescalero Apache Agency during the absence of Agent Crothers, arrived on the southern 

coach yesterday. [SFDNM] 

1876February26; D.N. Catanach and John P. Risque left for the south in yesterdays coach. [SFDNM] 
1876June1; The following are the names of persons who have registered at Herlow’s Hotel, west San Francisco street, south side, during the past week: 

…D. Catenach, city. [SFDNM] 

1876November27; Mr. David N. Catenach, who has been absent several weeks at the Southern Apache Indian Agency, returned to his home and milling 

business on Saturday. [SFDNM] 

1879December23; John Ayres, David N. Catanach, Jos A. Donavant, Geo W. Stransbury, Miterio Rivera, Sesario Delora, Telesforo Rivera, Pablo Debra, 

Cañon del Gigante placer 160 acres, S880yds N880yds 140yds E 300ydsW, rec 17Mar80 [b.B p.297] 
1880October6; articles of agreement; David Catanach, John Ayers agree to Quit Claim undiv 1/2 if J.H. Daly, W. Raynolds agree to sink a shaft for the 

purpose of finding Cal in paying quantities at their expense, situated Cañon del Gigante SF Co, 880yds Nly+Sly 140’yds Ely 300ydsWly, form a 

partnership for the purpose of mining + selling Coal and making and selling Coke, Pres J.H. Daly, VP+yard manager John Ayers, Superintendent of 
mines W. Raynolds, rec 15Nov80 [b.D p.103] 

1881February28; indenture; William Craig sells for $1 & other considerations to John Sherman, all claims loc in names of William Craig, Patrick O’Keiff; 

Little Willy ca 2mi SEly Plaza of StaFe, ca 1/2mi from house of James Donavant, White Wings ca 2.5mi from city of StaFe on S side Cañada de Palu, ca 
1/4mi Sly from house of D. Catanach, Shiloh on the top of a hill forming the E side of the Cañada del Cerro Gordo, ca 2.5mi NEly from the Plaza of 

StaFe, ca 300yds Nly from James Donavants mill, Orphan Boy in mtns ca 3mi NEly from Plaza of StaFe, ca 1.5mi NWly from D. Catanach’s mill, ca 

3/4mi NWly from water works on StaFe Creek, on N side of an arroyo running SWly to the Cañado of the Cerro Gordo, Silver King ca 3mi SEly from 
Plaza of StaFe, loc stake on top of E side of the arroyo of the chamisas, ca 1/4mi a little E of N from the tops of the Cerro del Ojito, Peg Iron ca 3.5mi 

SEly from the Plaza of StaFe, on E side of the arroyo of the Chamisas, ca 1/4mi NEly from the top of the Cerro del Ojito, Snow Drift ca 2.5mi Ely from 

Plaza of StaFe, on S side of a cañon ca 100yds Ely from where it empties into the Polei Cañado, ca 1/4mi Sly from the house of D. Catanach, Little 
Lizzie ca 3.5mi from Plaza of StaFe NEly, disc shaft is upon southern point of rocky bluff on W side of StaFe creek, ca 250’ Nly from the Sandoval flour 

Mill, Minne Ha-Ha ca 3.5mi SEly from Plaza of StaFe, disc stake situated on the E side of the arroyo of the mora, ca 1/2mi Wly from the top of the 

Cerro de la Cruz Blanca, Rip Van Winkle at the head & on the eastern side of eastern branch of an arroyo that comes out at the house of Manl Saiz on 

northern side of road from Plaza StaFe to mill of D. Catanach, New Year ca 3mi NEly from Plaza of StaFe, disc stake situated at the foot and on W side 

of the arroyo of the cerro Gordo, ca 3/4mi Nly from its junction with StaFe Creek, ca 1/2mi Nly from Barbara Allen, Barbara Allen on the Cañada del 
Cerro Gordo ca 2mi Nly from the Plaza of StaFe, ca 1/4mi Nly from D. Catanach’s house; presence Hd. Warren, E.A. Fiske [b.D p.333] 

1881March5(loc); R.B. Willison, D.N. Catanach, Isaac Harrison Corpus Christo Tunnel Site ca ½ mi S of the Rio de Santa Fe from the reservoir present in 

course of construction in bed of said Rio, Donovant Mine 300’E+W commencing at face of tunnel and extending Ely 300’ to the W side line of the 
Corpus Christo mine, rec 5Mar81 [b.D p.342] 

1881March26; The following is a list of the taxpayers of Santa Fe county, taken from the tax books, and it therefore comprises all the names of the legal 

voters of the county. Upper Santa Fe, Precinct No.3. Atwood, W.C., Andrews Enos, Alire Jose, Breeden M.A., Brito Trinidad, Bowers Francis, Bustamente Tomas, 

Catron T.B., Conway T.F., Catanach D.N., Constante Luis, Carl Wm, Debus Wendel, Delgado Juan, Donavant James, Dunand M. Hess, Felsenthal Louis, Griffin W.W., 

Grace Frederick, Garcia Prudencio, Garcia Juan, Garcia Juan Antonio, Griego Santiago, Gonzales Juan, Gonzales, Jose I, Gehring F., Gough J.M., Gwyn John, Gonzales 

Francisco, Hebert Val, Holmes James, Ilfeld Herman, Ilfeld Noa, Imbert Louis, Johnson J.L., Koch Gerhard, Klin H., Lamy J.B., Lamy J.B.Jr., Longwill R.H., Lopez 

Francisco, Lucas S.H., Manderfield W.H., Murphy J.C., McKenzie W.C., Martinez Ramon, Martinez Romulo, Martinez Lorenzo, Martinez Placidore, Martinez Rafael, 

Montoya Francisco, Montoya Juan, Martinez ???idad, Neis M., Ortiz Jose ???so, Ortega ????, Prince L.B., Palen R.J., Pessels Chas, Padilla Ram??, Padilla Jose Ma., Pena 



Transci??, Quintana Thomas, Rael Antonio Jose, Rivera Juan Jose, Rivera Tomas, Ritter John, Rodriguez Miguel, Rodriguez Jose Ma., Rodriguez ??? A., Spiegelberg 

Lehman, Spiegelberg Willi, Spiegelberg Sol, Seligman Bernard, Seligman Adolph, Staab Abram, Staab Zadoc, Sena Jose D., Shuman J.P., Stinson J.W., Smith John, Sena y 

Baca Ma., Steck F.B., Symington John, Swope H.F., Sena y Garcia R., Shelby V.S., Tomkins R.H., Thornton W.T., Thomas B.M., Truchard J.A., Vigil Epifanio, Vigil 

Simon, Vincent Henry, Valdez Antonio, Wedeles Simon, Wedeles Hugo.  [SFDNM]   
1881May17; Santa Fe, New Mexico, Dec. 11, 1880. To Dr. Enos Andrews and all others who contemplate the construction of water works along the Santa 

Fe river near the city of Santa Fe, New Mexico. We, the undersigned owners of lands on both sides of the Santa Fe river, with vested water rights, 
hereby notify you, and all others concerned, that we will resist, by legal means, any encroachment upon our said rights. David N. Catanach, Herman 

Strelou, Rafael Ortiz y Roibal, Anastacio Rodrigues, James A. Donavant, Santos Vigil, Rumaldo Sena, Jose Yldefonso Ortiz, for the Archbishop’s 

mill. [SFDNM] 
1881July10; John Ayers. David N. Catanach. Catanach & Co., Mining Bureau and Real Estate Agency. [ad in SFDNM] 

1881November4; For Sale – Two-thirds interest in a valuable coal mine, situated twenty miles northeast of Santa Fe. Also eleven-twelfths interest in a land 

grant containing nearly 35,000 acres, situated in Santa Fe county. Inquire of Catanach & Co. [SFDNM] 
1882June25; Amount of Property Owned By the Residents of Santa Fe County. April 14, 1882. Catanach, David _ 3,??? 00 [SFDNM]   

1882October22; David Catanach has opened a new butcher store on the east side of the plaza, next door to Dunand’s. He will keep the best meat the market 
affords and householders will find it to their interest to call upon him for delicacies in the way of meats. [SFDNM]   

1883January23; Patrick OKeiff & Hugo Rheinach; Buckeye 2mi NE of the city of SF, Hardtimes lode 1mi of David Catanachs house, about 3mi NE of the 

Plaza of SF; [b.F p.336]  
1884-85 Catanach & Co. mining & real estate agents resident StaFe, listed, in Gazetteer, R.L. Polk & Co + A.C. Danser 

1894May31; Notice. The sale of the property of Rosario D. Catanach et al., which was to take place to-morrow, is again postponed until June 7, 1894, at 2 

p.m.. [SFDNM] 

 
David Nelson Catanach  (b.Questa 1926  d.23Mar2009)    - wife is Mildred Murray Catanach;  of StaFe 
David Nelson Catanach Died suddenly on March 23, 2009. Born in Questa, New Mexico in 1926 to Savina and Trinidad Catanach, he grew up in Santa Fe and attended Santa Fe High School. 

He entered the Air Force in 1944, and when he returned to Santa Fe he attended the University of New Mexico. He married Mildred Murray in 1947 and they had six children. David 
worked 30 years for the United States Postal Service as a supervisor and went on to work for eight years as an inspector for the City of Santa Fe. He touched many lives in many ways as a 
Eucharistic Minister for 30 years for the Cathedral Basilica of Saint Francis of Assisi. David was beloved and cherished by his wife, children and grandchildren. We thank him for his 
strength, tenderness, kindness, guidance and unending love. He is survived by his loving wife of 61 years, Mildred; six children: Barbara Hargis and husband Kenneth, Dennis and wife 
Darlene, Cathleen and fiancé Roman, David and wife Grace, Elizabeth and husband Jerry, Carmel and fiancé Stan; grandchildren are: Ken, Jonathan, Scott, David, Kelly, Brian, 
Christopher, Jeremy, Sean, Nicholas, Patrick, Kristie and Ryan. He is also survived by his brother Jesse Catanach; and many nieces and nephews. David was preceded in death by his 
mother, Savina, father, Trinidad; and his brother Richard. Pallbearers are grandsons: Ken Hargis, David Catanach, Brian Rodriguez, Jeremy Catanach, Nicholas Hamm and Ryan Bailey. 

 
James A. Catanach    - wife is Conrada Sena de Catanach;  of StaFe 

1893January14; An Explosion at the Reservoir Injures Three Workmen How It Happened. An accident occurred at the water company’s new reservoir this 
morning about 11 o’clock. Pedro Carrillo, James A. Catanach and Pablo Donovan were wrapping and priming cartridges to make ready for a blast. Some 

dynamite was thawing by a fire and a keg of powder was about 100 feet away. Douglass Harroun saw the men about four minutes before the explosion 

and everything was all right then. It is supposed that a spark from the fire set off the keg of powder or else that one of the men was smoking. Pedro 
Carrillo, it is said, was sitting on the keg, and went twenty feet into the air. He is pretty badly hurt. One leg is broken and his face, hands and neck are 

burned. …Pablo Donovan and James A. Catanach are burned about the face, but their injuries are not serious. [SFDNM] 

1900August27; …the divorce suit of James Catanach vs. Conrada de Catanach, his wife, in which the former prays for the severance of relations with 
defendant and custody of his children on various grounds. [SFNM] 

1901April29; In the case of James A. Catanach vs. Conrada Sena de Catanach, Judge McFie signed a decree of divorce, granting the custody of the three 

minor children to the plaintiff. [SFNM] 
1903June22; J.A. Catanach, foreman and lineman at the Pennsylvania Development Company, went to Albuquerque on special business and will return in a 

couple of days. He then will leave for the south along the Santa Fe Central. [SFNM] 

 
John Catnach  (b.NM 1869>    - of StaFe 
1870July9_census: David Catnach, clerk for Supr. Ind. Affairs, 25y-o, born KY, RealValue$3000 PersValue$400, resident StaFe pct.3 – in same habitation with Rosario 

Catnach [f], 18y-o, born NM, John Catnach, 1y-o, b.NM, Jose Lujan, farm laborer, 50y-o, b.NM 
 
Leo David Catanach  <b.StaFe 1931  d.StaFe 22Mar2009)    - wife is Susie Catanach;  of StaFe 
LEO DAVID CATANACH Age 78, from Santa Fe, beloved husband, father, grandfather, and brother, passed away on March 22, 2009 following a lengthy illness, with his loving family by his side. Born in 

Santa Fe, a 4th generation New Mexican, Leo graduated from Santa Fe High School, joined the United States Navy in 1951 as a Radioman Third Class and served honorably in the Korean War until 1955. 
He attended the College of Santa Fe from 1955-1957 and became President/Owner of the United Abstract Company in Santa Fe, where he worked for over 30 years. Leo continued his education by 
attending Santa Fe Community College, worked for the County of Santa Fe, and the State of New Mexico Taxation and Revenue Department, where he retired. Leo was well-known in the Santa Fe 
community and actively involved in the local and state political arena, having served two terms as County Commissioner on the Santa Fe County Commission from 1973-1976, followed by four terms as 
State Representative in the New Mexico House of Representatives from 1979-1986, representing District 48 in Santa Fe. Leo was a life member of the Veterans of Foreign Wars, Disabled American 
Veterans, Fraternal Order of Eagles, and the Fraternal Order of Elks. He also served as an usher and lector for several years at Our Lady of Guadalupe Church. He was preceded in death by his parents 
Juan Jose Catanach and Rosa Lovato Catanach; brothers Arthur and Jose Benito Catanach; sister Minnie Ortiz; twins, Juanita and baby Catanach; and granddaughter Shaina Rose Catanach. He is 
survived by his loving wife of 51 years, Susie Catanach; five children, sons: Leo Arthur and wife Lori, Richard and wife Abby, Steven and wife Nancy; daughters Allison and daughter Serina, Melissa and 
husband Richard; eleven grandchildren: Jenay, Joshua, Jerica, Katrina, Danielle, Kristin, Eric, Aaron, Serina, Isaac, and Gabriella; one great grandchild, Zoe; brothers: Ernie , John Junior, Rudy, 
Lawrence; sisters: Tina , Josie, and Connie; and several nieces and nephews. …Serving as Pallbearers are: Leo Arthur Catanach, Richard Catanach, Steven Catanach, Eric Catanach, Joshua Catanach, and 
Richard Garcia. ...Burial will follow at the Santa Fe National Cemetery. [SFNM 24Mar2009] 

________________________________________________________________ 
 

Samuel Catatenation  <b.MD 1847>    - of Dolores 
1870August3_census: Samuel Catatenation, S. Catatenstein, merchant tot.personalvalue $400, 23y-o, born MD fa.mo.foreignborn, resident Real de Dolores pct.7 solo; 

adjacent Joseph Wano & Benjamin F.Steck 

 
Willis A. Cates 

1924September20; Dated. POA. F.E. Vassar to Willis A. Cates. [blanket] Sig. F.E. Vassar. Wit. F.E. Vassar. b.T Miscl.Deeds p.137. [BHenderson Abstract of Title No.3 
30Sep1983] 

________________________________________________________________ 

 * Cathcart * 
John A. Cathcart    - of Atlantic CityNJ & Red River 



1896October30; The following corporations have filed articles with the territorial secretary: The Red River Mining Company – Incorporators, B.J. Young, 

W.W. DeSavilla, of Red River, and John A. Cathcart, of Atlantic City, N.J.; objects, mining and reducing ores; capital stock, $500,000; life, fifty years; 
directors, B.J. Young and W.W. DeSaville, of Red River, and Wickham Tice and DeLouis Tice, of Philadelphia, S.A. Cathcart, and W.H. Bartlett, of 

Atlantic City; principal place of business, Red River, Taos county, New Mexico. [SFDNM] 

 
S. A. Cathcart    - of Atlantic CityNJ & Red River 
1896October30; The following corporations have filed articles with the territorial secretary: The Red River Mining Company – Incorporators, B.J. Young, 

W.W. DeSavilla, of Red River, and John A. Cathcart, of Atlantic City, N.J.; objects, mining and reducing ores; capital stock, $500,000; life, fifty years; 

directors, B.J. Young and W.W. DeSaville, of Red River, and Wickham Tice and DeLouis Tice, of Philadelphia, S.A. Cathcart, and W.H. Bartlett, of 

Atlantic City; principal place of business, Red River, Taos county, New Mexico. [SFDNM] 

________________________________________________________________ 

 

Al S. Catherwood    - of StaFe & CMD 
1881January28; Al Catherwood, well known to the habitues of the Exchange Hotel as its former accommodating and gentlemanly night clerk, has obtained 

a run from Santa Fe to San Marcial with the Adams Express. Al makes his first trip out on Friday. [SFDNM] 

1881March18; Al Catherwood who has been running as express messenger from Santa Fe to San Marcial for some time has been given the run from the 

junction to this city. He made his first trip yesterday, and is well pleased with the change. [SFDNM] 
1881June15; Al Catherwood, Messenger for Adams Express company, running from this city to the Junction was taken seriously ill while on the run up 

from Lamy last night. [SFDNM] 

1881November3(disc&loc); A.P. Catherwood, locator Golde Mountain placer 20ac, NWly40rods to NW corner stake Golde Mountain placer SWly80rods 
NEly80r, rec 23Dec81 [b.E p.731] 

1882January10; Mining Deed; Edwin J. Gale sells for $1 to Albert S. Catherwood all Gold Mountain placer claim 20ac, (loc 3Nov81 b.F p.9), in LCMD; presence Edgar 
Caypless, certify 10Jan82 Edgar Caypless Notary Public, recorded 10January1882 [Locations & Mining Deeds F#15410 p.32] 

1882March12; Al Catherwood will continue his run between here and Lamy. [SFDNM] 

1882April11; Al Catherwood, who has been quite sick for a week or so, was out again yesterday. [SFDNM] 
1882May24; Al Catherwood has just returned from Pueblo. He “changed off” with one of the boys on the regular line. [SFDNM] 

1882June1; [May31 Adams Express shuts down] …on each side of the wagon body appeared the words, “Good bye to all.” Frank Jones occupied a seat by 

the side of Dan, and tried to smile. Al Catherwood, the ravenous, rode mournfully along, and little Freddie, wearing a plug hat, waved a flag in farewell. 
[SFDNM] 

1882June2; Al Catherwood went down to Socorro yesterday afternoon. [SFDNM] 

1882June4; Al Catherwood returned yesterday morning from Socorro. When he left he went on the train but the Socorro “Sun” says he rode into town on a 
burro. Al expects to leave for the east on Monday morning. [SFDNM] 

1882July14; A postal card from Al Catherwood to a Santa Fe friend states that he is running from Grand Rapids to Mackinaw City. He likes the attention 

and the country, and sends love to all the boys. [SFDNM] 

 

CAT MOUNTAIN GOLD MINING & MILLING COMPANY    - Socorro co. 
1899August10; Socorro County. ?.A. Ducey, of Detroit, Mich., is in Socorro county looking after his interests in the Cat Mountain Gold Mining & Milling 

Company, in which he is the principal stockholder. The property of the company is situated ten miles west of Magdalena. [SFNM] 

 
John Catner    - Cerrillos 
1896October17; At the Bon Ton: John Catner, A.S. Haggerman, Cerrillos... [SFDNM] 

________________________________________________________________ 

 * Catron * 
Charles Christopher Catron  (b.CT 30Sept1879 b.NM Apr1880 b.CT 1880  d.6Nov1951)  [2nd son of T.B.]    - wife is Isabel Catron (b.MN/MI 1881>;  of StaFe 

1880June4_census: SF resident, lawyer, 39y-o, born MO [TN,VA], wife Julia W. (23yrs OH [Baden, Alsace]), sons John W. (2yr NM) Chas C. (2mos NM)[<LDS database 
says 8mos CT], servant Carrie Hinefelt (14yrs NY [Hesse Darmstadt, Hesse Darmstadt)  

1896April13; A Washington press dispatch to the Chicago Record says: ¶ “Delegate Catron, of New Mexico, has furnished a case of nepotism that is the 

gossip of all Washington. ¶ “The secretary of the navy recently notified him there was a vacancy at the naval academy for the territory. The New Mexico 
delegate recommended one son, John W. Catron, a cadet, and Christopher Catron, another son, as alternate. …Naval authorities say there is no law to 

prevent the appointment of Catron’s progeny so long as the available material holds out.” [SFDNM] 

1896August24; Mrs. Catron leaves on Thursday night for San Jose, Cal., accompanied by Master Charlie Catron, who will attend the Leland Stanford 
college this year. [SFDNM] 

1896August29; Mrs. Catron left for California on Thursday night, accompanied by her son Charley and Arthur Hurt. The young men will enter Stanford 

university, where they expect to pursue their studies for a year or more. Mrs. Catron will return to Santa Fe in a week or so. [SFDNM] 
1897April16; Charley Catron left this morning over the D.&R.G. to spend two months at Colorado Springs. While there he will pursue some special studies. 

[SFDNM] 

1898September1; Charlie Catron, who lately returned from a trip to the Omaha exposition, left this morning over the narrow gauge for San Francisco, 
whence he goes to Leland-Stanford university to enter upon his third collegiate year. [SFNM] 

1901December26; Last week, Benigno C. de Hernandez, probate clerk of Rio Arriba county, at Tierra Amarilla, recorded deeds referring to the title to the 

Tierra Amarilla private land grant. One of the deeds by Thomas B. Catron and wife to Charles C. Catron, conveys all the rights and title of the first 
named to the second named, vesting the title of the grant in Charles C. Catron. The other deeds are simply confirmatory of this transfer. The United 

States Land and Colonization company in whose name the grant has been assessed during the past eight or nine years, conveys all its right and title to 

Charles C. Catron. The latter in turn mortgages the whole grant, with the exception of 75,000 acres, to Adolph Jarmuth of Denver, Colo., for three 
years, for $250,000. [SFNM] 

1903June19; June 5, 1903 [board of equalization]… The following increases in assessments… Precinct 17. C.C. Catron 1,773.00 [SFNM] 

1904January2; joins firm of Catron & Gortner 



1907November18: Chief of Police J.H. McHughes, Probate Clerk George W. Armijo, Asst. Dist. Atty. Charles C. Catron and Ira Grimshaw composed a hunting 

expedition which left overland yesterday morning for Canyon Blanco in San Miguel County. They expect to be gone about a week and have promised to bring 
back enough wild turkey to go around among their friends. [SFNM 100yrs] 

1909February11: C.C. Catron and Ira Grimshaw made a long trip yesterday in the former's automobile to San Ildefonso and other towns in that vicinity gathering 
data in a law case. [SFNM 100yrs] 

1909April; …Pankey filed suit against Antonio [Jose] Ortiz, [Jose] Antonio Anaya, Juan Jose Silva, Apolonio Chavez, Luciano Chavez, Sylvester Davis, Juan 
Ortiz, Donisiano Angel, Jose Ortiz y Pino, Pedro Chavez, and Antonio Sandoval for quiet title to the disputed Cadillal lands. The defense contended that the 
U.S. patent to San Cristobal did not include the Cadial and other tracts and that the Cadial (3,100 varas, 50 varas each to 62 grantees -- c. 9300 feet from 
East to West; c.7500 acres according to the plaintiff) is “entirely outside the bounding lines of the Eaton Grant.” The plaintiff’s lawyer was C[harles] C. Catron, 
son of T.B. The Galistenos were defended by Frank Clancy, another Catron colleague. In the introduction to case #6470 (generally called “Benjamin Pankey 
vs. Juan Ortiz et al”) on April 30th, it was noted that “within the out-boundary lines of the said Eaton Grant…there is a certain piece, parcel and tract of land 
commonly known as the Cadillal or Cadial Tract,” originally bounded on the east by Tecubaya [sic]; on the west by La Joya; on the south by the foothills [Alto 
de la Jara] and on the north by the hills of the Canada de en Medio [the middle of the northern creston, or hogback] which said Cadial Tract was at some time 
prior to the final decree hereinbefore referred to, fenced, which said fence, through the course of time has fallen down in parts. ” [per LLippard draft MS p.129-
130; 2009] 

1910April21_census: T.B. Catron, lawyer general practice working on own acct, widower, 69y-o, born MO [MO MO], resident Santa Fe city own home free renting to son 
Charles C. Catron (30 lawyer general practice working on own acct, marriage1 3yrs CT [MO OH]), dau-in-law Isabel Catron (29 marriage1 3yrs MN [Den OH]), gdau 
Suzanne (2 NM [CT MN]), also renting to Frank J. Lavare? (29 special agt gov Dept Interior widower OH [Ire OH]), sis Julia C. Lavare? [sis Isabel?] (23 single MN [Den 
OH]); Katherine Damijain (25 cook private family single Hungary [Hung Hung]) 

1911; elected to legislature 
1911May3: City Engineer John H. Walker and Attorney Charles C. Catron have returned from a trip made in a carriage to the Rio del Pueblo, about 80 miles north 

of Santa Fe, and report that they were caught in a terrific snowstorm Saturday. All of which bears out the warning that summer is not here yet. [SFNM 100yrs] 
1912February24: Albuquerque Journal -- Rep. C.C. Catron and William Hesch, the latter Mr. Catron's chauffeur, arrived in the city yesterday afternoon from Santa 

Fe, making the trip in an automobile. They came down to witness last night's boxing exhibition. [SFNM 100yrs] 

1920January3_census: Charles Christopher Catron, attorney, married, 40y-o, born CT [MO OH], resident Santa Fe city on Federal Place, renting with wife Isabel (39y-o MI 
[Ger OH]), dau Suzanne (12 NM [CT MI]), son Jack (7 NM [CT MI]) 

1921May; quits Catron law firm 
1928December13; Mr. W.R. Thomas, c/o Thomas Creamery Company, Albuquerque, New Mexico. Dear Sir:-- As suggested by you the other day I have talked over with 

Charley Catron the possibility of reaching a compromise settlement with the Padillas. Charley says that he will be very glad to help us work one out with them upon the 
basis of paying them some reasonable sum for the surrender of their rights. He also says that he is quite sure they would be glad to accept it. The pinch may come when 
we discuss what is a reasonable sum, as Charley stated that Al Grimshaw had once suggested to him an equal division of the $7000.00 between the Padillas and the 
company. ¶ If you desire to have me proceed with the litigation in view of these circumstances, I will be glad to do so upon your sending on the agreed retainer. Before 
you send it, however, I think I should state in fairness to you that Charley Catron during the conversation claimed to have some judgment rights against your father and 
said that if the company recovered any part of the $7000.00 and distributed it among the stockholders he intended to try to levy upon your father’s interest. ¶ I would 
suggest that you let me know whether or not you wish me to proceed at your earliest convenience as the time to plead is running by and some considerable work must 
be done if an answer is to be filed. Very truly yours, [CHG:SC] 

1930_census: C.C. Catron, 50y-o, pct.29, Isabel Catron, 49y-o, pct.29, Sue Catron, 22y-o, Jack Catron, 17y-o 
 

Fletcher Arthur Catron  (b.NM 18Jun1890  d.9Oct1964)  [youngest son of T.B.]    - wife is Carolyn U. Catron (b.IL 1896>;  of StaFe 

1899August11; Mrs. T.B. Catron, John W. Catron, Fletcher Arthur Catron, R.C. Gortner and Miss Jennie Griffin went to the canon this morning to visit the 

camp of W.H. Pope and his Sunday school class. [SFNM] 

1903May23; Mrs. T.B. Catron returned Monday night from a two years tour in Europe. Extended stays were made in Malaga, Spain and Geneva, 
Switzerland. At the latter place her two sons, Thomas and Fletcher, are in school under the care of Miss Wal?m. [SFNM] 

1908July12: Fletcher Catron, son of Hon. and Mrs. T.B. Catron, who has been at New Haven, Conn., for the past 10 months attending a preparatory school for a 
law course, has returned home and will spend the next two months with his parents. [SFNM 100yrs] 

1909; at Unvi Chicago 
1914; becomes Jr partner in Catron firm 
1920January10-12_census: Fletcher Arthur Catron, attorney, married, 29y-o, born NM [MO OH], resident Santa Fe city on Grant Ave, own home free with wife Carolyn U. 

Catron (24 IL [USA USA]) – Thomas B. Catron next door  
1921May; quits Catron law firm 
US Senator from NM 
 
Fletcher R. Catron    - great grandson of TB;  StaFe 
2006December19; “We’re the oldest organization in Santa Fe, with the possible exception of St. Vincent hospital,” said Thomas B. Catron III, 84, the grandson of 

T.B. Catron, who first founded the Catron law firm — now known as Catron, Catron and Pottow — back in 1866. Other members of the Catron family now 
working in the firm include John S. Catron, Thomas Catron’s brother, and Fletcher R. Catron, Thomas Catron’s son. Michael T. Pottow is also a member of the 
firm as is Richard S. Glassman.  “At most, we’ve had eight or nine attorneys working here at one time,” Thomas Catron said. “I don’t remember more than 
that.” Among other attorneys who have worked with the firm and then moved on are Dan Kron and Tom Donnelly. Kron practiced criminal law, livening up 
what was otherwise an office that specialized in trusts, estate planning and probate. [SFNM] 

 
John S. Jack Catron  (b.NM 1914>    - grandson of T.B;  of StaFe 
1920January3_census: Charles Christopher Catron, attorney, married, 40y-o, born CT [MO OH], resident Santa Fe city on Federal Place, renting with wife Isabel (39y-o MI 

[Ger OH]), dau Suzanne (12 NM [CT MI]), son Jack (7 NM [CT MI]) 
1930_census: C.C. Catron, 50y-o, pct.29, Isabel Catron, 49y-o, pct.29, Sue Catron, 22y-o, Jack Catron, 17y-o 
2006December19; “We’re the oldest organization in Santa Fe, with the possible exception of St. Vincent hospital,” said Thomas B. Catron III, 84, the grandson of 

T.B. Catron, who first founded the Catron law firm — now known as Catron, Catron and Pottow — back in 1866. Other members of the Catron family now 
working in the firm include John S. Catron, Thomas Catron’s brother, and Fletcher R. Catron, Thomas Catron’s son. Michael T. Pottow is also a member of the 
firm as is Richard S. Glassman.  “At most, we’ve had eight or nine attorneys working here at one time,” Thomas Catron said. “I don’t remember more than 
that.” Among other attorneys who have worked with the firm and then moved on are Dan Kron and Tom Donnelly. Kron practiced criminal law, livening up 
what was otherwise an office that specialized in trusts, estate planning and probate. [SFNM] 

 

John Walz Catron  (b.NM 4Feb1878  d.14May1944)  [eldest son of T.B.]    - of StaFe 

1880June4_census: SF resident, lawyer, 39y-o, born MO [TN,VA], wife Julia W. (23yrs OH [Baden, Alsace]), sons John W. (2yr NM) Chas C. (2mos NM)[<LDS database 
says 8mos CT], servant Carrie Hinefelt (14yrs NY [Hesse Darmstadt, Hesse Darmstadt)  



1896April13; A Washington press dispatch to the Chicago Record says: ¶ “Delegate Catron, of New Mexico, has furnished a case of nepotism that is the 

gossip of all Washington. ¶ “The secretary of the navy recently notified him there was a vacancy at the naval academy for the territory. The New Mexico 
delegate recommended one son, John W. Catron, a cadet, and Christopher Catron, another son, as alternate. …Naval authorities say there is no law to 

prevent the appointment of Catron’s progeny so long as the available material holds out.” [SFDNM] 

1898July12; The following appointments have been made by Governor Otero: …Company C. William Strover, captain; Page B. Otero, 1st lieutenant; John 
W. Catron, 2d lieutenant. [SFNM]   

1898December7; First Lieutenant John W. Catron, 1st territorial regiment United States volunteer infantry, who visited with his mother in Chicago recently, 

has returned to duty with his regiment at Albany, Ga. [SFNM]   
1899April7; John Catron went to Cerrillos on his bicycle yesterday. He covered the 26 miles in an hour and a half going and in two hours coming home. The 

road to Cerrillos is one of the best in theis part of the territory for bicycling, and at present is in splendid condition. [SFNM]   

1899August11; Mrs. T.B. Catron, John W. Catron, Fletcher Arthur Catron, R.C. Gortner and Miss Jennie Griffin went to the canon this morning to visit the 
camp of W.H. Pope and his Sunday school class. [SFNM] 

1908May14: Mrs. Thomas B. Catron, who arrived early last week in San Francisco from a tour of Japan and the Philippines, and was met there by her son, John 
W. Catron of Butte, Mont., and accompanied by him, is now at Los Angeles, expecting to return to Santa Fe in the near future. [SFNM 100yrs] 

 
Thomas Benton Catron Jr  (b.28Apr1882 d.24Nov1882)    - of StaFe 
1882November25; It is with deep regret that the New Mexican announces the death of Master Thomas Catron, son of Hon. T.B. Catron, which sad event 

occurred only yesterday morning. The deceased had been ill for several weeks. [SFDNM] 

 

Thomas Benton Catron II  (15May1888) [son of T.B.]    - of StaFe 

1903May23; Mrs. T.B. Catron returned Monday night from a two years tour in Europe. Extended stays were made in Malaga, Spain and Geneva, 

Switzerland. At the latter place her two sons, Thomas and Fletcher, are in school under the care of Miss Wal?m. [SFNM] 

1909; in Philippines 
1909February27: The bill by Councilman Thomas B. Catron authorizing Santa Fe and Albuquerque to extend their city limits has been passed by the Council, 
amended to apply to Santa Fe only. [SFNM 100yrs] 

later, General Thomas B. Catron II 
 

Thomas Benton Catron III  <b.1922>    - of StaFe 
2006December19; “We’re the oldest organization in Santa Fe, with the possible exception of St. Vincent hospital,” said Thomas B. Catron III, 84, the grandson of 

T.B. Catron, who first founded the Catron law firm — now known as Catron, Catron and Pottow — back in 1866. Other members of the Catron family now 
working in the firm include John S. Catron, Thomas Catron’s brother, and Fletcher R. Catron, Thomas Catron’s son. Michael T. Pottow is also a member of the 
firm as is Richard S. Glassman.  “At most, we’ve had eight or nine attorneys working here at one time,” Thomas Catron said. “I don’t remember more than 
that.” Among other attorneys who have worked with the firm and then moved on are Dan Kron and Tom Donnelly. Kron practiced criminal law, livening up 
what was otherwise an office that specialized in trusts, estate planning and probate. [SFNM] 

 

Thomas Benton Catron  (b.MO 6Oct1840  d.15May1921 - CSA)    - wife is Julia A. Walz Catron (b.OH 1857  d.8Nov1909);  of StaFe 

Santa Fe Ring: Loose-knit group of lawyers, businessmen, investors and land speculators who used the law to enrich themselves and to punish their competitors and others 
who opposed their interest. Members resided in New Mexico, Washington, D.C. and other states and included: William Mills, Franck Clancy, Charles Spiess, Republican 
Territorial Senator Pedro Perea, Stephen Elkins (Former law Catron Law Partner and Secretary of War), Stephen Dorsey, Henry L. Waldo, John Knaebel. O. D. Barrett, 
William Rynerson, John Riley, L. S. Twimble, Ralph Twitchell, Charles Gildersleeve (Chairman of the State Democratic Party), and Mariano Otero. 

Atkinson, another supporter of the cattle companies and land barons, joined Catron and McBroom as an investor in three cattle companies in southern Santa Fe County and 
in the huge American Valley Company in western Socorro and Valencia counties. Atkinson went so far as to declare grazing an agricultural use and to report that all 
but a small portion of the territory was suited to “agriculture”. [NM in Maps, Jerry Williams 1986] 

n.d.; (T.A. Finical to T.B. Catron) I think it would be a good idea for some of you large real estate owners to deed some of your lands to some of us poor devils, so that we 
might continue to be kept poor by paying taxes on them. To that extent I am a socialist, if you don’t think so, try me. [VWestphall, TBCatron & His Era, 1973 p.71] 

The Walz household not only included William, married in 1874 to Jennie May Tibbetts, but also his younger sister, Julia A. Walz, who in 1877 married Thomas B. Catron of 
Santa Fe, and a younger brother, Edgar A., who later played a small role in the Lincoln County War as a business partner of Catron. [Mark B. Thompson III, HHS] 

Catron owned or had an interest in 34 land grants: Alamitos, Agua Negra, Anton Chico, Armendariz, Baca Location #1, Baca Location #2, Bartolome Fernandez, Beck, 
Bosque del Apache, Canada de Cochiti, Caja del Rio, Canada de los Alamos, Canon de Chama, Canon del Agua, Cebolla, Cebolleta, Eaton, Estancia, Gabaldon, 
Huertas, Juana Lopez, La Majada, Lamy, Los Luceros, Mora, Nicolas de Chavez, Ojo del Espiritu Santo, Ortiz, Piedra Lumbre, San Pedro, Sangre de Cristo, Santa 
Teresa, Tecolote, Tierra Amarilla. [VWestphall, TBCatron & His Era, 1973 p.71] 

June 28, 1819, the governor of New Mexico, then a province of Mexico [!], granted to Antonio Ortiz a large tract of land on the Gallinas river, in San Miguel county, containing 163,921.68 
acres. March 3, 1869, the United States Congress confirmed the grant to Ortiz’ heirs; patent issued to them by the United States in 1883. Future conveyances gave land to Wilson 
Waddingham, of Connecticut, Louis Sulzbacher, T.B. Catron, John Dold, Henry Dold and Mary Dold, all in undivided interests. [History of New Mexico, G.B. Anderson, 1907 p.176] 

1840October6 – born near Lexington MO (30mi E of KC) 
1860 – graduates University of Missouri at Columbia (2yrs course) 
I have found some evidence that Elkins worked with or for John Fremont who was the first Republican candidate for President. Fremont’s wife was 

Jessie Benton, Senator Thomas Hart Benton’s daughter. …I did talk to an historian in the county where the Masonic College is located – talked 

on the phone. There was indeed a women’s college in Lexington where Elkins and Catron went to three years of college . [Elizabeth Rogers] 

1862 – enlists, elected 2d Lieut in Capt Hiram Bledsoe’s battery, then 2d Lieut of Co.D, 6th Reg Infantry, 8th Div, Missouri State Guard, CSA; 1st Lt  21Apr. 
1863May18-July4 – 22 yr. old 1st Lt . T.B. Catron, CSA, participates in the Battle of Vicksburg; Capt Schuyler Lowe’s MO Battery 
 paroled July9; prisoner exchange Sept13 
1863; A week after Lieut Catron’s parole, he reported and registered at New Orleans. From there he proceeded to the parole camp at Demopolis, AL, where he 

encountered his cousin, William J. Catron… who in the 1850s had made three freight trips from Lexington to StaFe. His accounts of the opportunities available in 
NM aroused Tom’s interest. [VWestphall, TBCatron & His Era, 1973 p.20] 

1865May10; war ends for Catron, parole at Meridian MS 
new MO statute prohibits anyone who had borne arms against the Union from law, teaching school, or preaching 
1866 – T.B. Catron travels from MO to StaFe (on same wagon train with S.B. Elkins and new wife, nee Sarah Jacobs) with 2 wagons of flour; Spanish grammar & help 

from Elkins; arrive SF about July27; becomes Republican 
1866; [Catron’s] father had amassed a competence by combining farming with a lucrative business as a mason-contractor; he presented his son with two prairie 

schooners, each drawn by eight mules. The wagons were loaded with flour which he was able to sell for $10 a sack when he arrived in StaFe. Before leaving MO, 



Catron purchased a Spanish grammar which he studied at night by the light of campfires… He was also tutored by Elkins. …It is said that he told Tom Boggs: 
“Tom, when I came to NM the Republicans were in power. It seemed to me they were likely to remain in power for a good many years. The only thing left was for 
me to join them and run them the way I think they ought to be run, and that’s what I’m doing.” [VWestphall, TBCatron & His Era, 1973 p.22] 

1866; T.B. Catron, while in Merrill Ashurst’s service, also worked briefly for Kirby Benedict as a scrivener. Benedict had just started to practice law in StaFe; however 
he was handicapped by a Bowie knife wound in his right hand and so was obliged to rely on others to write for him. From Benedict, Catron learned much of the 
background and tradtion of NM as well as of the people and laws of the Territory. [VWestphall, TBCatron & His Era, 1973 p.26] 

Edgar A. Walz, TB’s bro-in-law: I have often while in NM heard it said that if one asked Mr. Elkins for a favor, he would shake you by the hand, smile on you, pat you on the back, and ask you 
to come again, but he would never grant your wish; that if you asked Catron for a favor, he would bluster, take your head nearly off, but give you what you asked for if it was a reasonable 
request. [VWestphall, TBCatron & His Era, 1973 p.25] 

 “We’re the oldest organization in Santa Fe, with the possible exception of St. Vincent hospital,” said Thomas B. Catron III, 84, the grandson of T.B. Catron, 
who first founded the Catron law firm — now known as Catron, Catron and Pottow — back in 1866. [2006December19 SFNM] 

1866December17; name of  TB Catron is submitted by ActgGov Arny for DA of 3rd district to 1868 [TANM 3:226] - but H.of Reps protests Ter Council’s confirmation 
on the 14th because Catron had been Confederate officer 

1867-69 – law practice in Las Cruces, NM;  
1867January14; Catron appointed DA of 3rd district [TANM 21:265] 
1867June15; admitted to bar, finally, although he had appeared as atty in probate court before 
1868-69; Catron term, from Dona Ana in Territorial House [TANM 3:736] – session @ StaFe from 7Dec to 4Feb 
While at Mesilla, Catron renewed his active participation in Masonry; he became secretary of the Aztec Lodge at nearby Las Cruces. He had become a mason during 

the Civil War while on duty at Mobile AL. [VWestphall, TBCatron & His Era, 1973 p.29] 
1869January13; becomes NM Sup Court attorney (nominated by Ashurst) 
1869; Nicolas Pino, a prosperous Galisteo landowner, forms partnership with Thomas Catron to buy land in Galisteo -- in his younger days was among the frustrated 

volunteers ordered back to SF by Gov Armijo when the Americans invaded; 1847 arrested for conspiring to revolt against the USA; opposed the Taos rebellion, 
eventually signing an oath of allegiance to USA 

1869 -- appointed attorney general of the Territory; later resigned to take the position of United States attorney (appointed by Grant); to 1872 
 The rise of the Santa Fe Ring; Stephen B. Elkins, Thomas B. Catron, Stephen W. Dorsey 
 Interior Secretary J.D. Cox decides the Maxwell Land Grant contained about 96,000 acres; Elkins, Catron, Dorsey, Frank Springer et al arranged a survey (see 

’78) that gave it as 1,714,764 acres. Elkins attempted to have the public pay for this survey. 
1869-1872; Thomas B. Catron appointed NM Attorney General by Gov, confirmed 12Jan1869 by LegAssembly – did not return to Mesilla to live 
1870 --  T.B. Catron and Andrew Napier hold mortgages on residences on Johnson St in Sta Fe;  Enos Andrews lived next door (Jefferson Street address-now N. 

Guadalupe), just south of the mail station run by Col. J.F. Bennet/Bennett) 
1870June16: Location claim by Robert B. Willison, Steven B. Elkins, Thomas B. Catron, William A. Pile, Charles Thayer and Lehman Spiegelberg 6 

claims of 200 feet each. The Infallible mine on the Brown lode. [JParson - Mining Deed Book 1868-1870 (Santa Fe Archives), p.250] 

1870July27_census: Louis Gould, merchant retail, 48y-o, b.Poland, RealValue$25,000 PersValue$3,000, resident SF pct.4 in same habitation with Thomas B. Catron, 
district attorney, 54y-o[30!], b.MO, RealValue$5,000 PersValue$8,000 

1871 – Steven B. Elkins purchases land from Government 606 acres (future Cerrillos) @ $2.50/acre where he assumed a town could be built following the arrival of the 
railroad. He or Tom Catron, whom he left in charge of developing the town about 1876, probably chose the name Cerrillos without the article "Los" for the projected 
town.  

Rencher vs. Elkins – Lawsuit over 1/3 int in the land of Town of Cerrillos. Elkins bought 606 acres and Rencher claimed a 1/3 interest and Catron had the other 1/3. 
Rencher then (1884) signed his interest over to Abraham Staab and Henry G. Prout. [NMSU Folder #s 2/4 2/5 2/6, Lawsuit] 

1871February8(filed); Willison Silver Mining Company Articles of incorporation: (Santa Fe Archives, State Corporation Commission files); 

Incorporated by: Lehman Spiegelberg, S.B. Elkins, T.B. Catron and William Pile and their associates Robert B. Willison and Charles Thayer; 

Amount of capital stock is $2,500,000 and shall consist of 25,000 shares of $100 each. Three directors for the first three months shall be: R.B. 
Willison, S.B. Elkins and William A. Pile with a principal place of business to be Santa Fe, New Mexico. 

1871March2: Certificate of the Probate Judge for location and claim by R.B. Willison, S.B. Elkins, T.B. Catron, W.A. Pile, C. Thayer and L. 
Spiegelberg - the Infallible mine at the place known as Ralston. [JParson - Mining Locations and Notices, 1870-1871 (Santa Fe Archives), p.244] 

1871April14: Deed of sale L. Spiegelberg, R.B. Willison, T.B. Catron to the Willison Silver Mining Company in the sum of $100 for 3 claims of 200 

feet each on the Infallible mine, precinct number 4, Grant County. [JParson - Mining Locations and Notices, 1870-1871 (Santa Fe Archives), 
p.381] 

1872 -- TB Catron appointed US Attorney by Grant 
1872-1878; Thos B. Catron appointed United States Attorney for NM 
1872October 19 – Consolidated Land, Cattle Raising & Wool Growing Company incorporated (1st and only cattle co. in NM until 1881 – offices Ft.Bascom, Santa Fe, 

Denver): S.B.Elkins (1873 Delegate to House of Representatives), Marsh Giddings, Thomas B. Catron, William W. Griffin, and James K. Proudfit (Surveyor 
General since Sep 30) 

1873May5; Mr. Wm H. Manderfield, of the New Mexican, and U.S. District Attorney, T.B. Catron, arrived here on Monday’s coach from Santa Fe; 
they are attending at the present session of the district court. We had the pleasure of a warm shake-hand with Brother Manderfield on Tuesday, and 

judging from his appearance, think his editorial troubles must lay light upon him or he could not attain such Falstafian proportions. Seriously, we 

congratulate him upon his good looks and parenthetically, take occasion to warn all matrimonially inclined or susceptible young females in this 
locality, that to the best of our knowledge and belief he is not on the market. – Review. [SFDNM]   

1873December20: Mortgage Deed; Robert B. Willison sells for $2500 to Thomas B. Catron undiv 1/2int in NE quarter of Sec18 =160ac; E1/2 of NE quarter and the 
SE1/4 of Sec.7 =240ac; NW1/4 and the SW1/4 of Sec.8 =320ac; W1/2 of NW1/4 =80ac; being a total of 800ac; Given to secure the payment of one certain 
promissory note… $2500, due six months after date, with interest at the rate of 2% per month until paid. Rec b.H Deeds p.676 [per V.,Byrne No.4326 Abstract of 
Title 14Jun1957] 

1874January; Elkins, now absent as TerDelegate, partners with Catron; Henry L. Waldo was Elkins choice when Catron would be adversely employed 
1874October5; T.B. Catron, U.S. Attorney, and Gen. G.A. Smith left Sunday morning to attend the U.S. District Court in session at Albuquerque. 

[SFDNM] 

1875April23; Missouri Valley Life Insurance Co. of Leavenworth, Kanasa. New Mexico Department. Officers. S.B. Elkins, President, A. Staab, Vice 
President, S.B. Wheelock, Sec’y, Thos B. Catron, Att’y, J. Symington, M.D., Medical Examiner. Directors. S.B. Elkins, John Pratt, E. Andrews, A. 

Staab, W.W. Griffin, N. Pope, Thos McDonald, Wm Breeden, Thos B. Catron, Wm. H. Manderfield, Chas Probst, Col. J.P. Willard, Col. A.B. 

Carey, Thos F. Conway, S.B. Wheelock, Wm Rosenthal. [ad in SFDNM] 
1875October5(loc); T.B. Catron, locator, placer mining 20ac, precinct 12, W from NW corner of John S. Hutchison 5Oct1875 claim; witnesses A.P. 

Adams, Jose Manuel Guerrero (mark); rec 25Oct75 [b.A p.302] 



1875October5(loc); Charles H. Gildersleeve, locator, precinct 12 placer claim 20ac, NW corner of 5Oct1875 Thomas B. Catron claim; witness A.P. 

Adams, Jose Manuel Guererro [b.A p.310] 
1875October5(loc); G.P. Adams, locator, precinct 12 placer claim 20ac, SW corner 5Oct1875 T.B. Catron claim; witnesses A.P. Adams, Jose Manuel 

Guererro [b.A p.319] 

1876 -- The Mesita de Juana Lopez grant survey by Rollin J. Reeves took it all the way to just north of the modern town of Madrid. Elkins & Catron then used the 
overlap with the Ortiz Mine Grant, which Elkins controlled to get a major stock interest in the Cerrillos Coal and Iron Company, which Elkins created in 1884 to 
develop the Madrid Coal field. 

1876; Eaton makes deal with Thomas Catron, US DA for NM over 4,500 sheep on San Cristobal 
early1876; In the mid-1870s Catron was busy maneuvering to acquire every interest in the Tierra Amarilla grant from Manuel Martinez’s heirs. In early 1876, he hired 

Wilmot E. Broad to serve as his agent in Tierra Amarilla for that purpose. …Four years earlier Broad, John S. Corthell, and William G. Thompson had incorporated 
The New Mexico Stock and Agricultural Association in Illinois for the purpose of colonizing and bringing into use tracts of lands in NM & CO… A determined 
entrepreneur, Broad attempted several other business ventures, most of which failed. One of these undertakings, the Monero Coal and Coke Company, was 
financed by a note cosigned by Catron. When the company failed, Broad’s position as manager of the grant became what one of Catron’s biographers described 
as “debt servitude.” When Borad died in 1907, he was still working for Catron and had not yet paid off the debt to his employer. [NMHR Apr2001 p.177, 184] 

n.d.(betw 1876-1885); [The Mora] partition suit became extremely involved and was attended by much animosity. Catron was repeatedly threatened with violence while 
attending to the suit. According to oral tradition, he was once compelled to leave Mora disguised in woman’s clothing because certain of the townspeople objected 
to his role in the proceedings. [VWestphall, TBCatron & His Era, 1973 p.43] 

1877February14; The United States and District Courts for this county are regularly at work Judge H.L. Waldo presiding, Jno H. Thomson Clerk, 

(vice Major R.J. Palen resigned) T.B. Catron U.S. Attorney and Wm Breeden Attorney-General. [SFDNM] 
1877April5; The Odd Fellows’… John Watts, N.G.; M.A. Breeden, V.G.; M. Frost, Secretary; G. Elsberg, Treasurer. The appointed officers are J. 

Townsend, W. Spiegelberg, J. Spitsnagel, John Ritter, Wm Breeden, T.B. Catron and Wm Bolander. [SFDNM] 

1877May5; Catron & new wife Julia A. Walz of Mankato MN, born 28March 1857 Springfield OH; residence with W.W. Griffin (she became severely deaf by early 90s 
and constantly abroad from 1893 to death 13Nov 1909) 

1877June20; Lawyer C.H. Gildersleeve has moved his office from Mr. Catron’s room to the room on the same street recently occupied by Mr. Gerdes. 
[SFDNM] 

1877August; member of Montezuma Masonic Lodge, at the formation of the Grand Lodge of NM; Thomas B. Catron, Attorney, U.S. Senator; Visitor from Mobile Lode 
No.40, Alabama, 1865; affiliated 4-3-1875 from Aztec Lodge No.108, Las Cruces; KT: 1-7-1870; District Lecturer: 12-3-1870; Grand Lecturer: 1877; SW: 1878-
79; WM: 1883; AASR: 32°; D: 5-15-1921, Santa Fe. 

1877August; Thomas B. Catron, attorney, member of Montezuma Lodge – visitor from Mobile Lodge 1865; affiliated 4-3-1875 from Las Cruces [Seven Score & Ten; 
Montezuma Lodge No.1 2001 p.21] 

1877August4; The reorganization of Santa Fe Royal Arch Chapter was completed… W.W. Griffin, M.E.H.P.; Thos B. Catron, K; Gustave Elsberg, S.; 
Will Spiegelberg, C.of H.; Con Cosgrove, P.S.; Chas Pessels, R.A.C.; Thos S. Tucker, G.M.3dV.; Ben Schuster, G.M.2dV.; Robt B. Willison, 

G.M.1stV.; Wm H. Manderfield, Treasurer; Dav J. Miller, Secretary. [SFDNM] 

1877September21: Deed of Trust; Robert B. Willison, Francisca Willison, his wife, of StaFe to William T. Thornton of Santa Fe, and Thomas B. Catron party of the 
third part; NE1/4 of Sec18, E1/2 of NE1/4 and SE 1/4 of Sec7, NW1/4 and SW1/4 of Sec8, in T14N R8E, containing 800ac, also the W1/2 of NE1/4 and NW1/4 
and SW1/4 of Sec18, containing 466.60ac; IN TRUST, Whereas the Second National Bank of NM did on the 16July1877 recover a judgment for $6,114.69 and 
$17.30 costs, which judgment is now owned by Thomas B. Catron; Whereas, said R.B. Willison did deliver to Thomas B. Catron 4 certain promissory notes… 
Therefore, if the said parties of the first part shall pay… but if default… take possession of said premises for sale; R.B. Willison, Francisca H. Willison, W.T. 
Thornton, Trustee. [b.H-Deeds p.712] 

1877Sept21redux: Deed of Trust; Robert B. Willison & Francisca Willison, his wife, to William T. Thornton, party of second part & trustee, Thomas B. Catron, party of 
third part. to p2pt undiv1/2int in E1/2 of NE1/4 and the SE1/4 of Sec.7; NW1/4 and the SW 1/4 of Sec.8 in T14N R8E containing 800ac {=560ac!}, and other 
property. In trust for… judgment against Enos Andrews and R.B. Willison for $6114.69 damages & $17.30 cost… bears 18% interest, and is now owned by said 
Thomas B. Catron. R.B. Willison et ux shall pay 4 notes plus judgement plus interest by 31Dec or p2p will sieze property for public auction sale. Rec b.H Deeds 
p.712 [per V.,Byrne No.4326 Abstract of Title 14Jun1957] 

1878August9; names associated with the “Ring” per Frank Springer: Judge Palen, Mr. Elkins, Mr Catron… Dr. R.H. Longwill 

1878October10, effective Nov10 -- T.B.Catron resigns as U.S. District Attorney (US Attorney) over ‘payment due’ witnesses and juror certificates; replaced 
1879Jan20 by Sidney M. Barnes of Little Rock 

 S.B. Elkins, T.B. Catron, et al hire Robert Hart of Oro City to develop their Cerrillos Hills properties  
1878 Oro City CO becomes Leadville; world’s largest silver camp with 30 producing mines & 10 smelters 
1879July4; <RR arrives in Las Vegas] The old la fonda or hotel in Las Vegas was called the Exchange Hotel. It was a famous hostelry and had been managed since about 

1866 by the Kitchen brothers, Charlie and Dick. It was a popular meeting place for all the cattle barons from southern Colorado and northern New Mexico, and all such 

occasions were signalized by a big poker game, under the auspices of Charlie Kitchen, the ceiling alone being the limit. Thses games usually lasted for at least two days 

and nights, meals and drinks being brought to the table so that there would be no break in the playing. …Among those who sat in at these games were such men as 

Wilson Waddingham, George W. Thompson, Marcus Brunswick, Henry L. Waldo, Thomas B. Catron, Abraham Staab, Mariano S. Otero, Jesus M. Perea, Mariano 

Perea, Lucien B. Maxwell, Jesus M. Luna, William T. Thornton, Tranquilino Luna, Eugene A. Fiske, Charles H. Gildersleeve, John Chisum and many other lesser 

lights. [My Life on the Frontier] 

1879July4; …the AT&SF RR crossed Raton Pass, track to Las Vegas being opened for operation July 4, 1879. A short pause ensued while A.A. Robinson, the 
railroad’s chief engineer, evaluated alternative routes to the Rio Grande valley. One alternative crossed Glorieta Pass, then followed the Rio Galisteo to its 
confluence with the Rio Grande. Among other factors, the availability of timber along that route, and the presence of the coal near Cerrillos, convinced Robinson to 
choose the Glorieta Pass alignment. … J.M. Robinson, a mining engineer, was hired to evaluate the several coal fields: Galisteo, Tuerto, Tijeras, and San Pedro. 
Working with him on the real estate issues was George T. Anthony, a former Kansas governor. They soon eliminated the Tuerto (now Hagen) and Tijeras fields as 
inadequate. The owner of the as-yet unconfirmed Socorro Grant, within the boundaries of which it was situated, proposed what they considered a reasonable offer 
for the San Pedro, or Carthage, coal field. … As a step toward opening the Galisteo or Cerrillos field, entries were filed on behalf of the AT&SF with the General 
Land Office on potential coal-bearing lands outside the Juana Lopez and Ortiz Mine Grants. These filings were along Ortiz Gulch, south of Cerrillos. ¶ Anthony 
also began negotiating with Catron for the coal within the boundaries of the two land Grants. Catron initially offered to sell the railroad his undivided half-interest in 
the Juana Lopez Grant for $100,000. Both Anthony and W.B. Strong, the Santa Fe Rail Road’s general manager, considered the price excessive, since 
approximately two-thirds of the coal bearing lands, including all of the anthracite, lay within the area of overlap between the Juana Lopez and Ortiz Mine Grants. 
Further, a challenge to the Ortiz Mine Grant title, still not resolved, further clouded the issue. ¶ Strong and Anthony agreed that if Catron and Elkins were confident 
of their titles to the two land grants, and confident of the value of the coal field, rather than insist upon selling the property, they ought to be willing to participate in 
a corporation, along with the AT&SF, to develop and operate the resource. Catron and Elkins agreed to such an arrangement, the proposed company essentially 
to be owned on a 50-50 basis. Elkins, though, could bring along the other owners of the NMMC. They were likely to insist, he advised Anthony, on a greater share, 



perhaps as much as two-thirds, of the new company. In view of the reasonable offer in hand from the Socorro Grant’s owner, Anthony and Strong could not agree 
to accepting less than half the stock of the proposed new company. So far as they were concerned, Elkins’ communication closed the matter. The Santa Fe 
proceeded to organize the San Pedro Coal & Coke Company, which opened mines and built coke ovens near Socorro. The SPC&CC operated into the early 
1890s. [JPHereford, TheCerrillosCoalRailroad, 8Feb2008 draft] 

1879August15; (Elkins to Catron) Asks Catron for peaceful solution to the problems that Catron expressed in a recent letter, in light of their long personal and 
professional relationship and the many favors he had done Catron. – Why don’t you send me a deed to my four ninths [of Mesita de Juana Lopez]. Send me the 
agreement Collinson sent about Bosque del Apache Grant. [Elkins papers 26] 

 [early 1880s] …the Star Route Mail Contracts sprang into prominence through the manipulations of such men as Stephen W. Dorsey, Richard C. 

Kerens, Stephen B. Elkins, Thomas B. Catron, Numa Raymond, John H. Riley, Michael Cosgrove and numerous lesser lights, as well as others in 

Washington higher up and behind the scenes. [My Life on the Frontier] 

1880January16; James F. Calendar ½ , Hugh Marshall ½ ; Ground Floor lode, loc shaft is SE of Cactus lode near Griffin claim, loc shaft of S.B.Elkins lode is SE 
190’, loc shaft of Catron lode is S 195’, NW end of Catron & S.B.Elkins claim are common with SE of Ground Floor, on Callender Hill, SW of StaFe-Carbonateville 
road, at NE post of Cerrillos Mtns; Gonzales Mining District; 250’ N40°E 1250’ S40°W, 150’ea side; recorded 4March1880 [Locations & Mining Deeds B#15406 
p.266] 

1880February21; Philip D. Elkins, Rufus J. Palen, Thomas B. Catron, William S. Woodside (absent from signature block), Edward P. North (signature ‘Edward P. 
Nash’); Pecos and Placer Water Pipe Company, from near Pecos river at Canon entering Pecos River S of Dalton Mill in San Miguel Co – 2mi above cave “La 
Cuebra” or 5mi above Dalton Mill – to Glorieta Summit; thence to NMMC Grant in Placer mining grounds; 5000shares @ $100ea = $500,000; certified N.W. Fine 
Notary Public, endorsed W.G. Ritch secy Territorial Secretary, filed 27Feb80 [Locations & Mining Deeds B#15406 p256] 

1880June4_census: T.B. Catron, SF resident, lawyer, 39y-o, born MO [TN,VA], wife Julia W. (23yrs OH [Baden, Alsace]), sons John W. (2yr NM) Chas C. (2mos 
NM)[<LDS database says 8mos CT], servant Carrie Hinefelt (14yrs NY [Hesse Darmstadt, Hesse Darmstadt)  

1880July2; Committee on Entertainment [for Gen. Grant’s visit] – Col. J.J. Hinds, chairman; Gen. J.J. Dana, Major Baird, T.B. Catron, Dr. Bartleson, 

A.G. Hoyt, Felipe Delgado, Jose A. Ortiz, Herman Ilfeld, Lieutenant James Allen, W.W. Tate, Capt. John S. Loud, Gen. Smith, Romulo 

Martinez, Rafael Lopez, L. Baca. [SFDNM] 
1880September18; T.B. Catron, W.T. Thornton Catron & Thornton, Attorneys at Law, Santa Fe, New Mexico. [ad in SFDNM] 

1880October3; for the visit of President Hayes: – Finance; Gen. G.A. Smith, Sol Spiegelberg, Wm M. Berger, Antonio Ortiz y Salazar, John Watts, Walter W. Hayt, 

Joseph D. Sena, N.W. Fine – Reception; Wm G. Ritch, Lehman Spiegelberg, Gen L. Hatch, Gen. H.M. Atkinson, B.L. Thomas, Z. Staab, Gen. G.A. Smith, Thomas B. 

Catron, H.L. Waldo, Col. S.M. Barnes, Jose D. Sena, W.W. Griffin, Herman Ilfeld, Wm Breeden, Bernard Seligman, E.A. Fiske, Alex G. Irvine, Willi Spiegelberg, 

Gen. Smith USA, Rev. Mr. Lamy, Trinidad Alarid, Thomas F. Conway, Antonio Ortiz y Salazar, John C. Davis, R.W. Webb, J.G. Albright, Luciano Baca, R.S. Palen, 

Willian McKenzie, Colonel Craig, M.A. Breeden, W.S. Fletcher, Chas H. Gildersleeve, John H. Knaebel, F.B. Clancy, Prof. H.O. Ladd, Rev. Mr. Hall, Rev. Mr. 

Riggle, W.G. Thornton, John Sherman, Adolph Seligman, Prof. W.H. Strieby, Judge Downs, P.S. Kennedy, Thomas S. Cordis, Rev. J.A. Trouchard, Eluas Breerart, 

Leut Guilfoyle, Lieut Allen, Jose B. Ortiz, Gaspar Ortiz, Captain C.A. Woodruff, Lieut G. Valoise, J.L. Johnson, Dr. J. Symington, Ramon Sena y Garcia, Dr. 

Bartleson, Dr. R.H. Longwill, D.H. Irland, Vicente Garcia, Jose A. Ortiz, Max Frost, Anaceto Abeytia, Horace C. Baldwin, Martin Quintano, Antonio Romero, Edgar 

Caypless, Epifano Vigil, A. Sandoval, J.H. Daly – Entertainment; Henry Reed, Z. Staab, Enos Andrews, V.S. Shelby, Sol Spiegelberg, Wm M. Berger, S. Wedeles, 

W.H. McBroom, Wm A. Conant, H.F. Swope, W.W. Tate, S.H. Lucas, J.H. Gerdes, C.F.A. Fischer, Lieutenant C.A. Steadman, J.C. Davenport, John C. Hogue, Felipe 

B. Delgado, Romelo Martinez, Henry J. Gore, David J. Miller, Pelle Herlow, Wm Fitzmaurice, Panteleon Estos, M.A. Gold, Harry Mottley, S.T. Reed, B.M. Read, Geo 

W. Hickox, Chas Possells, Walter W. Hayt, Wm S. Woodside, S.J. Taylor, Wm T. Guyer, Jas H. Palmer, John C. Wettmer, A.E. Cauldwell, B. Kahn. [SFDNM] 

1880October6; Deed; Stephen B. Elkins by his attorney in fact Thos B. Catron sells for $125 to Elliott D. Horubek Lot No.1, Block No.14, Lot No.6, Block No.9 in the 
town of Cerrillos, in SE ¼ of Sec18 T14N R8E, all 25’x150’; certify 6Oct80 William S. Woodside Notary Public, recorded 15December1880 [Locations & Mining 
Deeds E#15409 p.38] 

1880October6; Deed; Stephen B. Elkins by his attorney in fact Thos B. Catron sells for $150 to Elmira S. Harkness Lots No.3, 5, 7 Block No.14 in the town of 
Cerrillos, all 25’x150’; certify 6Oct80 William S. Woodside Notary Public, recorded 15December1880 [Locations & Mining Deeds E#15409 p.40] 

1881; While negotiations with the Santa Fe were ongoing, Catron and Elkins granted a concession to Arthur Boyle, Wilmot E. Broad, and Charles H. Irvin to open 
mines on that portion of the field wholly within the Juana Lopez Grant. Boyle was an Englishman who immigrated to Santa Fe; in Great Britain, he had been a 
mining engineer, though he pursued other interests in New Mexico. Broad came to New Mexico interested in livestock but remained to become an associate of 
Catron in a variety of business ventures. Irvin, a former Union officer, had been a member of Palmer’s surveying party into NM. ¶ When Palmer left the Kansas 
Pacific to organize the Denver & Rio Grande, Irvin followed. Irvin was a locating engineer on the extension south from Antonito CO. At the time of the March 1880 
“treaty of Boston,” by which the two companies agreed to stay out of each others’ territory. The treaty ended the D&RG’s southerly progress at Espanola NM. 
When a group of Santa Fe businessmen organized the Texas, Santa Fe & Northern to connect the territorial capitol with Espanola, thirty miles to the north, he 
joined the new railroad as its first chief engineer. (The TSF&N ultimately was completed in January 1887.) ¶ Irvin also associated himself with two projects to 
develop the Galisteo coal field. One, to which we have alluded above, was incorporated on December 17, 1881, as the Anthracite & Bituminous Coal Company. 
The other, was the Cerrillos & Southern Railroad, which was to build about six miles of track, connecting the mines with the AT&SF. Irvin was chief engineer and 
T.B. Catron was an organizer for both companies. [JPHereford, TheCerrillosCoalRailroad, 8Feb2008 draft] 

1881March26; The following is a list of the taxpayers of Santa Fe county, taken from the tax books, and it therefore comprises all the names of the 

legal voters of the county. Upper Santa Fe, Precinct No.3. Atwood, W.C., Andrews Enos, Alire Jose, Breeden M.A., Brito Trinidad, Bowers Francis, 

Bustamente Tomas, Catron T.B., Conway T.F., Catanach D.N., Constante Luis, Carl Wm, Debus Wendel, Delgado Juan, Donavant James, Dunand M. Hess, Felsenthal 

Louis, Griffin W.W., Grace Frederick, Garcia Prudencio, Garcia Juan, Garcia Juan Antonio, Griego Santiago, Gonzales Juan, Gonzales, Jose I, Gehring F., Gough J.M., 

Gwyn John, Gonzales Francisco, Hebert Val, Holmes James, Ilfeld Herman, Ilfeld Noa, Imbert Louis, Johnson J.L., Koch Gerhard, Klin H., Lamy J.B., Lamy J.B.Jr., 

Longwill R.H., Lopez Francisco, Lucas S.H., Manderfield W.H., Murphy J.C., McKenzie W.C., Martinez Ramon, Martinez Romulo, Martinez Lorenzo, Martinez 

Placidore, Martinez Rafael, Montoya Francisco, Montoya Juan, Martinez ???idad, Neis M., Ortiz Jose ???so, Ortega ????, Prince L.B., Palen R.J., Pessels Chas, Padilla 

Ram??, Padilla Jose Ma., Pena Transci??, Quintana Thomas, Rael Antonio Jose, Rivera Juan Jose, Rivera Tomas, Ritter John, Rodriguez Miguel, Rodriguez Jose Ma., 

Rodriguez ??? A., Spiegelberg Lehman, Spiegelberg Willi, Spiegelberg Sol, Seligman Bernard, Seligman Adolph, Staab Abram, Staab Zadoc, Sena Jose D., Shuman 

J.P., Stinson J.W., Smith John, Sena y Baca Ma., Steck F.B., Symington John, Swope H.F., Sena y Garcia R., Shelby V.S., Tomkins R.H., Thornton W.T., Thomas 

B.M., Truchard J.A., Vigil Epifanio, Vigil Simon, Vincent Henry, Valdez Antonio, Wedeles Simon, Wedeles Hugo.  [SFDNM]   
1881July7; Hon T.B. Catron left on the president’s car of the Central Pacific Railroad yesterday for the south. [SFDNM] 

1881July14; Letters From The Camps, No.9. ¶ Los Cerrillos is a station on the A.T.& S.F. railroad, at the crossing of the highway from Santa Fe to the Old and New 
Placers. There are two stores, two saloons, a hotel and two or three dwelling houses. This is the natural outlet for the whole country to the north and southwest 
for many miles, and is destined to be quite a commercial point in the near future. ¶ Two miles west of this station is a coal mine, which produces coal equal in 
quality to any in the whole West. On the 30th day of June, 1881, the miners who had been at work in this shaft, to the number of eighteen, struck for higher 
wages, demanding an increase of 25 per cent on each ton mined. Their demand was not acceded to. Two or three of them went back for a day or so to finish up 
a car load partially filled at the time of the strike. About this time, I think a little after, Mr. W.H. Patton received advices from the railroad company of a change in 
freight rates. Mr. Patton informed me that he had a contract with the company for freight as follows: To Santa Fe, $2.50 per ton, to Albuquerque, $2.75; Las 
Vegas, $3.25. This had been the price for six months. The change on freight rates was as follows: To Las Vegas, $12.45; to Albuquerque, $7.35; to Santa Fe, 



$5.55. At these rates Mr. Patton said that he could not afford to ship coal, and therefore on last Saturday all the lumber for shutes, &c, at the mine was hauled 
away, and no more work will be done there. Mr. Patton lays all his trouble to the railroad company, and the miners declare it all proceeded from this strike. I give 
both sides as given to me by the parties themselves. ¶ Mr. Patton had leased the mines from the owners, Messrs. Catron & Elkins, and had expended over 
$5,000 in improvements. I have never seen a better quality of coal than that taken from this mine. ¶ A smelter was put up here about a year ago, but it is not now 
worked. There are a dozen or more reasons given by the people here why this smelter is not running, the principal one being that the machine is not suitable for 
treating the peculiar quality of mineral in this Territory. There is a strong probability that it will start up again next spring under a different management. ¶ The 
machine, however, that is expected to revolutionize the placer working is the dry washer or precious metal separator, as it is called. Mr. Hall, the inventor and 
manufacturer, is here, and is confident that the machine will be in running order within ten days. I give below a brief description of this machine, and there is 
general confidence that it will be a success. It is used to extract the precious metals from the auriferous and argentiferous ores, sand, gravel, or other deposits or 
tailings, and it is particularly designed to furnish an apparatus whereby such extraction may be thoroughly effected by means of a pressure blast of air, or 
compressed air in connection with suitable chemicals, although the apparatus may be employed in connection with hydraulic pressure. ¶ The invention further 
has for its objects to provide an apparatus which shall be simple in construction, so that it can be readily taken apart and conveniently packed for transportation, 
and expeditiously put together when required for use, and by means of which the finest particles of gold, silver, or other metals may be separated from foreign 
substances and concentrated. ¶ The operation of this apparatus is as follows: Two sets of pans are employed, one set being placed in the machine while in 
operation, the other set being held in reserve to take the place of the first mentioned set when the same have to be removed to discharge the mercury or 
chemicals and extracted metals. The pans being properly charged with chemicals and secured in the machine, the doors are closed, making the machine air 
tight, except at the induction and eduction air-openings. The ore, which may be in the form of gravel, sand, placer ore, or other natural deposits or tailings, is fed 
into the hopper, the casing being oscillated by rotating the driving shaft. The ore, by means of the agitating shaft and its arms, is fed from the hopper in a finely 
divided condition into one end of the upper pan. Here it meets with the incoming draft of air from the blowing machine and is carried by the draft of air, which, 
meeting with the dampers, is by them together with the ore, directed into the pockets containing the mercury or chemicals, violating the same and forcing the ore 
into intimate contact therewith. The ore, after being thoroughly deprived of the precious metals, escapes through the eduction opening at the lower corner of the 
machine. ¶ A dry-washer was brought here by four inexperienced young gentlemen a few months ago, but was not unloaded from the cars, although many 
claims were offered them where they could test the quality of the deposits. The boys were looking for something better. Mr. Hall has great faith in the placer 
diggings around here, and as he is energetic, and has a large amount of vim and snap about him, he will very likely succeed. We shall await with interest to hear 
of the successful operation of this machine. W.W.C. [W.W. Cone] Los Cerrillos, July 12, 1881 [SFDNM Vol.X No.114] 

1881July29; The trial of the case of Seligman & Bro., vs Abraham and Moses Aaron Gold, was commences, and was contested with great spirit on 

both sides; the lawyers making it decidedly interesting for each other, and indeed for everybody. Messrs. Catron and Thornton appeared for the 

plaintiffs and E.A. Fiske for the defendants. [SFDNM] 

1882; defeated for Ter Senate by Henry L. Warren, by 12 votes, probably for Catron’s strong support for Axtell for Chief Justice 
1882 -- Boston & New Mexico Cattle Company incorporated for StaFe county; by Henry M. Atkinson (Surveyor General since March’76), T.B.Catron, and John H. 

Thompson 
1882January8; Several enterprising Santa Fe men have embarked upon an enterprise which promises them a rich reward for their trouble and expense. 

They have organized a company known as the Cerrillos and Southern Railway company. The object of the organization is to build a railroad from 
the town of Cerrillos to the coal fields near that place. The incorporators are Messrs. Chas H. Irvin, Peter L Vander Voor, Wilmot E. Broad, Pascal 

Craig, John Symington. The directors are the same gentlemen above mentioned with one exception, T.B. Catron being of the board instead of Peter 

J. Vander Voor. The company has a capital stock of $300,000 in shares of a par value of $100 each. Of this sixty-five shares have been actually 
subscribed. [SFDNM] 

1882May9; Hon. T.B. Catron left Santa Fe yesterday morning for the east. He goes to Denver whence he will probably proceed to New York. 

[SFDNM] 

1882June14; Messrs. Gildersleeve and Catron are still in New York and will probably not return to Santa Fe for some time. [SFDNM] 

1882June25; Amount of Property Owned By the Residents of Santa Fe County. April 14, 1882. Catron, Thos B. _ 65,??? 00 [SFDNM]   

1882June28; To Charles H. Gildersleeve, as Secretary of the Texas, Santa Fe & Northern railroad company. …The undersigned holders of one half 
and upwards of the subscribed capital stock… A. Staab, T.B. Catron, Arthur Boyle, Charles H. Irvin, F.W. Clancy, Rafael Lopez, Charles M. 

Conklin, A. Seligman, B. Seligman, Felipe B. Delgado, J.G. Schurmann, Reed & Bishop, W.A. McKenzie, W.T. Thornton, P.F. Herlow, Vicente 
Mares, Nicolas Garcia, John Symington, W.M. Berger, Jose L. Perea, J.R. Armijo, Michel Barardinelli, J.B. Lamy, Anto’ Ortiz y Salazar, Romulo 

Martinez, Willi Spiegelberg, L. Spiegelberg, W.E. Broad, Jesus Castillo, Cristobal Armijo, Mariano Perea, B.F. Schuster, Pedro Perea, Nasario 

Gonzales, Trinidad Alarid, John Symington, E.D. Franz, Gaspar Ortiz, Miguel Silva, Felipe Delgado, Mariano Romero, Jose L. Perea, 2nd, 
Benicio Perea. [SFDNM] 

1882June29; The protest filed by Colonel Bennett against the leasing of a patent to the Hanover copper mine in Grant county to Tom Catron has been 

dismissed. [SFDNM] 
1882September2; T.B. Catron will manipulate the political wires in San Miguel county to some extent, so his friends say. [SFDNM] 

1882September13; Edgar Caypless is fixing himself for a run for councilman from Santa Fe county. He will probably be arrayed, it is said, against 

T.B. Catron. Caypless is an energetic fellow, and being a popular one will make a good run. [SFDNM] 
1882October18; Golden’s Glee. Another Step Toward Ousting the Canon Del Agua Company. Is Accomplished. And Joy Reigns in the New Placers 

District. Judge J.B. Axtell Decides That the Company Must Answered the Bill. Yesterday morning the hearing of the argument upon the demurrer 

of the Canon del Agua company to the bill of the United States to set aside the patent by which the company holds the grant known as the San 
Pedro and Canon del Agua grant, took place, Chief Justice Axtell presiding. Judge Francis Downs appeared for the government and T.B. Catron 

for the company. …The Chief Justice also surprised the attorneys and all others by rendering a decision on the spot. [SFDNM] 

1882November23; [final SF county election results] Councilman – T.B. Catron. Representatives – J.L. Jenks, Librado Valencia. County 
Commissioners – Sol Spiegelberg, W.H. Nesbitt, Aniceto Abeytia. Probate Judge – W.H. Manderfield. School Commissioners – Jesus de las Luz 

Romero, C.W. Uptegrove, Nicolas Pino. Sheriff – Romulo Martinez. Probate Clerk – Atanacio Romero. Treasurer – A.J. Rael. Coroner – Juan 

Ortiz y Rodriguez. The election is thus settled. [SFDNM] 
1882November25; It is with deep regret that the New Mexican announces the death of Master Thomas Catron, son of Hon. T.B. Catron, which sad 

event occurred only yesterday morning. The deceased had been ill for several weeks. [SFDNM] 

1883; the Catrons build their first house, in SF  
15th person to be Past Master of Montezuma Lodge 
1883; Thomas B. Catron, Grand Master of Montezuma Lodge No.1 [Seven Score & Ten; Montezuma Lodge No.1 2001 p.19] 
1883; In 1883 Catron signed notes for [W.E.] Broad in order for him to enter into a partnership with Pascal Craig in the Monero Coal and Coke Company. When the 

note came due a year later Broad was unable to pay, and Catron had to make good to the extent of about $66,000, including interest and later litlgation with Craig. 



Catron was also guarantor of notes in the name of the partnership. In the process Catron was forced to take over the Monero Coal and Coke Company, which 
proved to be a losing venture. [VWestphall, TBCatron & His Era, 1973 p.49] 

1883January10; Mining Deed; J.P. OBrien Esq sells for a $300 promissory note at no%int due in 90days to Thomas B. Catron Esq undiv ½ int Mimmie Mining claim, 
(loc 5July81), undiv ¾ Crown Point Mining claim, (loc 23Apr81), in CMD, presence blank, certify 10Jan83 Wm White Notary Public; recorded 10January1883 
[Locations & Mining Deeds F#15410 p.316] 

1883March7; directors of the new StaFe Water and Improvement Co.; Robert E. Carr [pres] & O.W. Meysenburg [secy+manager, soninlaw of RE Carr] of St. Louis, 
T.B. Catron, W.W. Griffin, H.L. Warren [SF Daily NMexican] 

1883April20; The Golden Retort, a newsy little paper, handles Catron without gloves. If it gets any worse, would it not be a good idea to protect your 

hands? – White Oaks Era. –  Catron must have loaned Bartow money, for every person we have heard speak well of Tom would add soon 

thereafter “Why, I can borrow money from him at any time.” [The Golden Retort. Vol.III No.9] 
1883April20; No.16 – Application for Patent. Notice is hereby given that W.W. Griffin et al, whose postoffice address is Santa Fe, New Mexico, has 

this day filed his application for a Patent for fifteen hundred (1500) linear feet of the Jennie lode mining claim, bearing gold, with surface ground 

six hundred (600) feet in width, situated in the New Placers mining district… Max Frost, Register; Catron & Thornton, Attorneys for Applicants. 
[The Golden Retort. Vol.III No.9] 

1883April27; Catron was correct; he got is extension and for sixty days. ¶ San Pedro has sixty days more in which to rob the property of others. ¶ 

…The Colonel was rampant on the common school question a few weeks ago, but now that the public schools of Santa Fe county are closed and a 
little agitation might bring forth at least a statement from the school commissioners, the great organ of fraud and monopoly is silent. ¶ They have 

been discharging more men at San Pedro, Colonel. In the interest of their suffering families, it is time you were calling a halt. We insist upon your 

being consistent and carrying that sympathetic gush racket out. It is too transparent to dish it up only when the patent case is before the court. ¶ 
Strong don’t like Catron, Bartow; and you (Col.Breeden of the NewMexican) stand in great danger of losing your situation as crank turner on the 

railroad-and-side-issues organ if you persist in eulogizing that pet elephant [Catron] you have taken to your arms as a suckling. ¶ …The Colonel 

wants to know how many men attended the Golden indignation meeting. Send your elephant out to ascertain. The last time Catron was here he 
though there were 1000 able-bodied meeting attendants. [The Golden Retort [R.W. Webb]. Vol.III No.10]  

1883April27; Says the New Mexican: “Colonel Catron can well afford to treat Webb with the silent contempt his cause merits.” One word in that short 

sentence, Bartow, strikes the keynote of your hired service song – “cause.” Yes, it is the “cause” Webb advocates that burns the old Ring and its 
paid retainers, who would barter away not only the prosperity of northern New Mexico but their own insignificant sould as well for a small salary 

or a contingent fee; or, still worse, to compound felonies by attempting to cover up and perpetuate fraud by the enacting still more damnable ones. 

“Cause?” We could not have asked for a better sentence, one illustrating the contemptible course of the New Mexican and its dictators more 
strikingly. “Cause?” Yes, one that will yet make prosperous Santa Fe county and see its advocates honored and respected when its opponents are 

buried beneath the deserved obloquy of all honest, progressive people. [The Golden Retort [R.W. Webb]. Vol.III No.10]  

1883May4; The Herald attempts a joke when it says we are jealous of McGee. If we ever sink so low in our own estimation and that of others as to be 
envious of San Pedro’s present manager we are ready for Bartow’s elephant to roll on us. Jealous of a man who swore to a known false statement, 

and then grinningly offered as an excuse that he was swearing for the company, not himself! [The Golden Retort. Vol.III No.11] 

1883May25; McGee is sick: Catron tambíen. – Colorado had her Tabor in the United States Senate, why not New Mexico her Catron? – Catron vows 
and declares that he will make paupers of the Oteros for their taking possession of the Big Copper mine. Rather a heavy contract, Sir Thomas. – 

The New Mexican was ordered to sell or close last week, but Elephant Catron pledged a land grant or two for the paper’s support, and Bartow will 

continue to boom Tom for the United States Senate. – The Review tells of Tom Catron going to and returning from the scene of action at San 
Pedro. Catron would as soon think of jumping into hell naked as to come out here during the present trouble. He is far too discreet to make such a 

break. – The stripling on the Review has at last succumbed to the lash of the New Mexican, and now sounds the praises of Bartow and Catron in 

regular sub lead-cur style. The Review presents a very sorry spectacle of late, and her proprietors should change the second page slobber for some 
sort of readable matter. [The Golden Retort. Vol.III No.13] 

1883June1; The wages of sin are death, would be a good epitaph over the grave of the defunct New Mexican. – Catron has more land grants than 

money, but not enough of either to keep his organ alive in Santa Fe. [The Golden Retort. Vol.III No.14] 
1883September7; Has the name of Tom Catron become so odious as to paralyze everything with which it is connected? If not, why is the narrow 

gauge railroad scheme still dormant. [The Golden Retort. Vol.III No.17] 

1883September21; We see the following statements going the rounds of the press: “A party of eastern capticalist, headed by R.C. Kerns of St. Louis, 
president of the Eureka springs railroad, have purchased the immense coal beds near Cerrillos, N.M., and will at once commence erecting coking 

ovens to supply Arizona and New Mexico with coke. They will make a demand on the Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe railroad for rates to 

Albuquerque, so they can ship west by the Atlantic and Pacific and Southern Pacific. If favorable rates are refused they will commence at once the 
continuation of an independent line from Cerrillos.” No one more than ourself would like to see the improvements outlined in the foregoing 

quotations consummated. But when we reflect that Kerns is a part owner in the fraudulent Ortiz grant, and is associated with others interested in 

that still greater steal known as the Juana Lopez grant, and that title to the coal is sought to be derived through these reprehensible sources, we see 
no permanent success in the scheme but a fruitful source of trouble only, likely to terminate disastrously to innocent parties. Even were the grant 

titles unquestioned, there would be no end to litigation as among those claimant. Besides the locators of these beds under the laws, there are three 

sets of claimants to the Ortiz grant and three to the Juana Lopez tract, all in court and all “red hot.” So, whichever way you look at the scheme, 
much as it is to be desired, nothing but trouble and backsets are apparent if the company intends to operate under the Kerns and Catron title, as is 

evident. The shortest and most satisfactory way out of the complication is for the government to revoke the fraudulent patents and throw these 
almost exclusively mineral grants open. This done and there will be 50 companies operating on those now grants instead of the much-talked-of one 

said to be coming with such a flourish. [The Golden Retort. Vol.III No.19] 

1883September28; Tom Catron volunteered the information the other day to certain gentlemen in Albuquerque who intend investing here that they 
would be served with an injunction if they attempted to work the placers of this camp. Just how it was to be done the redoubtable Tom did not 

explain, but it may be that he carries blank injunctions around in his grip, duly signed, so that he can fill and serve them on sight. You may howl 

and wail, scheme and plot, Tom, but you and your gang can keep this section back no longer. [The Golden Retort. Vol.III No.20] 
1883October12; Catron is reported as having made a fine speech at the army reunion in Albuquerque last week; he representing the Confederate side. 

– We see in the Review that there are 150,000 acres of patented lands, principally grants, in Santa Fe county unassessed. Even the 1,400 acres of 

Cerrillos agricultural lands, taking in the mountains and the mines, escape. Tom Catron’s bean and chili patches, known as the Juana Lopez grant, 
extended so as to take in the coal fields near Cerrillos and comprining over 48,000 acres, are accommodatingly left out. The Ortiz, with its 68,000 

acres of rich mineral mountains and placers, is significantly forgotten, and so on to the finish. …The present assessor should be prosecuted for the 

non-performance of a sworn duty. [The Golden Retort. Vol.III No.22] 



1884 -- TB Catron becomes member of NM territorial council, beating Henry L. Warren by 9 votes, amid “rump”-J.Francisco Chavez (D) vs. William G. Ritch 
controversy (R); also ’88, ’90, ’99, ’05, ‘09 
1884March6, Hon. T.B. Catron accused M. Hess Dunand of having embezzled a number of sheep from him some six years ago. An indictment was 

brought in against Dunand on the last day of court just one year ago and to-day – the last of the term – the case is on trial. [Weekly New Mexican 
Review p.3 c.8] 

1884March15 Santa Fe. – Captain Jesus Sina Baca, at present clerk in the Chaves council, was approached yesterday by the territorial auditor, 

Trinidad Alarid, and again by Thomas Catron, president of the Catron council, who offered him $1,000 if he would sign a certain document 
without seeing its contents. Catron also told him there was another thousand for Epifano Vigil, another clerk, if he would sign the document. I 

have Baca’s signature to a paper setting forth the above facts. [in the Denver Rocky Mountain News on Sunday (16), ref The Weekly New 

Mexican Review 20Mar84 p.1 c.2] 

1884March; As time passed, Catron and Elkins still hoped for an understanding with the Santa Fe to develop the field. They were sufficiently optimistic to organize in 
March 1884 the Cerrillos Coal & Iron Company and purchase improvements made by the Anthracite & Bituminous Coal Company. The new company’s 
stockholders included the other owners of the NMMC, Jerome Chaffee and Richard C. Kerens. But neither did CC&IC continue the work nor was an agreement 
reached with the Santa Fe. CC&IC remained dormant for another eight years. ¶ With the CC&IC inactive, trespass mining increased, though the scale remained 
small. In 1888, for example, five bituminous and two anthracite mines extracted a total of 25,200 tons of coal. By comparison, that year some 300,000 tons were 
mined at Gallup NM, on the Atlantic & Pacific Railroad; 227,427 tons by the Raton Coal & Coke Company at Raton, and, at Carthage, the San Pedro Coal & Coke 
Company produced 62,038 tons. ¶ CC&IC took no effort to stem the misappropriation of its resource. The company’s officers were spread across the nation; 
Richard C. Kerens, president, residing in Missouri, alone could initiate action to assert the company’s ownership of the coal. For some reason, he declined even to 
convene a meeting of the directors. ¶ Eventually, the talks with Elkins bore fruit. On December 10, 1891, Elkins agreed to deliver to the railroad the entire capital 
stock of the CC&IC in exchange for $300,000 cash plus $700,000 in bonds issued by the coal company. Those bonds were secured by a first mortgage on some 
26,000 acres of land owned by CC&IC. The land comprised all of the Mesita Juana Lopez Grant south of the Rio Galisteo, plus the 15,000 acres of the Ortiz Mine 
Grant falling within the boundaries of both grants. It thus embraced all of the coal lands within either grant, and much land to the west barren of coal. [JPHereford, 
TheCerrillosCoalRailroad, 8Feb2008 draft] 

1884July4; Then why not take Mr. Catron, for while like Mr. Breeden, he has ever been a leading member of the Santa Fe ring, unlike that gentleman 
he does not deny his affililation therewith, and as for brains, Mr. Catron is accredited with quite as much of that commodity as Mr. Breeden, with a 

further consideration of keeping his wits about him the full three hundred and sixty five days in the year; and not when himself or friends wish to 

put up a conspiracy on an opponent, falling “sick” until the business is all fixed up. No, Tom Catron has the courage of his dirty work, and ever 
shirks his part of it. When was ever Mr. Breeden known to dissent from the rulings of the Santa Fe ring? If the Republican party of this territory 

wants to commit suicide, let it put up Mr. Breeden by all means. Vol.IV No.26] 

1884August15; The Republican-Democratic Santa Fe ring are figuring to get their man in Congress whichever party wins. [The Golden Retort. Vol.V No.4] 
1884August15; You and Atkinson are not through with that American Valley racket, Frost, notwithstanding Mr. Eddy’s sugar-coating. Like a cub bear, Max, your 

trouble is all before you. [The Golden Retort. Vol.V No.4] 
1884August22; Large quantities of coal are being taken from the banks claimed by one Catron under the Juana Lopez grant steal. Why does not the 

pretended owner collect his royalty or close the works? We are reliably informed that several parties are suffering to square these accounts with 

Catron. [The Golden Retort. Vol.V No.5] 
1884August22; With Elkins Secretary of the Interior, Dick Kearnes as Land Commissioner, Atkinson Surveyor General, Max Frost Land Register, 

Ortiz y Salazar Receiver of public moneys, Tom Catron United States Attorney, Axtell Chief Justice and Morrison Marshal, what rapid strides 
New Mexico would take in point of permanent prosperity! Elect Blaine and the above is about the size of it so far as this Territory is concerned. 

[The Golden Retort. Vol.V No.5] 

1884November13; The celebrated Aztec mine on Ute creek in Colfax county has ben leased by Col. V.S. Shelby, of Santa Fe, who in conjunction with 
James Lynch and Hon. T.B. Catron will work it. [Weekly New Mexican Review p.3 c.4] 

1884-85 Catron & Thornton, attys at law resident StaFe, listed, in Gazetteer, R.L. Polk & Co + A.C. Danser 

1885; [draft of CC&IC organization resolution] Whereas, a conflict of title has existed between the owners of the Ortiz Mine Grant… and the owners of the Mesita Juana 
Lopez Grant… the several owners of said properties have formed a joint stock Company known as the Cerrillos Coal And Iron Company, with a capital stock of 
One million dollars. ca.14k acres of OMG = $400k; ca.20k acres of MJLG = $600k. And Whereas, it has been agreed that Stephen B. Elkins, Thomas B. Catron 
and Antonio Ortiz y Salazar, as representing the ownership of said MJLG, will own, the said Elkins $160k, the said Catron $160k, Antonio Ortiz y Salazar $40k of 
the capital stock remaining after deducting said $400k… = Elkins 1600sh, Catron 1600sh, OrtizySalazar 400sh. Whereas the following own the OMG: Jerome B. 
Chaffee 90/375; Leonidas M. Lawson 80/375; Larz Anderson 72.5/375; Stephen B. Elkins 54/375; Joseph Larocque 25/375; M.P. Bush 22/375; Richard C. Kerens 
20/375; Alfred J. Wolf, Trustee, 3.5/375; M.F. Hunt 3/375; Matthew Addy 2.5/375; Nicholas L. Anderson 2.5/375… are entitled to receive the following stock: 
Chaffee 576sh; Lawson 512sh; L. Anderson 464sh; Elkins 345sh; Larocque 160sh; Bush 140sh; Kerens 128sh; Wolf, Trustee, 23sh; Hunt 19sh; Addy 16sh; N.L. 
Anderson 17sh. …appoint Augustus Ebert of NYC and Frank W. Clancy of StaFe as trustees…  

1891December10; copy of memorandum that shows S.B. Elkins has sold and that the AT&SF Railroad Company has bought from the first named party, for $1,000,000 
…all the capital stock of the Cerrillos Coal and Iron Company, being 10k shares at $100 each. The said CC&IC being the owner of about 26,000 acres of land 
lying on the S side of the Galisteo River; 15,026.06acres within the Ortiz Mine Grant, and conveyed by Jerome B. Chaffee and Stephen B. Elkins to the CC&IC 
by deed 4Apr1884 b.Deeds N p.34. The portion of the Ortiz Mine Grant hereby conveyed 15,026.06acres …embracing that part of the Mesita Juana de Lopez 
Grant in conflict with the Ortiz Mine Grant. Also all that prat of the Mesita de Juana Lopez Grant lying south of the Galisteo River and extending to the north 
boundary of the Ortiz Mine Grant, estimated to contain about 11k acres, conveyed by Thomas B. Catron and Julia A., his wife to the CC&IC 1Jul1885, b.Deeds 
N p.222. The AT&SF agrees to pay for the stock as follows $300k on the surrender of CC&IC stock on Tues 22Dec1891, and not later. Upon it appearing that the 
CC&IC has a good and perfect title to the lands, except that portion of the San Domingo Pueblo Grant in conflict with the Mesita de Juana Lopez Grant, and that 
the said lands are free and unencumbered except as to the leases hereinafter mentioned, and that the CC&IC has no indebtedness, the AT&SF will maker a 
further payment of $700k par value of the first mortgage sinking fund 4% bonds, of an issue of $1M of like bonds. 30days to back out. Sig. in NY 10Dec1891; 
S.B. Elkins; The AT&SF RCo, J.W. Reinhart, President. Presence Geo F. Crane. [Elkins papers] 

1886; Napoleon B. Laughlin defeats Catron for SF seat on Ter Council 
1886; ref to law firm Catron, Thornton, & Clancy 
1886 American Valley Company incorporated for (now) Catron county; by Henry M. Atkinson, Thomas B. Catron, William B. Slaughter, and Henry L. Warren, after 

eliminating small-fry [combined capitalization of the 4 companies was $5million; surveyor general salary had been $2500-$3000/yr] 
1886August13; A big ranch deal was closed in this city last week, which was kept quiet up to this time for business reasons. After a three days conference Mr. W. B. 

Slaughter of Socorro and Hon. T.B. Catron and H.M. Atkinson of Santa Fe closed negotiations which resulted in the filing of actions of incorporation of the 
American Valley company . This company begins business with  $300,000 paid up and non assessable stock in shares of $100 each, $367,000 of this stock being 
paid to Mr. Slaughter for his ranch and cattle interests in the American valley including 10,000 head of cattle, $30,000 worth of Bae Bulls, horses, land etc,: the 



remainder of the stock $182,500 to Thomas B. Catron and Henry M. Atkinson for all their cattle and range interests in the American valley including 1,400 head of 
cattle, large amount of patented land, etc. The company's office is to be at Socorro and a branch at Santa Fe. The officers are; William B. Slaughter President and 
General manager, Thomas B Catron. Vice President, Henry M. Atkinson Secretary and S.M Folsom treasurer. ¶ The officers and directors for the first three 
months will be: William B. Slaughter, Thomas B. Catron and Henry M. Atkinson and Judge H.L Warren. The company will have a range forty by sixty miles in 
extent and will have the present years branding fully 15,000 cattle. [SFDNM per LPadilla 2010] 

1887 Ter Sup Court Case: Thomas B. Catron vs John S. Hutchason  
1888; Catron defeats A. Seligman narrowly for Ter Council 
1888January23; NM Supreme Court Case No.247, U.S. vs. The San Pedro & Canon Del Agua Company – determination of fraud = rejection of altered CdeA grant. 

William Breeden, H.L. Waldo, and Catron, Thornton & Clancy for appelee. [p.412]  Supplemental brief of H.L. Waldo, William Breeden, and Catron, Thornton & 
Clancy for appellants. 

1888February11; agreement. W. T. Thornton & E. Platt Stratton, Receivers of Maxwell Land Grant & Railway Co., vs. Francisco Martin. Ejectment. Continued by 
agreement. Same plaintiffs as above vs. Jose Antonio Valdez. Ejectment. Continued by consent. Same as above vs. Carlos Lopez and Guadalupe and Ignacio 
Lopez, Ejectment. Continued. U. S. Freehold Land & Immigration Co. vs. Pedro Sanchez, Juan de Dios Gonzales and Board of Commissioners of Taos county. 
Chancery. Continued to second day of next term. Santiago Baca vs. Perfecto Armijo Ejectment. Dismissed at plaintiff's costs. A. li. Wells vs. Wilson Waddingham. 
Assumpsit. Continued by agreement. J. B, Lamy vs. M.A. Bartleson. Assumpsit. Continued. E.T. Farlsh vs. The New Mexico Mining Company, et al. Chancery. 
Dismissed. A. Staab & T.B. Catron vs. Benj. Schuster. Chancery. Continued. W.E. Broad, et al., vs., Los Cerrillos Mining & Reduction Company, et al. Chancery. 
Continued. Pueblo of Santa Clara vs. D.&R.G. R.R. Co. Condemnation proceedings. Continued. Pueblo of San Ildefonso vs. D.&R.G. R.R. Co. Condemnation 
proceedings. Continued, Gennaro Digneo vs. Guiseppe Minacca. Chancery. Continued to take proof. C.H. Probst & Bernardo Gonzales vs. Pecos River Mining 
Company & T.L. Heacock. Chancery. Continued. G. Ohandefosse vs. M. Fiske & Wm. R. Limpart. Chancery. Continued. [StaFe Herald per LPadilla] 

1889January3; The first car of coal ever shipped in over the narrow gauge road arrived yesterday from the Monero banks, owned by Messrs. Catron, 

Clancy and others. This coal is of an excellent quality, and costs laid down here $5 per ton, which is $1.50 below the present cost of Cerrillos 

coal. Col. Fisher has the local agency for this new coal. Cerrillos coal men will probably meet the reduced price if the A.T.&S.F. will stand by 
them. [SFDNM] 

1889September16 – Deed; Harry S. Clancy & Susie Clancy to Thomas B. Catron for land including Cerrillos Smelter site; rec 11May1891 Book W Deeds p.253 
1889September25; What a great pity that Mr Catron has been so busy in Santa Fe since his return from Washington that ho couldn't get out and visit other parts of the 

territory, and learn something of the intense bitter feeling against him, in which case he might hesitate lo work the party machine to force his own nomination. [per 
LPadilla, Rio Grande Republican, Las Cruces newspaper] 

1889October25; W.C. Rencher, who has a transfer of a third interest in the land a portion of which comprises the original town site of Cerrillos, from 

Mr. Elkins, and who has enjoined the further sale of lots by Mr. Catron, until his rights are recognized and a settlement adjusted, informs this paper 
that his claims will not be allowed to interfere or disturb the titles as vested in former purchasers, and that his sole airm is and shall be for the 

advancement of the town. He goes east next week to obtain an interview with Mr. Elkins, so says the Rustler. [SFDNM] 

1889December26; (Catron to Elkins) Sets out Rencher’s case for a 1/3 interest in the 606 acres at Cerrillos based on an Oct.17 1871 agreement at $1.25 per acre. 
Catron also discusses their enemies in congress and other items such as the promise of a 1/2 undivided interest in all the Cerrillos property to him by Elkins. 
[NMSU Folder #s 2/4 2/5 2/6, Lawsuit] 

THE HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF NEW MEXICO. LIFE MEMBERS. 1881 William G. Ritch.*; 1883 L. Bradford Prince, LL.D.;1885 William W. Griffin.*; 1887 
Francisco A. Manzanares.*; 1889 L. P. Browne*; Jefferson Raynolds, Ruel M. Johnson*, William A. Vincent, Wilson Waddingham*, Mariano S. Otero*, 
Nicolas T. Armijo*, Angus A. Grant*, Joshua S. Raynolds, Wm. C. Hazeldine*, Numa Reymond, Russell Marcy; 1890 Pedro Y. Jaramillo*, Jose E. 
Chaves, Samuel P. Foster*, Gustav Billing*, Eutimio Montoya, Thomas B. Catron, J. Pablo Gallegos*; 1890 Charles H. Gildersleeve, Mariano Barela*, 
C. H. Dane, Walter C. Hadley*; 1891 H. B. Fergusson, Charles B. Eddy, Abram Staab, W. A. Hawkins, Mrs. Louisa Bristol, Frank Springer, Rufus J. 
Palen; 1892 William T. Thornton, Richard Mansfield White; 1895 Thomas Lowthian*; 1896 Antonio Joseph, Felipe Chaves*, Henry C. Carter; 1902 
William M. Berger, Solomon Spiegelberg*; 1907 Felix Martinez, Solomon Luna, Nestor Armijo. [*deceased] [compiled 1908] 

1890; rise of the Alliance League – the Button Gang, Republican: Catron, Ralph Emerson Twitchell, Max Frost, Charles A. Spiess, Gus O’Brien, Robert C. Gortner (ca 
100 total) 

1890-1902; Bartlett papers; Montezuma Lodge, correspondence, including Catron letter concerning his expulsion from the lodge; description of land owned by the 
Temple.  

1890January21; In the case of J.B. Lamy vs. T.B. Catron and W.T. Thornton, involving counsel fees to the amount of about $5,000, growing out of a 
divorce case that once had a prominent place in the local events, the supreme court to-day handed down an opinion affirming the judgement of the 

lower court, which was in favor of the attorneys. [SFDNM] 

1890January25; Mrs. T.B. Catron is in Aguas Calientes, Mexico, for the benefit of her health. [SFDNM] 
1890March19; Hon. T.B. Catron has gone to Springer on legal business. [SFDNM] 

1890April24; John H. Knaebel, esq., has returned from Socorro, where he has been looking after some cases for the many clients of the firm of Catron, 

Knaeble & Clancy. [SFDNM] 

1890September; Santa Fe Electric Co incorporated by E.T. Webber (Denver), T.B. Catron, J.G. Schumann, N.B. Laughlin, C.F.A. Fischer; at turn-on 1Apr1891 full 
capacity (540 lights) was expected 

1890September5; Oldest Bank in New Mexico. First National Bank! of Santa Fe New Mexico. Pedro Perea, President, T.B. Catron, Vice President, R.J. Palen, 
Cashier. [ad in The Cerrillos Rustler Vol.III No.8]  

1890September12; “The objection is,” says an opponent to statehood, “that Mr. Catron will influence the appointment of the Supreme Judges.” Nonesense! What 
influence should Mr. Catron have, more than any other man, with a Governor elected by an opposition party?. [The Cerrillos Rustler Vol.III No.9] 

1890September18; Professional Cards, Attorneys at Law. T.B. Catron, J.H. Knaebel, F.W. Clancy, Catron, Knaebel & Clancy. [ad in SFDNM] 

1890September26; Hon. T.B. Catron and Judge Axtell were distinguished guests, spending Saturday night in our city. [The Cerrillos Rustler Vol.III No.10]  
1890September26; Judge Trimble, of Albuquerque, made a rousing speech at the school building Saturday night on the subject of statehood. …At the close of his 

remarks, the westbound train which was to bring Hon. T.B. Catron and Gov. Axtell not having arrived, the audience was called upon for speakers. In response to 
calls, Edward Baker took the stand and announced that he had never been anything but a Democrat… [The Cerrillos Rustler Vol.III No.10]  

1890October10; Hon. T.B. Catron will put up a brick block in Cerrillos next season, a part of its space to be used as a banking house. [The Cerrillos Rustler Vol.III 
No.13] 

1890October10; Some Democrats will tell you that Romulo Martinez is a saint. The same men (some of them) will tell you Tom Catron is a son of a gun beyond 
redemption. As a matter of fact it would be an insult to Tom Catron to compare his record with that of Romulo Martinez, man for man. Tom Catron has helped 
more men to get along in Santa Fe County in his big hearted free handed way, than Romulo Martinez, close-fisted and selfish, would help should he be able to 
live for a thousand years. [The Cerrillos Rustler Vol.III No.13] 

1890October17; Hon. T.B. Catron was a visitor to Cerrillos Monday. [The Cerrillos Rustler Vol.III No.14] 
1890October23; J.D. OBrien is steadily developing several promising prospects near San Pedro owned by Hon. T.B. Catron. [SFDNM] 



1890October24; (Election) Mr. Catron benefits the poor people instead of living off them. [The Cerrillos Rustler Vol.III No.15] 
1890November7; It is stated that twelve scratched votes having the names of Catron and Staab written on them in pencil, were rejected by the election board on that 

account. [The Cerrillos Rustler Vol.III No.17] 
1890November7; Catron elected. Mayo elected. Staab elected. Nesbitt elected. Garcia elected. Valdez elected. Peter Joseph Schneider elected. ...Dolores gave a 

majority of 1 to 5, Republicans. …Mayo received a majority of 63 and Nesbitt a majority of 88, at San Pedro. Sam Wright carried in the ballot returns from San 
Pedro and Golden districts Wednesday. [The Cerrillos Rustler Vol.III No.17] 

1890November7; Election in Cerrillos passed quietly. Much interest was taken and the voting through the entire day was quite spirited. The vote fell nearly a hundred 
short of registration. Chas F. Easley and T. P. Gable were the only Democratic candidates who receive a majority in this precinct, though the vote averaged 
closely. Mr. Catron’s majority was 26. Otero over Joseph, 6. Nesbett over Wyllys, 8. Conklin over Chavez, 30. Mayo, Staab and Read ran even, with small 
majorities over their opponents. Everything was orderly. [The Cerrillos Rustler Vol.III No.17] 

1890November28; Hon T.B. Catron has returned to Santa Fe from his trip to California. [The Cerrillos Rustler Vol.III No.20] 
1891January4; Edward L. Bartlett, StaFe, to Jefferson Chandler, DC; re settling back taxes for the CC&ICo and hoping Mr. Risque will have some instructions on what 

to do about Mr. Catron’s lawsuit. [Elkins papers 672] 
1891January7; Notice is hereby given that the law partnership of Catron, Knabel and Clancy has been dissolved by agreement and that the members 

thereof will individually continue in the practice of law in Santa Fe, N.M. T.B. Catron, John H. Knabel, F.W. Clancy, Santa Fe, N.M. December 

7, 1890. [SFDNM] 

1892January8; T.B. Catron, Salary,$1,250 – 844 1/2 shares CC&ICo. Stock, $21,212.50. – paid by CC&IC to clean title. [Elkins papers 820] 
1891February15; shotgun & rifle shots through 2nd floor window of Griffin Bldg, NE corner Palace & Washington, attempt to kill Catron; injures Joseph A. Ancheta 
1891March14; Mrs. T.B. Catron and infant children will probably not arrive from California until the middle of next week. [SFDNM] 

1891April10; Hon. T.B. Catron’s handsome business block in Santa Fe, is nearing completion. [The Rustler v.III n.40] 
1891April17; [ad] Oldest Bank in New Mexico. First National Bank! of Santa Fe New Mexico. Pedro Perea, President, T.B. Catron, Vice President, R.J. Palen, Cashier. 

[The Rustler v.III n.41] 
1891April24; Hon. T.B. Catron has returned from Kansas City, where he was a representative to the commercial congress. [The Rustler v.III n.42] 
1891May22; Hon. T.B. Catron, of Santa Fe, is an influential delegate to the Denver Commercial Congress. [The Rustler v.III n.46] 
1891May29; Hon. T.B. Catron has had a force of men constantly at work on mines near San Pedro for a year and a splendid pice of development is the result. [The 

Rustler v.III n.47] 
1891June27; Col. H.L. Pickett of Silver City has been in town on legal business all week. He leaves to-morrow night for Las Cruces in company with 

Hon. T.B. Catron. [SFDNM] 

1891July17; G.W. North has purchased the old well boring machinery from Mr. Catron and is to-day removing the same to Cerrillos where artesian water and natural 
gas will be bored for. – New Mexican. [The Rustler v.IV n.2] 

1891September5; Jefferson Chandler to S.B. Elkins; congratulations on Sec of War; important to be there on the 14th and that Catron will be there.. [Elkins papers 
718] 

1891September16; The Santa Fe delegates to the Republican convention leave to-night for Albuquerque. The delegates are: Hon. T.B. Catron, Gen. 

Bartlett, Surveyor General Hobart, Col. Frost, Hon. Atanasio Romero, Mr. R.E. Twitchell, Hon. L.A. Hughes and Mr. John Robertson. Judge 
Morrison, president of the New Mexico league, will accompany them. [SFDNM] 

1891September16; (B.F. Hobart to S.B.Elkins) on building a railroad to coal mines and dealing with Catron and adverse claims to the area. [Elkins papers 722] 
1891September16; J.D. O’Brien, who is in charge of work at Mr. Catron’s San Pedro mines, is here on a visit to his family. [SFDNM] 

1891October2; It is currently reported that Mr. Catron has sold his interests in the Cerrillos coal fields to Elkins and Kern. [The Rustler v.IV n.22] 
1891October3; It is currently reported that Mr. Catron has sold his interests in the Cerrillos coal fields to Elkins and Kerens. [SFDNM] 

1891October22; Hon. Stephen B. Elkins, Dear Sir:- The Santa Fe Board of Trade and all the citizens of Santa Fe send sincere and most hearty congratulations upon 
your well merited appointment to the Cabinet Office of Secretary of War of this great republic, one of the few prominent and highly responsible and important 
positions in this country. Respectfully your obedient servants, (Signed) Santa Fe Board of Trade, by Edward C. Bartlett, President, - attest, Geo W. Knaebel, 
Secretary; Sol Spiegelberg; Marx Frost; J. Howard Vaugh; W.T. Thornton; J.P. Victory; R.E. Twitchell; B.M. Read; H.L. Ortiz; L.H. Hughes; Wm M. Berger; R.H. 
Longwill, M.D.; W.S. Harrison, M.D.; John Symington, M.D.; Wm H. Griffin; Cad Griffin; Trinidad Alarid; Elias Brevoort; E.L. Bartlett; August Kirchner; T.B. Catron; 
J.R. Armiga; Pedro Perea; J.H. Christ; C.H. Gildersleeve; A. Staab; Wedeles & Eldork; Jake Weltmer; Bert Call; Enos Andrews; C.F.A. Fischer; Jose D. Senor; 
J.B. Lamy; Rt. Rev J.B. Salponte; Seligman Bros.; Felipe Selgado, and all the citizens and residents the city. [Elkins papers 728] 

1891October28; A correspondent at Silver City wires this to the Globe-Democrat: “Between thirty and forth mines in the Hanover district have been 
bonded to the Cerrillos Coal & Iron company, in which R.C. Kerens, S.B. Elkins and T.B. Catron are heavily interested.” [SFDNM] 

1891November14; H.S. Clancy, Title bought from Catron, $20,000. – paid by CC&IC to clean title. [Elkins papers 820] 
1891December7; (T.B. Catron to B.F. Hobart) Requesting payment of $5k fee and wanting to put up stock of Kansas & Texas Coal Co for a loan of $15k. Also says 

not to negotiate with Thornton, Webb or Folsom on property (Cerrillos coal fields) as he feels they do not own an interest in it. [Elkins papers 737] 
1891December10; (R.C. Kerens to B.F. Hobart) agreement to take 1/2 of the 380sh of Kansas & Texas Coal Co stock he had with Catron<possibly the shares Catron 

had as loan collateral<HM). [Elkins papers 739] 
1891December10; (Kerens to Elkins c/o C.L. Bretz, Cumberland MD) Have had a pretty lively time this week trading with Thornton, Webb and Hobart in succession. 

Have just concluded with Hobart. Under all the circumstances, taking into consideration the position into which Hobart is placed with Catron and others, I guess I 
have not given him any more than he was entitled to. You will have seen Chandler when you get this, and of course he will explain to you the deals with Thornton 
and Webb. We paid Thornton $5,000. for all his interest, together with maps, plats, abstracts, etc. He claimed a one-twentieth interest in the Juana Lopez Grant. 
His interest, I think, comes from Gonzales. Bought Webb’s interest for $17,500. He claims one-sixth of the Juana Lopez. …Webb went away in flying colors, 
swearing everlasting friendship etc. The purchase from Webb had a marked influence on some of the operators who are here in St. Louis, and I think breaks up 
the entire opposition. …Hobart is very much disappointed that we have traded with the Santa Fe. He says he has positive information which leads him to believe 
that the property is worth five million, dollars… [Elkins papers 738] 

1891December11; (R.C. Kerens to S.B. Elkins) Cunningham tells RCK that Manvel and Waldo have repeated told the squatters that they charged the extraordinary 
freight rates they do, to cover royalty, which they expected, when title was settled, the railway Company would have to pay. Cunningham says there has been an 
average of 200 tons per day shipped from Cerrillos for the past 5 years. …the royalty at 50 cents per ton… would amount to nearly $200,000. Their freight rates 
are simply awful; $2.50 per ton for 50 miles. Judge Waldo in his decision about title, has given character and dignity to Thornton, Webb and Folsom’s claims. I 
believe Waldo is in with both Thornton and Webb, and feel sure that Thornton will give Waldo $2,500 of the $5,000. he  got from us. Same with Webb. I have 
good reasons for this belief. AT&SF bond offers, 4% vs.6%. Catron threatens if we buy Webb out suit will be brought to maintain title for others. He says they are 
“men in the moon”. [Elkins papers 740] 

1891December14; (W.T. Thornton to S.B. Elkins) I have just returned from St Louis where I arranged satisfactorily my business. need to write power of atty to Catron 
so that the titles to lots in the Town of Cerrillos can be cleared up; that Victory is enclosing a power of atty and to correspond directly with him on this. <Elkins 



bought the area in 1871 and left development and sale in Catron’s hands when he left NM in 1873. Catron could not find his power of atty, so lot titles were not 
clear<HM) [Elkins papers 744] 

1891December17; President Harrison, To-day Nominated Hon. S.B. Elkins to be Secretary of War. Hon. S.B. Elkins was born in Zanesville, Ohio, Sept. 21, 
1841. When he was about 1 year of age his father removed to the western frontier and settled in Westport, Mo. Mr. Elkins received his education in the 
public schools and at the Missouri State university, at Columbia, and graduated in the class of 1860. Hon. T.B. Catron, of Santa Fe, was one of his 
class-mates. After being admitted to the bar he came to New Mexico from his native state in 1863, and very soon mastered the Spanish language. He 
was elected to the legislature from Dona Ana county in 1864 and 1865, and after his term expired he located in Santa Fe. He served as attorney general 
of the territory in 1867, and some six months later was commissioned by President Johnson United States attorney for New Mexico. He was elected a 
delegate to the 43rd congress as a Republican by a handsome majority and re-elected to the 44th congress by a still larger majority. He was the founder 
of that flourishing institution the First National bank here and its firs president, and remained as such for twelve years. He left the territory in 1876, 
becoming a resident of West Virginia. Prior to coming to New Mexico he, in 1862 and 3, organized and was elected captain of a company of Missouri 
volunteers, and Judge H.L. Waldo, of this city, was corporal of his company. Mr. Elkins was a very popular man in New Mexico and during his twelve 
years residence in the territory was without doubt its most influential citizen. His record as an official and a delegate to congress proves him to be a 
remarkably brainy, energetic, hardworking and successful man, while his great ability in business matters is fully conceded. Mr. Elkins is a son-in-law of 
one of the most remarkable men produced by West Virginia, ex-Senator Davis, and though they do not agree politically, the business and family 
relations between these two men are closer than is usually the good fortune of men to enjoy. [SFDNM] 

1891December23; from Victory to S.B. Elkins; re Elkins’ reported power of attorney claimed to have been executed by SBE to Catron to sell land in the town of 
Cerrillos. Enclosed is a list of recorded sales by Catron [not present]. Enclosed is a deed for Elkins to sign. Cover note for deed is on separate sheet. Also copy 
of notice as run in a newspaper. [Elkins papers 747] 

1891December25; Hon. T.B. Catron is visiting the City of Mexico. [The Rustler, v.IV no.34] 
1891December28; (Cunningham to Risque, copy of letter made by Kerens) re contacting Folsom on his claim in the Cerrillos coal field; who is still operating w/o 

leases; will go see Catron tomorrow. [Elkins papers 749] 
1891December30; (Catron to Jeff Chandler) Catron had just returned from MexCity <w.Bandelier to buy Fr.F’s papers<HM) and was upset that he had not been sent 

the $2500 for his work as he needed the money. Cunningham had been to see him and wanted suits started against Lucas and Elder, but wanted written 
instructions; had found 1806 conveyance by Miguel Ortiz of his interest in Juana Lopez Grant which would eliminate claims of Folsom, Thornton, Webb and others 
by had not gotten possession of it yet. [Elkins papers 750] 

1891December31; (Cunningham to Risque in St. Louis, copy of letter made by Kerens) Cunningham had been shutting down miners with no leases. Had talked to 
Catron about starting suit against Elder and Lucas. Griffith from White Ash Mine had come to see him about turning over equipment. [Elkins papers 749] 

1892; Early in the year, the Alliance League was headed by Thomas B. Catron, R.E. Twitchell, Max Frost, Charlie Spiess, Gus O’Brien, Robert Gortner, and a large number 

of other Republicans. …L. Bradford Prince was governor of the territory of New Mexico at the time Francisco Chavez was assassinated, and it was openly stated, and 

well known by every one, that no arrest would be made during the administration of Governor Prince, as he was a member of the Alliance League. It was supposed by 

many that this assassination was for political purposes, as Francisco Chavez was the strongest Democrat in Santa Fe County, and a power in his party. [My Life on the 

Frontier B.2 p.264-265] 

1892January1; (Kerens to Elkins) Please pay Mr.Denman $600 and L? Moore Jr. Secty. NMMCo same amount $600. This is due and was deducted from L.M. 
Lawsons stock and is in payment of the Lawsons stock. I paid Clancy for 50sh of stock $1250, Risque working exp? 2000, Catron 1250. [Elkins papers 748] 

1892January3; (Cunningham to Risque, copy by Kerens) Elder and Lucas developments and Catron has filed suit against them in which Company wants an 
accounting of the coal shipped by them. Tell Mr. Kerens that I am preparing a report for him on the Dolores district. [Elkins papers 749] 

1892January6; (Kerens to Manvel @Chicago) …It seems to me it would be wise to continue operation as at present, until the railway connection with the mines is 
completed. Then, of course, these operators under leases could be easily managed, either to go in and accept employment from the Company, or to get out coal 
at a rate per ton, as may be desired. The matter of looking after leases, collecting royalties &c., keeping the community in peace and good order, is all organized 
and can be carried forward with comparatively small expense until such time as the new organization may desire to assume larger operations. Presume this will 
not be done until railway connections with the mines are established. …The expense mainly, of conducting the affairs of the Company operated by leases, at 
present is as follows: F.W. Risque, General Manager, $5,000. per year. T.B. Catron, Attorney for the Co. 5,000. per year. W.P. Cunningham, designated as Sales 
Agt. 2,400. per year. The employment of Mr. Risque and Mr. Cunningham is for no stated time. The services of Mr. Catron were engaged for one year from Sept. 
15th, 1891. The royalty from leases will pay all expenses, and considerable more, and will all be accounted for and turned over as per contract. There will be no 
charge for any services performed by me. I will give all needful attention until such time as the property is put in shape, or you wish to take charge. [Elkins papers 
750] 

1892January7; (Kerens to Elkins) Since the letter of this morning Chandler went to see Mr. Smith and wants to wash his hands of the Cerrillos affair. He will turn over 
Thornton deeds if we will give him a receipt that he can send to Thornton. Enclosed is a copy of the letter from Catron to Chandler. My idea is to offer Thornton 
$4800 to settle the matter in full. [Elkins papers 751] 

1892January8; (Kerens to Elkins) Chandler could not come see him. Enclosed is letter to Thornton, Catron & Bartlett from Chandler. Colorado Fuel Co., Paul Morton, 
Vice-president, is backing one of the major squatters, and has put up machinery for crusing anthracite. He is sending Risque out to their place tomorrow night. I 
am afraid Catron is putting himself in shape to make trouble for us with this deed that he has dug up. – 7Jan1892; Office of Cerrillos Coal & Iron Co., to Mr. T.B. 
Catron; I am glad you have the deed you speak of, which will clean up the whole ground of claims made against the Company. I hope you many secure that, and 
put the whole thing at rest for the Company. My suit pending here is against the Santa Fe Company and against Folsom, in the State Court. I did not bring it in the 
Federal Court for the reasons suggested in your letter. Yours truly, Jeff Chandler, Genl.Atty. [Elkins papers 752] 

1892January9; (Cunningham to Risque, Gen. Manager C.C.&I.Co., St. Louis) “W.T. Bishop is now shipping the coal from the White Ash in his own name.” The 
Cerrillos depot agent refused to show him the coal shipping books. He tries to persuade Risque that they must get authority to look at the Railroad shipping books 
in order to know what is going on. Who is shipping how much coal. “My opinion is now that a great deal of coal is being shipped by N.J. Bishop, Kelley & Miller, 
Peterson & ? O. [W.C.] Hagan and others. Who bring the coal from N.C? Rogers White Ash and also Cook and White, may evade paying Royalty.” “Laird claims 
that Mr.Catron advised him to reopen the entry – that the company had no objection to his operating it. This I could not well afford to see after taking the pains of 
closing and walling the slope rep? Such is generally talked him, that Catron is in sympathy with the squatters. Though I do not think a word of such news is true.” 
talked Laird into coming into town and he talked Laird out of reopening the mine. [Elkins papers 2227] 

1892January12; (Kerens to Elkins) Cunningham has kept new squatters out but people [coal miners<HM] are shipping coal under false names to avoid paying royalty. 
Catron may be a problem. [Elkins papers 757] 

1892January12; (Kerens to Elkins) re Catron’s claim for $1750 for defending the south boundary of the Juana Lopez grant with Knaebel. “I never knew that anyone 
had employed him or Knaebel to protect the boundaries of the Juana Lopez Grant. Could this have been before it was deeded to the Cerrillos Company?” This 
should be settled quickly. Catron is real hard up for money. “You might say to Catron in your letter that the proceeds from sale of town lots at Cerrillos ought to pay 
all those expenses. This would be a gently reminder that he sold these lots without accounting to you.” [Elkins papers 758] 

1892January18; (Risque to Elkins) re Catron & Knaebel claims for money. [Elkins papers 767] 
1892January20; (Kerens to Elkins) re Risque’s letter about Folsom’s interest and they probably should buy it for $15k. It seems $2502.50 is the best he (Risque) can 

do on taxes, including 1891. Just received telegram to that effect. He has drawn for that amount. You understand about the perpetual lease. It was offered to 



Catron as atty for the Co., for a few hundred dollars. He refused, and announced it worthless. Thornton takes account of it in his abstract. Waldo says it must be 
taken up. We shall have to get it. [Elkins papers 769] 

1892January23; (B.F. Hobart, pres. Kansas & Texas Coal Co. to Elkins) Catron has been given a $15k loan on his K&TCoal stock by the bank. Hobart would like 
payment on the $15k for his Cerrillos Coal stock he gave up so they could sell the company. [Elkins papers 773] 

1892January26; Knaebel, Attorney, (Catron-K. suit), $1,000. – paid by CC&IC to clean title. [Elkins papers 820] 
1892February5; (Kerens to Elkins) Needs 30-40k for Cerrillos expenses as he is tight. Catron is expected in a week. Catron may go into partnership with Matt G. 

Reynolds, US attorney for the Land Court. [Elkins papers 776] 
1892February6; (Hobart to Elkins) Accepts $15k for release of Kerens from all liability in connection with Catron stock. [Elkins papers 776] 
1892February17; <memo date] re Mrs. Wright’s interest in the Ortiz Grant remains intact and that she got 19 shares of the Cerrillos stock as part of that interest; That 

she was paid $25 per share for her stock just like everyone else. [Mrs. Wright & Tom Catron are not on the 1885 NMMC stockholder list, so stock must have still 
been changing hands<HM] [Elkins papers 777] 

1892February20; (Hobart to Elkins) Enclosed is the agreement you asked for [Keren’s release from guarantee on Catron stock<HM] which should have been enclosed 
in my last letter. I shall hope to receive a check for $15,000 at an early date. Please try to get a bill through congress for improvement of San Pedro Harbor even 
though you are no longer involved in California Improvement Co. [Elkins papers 788] 

1892February24; J.P. O’Brien received a letter to-day from San Pedro, saying that another rich cave of mineral had been opened in the Lincoln-Lucky 

mine on Monday at a depth of 450 feet. Mr. O’Brien and Mr. Catron are the fortunate owners of several claims adjoining, and Mr. O’Brien goes 
down to-night to resume work on them. Supt. Anderson, of the Lincoln-Lucky, came over to Cerrillos on Monday night and left immediately for 

Denver, saying he would return on Friday, and it is supposed he carried with him samples of the new ore for assay. [SFDNM] 

1892March25; (Kerens to Elkins) Mr. Devlin was there and they had a CC&I Co meeting and have adopted all the proceedings mapped out by McCook. Develin will 
allow all expenses for purchase of mines, machinery, etc. but they must be approved by Manvel before payment to us. The only remaining interest to acquire is 
Romero-Flores at Las Vegas. Catron has not gotten the interest even though he has an option on it. Please send money. [Elkins papers 794] 

1892March25; Republican Delegates. In lower Santa Fe, precinct No.4; Hon. Antonio Ortiz y Salazar presided and W.M. Berger served as secretary. 

The delegates are: Thomas B. Catron, Antonio Ortiz y Salazar, Marcos Castillo, John Dalton, S.S. Beatty, Antonio Alarid, W.B. Sloan, Jose Ma. 
Garcia, Eugenio Yrisarri. [SFDNM] 

1892March29; (John J. McCook, General Counsel to AT&SF, to Elkins) Met with Kerens; we agree on exact procedure for the meeting of CC&I Co. directors in Saint 
Louis and the transfer to new company (CCRC) of all property. At the Directors’ Meeting of the Coal Company in St. Louis, resolutions will be passed transferring 
the coal lands and property of every description to the Railroad Company, and Mr. Kerens and Mr. Smith will execute the conveyances as President and Secretary 
of the Coal Company, so that the property will be vested in the Railroad Company, and be covered by the mortgage, which has also been prepared, as heretofore 
reported to you, and the execution of which will be authorized at the organization meeting of the Railroad Company. Kerens & Smith will then go to NM to meet 
with Palen and Risque and form the new Cerrillos Coal Railroad Co., with C.H. Smith as Sec. Please deliver the deed Mr. Manvel sent you for you and your wife to 
sign to the land between the railroad and the Galisteo River. Have Mr.& Mrs. Catron execute the deed for their interest in the same property? [Elkins papers 795] 

1892April21; [Risque letter to Kerens, re Coal Bank] Title. I have deeds here for everything except 15/1890, in name of W.W. Griffith, Seattle for which deed has been 
forwarded by Folsom, and daily report expected; cost, $1,000. ¶ 1/105, Seven Baca heirs, Bernalillo Co: all but one having signed, and Notary gone for seventh; 
cost, Int. 500. And expenses of Notary (?) ¶ 1/1134, D. Romero, Las Vegas, cost (?) ¶ 3/1134, Flores, Las Vegas to have technicality corrected; these last two by 
Catron. ¶ Thornton has passed on title, and Waldo examined all the papers and has assured me that the evidence is satisfactory and all regular except these 
exceptions just noted, and that he sent Mr. Peck his certificate April 11th, and wrote Mr. Elkins on the subject the same night. ¶ I could not get Antonio Ortiz 
Salazar stock less than par, and Catron I thought had better not be approached on the subject, but let him rest until he wanted to sell. ¶ Catron would not dismiss 
his suit for fee, and Bartlett said he thought a compromise would be the only course since he (Catron) could substantiate his case in Court, prove by his Co-
Directors his services, and we could only set up a general denial with no specific proof, etc.. I think later you might defeat him by calling for bill of particulars and 
make him prove it. F.W. Clancy, a former Director, and his late partner, is at outs with him and would be glad to get even I think, and help him as little as possible. I 
think every title should be in within next ten days. [Elkins Papers 797] 

1892April23; L.B. Prince to John W. Noble – “Mr.C. is the most arbitrary and dictatorial of men. Those who are not his ‘peons’ he considers his enemies.” 
1892April30; (Risque to Elkins) Mr. Devlin is here to attend to CC [Cerrillos Coal] Inventory… he seems anxious to begin operating at Cerrillos in large scale, build 

Coke ovens, put up Crusher, etc. In fact he wants the property turned over. We are not ready for this yet – The D.? Romero, Las Vegas interest is still out. I am 
worried about it. I am afraid Catron has ? the ? and it would be a terrible blow to have the game flushed not. Catron must be ? at once – I am at the end of my rope 
with him for speedy work – You or Mr. Kerens must come to the rescue. …He or you could handle Catron, which I can not. [Elkins papers] 

1892April30; (Kerens to Elkins) Mr. Devlin was there and they had a CC&I Company meeting and have adopted all the proceedings mapped out by McCook. Develin 
will allow all expenses for purchase of mines, machinery, etc. but they must be approved by Manvel before payment to us. The only remaining interest to acquire is 
Romero-Flores at Las Vegas. Catron has not gotten the interest even though he has an option on it. Please send me money. [Elkins papers 798] 

before1892May31-after1891October1; T.B. Catron paid $2,083.33 by R.C. Kerens, Title &c. [Elkins papers 820 & 803] 
1892June14; (Risque to Elkins) accounting – Total is $73,273.55 of expenses. Heirs Direct?=3,298.10; Webb=7,500; Folsom original & purchase 24,465; 

Thornton=5,000; H.S?Clancy thru Catron=20,000; D. Romero=400. Total 70,663.10. Expenses: Thornton fee 2500; R??=50.45; Bz??=60.00; total=2,600.45. 
[Elkins papers 802] 

1892June18; The murder case against Domingo Urban, a sheep herder from Cienega, came on for trial at 8 o’clock. Urban and Nasario Gurule were 
alone in the mountains when the fatal quarrel occurred. …Solicitor General Bartlett represents the territory and Hon. T.B. Catron is defending. 

[SFDNM] 

1892June21; Date of Recovery. 11May1891 Date of Docket. Transcript of Judgment. Debtor: NMMC. Creditor: Thomas B. Catron. Assumpsit. Damages 1500.00, 
Costs 11.50, Total 1511.50. b.A Money Judgments p.39 7Sep1899. [BHenderson Abstract of Title No.1 30Sep1983] 

Financial accounting attached to Elkins papers 803 22Jun1892: Paid out by Kerens: Webb 2.5k; Clancy 10k; Chandler 4.5k; Lawyers 150; Wolf’s 35sh 575; Wolf’s 
16sh 400; Lawson’s stock 6.6k; Risque’s wages 2k; Catron’s wages 1,250; Clancy’s 50sh 1,250 = balance in Kerens’ hands (of the 100k paid him plus 21,112.50 
for the stock) $49,668.50. 

1892July8; The preliminary hearing as to whether the government should resurvey and reestablish the boundary lines of the Ortiz mine grant occupied the 

forenoon of yesterday at the surveyor’s general’s office. This hearing was first set for March 1, but was postponed for various reasons. Hon. T.B. Catron, 
attorney for the Cerrillos Coal & Iron company filed a protest in which he claimed that the grant as surveyed and monumented by the United States was 
conveyed by the U.S. patent to the New Mexico Mining company, who sold it to Chaffee and Elkins for about $375,000, and that Chaffee and Elkins sold 
to the Cerrillos Coal & Iron company the portion of the grant which they held. Therefore the Cerrillos Coal & Iron company protested against any change 
or alteration in the northern boundary of the Ortiz mine grant as established by the survey made for patent and as it existed at the time of the issuance of 
the patent. The hearing was afterwards postponed by the commissioner of the general land office to July 6. At the hearing held yesterday the testimony 
of Ed. E. Sluder, of San Pedro, was taken. Mr. Sluder is the principal applicant for a recovery, having located coal lands on the edge of and lapping the 
grant as now surveyed wand which, it is contended, is really government land. His attorneys are Gildersleeve and Easley. Mr. Coons appeared 
yesterday on behalf of the firm of Catron & Coons, who are attorneys for the C.C.& I. company. Mr. Sluder testified that he knew the eastern boundary 



line as it exists at present to be 2,700 feet farther east than where the true boundary should be because he had found the monuments designating the 
eastern boundary as it shold be. As to the north boundary his judgement was that is is 1,284 feet north of its proper position. In the lawful boundaries of 
the Ortiz grant, he said, there were 69,458 acres, whereas the area covered by the boundary lines as they now exist amount to 77,000 or about 8,000 
acres in excess of what it should be. The witness said he had once called Hon. S.B. Elkins’ attention to this discrepancy and that gentleman said if 
anybody wanted the land embraced witin this strip in error they were perfectly welcome to it, but he did not care to be put to the expense of having the 
boundary readjusted, that that would have to be done by the government in an official manner. At the conclusion of Mr. Sluder’s testimony the hearing 
was again postponed until August 3d. This postponement was obtained by Mr. Catron in, Washington, from the commissioner, in order that he might be 

present at the hearing, the surveyor general being advised of it by wire from the general land office. [SFDNM] 
1892July9; When Side Lines Become End Lines – An Interesting Mining Claim Decision. A.M. Hendrie and others , owners of the Anaconda mining 

claim at San Pedro, some weeks ago secured a temporary order in the district court restraining the Lincoln-Lucky Mining company from extracting 

ore from the Anaconda through the Lincoln-Lucky workings. They allege that the latter company has already taken out $?0,000 worth of ore from 
the Anaconda lead and say that unless perpetually restrained by order of the court they will extract all the ore from this claim which is estimated to 

be worth over $100,000. On June 20 the case came up on demurrer by H.L. Warren as attorney for the Lincoln-Lucky company, and was argued by 

Judge Warren and Hon. T.B. Catron, the latter appearing for the Anaconda people. [SFDNM] 

1892September8; T.B. Catron, $2,392.50. – paid by CC&IC to clean title. [Elkins papers 820] 
1892September28; Several carriage loads of Santa Feans will cross the valley to-morrow afternoon to be present at Cerrillos to-morrow night when 

Mr. Catron speaks. [SFDNM] 

1892September29; Messrs. H.S. Clancy, B.M. Read, Chas Spiess, C.W. Dudrow, H.B. Cartwright and Will Hall left this afternoon for Cerrillos to 

attend the Republican meeting there to-night, at which Hon. T.B. Catron and Judge Morrison will speak. [SFDNM] 
1892October4; Col. Max Frost, of the New Mexican… “Mr. Catron will be elected.” …he knows also that Thomas B. Catron is about the most 

unpopular man in the territory. – Albuquerque Times. [SFDNM] 

1892October19; C.F. Easley had a meeting at San Pedro last Saturday evening. He also had a grand dance and told the miners what bad men Hon. 
T.B. Catron and Col. Max Frost were. He just roared and roared, but he said nothing of his damnably record in the last legislature and how he 

allowed Santa Fe’s interests to be sold out by the Democratic Albuquerque bosses and the Las Vegas White Cap bosses. [SFDNM] 

1892October29; Political Paragraphs from the Cerrillos Rustler. Mr. Catron is becoming better understood, as a man, this campaign than ever before, 
and there are getting to be fewer men – men who have benefited, or as an attorney, defeated for some crime committed – who are willing to stand 

by and say he ought to be hung. [SFDNM] 

1892October29; Political Paragraphs from the Cerrillos Rustler. No. Catron hasn’t paid this paper a cent; hasn’t deigned to write it a word or make it a 
promise, nor hasn’t spoken to us, that we are aware of, for eighteen months. This will, perhaps, satisfy the curious, who are snxious to know what 

the Rustler has received for saying he should be elected and Joseph retired. What we are looking forward to is a change for New Mexico – and 

when one is in the rut, it is: “Anything, oh, Lord!”. [SFDNM] 

1892October31; T.B. Catron, $1,250 – paid by CC&IC to clean title. [Elkins papers 820] 
1892 -- TB Catron loses election to Congress 
1892November26; Hon. T.B. Catron has been detained at Eddy all week, being engaged as attorney on the famous Pacific mining case from Grant 

county. He is expected home on Monday. [SFDNM] 

1892December1; Thomas B. Catron has purchased a quarter interest in the Gallegos grant, on the east slope of the Manzanos, near Chilili. – 
Albuquerque Times. [SFDNM] 

1892December22; The Santa Fe Southern now gets its engine coal from Hon. T.B. Catron’s mines, the “Craig pits,” at Monero, but this is only “steam 

coal.” [SFDNM] 
1893April12; M. Cass Benton, R.C. Wilson, W.P. Cunningham and others of Dolores, are here in attendance upon the hearing of the injunction suit 

brought against them by E. Huhn to restrain them from working the Benton mine which they recently jumped. The case was called before Judge 

Seeds at 2 p.m. H.L. Warren appears for Benton et al., and Catron & Coons represent Huhn. [SFDNM] 
1893May5; [new corporations] The Santa Fe Brewing Company – Incorporators, T.B. Catron, H.C. Stifel, A.M. Dettelbach, Capital stock $25,000. 

Principal office Santa Fe. [SFDNM] 
1893May9; A meeting of the directors of the old Lincoln Lucky Mining company was held at the office of Warren, Fergusson & Bruner in this city 

yesterday, at which Jefferson Raynolds, Judge Warren, Hon. T.B. Catron, R.W. Webb, W.J. Mills and others attended. The old company disposed 

of its interests and practically went out of business some time ago. It was a surprise to see Messrs Catron and Mills turn up as stockholders and 
demand a reaccounting of the apportionment made to Mr. Raynolds. They hold some of the S.D. Baldwin and John King stock. The meeting was 

with closed doors. The Democrat reporter learned that the proceedings were by no means amicable, and Judge Warren and Mr. Raynolds left the 

room before the meeting adjourned. Mr. Raynolds returned to Las Vegas that morning. – Albuquerque Democrat. [SFDNM] 
1893May19; THE MAGDALENA MINES – Hon. W. H. Patterson, the well-known Kelly mining man, Judge Balue and Captain Fitch, of Terre 

Haute, Ind., were pleasant callers at the New Mexican office yesterday afternoon and they left last evening for Socorro to close up the Graphic 

mines deal, whereby the Terre Haute parties are to pay $100,000 for the property. ¶ Mr. Patterson said the mining outlook for the Magdalena 
mountains was never more flattering. The Kelly mine, owned by Mrs. Gustav Billing, is working fifteen men and making regular shipments of 

ore. The Mary mine, owned, by M. Over, has struck good ore. The Bear is yielding fine returns to W. A Graham. The Ida Hill mine, the property 

of Mr. Moore and C. N. Blackwell of Raton, is also shipping a great deal of good ore; and the Juanita mine in which Mr. Catron has just let a 
contract, promises also to be soon among the important mineral producers of the district. – New Mexican. [Enterprise, per REveleth] 

1893June30; AMONG THE MINERS – Smelter Contracts Curtailed – Activity in Kelly – The Ambrosia Deal – In view of the continued and rapid 

decline in the price of silver, the Rio Grande Smelting Company of Socorro, yesterday sent out telegrams to stop all purchases of ore, and to stop 

shippers from sending any more ore than is already agreed upon under time contracts. This will be a severe blow to miners and mine owners 

throughout the southwest, as this company was taking all the ore of Tombstone, about 1,000 tons per month, large quantities from Cook’s Peak, 

Lake Valley, Magdalena, and other points in New Mexico and Arizona, as well as heavy importations from the state of Sonora. The smelter itself 
will not be shut down, as it has about 10,000 tons of ore on hand, and considerable quantities in transit and to be shipped under time contracts; but 

the blow will be felt in every community and in every branch of business, as it will necessitate the shutting down of most of the mines and cause 

thousands of men to be thrown out of employment. ¶ MAGDALENA MINES: In spite of the drop in silver, matters at Kelly are moving on with 
great life and activity. This because 60 to 75 per cent lead is in the ore of that camp and smelters must have it as long as they run at all. ¶ Judge 

Balue and Capt. Fitch, the Terre Haute, Indiana parties who recently paid $90,000 for the Graphic Group, passed down the road to Socorro 

yesterday and this time they go to stay. They have just closed the deal for the Hon. W. H. Patterson’s store and residence property at the mines 
and have just ordered in Denver new hoisting and other machinery for placing the mines in a first-class condition for production. Capt. Fitch is to 

be in charge of the mines and Judge Balue will look after the company’s mercantile business. –  THE AMBROSIA DEAL: Further details 

regarding the Ambrosia mine sale were learned today. The property is located in the Magdalena mountains, not far from the Kelly and Graphic 



properties, and was owned by Hon. T. B. Catron, of Santa Fe. It was once a famous producer but has been idle for nearly twenty years. E. C. 

Billings of the Pueblo Smelting & Refining company; Hon. J. N. Carlisle, ex-state treasurer of Colorado; James R. Campbell, a leading Colorado 
mining man, and others have taken a year’s working bond on the Ambrosia, agreeing to pay $50,0000 therefor if development proves it as good 

as they anticipate. Mr. Campbell is manager of the company, and is now at Socorro arranging for active work by a considerable force of men. 

[SFDNM p.1, per REveleth] 
1893August17; Hon. T.B. Catron and Col. V.S. Shelby have returned from Trinidad, Colorado, where the Aztec mine deal was closed on Tuesday. 

[SFDNM] 

1893September1; Judge ?. N. Adams, of Litchfield, Ky., interested in the Chama river placers, is in the city to-day, coming from Abiquiu. He is here 
to ascertain just how the confirmation of the Piedra Lumbre grant, which covers these placer fields, is going to effect placer owners. Mr. Catron, 

one of the chief owners of the grant, is absent from the city… [SFDNM] 

1893September22; S.N. Dedrick, well known in mining circles, arrived from Socorro this morning. He says the Ambrosia mine has opened a strong 
vein of galena and has commenced shipping ore. This property was recently sold to Pueblo parties by Mr. Catron. [SFDNM] 

1893October10; Thomas B. Catron. Attorney at law and solicitor in chancery Santa Fe, N.M. Practice in all the courts of the territory. [Professional 

Card – SFDNM] 
1893November11; In the matter of the Cerrillos water company, which secured a temporary injunction restraining the Cerrillos board of town trustees 

from granting a water works franchise to Kate Sullivan, W.C. Rogers et al., Judge Seeds yesterday announced his opinion sustaining the demurrer 

to the Water company’s petition which Messrs. Catron & Spiess had filed in behalf of the town board. …the decision is practically against the 
water company… [SFDNM] 

1894; NM delegate to Congress: Mariano S. Otero, 1878 (R); Tranquilino Luna, 1880 (R); F.A. Manzanares, 1882 (D); Antonio Joseph, 1884-1894 (D); T.B. Catron, 
1894 (R); H.B. Fergusson, 1896 (D); Pedro Perea, 1898, (R); B.S. Rodey, 1900-1905 (R); W.H. Andrews 1904-1912 (R). [History of NM, Chas F. Coan, 1925, 
p.409] 

1894January17; deed between Stephen B Elkins of West Virginia and Thomas B Catron and Julia A. Catron, his wife, of the County of Santa Fe, of the first part, and 
George W. North, of the County of Santa Fe, of the second part:. for and in consideration of the sum of $700 to the said parties of the first part in hand paid by the 
said party of the second part, sell unto the said party of the second part all the following described lot or parcel of land, situate in the town of Cerrillos: Lots 5 and 6 
in Block 79. T.B. Catron, Julia A. Catron, Stephen B Elkins by T.B. Catron, his Attorney in fact [McNulty papers (P.McCraw) b.2] 

1894February; In response to [John H.] Knaebel’s mediation, Catron offered [James M.] Freeman 22,500 acres of the northern part of the Tierra Amarilla Grant. After 
further negotiation it was decided to utilize the northernmost 60,000 acres to form the Banded Peak Land and Mining Company. Catron retained half of the stock in 
the corporation, and Freeman received the other half except for a small share given to Knaebel for drawing up the charter and organizing the new corporation. The 
venture never prospered. [VWestphall, TBCatron & His Era, 1973 p.56] 

1894March29; At the Palace; H.L. Waldo, T.B. Catron, City; H.H. Wheelock, St. Louis. [SFDNM] 

1894April9; Robt C. Gortner, of Santa Fe, stenographer to T.B. Catron, yesterday made the trip on his bicycle, from the Plaza hotel to the hot springs... 

[SFDNM] 
1894April10; The U.S. court of private land claims… No.91, Thomas B. Catron, plaintiff; Alamitos grant, Santa Fe county, consolidated with No.183, 

Kate Sullivan, plaintiff, Juan Salas grant, Santa Fe county; set for trial Monday, April 30. [SFDNM] 

1894May1; The survey of the Dry Monopole, Free Trade and Lone Star mines in the Cochiti district, owned principally by Mr. Thomas Lowthian, has 
been submitted by Deputy U.S. Mineral Surveyors H.T. and L.M. Brown to surveyor general Easley preparatory to applying for a patent to the 

properties. …Mr. Lowthian has employed as attorneys Catron & Spiess… [SFDNM] 

1894May14; Mr. J.W. Stailey, late of the Albuquerque Democrat, is here to confer with Messrs. T.B. Catron, A.L. Morrison and Allen Kelly with a 
view to buying out the weekly Capital Sun. [SFDNM] 

1894May18; [Santa Fe telephone system numbers issued] T.B. Catron residence 20; T.B. Catron office 62 [SFDNM] 

1894June21; First National bank of Santa Fe… The board of directors as re-organized is composed as follows; H.L. Waldo, V.S. Shelby, T.B. Catron, 
R.H. Longwill, L. Sulzbacher and Rufus J. Palen, with one vacancy, caused by the resignation of Pedro Perea, still to fill. …founded in December 

1870, by Lucian B. Maxwell… In May 1871 a majority of the stock changed hands and Hon. S.B. Elkins, late secretary of war, became 

president… [SFDNM] 
1894July25; A deed was filed with the county clerk last week by which T.B. Catron conveys to the Banded Peak Land & Mining Co., 60,000 acres of 

land in this county for the consideration of one dollar. – Pagosa Spring News. [SFDNM] 

1894August10; Mr. George Bibb, the Silverton mining man, is here on a visit to his friend, Howard Vaughn. He brings down some beautiful 
specimens of Silverton ore from the Fairview mine, owned by Mr. Catron. [SFDNM] 

1894August30; Last week Sheriff Cunningham levied upon and took possession of the property of the Cerrillos Coal & Iron company and the Juana Lopez grant for 

failure to pay taxes. The Records in the office of the sheriff and collector of Santa Fe county show a very interesting, not to say peculiar, state of affairs relative to these 

properties. As far as these official records indicate there has never been a cent of taxes paid on the Juana Lopez grant. The Cerrillos Coal & Iron company’s de linquent 

taxes for the years 1890 and 1991 amount to $1,153. In former years this corporation was known and taxes assessed against it under the title of the Cerrillos Coal & 

Coke company, and for the years 1885, 1886 and 1888 the Cerrillos Coal & Coke company’s delinquent taxes, as per The Official Figures, amount to $2,029, the tax 

returns having been made by T.B. Catron. Thus, the delinquency on taxes by the Cerrillos Coal & Iron company amounts to a total of $3,184 in addition to the 25 per 

cent penalty. For the year 1887 this corporation, through its agent, F.W. Risque, paid its taxes under the name of the Cerrillos Coal & Coke company: said taxes 

amounted to the enormous sum of $309, and they were not paid until the 26th day of May, 1893, although they had been due for More Than Six Years there was no 

penalty added, as the law requires, and the settlement took the nature of  “a compromise” with the then district attorney, R.E. Twitchell. The delinquent taxes due by the 

Juana Lopez grant, on which the above corporations (if there are two of them) base their property title, amounts to $1,289.85 for the years 1888, 1889, 1890, 1891, 1892 

and 1893. It should be here noted that while the Juana Lopez grant was confirmed by congress in the year 1879 as the private property of S.B. Elkins, T.B. Catron and 

others, it has never paid, as above stated, a single penny of taxes, and it was never even assessed as private property (although it covers 42,000 acres of the most 

valuable land in the west) until the year 1888. Thus it appears that by an official system of finesse and Political Jugglery, through connivance with Santa Fe county 

officers of former administrations, the owners of this vast property have up to date enjoyed absolute immunity from all taxation. Yesterday afternoon the Cerrillos Coal 

& Iron company and the Cerrillos Coal Railroad company, through their attorneys, applied to and obtained from Judge Laughlin a Writ Of Injunction temporarily 

restraining Sheriff Cunningham from longer holding the property under levy and an order for the sheriff to show cause on September 20 why such restraining order 

should not be made permanent. Cerrillos Coal & Iron company sets up that it has given a contract to the Cerrillos Coal Railroad Company to mine the coal on its 

property, erect buildings, coke ovens, etc., and that the sheriff has no right to levy upon the Cerrillos Coal Railroad company’s property, as he has done, they allege, 

because under the law the property of new railroads is exempt from taxation for a period of six years. It is also contended that the assessment of the Juana Lopez is void 

for all these years because of uncertainty in descriptions on the county tax rolls, the same being listed simply as the “Juana Lopez grant” and not in the name of T.B. 

Catron, owner, or against unknown owners, and because also the Assessment Is Against The Grant as a whole and the property of the Cerrillos Coal & Iron company as 

a separate concern, which would amount to double taxation for the latter corporation. Sheriff Cunningham has retained the services of Judge H.L. Warren and Chas H. 

Gildersleeve to defend his action in the premises and Hon. Frank Springer will represent the corporations. The sheriff says this injunction will in no way retard his 

action in forcing the collection of taxes long overdue Santa Fe county, he being guided wholly by the official records in his office, his legal counsel and by what he 

deeds his official duty to the long suffering tax payers of this community. [SFDNM] 



1894October8; Lawyer Spiess, Mr. Catron’s partner, who has crowded E.A. Fiske and T.J. Helm out of the race for the council, left yesterday for a 

trip to the mining districts of south Santa Fe county. Gone to explain to the miners, probably, his connection with the Lincoln-Lucky receivership. 
[SFDNM] 

1894October12; “Albuquerque’s offer to T.B. Catron of $10,000 in cool cash and the best corner lot, as an inducement to move down there, probably 

still holds good at this writing.” Anent this statement in the Las Vegas Optic the Albuquerque Democrat says: “Who is the fool that made such an 
offer? Out on such silly rot! In Albuquerque Tom Catron would be a second rate lawyer with the possibility of being a very damaging citizen. To 

Tom Catron, more than any other man, is due the withdrawal of the military post from Santa Fe, where it should always have remained. He has 

aspired to boss and dictate to the military authorities, and Santa Fe is the loser. The trouble is that Tom is too well known at Washington.” 
[SFDNM] 

1894October22; The Republican county executive committee consists of Messrs. T.B. Catron, W.B. Sloan, Antonio Ortiz y Salazar, George W. North, 

Marcelino Ortiz, R.J. Ewing and J.V. Conway. [SFDNM] 
1894October23; Mr. Sam Neustadt, of Albuquerque, well and favorably known to Santa Feans, arrived last night to spend a few days with his brother. 

Mr. Neustadt is a clever politician and he says the ticket nominated by Bernalillo Democrats yesterday will kill Catronism too dead to skin. He 

predicts a handsome majority for Delegate Joseph in Bernalillo county. [SFDNM] 
1894October23; First National Bank Santa Fe, New Mexico. Designated Depositary of the United States. R.J. Palen – President, T.B. Catron – Vice 

President, J.H. Vaughn – Cashier. [ad in SFDNM] 

1894October28; To the editor of the New Mexican, Brooklyn, Oct. 15, 1894, 301 Hicks st. – Through the considerable kindness of a friend I am in receipt of the New 

Mexican of September 15, containing a long and interesting article on “tax dodging.” Allow me to say your account of. the affair does not begin to picture the cold 

blooded villany of Elkins and Catron in connection with the Ortiz and Mesita de Juana Lopez grants. If the story is interesting to your readers I shall be glad to have 

you publish my account of the formation of the Cerrillos Coal & Iron company. I was one of the principal, though innocent, actors to that nefarious business and am 

prepared to prove by irrefutable testimony every statement which I make. In 1880, or thereabouts, Stephen B. Elkins, then living in New York city, induced a number 

of friends to join him in buying The Ortiz Mine Grant, the management and agency of which had been in his hands for many years. He assured them that the title was 

all right and at that time he did not utter a syllable about any conflict of title with the Juana Lopez grant. His friends, relying absolutely upon “Steve’s” supposed 

integrity and upon his known familiarity with the property, invested $375,000 in cash in the property. The title deed  and stock of the original New Mexico Mining 

company were placed in the names of S.B. Elkins and J.B. Chaffee, as trustees, for all the purchasers. Afterwards the title was transferred to the New Mexico Mining 

company and the stock of the rehabilitated company was distributed pro rata among owners. Some time after the consummation of the purchase and while the 

syndicate were filled with joyful anticipations of huge and speedy returns on their investment, Catron, seeing A Chance To Hold Up the hands of this wealthy crowd, 

began to write Elkins letters threatening suit to compel a settlement of the pretended conflict of title. Then, for the first time, Elkins was forced to disclose the claim, 

made by his partner, Catron, for these worthies were co-partners in the Juana Lopez grant. Elkins affected at the time to treat Catron’s threats lightly, and he re-assured 

his alarmed associates by saying that he “would take care of Catron.” All who know the latter gentleman need no assurance from me that he was not to be put off with 

honeyed words and promises. He probably knew enough about the secrets of Steve’s phenomenal prosperity in the territory to make his former law partner fear his 

disclosures. Elkins, finally made desperate by Catron’s threats, changed his tone toward his still confiding associates and assured them that the prospects of Catron’s 

successful prosecution of his suit were sufficiently serious to warrant a compromise. His associates Were Helpless And Acquiesced. As a result they were induced to 

deed to a new company, the C.C.& I.Co., the entire northwest corner of the Ortiz mine grant comprising about 15,000 acres of anthracite and bituminous coal land of 

great present and enormous prospective value. Elkins and Catron deeded to the new company their pretended interests in the Ortiz by virtue of the overlap, and 12,000 

acres additional to the northward of the Ortiz grant. In dividing up the stock 60 per cent of the shares were assigned to The Joint Corporation. Elkins and Catron, and 

the sheared lambs were permitted to take the remaining 40 per cent. In English, the trapped innocents were “buncoed” into making a present of six-tenths of  their 

magnificent property to a pair of sharpers who gave absolutely nothing in return. I am prepared to prove beyond the possibility of contradiction that Elkins and Catron 

as claimants of the Mesita de Juana Lopez grant, had no more title to the part of the Ortiz grant which they claimed than if the latter were situated in the moon. Their 

Conspiracy To Defraud the people was exhaustively laid bare during the investigation conducted by Surveyor General Julian under my direction in 1886. Should you 

care to publish the story at some future time I shall be very happy to communicate it. Furthermore I shall be pleased to be allowed the opportunity of pointing out how 

and why just such transactions as the above retard the prosperity of the territory, and how… Alfred J. Wolf. [SFDNM] 

1894October28; Candidate Charles A. Spiess circulated among the Cerrillos voters Saturday and dropped a few wads of Catron’s boodle where it 
would do the most good. [SFDNM] 

1894November3; Steve And Tom. ¶ The Final Chapter in the Story of the Juana Lopez Land Steal. ¶ How Candidate Catron and Boss Steve Buncoed the Government 

and Others Out of Valuable Coal Property – Gen. Julian’s Report. ¶ The New Mexican a few days ago contained a letter from Mr. Alfred J. Wolf, a capitalist of New 

York, in which he called attention to the methods by which Thomas B. Catron and his associate, Stephen B. Elkins, came into possession of the Juana Lopez grant and 

how eastern capitalists were buncoed out of their holdings in the Ortiz grant. ¶ The New Mexican proposes to-day to give a few extracts from the official records in 

regard to Thomas B. Catron’s connection with this case and to show by the official investigation made into the matter that the Republican candidate for delegate was a 

party to as flagrant a land grab as was ever perpetrated upon the miners of the other class of New Mexico’s population. ¶ The Juana Lopez Grant, situated in the 

southern part of the county, is technically known as the Mesita de Juana Lopez. It has been regarded ever since it was granted by the Spanish government in the year 

of 1782 as the land upon the top of the mesa. ¶ In the year 1870 Catron and Elkins obtained from the heirs of the original grantees, deeds to their interest in the 

property, and with the “mesa” fit only for grazing purposes, as the foundation of their claim, it did not take these schemers long to extend the southern boundary of 

this property to such a distance south as to cross the Galisteo creek and to embrace incidentally some of the most valuable coal lands in New Mexico. This was done 

with ¶ The Kindly Assistance of title papers which had accommodatingly gotten mutilated in their most material portions; and by one or two other methods connected 

with the survey, which appear hereinafter. As a result of this manipulation of the grant it came about that this property which could not have been more than three and 

one-half miles in length or breadth, was extended so as to stretch six miles from east to west and cover eighteen miles from north to south. These fickle boundaries as 

extended by Messrs. Catron and Elkins covered besides the Mesita (the only property that could possibly under the title papers been honestly held) 20,000 acres of the 

public domain, 12,000 of the Ortiz grant, and in addition a large slice of the Santo Domingo Pueblo grant. After this fraudulent survey an act was carried through 

congress by the same skillful hands confirming the grant as fraudulently surveyed and there the matter rests, ¶ The Arch-Conspirators being unwilling in view of the 

general character of the transaction to press it forward by asking for a patent. ¶ Surveyor General Julian made an investigation of the transaction in 1886 and his report 

on the subject to the authorities at Washington makes very interesting reading. The New Mexican quotes below a few extracts from this report as showing in what 

light the transaction was regarded by the government authority. Gen. Julian, in his report, refers to the fact that John T. Elkins, a brother of Claimant Steve, was the 

interpreter on the survey, and that the whole survey under his Republican predecessor in office, assisted by Catron and Elkins, had been conducted in a “slip-shod and 

¶ Very Suspicious Manner.” He says that the claim as made by Catron and Elkins and established by the suspicious survey was “absolutely irreconcilable with the 

language” of the original title papers. He refers to the fact that the title papers say not a word about Galisteo creek, which Catron’s claim crossed without 

conscientious scruples. He says that “the accuracy of the survey is wholly unsupported by proof and its fraudulent character will conclusively appear from the 

evidence and the unmistakable interpretation of the language of the writ of possession. He refers to the fact “that by ¶ A Strange Coincidence or by careful training, 

the witnesses for Catron and Elkins make almost exactly the same statement, which leads to a strong suspicion” on his part that “their testimony was an after thought, 

simply indicating a disposition to accommodate the wishes of the claimants,” Catron and Elkins. He then says: ¶ “It is difficult to escape the conclusion that the survey 

under consideration was an open and flagrant attempt to appropriate to private uses the large body of private lands covered by it which lie outside of the Mesita and 

which were never thought of by by the governor in making the grant or by the alcalde to his delivery of possession.” ¶ In speaking of the evidence of Messrs. Catron 

and Elkins, he says that “it only illustrates ¶ The Ravenous Hunger for land which frequently reveals itself in this territory,” and he continues by saying: “the case 

which I am now considering is itself a very remarkable commentary upon Catron’s testimony; for it shows that in the case of a grant of 11,000 or 12,000 acres of land 

whith boundaries so well defined that an honest man could scarcely fail to define them, Mr. Catron or Mr. Elkins or somebody else prevailed on the deputy surveyor 

to enlarge the grant so as to cover 42,000 acres.” ¶ In conclusion, he referred to the fact that “Catron and Elkins occupy a front rank in the art of measuring land” and 

calls attention to the fact that Claimant Catron on another occasion stretched a grant of 130 acres, easily defined and ascertained, to 130,000 acres. Mr. Julian 



concludes his commentary on Catron and Elkins by referring to them as belonging to that ¶ Class Of Land Sharks who are so abundantly equipped for their work 

“both by training and by exceptional aptitude,” Col. C.G. Coleman, who was appointed by Gen. Julian to investigate the matter, reported that the southern boundary 

claimed by Catron and Elkins is “not only unwarranted but simply absurd and preposterous.” ¶ Comment on the foregoing is unnecessary. It is sufficient to say that 

the people of New Mexico will never send to congress a man whose whole life has been devoted to deeds of selfishness which not only unfit him to represent the 

people in the halls of national legislation but make it certain that, if elected, all his representative capacity would be merged into a representation of himself as his sole 

constituent.  [SFDNM] 

1894November14; Delegate-elect T.B. Catron is in Albuquerque. [SFDNM] 

 1895; ref John H. Knaebel in Denver, with Charles A. Spiess, appeal for new trial on behalf of T.B. Catron; ultimately denied 
1895January3; (L. Bradford Prince to Elkins) Politics: Prince had seen Catron and Elkins had written Catron for a letter of support from NM politicians. [Elkins was 

being attacked, with land grant fraud in NM 20yrs earlier, by the opposition to his campaign for the U.S. Senate seat from WVa.<HM] [Elkins Papers 890-A] 
1895, March 4 – T B Catron becomes NM (R ) delegate to Congress to March 3, 1897 
1895March4; Mr. T.B. Catron has gone on a trip to Mexico. [SFDNM] 
1895March5; Senator Stephen B. Elkins, of West Virginia, is now in Mexico, accompanied by his wife, daughter and three sons. Hon. T.B. Catron’s 

mission in Mexico is to meet Mr. Elkins and accompany him as far as Santa Fe on his return. The party will pay a visit to Cerrillos the last of this 

or the first of next week, after which Senator Elkins is expected to visit among his many old friends in this city. [SFDNM] 
1895April3; All the big bug Republicans worked early and late yesterday. At 4 p.m. Boss Catron proclaimed that he “had it coppered.” But the result 

doesn’t look that way. Sheriff Cunningham, A.P. Hill, Pedro Delgado, Arthur Seligman, C.M. Creamer and a whole host of others did very 

successful work for the local Democracy yesterday. [SFDNM] 
1895April15; Joe E. Sheridan has leased the old Hanover mine from Hon. T.B. Catron and will commence work upon it next week. This is one of the 

old mines worked by the Spaniards and produced vast quantities of copper in years gone by, as shown by the old Spanish records. The ruins of five 

smelting furnaces near the mine show that it was worked quite extensively. – Silver City Enterprise. [SFDNM] 

1895April6; Mrs. T.B. Catron left last night for a Visit with her mother at Los Angeles. [SFDNM] 

1895April22; Mr. T.B. Catron returned yesterday from Socorro. [SFDNM] 

1895May8; Mrs. T.B. Catron returned last night from a trip to the Pacific coast. She also made brief stops at Odgen, where Major Breeden and family 
were visited, and at Salt Lake City she was splendidly entertained by Mr. and Mrs. James Seligman. Mrs. Catron departs to-morrow night for New 

Haven, Conn., where her sons are in school. [SFDNM] 

1895May13; San Pedro Placers. Claim Place on Smelter and Other Improvements of Santa Fe Copper Company. ¶ Respecting the conflict between the Santa Fe Copper 

company and the placer locators, it appears that in 1888, the territorial supreme court rendered a decision annulling the patent and survey of the San Pedro grant. At that 

time the Santa Fe Copper company was holding 3,600 acres of that land adversely, it is alleged, to the United States and in conflict with that decision. The copper 

company then asked the court to grant it the right to file a supersedeas, which was agreed to, and thirty days time in which to file same was given. But the supersedeas 

was not filed. ¶ The company then took an appeal to the United States supreme court and by that final tribunal the decision of the territorial supreme court was affirmed 

in 1892. ¶ The San Pedro placer claim was placed on these lands on November 17, 1892. T.B. Catron, C.A. Spiess, J.M. O’Brien and L.F. O’Brien were the locators, 

each claiming a fourth interest. In January, 1893, Robert Carley, John Strumquist, and others also put a placer location on the same ground. Five weeks later Dr. Kelley 

and others put another placer location on the ground, but were clearly too late; afterward Herman Goodman and others attempted to locate a townsite on the same 

ground, but finding it illegal, abandoned the same; in 1894. Leonard Lewoshon, of Boston, principal stockholder in the Santa Fe Copper company, located a millsite on 

the surface of the San Pedro placer ground. ¶ The San Pedro placer people contend that their location was made on government land, and being the prior location is 

superior to those made after the decision as aforesaid, and that the Copper company can only hold its lode claims. ¶ The San Pedro placer location covets the copper 

company’s smelter, hotel and other improvements as well as the old town of San Pedro, but is not in conflict with the San Pedro town site adjoining. ¶ This, in general 

terms, is the contention of Mr. O’Brien, who made the placer locations in behalf of himself and his associates. The Santa Fe Copper company contend that the locators 

have no rights in law which it must respect, and the prospects appear good for more litigation over this famous mining property. [SFDNM] 

1895May17; Robert Carley Supplies Some Data on the San Pedro Placer Proceeding. To the Editor of the New Mexican. ¶ San Pedro, Santa Fe county, May 15 – I note an 

item in the New Mexican of the 13th instant in reference to the San Pedro townsite, placer claims, etc. For the information of the readers of the New Mexican I will give 

you a few facts on the other side of the question. ¶ On November 15, 1892, the Canon del Agua grant was declared government land by the supreme court of the United 

States, and on the 19th day of November, 1892, T.B. Catron, J.D. O’Brien and others located a placer mining claim containing some eighty acres. On the 23d day of 

November, 1895[1892], Dr. Kelley and others, from Las Vegas, located 100 acres of placer ground virtually taking in the whole of Tom Catron’s claim. ¶ Well, as I and 

others had been residing in the town of San Pedro, and seeing that Catron and others were so anxious to grab our lots, we, the people of the town of San Pedro, called a 

meeting on the 29th day of November, 1892, and elected five town trustees for the purpose of applying for eighty acres of land for townsite purposes. As soon as the 

trustees were elected they hired a U.S. deputy surveyor to survey out the town and when it was finished an application for a townsite with a map of the same was filed 

with the probate judge of Santa Fe county. ¶ But, the board of trustees being informed that such a townsite could not be allowed until the land had been officially 

surveyed by the United States, they concluded to wait until the land had been surveyed and was ready for entry. In the meantime while waiting and watching the ground 

to see if Catron & Co. and Kelley & Co. would do their assessment work, as required by both the United States and territorial laws; and as neither Kelley et al. nor 

Catron et al. did the required work, the board of town trustees waited until the last location of Dr. Kelley had run out, on the 23d of February, 1893, and then the trustees 

located their placer claim, thinking that it would help the people in getting a townsite. ¶ As Tom Catron and his partners did not do the work in the ninety days required 

by law and neither Kelley & Co., I think that the board of trustees had a perfect right to locate, not for Robert Carley or Strumquist, nor for Goodman & Co., but I, as a 

trustee, and Valentine Schick, James Barton, W.J. Strumquist and Herman Goodman, located the same in behalf of over 200 residents that were living in the town then, 

although at the same time we realized then and now know that there is no more placer ground on the site where San Pedro is located than there is on Colonel Catron’s 

brains. ¶ We have never abandoned the townsite, as your informant says, but we still claim it, not only as placer claim but as a townsite, and we intend to do so until 

Uncle Sam tells us to git, and tells Tom Catron and his pards to come in and take the building that the people here call homes. R. M. Carley. [SFDNM] 
1895May18; Catron Vs. Copper Co. …Judge Downs, attorney for the Copper company, takes issue with these statements of fact. He distinctly informs a representative of 

this paper that, prior to the decision of the territorial supreme court in 1888, the Santa Fe Copper company had no existence. It was organized immediately after the 

decision mentioned by the men who had been fighting the San Pedro and Canon del Agua grant, and by location and also by deeds from all those who had been 

figthting the grant and had triumphed in the courts, became lawfully possessed of the lands now held by such company. ¶ But, pending a final decree of the United 

States supreme court on an appeal taken from the territorial court, the lands were not thrown open to formal entry and patent by the United States. It thus happened that 

on August 31, 1894, twenty-five hours after notice was received that the lands in question had been thrown open to entry, Leonard Lewishon and his associates of the 

Santa Fe Copper company re-located the claims they had previously located and been in continuous possession of since May, 1889. ¶ Mr. Catron and associates now 

adverse the applications of the Santa Fe Copper company for patents on the principal ground that the claims of the copper company were vacant and unoccupied when 

they located them for placer purposes in November, 1892. …Just what Mr. Catron and his associates expect to gain by this sort of swearing, further than retarding the 

important work contemplated by Mr. Lewishon and other moneyed men of New York some one else will have to answer. [SFDNM] 
1895June1; The Farmers’ Loan and Trust Company, Complainant, vs. The Texas, Santa Fe & Northern Railroad Company, The Santa Fe Southern 

Railway Company, Thomas B. Catron, John G. Albright, Ansel F. Goodrich, Daniel Cherry and Henry A. True, co-partners as Goodrich, Cherry & 

Co., Ralph W. Scott and Joseph Whitehead, co-partners as R.W. Scott & Co., Lionel D. Saxton and Edward F. Browne, co-partners as Lionel D. 
Saxton & Co., Lionel A. Sheldon, Adam J. Hager, Robert Harvey, Administrator of the Estate of P.L. Van de Veer, deceased, Henry D. Bachelder 

and Edward L. Bachelder, surviving partners of the firm of Bachelder Brothers, Bachelder Brothers, B.M. Read, George H. Marshall, C.L. 

Wheeler, John Burus, A.J. Livingston, D. Livingston, Isaac N. Stone, Ambrosio Ortiz, Cesaria R. de Ortiz, Juan B. Lucero, Dolores O. de Lucero, 



James B. Orman and William Crook, co-partners as Orman & Crook, Charles H. Gildersleeve, The Second National Bank of New Mexico at Santa 

Fe, and George C. Preston, defendants. [SFDNM] 
1895June15; Hon. T.B. Catron has been elected by the university alumni to deliver their address next year at the University of Missouri at Columbia. 

[SFDNM] 

1895July6; At Hanover, Grant county, the stamp mill and machine shop of the Santa Rita Copper company burned Thursday night. The loss will 
probably reach $100,000. The property has not been in operation for some fifteen years and belongs to J. Parker Whitney, of Boston. T.B. Catron 

is also interested in it. The insurance is small. [SFDNM] 

1895July30; Robert C. Gortner, stenographer for T.B. Catron, came over from the ancient yesterday on his wheel, leaving Santa Fe at 5 a.m. and 
arriving here at 1:30 p.m. – Las Vegas Optic. [SFDNM] 

1895August16; Special Master G.W. Knaebel is to-day engaged in taking testimony in the suit of T.B. Catron vs. Saren N. Laughlin, of California, 

involving lands within the Raton grant. [SFDNM] 

1895August20; DA Jacob H. Crist files charges with the Sup Court asking that Catron be disbarred. Catron represented by Neill B. Field of Albuquerque, Democrat, 
Frank W. Clancy of Albuquerque, Republican, Frank Springer (an earlier opponent) of Cimarron, Republican. Oct25 Catron wins, N.B. Laughlin dissenting. 

1895August20; In the territorial supreme court this morning something of a sensation was developed when District Attorney J.H. Crist presented a 

mass of papers, affidavits, etc., charging T.B. Catron and Chas A. Spiess with violation of their duties as attorneys and obligations as officers of 

the court growing out of their conduct of the case of the territory against the Borrego gang, assassins of ex-Sheriff Frank Chavez. [SFDNM] 
1895September26; …Chas A. Spiess led to the altar, at St. Paul’s Episcopal church a little before noon to-day and in the presence of a densely packed 

congregation of loving friends, Miss Ruby Lynch, one of the Las Vegas’ most beautiful, amiable and generally admired daughters. …Hon. T.B. 

Catron, New Mexico’s congressional delegate, gave the bride away, while Levi A. Hughes was the groom’s best man, and Miss Sadie Holzman, 
the bridesmaid. [SFDNM] 

1895October4; The 10th annual meeting of the New Mexico Bar association… New members were admitted as follows: W.H.H. Llewellyn, R.C. 

Gortner, E.L. Medler, G.W. Johnston, Moye Wicks, S.G. Lester, S.B. Gillette, B.F. Adams. …A poll of the forty-eight members present, it is said, 
showed that thirty-seven would have voted for T.B. Catron for president, but in view of the fact that charges of a grave nature against Mr. Catron 

are now pending before the supreme court, touching his conduct as a member of the bar, it was deemed best to defer action in the premises. 

[SFDNM] 
1895October28; The territorial supreme court met at 1:30 p.m. with Associate Justice Collier presiding and Associate Justices Hamil and Laughlin 

present. Judge Collier then announced, in the matter of the charges preferred and tried against Thomas B. Catron and Charles A. Spiess that three 
of the four justices who had sat through the trial had concluded that the proceedings should be dismissed and the respondents found not guilty. He 

also announced that Justice Laughlin dissented from this conclusion. [SFDNM] 

1895November22; Cerrillos Lands Involved. The Albuquerque Democrat prints a press dispatch under date of New York, Nov.20, which says: ¶ “The 
hearing of a suit, in which William C. Reeves sues United States Senator Stephen B. Elkins, of West Virginia, to recover interest claimed by him in 

certain lands in New Mexico and also for an accounting, was commenced to-day before Judge Patterson in a special term of the supreme court.” ¶ 

Not Reeves, but William C. Rencher is the party who is suing and the case is a famous one, involving lands now covered by the Cerrillos town site. 
Years ago Rencher’s father was surveyor general of New Mexico. Under his administration certain so called non-mineral bearing U.S. lands in 

south Santa Fe county were put up at public auction and bought in by the Elkins Catron syndicate at $1.25 per acre. About eight years ago Rencher 

came to Santa Fe and offered to pay the necessary money, but he found that Catron had filed a suit in Elkins’ name against “all unknown owners” 
to quiet title. Rencher put in an answer, filed a cross bill and tied up this suit in New Mexico and now he brings suit in New York because there he 

succeeded in getting personal service on Elkins. The senator says he sold a portion of the lands claimed by Rencher to T.B. Catron on the same 

conditions as they had been previously held by Rencher. He also pleads that Rencher is barred by statute of limitations. [SFDNM] 

1895November23; The Optic says that “As special master, honest John H. Koogler, now of Muskoge, I.T., in the Mora grant case of Senator S.B. 

Elkins et al. against Carmen Arce et al., had allowed Mr. Catron attorney’s fees in the case to the surprising amount of $3?,800. The $800 might 

have been lopped off in the master’s report, anyhow!” [SFDNM] 
1895November25; Delegate T.B. Catron and his private secretary, W.E. Gortner, of Las Vegas, left last night for the national capital. [SFDNM] 

1895November26; Senator Stephen B. Elkins, of West Virginia, lost his temper under cross-examination during the trial of William C. Rencher’s suit against him for the 

recovery of one-third interest in 606 acres of coal lands near Santa Fe, N.M., in the New York supreme court yesterday. ¶ Under direct examination Senator Elkins had 

denied that Mr. Rencher had acquired an interest in the lands. He had sworn that he had merely given to Mr. Rencher an option to buy a one-third interest at the same 

price as he had paid for it – $1.25 an acre. Mr. Rencher, he had testified, had assigned the option to Thomas B. Catron, who purchased the one-third interest. ¶ Senator 

Elkins was in a hurry to get to Washington, and betrayed much impatience when Austin G. Fox, attorney for the plaintiff, arose with great deliberation and prepared 

leisurely to cross-examine him. In answer to Lawyer Fox’s questions he testified that he had been admitted to the bar in 1864. His office was in Santa Fe. He evaded all 

of Lawyer Fox’s efforts to find out what salary he drew as counsel of the mining company. ¶ “Senator, when you bought those lands from the government for $1.25 an 

acre,” said Lawyer Fox, “didn’t you know that they were coal lands, and therefore worth at least $20 an acre?” ¶ The senator replied that his knowledge on that point 

was very indefinite. His memory of his own private matters of that period (1871) as exploited by his answers to Lawyer Fox’s queries was so bad that the attorney 

expressed his dissatisfaction, saying: ¶ “I ask your honor to apply the strict rules of evidence to the witness, even if he is a United States senator.” ¶ Justice Patterson 

directed Senator Elkins to give clear explanations, so far as he could, of all the points covered by the questions. Lawyer Fox continued his cross-examination, and 

finally implied that Senator Elkins was not adhering strictly to the truth. ¶ Senator Elkins became red in the face, and he seemed about to retort angrily, when Justice 

Patterson interposed. His honor again warned the senator that he must give direct answers to the attorney’s questions, but the statesman’s testimony continued to be 

unsatisfactory to Lawyer Fox, who told him so plainly. ¶ Then it was that Senator Elkins lost his temper. Planting both hands on his knees, which he gripped as if to 

hold himself down, and looking squarely at the lawyer, he said, with an ominous ring in his voice: ¶ “If you and I could have a talk outside, at the proper time, I might 

answer you.” ¶ That did not daunt Lawyer Fox. He finished painfully, but there was not a tremor in his tones as he met the senator’s threatening glances and retorted: ¶ 

“I might meet you – at the proper time.” ¶ Justice Patterson pounded the desk with his gavel and said, sternly: ¶ “Gentlemen, you must both come in order im-me-

diately!” ¶ After the trial Lawyer Fox was asked if he regarded Senator Elkins’ remark as a challenge. Mr. Fox laughed heartily and said he didn’t think there would be 

any duel, but added: ¶ “I guess I rattled the senator.” ¶ Senator Elkins was interviewed as he was rushing through City Hall park on his way to Washington. ¶ “Did you 

intend to challenge Mr. Fox, senator?” ¶ “Oh, no, not at all!” he exclaimed. “All that business was only a little bit of by-play on the part of Mr. Fox, a little trick of the 

profession. I’m up to those things. I’m something of a lawyer myself!” ¶ Mr. Rencher’s testimony during the early part of yesterday’s session was to the effect that he 

had located certain coal lands in 1871, and that Senator Elkins had said to him: ¶ “I must have some of these.” ¶ Senator Elkins told him, he said, that if he would find 

more coal lands he would buy them, and would give one-third interest in them to him. Mr. Rencher found the lands and Senator Elkins bought them. Then Senator 

Elkins executed the paper, saying that Mr. Rencher was entitled to a one-third interest therein. ¶ Mr. Rencher said his suspicion was aroused by the insertion of the 

qualifying clause, “he (Rencher) owing me $1.25 for the same.” ¶ He told Senator Elkins, he testified, that in his opinion that phrase weakened the document, but the 

senator said that was all right. ¶ The plaintiff swore that he had never given up his right to the one-third interest. ¶ Lawyer Fox offered in evidence the release, 

purporting to assign Mr. Rencher’s right to Adolph Staab and Henry G. Prost, and pointed out a clause which provided that nothing in the release should in any way 

effect Mr. Rencher’s interest in or claim to the land which he and Senator Elkins had bought. ¶ Justice Patterson reserved decision. – New York Journal. [SFDNM] 
1895December9; Robert C. Gortner leaves for Washington to-night to serve as Delegate Catron’s private secretary. It was expected that this position 

would be filled by his brother, W.E. Gortner, of Las Vegas, but the latter has decided to continue as stenographer of the 4th judicial district. It has 



been hinted that R.C. Gortner was slated for the clerkship of the land court in case the judges of that tribunal are reappointed, but it appears that 

there is some hitch in this plan, hence his departure for Washington. [SFDNM] 
1895December11; Judge Laughlin has grown weary of being trifled with by negligent attorneys… made an order requiring satisfactory security for 

costs in all pending causes to be filed on or before the first day of the present term. …Sixty cases in which the required costs bonds had not been 

filed, were ordered abated and stricken from the docket… Among the cases thus abated… T.B. Catron vs. S.B. Elkins et al.; T.B. Catron vs. S.N. 
Laughlin et al.; T.B. Catron vs. T.,S.F.&N.R.R. Co. [SFDNM] 

1896 -- TB Catron loses reelection to Congress 
1896January28; Judge Laughlin Dissents. Exhaustive Minority Opinion In Re Disbarment Proceedings Against Catron and Spiess Growing Out Of 

Chavez Murder Trial. Evidence Upon Which Borregos Were Convicted Must Be Disbelieved in Order to Acquit the Respondents of the Charge. 

… “The respondent stands before the court not as an ordinary person. ¶ He is learned in the law and is far in advance of the ordinary lawyer in the 
practice of his profession, and in such matters he well knows that his conduct is attributable to his supposed knowledge that the truth would 

militate against him. The suppression or fabrication of evidence always raises a presumption against the accused in matters of fact before a jury, 

and the maxim, omnia praesumuntur contra spoliatorum, applies here with great force… “If such acts are to be passed over unnoticed by the 
courts, then the profession will be reduced from that high and honorable place to which it belongs to the level of the trickster and charlatan; and 

while the lawyer who engages in such practices may become distinguished among a class of people, who indulge in such methods in the conduct 

of their own affairs, yet he can never expect to achieve the fame of a Marshall or a Webster, but he will sooner or later find himself at the very 
bottom of the ladder. [SFDNM] 

1896March9; Why Senator Elkins and Delegate Catron should not have vigorously denounced Senator Brice’s county bond amendment to the capitol 

rebuilding bill is a mystery which the friends of those gentlemen can not fathom. Both are heavy tax payers in Santa Fe county. [SFDNM] 
1896March25; …bills for the admission of Arizona, Oklahoma and New Mexico as states. …It is also learned that there is a deal for the control of the 

delegates from these territories to the St. Louis convention also involved. Senator Elkins has taken a good deal of interest in the New Mexico 

statehood bill in the senate and worked a favorable report through the committee on territories. Elkins, it is said, has made a deal with Delegate 
Catron to control the New Mexico delegation to the national convention. …Strange as it may seem, Elkins believes that he stands a chance of the 

presidential nomination himself, but, failing in that, he would be very glad if the vice presidency fell his way. [SFDNM] 

1896March27; Catron and Elkins. Proof Conclusive That Both of the Worthies Named Ar Systematic Tax Dodgers. The “gang” howl up at Santa Fe 
about the payment of their just debts and make much ado about Hon. T.B. Catron. The fact is the railroads are the biggest taxpayers in Santa Fe 

county. Next comes Hon. Stephen B. Elkins and then comes Hon. T.B. Catron, and we are proud to say that Hon. T.B. Catron is not a repudiator. – 

Socorro Chieftain. ¶ The records in the office of the collector of taxes for Santa Fe county show that the total taxes levied against Delegate T.B. 
Catron for the year 1893 amounted to $2,368.57; that $841.35 of this sum was levied on account of the interest on county bond issues of 1882, 

1884, 1890, 1891 and 1892, which include the Brice, Coler and court house bonds; that, on February 17, 1894, Mr. Catron paid $763.60 on 

account of the $1,526.21 levied against him for other than bond purposes, and expressly repudiated payments on account of the bonds; that he has 
not since paid a dollar of taxes in this county except in the form of fair promises. ¶ As to Mr. Elkins, the records show that he has not deigned to 

pay a dollar on account of the taxes levied against him in Cerrillos since and including 1892, and suits are now pending in the district court for the 

collection of accrued taxes against the New Mexico Mining company, of which Mr. Elkins is a large stockholder and managing director. So it 
appears that the West Virginia statesman takes even higher rank as a tax repudiator than his New Mexico partner, for he seems disposed to dodge 

not only his taxes on account of bonds, but all other taxes levied against him in this county, where he laid the foundation for his present colossal 

fortune. ¶ It may be mentioned in this connection that suits for the collection of delinquent taxes in this county are also pending in the district court 
against Mr. Catron. ¶ Of course the irresponsible and silly Chieftain will calmly ignore these facts, and continue grinding out fresh falsehoods as 

usual, but happily Windy Williams does not represent the intelligence and integrity of the people of New Mexico. [SFDNM] 

1896April13; A Washington press dispatch to the Chicago Record says: ¶ “Delegate Catron, of New Mexico, has furnished a case of nepotism that is 
the gossip of all Washington. ¶ “The secretary of the navy recently notified him there was a vacancy at the naval academy for the territory. The 

New Mexico delegate recommended one son, John W. Catron, a cadet, and Christopher Catron, another son, as alternate. …Naval authorities say 

there is no law to prevent the appointment of Catron’s progeny so long as the available material holds out.” [SFDNM] 
1896April14; …territorial district court… Royal Insurance company vs. Val Carson et al. Assumpsit. Continued and Defendant T.B. Catron ruled to 

plead in thirty days. …Territory of New Mexico vs. T.B. Catron. Debt for taxes. Service quashed. [SFDNM] 

1896April29; “Tom Catron, masterhand at nepotism – How he has used his position to advance his personal and family interests – Appointments for 
his sons – Both get a chance at Annapolis, with a contingent show at West Point.” ¶ The above headlines in the St. Louis Republic of Monday last 

are followed by a long Washington dispatch severely criticising Delegate Catron’s notion in providing soft educational berths for his sons by his 

own appointment rather than submit these choice scholarships to competition among the youth of New Mexico. The article, among other thins, 
says: ¶ “Catron’s action in designating both his sons at the same time and arranging that each would get a second chance for a cadetship if he failed 

to pass the first examination, is so unusual as to attract attention. [SFDNM] 

1896May5; Another Catron Scheme. A Bill in Congress to Undo the Good Work of Adjusting Land Grant Titles in New Mexico. Delegate Catron 
introduced a bill in congress last December that his organs have failed to make note of. Its title is “a bill to amend an act entitled ‘an act to establish 

a court of private land claims and to provide for the settlement of private land claims to certain states and territories,’ approved March 8, 1891.” 
This bill is a voluminous affair, covering twenty-four pages in ordinary congressional bill form. It provides for the extention of the land court until 

March, 1899, and then proceeds in very cunningly worded terms to make a multitude of changes in the present law regulating the trial of land 

grants, the effect of which will be to almost indefinitely prolong the legislation over the adjustment of titles. [SFDNM] 

1896May12; (Elkins to A.Staab) Says to tell Rencher that he is willing to settle on Cerrillos but that he is deferring to Catron as he is the interested party. Catron sold 
the lots, and I had nothing whatsoever to do with that part of the business. [NMSU Folder #s 2/4 2/5 2/6, Lawsuit] 

1896May29; In response to a call from the alumni of the Missouri state university at Columbia, Delegate Catron will on Tuesday next deliver the 

annual oration at that college. Mr. Catron leaves Washington for Columbia to-morrow night. [SFDNM] 

1896June5; “Dr.” Catron at Columbia. Columbia, Mo., June 2 – This was alumni day at the Missouri state university. Distinguished alumni, 
representing nearly every class from the first of 1843 to 1896 were present. At 10 o’clock in the university auditorium, the annual address before 

the Alumni association was delivered by Hon. Thomas Benton Catron, of Santa Fe, N.M. The class of 1860, in which Mr. Catron graduated, was 

one of the most remarkable that ever went forth from Columbia. Among its members were: Senator Stephen B. Elkins, Congressman John T. 
Heard, Capt. Charles E. Leonard, Judge J.V. Cravens, Dr. A. J. Thomas and R.C. Carter. [SFDNM] 

1896June15; The nomination of W.B. Childers as United States attorney for New Mexico was not passed upon by the senate before adjournment 

because Delegate Catron filed charges against him for the purpose of delaying confirmation. Catron had the immatchable nerve to charge that 
Childers is a “vindictive, partisan,” and to allege that the Hughes contest case was prosecuted by him for personal reasons. But Catron was very 

careful to refrain from mentioning that the contempt had reference to certain disbarment proceedings against himself. Notwithstanding the false 



charges filed by Catron, a commission has been issued to Mr. Childers and yesterday he qualified as United States attorney before Judge Collier. – 

Albuquerque Democrat. [SFDNM] 
1896June16; The trial of the ejectment cases of A.M. Hendry et al against the Lincoln-Lucky-Lee Mining company and George W. Middleton resulted 

in verdicts for the plaintiffs in both actions. The jury went out at 1:30 yesterday afternoon and returned with verdicts in about forty minutes. 

Damages are assessed against the Lincoln-Luck-Lee company in the sum of $16,811.15 for ore alleged to have been extracted unlawfully from the 
Anaconda ground, and the defendant Middleton is found guilty and damages to the amount of 1 cent are assessed against him. …It is undertstood 

that the Anaconda property is really owned by Messrs. Catron and Field and it is claimed that the verdict will result in the immediate working of 

the Lincoln-Lucky-Lee ore body by the Anaconda owners. [SFDNM] 
1896June23; [Rep Natl Convention] Speaking of the contest in which Mr. Luna defeated Mr. Catron for national committeeman, the Las Vegas Optic 

puts it thus: “The national committee proceeded to fill the vacancy by selecting Mr. Catron, but, as the New Mexico delegates opposed to the latter 

objected, Mr. Catron withdrew in the interest of harmony and Mr. Soloman Luna was finally chosen.” [SFDNM] 

1896July11; (Wiedersheim, Philadelphia, to Elkins) Meeting with Bromley, your correspondence indicates you though Catron owned the land. The Bonds and note are 
OK but need your instructions. [TA Grant Bonds & note.<HM] [Elkins papers 981] 

1896June24; Hon. T.B. Catron returned from the east last night and was cordially greeted this morning by his many friends. Mrs. Catron doesn’t 

weigh as much by fifteen pounds as when he left for Washington. He says he has been reducing his weight by long walks. His family will spend 

the summer at a Missouri resort. [SFDNM] 
1896July2; Hon. T.B. Catron is in Socorro looking after his mining interests. [SFDNM] 

1896July7; Gen. Lew Wallace and Delegate T.B. Catron have not recognized each other, since the former gentleman, when governor of New Mexico, 

was approached by the latter gentleman with a document for Gov. Wallace to affix his John Hancock to. – Las Vegas Optic. [SFDNM] 
1896July31; Hon. Dennis Flynn, delegate in congress from Oklahoma, who has been here a day or two visiting Delegate Catron, left yesterday for 

home. He is interested in prospects in the Hopewell district, and has recently spent several days there inspecting properties. [SFDNM] 

1896August3; [fire dept. suggested assessments of property owners; top tier; $25] T.B. Catron, J.B. Lamy, A. Staab, S.H. Day, St. Vincent Hos. 
[SFDNM] 

1896August25; Mrs. Schults, mother of Mrs. Catron, has arrived from Los Angeles and will spend the fall and winter here. [SFDNM] 

1896August26; In the United States court of private land claims yesterday afternoon the trial of the Nuestra Senora de los Dolores mine grant case, 
Mariano S. Otero claimant, was concluded and the cause taken under advisement. ¶ This grant is founded on a title alleged to have been derived 

from a constitutional alcalde prior to the annexation of New Mexico to the United States, and the chief question in dispute is whether the alcalde 
was clothed with authority to confer such a title. It involves the valuable group of mines formerly owned by the Santa Fe Copper company and 

now owned by Leonard Lewisohn, of New York, who sought to patent the same a year and a half ago and was advised by Catron, O’Brien et al., 

and, pending the hearing of this grant case, the effort to patent has been hung up. As the grant claimant showed no disposition to press his claim in 
the customary way, Lewisohn joined the United States inforcing the matter before the court. T.B. Catron represented Otero, Francis Downs 

represented Lewisohn and Assistant U.S. Attorney Pope appeared for the government. ¶ It may be added that a careful examination of the 

testimony of Antonio Jaquez and others, upon which the claimant relied, the Nuestra Senora de los Dolores mine grant was formally rejected by 
Surveyor-General Julian. Essentially the same testimony was presented to the land court. [SFDNM] 

1896August26; Ten days ago the Lincoln, Lucky & Lee Mining company gave notice by publication that it would make application at the United 

States land office in Santa Fe to patent ten mining claims in south Santa Fe county. ¶ But between the 21st and 25th days of August, the latter 
being the last day upon which objections could be filed, nine adverse claims were filed in the local office as follows: Silver Belt Mining company, 

filed by Summers Burkhart; James Carruthers, three adverses, by Neill B. Field; J.P. O’Brien and E.A. Fiske; Lozzie F. O’Brien and E.A. Fiske; 

D.W. Manley; T.B. Catron, W.E. Gortner, J.P. O’Brien, E.A. Fiske and W.J. Mills; T.B. Catron. ¶ The persons filing these adverses will at once be 

notified that they will be given thirty days in which to present and prosecute their claims. [SFDNM] 

1896August29; Mrs. Catron left for California on Thursday night, accompanied by her son Charley and Arthur Hurt. The young men will enter 

Stanford university, where they expect to pursue their studies for a year or more. Mrs. Catron will return to Santa Fe in a week or so. [SFDNM] 
1896August29; The New Coal Deal. South Santa Fe County Mines Sold to the A.,T.&S.F. for Half a Million Dollars. Under a new deal the Colorado 

Fuel & Iron company has assumed control of all A.,T.&S.F. coal interests in Colorado and east of Raton mountains, and the A.,T.&S.F. coal 

department will henceforth confine its operations to New Mexico coal properties. ¶ It is announced that the A.,T.&S.F. has finally acquired 
absolute title to the great coal measures near Cerrillos, in south Santa Fe county, purchasing from S.B. Elkins, R.C. Kerens and T.B. Catron for 

$500,000. [SFDNM] 

1896September14; Another lively racket on the plaza at noon to-day. Norman L. King met Gus O’Brien, clerk in Catron’s office, and struck at him 
with a heavy cane. O’Brien’s father appeared on the scene and for a moment things looked quite tragic, but mutual friends interfered and laughed 

so hard over it that no blood was spilled. [SFDNM] 

1896September18; “The Wages of Sin.” It is believed that the affidavit which Mr. Catron made in reference to the arraignment of the Borrregos will 
be made the basis of proceedings to disbar Mr. Catron. It is now a well known fact that Mr. Catron very narrowly escaped being disbarred by the 

supreme court last fall and the charges of perjury which it seems likely will be made against him will, in all probability, result disasterously to him. 

– Silver City Eagle. [SFDNM] 
1896October6; Mortimer A. Downing, formerly editor of the Santa Fe Republican and late private secretary of Delegate Catron, is quite in the swim at 

Washington. ¶ When Senator Money was a visitor in Santa Fe he received a letter from a constituent of his, a Mississippi negro named L.C. 

Moore, announcing that he had resigned his place as messenger in the U.S. treasury department – to which Senator Money had secured his 
appointment – because, as he explained, he considered that a conscientious Democrat could not consistently serve under men who had bolted the 

true Democratic platform and the regular party nominees. [SFDNM] 

1896October24; It appears to have dawned on W.W. Miller late last night that he had been “jobbed” by the Catron crowd as far as the sheriff 
nomination is concerned. And he began his campaign away back in August, too! That’s too bad, surely. The fact is that Catron put Miller up and 

the Republican voters wouldn’t stand it. Hence Harry Kinsell has the inside on that nomination. [SFDNM] 
1896November5; Actual figures and careful estimates give Fergusson 1,598 majority over Catron for delegate to congress and the Republicans admit 

that these figures are approximately correct. It is safe to say that Catron realizes that he is defeated and does not feel very gay over the situation. It 

is understood that the great man did some characteristic storming around this morning and was particularly bitter in commenting on the way his 

“neighbors” in Santa Fe had gone back on him. Sad, very sad, awfully sad. [SFDNM] 
1896November20; U.S. Land Court. Argument of the Sierra Mosca or J.L. Ortiz grant case, involving 33,250.39 acres in Santa Fe county, is in 

progress as this report closes, Mr. Catron representing the claimants and Mr. Pope the government. [SFDNM] 

1896November21; Says the Lordsburg Liberal… Eugene A. Fiske wants to be United States attorney and says he has been promised the place 
although he voted and worked against Mr. Catron’s re-election. He says he did this in the interest of purity and honesty in political affairs, and 



furthermore says that Major McKinley has promised to give him the office. – William Berger, of the same burg, called Santa Fe, has gone east to 

get the receivership of his town and says he will have it although his opponents are mean enough to say that he did nothing during the campaign 
for Catron’s election and never gave a cent for campaign expenses. [SFDNM] 

1896December4; …Col. V.S. Shelby, of this city, who has long been a hopeless invalid, passed away in El Paso at noon yesterday. …He then bought 

the Graphic group of mines, in Socorro county, with Gov. Wm T. Thornton and Wm H. Manderfield, and this investment proved to be very 
successful. Col Shelby said he thought that they realized about $50,000 apiece from this property. ¶ He secured a lease, in 1886, on the Aztec mine 

for thirty years, or rather on the Maxwell Land Grant company’s interest, which was 7-12ths, by paying a royalty on the net profits of the mine, the 

other 5-12ths being owned by Thos B. Catron, Jas Lynch and himself, and they associated themselves equally for working the same. They spent 
considerable money of the property, but were never able to find a pay streak rich enough for them to make money out of it. …The partners named 

got an English syndicate to take the property about two years ago, the purchasers thinking that they could make this great body of low grade ore 

profitable.  [SFDNM] 
1896December15; It is generally understood in political circles here to-day that Mr. Catron has made up his mind to go at the pie-counter in dead 

earnest for his own particular benefit, and that Mr. F.W. Clancy, A.C. Voorhees, Judge McFie and others who seek the U.S. attorneyship will not 

be in it, so far as Mr. Catron is concerned. To be plain, and deal with facts, Mr. Catron has picked out this official job for himself. [SFDNM] 
1897January14; It would seem, from some private information leaked out, that Delegate T.B. Catron would rather reside in Las Vegas and purchase 

his own residence than to become an inhabitant of Albuquerque and have at $10,000 lot donated him by the citizens of that city, as once upon a 

time suggested by the Citizen down there. – Las Vegas Optic. [SFDNM] 
1897January15; Mr. E.W. Spencer, assignee of the People’s bank, of Denver, is in the city. He is here on business connected with the Lincoln-Lucky 

Mining company, against which this bank has a claim amounting to about $60,000. This property has long been idle as the result of litigation. Mr. 

Spencer says his people and the company have repeatedly tried to get some compromise settlement out of the other side, consisting of Catron, 

M.W. Mills, J.D. O’Brien and others but have always met with a rebuff. He thinks now it will be at least five years before the litigation is closed 

up. [SFDNM] 

1897February6; The Cerrillos Smelter. Necessary Land for a Site Conveyed by Senator Elkins and Mr. Catron. Reliable information comes from 
Cerrillos to the effect that a telegram was received from Senator Elkins and Mr. Catron on last Wednesday, from Washington, which practically 

assures the building of the large smelter in that town, which has been so much talked of during the past few months. ¶ The senator and Mr. Catron 

will convey the land desired for the smelter site, provided it is used for the purpose named, otherwise it reverts to them. ¶ This is all that was asked 
by the smelter people, and I entirely satisfactory. When he heard the land question was definitely out of the way, Capt. M. Balue, who had awaited 

the result in this city, left immediately for the east. He will be gone ten days, and upon his return active construction work is to be begun. ¶ The 
thanks of the people of Cerrillos and vicinity, as well as the smelter company are due to Hon. S.B. Elkins and to Hon. T.B. Catron for their 

donation of the land entirely free, for smelter uses. The site is ample for the purpose, and the location the best that has been talked of. Water will be 

supplied by gravity; the railroad tracks will be short and upon easy grades, and the dumping ground is sufficient for the accumulation of years. 
That the plant will be financially successful in operation is conceded by everyone who is at all acquainted with the resources of this section of the 

territory. [SFDNM] 

1897March22; Mr. John Catron, father of Hon. T.B. Catron, of this city, died at his home near Lexington, Mo., on Friday, March 19, 1897, at the age 
of 85 years. [SFDNM] 

1897April26; Land Grants Located in Santa Fe County Assessable for Taxation. …Juan de Gabaldon, 10,690 acres. Confirmed December 4, 1894; 

owner, T.B. Catron. [SFDNM] 
1897April29; Taos Rio Arriba Grants. Tierra Amarilla, 594,515.55 acres. Confirmed June 21, 1860; owners, T.B. Catron et al. [SFDNM] 

1897April30; Confirmed Land Grants. Town of Mora, 837,621.10 acres. Confirmed June 21, 1860; owners, T.B. Catron and others. [SFDNM] 

1897May12; Judge Laughlin heard arguments in two cases yesterday. The first was the case of Thomas B. Catron et al. vs. Saron N. Laughlin, the suit 
involving the question of title to a portion of the Eaton land grant located in Santa Fe county, New Mexico. The suit was originally brought some 

six years ago, and has been hanging fire ever since, owing to the absence of Mr. Catron in Washington. [SFDNM] 

1897June11; (Bernard S. Rodey to Elkins) Asking Elkins to speak to the President about appointing Catron ambassador to Spain. [Elkins papers 1019] 
1897June26; Ex-Delegate T.B. Catron spent the past week in Washington City on a political mission. It is said he is especially interested in the 

appointment of judges of the Territorial Supreme court. [SFDNM] 

1897June30; Property Transfers. June 15 – S.B. Elkins and T.B. Catron to Richard Mathews, lots 1 and 2 in block 4 [near Broken Saddle], town of 
Cerrillos. Consideration $125. [SFDNM] 

1897July27; Hon. S.M. Ashenfelter, well known throughout New Mexico, where he resided for a quarter of a century before settling in Colorado 

Springs in 1895… Mr. Ashenfelter is a native of Pennsylvania and a graduate of Dickinson college, Carlisle, Pa. …He came to New Mexico in 
1870, when but 26 years of age, as United States attorney for the territory, succeeding Hon. S.B. Elkins, now a United States senator from West 

Virginia. He remained in office until 1872, being then succeeded by Hon. T.B. Catron, ex-delegate to congress from this territory. After a year’s 

residence in Santa Fe he went to Las Cruces, and after a year there he settled in Silver City. In addition to practicing law, for about eight years he 
edited the Silver City Southwest Sentinel and made it the strongest and most influential Democratic weekly in the territory during those years. 

Under the Ross administration he held the office of territorial prosecuting attorney for the Third judicial district. [SFDNM] 
1897July31; Miss Ethel Walz, niece of Mrs. T.B. Catron, is here on a visit to her aunt and her sister, Miss Jennie Wals, from El Paso. [SFDNM] 

1897August14; Hon. T.B. Catron is in Mexico looking after some old grant matters, and also some coffee lands which he owns in the sister republic. 

[SFDNM] 
1897August17; Robert C. Gortner of the law firm of Catron & Gortner was in Las Vegas yesterday on legal business. [SFDNM] 

1897August26; Hon. T.B. Catron returned fram a business trip in Old Mexico last night. [SFDNM] 

1897September16; Mr. John L. Zimmerman and family now occupy the residence formerly occupied by Mayor Spiess, adjoining the Catron mansion. 
[SFDNM] 

1897October19; In the case of Catron vs. Laughlin, involving ownership of the Eaton land grant in south Santa Fe county, and which case was 

recently decided by Judge Collier adverse to Hon. T.B. Catron, a rehearing has been asked for and briefs upon this motion will be submitted by the 
respective attorneys to Judge Collier by Monday next. [SFDNM] 

1897October28; Hon. and Mrs. T.B. Catron, two sons and niece, Miss Genevieve Walz, expect to leave this evening for the east, Mr. Catron going to 

Lexington, Mo., to visit relatives, and Mrs. Catron, the two boys, and Miss Walz going to New York City, from where they will sail for Europe, 
and spend the winter in Germany, most likely in Berlin. [SFDNM] 

1897November6; letter from Lew Wallace to Eugene A. Fiske re Fiske’s desire for the office of US DA – “it seems impossible to me that the President should make the 
mistake of appointing Mr. Clancy, who, although a very clever gentleman, must necessarily be a retainer of Mr. Catron. That Governor Oterro has submitted 
himself to the domination of  Mr. Catron does not surprise me. One of the curious incidences pertaining to Mr. Catron is his astonishing influence over New 



Mexicans. I cannot recall one instance in which he did not absolutely submerge and control all persons who came in contact with him speaking the Spanish 
tongue.” 

1897November20; Hon. T.B. Catron is in Socorro today, arguing a demurrer in the mining case of Eberle vs. Eberle. The case involves properties 

worth about $250,000 in the Mogollon mountains. [SFDNM] 
1898January15; In the territorial District court this morning the case of T.B. Catron, C.A. Spiess, T.F. O’Brien and J.M. O’Brien vs. Leonard 

Lewishohn and J.T. McLaughlin was dismissed. ¶ The plaintiffs in this action claimed as placer ground the land upon which the San Pedro copper 

smelter and the town of San Pedro are located, as well as the mill site and three gold and silver claims of the Santa Fe Copper company and, having 
adversed the application of the company named for patent in the United States land office, their claim came before the District court for trial on its 

merits. The dismissal of the case will enable the Santa Fe Copper company immediately to patent the mill site and the three claims mentioned. 

[SFDNM] 
1898February23; Mr. Demetrio Quintana, a bright young man of Mora, registered at the Exchange last evening, and has been in consultation with 

Hon. T.B. Catron on law matters today. [SFNM] 

1898March3; …transactions at the office of the probate clerk and county recorder… Mortgage deed: Thomas B. Catron to the British American 
Assurance company, of Toronto, Dominion of Canada; an undivided two-thirds interest in the Piedra Lumbre grant, in Rio Arriba county: also the 

tract of land in Santa Fe county, known as the Juan de Gabaldon grant; consideration, $10,000. ¶ Assignment of the foregoing mortgage deed by 

the British American Assurance company to Samuel Eldodt, treasurer of the territory of New Mexico; for the benefit and security of the policy 
holders in the British American Assurance company as required by the Insurance deposit law. [SFNM]   

1898March8; In the matter of assumpsit, wherein, on February 15, 1898, T.B. Catron was granted a judgment by default for $30,822 in the District 

court against H.H. Carpenter. E.A. Fiske, attorney for Carpenter, has filed a motion to vacate and set aside the judgment, contending that he filed 
his answer in time to avert the judgment by default. The nice questions of law involved came up before Judge McFie in chambers this afternoon at 

2 o’clock and the hearing was still in progress when this report closed. [SFNM] 

1898March19; Colonel Silas D. Lasler has again entered the employ of Hon. T.B. Catron. [SFNM] 
1898May17; …two small parks recently established by Hon. T.B. Catron, between the federal building and the Catron residence… Mr. Catron desires 

to present the parks to the city. [SFNM] 

1898May19; In the injunction case of the Mary Mining and Smelting company of Cerrillos against R.Y. Anderson et al. wherein Judge Parker has 
granted a temporary injunction restraining Anderson et al from working the Modoc group of mines in the Organ mountains and has appointed 

Thomas Brannigan as receiver of the property, the matter came before Jude Parker at Silver City on Tuesday last. The defendants desired the 
injunction dissolved and the receiver discharged. After hearing some of the testimony and points in the case the court continued the injunction in 

force and kept the receiver until a final hearing of the matter, the date for which has not yet been set. Judge S.B. Newcomb appeared for the Mary 

Mining & Smelting company and Hon. T.B. Catron for Anderson et al. [SFNM]   
1898May21; Mining Notes. The Hanover mine at Hanover has suspended operations for the present. The term of the present lease expires next month 

and the present leasers would be forced to do a vast amount of development before producing more ore. This they refuse to do without an 

extension of their lease. About 50 miners are thrown out of employment. It is not know whether the owners will work the property or a new lease 
be granted. The Hanover is one of the richest copper mines in the territory. [SFNM] 

1898June9; Secured A $200 Watch. Thieves Enter the Home of Hon. T.B. Catron and Rifle His Clothing. Two thieves entered the residence of Hon. 

T.B. Catron last night and after finding the bedroom, took Mr. Catron’s clothes into an adjoining room where they lighted a candle and rifled the 
pockets. A watch, valued at $200, was secured. Papers, etc., were strewn about the floor, but no other valuables taken. Description of watch: 

Patique, Phillipe & Co., manufacturers, marked monogram “T.B.C.” on outside, and “Presented by S.B. Elkins to T.B. Catron, 1880,” on inside 

case. Mr. Catron was in his room asleep, and knew nothing of the raid until this morning, when he missed his watch. The watch is a handsome gold 

affair, a present from Hon. S.B. Elkins. The trail of the thieves was followed to the divide five miles north of the city where it was lost. The 

bloodhounds were called to pick it up again. [SFNM]   

1898July27; J.F. Bonham, attorney at law, Las Cruces, and well and favorably known in this city, where he was for many years connected with the law 
office of Hon. T.B. Catron, is a guest at the Palace. he is here on legal business. [SFNM]   

1898August25; Real Estate Transfers. Stephen B. Elkins and Thomas B. Catron, to A.L. Kendall, warranty deed. Block No.? in the town of Cerrillos; 

consideration, $?00. [SFNM] 
1898September23; The good lands on the Tierra Amarilla land grant, owned by Hon. T.B. Catron, are being slowly secured by actual settlers who 

either rent or buy from Mr. Catron. The lumber industry on the grant is in full blast, about 40,000 feet of lumber per 24 hours being the output. 

This makes a very handsome income for Mr. Catron as the stumpage brings in a very fine revenue. [SFNM] 
1898October12; R.C. Gortner, of the law firm of Catron & Gortner, went to Albuquerque yesterday afternoon to attend to business in that city. – Hon. 

T.B. Catron, who has been in Las Vegas on legal business for several days, passed down the road last night to Las Cruces, where he will try one 

of the Anderson mining cases in the territorial court before Judge Parker. [SFNM] 
1898December6; A mandate from the United States Surpreme court was presented dismissing the appeal in case No.147. This case, involved the 

validity of the Nuestra Senora de los Dolores mine grant in Santa Fe county, said to have been made in 1845. The grant was rejected by the court 

of private land claims at the September, 189?, term and appealed by the claimant, Mariano ?. Otero, to the supreme court. The mandate dismissing 
the case was made on the request of the claimant. Catron & Gortner for the claimant. [SFNM]   

1898December14; Nos.3805, 3806, 3807, 3808 and 3809. Lizzie F. O’Brien, Joseph P. O’Brien, T.B. Catron, D.W. Manley et al. vs. The Lincoln, 

Lucky & Lee Mining Company; set for trial on Tuesday, December27. Catron & Gortner, C.A. Spiess and E.A. Fiske for the plaintiffs. [SFNM] 
1899January7; Among the members of the 23d assembly, Hon. T.B. Catron ranks second in time spent in the service of the territory. In 1868 he was 

elected to the lower branch of the legislature, and in 1869 was re-elected to the same position: in 1884 he served a term in the council, and in 1889 

was again a member of that body. In 18?? he was elected territorial delegate to congress, serving for two years, and now he will take his seat in the 
legislative body in which he gained his first laurels, for the fifth time. [SFNM] 

1899April5; Suit Over The Aztec. A Denver Estate Claims An Interest at Mine at Elizabethtown. Thomas Linton, admisistrator of the estate of Tim 

Foley, is his complaint filed in the district court, says the Denver Times, states that on February ? 1888, Tim Foley, of Leadville, died in testate; 
that on June 8, Linton was appointed admisistrator of said de[ceased]. Mr. Linton says there is an unpaid [claim?] against the estate of Tim Foley 

amounting to $30,000, that there [is no?] personal property among the es[tate]. Aside from $1,000 realized from a [min]ing sale in Lake, there is 

no money to pay these incumbrances. ¶ When Mr. Foley died he left a wife and two children. Time wore on and nothing was done until January ? 
this year, when, by accident, Mr. Linton stumbled on to the fact that ??? was a partnership contract between Tim Foley in his life time and James 

Lynch, T.B. Catron and V.S. Shelby against whom he brings suit. ¶ The mine referred to, owned by the defendants is the Aztec mine, a ??? 

producer, situated in Colfax county, New Mexico, on Aztec hill on the ??? side of Old Baldy mountain. D??? after the death of Foley, in 1888, 
???ing mineral was found on the property and sunce August 1888, to August 1897, the defendants have taken out ??? to the value of $1,000,000, of 



which $[?],000 is profit, which they have applied to their own use. No mention was made to Mrs. Foley or Mr. Linton, notwithstanding the fact 

that Mr. Foely had an interest in the mine at the time of his death, unknown to his wife, however. ¶ Mr. Linton is February wrote Mr. Lynch in 
Trinidad asking for an accounting; also to T.B. Catron at Santa Fe, N.M. The letters were returned unclaimed, and now Mr. Linton asks for an 

accounting of all the dealings and transactions arising out of said mine partnership contract, and that Mr. Foley’s proportionate share be paid in to 

the estate; also the interest [on the] mine and lease. [SFNM]   
1899May4; Miss Jennie Walz arrived in Santa Fe last evening from El Paso. She will probably spend the summer with the family of Hon. T.B. Catron. 

[SFNM] 

1899May16; When Wilson Waddingham died on May 16, 1899, from a stroke or apoplexy, there came to light almost immediately certain information concerning his 
business activities, which were international in scope. …Catron was obliged to suspect that matters between them were not as had been represented. …This left 
Catron liable for all debt secured by the bonds. Others were comparably duped. John H. Knaebel, for example, felt that he had been hurt even worse than Catron. 
Waddingham’s estate was not probated until April 27, 1903, and settlement involved many complications and much time. [VWestphall, TBCatron & His Era, 1973 
p.62] 

1899August7; Hon. J.M. Freeman of Greeley, Colo., and W.E. Broad of Chama, who had been in Santa Fe to consult Hon. T.B. Catron in reference to 

business affairs, returned home this morning. [SFNM] 
1899August11; Mrs. T.B. Catron, John W. Catron, Fletcher Arthur Catron, R.C. Gortner and Miss Jennie Griffin went to the canon this morning to 

visit the camp of W.H. Pope and his Sunday school class. [SFNM] 

1899September8; May Have a Glue Factory. C.C. Probst, owner of the property on Griffin avenue, in the rear of the residence of Hon. T.B. Catron, is 
negotiating with Frederick Dieffendoerfer of Philadelphia, for the sale of the property for factory purposes. Mr. Dieffendoerfer intends to come 

here to establish a glue and fat rendering establishment. The material for the factory is to be furnished by the Onderdonk goat ranch near Lamy. In 

the east all the offal from slaughtered goats is utilized while thus far at the Lamy goat ranch only the hide is used while the carcass is thrown away. 

[SFNM] 

1899September11; Gregory Walz, father of Mrs. T.B. Catron, intends to leave this afternoon for his home in Mariposa county, Cal. [SFNM] 

1899September13; Territorial District Court. Thomas B. Catron vs. H.H. Carpenter; set for September 22. …Territorial District Court. Thomas B. 
Catron vs. the New Mexico Mining Company; set for Setember 29. [SFNM] 

1899November9; Judge McFie yesterday afternoon give judgment in favor of the plaintiff in the case of T.B. Catron vs. Felix Garcia, as sheriff of Rio 

Arriba county, in replevin. The judgment is for $1,500 and costs. The suit was over an unlawful seizure of some mining machinery in Rio Arriba 
county. [SFNM] 

n.d. (betw 1900-1910); Tom Catron had come to Tierra Amarilla on land grant business. At a cafe for breakfast, Catron ordered a platter containing one dozen 
scrambled eggs. He finished it off in record time. That gastronomic feat was talked about by townsmen for years. [Trail Dust 27Nov2010] 

1900January8; Land Transactions. T.B. Catron to John M. Breeden, mining claim eight miles northeast of Santa Fe, west side of the Santa Fe river, 

800 feet from Monument rock. [SFNM] 
1900January26; …warranty deeds. …Donaciano Gallegos, San Miguel county, to T.B. Catron, a parcel of land 275 yards wide on the Santa Fe river 

at Cieneguilas, Consideration $150. [SFNM] 

1900February7; San Pedro, N.M., February 6. – Northwest of the San Lazarus, and not many stone throws from the Big Copper property, T.B. Catron 
has Dick Matthews sinking a 200-foot shaft in very promising territory. It is said the Big Copper blanket vein dips in that direction an an angle of 

about 15 degrees, and they are wisely going down in search of it. [SFNM] 

1900February18; (Waldo, Solicitor for NM for AT&SF Railroad, Las Vegas, to Elkins) I had the Dep. Clerk in Santa Fe check the files and the only suit in which you 
appeared as a part? defendant or ? was the case of T.B. Catron vs. Rencher and yourself. – I have always supposed that Tom’s attitude in that litigation was that 
of a friend. [Elkins papers 1363] 

1900March14; Hon. Thomas B. Catron has brought suit against John Collinson, in the district court for Socorro county, to recover an indebtedness of 

$19,493, which the plaintiff alleges he advanced to the defendant. The property of Mr. Collinson, consisting of one-third interest in the Bosque 
del Apache grant along the Rio Grande river in Socorro county, has been attached, and unless the defendant enters an appearance in the suit by 

April 16 judgment will be rendered against him and his property will be sold. Damages are claimed to the amount of $35,000, with cost of suit. 

The other two-thirds of the Bosque del Apache grant is owned by Hon. T.B. Catron and Senator S.B. Elkins, of West Virginia, but formerly of 
New Mexico. Mr. Collinson is supposed to be a resident of England. [SFNM] 

1900March21; San Pedro Items. The T.B. Catron claim is being worked by Richard Matthews and a force of men. [SFNM] 

1900March28; (Tom Catron, Santa Fe, to Elkins) Last October I was East, called to see you but did not meet you. I was in New York and saw L.M. Lawson, talked with 
him about the NMMC and its grant of land. I have 390 shares of stock in that company. …if any sale of lease had been made to any one. He said “No”… This was 
about the latter part of October 1899. Three days ago I was informed by Mr. Pope for the first time that a lease for 99 years had been made to a company called 
the Galisteo Company. ..I went to the Probate Clerk’s Office and examined the records and find that a lease about June, 1897 was made to one James Perry for 
two years. In June 1899 a new lease was made with Perry on the twenty-first day of the month for 99 years. It was designated to be however, an extension of the 
old lease for two years which had about expired. On the next day, June 22, 1899, Perry assigned his lease to the Galesteo Company. This was five months before 
I had my conversation with Lawson and he told me no sale or lease had been made. I am not complaining so much of his mendacity but I am complaining of the 
lease that was made. The lease turns over the entire property to the lessee for any and all purposes except the part which had been previously transferred to the 
Cerrillos Coal and Iron Company. The consideration to be paid is $5.00 per annumn and 10% of the net output, and the taxes on the property. It specifies that they 
shall work the property but do not specify in what particular manner, for what particular purpose or to what extent. ¶ This is practically, in my judgment, a 
confiscation of all the interests of all persons who are not members or stockholders of the Galesteo Company. You know that that company will have no net profits 
and if it should, 10% of them will amount to nothing comparatively, and that 10% will be eaten up by paying a salary to the officers in the NMMC. I understand that 
the stockholders of the Galesteo Company are practically the same as the stockholders in the NMMC who are acting in concert with Lawson. …in regard to my 
stock and that of Antonio Ortiz. <As succinct and frank a statement of the transfer of the OMG from the NMMC to the Galisteo Company as probably exists. 
Lawson, Elkins and the other major stockholders of NMMC got stock in the new Galisteo Company along with the Hoyts. The small NMMC stockholders like 
Catron got nothing. The Galisteo Co suits of 1941-43 eliminated any remaining value their NMMC stock may have had –HM] [Elkins papers 1678] 

1900May14; After a long rest, the Lincoln-Lucky-Anaconda mine contest will come on again for hearing on the 28th inst. Before District Judge McFie. 
This time the contests are between James Carruthers, of San Pedro, and Neill B. Field, of Albuquerque, on one side, and Hon. T.B. Catron and 

J.D. O’Brien, of this city, on the other, the suit being brought to determine their respective interests in these properties. [SFNM] 

1900May24; Hon. T.B. Catron is home from a visit to San Pedro. [SFNM] 
1900May24; Catron and Elkins have sold lot No.7, block 25 [on River St, 3rd lot behind the church], town of Cerrillos, to Juan Montoya y Romero, 

clerk in Gerdes’ branch store, for $35. [SFNM] 



1900May25; Hiram T. Brown has been engaged several days making a careful survey of the Lincoln-Lucky-Anaconda mines at San Pedro, procuring 

evidence to be used when the Catron-Field suit comes on before Judge McFie on Monday. – Hon. T.B. Catron is home from a visit to San Pedro. 
[SFNM] 

1900May28; The suit of James Carruthers vs. J.P. O’Brien and wife, M.A. Fiske, D.W. Manley, T.B. Catron, William E. Gortner and the Silver Belt 

Mining Company was called for trial before Judge J.R. McFie this morning, and will be on hearing for several days. [SFNM] 
1900June6; [San Pedro] Hon. T.B. Catron is developing properties in the copper district. [SFNM] 

1900July2; Richard Mathews, of San Pedro, who has charge of the development work in Hon. T.B. Catron’s copper mines, came in from the south at 

noon. [SFNM] 
1900July24; Socorro County. Hon. T.B. Catron has bought 430 acres of land from Annie C. Slaughter and husband. [SFNM] 

1900October10; The New Mexican is informed that Mariano F. Sena will be a candidate for member of the house of the thirty-fourth legislative 

assembly on the ticket published last Monday, and which it is said was agreed upon in the office of Hon. T.B. Catron lately. How correct this 
report is cannot be said at this time. [SFNM] 

1900October11; W.E. Broad, a business man of Chama, is in the city on business with Hon. T.B. Catron. [SFNM] 

1900October22; The following is the correct ticket as nominated by the Catron convention on Saturday last: Council, T.B. Catron; members of the 
house, B.M. Read and Jose E. Gomez; county commissioners – first district, Antonio J. Ortiz; second district, W.H. Kennedy; third district, Jose A. 

Lujan; probate judge, Antonio C. de Baca; probate clerk, Gus O’Brien; sheriff, H.C. Kinsell; assessor, Marcelino Ortiz; collector, Antonio Ortiz y 

Salazar; superintendent of schools, John V. Conway; surveyor, Hiram T. Brown. …The delegates from Chimayo precinct No.14 and from Cienega 
precinct No.6 took no part in the gathering presided over by Mr. Catron. The proceedings of the convention presided over by Mr. Catron were very 

flat, except for the three bosses who controlled it. For those things went swimmingly. …Such seems to be politics in Santa Fe county these days. 

[SFNM] 

1900December11; There must be a good deal of buncombe about these contest cases of Mr. Catron and Mr. Ortiz and Mr. Kinsell, said the man about 

town yesterday. From what I hear the people think very little of the move. The contestants want nothing except that three big precincts be thrown 

out, and thusly a majority  be created for them. When it is considered that Sheriff Kinsell had his deputies by the score all over the county when 
everything was run by those in power to elect the ticket Kinsell was on, the cases will not amount to much when up for trial. [SFNM] 

1900December15; Yesterday at noon notice of contest was served upon Hon. C.F. Easley by Hon. T.B. Catron for the office of member of the council 

in the thirty-fourth legislative assembly from Santa Fe county. Upon the face of the returns Mr. Easley, who is a Democrat, has a plurality of 
sixteen over Mr. Catron. Mr. Catron charges Republican boards of registration and Republican judges of election with committing all sorts of 

crimes and misdemeanors in order to pan out a majority for Mr. Easley. The voters of Santa Fe county do not approve of this [contest?] nor do 
they see any good reason for it. They know that the election in Santa Fe county was conducted as honestly as elections in New Mexico can be 

conducted. They also know that a great deal of money was spent for the success of the ticket headed by Mr. Catron. In addition the sheriff’s 

office, with all its power and its numerous deputies, on election day worked for that ticket. There was some intimidation and bulldogging but it 
was from that side. The Democrats had no earthly chance to bulldog or intimidate. The Republicans controlled the entire machinery, in every 

case. [SFNM] 

1901March23; It is understood that District Attorney R.C. Gortner and Hon. T.B. Catron have formed a law partnership. Mr. Gortner will remove his 
office to the Catron block. [SFNM] 

1901April17; Final homestead entries – April 15, T.M. Bartlett, Glorieta, 160 acres, Santa Fe county; April 18, T.B. Catron, assignee of William 

Reddington, Santa Fe, 40 acres, Socorro county. [SFNM] 
1901April24; Peter Dieffenderfer, of Philadelphia, Pa., who has for some time figured on the erection of a glue factory in Santa Fe, has purchased a lot 

of land near the residence of Hon. T.B. Catron for that purpose. He will also go into the goat raising business in the vicinity of this city. Mr. 

Dieffenderfer’s claim is that he manufactures the glue by an odorless process and his factory would therefore not be a nuisance. [SFNM] 
1901July11; Probate Clerk Manuel Delgado today recorded the following deeds: Stephen B. Elkins, Thomas B. Catron and Julia A. Catron to Louisa 

Padilla for a lot in Cerrillos. Consideration $25. [SFNM] 

1901July13; Judge McFie today handed down decisions… The first was that of James Carothers vs. Lizzie F. O’Brien, et al, This he decided in favor 
of the plaintiff on all the issues. Carothers applied for patent on the Anaconda, Beautiful Boy and Ingersoll mining lodes in southern Santa Fe 

county. The local land office refused to allow the plaintiff to make final entry and to pay for the land because the records of the land office 

disclosed a conflict between Carother’s claims and the Galena King, Silver King and Bonanza which were claimed by Lizzie F. O’Brien, J.P. 
O’Brien, Thomas B. Catron, Eugene A. Fiske, Robert C. Gortner, W.E. Gortner and D.W. Manley. The decision of the court sustains the 

locations of the Beautiful Boy, the Ingersoll and the Anaconda, in so far as they are in conflict with the defendant’s claims. The contest as to the 

Anaconda is a contest between the plaintiff and T.B. Catron who claims to have purchased from D.W. Manley the disputed land. The court holds 
that the instrument given to Manley was not an absolute conveyance of the land but was given in the nature of security from which there was a 

right of redemption. The plaintiff tendered the amount of money due under the instrument which was declined and the court holds that Carothers 

who purchase from A. McG. Hendry is the owner of the Anaconda. [SFNM] 
1901August27; Palace: Charles S. Onderdonk, William T. Hatmaker, Lamy; T.B. Catron, Robert C. Gortner, City; W.E. Gortner, Las Vegas... – Mrs. 

T.B. Catron, Mrs. A.C. Ireland, Miss Atkinson and Miss Bertha Hurt intend to start in the near future on a tour of Europe and will remain away six 

months. Miss Hurt will remain at one of the music centers of Europe to perfect her musical training. [SFNM] 
1901October17; The New Mexican is informed that the sale of the Tierra Amarilla land grant by Hon. T.B. Catron to eastern parties is about 

negotiated, that the price paid for the same is $1,250,000, and that Mr. Catron has gone to New York for the purpose of closing the deal and to pay 

off certain indebtedness now on the property. [SFNM] 

1901November29; …The defendant lessor claims title through purchase from the New Mexican Mining company grant which is in conflict with the 

Juana Lopez grant to the extent of 11,200 acres of the land in dispute. The defendant also pleads the statute of limitations under adverse 

possession. The court holds as to the 11,200 acres in conflict between these two grants, the New Mexico Mining company’s grant has the superior 
title, having been confirmed by congress in 1861 and patented in 1876, whereas, the Juana Lopez grant was not corfirmed until 1879 and is 

therefore the junior grant. Court further holds that the New Mexico Mining company held possession of the grant for a longer period than the 

statute of limitation requires and therefore the statute of limitation would apply. As to the remainder of the ground in controversy outside of the 
conflict, the court sustains the statute of limitation as a defense and that the plaintiff is barred of a right to recover possession by the statute of 

limitation. This holding necessitates a judgment for the defendant and upon the other issue, which becomes immaterial, if the statute of limitation 

is a proper defense, the court holds that there is not a preponderance of evidence in favor of the plaintiff as to the heirship of the parties from 
whom the plaintiff claims title as descendants of Palonia and Patricio Romero, claimed to be two children and heirs of Domingo Romero, other 

than those from whom the defendant, Hon. T.B. Catron, and the Cerrillos Coal and Iron company purched. The evidence in this case was very 

voluminous and included documents dated over one hundred and fifty years ago. [SFNM] 



1901December13; The Court Of Private Land Claims. The survey of the Alamitos grant, claimed by T.B. Catron, and the Juan Salas grant, claimed by 

Kate Sullivan, in Santa Fe county, was approved. The two grants cover an area of 297.55 acres. [SFNM] 
1901December26; Last week, Benigno C. de Hernandez, probate clerk of Rio Arriba county, at Tierra Amarilla, recorded deeds referring to the title to 

the Tierra Amarilla private land grant. One of the deeds by Thomas B. Catron and wife to Charles C. Catron, conveys all the rights and title of the 

first named to the second named, vesting the title of the grant in Charles C. Catron. The other deeds are simply confirmatory of this transfer. The 
United States Land and Colonization company in whose name the grant has been assessed during the past eight or nine years, conveys all its right 

and title to Charles C. Catron. The latter in turn mortgages the whole grant, with the exception of 75,000 acres, to Adolph Jarmuth of Denver, 

Colo., for three years, for $250,000. [SFNM] 

1902October20 – Deed; S.B. Elkins & Hallie Elkins, T.B. Catron, Julia Catron to the Consolidated Mining & Smelting Co for land including Cerrillos Smelter site; Book 
M-1 p.45 

1902November; Plat of the Town of Golden, Hiram T. Brown – Owner; T.B. Catron; Block 9, Lot 1 [B.Henderson 2010] 
1902December12; Receipt to Wiederseim for $100,000 Waddingham note of 11/14/1883 and $200,000 in bonds by Thomas B. Catron. [Elkins papers 2281] 
1903May18; Mrs. T.B. Catron is expected to return from a two year’s sojourn in Europe tonight. [SFNM] 

1903May23; Mrs. T.B. Catron returned Monday night from a two years tour in Europe. Extended stays were made in Malaga, Spain and Geneva, 

Switzerland. At the latter place her two sons, Thomas and Fletcher, are in school under the care of Miss Wal?m. [SFNM] 
1903May26; Hon. T.B. Catron and Colonel E.W. Eaton of Socorro, have sold the Juanita mine near Kelly to the Consolidated Mining and Smelting 

Company of Cerrillos, which is managed by R.B. Thomas of Albuquerque. [SFNM] 

1903June19; June 5, 1903 [board of equalization]… The following increases in assessments… Precinct 17. T.B. Catron 104.00 [SFDNM] 
1903June23; Hon. T.B. Catron left last night for Kansas City, where he will spend several days on business. [SFNM] 

as of 1903June30; List of mining claims in NM which have been officially surveyed… By Surveyor-General Morgan O. Llewellyn. T.B. Catron, 

Hanover Copper, Hanover or Central MD, 20.66ac. – Do., Hanover mill site, do MD, 5ac. [Report of the Governor of New Mexico to the Secretary 
of the Interior 1903, p.343] 

as of 1903June30; List of mining claims in NM which have been officially surveyed… By Surveyor-General Morgan O. Llewellyn. T.B. Catron, 

Washington, New Placer MD, 22.66ac. [Report of the Governor of New Mexico to the Secretary of the Interior 1903, p.356] 
as of 1903June30; List of mining claims in NM which have been officially surveyed… By Surveyor-General Morgan O. Llewellyn. Thomas B. 

Catron, Good Hope group, New Placers MD, 71.262ac. [Report of the Governor of New Mexico to the Secretary of the Interior 1903, p.358] 

1904; T.Catron & S.Laughlin gain control of San Cristobal Grant 
1904January16-March16; Thirty-Sixth Legislative Assembly. …Members of the Council, District 4, Santa Fe, T.B. Catron, Santa Fe, Politics Dem.. [NMBlueBook 

1905, p.40] 
1904January18; San Cristobal ranch advertised for sale by Macus Castillo as master of court; Juan Ortiz, Don Anastacio Abelino Chavez and Don Jose Abel Anaya, 

and Marcelino Ortiz (JO’s godson) went to StaFe 18Jan1904 to Catron’s office in interest of preserving recognition of Cadial lands. “Mr. Catron told us at Galisteo 
that he didn’t know if Cadial was inside the Eaton grant” but even if it was “he would see that our lands were going to be protected by anyone purchasing the 
grant.”. [per LLippard draft MS p.103; 2009] 

1904February26; (Catron, on Catron & Gortner Stationery, to Elkins) I received your letter in regard to the Juana Lopez Grant. Several years ago I made a deed of 
conveyance to you for 4/9 of the rant, 4/9 belonging to me. The title was originally all taken in my name. You have your deed. Antonio Ortiz still owns 1/9 of the 
Grant which he has mortgaged to the First National Bank to secure an indebtedness he owes it. I do not know whether his interest stands in my name or his own, 
but that makes no difference he is entitled to the 1/9 interest whether he has it in his own name or in mine. ¶ We are moving ahead with Mr. Elmendorf in regard to 
the American Valley indebtedness and it looks now as if within a very short time we will be getting money in and commence to pay off the indebtedness of that 
Company, when you will begin, I think, to receive your money after which I will be able to, I hope, pay you up the $2000 I owe you. But I must ask you to be patient 
about it as it would inconvenience me very much and compel me to make great sacrifices to pay you just now. ¶ Very truly, &c., T.B. Catron. [Elkins papers] 

1904June2 : MS 1134, Patent# 38928, original claimant: T.B. Catron, Good Hope Group [Good Hope, Good Hope #2, Mountain King, Summit] T12N R7E Sec28 
71.262acres Patented Mining Claims Santa Fe County 1962 

1904December29 : MS 1178, Patent# 40239, original claimant: T.B. Catron, Galena King Group [Pilar Lode, Silver King] T12N R7E Sec27 27.81acres Patented 
Mining Claims Santa Fe County 1962 

1905August6; (Catron on Catron & Gortner letterhead, to Elkins) I have just returned from Kansas City and Chicago, where I have assurances of getting money very 
soon. I am about selling a mine at Magdalena for $75,000. I am assured that the parties will take and pay for the mine… I have plenty of money due me to pay 
you, and will surely pay you without suit being brought. It hurts my credit. They will think I am busted. No one will believe that you would sue me, unless you 
thought I was in failing circumstances, and I would thereby be prevented from doing anything. So I beg you not to do it.” [Elkins papers] 

1905December16; (Catron on Catron & Gortner letterhead, to Elkins) I have two or three letters from Mr. Elmendorf in which he shows very plainly that it is his purpose 
to get the best of me and swindle me if he can. Elmendorf and I entered into an agreement that he should put up two-fifths of all moneys required in The American 
Valley and I three-fifths; I have now put up considerably over $150,000 and he has not put up a cent. …I wish you stock, so that I can the possession of the 
company at once; as soon as we get possession, I know the matter will be settled. [Catron is begging Elkins to put pressure on Mr. Rule in Kansas City to transfer 
company records to Catron.] Do not fail to attend to this immediately and as I request as I expect it to be able to get the money I owe you and also the money the 
company owes you. [Elkins papers] 

1906April6; elected Mayor of Santa Fe 
1906-1908 Thomas Benton Catron (b. 1840 - d. 1921) Rep (1

st
 Rep.mayor) 13

th
 mayor of Santa Fe 

1907; T.Catron sells his half of San Cristobal to Saron Laughlin for $50,000 
1907January3: James McHughes was appointed city marshal by Mayor Thomas B. Catron at the City Council meeting and Andres Sena city scavenger. 

McHughes is a carpenter by trade and was formerly a policeman in Illinois. He succeeds Charles Conklin who retired, along in years and too old to give 
the attention the job requires. City Scavenger Jesus Padilla was not retired for any particular reason. [SFNM 100yrs] 

1907November14: No meeting of the City Council was held last night owing to failure to secure a quorum. The city fathers will hold their council meetings 
hereafter in the Old Palace, having rented rooms formerly occupied by Dr. J.H. Sloan as an office. Mayor T.B. Catron is at present out of the city. 
[SFNM 100yrs] 

1908January27: Hon. T.B. Catron has nearly recovered from injuries he received in a recent accident, having been thrown from a wagon about a month ago 
while inspecting some oil land near Bakersfield, Calif. He will be able to attend to office affairs next week. [SFNM 100yrs] 

1908May14: Mrs. Thomas B. Catron, who arrived early last week in San Francisco from a tour of Japan and the Philippines, and was met there by her son, 
John W. Catron of Butte, Mont., and accompanied by him, is now at Los Angeles, expecting to return to Santa Fe in the near future. [SFNM 100yrs] 

1908June13: Ex-Gov. Miguel Otero and T.B. Catron, delegates to the national Republican convention in Chicago which meets next week to select a 
candidate for president, leave this evening for Lamy where they will join the other members of the New Mexico delegation. The delegates will go in a 
private Pullman car chartered for the occasion. [SFNM 100yrs] 

1909March10: The Council of the Legislative Assembly today passed Councilman T.B. Catron's bill providing for the erection of a stone arch in Santa Fe to 
mark the end of the Santa Fe Trail. The work is to be done by convict labor. The appropriation is $1,000. [SFNM 100yrs] 



1909March21: One of Santa Fe's regrets is the failure of the Legislative House to pass the Catron bill directing the superintendent of the penitentiary to furnish 50 
convicts for work on the Scenic Highway and when that is completed, as it ought to be, to put them to work on the road from Santa Fe to the Rio de los Frijoles, a 
project very much favored by the New Mexico Archaeological Society. [SFNM 100yrs] 

1909May22: Hon. T.B. Catron has sold his interest in 125,000 acres of the Beck Grant of Guadalupe County, in which the major share was held by A.A. 
Jones of Las Vegas. The purchasers of the Catron interest are Gross, Kelly & Co. of Las Vegas. On it is the townsite of Cuervo. [SFNM 100yrs] 

1909November8; Mrs. Julia Catron dies 
1910; Delegates to NM Constitutional Convention (partial): Thomas B. Catron (R) Santa Fe, Stephen B. Davis Jr. (R), San Miguel; Solomon Luna (R), Valencia; Victor 

Ortega (R), Santa Fe; Benjamin F. Pankey (R), Santa Fe; George W. Prichard (R), Santa Fe; Jose D. Sena (R), Santa Fe; Charles A. Spiess (R) San Miguel [NM 
Blue Book 2003-04]. 

1910April21_census: lawyer general practice working on own acct, widower, 69y-o, born MO [MO MO], resident Santa Fe city own home free renting to son Charles C. 
Catron (30 lawyer general practice working on own acct, marriage1 3yrs CT [MO OH]), dau-in-law Isabel Catron (29 marriage1 3yrs MN [Den OH]), gdau Suzanne 
(2 NM [CT MN]), also renting to Frank J. Lavare? (29 special agt gov Dept Interior widower OH [Ire OH]), sis Julia C. Lavare? [sis Isabel?] (23 single MN [Den OH]); 
Katherine Damijain (25 cook private family single Hungary [Hung Hung]) 

1910August31: Crossing an arroyo near Nambé yesterday, Hon. T.B. Catron was thrown out of his carriage, the seat going over the wheel on account of the 
jolt. He picked himself up smilingly, however, unhurt by the accident. This is the third similar accident he has experienced since he was 60 years of age. 
In a previous campaign he was thrown out of his carriage near Cienega and sustained a serious scalp wound. In California the seat of his conveyance 
fell out and he broke a collar bone. [SFNM 100yrs] 

1910December21; (Catron to Elkins) Sorry to hear you have been sick. [Elkins dies 4Jan1911] [Elkins papers 2661] 
1912, January 6 – NM statehood; William C. McDonald (D) governor to 1917; Senators Albert B. Fall & Tom Catron (March 27 to March 3, 1917). chairman, 

Committee on Expenditures in the Interior Department (Sixty-second Congress) 
1912March15: Balloting for U.S. senator will begin at noon next Tuesday in the Legislature. Wiseacres today figure up the chances as the following in the 

order named: W.H. Andrew, Thomas B. Catron, Albert B. Fall, William J. Mills. However, at any time that Solomon Luna gives the word that he is a 
candidate, he will be elected and that on the first ballot. [SFNM 100yrs] 

1912March19: The first ballot taken by the first state Legislature on the United States senatorships gave no clue to the situation and strange to say, the 
favorite son ballots on the Republican side caused the two Democrats to lead although they did not get the full Democratic strength and the Democrats 
have less than one-third of the membership in either house. The four men accused of bribery, of course, did not vote and today's ballot gives no clear 
indications as to who will eventually represent New Mexico in the U.S. Senate. The result of the first ballot was: Felix Martinez, 23; A.A. Jones, 22; 
William J. Mills, 21; A.B. Fall, 17; W.H. Andrews, 12; T.B. Catron, 11; R.L. Baca, 6; O.A. Larrazolo, 6; H.J. Hagerman, 4; Venceslao Jaramillo, 2; W.D. 
Murry, 2; Nathan Jaffa, 2; George W. Prichard, 2; Thomas D. Burns, 1; Solomon Luna, 1; L.B. Prince, 1; Powell Stackhouse, 1; Nemecio Apodaca, 1; 
Jose D. Sena, 1; Samuel Bushman, 1; and Gregory Page, 1. [SFNM 100yrs] 

1912April2: Washington -- Sens. Albert B. Fall and Thomas B. Catron took the oath of office before Vice President James S. Sherman this afternoon in the 
Senate Chamber. The galleries were so packed with people that there was not even standing room. ... The appearance of the New Mexico senators was 
a signal for applause. ... When the drawing was announced, Catron was the first to draw a slip from the old ballot box, and he did it with that familiar 
smile that broadened almost into a grin when the old war horse noted that he had drawn the prize long term. When Fall's turn came he drew two slips 
much to the amusement of the visitors and the officials. [SFNM 100yrs] 

Nicolas Nicolichi vs. Joe & Anna Vergolio – Catron&Catron Case #216 [ca. 1915-16] 
We had a share cropper on the ranch. We gave him groceries and clothing. He sold fruit and vegetables from the place and my father gave him a share of the calves. 

One night fifty cows disappeared. Papa found the cow hides behind the local butcher shop. He brought a law suit against the share cropper and lost the case in 
Cerrillos. Papa appealed the case to Santa Fe. The day that they were going to have the court hearing, I went to Santa Fe with my dad. As we were approaching 
the courthouse we heard voices and our lawyer did not see us. Mr. Catron said to our lawyer, “Who has the money in this deal?” Our lawyer said, “Mr. Vergolio 
does.” “Very well, said Mr. Catron, “we will get him.” My father was so angry, and he had an unloaded gun and pointed it at them. I was scared and I began to cry. I 
kept saying, “Daddy, don’t shoot.” I was about twelve years old at the time. I did not know the gun was unloaded. They had the case and Papa ended up paying a 
$10,000 court fine, besides losing the fifty cows. Hew was ready to appeal the case to a higher court, but Mother was tired of litigation and she threatened to leave 
Daddy and take us all back to Italy with her. He dropped the proceedings and life went on at the Palace Hotel. [JVWeeks, Stories Around The Fireplace p.24] 

1916 -- TB Catron not a candidate for reelection in 1917? 
1916November30; I Wone 100 00 dollars from Mr Tom Catran. I bet him 200 00 to one that Charley Closson would be defeated. So I got that money. + 30 00 in 

Cerillas I got. So I got sqare with Closson. When he did not come When my house was robed. There is 30 00 more to come to me in Santa fe which I am shure of. 
as Mr Catron is the Stak holder [McNulty papers (P.McCraw) b.22] 

1916December16; IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES. December 16, 1916.Mr. Catron introduced the following bill; which was read twice and referred to the 
Committee on Pensions A BILL Granting a pension to James McNulty. ($30/mo) [McNulty papers (P.McCraw) b.23] 

1918 -- Thomas B. Catron defeated for reelection to Senate? 
1920Jan10-12_census: attorney, widower, 80y-o, born MO [VA VA], resident Santa Fe city on Grant Ave, own home free – Fletcher A. Catron next door  
1921, May 15 – Thomas Benton Catron dies 
Mills, Harding co, 10mi NW of Roy; PO 1898-1901, 1908-present. Melvin W. Mills was a rancher, lawyer, and entrepreneur. He died in 1925 a broken man in the 

mansion he had built in Springer, but it then belonged to his former law partner, Thomas B. Catron, and Mills was forced to beg to be allowed to died on a cot in 
his old home. [The Place Names of NM, R.Julyan] 

1941November19; Sold. Ortiz Mine Grant. re Civil Action File No.315, Galisteo Co. Plaintiff vs. NMMC Defendant, re promissory note for $29,707.15, NY 11Aug1906, 
a renewal of the note of 14Aug1899 & interest and for the amount of the Catron Judgment and the Reynolds claim. Summons to Carl A. Bishop, Statutory Agent 
for NMMC 28Jul1941 at his office in StaFe. Default Judgment against NMMC for $81,673.37, plus $12 costs, issued 23Sep1941. Execution issued 6Oct1941. – 
19Nov1941 11 a.m. sold by Marshal Felipe Sanchez y Baca on courthouse steps; for $48,440.02 and $1059.98 costs, to Galisteo Co. [BHenderson Abstract of 
Title No.1 30Sep1983] 

- witness - 
1870March8; Dated. Administrator’s Deed. William W. Griffin, of StaFe, for Estate of Charles S. Hinckley, deceased, for $1.00, to Lydia E. Allen, convey The undivided 

two thirds of one twelfth of… the Cañon del Agua Grant… Sig. W.W. Griffin. Wit. T.B. Catron, S.B. Elkins. b.E Deeds p.306. [BHenderson Abstract of Title No.2 
30Sep1983] 

1870March8; Dated. Administrator’s Deed. William W. Griffin, of StaFe, for Estate of Charles S. Hinckley, deceased, for $1.00, to Arthur Latham, convey The undivided 
one third of one twelfth of… the Cañon del Agua Grant… Sig. W.W. Griffin. Wit. T.B. Catron, S.B. Elkins. b.E Deeds p.309. [BHenderson Abstract of Title No.2 
30Sep1983] 

________________________________________________________________ 

 
C. Cattell / Catell / Clavel   - witness - 
1880September2(loc); Geo Leas 1/6, W.O. Campbell 1/6, Frank Shepard 1/6, J.A. Courter 1/6, N.R. Swartz 1/6, S. Hill 1/6 Little Pittsburg Lode 1100’NNE 

400’SSW 300’ea side, ca 4.5mi Nly from Golden PO, old placers mtns, Placer MD, rec 7Oct80; witness Tom Saunders, C. Catell [b.D p.30] 



1880September16(loc); J.A. Courter 1/6, Frank Shepard 1/4, W.O. Campbell 1/4, N.B. Swartz 1/6, Geo Leas 1/6 First Effort Lode 750’NE 750’WSW 

200’ea side, including a part the Alpha Domingo Lode the locators not having complied with the laws, ca 4.5mi from Golden, Tuerto mtns NPMD, rec 
7Oct80; witness I Saunders, C. Clavel [b.D p.29] 

1880September20(loc); Frank Shepard 1/6, Geo Leas 1/6, W.O. Campbell 1/6, W.R. Swartz 1/6, S. Hill 1/6, J.A. Courter 1/6 accidental Lode 1000’ENE 

500’SWS 300’ea side, ca 4mi nearly N of Golden PO in the Old placer mts, Placer MD, reloc 7Oct80, rec 7Oct80; witness Tom Saunders, C. Cattell 
[b.D p.28] 

 
J. D. Caughran    - Mogollon mtns, Socorro co. 
1883May12; Articles of incorporation of the Silver Hill Mining company were yesterday filed in the office of the territorial secretary. The capital stock is 

fixed at $1,000,000. The directors and incorporators are: J.D. Caughran, Michael Cooney and James H. Henry. The company’s properties are located in 
the Mogollon mountains in Socorro county. [SFDNM] 

 
David Causley    - of MorenelAZ 

1898June29; Santa Fe County. Mrs. David Causley, who has been visiting her parents in Cerrillos, returned to her home in Morenel, A.T., last week. 

[SFNM] 

 
Causlin    - Burro mtns 
1895June13; Geo Dickenson, N. James, Section Boss Causlin and Hank Dorsey came in from the Burro mountains last Friday morning... [SFDNM] 

________________________________________________________________ 

 * Cavanaugh * Kavanah * Kavanough * 
Bessie Kavanah    - Las Vegas, San Marcial, Cerrillos 
1901October1; The Cerrillos Schools. The public schools at Cerrillos began their fall session today. Three teachers have been employed and if the 

attendance justifies it a fourth teacher will be employed. Miss Bessie Kavanah of Las Vegas is the principal of the schools. She taught at San Marcial 

last year. The primary department is in charge of Miss Burtah Rogers of Cerrillos. Flavio Silva of Santa Fe has charge of the Spanish work. [SFNM] 

1902January11; Superintendent of County Schools J.V. Conway returned yesterday… At Cerrillos, 93 pupils are enrolled under the Misses Rogers and 
Cavanaugh. At Madrid, Mr. and Mrs. A.B. Sunday have a fine school of 96 pupils. Zenon Sandoval is in charge at Waldo and is doing well. At Golden, 

Miss Gutterman gives entire satisfaction as does also Miss Mae Sullivan at San Pedro, where 60 pupils are enrolled. At Glorieta, Miss Elizabeth Cross 

is conducting the largest school ever held there. She has an enrollment of some thirty odd pupils with an average attendance of 27. [SFNM] 

 
Owen Cavanaugh    - RicoCO 
1894September27; At the Bon Ton hotel; Chas Thompson, Owen Cavanaugh, Rico; W.M. Sweeney, Allan Butcher, Rock Corral. [SFDNM] 

 
Nick Kavanough  (b. 25Oct>    - Cerrillos 
1939October; CCC Boys Work Here; 3 Members in School. The local CCC side camp, out of Santa Fe, has been engaged in various kinds of works toward the prevention of 

soil erosion. The members leave camp for work at 7:30 in the morning and return to camp at 3:30 in the afternoon. They have been construction plugs and brush dams 
all over the area around Cerrillos. The camp is expecting new enrollees by the middle of this month. It is believed that some are New Mexico Juniors. ¶ Levi Lucero, Nick 
Kavanough and Mike Garcia are three boys from the CCC camp who are attending high school. In order to keep up their work at camp and be able to attend school, 
these boys rise at 3:00 a.m., to do their share of the work, and are at school by 9:00. They return to camp after 3:00 p.m., and work until 8 p.m. [LaTurquesa v.VIII n.1, 
CSimoni per YolandaSandoval] 

1939October; Birthdays This Month. Dorothy Williams, Oct. 2-Junior. Frank Sandoval, Oct. 4-Freshman. Robert Schmitt, Oct. 5-Freshman. Georgia Ryno, Oct. 7-Freshman. 
Bennie Montoya, Oct. 29-Senior. Nick Casados, Oct. 23-Sophomore. Nick Kavanough, Oct. 25-Sophomore. [LaTurquesa v.VIII n.1, CSimoni per YolandaSandoval] 

1940May; Nick Kavanaugh, a student of this high school, left this week to work with a traveling dentist. He goes from camp to camp and stays two weeks in each. Right now 
he will remain at Glorieta for two weeks and from there it is believed he will go to Durango, Colorado, to stay two weeks at that camp. He will do the office work for the 
doctor. Nick took a commercial course this year. [LaTurquesa v.VIII n.5, CSimoni per YolandaSandoval] 

________________________________________________________________ 

 
J. H. Cavasos    - Ortiz Cooperative Livestock Assn.;  Stanley 
1946June5; Meeting of the Ortiz Cooperative Livestock Association, in the school house building, Stanley. Chairman, Voyle A. Larson, acting in the absence of President J. 

Frank Calvin, and Vice President Leo H. Shanley. Members present: Frank S. Anaya, Stanley; H.W. Brazell, Stanley; J.H. Cavasos, Stanley; Connie Chavez, Stanley; 
E.S. Dennisson, Stanley; C.F. Gardenhire, Stanley; Ralph Haile, Tapia Route Stanley; N.R. Irby, Stanley; M.K. Irby, Stanley; S.A. Ivie, Stanley; L.C. Keith, Cerrillos; 
Voyle A. Larson, Moriarty; Dario Lucero, Stanley; Clarence J. Malott, Edgewood; Bernabe Rael, Stanley; E.B. Richards, Stanley; I.C. Sweet, Cerrillos; O.A. Tinnin, 
Stanley; B.H. Van Scoyk, Stanley; C.V. Van Scoyk, Stanley; Allen Wakefield, Stanley; F.B. Yates, Stanley. b.30 Miscl.Deeds p.140. [BHenderson Abstract of Title, 
Supplemental 30Sep1983] 

 
J. F. Cave    - Cerrillos 
1896October10; Cerrillos Cullings. J.F. Cave is very low with typhoid fever at the Cerrillos house. [SFDNM] 

 
Thomas Cavelia  (d.Cerrillos 15Jan1894>    - Cerrillos 
1894January16; Sheriff Cunningham this forenoon received a dispatch from Cerrillos stating that Thomas Cavelia, an Italian coal miner, was shot and 

killed there last night in front of a saloon. No particulars are at hand. [SFDNM] 

 

CAVERN MINING COMPANY    - Magdalena m.d. 
as of 1903June30; List of mining claims in NM which have been officially surveyed… By Surveyor-General Morgan O. Llewellyn. The Cavern Mining 

Co., Cavern Magdalena MD, 19.98ac. – Do., Grand Ledge, do. MD, 19.98ac. – Do., Pearl, do. MD, 19.92ac. [Report of the Governor of New Mexico to 

the Secretary of the Interior 1903, p.348] 

 



Michael Cawley    - of E-town  <see also Corley 
1899October20; James Lynch has sold the Red Bandanna group near Elizabethtown for $250,000 to the Montezuma Gold & Placer Company organized in 

Kansas City, and a payment of half the purchase price has been made. …Mr. Lynch reports great activity in Elizabethtown district, a rich strike having 
been recently made in the Iron Mask, owned by Michael Cawley. [SFNM] 

1899November10; Colfax County Mines. The principal owners of the Red Bandana recently sold to the Montezuma Gold Mining and Placer company were 

Messrs. James and Patrick Lynch of Elizabethtown and Emory Stevens of New York City. Lesser interests in the property were held by Thomas 
Richey, Michael Cawley, Michael Reagan of Elizabethtown, A.A. Jones of Las Vegas, and Hugo Seaberg of Springer. [SFNM] 

 
Prof. Caxin    - San Pedro 
1890May19; Prof. Caxin, the Messrs. Raunheim and S.D. Baldwin got in from San Pedro yesterday. Of course no hint as to what Prof. Caxin’s report on the 

copper mine will be can be had at this time... [SFDNM] 
1890May20; Prof. Caxin and the Messrs. Raunheim depart to-night for New York, where they will report to the Lewishon syndicate on the state of the Santa 

Fe Copper company’s property at San Pedro. [SFDNM] 

1890September4; …two favorable reports on the property of the Santa Fe Copper company, one by Prof. Caxin and one by Capt. Daniels. …In the 
beginning of September, 1889, ex-Manager Raunheim proposed to build a concentrator, so urgently needed, but without result. Raunheim ref old leasee 

Chittenden, and then Clark, gauging, robbing and gophering the mine. Capt. Couch’s estimate of the net profits to be derived from working the dumps 

near the Big Copper mine, accumulated during the years. This estimate tallies with those of Mr. Raunheim, Mr. Erhardt and others. [SFDNM] 

 

Edgar Caypless    - Notary Public of StaFe 

One of the most devoted lawyers in New Mexcio was Edgar Caypless. He not only believed in going all-out for his client, but often dug into his own pocket when the 
client couldn’t afford his services. He was sincerely convinced that Kelly should not hang. Prison, perhaps; even for life if necessary, but he maintained that a drunken 
man was not to be considered a cold-blooded murderer… Despite the lawyer’s fight Kelly was sentenced to the gallows. [Santa Fe New Mexican, Sept-Oct 1880 in The 
Carbonateville, New Mexico Story, F. Stanley 1966] 

1880October3; for the visit of President Hayes: – Finance; Gen. G.A. Smith, Sol Spiegelberg, Wm M. Berger, Antonio Ortiz y Salazar, John Watts, Walter W. Hayt, Joseph 

D. Sena, N.W. Fine – Reception; Wm G. Ritch, Lehman Spiegelberg, Gen L. Hatch, Gen. H.M. Atkinson, B.L. Thomas, Z. Staab, Gen. G.A. Smith, Thomas B. Catron, H.L. 

Waldo, Col. S.M. Barnes, Jose D. Sena, W.W. Griffin, Herman Ilfeld, Wm Breeden, Bernard Seligman, E.A. Fiske, Alex G. Irvine, Willi Spiegelberg, Gen. Smith USA, Rev. 

Mr. Lamy, Trinidad Alarid, Thomas F. Conway, Antonio Ortiz y Salazar, John C. Davis, R.W. Webb, J.G. Albright, Luciano Baca, R.S. Palen, Willian McKenzie, Colonel 

Craig, M.A. Breeden, W.S. Fletcher, Chas H. Gildersleeve, John H. Knaebel, F.B. Clancy, Prof. H.O. Ladd, Rev. Mr. Hall, Rev. Mr. Riggle, W.G. Thornton, John Sherman, 

Adolph Seligman, Prof. W.H. Strieby, Judge Downs, P.S. Kennedy, Thomas S. Cordis, Rev. J.A. Trouchard, Eluas Breerart, Leut Guilfoyle, Lieut Allen, Jose B. Ortiz, Gaspar 

Ortiz, Captain C.A. Woodruff, Lieut G. Valoise, J.L. Johnson, Dr. J. Symington, Ramon Sena y Garcia, Dr. Bartleson, Dr. R.H. Longwill, D.H. Irland, Vicente Garcia, Jose A. 

Ortiz, Max Frost, Anaceto Abeytia, Horace C. Baldwin, Martin Quintano, Antonio Romero, Edgar Caypless, Epifano Vigil, A. Sandoval, J.H. Daly – Entertainment; Henry 

Reed, Z. Staab, Enos Andrews, V.S. Shelby, Sol Spiegelberg, Wm M. Berger, S. Wedeles, W.H. McBroom, Wm A. Conant, H.F. Swope, W.W. Tate, S.H. Lucas, J.H. 

Gerdes, C.F.A. Fischer, Lieutenant C.A. Steadman, J.C. Davenport, John C. Hogue, Felipe B. Delgado, Romelo Martinez, Henry J. Gore, David J. Miller, Pelle Herlow, Wm 

Fitzmaurice, Panteleon Estos, M.A. Gold, Harry Mottley, S.T. Reed, B.M. Read, Geo W. Hickox, Chas Possells, Walter W. Hayt, Wm S. Woodside, S.J. Taylor, Wm T. 

Guyer, Jas H. Palmer, John C. Wettmer, A.E. Cauldwell, B. Kahn. [SFDNM] 
1880October5; The Santa Fe Daily Democrat a daily evening newspaper made its first appearance upon the streets yesterday afternoon. …The paper will be 

edited by Mr. J.G. Albright and Mr. E. Caypless will be its local. [SFDNM] 

1880November24; Mr. Edward Capyless, formerly of the Democrat, returned to Santa Fe yesterday from Cimarron where he has been for the past two 
weeks on a visit to his family. [SFDNM] 

1881February4; A mining company known as the “Independent Co-operative Mining, Locating and Improvement Company” filed articles of incorporation 

in the secretary’s office yesterday. The incorporators are S.H. Lucas, Joseph Gray, M.A. Breeden, Edgar Caypless and John Gray. …The officers elected 
are, S.H. Lucas, President; Joseph Gray, Vice-President; M.A. Breeden, Secretary; and John Gray, Treasurer. [SFDNM] 

1881April25; indenture; William C. Rogers, Jordan B. Cottle sell for $1 to Edgar Caypless undiv 2/3 int Open Sesame Lode Claim, (loc 11May79 b.1 p.129 LCMR), on S 
side of GC Mtn, about 200’ SE the shaft of the Little Barbie Lode, in LCMD; presence (blank), certify 25April81 N.B. Laughlin Notary Public, recorded 4May1881 
[Locations & Mining Deeds D#15408 p. 428] 

1881May22; Mr. Edgar Caypless left Santa Fe Friday afternoon for Los Lunas on business. Yesterday he returned to Santa Fe rather unexpectedly, having 
made the trip down on one train and come back on the next. Caypless is a mover. [SFDNM] 

1881June3; Mr. Edgar Caypless has been quite sick for some days and unable to attend to business on account of threatened pneumonia. [SFDNM] 

1881July10; Messrs. P.A. Herlow and Edgar Caypless went to Espanola yesterday morning on a business trip. They took a private conveyance, and had a 
good time, as Mr. Herlow always does. [SFDNM] 

1881July12; Messrs. P.F. Herlow and Edgar Caypless got back to Santa Fe from Espanola ??day morning. The effected the sale of some property belonging 
to Mr. Herlow, but report that this was about all that occurred at that place during Saturday. [SFDNM] 

1881July21; Rocky Mountain Detective Agency! D.J. Cook, Supt., Denver, Colo., Toney Neis, Supt. for New Mexico. Chas W. Wright, Attorney and 

Counsel for Colorado. Edgar Caypless, Attorney and Counsel for New Mexico. [ad in SFDNM] 
1881October29; Mr. Edgar Caypless left the city yesterday for Cimarron to which place he has taken his family for a visit. He will return to Santa Fe in a 

few days to attend to some business prior to leaving for the East on a trip of several weeks. [SFDNM] 

1881November22; Mr. Edgar Caypless, the well known attorney, has just returned from a trip to Chicago, in which city he remained five days. He went, it 
will be remembered, on business for the Bonanza Mining Company, and announces that his trip was a successful one. Caypless is a very busy man 

always, and it is hard to get any information out of him in regard to the enterprise in which he is interested. [SFDNM] 

1881December13; Mining Deed; Martin W. Barber of Carbonateville sells for $66 to Edgar Caypless undiv ½ Open Sesame mine, (loc 11May79 b.1 p.129 LCMR), on S 
side of GC Mtn, about 200’ SE from shaft of little Barbie lode, in CMD, the other 1/3 this day sold by MWB to Wm Bradley Esq; presence W.M. Berger, certify 21Dec81 
W.M. Berger Notary Public, recorded 2January1882 [Locations & Mining Deeds E#15409 p.758]; M.W. Barber certifies he has received from Edgar Caypless $66 in 
return for assessment work; presence W.M. Berger, E.F. Dame, recorded 2January1882 [Locations & Mining Deeds E#15409 p.761] 

1882January17; Mine Jumping. In Justice Ortiz’ court yesterday an important case, in which all the miners of Los Cerrillos district are interested, was tried. 
It was a mine jumping affair, and the property concerned was the well-known Bourbon mine, one of the best claims in the district. It is owned by Santa 

Fe men, the Spiegelbergs being the principal proprietors, and the owners have developed the property for a very considerable extent. They say that they 

have spen thousands of dollars upon it and use it as an argument that they have conformed with the law, as regards assessment work, saying with a good 
deal of truth, that it is not probable that they would forfeit a mine of the value of the Bourbon after after having spent so much upon it, simply to avoid 

the comparatively slight expense required by law. The jumper is a man named Clark, who claims that the assessment work was not done before the 1st 

of January, and that he has a perfect right to re-locate the property. This is a matter of evidence, and it was what the trial yesterday was intended to 



ascertain. The original owners were represented by Edgar Caypless, and Mr. Clark had employed Fiske & Warren to manage his side of the case. 

[SFDNM] 
1882January18; The mine jumping case the trial of which was commenced on Monday before Justice Ortiz was concluded yesterday so far as the alcalde 

court is concerned. The result was that the counsel for the plaintiffs, Spiegelberg and others secured a favorable decision from the alcalde, and the 

attorneys for Mr. Clark took an appeal to the higher court. During the trial a good deal of feeling was displayed and lawyers Caypless and Fiske came 
near locking horns. Nevertheless the reporter saw them engaged in amicable conversation last night, and concluded that the breach was not a very 

serious one. [SFDNM] 

1882February2; There is a prospect of a hanging in Santa Fe since the Supreme Court affirmed the decision of the lower court in the case of Kelly who 
killed Reardon at Carbonateville some time ago. Kelly’s counsel Mr. Caypless is still endeavoring to save the prisoner, and deprive the newspapers of an 

item. Cruel Caypless! [SFDNM] 

1882February4; The application to the Governor for commutation of sentence in the case of the man Kelly, sentenced to be hung on the 17th inst., will 
probably be made to-day. – Mr. Caypless will make an appeal to the Governor in behalf of the man, Kelly, which it will not be easy to get over. He is 

confident that he will save the neck of the prisoner. [SFDNM] 

1882February9; Mr. Edgar Caypless is still working the Kelley case. He has been informed that unless some other reason can be shown to prevail upon the 
Governor to commute sentence, the awful penalty of the law will follow Kelley’s crime. [SFDNM] 

1882February10; Edgar Caypless had another letter in respect to the Kelly affair yesterday. [SFDNM] 

1882February11; Lawyer Caypless had a long interview with Kelly yesterday, but would not give it any further than to say that he had advised the prisoner 
to make no effort to escape nor to take his own life, which Kelly responded that he would not, but would let the case rest with his counsel. Kelly’s nerve 

seems to be pretty good as yet. [SFDNM] 

1882March15; Edgar Caypless will defend the men who are accused of assaulting John Chinaman. If Sang Kee’s memory is as good as he says it is, Edgar 

will have a heavy old time of it. [SFDNM] 

1882March31; Milt Yarberry who killed Campbell has employed Edgar Caypless, of Santa Fe, to defend him. …Only a short time before his client killed 

Campbell Yarberry was tried for murder and cleared. The feeling against him at Albuquerque was intense, and he was brought up to Santa Fe for safe 
keeping. [SFDNM] 

1882June9; Mining Deed; Edgar Caypless sells for $1000 to S.B. Evans, W.B. Culbertson <both of Des Moines Co IA undiv 1/8 int Open Sesame mine, (loc 11May79 b.1 
p.129 LCMR), on S side GC Mtn, about 200’ SE from shaft of the Little Barbie mine, in LCMD; presence W.M. Berger, certify 9June82 W.M. Berger Notary Public, 
recorded 10June1882 [Locations & Mining Deeds F#15410 p.179] 

1882June25; Amount of Property Owned By the Residents of Santa Fe County. April 14, 1882. Caypless, Edgar _ 1,500 00 [SFDNM]   

1882September13; Edgar Caypless is fixing himself for a run for councilman from Santa Fe county. He will probably be arrayed, it is said, against T.B. 

Catron. Caypless is an energetic fellow, and being a popular one will make a good run. [SFDNM] 
1882September21; Edgar Caypless, Santa Fe’s progressive young lawyer, has come to stay. He came here about two years ago, after having undergone a 

severe illness which crippled not only in health but in ???mons. From that time, when he cast his fortunes in Santa Fe, to the present he has lost no 

opportunity in his efforts to go ahead. That these efforts have not been fruitless may be cited as evidence that Mr. Caypless has within the past two days 
purchased a fine building lot fronting on the new street near the church of the Holy Faith, paying for the property $1,000. He intends erecting upon his 

newly acquired ground a large two story brick residence, and is now arranging for the commencement of the work. [SFDNM] 

1882October27; Mining Deed; Edgar Caypless, William Bradley <sig by atty L.Bradford Prince, S.(Samuel)B. Evans of Wapello Co IA sell for $24,500 to Marshall A. Breeden 
Open Sesame, (loc 11May79 b.1 p.129 LCMR), on S side of GC Mtn, about 200’ SE from shaft of little Barbie lode, in LCMD; presence blank, certify 27Oct82 W.M. 
Berger Notary Public, recorded 30October1882 [Locations & Mining Deeds F#15410 p.275] 

1882November9; Yesterday afternoon L. Fisher, the wool and hide merchant, was arrested upon a warrant sworn out before United States Commissioner 

Edgar Caypless for buying United States property from soldiers. It was alleged that he had bought a blouse, and his place of business was searched for 
that and other United States goods. The blouse was not discovered, but a number of blankets and articles claimed to be government property were found. 

He will be examined before Commissioner Caypless this morning. [SFDNM]   

1883December5; POL for 83; H.C. Rasmussen, H.C. Larson <sig= Hans swear before H.M. Jones Notary Public at least $100 worth of work Open Sesame mine, in LCMD, 
expenditure by Open Sesame Mining Co by Edgar Caypless secretary; recorded 13December1883 [Locations & Mining Deeds F#15410 p. 531] 

1883December27; Legal Notice; John T. Kelley vs. John F Pfeffer and John Doe, assumpsit, damages $2,000, C.M. Phillips, Clerk; Edgar Caypless, Att’y 
for Pl’ff [Weekly New Mexican Review 24Jan84 p.6 c.6] 

1884February7; The case of John G. Albright against the New Mexico Mining & Milling Co et al was on motion of Mr. Caypless dismissed. [Weekly New 

Mexican Review p.4 c.5] 
1884-85 Caypless & Breeden, attys at law resident StaFe, listed, in Gazetteer, R.L. Polk & Co + A.C. Danser 

- as witness or certifier - 
1880October21; indenture; James A. Fickett sells for $100 to Charles E. Jones of Newton Co KY ¼ undivided int Vanderbuilt mine, in LCMD b.D p.71, lies NE of Gefe de 

Plata mine N of Old Castillian mine; presence Edgar Caypless, H.A. Monfort, certify for JAF 21Oct80 Edgar Caypless Notary Public, recorded 22October1880 
[Locations & Mining Deeds D#15408 p.76] 

1880October22; John P. Springer (also James A. Fickett in sig block) bounds to for $500, for penal sum $1000, to Silver Buttes Mining & Development Company all his right 
and title and all other claims and locations in which I am jointly interested; LCMD> California, K F Mennarn, Queen, Friday, Perdito, Bertha, Amea, Del Rey, 
Fortune, Grand Republic, Knight Templar, New Era; SBMD> 9claims; San Dia> 11claims; certify 22Oct80 for JPS & JAF Edgar Caypless Notary Public; [Locations 
& Mining Deeds D#15408 p.138] 

1881January19; indenture; James A. Fickett, Henry A. Monfort, Elliott Crosson, William H. Paton, William T. Schneider, James N. Walker, John R. Cushier sell for $100,000 
to Morton Crosson ½ of Little Perdita mine, LCMD b.B p.3, California mine, LCMD b.C p.284, K&F Lode, LCMD b.B p.323, 1/3 of Friday Mine, LCMD b.B p.17, 
Mountain Queen Mine, LCMD b.C p.291, ¼ of Bertha Lode, LCMD b.C p.23, New Era Lode, LCMD b.C p.343, Knight Templar Lode, LCMD b.C p.573, ¼ of Grand 
Republic Lode, LCMD b.C p.602, King Champion Mine, SBMD b.C p.570, 2/3 of Albany Mine, SBMD b.C p.572, Lady Washington Lode, SBMD b.C p.570, ½ of 
Arkansas Traveller Mine, SBMD b.C p.574  Buckeye Lode, SBMD b.C p.351, Iron Crown Mine, SBMD b.C p._, ½ of Silver Reef Mine, SBMD b.D p.135, whole 
Adeline, SBMD, whole Tip Top, SBMD, [not recorded>] Anna, LCMD, Del Rey LCMD, Fortuna Lodes, LCMD, [<end not recorded], [start Las Placitas Bernalillo Co>] 
Mountain Monarch, Mastadon, Jennie Daily, Luella, Iron Crown No.6,7,8,9,10,11[<end Las Placitas]; presence Edgar Caypless, certify 19Jan81 Edgar Caypless 
Notary Public, certify for J.A.Fickett 28Jan81 Thos Crocher Notary Public Kings Co NY, recorded 11February1881 [Locations & Mining Deeds D#15408 p. 318] 

1881February11; indenture; Henry A. Monfort sells for $50 to C.W. Archer of Boone Co KY undivided ¼ int Doctor, 300’ x 1500’, adjoins Vauderbuilt, in LCMD; presence 
Edgar Caypless, certify 12Feb81 Edgar Caypless Notary Public, recorded 1March1881 [Locations & Mining Deeds D#15408 p.329]  

1881October7; indenture; Elliott Crossan sells for $6000 to William T. Schneider undiv 5/18 int Fridea (Friday) Mine, (b.D p.523), undiv 5/6 int California Lode, (b.D p.523), 
undiv 5/6 int K and F Lode, (b.D p.523), undiv 5/6 int High Lode, (b.D p.523) <<all LCMD>, undiv 5/12 int Arkansas traveler Lode in SBMD, (b.D p.523), undiv 5/6 int 



Iron Crown in SBMD, (b.D p.523), undiv 8/9 int Albany Lode in SBMD, (b.D p.523), undiv ½ int Narrow Gauge Lode in SBMD, (b.E p.241); certify 7Oct81 Edgar 
Caypless Notary Public, recorded 8October1881 [Locations & Mining Deeds D#15408 p.527] 

1881October15; Indenture; William T. Schneider sells for $5000 to Margaret Crossan an equal and undiv int in undiv 4/18 int Friday mine, (LCMD b.D p.527), undiv 2/3 int 
California Lode, (LCMD b.D p.527), undiv 2/3 int K & F Lode, (LCMD b.D p.527), undiv 2/3 int High Lode, (LCMD b.D p.527), undiv 1/3 int Arkansas Traveler Lode, 
(SBMD b.D p.527), undiv 2/3 int Iron Crown, (SBMD b.D p.527), undiv 11/18 int Albany Lode, (SBMD b.D p.527), undiv ¼ int Narrow Gauge Lode, (SBMD b.D 
p.527); certify 15Oct81 Edgar Caypless Notary Public, recorded 17October1881 [Locations & Mining Deeds E#15409 p.600] 

1881October20; Mining Deed; John Sherman Jr sells for 2000 shares unassessable stock of the Cerrillos Mining Company to J.W. Husted of NY state all int of the party in 
Piñon, JJ Bush Lodes, extensions of Profssor & Galena Chief Lodes Eastward, in CMD; presence Edgar Caypless, certify 20Oct81 Edgar Caypless Notary Public, 
recorded 19July1882 [Locations & Mining Deeds F#15410 p.207] 

1882January10; Mining Deed; Edwin J. Gale sells for $1 to Albert S. Catherwood all Gold Mountain placer claim 20ac, (loc 3Nov81 b.F p.9), in LCMD; presence Edgar 
Caypless, certify 10Jan82 Edgar Caypless Notary Public, recorded 10January1882 [Locations & Mining Deeds F#15410 p.32] 

1882January20; Indenture; Elliott Crossan, Margaret Crossan wife sell for $250 to John R. Cushier undiv 1/8 Friday mine, (b.E p.600), undiv 1/6 int California mine (b.E 
p.600), undiv 1/6 int K&F mine, (b.E p.600), undiv 1/6 int High mine, (b.E p.600), <in LCMD, undiv 1/12 Arkansas Traveler mine, (b.E p.600), undiv 1/6 int Iron 
Crown mine, (b.E p.600), undiv 1/12 int Albany mine, (b.E p.600), <in SBMD; presence Edgar Caypless, certify 20Jan82 Edgar Caypless Notary Public, recorded 
21January1882 [Locations & Mining Deeds F#15410 p.40] 

1882June13; Mining Deed; George H. McCloskey sells for $500 to John L. Chapman of San Miguel Co undiv ½ int Perhaps Lode, (loc 10Nov79 b.C p.36), undiv ¼ int 
Adolphus lode, (loc 26May79 b.B p.38), in LCMD; presence Edgar Caypless, certify 13June82 Edgar Caypless Notary Public, recorded 13June1882 [Locations & 
Mining Deeds F#15410 p.186] 

1883April19; Mining Deed; Patrick OKeiff sells for $3200 to Henry C. Hedges, George Mitchell, Albert Moore <all of Richland Co OH, all int George 

Washington b.G p.445, Red Chief  b.G p.444, Mica Queen b.G p.444, Snow Hake b.G p.443 <all loc 1Jan83, in unnamed MD, rec 19Apr83; presence 

Edgar Caypless, W.B. Sloan [b.F p.397] 

1883August10; Indenture; S.B. Evans of Wapello Co IA sells for $1500 to A.H. Kuhlemens of Desmoines Co IA undiv ½ of 2/3 of the Retribution Lode, (loc 1Jan83 b.G 
p.472), in LCMD; certify 10Aug83 Edgar Caypless Notary Public, recorded 10August1883 [Locations & Mining Deeds F#15410 p.434] 

 

William Cayzer    - of CMD  <see also Kayser, Kaiser 

1880August3 (loc); R.G. Abbott ½ int, Wm Cayzer ½ int; Atlantic lode, about ¾ mi E McKenzie Mt, in LCMD; 100’SW 1400’NE to SW end Grand Reserve, 150’ea side; 
recorded 19November1880 [Locations & Mining Deeds D#15408 p. 121] 

1880August3 (loc): Loc by R.G. Abbott 1/2int, Wm Cayzer 1/2int. Atlantic Lode, 1500’ 100’SW & 1400’NE to the SW end of the “Grand Reserve”, 150’ 

Ea side, ca 3/4mi E of McKinzie Mtn, LCMD. Filed for record 28Oct80 and Recorded 3Nov80 N.B. Laughlin Recorder {Cerrillos Mining Records 

Book 3 p.16} 

1880November9 (loc); William Cayzer, W.H. Beckwith (locators); Little Bella, (b.1 p.169 GMDMR rec 15Jan81), about 1800’ Swesterly from Barber Shaft, about 400’ E of 
the road or gulch, in GMD; 350’Neasterly 1150’Swesterly, 150’ea side; recorded 7May1881 [Locations & Mining Deeds E#15409 p. 277] 

1881February28 (loc); Wm Cayzer ½, S.H. Bernard ½; Clara Lode, about 3.5mi SW Carbonateville, about ¼ mi SW GCMtn, bounded W by OK Lode, S by Steger Lode, in 
LCMD; 900’NE 600’SW, 150’ea side; recorded 4May1881 [Locations & Mining Deeds E#15409 p. 268] 

1881February28 (loc); Loc by Wm Cayzer ½, S.H. Bernard ½; Clara Lode; 1500’ linear, in LCMD, 900’NE & 600’SW, with 150’ on ea side, ca 3.5mi 

SW from Carbonateville, ca 1/4mi SW of GCMtn, bounded on the W by the OK Lode, on the S by the Steger Lode. Filed for record 28Apr81 and 

Recorded same day. N.B. Laughlin Recorder {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 4 p.29} 

1881March30 (loc); Loc by Wm Cayzer ½, S.H. Bernard ½; New York Lode; 1500’ linear, in LCMD, 150’NE & 1350’ from the point of disc, with 150’ on 

ea side, ca 3.5mi SW from Carbonateville, ca 1/4mi SW of GCMtn, bounded on the W by the Clara Lode. Filed for record 28Apr81 and Recorded 

same day. N.B. Laughlin Recorder {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 4 p.30} 

1881August16 (loc); Wm Cayzer locator Independence No.2 lode, about 1.25mi N of Galisteo River, 1mi S Cash Entry Mine, about 4’ E of Good Hope Mine, in LCMD; 
900’NW 244’SE, 150’ea side; recorded 3November1881 [Locations & Mining Deeds D#15408 p. 642] 

1881August16 (loc); Wm Cayzer, Locator; Independence No.2 Lode; 900’’NW & 244’SE with 300’ wide 150’ on ea side, in LCMD, ca 1.25mi N of 

Galisteo River and 1mi S of the Cash Entry mine and ca 4’ E of the Good Hope Mine. Filed for Record 20<26?]Oct and Recorded 31Oct81 N.B. 
Laughlin Recorder. {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 5 p.24} 

1881November21 (loc); Locators G.W. Holman, William Cayzer; Ivanho Lode, 350’ linear, in LCMD, 200’NE & 150’SW, with 150’ on ea side, ca 1500’ 
SW from mine known as Mina Del Tero and bounded on the NE by claim known as NB Laughlin and on the SW by claim known by Pride of the 

Camp. Filed for record 7Mar82 and recorded 7Mar82 N.B. Laughlin Recorder E.F. Nisbet Dept. {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 5 p.95} 

1881December12; Mining Deed; S.H. Bernard, William Cayzer of LCMD sell for 75,000 shares Fidelity Gold & Silver Mining Co, and $2, to C.G. Stoudart of Philadelphia Co 
PA Clara Lode, about 3.5mi SW from Carbonateville, about ¼ mi SW GC Mtn, bounded W by OK Lode, S by Steger lode, New York lode, E side of Clara Lode, in 
LCMD;  presence (in Blank) Andrus D. Gile, Samford A. Larock, certify 12Dec81 Jordan B. Cottle Notary Public, recorded 16December1881 [Locations & Mining Deeds 
F#15410 p.3] 

1881December17; Mining Deed; William Cayzer sells for $250 to William I. Bassett undiv whole Independence No.2, (loc 16Aug81 b.5 p.24, b.D p.642), in LCMD; attest 
William C. Rogers, certify 17Dec81 Jordan B. Cottle, recorded 28December1881 [Locations & Mining Deeds E#15409 p.749] 

1882January1 (loc); C.D. Benson, Wm Cayzer, Geo M. Holman (locators); Ivanhoe No.2 Lode, N end center is 140’ from ¼ Sec corner 5+8, about 500’ SW Ethel shaft, in 
LCMD; 748’ S12°36’W, 385’ N8°44’E, 150’ea side; recorded 27March1882 [Locations & Mining Deeds F#15410 p.102] 

1882January1 (loc); Locators C.D. Benson, Wm Cayzer, Geo M. Holman; Ivanhoe No2 Lode, 1133’ linear and 300’ in width, 748’S12°06’W & 
385’N8°44’E, in LCMD, The N end center stak is 140’ from the 1/4Sec cor 5+8 This claim is ca 500’ SW of a Shaft known as the Ethel. Filed for 

record 24Mar82 and recorded same day N.B. Laughlin Recorder. {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 5 p.105} 

1882April29 (loc); Locators C.D. Benson ½, Wm Cayser ½; Iron Silver Lode, 1500’ linear and 300’ in width, 1000’NE & 500’SW, with 150’ on ea side, in 

LCMD, ca 3/4mi S of “Cash Entry” Mine bounded on the W by “Luckey Dutchman” Lode, and on the SW by “King Bee” Lode. Filed for Record and 
Recorded 18Aug82 N.B. Laughlin Recorder per. {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 6 p.14} 

-  as attestor  - 
1881December15; Mining Deed; Henry M. Utt sells for $300 to R.G. Abbott whole int Old Standard Lode, (loc 12July81 b.4 p.105 LCMR), bounded S W by Al Fin, SW by 

Zulu Chief, S by Tomb of Montazuma lode, in CMD; attest William Cayzer, certify 15Dec81 N.B. Laughlin Notary Public; recorded 23December1881 [Locations & 
Mining Deeds E#15409 p.735] 

1883January1 (loc); Locator Alex Gill; Madison Lode, 1500’ linear, in LCMD, 750’SWly & 750’NEly, with 150’ on ea side, bounded On the SE by the 

Cash Entry Lode, on the W by the Prize Lode, on the E by the Argentum Lode, and is ca 1000’ NE from the Cash Entry Discovery shaft. Attest A.J. 
Bell, Wm Cayzer. Filed for record 3Jan83 and recorded the same day Arthur A. Cruttenden Recorder. {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 6 p.82} 



1883January1 (reloc); Loc Alex Gill; Troy Lode, 1489’ linear and 300’ in width, 336’ of lode relocated lying and being N56°45’E & 191’ being 

S79°71’W thence 962’ S5°15’W of said shaft, in LCMD. Shaft of said lode is ca 175’ a little N of E from the Cash Entry Disc shaft, made for the 
purpose to correct and include any and all abandoned surface ground held by Prior and overlapping Claims. Attest A.J. Bell, Wm Cayzer. Filed for 

record 4Apr83 and recorded same day Arthur A. Cruttenden Recorder per A.D. Giles Deputy. {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 7 p.23} 

1883January5; POL for 1882; Wm Cayzer, William Easton swear before Jordan B. Cottle Notary Public at least $100 labor on Ivanho Lode, in CMD, expenditure by G.W. 
Holman + others; recorded 10January1883 by Atanasio Romero Probate Clerk + Recorder [Locations & Mining Deeds F#15410 p.316] 

1883January5 POL; Wm Cayzer, Wm Easten swear before Jordan B. Cottle NP that at least $100 worth of labor has been performed upon Ivanho Lode, in 
LCMD, for 1882. such expenditure was made by G.W. Holman and others owners of said lode mining claims. Filed for record 5Jan83 and recorded the 

same day Arthur A. Cruttenden Recorder. {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 6 p.90} 

1883February22 POL; William Cayzer, Chas Benson swear before Arthur A. Cruttenden NP at least $100 worth of work was done during 1882 on each 
and every one of the following, in LCMD: Cash Entry, Legal Tender, Troy, Specie Payment, Sure Deposite, All Cash, Prize, Belle Purden, 

Masonic, Towser, Bonanza, Rigney, Tip Top, Security, Gen Moore, Dove, Mother in Law, Little Gurdy, Eighty one. such expenditure was made 

by Geo W. Holman, Alex Gill and their associates owners of said claims. Filed for record 22Feb83 and duly recorded the same day Arthur A. 
Cruttenden Recorder. {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 6 p.143} 

 

Francis M. F. Caziu    - wife is Minna Ennigerloh Caziu;  Denver & Bernalillo & New Placers 
1876January18; A few weeks ago the Denver Rocky Mountain News explained the following: “Mr. F.M.F. Cazin, M. and C.E., is leaving Denver for a visit 

to New Mexico with the view of visiting and reporting on some old Spanish mines, and eventually locating new works. The last issue of the Mining 

Review copies from the London, Mining Journal some correspondence written by this gentleman, which is attractive to the citizens of Colorado, and as 
hight recommending Colorado enterprise to English capital, as it is commendable to the writer.” Mr. Cazin has since arrived and visited several mining 

districts in the near vicinity of Santa Fe, and intends to visit, weather permitting, the Socorro mountain, as well as the Grant county mines. This 

gentelman’s specialty is the treatment of ores, as well in mechanical as chemical metallurgy and it is on this account that Hon. Rossiter W. Raymond, 
U.S. Commissioner on mines, etc., when noting Mr. C.’s proceeding at the western territories, in the N.Y. Engineering and Mining Journal expressed 

his opinion: – “Mr. Cazin is an experienced engineer, and will, no doubt, be found just the man of whom many western mine owners are in sore want.” 

We mention these notes in the interest of such of our readers as may have an interest in ascertaining the real value of mines in which they have an 
interest, and about the proper mode of utilizing the ores produced. Mr. C. on his trip would be able to visit them and make reports is desired. [SFDNM] 

1876January21; Filed; Cañon del Agua Abstract 221: The Great Western Mining and Reduction Co., capital stock $60,000 (2400 shares at $25.00 par) 

Incorporators Enos Andrews, Francis M.F. Caziu, Samuel P. Wheelock; Filed 1-21-1876, Charter diss. 6-14-1921. [J.C.Sanchez; NMexican] 
1877March7; Dr. E. Andrews, President of the Great Western Mining and Reduction Works, returned from Copperfield on Monday. Ex-Engineer Cazin’s 

newspaper explosion did not injure the mine or machinery. [SFDNM] 

1880early; F.M.F. Cazin, a mining and civil engineer of Bernalillo, N.M., reported that he had examined the mines at Shakespeare and found that they did 
not come up to expectations. The ore was low-grade; the mines were capable at best of only a small margin of profit. [Pioneer Surveyor – Frontier Lawyer. 
The Personal Narrative of O.W. Williams] 

1880January2; Dated. Quitclaim Deed. Spiegelberg & Brothers of StaFe (property acquired of Levi, Lehman and Willy), for $5500.00, to T.M.T. Caziu of Bernalillo, as agent 
of his wife Minna Caziu nee Ennige Joh [Ennigerloh] Of Bernalillo, one half, and to James T. Welsh of Cuchillo Bernalillo co. the other half… San Pedro & CdelA... Sig. 
Spiegelberg & Bros, Willy Spiegelberg, L. Spiegelberg. b.J Mining Deeds p.23. [BHenderson Abstract of Title No.2 30Sep1983] 

1880February27; Dated. Filed 1Mar1881. Warranty Deed. F.M.F. Caziu and Mirma Caziu nee Ennigerloh his wife both of Bernalillo, for $10416.66 2/3, to George William 
Ballou of Boston… sell one undivided forty eighth part of the Canon del Agua Grant... Sig. F.M.F. Caziu, Minna Caziu nee Ennigerloh. Wit. J.G. Annenle Anny, B.P. 
Schuster. b.P-1 Deeds p.54. [BHenderson Abstract of Title No.2 30Sep1983] 

________________________________________________________________ 

 * Cedar * 
CEDAR CAÑON COPPER COMPANY    - Abq 
1897May21; New Corporations. The Cedar Canon Copper Company has been incorporated by Henry L. Warren, Henry T. McKinney, George H. Davis and 

Lewis H. Chamberlain of Albuquerque, and Henry Carpenter of Tijeras, and articles of incorporation filed in the territorial secretary’s office. The object 

of the company is to carry on a general mining and milling business; capital stock, $75,000, with principal place of business located at Albuquerque, 
N.M. [SFDNM] 

1899October23; An Old Copper Mine. Was Worked Sixty Years Ago To Be Opened Again. A project is on foot to work the Long View mine in Cedar 

canon in the Tijeras mining district in Bernalillo county. The mine was discovered and worked to some extent in 1840 by a Frenchman named Tone, 
who reduced the ore mined by him to matte in a small adobe building about a mile from the mine. Most of the metal he used in casting many of the 

small church bells in use in the small towns in the vicinity. The remainder was shipped east by pack train. Tone was forced to abandon the mine and 

leave the country on account of difficulties with near-by settlers. After remaining idle a while the mine was worked by a Mexican from the state of 
Chihuahua, Mex. The miner was named Jose Marin Senanvas, and he shipped most of his ores to Chihuahua though some of it was sent east. In 1863 

the mine was in the hands of the late John Dold, a merchant of Las Vegas, who opened it by sinking a shaft a few feet from the surface, where his 

workmen encountered a large body of copper glance, which was left standing except that taken out to excavate the shaft room. Dold shipped several 
ox-team loads of ore to Kansas City, thence to Baltimore, the gold in the ore alone paying all the cost of production, transportation and treatment. The 

last shipment was three six-mule team loads to Newark, N.J. The shipment netted a profit of $8,000. At that time Dold’s foreman reported to him that 

he then had 1[4] feet of ore standing in the bottom of the shaft, being about in 8 inches of copper glance, and the balance in yellow and red oxide and 
argentite ore. ¶ The difficulties encountered at an early date in transportation compelled Dold to close the mine. In 1892 the property was taken hold of 

and under contract the old shaft was cleaned out and retimbered to the bottom. The body of ore which was left standing in 1863 was taken out, besides 

some standing in the bottom. A part of this ore was treated at San Pedro, and the balance sacked and shipped east. An epidemic of small-pox forced the 
closing of the mine again. ¶ The large chamber of the mine was made by the removal of the copper glance. In the bottom of this drift and to the east are 

found 4 inches of copper glance, increasing a little in width as it is followed to the north and down. To the west at this point the yellow and red oxide 

and argentite ores show, the copper also showing in deposits more or less in the lime. The ore from the several assays recently made shows from 15 to 
46 per cent copper, from $4.50 to $90 in gold, and 15 to 25 ounces in silver per ton. In close proximity to the shaft are several small shafts and inclines 

from 50 to 75 feet in depth, and from most of which good bodies of ore have been taken. In 1892 work was again commenced under contract upon the 
mine. All the ore was gathered from the dump and sold for $20 a ton. The Cedar Canon Copper Company was incorporated recently to again work the 

mine. The company owns two full claims. Five miles distant are heavy coal measures. Some of the coal will coke, and has been sold for $1.25 per ton 

at Albuquerque in car load lots. [SFNM] 

 



CEDAR RAPIDS MINING COMPANY    - New Placers, IA  <see John Whitburn or William Batchelder) 

1880  NM Incorporation No. 29 Cedar Rapids Mining Company.  
1880April9; J.R. Hudson, S.C. Wright, W.E. Gale<all of SBMD) sell for $200 to Cedar Rapids MC undiv 1/3int Emerald Mine Tuerto Mtns, CRMD will 

sink shaft or tunnel to the depth of 50’, rec 13Apr80; presence F.P. White, J.J. Penny [b.C p.87] 

1880May5(loc); Cedar Rapids M Co 3/4, of Cedar Rapids IA, John Whitburn 1/4, locators Cedar Rapids Mine from E side line of Tennesee Mine, thence 

SE 1500’, 300’ea side, in pine tree Gulch, Silver Buttes MD SFCo, rec 23Jun80; presence W.E. Gale, F.C. Whitney [b.B p.430] 
1880June5(loc); CRMC 1/3, J.R. Hudson 1/3, W.E. Gale 1/6, S.C. Wright 1/6 Jas Morton mine, SE 1500’x600’, ca 1mi E Gillets Camp, adjoining the 

Emerald Mine on SW corner, SBMD Tuerto Mtns; witness T. Saunders, J. Osfield Jr [b.C p.264] 

1880June5(loc); CRMC 1/3, J.R. Hudson 1/3, S.C. Wright 1/6, W.E. Gale 1/6 Emerald mine, on the line of the Globe in a NNW dir and adjoining on SW, 
1500’x600’, E side of Tuerto Mtns, ca 1mi E Gillets Camp, SBMD; witness J. Osfield Jr, T. Saunders [b.C p.265] 

1880June15; Cedar Rapids M Co 2/3, W.E. Gale 1/3 Effie Mine from SW corner Jas Morlon mining claim thense NW 600’, thense SE 1500’, E side of Bold 

Peak on E side tuerto Mtn, 1mi E of the large copper mine, Silver Buttes MD SFCo, rec 25Jun80; witness Manuel Aranda [b.B p.431] 
1880June15; J.R. Hudson sells for 10shares of Cedar Rapids MC of Cedar Rapids IA, to CRMC all my int Emerald mine E side of Tuerto Mtns, ca 1mi E of 

Gillets Camp, adjoining the Globe mine on SW, SBMD, rec 22Jun80; witness C?E. Heath, E.B. Sill [b.C p.257] 

1880June15; J.R. Hudson sells for $50 to CRMC all my int James Morton mine E side of Tuerto Mtns, ca 1mi E of Gillets Camp, adjoining the Emerald 
mine on SW, SBMD; witness C?E. Heath [b.C p.258] 

1880June16; Johnson H. Brown, John F. Kelley, both of SBMD, sell for $50 to CRMC undiv 1/3 Florence mine TuertoMD, if Ross Burns Esq of Topeka 

KS perfects their title to the above mine and defends them against the Cañon del Agua Grant then 1/5 of the undiv 1/3 hereby transferred shall be 
transferred to the said Ross Burns by the CRMC, rec 22Jun80; witness T. Saunders, E.B. Sill [b.C p.259] 

1880June30; Quit Claim Deed; W.E. Gale sells for $500 to CRMC of Cedar Rapids IA, undiv 1/12int Emerald Mine adjoining Celtic mine, undiv 1/12int 

Esmerald Mine adjoining glove mine, undiv 1/12int James Morton Mine adjoining Esmerald Mine, all on SE side of the most prominent & Bald Peak on 
the E side of the Tuerto Mtn, ca 1mi E of Gray Copper Mine, SBMD; presence Samuel S. Davis, W.S. Handy [b.C p.326] 

1880August5; Corporations Organized Under the General Incorporation Law, 1868-1904. Cedar Rapids Mining Company. The (Ia). Date of filing Aug. 5, 1880, 50yrs, Santa 
Fe, Capital stock 50,000 [NMBlueBook 1905, p.192] 

1880September30(disc&loc); Cedar RMC 1/3, James H. Cheves 1/3, Pfouts + Gallaher 1/3 Arizona mine 300’E+W 800’N 700’S, in Old placer mts, ca 4mi 

NEly from Real de San Franco, SBMD; witness George Dosflinger, James Drake [b.D p.42] 
1881March1; [San Pedro] William Batchelder, Superintendent of the Cedar Rapids Mining Company, is expected back this week to further develop the 

company’s property. [SFDNM] 

1881March12; William Batchelder, Superintendent of Cedar Rapids Mining Company of the New Placers has just returned from a trip to Iowa, and was in 
Santa Fe yesterday. He has been east for about five months. He reports that the company owns seven good mines, and that it will develolp this season to 

the amount of 300 or 400 feet in tunnels and shafts. [SFDNM] 

1881March26; Special Correspondent of the New Mexican. Golden, March 23rd, 1881. Knowing you take a lively interest in all pertaining to mining interests, I will attempt to 
keep you posted on items of interest from this camp. The weather for the past week has been quite cool with occasional snow, squalls, but the indications now point a 
favorable weather. However, weather is not my forte, and as a weather prophet I am not a success. Since my last, Colonel William Bachelder is around in camp. He is 
the mining superintendent for the Cedar Rapids Mining Company. He looks well and healthy and has come prepared for a vigorous summer’s campaign in prosecuting 
the work of development on the mining property owned by his company. Mr. W.S. Deck, representing eastern capital, is also in camp preparing for a suitable mill site on 
which he proposes to erect mills and smelters ere long. Mr. Deck is a gentleman of considerable experience in mining camps in the west, and we have no dobut that 
those who have sent him to examine all the mines of this camp will be fully satisfied with Mr. Deck’s report. Prospecting and subsequent development goes briskly on 
and new and rich discoveries are regularly reported. The latest big bonanza is that known as the Mountain Gorge, owned by T.J. Kurtz. It is an immense body of ore 
showing free gold in large quantities and is no doubt very rich. “Tom” as he is familiarly called here, is in ecstacies over his find, and never fails to exhibit the rich 
specimens to all who visit the camp. He is undecided as to whether he will make his future residence in Philadelphia or Santa Fe, but he will give the latter city the first 
show, and we would advise our mutual friend, Harry Simpson of the Exchange, to have No.6 newly upholstered and otherwise renovated without delay, for the boys may 
anticipate a royal good time when Tom arrives. St.Patrick’s Day was duly observed here. All passed off very pleasantly. There was a grand ball in the evening, Mr. Mike 
Callahan acting as master of ceremonies. All were invited without regard to race, color or previous condition of servitude. The large and spacious dining room of the 
Clarendon Hotel was used for dancing, which began at three o’clock p.m., and at one a.m. a splendid lunch was served by mine host of the Clarendon, consisting of 
sandwiches, pies, cakes, both plain and ornamental, and a plentiful supply of very excellent coffee, together with all the et ceteras. After lunch dancing was resumed and 
kep up into the “wee sma’ hours.” Everything passed off in the most quiet, pleasant and orderly manner, and will long be remembered by those who participated. Quite 
an noticeable feature was the very elegant toilettes worn by the ladies present, also very noticeable was the excellent dancing “tripping the light fantastic” with a grace 
and elegance rarely equalled and never excelled by their more favored sisters of the north and east. I understand that the San Pedro Company are experiencing much 
trouble in getting their smelter to work satisfactorily. Various theories are afloat, and a wide difference of opinion exists as to the cause, but of this I will write more fully in 
my next, as well as of other items of interest not yet fully developed. Rusticus. [SFDNM] 

1881March26; The Arizona mine, owned by the Cedar Rapids Mining Company, originally owned by J.G. Pfouts and D.W. Roberts is showing a fine 
fissure ??? two and a half feet, with white porphyry walls. A contract has been recently let to sink this shaft two by five feet 250 feet. The above 

company intend to do quite an extensive business in Golden this season. [SFDNM]   
1881May26; [Golden] Emerald Cedar Rapids Company & Gale, gold and copper, three tunnels 16 feet, 10 feet and 50 feet, respectively, shaft 110 feet, 

assays $58 per ton. – Morton, owners as above, gold, ?5 feet tunnel, no assay. – Efler, 20 feet shaft, owners same as above. [SFDNM] 

1881May26; [Golden] Water Witch Cedar Rapids Co. & Pflauts, 10 feet shaft, 2 1/2 feet vein, gold and silver, assay $45. [SFDNM] 
1881June4(disc&loc), Cedar Rapids Mining Company John Bull Lode 300’ea side 500’E 1000’W, in Old Placer Mtns (Ortiz) on NW slope, ca 1/2mi NE of 

Emporia Mine, about 8mi NW of the present town of Golden Real del San Francisco, NPMD Co of Lincoln, rec 23Jul81; attest Jas Drake, Geo 

Dorflinger [b.E p.447] 

1881July13; Letters From The Camps, No.8. ¶ Adjoining the Cañon del Agua grant on the east are a large number of mining claims. The owners are developing them as fast 
as their limited means will allow; their prospects being probably equally as good as any on the grant. I visited a number of camps in the new district, and was favorably 
impressed with the mineral found here, and predict for this locality a bright future. ¶ Among those noticed were the Tom Paine, owned by Messrs. Paxton, Shannon & 
Gleason. They are at work on this prospect, which produces a sliver bearing ore, and have arrived at a depth of forty feet. ¶ The Old Smelter, owned by Whitelaw, Gate 
& Green, is down fifty feet, with about the same quality of ore as the above. ¶ The Evening Star, owned by R.G. McDonald, has a 21 feet shaft, the mineral being galena 
and copper. ¶ The old Spanish mine, Gladiator, owned by Elliott, Clark & Post, has a 50 feet shaft and a tunnel. Carbonates are taken from this of a quality that will most 
assuredly pay. ¶ The Queen of the West, owned by Messrs. Mirzell, Baldwin & Sheres, has a 30 feet shaft, and the boys are digging out a good quality of galena ore. ¶ 
At this camp I was overtaken by a shower and very kindly accepted their kind invitation of shelter and supper. The miner’s camp has its delights for me, reminding me 
very forcibly of my army experience. ¶ Next here is the Sumner. This shaft is down 31 feet, and is owned by Messrs. Morrison, Hasbrouck, Cutter & Kellogg. ¶ The 
Golden Eagle, owned by Messrs. Kline & Oldencott, has a 45 feet shaft, the mineral being lead carbonates. They also own the Beaver, with about the same kind of 



mineral. ¶ The Crystal, owned by F. Franaur, at a depth of 10 feet shows a good pay streak of galena. ¶ A very large proportion of the miners in these camps are men 
who have for years hunted buffalo on the range, and are a social, hospitable people. ¶ On the north and northeast of the grant I found a large number of good claims, 
many of them being worked, yet  capital is greatly needed here to develop the district. With the success which must surely attend the gigantic enterprise conducted by 
the San Pedro & Cañon del Agua Mining Co., whose improvements are in close proximity to the miners’ claims avobe mentioned, will also come a revival of work and 
prosperity to this camp, never before enjoyed. I find the miners around here, however, very bitter against the above company on account of the yet unsettled conditions 
of the title to the grant. As I know nothing about the merits in this controversy, I forbear to express an opinion. The following claims, however, are off the grant, and 
probably equally as valuable as if they were a few rods over the line: The Golden Gate, a 50 feet shaft, owned by Benton & McDonald, shows well up in gold bearing 
ore. The Jennie, which has lately changed hands, has a 65 feet tunnel. It is owned by Gale and Gleason, and First National Bank of Santa Fe. The mineral is gold ore of 
good quality. The Emerald, owned by Mr. Gale and the Cedar Rapids Mining Co., has a shaft 113 feet in depth, besides two tunnels, each in 50 feet. Gold and copper 
ore are taken from this shaft. It is located about four miles east of Golden. ¶ Besides the above, there is the Orafance, owned by Roberts and Cheves, with a 20 feet 
shaft. The Rebel Boy, owned by White & Co., having a tunnel 25 feet long, with gold and copper ore. The Black Prince, owned by Morris, Myers, Briggs & Stinson, with 
a 50 feet tunnel, gold and silver ore. The Lehigh, with an 85 feet tunnel, containing the same kind of ore as the above, and owned by Hawk, Gold & Morrison; and the 
Bunker Hill, owned by Handy & Thornton, with a shaft and tunnel each in twenty feet. ¶ The noted Delgado mine, down 170 feet, owned by the Mammoth Consolidated 
Co., and the rich Copper Tip, owned by S. Levy and the Shoemaker Bros, are also in this neighborhood. ¶ I must not forget to mention the favorite prospect in this 
locality, the well known Pine Tree, three miles east of Golden. It is owned by Messrs. Hodgdon, Sheves, McDonald & Delgado. The shaft is down 50 feet, with cross 
cuts, 25 feet, and one or two other shafts. On the dump there are perhaps forty or maybe fifty tons of gold ore. ¶ There are a large number of good claims in this locality 
which I failed to see. I think that I am not stating it too high when I say that there are at least 150 good working claims here, all of them off the grant. ¶ I was very anxious 
to see some practical illustrations of placer washings, but I failed to find any, either in the Old or New Placers. I was informed that at the New Placers a Mexican goes 
out, not oftener than semi-occasionally, about a mile from Golden, and in his primitive way separates the gold dust from the sand. I was even told here that he makes as 
high as five or six dollars per day when he works. This, however, does not seem probable, else the shafts and tunnels would all be deserted. Placer workings would then 
be in the fashion, and I would have been able to have given you some information as to the practical workings of this hitherto almost forgotten occupation. ¶ There are 
two stamp mills at Golden, and neither of them are running. There are many reasons given for their suspending, but I was informed by Col. Webb, the proprietor of one 
of them, that he was waiting for suitable machinery capable of doing good work. ¶ There is no work going on at the Old Placers, and everything around here seems to be 
at a dead stand still. Rumors of intended improvements, however, are wafted on the breeze, and all live in hopes of a lively hereafter.  W.W.C. [W.W. Cone] Golden (Old 
Placers), July 11, 1881 [SFDNM Vol.X No.113] 

1882March26; A letter from the Cedar Rapids Mining company confirms in substance the statement published concerning work on property here. This 

company will spend $5,000 at least here the coming summer, which will be a great help to this district, and will at the same time place the company’s 

valuable property in excellent condition. Uncle Batch will manage matters with his usual care and practical intelligence. [SFDNM] 
1882 n.d. August?; Wm Batchelder Superintendent for the Cedar Rapids Mining Co Roberts & Gallagher owners, POL for $112 before Crawford S Griffin 

Justice of the Peace, for 1882, Arizona NPMD; [b.F p246] 

1882August29; Golden’s Bonanza. …A very fine property which will repay investment is the John Bull, owned by the Cedar Rapids company. It is down 
sixty feet… Wm Batchelder, the company’s superintendent, and is a live, progressive and practical man, one who is not a miner in theory but in practice. 

[SFDNM] 

1882August30; A new strike has been made in the Morton mine by the Cedar Rapids Mining company at Golden. A five foot vein rich gold bearing ore has 
been cut by the tunnel, and drifting on the lead will be prosecuted. The ore prospects well but has not been subjected to a fire test. [SFDNM] 

1882 n.d. September; PoL; Wm Batchelder Superintendent for Cedar Rapids Mining Co of Cedar Rapids IA, and H.W. Somers, owners, Ben Roberts, John 

Roberts, swear before Crawford S. Griffin Justice of the Peace, at least $100 worth labor upon Clinton Mining claim for 1882, NPMD, rec 12Sep82 [b.F 
p.253] 

1882September9; PoL; Wm Batchelder Superintendent for Cedar Rapids Mining Co of Cedar Rapids IA, A.W. Somers, John D. Roberts, owners, John D. 

Roberts, Lina W. Roberts, swear before Crawford S. Griffin Justice of the Peace at least $100 worth labor upon Legal Tender for 1882, NPMD, rec 
12Sep82 [b.F p.254] 

1883May25; Uncle Batch, superintendent of the Cedar Rapids Mining Company, returned to Golden last week. He was a little later than usual in getting 

here this spring, but was delayed by a trip to the Black Hills, whither he went to expert and report upon some property for Iowa capitalists. – Uncle 
Batch has a force of men at work on the Emerald. [The Golden Retort. Vol.III No.13] 

1883June1; The Emerald is showing up in fine shape under recent development. A 40-foot shaft has been sunk on the vein in the face of the tunnel, and the 

mineral is now three feet thick. [The Golden Retort. Vol.III No.14] 
1883August15(loc); Cedar Rapids Mining Co, Wm Batchelder Agent; Emerald Mine orig 5Jun80 b.C p.265, ammended loc, 300’ea side, from S side Glove 

mine WNW900’ SSW600’ etc, on E side of Tuerto Mtns, about 1mi E of Gilletts Camp, SBMD, rec 16Aug83 [b.F p.438] 

1883August22; Indenture; James Morton of Linn Co IA sells for $1300 to Cedar Rapids Mining Co, undiv 1/4 Emerald, undiv 1/4 Jos Morton, undiv 1/3 
Effie <all on NE slope Oraquay peak, on E side Tuerto Mtns, ca 6mi E of town of Golden; undiv 1/4 Cedar Rapids situated in pine tree gulch adjoining 

Tennessee mine on SE, NPMD, rec 3Sep83; presence Senn Y. Hallan/r, J.A. Lomax [b.F p.446] 

1883September7; No.18 – Application for Patent; Notice is hereby given that D.B. Abrahams, attorney in fact for the Cedar Rapids Mining company of 
Cedar Rapids, Iowa, whose post office address is Santa Fe, New Mexico, has this day filed application for a patent for 1,500 linear feet of the James 

Morton mine or vein, bearing gold, silver and copper, with surface ground 600 feet in width, situated in Silver Buttes mining district... [The Golden 

Retort. Vol.III No.17] 
1883September7; No.19 – Application for Patent; Notice is hereby given that D.B. Abrahams, attorney in fact for the Cedar Rapids Mining company of 

Cedar Rapids, Iowa, whose post office address is Santa Fe, New Mexico, has this day filed application for a patent for 1,500 linear feet of the Emerald 

mine or vein, bearing gold, silver and copper, with surface ground 600 feet in width, situated in Silver Buttes mining district... [The Golden Retort. 

Vol.III No.17] 

as of 1903June30; List of mining claims in NM which have been officially surveyed… By Surveyor-General Morgan O. Llewellyn. Cedar Rapids Mining 

Co., James Morton, Silver Buttes MD, 20.38ac. – Do., Emerald, do. MD, 20.38ac. [Report of the Governor of New Mexico to the Secretary of the 
Interior 1903, p.352] 

________________________________________________________________ 

 
John Cell    - Wallace 
1882October1; John Cell, of Wallace, came up to Santa Fe yesterday and registered at the Exchange hotel. [SFDNM] 

 
Celso    - of Madrid 



1897August28; The Santa Fe Juniors and Madrid will cross balls at Madrid tomorrow. The following are the names of the players: Santa Fe – Fred Swoop, 

Campaynoli, Romero, Tafoya, Ricardo, Perez, Alarid, Kirschner, Yanni, McKenzie. Madrid – Brown, Densman, Garcia, Polonio, Downy, Pardee, 
Sanchez, Alarid, Celso. [SFDNM] 

________________________________________________________________ 

 * Cencel * 
Andrew Cencel    - wife is Isabel Luaboda Cencil;  Cerrillos 

As an aside, collectors have discovered a single Hutchinson bottle from Cerrillos, embossed "CENCIL & KRICK (arch) / BOTTLERS / CERRILLOS / N.M. (all horizontal)" in a 
plate on the front body (Wood 1998). Although no direct evidence has yet been found, Cencil (possibly Cengil) and Henry Krick very likely purchased Reber’s works in 
1889. They apparently either had a parting of the ways or discovered that Cerrillos would not support the business. By at least 1895, Krick was the distributor for 
Lemp’s St. Louis Beer and mineral water in Santa Fe (Hannaford & Taylor 1995:129). [BillLockhart 2011] 

1892February29; Andrew Cencil marries Isabel Luaboda [Colfax co. marriage records] 
1893May17; At the Exchange: Robert Roycraft, A. Ceuce and wife, Cerrillos. [SFDNM] 
1894January15; Word comes up from Cerrillos to-day to the effect that Ross Griffiths, a saloon keeper over at the coal camp last night came pretty near 

laying out his partner, Andrew Seneth. The got into an altercation and Griffiths floored Seneth. [SFDNM] 

1896May16; District Court. The case of the Territory vs. Frank Bonsheim, Andrew Sensel, Frank Groshel and Frank C. Groshel, assault on a dwelling 
house, the bonds of Frank Groshel and Frank Bonsheim were declared forfeited. The bond of the former is $300, with Andrew Cencel, W.H. Kennedy, 

Barney Ford, C. Closson and John Krick as sureties, and of the latter is $500 with Albert Teichmann, Austin Goodall and Arnold & Stinson as sureties. 

[SFDNM] 

 
C. Cencel    - Cerrillos 

1894June19; At the Bon Ton; Nazario Gonzales, La Cienega; John J. Lundt, Lamy; D.W. Coughlin, Cerrillos; J.S. Foster, Bland; Dennis Hurt, Jasper 
Tucks, C. Cencel, Cerrillos. [SFDNM] 

________________________________________________________________ 

 

CENTARI COPPER COMPANY    - Las Cruces 

1900November28; J.E. Harper, Samuel B. Clifford and W.H.H. Llewellyn today filed incorporation papers for the Centari Copper Company. Capital 
$1,000,000. Headquarters, Las Cruces. Directors, the above named incorporators and Edward A. Whipple and A.C. Garcia. Incorporation fee $70. 

[SFNM] 

 

CENTENNIAL MINING COMPANY    - StaFe 

1875November2; Corporations Organized Under the General Incorporation Law, 1868-1904. Centennial Mining Company of New Mexico. The. Date of filing Nov. 2, 1875, 
50yrs, Santa Fe, Capital stock 60,000 [NMBlueBook 1905, p.192] 

1875November24(inc); Corporations Classified Mining Milling and Smelting. 0296 The Centennial Mining Company. (date of expiration) 11/24/’25. 

Standing; B. 

 
N. A. Centers    - stone worker;  of Raton 

1897September2; The Cerrillos Smelter Certainty That the New Mexican’s Prediction of Many Months Ago is Soon to Be More Than Realized. Construction Is In Active 

Progress Description of the Buildings As They Appear in the Blue Prints – Faultless Plans – Part of machinery on the Ground. ¶ Many months ago, founding its prediction 

upon positive assurances from President Marion Balue, Secretary D.W. Manley and Treasurer J.H. Vaughn, the New Mexican affirmed without equivocation that 1897 would 

witness the erection and successful operation of a fine smelting plant at Cerrillos by the Mary Mining & Smelting company. Even the most incredulous of all the great army of 

doubting Thomases must now acknowledge, if he is a candid man, that this veraclous journal was anything but a false prophet. ¶ As already fully set forth in these columns, 

all the money needed to carry forward this notable enterprise was some time ago raised by Captain Balue in Detroit and Santa Fe, and a complete 80 ton smelting plant of the 

most improved sort was thereupon ordered from Fraser & Chalmers in Chicago, with the understanding that this justly celebrated mining machinery firm would furnish the 

plans, supervise the work of construction and placing the machinery, and operate the plant for 30 days after its completion. ¶ Preliminary to this arrangement, Captain Balue 

had already secured probably the most desirable site at Cerrillos for his proposed smelter. Having completed his financial negotiations and ordered the machinery, he next 

consummated arrangements with the A.,T.&S.F. railroad company to put in the necessary sidetracks. Then he invited bids for the necessary grading, excavating, stone work 

and construction of the buildings called for in the carefully prepared plns of Fraser & Chalmers. ¶ Since then the bids have all been opened and the contracts definitely 

awarded to the lowest responsible bidders. The work of grading for the sidetracks and excavating for the foundation was let to Contractor Hale of Raton, who has for several 

days been actively engaged upon the work indicated with probably the finest outfit of men, teams, and scrapers that ever undertook a similar task in the territory. ¶ The 

contract for the stone work was let to N.A. Centers, another responsible Raton contractor of recognized experience and energy, and, as was briefly remarked in the New 

Mexican yesterday, the work of constructing the buildings was assigned by contract to Antonio Windsor of Santa Fe, monuments to whose skill and fidelity as an architect and 

builder are found in nearly every city and town in the territory. ¶ Two carloads of the machinery are already on a sidetrack at Cerrillos and another week will doubtless witness 

the arrival of several carloads more. The work of grading and excavating is rapidly progressing and the massive stones for the foundations are now being squared and 

numbered and expert mechanics will soon begin the work of placing them in position. The material needed for the buildings has been ordered and Contractor Windsor expects 

to begin on his part of the work in about ten days. He will employ all the men he can possibly work and anticipates being able to complete the buildings in 40 days after he 

strikes the first hammer. ¶ The buildings will consist of an engine and boiler house of ample size; smelter proper 35x57, the central part where stack is located being two 

stories high; sampling works 25x41 and one story high; ore bins occupying a space of 25x60 feet, besides large bins for coal and coke. ¶ The specifications call for the most 

substantial class of buildings known, the heavy frame work being bolted together in the strongest possible manner. The roof of the main building will be supported by 12 

combination trussers, heavy enough to carry both the roof and the weight of the shafting. All the buildings will be covered with heavy corrugated steel roofing. ¶ The 

buildings have been so carefully located that no ore will be lifted from the moment it reaches the sampling works until it appears in the form of bullion at the bottom of the 

furnace. The fuel and fluxing materials will also be mainly handled by gravity. ¶ The reader will understand that the sampling works, as well as the ore and fuel bins, are 

located above the smelter proper, with a wagon road above and a railroad below, the latter being so located that the bottom of the cars will be on a level with the feed floor and 

the sampling floor. Another switch will be run below the smelter proper to carry away the bullion and slag. ¶ The plant will be so constructed that its capacity can be readily 

multiplied three times. The machinery will include two 120 horse power boilers and one 120 horse power engine and every other modern appliance needed for a perfect 80 ton 

smelter. ¶ The work of construction will involve 6,000 yeads of excavation, 800 perch of stone work, and the use of 100,000 feet of lumber. ¶ Captain Marion Balue, president 

and manager of the Mary Mining & Smelting company, is entitled to unstinted credit for his patient and tireless efforts to bring about the results above foreshadowed, and 

unquestionably his hard work and confidence will be richly rewarded. [SFDNM] 

________________________________________________________________ 

 * Central * 
CENTRAL COPPER COMPANY    - Las Cruces 



1902February10; At a meeting held in Philadelphia on February 8, of the Central Copper Co., with headquarters at Las Cruces, N.M., the name of the 

corporation was changed to the Central Gold and Copper Co., and the number of directors was increased from five to nine. [SFNM] 

 

CENTRAL GOLD & COPPER COMPANY    - Gold Camp, Organ mtns 
1902January9; The Central Gold and Copper Company at Gold Camp in the Organ mountains, Dona Ana county, has struck a body of ore in the Bullion 

mine two and a half feet thick that runs $125 to the ton and carries good values in copper and silver. [SFNM] 
1902February10; At a meeting held in Philadelphia on February 8, of the Central Copper Co., with headquarters at Las Cruces, N.M., the name of the 

corporation was changed to the Central Gold and Copper Co., and the number of directors was increased from five to nine. [SFNM] 

 

CENTRAL MINING COMPANY    - Cerrillos 

1901August27; At Cerrillos on Saturday, Sheriff Marcelino Garcia sold the property of the Central Mining company upon an execution for $3,200 in favor 
of Captain W.E. Dame who bought in the property which consists of the Great Central mine and about 120 acres of mineral land. [SFNM] 

1902January3; Quite a number of owners of mining property in the Cerrillos district during 1901 have pushed their development work until now their 

mines show ore bodies which warrant the erection oa machines, and in several instances of reduction works. Among these are mines owned by W.G. 
Franklin, Edgar Andrews and Edwin F. Bennett and the Central mine just north of Cerrillos, which has been in litigation several years and was recently 

bought at an execution sale by Captain W.E. Dame. [SFNM] 

 

CENTRAL MINING COMPANY, INCORPORATED    - StaFe, Magdalena 
as of 1965; Central Mining Co., Inc. Santa Fe. Mine: Rincon Mine at Magdalena. SMIR 1954. [Directory of Mines in New Mexico, Lucien A. File] 

 

CENTRAL NEW MEXICO MINING COMPANY. 
1880March2(inc); Corporations Classified Mining Milling and Smelting. 0252 Central New Mexico Mining Company. (date of expiration) 3/2/’90. 

1880March2; Corporations Organized Under the General Incorporation Law, 1868-1904. Central New Mexico Mining Company. Date of filing Mch. 2, 1880, 10yrs, 
Albuquerque, Capital stock 100,000 [NMBlueBook 1905, p.192] 

________________________________________________________________ 

 
S. Ceriel    - StaFe 

1892September12; The Santa Fe junior base ball team… Bert Ward, Will Kuoll, S. Ashford, Arthur Skinner, Roye Crighton, S. Ceriel, Gus O’Brien, Claire 

Webber and Redgie McKenzie. [SFDNM] 

________________________________________________________________ 

 * CERRILLOS * LOS CERRILLOS * 

CERRILLOS 
Cerrillos, Cerrito, diminutive forms of Cerro. In seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, name was applied to haciendas located near Turquoise Mtn., SW of Santa Fe. Cerrillos 

(Santa Fe). Also called Los Cerrillos. Former coal-mining community 18 mi SW of Santa Fe. Built by AT&SF RR in 1879. Took its name from topography in the vicinity. 
Historic evidence shows that Indians enslaved by the Spaniards mined turquoise N of here with crude hand tools before 1680. PO 1880-  – Los Cerrillos Grant (Santa 
Fe). Original grantee was Alfonso Rael de Aguilar, who received this land NW of Galisteo on Sept. 18, 1692, from Gov. Diego de Vargas. [T.M. Pearce 1965] 

Cerrillos; PO 1880-; 20mi S of StaFe; smelter & trade. [NM in Maps, Jerry Williams 1986] 
1788; Los Cerrillos Grant, StaFe co.; 1,478 acres, granted 1788, confirmed 1894. [History of NM, Chas F. Coan, 1925, p.479] 
1894; Sitio de los Cerrillos Grant, StaFe co.; 572 acres, granted _, confirmed 1894. [History of NM, Chas F. Coan, 1925, p.479] 
1871; the Government Deeds to the 606 acres for the town of Cerrillos. [NMSU Folder # 2/10] 
1880 [ref to gold in CMD] According to D.C. Hyde (undated brochure), in development work starting about 1880, a number of sealed-up caves were found. 

In these old workings, small veins of turquois from 1/8 to 2 in. thick were found, along with gold-bearing quartz on the walls of the central cave. [alt 

phrase =] sealed-up cave. [Northrop, 1975] 

1880May20; Stereoscopic Views of the Cerrillos just received at the P.O. News Depot. [ad in SFDNM] 
Post Offices in  StaFe region, per James W. White, corrected by Jim Forte; Santa Fe, 1Oct1849; Santa Cruz, 4Feb1852; Juana Lopez, 10Dec1866 to 1870; Real de Dolores, 

1Mar1869 to 1870; Pojoaque, 25Feb1870 to 1919; La Bajada, 17Jul1870 to 1872; Glorieta, 6Jan1875; Gallisteo, 19Dec1876 to 1885; Carbonateville 10Jul1879 to 
1880; Cañoncito, 30Sep1879 to 1880; Turquesa, 1880 to 1899; Cerrillos, 29Jun1880; Golden, 2Jul1880 to 1928; Bonanza City, 2Aug1880 to 1883; Lamy, 1Mar1881 to 
1963; San Pedro, 16May1881 to 1918; Dolores, 1887 to 1901; Galisteo, 1893 to 1959; Hobart, 19May1894 to 1912; Romero, 4Apr1895 to 1900; Madrid, 27Mar1896 to 
1966; Cowspring, 6Apr1899 to 1906; Buckman, 22Jun1899?89 to 1925; Nambé, 16Apr1901 to 1922; Ildefonso, 14Aug1901 to 1915; Kennedy, 31May1902 to 1918; La 
Cienega, 17Apr1906 to 1907; Stanley, 13Apr1907 to 1965; Otto, 4Jun1907 to 1923; Hyer, 7Jan1908 to 1926; Venus, 10Feb1901?09 to 1928; Dennison, 4Jun1907?12 
to 1912; Barton, 1908 to 1936; Waldo, 20May1919 to 1936; Los Alamos, 9Nov1920; Cundiyo, 15Jul1922 to 1964; Carnahan, 8Feb1927 to 1930; En Medio, 25Aug1932 
to 1933; Edgewood, 1Oct1936; Tesuque, 28Feb1938; Totavi, 16Feb1949 to 1953 [newmexicoalhn.net] 

1881January; [refs to gold in CMD] One writer (Mining World, v.1 n.5, p.7, Jan.1881) refers to “gold in quartz”; another (Mining World, v.1 no.5, p.6, 

Jan.1881) noted wire gold. [Northrop, 1975] 
1881May; Cerrillos district: native silver was observed in the Bonanza No.1 mine and wire silver elsewhere in the district. [Mining World, Three days of 

observation spent in Los Cerrillos, v.1 n.6[9], p.8] – In 1882 wire silver was reported from a mine near “Mina de Tiera.” [all cited in Northrup, 1975] 

1881May5; It is rather a rare thing now to see a Cerrillos man in Santa Fe. The miners are all so busy out at the camps of that district that they don’t have 
much chance to move about. It is a good sign to see everybody busy, and in the case of the Cerrillos camps it is very probable that the sign will continue 

throughout the summer. [SFDNM] 

1881May13; People are changing their minds about the Cerrillos district. Everybody seemed to think some time back that the mines of the district would produce an 
abundance of ore that would pay well for the working, and that the camps would be thrifty, go-ahead ones, with any number of mines that would yield fair profits. Since 
the leads have been further developed the ore has been of such a character as to raise the district in the estimation of all who have an opportunity too see what is being 
done. Such persons no longer look upon Cerrillos as destined to become a fine low grade district. Such an idea has been long since discarded, and since the shafts 
have been getting down to water level and striking brittle silver and gray copper, the expectations of mining experts, and men experienced in the business, has risen to 
such an extent that they are sure of having one of the finest camps in the country as that they have any indication whatever. The Cerrillos is bound to become a first-
class district. Scarcely a lead in the entire district has failed to improve in appearance as it was developed, and whenever a moderate depth was reached to produce ore 
that will assay way up. Never since the discovery of mineral in Los Cerrillos has the outlook been brighter than it is now. [SFDNM]   



1881May20; Some very rich discoveries are reported as having just been made in Hungry Gulch in the Cerrillos district. The new finds are gold leads, the ore from which 
assays as high as seventeen ounces. The discoveries have created no little excitement in Los Cerrillos. [SFDNM] 

1881May20; The owners of the smelter at Cerrillos station hope to have the machinery working within the next few weeks. They have sent East for various things which were 
found necessary, and are expecting to receive them in a very short time. As soon as they arrive the machinery will be put in readiness and work begun. [SFDNM] 

1881June3; The placer grounds in the Cerrillos district are now looked upon as one of the prominent attractions of the district. The dirt prospects high, and a great many 
claims have been located. [SFDNM] 

1881June19; A vein of exceedingly rich gold ore was struck in Los Cerrillos district during the past week? which filled the miners with excitement ?? ?? and ???? of gold 
quartz assaying up in the hundreds of dollars. [SFDNM] 

1881July14; Letters From The Camps, No.9. ¶ Los Cerrillos is a station on the A.T.& S.F. railroad, at the crossing of the highway from Santa Fe to the Old and New Placers. 
There are two stores, two saloons, a hotel and two or three dwelling houses. This is the natural outlet for the whole country to the north and southwest for many miles, 
and is destined to be quite a commercial point in the near future. ¶ Two miles west of this station is a coal mine, which produces coal equal in quality to any in the 
whole West. On the 30th day of June, 1881, the miners who had been at work in this shaft, to the number of eighteen, struck for higher wages, demanding an increase 
of 25 per cent on each ton mined. Their demand was not acceded to. Two or three of them went back for a day or so to finish up a car load partially filled at the time of 
the strike. About this time, I think a little after, Mr. W.H. Patton received advices from the railroad company of a change in freight rates. Mr. Patton informed me that he 
had a contract with the company for freight as follows: To Santa Fe, $2.50 per ton, to Albuquerque, $2.75; Las Vegas, $3.25. This had been the price for six months. 
The change on freight rates was as follows: To Las Vegas, $12.45; to Albuquerque, $7.35; to Santa Fe, $5.55. At these rates Mr. Patton said that he could not afford to 
ship coal, and therefore on last Saturday all the lumber for shutes, &c, at the mine was hauled away, and no more work will be done there. Mr. Patton lays all his 
trouble to the railroad company, and the miners declare it all proceeded from this strike. I give both sides as given to me by the parties themselves. ¶ Mr. Patton had 
leased the mines from the owners, Messrs. Catron & Elkins, and had expended over $5,000 in improvements. I have never seen a better quality of coal than that taken 
from this mine. ¶ A smelter was put up here about a year ago, but it is not now worked. There are a dozen or more reasons given by the people here why this smelter is 
not running, the principal one being that the machine is not suitable for treating the peculiar quality of mineral in this Territory. There is a strong probability that it will 
start up again next spring under a different management. ¶ The machine, however, that is expected to revolutionize the placer working is the dry washer or precious 
metal separator, as it is called. Mr. Hall, the inventor and manufacturer, is here, and is confident that the machine will be in running order within ten days. I give below a 
brief description of this machine, and there is general confidence that it will be a success. It is used to extract the precious metals from the auriferous and argentiferous 
ores, sand, gravel, or other deposits or tailings, and it is particularly designed to furnish an apparatus whereby such extraction may be thoroughly effected by means of 
a pressure blast of air, or compressed air in connection with suitable chemicals, although the apparatus may be employed in connection with hydraulic pressure. ¶ The 
invention further has for its objects to provide an apparatus which shall be simple in construction, so that it can be readily taken apart and conveniently packed for 
transportation, and expeditiously put together when required for use, and by means of which the finest particles of gold, silver, or other metals may be separated from 
foreign substances and concentrated. ¶ The operation of this apparatus is as follows: Two sets of pans are employed, one set being placed in the machine while in 
operation, the other set being held in reserve to take the place of the first mentioned set when the same have to be removed to discharge the mercury or chemicals and 
extracted metals. The pans being properly charged with chemicals and secured in the machine, the doors are closed, making the machine air tight, except at the 
induction and eduction air-openings. The ore, which may be in the form of gravel, sand, placer ore, or other natural deposits or tailings, is fed into the hopper, the 
casing being oscillated by rotating the driving shaft. The ore, by means of the agitating shaft and its arms, is fed from the hopper in a finely divided condition into one 
end of the upper pan. Here it meets with the incoming draft of air from the blowing machine and is carried by the draft of air, which, meeting with the dampers, is by 
them together with the ore, directed into the pockets containing the mercury or chemicals, violating the same and forcing the ore into intimate contact therewith. The 
ore, after being thoroughly deprived of the precious metals, escapes through the eduction opening at the lower corner of the machine. ¶ A dry-washer was brought here 
by four inexperienced young gentlemen a few months ago, but was not unloaded from the cars, although many claims were offered them where they could test the 
quality of the deposits. The boys were looking for something better. Mr. Hall has great faith in the placer diggings around here, and as he is energetic, and has a large 
amount of vim and snap about him, he will very likely succeed. We shall await with interest to hear of the successful operation of this machine. W.W.C. [W.W. Cone] 
Los Cerrillos, July 12, 1881 [SFDNM Vol.X No.114] 

1881September24; Cerrillos station is looking up. It is livelier now there than it has ever been. The people have caught the infection from the live business men and 
capitalists who have taken hold of the town and the district. Bright future ahead.  [SFDNM] 

1881September29; The Cerrillos are struggling hard to again come to the front as a great mining camp. The miners there have made and still continue to 

make grave mistakes. They will eventually discover that labor alone develops mines. Got to work and turn out your bullion, and show to the world what 
you have. [The Mining Chronicle, Silver City] 

1881October1; The pile driver which the A.T.& S.F. railroad has had engaged in the neighborhood of Cerrillos for some time has been moved up the road, 

where it will be used in constructing bridges. [SFDNM] 
1881October5; The coal mine in the Cerrillos district is a valuable piece of property and is yielding ????ely. [SFDNM] 

1881October7; The Cerrillos district is going ahead rapidly, Everybody is working as rapidly as possible in order to have enough ore on hand to enable the 

smelter to keep going when once started. – A dry washer is expected to arrive at Cerrillos station to-day. The placer claims near that place are 
considered very valuable and the washer will enable the miners to get some of the money that is in them into an available shape. [SFDNM] 

1881October8; The Cerrillos smelter men calculate that with the ore that can be had in the district from this time forward and some supplies of mineral they 
have engaged from Socorro and Eagle they will have more than they can treat... [SFDNM] 

1881October12; Los Cerrillos men were in Santa Fe yesterday in force. – The reduction works at Cerrillos station are all ready for work, and have been 

fired up once or twice. [SFDNM]   
1881October30; Los Cerrillos coal is used by the railroad and the Gas Company of Santa Fe. It is a first class article and should be generally used in Santa 

Fe, as it will certainly be ere long. [SFDNM] 

1881November2; The boys appeared to be pugilistically inclined yesterday. There were three fights in Santa Fe and one at the Cerrillos. [SFDNM] 

1881November8; Albuquerque and Las Vegas are kicking about the coal supply. Santa Fe is not much better off in this respect, notwithstanding that she has 

splendid coal mines within twenty miles of the city, which furnish better coal than that which comes from Trinidad. Sooner or later the Cerrillos coal 

will come into general use, and it cannot do so too soon for this city. [SFDNM] 
1881November10; Cerrillos coal commands an exceedingly high price in Santa Fe, selling as high as eleven dollars a ton. [SFDNM] 

1881November10; It is about time that some arrangements were being made to secure the regular receipts of mails at Bonanza, Carbonateville, Cerrillos and 

Golden. One forty mile route would accomplish this. [SFDNM] 
1881November16; The A.T.& S.F. railroad is jealous of Los Cerrillos coal. The road probably wants the article for its own use. – It costs five dollars a ton 

to have Cerrillos coal shipped to Santa Fe over the A.T.& S.F. railroad. As a consequence very little of the coal has as yet been hauled here. This heavy 

charge is attributed to various causes, but whatever may be the reason so it is that until recently no one has undertaken to sell the coal in Santa Fe, 
although it is much preferred to any other fuel. The T.S.F.&N. would certainly have one heavy item of freight if that road were now in operation 

between here and Los Cerrillos. [SFDNM] 



1881November18; In Hungry Gulch, one of the camps of the Cerrillos district, situated about three miles west of the town of Carbonateville, work is being steadily prosecuted 
on all the claims located – which include about every available part of mineral land in that section. Work is plentiful, the demand for miners largely exceeding the 
supply: and experienced men can command high wages. The ore found here is high grade, running considerably above the average, and there are now many tons of it 
on the various dumps awaiting reduction works. The miners of the camp are very anxious to secure the erection of a smelter at some point in the Gulch, claiming that it 
is one of the most desirable points in the Cerrillos district to place one, being central in its location, water and wood being found in abundance, and there being already 
enough ore on the dumps to keep a smelter worked to its utmost capacity. There is probably as much activity in mining matters in the camp to-day as can be found 
anywhere throughout the Territory, and the value of property is steadily on the rise. With proper facilities for reducing its ores, Hungry Gulch would rank among the best 
camps in New Mexico. [SFDNM] 

1881November24; Cerrillos coal is being used in Santa Fe quite extensively. – Notwithstanding the cold, Los Cerrillos miners are doing a good deal of work 

still. – There was a little racket down at Hungry Gulch the other day between the miners and a party of men who went down from Santa Fe to survey 
some ground in the gulch… [see J.H.Knaebel] [SFDNM] 

1881November29; A party of moneyed men who are expected to arrive here from the East in a day or two will go down to Los Cerrillos to examine the 

mineral of that district. The visit may result in some heavy investment being made and several solid men becoming interested in Cerrillos coal. 
[SFDNM] 

1881December2; Cerrillos station is said to be the most prosperous mining camp in this vicinity. [SFDNM] 

1881December2; A party of capitalists are figuring upon the advisability of putting another smelter up in Los Cerrillos district. They seem to think that the 
mines are not sufficiently developed just yet. By the time a smelter can be put in and set up there will be enough ore for half a dozen. The district needs 

only reduction works and it will furnish the mineral. [SFDNM] 

1881December3; The owners of the coal mines at Cerrillos have a bonanza and they know it. They do not propose to sell. [SFDNM] 

1881December6; Los Cerrillos. Since my last communication of a year ago, there has been many important changes in the Los Cerrillos district. Claims that were then 
unknown are now developed into mines and placing ore upon the dumps, and hauling to the smelter. ¶ We will deal directly with the producing properties of the camp, 
leaving the promising prospects for mention hereafter in our weekly letter. The Marshall Bonanza, the best developed mine in the district, has had no small amount of 
trouble in handling the immense volume of water encountered at 170 feet in the main shaft. Two pumps have been placed within the year, each proving inadequate, 
and sinking is at present stopped, awaiting the arrival of heavy machinery, when sinking will be resumed. Meanwhile, however, they are drifting and stoping the 160 
feet levels, and filling a large smelter contract for ore of medium quality. The entire opening on this vein consists of three shafts 175, 120 and 60 feet respectively, with 
over 400 feet of levels run, all showing large bodies of galena ore, with occasional pockets of rich pay, making the average very fair. ¶ The Bottom Dollar mine 
carrying the same character of rock as the Bonanza, is being extensively worked above water, and putting several tons of ore on the dump daily. Owners of this 
property are now in Chicago after machinery. ¶ The Capital mine shows a great body of galena ore at 250 feet depth: vein 25 feet between walls, which are quartzite 
and well defined. ¶ A company of Davenport, Iowa, men, recently purchased five-eighths interest in the Nick of Time mine, for $10,000, and are fixing to work it with a 
full force of men this fall and winter. Developments on this mine are five shafts, varying from 25 to 15 feet and about 200 feet of drifts in 50 ounce galena ore. ¶ 
Preparations are being made to crowd work on the Great Western mine, which now shows three feet of 60 ounce ore at 215 feet. Work has been suspended on the 
B.B. Pears, Pretty Betsy, Teresa and Georgia mines, temporarily. The mines all have shafts, upward of one hundred feet showing good bodies of pay, excepting the 
Pretty Betsy, which is rather off the belt, as it were, but there is good mineral on the ground which will in time be opened. ¶ Machinery for the Bonanza No.3 has 
arrived, the time consumed in transit from Chicago being but eight days. This mine is somewhat of a mystery, as the shaft is nearly 300 feet deep, and but very few 
tons of ordinary looking ore on the dump, yet it is claimed by parties who should know, that several veins of the ore were cut in sinking, and can be opened by cross-
cutting at the bottom. We hope this is true. ¶ The Last Entry has developed into a splendid mine, showing eighteen inches of 500 ounce ore. This one of the very few 
properties in New Mexico that has paid for developing itself. ¶ Adjoining this claim is the Piñon now being sunk to one hundred feet. There is an old Spanish working 
on this ground, and it is thought that by drifting from the present shaft some rich ore will be uncovered. ¶ Some nice horn silver is being taken from the Checker mine. ¶ 
The smelter at Cerrillos station has passed into the hands of a Denver company, headed by Gov. Tabor, of Colorado, who are making quick work in rebuilding the mill 
that has so long argued against the richness of Cerrillos ores. They are receiving ore now and will fire up as soon as a few alterations are completed. Correspondence 
Chicago Mining Report. [SFDNM] 

1881December7; And still Cerrillos station has no depot building. [SFDNM] 

1881December9; Cerrillos men were in the city in force yesterday. – Lots sell at Cerrillos for high prices and find ready purchasers. [SFDNM] 

1881December10; Business is in better shape in Los Cerrillos district than it has ever been. [SFDNM] 
1881December11; Los Cerrillos district is promised various dry washers. – Los Cerrillos district will be the objective point of a party of gentlemen this 

morning. They go out on business. [SFDNM] 
1881December20; Cerrillos Station boasts another hotel. It has been constructed within the past two months and is known as the Taber House. It is a large 

and substantial building. Cerrillos is building up very rapidly. [SFDNM] 

1881December21; P.F. Herlow has recently been down to to Cerrillos, and reports the progress of the district and of Cerrillos station as being remarkable, 
the town being much more prosperous than ever before. [SFDNM] 

1881December27; A good many Santa Fe people went out to the Cerrillos, on Sunday and yesterday. [SFDNM] 

1881December29; The coal dealers experience much trouble in getting Cerrillos coal to the city. The article is in great demand and is sold as fast as 
received. [SFDNM] 

1881December30; Lumber cannot be secured fast enough to meet the demand at Cerrillos station, so fast is building foing forward at that place. [SFDNM] 

1881December30; The A.T.& S.F. railroad company has selected a site for buildings at Cerrillos station where they will establish a good depot. The 
company is also taking up the side track two miles bedow the town, and will put in a switch and side tracks at the thriving little town. This is another 

helping hand for Cerrillos, which is fast becoming an important point. [SFDNM] 

1881December31; The railroad company has rented a building at Cerrillos for use as a telegraph office. [SFDNM] 

1882January7; The pe???ent weather is very favorable for the miners and in Cerrillos district a great deal of work is being done. [SFDNM] 

1882January25; Building at Cerrillos Station continues to be brisk. It would be even more lively if the materiel was at hand. – Since the public whipping of 

the railroad hand at Cerrillos Station, a week or so ago the authorities of the place have had very little trouble with obstreperous characters. [SFDNM] 
1882January29; A number of boys from Vallecito were in the city yesterday. Vallecito is the new name of Hungry Gulch, of Los Cerrillos district. 

[SFDNM] 

1882February3; Several miners from Cerrillos came in yesterday and reported business brisk, and work on the mines steadily progressing. [SFDNM] 
1882February4; Cerrillos men say that the prospect for the completion of the concentrators at Bonanza city is influencing many miners to go to work again. 

Some of the mines of the district furnish ore which cannot be profitably treated without concentration, and such mines have been allowed to remain 

undeveloped. Now that the machinery which they need is in sight they are disposed to go ahead, and work is becoming brisker. [SFDNM] 
1882February10; There was another lot of gold specimens from Los Cerrillos district, in the city yesterday . [SFDNM] 

1882February18; The Los Cerrillos men were kind of thick around Santa Fe yesterday. [SFDNM] 



1882February25; But few towns of the size of Cerrillos can be found in any country where less lawlessness, carousing or debauchery exist than here. While 

the population has been gradually increasing, Cerrillos, so far, is free from any rough or immoral class. A school-house has been erected through the 
energy of the citizens young and old, married and single, and all children of school age are given the same advantage as in places of smaller size in the 

states. ¶ The manufacture of brick in Cerrillos will, from present indications, prove to be very profitable to the owners of the machines. A sample kiln of 

25,000 brick has just been completed, and will be ready for examination in a few days. These brick are pressed from some half a dozen different kinds of 
dirt, and as soon as it is determined which is the best to use, arrangements will be made at once to supply the trade. – Comet. [SFDNM] 

1882February25; The Cerrillos coal men expect to take out 500 tons of coal per day when they get to work. [SFDNM] 

1882March4; Los Cerrillos men are usually suspicious of dry washers, but they seem to think well of the dry concentrator of Messrs. Gavin & Brother, and 
are favorably impressed by the scheme. [SFDNM] 

1882March19; For steam purposes the anthracite coal of the Cerrillos mines is superior to any fuel we have ever seen used under a boiler. It kindles quickly, 

burns clean, without smoke, makes scarcely any clinker, and a bright, loose fire can be kept constantly, with not more than two inches of coal upon the 
grate. It is proving far more economical than piñon wood – a very superior fuel – the former say at $11.00 per ton, the latter $6.00 per cord. It would 

seem to us that for locomotive use it should entirely supercede the bituminous coals, where it can be obtained at not more more than twice the cost of the 

latter. [SFDNM] 
1882March22; Wallace is jealous of Cerrillos. Both are flourishing towns, and they are rivals for the same trade. They make competition lively. [SFDNM] 

1882March22; Nothing has been heard from the dry concentrator which arrived from Colorado recently and was taken out to the Cerrillos ??? ??? ??? to 

think that the owners ??? ???. [SFDNM] 
1882March22; A party of capitalists are in the city, and will leave for the mines to-day. They expect to go down to Los Cerrillos and the new placers, but 

may not stop until they return from Socorro. [SFDNM] 

1882March24; A mining expert and an old practical miner, had a talk the other day on the street in regard to the relative merits of Los Cerrillos district and 

the Black Range country. Both were well acquainted with the two districts and the various properties of each. They agreed at once that for quick money 

the Black Range had the advantage, but that the Cerrillos would be the permanent district. The latter is a deep mine district where the ores improve as 

depth is attained, while the former had better ore near the surface. In the opinion of the knowing ones Los Cerrillos will continue to grow better and 
better, until it stands at the head of the list. It has just reached a point from which it will progress to future prosperity rapidly, and it is recognized as a 

fact that the worst is now over. The Black Range may also be of the lasting kind, but mining men do not think that they have as good reason for 

believeing that it will as they have in the case of the Cerrillos district. [SFDNM] 
1882March26; Several moneyed men are in the city talking mining schemes. They will go down to Los Cerrillos district before purchasing elsewhere. 

[SFDNM] 
1882March26; Mine jumping is one of the misfortunes of Los Cerrillos district, and is doing the district no good. It would appear that there are some miners 

down there who are forever on the jump, and who take advantage of every possible circumstance to lay claim to property, thus creating a great deal of 

wrangling and much mistrust from outsiders. The true men of the district should put down this disposition at once and for good. It is for their interest to 
do so. [SFDNM] 

1882March26; There is more excitement about the Los Cerrillos district now than there has been for some time. The starting up of smelters and the recent 

strikes have made capitalists prick up their ears. – A recent test of ore from Los Cerrillos district ran three hundred dollars in gold and silver. This is not 
to be called low grade as the camp is called. [SFDNM] 

1882March30; All Los Cerrillos men are busy. There are no idlers around the camps of the district. [SFDNM] 

1882March30; The new railroad will run immediately to Cerrillos where the coal mines are an attractive feature. As a consequence the men of that town are 
backing the enterprise and will support it to the extent of their ability. [SFDNM] 

1882March31; The mining districts in the vicinity of Santa Fe are all in luck just now. The starting up of the works of the San Pedro and Canon del Agua 

company on the 15th of April, will make things lively in the New Placers; the operation of the smelter at Cerrillos which was put in motion a week ago 
will make the lower end of the Cerrillos district boom, while the concentrator at Bonanza City now in course of construction, and the smelter at the 

same place, the machinery for which arrived yesterday, may be expected to enliven the upper end of the district within a very short time. In two months 

more both districts will be on the road to fortune. [SFDNM] 
1882April1; The only thing which Cerrillos station needs badly is lumber. It has fine water, fine coal, fine mineral, railroad communication with the outside 

world and in short, is fixed in all respects except the one alluded to. That small drawback cannot delay the growth of the town, however, and Cerrillos 

will at an early day be a thriving town. [SFDNM] 
1882April4; Cerrillos station has doubled in size within the past six months. – Los Cerrillos men report the district busier than it has been for a long time. 

[SFDNM] 

1882April5; Gold ore is attracting attention among Cerrillos mining men. Silver has heretofore been chiefly relied on by them. [SFDNM] 
1882April7; Several Cerrillos men returned to the mines yesterday. [SFDNM] 

1882April9; Albuquerque. The foundation for the new freight depot is nearly ready for the superstructure. The stone used in the work comes from the 

Cerrillos. The baggage room needs only a few more finishing touches. When these improvements are done, Albuquerque will the the most extensive 
depot and yards in New Mexico, with about twelve hundred feet of platform. – There is more excitement about the Los Cerrillos district than there has 

been for some time. The starting up of smelters and the recent strikes have made capitalists prick up their ears. – During the past week a large body of 

mineral has been uncovered in the in the north drift of the Capital mine, Cerrillos, a vein some three feet in width. This mineral is the finest galena taken 
from the mine and will run very high. – Abe Spiegelberg, of Cerrillos, came into the city last night on a visit. He reports the smelter at that place as 

working satisfactorily. – The railroad buildings at Cerrillos will not be finished in less than two months. They are not being pushed forward with a great 

deal of ??? ?. [SFDNM] 

1882April11; Millionaire Miners. Taking in Los Cerrillos and the New Placers District. A Few Items of Interest for the Miners. A reporter yesterday corralled a man who had 
just returned from a trip to Los Cerrillos district, and learned some things which are of interest to those concerned in mining matters. His account of things down there 
was very encouraging. Among other facts related was the presence of a number of wealthy miner and men representing money, who have gone down to see the 
district. For instance, Judge Bassick, of Colorado, was at Cerrillos Station with his wife. He is one of the owners of the famous Bassick mine of Colorado, and his visit, it 
is thought, will result in his becoming interested in Los Cerrillos district. Messrs. Cullen and Ryan, owners of the Silver Horn mine, of Utah, were also visiting the district. 
Mr. Cullen, is a millionaire, as is well known, and one of the most successful miners in the country. He was in Santa Fe some time ago, when he expressed his 
intention of visiting both districts. Prof. Smith a moneyed man of Chicago was also at Cerrillos. ¶ Mr. Wolf who is running the reduction works for the M.R.& company is 
still crushing ore. He says he will not commence smelting until he is ready to start up for good. He wants to be sure that he can run for at least three months when once 
under headway. The company has had some trouble in getting its Socorro ore which has also delayed its work to some extent. It is expected, however, that the trouble 
will be a thing of the past this week. ¶ Cerrillos station now has three good hotels and all of them are filled with guests. The town is growing rapidly and a great deal of 
work is being done by the miners. The coal company is a great help to the place, and is working steadily. The managers expect to operate on a larger scale at an early 
day. The railroad buildings are going up and the office is about half finished. The buildings will be of a substantial character. They are badly needed as travel and 



freight are rapidly increasing, and a good depot is becoming an absolute necessity. ¶ P.F. Herlow is manufacturing brick, and is making a success of the venture. He 
intends to show the brick men of Santa Fe that he can compete with them in this line. He has some fine specimens of his work at his hotel in Santa Fe. Mr. Herlow 
contemplates moving his machinery to this city at an early day. ¶ Carbonateville is growing steadily, but not with as great rapidity as Cerrillos. Everybody seems to have 
plenty of work, and business is good. ¶ The Great Western mine is being developed as rapidly as precticable. The water level has been reached, and the proprietors 
expect better ore. They will secure the necessary machinery to continue the working of the mine. The Cash Entry is also being worked, but it is hard to learn anything 
in regard to how the mining is resulting, so reticent is the owner. Work is being pushed on most of the prominent mines. At Bonanza City the outlook is very 
encouraging. The Gonzales Reduction Works have been completed and will be in operation during the present week. The amalgamator is a decided success in all 
respects, the machinery being good and well put together. Mr. Hubbs is having his smelter put up as rapidly as possible, and expects to be ready to start up by the first 
of May. ¶ Work on the Marshall Bonanza mine will be resumed in a few days. Ore is now being hauled from the dump of the Gonzales concentrator. Bonanza City 
men are very hopeful of good times in the near future, and they have reason to be, for there is now no doubt that the machinery will soon be ready to afford them a 
return for their work and thus bring prosperity to the camp. In fact, the entire district seems to be on the road to fortune and to be rapidly nearing the goal. ¶ The New 
Placers also has a bright prospect ahead. Mining men backed by money are visiting the district and many of them will become interested. The San Pedro and Canon 
del Agua Company’s work will start up again shortly, and altogether a brisker season may be expected before many weeks pass. This is a good showing and promises 
what the miners of both districts eminently deserve on account of their faith and perseverance, namely, a full measure of success. [SFDNM] 

1882April12; The Los Cerrillos district is neither dead nor sleeping, In fact it is alive and kicking vigorously. [SFDNM] 

1882April15; Los Cerrillos vs. Black Range. A mining expert and old practical miner had a talk the other day at Santa Fe in regard to the relative merits of 
Los Cerrillos district and the Black Range country. Both were well acquainted with the two districts and the various properties of each. They both agreed 

at once that for quick money the Black Range had the advantage, but that the Cerrillos would be the permanent district. The latter is a deep mine district 

where the ores improve as depth is attained, while the former has better ore near the surface. In the opinion of the knowing ones,  Los Cerrillos will 
continue to grow better, until it stands at the head of the list. It has just reached a point from which it will progress to future prosperity rapidly, and it is 

recognized as a fact that the worst is now over. The Black Range may also be of the lasting kind, but some mining men do not think that they have as 

good reason for believing that it will as they have in the case of the Cerrillos district. [The Mining Journal] 
1882April16; Few Cerrillos men came in yesterday. The boys are too busy to do much running around. [SFDNM] 

1882April18; Ore is still being crushed at Cerrillos. The work is going ahead rapidly. [SFDNM] 

1882April23; Los Cerrillos. Its Wonderful Attractions to Tourists, Miners and Capitalists. Three Hundred Thousand Dollars Donated to the Church. …The many old Spanish 

mines which the district contains furnish subjects for thought for the one class, and for speculation for the other. Many of these have been filled up, but have been relocated. 

There are two, however, which remain open, and of which it is proposed to say something in this article. One of these is ¶ The Mina Del Tira, celebrated two hundred years 

ago as the richest mine on the globe. The old shaft of this mine is 130 feet deep, having two levels, one at the bottom and the other about 100 feet from the top. This old shaft 

penetrates the earth in the manner of a gigantic stairway, beginning with a shaft about eight feet deep, then running a level about four feet, then comes another shaft and 

level, and so on. In order to get the ore from this mine, numerous poles, about ten feet long, having deep notches cut in them, were placed on the different levels and the 

peoned Indians climbed with the ore in a kind of bag made of coarse cloth or skins. It was then transported to the Rio Galisteo near the present site of Cerrillos, where it was 

smelted in rude smelters made by placing a layer or rock, then one of wood, then ore in the form of an oven, then covering the whole with mud after the fire had been 

applied. The ruins of one of these smelters has been found across the river from Cerrillos. ¶ The Mina del Tiro has been a bone of contention among miners for the past few 

years, much trouble having been experienced by all elements in securing a clear title. One of those striving for its possession devoted several months to the matter and during 

the time hunted up the history of the property more thoroughly than It had been investigated of late years. Among other things which he discovered from the records was the 

fact that the ancient Spaniards paid the Catholic church in tithes $300,000 showing that the mine had produced in the neighborhood of $3,000,000. This is a fact that has not 

heretofore been made known. It is stated upon the authority of a thoroughly reliable man, and gives an idea of the immense wealth of the mine. It is impossible to tell to what 

depth the shaft descends, as it continues its tortuous course far below the water level. At this level the mineral is a fine grained galena, showing gray copper. It is said also 

that native silver has been recently taken from the shaft. The vein is four feet wide and very compact. ¶ The Galena Chief is supposed to be an extension of the Mina del 

Tiera. ¶ The other mine which is of interest to curiosity seekers and sight-seers is the old turquoise mine, from which tradition says some of the crown jewels of Spain were 

taken. This is in a hill only a few miles from the Mina del Tiro. The entire hill is honeycombed by caves, while there are two immense open cuts, one of which is about three 

hundred feet across and two hundred feet deep. History says that this is where the slide occurred in the year 1680, which buried a number of Indians, who, under the 

Spaniards were working the mine. The Spaniards insisting upon a renewal of operations in the mine brought about the revolt of the Pueblo Indians, which resulted in the 

Spaniards being driven from the country. The Spaniards returned later, but never renewed their work upon the mines. ¶ The Mina del Tiro and the old Turquoise mine are of 

particular interest to antiquarians, but there are facts in relation to the district which are of more immediate importance. They are in relation to the development of the district 

commenced more than three years ago, when a number of miners inspired by the success that attended the efforts of the Spaniards, and convinced that where labor 

unassisted by modern inventions and machinery could accomplish so much, well directed effort in this enlightened age could not fail of success, went earnestly to work to 

derive benefit from the hidden treasures of the little hills. Since that time they have established several thriving towns, all of which have bright futures before them. They are 

Cerrillos, Carbonateville and Bonanza City. At the first named place business is at this time very brisk. Ever since the town secured the reduction works the town has been 

going ahead with great rapidity. It is immediately on the line of the A.T,& S.F. railroad and is fast becoming an important station. The excursionists will pass the place to-

morrow and the enterprising business men of the town hope to induce some of the strangers to stop off and see the wonders of the district. The coal fields of Cerrillos are one 

of its most valuable possessions. They are apparently inexhaustible and coupled with the mineral possessions of the surrounding country cannot fail to bring it prosperity and 

greatness in the next few years. The reduction works are now at work, the coal fields are being developed, the surrounding mines are turning out ore and there is a general 

activity which, to those who have cast their lots there, is exceedingly encouraging. The business men of the place are very much elated over the prospect of having the 

Texas, Santa Fe and Northern run into their town, and there is a general confidence in the future. ¶ Carbonateville is also in a flourishing condition and every man who 

comes into the city from there tells of how the place is growing. Three years ago there was not a house at the point now occupied by the town. ¶ Bonanza City is the third 

camp, and it bids fair to rival the others in rapidity of growth. The site of the town is a very advantageous one, being on the banks of a never failing stream and nestled in a 

pleasant little valley. It is well watered, which is considered one of its chief attractions. The Gonzales reduction works have just been completed and the concentrator is now 

at work. The machinery works admirably, and the works are a decided success. ¶ This ore was taken out some time ago, but the mine will probably start up again this week. 

¶ Gold has recently been discovered in several of the mines and gold ore is beginning to attract more attention than formerly. The richest find in gold was in the Mexican 

Prince which shows a large body of rich ore and some free gold. ¶ Our Georgia has again started work with two shifts. It has a shaft about ?0 feet deep and about 106 tons 

of ore on the dump. Hubb’s smelting works are also located at Bonanza City. The machinery is going up rapidly, and it is thought that the smelter will be at work within the 

next ten days. When these works are completed Bonanza City may be expected to go ahead as it has never done before, as the miners will then be able to secure a prompt 

return for the labor expended and will be able to go on with their work. ¶ Notes On Mines. The first run on the concentrator will be on 1000 tons from the Marshall 

Bonanza. ¶ Another rich strike has been made in the “Nick of Time,” which is the shaft of the old Spanish Ruelenia mine. ¶ A Chicago party has recently purchased for 

$250 an interest in the Belle, West, Chester, Keno, Josh and Fort Scott mines. ¶ It is expected that the shipment of bullion will be commenced at Cerrillos in a short time. 

¶ A large number of strangers are visiting the district with a view to making purchases. ¶ The timbering of the Great Western has been completed and a full force is now at 

work on a fine body of ore. ¶ The Grand Central Tunnel Mining company are tunneling into the mountain, and will pierce the mineral belt upon which the Mina del Tiera is 

located, at a depth of several hundred feet. ¶ Work has been resumed on the Bottom Dollar, and it will be vigorously pushed by a full force. ¶ The Dutchy mine now has a 

shaft 100 feet in depth. It is being timbered and as soon as this is finished, work will be sent forward with still greater rapidity. ¶ Mr. F. Furst has sold one-fourth interest in 

the “Teresa” for $1,000, and a one-eighth interest in the “Humming Bird” for $500. One-third interest in the “Michigan Boy” has been sold to C.H. Rathbone, of Bradford, 

Pennsylvania. ¶ More purchases of Los Cerrillos property are being made by Santa Fe people than ever before. ¶ The entire district is full of work and business and the 

future looks bright. [SFDNM] 

1882April28; Two brick houses are in course of construction at Cerrillos station. – The building boom at Las Cerrillos is on the increase. The boys are 
whooping things up and will make the camp a perfect city within a very short time. [SFDNM] 

1882April29; A good many rich strikes have been reported from Los Cerrillos recently. The district steadily goes ahead. [SFDNM]  



1882April30; The owners of the smelter at Cerrillos, N.M., have bought the ore on the dumps of the Aztec and Georgia mines, in that district; and we are 

again informed that the, smelter will be soon in operation. [SFDNM] 
1882May3; A number of building lots were sold at Cerrillos the other day at fair pirces. [SFDNM] 

1882May16; Messrs. P.D. O’Mara & Co., of Cerrillos station, have established a main office on San Francisco street in Santa Fe as a mining agency, and 

will conduct a branch office at the Placer Hotel, Cerrillos. They propose doing a strictly commission business and to devote themselves only to 
legitimate mining enterprises. The growth of the Cerrillos camp and the activity in every part of it is attracting much attention, as every day’s 

development shows conclusively that the mineral is there in immense quantities and of a far higher grade than has been previously anticipated. The firm 

is conversant with every feature of the district, Mr. O’Mara having been a resident of the district for three years past, and identified with its growth and 
development. [SFDNM] 

1882May24; Good news continues to come from the Cerrillos mining camps. [SFDNM] 

1882May24; The depot at Cerrillos is nearly completed and will be ready for use in a day or two. It is very much needed, and it is a matter of congratulation 
with Cerrillos men that it is about finished. [SFDNM] 

1882June1; The depot at Cerrillos has been completed for some time. – The success of the T., S.F. & N., [Espanola-SF extension] has given Cerrillos people 

great hope. It will be a good thing for the district. – The miners in Los Cerrillos district are being very generally worked. The prospect for complete 
machinery has greatly encouraged the miners, and they are going ahead as rapidly as possible in order to get good quantities of ore on the dump. 

Everybody in the district is busy. [SFDNM] 

1882June2; Cerrillos men were very numerous in the city yesterday. – The T.,S.F.&N., and A.,T.& S.F. will cross at Cerrillos station, making that place 
quite an important point. – Cerrillos station is advancing and is becoming quite a good business place. Its future is bright and growing brighter. 

[SFDNM] 

1882June7; Los Cerrillos. The mining interests of Los Cerrillos district are in a more promising condition than ever before. The mines are being worked 

with energy, and the results very satisfactory. ¶ The Great Western mine is down three hundred and twenty feet. The ore being taken out is better than 

ever before, running by assay one hundred ounces. The owners are working with a whim, and keep two shifts going. They expect to make the work 

hum during the next few weeks and have already sent twenty tons of ore to the smelter at Bonanza City. ¶ The Nick Of Time Mine is panning out 
splendidly. The work is progressing rapidly, and the ore continues to improve. The proprietors believe that they have at last struck all they need. ¶ The 

Hub Smelter is very nearly completed and will start up in a few days. The owners only await the arrival from San Francisco an expert who is to manage 

the machinery for a few weeks. Los Cerrillos men are confident that the smelter will be a success and are impatient to see it start up. ¶ The reduction 
works at Cerrillos station are still waiting until enough ore can be collected to insure the running of the work for at least three months. ¶ The Gonzales 

reduction works have shut down for a few days on account of lack of mineral. The works have been cleaning up ore very rapidly. [SFDNM] 
1882June14; Building still goes ahead at Cerrillos station. [SFDNM] 

1882June15; A party of Santa Fe men will go out to the mines to-day to return in the afternoon. – Santa Fe mail does not reach Cerrillos until late in the 

afternoon, which is an unfortunate fact for the newspaper men. [SFDNM] 
1882June23; The miners in the Cerrillos camps continue to prosecute work on a number of claims hoping for a smelter in the near future. – Cerrillos men 

are still waiting for the Hubbs’ smelter to start up. The machinist from New York has not yet put in an appearance. [SFDNM] 

1882June27; Palace Hotel, Cerrillos, N.M. P.D. O’Mara, Proprietor. House New Accommodations First-Class. Rates Reasonable. [ad in SFDNM]   
1882June28; And still the smelter at Cerrillos has not yet enough ore to start up on. Verily, Los Cerrillos men are long suffering. [SFDNM] 

1882June29; The meeting of business men at the Palace last evening to consider the question how best to promote the business interests of the city. …The 

mines of the Cerrillos district, right at our door, are developing so well, and are so inviting that it is only necessary to let their attractions be known to 
bring investors and miners by scores. [SFDNM] 

1882June29; Deputy Marshal Jas Nowlan, said that Marshal Morrison had recently been to Chicago, and much to his astonishment, had found that nobody 

knew there was such a place as Cerrillos. They had heard of Socorro, Lake Valley and various other camps, but never of Los Cerrillos. [SFDNM] 
1882June30; The Los Cerrillos men returned to the camp yesterday. [SFDNM] 

1882July4; All Cerrillos was in the city last night. A miner said yesterday that the entire population of all the camps had come in to help celebrate the Fourth 

of July. Certainly the representation from Cerrillos was large. [SFDNM] 
1882July7; Los Cerrillos men will soon be rich. – Cerrillos station is already a good business place, and is still improving. The railroad does a good business 

there. [SFDNM]  

1882July9; Cerrillos station will soon have a ticket office if it continues to grow as it is now doing. – Few Cerrillos men came in yesterday. They are too 
busy now to fly around a great deal. [SFDNM]  

1882July15; The severest hail storm which has occurred in this section of country in some time visited Cerrillos on Thursday night. Hail fell to a great depth 

and was still to be seen on the ground yesterday. The windows on the north sides of the houses were broken by hail, which fell with great force. 
Passengers from the south who got in last night gave further details of the storm which it appears was much more severe than at first reported. They say 

that hail fell to the depth of three feet on the level and that the stones were very large, sometimes reaching the size of a hen’s egg. [SFDNM] 

1882July16; Some doubting Thomases could not place implicit confidence in that Cerrillos hail story. It is all true nevertheless. – A large quantity of 
window glass was shipped down to Cerrillos to be used repairing the damage done by the recent hail storm. [SFDNM] 

1882July16; The estimated Spanish production of the Cerrillos district was more than $3,000,000 to the church and, in addition to this, they “filled the 

coffers of their king” [Mining World v.2 n.19 p.260, cited in Northrup 1975] 
1882July18; A huge supply of ore from the Lake Valley district is daily expected to arrive at Cerrillos. [SFDNM] 

1882July19; Don’t go to Los Cerrillos district to beat your bo?ed, because it doesn’t work. [SFDNM] 

1882July21; Los Cerrillos district needs more machinery. – All Cerrillos men say that that town is rapidly improving, which is the proper way to talk. – 

Golden men seemed careless as to the fate of Jackson, and comparatively few took the trouble to come in to his trial. Quite the reverse was the case in 

the Kelly matter, and all Los Cerrillos was bent on seeing the hanging take place according to law. [SFDNM] 

1882July22; A number of contracts for work on mines in Los Cerrillos district have been let recently. – The dry concentrator is still being operated but the 
owners do not appear to be striking it rich. [SFDNM] 

1882July26; Heavy rain at Cerrillos yesterday, but no washouts were reported from the Galisteo. [SFDNM] 

1882July29; Cerrillos station is growing, and real estate in the thriving young town offers a chance for fine investments of capital. [SFDNM] 
1882July29; A gentleman who came in from Cerrillos yesterday says that the Galisteo was exceedingly high yesterday, higher than it has been for several 

years. The river was nearly full of water, and rushed along at a prodigious rate. At Cerrillos station the water was nearly on a level with the Cerrillos 

smelter, causing a good deal of apprehension lest it should do serious damage to the machine, and other adjacent property. If the Galisteo is getting on 
the rampage at this early stage of the game, the prospects for escaping more serious washouts than have yet occurred is poor. [SFDNM] 

1882August1; Mining matters in Cerrillos district are exceedingly encouraging, and the prospects are brighter than they have ever been. [SFDNM] 

1882August2; A good many old Carbonateville men have moved down to Cerrillos. [SFDNM] 



1882August3; Work is still being pushed on the mines in Los Cerrillos district. [SFDNM] 

1882August8; A large number of Santa Fe men went out to the Cerrillos yesterday. [SFDNM]  
1882August10; The stone querries at Cerrillos station promise to afford the town an excellent trade. Among its many valuable possessions the town has 

splendid quarries of brown and red sandstone, exceedingly valuable for building purposes. The fact is becoming known, and the material will soon be in 

good demand. Discoveries of coal are still being made in the district. ¶ All miners of the district who can afford to develop their mines, are doing so 
without waiting for facilities for reducing their ores or for immediate returns. The dumps will be well supplied by the time the two smelters are ready to 

start. [SFDNM]  

1882August10; The “Optic” is prating about the Cerrillos smelter being moved to Las Vegas. The conditions are alleged to be that the Vegas people put up 
$5,000. It would be hard to say wherein Vegas excels Cerrillos from a smelting company’s point of view, and the only way which Vegas can get the 

smelter is to pay enough for it. If the town will agree to pay for the removal and the difference between what could be made at Cerrillos and what can be 

realized at Vegas, it may get the works, but that is the only way by which it can. [SFDNM]  
1882August13; Cerrillos men are not very much disturbed about Hubbs moving his smelter to Las Vegas. [SFDNM] 

1882August15; Few miners were in from Cerrillos yesterday. Everybody is very busy in the district now. [SFDNM] 

1882August18; Every day it is asked why the miners of Cerrillos district are not getting out the ore. The work being done in the district is small as compared 
with what should be going on. The ore is there as everybody knows, and should be hurried out on the dumps as rapidly as possible. – A number of Los 

Cerrillos men were in the city yesterday. – Cerrillos station is doing well despite the comparatively dull times. [SFDNM] 

1882August18; The Grand Central tunnel will continue to be worked notwithstanding the accident. Day and night shifts will be run. [SFDNM] 
1882August20; The stone quarries of Cerrillos will be worked energetically hereafter. The demand for the stone as building material is constantly 

increasing. – Miners complain of bad roads in Cerrillos district. Commissioner Spiegelberg cannot keep all the roads in the county in good order with 

the funds at hand. Therefore a little patience in the matter is advisable. [SFDNM] 

1882August22; The smelter at Cerrillos will start up the last of this or the first of next week. – Accidents have been too frequent in Los Cerrillos district. In 

most instances they have been the result of carelessness. Mine owners should enforce the strictest caution and if the men are not careful to preserve their 

own lives, they should be made as far as possible all possibility of mishaps. – Cerrillos men are very much encouraged over the prospect of the early 
starting up of the Cerrillos smelter. The company is working unceasingly, and there is the appearance of business about the works which indicates that 

the managers are in earnest. They have plenty of coal, coke, and all materials necessary to smelting; the chief of which is an abundance of good ore. 

[SFDNM] 
1882August22; The sampling works of Messrs. Tabor and Wurtzebach at Lake Valley started up on Saturday. The works will sample fifty tons of ore per 

day, and the mineral will be shipped to Cerrillos as fast as sampled. It will be reduced at the smelter of the latter place. [SFDNM] 
1882August22; Los Cerrillos district will send to Denver in a few days a block of ore weighing about a ton. P.F. Herlow will bave the specimen brought into 

the city in a day or two. [SFDNM] 

1882August26; A car load of Lake Valley ore is expected at Cerrillos to-day or to-morrow. – Carbonateville is brisker in anticipation of the starting of the 
Cerrillos smelter. – The smelter at Cerrillos station will start up on Monday or Tuesday next on Lake Valley ore. [SFDNM] 

1882August27; A large quantity of ore from the Black Range has recently been received at Cerrillos station. The smelter will certainly start up the early part 

of the present week. [SFDNM] 
1882August29; The Nick of Time mine in Los Cerrillos district is producing exceedingly nice ore. [SFDNM] 

1882September2; There is a prospect of the resumption of work on several Los Cerrillos mines, which have been shut down for some time. – There is no 

longer the slightest doubt that the Cerrillos smelter will soon be in operation, and Cerrillos miners ought to go to work taking out ore. If Hubb’s smelter 
doesn’t run the ore can be sent to the lower smelter, and disposed of. No more time should be wasted. [SFDNM] 

1882September5; Work on the Nick of Time mine in Los Cerrillos district goes forward steadily, and with gratifying results. [SFDNM] 

1882September5; Cerrillos station is becoming one of the best business places on the main line between Las Vegas and Albuquerque. [SFDNM] 
1882September5; A number of miners from Los Cerrillos distict were in the city on Sunday. They all express the hope that the Hubb’s smelter will start up 

soon and are disappointed at it not doing so at once. [SFDNM] 

1882September6; There is no doubt that Cerrillos Station has a big future. Every man who goes there is struck with its numerous advantages if he is an 
observant man of sense. With fuel, ore, water, one railroad already and another coming, the town cannot fail to go forward. Cerrillos men have every 

reason to look forward to bright times ahead. [SFDNM] 

1882September7; The Cerrillos and New Placers are looming up in fine state. – Cerrillos station must boom henceforth. There is no help for it. – Some 
Cerrillos capitalists have invested in old Mexico, and are short of funds with which to prosecute work at home. This accounts to some extent for 

inactivity at Cerrillos camps. [SFDNM] 

1882September13; Cerrillos station grows apace. – The Cerrillos man who came into the city yesterday gave a cheerful account of the condition of ???les at 
the various camps.  [SFDNM] 

1882September15; Cerrillos business men are keeping closely at work. The district advances slowly, but it will reach the top in the end. – No point in New 

Mexico has more advantages as a mining camp than Cerrillos Station, and the town cannot fail to be of importance in the near future. [SFDNM] 
1882September16; Cerrillos station does a good business for the railroad. [SFDNM] 

1882September19; A good deal of work and business is going forward at Cerrillos, notwithstanding the general dullness of times throughout the territory. 

[SFDNM] 
1882September21; Cerrillos station will have another smelter in less than six months. – A good deal of work is being done at present in Los Cerrillos mines. 

Everybody seems to be busy out there. [SFDNM] 

1882September22; Several business men from Cerrillos spent yesterday in Santa Fe. They all speak cheerfully of the prospects of the district. [SFDNM] 

1882September27; Parties in quest of profitable mining investments, could do no better than examine the properties in the Cerrillos district, which is within 

three hours drive from Santa Fe. – The miners of the Cerrillos district invite a careful inspection by competent and practical mining men of their mineral 

lodes, and the numerous advantages of the district over all other mining districts in the territory. [SFDNM] 
1882September30; A number of Cerrillos men found time to come into the city yesterday. [SFDNM] 

1882October7; Miners of Los Cerrillos district have plenty of work and are doing it. – A large number of Cerrillos men came in from the mines yesterday. – 

Cerrillos station is still booming. Prospectors coming into New Mexico should see the district before going south. It is the most promising of all New 
Mexico districts and is just beginning to make a place among the bullion producing regions of the territory. [SFDNM] 

1882October7; Albuquerque is enjoying a trade which of right, belongs to Santa Fe, and all because of a bad road. The people of the city and county should 

interest themselves in the matter, and if necessary raise a fund to be used in repairing the road between Golden and Cerrillos. [SFDNM] 
1882October11; A number of politicians from Los Cerrillos district came in yesterday evening to be present for the ????? ??nation to-day. [SFDNM] 



1882October15; The action taken by the board of the Texas, Santa Fe and Northern railroad at their meeting yesterday of determining to at once build a road 

on to Albuquerque, through Cerrillos and Bernalillo, is commendable, and the fact that the two national banks of the city yesterday subscribed for 
$28,000 worth of stock is a proof of confidence they have in the future of the road. [SFDNM] 

1882October19; An important mining sale of Cerrillos property is on the tape? – The Cerrillos smelter continues to grind out its stated amount of bullion per 

day. [SFDNM] 
1882October21; Los Cerrillos. Special correspondent Mining Review. Los Cerrillos, Santa Fe Co., N.M. Oct. 7 – Having just dropped from the train to visit 

this mining territory and visit the ancient city of Santa Fe, I find this country alive with miners, prospectors and camps. I visited Carbonateville, and, as 

its name indicates, find it rich in carbonates. There are at least 100 miners down to paying mineral, held by the discoverers, waiting for capital. I visited 
the “Placers” and found two men from Chicago who have already opened four leads, silver and gold, and they had just discovered another, a rich crevice 

lode, holding rich to ???? perton. These men are Conley & Pay?lowill, well known in Chicago, and by the by, they have a dry amalgamator that is, I 

think, the most perfect one. ??? a perfect concentrator and a nice amalgamator of the precl??e ?et??. [H.A.R. Harris] [SFDNM] 
1882October22; Col. Harry Reed went down to Cerrillos yesterday afternoon, to return in a day or two. The colonel is figuring for a paper soon to be started 

there. – Commissioner Solomon Spiegelberger returned yesterday from a trip to the Cerrillos and the New Placers mining districts. He went out to look 

after the road between Cerrillos station and Golden, which is now being constructed. [SFDNM]   
1882October24; Cerrillos Station will soon have a weekly paper. The town will support such an enterprise. – The Cerrillos smelter continues to run 

perfectly, and business at that place continues to improve. [SFDNM]   

1882November7; A car load of bullion was shipped from Cerrillos yesterday. It was valued at $3,400. This is business in earnest. – The smelter at Cerrillos 
is running without the slightest interruption of any kind, and the prospect for a long run is still good. – Cerrillos station is becoming the best place on the 

road between Albuquerque and Las Vegas. It is pushing Wallace closely. – Several contracts have been let at Los Cerrillos district recently, and work is 

beginning… [SFDNM]   

1882November11; Los Cerrillos men express themselves as willing to take out ore for the smelter, but they do not do it as freely as they should. The 

Cerrillos M.&R. company pays cash for ore, which ought to enable them to develop the mines readily. There should be no more holding back for sales. 

[SFDNM]   
1882November14; Business is becoming good in Los Cerrillos district, but it would be better if everybody would do what they can towards developing 

mining property. – The people of Santa Fe appreciate now the desirability of opening up the coal fields of Los Cerrillos district. Cheap coal would be an 

inconceivable luxury just at present, and it cannot be very much longer before the city will be in a situation to enjoy it. [SFDNM] 
1882November25; Messrs. Harkness and Maddulex have completed the road from Golden to Cerrillos station, and have made a good job of it, it is said. 

This is an announcement of more importance that would at first sight appear. The sixteen miles of bad road between Cerrillos and Golden has been a 
great obstacle to trade between Santa Fe and Golden. The people of the latter town have been anxious to come here to deal but have been prevented by 

the almost impassable road. The county commissioners have done a good work in repairing it. [SFDNM] 

1882November29; A number of contracts for work on Los Cerrillos mines are being let. [SFDNM] 
1882December1; A single mine, the Mina del Tero, paid in tithes “to the Catholic Church of Spain” more than $300,000 at a depth of 100 feet. Another 

mine, the Rue Alevia, paid $237,000 to the Church of Spain in three months [Mining World v.3 n.6 p.88, cited in Northrup 1975] 

1883September28; Albuquerque parties are working a new find in the Cerrillos district, said to be a rich galena lead. [The Golden Retort. Vol.III No.18] 
1883October12; We see in the Review that there are 150,000 acres of patented lands, principally grants, in Santa Fe county unassessed. Even the 1,400 

acres of Cerrillos agricultural lands, taking in the mountains and the mines, escape. Tom Catron’s bean and chili patches, known as the Juana Lopez 

grant, extended so as to take in the coal fields near Cerrillos and comprining over 48,000 acres, are accommodatingly left out. The Ortiz, with its 68,000 
acres of rich mineral mountains and placers, is significantly forgotten, and so on to the finish. …The present assessor should be prosecuted for the non-

performance of a sworn duty. – Much coal is being hauled from the Cerrillos beds to the works on the placers east of town. [The Golden Retort. Vol.III 

No.22] 

1884; Melquiades Ramirez was called as a witness by the complainant. …They were engaged in 1846 in mining near Real de San Francisco. They worked their ore at that 
time in San Antonio. I have seen the mine they got their ore out of at that time. That mine lies about a mile and a half southeast of San Francisco. I can’t state distance 
exactly. It is in a mountain. That mountain was called the ‘Mountain of the Placer,’ and sometimes “Del Tuerto.’ The first mining work my brother and I engaged in was 
in working in the Una de Gato, assaying ores, about the year 1852. We got the ores at that time from the Huertas mine, then so called and also ores from the Cerrillos. 
In 1846 my brother and I had nothing whatever to do with this mine, which Barela and Luis Aguilar were working there in 1846. [US vs. SP&CdACo. NMSupCt 
23Jan1888, p.501] 

1884August15; The election for bonds in aid of the narrow gauge road from Española to Cerrillos, resulted here, Monday, in 36 against to one for. Golden 

has, upon three different occasions, voted almost unanimously for these bonds, but finally concluded that the building of the road in the present throttled 

condition of this portion of the country could work us no benefit, so voted against it. Free us from those vile frauds known as grants and we will build 
out own railroads. – The narrow gauge bonds, $250,000, were voted by this county Monday last. Out of 282 votes in Santa Fe but four were against the 

bonds. [The Golden Retort. Vol.V No.4] 

1888November30; Another deer, shot near Galisteo, was sold in town yesterday. – It is getting to be quite a common sight, the witnessing of a full train of loaded coal cars 
made up at Cerrillos. – One mining company at Cerrillos pays out $150 a day. The San Pedro copper mine alone will soon pay out five times that amount. – Good 
parties are proposing to burn brick and put up substantial business blocks here in the spring. The noise of the boom can almost be heard in the distance. – The banking 
business of this entire section is tranacted under cirucumstances of great inconvenience, the nearest banks being at Santa Fe and Albuquerque, 40 to 50 miles away. – 
Italian skies again to-day. – The Cerrillos House had a big thanksgiving dinner, consuming 200 pounds of turkey.  [Los Cerrillos Rustler Vol.1 No.19] 

1888November30; Reaser Bros., of Santa Fe, contemplate the establishing of a wholesale storage depot here from which to supply the dealers of Cerrillos, San Pedro, 
Golden, Dolores and other camps with flour, grain and hay.  [Los Cerrillos Rustler Vol.1 No.19] 

1888December7; The El Paso Bullion says Cerrillos is the livliest mining comp in the territory. – The Cerrillos balls – this paper is instructed not to say baile – are gaining a 
wide-spread reputation. As a social feature of the early history of our city – for city it is in embryo – they doubtless deserve a place in the archives, tableted for future 
generations. [Los Cerrillos Rustler, v.1 no.20] 

1888December14; The new furniture for the school building, desks, seats, clock and bell, arrived yesterday. – The streets often present almost a blockade of wagons, so 
great is the amount of shipping being done. – Cerrillos. A Few of Her Advantages: …To the south are the great mines or mountains of copper, and alongside of them 
rich placers and leads of gold. To the east and north are found at various depths deposits of almost solid Galena, carrying a per cent. of silver and gold. In addition to 
these there are deposits of iron easily accessible, mines of Turquois, mountains of alabaster, the finest of building stone, limestone, fire-clay, and natural gas 
discovered. …the future of Cerrillos will be that of the largest city in the territory. [Los Cerrillos Rustler Vol.1 No.21] 

1889October21; Cerrillos coal was never so popular as now. It does a man good to see the rush upon the loading of fifteen or twenty cars a day at the 

Cerrillos side tracks. – With the splendid bodies of free fluxing ores opened at San Pedro; with coal, coke, iron and limestone at Cerrillos, it ought not to 
be a difficult task to raise money for a big smelter plant at Cerrillos. – Santa Fe men own the bulk of the real estate at Cerrillos both inside and suburban, 

and they have adopted the plan of requiring every man who buys a lot to agree to erect a building thereon. No lot speculation goes. [SFDNM] 



1889October25; Great quantities of coke are being hauled to the copper works from near Cerrillos, so that when the four furnaces start up next month there 

will be no lack of fuel. – A.W. Strong, an Albuquerque man who undertook to “hog” the furniture business at San Pedro, has gone back home. 
Albuquerque can’t compete with Cerrillos for San Pedro’s trade. [SFDNM] 

1889October29; Since the weather became cooler Cerrillos coal men are crowded again with orders. – “It is said that freight charges from Cerrillos to San 

Pedro are about four cents cheaper than they are from Albuquerque to San Pedro. Is this true, and is it necessary?” This query from an Albuquerque 
paper. It is, and it is! [SFDNM] 

1889November2; Cerrillos is to have an opera house. When W.C. Hurt makes up his mind to carry out such an enterprise it is safe to say that it will be 

successful. It is said that he has made up his mind. [SFDNM] 
1889November5; A vast quantity of coke is being hauled from Cerrillos to San Pedro and stored for the use of the copper works. – As matters now stand a 

big smelter plant at Cerrillos and a concentrating mill of mommoth proportions at the Cash Entry mine are well nigh certainties for the early spring. 

[SFDNM] 
1889November11; Says the Cerrillos Rustler: “To show how our coal trade is growing, last Friday night sixteen empty coal cars were run on the side track, 

and on Saturday night all of them were loaded. A slight scarcity of cars is also being complained of.” [SFDNM] 

1889November11; With the coming of the new year Cerrillos will have a new railroad, a big smelter, more extensive coal output, great mine developments, 
the erection of large brick and stone blocks and better dwellings, the organization and operation of systematic water works, the tapping of the natural gas 

belt, the institution of a good bank and building and loan association, and the erection of concentrating works by the Cash Entry company. [SFDNM] 

1889November19; Mining Notes. The owners of Bonanza No.3 have a Nashville, Tenn., expert on the ground, and if his report is favorable they will resume 
work the first of the year. – Every few days there is complaint from Cerrillos that coal cars are scarce. The miners are loading promptly every car they 

can get. – It is said that English capitalists, through Galveston agents, are about to close a dicker for extensive coal, lead and zinc fields in the vicinity of 

Santa Fe. – The season for assessment work is now on and parties having claims should attend to them at once, as the districts are full of prospectors 

watching for chances to relocate claims heretofore partially worked. Under the U.S. law $100 worth of work must be done on each claim before the last 

of December. [SFDNM] 

1889November29; No Santa Fean can visit Cerrillos these days without a feeling of pride over the Little Pittsburg’s sure and substantial growth. The place 
has probably trebled its population within a year, and one good thing about it is that there are no idlers; everybody is there for business and has 

something to do. Even on Thanksgiving day the hammers and saws of the busy builders were singing a merry song. The streets were full of four and six 

and eight horse teams and trail wagons hauling in coal and ore from the neighboring mines, and the side tacks of the A.,T.& S.F. company, only lately 
increased in number, were overflowed with freight cars being loaded and unloaded. Additional trackage and a switch engine are already greatly needed. 

A large addition is being built to the depot. Twenty new buildings are in course of construction, many of them modern store houses of comely 
proportions. There is no town in New Mexico building as is Cerrillos to-day, and it is all in demand of letimate trade. The hotels are simply overflowing 

all the time with transient guests. It is an ususual thing when floor space for beds is not wanted at T.P. Gable’s popular hostelrie. The town is full of 

Santa Feans, and they are full of business. Everybody anticipates the early coming of the Santa Fe Southern road, and they are getting ready to welcome 
it. [SFDNM] 

1889December3; A Cerrillos man built a house for $1,000 and has had several offers to rent it at $40 a month. Pretty fair per cent on that investment. – 

Parties from Cerrillos report that the hotels and lodging houses are crowded nightly, and it is almost impossible for many to get even a bunk on the floor. 
A large two story addition to Thos. P. Gable’s hotel, will be erected shortly. – Parties from Cerrillos report that the hotels and lodging houses are 

crowded nightly, and it is almost impossible for many to get even a bunk on the floor. A large two story addition to Thos P. Gable’s hotel, will be 

erected shortly. [SFDNM] 
1889December16; The roads between Cerrillos and San Pedro are in a wretched condition, and there is really no excuse for it other than the fact that the 

road supervisors fail absolutely to do their duty. The matter should be looked after promptly. [SFDNM] 

1890January10; The ice harvest will soon begin, provided the cold weather holds on steadily. – While there are some colds and slightly indisposed conditions of health, there 
are no serious cases of sickness in Cerrillos – in fact, there hardly ever is. [The Cerrillos Rustler Vol.II No.26] 

1890January20; Cerrillos Masonic Lodge No.19 chartered. [Seven Score and Ten, Hall, 2001] 
1890September5; Extensive brick-making should be conducted at Cerrillos next year. – Some excellent views have been made of the Grand Central and Palace. – Two lots 

and dwelling houses for sale on the south side. Apply to this office.. [The Cerrillos Rustler Vol.III No.8] 
1890September12; There are no vacant houses in Cerrillos. – Many Cerrillos people will attend the fair at Albuquerque next week. – Cerrillos has plenty of water both for 

domestic and manufacturing purposes. – Coal shippers are full of orders - some of them say, more than they are able to fill. – The roads over which the coal is hauled 
to town for shipment are getting quite rough in places. – Cerrillos could have a good cornet band, as there are already several of the boys well advanced on the cornet. 
– With the prospective opening up of several good mines at San Pedro, Cerrillos should soon be shipping a large amount of good ore. – The Democratic voters of 
precinct No.7, are respectfully invited to attend the caucus to be held at the school house Saturday Sept. 13th. – The present high and still advancing price of lead will 
soon start some of the New Mexico mines to work which have been idle. It should also prove a great stimulus to development. [The Cerrillos Rustler Vol.III No.8]  

1890September12; City incorporation continues to make new converts daily. It is proposed by a citizen that a vote be had on this subject at the next general election, if it can 
be legally done. He suggests that both political parties in the city precincts print on their tickets for or against incorporation, and therby test the sentiment of the people 
on this subject.. [The Cerrillos Rustler Vol.III No.9] 

1890September12; Within a few miles of this place is every indication of natural gas, oil and artesian water, yet none of them have as yet induced experimental boring. At 
Santa Fe, Las Vegas and other points where the indications are so slight as to amount to nothing in the way of encouragement, expensive work has been done. We 
might add the same rule has served to govern investmens tin New Mexico. Where the greatest resources exist, but little money has been placed. [The Cerrillos Rustler 
Vol.III No.9] 

1890September26; Twenty cars of caol were loading on the side tracks yesterday afternoon. – The male attendants at the fair from Cerrillos was too large for enumeration. – 
The missionary concert at the M.E. church Sunday night was highly interesting and well attended. – The show was here Sunday night. It is said that a fair attendance 
was had. The school building was used for the exhibition. Cerrillos is growing metropolitan in character, when, like St. Louis, Chicago, New York, Kansas City, and 
other large towns, she runs her theaters, her churches and her saloons on Sunday. Some of this may be a little loud, however, for a country village. – A man in Cerrillos 
owns a lot in Albuquerque which he bought nearly eight year ago, and whih has cost him nearly $1,000. The highest offer he can get for it today is $700. This is 
progress under a territorial government. [The Cerrillos Rustler Vol.III No.10]  

1890October3; In all probability another season will witness the erection of a big smelting plant at Cerrillos. – One of our coal men recently received an order for fifty cars of 
anthacite coal, to be shipped to Pueblo, Colorado. – Much good water is going to waste from the tank overflow, which some arrangements should be made to utilize. – 
The little nude imp with the bow and arrow, appears to be shooting around in Cerrillos. Weddings may be chronicled soon. – A special engine came up yesterday and 
made up a full train of freight out of Cerrillos. There are no fles on Cerrillos as a shipping point - in the winter season. – Eddy and Roswell both have banks ready for 
business. What is the matter with Cerrillos having a bank, where more money is necessarily handled than in both of those places combined. [The Cerrillos Rustler 
Vol.III No.11] 



1890October10; Cerrillos is the best supplied with good hotels of any town in New Mexico. – In less than a year there will be a demand for smelters at Cerrillos which will, in 
all probability, insure the erection of great plants and the investment of at least a quarter of a million dollars in ore reducing. [The Cerrillos Rustler Vol.III No.13] 

1890October17; The coal haulers of Cerrillos have decided to haul no more coal at less than one dollar per ton. This raise was made to keep pace with the raise in price of 
feed. – A light freeze for the last two nights and a general putting up of stoves resulted. A large amount of poetry, principally blank verse - has been recited in 
consequence. – Portions of the Sandia mountains will some day in the not far distant future, yield a great amount of ore to the markets of the world. This is only another 
evidence that Cerrillos is the best location for smelters on the face of the earth. – The New Mexican ends up a railroad article as follows: “There is to be a line built from 
Texas through the breast of New Mexico that will have Salt Lake and the northwest for its destination – and that road will come through the Cerrillos coal fields. It is not 
a long time off either.” – Cerrillos is gradually improving. Not booming, understand, but improving at a slow and steady gate, and on a sure, sound basis. There is 
nothing to complain of - not very much to boast about. Yet, there is much genuine satisfaction in the general outlook. [The Cerrillos Rustler Vol.III No.14] 

1890October24; The demand for winter supplies of Cerrillos coal, all over New Mexico, Texas, Arizona and portions of Colorado, proves how well established is the 
reputation of our coals for surperiority. – The Cerrillos mining district has about 2,000 propects, or claims, on which more or less work has been done. These claims will 
probably nearly all come into market or be worked at no far distant period, which would mean the employment of a very large number of men in the district. – Were the 
titles settled to our coal claims, the rapidly growing demand for these superior qualities of coals, produced only from the Cerrillos fields would be sufficient to induced 
the railroad company to build a switch to the banks, thus enabling the coal to be produced at a greater profit to operators. [The Cerrillos Rustler Vol.III No.15] 

1890October24; The feast of St.Joseph was celebrated at the Catholic church in Cerrillos on Sunday, in imposing style, the service being largely attended by people of all 
classes. On Saturday night the firing of anvils was kept up for some time, Father Defouri brought a singer and violinist from Santa Fe. In the forenoon Sunday, high 
mass was held. [The Cerrillos Rustler Vol.III No.15] 

1890November7; Stone cutters are being inquired after in Cerrillos. – All grades of coal are in demand and are being shipped for the winter supply. – The streets and roads 
of Cerrillos are very dusty on account of so much teaming. – Teams are in good demand in Cerrillos for hauling coal. In fact, a lack of supply is complained of. [The 
Cerrillos Rustler Vol.III No.17] 

1890November14; The coal business of Cerrillos is increasing all the time. – Fifteen to twenty car loads of coal can now be loaded in a single day with the forces at Cerrillos. 
– All attend the Glee Club concert tonight. – A number will be up from Wallace tonight to attend the concert. – Manufacturerers, keep your eye on Cerrillos. Fuel at the 
door. Great underflow of water. Natural gas. Fire-clay, building stone, limestone, Gypsum, Alabaster, Gold, silver, lead Zinc, copper, iron, Etc., Etc., Etc. – Cerrillos is a 
working section and is populated by working men. As a rule they are sober and industrious. Although not much loafing is seen about the streets, their presence is felt in 
the arteries of substantial trade. – Long lines of wagons hauling coal. Long lines of cars being loaded for market. Grim and sturdy miners at work in the mines. Brisk, 
busy visitors; good natured, cheerful, enterprising merchants. That is the kind of a town Cerrillos is. Don’t think stranger, because the streets are not jammed with 
loafers, that the town isn‘t a success. – Cerrillos cast 246 votes out of 340 registered voters. [The Cerrillos Rustler Vol.III No.18] 

1890November21; The deep water harbor will furnish an excellent outlet for the water from the Cerrillos mining district – This railroad [Texas & Pacific] must tap the Cerrilos 
Coal fields next year, in order to get out anthracite and other coals to the gulf. [The Cerrillos Rustler Vol.III No.19] 

1891December23; from Victory to S.B. Elkins; re Elkins’ reported power of attorney to Catron to sell land in the town of Cerrillos. Enclosed is a list of recorded sales by 
Catron [not present]. Enclosed is a deed for Elkins to sign. Cover note for dee is on separate sheet, and copy of notice from a newspaper. [Elkins papers 747] 

1891April10; The number of fool coal dealers is getting less, thank the Lord. – The Eddy railroad is to be built to Roswell, thence to White Oaks and from there to San Pedro 
and Cerrillos. – Finer specimens of ores are now being dug up around Cerrillos than ever before. The prospecting fever seems to be breaking out in good shape. – 
Santa Fe people cheer the enterprise of Cerrillos in getting its incorporation papers filed so quickly. A plat has already been made of the new town. – No Cerrillos coal 
should be sold for less than three dollars on cars here, yet if reports are true, it has been sold under two dollars - less than it can be producted for. [The Cerrillos 
Rustler v.III n.40] 

1891April10; The petition to incorporate Cerrillos was signed in a hurry by the required majority of voters and was on Monday taken to Santa Fe by Toney Neis and 
presented to the board of county commissioners. So far it looks as if there would be little or no voice against incorporation here. [The Rustler v.III n.40] 

1892January12; (Kerens to Elkins) re Catron’s claim for $1750 for defending the south boundary of the Juana Lopez grant with Knaebel. “I never knew that anyone had 
employed him or Knaebel to protect the boundaries of the Juana Lopez Grant. Could this have been before it was deeded to the Cerrillos Company?” This should be 
settled quickly. Catron is real hard up for money. “You might say to Catron in your letter that the proceeds from sale of town lots at Cerrillos ought to pay all those 
expenses. This would be a gently reminder that he sold these lots without accounting to you.” [Elkins papers 758] 

1892June22; (Kerens to Elkins) “Yours of June 19th, from Elkins [WV] received. $292,612.50 paid out by you on account of Cerrillos matters, is correct. As near as I can 
figure up to date I have paid out for our joint account $142,074.07. Of this I have received from you $128,000… I have paid out several thousand dollars for May pay 
rolls, purchase of houses and building, which the Cerrillos Company needed and needed badly for their men who have been sent there in large numbers with families.” 
To date AT&SF has not paid me but they will. Deeds for land north of river have been sent to New York. “Suggest you make arrangements to meet Col. McCook in New 
York on June 29th for settlement of Cerrillos matters… All the revenues of the company, which are quite large, go to the Treasurer of the Co. in Topeka. I say the income 
is quite large because of the immediate use of the mines, machinery and conveniences which through my efforts were turned over to the Company, and not a day was 
lost in continuing the output of coal. There are several hundred teams there which haul the coal to the railroad at 60¢ per ton. This rate for hauling has been brought 
about by our own management. There never was a more satisfactory ending of so perplexed a situation as has been the case in this Cerrillos business, and everything 
has terminated to the immediate advantage of the Cerrillos Co.” [Elkins papers 803] 

1894July17; All work on the cathedral has had to be suspended for lack of stone. There are several car loads side-tracked at the Cerrillos quarries, but the railroad company 
has been unable to move it. [SFNM, cited in Bishop Lamy’s Santa Fe Cathedral, B.Ellis 1985 p.45] 

1895January2; The Postal Telegraph Company is now established in its offices in the Lamy block and has been doing business since yesterday morning by 
means of a telephone service to Cerrillos, where connection is made with the main telegraph line. [SFNM 100yrs] 

1895January4; The repeaters in the Postal office at Cerrillos were put in to-day so that through telegraphic service to all points touched by the Postal 
company is now being effected from Santa Fe. [SFDNM] 

1895January7; On January 1 the telephone rates for conversation between Cerrillos and Santa Fe, Allerton and Bland were fixed at 50 cents. Written 

messages to and from Santa Fe will hereafter be transmitted by telegraph, the charge being 25 cents for ten words and two cents for each additional word 

in the body of the message. – Cerrillos Rustler. [SFDNM] 

1895January10; [SF County Commission] The action taken by a former board creating precinct No.20, which includes White Ash and Madrid, was assailed 
and the territory was restored to the Cerrillos precinct No.7. [SFDNM] 

1895February11; Colorado parties are now in Cerrillos figuring on the erection at that point of a 120 ton smelter. [SFDNM]  

1895March4; Postmaster T.P. Gable returned from Cerrillos last night. Twenty of the White Ash victims were buried at Cerrillos and four bodies were sent 
east. [SFDNM] 

1895March8; Mr. J.M. Hartley is in the city from Cerrillos. He says work will next week be resumed in the White Ash mine. [SFDNM] 

1895March9; Mrs. Blossburg, president of the Woman’s Board of Trade, is advised that on Monday evening, March 18, a ball will be given at Central hall, 
Cerrillos, for the benefit of the widows and orphans of the White Ash disaster. Tickets have been sent and placed on sale at Albuquerque, Gallup, 

Socorro, Las Cruces, San Marcial, Santa Fe, Las Vegas, Raton and Blossburg, and are on sale a various places both at Cerrillos and Madrid. The Santa 

Fe ladies have twenty-five tickets, which they hope our citizens will readily take. [SFDNM] 



1895March15; Since it is probable that the legislative committee named to distribute relief among the White Ash mine victims may have something like 

$1,000 left after complying with the humane spirit of the assembly resolution, it has been suggested that, possibly the committee can see the way clear 
under the law, to distribute the surplus to the Old Abe mine victims at White Oaks. Had the legislature been in session at the time of the latter disaster 

the victims would certainly have been looked out for. [SFDNM] 

1895March20; The cathedral authorities have let a contract to Digneo Bros. for the erection of a handsome stone altar in the grand church edifice. Carlos 
Digneo has gone to Cerrillos to select the stone. The work will cost about $700. [SFDNM] 

1895March25; The enterprising people of Gibson and Gallup raised about $200, the proceeds of an entertainment given for the benefit of the White Ash 

sufferers. [SFDNM] 
1895March28; The Cerrillos Board of Trade shipped fifty-seven samples of Cochiti ores to Denver for testing. [SFDNM] 

1895April1; The people of Cerrillos have placed the following Citizens’ ticket in the field for to-morrow’s elections: Town trustees, Chas Lyons, John 

Krick, S. Golding, W.H. Coleman, Camilo Mares; town marshal, A.H. Rogers; school trustees, Richard Green and Joseph Richards; town treasurer, Dr. 
F. Palmer. [SFDNM] 

1895April1; The Board of Trade of Cerrillos is doing a vast amount of good in advertising the mining resources of Cochiti, Dolores, Golden, San Pedro and 

other districts of central New Mexico. [SFDNM] 
1895April8; The present board of town trustees of Cerrillos will turn the business of the town over to their successors on Wednesday evening, April 17. 

[SFDNM] 

1895April8; The board of trade at Cerrillos resolved another smelter proposition Thursday morning. This one comes from Socorro. The plant spoken of is 
new, never having been blown in. The subject is now under consideration. [SFDNM] 

1895April22; The Christian mission school at Cerrillos has a new organ. – The Cerrillos public schools will close on next Friday until September. – The 

frame work on the foot bridge at Cerrillos lies in the bed of the Galisteo river. [SFDNM] 

1895April30; The closing exercises of the Cerrillos public school, on Friday evening, were creditable alike to teachers and pupils. [SFDNM] 

1895April30; Any person convicted of carrying a deadly weapon in Cerrillos shall be punished by a fine of not less than $90 or more than $300, or by 

imprisonment of not less than sixty days nor more than six months, or by both such fine and imprisonment, in the discretion of the court. – The 
ordinance forbidding stock from running at large in Cerrillos will hereafter be strictly enforced. [SFDNM] 

1895April30; It appears that Arbor day was not observed by any of the schools of the county except by those at Cerrillos. The city schools were closed, but 

there were no formal exercised nor did the children plant any trees except on their own book. The school authorities are not to be complimented for 
their laxity in this matter. However, a chage is near at hand. [SFDNM] 

1895May3; “Cerrillos,” remarked Capt. Gainsley, of the firm of E.L. Washburn & Co., of Albuquerque, “has not fully recovered from the White Ash 
disacter, but the merchants with whom I conversed with yesterday stated that the black cloud of hard times is slowly parting, and that money matters will 

undoubtedly be easier in the next few weeks.” [SFDNM] 

1895May17; Albuquerque hopes soon to be connected with Cerrillos, Bland and Santa Fe by telephone. [SFDNM] 
1895May24; Word was received last evening from Cerrillos asking the Santa Fes to come to that city on Sunday next to play ball. This will be the first game 

of the season in Cerrillos, and quite a large crowd is expected to turn out to see it. [SFDNM] 

1895June1; Correspondence New Mexican. Golden, May 31… Commencing about 16 miles south of Santa Fe is a district in the vicinity of the Cash Entry 
mine which covers about 15 square miles. It is noted principally for its silver and lead mines, and I predict that as soon as the silver question is settled, 

and with intelligent development this section will add a score or more  of good mines to the list of paying producers in the west. Here, also, is located the 

famous Turquoise mine, which furnishes the eastern market with some of the rarest specimens of these beautiful stones. ¶ East of Cerrillos, on the 
Galisteo, the Santa Fe Placer Mining company will soon commence operations on an extensive scale to wash the material of that stream, which is rich in 

gold washed down by the floods for ages from the famous “Old Placers” and the Cunningham mesa. ¶ At Dolores Mr. S.H. Elkins, who has a lease from 

the New Mexico Mining company on the Cunningham mine, is putting the stamp mill in repair to test the ores from said mine. He also has a force of 
men at work on the mine prospecting the great ore body. Should these tests be satisfactory the property will be worked for all it is worth and ¶ Stamp 

Mills And Other Reduction Works will be erected at Dolores, or on the Galisteo near Cerrillos. [SFDNM] 

1895June22; Cerrillos is all “tore up” over a school board scandal. It is charged that there has been a gross misappropriation of funds under the 
administration of Tony Neis’ presidency of the board. [SFDNM] 

1895Juiy1; …the national cemetery at Santa Fe, to be used for coping and for construction of a house on the grounds. The stone is of excellent quality, as is 

all of the Cerrillos product, which is coming into general use throughout the territory. [SFDNM] 
1895July8; Speaking about the temperature being rather warm in Santa Fe about noon to-day, Dr. Sloan remarked, “Well, it is not 100 in the shade as it was 

in Cerrillos yesterday when I was there.” [SFDNM] 

1895July10; Capt. J.T. Forsha, of the Exchange, goes to Cerrillos to-night to lease several of his buildings there. Many Santa Feans own property in the 
Little Pittsburg and they are all much elated over the flattering prospects for the establishment of that big smelter. [SFDNM] 

1895July13; The town of Cerrillos is entirely out of debt. – The Cerrillos streets have been thoroughly cleaned and present a greatly improved appearance. 

[SFDNM] 
1895July17; The trustees of Cerrillos have granted the new smelter company there the privilege of constructing and carrying on their works without the 

payment of taxes for a period of ten years. [SFDNM] 

1895July20; President Jeffrey reached New York from Europe on the 13th and is expected in Denver in a few days. No official announcement of the plans 
of the company need be looked for before that time. It may be taken as an assured fact, however, that it is the purpose to build at least to Cerrillos at 

once; and that active work will be begun by September 1 next. This is a broad assertion, positively stated, but it is backed up by information from people 

who know whereof they speak, and may be accepted with the utmost confidence. – Cerrillos Rustler. [SFDNM] 

1895July23; President E.T. Webber, of the Board of Trade, has addressed letters to the boards of trade at Cerrillos and Albuquerque and to Hon. John Y. 

Hewitt, of White Oaks, urging that committees be named to gather data on the subject of railroad traffic in case the narrow gauge... [SFDNM] 

1895July24; The smelter at Cerrillos seems to be assured. Contracts are to be issued and let at once and the company, which has been incorporated under the 
title of New Mexico Mining, Smelting & Refining company, will break ground to begin construction on August 1. [SFDNM] 

1895August5; A special train conveyed 200 Cerrillos people to Santo Domingo yesterday to witness the Pueblo village’s annual green corn dance. At least 

150 people from Madrid contemplated the trip, but were kept home by the prevalence of diphtheria among the children there. The disease has resulted in 
one death, but Dr. Donaldson is using every precaution to prevent it becoming epidemic. [SFDNM] 

1895August17; The building of the Cerrillos smelter and the prospective building of the D.&R.G. through this section is having the much wished for effect 

of attracting capitalists and promoters of mining enterprises to this district. [SFDNM] 
1895August17; The trustees of Cerrillos have under serious consideration the passage of an ordinance granting an electric light franchise to Messrs. Cook & 

Balcomb. [SFDNM] 



1895August27; G.W. North is up from Cerrillos looking after his contract for supplying stone for the improvements at the national military cemetery. His 

quarries have supplied some thirty car loads of stone for this purpose, and some of the big sections are eighteen feet long as they come out of the quarry. 
[SFDNM] 

1895September17; Word from Cerrillos is to the effect that that solid mercantile firm, the Browne-Manzanares Co., will soon establish a branch house 

there; also that Hon. J. Reynolds and several wealthy Las Vegans are about to become interested in the new smelter project. [SFDNM] 
1895October11; The first car load of antrracite coal received from Cerrillos this fall reached here last night. [SFDNM] 

1895October28; A party of thirty-five or forty Mexicans, evidently from Old Mexico, came up last Saturday night to work in the hard coal mine. It is 

reported there are a number of others in the same stripe to follow. – Cerrillos Rustler. [SFDNM] 
1895November4; Manager Sparks expects to have the new telephone and telegraph line completed between Santa Fe and Cerrillos in about fifteen days. 

The present line extends to the river, and thence to Cerrillos, a distance of forty-six miles, while the new line will be only twenty-two miles long, it being 

the intention to abandon and remove the line from the river to Cerrillos. The new line will consist of thirty substantial 20-foot poles to the mile and 
No.12 steel wire and will be first-class in all respects. For the present it will be used by the Postal Telegraph company as well as for telephone purposes. 

[SFDNM] 

1895November19; The post holes for the new Postal telegraph and telephone line to Cerrillos were finished yesterday. The distance in an air line is a little 
over twenty-one miles. Delivery of the poles will commence to-morrow. [SFDNM] 

1895November22; Cerrillos Lands Involved. The Albuquerque Democrat prints a press dispatch under date of New York, Nov.20, which says: ¶ “The 

hearing of a suit, in which William C. Reeves sues United States Senator Stephen B. Elkins, of West Virginia, to recover interest claimed by him in 
certain lands in New Mexico and also for an accounting, was commenced to-day before Judge Patterson in a special term of the supreme court.” ¶ Not 

Reeves, but William C. Rencher is the party who is suing and the case is a famous one, involving lands now covered by the Cerrillos town site. Years 

ago Rencher’s father was surveyor general of New Mexico. Under his administration certain so called non-mineral bearing U.S. lands in south Santa Fe 

county were put up at public auction and bought in by the Elkins Catron syndicate at $1.25 per acre. About eight years ago Rencher came to Santa Fe 

and offered to pay the necessary money, but he found that Catron had filed a suit in Elkins’ name against “all unknown owners” to quiet title. Rencher 

put in an answer, filed a cross bill and tied up this suit in New Mexico and now he brings suit in New York because there he succeeded in getting 
personal service on Elkins. The senator says he sold a portion of the lands claimed by Rencher to T.B. Catron on the same conditions as they had been 

previously held by Rencher. He also pleads that Rencher is barred by statute of limitations. [SFDNM] 

1895December24: A telephone line from Cerrillos, taking in Dolores, the Gypsy Queen mine, Golden and San Pedro, is among the probabilities in the near 
future. The line in contemplation will be a metallic circuit with the latest improved instruments. [SFDNM] 

1895December30: Notice has been received from the United States weather bureau that five weather forcast flags for Cerrillos have been sent on from 
Washington and will reach here within a few days. These flags are six feet square with the exception of the temperature flag, which is triangular. 

Through the kindness of the managers of the hotel they will be displayed each day from the Cerrillos house flagstaff, the service commencing as soon as 

the flags are received. – Cerrillos Rustler. [SFDNM] 
1896January8; Work is being done on more mining claims in this vicinity than ever before, and there is a feeling among miners that this year will be 

marked by great strides in the development of our resources, say the Cerrillos Rustler. [SFDNM] 

1896January17; Complaint comes from Cerrillos to the effect that pork sold in the market there is believed to be diseased. The attention of the live stock 
sanitary board is directed to this matter. [SFDNM] 

1896January22; Chris Wiegand, with a gentleman interested in the project, will be down from Las Vegas next Tuesday or Wednesday for the purpose of 

organizaing a company to build a first-class telephone line from Cerrillos to San Pedro via Dolores, the Gypsy Queen mine and Golden. First-class 
instruments and a metallic circuit will be used if the plan is successful. The cost will approximate $1,000, of which a considerable amount, we are told, 

will be taken at the points reached by the line. Cerrillos business men will undoubtedly subscribe liberally, as also will Las Vegas people. – Cerrillos 

Rustler. [SFDNM] 
1896January29; Cerrillos public schools will close next week, there being no money to pay the three teachers. Two of the teachers, it appears, are willing to 

continue the school and wait for their salaries, but it has been decided that such a course is not advisable. This is a most deplorable state of affairs, and 

deeply regretted by every citizen interested in the welfare of that community. [SFDNM] 
1896February17; Cerrillos is to have a brass band. the instruments have already been ordered from Chicago. [SFDNM] 

1896February18; Manager Sparks reports that the new direct telephone line between Santa Fe and Cerrillos is working elegantly. He adds that with very 

little trouble a much shorter and better wagon road can be opened to Cerrillos following the new telephone line from Arroyo Hondo. It would reduce the 
distance from twenty-eight to twenty-one miles and would avoid hills and sand. It is even now easily passable for light conveyances. [SFDNM] 

1896March9; Prof. Noceada’s theatrical company and St. Francis brass band have been holding forth at Galisteo for the past three days. They gave a most 

creditable performance there on Saturday night, and will appear at Cerrillos and San Pedro before returning home. [SFDNM] 
1896April6; The public schools at Cerrillos have closed. [SFDNM] 

1896April6; The new dam below the Ortiz mining company’s mill at Dolores, was completed early this week, and the reservoir is now accumulating water. 

The mill will start up in the expectation of continuous work at once. Superintendent Strickland will ship another car load of ore early next week. – 
Cerrillos Rustler. [SFDNM] 

1896April13; The town of Cerrillos cast 102 votes in the late election. [SFDNM] 

1896April14; …territorial district court… Town of Cerrillos vs. Francis Narvais. Appeal. Stricken from the docket. [SFDNM] 
1896April13; The important and gratifying news comes from Cerrillos that, on Saturday, genuine coal oil was struck there in a well of Dick Matthews at the depth of 115 feet.  

The New Mexican is indebted to S. Golding, who is in the city in attendance upon the district court, for the first information of this notable strike. ¶ DETAILS OF THE 

DISCOVERY. ¶ A telephone message from Editor F.C. Buell, of the Rustler, fully verifies Mr. Golding’s statement and gives interesting particulars.  It seems that Richard 

Green and W.E. Chipman were interested with sinking a drive well on the premises of the latter about two and a half blocks north of the A.,T.&S.F. railroad depot, the object 

being to tap the water underflow for domestic purposes.¶ At the depth of 115 feet, the drill then being forty feet in slate, oil in large quantities was observed flowing off with 

the water then in the well.  The 5-inch iron casting was then down to the slate formation.  To-day the casting will be driven into the slate so as to shut off the water which 

flows in from above and thus ascertain the quantity of oil that has been tapped. ¶ Experts say that, after the slate is passed through, a large body of petroleum is likely to be 

encountered.  Naturally the people of Cerrillos and vicinity are much excited over this find.  The water in the well is spoiled for ordinary uses, but nevertheless the discovery 

fills the hearts of the entire community with joy unspeakable. ¶ PRESENCE OF OIL LONG SUSPECTED. ¶ For years the presence of petroleum in south Santa Fe county 

has been strongly suspected by many people and numerous superficial experiments have been made to discover it. ¶ Recently a company was quietly organized to locate lands 

and make serious explorations for oil in the coal region of this county.  M. Harrold, a practical oil man of Crafton, Pa., who made unsuccessful efforts to develop artesian 

water near Golden two or three years ago and there satisfied himself that there was petroleum in the region, Secretary Lorion Miller, and Supt. J.T. McLaughlin, of the Santa 

Fe Copper company, are leading promoters of the new company. ¶ Among the other who have taken stock therein are E.L. Hall, E.H. Bergmann, A.C. Linnen, E.A. Sluder, 

T.M. Jones, Francis Downs, C.H. Gildersleeve, T.J. Helm, of Santa Fe; H.L. Warren, H.B. Fergusson, Alex. Breischer, C.M. Childers, E.W. Dobson, O.N. Marron, N.C. 

Collier, R.L. Stuart, Wallace Hesselden, J.A. Lee, Felix Lester, J.E. Saint, W.M. Weaver, B.C. Robertson, S.M. Folsom, B.G. Wilson, of Albuquerque; M.S. Hart and Thomas 

Smith, of Las Vegas; W.S. Hopewell, of Hillsboro; W.H. Seamon, of Socorro; H.T. Brown and R.M. Carley, of San Pedro, and two friends of Mr. McLaughlin. ¶ THIRTY-

SIX CLAIMS LOCATED. ¶ Thirty-six claims of coal and oil land of 160 acres each have already been located by the company on the public domain from six to twelve miles 



northwest and west of Golden. ¶ Mr. Harrold has gone east to arrange for moving his complete well boring machinery and appliances from Golden to the prospective oil 

fields. He will return soon prepared to sink 1,000 feet if necessary. The results of his systematic explorations will be awaited with absorbing interest, not only by the persons 

directly interested, but by everyone interested in the development and prosperity of northern New Mexico. ¶ The unexpected oil strike at Cerrillos will, of course, tend directly 

toward encouraging and stimulating the efforts of this enterprising prospecting company. [SFDNM] 

1896April15; The new oil field at Cerrillos may mean much for New Mexico. – Las Vegas Optic. [SFDNM] 

1896April16; Citizens of Cerrillos met at the office of Editor Buell, of the Rustler, this afternoon and resolved to push the oil development project. A new 
horse power will be put on the ground in a day or two and then the work of sinking the drive well through the slate formation will be resumed. It is 

thought likely that natural gas may also be struck in this well, as some years ago a very good flow of natural gas was struck about three-quarters of a 

mile from the present well. [SFDNM] 
1896April17; At a meeting of the citizens of Cerrillos yesterday afternoon a committee was appointed to appraise the property on which such excellent 

evidence of petroleum have been developed and to secure an analysis of the stuff taken from the well. The citizens are determined to post issues and sink 

the well deeper, feeling confident that a large flow of oil will be the result. [SFDNM] 
1896May2; A long and lovely run on wheels down the Cerrillos road will be enjoyed by a score of local cyclers to-morrow afternoon. [SFDNM] 

1896May5; …from the Cerrillos Rustler. Tombstone, A.T., has six flowing artesian wells and is consequently happy. Cerrillos has one flowing artesian well 
and we might have six more if we would set about it. With seven wells we ought to be just a little bit happier than the town with the gruesome name. 

[SFDNM] 

1896May7; Arrangements are being made to bring up a strong team from Cerrillos to play the Santa Fes Sunday. It is understood that the entire team will 
not be composed of Cerrillos players, but that some fast players will help the Little Pittsburg team out. [SFDNM] 

1896May9; Burglers are operating in Cerrillos and Las Vegas. [SFDNM] 

1896June22; On yesterday the Kinghts of Pythias (Carthage lodge No.14) and Odd Fellows (Friendship lodge No.18) of the city of Cerrillos celebrated 

Memorial day with impressive ceremonies. ¶ At 1:30 p.m. a special train, provided by the courtesy of the A.,T.&S.F. Railroad company, left Madrid for 

Cerrillos. ¶ On the arrival of this train the procession formed and marched to the hall of the Kinghts of Pythias, and a lodge of sorrow was held with 

exquisite and touching music. ¶ The members then proceeded to the beautiful and well kept cemetery of the city and the graves of the departed brothers 
were covered with flowers. ¶ On the part of the Odd Fellows, James T. Newhall, grand secretary, delivered an address, and the memorial service of the 

Knights of Pythias was rendered over each grave with impressive effect. ¶ The good people of Cerrillos were present en masse. Among the knights who 

contributed particularly to the success of the exercises may be mentioned David Anderson, C.C.; E.A. Turner, ?.C.; Wm Kilpatrick, K. of R. and S.; Wm 
Graham, primate, and J. Langston, marshal. The latter officiated in such a way as to win the plaudits of all. [SFDNM] 

1896July13; The erection and operation of a smelter at Cerrillos is looked upon with great favor by the miners of the Cochiti district for the reason that such 

a plant would give them the opportunity to handle large quantities of low grade ore which now lies on the dumps and can not be moved because of the 
heavy transportation charges. – Cerrillos Rustler. [SFDNM] 

1896September25; A Bryan club was organized at Cerrillos last night with a membership of 125 voters out of a total number registered in the precinct of 

182. ¶ Tony Neis was chosen president, G.D. Arnold, vice-president, and Jack Langston, secretary. ¶ The meeting was addressed by Messrs. 
Cunningham, Renehan and Ortiz, of Santa Fe. [SFDNM] 

1896October30; A great Democratic rally is on for Cerrillos Saturday night and for Madrid Sunday afternoon. There will be a grand Democratic rally in 

Santa Fe on Monday night. [SFDNM] 
1896December19; Cerrillos Cullings. Cochiti would profit immensely from a smelter at Cerrillos. – In gold mining probably southern Santa Fe county is 

showing more activity than any other portion of New Mexico, and this is justified by the values which have been uncovered. – Midnight mass will be 

celebrated at St. Joseph’s church, Cerrillos, Christmas eve, commencing at 11:45 p.m. Sermon in both English and Spanish, Rev. Father I. Grom 
officiating. Mass will be held at Madrid, Christmas day at 9:30 a.m. [SFDNM] 

1896December28; Cerrillos Smelter Project. It is stated that Kansas City, Cerrillos and Santa Fe parties, in nowise associated with the Balue enterprise, have 

taken up the smelter project for Cerrillos and are arranging to supply the Little Pittsburg with this much needed institution at an early day. Mining men 
generally agree that Cerrillos is to-day the most inviting field in the west for a smelter, and there is every good business reason for believing that the 

opportunity for profitable investment in this line will not much longer remain open. [SFDNM] 

1897January25; The Dorcas Aid society made a success of the oyster supper at Hurt’s hall, Tuesday night, at Cerrillos. [SFDNM] 
1897February27; Cerrillos And Vicinity. The Golden District a Scene of Great Activity – Breezy Notes of Interest from Southern Santa Fe County... With 

the prospects of a large smelter being erected and the extension of the D.&R.G. railroad at an early day, and being so favorably located as to natural 

advantages and resources, the future of Cerrillos is very promising indeed. Speed the day when the Little Pittsburg will rival its greater namesake of the 
east. [SFDNM] 

1897April10; Los Cerrillos Letter The Town Appears To be in Good Health and Merchants Are Expecting a Prosperous Year. Coal Mining At Madrid 

Booming Twenty Thousand Tons of Coal Taken from This Rich Mineral Section During the Month of March and Placed Upon the Market. Special 
Correspondence of New Mexican. Cerrillos, N.M., April 9. – On the train last night leaving Santa Fe, among others were Mr. and Mrs. Geo H. Wallace, 

Judge Andrews, Judge Laughlin, and Sheriff Kinsell. ¶ Mr. and Mrs. Wallace were on their way to Washington where he will do what he can in securing 

a good, stiff tariff on wool. Mr. Wallace said that he considered a tariff that would raise the price of wool five cents a pound in New Mexico of greater 
importance to the people of the territory than a new governor, and therefore he would make the trip even if he knew his commission as governor would 

reach Santa Fe Saturday morning, but he rather felt that should the commission come it would be for the other fellow. However, he had out a rod and 

lightning was liable to strike most anywhere. Judge Andrews, who hails from Murphysboro, Ill., and is an inspector for the general land office, was on 
his way to Las Cruces to visit with the officers in the land office in that place, and from Las Cruces would go to Roswell. Judge Laughlin, by this time 

has reached Lincoln, where he will hold court for two weeks, and Sheriff Kinsell stopped in Cerrillos to visit with his family and look after business 

interests. ¶ Cerrillos appears to be in tolerably good health in every way. The merchants all expect a good year, and while it is quiet now, after the wool 
season begins business will hum. The big smelter is still one of the possibilities of the future, but “It is to be built” soon. ¶ The rich mines in southern 

Santa Fe county are attracting widespread attention, and prospectors and mining men are coming in to look over the field. There is some talk of more 

rich strikes in the San Pedro district, and many more will be made this year. The click of the hammer and drill and the dull boom of the blast are no 
unusual sounds in the mountains, and are substantial evidences that something is happening. From all that can be learned, this part of the county is 

sawing considerable wood and keeping mighty quiet about it. ¶ A visit was paid to Madrid this afternoon, and the camp is in business up to the neck. 

The superintendent stated that during the month of March 20,000 tons of hard and soft coal were taken from the mountains and placed on the market. 
When asked how much truth there was in the report that the coal in the mountains around Madrid was playing out, and that that camp would be 

abandoned in a few years, he laughed and said. ¶ “We are pulling the pillars in the White Ash mine, for the reason that the lead is faulty and it is easier 
to reach the coal from another level. In the mine opened last summer we have 8,000,000 tons in sight. This we know to a certainty from bearings made, 

and by the time that vein is exhausted we only have to run a lower level to find as much more. No, Madrid coal is not playing out by a long shot.” ¶ 

Now, 8,000,000 tons of coal is quite a little stock and after trying to reduce tons to ounces and multiplying by millions, I give it up and decide that the 



people of Santa Fe were not in danger of freezing to death, for possibly two years. ¶ I had a conversation with Mr. Charles Rutter, general purchasing 

agent for the Colorado Smelting company at Pueblo. Mr. Rutter is visiting the various mining camps of the territory, and in his trip has picked up much 
valuable information. He considers the mining industry in New Mexico as yet in its experimental stage. There are vast bodies of ore in every part of the 

territory which, with improved methods of reducing and smelting, will prove a source of incalculable wealth. If all the reports of rich strikes are true, and 

he has no reason to doubt them, in a short time New Mexico will become the greatest gold producing country on the continent. Well, here’s hoping that 
day is not far distant. O.L.R. [O.L. Rice] [SFDNM] 

1897May25; “Standing room only” was the sign out at the opera house tonight on the occasion of the Si Perkins performance. At Cerrillos, 25th; Las Vegas, 

26th. [SFDNM] 
1897July1; Santa Fe County. The mining industry is prospering in this county as never before. There are seven gold mills in operation in the southern part of 

the county, and a new smelter and a McPhee mill is in course of construction at Cerrillos. The Carley-Aranda gold claim is now supplying ore for three 

Huntington mills, and in the old Ortiz mine the pay streak has widened to four feet with a value of $100 per ton. [SFDNM] 
1897July1; Bold Robbery At Cerrillos. A Masked Robber Enters the Mint Saloon at Midnight and Secures $115 in Coin After Shooting the Manager. Five Men Witnessed 

The Daring Deed. A.R. Quinley, Formerly of Las Vegas and Well Known Throughout the Territory, Received a Painful Though Not Dangerous Wound in the Left Hip. A 

shooting occurred a few minutes after midnight last night at the Mint saloon in Cerrillos, which has thrown the town into a state of intense excitement. A.R. Quinley, a well 

known citizen and manager of the resort above mentioned, was badly, though not fatally, wounded by a masked robber who entered the saloon with the motive of robbery. 

The particulars of the robbery and attempted murder are as follows; ¶ At about 20 minutes after midnight the roulette game which had been in progress all night closed, and 

Manager Quinley gathered up the money from the table, put it in a sack and was about to put it in the safe when a stranger with the upper portion of his face masked entered, 

and quickly walking up to Quinley demanded that he hand over the money. Quinley evidently regarded the thing as a huge joke, and kept on at the safe door, at the same time 

asking his caller what he meant. The stranger replied with a string of blood-curdling oaths, punctuated with a very emphatic reiteration of his former demand for the coin. 

There could be no doubt that he was in dead earnest and that he had entered the saloon for business. Realizing this Quinley turned quickly and threw the sack of coin, which 

all the while he had been holding in his right hand, straight at the stranger’s head. The sack contained about $115 in silver quarters, halves and dollars. Just as he raised his 

arm to throw the coin, the robber drew a revolver and fired point blank at his victim at a distance of only a few feet. ¶ Quinley sank to the floor holding on to his left hip where 

he had been hit by the robber’s bullet. The missile struck Quinley fair on the left hip, then ranging downward passed out inflicting a painful flesh wound. Five men witnessed 

the shooting, but they were unarmed and were all so badly excited as to be of little use. When they rushed forward to assist the wounded man, the robber quietly returned his 

weapon to his pocket, picked up the sack of coin and walked away. ¶ An alarm was given at once and 25 or 30 men started out to search the town over, but up to noon today 

nothing had been heard of the bold robber. Sheriff Kinsell was notified of the robbery and went down to Cerrillos on an early morning freight. ¶ The robber is described as 

about 30 or 35 years old, six feet tall, slender, cadaverous face, light complexion and dressed in gray sack coat and pants, doeskin shirt and small soft black hat. Quinley’s 

wound is very painful, but he will be able to be out again in a short time. ¶ Quinley formerly resided in Las Vegas, where he kept a saloon. For some time he was prominently 

identified with the fire department of that city, and is well known throughout the territory. It is generally believed that the robber acted without any assistance in his scheme 

for robbing the Mint, though there are rumors to the effect that he had a pal waiting for him at the door, where he acted as a guard or lookout, while the robbery was taking 

place within. Quinley was not armed at the time he was accosted by the masked stranger, and of course had no opportunity of getting at a weapon. Had he had his revolver 

handy, it is probable that this account would have read differently, for he is not the kind of a man to submit to a hold up without a fight. ¶ The five witnesses had a good look 

at the robber and all agree upon the description given above, which it is thought will soon lead to his capture. About 30 men are now on the hunt, and it is hardly probable that 

he will long evade the tolls of justice. [SFDNM] 
1897July21; A letter from Cerrillos states that the architect in charge of the erection of the buildings for the smelter of the Mary Mining & Smelting 

company was due in that town today and that contracts for the erection of the necessary buildings would be given out at once. [SFDNM] 

1897August11; Cerrillos Smelter. A letter to the New Mexican from Cerrillos, of even date says: ¶ Captain M. Balue who has been east for the last two 
weeks, perfecting plans for the erection of the Cerrillos smelter will arrive tonight and will at once commence work on the smelter. The track has been 

staked off, plans submitted and all contracts will be let tomorrow. Work will be posted with all possible haste and Cerrillos will be the scene of much 

activity during the next 60 days. [SFDNM] 
1897August21; New Reduction Works. A Plant Now Under Construction at Cerrillos that Proposes to be Ready for Operation Within 30 Days – Ore May 

Be Sent in Now. Within 30 days it is expected that the new mill at Cerrillos, now under construction, for the purpose of reducing ores by the Stewart 

process, will be finished and in operation. Some days since Mr. S.L. North returned to Cerrillos from Chicago where he had been for the purpose of 

securing the necessary machinery for the plant, which consists of an engine and boiler, crusher and other specially designed work. ¶ The machinery 

arrived in Cerrillos last Wednesday. Earlier during the same week work had been commenced on the mill site, located on the side hill near land formerly 
allotted to the Balcomb & Cook outfit. ¶ It is proposed to pay particular attention to the lead and zinc ores so abundant in this section, although other 

refractory ores will not be refused. The estimated capacity of the new mill is to be 50 tons of ore per day. Briefly, the process is to subject the ore to a 

combination of furnace heat under blast and suction draft, and steam, which forms a superheated steam, which is drawn down through the ore and will 
take the zinc and lead out into a water tank, separating the gold and silver from the rock and depositing them upon the bottom of the tank, and being 

gathered off later by quick silver. ¶ Mr. North is ready to receive ore at the present time, in order to have a good supply on hand when he is ready to 

start. [SFDNM] 
1897September2; The erection and actual operation of the new 80 ton smelter at Cerrillos will stimulate every branch of business in Santa Fe county. 

[SFDNM] 

1897September17; The board of county commissioners… The residents of Cerrillos presented a petition to the board for building a substantial wagon 
bridge over the Galisteo river, and asking that a committee be appointed consisting of two members of the board to decide upon the most suitable 

location for said bridge. Also to appoint a sub-committee to solicit contributions among citizens and they ask some contribution from the county. On 

motion of Hon. J.T. McLaughlin, Hons. C.W. Dudrow and J.A. Lucero were appointed such committee. The following persons were appointed as a sub-
committee: S. Golding, W.H. Kennedy, W.C. Rogers, J.G. Burdick and M. Maniata, and also agreed to give $100 from the county fund. [SFDNM] 

1897September18; Says the Cerrillos Rustler of yesterday: The grading for the smelter sidetracks is finished; also the excavation for buildings. The lower 

sidetrack has been laid and surfaced, while the upper track is going down as rapidly as possible and will probably be finished tomorrow. Rock hauling 

began yesterday, and foundations and walls will be begun the first of the week. Carpenters will be here next week to begin work on the buildings. The 

spring above the town will provide an ample supply of water, and a pipe line will be laid within a short time. Things are moving. [SFDNM] 

1897September25; Says the Cerrillos Rustler; The purpose of building a bridge over the Galisteo river should not be allowed to die out and the agitation 
upon the subject should be continued. We have not heard what has been done by the committee appointed by the board of county commissioners, but 

hope it has been at work and has met with success. A bridge is more needed now that the school has commenced than before, as it is difficult and at any 

time may become impossible for children to cross. The bridge should be built. [SFDNM] 
1897September27; Cerrillos Cullings. The greater portion of J.R. Hale’s mule teams are hauling rock for the smelter. – The stone masons are hard at work 

laying up wall, and the carpenters are framing timbers for the buildings for the smelter, and the pipe line is being laid. The grading and excavation are 

finished and the office is nearly completed. These are busy days in this end of town. – The smelter company employs about 50 or more men and pays 
their wages every Saturday night. This has a tendency to improve business conditions to an appreciable extent and directly or indirectly every person in 

the community receives some benefit by reason of the enterprise. [SFDNM] 

1897September28; The manner in which the work on the new smelter at Cerrillos is progressing causes rejoicing among the miners of the south Santa Fe 
and the golden Cochiti mining districts. [SFDNM] 



1897October16; It is reported that one of Cerrillos’ most charming young ladies will soon join fortunes with a prosperous miner who has some rich mining 

property over west of the Rio Grande river. [SFDNM] 
1897October21; New Bridge At Cerrillos. Formally Located by the County Commissioners Yesterday – Nearly Enough Funds Raised. Messrs. Charles W. 

Dudrow and Jose A. Lucero, county commissioners, went to Cerrillos yesterday morning, and, after carefully looking over the ground, selected the 

Second street crossing as the proper place for the proposed new bridge over the Galisteo river. ¶ A subscription paper was immediately started to raise 
the necessary funds to build the bridge, and before the commissioners left for their homes $548 had been subscribed. The Mary Mining & Smelting 

company and W.C. Rogers each agreed to contribute $100 to the laudable purpose. ¶ Santa Fe county has also agreed to subscribe $100 and the town of 

Cerrillos will chip in $300 more. These sums will swell the total to $948. The cost of the bridge is estimated at from $1,000 to $1,500. No doubt is 
entertained that the required balance has been raised by this time and that work on the bridge will soon be commenced. [SFDNM] 

1897November19; The Cerrillos Rustler has ceased to rustle. The prosperity wave was too much for it. Peace be unto its ashes. – Roswell Register. The 

truth is that Mr. F.C. Buell, the capable editor of the Rustler, secured the desirable position of bookkeeper for the Mary Mining & Smelting company at 
Cerrillos, and found that he had no time to devote to his paper. Rest assured, however, that the Rustler will be revived. [SFDNM] 

1897November22; A number of the local marksmen expect to attend a live pigeon and turkey shoot in Cerrillos on Thanksgiving day. The Cerrillos 

sportsmen are arranging to entertain all visitors in a royal manner. [SFDNM] 
1897November23; The sampling works of the new Cerrillos smelter were completed yesterday and the wheels thereof were set in motion this afternoon. 

[SFDNM] 

1897December27; An Italian coal miner died very suddenly of heart disease at Cerrillos day before yesterday. [SFDNM] 
1897December29; Cerrillos Rustler Revived. Special to the New Mexican. Cerrillos, N.M., Dec. 29. – Messrs. W.A. DeBusk and Wallace Walker have 

leased the Rustler printing plant and will issue on Friday of this week, the first number of the Cerrillos Register. The paper will be a five-column 

quarto, four pages printed at home and gives promise of being a first class local paper. [SFDNM] 

1898February12; Cerrillos Cullings. The physicians report that Cerrillos is now almost free from sickness. The contagion of measles seems to have run its 

course and the people are ????ing the usual high average of good ?????. [SFNM]   

1898April25; Major F. Muller, of troop E, First New Mexico cavalry, has received telegraphic communications from Bland, Cerrillos and Madrid that 
numerous recruits have been secured at these places. Troop E will have its full quota of volunteers Tuesday evening. [SFNM] 

1898May18; Santa Fe County. A bridge is wanted over the Galisteo at Cerrillos. – Children’s day was observerd at the Methodist church, Cerrillos, last 

Sunday. [SFNM] 
1898June17; Santa Fe County. W.H. Coleman was last week elected to fill a vacancy on the town board of Cerrillos. – The Postal telegraph linemen, who 

are engaged in stretching a fourth wire in New Mexico, were in Cerrillos last week. [SFNM] 
1898July19; From Company “C” At Cerrillos about 800 people welcomed the boys. Company C did not forget the fact that, in proportion to its population, 

Cerrillos furnished more volunteers than any other place in New Mexico, and they responded right royally to the reception. ¶ From Cerrillos songs were 

the order of the hour. That latest and most popular “national air,” “A Hot Time in the Old Town Tonight,” was unmercifully butchered, and was 
supplemented by “America,” “Marching through Georgia,” etc. [SFNM] 

1898August24; The prospect now seems to be that the litigation troubles of the Cerrillos smelting company will soon be disposed of and that the fine plant 

at the Little Pittsburg will speedily be blown in for a long run. [SFNM] 
1898September19; The Cerrillos public schools open next Monday. [SFNM] 

1898October1; Extensive coal sheds are being erected at the yards of the Cerrillos Coal Company. – The Cerrillos Register reports that local industries are 

taking on a new lease of life. [SFNM] 
1898October19; On account of smallpox at Cerrillos, the schools have been closed for the present. [SFNM] 

1898October31; The Cerrillos public school has reopened, the smallpox having entirely disappeared. [SFNM] 

1898November7; A new railroad bridge is to be built across the arroya at Cerrillos, near the Mary smelter, on account of the increased size of the 
locomotives now used on that division by the Santa Fe road. [SFNM] 

1898November1; Judge J.R. McFie went to Cerrillos this afternoon, where he joined District Clerk Bergere, and naturalization papers were issued to a 

number of foreign born citizens who desire to vote at the coming election. [SFNM] 
1898November16; Southern Santa Fe County. The Cerrillos town authorities are proposing to clean the streets and otherwise improve the municipality. – 

Because of the prevalence of small-pox in the vicinity of Cerrillos many parents have taken their children out of school. [SFNM] 

1899Jaunary11; Manager Dettlebach, of the opera house, will go to Cerrillos tonight to meet the Heywood company of specialists, and tomorrow night a 
performance will be given in Madrid. Friday night the company will be in Santa Fe and entertain the amusement loving public at the court house. 

[SFNM] 

1899Jaunary25; Capitol Notes. Parts of the great columns for the portico of the state house have arrived from Indiana and are now being cut preparatory to 
being set up in the portico. [SFNM] 

1899February27; The news from Cerrillos is to the effect that the place is in the grip of smallpox and the condition is serious. Up to the present Santa Fe 

has escaped the scourge, and a quarantine should at once be established against all infected places. The city council should hold a special meeting and 
provide for the safety of the city. [SFNM] 

1899March14; Striking Miners Cause Trouble. Excitement in Colorado Over Strike Growing – Troops May Be Called for to Preserve Peace and Protect 

Life. Denver, March 14. – A special to the Times from Lake City says that the armed Italian strikers today prevented the other miners taking their places 
in the Hidden Treasure, Ute and Ulay mines. The sheriff of Hinsdale county may ask Governor Thomas for troops. The strike was declared on account 

of an order requiring all miners without families to take their meals at the mine boarding house. ¶ The mine superintendents have decided to discharge 

all Italians. The sheriff will endeavor to protect men who want to work. ¶ The local armory was broken into, and all arms and ammunition stolen last 

night, presumably by strikers. [SFNM] 

1899April13; March Collections. Major Fred Muller, the efficient county collector, reports the following collections for the month of March: For territorial 

purposes .. $361.30; County taxes, 1897 .. 113.88; 1898, county and school taxes, delinquent taxes and gaming licenses .. 2,301.39; City taxes, general 
fund .. 168.88; School fund .. 38.77; Town of Cerrillos .. 10.08. Total .. $2,961.30. [SFNM]   

1899April28; A number of wheelmen will ride to Cerrillos tomorrow afternoon to take part in a dance to be held at that town in the evening. [SFNM] 

1899October16; A.H. Hilton of San Antonio, has completed arrangements with the Old Abe Company to ship 75 tons of coal to El Paso as a test in 
competition with Cerrillos. The vein of coal has now opened to four feet in thickness and is apparently semi-anthracite. If the shipment is a success the 

Parker mine will also resume operations. [SFNM] 

1899November9; Cerrillos Mining District. Some new comers who are not acquainted with the district are locating claims 600 feet wide. This is illegal and 
will only make trouble. Since March 1879, claims are limited to 300 feet in width. There are only two claims now existing there that were located 

before that time and that are 600 feet wide, the Sunrise and the Galena Chief. ¶ If the smelters open to do custom work a large number of lead mines 

carrying silver will be immediately worked. [SFNM] 



1899November21; Mining in Southern Santa Fe County. Some fine galena ore was unearthed near Cerrillos last week. It assays 36 ounces of silver, in 

addition to the galena, at grass roots. [SFNM] 
1900January15; A homestead contest was heard this forenoon before Hon. E.F. Hobart, receiver of the federal land office in this city. The contest made by 

the town of Cerrillos vs. James M. Rogers. Rogers has possession of a homestead within the boundaries of the town, which is claimed by the town 

authorities. [SFNM] 
1900January19; The Cerrillos coal, which Dudrow’s wagons are now delivering about town, is of a much better quality than that delivered in the early part 

of the season, and the good housewives of the city look correspondingly glad. [SFNM] 

1900January20; May Strike Oil. Excellent indications of petroleum were encountered to-day in the well which is being drilled down in the edge of town 
here by the Cochiti Gold Mining Company. Cerrillos is quite elated over the fact that the Bland country hasn’t all the good things on earth, and must 

come over here for water. This well is being put in to supply the electric power and light plant which the Cochiti company is busily engaged in 

perfecting at the Madrid coal camp, two miles south of Cerrillos. A first-class drill outfit, with a twenty-five horse-power engine, is at work, and has 
capacity for sinking 2,000 feet. At a depth of 370 feet the well is 7 1/2 inches in diameter; has encountered numerous water-bearing strata, and the 

precious fluid now rises to within 14 feet of the surface. The men in charge feel quite confident of developing an artesian flow. When the sand pump 

came up to-day bearing evidences of crude petroleum there was a happy feeling evinced by the local public, and the old residents began to talk. It was 
recalled that twenty miles southwest of Cerrillos, at Una de Gato, is a petroleum spring; that indications of petroleum were struck in a town well a few 

years ago at a depth of 45 feet, and that in 1880 prospectors for coal near here developed a strong flow of natural gas one-half mile south of town at a 

depth of 240 feet. Undoubtedly both natural gas and oil are among the probabilities of natural wealth which nature with so lavish a hand has grouped 
about Cerrillos. ¶ The Electric Plant. The electric light and power plant, with a capacity of 1,800 horse-power, will be in operation in sixty days. The 

Cerrillos merchants are all to put in this illuminant. Along the thirty-three miles of poles which will convey this powerful industrial agent to the 

Albemarle mine and to the water pumping station at Cerrillos is also to be strung a telephone and telegraph line, which will connect the Albemarle and 

Bland with Madrid and Cerrillos (and Santa Fe over the existing wires), and a branch telephone line is also to be run from the main line, two and a half 

miles south, to Thornton station, so that these several towns and camps will all be brought into more neighborly relations. [SFNM] 

1900January22; Cerrillos Activity A Turning Point in the History of That Town Toward a Prosperous Future. Two Big Establishments The Smelter Will 
Soon Start Up and the Electric Power Works Will Commence Operations In March – Business Is Good. Special Cor. New Mexican. Cerrillos, N.M., 

January 21. – W.G. Ashdown is in charge of the smelter during the absence of the recent purchasers, the Messrs. R.B. and A.C. Thomas, who are at their 

Hardscrabble mine near Magdalena. To-morrow or on Tuesday R.B. Thomas, the general manager of the new smelter company, will arrive here and will 
then be ready to talk to the miners of the Cerrillos region regarding the buying and treatment of their ores. This is a bit of great good news, which some 

of the croakers may perhaps try to discount, but the New Mexican representative knows fully whereof he speaks in the premises, and can again reassure 
the good people of Santa Fe county that Cerrillos is strictly all right. ¶ To-day, through the courtesy of H.C. Yontz, the jeweler here, an excellent 

photograph of this splendid smelter plant was secured, and ere long the New Mexican hopes to present in its columns a good picture thereof. ¶ Need A 

Bridge. The increasing traffic between Cerrillos and the surrounding busy mining camps now again serves to call attention to the urgent need of a bridge 
across the Rio Galisteo at this point. Tax payers of this whole region of Santa Fe county are now agitating the matter and will insist that the county 

commissioners do the right thing by them. It is estimated that $1,000 will suffice to construct the bridge, with the donations of labor and money which 

can be raised here and at the mining camps. It is probable that a petition on the subject will be presented the county board at an early date and it is hoped 
it will receive earnest and prompt consideration. ¶ The Big Power Plant. Scores of visitor took advantage of the spring-like weather to go out and visit 

the electric light and power plant at Madrid today. Although it was Sunday, the construction work was in full blast. The main building is entirely of sheet 

and asbestos, the dimensions being 75x165 feet; 45 feet in height. The smoke stack will be 140 feet high. In about sixty days the big wheels will be set 
in motion. Consulting Engineer Hart is a young man who hails from Denver, but as an electrician, he is surely “on to his job.” ¶ The O’Mara Coal Mine. 

Major Fred Muller’s O’Mara coal pit, twelve miles east of Cerrillos, is now producing 250 tons of coal per month, mostly supplying domestic demand 

here. W.P. Gould, the leasee, has just received assurances from the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe freight department to the effect that a rate will soon be 
given on this coal, which will enable him to market it at Santa Fe, Las Vegas and Albuquerque. ¶ The Gypsy Queen Mine. W.W. Robison, of Colorado 

Springs, and a strong company of associates, are pushing development on the Gypsy Queen mine, fourteen miles out from here, which they recently 

bought from Chris Wiegan and other Las Vegans. By the time the smelter is ready to start Mr. Robison states he will have fifteen men knocking down 
ore in the mine. It is a fine smelting proposition, and the ore will be among the first lots brought to the plant here for treatment. – There are five meat 

markets and three livery barns in Cerrillos, and all are doing a good business. ¶ A splendid lot of high-grade horses is to be seen on the streets here. 

[SFNM] 
1900January22; C.W. Dudrow reports the receipt of a long overdue car load of shingles from Cerrillos, and that his lumber yard is now well supplied with 

building materials. So the local lumber famine is ended. [SFNM] 

1900January23; [Cerrillos] Personal Items. Ed Wood and six others from Catskill reached here to-day looking for work. They’ll get it. There isn’t an idle 
man who is willing to work in this region there are no miners unemployed, and new work resultant upon the early starting of the smelter will have to be 

done by new men brought in from the outside. [SFNM] 

1900January24; In conversation with several citizens to-day the smelter folk said that they intended lighting this plant with electricity. If proper 
arrangements cannot be made with the Cochiti-Madrid people the smelter company will put in a dynamo with sufficient capacity for lighting not only its 

own works, but also the town of Cerrillos. [SFNM] 

1900January31; A Bridge Wanted Freighters from Cerrillos to South Santa Fe Mines Need It In Their Business. Across The Galisteo Business From 
Cerrillos Is Now Brisk and and the Citizens Will Contribute for a Bridge If the County Helps. Special Cor. New Mexican. Cerrillos, N.M., January 30. – 

As a railway shipping point, Cerrillos stands at the entrance of and holds the golden keys to a very large region of country. All merchandise, supplies of 

machinery, lumber, mining timbers and what not are taken from the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe cars lining the sidetracks here and freighted into the 

interior. Dozens of four and six horse outfits are seen here daily loading from the cars and pulling out for Dolores, Golden, San Pedro, Madrid and 

Galisteo, and a considerable amount of freight also goes to Bland from this station. The roads are good after crossing the Galisteo river; but here is the 

rub. This stream, which cuts the town half in two, is at times as wide and as swift almost as the now famous Rio Tugela, though ordinarily its broad bed 
is a mass of heavy sand, through which the freighters wade and push their teams and cuss a blue streak every hour in the day. While crossing this sandy 

stretch double teams have to be hitched to the heavily laden wagons, and thereby is occasioned annoyance, delay and extra costs that are exasperating in 

the extreme to all classes of citizens. ¶  For this reason the demand for a county bridge is unusual. Taxpayers of the whole south end of the county are 
united in the opinion that the county board of commissioners should no longer delay in providing this bridge. At least, they can, it is believed, well 

afford to appropriate the sum of $1,000 to this purpose. The bridge can be built, it is estimated, for about $1,000. Citizens of Cerrillos stand pledged to 

do the rest if they can get $1,000 form the county, and residents of the several mining camps, as well as those of Galisteo, Colorado City and the San 
Cristobal region are also interested, and will contribute their full quota toward its construction. ¶ The people of this end of the county have strained a 

point to meet their obligations as taxpayers this past year in particular. The county’s financial condition is in pretty fair shape at this time, and if wisdom 

and prudence govern [4 words missing] and earnest consideration by our worthy county board. Build the bridge! [SFNM] 



1900February2; [Cerrillos] The venerable W.H. Harkness came down from Las Vegas last night to look after the repairs on four dwellings which he owns 

here. He hauled the lumber from Santa Fe by team, and erected the first house in Cerrillos just twenty years ago this month. Judge Harkness has never 
lost faith in  the ultimate outcome of his investments here. [SFNM] 

1900February14; [Cerrillos] The hotels here are doing a rattling business, being crowded with mining men attracted largely because the smelter is so soon 

to begin the treatment of ores. A number of prospectors from Colorado and Arizona have laid in a supply of “grub” during the past ten days, and gone 
into the adjacent hills in search of mineral. The fact that meas of treatment are now in sight has given a fresh impulse to prospecting all over south Santa 

Fe county. – Miners recently arrived here from Cripple Creek and Colorado Springs say that a great many mining investors and promoters are preparing 

to invade New Mexico camps within the next two weeks, taking advangage of the low excursion rates granted by the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe 
company. [SFNM] 

1900March12; The prospect in the Cerrillos mining region has not been as favorable for fifteen years as it is to-day. The district has been well known as 

containing large deposits of argentiferous galena for many years, but the ore was of so low a grade that it would not stand expensive transportation to 
distant smelters. The building of the Mary smelter was hailed as the forerunner of a brighter era, but the failure to commence active operations caused 

renewed disappointment. ¶ A Great Change. Now all this is changed. The new owners of the smelter are not only active business men, but they are 

manifesting a deep interest in the welfare of the neighborhood and the development of the mineral resources. All doubts of the early commencement of 
the smelting operations have now vanished, and the time has become a mere matter of days. ¶ Both Mr. Brown, the president of the smelter company, 

and Mr. R.B. Thomas, its general manager, returned from Magdalena on Thursday last, and the looks of [3 words] on every side. During their absence 

Mr. Austin, the metallurgist, was hard at work putting every part of the machinery in perfect order, and in analyzing the product of a number of the 
neighboring mines. ¶ The Ore Supply. A large amount of iron ore of very expensive quality has been received from Glorieta, and is now in the bins. An 

order has been sent to Kansas City for 80,000 pounds of lead to fill the well of the smelter previous to commencing operations. Ore has begun to come 

in from the neighboring mines, and every miner is assured that every ton of ore that he gets out will find an immediate market at a fair price. At the same 

time, the officials prudently arranged during their recent visit to Magdalena for a full and continuous supply of ore from the Hardscrabble group of 

mines at that place, and the first car load arrived on Friday last. Work is being carried on vigorously on the Albany claim, and interest in which has been 

bought by the smelter people from Michael O’Neil, and the ore is carted to the smelter as soon as taken out. ¶ Mining Operations. Operations are being 
commenced on a large number of claims in the camp, and an appearance of general activity has taken the place of the quietness which had reigned for 

years. A large amount of lumber was sent to  the Belcher mine on Friday afternoon, as a whim is to be placed there immediately by Mr. Newbery, who 

now controls it, Mr. Steen has arrived from Santa Fe, and will immediately commence taking out ore from the group of five claims surrounding the 
Commercial, which belongs to business men in the capital city. It is understood that the owners of the smelter will add to the stack as quickly as 

possible, which will double the capacity of the works without greatly increasing the expense of operation. [SFNM] 
1900March21; [Map] Cerrillos District. It will be observed that the Cerrillos mining district is located in Santa Fe county, nearly south of this city, and is 

reached by railroad, as well as by good wagon roads. It is quite extensive, and remarkably varied in its mineral resources. It embraces the famous 

turquois mines of Tiffany and others at Turquesa, about eighteen miles south of this city; the promising gold, silver, lead and zinc mines around 
Cerrillos, about twelve miles further south, and the immense anthracite and bituminous coal measures at Madrid, a mile or so further south and west. 

[SFNM] 

1900March28; The Smelter Blown In. The Cerrillos Smalter Is Running Full Blast Since Last Night. Special to the New Mexican. Cerrillos, March 28. – 
The Cerrillos smelter was blown in last night and is running full blast today. There is great rejoicing in Cerrillos in consequence. The smelter although 

built several years ago has never been in operation before. [SFNM] 

1900April6; The smelter at Cerrillos is running very satisfactorily and turning out bullion rapidly. The places of the reception and storing of ores for 
treatment, and for iron ore, limestone and coke, are being much enlarged, so that a large extra supply can be kept constantly on hand. The ore now being 

smelted is mostly from the Magdalena mines, but a very liberal rate has been fixed for the purchase of local ores, and within a month there will be a 

large output from the Cerrillos mines. Superintendent Thomas is improving the grounds by planting a number of handsome shade trees and by grading 
and terracing. A water cooling plant has been erectred, by which the same water is used over and over again, and with this appliance the supply will be 

sufficient for three stacks instead of one. The building of an additional stack depends entirely on the rapidity with which local ores are furnished, a fact 

which should stimulate the mine owners of this vicinity to active operations. The iron ore from Goorieta is found to be of a very excellent quality, and it 
is likely that a contract will be made for 3,000 tons of it. [SFNM] 

1900April20; Cerrillos, April 19. – The Tom Paine is reported sold to Salt Lake City parties, who have made the first payment and will take possession on 

May 1. [SFNM] 
1900May11; The Tom Paine mine, which was recently sold to Salt Lake parties, is being opened up, and will contribute a large quantity of ore to the 

smelter. A force of men are working on the Belcher, which is turning out some fine lead carbonates. [SFNM] 

1900May18; Cerrillos Postoffice Robbed. Work of Skilled Mechanics - $180 In Cash and Stamps Secured. Sheriff Kinsell, who came up from the south 
about noon, reports that the Cerrillos postoffice was broken into last night by thieves and about $180 in cash and stamps secured. The work was 

evidently done by experts, and must have occupied most of the night. After forcing the door of the office building the thieves broke the knob off the 

safe and then bored out the combination. No explosives were used. It was all so quietly done that no suspicion was aroused until Postmaster A.L. 
Kendall opened up his office for business this morning, found the safe door ajar and the contents thereof missing. The work of boring out the 

combination could only have been done by skilled mechanics in possession of just the right tools for the purpose. Sheriff Kinsell is making every 

possible effort to locate and apprehend the perpetrators of the deed, but so far claims to have few clews to aid him in the undertaking. [SFNM] 
1900July6; Cerrillos is the central point of supply for a large section of mining country. Within a radius of twenty-five miles over 2,000 men are employed 

in gold, silver, lead and copper properties. Tributary to the town are the Cerrillos, Dolores, Golden, San Pedro and Sandia mining districts. [SFNM] 

1900July7; Board Of County Commissioners. …Town of Cerrillos: For the general fund, 5 mills on the dollar. [SFNM] 

1900September7; Following another heavy rainfall last night and again this morning… But last night’s storm south of the city was the heaviest of the year, 

almost assuming the nature of a cloud burst along Galisteo canon below Canoncito. During the night a great flood rolled down the Rio Galisteo through 

Cerrillos and three miles west of that point, between the Waldo coke ovens and Rosario several sections of the Santa Fe road bed were washed out, 
delaying all trains throughout the day. The east bound California and Mexico passenger trains are tied up at Albuquerque, and hence no eastern train was 

sent out over the Lamy branch. All section men in the vicinity and a force from Cerrillos are at work repairing the break in the road and it is expected to 

have trains moving before night. [SFNM] 
1900September29; Cerrillos District. The sluicing out given the Rio Galisteo by the recent floods should increase the gold output of the district materially. 

The washings from that section bring in thousands of dollars to the merchants of Cerrillos every year. Toward Santa Fe this ground is not so rich and not 

so rough, but is seamed with mineral ledges of different minerals. In the rainy seasons water flows in many of the gulches and the miners take advantage 
by washing the gold from which the rain has washed a part of the sand. After every summer shower they look for exposed places, and in dry times work 

the dry machines. ¶ Some five or six mines that have formerly been worked in the Bonanza section, which begins at the Grand Central and Cash Entry 

groups, about three miles northwest from Cerrillos, are again being worked by Colorado people. The owners who have been holding on for years are 



beginning to let their properties go. M.O. Meal has sold two of his ten claims to the American Turquois Company, and has given M.U. Tweed, of 

Chicago, an option on the Tom Paine and Golden Eagle claims. [SFNM] 
1900November30; The ladies of St. Joseph’s Catholic church at Cerrillos will hold a bazaar at the opera house at that town on December 7. The doors will 

be opened at 2 p.m. Dancing, food and refreshments will be the entertainment for the evening. Proceeds are to be used by... [SFNM] 

1900December12; Rev. Paul Gilberton states that the bazar given by St. Joseph’s church at Cerrillos last Friday was a great success. One doll dressed in 
bridal costume brought $41 in a drawing contest. Over $170 was cleared for the benefit of the church, which has just been completed, being the fourth 

church built by Father Gilberton in his parish in six years. [SFNM] 

1900December24; Light For Cerrillos. A Number of Interesting News Items from That Town. Special Cor. New Mexican. Cerrillos, December 24. – We’ll 
walk in the light. A canvas of our town has been made in the interest of the Cochiti Gold Mining Company’s electric plant at Madrid, which resulted in 

subscriptions for 175 lights of twenty-five candle-power each. These will be burning as soon as the material can be secured, and the work of erecting 

the line completed. An effort is being made to have the streets lighted also. ¶ The Cerrillos schools closed Friday for a holiday vacation of one week. A 
short program of songs and recitations was rendered before an appreciative audience of patrons and friends of the school, who expressed a just pride in 

the good work being done by teachers and pupils. ¶ Edward Newton arrived from Albuquerque yesterday, and left for San Pedro this morning, where 

he has accepted a position as hoisting engineer. ¶ Mr. and Mrs. W.S. Richworth and a party of friends left for Santa Fe Saturday morning. Mr. 
Richworth will combine business with pleasure. ¶ Sheriff H.C. Kinsell and family will spend Christmas visiting friends in Cerrillos. ¶ Preparations are 

being made to-day for an interesting entertainment and Christmas tree at the Methodist church this evening. ¶ Rev. Mark Hodgson, of Albuuerque, 

delivered a fine sermon at the Methodist church last evening. [SFNM] 
1901January5; Cerrillos, January 5. – The Catholic church is being papered and otherwise beautified. [SFNM] 

1901February4; Special Cor. New Mexican. Cerrillos, N.M., February 1, 1901. – The material arrived Monday for the electric lights, so Messrs. Porter and 

Pruett have been full of business this week. They expect to have all the houses wired next week, where lights are to be placed at present, after which the 

work of setting poles and stringing wires will be pushed as rapidly as possible, and Cerrillos will shine like a city of the first magnitude. [SFNM] 

1901February20; Special Cor. New Mexican. Cerrillos, N.M., February 18. –During the pay day celebration here Saturday night two miners from Madrid 

got into a dispute, which ended by one of them shooting the other in the leg, inflicting a slight flesh wound and a good scare. ¶ George Green is repairing 
the large rooms just west of Judge Neiss’ office, and will move his meat market in there as soon as the work is completed. ¶ H.C. Kinsell & Co. have 

finished invoicing their store, and are preparing to add considerably to their already large stock of goods. [SFNM] 

1901March5; The certainty of the early construction of the Santa Fe, Albuquerque and Pacific railroad… At Cerrillos, also, affairs industrial are taking on 
renewed vigor. The smelter there is pushing work on its ore roaster, and machinery is said to be on the ground for the additional stack which is to handle 

copper ores. Mr. McLaughlin states that the mining fraternity of central New Mexico is practically a unit in demanding of the legislature the location of 
the proposed territorial hospital for miners at Cerrillos. [SFNM] 

1901March7; The Miners’ Hospital. A lively contest over the location of the proposed territorial hospital for miners took place in the house yesterday 

afternoon, when Mr. Bowie called up house bill No.18, to locate the institution at Gallup, and had it advanced to its third reading. Mr. Abbott of Taos, 
interposed several dilatory motions, and south to have consideration postponed till some later day, so that similar bills seeking this institution for Taos, 

White Oaks, Cerrillos, or in Grant or Sierra counties, could receive attention. Finally, Mr. Abbott moved to strike out of the bill the words “Gallup” and 

“McKinley county, and insert the words “Cerrillos” and “Santa Fe county.” This was rejected, 10 to 13. Mr. Abbott then, after a hard scrap to get the 
floor, moved to strike out the words “disabled miners” and insert in lieu therof the words “old maids.” The chair declined to entertain the amendment on 

the ground that it was not germane to the subject under consideration. Mr. Barnes and Mr. Bowie each moved the passage of the bill, but somebody 

moved to adjourn, and this carried, 13 to 10. [SFNM] 
1901March22; Special Cor. New Mexican. Cerrillos, N.M., March 21. – Tuesday was the patron saint’s day of the Catholic church at Cerrillos, and it was 

celebrated by appropriate services at the church. – Several Cerrillos citizens were at Santa Fe Monday as witnesses before the grand jury. [SFNM] 

1901April3; The Election At Cerrillos. At Cerrillos two citizens’ tickets were in the field for town trustees, for treasurer and school director. For treasurer, 
John Koury was elected; for school director, W.H. Coleman; for town trustees, Dolores Espinosa, Thomas O’Donnel, Frank E.D. Baca, Thomas 

Montoya and Cruz Armijo. [SFNM] 

1901June18; The Coontown 400 arrived this noon from Cerrilos on their special car and will give a performance under canvas this evening. They showed at 
Cerrillos last evening. [SFNM] 

1901July5; At Cerrillos yesterday, the Santa Fe Browns were defeated by the Cerrillos baseball club by a score of 9 to 6. Quite a number of Santa Fe people 

accompanied the ball team to Cerrillos and report having had a good time. [SFNM] 
1901August22; Probate Clerk Manuel Delgado today recorded the following deeds: Francisco Delgado et al to Justo R. Armijo, et al, the Cerrillos grant... 

[SFNM] 

1901August26; The Postal Telegraph company had trouble with its telegraph wires at Cerrillos today owing to repairs that are being made. The Western 
Union also had wire trouble delaying the associated Press dispatches. [SFNM] 

1901September12; Tax Collector Frederick Muller of Santa Fe county during the month of August collected territorial taxes of 1899 to the amount of 

$51.13 and for the year 1900 to the amount of $15909. County taxes he collected to the amount of $752.48; city taxes amounting to $138.70; city school 
taxes amounting to $44.38 and taxes for Cerrillos amounting to $5.14. [SFNM] 

1901October1; The Cerrillos Schools. The public schools at Cerrillos began their fall session today. Three teachers have been employed and if the 

attendance justifies it a fourth teacher will be employed. Miss Bessie Kavanah of Las Vegas is the principal of the schools. She taught at San Marcial 
last year. The primary department is in charge of Miss Burtah Rogers of Cerrillos. Flavio Silva of Santa Fe has charge of the Spanish work. [SFNM] 

1901October21; Cerrillos lodge No.19, Cerrillos, Earl Turner, master; J.P. McNulty, senior warden; G.J. Johnson, junior warden; with a membership of 30 

Master Masons. [SFNM] 

1901November4; An Italian suffering with cancer was brought to St. Vincent’s hospital from Cerrillos yesterday. [SFNM] 

1901December9; Register of the land office, Hon. M.R. Otero today received from Hon. Binger Hermann, commissione. of the general land office, the 

decision of the contest of the Townsite of Cerrillos vs. Camillo Mares, which has been pending for over a year. Mares made claim to a quarter section of 
land within the corporate limits of Cerrillos as a homestead but the commissioner ruled that Mares had not complied with the requirements of the 

homestead laws and the referee orders the homestead entry cancelled. He rules however, at the same time that the town of Cerrillos has no right to the 

land as a townsite. [SFNM] 
1901December26; Cerrillos, Dec. 26. – There are twenty-seven individual mining claims in this camp held by an aggregation of Toledo, Ohio, capitalists; 

on all these claims the assessment work required by law for the year 1901 has been done. All these claims show up well. It is understood that the 

Toldeo people will do some big development work as soon as they feel somewhat assured of favorable results. They are waiting now to see what the 
development work in other claims will bring about. If these show up well there is little doubt but that many thousands of dollars of Toledo capital will 

be spent in developing these properties. …Christmas passed off very peacefully and quietly here and the people of the camp look forward to the new 

year with great hopes as the outlook for the coming year is much better than it has been for many years. New people are coming into the camp and 



much prospecting is going on, a good many properties are changing hands at fair prices and the outlook for investment of capital, that will bring about 

good results during the coming twelve months is excellent. [SFNM] 
1902January16; Cerrillos Notes. A company is to be organized at Cerrillos to prospect for oil. Several years ago a flow of natural gas was struck half a mile 

from the center of the town and there is every indication that gas or oil in paying quantities will be struck when a good depth is reached. [SFNM] 

1902January20; These grants are subject to taxation and their area and the date from which taxation commences are given. The taxation commences from 
the date of approval of the surveys... Santa Fe County. Sebastian de Vargas grant, 13,434 acres, August 23, 1899. ¶ Pacheco grant, 581 acres, June 26, 

1895. ¶ San Marcos Pueblo grant, 1.895 acres, May 17, 1895. ¶ Jacona grant, 6,952 acres, September 2, 1899. ¶ Caja del Rio grant, 66,848 acres, March 

30, 1895. ¶Canada de Los Alamos grant, 13,068 acres, February 14, 1895. ¶ Galisteo grant, 260 acres, August 22, 1899. ¶ Los Cerrillos grant, 1,478 
acres, September 15, 1897. ¶ Sitio de Los Cerrillos grant, 572 acres, September 15, 1897. ¶ Citio de Juana Lopez grant, 1,085 acres, September 15, 1897. 

¶ Salvador Gonzales grant, 202 acres, August 22, 1899. ¶ Juan de Gabaldon grant, 10,690 acres, October 5, 1897. ¶ La Majada grant, 54,404 acres, 

march 25, 1896. ¶ Talaya Hill grant, 319 acres, April 26, 1900. ¶ Penasco Largo grant, 272 acres, December 5, 1900. ¶ Cieneguilla grant, 3,202 acres, 
August 22, 1899. ¶ Alamites grant, 297 acres, December _, 1901. ¶ San Antonio de Las Huertas grant, 4,763 acres, December _, 1901. ¶ Cuyumungue 

grant, 614 acres. Total area, 179,945 acres. [SFNM] 

1902January28; Milo Hill today sent in a ton of coal from his coal mines three miles northeast of Santa Fe, delivering it to Jacob Weltmer. The coal comes 
in large lumps and burns with a bright flame, making more heat than the Cerrillos coal delivered in Santa Fe. [SFNM] 

1902February19; …in the Rocky Mountain News of yesterday. The smelter of the Consolidated Mining and Smelting Company at Cerrillos has been blown 

in. The smelter is of 100 tons capacity, and begins work on a regular daily ore supply of 80 tons, which will speedily be increased to the full reduction 
capacity of 100 tons, the general ore bulk coming from the company’s mines at Magdalena, silver, lead and zinc rock being treated. ¶ The company is a 

Franklin, Pa., syndicate, incorporated for over $1,000,000, and with a present Cerrillos reduction investment of $75,000. Denver machinery being 

practically used throughout the plant. ¶ This fall the company will begin the erection of a 100-ton concentrator, to cost $70,000, and will also build a 

ten-mile railroad into the Cerrillos mining district, at an expenditure of $40,000, this road to develop extensive company claims and also to bring heavy 

custom ore tonnage to the Cerrillos smelter. ¶ The company has in addition the active contemplation of the building of branch feeding smelter railroad 

into the San Pedro district, 18 miles distant, and to the Pecos mining fields, 13 miles away, these two lines aggregating in cost $100,000. This great 
syndicate has for its manager, R.B. Thomas, with E. S. Wells as smelting superintendent, both Pennsylvania experts in their business. ¶ All told, the 

Cerrillos investment of this Pennsylvania syndicate will reach $500,000. ¶ Cerillos is to derive considerable cash benefit from the construction of the 

Santa Fe Central railroad, the line of this road passing near the town. [SFNM] 
1902February22; A Hotel Sale. The Central hotel at Cerrillos has been sold by Mrs. Kate Sullivan to A.N. Van Nest of Los Angeles, California, for $5,000. 

[SFNM] 
1903; Excellent wagon roads reach all the towns in the county, and a telephone line runs from Santa Fe to Cerrillos. [Report of the Governor of New Mexico 

to the Secretary of the Interior 1903, p.192] 

1903; At the time the census of 1900 was taken Cerrillos was the second largest town in the county with 673 inhabitants. It is an incorporated town and 
possesses an excellent public school system, and has a smelter which is one of the most modern in the West. [Report of the Governor of New Mexico to 

the Secretary of the Interior 1903, p.202] 

1905June12; [to Commissioner of Pensions, WashDC] …property of Richard Green; Lots 1&2, block 18, Los Cerrillos. Lots 6&7, block 12; Lots 3&4, 
block 18; …I made inquiry as to this when at Los Cerrillos, and from several persons from time to time since I was there some weeks ago and all agree 

that the town is practically dead and abandoned, as a result of the closing of the smelter and diverting the business of what mines are yet in operation 

from that place. All of the mines near there are closed. Formerly some of the coal mines at San Pedro, about 20 miles distant, transacted most of the 
business in Los Cerrillos, but a few years ago this property came into the posession of a company, the Col. Iron and Fuel Co., I believe, a rail road was 

constructed in that vicinity, and commissary stores established, and now no benefit whatever accrues therefrom to Los Cerrillos. The town never had any 

reason for existence save as a result of these mining operations. It is in a practically barren country as relates to agricultural pursuits. I walked all over 
the town and looked at it good, and noted the condition of business houses and affairs generally. The business houses and resident houses indicate that 

formerly it was rather a flourishing little town, but now it is practically deserted, and on every hand are vacant buildings of each kind and there is very 

little business in progress. There is no longer even a drug store in the place. There are a few stores, and saloons, and a livery stable owned by the son-in-
law of this claimant. There is a large hotel building closed. Formerly there were other boarding establishments, but they are closed. This claimant now 

conducts the only boarding place there that I could learn of. She has a few regular boarders, amongst them the saloon men, and now and then a traveling 

man appears. These are the chief sources of her patronage. I stopped at her hotel, and did not make my business known until after dinner, and she was 
hard at work in the kitchen doing the cooking. That building, “The Palace Hotel”, referred to in the assesment record as lots 1 and 2, block 18, is a two 

story, stone building, containing 34 rooms. It is furnished in a comparatively comfortable manner for a hotel in such a place. Originally it cost not less 

than $5000.00. It was worth that amount when the town was flourishing, but now unless one should desire it for a residence, it would appear to be a bad 
investment for $1000.00. I saw the other two houses. They are small frame buildings, and both were vacant. I have no doubt the claimant stated the truth 

as to the mail contract. She states that she turned it over last Nov. to her son-in-law, the only consideration being that he should buy her stock and 

wagons, which he did for the sum of $400.00. I saw him and he corroborated her statement. ¶ As to a reasonable income from her property, it is doubtful 
whether she could rent it for any consideration, because there are so many vacant houses there upon which insurance can not be had because not 

occupied, that the few people who may care to occupy a house there may do so for practically nothing, in order that insurance may be had on the 

property, and as to the hotel, there is not sufficient business there to offer any inducement to one to attempt that pursuit. …I saw her husband, and he is 
an invalid, and practically unable to walk about, though he was up and hobbling about with a stick. I understand he is a constant source of expense. He is 

certainly not able to do any business. …W.A. Pless, Special Examiner. [per P.Brown, Green papers Oct2010] 

1924August12; …about the twelfth of August, 1924, a storm washed out the pipeline feeding the Cerrillos water tank. Both Cerrillos and Waldo were left without water. 
A&CCC had secured two cars of water just before the flood, giving Madrid about a week’s supply, in all, while the pipeline was repaired. More than a week, though, was 
needed to repair the damage along San Marcos Arroyo. On August 16th, A&CCC asked the Santa Fe to commence hauling water, since the town would use the last of its 
water that evening. The railroad responded by taking the two water cars used by A&CCC to Domingo, eleven miles to the west. As the AT&SF at the time was no longer 
running daily locals in each direction, empty cars picked up by the westbound local were returned with water by the following day’s eastbound local. Barring any delays, 
the arrangement provided Madrid with two cars of water every other day, about half the town’s requirement. [JPHereford, draft 8Feb2008] 

The Cerrillos houses along San Marcos Arroyo were taken out by flood in late 20s or early 30s. [YPerea 15Mar2013] 
In the 30s the G-men busted barrels of wine into the San Marcos River. Bootlegger Jose Felix, who married his cousin, had dug a tunnel from the river to his cellar. [YPerea 

15Mar2013] 
1932May27; Report Mine Town In Need; Cerrillos Calls on County to Relieve Distress and Possible Starvation; Cerrillos residents are reported to be in dire poverty and 

facing the possibility of starvation unless Santa Fe county is able to meet the responsibility of caring for them. ¶ Emergency grocery rations have been issued to the 
neediest by Alfred W. Kaune, chairman of the board of county commissioners. ¶ The situation was investigated yesterday by Miss Elizabeth McGoldrick, secretary of the 
county welfare association. She termed the problem “serious” today. ¶ Restricted activity in the Madrid coal mines, three miles distant, is responsible partially for the 



plight of many families, she discovered. The Albuquerque Coal mining company, which operates the mines, has ordered that all employes must live at Madrid. Formerly 
many miners lived at Cerrillos and went to work at Madrid each day. ¶ Governor Seligman was informed of the situation when he received a letter of appear from a 
Cerrillos resident, it is understood. He turned the matter over to the state bureau of child welfare which has handled similar crises this winter. The bureau referred the 
matter to the welfare association. ¶ “There is very little faming done there and it is obvious that the region is little suited to agricultural pursuits,” Miss McGoldrick says. 
“The throttling of the community’s one major source of income, the mines, is responsible for the difficulty,” she added. [SFNM] 

1932June1; Denies Mines Cause Poverty; In connection with destitution at Cerrillos, Santa Fe county, and the appeal made to the county welfare association here, officials 
of the Albuquerque and Cerrillos Coal company specifically deny the report that miners living in Cerrillos are compelled to rent houses in Madrid in addition to their own 
homes. ¶ The mines are working about 75 per cent as many coal miners as were at work a year ago. “This is a very good showing compared to other mining camps, and 
better than a great many in eastern fields,” said this official. He says the conditions at Cerrillos are hardly due alone to the laying off of Madrid coal miners, as many 
railroad section men and road workers also are idle. It is also said that Cerrillos has quite a number of “permanently idle” inhabitants. ¶ Dr. F. Palmer of Cerrillos has 
written Joseph Byrne of Santa Fe thanking him and Mrs. Byrne most warmly, in behalf of the people of Cerrillos for beans, potatoes, bacon and other provisions donated 
to the hungry families of that place. [SFNM] 

1934April; …and could count as high as 140 – specks to the pan. There also were two pneumatic caissons sunk near the Galisteo River within the Ortiz Mine Grant and the 
values at bedrock in these caissons, I was informed, was $17.00 per yard. [LaTurquesa v.III n.5, CSimoni per YolandaSandoval] 

1935December; Between Cerrillos and Madrid there are several bad curves that have no markers. On these curves some people have been killed. ¶ The men that are 
working on the highway are going to cut all these curves and they are going to make a straight road. ¶ “Horseshoe Curve” is one of the bad curves near Madrid. They are 
going to cut it straight thru after they finish cutting the curves. The road will then be graveled from the Divide to the town of Cerrillos. [LaTurquesa v.V n.2, CSimoni per 
YolandaSandoval] 

1936April; Dear Friends, Juana and Jose: …You asked about our school. …Our building is a big one. It is about fifty years old. It is a two-story building made of rock. It has 
eight rooms with two long halls. Off from the main building there are two rooms. These are called the Science Building. Another large building is being built now. This is 
going to be the gyminasium. We are going to play all kinds of games in this building. ¶ The school grounds are large too. We have one side for the boys and one for the 
girls. We do not have much material to play with, but we hope to have plenty next year. ¶ Now we are going to tell you about the work we have to do in school. We start 
at nine o’clock and go home for lunch at twelve. Then we start again at one, and go home at four. We also have two fifteen minute recesses. One in the morning and one 
in the afternoon. Our mist important subject is English. You see, here in the United States all the people are Americans. We must all learn how to speak the English 
language. We also study Spelling, writing; Reading, History, Arithmetic and Geography. We studied about you and your country in Geography and History. ¶ We also 
read a little book called “The Mexican Twins”. Here we learned that your schools are very different from ours. It’s said that in the Mexican schools the children read out 
loud, we study silently. … We have eight teachers in our school. Three of them are High School teachers. Our teacher’s name is Miss Sandoval. …Our teachers get their 
pay every month. The county pays the teachers. By the county we mean the people. The people pay taxes and from these taxes the teachers get their pay. …The Fourth 
Grade Class. [LaTurquesa v.V n.5, CSimoni per YolandaSandoval] 

1937May; For months we have been looking forward to the dedication of our new gymnasium. ¶ Our dream is about to be realized for on Sunday aftgernoon of May 23, 
Governor Tingley is coming to dedicate it. ¶ School will be out but Mr. Granito wants every boy and girl of he Cerrillos and Madrid schools to be present – not only to help 
with the choruses, but because its your school and you should hear what your Governor has to say to you – even the Stanley School will be here and help with the 
music. [LaTurquesa v.IV n.5, CSimoni per YolandaSandoval] 

1937October; Cerrillos School. Men are now at work installing a new air conditioning furnace in our school, to replace the old air furnace which at no time brought the 
temperatura in the rooms up much above the freezing point. ¶ Perhaps now we may be able to do away with stoves which were needed with the old furnace. – Cerrillos 
News Stand Opposite Post Office.<ad] [LaTurquesa v.V n.1, CSimoni per YolandaSandoval] 

1937December; We have finally accomplished the seemingly impossible. Thursday night our new gymnasuim was a blaze of light with ten 200-watt lights. On Dec. nine it 
was lighted for the game with Stanley, and you could see everything very clearly. It is true that, in the midst of the game, the lights went out, because the motor was out 
of order. We are expecting a larger motor, so you can just imagine how the gym will look with two more great big lights on the ceiling. Well, Mr. Benson, It looks like you 
got what you asked for. – Dance. The Santa Fe County Teacher’s Association Is Sponsoring A Dance To Be Given In The Cerrillos Gymnasium At Cerrillos December 
31, 1937. $1.00 Per Couple Extra Ladies 25¢ Each. Everybody Welcome. [LaTurquesa v.VI n.3, CSimoni per YolandaSandoval] 

1938May; Relief cards are being given to all needy persons in Madrid and Cerrillos. Food is being rationed to all persons presenting their relief cards. [LaTurquesa v.VI n.6, 
CSimoni per YolandaSandoval] 

1938November; If the stretch of road to Santa Fe, that lies between Cerrillos and the San Marcos bridge is not fixed pretty soon, Miss Ward says she’s going to depopularize 
the old saying: “Skippin along the Road” in favor of “Skidding along the Road.” …If the bridge near the school over which the school bus must pass is not repaired, we 
are going to hear of a major accident. ¶ The bridge only ten feet wide dips to one side till that side is at least two feet lower than the other. ¶ The rains last fall caused the 
supports to loosen and let the bridge down. [LaTurquesa v.VII n.3, CSimoni per YolandaSandoval] 

1938November; Cerrillos school received a fresh consignment of foods to be served for hot noon lunches. One hundred and fifteen are served each school day. With clubs 
and other organization Struggling to raise money, we are going to have rough sailing to get enough cash to supplement, the starchy food so that the children may have 
balanced meals. – There are 224 pupils enrolled in Cerrillos High School. [LaTurquesa v.VII n.3, CSimoni per YolandaSandoval] 

1939June2; A huge slice of the 200-foot high diorite-rock hill called “Devil’s Throne” today became available for track ballast for the Santa Fe Lines. The blast, using over 
28,000 pounds of explosives, took place between the Santa Fe’s main line tracks and an adjacent highway. The explosive force was so well controlled that no rocks 
went on the tracks or highway. As a result of the blast, which was engineered by the Sharp and Fellows Contracting Co, assisted by Atlas Technical service, the Santa 
Fe Lines acquired 150,000 tons of 2-inch ballast. [ad in Engineering News-Record, p.97] 

1939October; Three Teachers in Cerrillos High; Larger Enrollment. Cerrillos High School is now running with three teachers in charge and a larger enrollment than it has 
ever had. ¶ Miss Isabel Ward is principal, Mrs. McCraw and Mrs. Marquez are the other two teachers. ¶ Miss Isabel Ward spent the summer sojourning in California, 
where she visited relatives and renewed many old acquaintances. – Saturday Night Dances Benefit of the School. During the summer, Mrs. McCraw sponsored several 
Saturday night dances to furnish activity for the young people and to collect funds for stage furnishings. Sometimes these dances were a success financially, and 
sometimes not, but the young people enjoyed the activity and the stage fund had a good beginning. ¶ At some of these affairs, the CCC camp orchestra from Santa Fe 
played. ¶ During one dance Mr. and Mrs. Jones won a large cake for best dancers of the old-fashioned waltz, and Mrs. Bollander won another cake for being the most 
popular lady. [LaTurquesa v.VIII n.1, CSimoni per YolandaSandoval] 

1939October; State Highway Dept. Completes Paving. State road No. 10, between Madrid and Cerrillos and the connection on U.S. Highway 85 near Santa Fe, which has 
been under construction by the Peabody Construction Co., is now completed with the exception of the three-mile strip from Cerrillos to San Marcus. This will be done 
when the overpass near Cerrillos is constructed. ¶ The completed part of the highway is as good as any asphalt road in the state. ¶ Peabody company have taken their 
machinery to Romeroville to work on another contract. – The Cerrillos High School received two new heating stoves for the gym. [LaTurquesa v.VIII n.1, CSimoni per 
YolandaSandoval] 

1939December; Sharp and Fellows Set Off Last Blast. With a blast that was barely heard in Cerrillos, the Sharp and Fellows Contracting Company broke several thousand 
yards of rock from the Devil’s Throne west of Cerrillos. This will keep the men busy for another week or so. The, it is reported, the project will shut down for the winter. – 
There are eighty-four boys in this side camp, under the supervision of Mr. E.R. Jago. These boys who work on the Dolores Mountains leave at seven thirty in the morning 
and return to camp at three thirty. ¶ They enjoy a picture show in their own camp twice a week and go to Madrid for a show once a week. – Wires through cables are 



being installed for safety in our Gym. New lights have replaced all broken ones. – Overpass For Cerrillos. It is reported that work on the overpass, for the Santa Fe 
Railroad will begin in about thirty days and that the road will run through Cerrillos over the bridge which spans the Galisteo. This bridge has withstood the greatest 
floodwaters in the history of the treacherous stream. [LaTurquesa v.VIII n.3, CSimoni per YolandaSandoval] 

1940May; Dangerous Turn on Overpass. The overpass near Cerrillos was completed a short time ago. Although it is a very fine structure, it is quite dangerous for motorists, 
especially those who are not familiar with the turn. The road leaving the overpass turns toward town at a sharp angle (less than a right angle), and cars meeting at this 
curve are likely to collide or run straight off the bank and drop many feet. [LaTurquesa v.VIII n.5, CSimoni per YolandaSandoval] 

1940October; After a period of two years’ mining in the Ortiz Mts., the Universal Placer Mining Company has moved its machinery to California, leaving quantities of gold in 
the tailing. These are being worked over by families – men and women, boys and girls of Cerrillos and surrounding districts, who use dry-washers. ¶ Several families of 
Cerrillos are now making a fair living by this method of collecting gold for the soil is said to average fifty cents a yard. ¶ Some men earned as much as $5.00 a day. A 
small per centage of this must be paid to the owner of the lease. ¶ But the weather must be fair and the ground dry in order to [missing line] washer. ¶ Any evening if 
one is in Ortiz’s store he can see dusty workers coming in with their small bottles in the bottom of which are yellow grains. This is gold for which they get $30.00 an 
ounce. ¶ Once in a while a man finds a nugget piece of gold resembling a yellow stone. [La Turquesa; Madrid-Cerrillos High School, v.IX n.1 1940, per CSimoni 
papers] 

1941February; Good Progress on New Building and Wall. The new two room extension to the science building has shown good progress this month. It is a W.P.A. project 
under the supervision of Mr. Frank Schmitt. ¶ Another addition to our school is an adobe wall all around our school campus. This wall is about six feet high. ¶ It is almost 
finished, and when it is completed, it will make our campus look very attractive. – Fine Auditorium For CCC Camp Boys. After three years in Cerrillos the C.C.C. boys will 
soon enjoy a first class auditorium. The building once a barrack, and a good structure, which is to be converted according to building requirements into an auditorium will 
be used as a theater and a place for business meetings, concerning the boys of Safety First and job training. This auditorium will be used also for church services. – The 
C.C.C. boys of the Cerrillos Side Camp under the directions of Mr. Frank R. Jago, are undertaking the task of building a photograph studio. The boys have accomplished 
more up to the present than they had expected to do. The building will soon be completed. This studio will contain a complete set of film developing equipment. ¶ A class 
in photography will be offered by Mr. Jago… [LaTurquesa v.IX n.3, CSimoni per YolandaSandoval] 

1942February; This two-story building consisted of six large school rooms, two wide halls and an auditorium running north and south on the west half of the upper story. ¶ 
This auditorium was fully equipped with a 24x14 ft. stage with a roll curtain. There was a door into the belfry which could be used as an exit and a dressing room. Double 
doors opened into the auditorium which contained over two hundred opera chairs, and were used in those days. ¶ On the wall of the stage facing the audience there 
always hung a United States Flag of bunting measuring 7x15 ft. and containing in the field of blue only twenty-six stars, for these were the territorial days of New Mexico 
and Arizona. ¶ This flag is still in possession of Cerrillos High School. – C.C.C. Camp Torn Down by Government. Boys from Albuquerque C.C.C. Camp with a 
supervisor are here tearing down the buildings of the camp, which will be stored in Albuquerque to be used later for concentration camps. ¶ This camp had its own 
electric light plant and modern conveniences. The absence of the lighted houses across the San Marcos will caure as much difference to Cerrillos at night as will the 
absence of the little camp in the day time. This camp has been here for two years and the boys have done much work on soil conservation in the surrounding hills. 
[LaTurquesa v.X n.3, CSimoni per YolandaSandoval] 

1958July19; Sand Plugs Water Piper In Cerrillos; Hot and dry Cerrillos residents, who have been without a supply of piped-in drinking water for 48 hours, today were casting 
thirsty glances at the summer sun and crews of workers attempting to clear the sand-clogged pipes connecting the village with the reservoir five miles to the north. ¶ 
Heavy rains and a resulting flood Tuesday afternoon left about 20 families in the community waterless. ¶ At first, residents feared the pipes had been washed away by 
the surge of water down the San Marcus River, but investigation proved the pipes still were intact but packed with sand. ¶ Crews were dispatched to clear the pipes by 
Oscar Huber, Madrid, operator of the community’s water system, shortly after the situation was reported. … Mary Tappero, daughter of bar operator Tony Tappero, 
reported no serious trouble had resulted from the lack of water. She said water was being hauled in by residents in jugs, buckets and barrels from Madrid and Galisteo, 
and the operator of the water system had set up a tank of water for use by residents. ¶ Miss Tappero noted that beer sales at the bar had increased since the water 
was shut off. ¶ Madrid, which obtains its water supply from the same reservoir, was not affected by the flood since the water is transported to that community by rail, not 
pipes. [SFNM] 

1959February13: The old Santa Fe County mining towns of Madrid and Cerrillos are being considered as possible sites for a proposed Atomic Energy Commission study of 

radioactive contamination. Sen. Clinton P. Anderson suggested the two towns for the study, which is intended to accumulate more data on fallout contamination of 
inhabited areas and to test means of decontaminating them. He said he suggested Madrid and Cerrillos because both are mostly deserted. [SFNM 50yrs] 

1960March16; Disposition Of Rural Property Decided By SF School Board ¶ The Santa Fe city school board Tuesday night decided what to do with several school properties 
it acquired from the county school system in last year’s consolidation. ¶ Actions taken: .. Agua Fria, La Cienega, Glorieta, Cerrillos, and Stanley school properties – 
retained and maintained but no decision made on additional facilities that may be needed. ¶ The properties disposed of or leased to other parties had been deemed by 
the board to be useless for school purposes and a wasteful drain on school funds. [SFNM 16Mar1960] 

The RR sold the Cerrillos Station building to Harold Roberts for $900 in 1962. Harold lives in Agua Fria Village. He was a friend of Henry Triggs and knew him real well. 
(Henry had a sore spot for one of the ranchers around here because he thought the rancher was eyeing his wife. ) Harold sold Henry the living quarters part of the 
station for $1100 & it must have been Henry who sold it to the person in MacIntosh. Henry delivered the other part of the station intact to Harold in StaFe and he is 
using the oak beams & brick for projects around his house. [PBrown 28Sep2011] 

Old Palace Hotel in Cerrillos reopened for business; Reopened – The old hotel of Cerrillos closed for many years, has been renovated and reopened by Hank and Stefani 
Salkeld of Santa Fe. It is now open for business. Now called the Palace Hotel (it’s original name) the Salkeld’s have completed the dining room, three sleeping rooms, 
a gift shop and historical and sight-seeing tours of the hotel and the town of Cerrillos. Meals at the Palace will be served “family style” and by reservation only, with 
short orders available but on a limited basis until further notice. Many months of research were needed for the Salkelds to complete their plans to renovate the building 
to its original design and they hope to have it completed by spring. Reservations for meals can be made by calling 983-6027. The hotel is located on the main street of 
Cerrillos. [newspaper clipping no id, per CSimoni papers] 

Condemn Part of Cerrillos School. The second story of the Cerrillos school, an old brick building, has been condemned by the state health authorities, County School 
Superintendent Frank B. Lopez said today. ¶ Arrangements are being made to remove the story, so school can be held on the lower floor. ¶ The second story has been 
unoccupied for several years since the high school was moved to Madrid. The first floor will be adequate for the grades, Lopez said. [undated newspaper article, 
CSimoni papers Mar2013] 

Los Cerrillos Mining District; HPD#273 StateRegisterdate 9Feb1973  
Cerrillos Opera House; HPD#316 StateRegisterdate 29Mar1974  
Mount Chalchihuitl Turquoise Mine; HPD#566 StateRegisterdate 20Jan1978 
 
 **** 

CERRILLOS BITUMINOUS MINE 
1899August; The Cook & White was operated by CF&IC as the Cerrillos Bituminous Mine, where 65 men were employed underground. By 1902, three slopes had been 

driven on a 15-degree incline 2,930 feet into the coal. To dispel methane gas, the mine was ventilated by two exhaust fans. Similar precautions in the anthracite mine, 
prompted the territorial mine inspector to comment, “…these mines are as safe as if no gas were present, and they will continue to be as long as the same vigilance is 
exercised as now.” ¶ Despite the vigilance, though, on February 2, 1903, two men died when a fire broke out in the Bituminous Mine. To extinguish the fire, stoppings 



were erected and the mine’s lower workings were flooded; twenty days elapsed before the bodies of the two victims could be recovered. Even the, the mine inspector 
detected methane gas leaking through the stoppings. Visiting the mine on April 23, 1902, the mine inspector determined, through measuring the temperature of escaping 
gases, that the fire had been extinguished. Still, another three years elapsed before CF&IC made any effort to reopen the flooded portion of the mine. ¶ In the interim, 
mining in the Cerrillos Bituminous was confined to the upper workings. Production accordingly was restricted. During the fiscal year ended June 30, 1901, net output 
from the mine amounted to 64,362 tons; for the twelvemonth ended June 30, 1903, that amount fell to 47,506 tons. The mine inspector commented, “The demand for 
this coal far exceeds the supply, the coal being of superior quality, a limited working area restricting the production. The product is sold in NM, CO, TX, AZ, and CA, and 
is shipped via Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railroad [sic]. There is little probability that the product of this mine will be increased during the coming year, but after the 
damage done by the fire of February, 1902, shall have been repaired and the lower entries reopened an increased production may be looked for.” ¶ When CF&IC began 
to reopen the mine’s lower levels, shots fired at quitting time on the evening of December 23, 1905, ignited another fire. Because the 23rd was a Saturday, the fire was 
not discovered until the morning of the 25th. The blaze was fought for 48 hours before CF&IC’s general manager, John Kebler, ordered the mine closed. Several 
explosions ensued. The mine then was flooded to a point 850 feet above where the fire had originated. But when an attempt was made to reopen the mine in March 
1906, a fire was discovered in the third level. After a subsequent reopening attempt found the fire still burning, the mine was closed indefinitely. [JPHereford, 
TheCerrillosCoalRailroad, 8Feb2008 draft] 

 

CERRILLOS CASH GROCERY COMPANY    - Cerrillos 
1896June4; …board of equalization… raised the following returns: Cerrillos Cash Grocery company, precinct No.7 [Cerrillos], from $800 to $1,000 on 

personal property. [SFDNM] 

 

CERRILLOS COAL COMPANY    - Cerrillos 
1882November17; The Cerrillos coal company paid off on Wednesday making money a little more plentiful yesterday. The company employs quite a large 

number of hands. [SFDNM] 

1883June16; Corporations Organized Under the General Incorporation Law, 1868-1904. Cerrillos Coal Company. The. Date of filing June 16, 1883, 50yrs, Santa Fe, Capital 
stock 300,000 [NMBlueBook 1905, p.192] 

1888May18; Nasario Gonzalez gave a Quit Claim Deed to W.H. Shup, W.M. Keesee, G.C. Booth and O.L. Houghton all of Las Vegas, N.M. to all his 

interests in the Merced de la Mesita Juana Lopez Grant, lying between the Galisteo River and the New Mexico Southern Pacific Railway, encompassing 
Waldo Gulch and Coal Gulch. Keesee laid out a Township, recorded the Plat of Keeseeville, N.M. July 1892. He sold lots, gave leases to at least fifteen 

individuals to work the coal mine at Waldo Gulch. Such men as Shoemaker, Callender, Jones and Williams bought lots, built houses, worked the mine 

and nemed the settlement Madrid. In 1892 Keesee also sold land to the Cerrillos Coal Company in Waldo and Coal Gulch. [Motto 1973 p.7] 
1895August9; Supt. Duggan, of the Cerrillos Coal company’s mines, is up from south Santa Fe county on a business mission. He states that 250 miners are 

now employed in and about the mines and coke ovens at Madrid. The product goes south and west, to points in New Mexico, Mexico, Arizona and 

California. In about five weeks the anthracite coal mines will be started up and the big crusher set in motion. This will employ 260 additional men. The 
town of Madrid is growing steadily. The company has just completed ten new dwellings to be occupied by its employes.  [SFDNM] 

1897May18; Case No.90, San Antonio de las Huertas land grant, Jose H. Gurule, claimant, vs. the United States, situated in Santa Fe and Bernalillo 

counties, Catron, Spiess & Gortner, attorneys, and No.209, same name, Antonio Jose Gallegos et al. vs. the United States, in Bernalillo county, extent 
about 100,000 acres, G.H. Howard, attorney, were consolidated and went to trial. The government is represented by Mr. Pope and the owners of the 

Ortiz Mine grant and the Cerrillos Coal company are represented by Messrs. Frank Springer and R.E. Twitchell of Las Vegas, the Huertas claim 
overlapping the Ortiz Mine grant in its entirety. Witnesses were examined this morning and this afternoon and it is believed the case will run all day 

tomorrow. [SFDNM] 

1898October1; Extensive coal sheds are being erected at the yards of the Cerrillos Coal Company. [SFNM] 
1899September4; The Cook and White mine is located three miles south of Cerrillos, and is owned and operated by the Cerrillos Coal Company. The coal 

is bituminous, taken from a vein 3 feet 9 inches thick. During the last fiscal year 125,000 tons of coal was taken out, valued at $242,000. The depth of 

slope of the mine is 1,800 feet. The mine was operated 300 days last year. [SFNM] 

1934April; A dance was given by the Cerrillos Coal Co. St. Patrick night. The dance was not a very big affair as it was Lent and many did not attend. [LaTurquesa v.III n.5, 
CSimoni per YolandaSandoval] 

Waldo Coke Ovens; HPD#746 StateRegisterdate 24Aug1979  
 

CERRILLOS COAL & COKE COMPANY    - predecessor of CC&IC; probably James Lucas’ coal company? 
1890July24; Los Cerrillos Coal Field Ortiz Land Grant Report, Chas J. Devlin; First. The Cerrillos Coal & Coke Company, a corporation organized under the laws of the State 

of __, owns about 27,000 acres of land in NM on the Galisteo River… There is one vein of anthracite coal and four of bituminous. …Second. The Cerrillos Coal & Coke 
Co. has a favorable contract with the A.,T.&S.F.R.R. Co. for transporting both coal and coke. Third. The Company proposes at once to erect 100 coke ovens; open and 
equip the mines; and purchase suitable machinery and crushers to make various sizes of anthracite coal. Fourth. The market for the coal and coke is almost unlimited, 
the nearest mines north of the Cerrillos mines being 200 miles distant, and on the south there is practically no coal as far down as the City of Mexico, and none on the 
west as far as the Pacific Coast. Fifth. The Cerrillos Coal & Coke Company has a capital stock of $2,500,000, 25k shares of $100each. It is proposed to sell 1M of this 
stock at 50cents on the dollar, to make the improvements mentioned in article third above, and to aid in clearing up the title to the lands. …Upon the lowest estimate 
made it is believed the mines will yield a net profit the first year of $500 per day, and increase within two years to $1,000 or $1,500 per day. 

1894August30; Last week Sheriff Cunningham levied upon and took possession of the property of the Cerrillos Coal & Iron company and the Juana Lopez grant for failure to 

pay taxes. The Records in the office of the sheriff and collector of Santa Fe county show a very interesting, not to say peculiar, state of affairs relative to these properties. As 

far as these official records indicate there has never been a cent of taxes paid on the Juana Lopez grant. The Cerrillos Coal & Iron company’s delinquent taxes for the years 

1890 and 1991 amount to $1,153. In former years this corporation was known and taxes assessed against it under the title of the Cerrillos Coal & Coke company, and for the 

years 1885, 1886 and 1888 the Cerrillos Coal & Coke company’s delinquent taxes, as per The Official Figures, amount to $2,029, the tax returns having been made by T.B. 

Catron. Thus, the delinquency on taxes by the Cerrillos Coal & Iron company amounts to a total of $3,184 in addition to the 25 per cent penalty. For the year 1887 this 

corporation, through its agent, F.W. Risque, paid its taxes under the name of the Cerrillos Coal & Coke company: said taxes amounted to the enormous sum of $309, and they 

were not paid until the 26th day of May, 1893, although they had been due for More Than Six Years there was no penalty added, as the law requires, and the settlement took 

the nature of  “a compromise” with the then district attorney, R.E. Twitchell. The delinquent taxes due by the Juana Lopez grant, on which the above corporations (if there are 

two of them) base their property title, amounts to $1,289.85 for the years 1888, 1889, 1890, 1891, 1892 and 1893. It should be here noted that while the Juana Lopez grant was 

confirmed by congress in the year 1879 as the private property of S.B. Elkins, T.B. Catron and others, it has never paid, as above stated, a single penny of taxes, and it was 

never even assessed as private property (although it covers 42,000 acres of the most valuable land in the west) until the year 1888. Thus it appears that by an official system of 

finesse and Political Jugglery, through connivance with Santa Fe county officers of former administrations, the owners of this vast property have up to date enjoyed absolute 

immunity from all taxation. Yesterday afternoon the Cerrillos Coal & Iron company and the Cerrillos Coal Railroad company, through their attorneys, applied to and obtained 

from Judge Laughlin a Writ Of Injunction temporarily restraining Sheriff Cunningham from longer holding the property under levy and an order for the sheriff to show cause 

on September 20 why such restraining order should not be made permanent. Cerrillos Coal & Iron company sets up that it has given a contract to the Cerrillos Coal Railroad 



Company to mine the coal on its property, erect buildings, coke ovens, etc., and that the sheriff has no right to levy upon the Cerrillos Coal Railroad company’s property, as he 

has done, they allege, because under the law the property of new railroads is exempt from taxation for a period of six years. It is also contended that the assessment of the 

Juana Lopez is void for all these years because of uncertainty in descriptions on the county tax rolls, the same being listed simply as the “Juana Lopez grant” and not in the 

name of T.B. Catron, owner, or against unknown owners, and because also the Assessment Is Against The Grant as a whole and the property of the Cerrillos Coal & Iron 

company as a separate concern, which would amount to double taxation for the latter corporation. Sheriff Cunningham has retained the services of Judge H.L. Warren and 

Chas H. Gildersleeve to defend his action in the premises and Hon. Frank Springer will represent the corporations. The sheriff says this injunction will in no way retard his 

action in forcing the collection of taxes long overdue Santa Fe county, he being guided wholly by the official records in his office, his legal counsel and by what he deeds his 

official duty to the long suffering tax payers of this community. [SFDNM] 
 

CERRILLOS COAL & IRON COMPANY    - Cerrillos-Madrid 
1884March; As time passed, Catron and Elkins still hoped for an understanding with the Santa Fe to develop the field. They were sufficiently optimistic to organize in March 

1884 the Cerrillos Coal & Iron Company and purchase improvements made by the Anthracite & Bituminous Coal Company. The new company’s stockholders included 
the other owners of the NMMC, Jerome Chaffee and Richard C. Kerens. But neither did CC&IC continue the work nor was an agreement reached with the Santa Fe. 
CC&IC remained dormant for another eight years. ¶ With the CC&IC inactive, trespass mining increased, though the scale remained small. In 1888, for example, five 
bituminous and two anthracite mines extracted a total of 25,200 tons of coal. By comparison, that year some 300,000 tons were mined at Gallup NM, on the Atlantic & 
Pacific Railroad; 227,427 tons by the Raton Coal & Coke Company at Raton, and, at Carthage, the San Pedro Coal & Coke Company produced 62,038 tons. ¶ CC&IC 
took no effort to stem the misappropriation of its resource. The company’s officers were spread across the nation; Richard C. Kerens, president, residing in Missouri, 
alone could initiate action to assert the company’s ownership of the coal. For some reason, he declined even to convene a meeting of the directors. ¶ Eventually, the 
talks with Elkins bore fruit. On December 10, 1891, Elkins agreed to deliver to the railroad the entire capital stock of the CC&IC in exchange for $300,000 cash plus 
$700,000 in bonds issued by the coal company. Those bonds were secured by a first mortgage on some 26,000 acres of land owned by CC&IC. The land comprised all 
of the Mesita Juana Lopez Grant south of the Rio Galisteo, plus the 15,000 acres of the Ortiz Mine Grant falling within the boundaries of both grants. It thus embraced all 
of the coal lands within either grant, and much land to the west barren of coal. [JPHereford, TheCerrillosCoalRailroad, 8Feb2008 draft] 

1884March17; Corporations Organized Under the General Incorporation Law, 1868-1904. Cerrillos Coal and Iron Company. The. Date of filing Mch. 17, 1884, 50yrs, Santa 
Fe, Capital stock 1,000,000 [NMBlueBook 1905, p.192] 

1884April4; Dated. Quit Claim Deed. Jerome B. Chaffee, of Denver and Stephen B. Elkins of StaFe for $10 to NMMC… the land hereby conveyed and intended to be 
conveyed being the rest residue and remainder of said Ortiz Mine Grant left after the conveyance of that part of the same made by deed executed by the parties of the 
first part on the fourth day of April A.D. 1884, to the Cerrillos Coal and Iron Company containing 15,026.06 acres more or less. Sig. S.B. Elkins, J.B. Chaffee. Wit. 
H.Ebert, William H. Clarkson, David Mitchell<com.for NM in CO], Wm B. Harrison. SBE ackn before Charles Edgar Mills, com.for NM in NY 117 BroadwayNYC. b.N 
Deeds p.36. [BHenderson Abstract of Title No.1 30Sep1983] 

1885; [draft of CC&IC organization resolution] Whereas, a conflict of title has existed between the owners of the Ortiz Mine Grant… and the owners of the Mesita Juana 
Lopez Grant… the several owners of said properties have formed a joint stock Company known as the Cerrillos Coal And Iron Company, with a capital stock of One 
million dollars. ca.14k acres of OMG = $400k; ca.20k acres of MJLG = $600k. And Whereas, it has been agreed that Stephen B. Elkins, Thomas B. Catron and Antonio 
Ortiz y Salazar, as representing the ownership of said MJLG, will own, the said Elkins $160k, the said Catron $160k, Antonio Ortiz y Salazar $40k of the capital stock 
remaining after deducting said $400k… = Elkins 1600sh, Catron 1600sh, OrtizySalazar 400sh. Whereas the following own the OMG: Jerome B. Chaffee 90/375; 
Leonidas M. Lawson 80/375; Larz Anderson 72.5/375; Stephen B. Elkins 54/375; Joseph Larocque 25/375; M.P. Bush 22/375; Richard C. Kerens 20/375; Alfred J. Wolf, 
Trustee, 3.5/375; M.F. Hunt 3/375; Matthew Addy 2.5/375; Nicholas L. Anderson 2.5/375… are entitled to receive the following stock: Chaffee 576sh; Lawson 512sh; L. 
Anderson 464sh; Elkins 345sh; Larocque 160sh; Bush 140sh; Kerens 128sh; Wolf, Trustee, 23sh; Hunt 19sh; Addy 16sh; N.L. Anderson 17sh. …appoint Augustus 
Ebert of NYC and Frank W. Clancy of StaFe as trustees…  

1890July9; The county commissioners, sitting as a board of equalization yesterday rushed things through in a hurry without giving the people much of a 

chance to demand a reduction in their tax assessments. Following are the reductions: Cerrillos Coal & Iron Co., $150,200 to $100,000; John Gwyn, 

$2,000 to $1,000; T. Alarid, $3,367 to $2,970; W.G. Simmons $5,175 to $4,275; Mrs. Symington $5,925 to $5,350; L.B. Prince $12,800 to $7,450. 

[SFDNM] 

1891; The 1891 Coal Mining Leases of the CC&ICo given to various squatter miners prior to transfer of area to AT&SF. [NMSU Folder # 2/5] – Folder # 2/7 contains list of 
1891-1892 stockholders of CC&IC; the 1885 agreement creating the CC&IC, misc. and the 1896 agreement with AT&SF. 

1891October10; The Cerrillos Coal & Iron company, which owns 20,000 acres of coal and iron lands in Santa Fe county, near Cerrillos. …Mr. F.W. 
Risque, of St. Louis, was named as superintendent of Cerrillos Coal & Iron company, with headquarters in this city. Mr. Risque arrived here a few days 

ago and yesterday he launched into business by going to Cerrillos and having a personal interview with the coal miners, who, because of the lack of 

harmony existing among the principal owners of the company, have for several years past been permitted to go on unmolested and taking out a vast 
quantity of coal for shipment on which no royalty was paid. …It is hinted that Messrs. R.C. Kerens, Jefferson Chandler and other St. Louis 

millionaires… along with S.B. Elkins and others... [SFDNM] 

1891October16; Louis Jones and Tony Neis, who were in from Cerrillos last night, say that the miners there are, as a rule, going to accept the proposition of 
the Cerrillos Coal & Iron company, to go to work on the royalty system. [SFDNM] 

1891October17; (Globe Democrat) The purchase of extensive new coal fields in New Mexico by a syndicate of wealthy St. Louis gentlemen, called the Cerrillos Coal & Iron 
company, as mentioned in last Sunday’s Globe-Democrat, has, as was then forshadowed, been consummated. Mr. F.W. Risque returned from New Mexico yesterday 
and made his report to the St. Louis syndicate. Two or three of the gentlemen of the syndicate were in conference when the Globe-Democrat reporter [was in?] the 
office of the Kansas & Texas Coal company yesterday afternoon. Mr. Risque formerly resided in New Mexico, and his father, some forty-five years ago was involved in 
this property. The property is known as the Ortiz mine grant, and covers 69,000 acres. It contains gold, silver, copper and iron deposits and anthracite and bituminous 
coal. It is located twenty-six miles southwesterly[?] of Santa Fe. The present deed[?] includes the coal fields of the west[?] which cover about 27,000 acres and which 
were seperated from the original Ortiz grant about [?] years ago, making a seperate and distinct company. It has been owned, however, by the same parties that 
owned the Ortiz grant as a whole. [quoted in The Rustler v.IV n.25 (Oct23)] 

1891October17: IMMEDIATE DEVELOPMENT. Supt. Risque Talks of the Plans of the Cerrillos Coal & Iron Company. History of Valuable Property – A Strong 
Organization – Will Build a Railway Line. Concerning the great coal and mineral deposits in Santa Fe county and plans for their immediate development, the 
St. Louis Globe-Democrat says: 

The purchase of extensive new coal fields in New Mexico by a syndicate of wealthy St. Louis gentlemen, called the Cerrillos Coal & Iron company, as mentioned in 
last Sunday’s Globe-Democrat, has, as was then forshadowed, been consummated. Mr. Risque returned from New Mexico yesterday and made his report to 
the St. Louis syndicate. Two or three of the gentlemen of the syndicate were in conference when the Globe-Democrat reporter visited the office of the Kansas 
& Texas Coal company yesterday afternoon. Mr. Risque formerly resided in New Mexico, and his father, some forty-five years ago [1846] was interested in 
this property. The property is known as the Ortiz-mine grant, and covers almost 69,000 acres. It contains gold, silver, copper and iron deposits and anthracite 
and bituminous coal. It is located about twenty-six miles southwest of Santa Fe. The present deal includes the coal fields of the grant, which cover about 
27,000 acres, and which were separated from the original Ortiz grant about eight years ago, making a separate and distinct company. It has been owned, 
however, until recently by the same parties that owned the Ortiz grant as a whole. The Ortiz mine grant has a most romantic history. It was granted to a 
celebrated general of the Mexican army considerably over 100 years ago by the crown of Spain for distinguished services as one of the royal representatives 



to the Western Hemisphere. The grant was then settled by two large towns, which then contained a population of several thousand inhabitants each. A 
garrison of Mexican cavalry was maintained on the grant to protect the settlers from the hostile Indians that occupied the country farther north. The mines 
were worked by the Mexicans for upward of fifty years with great success, and the precious metals taken were sent to the City of Mexico under armed escort. 
This property was examined by the geologists of the governmenbt soon after the acquisition of the territory by the United States, and several reports by 
government geologists sent out there for that purpose can be found in United States reports of resources of the country after the treaty of Hidalgo 
Guadaloupe, and has always been understood to be one of the richest properties, as a whole, in the United States. It was at one time sold in Paris to a French 
syndicate for $3,000,000. This occurred just after the civil war, but the sale was broken up by vicious litigation, injunctions, etc., of irresponsible men for the 
purpose of personal gain. 

The history of the ownership by Americans dates back to the year of 1857, during the presidency of James Buchanan. The transfer was brought about by Hon. 
J.A. Rencher, of North Carolina, who was appointed governor of New Mexico by President Buchanan. Governor Rencher served as governor of New mexico 
until the outbreak of the war, when the confederation marched up from Texas and captured the country. It was afterwards retaken by Gen. Canby. During 
Governor Rencher’s incumbency at Santa Fe he conceived the idea of purchasing the property of the Ortiz mine grant. He journeyed to Washington, D.C., on 
leave of absence, where he formed a syndicate to purchase the grant. – A trip from Santa Fe to Washington at that time consumed a month’s time. In this 
syndicate about the year 1858 all the prominent politicians of that day were to a greater or less extent interested. In fact many of the government officials and 
a large majority of the senators and representatives in congress were stockholders. This fact was afterwards discovered when, in 1879, the present owners of 
the Ortiz grant purchased it from those then living of the original stockholders and the sons of them that had long since died. The purchasers in 1878 and 
1879, two, or their estates, are the present owners, some of them having since died – were Senator Jerome B. Chaffee, of Colorado, Dennert Lacoste and 
Cox, of New York, Lars Anderson, of Cincinnati,  L.M. Laroque, S.B. Elkins and R.C. Kerens.  

The advertisements calling in the stock brought it from nearly all the southern states, some of the New England states, and some from the western states. In 1878 
?????? began active operations for the company, then known as the New Mexico Mining company, which is also the company’s name, obtained a special 
charter giving the company extraordinary powers. They purchased a 20-stamp mill, with a full compliment of machinery, which was transported by wagon from 
St. Louis across the plains, set up and put in operation. It was yielding large returns, when the outbreak of the war put a stop to operations. That same stamp 
mill stands there in ruins today, nothing having ever been done with the property because of a lack of organization, and because of investigation and sale to 
the French syndicate, which consumed nearly two years time. The property was also sold to an English syndicate for £500,000, but in like manner the sale 
was frustrated by designing and unscrupulous individuals. Both the French and the English syndicates consumed several months in examining the property. 
Their reports are voluminous and of a highly authoritative character. The main difficulty in the washing of the gold from the placers, which are the richest in the 
world, is the scarcity of water. 

In 1883 the present owners, under Senator Chaffee, began active operations for the development of the coal fields, which is the property purchased by the present 
St. Louis syndicate. Owing to a disagreement with President Strong, of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe railroad, desired rates were denied, and the valuable 
property since that time has been lying practically idle. The coal is of a superior quality. The anthracite, as shown by the United States geological report, is 
equal to the Pennsylvania anthracite, and the veins are five and six feet in thickness. The bituminous is also of a superior quality, and the veins vary from six 
to eleven feet in thickness. These coal fields are phenomenal, as thgere are no other coal fields known within hundreds of miles to the north, none to the south 
anywhere as far as the City of Mexico, and none to the Pacific coast. 

The purchase by the St. Louis syndicate means an immediate development of the great property, which will give an impetus of great prosperity to that section of 
New Mexico. The new board of St. Louis parties will be organized this week. It is not known yet who will be president, but ample capital to build a railway line 
for connection with existing railway systems will be provided. [SFDNM] 

1891October28; A correspondent at Silver City wires this to the Globe-Democrat: “Between thirty and forth mines in the Hanover district have been bonded 
to the Cerrillos Coal & Iron company, in which R.C. Kerens, S.B. Elkins and T.B. Catron are heavily interested.” [SFDNM] 

1891November; incomplete contract for Cerrillos Coal & Iron Company sale to AT&SF railroad, for $250k cash and $750k in the first mortgage securities of the AT&SF. Sig 
Kerens, but place for Elkins’ sig. is blank. [Elkins papers] 

1891November6; The St. Louis money with which to run the Cerrillos Coal & Iron Company, doesn’t seem to have materialized. [The Rustler, v.IV no.27] 
1891November13; Mr. F.W. Risque, of the Cerrillos Coal & Iron Co., arrived from St. Louis the first of the week and has been putting in the time since talking with the coal 

operation. [The Rustler, v.IV no.28] 
1891November13; It is stated that the principal stockholders in the Cerrillos Coal & Iron Co., are prominent among the men who have built up Pittsburgh, Kansas, and are at 

present large investors in real estate in that city. Upon being interrogated as to whether it was the intention of his company to work their coal properties or not, Mr. 
Risque stated that such was their present intention, but that it was highly probable that the extensive arrangements necessary could not be completed before another 
season. [The Rustler, v.IV no.28] 

1891November20; Just how the coal business will culminate, in the matter of possession, seems as yet uncertain. The Cerrillos Coal & Iron Co., through its superintendent, 
Mr. Risque, demands possession, offering to give leases to the operators on its land, also offering to protect those who take these leases, against all other interests. In 
an interview the Coal & Iron Company’s superintendent was asked if he considered it protection for one man to pay a royalty and another one not? He replied: “I do not, 
and that will not be permitted. When we promise a man protection we mean protection in all that he word implies. We offer those operators a lease, protection and 
friendship. If any refuse, they must accept the consequences. It is our desire to keep everything harmonious and throw no obstacle in the way of Cerrillos, to shorten 
her coal output, but we must protect our interests and the interests of our tenants, as soon as they become such.” The whole business would be much better settled, 
and settled for all alike, if it can be done anything like satisfactorally. [The Rustler, v.IV no.29] 

1891December4; Superintendent Risque, of the Cerrillos Coal & Iron Co., spent the first half of the week here making leases with the coal shippers, all of whom, we 
understand, with two exceptions, entered into a lease with the company. In connection with this it is hinted that an established price of three dollars per ton is likely to 
be made on bituminous coal, and influences brought to bear that will largely increase the market demand. [The Rustler, v.IV no.31] 

1891December5; The work of settling the coal matters promises to get down to business soon. It is said that all the grant interests have harmonized, and will back the 
Cerrillos Coal & Iron Co., in the adjustments made by its superintendent, Mr. Risque. The thing to be desired in the interest of all is the permanent settlement of these 
titles, so that the coal business of Cerrillos may be looked upon by the world as an established thing, and the operators not be in daily dread of being drawn into the 
courts. That the men who have toiled to develop these mines and a market for their coal, have earned consideration, is true, and in the approaching crisis they should 
act unitedly and advisedly in the matter, for the interests to which they are entitled. – Cerrillos Rustler. [SFWeeklySun] 

1891December10; copy made after signing of the contract for the sale of Cerrillos Coal Fields to AT&SF on this date, signed only by Elkins, for $1,000,000. [Elkins papers 
(no #)] [This is the final document that sold the Madrid area to the AT&SF. However, it operated as a totally independent company on paper. RR histories do not show 
this AT&SF control until the 1906 bankruptcy of the AT&SF, and in the reorganization it was made part of the parent company. Certainly one reason for independent 
operation was to manipulate Elkins & Kerens out of as much as possible of their $700k in bonds on the property. Kerens complained in 1894 that they were being 
cheated by the AT&SF.] 

1891December10; copy of memorandum that shows S.B. Elkins has sold and that the AT&SF Railroad Company has bought from the first named party, for $1,000,000 …all 
the capital stock of the Cerrillos Coal and Iron Company, being 10k shares at $100 each. The said CC&IC being the owner of about 26,000 acres of land lying on the S 
side of the Galisteo River; 15,026.06acres within the Ortiz Mine Grant, and conveyed by Jerome B. Chaffee and Stephen B. Elkins to the CC&IC by deed 4Apr1884 
b.Deeds N p.34. The portion of the Ortiz Mine Grant hereby conveyed 15,026.06acres …embracing that part of the Mesita Juana de Lopez Grant in conflict with the 
Ortiz Mine Grant. Also all that prat of the Mesita de Juana Lopez Grant lying south of the Galisteo River and extending to the north boundary of the Ortiz Mine Grant, 
estimated to contain about 11k acres, conveyed by Thomas B. Catron and Julia A., his wife to the CC&IC 1Jul1885, b.Deeds N p.222. The AT&SF agrees to pay for 
the stock as follows $300k on the surrender of CC&IC stock on Tues 22Dec1891, and not later. Upon it appearing that the CC&IC has a good and perfect title to the 
lands, except that portion of the San Domingo Pueblo Grant in conflict with the Mesita de Juana Lopez Grant, and that the said lands are free and unencumbered 



except as to the leases hereinafter mentioned, and that the CC&IC has no indebtedness, the AT&SF will maker a further payment of $700k par value of the first 
mortgage sinking fund 4% bonds, of an issue of $1M of like bonds. 30days to back out. Sig. in NY 10Dec1891; S.B. Elkins; The AT&SF RCo, J.W. Reinhart, President. 
Presence Geo F. Crane. [Elkins papers] 

1891December11; F.W. Risque, of the Cerrillos Coal & Iron Co., is in St. Louis. [The Rustler, v.IV no.32] 
1891December11; (R.C. Kerens to S.B. Elkins) K. now has all 10k shares of CC&IC stock, 3950sh being in the Treasury, and just having bought back Clancy’s 50sh @ 

$25ea. [Elkins papers 740] 
1891December12; (W.P. Cunningham to Manvel pres AT&SF) coal shipping rates had been very high in expectation of the need for eventual royalty payments, and as the 

miners are now paying royalty directly to CC&IC shipping should be reduced 75 cents/ton. [Elkins papers 741] 
1891December17; Certification of the signature of R.C. Kerens as president of  Cerrillos Coal & Iron Co. [Elkins papers] 
1891December22; from Elkins (no sig) to George Magoun & John Cook, trustees; “Among shares of capital stock of the Cerrillos Coal & Iron Co. delivered to you by me to-

day, is Certificate No.9…” to M.F. Hunt for 19 shares not signed on back but will be guaranteed. [Elkins papers 746] 
1891December25; It is understood that a suit has been commenced by the Cerrillos Coal & Iron Co., against those of the coal operators who refused to lease and the 

railroad company as receiver, for royalty on 800,000 tons of coal claimed to have been mined and shipped. The suit is evidently intended to bring matters to a final 
issue. As most of the operators have made leases, it is presumed that any litigation resulting will not interfere with the ability of the banks under lease to supply the 
market with Cerrillos coal. [The Rustler, v.IV no.34] 

1892January3; (Cunningham to Risque, copy by Kerens) Elder and Lucas developments and Catron has filed suit against them in which Company wants an accounting of 
the coal shipped by them. Tell Mr. Kerens that I am preparing a report for him on the Dolores district. [Elkins papers 749] 

1892January6; (Keresn to Manvel @Chicago) Kindly send me season pass for Mr. F.W. Risque, good over the Santa Fe System. His duties in connection with the Cerrillos 
Coal fields require him to visit different parts of NM; also Denver. …The ownership of the C.C.&I. Company is now almost universally conceded, and its authority 
respected. All the coal operators have leased, or applied for leases, save one. This single exception is the one back by the Colorado Fuel Company, and I am advised 
that they also have come to their senses and are now desirous of taking a lease. But it has been thought best to maintain an action at law against them, and compel 
them to account to the Company for the large amount of coal they have been taking; and also to make a proper example of them, they having gone in there and put up 
machinery for crushing coal after having been warned and notified not to do so. …It seems to me it would be wise to continue operation as at present, until the railway 
connection with the mines is completed. Then, of course, these operators under leases could be easily managed, either to go in and accept employment from the 
Company, or to get out coal at a rate per ton, as may be desired. The matter of looking after leases, collecting royalties &c., keeping the community in peace and good 
order, is all organized and can be carried forward with comparatively small expense until such time as the new organization may desire to assume larger operations. 
Presume this will not be done until railway connections with the mines are established. …The expense mainly, of conducting the affairs of the Company operated by 
leases, at present is as follows: F.W. Risque, General Manager, $5,000. per year. T.B. Catron, Attorney for the Co. 5,000. per year. W.P. Cunningham, designated as 
Sales Agt. 2,400. per year. The employment of Mr. Risque and Mr. Cunningham is for no stated time. The services of Mr. Catron were engaged for one year from Sept. 
15th, 1891. The royalty from leases will pay all expenses, and considerable more, and will all be accounted for and turned over as per contract. There will be no charge 
for any services performed by me. I will give all needful attention until such time as the property is put in shape, or you wish to take charge. …Mr. Cunningham was 
employed to be constantly on the alert at Cerrillos, and to close up all the old openings that were not being worked by the lessees, so that no damage could be done to 
the property by setting fire to that part of the mines, or anything of that kind, and to keep off all intruders or trespassers. Mr. Cunningham is also a lessee, and the 
wisdom of employing him to watch the interests of the Company’s property has been verified by a very satisfactory report received from him to-day. He is a man of 
influence in the community there, especially among the miners. What he has already done, although scarcely a month in the employ of the Company, I consider worth 
some years salary. [Elkins papers 750] 

1892January7; (Kerens to Chandler) asking him to come to his house about CC&I matter. [Elkins papers 750] 
1892January8; (Kerens to Elkins) Chandler could not come see him. Enclosed is letter to Thornton, Catron & Bartlett from Chandler. Colorado Fuel Co., Paul Morton, Vice-

president, is backing one of the major squatters, and has put up machinery for crusing anthracite. He is sending Risque out to their place tomorrow night. I am afraid 
Catron is putting himself in shape to make trouble for us with this deed that he has dug up. – 7Jan1892; Office of Cerrillos Coal & Iron Co., to Mr. T.B. Catron; I am glad 
you have the deed you speak of, which will clean up the whole ground of claims made against the Company. I hope you many secure that, and put the whole thing at 
rest for the Company. My suit pending here is against the Santa Fe Company and against Folsom, in the State Court. I did not bring it in the Federal Court for the 
reasons suggested in your letter. Yours truly, Jeff Chandler, Genl.Atty. [Elkins papers 752] 

1892January9; (Cunningham to Risque, Gen. Manager C.C.&I.Co., St. Louis) “W.T. Bishop is now shipping the coal from the White Ash in his own name.” The Cerrillos 
depot agent refused to show him the coal shipping books. He tries to persuade Risque that they must get authority to look at the Railroad shipping books in order to 
know what is going on. Who is shipping how much coal. “My opinion is now that a great deal of coal is being shipped by N.J. Bishop, Kelley & Miller, Peterson & ? O. 
[W.C.] Hagan and others. Who bring the coal from N.C? Rogers White Ash and also Cook and White, may evade paying Royalty.” “Laird claims that Mr.Catron advised 
him to reopen the entry – that the company had no objection to his operating it. This I could not well afford to see after taking the pains of closing and walling the slope 
rep? Such is generally talked him, that Catron is in sympathy with the squatters. Though I do not think a word of such news is true.” talked Laird into coming into town 
and he talked Laird out of reopening the mine. [Elkins papers 2227] 

1892January9; To develop and operate the mines, the officers of the Cerrillos Coal & Iron Company – that is, Kerens, Elkins, and Catron – incorporated the Cerrillos Coal 
Railroad Company on January 9, 1892. CCRC also was to build and operate a branch railroad into the coal field. Thus, the coal mines and the spur track were to be 
owned and operated by the same organization. On May 16, 1892, in return for the new company’s capital stock and one million dollars in bonds, CC&IC leased its 
property (the 26,000 acres) to the CCRC for a period of 99 years. Payment of principal of and interest on the bonds was guaranteed by the AT&SF RR. Ultimately, once 
the bonds were retired through the income from mining the coal, expected to take a dozen years, the Santa Fe could look forward, in the words of a company 
memorandum, to owning the Cerrillos coal field “…together with the railroad and mining properties thereon and connected therewith free from debt or incumbrance of 
any kind.” ¶ Work began promptly. A railroad six and a half miles long from the siding of Waldo, a siding west of Cerrillos, crossing the Rio Galisteo, was surveyed. The 
main track, 4 3/8 miles in length, ran up the main canyon – never officially named but usually referred to as Coal Gulch – with a shorter spur, 1 3/8 miles, extended into 
Waldo Gulch. Four mines were opened, one in Miller Gulch, one in Waldo Gulch, and two in Coal Gulch. To house the miners, two camps were built, Madrid in Coal 
Gulch and Rogers in Miller Gulch. At Waldo, a bank of fifty coke ovens were built. ¶ New construction at the two camps was supplemented by structures brought in from 
Osage City KS, and Carthage NM, where mines were being closed. Those from Carthage were reinstalled at Rogers. Everything that could be used at the new location 
was recovered from Carthage, including props salvaged as mining retreated. (A few years ago, the records of the Albuquerque & Cerrillos Coal Company, the last 
operator at Madrid, were donated to the University of NM. Among those records are several San Pedro Coal & Coke Company notebooks dating from about 1884.) ¶ 
The CCRC owned no equipment, nor did it employ a train crew. Instead, the equipment was rented from the Santa Fe and operated by Santa Fe train personnel. The 
rental was paid out of a ten-cents-per-ton charge assessed by CCRC on coal moving over its track. ¶ The locomotive assigned to the CCRC seems to have been the 
famous “Uncle Dick,” the Santa Fe’s first Consolidation and, when built, the world’s heaviest locomotive. As No.204, it was on the run in April 1894, with David Young as 
engineer and Jack Langston conductor. It was still there four years later, as No.901, though in late July or early August No.902, another 2-8-0, took its place while the 
former was being repaired. [JPHereford, TheCerrillosCoalRailroad, 8Feb2008 draft] 



1892January11; (Thornton to Elkins) Waldo had asked him to act for CC&I on perfecting the Juana Lopez title. Suggest buying claims of original heirs before some 
speculator does as sale of the grant is in the news. Suggests giving titles to Cerrillos lots and he is satisfied with sale of his interest in [CC&I] Company but would like 
cash. [Elkins papers 755] 

1892January12; (copy of NewMexican article) Cerrillos Coal & Railroad Company filed a charter with Secretary of State. [Elkins papers] 
1892January15; (Jeff Chandler to Elkins at Normandie Hotel) re negotiations with the [AT&]Santa Fe people on Cerrillos Company: form of mortgage, deed – quit claim as 

good as warranty deed. All stock to be delivered to Atchinson Co. as a consideration of its guaranty of the bonds. – The property in the new company is represented by 
the stock of the Cerrillos Company, which stock is to be delivered as I understand, to the Atchinson Company as a consideration of its guaranty of the bonds. – McCook 
of AT&SF wants deeds to all the Cerrillos Co. property and other items on sale of old Cerrillos Co. and creation of new one. [Elkins papers 762] 

1892January18; (McCook writing on AT&SF Law Dept stationery, to Elkins) Waldo could not find deeds of CC&I to the Madrid area for the bonds [Elkins papers 765] 
1892January18; (McCook to Elkins) Procedure CC&I Company director’s meeting should follow to legally approve sale of Cerrillos coal field. [Elkins papers 766] 
1892January22; (Kerens to Risque) coded – How to proceed with Folsom and what to instruct Thornton. – I think it would show a weakness on our part to meddle with the 

audit in any way, and, at any rate, I cannot do that. Mr. Tardy (Chandler) is not here, and I cannot interfere with the litigation. When the settlement is made with Thimble 
(Folsom) the suit will be dismissed. As I have written you, that will be a part of the compromise. You must remind Thimble (Folsom) and all these parties that we are 
entitled to an accounting at a royalty of 50 cents per ton for coal taken from the Cerrillos property all these years. This argument will be a good one against Thimble 
(Folsom), and Thrifty (Thornton) must use it. You must also plead poverty of Teapot (CC&IC), and the manner in which it has been used, the heavy taxes which had to 
be cleaned up, and no revenue all these years; besides the money invested lying idle. Just say to them that we would rather to on in the Courts than be imposed upon; 
that we now have the situation in our own hands, etd. [Elkins papers 772] 

1892January23; (B.F. Hobart, pres. Kansas & Texas Coal Co. to Elkins) Catron has been given a $15k loan on his K&TCoal stock by the bank. Hobart would like payment 
on the $15k for his Cerrillos Coal stock he gave up so they could sell the company. [Elkins papers 773] 

1892February1; (copy of NewMexican article) injunction against coal mining in the area. [Elkins papers] 
1892February1; TROUBLE IN CAMP – The Cerrillos Coal & Iron company, which holds a U.S. Patent for most of the coal lands in south Santa Fe county, and 

which has arrangements perfected for expending half a million dollars on improvements in and about Cerrillos this spring and summer, has struck a snag in 
rather an unexpected quarter. Seven eighths of the squatters on those coal lands have accepted the very liberal terms of the company and taken out leases or 
sold out their improvements, the value of which were determined by arbitration, but a few are acting very arbitrary, considering the great good the investments 
of this company must surely bring to the citizens of Cerrillos and vicinity. The White Ash Coal company, composed of Richard Green, W.P. Gould, Ross 
Griffiths and John Louis, have for the two years past been working on the main anthracite vein, three miles south of Cerrillos, and, against the protest of the 
owners of the land, have mined and sold a large quantity of coal. On December 1, last, however, the White Ash people agreed to take a lease for one month 
and pay the C.C.& I. company 15 cents per ton royalty on all coal extracted. At the expiration of the lease Messrs. Green and Gould withdrew from the 
company, but Messrs. Griffiths and Louis continued to work the property. On January 13 an agreement was reached to arbitrate all differences. The C.C.& I. 
company selected W.E. Dame and the White Ash people chose N.B. Brown as arbitrators, the C.C.& I. company agreeing to pay Griffiths and Louis for their 
improvements as per the finding of the arbitrators. But Dame and Brown could not agree on the value of the improvements, neither could they agree upon a 
third person to aid them in their arbitration. It is charged that Brown has a lease from the company and has improvements the value of which must also be 
settled by arbitration, hence is prejudiced in his present capacity. On January 26 Griffiths and Ross were still working the mine, and on that date Manager 
Risque, of the C.C.& I. company, called upon them and formally notified them to cease all operations there on the 28th. On this latter date they quit work and 
turned the property over to Mr. Risque, and he had a substantial door built and placed the coal pit under lock and key. That night unknown parties chopped the 
door to pieces. On the following day another door was placed over the pit, and during the night this also was destroyed, and Griffiths, Louis and others took 
possession, declaring they would hold the mine by force of arms if necessary. Being thus unable to reach any sort of reasonable adjustment of the difficulties, 
the C.C.& I. company took the case into the district court on Saturday afternoon. It asked for an injunction restraining Griffiths and Louis from operating the 
mine, and instituted against them an action of forcible entry and detainer for possession of the property, coupled with an action of ejectment. After a full 
hearing in the premiere the court granted a temporary injunction, returnable February 13, and appointed Z.M. Crutchfield, of Cerrillos, receiver. The latter’s 
bond is place at $300. The C.C.& I. company was requested to give bond for $1,200, to be forfeited to Griffiths and Louis in case the temporary injunction 
should prove to be illegally obtained. Mr. F.W. Risque left for Cerrillos last night to turn the papers over to Deputy Sheriff Crutchfield to serve and place the 
receiver in charge. A telegram from Cerrillos this afternoon announces that the papers were served, and Receiver Crutchfield took possession of the property 
without any opposition. [SFDNM] 

1892February17; (Thos. Moore Jr. as agent for Elkins) re Mrs. Wright’s interest in the Ortiz Grant. Assuring her that part not conveyed to CC&ICo is still intact. [Elkins papers 
777] 

1892February26; The A.T.&S.F. locating engineers under Engineer Booker are working within four miles of San Pedro to-day. In the main coal canon 
another surveying party is at work cross-sectioning the survey and getting things in shape for the graders, who are expected to be on the ground next 

week. “The A.T.&S.F. is doing the work for the Cerrillos Coal & Iron company,” said Supt. Dyer yesterday. [SFDNM] 

1892March25; (Kerens to Elkins) Mr. Devlin was there and they had a CC&I Co meeting and have adopted all the proceedings mapped out by McCook. Develin will allow all 
expenses for purchase of mines, machinery, etc. but they must be approved by Manvel before payment to us. The only remaining interest to acquire is Romero-Flores at 
Las Vegas. Catron has not gotten the interest even though he has an option on it. Please send money. [Elkins papers 794] 

1892March29; (John J. McCook, General Counsel to AT&SF, to Elkins) Met with Kerens; we agree on exact procedure for the meeting of CC&I Co. directors in Saint Louis 
and the transfer to new company (CCRC) of all property. At the Directors’ Meeting of the Coal Company in St. Louis, resolutions will be passed transferring the coal 
lands and property of every description to the Railroad Company, and Mr. Kerens and Mr. Smith will execute the conveyances as President and Secretary of the Coal 
Company, so that the property will be vested in the Railroad Company, and be covered by the mortgage, which has also been prepared, as heretofore reported to you, 
and the execution of which will be authorized at the organization meeting of the Railroad Company. Kerens & Smith will then go to NM to meet with Palen and Risque 
and form the new Cerrillos Coal Railroad Co., with C.H. Smith as Sec. Please deliver the deed Mr. Manvel sent you for you and your wife to sign to the land between the 
railroad and the Galisteo River. Have Mr.& Mrs. Catron execute the deed for their interest in the same property? [Elkins papers 795] 

1892April14; It is reported at Cerrillos that the Coal company has made contracts with the Texas Pacific and other southwestern roads to furnish them with 
vast quantities of coal this fall. It is said the C.C.& I. company will have 1,000 men at work about Cerrillos September next. [SFDNM] 

1892April22; (Risque to Elkins) Enclosed is brief report on CC&I. The railroad contractor, I?F. Moor, for the Coal Road asked me if he can cut ties on the Ortiz Grant and if so 
what would be the charge? [Elkins papers 797] 

1892April30; (Kerens to Elkins) Mr. Devlin was there and they had a CC&I Company meeting and have adopted all the proceedings mapped out by McCook. Develin will 
allow all expenses for purchase of mines, machinery, etc. but they must be approved by Manvel before payment to us. The only remaining interest to acquire is Romero-
Flores at Las Vegas. Catron has not gotten the interest even though he has an option on it. Please send me money. [Elkins papers 798] 

May 1892 a receiver had been appointed by the Court to sell at Public sale all the assets of the Cerrillos Coal Railroad with all mineral rights, mines, 
equipment, etc. June 3, 1901 W.C. Reid, Special Master, conveyed a deed and the lease from the Cerrillos Coal and Iron Company, dated May 16, 1892 

to the Cherokee & Pittsburg Coal Mining Company, Inc. for the sum of $460,000. February 15, 1899, the New Mexico Southern Pacific Railway 

Company changed its name to the Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railway Company, a Corporation, and the Cerrillos Coal and Iron Co. conveyed a 
deed to the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway Company and the Colorado Pacific Coal Mining Co., which leased to the Colorado Fuel & Iron 

Company all its holding at Madrid. [Motto 1973 p.8] 



1892June3; (Risque in St. Louis to Elkins) Enclosed in accounting of CC&I Co expenses since I took charge, July, 1891 to May 31, 1892. Column A=Syndicate 
[AT&SF]=$19,281; column B=R.C. Kernes & associates=$15,883 and he has advanced $73,418. Kerens asked me to send this to you for your examination. [Elkins 
papers 801] 

1892June21; W.H.H. Plowman, late of Glorieta, and D.D. Harkness, of Cerrillos, came in from the latter place yesterday afternoon and closed up a little 

deal this morning. Judge Harkness selling his Cerrillos hotel property to Mr. Plowman for $12,000. C.P. Hammond, son in law of Judge Harkness, then 

took a five years’ lease on the hotel from Mr. Plowman at figures that will yield him a handsome return on the investment. Squire Harkness will 
continue to make Cerrillos his home, having other interests to engage his attention. He brings up word that work on the coal roads is moving on nicely, 

and that the C.C.& I. company will erect near the depot a seven room stone house to be occupied as its general headquarters, the building to cost 

$8,000. [SFDNM] 

Financial accounting attached to Elkins papers 803 22Jun1892:Kerens & Elkins are to divide proceeds of 1689 shares of CC&IC stock = $21,112.50ea, but according to 
understanding Kerens is to pay Elkins as part payment for outlay in purchasing Cerrillos property = $5k, and also 1/2 value of lots in town of Cerrillos sold by Catron = 
$3k. Cash received (by Elkins) = $300k. Amt paid out to redeem outstanding stock (other than the 1689) = $111,775. Amts paid for adverse title, lawyers, etc. to date 
$47,500. Yet to be paid out $52,500, plus another $20k est. for outstanding title not yet purchased. – Paid out by E: Chandler 500; Laroque 4k; Attorney 25k; Lawson 5k; 
T. Moore Jr. 500; Waldo 500; Nat.Met.Bank 30k; Kerens for Hobart 38k; C.H. Smith 10k; Schourtie 6k; R.B.L. 4k; R.C. Kerens 100k; 19sh Hunt stock 475; Hobart 15k = 
balance in E’s hands $30,912.50 – Paid out by Kerens: Webb 2.5k; Clancy 10k; Chandler 4.5k; Lawyers 150; Wolf’s 35sh 575; Wolf’s 16sh 400; Lawson’s stock 6.6k; 
Risque’s wages 2k; Catron’s wages 1,250; Clancy’s 50sh 1,250 = balance in Kerens’ hands (of the 100k paid him plus 21,112.50 for the stock) $49,668.50. 

1892June29; (receipt) receipt by S.B. Elkins for the $700,000 in Cerrillos Coal Railway bonds as final payment to him for the stock of the Cerrillos Coal & Iron Company stock 
from George C. Magoun and John J. McCook trustees of the company. As per Dec 10, 1891 contract with the AT&SF Railroad Co. [Elkins papers 805] 

1892June29; (receipt) receipt by S.B. Elkins for the $700,000 in Cerrillos Coal Railway bonds as final payment to him for the stock of the Cerrillos Coal & Iron Company stock 
from George C. Magoun and John J. McCook trustees of the company. As per Dec 10, 1891 contract with the AT&SF Railroad Co. [Elkins papers 805] 

1892July5; (Risque to Kerens, Pres CC&ICo) current status: Only Flores minor heirs interest outstanding. Keesee claims about 20 acres under title from Folsom and is now 
selling lots [Madrid]. Keesee wants $3,000 to buy him out including his improvement. D.L. Miller had an arbitration on his mine improvements, tools, houses, etc. at 
$1,650 and he retains possession until paid. A coal location was made by E.E.Sluder and Chas Lyon a few days ago [based on resurvey of OMG north boundary by 
Surveyor General, which never happened] only 1600 feet east of three main mines of new Company. Risque feels railroad blames him for delays and remaind Kerens 
that he wired his resignation from Wagon Mound on July 1st. [Elkins papers 808] 

1892July7; Dr. Morgridge, late of Topeka, Kas., now located at Cerrillos, where he has been appointed resident physician for the Cerrillos Coal & Iron 

company, is in the city to-day on his first visit. [SFDNM] 

1892July8; The preliminary hearing as to whether the government should resurvey and reestablish the boundary lines of the Ortiz mine grant occupied the 

forenoon of yesterday at the surveyor’s general’s office. This hearing was first set for March 1, but was postponed for various reasons. Hon. T.B. Catron, 
attorney for the Cerrillos Coal & Iron company filed a protest in which he claimed that the grant as surveyed and monumented by the United States was 
conveyed by the U.S. patent to the New Mexico Mining company, who sold it to Chaffee and Elkins for about $375,000, and that Chaffee and Elkins sold to 
the Cerrillos Coal & Iron company the portion of the grant which they held. Therefore the Cerrillos Coal & Iron company protested against any change or 
alteration in the northern boundary of the Ortiz mine grant as established by the survey made for patent and as it existed at the time of the issuance of the 
patent. The hearing was afterwards postponed by the commissioner of the general land office to July 6. At the hearing held yesterday the testimony of Ed. E. 
Sluder, of San Pedro, was taken. Mr. Sluder is the principal applicant for a recovery, having located coal lands on the edge of and lapping the grant as now 
surveyed wand which, it is contended, is really government land. His attorneys are Gildersleeve and Easley. Mr. Coons appeared yesterday on behalf of the 
firm of Catron & Coons, who are attorneys for the C.C.& I. company. Mr. Sluder testified that he knew the eastern boundary line as it exists at present to be 
2,700 feet farther east than where the true boundary should be because he had found the monuments designating the eastern boundary as it shold be. As to 
the north boundary his judgement was that is is 1,284 feet north of its proper position. In the lawful boundaries of the Ortiz grant, he said, there were 69,458 
acres, whereas the area covered by the boundary lines as they now exist amount to 77,000 or about 8,000 acres in excess of what it should be. The witness 
said he had once called Hon. S.B. Elkins’ attention to this discrepancy and that gentleman said if anybody wanted the land embraced witin this strip in error 
they were perfectly welcome to it, but he did not care to be put to the expense of having the boundary readjusted, that that would have to be done by the 
government in an official manner. At the conclusion of Mr. Sluder’s testimony the hearing was again postponed until August 3d. This postponement was 
obtained by Mr. Catron in, Washington, from the commissioner, in order that he might be present at the hearing, the surveyor general being advised of it by 

wire from the general land office. [SFDNM] 
1892July13; A party of eighteen men arrived there last night, traveling on railroad passes from Topeka, and said they had come to go to work on the new 

city water system. This is taken to mean that the C.C.& I. company will compete with the Iowa people who recently secured a franchise for putting in 

water works at Cerrillos. There is not at present a house for rent in Cerrillos and the demand for tenements has greatly stimulated building enterprises. 
G.W. North, who is here on a visit to-day, says he is building three dwellings now and yesterday signed contracts to build three more at once. …On the 

C.C.& I. coal road work is progressing nicely, some 300 men now being employed. [SFDNM] 

1892July20; Dennis Hart, a coal miner employed in the C.C.& I. company’s mines at Cerrillos, had his right leg fractured below the knee by a cave in of 
rock yesterday afternoon. He was brought in this morning by Dr. D.C. Kelley, of San Pedro, and placed in the care of the good Sisters at St. Vincent’s. 

[SFDNM] 

1892July20; Dr. Morgridge, of Cerrillos, resident physician for the C.C.& I. company, has gone to Topeka to bring out his family. [SFDNM] 
1892August8; Dr. G.O. Morgridge and family, late of Topeka, now of Cerrillos, where the doctor is resident physician for the Cerrillos Coal and Iron 

company, are guests at the Claire. [SFDNM] 

1892August10; Wm Keese and a squad of men in his employ are under arrest at Cerrillos to-day. They are having a hearing before Squire Kendall on 
charges filed by T.F. Moore, contractor in charge of the construction of the Cerrillos coal railroad into the coal fields from Waldo station. Mr. Keese 

some years ago bought an interest in the Juana Lopez grant and for a time operated coal mines near Waldo. Last winter he sold his grant interests to S.M. 

Folsom, of Albuquerque, but reserved an interest in the grant to the extent of twenty acres. He then proceeded to the main coal canon and selected 

twenty acres of land, layed out a town-site and proceeded to sell town lots. When it became known that the Cerrillos coal road would strike the town, 

there was quite a little boom; many town lots were sold, and some twenty-five frame houses and cabins have been erected in Keeseville during the past 

thirty days. Yesterday the railroad graders reached the town site and were met by Keese with a force of armed men who stopped the work of grading 
under threats of violence if they proceeded. Keese and party were arrested last evening and taken to Cerrillos for hearing. A suit in ejectment will 

doubtless be filed against Keese by the Cerrillos Coal & Iron company who claim that, as far as that particular twenty acres is concerned, Keese is 
merely a squatter on the land. [SFDNM] 

1892September7; The Cerrillos Coal & Iron company says that company will promptly meet all cuts in the price of coal that the San Luis Valley Coal & 

Coke company sees fit to make. [SFDNM] 
1892September7; In a quarrel at Cerrillos yesterday Foreman Egan, of the Cerrillos Coal & Iron company, was injured by being stabbed, the assaulting 

party being a man named Mike Kane, lately in the employ of the company. Officer F.H. Mitchell brought Kane to the city last night and incarcerated 

him in the county jail to await developments of Mr. Egan’s wounds. [SFDNM] 



1892September12; W.C. Rogers is in St. Louis settling with the head officers of the C.C.& I. company for his improvements on the company’s coal lands. 

[SFDNM] 
1892October4; U.S. Inspector Spears’ Report... I went to Cerrillos which is destined to be the Scranton of the southwest. There the mines are owned and 

operated by the C.C.& I. company, and they have four mines in operation at present. “No. 10 B” is known as the White Ash mine, and is located in 

what is known as Coal Arroyo, two and one-half miles south of Cerrillos. This is a semi-anthracite vein, and is five feet thick; the mine employs 
twenty-six men, and is loading about 100 tons per day. “No. 3 S” is known as the White & Cook mine, and is only working two men at present 

repairing the air ways. The mine is two and one-half miles south of town, and contains excellent steam coal. “No. 4 C” is known as the Rogers Mine, 

located in Waldo arroyo, and two and one-half miles south of Cerrillos. It is working only three men at present, this vein is three feet seven inches 
thick. The new Waldo mine, coking coal, in the same arroyo, is working twenty-eight men, and is loading fifty tons per day. This is an excellent coking 

coal. The C.C.& I. company have none but practical men ????? superintendents and foremen ??? their mines. The following is a list of managers: 

Robert T. Herricks, superintendent; John Bell, underground superintendent; Wm Brown, pit boss at No. 10 B; John Brown, pit boss at No. 3 S; James 
Kelley, pit boss at No. 12 A; H. Fletcher, pit boss at Waldo mine. [SFDNM] 

after 1892October14 [enclosure in Kerens letter to Elkins 28Dec1892]; Cerrillos Coal & Iron Co. to R.C. Kerens, Dr.; expenses Aug.1891 to Oct.14, 1892. [It lists to whom 
paid and for what. Thus it gives names of people houses were bought from in the area as well as mines.] Total credits $146,915.00 and expenses $149,013.91. [Elkins 
papers 820] 

1892October19; At the Exchange: Harry Scranton, Tony Neis, Cerrillos. – Messrs. Tony Neis and Harry Scranton came in from Cerrillos this morning and 

bring word that all the coal miners in the employ of the Coal & Iron company quit work and went out on a strike yesterday, demanding higher wages. 

On Saturday the sum of $30,000 was paid out for labor among the coal miners and Cerrillos coal road construction forces, and since then the coal 
operatives have “felt their oats” sufficient to make demands for what they feel they are in justice entitled to. The offices are to-day in conference with a 

committee representing the operatives and an amicable adjustment of differences is looked for. At present, however, not a pound of coal is moving 

over the new tracks which have just been completed to the White Ash, Greene and other coal banks. [SFDNM] 
1892November3; Ten car loads of brick were received at Waldo siding yesterday to go into the big store house which the C.C.& I. company propose 

erecting there. The work on building railroad spurs to the coal pits goes steadily on. Push the work as earnestly as they can, it will probably be next 

summer before the extensive railroad, coal mining and coking enterprise at Cerrillos can be put into perfect systematic operation. – Some fifteen coke 
overns have been finished at Waldo, and work is progressing on others. By the first of the year it is thought fifty coke overns will be in operation. – The 

coal strike is yet on and no coal is being taken from the pits on the main six-foot vein. This fact makes a scarcity of fuel at points from Deming to Las 

Vegas and nobody seems to know just what the outcome will be. [SFDNM] 
1893January14; The Cerrillos Coal & Iron company paid off its employes to-day for the past month and turned loose some $20,000 in cash among the 

workingmen, coal mines, coke oven employes, carpenters, etc. …In the anthracite and bituminous coal pits over 200 men are now employed: fifty coke 

ovens are in operation and the construction of brick and stone store houses, a coal shute of a capacity of 200 tons and other improvements give 
employment to another 100 mechanics. This week forty active young men arrived from Pennsylvania bringing the machinery for an immense steam coal 

crusher, and this is now in course of erection beside one of the A.T.& S.F. spurs leading up to the anthracite coal banks. [SFDNM] 

1893May2; The coal company has about completed its $20,000 steam coal crusher at the anthracite mines. [SFDNM] 
1893June5; Dr. Morgridge, W.P. Cunningham and W.S. Norton of the Cerrillos Coal company were visiting the city to-day. Mr. Norton is late of Topeka 

and is book keeper in the company store at Waldo. [SFDNM] 

1893August14; [Cerrillos Notes] The strike at the Waldo mines is ended, and the men are at work again, the company having made a compromise with the 
miners. The strike lasted only three weeks. [SFDNM] 

Carthage (Socorro). Near US 380, 27 mi SE of Socorro. The Carthage coal mines were developed in 1880-85 and for economic reasons later abandoned. named by a US 
Army officer for  the ancient city of Carthage. PO 1883-93; 1906-51. [T.M. Pearce 1965] 

1893August22; Hundreds of Homes for Coal Miners – Prosperous Outlook for Cerrillos and Vicinity. Within another week, the town of Carthage, once the 

busiest coal mining camp in New Mexico, will have ceased to exist. All the dwelling houses, coal chutes and machinery have already been removed. 
This place has practically been razed to the earth and the depot, adobe hotel and Gross, Blackwell & Co.’s store are about all that remain. As Carthage 

has fallen so have the industrial interests to the coal fields about Cerrillos increased in importance, all the equipment having been removed to Waldo 

station, Madrid or the White Ash coal camps. A citizen who returned yesterday from a trip to Cerrillos states that a perfect building boom is on at the 
adjacent camps. At Madrid, aside from the immense brick and stone store houses, have just been finished no less than forty dwellings for the 

accommodation for more employes, and up at the White Ash camp fully 100 such houses are now going up. There are frame buildings brought not only 

from Carthage, but also from many towns in western Kansas. Before snow falls it is likely that 1,000 mine operators and their families will be thus 
housed in the vicinity of Santa Fe county’s Little Pittsburgh. That the company is determined to work these coal fields for all they are worth this fall and 

winter as evident from the activity now to be noted there. To this end also a change has been made in the company’s hospital management, two 

physicians coming from Topeka to succeed to the duties which Dr. Morgridge has until now had to attend to single handed. The latter has resigned and 
goes back to Kansas, his successors being Drs. S.F. Rogers and J.W. Donaldson, of Topeka. They will take up their residence at Cerrillos September 1. 

[SFDNM] 

1893September27; Affairs about the coal mines are also beginning to take on a more business like appearance with the approach of cold weather. During 
the past two weeks a powerful steam hoister has been put in place at the White Ash pits and in a day or two work in the mines will be resumed and 

prosecuted both day and night. At these and the neighboring mine operated by the Cerrillos Coal & Iron company 500 men are employed now and every 
man who wants work gets it. [SFDNM] 

1893October10; Nearly 200 employes have been added to the Cerrillos Coal & Iron company’s pay roll during the past ten days and the coal pits of south 

Santa Fe county display unprecedented activity at this time. The Great Steam Crusher that is to convert the anthracite into merchantable product at the 

rate of 1,000 tons daily, was set in motion last week and is now running steadily, turning out without exaggeration, the best grade of anthracite fuel ever 

produced anywhere west of Pennsylvania. This product is of four grades – lump, egg size, nut and pea. At light work about the crusher some sixty boys 

are now employed. The total Number of Employes is now about 600 which is just one-third the number the company expects to have engaged 
thereabouts during the winter months. In the hard coal pits 150 miners are employed and others will be put on just as soon as new rooms can be “turned” 

and space opened in which pick and shovel can be handled. At the White Ash bituminous coal pits the double engines operate the hoister to perfection 

bringing up twenty tram cars of coal at each haul. After this week it is said the output of these mines will be fifty car loads daily. [SFDNM] 
1893October30; Supt. Duggan, of the Lucas and White Ash coal mines near Cerrillos, was in the city yesterday on business connected with the Ross 

Griffiths affair. He declined to talk except to say the twenty-six men who arrived from Topeka on Friday night were not Pinkerton detectives. He said 

they were employes of the Cerrillos Coal & Iron company, sent to go to work at the mines. From other sources it is learned that Ross Griffiths and the 
company will proably have a case for settlement in the courts. It appears that Griffiths has purchased the alleged interest of a Guadalupe county resident 

in the Juana Lopez grant, and thereunder he claims 111 acres, which, he alleges, he has a right to locate anywhere on the grant. He chose to locate and 

build a dwelling house and saloon near the White Ash mine and the company objected. According to the best accounts Griffith attempted last week to 



build a frame house on the spot selected by him and was stopped by the company. He is, however, still on the ground and his family is with him. The 

company does not acknowledge any title or warrant in law to go upon the tract by Griffith and hence its efforts to keep him from constructing a house 
and saloon on the grounds. [SFDNM] 

1893December9; [Jeffries & Earle letter to GLO] On behalf of Morgan Jones, Mrs. Morgan Jones, David Jones, Mrs. E. Meagher, James T. Williams, Thomas Harris, and 
James Lucas, settlers on the lap of the Ortiz and the Mesita de Juana Lopez grants, we respectfully present the following petition, and we show: ¶ That Domingo 
Romero, Miguel Ortiz, and Manuel Ortiz filed a petition for a grant of land from the boundary line of Juan Antonio Fernandez, which is on the west, to the boundary line of 
the Ortegas on the east, and on the south the surplus land from the boundary line of the canada de Juana Lopez on the north, which is bounded by the brow of the mesa 
at the proper bocas, setting forth that over said tract the highway passes from east to west for comers and goers; that the petition was referred by Governor Anza to 
Carlos Fernandez, and on January 18, 1782, juridical possession was given by him. At the time of the juridical possession of Ortegas and Bernardo de Sena, adjoining 
owners on the east, were present with their documents. In the act of juridical possession it is stated that the boundary “on the south it is a rugged rock”. ¶ On September 
30, 1872, an application was made to the surveyor-general for examination and confirmation of this grant under the provisions of the act of 1854; and on January 28, 
1879 (20 Stat., 592), it was confirmed on the report of the surveyor-general dated November 29, 1872, on plat and survey made February 28, 1877. ¶ This tract has 
been so surveyed as to lap upon and include a large portion, to wit, supposed to be about 12,000 acres, of the Ortiz mine tract. Upon this lap your petitioners have 
entered and settled, and have made large expenditures of moneys and labor in developing a coal mine. ¶ That notwithstanding the conflict of interests between the 
owners of the Ortiz mine and the owners of the Mesita de Juana Lopez some arrangement has been made between themselves whereby the litigation has been 
terminated and the contention as to boundaries between them adjusted and settled, and what was the conflicting interest came to be represented by a corporation 
known as the Cerrillos Coal and Iron Company, and subsequently, as your petitioners are informed at present, it was owned by a corporation known as the Cerrillos Coal 
and Railroad Company, and the mines are being operated and worked by said corporation under the auspices of the Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe railroad, and large 
quantities of coal are being daily taken therefrom by said corporation, and it is now threatening your petitioners with proceedings in ejectment on account of their 
occupation thereof. ¶ Your petitioners are informed and believe that in the year 1882 one Elias Brevoort filed a petition with the surveyor-general of New Mexico, in which 
he charged that the survey of 1876 was fraudulent and that it improperly and illegally extended the survey of the Mesita de Juana Lopez south of the true southern 
boundary… [HM-AML docs GLO#125415] 

1894August4; The Cerrillos Coal Pits Resume Work on Monday Giving Employment to 800 Men. The coal strike is over and south Santa Fe county is 

elated. A telegram from Supt. Duggan, of the Santa Fe Coal company, to messrs. Dudrow & Davis announces that work will be resumed on Monday in 

both the anthracite and bituminous coal pits. This means the employment of 800 men. The company has orders for thousands of tons of coal on its 
books, hard coal orders coming from as far east as Topeka, Kansas City and Chicago, and it is expected that before the winter sets in an army of 1,500 

men will be employed in these coal mines. It is said that the employes are being paid off at Cerrillos to-day the wages due for the month of May, which 

will put some $30,000 in circulation at Cerrillos. [SFDNM] 
1894August25; Sheriff W.P. Cunningham has levied upon the machinery, etc., of the White Ash and Waldo mines and will probably do the same at the 

Hard Coal mine. The trouble is that the company has not paid a little sum of about $18,000 taxes. Of course the difficulty will be settled in a few days. – 

Cerrillos Rustler. [SFDNM] 
1894August28; Sheriff Cunningham at noon to-day telegraphed Supt. Duggan at the White Ash coal mines and works authorizing him to resume operations 

on condition that the coal be turned over to the sheriff until the taxes are paid or a sufficient bond for payment of same is given. [SFDNM] 

1894August30; Last week Sheriff Cunningham levied upon and took possession of the property of the Cerrillos Coal & Iron company and the Juana Lopez grant for failure to 

pay taxes. The Records in the office of the sheriff and collector of Santa Fe county show a very interesting, not to say peculiar, state of affairs relative to these properties. As 

far as these official records indicate there has never been a cent of taxes paid on the Juana Lopez grant. The Cerrillos Coal & Iron company’s delinquent taxes for the years 

1890 and 1991 amount to $1,153. In former years this corporation was known and taxes assessed against it under the title of the Cerrillos Coal & Coke company, and for the 

years 1885, 1886 and 1888 the Cerrillos Coal & Coke company’s delinquent taxes, as per The Official Figures, amount to $2,029, the tax returns having been made by T.B. 

Catron. Thus, the delinquency on taxes by the Cerrillos Coal & Iron company amounts to a total of $3,184 in addition to the 25 per cent penalty. For the year 1887 this 

corporation, through its agent, F.W. Risque, paid its taxes under the name of the Cerrillos Coal & Coke company: said taxes amounted to the enormous sum of $309, and they 

were not paid until the 26th day of May, 1893, although they had been due for More Than Six Years there was no penalty added, as the law requires, and the settlement took 

the nature of  “a compromise” with the then district attorney, R.E. Twitchell. The delinquent taxes due by the Juana Lopez grant, on which the above corporations (if there are 

two of them) base their property title, amounts to $1,289.85 for the years 1888, 1889, 1890, 1891, 1892 and 1893. It should be here noted that while the Juana Lopez grant was 

confirmed by congress in the year 1879 as the private property of S.B. Elkins, T.B. Catron and others, it has never paid, as above stated, a single penny of taxes, and it was 

never even assessed as private property (although it covers 42,000 acres of the most valuable land in the west) until the year 1888. Thus it appears that by an official system of 

finesse and Political Jugglery, through connivance with Santa Fe county officers of former administrations, the owners of this vast property have up to date enjoyed absolute 

immunity from all taxation. Yesterday afternoon the Cerrillos Coal & Iron company and the Cerrillos Coal Railroad company, through their attorneys, applied to and obtained 

from Judge Laughlin a Writ Of Injunction temporarily restraining Sheriff Cunningham from longer holding the property under levy and an order for the sheriff to show cause 

on September 20 why such restraining order should not be made permanent. Cerrillos Coal & Iron company sets up that it has given a contract to the Cerrillos Coal Railroad 

Company to mine the coal on its property, erect buildings, coke ovens, etc., and that the sheriff has no right to levy upon the Cerrillos Coal Railroad company’s property, as he 

has done, they allege, because under the law the property of new railroads is exempt from taxation for a period of six years. It is also contended that the assessment of the 

Juana Lopez is void for all these years because of uncertainty in descriptions on the county tax rolls, the same being listed simply as the “Juana Lopez grant” and not in the 

name of T.B. Catron, owner, or against unknown owners, and because also the Assessment Is Against The Grant as a whole and the property of the Cerrillos Coal & Iron 

company as a separate concern, which would amount to double taxation for the latter corporation. Sheriff Cunningham has retained the services of Judge H.L. Warren and 

Chas H. Gildersleeve to defend his action in the premises and Hon. Frank Springer will represent the corporations. The sheriff says this injunction will in no way retard his 

action in forcing the collection of taxes long overdue Santa Fe county, he being guided wholly by the official records in his office, his legal counsel and by what he deeds his 

official duty to the long suffering tax payers of this community. [SFDNM] 

1894October28; To the editor of the New Mexican, Brooklyn, Oct. 15, 1894, 301 Hicks st. – Through the considerable kindness of a friend I am in receipt of the New Mexican 

of September 15, containing a long and interesting article on “tax dodging.” Allow me to say your account of. the affair does not begin to picture the cold blooded villany of 

Elkins and Catron in connection with the Ortiz and Mesita de Juana Lopez grants. If the story is interesting to your readers I shall be glad to have you publish my account of 

the formation of the Cerrillos Coal & Iron company. I was one of the principal, though innocent, actors to that nefarious business and am prepared to prove by irrefutable 

testimony every statement which I make. In 1880, or thereabouts, Stephen B. Elkins, then living in New York city, induced a number of friends to join him in buying The 

Ortiz Mine Grant, the management and agency of which had been in his hands for many years. He assured them that the title was all right and at that time he did not utter a 

syllable about any conflict of title with the Juana Lopez grant. His friends, relying absolutely upon “Steve’s” supposed integrity and upon his known familiarity with the 

property, invested $375,000 in cash in the property. The title deed  and stock of the original New Mexico Mining company were placed in the names of S.B. Elkins and J.B. 

Chaffee, as trustees, for all the purchasers. Afterwards the title was transferred to the New Mexico Mining company and the stock of the rehabilitated company was 

distributed pro rata among owners. Some time after the consummation of the purchase and while the syndicate were filled with joyful anticipations of huge and speedy 

returns on their investment, Catron, seeing A Chance To Hold Up the hands of this wealthy crowd, began to write Elkins letters threatening suit to compel a settlement of the 

pretended conflict of title. Then, for the first time, Elkins was forced to disclose the claim, made by his partner, Catron, for these worthies were co-partners in the Juana 

Lopez grant. Elkins affected at the time to treat Catron’s threats lightly, and he re-assured his alarmed associates by saying that he “would take care of Catron.” All who 

know the latter gentleman need no assurance from me that he was not to be put off with honeyed words and promises. He probably knew enough about the secrets of Steve’s 

phenomenal prosperity in the territory to make his former law partner fear his disclosures. Elkins, finally made desperate by Catron’s threats, changed his tone toward his 

still confiding associates and assured them that the prospects of Catron’s successful prosecution of his suit were sufficiently serious to warrant a compromise. His associates 

Were Helpless And Acquiesced. As a result they were induced to deed to a new company, the C.C.& I.Co., the entire northwest corner of the Ortiz mine grant comprising 

about 15,000 acres of anthracite and bituminous coal land of great present and enormous prospective value. Elkins and Catron deeded to the new company their pretended 



interests in the Ortiz by virtue of the overlap, and 12,000 acres additional to the northward of the Ortiz grant. In dividing up the stock 60 per cent of the shares were assigned 

to The Joint Corporation. Elkins and Catron, and the sheared lambs were permitted to take the remaining 40 per cent. In English, the trapped innocents were “buncoed” into 

making a present of six-tenths of  their magnificent property to a pair of sharpers who gave absolutely nothing in return. I am prepared to prove beyond the possibility of 

contradiction that Elkins and Catron as claimants of the Mesita de Juana Lopez grant, had no more title to the part of the Ortiz grant which they claimed than if the latter 

were situated in the moon. Their Conspiracy To Defraud the people was exhaustively laid bare during the investigation conducted by Surveyor General Julian under my 

direction in 1886. Should you care to publish the story at some future time I shall be very happy to communicate it. Furthermore I shall be pleased to be allowed the 

opportunity of pointing out how and why just such transactions as the above retard the prosperity of the territory, and how… Alfred J. Wolf.  [SFDNM] 

1895August29; The matter of Francisco Delgado against the Cerrillos Coal & Iron company and the Cerrillos Coal Railroad company, wherein the 

complainant asks for an injunction, the appointment of a receiver and an accounting pending settlement at law of the question of his ownership of one-
thirty-sixth interest in the coal properties operated by the companies named, came up before Judge Laughlin in chambers this forenoon. Mr. R.E. 

Twitchell represented the coal companies and Judge H.L. Warren and Mr. J.H. Crist represented Mr. Delgado. The court has the matter under 

advisement. [SFDNM] 
1895September5; In the matter of the injunction proceedings of Francisco Delgado vs. the Cerrillos Coal & Iron company and the Cerrillos Coal Railroad 

company, argued before Judge Laughlin in chambers a few days ago, the demurrer interposed by the defendants was sustained and the bill of complaint 

dismissed with leave to amend within ninety days from September 1. [SFDNM] 

1896March26; Memorandum of Agreement between the Cerrillos Coal Railroad Co. and the Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railway Co and the Bond Holders of the CCRC 
issued January 30, 1892.Whereas the AT&SF holds the equity in all or nearly all the stock of the CC&IC and it owns all the stock of the CCRC. Now, Therefore it is 
mutually agreed between the parties as follows: 1. AT&SF has six months to explore property at its expense. 2. AT&SF will pay to trustees $84,000 for sinking fund 
bond redemption and the coupon due on the remainder of the bonds on July, 1, 1896 of $14,960. 3. All net earning in the meantime going to AT&SF from the CCRCo. 
4. On or before Sept.1, 1896 the AT&SF shall notify trustees if it elects to surrender its interest in the CCRC and the property to the bondholders. If it elects to 
surrender it will transfer the property in good working order. If the AT&SF elects to retain its interest in the CCRC the sinking fund amount will be reduced to $50,000 
per year and extended to 1910. Signed Aldace F. Walker, Chairman of Board, and Aldace F. Walker, Director CCRC, and also by R.C. Kerens, $255,000 bonds 
numbered… and S.B. Elkins $250,000 bonds numbered… [NMSU Folder # 2/7] 

1896April14; …territorial district court… The ejectment suit of the Cerrillos Coal & Iron company against Thomas Harris, Mrs. Morgan Jones, David Jones 

et al, James T. Williams and Mrs E. Meagher were continued. [SFDNM] 

1896August7; C.C.&I. Annual Meet. At a meeting of the stock-holders of the Cerrillos Coal & Iron company, held in this city yesterday, the following 
named directors were elected for the ensuing year: A.F. Walker, E.P. Ripley, C.M. Higginson, R.J. Palen, R.E. Twitchell. These directors afterward 

elected officers as follows: President, E.P. Ripley; vice-president, C.M. Higginson; secretary and treasurer, D. Wilder; general manager, C.J. Devalin. 

[SFDNM] 
1896September26; The coal company has 700 men on the pay roll at Madrid, and last Saturday was the largest pay day in the history of the camp. 

[SFDNM] 

1896October17; Cerrillos Cullings. C.J. Devlin, manager of the Santa Fe coal properties, has resigned, to take effect December 1. This action is supposed to 
foreshadow the eomplete divorce of the coal interest of the Santa Fe system. Under the management of President Ripley the company has striven to lop 

off the mining interests of the road, and, while outsiders have supposed the coal properties were paying well, the recent transfers which have been 

made indicate the contrary. – Cerrillos Rustler. [SFDNM] 
1897April26; Land Grants Located in Santa Fe County Assessable for Taxation. …Mesitade Juana Lopez, 42,022 acres. Confirmed September 29, 1894; 

owned by the Cerrillos Coal & Iron company. [SFDNM] 

1897August16; Mr. H.H. Davis, of the Cerrillos Coal & Iron company, at Madrid, spent Sunday in Santa Fe, stopping at the Palace hotel. [SFDNM] 
1897November16; Cerrillos Coal & Iron company to the trustees of the Methodist Episcopal church, quit claim deed. Tract of land south of Madrid. 

[SFDNM] 

1897December8; Meeting Of Directors. Local Members of Boards of Directors of Ten Corporations Held Regular Annual Meeting This Morning. The local 
members of the boards of directors of the New Mexican Railroad company, the Rio Grande, Mexico & Pacific company; the New Mexico & Southern 

Pacific Railroad company; the Silver City, Deming & Pacific Railroad company, the Rio Grande Land company, the New Mexico Town company, the 

Cerrillos Coal & Iron company, the Cerrillos Coal Railroad company and the Madrid Mercantile company, held the regular annual meeting at the Palace 
hotel this morning. The members present were F.A. Manzanares, A.M. Blackwell, R.E. Twitchell and Geo B. Kilmer, Las Vegas; Max Schutz, Silver 

City; M.S. Otero, W.B. Childers and E.S. Stover, Albuquerque; Major Palen and Levi A. Hughes, Santa Fe. [SFDNM] 

1898December14; No.3039, Cerrillos Coal and Iron Company vs. James Lucas: dismissed. [SFNM] 
1899September6; Out Of Court. Receiver S.H. Elkins, of the Ortiz Grant Is Discharged. In the district court this morning, in the case of Newton S. Finney 

vs. the New Mexico Mining Company, Judge McFie discharged the receiver, Samuel H. Elkins, and approved his report, and also dissolved the 

injunction against the company. ¶ The New Mexico Mining Company is owner of the Ortiz mining grant in southern Santa Fe county, about twenty-five 
miles from this city. The grant was confirmed by act of congress March 1, 1861, for 69,000 acres. Of the original grant, 15.026 acres was sold to the 

Cerrillos Coal and Iron Company, leaving 54,000 acres in the grant as now constituted. Samuel H. Elkins was appointed receiver of the grant May 15, 

1896, and administered the trust so efficiently that every claim against the company has been paid, and many improvements made that increased the 
value of the grant many fold. ¶ Among the accounts paid were twenty-four notes in favor of Hon. S.B. Elkins, of West Virginia, for $16,230.52; eight 

notes held by R.C. Kerens, of St. Louis, for $6,331.29; expenses and salary of the receiver from May 15, 1896, to June, 1896, amounting to $6,503.73; 

to H.C. Kinsell for sheriff’s fees, $716.75; to Charles H. Gildersleeve, clerk of the district court, $150; to L.M. English for wages as watchman up to 
June 1, 1896, $2,000; and all other expenses and salaries from the dates mentioned. ¶ Mr. Elkins left this afternoon to turn the property over the S.G. 

Burn, who will take charge of the grant in the interest of Thomas A. Edison, the famous electrical inventor, who is the purchaser of the property, for a 

consideration of about $3,000,000. [SFNM] 

1899November2; Litigation Concerning Coal Properties. Ex-Governor L.B. Prince, as attorney for the plaintiffs, to-day commenced action in the district 

court in a suit entitled Mateo Sena et al. vs. Francisco Mondrago, Solomon Luna, Cerrillos Coal and Iron Company, Colorado Iron and Fuel Company 
et al., for a partition of the Juana Lopez grant, south of the Galisteo river, in this county, and for an accounting of coal and other minerals heretofore 

sold from the grant. There are thirty-nine claimants to small portions of the grant who unite in bringing this suit. The coal mines of southern Santa Fe 

county that are being worked are situated on the grant. [SFNM] 
1900February6; District Attorney R.C. Gortner yesterday filed suit in the district court for this county against all delinquent taxpayers in the county who are 

delinquent in more than $25 taxes. …Appearances have thus far been entered by the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe railroad, the Cerrillos Coal and Iron 

Company, the New Mexico & Santa Fe Pacific Railroad Company, the Madrid Mercantile Company, Maj. R.J. Palen, Col. Max Frost, W.H. Goebel, 
W.J. Slaughter, Col. R.E. Twitchell, D.S. Twitchell, Hon. E.F. Hobart, Mrs. Teresa Symington, A. Staab, First National Bank of Santa Fe, Neill B. Field, 

A.C. Ireland and Grant Rivenburg. [SFNM] 

1900March28; (Tom Catron, Santa Fe, to Elkins) Last October I was East, called to see you but did not meet you. I was in New York and saw L.M. Lawson, talked with him 
about the NMMC and its grant of land. I have 390 shares of stock in that company. …if any sale of lease had been made to any one. He said “No”… This was about the 



latter part of October 1899. Three days ago I was informed by Mr. Pope for the first time that a lease for 99 years had been made to a company called the Galisteo 
Company. ..I went to the Probate Clerk’s Office and examined the records and find that a lease about June, 1897 was made to one James Perry for two years. In June 
1899 a new lease was made with Perry on the twenty-first day of the month for 99 years. It was designated to be however, an extension of the old lease for two years 
which had about expired. On the next day, June 22, 1899, Perry assigned his lease to the Galesteo Company. This was five months before I had my conversation with 
Lawson and he told me no sale or lease had been made. I am not complaining so much of his mendacity but I am complaining of the lease that was made. The lease 
turns over the entire property to the lessee for any and all purposes except the part which had been previously transferred to the Cerrillos Coal and Iron Company. The 
consideration to be paid is $5.00 per annumn and 10% of the net output, and the taxes on the property. It specifies that they shall work the property but do not specify in 
what particular manner, for what particular purpose or to what extent. ¶ This is practically, in my judgment, a confiscation of all the interests of all persons who are not 
members or stockholders of the Galesteo Company. You know that that company will have no net profits and if it should, 10% of them will amount to nothing 
comparatively, and that 10% will be eaten up by paying a salary to the officers in the NMMC. I understand that the stockholders of the Galesteo Company are practically 
the same as the stockholders in the NMMC who are acting in concert with Lawson. …in regard to my stock and that of Antonio Ortiz. <As succinct and frank a statement 
of the transfer of the OMG from the NMMC to the Galisteo Company as probably exists. Lawson, Elkins and the other major stockholders of NMMC got stock in the new 
Galisteo Company along with the Hoyts. The small NMMC stockholders like Catron got nothing. The Galisteo Co suits of 1941-43 eliminated any remaining value their 
NMMC stock may have had –HM] [Elkins papers 1678] 

1901August12; The Cerrillos Coal & Iron Company Elected Officers Today. A stockholders meeting of the Cerrillos Coal & Iron company was held at the 

First National bank in this city. The property of the company was leased to the Colorado Fuel & Iron company. The following directors were elected: 
E.P. Ripley, O.B. Jenssen, E. Wilder, R.E. Twitchell, F.C. Fox and R.J. Palen. The following officers were elected: President, E.P. Ripley; vice 

president, O.B. Jenssen; secretary and treasurer, E. Wilder. [SFNM] 

1901November29; …The defendant lessor claims title through purchase from the New Mexican Mining company grant which is in conflict with the Juana 
Lopez grant to the extent of 11,200 acres of the land in dispute. The defendant also pleads the statute of limitations under adverse possession. The court 

holds as to the 11,200 acres in conflict between these two grants, the New Mexico Mining company’s grant has the superior title, having been 

confirmed by congress in 1861 and patented in 1876, whereas, the Juana Lopez grant was not corfirmed until 1879 and is therefore the junior grant. 
Court further holds that the New Mexico Mining company held possession of the grant for a longer period than the statute of limitation requires and 

therefore the statute of limitation would apply. As to the remainder of the ground in controversy outside of the conflict, the court sustains the statute of 

limitation as a defense and that the plaintiff is barred of a right to recover possession by the statute of limitation. This holding necessitates a judgment 
for the defendant and upon the other issue, which becomes immaterial, if the statute of limitation is a proper defense, the court holds that there is not a 

preponderance of evidence in favor of the plaintiff as to the heirship of the parties from whom the plaintiff claims title as descendants of Palonia and 

Patricio Romero, claimed to be two children and heirs of Domingo Romero, other than those from whom the defendant, Hon. T.B. Catron, and the 
Cerrillos Coal and Iron company purched. The evidence in this case was very voluminous and included documents dated over one hundred and fifty 

years ago. [SFNM] 

1941October15; Filed. Notice of Levy on Real Estate. I, Felipe Sanchez y Baca, United States Marshal for the District of NM, hereby certify that, in the case of Galisteo 
Company, a corporation, Plaintiff, vs. The NMMC, a corporation, Defendant, numbered 315 Civil Action… I have levied $81,685.37 including costs of $12, on the Ortiz 
Mine Grant… Excepting the following parcels of land: #1 Black Prince lode, Ohio lode & Illinois lode of James M. Lucas and A.B. Renehan; #2 15,026.06acres conveyed 
to Cerrillos Coal and Iron Co; #3 259acres within the Canon del Agua Grant; #4 73acres lying within the Canon del Agua Grant. b.O Mines p.313. [BHenderson Abstract 
of Title No.1 30Sep1983] 

Waldo Coke Ovens; HPD#746 StateRegisterdate 24Aug1979  
 
CERRILLOS COAL MINING COMPANY    - Chicago & StaFe co. 
1894January10; E.P. Brown, of the Cerrillos Coal Mining company, returns from the mines and reports that the mines are very busy.. [14 Years Ago Today, 

digitalcommonsATutep] 
1896August27; The Santa Fe emerged from bankruptcy as the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway in December 1895. Among the many tasks the new managers 

undertook was to lease for operation the several coal properties inherited from its predecessor. In August 1896, those in Colorado were leased to Colorado Fuel & Iron; 
in NM, the San Pedro Coal & Coke Company had been closed, leaving the railroad with half interest in the Raton Coal & Coke Company and its indirect ownership of the 
Cerrillos Coal Railroad Company. ¶ Even though the Santa Fe Railway had taken it over for $500,000 – a sizable discount from the Rail Road’s investment – in the 
reorganization, the Cerrillos Coal Railroad, on paper, was in default of its mortgage agreement. Further, by foreclosing, the Santa Fe could separate the railroad from the 
mining property and distance itself from the latter. ¶ As a step in that direction, the Cerrillos Coal Mining Company was incorporated on August 27, 1896. The owners of 
the NMMC, which owned the Ortiz Mine Grant, also owned Cerrillos Coal & Iron’s bonds (the AT&SF owned the stock) had agreed to give the Cerrillos Coal Mining 
Company permission to prospect for and mine coal on the balance of the Ortiz Mine Grant. That agreement paved a way to foreclose the CCR’s mortgage without 
protracted litigation. ¶ But Henry L. Waldo, the Santa Fe’s solicitor in NM, urged that the CCR’s mortgage not be foreclosed until the territorial supreme court had ruled 
on an appeal of a verdict, unfavorable to the mining company, in litigation stemming from the White Ash disaster. ¶ Following the explosion, numerous lawsuits had been 
filed against the CCR Company. All but three were settled before going to trial. Those three, consolidated into a single action, had been brought by Josephine Deserant, 
as administratrix for the estates of her busband and two sons, each of whom had perished in the disaster. A decision in her favor was appealed to the NM supreme 
count. That court remanded the case to the lower court for a new trial. At the second trial, the verdict was returned in CCR’s favor. Whe that decision was upheld by the 
territorial supreme court, the case was appealed to the United States supreme court. The U.S. supreme court reversed the finding of the NM supreme court – but the 
decision was not rendered until August 1900. … To that point, as Waldo had advised, the Santa Fe had refrained from foreclosing on the CCR’s mortgage. After the U.S. 
supreme court’s decision, though, a receiver was appointed. The Santa Fe’s 1896 understanding with the bondholders, by which the mining property was to be conveyed 
to the Cerrillos Coal Mining Company, had given way to events and the passage of time. CCR’s property was sold at foreclosure on May 18, 1901. Two weeks later, on 
June 3, the mining property was conveyed to a longtime subsidiary, the Cherokee & Pittsburg Coal & Mining Company. [JPHereford, TheCerrillosCoalRailroad, 
8Feb2008 draft] 

1896August27; New Coal Company. The Cerrillos Coal Mining company filed articles of incorporation to-day. The incorporators are R.J. Palen, H.L. 

Waldo, R.E. Twitchell; directors, E.P. Ripley, C.M. Higginson, Chicago; L.A. Hughes, R.J. Palen, Santa Fe; R.E. Twitchell, Las Vegas. A meeting of 

directors was held at the First National bank and E.P. Ripley was elected president, C.M. Higginson, vice-president, and Edward Wilder, secretary and 
treasurer. The capital stock is $100,000. It will operate in south Santa Fe county and elsewhere throughout the territory as a sub-corporation of the 

A.,T.&S.F. company. [SFDNM] 

1896August27; Corporations Organized Under the General Incorporation Law, 1868-1904. Cerrillos Coal Mining Company. Date of filing Aug. 27, 1896, 50yrs, Santa Fe, 
Capital stock 100,000 [NMBlueBook 1905, p.192] 

1896October17; Cerrillos Cullings. C.J. Devlin, manager of the Santa Fe coal properties, has resigned, to take effect December 1. This action is supposed to 

foreshadow the eomplete divorce of the coal interest of the Santa Fe system. Under the management of President Ripley the company has striven to lop 

off the mining interests of the road, and, while outsiders have supposed the coal properties were paying well, the recent transfers which have been 
made indicate the contrary. – Cerrillos Rustler. [SFDNM] 



 
CERRILLOS COAL RAILROAD COMPANY    - Cerrillos-Madrid 
Source: Interstate Commerce Commission Reports 1888-1974; NM State Corporation Commission Reports 1912-1946; Albuquerque & Cerrillos Coal Company, Inc. -

Incorporated July 7, 1906; Operated August 1, 1906-1959 - Headquartered: Madrid, NM - Construction: Grading contract awarded; 6/10/1892 - Track laying to mines 
commenced; 12/23/1892; Property operated by a receiver from 11/9/1900 thru 5/31, 1901; Line owned by ATSF Ry after 1/9/1901. – Three locomotives are described in 
the NMSCC Report: 1. Engine #105 Wheel config. 2-8-0 Wt: 163,150; 2. #769 2-8-0 179,300; 3. #870 2-8-0 163,150 – Abandoned: 1960.  Additionally, in a report 
compiled by the NM Rail Bureau in 1993, (Inventory of Branch Line Railroads in New Mexico) the following information re. the Waldo/Madrid line may be of interest: -
Construction company: Cerrillos Coal RR Co. - Line opened for operation : Sept 1892 - RoW disposed : Sept. 15, 1960, RR property reverted to adjacent land owners. 
[per FredFriedman May2012] 

1891December23; memo by S.B. Elkins; New York, December 23rd. 1891. For Value Received, I hereby undertake and agree, that upon the receipt by me of Seven 
Hundred Thousand ($700,000) Dollars par value of the four per cent Sinking Fund Bonds of the Cerrillos Coal Railroad Company, under the agreement of December 
tenth, 1891, that I will deliver to Logan C. Murray, Trustee, Seventy Thousand ($70,000) Dollars par value of said bonds. S.B. Elkins [Elkins papers 746] 

1892January9; Charter issued in New Mexico to the CERRILLOS COAL RAILROAD, January 9th, 1892. Sold to the Santa Fe, June 3rd, 1901. Jas Dun, 

Chief Engineer. B. F. Booker, Locating Engineer, Robert Giles, Resident Engineer in charge of Grading and Bridging. T. F. Moore of Los Cerrillos, N. 
M. had the contract for the entire grading, Masonry and bridging. Grading began in June 1892. Completed in July 1892. Track laying began in July 

1892. (From Meade’s Manual) Completed in August 1892. Mine track taken up a(t) Waldo. Howe Truss Bridge #1 - 50' of west end burned in 1914.  

1892January9; To develop and operate the mines, the officers of the Cerrillos Coal & Iron Company – that is, Kerens, Elkins, and Catron – incorporated the Cerrillos Coal 
Railroad Company on January 9, 1892. CCRC also was to build and operate a branch railroad into the coal field. Thus, the coal mines and the spur track were to be 
owned and operated by the same organization. On May 16, 1892, in return for the new company’s capital stock and one million dollars in bonds, CC&IC leased its 
property (the 26,000 acres) to the CCRC for a period of 99 years. Payment of principal of and interest on the bonds was guaranteed by the AT&SF RR. Ultimately, once 
the bonds were retired through the income from mining the coal, expected to take a dozen years, the Santa Fe could look forward, in the words of a company 
memorandum, to owning the Cerrillos coal field “…together with the railroad and mining properties thereon and connected therewith free from debt or incumbrance of 
any kind.” ¶ Work began promptly. A railroad six and a half miles long from the siding of Waldo, a siding west of Cerrillos, crossing the Rio Galisteo, was surveyed. The 
main track, 4 3/8 miles in length, ran up the main canyon – never officially named but usually referred to as Coal Gulch – with a shorter spur, 1 3/8 miles, extended into 
Waldo Gulch. Four mines were opened, one in Miller Gulch, one in Waldo Gulch, and two in Coal Gulch. To house the miners, two camps were built, Madrid in Coal 
Gulch and Rogers in Miller Gulch. At Waldo, a bank of fifty coke ovens were built. ¶ New construction at the two camps was supplemented by structures brought in from 
Osage City KS, and Carthage NM, where mines were being closed. Those from Carthage were reinstalled at Rogers. Everything that could be used at the new location 
was recovered from Carthage, including props salvaged as mining retreated. (A few years ago, the records of the Albuquerque & Cerrillos Coal Company, the last 
operator at Madrid, were donated to the University of NM. Among those records are several San Pedro Coal & Coke Company notebooks dating from about 1884.) ¶ 
The CCRC owned no equipment, nor did it employ a train crew. Instead, the equipment was rented from the Santa Fe and operated by Santa Fe train personnel. The 
rental was paid out of a ten-cents-per-ton charge assessed by CCRC on coal moving over its track. ¶ The locomotive assigned to the CCRC seems to have been the 
famous “Uncle Dick,” the Santa Fe’s first Consolidation and, when built, the world’s heaviest locomotive. As No.204, it was on the run in April 1894, with David Young as 
engineer and Jack Langston conductor. It was still there four years later, as No.901, though in late July or early August No.902, another 2-8-0, took its place while the 
former was being repaired. ¶ Although the Santa Fe was able to open the Cerrillos coal field in time to replace production lost as its Carthage mines closed, the CCRC 
also commenced its work within a year of the onset of the financial “panic” of 1893 – except for the Great Depression of the 1930s, the nation’s worst economic decline. 
One factor contributing to the economic distress was repeal of the Sherman Silver Purchase Act, by which the Treasury Department had been buying silver without limit 
for monetary purposes. The repeal devastated the silver-mining industry: mines and smelters throughout the West closed, never to reopen. ¶ The Atchison, Topeka & 
Santa Fe Rail Road itself succumbed to the panic. Receivers were appointed on December 23, 1893; the company emerged from bankruptcy two years later, in 
December 1895, as the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway. During the receivership, the reorganization committee undertook to evaluate the Santa Fe’s business and 
prospects, to include its numerous subsidiaries and other investments, such as the CC&IC. In November 1895, the committee hired a consulting engineer, Robert Moore, 
to examine the coal properties. [JPHereford, TheCerrillosCoalRailroad, 8Feb2008 draft] 

1892January9; Corporations Organized Under the General Incorporation Law, 1868-1904. Cerrillos Coal Railroad Company. Date of filing Jan. 9, 1892, 50yrs, Santa Fe, 
Capital stock 2,500,000 [NMBlueBook 1905, p.192] 

1892January12; (copy of NewMexican article) Cerrillos Coal & Railroad Company filed a charter with Secretary of State. [Elkins papers] 
1892January12; The Cerrillos Coal Railroad company filed articles of incorporation at the office of the territorial secretary to-day. The incorporators are: 

R.J. Palen, of Santa Fe, F.W. Risque, of Cerrillos, Chas H. Smith, F.W. Schaurte, P.M. Hoefele, of St. Louis, and A.G. Taylor, of Chicago. The 

directors are the same only that R.C. Kerens, of St. Louis, serves as a director and Mr. Taylor does not. The capital stock is $2,500,000, of which 

amount $76,500 has been paid into the treasury. The principal office of the company is at Santa Fe. [SFDNM] 
188[9]2February1; The Cerrillos railroad company is negotiating with the A.T.& S.F. road in regard to the transportation of coal over its track. The 

ad???gtrs  say that if arrangements can be made their track will be built at once but until then they probably will not go on with the enterprise. An offer 

has been made ex?ng ??m under and there is little doubt that it will be accepted. It will be a good thing for Cerrillos district if it is, and the conclusion 
of arrangement is looked forward to with ???est interest. [SFDNM] 

1892February1; (copy of NewMexican article) injunction against coal mining in the area. [Elkins papers] 
1892February7; (Risque to Kerens). Thornton agreed to $2500 and is working on problems. Don’t expect any problems. They have commenced side tracks – the lines have 

been surveyed and I am to go on the line with one surveyor Mr. Booker at his request.<start of RR south from Waldo<HM] [Elkins papers 780] 
1892February17; (McCook to Elkins) Minutes of last meeting of Cerrillos Coal & RR Co. of December 11th show Risque resigned as Treasurer and C.H. Smith was elected 

Sec & Treas. Whose signature do you want on the bonds? [Elkins papers 785] 
1892February17; (J.W. Reinhart, VP on AT&SF stationery, to McCook) Need CC&R Treasurer’s signature to put on the bonds. [Elkins papers 785] 
1892February18; (McCook to Elkins) Enclosed is paper to sign to clear up the J.G. Hunt 19 shares of CC&I Co. [Elkins papers 786] 
1892March29; (John J. McCook, General Counsel to AT&SF, to Elkins) Met with Kerens; we agree on exact procedure for the meeting of CC&I Co. directors in Saint Louis 

and the transfer to new company (CCRC) of all property. At the Directors’ Meeting of the Coal Company in St. Louis, resolutions will be passed transferring the coal 
lands and property of every description to the Railroad Company, and Mr. Kerens and Mr. Smith will execute the conveyances as President and Secretary of the Coal 
Company, so that the property will be vested in the Railroad Company, and be covered by the mortgage, which has also been prepared, as heretofore reported to you, 
and the execution of which will be authorized at the organization meeting of the Railroad Company. Kerens & Smith will then go to NM to meet with Palen and Risque 
and form the new Cerrillos Coal Railroad Co., with C.H. Smith as Sec. Please deliver the deed Mr. Manvel sent you for you and your wife to sign to the land between the 
railroad and the Galisteo River. Have Mr.& Mrs. Catron execute the deed for their interest in the same property? [Elkins papers 795] 

1892April22; (Risque to Elkins) Enclosed is brief report on CC&I. The railroad contractor, I?F. Moor, for the Coal Road asked me if he can cut ties on the Ortiz Grant and if so 
what would be the charge? [Elkins papers 797] 

1892April30; (Risque to Elkins) Mr. Devlin is here to attend to CC [Cerrillos Coal] Inventory… he seems anxious to begin operating at Cerrillos in large scale, build Coke 
ovens, put up Crusher, etc. In fact he wants the property turned over. We are not ready for this yet – The D.? Romero, Las Vegas interest is still out. I am worried about 



it. I am afraid Catron has ? the ? and it would be a terrible blow to have the game flushed not. Catron must be ? at once – I am at the end of my rope with him for speedy 
work – You or Mr. Kerens must come to the rescue. …He or you could handle Catron, which I can not. [Elkins papers] 

May 1892 a receiver had been appointed by the Court to sell at Public sale all the assets of the Cerrillos Coal Railroad with all mineral rights, mines, 

equipment, etc. June 3, 1901 W.C. Reid, Special Master, conveyed a deed and the lease from the Cerrillos Coal and Iron Company, dated May 16, 1892 
to the Cherokee & Pittsburg Coal Mining Company, Inc. for the sum of $460,000. February 15, 1899, the New Mexico Southern Pacific Railway 

Company changed its name to the Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railway Company, a Corporation, and the Cerrillos Coal and Iron Co. conveyed a 

deed to the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway Company and the Colorado Pacific Coal Mining Co., which leased to the Colorado Fuel & Iron 
Company all its holding at Madrid. [Motto 1973 p.8] 

1892June20; (Elkins to Messrs. Baring, Magoun & Co.) Deliver the $700,000 in Cerrillos Coal Railway Co. 4% Bonds you hold for me to First National Bank of New York 
[Elkins papers 804] 

1892June29; ((Baring, Mogoaun & Co. to Elkins)  receipt for the July 1892 coupons off of the bonds. 700x$20 = $14,000.. [Elkins papers 805] 
1892June29; (receipt) receipt by S.B. Elkins for the $700,000 in Cerrillos Coal Railway bonds as final payment to him for the stock of the Cerrillos Coal & Iron Company stock 

from George C. Magoun and John J. McCook trustees of the company. As per Dec 10, 1891 contract with the AT&SF Railroad Co. [Elkins papers 805] 
1892June29; (receipt) receipt by S.B. Elkins for the $700,000 in Cerrillos Coal Railway bonds as final payment to him for the stock of the Cerrillos Coal & Iron Company stock 

from George C. Magoun and John J. McCook trustees of the company. As per Dec 10, 1891 contract with the AT&SF Railroad Co. [Elkins papers 805] 
1892July5; T.F. Moore, of Cerrillos, came in on the morning’s train. He is getting on well, with his contract on the Cerrillos coal railroad, having some 250 

men at work. He says the present spur and side tracks will cover about nine miles of line. [SFDNM] 

1892July7; Track laying on the new coal road is under way. Foreman Hale informs us that his track reached the river channel last night. Quite a village of 
tents denotes the camps of the railroad and bridge forces. The railroad work will last several months yet. [SFDNM] 

1892August8; Robt T. Herrcke, superintendent of the Cerrillos coal road, is in town to-day on business with Judge Waldo. [SFDNM] 

1892September9; Work is progressing steadily on the Cerrillos coal railroad and the coke ovens, while the coal pits are all employing their full compliment 
of miners. Construction work on the railroad will continue till the first of January at least, as the intention now is to build more trackage than had been 

originally planned. [SFDNM] 

1892September12; Contractor Shick’s force of graders to-day closed the gap in the Cerrillos coal railroad grade between Waldo station and the White Ash 
coal bank. [SFDNM] 

1892September12; A car load of switches and signal lamps has been unloaded for the coal railroad and switches in the Waldo yard. – The C.C.& I. 

company will erect a large building at Waldo station to be occupied by the company’s physician, Dr. Morgridge, and also to be used for hospital 
purposes. [SFDNM] 

1892September24; The coal railroad paid out $15,000 in cash at the Cerrillos depot last Saturday afternoon. It is stated that in five months the pay-roll there 

will reach $80,000. [SFDNM] 
1892September30; T.F. Moore, contractor in charge of the Cerrillos coal railroad work, arrived at Cerrillos last night, bringing twenty-five laborers from 

Las Vegas. [SFDNM] 

1892October3; Track laying on the Cerrillos coal railroad began this morning. Fully 100 men are employed. [SFDNM] 
1892October4; Forty railroad laborers from Las Vegas and twenty-five from Bernalillo were given employment on the Cerrillos coal road construction on 

Monday. [SFDNM] 

1892December22; J.T. Newhall returned yesterday from a business trip through the Cerrillos district and he reports industrial affairs moving on there very 
smoothly. The hard and soft coal pits are being worked to their full capacity, a compromise having been made with the striking miners, and the fifty new 

coke ovens at Waldo station have been fired up for purposes of testing them and drying them out. The company anticipates erecting at least 200 such 

ovens there and during the coming year will employ thereabouts, at coal mining, coke making, railroading, etc., not less than 1,500 men. [SFDNM] 

1892December22; A large force of men continues at work grading and laying additional side tracks between Cerrillos, Waldo and the coal banks, and the 

amount of money paid out for labor there increases steadily with each passing month. [SFDNM] 

 [1892]December28; (Kerens to Elkins) Will send you full Cerrillos statement when the Santa Fe Railway pays up. How many bonds are to be called this year? [The CCRC 
bonds were sinking funds, which meant a certain number should be redeemed each year.] [Elkins papers 820] 

1893March24; Valentine Carson, the insurance man, returned last night from a visit to Cerrillos and Waldo station, and he says thereabouts he discovered 
the busiest scenes he has witnessed in many a day. An army of men is employed in the coal pits, the coke overns, at railroad work, etc., while skilled 

mechanics are busy on the great steam coal crusher, erecting cottages for the workmen, and doing other things necessary to the establishment of a live 

industrial town. Finishing touches are  now being placed on the big mercantile houses which will soon be stocked by the company with $50,000 worth of 
goods. A large number of additional coke ovens is under construction. Pretty cottages are springing up everywhere. It is but one mile between Waldo 

station the the Cerrillos depot and the work of improvemnent covers much of this space. It is as yet hard to tell whether Waldo will remain a suburb of 

Cerrillos or vice a versa, but in any event the two towns are pretty sure of getting toghther in a year ot two at the present rate of development. David L. 
Miller, who owns the Walso town site addition, is right in the swim. Between Waldo and Cerrillos the A.T.& S.F. company now keeps three train crews 

constantly employed and pay day for the railroad men is becoming as important factor in the financial world. The coal and coke company now pays out 

nearly $30,000 a month to the employes there, and these disbursements are steadily increasing from month to month. Mr. Carson says the fifty miners 
who left the White Ash pits on a strike are still out, but that the coke oven employes have compromised their differences and are again at work. 

[SFDNM] 

1893June12; (Jeffries & Earle, Attorneys at Law, Washington D.C., to President Cerillon Coal and Railroad Co.) We represent one of two claimant groups to the San Antonio 
de las Huertas Grant now before the Court of Private Land Claims (Gurule et al, No.90). Which though not yet confirmed has time precedence over the Ortiz and 
Mesita de Juana Lopez Grants and claims title to their lands, We intend to hold you responsible for all the coal mined. [This land grant when settled was for less than 
100,000 acres around Placitas, but in proper land-lawyer form the attorney was extending the boundary almost to Santa Fe and was apparently ignorant of whom he 
was dealing with in trying to bluff Madrid’s owners into paying royalties to him.<HM] [Elkins Papers 831]  

1893November23; In the district court yesterday the Cerrillos Coal Railroad company filed suits in ejectment against Ross Griffiths, Thos Harris, James T. 

Williams, Mrs. E. Meagher, David Jones, Morgan Jones and wife. These parties occupy lots near the White Ash coal mine, some claiming under 
squatter’s rights and others under alleged holdings from claimants of the Juana Lopez grant. The case comes up for hearing in December. [SFDNM] 

1893December9; [Jeffries & Earle letter to GLO] On behalf of Morgan Jones, Mrs. Morgan Jones, David Jones, Mrs. E. Meagher, James T. Williams, Thomas Harris, and 
James Lucas, settlers on the lap of the Ortiz and the Mesita de Juana Lopez grants, we respectfully present the following petition, and we show: ¶ That Domingo 
Romero, Miguel Ortiz, and Manuel Ortiz filed a petition for a grant of land from the boundary line of Juan Antonio Fernandez, which is on the west, to the boundary line of 
the Ortegas on the east, and on the south the surplus land from the boundary line of the canada de Juana Lopez on the north, which is bounded by the brow of the mesa 
at the proper bocas, setting forth that over said tract the highway passes from east to west for comers and goers; that the petition was referred by Governor Anza to 
Carlos Fernandez, and on January 18, 1782, juridical possession was given by him. At the time of the juridical possession of Ortegas and Bernardo de Sena, adjoining 
owners on the east, were present with their documents. In the act of juridical possession it is stated that the boundary “on the south it is a rugged rock”. ¶ On September 



30, 1872, an application was made to the surveyor-general for examination and confirmation of this grant under the provisions of the act of 1854; and on January 28, 
1879 (20 Stat., 592), it was confirmed on the report of the surveyor-general dated November 29, 1872, on plat and survey made February 28, 1877. ¶ This tract has 
been so surveyed as to lap upon and include a large portion, to wit, supposed to be about 12,000 acres, of the Ortiz mine tract. Upon this lap your petitioners have 
entered and settled, and have made large expenditures of moneys and labor in developing a coal mine. ¶ That notwithstanding the conflict of interests between the 
owners of the Ortiz mine and the owners of the Mesita de Juana Lopez some arrangement has been made between themselves whereby the litigation has been 
terminated and the contention as to boundaries between them adjusted and settled, and what was the conflicting interest came to be represented by a corporation 
known as the Cerrillos Coal and Iron Company, and subsequently, as your petitioners are informed at present, it was owned by a corporation known as the Cerrillos Coal 
and Railroad Company, and the mines are being operated and worked by said corporation under the auspices of the Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe railroad, and large 
quantities of coal are being daily taken therefrom by said corporation, and it is now threatening your petitioners with proceedings in ejectment on account of their 
occupation thereof. ¶ Your petitioners are informed and believe that in the year 1882 one Elias Brevoort filed a petition with the surveyor-general of New Mexico, in which 
he charged that the survey of 1876 was fraudulent and that it improperly and illegally extended the survey of the Mesita de Juana Lopez south of the true southern 
boundary… [HM-AML docs GLO#125415] 

1894January11; The Cerrillos Coal Railroad company’s employes were paid off day before yesterday, and $15,000, the largest amount ever paid out at 

once by this corporation was distributed among the laboring men of south Santa Fe county. There are at present some 600 men employed at the coal 
mines. [SFDNM] 

1894August30; Last week Sheriff Cunningham levied upon and took possession of the property of the Cerrillos Coal & Iron company and the Juana Lopez grant for failure to 

pay taxes. The Records in the office of the sheriff and collector of Santa Fe county show a very interesting, not to say peculiar, state of affairs relative to these properties. As 

far as these official records indicate there has never been a cent of taxes paid on the Juana Lopez grant. The Cerrillos Coal & Iron company’s delinquent taxes for the years 

1890 and 1991 amount to $1,153. In former years this corporation was known and taxes assessed against it under the title of the Cerrillos Coal & Coke company, and for the 

years 1885, 1886 and 1888 the Cerrillos Coal & Coke company’s delinquent taxes, as per The Official Figures, amount to $2,029, the tax returns having been made by T.B. 

Catron. Thus, the delinquency on taxes by the Cerrillos Coal & Iron company amounts to a total of $3,184 in addition to the 25 per cent penalty. For the year 1887 this 

corporation, through its agent, F.W. Risque, paid its taxes under the name of the Cerrillos Coal & Coke company: said taxes amounted to the enormous sum of $309, and they 

were not paid until the 26th day of May, 1893, although they had been due for More Than Six Years there was no penalty added, as the law requires, and the settlement took 

the nature of  “a compromise” with the then district attorney, R.E. Twitchell. The delinquent taxes due by the Juana Lopez grant, on which the above corporations (if there are 

two of them) base their property title, amounts to $1,289.85 for the years 1888, 1889, 1890, 1891, 1892 and 1893. It should be here noted that while the Juana Lopez grant was 

confirmed by congress in the year 1879 as the private property of S.B. Elkins, T.B. Catron and others, it has never paid, as above stated, a single penny of taxes, and it was 

never even assessed as private property (although it covers 42,000 acres of the most valuable land in the west) until the year 1888. Thus it appears that by an official system of 

finesse and Political Jugglery, through connivance with Santa Fe county officers of former administrations, the owners of this vast property have up to date enjoyed absolute 

immunity from all taxation. Yesterday afternoon the Cerrillos Coal & Iron company and the Cerrillos Coal Railroad company, through their attorneys, applied to and obtained 

from Judge Laughlin a Writ Of Injunction temporarily restraining Sheriff Cunningham from longer holding the property under levy and an order for the sheriff to show cause 

on September 20 why such restraining order should not be made permanent. Cerrillos Coal & Iron company sets up that it has given a contract to the Cerrillos Coal Railroad 

Company to mine the coal on its property, erect buildings, coke ovens, etc., and that the sheriff has no right to levy upon the Cerrillos Coal Railroad company’s property, as he 

has done, they allege, because under the law the property of new railroads is exempt from taxation for a period of six years. It is also contended that the assessment of the 

Juana Lopez is void for all these years because of uncertainty in descriptions on the county tax rolls, the same being listed simply as the “Juana Lopez grant” and not in the 

name of T.B. Catron, owner, or against unknown owners, and because also the Assessment Is Against The Grant as a whole and the property of the Cerrillos Coal & Iron 

company as a separate concern, which would amount to double taxation for the latter corporation. Sheriff Cunningham has retained the services of Judge H.L. Warren and 

Chas H. Gildersleeve to defend his action in the premises and Hon. Frank Springer will represent the corporations. The sheriff says this injunction will in no way retard his 

action in forcing the collection of taxes long overdue Santa Fe county, he being guided wholly by the official records in his office, his legal counsel and by what he deeds his 

official duty to the long suffering tax payers of this community. [SFDNM] 

1894September30; Balance sheet of CCRCo., Total advances by AT&SFRCo. To CCRCo: $987,904.30; Principal items composing the above advances: Mining 
construction: $459,996.31. Railroad construction: $139,986.83. Sinking Fund payments for bonds drawn: $168,000.00. Interest on bonds paid, incl. 1Jul1894: 
$193,280.00. Payments for lands purchased near Waldo Station and to different parties to clear up titles to coal lands make up the balance [$26,641.16]. The 
development work was sufficiently advanced so as to show net earnings by the end of October, 1893. November1893: $3,461.53. December1893: $5,869.10. 
January1984: $3,070.25. February1894: $12,423.19. March1894: $10,721.65. April1894: $11,980.33. May1894: $11,356.14. June1894: Mine Profit $1142.90; Less loss 
in operating RR $1008.00; Net for June: $134.90.  [Elkins papers 497] 

1894December17; McCook & Elkins, trustees of the First Mortgage of CCRRCo. Walker, McCook & Wilson receivers. The Company did not make enough money to pay the 
bond interest. [Elkins papers] 

1894December24; (Kerens to Elkins) “I take it you will understand that I have gone to the bottom of Cerrillos matters, and have advised you knowingly. I forgot to say that the 
charge of $459,996.30 for mining machinery is outrageously exaggerated.” As all was used & abandoned machinery. [The CCRC (AT&SF) claimed to have spent that 
much for coal mining machinery and other equipment to start up the mines.] [Elkins papers 884] 

1895; Lucas Mine. James Duggan, superintendent, William Brown, pit boss. Located 3 miles south of Cerrillos… Owned and operated by the Cerrillos Coal Railroad 
Company. Kind of coal, anthracite; thickness of vein, 3 feet 8 inches; output, 30,000 tons; estimated value of output, $45,000; average number of employees inside, 
225; average number of employees outside, 60; length of slope, 1,150 feet. ¶ This mine is situated on a branch of the AT&SF Railroad, connecting with the main line at 
Waldo. The product is shipped to various points along the line of the AT&SFR. Is operated by a slope 1,150 feet in length; capacity of production about 450 tons per 
day. Ventilated by a double 6-foot Murphy fan. – Miller Gulch Mine. Robert T. Herreke, superintendent, Richard Owens, pit boss. Located 3 miles south of Cerrillos… 
Owned and operated by the Cerrillos Coal Railroad Company. Kind of coal, bituminous; thickness of vein, 3 feet; output, 15,000 tons; estimated value of output, 
$45,000; average number of employees inside, 125; average number of employees outside, 50; length of slope, 900 feet. ¶ Located on a branch of the AT&SF 
Railroad, connecting with the main line at Waldo. The product is sold to the AT&SFRC, and a portion made into coke; is operated by a slope 900 feet in length; has a 
capacity of about 100 tons per day. Ventilated by a double Murphy 6-foot fan. [Report of US Coal Mine Inspector For NM, 1895] 

1895; The total amount of coke produced in this Territory for the year ending June 30, 1895, as reported to this office, was 11,000 tons. ¶ The Cerrillos Coal Railroad 
Company (at Waldo), Cerrillos, Santa Fe County, N.Mex., has 50 coke ovens, and is the only company reported as making this product. ¶ The product of these ovens 
is sold in El Paso, Tex., to the Consolidated Kansas City Smelting and Refining Works, and to the Arizona Copper Company, Limited, of Clifton, Ariz. [Report of US 
Coal Mine Inspector For NM, 1895] 

1895December; The Santa Fe emerged from bankruptcy as the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway in December 1895. Among the many tasks the new managers 
undertook was to lease for operation the several coal properties inherited from its predecessor. In August 1896, those in Colorado were leased to Colorado Fuel & Iron; 
in NM, the San Pedro Coal & Coke Company had been closed, leaving the railroad with half interest in the Raton Coal & Coke Company and its indirect ownership of the 
Cerrillos Coal Railroad Company. ¶ Even though the Santa Fe Railway had taken it over for $500,000 – a sizable discount from the Rail Road’s investment – in the 
reorganization, the Cerrillos Coal Railroad, on paper, was in default of its mortgage agreement. Further, by foreclosing, the Santa Fe could separate the railroad from the 
mining property and distance itself from the latter. ¶ As a step in that direction, the Cerrillos Coal Mining Company was incorporated on August 27, 1896. The owners of 
the NMMC, which owned the Ortiz Mine Grant, also owned Cerrillos Coal & Iron’s bonds (the AT&SF owned the stock) had agreed to give the Cerrillos Coal Mining 
Company permission to prospect for and mine coal on the balance of the Ortiz Mine Grant. That agreement paved a way to foreclose the CCR’s mortgage without 
protracted litigation. ¶ But Henry L. Waldo, the Santa Fe’s solicitor in NM, urged that the CCR’s mortgage not be foreclosed until the territorial supreme court had ruled 
on an appeal of a verdict, unfavorable to the mining company, in litigation stemming from the White Ash disaster. [JPHereford, TheCerrillosCoalRailroad, 8Feb2008 draft] 



1895April15; According to the Rustler the Cerrillos Coal Railroad company has offered to compromise with the widows of the victims of the White Ash 

disaster by paying them $1,000 each. [SFDNM] 
1895May3; News comes from Cerrillos that the Cerrillos Coal railroad yesterday reduced the pay of the men working in the White Ash mine. Heretofore the 

men have been paid 70 cents per ton as the coal came from the mine and under the new scale it is proposed to pay them 70 cents after the coal is 

screened. This is equivalent to a reduction of about 33 per cent. This created much dissatisfaction among the men and they went out for a while, but it is 
reported that they resumed work this morning. [SFDNM] 

1895July8; The Cerrillos Coal Railroad company has had the record of the coroner’s inquest in the White Ash coal mine disaster cases written out, but 

whether the cases will go to the supreme court is not known. Messrs. Field, Lester and Clancy, of Albuquerque, are attorneys for the plaintiffs. The 
railroad company has offered to compromise the cases by the payment of $1,000 to the heirs of each of the persons killed. [SFDNM] 

1895August16; Michael Fox, a former well known and respected citizen of Carrollton, Mo., who came to New Mexico five years ago, and has been since 

that time a patient at St. Vincent’s, died yesterday at 4 p.m., at the ripe old age of 86 years... His son, James Fox, who is connected with the Cerrillos 
Coal Railroad company, at Madrid, came in last night to attend the last rites of his father. [SFDNM] 

1895August29; The matter of Francisco Delgado against the Cerrillos Coal & Iron company and the Cerrillos Coal Railroad company, wherein the 

complainant asks for an injunction, the appointment of a receiver and an accounting pending settlement at law of the question of his ownership of one-
thirty-sixth interest in the coal properties operated by the companies named, came up before Judge Laughlin in chambers this forenoon. Mr. R.E. 

Twitchell represented the coal companies and Judge H.L. Warren and Mr. J.H. Crist represented Mr. Delgado. The court has the matter under 

advisement. [SFDNM] 
1895August29; Mr. James Duggan, of Madrid, superintendent of the White Ash and other coal mines operated by the Cerrillos Coal Railroad company, is a 

visitor at the capital. [SFDNM] 

1895September5; In the matter of the injunction proceedings of Francisco Delgado vs. the Cerrillos Coal & Iron company and the Cerrillos Coal Railroad 

company, argued before Judge Laughlin in chambers a few days ago, the demurrer interposed by the defendants was sustained and the bill of complaint 

dismissed with leave to amend within ninety days from September 1. [SFDNM] 

1895September28; Mr. Thomas Harris, who has for several years held a responsible position with the Cerrillos Coal Railroad company at Madrid, was a 
visitor at the capital yesterday. [SFDNM] 

1895December7; (Robert Moore to Edward King, Chairman of the Joint Reorganization Committee of the AT&SF Railroad Company.) Twenty page evaluation of the 
economics of the Cerrillos Coal Field Operation since the AT&SF took it over in 1892. The area is operated by Cerrillos Coal Railroad Company and AT&SF owns 
essentially all the stock in it and Elkins and Kerens own the bonds. The CCRC had not made a lot of money but Moore recommends a new lease agreement as it is an 
investment the AT&SF has already made. “The fee of this land remains vested in the lessor, the Cerrillos Coal and Iron Co.” [totally owned by Elkins]. Contains a list of 
all the property: 26,000 acres, 4 coal mines with more than one portal each, 50 coke ovens at Waldo Station. Waldo and Miller Gulch mines were closed in 1894 but 30 
or more buildings are still at Waldo and should be moved. The White Ash and Lucas Mines in Coal Arroyo are working. “Around them has grown up a collection of 
houses, all but one or two being owned by the Company, known as Madrid.” [Some or all of the houses from Carthage, when AT&S closed it down, may have been at 
the “Waldo Mine” also referred to as the town of Rogers, before being moved to Madrid.<HM] [NMSU Folder # 2/16] 

1896 Ter.Sup.Court case; Cerrillos Coal Railroad Co. vs Josephine Deserant 

1896March26; Memorandum of Agreement between the Cerrillos Coal Railroad Co. and the Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railway Co and the Bond Holders of the CCRC 
issued January 30, 1892.Whereas the AT&SF holds the equity in all or nearly all the stock of the CC&IC and it owns all the stock of the CCRC. Now, Therefore it is 
mutually agreed between the parties as follows: 1. AT&SF has six months to explore property at its expense. 2. AT&SF will pay to trustees $84,000 for sinking fund 
bond redemption and the coupon due on the remainder of the bonds on July, 1, 1896 of $14,960. 3. All net earning in the meantime going to AT&SF from the CCRCo. 
4. On or before Sept.1, 1896 the AT&SF shall notify trustees if it elects to surrender its interest in the CCRC and the property to the bondholders. If it elects to 
surrender it will transfer the property in good working order. If the AT&SF elects to retain its interest in the CCRC the sinking fund amount will be reduced to $50,000 
per year and extended to 1910. Signed Aldace F. Walker, Chairman of Board, and Aldace F. Walker, Director CCRC, and also by R.C. Kerens, $255,000 bonds 
numbered… and S.B. Elkins $250,000 bonds numbered… [NMSU Folder # 2/7] 

1896April7; Capt. Burdick, manager of the Cerrillos Coal road’s store at Madrid, is in the city on a visit. He is a brother-in-law of George R. Peck. 

[SFDNM] 

1896April27; Artesian Water Struck. The Cerrillos Rustler of Saturday printed big news as follows: ¶ “For some time the Cerrillos Coal Railroad company 
has been prospecting with a diamond drill for coal, considerably outside the working limits of the mines. About two weeks ago while prosecuting this 

work on what is called the Williams’ ranch, near the old Red Ash hard coal mine, two and one-fourth miles from town and one mile to the right of the 

Dolores road, water was struck at a depth of between 500 and 600 feet, which rises with a strong flow to the top of the ground, and has been running off 
ever since. “The well is cased, six inches at the top and four inches at the bottom. Great importance is attached to the discovery from the fact the 

company expects to pipe the water to Madrid, thereby solving the water problem at that camp, which has heretofore been supplied by tank cars, a most 

unsatisfactory and expensive method. It also demonstrates that artesian water may be had at a depth much less than in many other localities where a 
water supply is dependent upon such wells. The water is clear, very “soft?,” and in every way excellent for domestic and other needs.” ¶ Editor Buell 

telephones the New Mexican to-day a full confirmation of the foregoing, and adds that a strong stream of water is still flowing from the well, but the 

pressure has not yet been measured. The importance of this strike, especially to the gold miners of Santa Fe county, can hardly be overestimated. 
[SFDNM] 

1896May20; …it is understood that Attorney R.E. Twitchell’s motion for a new trial in the three cases of Josephine Deserant, administratrix, against the 

Cerrillos Coal Railroad company will be argued. It will be remembered that these cases grew out of the White Ash coal mine disaster in February, 
1893, and the jury brought in a verdict in favor of the plaintiff, assessing her damages at $25,000 on account of the loss of her husband and two sons. 

[SFDNM] 

1896May22; The judge set aside the verdict and granted a new trial as to the $20,000 damages awarded in the cases of the two boys and let the verdict stand 
as to the $5,000 awarded in the case of the husband and father. This action was based on the belief that the $20,000 feature of the verdict was 

excessive, it being shown that the gross earnings of Henri, 17 years old, were $50 per month and those of Jules, 15 years old, were $40 per month, 

while the husband, 53 years old, was earning $90 per month gross at the time of his death. [SFDNM] 
1896June12; Mr. Jas Duggan, superintendent of the Cerrillos Coal Railroad company’s mines, is in town to-day. He says that artesian flow, developed at a 

depth of 625 feet, is still rolling over the top of the pipes which are twenty feet above the surface. The water therefrom is to be used shortly for sinking 

another diamond drill hole, half a mile distant. This is in the heart of the Cerrillos coal fields and is designed to test the extent of the coal measures to a 
depth of 1,500 feet. [SFDNM] 

1896July18; Joseph Fletcher, chief mine inspector for the Santa Fe, is inspecting the coal mines of the Cerrillos Coal Railroad company at Madrid to-day. 

[SFDNM] 
1896September7; Will Hall has leased his ranch in Espanola valley and left here this morning to accept a place at Madrid with the Cerrillos Coal Railroad 

company. [SFDNM] 



1896September16; Alex Snedden, who for several years has occupied a responsible position with the C.F.&I.Co., at Engle, Colo., has been appointed 

general agent for the Cerrillos coal railroad in New Mexico with headquarters at Cerrillos. [SFDNM] 
1896December17; The appeal of The Cerrillos Coal Railroad company, plaintiff in error, vs. Josephine Deserant, administratrix, defendant in error, 

continues to occupy the attention of the New Mexico supreme court. Judge Waldo was closing for the plaintiff company when this report closed. 

[SFDNM] 
1897April27; Walter E. Butler, manager of the Cerrillos Railroad Coal company, and Miss Lola De Mare were united in marriage at Albuquerque on the 

evening of March 26, of this year, by Justice Crawford. The courtship and marriage had been kept a secret from the bride’s parents, and to satisfy them 

Rev. Bagby of the Baptist church, was requested to reunite the couple according to the rites of the church, which he did in the presence of a few 
friends. ¶ On last Thursday Butler informed his wife that she had better go back to her parents. ¶ Joseph De Mare, hearing of the unmanly treatment 

accorded his daughter by her husband, went to Butler and sought an explanation of his strange conduct, but could get no satisfaction. Later, hearing 

that Butler was getting ready to leave town, the irate father swore out a warrant for his son-in-law, charging him with abandoning his wife. The warrant 
was served on the young man, last Saturday evening, and in default of bail, he was token to jail. Later he succeeded in getting bonds in the sum of 

$500, with Dr. A.C. Henry and Harry Bullard as sureties. On Monday Butler was re-arrested on a warrant sworn to by his wife, and charging cruel and 

violent treatment. This necessitated a second bond for $500, which was obtained. The charges were to have had a hearing before Justice Ripple at 
Albuquerque at 10 o’clock this morning. [SFDNM] 

1897August6; The Supreme Court. Judge Collier handed down an opinion in case No.664, the Cerrillos Coal Railroad company, plaintiff in error, vs. 

Josephine Deserant, admisistratrix, defendant in error, reversing the judgment of the lower court, and ordered the case restored to the docket of the lower 
court for a new trial. H.L. Waldo and R.E. Twitchell for plaintiff in error, Frank W. Clancy and N.B. Field for the defendant in error. [SFDNM] 

1897November16; John Donovan to Cerrillos Coal Railroad company, quit claim deed., Interest in the Juana Lopez grant; consideration, $115. [SFDNM] 

1897December8; Meeting Of Directors. Local Members of Boards of Directors of Ten Corporations Held Regular Annual Meeting This Morning. The local 

members of the boards of directors of the New Mexican Railroad company, the Rio Grande, Mexico & Pacific company; the New Mexico & Southern 

Pacific Railroad company; the Silver City, Deming & Pacific Railroad company, the Rio Grande Land company, the New Mexico Town company, the 

Cerrillos Coal & Iron company, the Cerrillos Coal Railroad company and the Madrid Mercantile company, held the regular annual meeting at the Palace 
hotel this morning. The members present were F.A. Manzanares, A.M. Blackwell, R.E. Twitchell and Geo B. Kilmer, Las Vegas; Max Schutz, Silver 

City; M.S. Otero, W.B. Childers and E.S. Stover, Albuquerque; Major Palen and Levi A. Hughes, Santa Fe. [SFDNM] 

1897December16; In The District Court. Sentences Passed in the Ten Contempt of Court Cases – White Ash Cases on Trial. ¶ The trial of the three cases of 
Josephine Deserant, administratrix, vs. Cerrillos Coal Railroad company, was commenced this afternoon before a jury. Messrs. N.B. Field and F.W. 

Clancy represent the plaintiff and R.E. Twitchell appears for the defendant company. ¶ These cases grow out of the killing of the husband and two sons 
of the plaintiff in the White Ash coal mine disaster, during the winter of 1895. They were tried at a previous term of the District court and $20,000 

damages were awarded to the plaintiff; they were subsequently appealed to the Supreme court and remanded by the latter tribunal, and now come up for 

new trial under the directions of the Supreme court. [SFDNM] 

1898 Ter Sup Court case; Josephine Deserant vs Cerrillos Coal RR Co. X3 
1898February4; Motion For New Trial Denied. Judge Laughlin this afternoon denied the motions for a new trial of the consolidated cases of Josephine 

Deserant, administratrix, vs. The Cerrillos Coal Railroad company. It will be remembered that at the recent second trial of this cause, the jury found for 
the defendant company. [SFNM] 

1898February12; Solomon Luna Has Brought Action to Eject the Cerrillos Coal Railroad Company from Juana Lopez Tract. The first suit filed in the 

Territorial District court under the new regime of Judge McFie and Clerk Bergere was a case in ejectment brought by Solomon Luna, of Valencia 
county, brother-in-law of the new clerk, against the Cerrillos Coal Railroad company. ¶ It is represented that the plaintiff is rightfully entitled to the 

possession of the Mesita de Juana Lopez tract of land, otherwise known as private land grant No.64, confirmed by congress in 1879, but that the 

defendant company persists in holding the possession thereof to the serious detriment of the plaintiff. ¶ Whereupon the plaintiff prays that the Cerrillos 
Coal Railroad company be ejected from the tract of land in question, and that he be awarded damages to the amount of $25,000. The defendant is 

commanded to appear and answer the complaint in the premises within 30 days from the 11th of February. Mr. F.W. Clancy, of Albuquerque, is Mr. 

Luna’s attorney. [SFNM]   
1898April7; The Cerrillos Coal Railroad company is building a handsome two-story frame building at Madrid, which is now nearing completion. The 

building contains a fine hall for the purpose of meetings of social societies, also for social and celebrations[?] and events. [SFNM] 

1898July25; Territorial Supreme Court. An order was entered of record, consolidating cases Nos.777, 778, and 779, Josephine Deserant, administratrix, 
plaintiff in error vs. Cerrillos Coal Railroad Company, defendant in error, error to Santa Fe county. [SFNM]   

1898August4; Santa Fe County. Agents for the Raton Coal & Coke company were in Madrid during the week looking over the property of the Cerrillos 

Coal Railroad company with a possible view of purchasing. [SFNM] 
1898August25; Real Estate Transfers. Frank Grashel to the Cerrillos Coal Railroad Company, quit-claim deed. Land on the Mesita de Lopez land grant; 

consideration, $185. [SFNM] 

1899January4; Judge A.L. Kendall, the Cerrillos lumber man, is in the city. He hangs out with his old friend, John Forsha, at the Exchange. Mr. Kendall 
states that the railway company has put in new piers for the railway bridge over the San Marcos Arroyo. The company will take away the old bridge 

entirely, and place a new deck bridge in its stead. Matters are prosperous in the Cerrillos locality, and the Cerrillos Coal & Railway Company is shipping 
from 45 to 50 cars of coal per day. – At the Exchange: A.L. Kendall, Cerrillos… [SFNM] 

1899February21; 777. Josephine Deserant, administratrix, plaintiff in error, vs. Cerrillos Coal Railroad Company, defendants in error: error to Santa Fe 

county. Order entered considering additional judgment as part of the record, by stipulation: attorneys N.B. Field and F.W. Clancy for plaintiff. R.E. 
Twitchell for defendant.  [SFNM] 

1899June30; Through June 30, 1899, the Cerrillos Coal Railroad’s loss totaled $279,590.86. Though at times earnings had been satisfactory, Santa Fe’s president E.P. 
Ripley characterized the company’s financial performance as “spasmodic.” Since its purchase by the Railway Company as part of the financial reorganization, the CCRC 
had returned a profit, but, writing to the Santa Fe executive committee, Ripley warned, “…there is no telling when we might encounter serious trouble, which would more 
than offset any earnings we have made. The mines are full of gas, and the property is altogether a highly dangerous one to operate, and for this reason alone I am 
anxious to get it off our hands.” An April 21st explosion in the Cook & White Mine, opened two years before to replace the burning White Ash, had taken more lives. ¶ 
Accordingly, during August 1899, Ripley offered to both CF&IC and the Maxwell Land Grant Company (which operated the Raton Coal & Coke Company) a ten-year 
lease of the Cerrillos field. The Maxwell company’s estimate that it could extract 300,000 tons annually for the duration of the lease convinced Ripley that, in the hands of 
an experienced operator, the coal field was capable of greater production at a lower cost than the CCRC had been able to achieve on its own. … Ripley found CF&IC’s 
bid much more favorable than he had anticipated; a lease, for ten years from October 5, 1899, was accordingly signed between the two companies. In addition to the 
real property owned by the CCRC, included were the fifty coke ovens at Waldo as well as the railroad from Waldo to Madrid. In consideration therefor, CF&IC was to pay 
$15000 quarterly, plus forty cents for each ton over 200,000 tons per year sold. [JPHereford, TheCerrillosCoalRailroad, 8Feb2008 draft] 

1899September13; Territorial District Court. Solomon Luna vs. Cerrillos Coal Railroad Company; set for September 22. [SFNM] 



1899October18; Last week the transfer of the property of the Cerrillos Coal Railroad company by the Colorado Fuel and Iron Company was finally made, 

and inaugurated a new policy in the management of the valuable property. Negotiations for the transfer of the property had been begun several times 
before, but were always wrecked when it came to considering the transfer of the Madrid Supply Company’s store, which the coal company desired to 

retain and which, on the other hand the intending purchasers wanted. Finally an agreement was made transferring the store with the mines. Mr. 

Kennedy believes that there will be more or less changes in officials at the mines. At present all the miners are employed although their wages are not 
considered very satisfactory by them. New seams will, however, be opened very soon that will give the miners larger earnings. They are paid by the car 

of 2,200 pounds and the nearer the surface that they will get the coal the more cars they will be able to put out. The new owners of the mines will as 

soon as possible employ about 100 more men and it is understood that the Santa Fe railroad will extend its sidings two miles. The seams which will be 
opened have all been located, work on them having been commenced by squatters, who were later bought out by the coal company. The proposed 

increase of mining operation will be of special benefit to Madrid, although Cerrillos, too, will gain by it. There will probably be a change in paying the 

men. Instead of receiving coupons as heretofore the men will be paid in scrip, which will be discounted at 5 per cent by outsiders taking it. The mines 
will remain in full operation during the winter, which is one advantage that New Mexico has over many other sections where the mines must close 

down during winter. Autumn and winter are generally the busiest season at the coal mines in this territory. The coke ovens are in full operation, and 

give employment to many men. [SFNM] 
1900January5; Judge McFie this forenoon heard testimony in the case of Solomon Luna vs. The Cerrillos Coal Railroad Company for title to part of the 

Juana de Lopez grant near Cerrillos. [SFNM] 

1900January13; Board Of Equalization. The Values of Railway Lines and Other Property Fixed for Purposes of Taxation. …On its Santa Fe branch, $3,500 
per mile. On its Cerrillos Coal Railroad, $3,000 per mile. [SFNM] 

1900March7; Court Notes. This afternoon in chambers Judge McFie was occupied in hearing the case of Solomon Luna vs. The Cerrillos Coal Railroad 

Company. The suit is for the possession of part of the Juana Lopez grant. [SFNM] 

1901January14; In the district court for this county this forenoon, Judge McFie signed a decree and order of sale for the property of the Cerrillos Coal 

Railroad Company to satisfy a mortgage of $803,353.64 held by Walter E. Hodge. The decree orders that no bid under $450,000 should be considered. 

[SFNM] 
1901March7; In District Court. Judge McFie in chambers this afternoon heard argument in the case of Solomon Luna vs. The Cerrillos Coal Railroad 

company. [SFNM] 

1901March11; The damage cases against the Cerrillos Coal Railroad Company, eight in number, resulting from the disaster in the White Ash mine at 
Cerrillos several years ago, were set for trial on the 25th of March. The Deserant case, which had been a test case, has been remanded by the United 

States supreme court for a new trial to the district court. [SFNM] 
1901March26; In the case of Josephine Deserant vs. the Cerrillos Railroad Company, a damage suit growing out of the White Ash coal mine disaster at 

Cerrillos several years ago, an interesting legal point was argued over the admission of testimony offered by William J. Ray. The legislature which 

adjourned last week passed a bill relating to evidence which was signed by Governor Otero. This law, among other things, provides that the testimony of 
a man convicted of an infamous crime, unless he has been pardoned, is of no weight in court. As Ray is an ex-convict, and has never been pardoned, it 

was argued that his testimony could not be admitted. The other side maintained that the law passed by the legislature is unconstitutional. Judge McFie 

ruled that the law is constitutional upon this point. [SFNM] 
1901March27; The case of Josephine Deserant vs. The Cerrillos Railroad Company has been continued until the next term of court, and the jury was 

discharged. This continuation was brought about by the decision of Judge McFie not to admit the typewritten testimony of William J. Ray, given in the 

case, when it was first tried in district court. The plaintiff’s attorneys moved continuance on the plea of surprise. They had relied on the testimony of 
Ray, and did not know the present whereabouts of another witness, who is expected to establish the same points which were to have been established by 

Ray. Ray’s testimony was excluded upon the ground of legislation by the recent legislature, which was passed after the case had been set. [SFNM] 

1901May18; Sold For $460,000. The Property of the Cerrillos Coal Railroad Company Goes to a New Corporation. The master’s sale of the property of the 
Cerrillos Coal Railroad company took place this noon at the court house by Special Master W.C. Reid of Las Vegas. The Cherokee & Pittsburg Coal and 

Mining company of Topeka, Kas., was the only bidder and bid in the property for $460,000. The sale took place under a judgment and execution in the 

foreclosure suit of Walter E. Hodges, as trustee, vs. The Cerrillos Coal Railroad company. The judgment was for $813,696.54. The property of the 
company is situated in southern Santa Fe county and consists of a spur of railroad 6.51 miles long, from the main line of the Santa Fe line to the coal 

mines of the company at Madrid. The coal lands and mineral lands of the company cover about 52,000 acres. ¶ The sale also includes all the mining 

machinery, buildings; etc., of the Cerrillos Coal Railroad company. ¶ The purchasers, the Cherokee & Pittsburg company, recently incorporated with 
$500,000 capital. Its directors are Edward Wilder, G.F. Parmelee, A.S. Johnson, J.P. Griswold and J.R. Mulvane of Topeka; and W.B. Strong, I.T. Burr, 

G.L. Goodman, O.A. Glazier, George O. Manchester and C.A. Higgins, of Boston. Colonel R.E. Twitchell was appointed New Mexico agent and Las 

Vegas, New Mexico, was designated as headquarters of the new company in New Mexico. The names of the directors indicated that the new company 
will be in entire harmony with the Santa Fe Railroad company and the Colorado Fuel & Iron company which has leased the coal mines, ets., will 

continue to operate the property. – Hon. C.A. Spiess, district attorney for the counties of San Miguel, Mora and Guadalupe, is here on legal business, as 

attorney in the foreclosure sale of the Cerrillos Railroad company. Mr. Spiess represents the plaintiff in the case. – Colonel R.E. Twitchell, assistant 
attorney for the Santa Fe railroad, and Captain W.C. Reid, assistant U.S. attorney, came over from Las Vegas last night to attend the sale under 

foreclosure of the Cerrillos Coal Railway company which took place here at noon today. [SFNM] 

1901May28; Judge McFie today made a decree confirming the sale of the property of the Cerrillos Coal Railroad company in the suit of W.E. Hodges, et al 
against that company. [SFNM] 

1901July3; In the case of Solomon Luna vs. The Cerrilos Coal Railroad Company, for the possession of part of the Juan Lopez grant in southern Santa Fe 

county, Judge McFie gave the counsel of the defendants until July 10 to file a brief. [SFNM] 

1901July26; Probate Clerk Manuel Delgado today recorded the following deeds: W.C. Reid, Esq., party of the first part; Walter E. Hodges, trustee, party of 

the second part; The Cerrillos Coal Railroad Company, party of the third part, and the Cherokee & Pittsburg Coal & Mining Company, party of the 

fourth part, conveying the Cerrillos Coal railroad and about 82,000 acres of coal land to the last named party. Consideration, $460,000. Revenue 
stamps to the amount of $460 were attached to the deed. The property was bid in at a recent foreclosure sale by the Cherokee & Pittsburg Coal Mining 

company. [SFNM] 

1905 Ter.Sup.Court case; Salomon Luna vs Cerrillos Coal Railroad Co. 

Cerrillos Coal RR Co. - Line opened for operation : Sept 1892 - RoW disposed : Sept. 15, 1960, RR property reverted to adjacent land owners. [per FredFriedman May2012] 
 

CERRILLOS GAS & WATER COMPANY    - Cerrillos 

1882February14; Corporations Organized Under the General Incorporation Law, 1868-1904. Cerrillos Gas and Water Company. The. Date of filing Feb. 14, 1882, 45yrs, 
Cerrillos, Capital stock 100,000 – Cerrillos Gas and Water Company. The. Date of filing May 29, 1889, 49yrs, Cerrillos, Capital stock 10,000 [NMBlueBook 1905, p.192] 

 



LOS CERRILLOS GOLD & SILVER MINING COMPANY 
1885  NM Incorporation No. 166 Los Cerrillos Gold & Silver Mining Company.  
 

CERRILLOS IMPROVEMENT COMPANY    - Cerrillos 

1897February16; Corporations Organized Under the General Incorporation Law, 1868-1904. Cerrillos Improvement Company. The. Date of filing Feb. 16, 1897, 50yrs, 
Cerrillos, Capital stock 400 [NMBlueBook 1905, p.192] 

 

CERRILLOS LAND COMPANY    - Cerrillos 
1884February?, New Incorporations; Cerrillos Land Company – object: Buying, selling and improvement of lands at the village of Cerrillos or elsewhere; 

incorporators, N.B. Laughlin, Sam’l W. Bonner, W.A. McKenzie, and L. Bradford Prince; capital stock, $24,000, divided into 2,400 shares [Weekly 

New Mexican Review 6Mar84 p.4 c.3] 

1884February25; Corporations Organized Under the General Incorporation Law, 1868-1904. Cerrillos Land Company. The. Date of filing Feb. 25, 1884, 50yrs, Santa Fe, 
Capital stock 24,000 [NMBlueBook 1905, p.192] 

1884March13; Quit Claim Deed; N.B. Laughlin sells for $20,000 in Certified Stock to Cerrillos Land Co lots Nos 4 & 5 and south ( ¼ half of the NW ( ¼ ) one quarter of 
Sec20 T14N R8E = 146.51ac; presence blank, certify 13Mar84 at my office in Santa Fe Walter H. Jones Notary Public, recorded 25March1884 [Locations & Mining 
Deeds F#15410 p.689] 

1884June26; Mr. Chas Etheridge, a well known and enterprising real estate dealer, was to-day made sole agent for the Cerrillos Town Company at Albuquerque. [The 
Weekly New Mexican Review p.4 c.8] 

1898February12; Cerrillos Cullings. The Cerrillos Land company, of which George W. Knaebel of Santa Fe is trustee, is preparing to push ind???? in this 

town by offering [3 words] capital. [SFNM]   

 

CERRILLOS LEAD & ZINC COMPANY 
The Pennsyvania mine was on a tributary of Hungry Gulch. The Pennsyvania group was comprised of the Bob Ingersoll, JB Weaver, Bertha Mable, Owl and Sure Winner 

claims, some of which were among the oldest locations in the district. The mine shaft was on the northernmost of the claims, the JB Weaver, about 90 feet from the north 
end line. At one time the claims were patented, about 1915, the shaft had been sunk to a depth of 150 feet by the owner, Michael O'Neill, and ore had been found at a 
depth of 80 feet. During 1917-1918 John W Beard leased the mine and reportedly shipped several carloads of ore. In 1934 the American Metal Company performed a 
little exploratory work and retimbered part of the shaft. The Cerrillos Lead & Zinc Company, started working the Pennsylvania mine in October 1942. Verne Byrne, of 
Santa Fe, was the property owner and also manager of the operating company. During 1942-1945 the shaft was deepened to the 189-foot level, drifts were driven north 
and south, and three stopes were opened. Late in 1945 the shaft was extended to the 300-foot level. Ore was sent to the custom mill of the American Smelting & 
Refining Company, at Hanover, New Mexico. Approximately 900 tons of lead-zinc ore of good grade was produced between 1942 and 1952. The ore had been mined by 
both overhand and underhand stoping. Stopes were carried at a minimum mining width of 4 feet, and so the ore and adjoining sheared wall rock were blasted together. 
The ore was handsorted and the waste backfilled on timbered drifts. [Disbrow&Stoll 1957] 

 

CERRILLOS MERCANTILE COMPANY    - Cerrillos  <see also Mike Leyva 
1929 Cerrillos Mercantile Co, general merchandise @ Cerrillos [NM State Business Directory] 

1930 Cerrillos Mercantile Co, general merchandise @ Cerrillos [NM State Business Directory] 

1930March; Cerrillos Mercantile Co. General Merchandise. We have been doing cash business and want to thank all our customers for their patronage. ¶ When in the 
market for Merchandise try us. Our motto is a Square Deal and Courteous Treatment for Everybody. [ad in LaTurquesa v.I n.3, CSimoni per YolandaSandoval] 

1930May; Cerrillos Mercantile Co. We have on hand a Nice Assortment Of Dresses. Prices range from 1.00 to $1.95 in All Sizes And Colors. Come and look at them whether 
you buy or not. Courtesy Is Our Motto. [ad in LaTurquesa v.I n.4, CSimoni per YolandaSandoval] 

1931 Cerrillos Mercantile Co, Mike Leyva, general merchandise @ Cerrillos [NM State Business Directory] 

1932 Cerrillos Mercantile Co, Mike Leyva, general merchandise @ Cerrillos [NM State Business Directory] 

1936 Cerrillos Mercantile Co, Mike Leyva, general merchandise @ Cerrillos [NM State Business Directory] 
 

CERRILLOS MINING COMPANY    - CMD, NJ, Cook co.IL 
Since 1909, sulfide ores from the district have usually been milled near the mines. At different times between 1908 and 1918, three jigmills were active, a 150-ton mill for the 

Cash Entry mine, a 100-ton mill for the Tom Payne, and a 50-ton mill for the Grand Central. Between 1945 and 1949, two selective flotation mills concentrated ore 
from, respectively, the Cash Entry and Black Hornet mines. [NMBM&MR 1967 p.33] 

1879July31; indenture; Calvin D. Van Name of Port Richmond NY (unmarried) sells for $1 to Cerrillos Mining Company ½ int Piñon lode (loc 27Mar79), ½ int J.J. Bush 
Lode (loc 25Mar79) NE extension of Galena Chief claim, all of N.Hattock lode (loc 21Mar79), all in CMD; presence of Chas Edgar Hull, certify Charles Nettleton 
Commissioner for NM in NY 117 Broadway NYC; recorded 18October1879 [Locations & Mining Deeds B#15406 p.30] 

1879December13; New York, Cerrillos Mining Company of New Mexico stock cert.No.27 Lydia B Torrey holder of 3960sh, signed Chas DeKay 

Townsend, W S Luloe/W Studer [reproduced in The Rustler v.1 no.10 11Jun1979] 

1880March29; indenture; Henry M. Atkinson sells for $500 to Cerrillos Mining Co of State New Eura (Jersey) ¼ int Piñon Lode, (loc 27March79 b.A p.449), in CMD; 
presence Candelario Martinez, certify Luciano Baca Clerk of P.Court [Locations & Mining Deeds C#15407 p. 41] 

1881October20; Mining Deed; John Sherman Jr sells for 2000 shares unassessable stock of the Cerrillos Mining Company to J.W. Husted of NY state all int of the party in 
Piñon, JJ Bush Lodes, extensions of Profssor & Galena Chief Lodes Eastward, in CMD; presence Edgar Caypless, certify 20Oct81 Edgar Caypless Notary Public, 
recorded 19July1882 [Locations & Mining Deeds F#15410 p.207] 

1882August4; Mining Deed; Geo H. Utter, Galusha Anderson of Cook Co IL sell for $4100 to Cerrillos Mining Co of Cook Co IL Sleeping Beauty mine, about 3mi SW of 
Carbonateville, about 2.5mi NW of Cerrillos Sta, Damifiknow mining claim, in CMD; presence F. Balecock, G.L. Hoodless, certify 4Aug82 Oliver G Fessenden Notary 
Public Chicago IL; recorded 12August1882 [Locations & Mining Deeds F#15410 p.229] 

 

CERRILLOS MINING COMPANY, LIMITED    - ENG & Cash Entry 
In 1889, silver/lead production increased seven-fold over the previous year. The reason was that foreign capital had been secured for the Grand Central group of claims. The 

Cerrillos Mining Company and later the Grand Central Silver Mines Company, were incorporated in England and the capital expended for machinery and labor. These 
firms held silver production high until 1894 when the companies ceased operation. [J.Townley, 1968, p.115] 

1889  NM Incorporation No. 196 Cerrillos Mining Company. 
1889May28; CERRILLOS MINING COMPANY, LIMITED, Directors. W. Balle Huntington, Chairman, Eli Heyworth, F.H. Coddington, Charles Costeker, Frederick Baynes; 

Bankers: Manchester & County Bank, Ltd.; Auditors: John Adamson, Son, and Co.; Mine Manager: E.C.O. Huhn. Secretary: George A. Hemming; Offices: 4, Church 



Street, Darwen, Lancashire. This company was registered on the 28th May, 1889, to acquire interests in mining property situate near Santa Fé, New Mexico, upon 
terms of an agreement made between William Taylor Thornton, of Santa Fé, and H. Simpson. The authorized capital is £40,000, in shares of £1 each, of which 20,000 
shares have been issued and paid up. The capital was increased in 1890 from £20,000 to its present amount. There are also first mortgage debentures to the amount 
of £36,000, and second mortgage debentures to the amount of £24,000. The whole of the share and debenture capital was privately subscribed. Further interests and 
properties have been purchased in addition to those originally acquired. The company reports that extensive development work has been done, and a large mining and 
concentrating plant laid down and completed. [The Mining Manual for 1891-2. by Walter R. Skinner, London] 

1889May29; Corporations Organized Under the General Incorporation Law, 1868-1904. Cerrillos Mining Company Limited. The (England). Date of filing May 29, 1889, 50yrs, 
Santa Fe, Capital stock £20,000 [NMBlueBook 1905, p.192] 

1889July9; Cerrillos Mining Company; Summary of Capital and Shares; Baynes, Frederick, Cotton Maunfacturer, 1370sh; Baynes, Alina Adelaide, Nave, 10sh; Baynes, 
Robert Edward, 150sh; Beckett, William Edward, Cashier, 1sh; Brooks, Thomas, Colliery Proprietor, 600sh; Coddington, Charles Dudley, Cotton Spinner, 150sh; 
Coddington, Francis Harvey, Cotton Manufacturer, 780sh; Coddington, Reginald, Cotton Spinner, 90sh; Costeker, Charles, Solicitor, 450sh; Fish, Graham, Cotton 
Manufacturer, 450sh; Heyworth, Eli, Cotton Manufacturer, 1320sh; Huntington, Charles Philip, Paper Stainer, 300sh; Huntington, William Belle, Paper Stainer, 1304sh; 
Lightboun, Timothy, Cotton Manufacturer, 300sh; Roberts, Edmund Russel, Barrister at Law, 150sh; Rutherford, John, Brewer, 600sh; Simpson, Henry, Cashier, 
345sh; Sevain, Walter, Agent, 30sh; Thompson, John, Cotton Manufacturer, 400sh; Thompson, William, Cotton Manufacturer, 200sh. 

1891October16; The Cerrillos Mining Co., (Cash Entry) paid off yesterday. [The Rustler v.IV n.24] 
1891October23; Manager Heiber has been turning out extra clean zinc concentrates at the Cerrillos Mining Co’s. works the past week. Some of those concentrates are so 

clean as to show less than two per cent. of lead. [The Rustler v.IV n.25] 
1891October23; A new general manager and likely an assistant, will arrive for the Cerrillos Mining Co., probably before time for another issue of the Rustler to make its 

appearance. Mr. Huhn, who has managed the company through so long a period of development, and who has been both efficient and considerate, will go to 
California, where other interests claim his attention. The new manager has doubtless been carefully chosen, and we trust will get along as nicely as has Mr. Huhn.. 
[The Rustler v.IV n.25] 

1891October30; Superintendent E. Huhn, of the Cerrillos Mining Company, was in Santa Fe during the week. His successor has not yet arrived, but it is presumed his arrival 
may be chronicled in a few days. [The Rustler, v.IV no.26] 

1891November13; Mr. Richard Williams, the new manager of the Cerrillos Mining Co., and Mr. T.C. Sanderson, the assayer for the company, arrived from England Saturday 
night. On Tuesday, accompanied by Mr. E. Huhn, they visited Santa Fe. [The Rustler, v.IV no.28] 

1891November20; The Cash Entry works recovered from last week’s mishap and all is running nicely again. [The Rustler, v.IV no.29] 
1891November20; Captain Richard Williams, the new manager of the Cerrillos Mining Company, has procured a supply of printed stationary at the Rustler office this week. 

[The Rustler, v.IV no.29] 
1891November27; Mr. E. Huhn and Captain R. Williams, of the Cerrillos Mining Company, drove into Santa Fe today. [The Rustler, v.IV no.30] 
1891December4; Mr. E. Huhn, the former manager of the Cerrillos Mining Co’s. property at the Cash Entry camp, left Tuesday night for San Diego county, California, his old 

home. Business will likely bring him back here in January, for a brief visit. Mr. Huhn has been here for four years, and although his life has been one of conservative 
attention to business, he leaves with the respect and a friendly feeling from all. The Cerrillos Mining Company, in which splendid property he is largely interested; is left 
in good hands with Capt. Williams as manager and T.C. Sanderson as assistant. Both gentlemen are experienced in mining and minerals and express their opinion that 
the property will certainly develop into a good, dividend-paying industry. [The Rustler, v.IV no.31] 

1891December11; Captain Williams, the new manager of the Cerrillos Mining Co., called to correct a statement made in last week’s Ruster. [The Rustler, v.IV no.32] 
1891December24; Extraordinary meeting of CMC in Manchester; “and hereby resolve that the Company’s undertaking and property be offered to the Debenture Holders to 

take possession therof and either work the mines, for their own benefit and profit, or borrow money thereon, on such terms as can be obtained, or sell or otherwise deal 
with the undertaking and property of the Company…” 

1891December25; Captain R. Williams, manager of the Cerrillos Mining Co., will probably make a trip to London in the near future, to confer with his company in regard to 
further development of the Cash Entry and Central mining properties. [The Rustler, v.IV no.34] 

1892May21; Extraordinary meeting held at the Registered Office of the Company, No.4, Church Street, in Darwen, Lancashire, resolves that the company will be voluntarily 
wound up. George Alfred Hemming to be the Liquidator… 

1895June7; [board of equalization] …that of the Cerrillos Mining company, from $2228.50 to $4,000. [SFDNM] 

1896June4; …board of equalization… raised the following returns: Cerrillos Mining company, limited, precinct No.7 [Cerrillos], from $460 to $575 on real 
estate. [SFDNM] 

1897January22; In the territorial district court, the appeal of W.C. Rogers vs. The Cerrillos Mining Company was dismissed. [SFDNM] 

1897September27; James Alexander Carse replaces George Alfred Hemming as Liquidator of the Cerrillos Company, due to George’s death 
1898September24; United States Commissioner Victory has returned from Cerrillos where he has been made custodian of the Cerrillos Mining Company, 

Limited, at Turquesa, in place of Lieutenant W.E. Dame. [SFNM] 

1899February18; W.E. Dane vs The Cerrillos Mining Co. Ltd.; Notice of suit filed against CMC Ltd. for Grand Central; b.E p.589 
1899September22; Suit Over a Mine. Judge John R. McFie this forenoon granted a temporary injunction against Captain William E. Dame and Antonio 

Trossello, preventing them from selling or therwise disposing of the O’Mara coal mine near Cerrillos. The injunction is returnable Octover 12, and was 
asked for by A.B. Renehan, attorney for the Cerrillos Mining Company, limited, Peter Carroll, Thomas Pettig, John Carroll, Frank Stout and N.E. 

Biddle. The plaintiffs allege that Captain Dame was acting merely as trustee for them and had no right to dispose of the O’Mara mine but that 
nevertheless he sold it to Antonio Trossello and that Trosello in lieu of cash excused a mortgage on the property as payment. [SFNM] 

1900April3; The hearing of the case of W.E. Dame vs. the Cerrillos Mining company, wherein the plaintiff claims $3,300 for services as custodian of the 

company’s mining property at Cerrillos, occupied the district court all day yesterday, and is in progress before Judge McFie this afternoon. The 
defendant contends that Robert Harvey was originally appointed agent and custodian of the Cash Entry and other mines owned by the company by 

George Alfred Heming, liquidator thereof, and that Mr. Harvey appointed Captain Dame as sub-agent, and that the death of Mr. Heming in 1894 vacated 

both the appointments as agent. It is also set up that, while acting as sub-agent, Dame sold part of the property belonging to the company and never 
accounted to his principal for the proceeds, and also located the claim of the company upon which are located a brick house and barn worth about 

$1,000, calling said re-location the Santiago mining claim. [SFNM] 

1900May12; StaFe Sheriff to W.E. Dame; judgement against CMC Ltd for Grand Central; b.J-1 p.579 
1900May18; In the case of William E. Dame vs. The Cerrillos Mining Company, limited, wherein the plaintiff sued for the balance due him for services as 

custodian of the Cash Entry mine and other property of the defendant company at Cerrillos, argued and submitted in chambers several weeks ago, 

Judge McFie has handed down a carefully prepared opinion giving his reasons for granting a judgment to the plaintiff. ¶ The opinion recites that the 
plaintiff was regularly employed , on December 24, 1892, to act as care taker and to assist in the sale of the property of the defendant company at 

Cerrillos at a compensation of $90 per month; that the plaintiff continuously performed the duties assigned to him under this appointment from 

December 24, 1892, until October 1, 1898, a period of 69 months and seven days. When he was formally succeeded by John P. Victory; that the total 
value of plaintiff’s services for the period mentioned, including expenses to the amount of $35; was $6,260; that on this account the plaintiff has 



previously received from the company $3,362.80, leaving a balance due him of $2,904.20 [$7off], upon which he is entitled to recover interest at the 

rate of 6 per cent, or $252.09… [SFNM] 

1907February27; notice of the final winding up meeting is sent by Costeker, Smitton & Holme, of Darwen, Lancashire, to the Registrar of Joint Stock Companies, Somerset 
House, London 

 

LOS CERRILLOS MINING COMPANY    - of AZ & BoonevilleMO & CMD 

1905-06 Los Cerrillos Mining Company @ Los Cerrillos [Business Directory, The Gazetteer Pub.Co.] 

1916 – Los Cerrillos Mining Co., Cerrillos John W. Beard, Superintendent. Lead-Silver-Zinc. Developing; per International Mining Manual 1907-1916, Alexander R. Dunbar 
editor 

1916May4; Stock Certificate #79, Los Cerrillos Mining Company, 32sh, Jes N. Mitchell; sig. R.L. Moore, Secy; W.G. Pendleton, Prest. [rev> Issued to Jes N. Mitchell, 
Boonville, Mo. Dated ?7?? 1916. [HEMilford 2010] 

1916December8; Agreement; Mike O’Neill, for $18,000, to be paid as hereinafter set forth, sells to Los Cerrillos Mining Company Alloy, Dividend, Keystone, Gray Eagle, 
Baby Blue, Baltimore, Boston, Chicago, also the unpatented location known as the homestead with all its mineral and superficial rights, including all buildings, and 
structures with the exception; That it is mutually agreed that the party of the first part shall enjoy the use of the brick house in which he resides and the adjoining barn, 
during his natural life, but shall not rent nor otherwise convey this right without the consent of the party of the second part; in LCMD. $100 now, $400 in 10 days, $5,500 
by 1Mar1917 – when O’Neil must deliver to Union Deposit and Trust Co the deeds, to be held until the full sum is paid –  $12,000 by 1Jan1918 – at which time properties 
are owned by LCMC. Mike O’Neill; Los Cerrillos Mining Company, By W.G. Pendleton, President. Attest: R.L. Moore Secretary; cert for MO, Nora E. Summers NP; cert 
WGP & RLM, J.S. Underwood NP [SFCo b.N p.192] 

1916December8; Whereas Mike O’Neill, by that certain contract agreed to, conveyed to the Los Cerrillos Mining Company Alloy, Dividend, Keystone, Gray Eagle, Baby 
Blue, Baltimore, Boston, Chicago, also the mineral rights under the unpatented location known as the homestead, and all buildings and structures on the last named 
unpatented claim except that certain brick building; in LCMD. And whereas, by that certain agreement dated the 21st day of December A.D.1916 the Los Cerrillos Mining 
Company; and the Union Deposit and Trust Company, have arranged for the payment of said moneys to Mike O’Neill out of certain promotion funds to be  raised and 
deposited with the said The Union Deposit and Trust Company, by W.H. Caley. Now therefore, in consideration of the Union Deposit and Trust Company acting as 
Trustee… Los Cerrillos Mining Company, By W.G. Pendleton. Attest: R.L. Moore Secretary [SFCo b.N p.195] 

1916December8; agreement entered unto between Mike O’Neill of the County of Santa Fe, and Los Cerrillos Mining Company, a corporation of the State of Arizona, with 
offices at Booneville, MO, authorized to do business in the State of NM, by and through their W.H. Caley. LCMC president W.G. Pendleton, LCMC secretary R.L. Moore. 
O’Neill sells for $18,000 the Alloy, Dividend, Keystone, Gray Eagle, Baby Blue, Baltimore, Boston, Chicago, and the unpatented location known as the homestead. 
that O’Neill shall enjoy the use of the brick house in which he resides and the adjoining barn, during his natural life, but shall not rent nor otherwise convey this right 
without the consent of LCMC 

1916December22; Indenture; W.G. Pendleton sells for $1 and other valuable considerations to Los Cerrillos Mining Company, those unpatented mining locations known as 
Cash Entry #2 Cash Entry #4 located by W.G. Pendelton, in LCMD. pres R.L. Moore, J.S. Underwood (NP) – State of MO, Co of Cooper [SFCo b.N p.188] 

1916December23; Los Cerrillos Mining Co. agreement to transfer mining properties for bonds 
1916December23; Indenture; Los Cerrillos Mining Company of Booneville, a corporation organized and existing under the laws of the State of Arizona, sells for $1 and other 

valuable considerations to Union Deposit and Trust Company, a corporation organized under the laws of Coloradom of the City and County of Denver, trustee, in trust 
according to that certain agreement dated the 21st day of December, A.D. 1916, Those unpatented mining locations, known as the Cash Entry #2 and Cash Entry #4, 
located by W.G. Pendleton situated in LCMD. Los Cerrillos Mining Company, By W.G Pendleton, President; Attest: R.L. Moore, Secretary [SFCo b.N p.191] 

1917 – Los Cerrillos Mining Co., Cerrillos. John W. Beard, General Manager. Cash Entry, Grand Central and Boston Groups. Lead-Zinc-Silver. 150 H. P. Steam Power Plant 
and Compressor. Crusher and Rolls. 100-ton Concentrating Mill. Developing; per American Mining Manual 1917- 1923 Alexander R. Dunbar editor 

1917January1(Claim Located); Plat; Mineral Survey No.1795, Los Cerrillos Mining Company Cash Entry #3 Lode Surveyed April 29, 1918 By John H. Walker U.S. Mineral 
Surveyor 

1918January2; M. O’Neil, deeds to Los Cerrillos Mining Co. the Chicago Group; b.N p.224 
1918April29; Mineral Survey #1795 – claim of Los Cerrillos Mining Company known as Cash Entry #3 Lode; Survey 29Apr1919 by Jon H. Walker. [RHG documents in 

possession of SFCo OS 2013] 
Survey No.1795, Cash Entry #3 Lode; Total area, lode 20.66acres; Area in conflict with Cash Entry No.99 5.003ac; Sur.No.1411 Doctor Lode 8.639ac; Sur.No.1366 Alloy 

Lode 0.837ac; Sur.1312 Cash Entry Lode 0.143ac; Sur.No.569 Franklin Lode 5.560ac 
1920March16; Union Deposit & Trust Co. quit claim deed to Los Cerrillos Mining Co. for Cash Entry Grp., Grand Central, & Chicago Grp; b.N p.329 
1920July26;  Los Cerrillos Mining Co. quit claim deed to W.R.C. Mining, Milling & Smelting Co. for Cash Entry Grp., Grand Central, & Chicago Grp + Cash Entry #2&4; b.N 

p.331 
1932August17 : MS 1795, Patent# 1056784, original claimant: Los Cerrillos Mining Company, Cash Entry #3 Lode T14N R8E Sec4,5 9.245acres Patented Mining Claims 

Santa Fe County 1962 
 

LOS CERRILLOS MINING & REDUCTION COMPANY    - StaFe 
1881  NM Incorporation No. 28 Los Cerrillos Mining & Reduction Company.  
1881September13; Corporations Organized Under the General Incorporation Law, 1868-1904. Cerrillos Mining and Reduction Company. Los. Date of filing Sept. 13, 1881, 

50yrs, Santa Fe, Capital stock 60,000 [NMBlueBook 1905, p.192] 
1881September24; Mr. J.K. Goodwin of the Los Cerrillos Mining and Reduction Company is in Santa Fe again.  [SFDNM] 
1881September25; Messrs. Wurtzebach and Wolf, of the Cerrillos Mining & Reduction Company, will probably not return to Santa Fe for a week or ten days more. [SFDNM] 
1881October1 -- Los Cerrillos Mining and Reduction Works. Organized at Santa Fe. Capital stock: $600,000. Pres. H. A. W. Tabor, Supt. Fritz Wolf; Operations on a large 

scale to begin immediately. [Mining World] 
1881October2; The Los Cerrillos Mining and Reduction Company will commence next week to purchase ore preparatory to starting the smelter at Cerrillos 

Station. [SFDNM] 
1881October8; The Los Cerrillos Mining and Reduction Company will have fine offices in Santa Fe at an early day. [SFDNM] 

1881October6; Mr. J.K.  Gooding, of the Los Cerrillos Mining and Smelting Company returned last night from a trip out to Cerrillos. He stops at the Grand 

Central. [SFDNM] 
1881November1; Mr. John E. Wurtzebach, of Los Cerrillos Mining and Reduction Co., came into Santa Fe Sunday from the mines and left again yesterday. 

[SFDNM] 

1881November4; Mr. John E. Wurtzebach, of the Los Cerrillos Mining and Reduction Company, came into the city yesterday and is stopping at the Palace. 
[SFDNM] 

1881November9; Mr. Gooding, of the Los Cerrillos Mining and Reduction Company, has gone to Denver, and will be absent some time. [SFDNM] 



1881November10; A Cerrillos man says that the smelter of the Los Cerrillos Mining and Reduction Company cannot be started up in less than three weeks. 

The company is working as rapidly as possible, but this gentleman is of the opinion that there will yet be some delay. [SFDNM] 
1881November11; A lot of material intended for the Cerrillos smelter delayed the proprietors considerably in their work of getting ready to start up, because 

it could not be hauled from Lamy to Cerrillos. It laid over at Lamy a number of days before the railroad men would send it on to its destination. This is 

one of the thousand and one things that have delayed the work now being carried through by the Cerrillos Mining and Reduction Company. [SFDNM] 
1881November16; The Cerrillos Mining and Reduction Co. is ready to buy ore to start up their works with. [SFDNM] 

1881November16; Mr. John E. Wurtzebach, of the Cerrillos Mining and Reduction Company, who has been spending some days in Santa Fe, took the 

southern train yesterday afternoon. [SFDNM] 
1881November16; Ore Wanted. Office Los Cerrillos M.&R. Co Santa Fe, N.M., Nov. 16, 1881. The Los Cerrillos M.&R.Co. is now ready to purchase ore. 

Mine owners please address J.E. Wurtzebach, Managing Director, Los Cerrillos, N.M., who is the only authorized agent of the company to purchase 

ore and fuel. J.K. Gooding, Secretary, L. Spiegelberg, Vice President. [ad  in SFDNM] 
1881November26; The Cerrillos M. and R. Co. will not start up its smelting works untill there is enough ore on hand to run the machine at least thirty days, 

in which their heads may be said to be level. [SFDNM] 

1881November29; The Cerrillos M.&R. Co. is still steadily hauling ore to the smelter at Cerrillos station.  [SFDNM] 
1881December3; The Los Cerrillos M.&R. Company has had the Cerrillos smelter taken to pieces and put up again. They found that the machinery had not 

been put together properly, which explains why the former owners could not manage it. [SFDNM] 

1881December9; The Cerrillos M.&R. Co. are making various improvements at Cerrillos station besides the construction of reduction works. [SFDNM] 
1881December28; Los Cerrillos miners are complaining that the M.&R. Co. intended to fix their rates for smelting ore at unreasonable figures, and those of 

the mine owners who can afford to delay express the determination to wait until there is another smelter in the district and the charges are reduced by 

competition. [SFDNM] 

1881December28; Mr. J.K. Gooding, of the Cerrillos M.&R. Co., came into the city late Monday night and is stopping at the Exchange hotel. He will 

remain in Santa Fe for several days probably. [SFDNM] 

1881December29; In reference to the article in yesterday’s paper reflecting upon the management of the Cerrillos smelter by the M.&R. Co., Mr. 
Wurtzebach states that there is not the slightest occasion for such complaint and that it comes from men who have never offered a pound of ore for 

sale, and unless they correct their shiftless habits and overcome their natural laziness are not likely to have any in the near future. He makes this 

assertion, that if there are any mines in the Cerrillos except the Bonanza, the Great Western and the Bullion producing ore for smelting he has been 
unable to find or hear of them. The concentrator is on the way here now for the first named and the contract for its product was long since made, and 

the company is putting up a roaster to enable them to treat ores from the other two. There is an abundance of ore in the district, but he states it as an 
unfortunate fact that the miners are more intent on selling their prospects than in developing them or producing ore from them. In this connection it is 

proper to say that the company referred to is doing more effective work for the development of this and neighboring mining districts in the Territory. It 

has ample means, has an energetic and able business management, and deserves the cordial co-operation and support of every well-wisher in the 
Territory – certainly of every mine owner in the Cerrillos district. [SFDNM] 

1882January8; Mr. J.K, Gooding, of the los Cerrillos Mining and Reduction company, came up from the south yesterday morning. He has been down to 

Bernalillo and Socorro on business. [SFDNM] 
1882January10; Mr. J.K. Gooding, of the Cerrillos Mining & Reduction Company, left yesterday afternoon by the southern train. He is off for Socorro 

again. [SFDNM] 

1882January18; The first three car loads of ore from the south to be treated by the smelter at Cerrillos station came up yesterday afternoon. Mineral from 
below will come up constantly hereafter and the smelter will soon be ready to start up. [SFDNM] 

1882January25; The Cerrillos M. & R. company have as yet announced no mines for smelting ores. [SFDNM] 

1882January25; It is practicable in many instances to construct sheds or railways from mines in Las Cerrillos district down to the smelter at Cerrillos 
Station. It is down hill all the way, and the transporting of ore will cost very little. [SFDNM] 

1879-1898+: Smelter on east side of town of Cerrillos. Built by Carpenter or under his direction. 1880 owned by NY & NM M & S Co. They either reoganized or sold the 
smelter by early 1882. It was reopened on February 1, 1882 under new owners, the Los Cerrillos Mining and Reduction Company owned by Horace Tabor, Lt-governor 
of Colorado and a number of other men. It closed by the end of 1882 and was still closed at end of 1883. The last known operator of this smelter was S. L. North who 
closed the smelter between 1898 and 1902. [HM] 

1882February2; The Cerrillos M.&R. Co., has engaged a thousand tons of ore from Socorro mines to be smelted at their works at Cerrillos station. The 

shipping of the ore up to the smelter will commence at once, and as soon as five hundred tons shall have arrived the smelter will start up. This ought to 
be within the next week. [SFDNM] 

1882March1; The annual meeting of the stock holders of the Cerrillos Mining and Reduction company, of which Governor Tabor is a prominent member, 

and which company own the reduction works at Cerrillos station, was held in this city yesterday morning. A board of directors were elected and the 
following officers selected for the ensuing year: President, H.A.W. Tabor. Vice-president and Treasurer, Lehman Spiegelberg. Secretary, J.D. Proudfit. 

Superintendent, Fritz Wolf. Managing Director, John E. Wurtzbach. It was showin during the meeting that the affairs of the company were in a 

flourishing condition, and that the works will be ready to start up about the 10th of the month. There are now 250 tons of ore at the smelter and large 
contracts have been made for high grade ores. The management looks forward to a busy spring and summer. [SFDNM] 

1882March11; Mr. Boss, of the Cerillos Smelting Company, is going over to this camp [Sierra Mines, Lake Valley] for the purpose of building a sampling 

mill. [The Mining Journal] 
1882March25; The smelter has started at Cerrillos, and the miners of the district will now bestir themselves. [SFDNM] 

1882March26; And still the smelter is in full blast at Cerrillos. The boys say it is a go sure enough, this time. [SFDNM] 

1882April20; J.M. Wurtzebacher, of the Cerrillos smelter, now engaged in erecting sampling works at Lake Valley for Governor Tabor and himself, came 
over from Las Vegas last night. He pronounces the Lake Valley as unquestionably the richest in New Mexico if not in the world. [SFDNM] 

1882May18; The Cerrillos Mining and Reduction company is still putting up ore at the smelter. They have several hundred tons already, but will not 

commence smelting until they get several hundred more. When they start it will be for good. [SFDNM] 
1882May20; [sampling works at Lake Valley] are being pushed forward by the Los Cerrillos Reduction works, of which Gov. Tabor is President. They will 

buy some ore from the Sierra companies and also from all outside parties, which will be a very great help to the people. [The Mining Journal] 

1882May20; [sampling works at Lake Valley] are being pushed forward by the Los Cerrillos Reduction works, of which Gov. Tabor is President. They will 
buy some ore from the Sierra companies and also from all outside parties, which will be a very great help to the people. [The Mining Journal] 

1882June29; For Sale – To Close an Estate. 100 shares Santa Fe Gas Co. 10 shares Second National Bank of N.M. 100 shares Los Cerrillos Mining and 

Reduction Co. 300 shares Santa Fe Progress and Improvement Co. R.J. Palen. at First National Bank. – The instruments and medical books of the late 
Dr. T.S. Floyd are for sale at Fischer & Co.’s drug store, where they can be seen. [SFDNM] 

1882July2; For Sale. To Close an Estate. 1000 shares Los Cerrillos Mining and Reduction Co. …R.J. Palen. At First National Bank. [SFDNM] 



1882July7; The owners of the smelter at Cerrillos are still delaying the operation of the machine and the miners are becoming impatient. [SFDNM]  

1882July26; Mr. Wurtzebach, of the Cerrillos M.&R. company, is still laid up on account of his recent accident. It is said that as soon as he can get around 
again the smelter at Cerrillos will be started up. [SFDNM] 

1882August1; It is said that the Cerrillos M.&R. company has contracted with the Bonanza and Cash Entry mines in Los Cerrillos district for a large 

quantity of ore. [SFDNM] 
1882August2; Ore can be hauled from the Bonanza mine to Cerrillos Station at a cost of three dollars a ton, making it practicable to have it reduced there at 

paying rates. – In June it was promised that the Cerrillos smelter would start up by the tenth of July. This time it is asserted that it will commence 

operations on the fifteenth of August. And so it goes. [SFDNM] 
1882August10; The “Optic” is prating about the Cerrillos smelter being moved to Las Vegas. The conditions are alleged to be that the Vegas people put up 

$5,000. It would be hard to say wherein Vegas excels Cerrillos from a smelting company’s point of view, and the only way which Vegas can get the 

smelter is to pay enough for it. If the town will agree to pay for the removal and the difference between what could be made at Cerrillos and what can be 
realized at Vegas, it may get the works, but that is the only way by which it can. [SFDNM]  

1882August22; Cerrillos men are very much encouraged over the prospect of the early starting up of the Cerrillos smelter. The company is working 

unceasingly, and there is the appearance of business about the works which indicates that the managers are in earnest. They have plenty of coal, coke, 
and all materials necessary to smelting; the chief of which is an abundance of good ore. [SFDNM] 

1882August29; Very much has been said about Messrs Wurtzebach and Wolfe the managers of the Los Cerrillos Smelting company, much of it 

uncomplimentary and full of complaint because they did not put the smelter in blast. Results have demonstrated the wisdom of their course, and, 
furthermore, they understand the business they are engaged in. They purchased the smelter at Los Cerrillos having the pledge of several mine-owners in 

the immediate district that ore would be furnished as soon as they should be ready to run. They made ready but the ore was not forthcoming. Failing to 

get it there they visited other districts, and where their judgment told them that the ores were not worth handling they were pretty sure to arouse the 

enmity of the miners and to get roundly abused. They have held to their course, refusing to start the smelter, until there was ore enough in hand to insure 

a continuous run. They finally hit upon Lake Valley, and having made arrangements for ore as would justify them, have erected sampling works of 

ample capacity, and are purchasing ores as they offer. The smelter will be in operation within a day or two, if it is not already, and it is probable that we 
shall not hear so much croaking. They are still ready to buy any ore which may be offered from the Cerrillos district. Would it not be advisable for the 

boys to do more work and less grumbling? There is plenty of ore there, but hitherto the effort has been to sell the prospect rather than dig the ore. 

[SFDNM] 
1882August29; [Lake Valley] The sampling mill is in complete order with a capacity of one hundred and twenty-five tons per day, and as soon as 

arrangements can be made for hauling the ore to the depot, will be run to its full capacity. The entire product which passes though this mill will be 
smelted at Cerrillos, and it is thought that a second stack will soon be added, doubling its capacity. [SFDNM] 

1882August30; The smelter at Cerrillos was to have started up last night but it could not be learned whether it did or did not. The news will be received this 

morning. [SFDNM] 
1882September6; Iron ore from the Grant tunnel, in the New Placers district is being hauled over to the Cerrillos smelter for use in fluxing. The Grant 

tunnel can furnish all the iron ore needed. [SFDNM] 

1882September10; Notice is hereby given that there will be a meeting of the investors of the Los Cerrillos Mining and Reduction Company at the Second 
National Bank of N.M., on the ??th day of September, at 12 o’clock m. James D. Proudfit, Secretary. Santa Fe, Sept. 3, ’82. [SFDNM]  

1882October1; Messrs. Varney and Wolf left yesterday for Sonora, where they will engage in mining, both of them having connected themselves with the 

San Juan de Dios mining enterprise. Mr. Wolf has left the Cerrillos M.&R. company. [SFDNM] 
1882October7; News from Cerrillos station states that the smelter is still running without the slightest interruption. During the past five days, it has turned 

out over fifty thousand pounds of bullion. The daily capacity of the smelter is 10,000 pounds of bullion. Among the ore processed is some from Lake 

Valley. – Since the smelter at Cerrillos has started up, that camp has been enjoying a great deal of prosperity. The miners are elated and everything about 
the place wears an air of life and activity. This is one of the richest camps in the territory, and is bound to come to the front. – Journal. [SFDNM] 

1882October14; With the smelter turning out a thousand dollars worth of bullion a day business in Los Cerrillos district can not fail to improve. A large 

proportion of this money goes to the mine owners and from them to the miners. Hence it goes everywhere and is kept in circulation. [SFDNM] 
1882October17; Carbonate ore for fluxing is being hauled into Socorro for shipment to the Cerrillos smelter. [SFDNM] 

1882November7; A car load of bullion was shipped from Cerrillos yesterday. It was valued at $3,400. This is business in earnest. – The smelter at Cerrillos 

is running without the slightest interruption of any kind, and the prospect for a long run is still good. [SFDNM]   
1882November11; Los Cerrillos men express themselves as willing to take out ore for the smelter, but they do not do it as freely as they should. The 

Cerrillos M.&R. company pays cash for ore, which ought to enable them to develop the mines readily. There should be no more holding back for sales. 

[SFDNM]   
1882November14; Since the starting out of the Cerrillos smelter, the average out-put has been ten bars of bullion per day. The sixth car load is ready to ship. 

The smelter is running smoothly, and the ore is panning out very satisfactorily. – Rio Grande Republican. [SFDNM] 

1882November15; In a recent issue of the New Mexican it was stated that the Cerrillos smelter turned out ten bars of bullion in a day. It should have read 
300 bars, which is the daily average. On Thursday, Friday and Saturday this amount was turned out, the bullion weighing ??? ounces of silver per ton, 

making the out-put of the smelter about $1,?00 per day. [SFDNM] 

1882November17; About seventeen car loads of ore have already been shipped from the Socorro smelter to the Cerrillos, and in a day or two more, all of 
the stock will have gone the same way. This looks rather bad to outsiders for Socorre and will do no good in the future. Mismanagement and want of 

agreement among the head men is the cause. – Socorro Miner [SFDNM] 

1882November21; Cerrillos mines promise to supply a large amount of ore to the smelter in a short time. It is about time for something of this kind to be 

done. [SFDNM] 

1882November25; The Cerrillos smelter is running like clock work still and continues to turn out a thousand dollars woth of bullion daily. – Work on the 

Chester mine in Los Cerrillos goes forward favorably. The mine is yielding ore, and is a paying property. [SFDNM] 
1882November29; The Cerrillos smelter ships a car load of bullion every four or five days. The smelter is doing nobly. [SFDNM] 

1883January18, Las Vegas Optic; … [LOS CERRILLOS MINING & REDUCTION WORKS] has been shut down about three weeks for want of ore. 

They have but one stack and no way of treating refractory ores. The ores of this district are generally very refractory, so that the smelter has to look 
elsewhere to keep up its supply. They are now making preparations to put in another stack for copper ore and some roasting furnaces, so they can treat 

the ores from this camp. They expect to be in running order by February 10th. C. Heinrich, superintendent of this camp, is a good business man… 

[F.Stanley] 
1884November13; The Cerrillos smelter, together with the boiler and engine, several car-loads of ore, coal, charcoal, cordwood and all the personal 

property connected with the smelter has just been sold under execution by the sheriff. The property was bid in at $6,000 by Geo C. Preston, as trustee 

for the Second National bank [Weekly New Mexican Review p.3 c.4] 



1888February11; agreement. W. T. Thornton & E. Platt Stratton, Receivers of Maxwell Land Grant & Railway Co., vs. Francisco Martin. Ejectment. Continued by agreement. 
Same plaintiffs as above vs. Jose Antonio Valdez. Ejectment. Continued by consent. Same as above vs. Carlos Lopez and Guadalupe and Ignacio Lopez, Ejectment. 
Continued. U. S. Freehold Land & Immigration Co. vs. Pedro Sanchez, Juan de Dios Gonzales and Board of Commissioners of Taos county. Chancery. Continued to 
second day of next term. Santiago Baca vs. Perfecto Armijo Ejectment. Dismissed at plaintiff's costs. A. li. Wells vs. Wilson Waddingham. Assumpsit. Continued by 
agreement. J. B, Lamy vs. M.A. Bartleson. Assumpsit. Continued. E.T. Farlsh vs. The New Mexico Mining Company, et al. Chancery. Dismissed. A. Staab & T.B. Catron 
vs. Benj. Schuster. Chancery. Continued. W.E. Broad, et al., vs., Los Cerrillos Mining & Reduction Company, et al. Chancery. Continued. Pueblo of Santa Clara vs. 
D.&R.G. R.R. Co. Condemnation proceedings. Continued. Pueblo of San Ildefonso vs. D.&R.G. R.R. Co. Condemnation proceedings. Continued, Gennaro Digneo vs. 
Guiseppe Minacca. Chancery. Continued to take proof. C.H. Probst & Bernardo Gonzales vs. Pecos River Mining Company & T.L. Heacock. Chancery. Continued. G. 
Ohandefosse vs. M. Fiske & Wm. R. Limpart. Chancery. Continued. [StaFe Herald per LPadilla] 

1895December11; Judge Laughlin has grown weary of being trifled with by negligent attorneys… made an order requiring satisfactory security for costs in 

all pending causes to be filed on or before the first day of the present term. …Sixty cases in which the required costs bonds had not been filed, were 

ordered abated and stricken from the docket… Among the cases thus abated… L. Spiegelberg vs. Los Cerrillos Mining & Reduction Company et al. 
[SFDNM] 

 

CERRILLOS MINING & SMELTING COMPANY    - CMD  
1901December13; A gasoline whim has been placed on the Tom Payne mine near the Cash Entry in the Cerrillos district and 14 men are taking out fluxing 

ore for the Cerrillos smelter, which is to be blown in on January 15. [SFNM] 

Since 1909, sulfide ores from the district have usually been milled near the mines. At different times between 1908 and 1918, three jigmills were active, a 150-ton mill for the 
Cash Entry mine, a 100-ton mill for the Tom Payne, and a 50-ton mill for the Grand Central. Between 1945 and 1949, two selective flotation mills concentrated ore from, 
respectively, the Cash Entry and Black Hornet mines. [NMBM&MR 1967 p.33] 

TOM PAYNE / OUR GEORGIE owned by J. C. Evans, W. P. Sisson and E. B. Ames 1882; Sunset Mining & Milling Co 1911; Cerrillos Mining 
& Smelting Co 1912 at least to 1918; by 1942 H.O.Brooks at least to 1955 

Tom Payne Mine Original location was made in 1879 in Hungry Gulch. In 1905 the shaft was 176 feet deep and some ore had already been shipped. The earliest recorded 
ore shipment was made in 1911 when the property was owned by the Sunset Mining & Milling Co. At that time the mine was opened by a shaft by drifts at the 100- and 
176-foot levels. In 1912 the mine was acquired by the Cerrillos Mining & Smelting Company, operations were carried on intermittently from 1912 to 1918 during which 
period the greater part of the mine's total production was realized. Most of the ore was concentrated at the company mill near Cerrillos, where a 60-percent lead 
concentrate and 40-percent zinc concentrate were made by tabling. Only a few tons of ore was mined between 1919 and 1942. Ore mined during 1943-44 was shipped 
to the custom mill of the American Smelting & Refining Company, at Hanover, New Mexico. Shipments were made in 1949, 1951 & 1952. The recorded production for 
the period 1911-1952 was about 7,000 tons; the ore was high in zinc compared with the average for the district. Much of the ore exposed was distributed in several 
widely seperate parts of the mine and mineable at a relatively slow rate & high cost. The resumption of full scale mining in the Tom Payne mine depended on prior 
development of additional ore bodies by sinking and drifting. [Disbrow&Stoll 1957] 

 

CERRILLOS NATURAL GAS & OIL COMPANY    - Cerrillos 
1893April21; W.H. Kennedy and G.W. North are here from Cerrillos to file with the territorial secretary articles incorporating the Cerrillos Natural Gas 

company. [SFDNM] 

1893April22; Corporations Organized Under the General Incorporation Law, 1868-1904. Cerrillos Natural Gas & Oil Company. The. Date of filing April 22, 1893, 30yrs, 
Cerrillos, Capital stock 25,000 [NMBlueBook 1905, p.192] 

1893May5; [new corporations] The Cerrillos Natural Gas & Oil Company – Incorporators, W.H. Kennedy, Jos Richards, F.H. Mitchell, W.P. Gould, O.W. 
Alexander, S.L. North, A.M. Anderson. Capital stock $25,000; chief place of business, Cerrillos. [SFDNM] 

 

CERRILLOS & SAN PEDRO STAGE LINE    - Cerrillos 
1891October16; Wm Atchison, proprietor of the Cerrillos and San Pedro stage line, cracked his whip joyfully Thursday morning as he mounted to the driver’s seat, and to the 

friends he would meet would go forth the announcement that a young stage driver had arrived at his home that morning. The boy tipped the beam at ten pounds. 
Mother and child are doing well but the father is still a little rattled. [The Rustler v.IV n.24] 

1913-14 Cerrillos & San Pedro Stage Line @ Cerrillos – D.B. Anderson prop. [NM State Business Directory] 

1915 Cerrillos & San Pedro Stage Line @ Cerrillos – B. Aranda prop [NM State Business Directory] 

1918 Cerrillos & San Pedro Stage Line @ Cerrillos – B. Aranda prop [NM State Business Directory] 
1919 Cerrillos & San Pedro Stage Line @ Cerrillos – B. Aranda prop [NM State Business Directory] 

 

CERRILLOS SILVER COMPANY OF NEW MEXICO    - Santa Fe 

1874March10; Corporations Organized Under the General Incorporation Law, 1868-1904. Cerrillos Silver Company of New Mexico. Date of filing Mch. 10, 1874, 49yrs, Santa 
Fe, Capital stock 50,000 [NMBlueBook 1905, p.192] 

 

CERRILLOS SMELTER COMPANY    - Cerrillos  <see Mary Mining & Smelting Co, Los Cerrillos Mining & Reduction Co., Consolidated Mining & Smelting Co. 
1900January13; Mining matters in southern Santa Fe county… The Mary smelter at Cerrillos has changed hands and is now in charge of A.C. Thomas, who 

came up from Magdalena together with Superintendent H.W. Russell of the Hardscrabble group of mines, for that purpose. Mr. Thomas is of the opinion 
that the smelter will commence operations very soon and will encourage mining in the vicinity... [SFNM] 

1900January15; The Cerrillos Smelter. Report of Sale Not Yet Confirmed – Negotiations In Progress. Oliver B. Steen returned yesterday from a business 
visit to Albuquerque and Cerrillos. He says the report of the sale of the Cerrillos smelter to the Hardscrabble company of Magdalena has not yet been 

confirmed, and is merely a rumor thus far. This seems to be borne out by the fact that a deed has not been recorded, although the sale is alleged to have 

taken place over a week ago. But undoubtedly negotiations for the sale of the smelter are pending. Mr. Steen left this forenoon to look at several mining 
prospects ten miles north of this city. [SFNM] 

1900January19; Cerrillos Advance The Smelter Sale There Means Much for the Miners Around the Little Pittsburg. Bought With Ohio Capital The 

Manager Had Experience With the Graphic Smelter In Treating the Silver Lead Ores of the Southwest. Special Cor. New Mexicon. Cerrillos, N.M., 
January 18 – After long years of patient striving, Cerrillos and the splendid empire of natural wealth which environs her on every side is on the eve of 

reaping just reward. The sale of the smelter plant here coupled with the happy announcement that the enterprise has fallen into able and worthy hands, 

into the hands of men who have the ability and the capital to operate it for all it is worth, is taken by the world at large as the auspicious dawning of a 
new era of prosperity, which meets with a hearty responsive echo here among the more enterprising citizens of the “Little Pittsburg.” ¶ The Smelter 

Deal. Capt. A.C. Thomas, of Toledo, O., is at the head of the company that has just taken charge of the smelter. This gentleman is said to be the 



principal owner of the Hardscrabble silver-lead mines at Magdalena. Associated with him are his son and a Mr. Russell, of Magdalena. This trio will 

constitute a valuable acquisition to Cerrillos mining circles. Mr. Russell, it is understood, will be in charge of the ore buying department at the smelter. 
He is a man of great practical experience, having been connected with the Kelly mine near Socorro, and with the famous Graphic, which Mrs. 

Manderfield and other Santa Feans sold to Capt. A.B. Fitch and others for $80,000. It will be remembered that when the Graphic smelter went up on the 

Magdalena branch of the A.,T.&S.F. that every body predicted its failure for some cause or other, just as a few speakers are now talking about the 
smelter plant here; but the Graphic plant, under such men as Fitch and Russell, in reality proved a wonderful success running continuously night and day 

for sixteen months from the very day of its completion. This success will no doubt be duplicated right here at Cerrillos. ¶ Citizens of Cerrillos and the 

mining fraternity in particular are highly elated over the future outlook, and they are wisely preparing to “let their light shine” by having the news on 
their superior natural resources made public through the columns of the New Mexican. [SFNM] 

1900March3; Instruments Recorded. Probate Clerk Romero today recorded a power of attorney of Stephen Baldwin and Gertrude Baldwin to H.C. Wisner, 

all the parties being residents of Detroit. He also recorded the deed and bill of sale for the Cerrillos smelter from Stephen Baldwin through his attorney 
H.C. Wisner to the Magdalena Mining and Smelting company. Also an assignment of the water rights of the Mary Mining and Smelting Company 

through H.C. Wisner to the Magdalena Mining and Smelting company. Also a quitclaim deed from D.W. Davis to Mrs. W.S. Harroun to a parcel of 

land in precint 17 [StaFe]. Consideration $500. [SFNM] 
1900March12; The prospect in the Cerrillos mining region has not been as favorable for fifteen years as it is to-day. The district has been well known as 

containing large deposits of argentiferous galena for many years, but the ore was of so low a grade that it would not stand expensive transportation to 

distant smelters. The building of the Mary smelter was hailed as the forerunner of a brighter era, but the failure to commence active operations caused 
renewed disappointment. [SFNM] 

1900March28; The Smelter Blown In. The Cerrillos Smalter Is Running Full Blast Since Last Night. Special to the New Mexican. Cerrillos, March 28. – 

The Cerrillos smelter was blown in last night and is running full blast today. There is great rejoicing in Cerrillos in consequence. The smelter although 

built several years ago has never been in operation before. [SFNM] 

1900April3; The Cerrillos Smelter. Sixty bars of lead were turned out by the smelter at Cerrillos last week although operations commenced only last 

Wednesday [Mar28]. From eight to twelve cars of ore will be treated each week. The company employs double shifts, about 15 men in all. [SFNM] 
1900April4; J.P. McNulty, in charge of the turquois mines of the American Turquois company near Cerrillos was in the city yesterday on business. He has 

four men now employed taking out turquois and lately has made some very good finds. The mines are now down about 140 feet and the quality and 

quantity of turquois found is very satisfactory. Mr. McNulty reports the smelter at Cerrillos in full blast and about three car loads of ore arriving daily 
from Magdalena. The Cerrillos district also furnished some ore. The smelter people are already seriously considering the addition of another smokestack 

to the plant. [SFNM] 
1900April6; The smelter at Cerrillos is running very satisfactorily and turning out bullion rapidly. The places of the reception and storing of ores for 

treatment, and for iron ore, limestone and coke, are being much enlarged, so that a large extra supply can be kept constantly on hand. The ore now being 

smelted is mostly from the Magdalena mines, but a very liberal rate has been fixed for the purchase of local ores, and within a month there will be a 
large output from the Cerrillos mines. Superintendent Thomas is improving the grounds by planting a number of handsome shade trees and by grading 

and terracing. A water cooling plant has been erectred, by which the same water is used over and over again, and with this appliance the supply will be 

sufficient for three stacks instead of one. The building of an additional stack depends entirely on the rapidity with which local ores are furnished, a fact 
which should stimulate the mine owners of this vicinity to active operations. The iron ore from Goorieta is found to be of a very excellent quality, and it 

is likely that a contract will be made for 3,000 tons of it. [SFNM] 

1900April11; Thomas Bartlett, of Glorieta, who is mining iron ore for flux to be used at the Cerrillos smelter, was in the city yesterday afternoon buying 
tools and supplies, and returned home this morning. [SFNM] 

1900April20; Cerrillos, April 19. – The smelter will start up next Monday for a continuous run. It has lots of ore on hand, and has increased its bin capacity 

to carry a large supply. [SFNM] 
1900April26; In Operation Again. The Cerrillos Smelter Starts On a Long And Steady Run. Special to the New Mexican. Cerrillos, April 26. – The smelter 

blew in last night and is running full blast this morning. One thousand tons of ore are on hand and more shippments are being constantly received. 

Everything points to a steady run from now on unless some unforeseen accident should compel another shut down. [SFNM] 
1900May8; A sleepy night engineer is said to have caused another hitch at the Cerrillos smelter, and the plant is idle for a day or two. By Thursday, 

however, the plant will resume operations, this time for a continuous run of many months. [SFNM] 

1900May11; The Cerrillos smelter, which, being brand new, was not expected to run continuously smooth from the start, has now systematized the work, 
has a large quantity of ores and fluxes in its bins, has made numerous additions and improvements in the original plans, and will next week start for a 

long run under the most auspicious conditions. [SFNM] 

1900May11; The Tom Paine mine, which was recently sold to Salt Lake parties, is being opened up, and will contribute a large quantity of ore to the 
smelter. A force of men are working on the Belcher, which is turning out some fine lead carbonates. [SFNM] 

1900May15; Sheriff H.C. Kinsell returned from Cerrillos this forenoon. He says the smelter there resumed operations yesterday with a large supply of ore 

fluxes and fuel in the bins, and it now looks like the new plant had passed the embryotic stage. He also states that F.H. Mitchell has taken a contract 
from O.B. Steen and others to do 700 feet of development work on the O’Neill Tom Paine silver-lead mine, the output to go to the Cerrillos smelter for 

treatment. [SFNM] 

1900May28; There has been another hitch of some sort at the Cerrillos smelter. At any rate, the plant is not turning out bullion. However, a great deal in the 
line of improvements is being done about the smelter plant and grounds. Supt. L.S. Austin has gone to Magdalena to examine the Hardscrabble and 

North Graphic mines, which supply the bulk of the ore for this smelter. [SFNM] 

1900June1; R.B. Thomas, general manager of the Cerrillos smelter has returned to Cerrillos from Magdalena, and it is said the plant will resume operations 

on Monday next. There is a large supply of ore on hand. [SFNM] 

1900June8; The Cerrillos smelter, it is said, is to have a new metallurgist and superintendent in a few days, Mr. Austin retiring to make room for a Leadville 

smelter man named Williams. The intention now is to start the plant on Monday next with the hope that it will be kept in steady and continuous 
operation all summer. [SFNM] 

1900June27: Attorney A.B. Renehan has returned home from a somewhat extended trip through the mining districts of southern Santa Fe county. …The 

Cerrillos smelter, with a reduction capacity of eighty tons of ore per day, has been running most successfully and satisfactorily during the past two 
weeks under the capable management of Superintendent Wells, and the stockholders have substantial reasons for anticipating steady profits in future. 

Two shifts, aggregating about thirty men, are employed. Of course, the plant is operated day and night. Mr. Renehan noticed about twenty tons of lead 

bullion, carrying gold, silver and copper, the results of two weeks’ run, on the platform of the Cerrillos station, awaiting shipment to the refineries. 
[SFNM] 

1900July5; Superintendent Wells has now got the new machinery in well-nigh perfect working order, and a few days since a close-down was made after 

three weeks of continuous running. Operations were resumed to-day. As was expected, it is found that a single-stack smelter costs as much to operate as 



a two-stack plant, and it is highly probably that an additional stack will be erected at an early day. Thomas Brown, president of the Galena Oil Company 

at Franklin, Pa., and who also is president of this smelter company, reached Cerrillos Tuesday evening, coming to consult with Manager R.B. Thomas 
and Superintendent Wells regarding this improvement. It is also probable that a roasting furnace will be added to the plant. [SFNM] 

1900July6; The Cerrillos smalter has been running very satisfactorily of late, and should President Brown, now out on a visit from Pennsylvania, decide to 

erect another stack, he will make no mistake. The Bottom Dollar and the Gibson properties will soon be supplying ore for treatment, and if the owners of 
the existing plant expect to hole the field they will have to enlarge sooner or later. [SFNM] 

1900July25; The Cerrillos smelter is running regularly now, and doing good work. It is stated as an assured fact that an additional stack and other 

improvements to cost $20,000 will be added this fall. [SFNM] 
1900August9; The Cerrillos smelter is making substantial improvements that mean much for the future of the Cerrillos district. Finally it has been 

determined to put in a roaster, so that the more refractory ores can be treated. Additional trackage room is also being provided, and the ore is to be 

handled by gravity from the cars to the elevated ore bins. On his recent visit President Thomas Brown, who is the head of the Galena Oil Company at 
Franklin, Pa., assured Merchant W.H. Kennedy that the people of Santa Fe county need have no fears but that the smelter would “win out” and prove a 

complete industrial success. …President Brown went with Mr. Kennedy to the Glorieta Iron mine, and stated that the smelter company would take up 

their option on it this month. Their option calls for the payment of $5,000 cash for the iron mine to the present owners, Kennedy & Fox. [SFNM] 
1900August27; The Cerrillos Smelter Company has contracted with the superintendent of the penitentiary for 80,000 brick which are to go into 

improvements now on progress at their plant. They are also giving out large orders for lumber and superintendent Wells, who was in the city late on 

Saturday evening, said that those orders were given out with a view to doubling the capacity of the plant and bringing it up to date in every feature. The 
addition of a roaster, he said, would enable the smelter to handle a much wider range of refractory ores than otherwise could be treated. [SFNM] 

1900September12; The Cerrillos smelter will resume soon, having been increased in capacity. The coal veins at Madrid are being worked steadily with the 

promise of great improvements to be put in next year. [SFNM] 

1900September27; Dr. J.R. Forsythe, of Cerrillos, was in the capital today on a business trip. He reports that improvements at the smelter are still being 

made and new machinery being brought in which seems to be an indication that the smelter people mean business. At the Madrid mines about 200 men 

are employed and new men are being added to the force constantly. Work is to be started on the Industrial mine, some distance from Cerrillos, with a 
large force of men. The people of Cerrillos are living in hopes that growth and great prosperity will strike this town before long. [SFNM] 

1900November5; The probate clerk today recorded a deed of the Magdalena Mining & Smelting Company of Michigan, to the Consolidated Mining & 

Smelting Company of West Virginia, of the smelter property at Cerrillos. The consideration is not stated, but can be calculated from the fact that $125 
worth of revenue stamps were pasted on the document. [SFNM] 

1900November12; Probate Clerk Atanasio Romero Saturrday recorded a mortgage of $200,000, given by the Consolidated Mining and Smelting company 
to E.H. Sibley, trustee, to secure an issue of bonds. The mortgage covers the Cerrillos smelter and adjoining property. [SFNM] 

1901February4; Special Cor. New Mexican. Cerrillos, N.M., February 1, 1901. – The recent purchase of the Golden Eagle and Tom Payne mines by R.B. 

Thomas, of the Cerrillos Smelter Company, and the purchase of the lease on the Live Oaks by a company headed by A.B. Philips, of Denver, are the 
commencement of a new era of prosperity for this section. As a large force of men will be at work on these properties in a short time it will add 

considerably to the volume of business done here. [SFNM] 

1901February12; R.B. Thomas, superintendent of the Cerrillos Smelter Company, reports that the smelter at Cerrillos, which is being thoroughly 
overhauled and improved, will be ready to blow in within thirty days. A new roaster and a concentrator are being added. The smelter was completed 

several years ago, but has never been operated. When the Thomas company purchased it the machinery was found to have been poorly put up and 

arranged, and extensive changes have been necessary. A few rods from the original plant a large copper stack is in course of construction. This will be 
finished in about ninety days. Mr. Thomas says that new machinery will be added as fast as the development of the district warrants, and within three 

years he expects to have at least five stacks in operation. In addition to treating all the ore from the extensive mines of the company, all available custom 

ores will be either treated on shares or purchased at a fair valuation. ¶ At the Hardscrabble mines of the company in the Magdalena district, Socorro 
county, a force is at work taking out silver-lead ore, for which the property has long been famous. Recently a large vein of the richest copper ore has 

been struck at considerable depths, and it is regarded as certain that copper values will steadily increase with additional depth. A concentrator is also 

being erected at Magdalena for the purpose of treating the non-refractory ores which are found in abundance in the district. All refractory ore will be 
shipped to the smelter at Cerrillos. The mining has been going on for a long time, and by the time the mills are in operation the quantity of ore of the 

Hardscrabble dumps will be enormous. [SFNM] 

1901March8; Cerrillos Notes. Special Correspondence New Mexican. Cerrillos, N.M., March 6, 191. – Work commenced on the new dust stack and furnace 
of the Cerrillos smelter Monday, and is being pushed as rapidly as possible. [SFNM] 

1901March22; Special Cor. New Mexican. Cerrillos, N.M., March 21. – The Cerrillos Smelter Company have a large force of men at work on the smelter 

now. – R.B. Thomas, superintendent of the Cerrillos smelter, was a business visitor here to-day. [SFNM] 
1901April23; D.J. Bridge and C.R. Galbreth of Franklin, Pa., interested in the smelter at Cerrillos, are visitors in the capital today. – Palace: D.J. Bridge, 

C.R. Galbreth, Franklin, Pa.; J.L. Wells, W.A. Brown, Cerrillos... [SFNM] 

1901May14; Special Correspondence New Mexican. Cerrillos, N.M., May 14, 1901. – The Cerrillos smelter is nearly completed and will be running in the 
near future, and development work is being pushed on the mines owned by the company so that they will be ready to furnish ore for treatment when the 

smelter starts, while several other parties have mines which will be worked as soon as the ore from them can be handled. [SFNM] 

1901May15; Grant County Mines. A small test shipment of ore from the Lord Nelson property at Central was made to Cerrillos last week by George 
Sanders. The shipment was made for the purpose of ascertaining the best method of treatment. [SFNM] 

1901July8; A fine electric plant furnishing power for 300 lights has been installed at the Cerrillos smelter. – J.H. Gerdes and H.W. Stevens made an 

overland trip to Cerrillos yesterday. They report that the work of enlarging and modernizing the smelter at that point is still in progress but that there is 

no definite news as to the date when the smelter will resume operations. [SFNM] 

1901October10; Around Turquesa. Affairs Look Bright and Prosperous in That Part of Santa Fe County. J.P. McNulty, the genial manager of the turquoise 

mines of the American Turquoise company at Turquesa, accompanied by Mrs. McNulty, drove in town this forenoon and left for home in the afternoon. 
He says that the company continues to take fine gems out of the mines. Assessment work is being done on many of the mining claims in that part of the 

county. The improvements at the Cerrillos smelter are being pushed continually. Adobes are being made for houses for the employes of the smelter and 

carpenters are kept busy around the plant itself, which, judging by indications, is to resume operations soon. The proposed Santa Fe Central railroad will 
pass within four or five miles of the turquoise mines. The range in that part of the country is fine and the grass thus far has been untouched. [SFNM] 

1901December10; Word was received here today that the rebuilt smelter at Cerrillos is to be blown in on January 15, and that ore shipments from 

Magdalena, Socorro county, for the smelter, have been received. [SFNM] 
1901December13; A gasoline whim has been placed on the Tom Payne mine near the Cash Entry in the Cerrillos district and 14 men are taking out fluxing 

ore for the Cerrillos smelter, which is to be blown in on January 15. [SFNM] 



1901December14; R.B. Thomas, superintendent of the smelter at Cerrillos, is authority for the statement that the smelter of Cerrillos will be blown in on 

January 15, 1902. Shipments of ore from the company’s Hardscrabble mines at Magdalena Socorro county, for the smelter have begun. Machinery has 
been ordered for a new concentrator, which is to be erected near the smelter. The smelter will not confine itself to handling ores from the Hardscrabble 

mines but will handle all the custom ores of the Cerrillos district and beyond. There are separate stacks for the treatment of lead and copper, gold and 

silver ores will be treated also. The miners of the district are asked to begin shipments of ore to the smelter on January 1. [SFNM] 
1901December26; Cerrillos, Dec. 26. – The Consolidated Mining and Smelting company, owners of the Cerrillos smelter, are contemplating the 

construction of an electric tramway to the Tom Paine mine and other properties in the vicinity of the Tom Paine. These are old workings that have been 

purchased by the company recently and that in former years, when silver was on top, were worked for silver with very gratifying results. The smelter 
people have done very good development work on the Tom Paine already and seem so well satisfied with this that they are seriously contemplating the 

construction of the electric tramway mentioned above, from the smelter to the property, a distance of a little over three miles. Their properties will be 

worked for silver and lead. The smelter management is assembling a good deal of ore and other materials for starting up active operations and it is 
believed that the smelter will be blown in abouth the middle of January. [SFNM] 

1902January11; Superintendent of County Schools J.V. Conway returned yesterday… At the Cerrillos smelter new improvements are still being added and 

new buildings are in the course of construction. The equipment has been ordered and the survey is now in progress for a narrow gauge electric tramway 
three miles in length from the smelter to the Tom Paine mine, for the transportation of its ore. The Tom Paine is but a short distance from the Cash 

Entry. The tramway is to be completed by May 1 and will stimulate mining right around Cerrillos. [SFNM] 

1902January16; Cerrillos Notes. W.P. Gould, in conjunction with the smelter company, is about to open a coal mine at Glorieta. They have uncovered a 
fine body of good coking coal. [SFNM] 

1902January21; On the Gibson and the Heimler properties in the Macho district work is being pushed and good ore is being taken out. …A Cerrillos party 

is at present developing a coal vein that is five feet thick and consist of fine coking coal to be used in the Cerrillos smelter. ¶ The outlet of the Macho 

district, although it is nearer to Santa Fe, is by way of the Pecos river to the Santa Fe railroad at Glorieta. The grade is all down hill and a good wagon 

road can be built to the canon which is four miles from the Pecos river along which there is a good wagon road. Good burro paths exist from Santa Fe to 

the district. [SFNM] 
1903; A fine modern smelter occupies a prominent and desirable site at Cerrillos. [Report of the Governor of New Mexico to the Secretary of the Interior 

1903, p.198] 

 

CERRILLOS & SOUTHERN RAILWAY COMPANY    - Santa Fe 

1882January7; Corporations Organized Under the General Incorporation Law, 1868-1904. Cerrillos & Southern Railway Company. Date of filing Jan. 7, 1882, 50yrs, Santa 
Fe, Capital stock 60,000 [NMBlueBook 1905, p.192] 

1882January8; While negotiations with the Santa Fe were ongoing, Catron and Elkins granted a concession to Arthur Boyle, Wilmot E. Broad, and Charles H. Irvin to open 
mines on that portion of the field wholly within the Juana Lopez Grant. Boyle was an Englishman who immigrated to Santa Fe; in Great Britain, he had been a mining 
engineer, though he pursued other interests in New Mexico. Broad came to New Mexico interested in livestock but remained to become an associate of Catron in a 
variety of business ventures. Irvin, a former Union officer, had been a member of Palmer’s surveying party into NM. ¶ When Palmer left the Kansas Pacific to organize 
the Denver & Rio Grande, Irvin followed. Irvin was a locating engineer on the extension south from Antonito CO. At the time of the March 1880 “treaty of Boston,” by 
which the two companies agreed to stay out of each others’ territory. The treaty ended the D&RG’s southerly progress at Espanola NM. When a group of Santa Fe 
businessmen organized the Texas, Santa Fe & Northern to connect the territorial capitol with Espanola, thirty miles to the north, he joined the new railroad as its first 
chief engineer. (The TSF&N ultimately was completed in January 1887.) ¶ Irvin also associated himself with two projects to develop the Galisteo coal field. One, to which 
we have alluded above, was incorporated on December 17, 1881, as the Anthracite & Bituminous Coal Company. The other, was the Cerrillos & Southern Railroad, 
which was to build about six miles of track, connecting the mines with the AT&SF. Irvin was chief engineer and T.B. Catron was an organizer for both companies. ¶ The 
Anthracite & Bituminous company opened two bituminous mines in Waldo Gulch, south of the Rio Galisteo and an anthracite mine about three miles to the south, in the 
main canyon. By summer, the company was offering coal at the mines for $2.00 per ton and had installed steam hoisting engines at each opening. Coal was being 
shipped to Santa Fe and Las Vegas NM. Should favorable rates be secured from the Santa Fe Rail Road, an output of 500 tons per day was anticipated. ¶ The Cerrillos 
& Southern was incorporated on January 8, 1882. Activity on the ground was expected soon thereafter. “We are anxiously looking for the advance guard of the six mile 
coal road,” the Santa Fe Democrat quoted a Cerrillos resident. Whether or not the line were to be built again depended upon the AT&SF quoting rates which would allow 
the coal to compete with other NM mines. Without such rates – and none were granted – no construction contracts were to be awarded. ¶ Although lack of cooperation 
from the Santa Fe, which by 1882 had opened mines at Carthage, near Socorro, was limiting full development of the Galisteo coal deposits, there was still sufficient 
demand for the fuel to attract others. The Daily New Mexican of June 21, 1882, reported that persons not associated with the A&BCC were removing much of the fuel. 
That year, in fact, one operator, Miller & Alexander, produced some of the territory’s first coke from coal mined in Miller Gulch. [JPHereford, TheCerrillosCoalRailroad, 
8Feb2008 draft] 

 

CERRILLOS SUPPLY COMPANY    - Cerrillos 
1895November; Expens apc. Cunningham Mine & Mill for Nov-1895. Cerrillos Sup. Co. Mill & Mine Supplies 58.30; M. Bell, Grain & Hay, 37.40; G.W. North, Lumber, 16.44; 

H.C. Kinsel, 1 ½ Box Candles, 7.50; C.Closson, Supplies, 37.50; S.H. Elkins, 5 trips to Santa Fe-Wolf Case; 3 trips Elkins & 2 trips English, 38.00; S.H. Elkins, 1 trip to 
Albuquerque-With McGee, 10.00; 205.14. 

1896February; Expense a/.c. Cunningham Mine for Feb-1896. Cerrillos Sup. Co. Mill & Mine Supplies 16.05; Brown & Manzanares Co., 1095 T Rail, 13.50; G.D. Arnold, 
Feed & Grain, 6.60; Chas Sylvester, Horse shoeing, 5.00; J.F. Williams, Feeding Horse at Cerrillos, 2.50; W.H. Stevens Assayer, 8 Assays Made at Albuquerque, 6.50; 
S.H. Elkins, 1 trip to Santa Fe to see Lawyers about acting for Reciever, 5.00; 55.15. 

1898November4; Notice is hereby given that, by virtue of an execution to me directed and me thereto authorizing, issued, by and out of the District court of 

the 1st judicial distict, sitting within and for the county of Santa Fe, on a judgment or decree rendered by said court on the 15th day of August, 1898, in 

an action therein pending, entitled George W. North & Co., The Cerrillos Supply Company and J.W. Wright, complainants, vs. Domenico D. Antonio 
and Nicola Damato, defendants, brought to establish and enforce the separate liens of said several complainants upon certain real estate owned by said 

defendants, and hereinafter particularly described: …Lots numbered 1 and 2 (one and two) of Block numbered 23 (twenty-three) of the town of 

Cerrillos… L. Emmett, Special Master. October 14, 1898. [SFNM] 
1899July14; A Top-Heavy Suit. Labor Claim Against a Great Many Defendants. A complaint with the following long title was filed to-day in the district 

court by Attorney A.H. Renehan on behalf of the plaintiffs. “Eugene Lanoy, William H. Kennedy, trading under the firm name and style of the Cerrillos 

Supply Company, and Charles W. Dudrow vs. William Thornton, successor in trust to Ernest Huhn, William E. Dame, administrator of the estate of 
Ernest Huhn, deceased, E.S. Bradley, whose full first name is unknown to plaintiff, Mrs. Wilson Waddingham, admisistrators of the estate of Wilson 

Waddingham, deceased, Sallie J. Foree, and the New Mexico Mining Company; Miss Huhn individually and as administratrix of the estate of Ernest 
Huhn, deceased, and the unknown heirs and next kin of Ernest Huhn, deceased, John H. Knaebel individually and as trustee.” ¶ The suit is for a labor 

claim of $88.50 by Eugene Lanoy; supply claims of $36.70 by William H. Kennedy, and for $16 by Charles Dudrow, costs amounting to $11.50, interest 



and $250 attorney fees. The plaintiffs ask for foreclosure of their several liens against defendants, and asked that their property, the Benton mine, on the 

Ortiz grant, be sold by a master. [SFNM] 
1899September13; Territorial District Court. Cerrillos Supply Company vs. S.L. North and J.B. McAfee; referred to Colonel G.W. Knaebel, referee. 

[SFNM] 

1899October17; Suit on a Mechanic’s Lien. Testimony was taken yesterday and today before Referee George W. Knaebel in the case of the Cerrillos 
Supply Company, W.H. Kennedy, manager, vs. S.L. North et al. The suit is on a mechanic’s lien on the North smelter at Cerrillos. W.H. Kennedy was 

the first witness, his testimony taking up all of yesterdy’s session and that of this forenoon. [SFNM] 

1900January20; Emil Perron, a well-known long-time resident of San Pedro, is now one of W.H. Kennedy’s main helpers at the Cerrillos Supply 
Company’s splendid mercantile mart. [SFNM] 

1900November23; Now For Business The voting is over – It’s all settled. Let’s quit talking and do business again. The Cerrillos Supply Co. Is stocked to the doors with all 
kinds of Shelf and Heavy Hardware, Furniture, Iron Beds, Wood Beds, Bedding, Queensware, Glassware. Coal Cook Stoves, Wood Cook Stoves, Ranges in great 
variety, Camp Stoves, Laundry Stoves, Base Burners for hard coal, Tubular Hot Blast Heating Stoves, the celebrated Wilson Heaters for both wood and coal. The 
Tubular Hot Blast Heaters and Wilson Coal Heaters are the very best soft coal stoves on the market. They are the result of a century’s experience. We carry the most 
complete stock and are the largest dealers in Mining Supplies in Santa Fe County. We are Undertakers and carry a large stock of Undertakers’s Supplies. Our Prices 
Are Right. Come and See Us. [ad in Cerrillos Register Vol.1 No.1] 

1901July15; In the case of the Cerrillos Supply Company vs. G.W. North and J.B. MacAfee, service upon MacAfee by publication was quashed. [SFNM] 

 
LOS CERRILLOS & TENNESSEE CO. see TENNESSEE & LOS CERRILLOS GOLD & SILVER MINING CO. 
 

CERRILLOS TOWNSITE COMPANY 
1900January29; The homestead contest case of the Cerrillos Townsite Company vs. Camillo Mares was heard this forenoon by Hon. M.R. Otero, register of 

the federal land office in this city. Mr. Mares claims that a portion of land within the boundaries of the Cerrillos townsite is a homestead owned by him. 

[SFNM] 
1900May5; The contest case of the townsite of Cerrillos against Camilo Mares, homestead No.4464, for lot 3, section 17 township 14 north, range 8 east, 

has been decided by the local land office here in favor of Mares, whose homestead entry adjoins the townsite. It is understood that the townsite people 

will appeal. [SFNM] 

 

LOS CERRILLOS TURQUOISE GEM CORPORATION    - Boston & Turquesa 
1925October25; A.M. Edwards to Gilbert: The Los Cerrillos Turquoise Gem Corporation, which has taken over Mr. McNulty’s contract with Colonel Smith for the purchase of 

the five turquoise claims, and which company has been making the payments under the contract, has had the title to the property examined, and it is found that in 1893 
the American Turquoise Company entered into a contract with one Herbert A. Thomas... [McNulty papers (McCraw) b.28] 

1925; (unk.ABQ newspaper) Col. Chester H. Smith and Mrs. Smith were in Albuquerque Wednesday from the mines of the Los Cerrillos Turquoise Gems corporation, of 
which Col Smith is vice president and mining counselor. An elegant exhibit of some of the turquoise now being taken from the mines has been placed in the show 
window of the Everitt Jewelry store on Central avenue… The Guggenheim who recently purchased copper property in that vicinity are preparing to develop them and 
many other mining engineers have been going over the ground. [McNulty papers (P.McCraw) b.16] 

1926?May6; (unk.ABQ newspaper) The Los Cerrillos Turquoise Gem corporation of Boston, Mass, is now shipping hundred of pounds of turquoise and matrix from the mines 
south of Santa Fe. The new owners have moved hundreds of tons of rock, drifted 500 feet, erected a 30 foot gallows frame and 7,000 pound hoisting engine and 
equipment. Work will start soon on the sinking of a 600 foot shaft. A model camp is being built, its streets laid out with crushed rock; it has been christened 
“Chesterwood,” in honor of Colonel Chester H. Smith, head of the company. Carpenters are now building frame bungalows for the miners, a garage, turquoise house, 
blacksmith shop and food room. The buildings are all being painted a turquoise blue, with white roofs and trimmings. At 100 Boylston street, Boston, the company has 
two large offices facing the common, while there is in connection an up-to-date cutting room for handling precious and semi-precious gems. The stone now being taken 
out is pronounced by experts to be of the very highest grade.. [McNulty papers (P.McCraw) b.16] 

1928May11; Sheriff Waldo Anton was prepared to start today on the trail of thieves reported to have stolen a railroad at Bonanza, 18 miles southwest of 

Santa Fe. The man reporting the theft from Los Cerrillos Turquoise Gem Corp. explained further that the railroad was 300 feet of light  rails used at the 
corporation’s mine. [Las Vegas Daily Optic, per LPadilla] 

1933 G.A. Sewell had three to five men working the year around on four mines he had leased several years earlier from the then-owners, the Cerrillos 

Turquoise Mines Co. of Boston. The No.1 mine, described as “perhaps the oldest mine in the United States” (in which Sewell found 100 stone pick-
hammers or their fragments), the No.2, connected to No.1 by a tunnel, the Costello Mine, and a new prospect about a mile west still were offering a little 

of the gem stone (Bacon 1933:16, 53) [per F.H. Ellis, The Basis for SD Pueblo’s Claim to the Turquoise Mines Area, 1977] 

 

CERRILLOS WATER AND IRRIGATION COMPANY    - Cerrillos 
1892November22; Corporations Organized Under the General Incorporation Law, 1868-1904. Cerrillos Water and Irrigation Company. Date of filing Nov. 22, 1892, 30yrs, 

Cerrillos, Capital stock 4,000 [NMBlueBook 1905, p.192] 
1892November28; Cerrillos Water system franchise sold by T.F. Moore and Co. for $1 to Cerrillos Water and Irrigation Company, in presence of Carlo 

Digneo; cert 28Nov1892 Chas. F. Easley NP 

1893April5; Cerrillos Water and Irrigation Co. receives franchise to provide water system for Cerrillos; Harry C. Kinsell, vice president [CW&IC, in 
absence of pres.], attest Charles F. Easley, secretary; cert. 5Apr93 Austin L. Kendall NP 

1893October27; The injunction suit brought by the Cerrillos town trustees against the Cerrillos Water Company, to have come before Judge Seeds yesterday 

afternoon, was again postponed owing to the illness of Mr. Laughlin, one of the attorneys. [SFDNM] 
1894December15; Col. T.F. Moore has traded the franchise, pipes and all appurtenances of the Cerrillos Water & Irrigation company to Charles 

Haspelmath, of Lamy. The precise terms of the trade are not known, but the colonel takes a ranch at Bernalillo which he says he is going to live on, and 

invites all his friends to visit him there after January 1, when the transfer is to be made. Col. Moore has also sold out his interest in the New Mexico 
Telephone company to H.B. Cartwright and I. Sparks, of Santa Fe. [SFDNM] 

1896June1; Mr. W.G. Ashdown, superintendent of the Cerrillos Water & Irrigation company, of which Charles Haspelmath is the principal stockholder, 

spent Memorial day with his Santa Fe friends. [SFDNM] 
1897September7; Colonel Cash Down, superintendent of the Cerrillos Water & Irrigation company, whose name among his legion of friends in Santa Fe is 

plain W.G. Ashdown, is also in attendance upon the Horticultural fair. [SFDNM] 

________________________________________________________________ 

 



A. Ceuce see Andrew Cencel 
Albert Ceyer see Albert Guyer 
 
Alex Ch?ras    - Cochiti m.d. 
1898June24; Alex Ch?r?s and James Sherlock, owners, last week opened a rich body of ore in the Aunt Betsy claim, Cochiti district. [SFNM] 

 
E. J. Chabut    - San Pedro 
1900May24; The following mine locations were filed of record in the county clerk’s office today: The Little Grant lode claim, three miles east of Santa Fe 

by A.A. Allard of Cleveland, Ohio. The Belle of Euclid and Little Woman lode claims, same district, by D.C. Allard, of Santa Fe. The A.A. lode claim, 

same district, by W.H.A. Allard, of Cleveland, Ohio. The May Flower lode claim, New Placers mining district, by C.J. Sullivan and E.J. Chabut, of San 
Pedro. [SFNM] 

 

CHACA COAL & IRON COMPANY    - Santa Fe 

1904December10; Corporations Organized Under the General Incorporation Law, 1868-1904. Chaca Coal and Iron Company. The. Date of filing Dec. 10, 1904, 50yrs, Santa 
Fe, Capital stock 250,000 [NMBlueBook 1905, p.192] 

 
L. M. Chace    - Cerrillos 
1894May19; At the Bon Ton Hotel; T. Maddison, Ouray; Dan Owens, Denver; Louis Fancy, Denver; L.M. Chace, F. Godden, Cerrillos; Francisco Chavez, 

Galisteo; E.O. Sulivan, Ouray, Colo. [SFDNM] 

________________________________________________________________ 

 * Chacón * 
Jose Albino Chacón  <b.1806 per 1870census> (b.1808  d.1876) (d.1860)    - wife is Maria Refugio Secundina López;  of StaFe & Peñasco Taos co. 

Prominent New Mexican during late Mexican Period and father of Rafael Chacon.  Judge of the first Instance in 1846 for Placers or Reales de Oro? and certified or issued at 
least one Mining Grant in the San Pedros (the grant is not in archives). [HM] 

Wife María Refugio Secundina López 
In civil life he was secretary of the commissary, an important and useful branch before the entry of the Americans, and Constitutional Mayor and Judge of the First Instance in 

StaFe. In this capacity he exercised judicial power and executed other obligations for the ministry of law; he served as the authorizer of miners’ claims and expedited 
their formation. 

Under the American gvt he was a senator from Taos County several terms in the legislative assembly of the territory. 
1837, Alcalde segundo de Santa Fe during Rebellion 

1841, Alcalde Secundo de Santa Fe Albino Chacon 

1846April7; …registration and grant of the mine Nuestra Senora de los Dolores, situated in the Real del Tuerto mineral district, to the owners of the same, Licentiate Antiono 
Jacquez, Mariano Varela, Antonio Jose Otero, and Luis Aguilar. …has discovered a mine [cata] of gold, which he states is found in the Bonancita mountains, which 
registry he has made verbally in the presence of Messrs. Nicolas Pino, Jose Abreu, and Jose Salazar… I certify. Jose Albino Chacon. Attending. Telesfor Salazar. 
Attending Felipe Sandoval. …12Apr1846; We, citizens, Mariano Varela and Luis Aguilar, both natives of the department of Chihuahua, by occupation miners, and now 
residents of this department, and living in the mineral district of Dolores [US vs. SP&CdACo. NMSupCt 23Jan1888, p.495] 

1846July21; District of El Tuerto, July 21, 1846. As it is required by the mining ordinance that, in order to execute the possession asked for by Messrs. Jacquez, Otero, 
Varela, and Aguilar, an expert should be appointed to examine the declivity or incline of the vein, the direction in which it runs, the hardness, softness, or quality of the 
ores, etc., and there not being in this department any professor, and it appearing to me that citizen Julian Tenorio is the most proper person, I appoint him… of the 
mine Nuestra Sonora de los Dolores… Jose Albino Chacon. Attending, Antonio Chavez. ¶ Attending, Francisco Sarracino. ¶ Messrs. Jacquez Otero, Varela, and 
Aguilar were immediately notified of the foregoing decree, and said they heard the same, and signed it with me, and those of my attendants. Jose Albino Chacon. ¶ 
Attending. Antonio Chavez. Attending Rafael Chacon. [US vs. SP&CdACo. NMSupCt 23Jan1888, p.498] 

Rafael Chacón: These gentlemen [Antonio & Jesus Palacios] had business to transact personally with my father, who was Judge of the First Instance, and who had the 
power to legalize the location of the mines. We arrived at Santa Fe in June of 1846 and I accompanied my father, together with these gentlemen, to the Placer of 
Dolores or El Tuerto, where they took up and opened a mine. My father placed them in possession after the preliminary requirements of law had been complied with and 
I remember that they asked me to get some dirt so that their miners might wash it for me. They gave me a handkerchief and I started to gather dirt from the mine in it. 
They made me throw it away and told one of their men to fill my handkerchief with pay dirt (tierra de ley). Fram a grayish streak on the wall of the mine, with a horn 
scoop, they gathered a sufficient quantity and put it into my handkerchief. When we came out it was turned over to be washed and they took out the value of several 
dollars in gold. That mine was never again worked and I think it is covered up and destroyed; the cause of the abandonment was the American invasion. [Meketa 2000 
p.58] 

Jose Albino Chacon claimed he bought or got title to N.S. de los Dolores Mine in Bonanzita Mtn near Tuerto at end of Mexican period when the original 

owners fled to Mexico [HM] 
1846, retires to Peñasco 

before1851; Albino Chacon sells parcel now 136 Grant Ave StaFe to James Conklin 
1870July12_census: Felipe Sena, blacksmith, 67y-o, born NM, RealValue$600, resident StaFe pct.3 – in same habitation with Trinidad Sena [f], 55y-o, b.NM, Jesus Maria 

Sena, blacksmith apprentice, 25y-o, b.NM, Beatrice Sanches, 23y-o, b.NM, Jose V. Sanches, 11y-o, Albino Chacon, Notary Public, 64y-o, b.NM, RealValue$500 
PersValue$100 

1884; Antonio Jacquez, a witness called by the defendant, is the central figure in the case on this point. When his evidence was taken he was sixty-eight years old, and a 
resident of Chihuahua, Mexico. He says: “My profession is that of a lawyer. I have been engaged for the last thirty years in the discharge of public offices, and have 
been for over twenty years a magistrate of the supreme court of Chihuahua, and several times have been president of the court, by appointment of the other judges.” 
…He says that he came to the territory on business for Antonio Otero and his brother and copartners in claiming, acquiring, and working a mine called “Our Lady of 
Dolores;” first in company with Don Antonio Jose Otero, Mariana Barela, and Don Luis Aguilar. That with his associates they denounced the mine according to the law 
of the country, and posted notices thereof both at Santa Fe and San Francisco, and within ninety days sunk a shaft to the depth of ten varas, and were put in 
possession thereof by Albino Chacon, judge of the first instance, who gave them a certificate… that they first established an arrastrar at Canon del Agua, and, the 
water not being sufficient, that they established one at San Antonio… that Mariano Barela was at the time superintendent of the working of the mine and reduction of 
the ores; that they (Jaques and his associates) had eight blasters, men engaged in hauling ore in wagons to the furnaces, all kinds of workmen employed – hoisters, 
wagoners, and other necessary employees; that Mariano Otero is the son of Juan Otero, and Jose Antonio Otero is the uncle of Mariano. He swears, further, that 
during all that time Serafin Ramirez made no claim whatever to the mine. He identifies clearly this mine as being the Big copper mine, and as the one of which 
defendant is in possession, and as to which the supplemental bill seeks injunction. He says himself and his associates were working this mine when the American 



forces came in; that Jose Antonio Otero and Juan Otero remained, and were partners in all their business, and, as such, acquired the interest in the mine which Aguilar 
held. [US vs. SP&CdACo. NMSupCt 23Jan1888, p.493-494] 

 

Longino Chacon    - Dolores 

1867March8; Beraldo Frayde / Berasdo Fraire, Miguel Steck y compañia (signed also by Frank Steck, Longino Chacon) claim for DEL ESPIRITU SANTO, una veta 
mineral… dentro del Precinto Numero 7. al Poniente sobre la Sierra de San Lazaro llamada tambien la sierra del Real de Dolores [Locations & Mining Deeds A#15405 
p.146]  

 
M. H. Chacon    - of Madrid 
1929July4; Fats and Leans Baseball Team. C.H. Lemon, Uriol Garcia, M.H. Chacon, M. Galvan, F. Schiemenz, Hugh Coen, W. Thruchley, L.L. Mayer, O. Huber, Joe 

Pargola, Chas Ferro, Jim Moore, I.C. Coen, Ivan Coen, Joe Collier, J. Gutierrez, H.L. Taylor, Chas Gibbs, Tom Burke, S. Yarbrough, H.L. Horstman [photos 474.jpg w/o 
ID; 475.jpg with IDs, Life In Madrid NM, 2006] 

 

Rafael  Chacón (José Rafael Sotero)  (b.22April 1833 b.23July1925)    - son of Albino Chacon;  of StaFe 

RC gives the only known New Mexican view of life in Dolores.  He was sent by his father to the National Military Academy in Mexico City at the age of 11 (2 years younger 
than legal age for entry).  He was sent back to New Mexico with the other northern cadets by the Academy in May 1846 at the start of the war with the U.S.  At the age of 
13 he commanded an artillery piece at Apache Canyon until the army was dismissed by Governor Armijo.  He served in U.S. Civil War reaching the rank of Major and 
Commanded Fort Stanton until his resignation in 1864.  In 1863 he commanded the New Mexico Volunteers that escorted the first government of Arizona to AZ.  Rafael 
moved to Colorado after Civil War and wrote his memoirs around 1900, which are basis of Meketa's 1986 book and are often referred to as a source on Mexican Period 
events in New Mexico. [HM] 

Rafael Chacón: These gentlemen [Antonio & Jesus Palacios] had business to transact personally with my father, who was Judge of the First Instance, and who had the 
power to legalize the location of the mines. We arrived at Santa Fe in June of 1846 and I accompanied my father, together with these gentlemen, to the Placer of 
Dolores or El Tuerto, where they took up and opened a mine. My father placed them in possession after the preliminary requirements of law had been complied with and 
I remember that they asked me to get some dirt so that their miners might wash it for me. They gave me a handkerchief and I started to gather dirt from the mine in it. 
They made me throw it away and told one of their men to fill my handkerchief with pay dirt (tierra de ley). Fram a grayish streak on the wall of the mine, with a horn 
scoop, they gathered a sufficient quantity and put it into my handkerchief. When we came out it was turned over to be washed and they took out the value of several 
dollars in gold. That mine was never again worked and I think it is covered up and destroyed; the cause of the abandonment was the American invasion. [Meketa 2000 
p.58] 

*Wislizneus said he only visited Campbell's gold lode mine as it was closer to Tuerto, but another was worked by Mexicans. The other must be Jose Serafin Ramirz's 
Nuestra Senora de las Dolores mine of which he got official possession on July 21, 1846 (11 days after Wiz's visit and two months before Abert's visit). Rameirz said the 
Dolores mine was discovered in 1844 and implies it was worked from then on to 1846.  Rafael Chacon wrote years later that he was there about July 1, 1846 and that 
there was a crew working the Dolores mine then.  The only description of the Dolores mine's location I recall is from the Supreme Court case which said it was "about 
two miles in an easterly course from the Canon del Agua spring," but I have never had a good idea where that spring was located.  [HM to Jerry Simmons, 8/16/00] 

1862May25; reorganization of NMVolunteers – Co.A Capt Francisco Abréu, 1st Lieut Nicolas Quintana Co.B Capt Jesus Maria Sena y Baca, 1st Lieut Fonifacio Machowiecz, 
Co.C Capt J.D. Sena 1st Lieut Corydon E. Cooley, Co.D Capt Ethan W. Eaton, 1st Lieut John Lewis, Co.E Capt Rafael Chacon, 1st Lieut N.M. McCrae, Co.F Capt 
Julius C. Shaw, 1st Lieut Agustin P. Damours, Co.G Capt Santiago L. Hubbell, 1st Lieut Charles Meinhold, Co.H Capt James Graydon, 1st Lieut Saturnino Baca, Co.I 
Capt Edward Bergmann, 1st Lieut William Brady, Co.K Capt John Thompson, 1st Lieut Francis McCabe 

letter from Rafael Chacon to Benjamin Read dated Novemeber 25, 1915.  In this letter Senor Chacon states that there was a bell-maker by the name of Francisco Lujan, 
who was familiarly known as "El Quito Lujan." In the autumn of 1855 or 1856, the bell maker went  to Chamisal, four miles south of the Indian Pueblo of Picuris for the 
purpose of making a bell for the Chapel of the Holy Cross. Senor Chacon then goes about describing the process used to cast the bell. How the sand was sifted through 
horse hair. An adobe oven was constructed for the casting of the bell. How the mold was formed to form of the bell similar to the cone. Senor Chacon noted that the bell 
turned out of excellent quality and was still in use in 1915. [<Bro Lester Lewis FSC, curator of San Miguel] As I recall Francisco Lujan not only cast that bell in Chamisal 
but Read found others he had cast.  At the same time that he cast the bell you have he cast two others in Santa Fe.  The other two are much smaller.  One of which is in 
the Museum of NM collection. [<HM response, 2006] 

- witness - 
1846July21; District of El Tuerto, July 21, 1846. As it is required by the mining ordinance that, in order to execute the possession asked for by Messrs. Jacquez, Otero, 

Varela, and Aguilar, an expert should be appointed to examine the declivity or incline of the vein, the direction in which it runs, the hardness, softness, or quality of the 
ores, etc., and there not being in this department any professor, and it appearing to me that citizen Julian Tenorio is the most proper person, I appoint him… of the 
mine Nuestra Sonora de los Dolores… Jose Albino Chacon. Attending, Antonio Chavez. ¶ Attending, Francisco Sarracino. ¶ Messrs. Jacquez Otero, Varela, and 
Aguilar were immediately notified of the foregoing decree, and said they heard the same, and signed it with me, and those of my attendants. Jose Albino Chacon. ¶ 
Attending. Antonio Chavez. Attending Rafael Chacon. [US vs. SP&CdACo. NMSupCt 23Jan1888, p.498] 

 
Urbano Chacon    - of StaFe 
1882July9; The Young Democrats. Last night, at the Alhambra, the voting democrats assembled… Dr. Andrews, temporary chairman, called the meeting to 

order, G. Scudder acting secretary. The committee on resolutions submitted its report which was read by F.M. Tilghman… E.J. Simpson, chairman of 

the committee on permanent organization reported the following members for officers of the association: Judge H.L. Warren, president; E.J. Simpson, 

first vice-president; Urbano Chacon, second vice-president; G. Scudder, recording secretary; Candelario Martinez, financial secretary; C.M. Creamer, 

treasurer; Frank Chaves, sergeant at arms. …G. Scudder tendered his resignation as recording secretary, and G.W. Thomas was unanimously elected… 

Executive committee – Romulo Martinez, A.A. Dittlebach, W.S. Spiegelberg, Max J. Moyer, Urbano Chacon, J.G. Albright, F.M. Tilghman, Vicente 

Mares and Gabriel Martinez. [SFDNM]  
1882July9; All of the acquaintances of Tony Neis, here and elsewhere in the Territory, will be surprised to see that he is the centre figure… Neis is done for 

so far as the boys are concerned… He stepped off the carpet and bowed farewell behind the matrimonial veil last evening at eight o’clock at the 
residence of Jose B. Sena, in the western portion of the city. The lady in the case was Miss Alice Dale, of Toronto, Canada, who has been in the city for 

a year or two. Rev. G.N. Kellogg performed the ceremony… Romulo Martinez, Frank Chaves, Candelario Martinez, Urbano Chacon, Nestor Roibal, 

Nicolas Garcia and wife, Jose B. Ortiz and one or two others. [SFDNM]  

- witness - 
1881July30(disc&loc); C.H. Irvin, H.M. Atkinson, Amado Chavez, E.C. Wade Jr, J.W. Case, Esquipula Ortiz Mica No.2 Lode in Cañoncito de Talco in the 

Cerro de la Coyoto, NE750’ NW600’ etc, Mica MD, rec 2Aug81; attest Wm H. Rushmore, Urbano Chacon [b.E p.464] 

________________________________________________________________ 



 
L. H. Chadbourne    - Madrid 

1900January22; L.H. Chadbourne, who recently resigned his position with the big company store at the Madrid coal mines, is a visitor in the city. – At the 

Claire: L.H. Chadbourne, Cerrillos… [SFNM] 

 
Willian Chaddeston  <b.1852>    - of Madrid 
1897June8; Wm Chaddeston, aged 45 years, a miner by occupation, was brought from Madrid to St. Vincent’s hospital this morning suffering from... 

[SFDNM] 

________________________________________________________________ 

 * Chadwick * 
Chadwick    - La Belle 
1896February25; [La Belle] On Monday Chadwick and Ray made a rich strike in Red Cloud. …Tuesday morning Mr. Chadwick left for Trinidad to 

interview his partners there and make arrangements to put the shaft down 100 feet farther at once. [SFDNM] 

 
Charles F. Chadwick    - Abq 
1900November14; Charles F. Chadwick, of Albuquerque, who spent yesterday in the capital, went to Lamy last evening where he will receive several 

hundred sheep that he bought at Galisteo. [SFNM] 

1900November16; A. Eichwald turned over to Charles F. Chadwick at Albuquerque, 5,000 sheep to be shipped to Kansas. [SFNM] 

1902January22; Coal declaratory statements – January 16, Florence Sanchez, Cerrillos, Santa Fe county; Fruitoso Gallegos, Cerrillos, Santa Fe county; 

Charles Chadwick, Albuquerque, Bernalillo county; January 17, Estanislado Sandoval, Golden, Santa Fe county. [SFNM] 

________________________________________________________________ 

 
M. W. Chaff    - Cripple Creek 
1896September11; At the Palace: C. Worthington Davis, London; M.W. Chaff, Cripple Creek... [SFDNM] 

________________________________________________________________ 

 * Chaffee * 
E. A. Chaffee    - of Las Cruces 
1897April10; Candidates for the office of register of the U.S. land office at Las Cruces are on the increase. Word comes from Las Cruces that Messrs. 

George Fortune, H. Metcalfe and E.A. Chaffee are candidates for that place. [SFDNM] 

1900September21; Dona Ana county. E.A. Chaffee has been out prospecting, and reports a fine prospect for petroleum. If he is right the field is extensive, 
and the oil can be run in pipes to the railroad without pumping. He is now trying to induce capital to sink a test well. [SFNM] 

 

Jerome Bunty Chaffee  (b.NY 17Apr1825  d.9Mar1886)    - of CO 

1859; Jerome Chaffee, Elkins partner in many ventures, built first stamp mill in CO in 1859 [HM] 
1860; J.B. Chaffee arrives in CO 
1869 – overspending and poor results leads NMMC to be acquired by SBElkins and Jerome B. Chaffee of CO; Elkins remains the major owner of the Ortiz mine until 1900 
Jerome Chaffee’s daughter, Fannie, married U.S. Grant’s son right after Grant’s inauguration. [Elizabeth Rogers] 

In an 1881 <error per Elizabeth Rogers] society wedding, Chaffee's daughter, Fannie, married Ulysses S. Grant, Jr., a son of Ulysses S. Grant, the Union's leading Civil War 
general and U.S. president from 1869 to 1877. 

But while some Republican strategists wanted to keep Colorado out of the Union until after the 1876 election, Grant's friend, Colorado multimillionaire Jerome Chaffee, 
wanted to be a U.S. senator, and therefore had a vested interest in Colorado promptly becoming a state. The Republican Chaffee had served as a territorial delegate 
before the 1874 election of Democrat Patterson. Chaffee assured Grant and the senators that Colorado's electoral votes would go to the Republican candidate for 
president. Based on this promise, Chaffee succeeded in getting the Enabling Act for Colorado statehood to pass Congress on March 3, 1875, during the last days of 
Chaffee's delegate term.  

The 1876 Colorado state constitutional convention that followed adopted a "Schedule" — Sections 19 and 20 of which required the state legislature to appoint presidential 
electors. The legislature was allowed to appoint electors by an unprinted bill, without committee hearings, with one day of debate in the House and then in the Senate, 
and without the governor's approving the bill. All these provisions were flatly contradictory to the ordinary procedures for legislative bills that the new Colorado 
constitution required. This "Schedule" for appointment of electors was probably a violation of the United States Constitution. The federal Constitution [Article II, section 
1(2)] provides: "Each state shall appoint, in such manner as the legislature thereof may direct, a number of electors…" But the language in Sections 19 and 20 of the 
Colorado Schedule unlawfully took away the power of the legislature to decide WHETHER to allow voters in Colorado to select the electors.  

Colorado voters easily adopted the state constitution on July l, 1876, with 15,443 in favor and 4,062 against. President Grant declared Colorado to be the 38th state on 
August 1st. State elections were held Oct. 3, 1876. Republican governor John Routt won 14,154 to 13,316. The Republican margin of victory in the other statewide 
federal elections — for two U.S. Senate seats and one House seat — was paper-thin. Republicans Jerome Chafee narrowly achieved his goal of becoming a senator.  

Jerome Bunty Chaffee, namesake of Chaffee County. A native of New York, he prospered from his investments in Leadville mines, served as Colorado's first territorial 
delegate to Congress, and became one of the first two U.S. senators after statehood in 1876. 

1870January5; [Maxwell Grant] On January 5, 1870, Messrs. [Jerome B.] Chaffee, [George M.] Chilcott, and [Charles F.] Holly employed W.W. Griffin, a United States 

deputy mining surveyor, to survey the outer boundaries of the claim. Griffin made the survey during may, June, July, August, and September of that year. His work was 

satisfactory to his employers because he embraced in his boundary lines about 2,000,000 acres, instead of the 97,000 originally belonging to the tract. [My Life on the Frontier 

B.2 p.110] 

1873September29; document conveying guarantee by S.B. Elkins for J.B. Chaffee’s offer to McMannus to purchase the Santa Rita Copper Mine Spanish Grant from the 
heirs in Spain [H.Milford collection] 

1873; Matthew D. Hayes obtained title to the [Santa Rita] property, apparently through a back-room deal. As insurance, Hayes also paid the Elguea heirs a 

$10,000 fee for their rights (The $10,000 was advanced to Hayes by Stephen B. Elkins, at the request of Jerome B. Chaffee.) …In 1880, Hayes sold –

out to Joel Parker Whitney. [J.Park NMMiningHeritageGuide 2003] 
1874October5; Hon. J.B. Chaffee and M.B. Hayes of Colorado arrived on Saturday’s eastern coach and were registered at the Exchange. They left on last 

evening’s southern coach to look after their mining interests in the Santa Rita mining district. [SFDNM] 

1874October23; Hon. J.B. Chaffee of Colorado, and Jack Martin from the Jornada, came in on last evening’s southern coach. Mr. Chaffee leaves with to-
day’s eastern coach for Denver. [SFDNM] 

http://i2i.org/SuptDocs/ColoCon/cnenable.htm
http://i2i.org/SuptDocs/ColoCon/cnschedu.htm
http://i2i.org/SuptDocs/ColoCon/cnart5.htm


1879 CHAFFEE COUNTY CO Named in honor of Senator Jerome B. Chaffee who retired from the United States Senate the year the county was formed. 
1880, the NM Mining Company transferred the property embraced in the letters patent to Stephen B. Elkins and Jerome B. Chaffee, but the greater portion of the property 

was reconveyed to the company in 1884. 
1880January20; dated. Warranty Deed. NMMC sells to Stephen B. Elkins & Jerome B. Chafee, both of the City, County and State of NY, for $375,000.00 the real property of 

the NMMC. b.J Deeds p.54 [BHenderson Abstract of Title No.1 30Sep1983] 
1880February28; Sale of the Old and New Placers. Now that the sale of the Old Placers has been effected, we learn that negotiations are almost concluded for the sale of 

the New Placers to eastern capitalists, and there is a fair prospect that this valuable property will soon pass into the hands of a company which will at once prosecute 
work with skill and energy. These mines are only respectively twenty-seven and thirty-seven miles from the city. The rich gold diggings at the Old Placers were worked 
by thousands of people from 1829 to 1849, and the amount of gold taken from the two Placers was estimated some years at $40,000 and others at $60,000, rising in 
value towards 1845 as high as $250,000. The gold washings at the Old Placers were discovered by accident in 1828, and were filled with people, until in 1839, the 
discovery of the New Places ten miles distqant, caused a partial stampede of the diggers to the new mines. At the New Placers there was no water, and although every 
drop was transported upon burros some distance, the diggings were very profitable. A large town sprang up immediately, containing over a hundred houses and twenty-
two stores, transacting more business than was done in Santa Fe. After the American possession of the country, the two Placers were almost entirely abandoned, as 
with the rude process by which the gold was extracted the mines could only be profitably worked with cheap labor and most of the miners entered the service of the 
government as teamsters, etc., on account of the higher pay. For the past few years very little work has been done upon these properties, though no one doubts that a 
careful and economical arrangement would give the largest returns. [SFDNM] 

1880June30; dated. Deed. Elias Brevoort claims to be the legal and equitable owner of the said Ortiz Mine Grant, and further claims that the said letters patent were issued 
to the said NMMC in trust for him the said Elias Brevoort, and that the conveyance so made to the said Stephen B. Elkins and all rights, titles, estates and interest 
acquired by the said SBE, R.W. Donnell, Lars Anderson and Jerome B. Chaffee or by any other person, under or in surbordiation to the said letters patent are subject to 
the same trust… Therefore EB sells for $1 to Charles H. Gildersleeve and John H. Knaeble all the undivided one half part of the said OMG. b.O Deeds p.74 
[BHenderson Abstract of Title No.1 30Sep1983] 

1880September16; from Larz Anderson to S.B. Elkins; “…Mr. Sickels ought to be satisfied with our arrangement… If Chaffee has taken the Lawson $10,000 for himself and 
not simply to accommodate Lawson at his return, it makes the “Lawson matter” the more inexplicable, which I hope you will unravel for me in due time.” [Elkins papers 
047] – Chaffee and Elkins got control of the NMMC. Lawson apparently bought a major stake in the company around 1879-1880 and became its president, until the 
lease of the OMG to the Hoyts in 1899. The Elkins papers seem to indicate Elkins exercised control of the NMMC even though Lawson signed documents. 

1884; future Madrid, 15,026acres, is sold to Elkins & Chaffee; Ortiz Grant now 57,267acres 
1884January10; NOTICE; Edward T. Farish, Benjamin M. Read, Larkin G. Read, Alexander Read, Modesto Ortiz, Teodora Ortiz de Martinez and Transito 

Ortiz, plaintiffs, vs. The New Mexico Mining Company, Stephen B. Elkins, Jerome B. Chaffee, R.W. Donnell, Lars Anderson, Elias Brevoort, Nestor 
Sandoval, Marcus Ramerez, Luis Ortiz and Juan Ortiz, defendants. [Weekly New Mexican Review, p.2 c.7] 

1884April4; Dated. Quit Claim Deed. Jerome B. Chaffee, of Denver and Stephen B. Elkins of StaFe for $10 to NMMC… the land hereby conveyed and intended to be 
conveyed being the rest residue and remainder of said Ortiz Mine Grant left after the conveyance of that part of the same made by deed executed by the parties of the 
first part on the fourth day of April A.D. 1884, to the Cerrillos Coal and Iron Company containing 15,026.06 acres more or less. Sig. S.B. Elkins, J.B. Chaffee. Wit. 
H.Ebert, William H. Clarkson, David Mitchell<com.for NM in CO], Wm B. Harrison. SBE ackn before Charles Edgar Mills, com.for NM in NY 117 BroadwayNYC. b.N 
Deeds p.36. [BHenderson Abstract of Title No.1 30Sep1983] 

1891December10; copy of memorandum that shows S.B. Elkins has sold and that the AT&SF Railroad Company has bought from the first named party, for $1,000,000 …all 
the capital stock of the Cerrillos Coal and Iron Company, being 10k shares at $100 each. The said CC&IC being the owner of about 26,000 acres of land lying on the S 
side of the Galisteo River; 15,026.06acres within the Ortiz Mine Grant, and conveyed by Jerome B. Chaffee and Stephen B. Elkins to the CC&IC by deed 4Apr1884 
b.Deeds N p.34. The portion of the Ortiz Mine Grant hereby conveyed 15,026.06acres …embracing that part of the Mesita Juana de Lopez Grant in conflict with the 
Ortiz Mine Grant. Also all that prat of the Mesita de Juana Lopez Grant lying south of the Galisteo River and extending to the north boundary of the Ortiz Mine Grant, 
estimated to contain about 11k acres, conveyed by Thomas B. Catron and Julia A., his wife to the CC&IC 1Jul1885, b.Deeds N p.222. The AT&SF agrees to pay for 
the stock as follows $300k on the surrender of CC&IC stock on Tues 22Dec1891, and not later. Upon it appearing that the CC&IC has a good and perfect title to the 
lands, except that portion of the San Domingo Pueblo Grant in conflict with the Mesita de Juana Lopez Grant, and that the said lands are free and unencumbered 
except as to the leases hereinafter mentioned, and that the CC&IC has no indebtedness, the AT&SF will maker a further payment of $700k par value of the first 
mortgage sinking fund 4% bonds, of an issue of $1M of like bonds. 30days to back out. Sig. in NY 10Dec1891; S.B. Elkins; The AT&SF RCo, J.W. Reinhart, President. 
Presence Geo F. Crane. [Elkins papers] 

1884March; As time passed, Catron and Elkins still hoped for an understanding with the Santa Fe to develop the field. They were sufficiently optimistic to organize in March 
1884 the Cerrillos Coal & Iron Company and purchase improvements made by the Anthracite & Bituminous Coal Company. The new company’s stockholders included 
the other owners of the NMMC, Jerome Chaffee and Richard C. Kerens. But neither did CC&IC continue the work nor was an agreement reached with the Santa Fe. 
CC&IC remained dormant for another eight years. ¶ With the CC&IC inactive, trespass mining increased, though the scale remained small. In 1888, for example, five 
bituminous and two anthracite mines extracted a total of 25,200 tons of coal. By comparison, that year some 300,000 tons were mined at Gallup NM, on the Atlantic & 
Pacific Railroad; 227,427 tons by the Raton Coal & Coke Company at Raton, and, at Carthage, the San Pedro Coal & Coke Company produced 62,038 tons. ¶ CC&IC 
took no effort to stem the misappropriation of its resource. The company’s officers were spread across the nation; Richard C. Kerens, president, residing in Missouri, 
alone could initiate action to assert the company’s ownership of the coal. For some reason, he declined even to convene a meeting of the directors. ¶ Eventually, the 
talks with Elkins bore fruit. On December 10, 1891, Elkins agreed to deliver to the railroad the entire capital stock of the CC&IC in exchange for $300,000 cash plus 
$700,000 in bonds issued by the coal company. Those bonds were secured by a first mortgage on some 26,000 acres of land owned by CC&IC. The land comprised all 
of the Mesita Juana Lopez Grant south of the Rio Galisteo, plus the 15,000 acres of the Ortiz Mine Grant falling within the boundaries of both grants. It thus embraced all 
of the coal lands within either grant, and much land to the west barren of coal. [JPHereford, TheCerrillosCoalRailroad, 8Feb2008 draft] 

1885; [draft of CC&IC organization resolution] Whereas, a conflict of title has existed between the owners of the Ortiz Mine Grant… and the owners of the Mesita Juana 
Lopez Grant… the several owners of said properties have formed a joint stock Company known as the Cerrillos Coal And Iron Company, with a capital stock of One 
million dollars. ca.14k acres of OMG = $400k; ca.20k acres of MJLG = $600k. And Whereas, it has been agreed that Stephen B. Elkins, Thomas B. Catron and Antonio 
Ortiz y Salazar, as representing the ownership of said MJLG, will own, the said Elkins $160k, the said Catron $160k, Antonio Ortiz y Salazar $40k of the capital stock 
remaining after deducting said $400k… = Elkins 1600sh, Catron 1600sh, OrtizySalazar 400sh. Whereas the following own the OMG: Jerome B. Chaffee 90/375; 
Leonidas M. Lawson 80/375; Larz Anderson 72.5/375; Stephen B. Elkins 54/375; Joseph Larocque 25/375; M.P. Bush 22/375; Richard C. Kerens 20/375; Alfred J. Wolf, 
Trustee, 3.5/375; M.F. Hunt 3/375; Matthew Addy 2.5/375; Nicholas L. Anderson 2.5/375… are entitled to receive the following stock: Chaffee 576sh; Lawson 512sh; L. 
Anderson 464sh; Elkins 345sh; Larocque 160sh; Bush 140sh; Kerens 128sh; Wolf, Trustee, 23sh; Hunt 19sh; Addy 16sh; N.L. Anderson 17sh. …appoint Augustus 
Ebert of NYC and Frank W. Clancy of StaFe as trustees…  

1892July8; The preliminary hearing as to whether the government should resurvey and reestablish the boundary lines of the Ortiz mine grant occupied the 

forenoon of yesterday at the surveyor’s general’s office. This hearing was first set for March 1, but was postponed for various reasons. Hon. T.B. Catron, 
attorney for the Cerrillos Coal & Iron company filed a protest in which he claimed that the grant as surveyed and monumented by the United States was 
conveyed by the U.S. patent to the New Mexico Mining company, who sold it to Chaffee and Elkins for about $375,000, and that Chaffee and Elkins sold to 
the Cerrillos Coal & Iron company the portion of the grant which they held. Therefore the Cerrillos Coal & Iron company protested against any change or 



alteration in the northern boundary of the Ortiz mine grant as established by the survey made for patent and as it existed at the time of the issuance of the 
patent. The hearing was afterwards postponed by the commissioner of the general land office to July 6. At the hearing held yesterday the testimony of Ed. E. 
Sluder, of San Pedro, was taken. Mr. Sluder is the principal applicant for a recovery, having located coal lands on the edge of and lapping the grant as now 
surveyed wand which, it is contended, is really government land. His attorneys are Gildersleeve and Easley. Mr. Coons appeared yesterday on behalf of the 
firm of Catron & Coons, who are attorneys for the C.C.& I. company. Mr. Sluder testified that he knew the eastern boundary line as it exists at present to be 
2,700 feet farther east than where the true boundary should be because he had found the monuments designating the eastern boundary as it shold be. As to 
the north boundary his judgement was that is is 1,284 feet north of its proper position. In the lawful boundaries of the Ortiz grant, he said, there were 69,458 
acres, whereas the area covered by the boundary lines as they now exist amount to 77,000 or about 8,000 acres in excess of what it should be. The witness 
said he had once called Hon. S.B. Elkins’ attention to this discrepancy and that gentleman said if anybody wanted the land embraced witin this strip in error 
they were perfectly welcome to it, but he did not care to be put to the expense of having the boundary readjusted, that that would have to be done by the 
government in an official manner. At the conclusion of Mr. Sluder’s testimony the hearing was again postponed until August 3d. This postponement was 
obtained by Mr. Catron in, Washington, from the commissioner, in order that he might be present at the hearing, the surveyor general being advised of it by 

wire from the general land office. [SFDNM] 

1894July18; (Lee English to Elkins) Describes Cunningham claim vs. an old drawing found in Company’s safe. “By commencing a tunnel higher up the mountain on a level 
with the exscavation, it would be 300 ft. through to the open cut, and would be a greater fall to the mill – more than would be needed. Can get all the fall necessary from 
the old tunnel site that was located by Mr. Chaffee some years ago. The Uptegrove shaft was sunk before the Cunningham claim was surveyed, and when he found he 
was on the Cunningham claim he abandoned it. The ore there is as good as it is over at the old workings.” [Elkins papers 871] 

1894October28; To the editor of the New Mexican, Brooklyn, Oct. 15, 1894, 301 Hicks st. – Through the considerable kindness of a friend I am in receipt of the New Mexican 

of September 15, containing a long and interesting article on “tax dodging.” Allow me to say your account of. the affair does not begin to picture the cold blooded villany of 

Elkins and Catron in connection with the Ortiz and Mesita de Juana Lopez grants. If the story is interesting to your readers I shall be glad to have you publish my account of 

the formation of the Cerrillos Coal & Iron company. I was one of the principal, though innocent, actors to that nefarious business and am prepared to prove by irrefutable 

testimony every statement which I make. In 1880, or thereabouts, Stephen B. Elkins, then living in New York city, induced a number of friends to join him in buying The 

Ortiz Mine Grant, the management and agency of which had been in his hands for many years. He assured them that the title was all right and at that time he did not utter a 

syllable about any conflict of title with the Juana Lopez grant. His friends, relying absolutely upon “Steve’s” supposed integrity and upon his known familiarity with the 

property, invested $375,000 in cash in the property. The title deed  and stock of the original New Mexico Mining company were placed in the names of S.B. Elkins and J.B. 

Chaffee, as trustees, for all the purchasers. Afterwards the title was transferred to the New Mexico Mining company and the stock of the rehabilitated company was 

distributed pro rata among owners. Some time after the consummation of the purchase and while the syndicate were filled with joyful anticipations of huge and speedy 

returns on their investment, Catron, seeing A Chance To Hold Up the hands of this wealthy crowd, began to write Elkins letters threatening suit to compel a settlement of the 

pretended conflict of title. Then, for the first time, Elkins was forced to disclose the claim, made by his partner, Catron, for these worthies were co-partners in the Juana 

Lopez grant. Elkins affected at the time to treat Catron’s threats lightly, and he re-assured his alarmed associates by saying that he “would take care of Catron.” All who 

know the latter gentleman need no assurance from me that he was not to be put off with honeyed words and promises. He probably knew enough about the secrets of Steve’s 

phenomenal prosperity in the territory to make his former law partner fear his disclosures. Elkins, finally made desperate by Catron’s threats, changed his tone toward his 

still confiding associates and assured them that the prospects of Catron’s successful prosecution of his suit were sufficiently serious to warrant a compromise. His associates 

Were Helpless And Acquiesced. As a result they were induced to deed to a new company, the C.C.& I.Co., the entire northwest corner of the Ortiz mine grant comprising 

about 15,000 acres of anthracite and bituminous coal land of great present and enormous prospective value. Elkins and Catron deeded to the new company their pretended 

interests in the Ortiz by virtue of the overlap, and 12,000 acres additional to the northward of the Ortiz grant. In dividing up the stock 60 per cent of the shares were assigned 

to The Joint Corporation. Elkins and Catron, and the sheared lambs were permitted to take the remaining 40 per cent. In English, the trapped innocents were “buncoed” into 

making a present of six-tenths of  their magnificent property to a pair of sharpers who gave absolutely nothing in return. I am prepared to prove beyond the possibility of 

contradiction that Elkins and Catron as claimants of the Mesita de Juana Lopez grant, had no more title to the part of the Ortiz grant which they claimed than if the latter 

were situated in the moon. Their Conspiracy To Defraud the people was exhaustively laid bare during the investigation conducted by Surveyor General Julian under my 

direction in 1886. Should you care to publish the story at some future time I shall be very happy to communicate it. Furthermore I shall be pleased to be allowed the 

opportunity of pointing out how and why just such transactions as the above retard the prosperity of the territory, and how… Alfred J. Wolf. [SFDNM] 

 
S. R. Chaffee & Company    - StaFe co. 
1882June25; Amount of Property Owned By the Residents of Santa Fe County. April 14, 1882. Chaffee, S.R. & Co. _ 150,000 00 [SFDNM]   

________________________________________________________________ 

 * Chaffin * Chafin * 
G. B. Chafin   - witness -    <compare with G.B. Chapin 
1881December19; Mining Deed; L.C. Moreland, D.D. Harkness sell for $1 to D.A. Covert, O.F. Perry, V.B. Murphy, J. Murphy, E.A. Covert E1/2 and 

N1/2 of NE1/4 of Herologo/Hidalgo placer mining claim b.E p.236 100ac, ca 80rods S of Galisteo mine, rec 26Oct83; presence G. B. Chafin [b.F 

p.497] 

 

M. N. Chafin    - of Las Vegas 

1896April10; G.A. Rothgeb leaves for Cripple Creek to-morrow morning, where he will prospect and report for a company in which, with himself, the 

following citizens are interested: Col. T.B. Mills, W.G. Coogler, Judge E.V. Long, Capt. L.C. Fort, N.L., Charley and Sam Rosenthal, H.W. Kelly, 

Judge Thos Smith, Julius Wadell, Max Nordhaus, J.S. Duncan, M.N. Chafin and Ralph Halloran, the latter of Albuquerque. – Optic. [SFDNM] 
1896December2; A postal route has been established between this city and El Porvenir and the contract let to M.M. Chaffin, for a twice-a-week service. 

[SFDNM] 

1897January25; M.N. Chaffin, member of the cattle sanitary board, has his autograph on the Palace hotel register. – At the Palace: N.M. Chaffin, Las 
Cruces... [SFDNM] 

1897January25; At the Exchange: M.N. Chaffin, Las Vegas... [SFDNM] 

1897February10; M.N. Chaffin, of Las Vegas, is here to attend a meeting of the cattle sanitary commission. – At the Claire: L.C. Fort, C.A. Rathburn, M.N. 
Chaffin, Las Vegas... [SFDNM] 

1898June30; At the Claire: M.N. Chaffin. Las Vegas… [SFNM] 

- witness - 
1881September19; Earl Calwell <sig Caldwell), locator, of San Miguel Co, sells for $150 to W.O. Bennett of Davenport IA, Placer Claim in association of 

8 persons, 80ac, Pinion Grove Placer Claim, NPMD, rec 31Oct81; witness N.M. Chaffin, Robt Talbott [b.D p.633] 

________________________________________________________________ 

 
Frank Chailliot    - of San Pedro 
1897July23; South Santa Fe County. Frank Chailliot is opening up a fine body of ore in his claim adjoining the San Miguel mine near San Pedro. [SFDNM] 

 
E. J. Chaleat    - New Placers 



1916January1; Loc/Grantor; E.J. Chaleat. Copper Base. b.4 p.544. [BHenderson Abstract of Title Supplemental No.3456, v.IV, 30Sep1983] 

 
Matthew Chalk    - Cochiti m.d. 
1900March15; Cochiti District. Contractor Matthew Chalk is building a large home for Joseph Routledge near Bland. [SFNM] 

 

CHALLENGE MINING & MILLING COMPANY    - of E-town 
1899December6; William Strothers and Miss Emma Nichols were married by Rev. F. Lonsdale at Raton. The groom is the manager of the Challenge 

Mining and Milling Company of Elizabethtown, where the young couple have taken up their residence. [SFNM] 

________________________________________________________________ 

 * Chalmers * 
Archie Chalmers    - Madrid 

1898November9; At the Claire: Warren Graham and wife, Cerrillos; Thomas F. Jones, Archie Chalmers, Madrid… [SFNM] 

 
Sarah E. Chalmers 

1901March12; In the territorial court a decree in partition was handed down in the case of Charles F. de Costa, executor, vs. Sarah E. Chalmers et al. A 

commission to take the partition was appointed as follows: H.C. Kinsell, A.L. Kendall and Richard Green. [SFNM] 

________________________________________________________________ 

 * Chama * 
CHAMA RIVER PLACER MINING COMPANY    - of Abiquiu 
1898July5; Edwin Walters, of Abiquiu, chief engineer of the Chama River Placer Mining Co., is stopping at the Exchange. [SFNM]   

 
Felix Chama  <b.1912>    - of Kewa 
Kewa Tribal Council 1977; Gov. Valentino Garcia, 62; Lt.Gov. Santiago Coriz, 52; Mayor Jose Reyes Calabaza, 72; Lt.Mayor Joe B. Reano, 42; Ventura 

Crespin, 59; Lorenzo Pacheco, 61; Pedro Aguilar, 70; Ralph Coriz, 84; Victor Reano, 61; Joe Chavez, 55; Feliz Calabaza, 49; Pat Calabaza, 77; Santiago 

Lovato, 94; Ben Garcia, 73; Lorenzo Coriz, 76; Lorenzo Calabaza, 71; Augustine Quintana, 65; William Lovato, 72; Raymond M. Coriz, 54; Joe 

Tenorio, 68; Lupe Pena, 60; Augustine Reano, 80; Santiago Calabaza, 80; Alex Garcia, 48; Victor Garcia, 77; Augustine Aguilar, 82; Ralph P. Lovato, 
73; Lupe Chama, 78; Jose F. Reano, 77; Ramos Pacheco Sr., 63; Ray Tenorio, 54; Joe C. Reano, 72; Jose Monte Garcia, _; Joe Nieto, 71; Felix Chama, 

64; Pedro P. Coriz, 47; Jose Tortalita, 85; San Antonio Benevidez, 85; Santiago Moquino, 61.  [per F.H. Ellis, The Basis for SD Pueblo’s Claim to the 

Turquoise Mines Area, 1977] 

 
Lupe Chama  <b.1898>    - of Kewa 
Kewa Tribal Council 1977; Gov. Valentino Garcia, 62; Lt.Gov. Santiago Coriz, 52; Mayor Jose Reyes Calabaza, 72; Lt.Mayor Joe B. Reano, 42; Ventura 

Crespin, 59; Lorenzo Pacheco, 61; Pedro Aguilar, 70; Ralph Coriz, 84; Victor Reano, 61; Joe Chavez, 55; Feliz Calabaza, 49; Pat Calabaza, 77; Santiago 

Lovato, 94; Ben Garcia, 73; Lorenzo Coriz, 76; Lorenzo Calabaza, 71; Augustine Quintana, 65; William Lovato, 72; Raymond M. Coriz, 54; Joe 
Tenorio, 68; Lupe Pena, 60; Augustine Reano, 80; Santiago Calabaza, 80; Alex Garcia, 48; Victor Garcia, 77; Augustine Aguilar, 82; Ralph P. Lovato, 

73; Lupe Chama, 78; Jose F. Reano, 77; Ramos Pacheco Sr., 63; Ray Tenorio, 54; Joe C. Reano, 72; Jose Monte Garcia, _; Joe Nieto, 71; Felix Chama, 

64; Pedro P. Coriz, 47; Jose Tortalita, 85; San Antonio Benevidez, 85; Santiago Moquino, 61.  [per F.H. Ellis, The Basis for SD Pueblo’s Claim to the 
Turquoise Mines Area, 1977] 

 
Matthew Chama  <b.1948>    - of Kewa 
Kewa Church Department Officials 1977; Johnnie Moquino, 49; Cruz Quintana, 33; Ambrosio Coriz, 38; Matthew Chama, 28; Joe L. Reano, 28.  [per F.H. 

Ellis, The Basis for SD Pueblo’s Claim to the Turquoise Mines Area, 1977] 

________________________________________________________________ 

 * Chamberlin * Chamberlain * 
Lewis H. Chamberlain    - of Abq 

1897May21; New Corporations. The Cedar Canon Copper Company has been incorporated by Henry L. Warren, Henry T. McKinney, George H. Davis and 
Lewis H. Chamberlain of Albuquerque, and Henry Carpenter of Tijeras, and articles of incorporation filed in the territorial secretary’s office. The object 

of the company is to carry on a general mining and milling business; capital stock, $75,000, with principal place of business located at Albuquerque, 

N.M. [SFDNM] 
1898June28; The following officers have so far been appointed for these companies: Company A, captain, John Borradaile; 1st lieutenant, L.D. 

Chamberlain; 2d lieutenant. Louis D. McRae. Company B, captain, W.C. Reid. Company C, captain, William Strover; 1st lieutenant, Page B. Otero; 2d 

lieutenant, Ireneo Chaves. [SFNM] 
 

M. H. Chanberlin    - Apache m.d. 
as of 1903June30; List of mining claims in NM which have been officially surveyed… By Surveyor-General Morgan O. Llewellyn. Geo Turner and M.H. 

Chamberlin, Midnight, Apache MD, 15.647ac. [Report of the Governor of New Mexico to the Secretary of the Interior 1903, p.353] 

 
Thomas C. Chamberlain    - of Chicago & Las Cruces 

1899September23; The Torpedo Mining Company this morning filed articles of incorporation with the secretary of the territory. The capital of the 

company, whose headquarters will be at Las Cruces, is $1,000,000, divided into 1,000,000 shares. The incorporators are William R. McCormick, Frank 

T. Anderson and E. Percy Warner. The directors are Richard Y. Anderson and R.C. Hatton, Las Cruces; E. Percy Warner, George E. Wood, Joseph H. 
Defrees, Thomas C. Chamberlain, Frederick F. Norcross, Chicago, and Charles B. Thomas, Denver. [SFNM] 

 
William Chamberlain 



William Chamberlin, Private, Co.C First Cavalry Regiment California Volunteers, (Co originally organized Aug1861 @ Camp Merchant CA. Mustered out 31Aug1864 and a 
new Company C was organized in the Dept.of NM, which was mustered out at Los Pinos on 21Sept1866) enrolled @ Folsom CA 16Aug1861; Mustered out @ Las 
Cruces 7Sept1861 [www.calarchives4u.com] 

1874June17; Capt. R.B. Willison owner of the famous Texas mine, purchased on Thursday last from Messrs. R.B. Metcalf and Wm Chamberlain the 

Lafayette mine, adjoining the Texas. …The price paid for this property was two thousand dollars. – Mining Life. [SFDNM] 

 
William H. Chamberlin    - Madrid 
LAMY Postmaster; Joseph H. Coleman March 27, 1896; Joanna Harries April 15, 1896; Abel Garcia August 25, 1897; Mayme B. Carter February 6, 1901; James Wood 

March 10, 1902; Edward J. Thompson December 12, 1902; Gustave Olson December 9, 1903; Discontinued January 31, 1906; William H. Chamberlin September 18, 
1906; Robert T. Hynd March 5, 1909; Florence C. Hynd June 17, 1911; Frank S. Hess March 4, 1912; Herman I. Millenbaugh September 7, 1912; James M. Terry 
September 16, 1916; Fred W. Van Ness May 6, 1918; Albert C. Harness April 4, 1919; Arthur W. Lyckman April 19, 1921; Edmund C. Weidinger January 24, 1923; 
Jesse Coffin Brown February 11, 1924; Karl L. Milam October 29, 1924; Charles E. Gibbbs February 12, 1927; Troy Meadows August 1, 1949; Joseph R. Husler June 
11, 1953; Glen Tyson June 9, 1959; Mary E. Tyson December 30, 1964 [rootsweb.ancestry.com 2011] 

1907June10; William H. Chamberlain, manager of the [Madrid] company store, was a visitor in Albuquerque a few days last week on business. [SFNM] 

________________________________________________________________ 

 * Chambers * 
Chambers    - Doña Ana co. 
1899July6; Dona Ana County. A camp has been established aty Mineral Hill and Messrs. Condit and Chambers have commenced working the Dumille D 

mine. [SFNM] 

 

Charles L. Chambers    - StaFe & Ortiz Mine grant 
1896May27; Legal Notice. Newton S. Finney, No.3766 vs. The New Mexico Mining Company et al. In the District Court, County of Santa Fe, ss. The said 

defendants, Shipman, Laroque and Choate, A.J. Wolf, Elkins National Bank of West Virginia, Richard C. Kerens, Lars Anderson, L.M. Lawton, 

Joseph Larocque, The Estate of M.P. Bush, S.H. Wolf, Harry W. Marks, Fanny C. Grant, Stephen B. Elkins, Charles L. Chambers, are hereby notified 

that a suit in equity has been commenced against you in the district court for the county of Santa Fe, territory of New Mexico, by said Newton S. 
Finney, that unless you enter your appearance in said suit on or before the first Monday, the 3rd day of August, 1896, decree pro confesso therein will 

be rendered against you. Geo L. Wyllys, Clerk. Matt G. Reynolds, Solicitor for Complainant. Santa Fe, N.M., May 26, 1896. [SFDNM] 

 

James Chambers  (b.SCOT 1856>    - of StaFe 
1880June14-15_census: James Chambers, miner, 24y-o, single, born Scotland, resident SF with J.M.Schryver, C.A.Lawson 

 
T. J. Chambers    - Denver 
1890September25; T.J. Chambers, H.A. Weir, M.S. Hay, J.E. Shafer, of Denver, bricklayers and carpenters, arrived at the Exchange last night and will 

locate here. [SFDNM] 

________________________________________________________________ 

 

CHAMPION COPPER COMPANY    - Embudo 
as of 1965; Champion Copper Co., Embudo, Inc.1911. Office: Boston MA. Copper Hill, Copper Mt.Dist. Copper Handbook V.X. [Directory of Mines in New Mexico, Lucien A. 

File] 

________________________________________________________________ 

 * Chandler * 
Chandler    - of Benson, Chandler, Thomas & Co.;  White Oaks m.d. 
as of 1903June30; List of mining claims in NM which have been officially surveyed… By Surveyor-General Morgan O. Llewellyn. Benson, Chandler, 

Thomas & Co., Alice Brinkman, White Oaks MD, 19.68ac. [Report of the Governor of New Mexico to the Secretary of the Interior 1903, p.345] 
as of 1903June30; List of mining claims in NM which have been officially surveyed… By Surveyor-General Morgan O. Llewellyn. Benson, Chandler, 

Thomas & Co., Plata Verda, White Oaks MD, 20.66ac. – Do., Plata Verda mill site, do. MD, 4.37ac. – Benson, Chandler, Thomas & Co. et al., Iron 

Crown, White Oaks MD, 18.3ac. [Report of the Governor of New Mexico to the Secretary of the Interior 1903, p.354] 
 

Alvy B. Chandler 

1882May4(loc); Grove L. Brownell, M.D. Leggett, H.C. Post, L.H.C. Post, W.C. Chandler, A.B. Chandler, F.L. Crane, O.S. Welch Oregon Placer Mining 
Claim 160ac, SW corner is 2mi E & 1/2mi N of Reference monument in b.G p.260, 1/2miN 1/2miE 1/2miS 1/2mi to point, survey 25May82 J.L. 

Hayward, rec 2Aug82 [b.F p.225] 

1882May4(loc); Grove L. Brownell, W.C. Chandler, S./Seth Lewis, C.W. Lewis, A.B. Chandler, John Hutchings, E.F. Brownell, O./Ora B. Chandler 
Merimac Placer Mining Claim SW corner is 1.5mi E of Reference monument in b.G p.260, 1/2miN 1/2miE 1/2miS 1/2miW, survey 23May82 J.L. 

Hayward, rec 2Aug82 [b.F p.225] 

1882August2; Mining Deed; Alvy B. Chandler of Warren Co PA by atty in fact W.C. Chandler, sells for $1 to Ward C. Chandler undiv 1/8int Gulch, Gulf, 
Caspian, Athens, St. Louis rec 31Dec83; presence Wm C. Rogers, Grove L. Brownell [b.F p.572] 

 

Col. E. B. Chandler    - of OmahaIA, T,SF&N RR 

1881March17; Col. E.B. Chandler who has been here for some time, will start east this morning. He, with Governor Morton has been the guest of General 

H.M. Atkinson, while in Santa Fe. [SFDNM] 

1881October5; Mr. E.B. Chandler, of Omaha, Ia., arrived here yesterday and is registered at the Exchange hotel. He was in Santa Fe a year or more ago and 
is quite well known here. [SFDNM] 

1881November12; E.B. Chandler, of Omaha, well known in Santa Fe, arrived here yesterday and is at the Palace hotel. [SFDNM] 

1881November15; In yesterday’s issue was announced the arrival of Messrs. Chandler and Murphy and the Messrs. Mead, all of Omaha. …interested in the 
Texas, Santa Fe and Northern railroad scheme. [SFDNM] 

 



Eli H. Chandler    - of TopekaKS & White Oaks 

1881July14; Col. John Martin, one of the stockholders of the White Oaks Consolidated, leaves Sunday night for White Oaks to learn just how rich he is in 

mining property. Chandler and McPherson go with him. Eli H. Chandler, secretary, and Mr McPherson, general superintendent of the White Oaks G. 
and S. mining company, will leave in a few days to inspect their property in New Mexico. [SFDNM] 

1881November9; …articles of Incorporation… Baxter Mountain Gold Mining company… O.F. Thomas, Henry C. Conrad, W.W. Pusey, J.E. Smith, 

W.L.G. Thomas, Calvin T. Bye, J. Park Posettes, Howard Garrett, F.H. Hoffecker, H.L. Chandler, Edward Pennington, Henry C. Turner, J.P. Allmond, 
H.F. Dure and A.L. Robinson, all of Wilmington, and Eli H. Chandler, of Topeka, Walter C. Hadley, of Las Vegas, and S.McC. McPherson, of White 

Oaks.  [SFDNM] 

1881November26; E.H. Chandler, the Topeka capitalist arrived here yesterday, and registered at the Palace.  [SFDNM] 
1881November26; Messrs. Hadley and Chandler, whose arrival in Santa Fe is mentioned elsewhere, called at the New Mexican office last evening. Mr. 

Hadley was here about a year ago when he struck the town in search of health. …Mr. Chandler is of not so long a residence in the Territory, and here 
now in connection with certain contemplated enterprises.  [SFDNM] 

1882October6; Wanted – Board and rooms in a first class private family for a gentleman, wife, nurse and child. The best references given. Am willing to 

pay well for good accommodations. Address E.H.C. Palace Hotel. [ad in SFDNM] 
as of 1903June30; List of mining claims in NM which have been officially surveyed… By Surveyor-General Morgan O. Llewellyn. Eli H. Chandler, Little 

Mac, Whiteoaks MD, 18.87ac. [Report of the Governor of New Mexico to the Secretary of the Interior 1903, p.351] 

 

H. L. Chandler    - WilmingtonDE 

1881November26; H.L. Chandler, of Wilmington, Del., was among yesterday’s arrivals at the Palace. He is interested in mining matters in New Mexico.  

[SFDNM] 

 

J. Chandler    - Cerrillos 
1893May1; At the Exchange: J. Chandler, C. Fisher, H. Wagner, Cerrillos. [SFDNM] 

 

Jefferson J. Chandler    - WashDC & Cerrillos Coal Bank 

1891January4; Edward L. Bartlett, StaFe, to Jefferson Chandler, DC; re settling back taxes for the CC&ICo and hoping Mr. Risque will have some instructions on what to do 
about Mr. Catron’s lawsuit. [Elkins papers 672] 

1891January9; Jefferson Chandler to S.B. Elkins; re Folsom suit and settling it and back taxes for Cerrillos Coal Field. [Elkins papers 672] 
1891August19; Jeff Chandler, Attorney Fees, $1,000. – paid by CC&IC to clean title. [Elkins papers 820] 
1891September5; Jefferson Chandler to S.B. Elkins; congratulations on Sec of War; important to be there on the 14th and that Catron will be there.. [Elkins papers 718] 
1891October10; The Cerrillos Coal & Iron company, which owns 20,000 acres of coal and iron lands in Santa Fe county, near Cerrillos. …Mr. F.W. 

Risque, of St. Louis, was named as superintendent of Cerrillos Coal & Iron company, with headquarters in this city. Mr. Risque arrived here a few days 

ago and yesterday he launched into business by going to Cerrillos and having a personal interview with the coal miners, who, because of the lack of 

harmony existing among the principal owners of the company, have for several years past been permitted to go on unmolested and taking out a vast 
quantity of coal for shipment on which no royalty was paid. …It is hinted that Messrs. R.C. Kerens, Jefferson Chandler and other St. Louis 

millionaires… along with S.B. Elkins and others... [SFDNM] 

1891December10; (Kerens to Elkins c/o C.L. Bretz, Cumberland MD) Have had a pretty lively time this week trading with Thornton, Webb and Hobart in succession. Have 
just concluded with Hobart. Under all the circumstances, taking into consideration the position into which Hobart is placed with Catron and others, I guess I have not 
given him any more than he was entitled to. You will have seen Chandler when you get this, and of course he will explain to you the deals with Thornton and Webb. We 
paid Thornton $5,000. for all his interest, together with maps, plats, abstracts, etc. He claimed a one-twentieth interest in the Juana Lopez Grant. His interest, I think, 
comes from Gonzales. Bought Webb’s interest for $17,500. He claims one-sixth of the Juana Lopez. …Webb went away in flying colors, swearing everlasting 
friendship etc. The purchase from Webb had a marked influence on some of the operators who are here in St. Louis, and I think breaks up the entire opposition. 
…Hobart is very much disappointed that we have traded with the Santa Fe. He says he has positive information which leads him to believe that the property is worth 
five million, dollars… [Elkins papers 738] 

1891December11; ref J.J. Chandler. [The Rustler, v.IV no.32] 
1891December28; Jeff Chandler, Attorney Fees, $3,500. – paid by CC&IC to clean title. [Elkins papers 820] 
1891December30; (Catron to Jeff Chandler) Catron had just returned from MexCity <w.Bandelier to buy Fr.F’s papers<HM) and was upset that he had not been sent the 

$2500 for his work as he needed the money. Cunningham had been to see him and wanted suits started against Lucas and Elder, but wanted written instructions; had 
found 1806 conveyance by Miguel Ortiz of his interest in Juana Lopez Grant which would eliminate claims of Folsom, Thornton, Webb and others by had not gotten 
possession of it yet. [Elkins papers 750] 

1892January7; (Kerens to Chandler) asking him to come to his house about CC&I matter. [Elkins papers 750] 
1892January7; (Kerens to Elkins) Since the letter of this morning Chandler went to see Mr. Smith and wants to wash his hands of the Cerrillos affair. He will turn over 

Thornton deeds if we will give him a receipt that he can send to Thornton. Enclosed is a copy of the letter from Catron to Chandler. My idea is to offer Thornton $4800 to 
settle the matter in full. [Elkins papers 751] 

1892January8; (Kerens to Elkins) Chandler could not come see him. Enclosed is letter to Thornton, Catron & Bartlett from Chandler. Colorado Fuel Co., Paul Morton, Vice-
president, is backing one of the major squatters, and has put up machinery for crusing anthracite. He is sending Risque out to their place tomorrow night. I am afraid 
Catron is putting himself in shape to make trouble for us with this deed that he has dug up. – 7Jan1892; Office of Cerrillos Coal & Iron Co., to Mr. T.B. Catron; I am glad 
you have the deed you speak of, which will clean up the whole ground of claims made against the Company. I hope you many secure that, and put the whole thing at 
rest for the Company. My suit pending here is against the Santa Fe Company and against Folsom, in the State Court. I did not bring it in the Federal Court for the 
reasons suggested in your letter. Yours truly, Jeff Chandler, Genl.Atty. [Elkins papers 752] 

1892January8; Kerens to Elkins; Chandler’s answer to Field’s communication about Folsom interest.. [Elkins papers] 
1892January11; (Bartlett to Chandler) telegram: Knaebel declines to take less than fifteen hundred. [Elkins papers] 
1892January15; (Jeff Chandler to Elkins at Normandie Hotel) re negotiations with the [AT&]Santa Fe people on Cerrillos Company: form of mortgage, deed – quit claim as 

good as warranty deed. All stock to be delivered to Atchinson Co. as a consideration of its guaranty of the bonds. – The property in the new company is represented by 
the stock of the Cerrillos Company, which stock is to be delivered as I understand, to the Atchinson Company as a consideration of its guaranty of the bonds. – McCook 
of AT&SF wants deeds to all the Cerrillos Co. property and other items on sale of old Cerrillos Co. and creation of new one. [Elkins papers 762] 

1892January22; (Kerens to Elkins) re Chandler’s and Risque’s ideas of what to pay Folsom. [Elkins papers 772] 
1892January22; (Kerens to Risque) coded – How to proceed with Folsom and what to instruct Thornton. – I think it would show a weakness on our part to meddle with the 

audit in any way, and, at any rate, I cannot do that. Mr. Tardy (Chandler) is not here, and I cannot interfere with the litigation. When the settlement is made with Thimble 
(Folsom) the suit will be dismissed. As I have written you, that will be a part of the compromise. You must remind Thimble (Folsom) and all these parties that we are 



entitled to an accounting at a royalty of 50 cents per ton for coal taken from the Cerrillos property all these years. This argument will be a good one against Thimble 
(Folsom), and Thrifty (Thornton) must use it. You must also plead poverty of Teapot (CC&IC), and the manner in which it has been used, the heavy taxes which had to 
be cleaned up, and no revenue all these years; besides the money invested lying idle. Just say to them that we would rather to on in the Courts than be imposed upon; 
that we now have the situation in our own hands, etd. [Elkins papers 772] 

1892February17; (Kerens to Elkins) I have limited Risque to $20k for the Folsom purchase and still hope he will arrange inside of that. But don’t you think we had better 
close it quickly, even if we pay $25k? A suit would be an ugly thing to defend, and sooner or later the Cerrillos deal will leak out. It is my judgement we had better close it 
out, and skip. Of course I cannot leave here until this matter is settled, as I must keep in touch with Risque. All of this work which I have to give daily attention to, and 
constant thought, is work for which we employe Chandler. I feel that the manner in which he has dropped this matter, ignoring his plain duty, is an outrage. – Elkins 
should write him to do the job he is being paid to do. [Elkins papers 784] 

1892March25; (Chandler, in WashDC, to Elkins) “Your letter came yesterday… I do not understand one or two expressions in it.” It was our understanding when we 
compromised that I was under no legal obligation but only try to accommodate to you in the matter of the Folsom suit which I instituted in Saint Louis. I have a case 
before the Supreme Court here but will try to see you. [Elkins papers 794] 

Financial accounting attached to Elkins papers 803 22Jun1892: Paid out by E: Chandler 500; Laroque 4k; Attorney 25k; Lawson 5k; T. Moore Jr. 500; Waldo 500; 
Nat.Met.Bank 30k; Kerens for Hobart 38k; C.H. Smith 10k; Schourtie 6k; R.B.L. 4k; R.C. Kerens 100k; 19sh Hunt stock 475; Hobart 15k = balance in E’s hands 
$30,912.50. 

Financial accounting attached to Elkins papers 803 22Jun1892: Paid out by Kerens: Webb 2.5k; Clancy 10k; Chandler 4.5k; Lawyers 150; Wolf’s 35sh 575; Wolf’s 16sh 400; 
Lawson’s stock 6.6k; Risque’s wages 2k; Catron’s wages 1,250; Clancy’s 50sh 1,250 = balance in Kerens’ hands (of the 100k paid him plus 21,112.50 for the stock) 
$49,668.50. 

 

Jack Chandler    - of Cerrillos 
1890September26; Jack Chandler’s wagon and blacksmith ship on Bridge street took fire and was burned to the ground at between 3 and 4 o’clock Wednesday morning. He 

had just got in some $500 worth of new material from Denver and had an outfit of tools on hand worth probably $1,000. The building and tools were insured with the 
London and & Lancashire company, Schofield agency for $400. The fire having occurred at such an unseemly hour, it is believed of incendiary orgin. Santa Fe has her 
quota of fires as well as other places. [The Cerrillos Rustler Vol.III No.10]  

 

Ora B. Chandler    - Ortiz Mine grant 
1881November27(loc); W.C. Chandler for Ora B. Chandler Rio Grande Placer Claim 20ac, from 80rods S Galisteo River at SE corner StLouis PC, 80rods 

S 40rods W 80rods N 40rods E, rec 30Nov81 [b.D p.738] 
1882March30(loc); G.L. Brownell, W.C. Chandler, F.M. Estes, M.D. Leggett, H.C. Post, L.H.C. Post, Geo Marsh, O./Ora B. Chandler, locators Genl 

Leggett Placer mining claim 160ac, on N side of road from Cerrillos to Golden, about 7mi from Cerrillos over the first divide, on SW slopes of a spur 

running N from Ortiz Mtn, joins Grand Gulch PC on S, Berneta PC on N, survey 9May82 J.L. Hayward, rec 5Jul82 [b.F p.198] 
1882March30(loc); G.L. Brownell, W.C. Chandler, F.M. Estes, L.H. Wickes, L.B. Hynes, John E. Ennis, A.W. Ruggles, O.B. Chandler, locators Hiawatha 

Placer mining claim 160ac, joins Rock Spring pc on W, Ontario Pc on N, survey 11May82 J.L. Hayward [b.F p.201] 

1882April10(loc); F.M. Estes, W.C. Chandler, G.L. Brownell, Seth/S. Lewis, C.W. Lewis, Ora B. Chandler, E.R. Hinkley, E.F. Brownell Berneta Placer 
Claim 160ac, Survey 11May82 J.L. Hayward, rec 5Jul82 [b.F p.200] 

1882May4(loc); Grove L. Brownell, W.C. Chandler, S./Seth Lewis, C.W. Lewis, A.B. Chandler, John Hutchings, E.F. Brownell, O./Ora B. Chandler 

Merimac Placer Mining Claim SW corner is 1.5mi E of Reference monument in b.G p.260, 1/2miN 1/2miE 1/2miS 1/2miW, survey 23May82 J.L. 
Hayward, rec 2Aug82 [b.F p.225] 

1882August2; Mining Deed; Ora B. Chandler of Shawnee Co KS, by atty in fact W.C. Chandler, sells for $1 to Weld C. Chandler undiv 1/8int; Gulch, Gulf, 

Caspian, Athens, St. Louis rec 31Dec83; presence Wm C. Rogers, Grove L. Brownell [b.F p.569] 

 
R. L. Chandler    - Black Range 
1900May16; R.L. Chandler, an intelligent prospector from the Black Range, spent this forenoon in the city. …He left for Ouray, Colo., via the narrow gauge 

at 11 o’clock intending to return and put in the summer prospecting in this vicinity. [SFNM] 

 
Weld C. Chandler    - of Kansas City & Ortiz Mine grant & Pinos Altos 
1881November22; W.C. Chandler, of Kansas City, was on last night’s evening train, and is stopping at the Exchange hotel. [SFDNM] 

1881November27(loc); W.C. Chandler St Louis Placer Claim 20ac, from S bank Galisteo River about 30’ above where the waggon road from cerrillos 

coming N crosses the Galisteo River, ca ¾ mi S of the town of Cerrillos, E100’ S80rods W40rods N80rods, E34rods, rec 30Nov81 [b.D p.738] 
1881November27(loc); W.C. Chandler for Ora B. Chandler Rio Grande Placer Claim 20ac, from 80rods S Galisteo River at SE corner StLouis PC, 80rods 

S 40rods W 80rods N 40rods E, rec 30Nov81 [b.D p.738] 

1881November27(loc); W.C. Chandler, locator Hiawatha Placer Claim 20ac, from SE end line Mountain Queene PC b.L p.618, S80rods E40rods N80rods 
W to begin, rec 30Nov81 [b.D p.739] 

1882March26; W.E. Chandler, of Los Cerrillos, came in to the city yesterday and registered at Herlow’s hotel. [SFDNM] 

1882March30(loc); G.L. Brownell, W.C. Chandler, F.M. Estes, M.D. Leggett, H.C. Post, L.H.C. Post, Geo Marsh, O./Ora B. Chandler, locators Genl 
Leggett Placer mining claim 160ac, on N side of road from Cerrillos to Golden, about 7mi from Cerrillos over the first divide, on SW slopes of a spur 

running N from Ortiz Mtn, joins Grand Gulch PC on S, Berneta PC on N, survey 9May82 J.L. Hayward, rec 5Jul82 [b.F p.198] 

1882March30(loc); G.L. Brownell, W.C. Chandler, F.M. Estes, L.H. Wickes, L.B. Hynes, John E. Ennis, A.W. Ruggles, O.B. Chandler, locators Hiawatha 
Placer mining claim 160ac, joins Rock Spring pc on W, Ontario Pc on N, survey 11May82 J.L. Hayward [b.F p.201] 

1882April10(loc); F.M. Estes, W.C. Chandler, G.L. Brownell, Seth/S. Lewis, C.W. Lewis, Ora B. Chandler, E.R. Hinkley, E.F. Brownell Berneta Placer 

Claim 160ac, Survey 11May82 J.L. Hayward, rec 5Jul82 [b.F p.200] 
1882May4(loc); Grove L. Brownell, M.D. Leggett, H.C. Post, L.H.C. Post, W.C. Chandler, A.B. Chandler, F.L. Crane, O.S. Welch Oregon Placer Mining 

Claim 160ac, SW corner is 2mi E & 1/2mi N of Reference monument in b.G p.260, 1/2miN 1/2miE 1/2miS 1/2mi to point, survey 25May82 J.L. 

Hayward, rec 2Aug82 [b.F p.225] 
1882May4(loc); Grove L. Brownell, W.C. Chandler, S./Seth Lewis, C.W. Lewis, A.B. Chandler, John Hutchings, E.F. Brownell, O./Ora B. Chandler 

Merimac Placer Mining Claim SW corner is 1.5mi E of Reference monument in b.G p.260, 1/2miN 1/2miE 1/2miS 1/2miW, survey 23May82 J.L. 

Hayward, rec 2Aug82 [b.F p.225] 
1882July24; Mining Deed; Clarence W. Lewis of Centerville IA sells for $1 to W.C. Chandler of Cerrillos undiv 1/8int; Gulch, Gulf, Caspian, Athens, St. 

Louis rec 31Dec83 [b.F p.570] 



1882July27; Mining Deed; Seth Lewis of Wheaton DuPage Co IL sells for $1 to W.C. Chandler of Cerrillos undiv 1/8int Gulch PMC, Gulf PMC, Capian 

PMC, Athens PMC, St. Louis PMC <all near the Tuerto River, ca 2.5mi W of Town of Golden, in Bernalillo Co, rec 29Dec83; presence Chas W. Harges 
NP Marathon Co WI, G.N. Thayer [b.F p.556] 

1882August2; Mining Deed; Weld C. Chandler sells for $5000 to St Louis & New Mexico Mining Company of Cook Co IL Gulch PMC, Gulf PMC, 

Caspian PMC, Athens PMC, St. Louis PMC all 160ac ea, near Tuerto River about 2.5mi W from town of Golden, Golden Dist Bernalillo Co, rec 
31Dec83; presence Wm C. Rogers, Grove L. Brownell [b.F p.563] 

1882August2; Mining Deed; Grove L. Brownell of Cerrillos sells for $1 to Weld C. Chandler undiv 1/8int Gulch PMC, Gulf PMC, Cashan pmc, Athen pmc, 

St Louis PMC rec 31Dec83; presence Wm C. Rogers [b.F p.566] 
1882August2; Mining Deed; Ora B. Chandler of Shawnee Co KS, by atty in fact W.C. Chandler, sells for $1 to Weld C. Chandler undiv 1/8int; Gulch, Gulf, 

Caspian, Athens, St. Louis rec 31Dec83; presence Wm C. Rogers, Grove L. Brownell [b.F p.569] 

1882August2; Mining Deed; Alvy B. Chandler of Warren Co PA by atty in fact W.C. Chandler, sells for $1 to Ward C. Chandler undiv 1/8int Gulch, Gulf, 
Caspian, Athens, St. Louis rec 31Dec83; presence Wm C. Rogers, Grove L. Brownell [b.F p.572] 

1882August2; Mining Deed; John Hutchings of Douglas Co KS by C.C. Chandler atty in fact, sells for $1 to Weld C. Chandler undiv 1/8int Gulch, Gulf, 

Caspian, Athens, St. Louis rec 31Dec83; presence Wm C. Rogers, Grove L. Brownell [b.F p.573] 
1882July25; Mining Deed; Edward F. Brownell of Ogle Co IL sells for $1 to W.C. Chandler of Cerrillos undiv 1/8int Gulch PMC, Gulf PMC, Caspian pmc, 

Athens pmc, St Louis PMC rec 31Dec83; presence H.O. Rogers <NP IL), J.O.W. Cononghy [b.F p.567] 

1882October14; Indenture; C.R. Holliday of Topeka KA sells for $1 to W.C. Chandler of Cerrillos undiv 1/8int Gulp(Gulf)  placer mining claim 160ac, 
Bernalillo Co, rec 29Dec83 [b.F p.560] 

1883January20 (loc); R.E. Harris, J.G. Harris, E.M. Gaylord, Saml S. McGibbons, L.S. Walter, Edgar Thornton, Jacob Walter, WC. Chandler; Cerrillos 

Placer Mining claim 160ac, the NW ¼ SW ¼ SE ¼ & W ½ of NE ¼ of the SE ¼ Sec20 = 140ac; W ½ of SW ¼ of the SW ¼ of Sec21 = 20ac, in T14N 

R8E, about ¾ mi SE of Cerrillos on N bank of Galisteo River; survey 2Feb83 by J.L. Hayward USAMS; recorded 4February1883; [b.F p.340] 

1883January20(loc); A.M. Beebee, C.M. Gaylord, Joseph Corle, R.M. Huston, Miss Sarah Kelley, Mrs Sue Watter, L.S. Walter, W.C. Chandles Kansas 

City Placer Mining claim 160ac, from Sec corner 20-21-28-29 thence S 1861’ to SE corner which is on N boundary of Ortiz Grant, thence W 3/4mi to 
SW corner, in Sec29 T14N R8E, survey J.L Hayward CE, rec 12Mar83 [b.F p.372] 

1883September5; Mining Deed; Weld C. Chandler sells for $100 to St Louis & NM Mining Co undiv 1/8int Gulf Placer Mining Claim 160ac, rec 31Dec83; 

presence G.L. Wyllys [b.F p.565] 
1884January1(loc); Henry Rice, H.H. Marley, W.C. Chandler, locators Chicago Placer mining claim <relocation of Morre PC, 60ac, NE corner is 1mi 

115’S and 755’W from corner of T12 T13N R6 R7E, ca 1/3 claim is in Bernalillo Co, rec 13Mar84; witness Geo Smith, J.L. Hayward [b.F p.673] 
1884March31; Notice is herby given that the following named settler has filed notice of his intention to make final proof in support of his claim, and that 

said proof will be made before the register and receiver at Santa Fe NM on May 15, 1884, viz: Weld C. Chandler of Santa Fe county, for the N ½ SW ¼ 

Sec20 T14N R8E. He names the following witnesses to prove his continuous residence upon, and cultivation of, said land, viz: John Patterson, C.W 
Updegrove, Ed. E Sluder, H.M. Jones, all of Cerrillos PO NM. Max Frost, Register [The Weekly New Mexican Review 3Apr84 p.4 c.8] 

1884May8; W.C. Chandler, of Cerrillos, is doing a large business in the state of Durango, Mexico, buying horses. He is making it a point to pick out the 

superior animals, and is shipping them to Kansas, Nebraska, Iowa and other states farther east. A large lot of them will pass through Albuquerque in a 
few days – Democrat. [cited Weekly New Mexican Review p.2 c.8] 

1895April29; W.C. Chandler is working twenty men on the Mountain Key; Robinson & Christman are working six men on the Blackbird; Will Langston is 

working eight men on the Langston, and A. Hirschberger is working ten men on the Great Western, Pinos Altos camp. All these properties are yielding 
good returns in the yellow stuff. [SFDNM] 

1896September1; On the Mountain Key, Pinos Altos district, Superintendent Chandler has twelve men at work. [SFDNM] 

1896November3; Pinos Altos Mines. Chandler & Co. have cleaned out and drained the Mountain Key mine down to the 300-foot level. The levels and 
stopes have been retimbered and ore is being extracted from the 200-foot and 300-foot levels. The Chilian mill, at the mine, is kept in constant operation 

upon the rich gold ore which the mine produces. [SFDNM] 

1897July30; At the Claire: W.C. Chandler, Pinos Altos... [SFDNM] 
as of 1903June30; List of mining claims in NM which have been officially surveyed… By Surveyor-General Morgan O. Llewellyn. W.C. Chandler, 

Moonlight, Black Range MD, 17.22ac. [Report of the Governor of New Mexico to the Secretary of the Interior 1903, p.355] 

- witness - 
1883December2; Indenture; Grove L. Brownell of Cerrillos sells for $1000 to Harvey H. Marley of Jackson Co MO my int Atlantic Placer Mining Claim on 

N bank of Tuerto creek, about 2.5mi W from crossing of the road from Wallace to Golden, SF Co formerly Bernalillo, Golden Dist, rec 29Dec83; 

presence John C. Ralley, Weld C. Chandler [b.F p.557] 
1884January1(loc); John C. Polley, Sumner Hopkins, James T. Hasford, Albert S. Marley, Thomas H. Wiches, John W. Phillips, Andrew W. Millspough, 

Harvey H. Marley; H.H. Marley for locators Niagara Placer Claim 147.5ac, from SE corner Arkansas pc + heretofore the SW cor atlantic pc of which 

this is a reloc of a part, N120rods E160rods S160rods W110rods, survey 1Jan84 J.L. Hayward, SF Co formerly Bernalillo Co, rec 3Jan84; witness 
W.C. Chandler, George Smith [b.F p.578] 

1884January1(loc); Sumner Hopkins locator Defiance Placer Mining Claim 20ac, SW corner is 2813’S11º30’E from Township corner 12-13N R6-7E, 
160rods e 20rodsN 160rods W S20rods, bounded on S by Gulf PC, survey 1Jan84 J.L. Hayward, rec 5Jan84; witness W.C. Chandler, H.H. Marley [b.F 

p.579] 

________________________________________________________________ 

 
J. Parke Channing    - NYC & San Pedro 

1898December23; J.T. McLaughlin, of San Pedro, accompanied J. Parke Channing, of New York, to this city Tuesday. Mr. Channing is interested in mining 

in central New Mexico and was at San Pedro examining the property over which Mr. McLaughlin has charge, after which they came on to this city. The 
New Yorker left in the flyer yesterday for the Pacific coast, while Mr. McLaughlin remained to purchase his holiday presents. He returned north last 

evening. – Albuquerque Citizen. [SFNM]  

1899August16; San Pedro Mines. What Is Being Done on Copper Properties There. County Commissioner J.T. McLaughlin, of San Pedro, amanager of the 
Santa Fe Gold and Copper Mining Company, was a visitor in this city to-day, accompanied by J. Parke Channing, of New York City, and W.H. Person, 

of Denver, who are making a tour of the south west. … [SFNM] 

1899September11; J. Parke Channing, mining engineer and expert, of New York City, will be in the southern part of this county in a day or two. He is the 
consulting engineer of the Santa Fe Gold and Copper Mining Company, whose mine is at San Pedro. Mr. Channing will also inspect the leased 

properties on the Ortiz grant, as well as the Cunningham and other mines in that section. [SFNM] 

 



Archbishop Placide Louis Chapelle    - of StaFe  <see also Chappel 
Le troisième archevêque de Santa-Fé, Mgr. Placide Louis CHAPELLE, était originaire de Runes (Lozère). Il fit ses études en Belgique, puis séminariste à 

St.-Mary, il fut ordonné prêtre le 28 juin 1865 à Baltimore (Maryland). Le quatrième archevêque de Santa-Fé fut Pierre BOURGADE, né à Vollore-
Ville (Puy-de-Dôme) qui fit ses études au collège de Billom, fut recruté par Mgr. LAMY qui l’ordonna à Santa-Fé le 30 novembre 1869. Nommé vicaire 

apostolique de l’Arizona, il fut consacré le 1er mai 1885 par Mgrs. LAMY et MACHEBEUF. Premier évêque de Tucson le 10 mai 1897, il devint 

archevêque de Santa-Fé le 7 janvier 1899. Le dernier archevêque d’origine française fut Jean-Baptiste PITAVAL, né le 10 février 1858 à Saint-Genis-
Terrenoire (commune de Genilac dans la Loire, suite à sa fusion avec La Cula,). Séminariste à St-Mary de Baltimore, il fut lui aussi recruté par Mgr. 

LAMY pour son archidiocèse de Santa-Fé. [SPARSAE No.51, Février 2006, Michel Allaeys] 

1893August28; [Cerrillos Nuggets] Archbishop P.L. Chapelle came down from Santa Fe on Saturday and held confirmation services here yesterday. The 
mass was sung, with Miss Leeson at the organ, by Misses Sullivan and McNulty, Mrs. Morris of Santa Fe, Mrs. Norton and Mrs. Kennedy, Mr. John 

Sullivan and others. On Sunday evening a large congregation listened to an eloquent lecture by Dr. Chapelle. Rev. J.H. De Fouri, of Guadalupe parish, 
Santa Fe, has the Cerrillos parish in charge and he is very popular here. [SFDNM] 

1893September2; Archbishop P.L. Chapelle’s reception by the people of Cerrillos on Saturday and Sunday last amounted to an ovation. Fully 500 people 

were at the depot to receive him. At 7:30 Sunday morning the archbishop celebrated high mass when there were 178 communicants present and at 
confirmation services at 9 o’clock there were 128 persons confirmed. The new public school hall was crowded on Sunday evening to hear the 

archbishop’s lecture, and it is noteworthy that the Methodists abandoned their usual Sunday evening service in order that the congregation should attend 

the lecture. [SFDNM] 
1894June27; Loretto Academy. Miss Fannie McNulty, of Turquesa, after a six years’ course, graduated with honor and was presented with a gold medal. 

Misses Nellie Sullivan, of Cerrillos, and Maggie Geimer, of Santa Fe, took sub-graduate honors. …After the awarding of prizes Archbishop Chapelle 

and Gov. Thornton delivered fitting addresses. [SFDNM] 

1894August10; In Rev. De Fouri’s Behalf. A meeting was held at St. Francis hall on Wednesday by the Catholics of the Cathedral and Guadalupe church 

parishes at which George Ortiz presided; Messrs Aniceto Abeytia and Francisco Ortiz y Tafoya acted as vice presidents, and Perfecto Gonzales was 

secretary. …to petition Archbishop Chapelle not to transfer Rev. J.H. De Fouri to the Las Vegas parish… following appointed; Aniceto Abeytia, 
Francisco Ortiz y Tafoya, B.M. Read, H.L. Ortiz, Demetrio Perez, Marcelino Garcia, C.M. Conklin, Felipe Delgado, Antonio Ortiz y Salazar, Luciano 

Baca and W.D. Barron. [SFDNM] 

1895March1; [Legislature] Under the Leaden resolution providing for a committee for the investigation of the White Ash mine disaster, President Curry has 
appointed Councilman Victory, while Speaker Dame’s appointments are Messrs. Leaden and Carr. ¶ …Speaker Dame and Councilman Perea went to 

Cerrillos last night on their mission as the majority of the relief committee for the White Ash mine sufferers. They were met there by Archbishop 

Chapelle the remaining member of the committee. [SFDNM] 
1895March13; White Ash Victims. The Legislative Relief Committee To-day Engaged in Its Humane Duties. Ex-Speaker W.E. Dame, of Cerrillos, and ex-

Councilman Pedro Perea, of Bernalillo, who, with Archbishop Chapelle, were designated by the legislature to disburse the public funds voted to relieve 

the widows and orphans of the victims in the White Ash mine, held a conference yesterday afternoon and mapped out their work. Mr. Dame has spent 
much of his time during the past few days among the people of Madrid and at the conference he submitted a list of those deemed worthy of this charity. 

Several of the families are in abject poverty. It was decided by the committee to donate to each widow the sum of $200 and to each orphan the sum of 

$150. This plan of distribution will, it is thought, fully comply with the humane spirit of the legislative act. The sum of $6,800 is the amount of the 
appropriation and under this arrangement something like $5,?00 will be used, leaving several hundred dollars to be covered back into the territorial 

treasury. Messrs. Dame and Perea are at Cerrillos to-day giving out the checks in accordance with the plan above outlined. [SFDNM] 

1895June8; One Hundred and Twenty-five Persons Confirmed by the Archbishop – Golden in Festal Atire. Correspondence New Mexican. Golden, N.M.,  
June 6 – One of the most notable events of the past eight years transpired at the old San Francisco church at this place yesterday. [Jun5=Wed] ¶  

Archbishop Chapelle, of Santa Fe, confirmed 125 persons. There accompanied the archbishop on this mission, Rev. Jno Gloid, parish priest of St. 

Patrick’s church of Washington; Father J.M. Garnier, of Santa Fe; Father M. Dumerest, parish priest of Pena Blanca and visiting priest for this district, 
and his assistant, Jesus Lopez of Pena Blanca; and also M. Dumerest, of Santa Fe, a brother of the priest last named. ¶ The services were very 

impressive. The church was densely crowded and many were unable to gain entrance. Many of those confirmed came from San Pedro, San Antonito, La 

Madera, Tejon and Dolores. ¶ These, with their numerous friends and relatives, who came to witness the ceremony and to participate in the feasting 
which followed, made up the largest crowd Golden has witnessed for some time, and in consequence everyone was in festal attire. All felt highly 

honored by the reverend gentlemen, and due courtesy and attention was shown them. [SFDNM] 

1895June8; Archbishop Chapelle will be absent from the city for a week or so longer visiting the Catholic parishes of southern New Mexico for the purpose 
of confirming candidates. [SFDNM] 

1895July12; The Santa Fe railway management has tendered to Archbishop Chapelle the free use of an elegant special palace car for the accommodation of 

the archbishops and bishops from Chicago to this city. Hon. Richard C. Kerens, intercontinental railway commissioner, of St. Louis, has also placed his 
special car at the disposal of the guests of the Archbishop from St. Louis and further east. It will probably be the magnificent new car Mr. Kerens is 

having built and very likely its maiden trip will be from St. Louis to the City of the Holy Faith. [SFDNM] 

1895October12; [procession of 500 torch bearers from RR depot to cathedral, for imposition of Pallium on Archbishop Chapelle] Mr. Larkin G. Read will 
serve as grand marshal; aides: Messrs. George A. Johnson, J.D. Sena, Pedro Delgado, Fernando Delgado, F. Alarid, J. Valdez, F. Ortiz, J. Shoemaker, J. 

Hovey, R. Sena, J. Reynolds, M. Garcia, E. Delgado, M. Lucero, J. Conklin, C. Herrera, A.P. Hill, P. Martinez, M.F. Sena. [SFDNM] 

1895October30; By order of the A.,T.&S.F. management the name of Bernal station, on the main line between here and Las Vegas, has been changed to 
“Chapelle” in honor of his grace, Archbishop Chapelle. [SFDNM] 

1898February2; …President McKinley today sent to the senate the nomination of Mr. Emile Solignac, of Grant county, to be register of the United States 

land office at Las Cruces, vice E.E. Sluder, deceased. The unsuccessful candidates for the position were: John Lemon, of Las Cruces, and E.A. Chaffee, 
of Anthony. ¶ Mr. Solignac was born in the south of France, but came to this country when quite young. He was educated in Washington, D.C. After 

serving the government as industrial teacher in Yuma for some years, he made a splendid record for himself as officer of customs at Nogales. For the 
last four years he has been interested in mining in New Mexico. He is highly esteemed wherever he is known in this territory as a gentleman of sterling 

integrity. ¶ He is a nephew of Archbishop Chapelle, and his brother and sister, Mr. Gustave A. Solignac and Miss Josephine Solignac, reside in Santa Fe. 

[SFNM] 

________________________________________________________________ 

 * Chapin * 
Chapin    - StaFe 

1889October21; Chapin is on the box again, and will back the people about town as cheaply and safely as of yore. His old patrons are glad to see him on 
deck again. [SFDNM] 



 

E. C. Chapin    - of DavenportIA & CMD 
1881March28; E.C. Chapin, L.H. Whitson and Dr. M.D. Myers, of Davenport, Ia., ?? ?? Santa Fe. They were among last night’s arrivals. [SFDNM] 

1881April2; E.C. Chapin. L.H. Whitson and Dr. Myers, who arrived here from Davenport, Iowa, some days ago, and went south returned to the city 

yesterday. They are at the Exchange hotel. [SFDNM] 

1881April12; indenture; John Roulston, James I. Martin, F.W. Mahler sell for $1000 to L.H. Whitson, E.C. Chapin of Davenport IA, J.N.W. Rumple of Marengo IA entire 
Addie Rumple, (loc 22Feb81), entire Mabel Chapin, (loc 4Mar81), about 1mi E Carbonateville, in LCMD; presence Leroy Gregory, certify 13Apr81 N.B. Laughlin 
Notary Public [Locations & Mining Deeds E#15409 p.249] 

1881May27; A local published yesterday noted the filing of articles of incorporation by the L.S. Whitson Gold and Silver Mining Company, of Davenport, 

Iowa. It was particularly noticeable by reason of the unusually small capital, only $3,000, instead of $3,000,000, or thereabouts, as is usual for modern 
companies. Very few corporations working in this Territory are so well backed and “heeled” as this, or represent in the directory so great an array of 

solid capitalists as will be seen by a glance at the list. T.T. Dow, President, President First National Bank. James Thompson, Vice President, Capitalist. 

E.C. Chapin, Treasurer, Business Manager Gazette Co. D.B. Shelley, Secretary. Attorney and Loan Agent. F.H. Griggs, President Citizen National 
Bank. J.B. Fidlar, Cashier First National Bank. C.H. Reupke, Davenport Cracker Factory. H. Egbert, Egbert, Fidlar & Chambers. F.H. Hancock, Dow, 

Gillman & Hancock, and Col. L.H. Whitson, General Manager. They have adopted the policy of increasing their capital as occasion may require, having 

no purpose to put stock on the market, but to develop what mines they may control as fast and as economically as my be. They have already made the 
second issue, increasing the capital to $6,500 and as they may need more, the shareholders, some thirty in number, are pledged to respond promptly to 

the calls of the manager. [SFDNM] 

1881September23; E.C. Chapin, of Davenport Ia., arrived from the East last night, accompanied by his wife. Mr. Chapin is editor of the Davenport Gazette, 
and a man of influence in his section of country. He is at the Exchange hotel.  [SFDNM] 

1881October5; E.C. Chapin, of Davenport, Ia., arrived here yesterday. He is stopping at the Exchange. [SFDNM] 

1881November19; E.C. Chapin, of Davenport, Iowa, arrived yesterday with his wife and is a guest at the Exchange. He has come to stay during the winter 
pushing work on the mines of his company. [SFDNM] 

1881December15; E.C. Chapin, of Bonanza, was a guest at the Exchange yesterday. [SFDNM] 

1882January29; E.C. Chapin, of Los Cerrillos district, was in the city yesterday. [SFDNM] 
1882March3 (loc); E.O. Chapin Locator; Davenport Lode, 600’ linear, with 150’ on ea side of said 600’, in LCmD, joined on the E by the Ruelana + Nick 

of Time Mines, and on the W by the Annie Laurie. presence W. Russell, Frank T. Rush. Filed for Record 16Mar82 and recorded same day N.B. 

Laughlin Recorder. {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 5 p.99} 
1882March8; The morning after reaching the Cerrillos; I went to Carbonateville; about one mile from the town the road begins to meander between the base 

of a series of low hills, ranging from two hundred feet up to one thousand feet in height, but as you approach the old Turquoise mine, with the dump 
pile on both sides, that in the past centuries were carried out on the backs of the workmen. When going to investigate the openings, the disadvantages 

the men must have labored under to do the work, the few that could work, and want of machinery showed it must have taken several generations to 

accomplish what the workings show has been done. On going in the dark holes, a flicker of light with the brilliancy of a lightning bug was visible, and 
on reaching the source of light, for I had none myself, I found the light was a candle in the hand of an Indian, who with chisel and hammer was picking 

out pieces of turquoise. This Indian’s conversation was entertaining; it sounded unlike any language I have ever heard, and some of it reminded me of a 

sow when beginning to suckle her pigs. I at last said “no sabe.” The Indian, I presume, was disgusted at my ignorance of the noble (?) red man’s 
language, and went to picking up all his lose pieces of turquoise, put them in a rag, tied it up and put it in his bosom; went to work, but kept an eye on 

me, and I know I did him, with hand on my revolver. When I got to the west side there were more Indians at work. I did not enter the basin, but from a 

little Indian girl who was keeping up a fire near the mouth of the entrance I found the Indians were Pueblos, which accounted for their docility. 

Knowing the Indians seem to think they have the right to this mine, and being at this mine alone, I did not get any specimens. ¶ From this mine I visited 

a number of other prospects en route to Carbonateville, after dinner, in company with Mr. F. Lindner as guide visited the Capital that is owned by W.A. 

Palmer & Bro., A.S. Warren and F. Lindner, of New York, and Rogers & Cottle, of Carbonateville. The Capital has a depth of 300 feet. This mine is in 
mineral, and the output has the appearance of improvement as depth is reached. I did not have time to go down in the mine hence I can not go into 

details. This mine is east of and not far from the base of the Santa Rosa mountains. Nearly east of this mine is the Marshal Bonanza, owned by Messrs. 

Gifford, Britimstin and others of Santa Fe. The depth of the mine is now over 200 feet and in mineral. These same owners are also interested in the 
building of the concentration works at Bonanza City. I learn that as soon as their water jackets, now ordered from San Francisco, are ready and put in 

place work will begin not only on their own ores, but those from other mines who wish to have them treated. The Aztec mine, which lies east of the 

Capital three-fourths of a mile, is now down about 70 feet and is going down to 125 feet. It is in mineral, with good showing. It is owned by E.F. 
Bennett & Brother. ¶ I next visited the Nick-of-Time; formerly called the Ruelana. The shaft sunk on this mine is reported to be on the trend of the 

mine; if off, a drift will catch it. A short distance above this shaft are the old Spanish workings, long since filled; but enough of the face cut is exposed 

to give an idea of the dip and trend of the vein. The shaft is here 200 feet to the first drift, and then goes not many feet below that, with 6 1/2 feet of 
water to handle. This mine has a very promising outlook judging from the mineral already out. It is owned by parties whose names I did not learn. E.C. 

Chapin, the business manager of the Davenport, Ia., daily and weekly “Gazette,” is the manager of the property. From what I could see in my 

necessarily hasty examination, he is doing well at his new calling. ¶ I next called at the Bottom Dollar, where plenty of mineral is to be had. I was 
informed that this property belongs to the Bonanza mining and tunnel company, and is down 100 feet. The manager is C. Wells. No one was at work at 

this mine, and I did not have time to go down to Bonanza, owing to the lateness of the day. The  is an extension of the Bottom Dollar, with a twelve 

feet shaft.  [SFDNM] 

1882March22; E.C. Chapin, of Bonanza, came into the city yesterday and stopped at the Exchange hotel. [SFDNM] 

1882April2; E.C. Chapin, of Los Cerrillos district, was in Santa Fe yesterday, stopping at the Exchange hotel. [SFDNM] 

1882April8; Carbonateville. Newsy and Interesting Items from this Booming Camp. April 5th, 1882. The Los Cerrillos district is neither dead nor sleeping. 
¶ Work is still going on as usual and more so. ¶ Sales of real estate and mining properties are quite common of late. ¶ Mr. Wm M. Parmaley has bought 

from Rogers and Cotter one-half interest in the Hub, formerly the True Blue, consideration variously estimated at from $500 to $1000. ¶ Mr. R.H. 

Cugen [Cruzen] has sold his house (Walfan hotel) to a party in Santa Fe who will shortly open a hotel and boarding house. His son Charles Crugen and 
family leaves to-morrow for Tennessee. Our best wishes accompany him. Mr. R.H. Crugen will domicile upon his return from Santa Fe with his genial 

friend and partner Mr. W.E. Parish. ¶ Mr. M.K. Parmaley and Mr. Jim Matthews who bought out T.A. Maddux for $1,000, are running a store, saloon 

and boarding house. ¶ A recent assay on the Black Jack and Gen. Atkinson lodes, ?hows ?? some very high grade galena. ¶ The Tudor Mining 
company are working their claims and have sunk the Vulcan down 25 feet. ¶ The Mobilie was cribbed up nicely and collard and then sunk forty feet. 

This claim is the north extension of the Black Jack. Work has commenced on the Silver Bullion and soon on the Cross Shot and Mason. ¶ Mr. Alfred 

F. Brainard mining engineer and assayer, one of the old timers in Carbonateville, has just used up his third Muffler having only used that number in 
over two years of work with the Burges patent assay furnace, having made hundreds of assays which shows a splendid record and careful manipulation. 



¶ A gentleman was recently invited to dine with one of our citizens and about dinner time having to go to the rear of his hosts house was surprised to 

see him with a large hand saw busily engaged sawing a log loaf of bread into slices on a bench. The guest’s face fell 250 in the shade. ¶ Mr. E.C. 
Chapin, manager, is working the Nick of Time with three shifts of miners and his steam hoisting apparatus works splendidly. This is the cause of an 

unusual amount of activity in the gulch. ¶ The Georgia is showing up some very fine ore, also the Great Western which is being personally 

superintended by Mr. George Baily one of the owners. ¶ One-fourth interest in the Mexican Prince his been bought by W.R. Harris, of St. Louis, also 
same to S.T. Reed, of Santa Fe. ¶ The Aztec is being worked by the Bennett Brothers, and the horn silver that is taken out will prove to be a veritable 

horn of plenty to the boys. ¶ Col. Gifford is keeping his mechanics on the drive getting the Gonzales reduction works ready for business. ¶ Hubbs is 

also on the go. The new water jacket smelter, from San Francisco will soon be running. ¶ There is considerable interest displayed and great activity 
manifested by the holders of the “Bottom Dollar.” Stock holders and parties are engaged in buying up sock, caused by the finishing touches on the 

“Whim” about to be placed in that mine. Bitsen offered two to one that old man Beckwith will finish blocking out the draw hole to the above 

mentioned “Whim” within one month. ¶ Hon. Samuel W. Bonner is in camp and will stay by us some time. ¶ Mr. W.H. Sleet is in camp looking after 
some mining property. ¶ The Daily New Mexican circulation in camp is still ahead. ¶ All quiet along the Galisteo. ¶ Gamma Sigma. [SFDNM] 

1882April12; The new machinery on the Nick of Time works well, and the gulch is unusually active. [SFDNM] 
1882April28; E.C. Chapin is stopping at the Exchange, having come in from Bonanza City yesterday. [SFDNM] 

1882June14; Carbonateville, June 6, 1885. To-day I began my observations of the Cerrillos, being escorted by Cyrus Wells to the “Bottom, Dollar” lying at the base of the 

Santa Rosa mountain, a mine I did not see on my visit here last March. This mine is situated on the north end of Hungry gulch. It is owned by the Santa Fe Bonanza and 

Tunnel company, of which C.H. PettiboneRathbone is president, S.T. Reed, Vice-President, W.C. Rogers is Treasurer, J.C. JohnsJ.O. Jones Secretary, and Cyrus Wells 

General Manager. This mine has a shaft 110 feet and is in mineral. It is seventy feet to the first plane, and twenty-five from that to the second plane, from which the main shaft 

continues fifteen feet. The work on this mine is that of development and has a showing of about 150 tons of ore. [AnotherThe dump contains of galena, quick-silversilver and 

sulphides. It is low grade, with indications of marked improvement as depth is obtained. This ore has to be first concentrated and then smelted, and by close sorting will now 

pay to handle. ¶ Next on the left in descending the gulch is the DuchessDutchey and Georgia mines. The DuchessDutchey is tunneledtimbered down 100 feet. Work being 

stopped for a few days, and no one present, [so] I have nothing definite to say. The ore is of the same character as of the Bottom Dollar. The Georgia mine is owned by the 

same parties that own the ResuloniaRoulania of which I shall speak hereafter. The Georgia has a depth of 80 feet and ready for the running levels. The ore is the same as the 

above named mines. ¶ The Nick of Time mine, on the southside of Hungry gulch, I visited when here before, and of which I had considerable to say. It then was down a little 

over 100 feet, now the main shaft has a depth of 210 feet. To the first plane is 65 feet, with a drift of 100 feet. This mine has a mineral vein of four feet with a two foot pay 

streak and has the same character of ore as the other mines at similar depths, but is passing through the zinc and galena and I have no doubt from the indications that a better 

quality of ore will be struck. This ore pays. It runs 35 per [cart loadcent. lead. A trace of gold and [silver,] 30 ounces silver according to the claim[s] of the superintendent, but 

from what I can see, he does not give the full value of the ore. That ore I saw to-day will do better than that. This mine is coming to the front quite fast. The general manager is 

E.C. Chapin, of Davenport, Iowa, whom I did not meet, he being east on a visit and has H.Y. Cooper as superintendent, a gentleman I knew in Colorado, a good man for the 

place. ¶ The RoliviaRoulania adjoins the Nick of Time on the southside, and is now down, the main shaft, 115 feet, and in mineral, with a pay streak of 10 to 15 inches. This 

mine is now being developed by its owners, W.V. Sisson, B.H. DunnR.H. Dunn and John Evans. This mine, as well as the Nick of Time, are on the same contact. The oneold 

Spanish workings on the RoliviaRoulania, now filled, are about 500300 feet south of where the present shaft is being sunk. ¶ The Aztec mine belongs to the Bennett Brothers. 

Work has stopped for the present. This property has a shaft 125 feet and has some good mineral on the dumps. This mine I was highly pleased with, and hope they will be able 

to continue their work. To-morrow I shall visit some important mines and go down and see for myself what they contain, among which are the Bonanza and Great Western, 

and tell you what I think of them. W.B. Sloan. [SFDNM reprinted with corrections 18Jun1882] 

1882July12; Carbonateville Notes. The Nick-o-Time mine has let contracts for 200 feet sinking, drifting and cross-cutting. The ore is very rich, and there is 

quite a body of it. [SFDNM] 

1882August21; Indenture; L.H. Whitson of Davenport IA sells for $500 to E.C. Chapin of Davenport IA, J.N.W. Rumple of Marengo IA undiv 1/3 int Addie Rumple, (loc 
22Feb81), undiv 1/3 int Mabel Chapin, (loc 4Mar81), both about 1mi E Carbonateville, in LCMD; presence blank, cert 21Aug82 N.C. Wales Notary Public Scott Co IA, 
recorded 6September1882 [Locations & Mining Deeds F#15410 p. 252] 

1882August21; Indenture; E.C. Chapin, J.N.W. Rumple of Scott & Iowa Cos IA sell for $500 to L.H. Whitson of Davenport Scott Co IA undiv 2/3 int Ida May, (loc 9Mar81 by 
JB Cottle), about 1mi E Carbonateville, in LCMD; cert 21Aug82 H.C. Wales Notary Public Scott Co IA, recorded 13September1882 [Locations & Mining Deeds 
F#15410 p. 254] 

1882August29; The Nick of Time mine in Los Cerrillos district is producing exceedingly nice ore. [SFDNM] 

1882September5; Work on the Nick of Time mine in Los Cerrillos district goes forward steadily, and with gratifying results. [SFDNM] 

- witness - 
1881April7: Agreement; Robert B. Willison, Enos Andrews, John Gwyn, all of Santa Fe, holders of letters of patent of the United States of America to certain lands in NW1/4 

of Sec8 T14N R8E, for $1 to L.H. Whitson Gold and Silver Mining Company of Devenport IA Mina del Tiro, from N line of Sec8 SWly 3000’ 150’ea side; LHWG&SMC 
desires immediately to clean out and examine and explore the shafts, levels, drifts and workings with a view to purchasing three undiv quarters of the property, within 
30days for $45,000 – And whereas there is now in ligated in the Courts of the Territory of NM the question as to the title or validity of the sale of one undiv half of the 
said above described mine and tract of land which said litigation is still undetermined It is hereby agreed by and upon the part of Robert B. Willison complainand in the 
said litigation…; plus, if the deal goes through, 50ac adjacent at $1 per year; rectify by Jno H. Knaebel, C.H. Gildersleeve; Wit E.C. Chapin; filed 25May1881 [b.O-Mtgs 
p.219 

1881April7redux: Agreement. Robert B. Willison, Enos Andrews and John Gwyn for $1 permit to L.H. Whitson Gold and Silver Mining Company of Devenport, Iowa to clean 
out shafts, drifts & workings of Mina del Tiro within 60days, and will decide within 30 days thereafter whether to buy 3/4undiv int for $45,000. And whereas there is now 
in ligated in the Courts of the Territory of NM the question as to the title or validit of the sale of one undiv half of the said above described mine and tract of land which 
said litigation is still undetermined… Robert B. Willison will quiet claim…Ratified Jno H. Knaebel, C.H. Gildersleeve; Wit E.C. Chapin. Rec b.O Mtgs p.219 [per V.,Byrne 
No.4326 Abstract of Title 14Jun1957] 

 
Guilford B. Chapin    - Hematite  <compare with G.B. Chafin 

1896May2; Messrs. Jack Akers and W.E. Dame left via the narrow gauge this morning for Embudo, whence thy take horses and go over the mountains to 

Hematite. Their outfit has gone equipped for a stay of three months, G.B. Chapin being in charge thereof. [SFDNM] 

1898 Troop E, Captain Frederick Muller; First-sergeant John S. Langston, Cerrillos; Albert M. Jones, StaFe; Timothy Breen, StaFe, wounded in arm sent to hospital 1Jul1898; 
Sergeant, Thomas P. Ledgwidge, StaFe; Corporal, Harmon H. Winkoop, StaFe, wounded in line of duty sent to hospital 2Jul1898, returned to duty 4Sep1898; Corporal, 
James M. Dean, StaFe, wounded in left thigh in line of duty sent to hospital 24Jun1898, returned to duty 31Aug1898; Corporal, Richard C. Conner, StaFe; Trumpeter, 
Arthur J. Griffin, StaFe; Farrier, Grant Hill, StaFe; Saddler, Joe T. Sandoval, StaFe; Wagoner, Guilford B. Chapin, StaFe; Troopers: Roll Almack, StaFe; John M. 
Brennan, StaFe; Freeman M. Donavan, StaFe; Frank D. Fries, StaFe, Joseph Gisler, StaFe; James P. Gibbs. StaFe; Wm M. Hutchison, StaFe; Wm H. Hogle, StaFe; 
Arthur J. Hudson, StaFe; John Hulskotter, StaFe; Wm S.E. Howell, Cerrillos; Thomas B. Jones, StaFe; Charles W. Jacobus, StaFe; Frank Lowe, StaFe; Hyman S. 
Lowitzki, StaFe; James E. Merchant. Cerrillos; Wm J. Moran, Cerrillos; Samuel McKinnon, Madrid; Charles E. McKinley, Cerrillos, wounded in head in line of duty 
1Jul1898; Charles F. McKay, StaFe; Frederick A. McCabe, StaFe; John C. McDowell, StaFe; Lloyd L. Mahan, Cerrillos; Henry D. Martin, Cerrillos; Wm C. Mungor, 
StaFe; Adolph F. Nettleblade, Cerrillos; Thomas Roberts, Golden; John E. Ryan, StaFe; Wm C. Schnepple, StaFe; Edward Scanlon, Cerrillos; Wm W. Wagner, Bland; 



George Wright, Madrid; Charles W. Wynkoop, StaFe; George W. Warren, StaFe; First Sergeant, William E. Dame, Cerrillos, discharged per O. reg. comds., 10Aug1898; 
Sergeant Frederick C. Wesley, StaFe, wounded 1,2or3Jul1898 and discharged on account of disability 26Aug1898. [The History of New Mexico, 1907 p.150-152] 

 
H. C. Chapin    - Leadville 

1882February10; …the suit now pending concerning the Tam O’Shanter mine in Pitkin county, Colorado. This mine sprung into notoriety because 

Lieutenant Governor W.A.H. Tabor bought it some time since… The original owners of the property were J.F. Saunders, H.C. Chapin, and William 
Parker, all residing in Leadville. [SFDNM] 

 
John Chapin    - Dry cañon, Sacramento mtns 
1899April14; In the Sacramento mountains J.C. Tucker, William Warner and Joseph Smith have located a copper claim in Dry canon near Alamogordo, 

which at a depth give a value of $120 to $180 a ton. Charles E. Wordman, Charles Beasley, N. Olson, John Chapin and Samuel Dowell have located 

the Flagstaff near there and it yields promising values of gold and silver. The Commodore, owned by William Warner and Joseph Smith has good 
prospects. [SFNM] 

 
Nettie S. Chapin    - of MarshaltownIA & Cash Entry 

1891July17; Mrs. Nettie S. Chapin, of Marshaltown, Iowa, accompanied by Mrs R.H. Taylor, of Santa Fe, but also formerly of Marshalltown, and Mr. Wm M. Berger, Receiver 
of the Santa Fe land office, were callers Monday. Mrs. Chapin is President of the Woman’s Press Association of Iowa and a writer of note. While here she visited the 
Cash Entry section and the mining claims of the late Harvey Beckwith, of whom she is a distant relative. The party retuned to Santa Fe by evening train, Monday. [The 
Rustler v.IV n.2] 

 
S. T. Chapin    - of El Paso & AZ 

1899July26; Grant County. Eight citizens of El Paso have struck it rich just across the line in Arizona, four miles from Lordsburg. The lucky parties are 

D.W. Reckhart, H.G. Ross, John Julian, E. Kohlberg, H.B. Charman, S.T. Chapin, D.M. Payne and W.S. McCutcheon. [SFNM] 

 
W. C. Chapin    - StaFe 

1898May16; …Santa Fe volunteers who quit positions and professions to fight for Uncle Sam: W.C. Chapin – Guard at the penitentiary. [SFNM] 

 
W. E. Chapin    - Cerrillos 

1897November29; At the Exchange: W.E. Chapin, Cerrillos... [SFDNM] 

________________________________________________________________ 

 
W. Chaplin    - of Bonanza City 

1882January14; …dance given by Larock and Hanna, at Bonanza City. They set up a special pavilion for the dancing, which was to the music of the Los Vallecitos orchestra 
(the closest I can locate Vallecitos is at or near present Waldo) They had a midnight supper at the Hotel Bonanza with chicken salads, meats, cakes, fruits, etc. Among 
the guests present were: Mr. and Mrs. D.F. Cofflin, Mr. and Mrs. A.F. Brainard, Mrs. W. Jullivan, Miss A.M. Jones, Mr. and Mrs. E.M. Garnett, Miss Sophia Turner, Miss 
Flora Maddux of Carbonateville, the Misses Estus of Cerrillos, Mr. and Mrs. W. Chaplin and daughter Mabel, Mr. and Mrs V.H.L. Wright, Mr. and Mrs. Rankin and 
daughter Alice, Miss Mattie Giles, Mrs. Gifford of Bonanza City, Misses Amsted, Thompson and Ledger of Santa Fe. …John Maddux wore a diagonal black __ with a 
fine watch and chain. Joe Maddux had on a suit of light-colored clothes. W. Hannas’ turquoise jewelry all came from the turquoise mine. O.W. Alexander wore a full suit 
of deerskins. [SF Daily Democrat ref in 5Mar1967 letter by Jane Calvin Sanchez to Thomas Andrew Maddux, 2009] 

________________________________________________________________ 

 * Chapman * 
Chapman    - dry washer at Jicarillas 
1877July30; Messrs. Chapman and Smith <error for Teats?] completed their new dry washer Saturday last, and as a test ran through two pans full of dirt 

brought from the Jicarillas. The result was 22 cents in gold as weighed in the bank of Reynolds Bros. – Las Vegas Gazette. [SFDNM] 
1877October16; Jicarilla Mines. Messrs. Chapman and Teats of this city, but recently returned from these placers. They there tested the dry washers 

thoroughly. The dry machines are not a success. They will save all the gold from the few first pansful, but after that the rifles fill up, and the gold is 

carried up with the dirt. But these gentlemen are confident that there is ground in the Jicarillas, which will pay more than two cents in the pan, and it is 
not of limited area either. Then it would seem that Collum’s machine should be tested in the Jicarillas. We hope it will be done. It will require no great 

outlay to make the experiment. If it is a success it will be a good thing for the country and the experimenter, if not, no great harm will be done. 

[SFDNM] 
 

Chapman    - of Chapman, Heard & Phillips;  Kingston 
1880October; The Black Range District and the town of Kingston, eight miles west of Hillsboro, resulted from the discovery of silver by Chapman, Heard and Phillips in 

October 1880. [History of NM, Chas F. Coan, 1925, p.396] 
 

Chapman    - of Chapman & Carter;  Silver City 
1901August31; Activity In The Burros. Silver City, Aug.30, 1901. – Messrs. Chapman & Carter are driving a tunnel on the Copper Gulf, recently purchased 

from the Rascomb brothers. [SFNM] 

 

Chapman    - of New Placers 
1965; In the vicinity of Lazarus Gulch, drilling done in 1965 under the supervision of Chapman, Wood & Griswold of Albuquerque found significant showings of copper and 

molybdenum mineralization. [NMBM&MR 1967 p.43] 
as of 1965; Chapman & Wood. Abq. Mine: Jackpot. SMIR 1953. [Directory of Mines in New Mexico, Lucien A. File] 
 
Anita J. Chapman    - of StaFe 
1894November24; On Tuesday night Mrs. J.D. Sena, jr., was tendered a surprise party by some of her friends, on the occasion of her birthday. Those 

present were Mr. and Mrs. Amado Chaves, Mr. J.M. Luna, Mrs. Anita Chapman, Miss Marla Romero, Miss Maggie Johnson, Miss Josefita Ortiz, Miss 

Carmen Sena, Miss Maria Sena, Miss Vicentita Montoya, Messrs. George A. Johnson, Fred Armijo and Liberato Baca. [SFDNM] 



1895September16; Mrs. Chapman and son, Mr. Geo Johnson and sister, left last night for Albuquerque. [SFDNM] 

1897November26; James Lewis Johnson died of congestion of the brain at his home in Santa Fe, on last Wednesday evening, at 6:30 o’clock, in the 72d 
year of his life. ¶ The deceased was born in Baltimore on the 14th of February, 1825, and belonged to one of the first families of Maryland. Fired by a 

spirit of enterprise and adventure, and being possessed of uncommon energy, he went to the mining camp of Corralitos, state of Chihuahua, Old Mexico, 

in 1840, and was engaged in business there and at Chihuahua for about seven years, meanwhile making a brief visit to Santa Fe in 1846 and going east 
once or twice on business errands. In the spring of 1852 he settled permanently in Santa Fe and engaged in general merchandising… four sons and three 

daughters, James, Thomas, Robert L., and George A. Johnson. Mrs. Anita Chapman, Mrs. Bernardino B. Baca and Miss Margarita Johnson. [SFDNM] 

1903May11; Mrs. A. J. Chapman, private secretary to Solicitor General E.L. Bartlett, resumed her duties this morning after being ill since last Wednesday. 
[SFNM] 

1904December31; Notaries Public As qualified December 31st, 1904. Term four years. Santa Fe County. Chapman, Anita J., Santa Fe, Term Expires Sept. 20, 1905. 
[NMBlueBook 1905, p.276] 

1909May15: Mrs. Anita Chapman, until recently territorial librarian, was today appointed by Coal Oil Inspector S.B. Grimshaw as stenographer and clerk in his 
office and took charge of her new position today. [SFNM 100yrs] 

1909December10: Mrs. L.C. Armijo and Mrs. Anita Chapman left this forenoon for Espanola where Mrs. Chapman will inspect a shipment of coal oil. [SFNM 
100yrs] 

 

Charles Chapman    - of Grant co. 
1896March31; [Grant county] Charles Chapman has made a discovery at White Signal which may yet prove a bonanza. [SFDNM] 

 

Charles Chapman  (b.IL 1870>    - of StaFe 

1910May4_census: Charles Chapman, professor of archaeology, single, 40y-o, born IL [IL IL], resident Santa Fe city renting, adjacent habitation Carl Latare 

 

Cloyd M. Chapman  (b.OH 1868>    - of OrangeNJ, Dolores 

1900February 9 – Cloyd Chapman & John Miller (Edison’s bro-in-law) arrive at Dolores to construct mill 
1900February12; Messrs. Miller and Chapman, of Cleveland, O., who are interested in the Edison test on the Ortiz placer beds, are jolly guests at Supt. S.G. 

Burn’s quarters in Dolores. Mr. Miller is a brother to Mrs. Thomas A. Edison. [SFNM] 
1900February23; The Edison Plant. Cloyd M. Chapman, one of the Edison engineering force at Dolores is a visitor in the capital. Mr. Chapman states that 

some delay was caused in erecting the experimental plant at Dolores owing to a scarcity of lumber, but that now all the lumber has arrived and the 

buildings will be completed in a few days. The machinery is on the ground and the plant will therefore be in operation very soon. – At the Claire: Floyd 
M. Chapman, Dolores… [SFNM] 

1900June4; J.V. Miller, of Cleveland, O., brother-in-law of Thomas A. Edison, and C.M. Chapman, of Dolores, prominently identified with the Galisteo 

Mining Company, are here with Manager S.G. Burn. [SFNM] 

1900June8_census: Cloid M. Chapman, employee construct’g engineer, widower, born ?-68, OH [OH OH], resident Precinct#10 Dolores in company’s house with Samuel. 
G. Burn, (2-54 manager gold mining co, widower, England immig1875 [Engl Engl]) & bro Wm. P. Burn (?-58 engineer widower England immig1879 [Engl Engl]), John B. 
Miller (2-74 employee construct’g engineer widower OH [OH OH]), Janus Jordon (?-50 cook single BLACK no write TN [TN TN]) 

1900July3; Cloyd Chapman, connected with the Edison placer works, is here from Dolores to pass the 4th with city friends. He reports that Manager S.G. 

Burn has gone on a visit to Mexico. [SFNM] 
1900July23; Mr. and Mrs. A.B. Renehan, Miss McClure, Cloyd M. Chapman and John V. Miller took an outing to Tesuque yesterday. – Messrs. J.V. Miller 

and C.M. Chapman, identified with the Edison experimental placer plant at Dolores, spent Sunday with friends in Santa Fe. – At the Palace: J.V. 

Miller, C.M. Chapman, Dolores… [SFNM] 
1900August27; Cloyd M. Chapman, of the Edison placer works, rode in from Dolores on horseback yesterday, spent Sunday with Santa Fe friends and 

started home at 8 o’clock this morning. – At the Palace: Cloyd M. Chapman, Dolores… [SFNM] 

1900October8; At the Palace: Mrs. Charles S. Onderdonk, W.T. Hatmaker, Lamy; John V. Miller, Cloyd M. Chapman, Dolores; J.G. Fitch and wife, 
Socorro... [SFNM] 

1900November5; Cloyd M. Chapman, of Dolores, came in Saturday to take in the performance at the opera house. – At the Palace: J.V. Miller, Cloyd M. 
Chapman, Dolores... [SFNM] 

1900November23; The Galisteo Company; Not much is known of the actual process of extracting gold used by the Galisteo Co. at Dolores, which is under the management 
of Mr. S.G. Burn, a gentleman of large mining experience, ably assisted by Messrs. Cloyd M. Chapman and John V. Miller. That company has control of the Ortiz grant, 
under lease, and use a process invented by Mr. Thos A. Edison for extracting gold from the placer dirt. A large experimental plant has been in constant operation for 
several months and, if indications go for anything, the experimental work has been very successful and an extensive plant is comtemplated. The process is carefully 
guarded and, though Mr. Burn and his associates are genial, whole-souled gentlemen, always pleased to entertain their friends handsomely, they are likely to be as 
mum as oysters when the matter of present processes and future plans is touched upon. Mr. W.T. Lawson, of New York, who holds a high position in the management 
of the enterprise, has been here for several days. It has been intimated, though with what authority we do not know, that the Galisteo Co. will soon engage in other very 
extensive mining on the Ortiz grant. [Cerrillos Register Vol.1 No.1] 

1900November28; Not much is known of the actual process of extracting gold as used by the Galisteo company at Dolores, which is under the management 

of S.G. Burn, a gentleman of large mining experience, ably assisted by Messrs. Cloyd M. Chapman and John V. Miller. This company has control of the 
Ortiz grant, under lease, and uses a process invented by Thomas A. Edison for extracting gold from the placer dirt. A large experimental plant has been 

in constant operation for several months, and, if indications go for anything, the experimental work has been very successful, and an extensive plant is 

contemplated. The process is carefully guarded, and, though Mr. Burn and his associates are genial, whole-souled gentlemen, always pleased to entertain 
their friends handsomely, they are likely to be as mum as oysters when the matter of present processes and future plans is touched upon. W.T. Lawson of 

New York, who holds a high position in the management of the enterprise, has been at Dolores for several days. It has been intimated, that the Galisteo 

company will soon engage in other very extensive mining in the Ortiz grant. [SFNM] 
1900November30; Cloyd M. Chapman, who is employed by Thomas A. Eddison at Dolores, in connection with the works there, spent yesterday in the city 

and enjoyed his visit here very much. [SFNM] 

1900December15; At the Palace: Cloyd M. Chapman, Dolores... [SFNM] 
1900December24; Cloyd M. Chapman and John V. Miller, of Dolores, have returned from thei trip to the Grand Canon of gthe Colorado, and spent 

yesterday in the city, returning to Dolores in the afternoon. – At the Palace: Cloyd M. Chapman, John V. Miller, Dolores… [SFNM] 

1900December26; Cloyd M. Chapman, of Dolores, spent Christmas in Santa Fe. – At the Palace: Cloyd M. Chapman, Dolores... [SFNM] 
1900December31; At the Palace: Cloyd M. Chapman, Dolores; W.H. Kennedy, Cerrillos; O.J. Hoover, Cerrillos… [SFNM] 

1901January2; At the Palace: W.H. Kennedy, Cerrillos; Cloyd M. Chapman, Dolores; J.T. McLaughlin, San Pedro… [SFNM] 



1901January14; Cloyd M. Chapman, of Dolores, arrived yesterday noon on a visit to friends in the city. He returned this afternoon. [SFNM] 

1901February2; Cloyd M. Chapman, of Orange, N.J., one of the engineers at the Edison experimental mill at Dolores, is in the capital to spend Sunday. – 
At the Palace: W.H. Kennedy, Cerrillos; J.T. McLaughlin, San Pedro; Cloyd M. Chapman, Orange, N.J... [SFNM] 

1901February4; Cloyd Chapman, one of Edison’s engineers at Dolores, left last evening for his home at East Orange, N.J. The experiments at the Dolores 

mill have been concluded, and will be continued at the Edison laboratory at Menlo Park, New Jersey. [SFNM] 

1903 May-June – Edison’s engineer, Cloyd M. Chapman, first describes process in Engineering & Mining Journal 5/9, and Mining World 6/13 
 
Constant Chapman    - of StaFe 
1907August2: A party of Santa Feans consisting of John G. Howland, Adolph P. Hill, Manuel Delgado and Constant Chapman has returned from a two weeks’ 

outing on Barbara Creek at the headwaters of the Pecos River. [SFNM 100yrs] 

 
E. R. Chapman    - Santa Fe Southern RR 
1891November6; Committee of five – W.H. Kennedy, Chas. F. Easley, Tony Neis, W.C. Rogers, A.M. Anderson – formed by informal meeting at Grand Central hotel, to 

meet and greet the Santa Fe Southern officials: E.R. Chapman, E.T. Webber. General L.M. Melly, R.W. Webb. [The Rustler, v.IV no.27] 
1891November13; Mr. Chapman, Gen. Melly and Mr. Webber returned to Santa Fe last Saturday from their south county trip, full of enthusiasm. [The Rustler, v.IV no.28] 
1891December18; The [Lincoln-Lucky] ore  goes from Cerrillos to Denver. Mr. G.W. Middleton, one of the owners, who was last week a visitor here, had a 

conference with the Santa Fe Southern road and gave them to understand that the Lincoln-Lucky would guarantee fifteen car loads of ore daily to the 

narrow gauge line when it reaches San Pedro. This information was at once communicated to Mr. Chapman in New York... [SFDNM] 
1892March21; E.R. Chapman left last night for New York, expecting to return to Santa Fe in about ten days, by which time it is hoped to have adjusted all 

differences in the amount of county bonds to be refunded for the narrow gauge road.  [SFDNM] 

1892November30; The annual meeting of the stockholders of the Santa Fe Southern Railroad company… E.R. Chapman, President. John Symington, 
Assistant Secretary. [SFDNM] 

1893April20; E.T. Webber is in Denver and will accompany E.R. Chapman to this city on his arrival there from New York. [SFDNM] 
1893May4; Mr. E.R. Chapman, president of the Santa Fe Southern railroad... [SFDNM] 

1893May22; E.R. Chapman, receiver of the Santa Fe Southern railroad, left this morning for Denver. [SFDNM] 

1893June7; In chambers yesterday Judge Seeds made an order to the matter of the appointment of E.R. Chapman, receiver of the Texas, Santa Fe & 
Northern and the Santa Fe Southern railroad companies, making the receivership absolute as against those corporations and the following named 

judgment creditors: C.H. Gildersleeve, B.M. Read, Ambrosio Ortiz, J.R. Lucero, Dolores O. Lucero, and the Second National bank, and continued in 

force as against all others until Sept. 6, next. [SFDNM] 
1895March25; The attorney for the Farmer’s Loan and Trust company, and Receiver Chapman, of the Santa Fe Southern Railroad company, state that the 

suit to foreclose and sell out the property under the Trust company’s mortgage will be fully argued in the district court early next week. They do not 

appear to be greatly disturbed over the so-called victory for the local creditors. [SFDNM] 

 
Frank Chapman    - of Las Vegas & New Placers 
1868: [Pecos grant] In 1868 the Pecos Indians sold one quarter of the grant to John N. Ward and in 1872 the remaining three-quarters to Frank Chapman. A year 

later Chapman purchased the last quarter from Ward. There then followed a period of 25 years of legal battles, claims and counter-claims between 
technincally legal owners and prior settlers, and multiple transfers of the title among land speculators. In 1898, John Laub, then the current owner, sold the 
Pecos Grant to Henry W. Kelly. [James E. Ivey, 2005] 

1872November25; Date of auction. Master’s Deed. William Breeden Master in Chancery, for $1,000.00, conveys to Frank Chapman One half interest of one undivided sixth 
interest CdA&SP grant. Sig. William Breeden. b.G Deeds p.30. [BHenderson Abstract of Title No.2 30Sep1983] 

1872December20; Dated. Deed. Frank Chapman of Las Vegas, for $5,000.00, sells to James B. Kitchen of Leavenworth KS the undivided half part… one half interest of one 
eighth interest of CdA&SP grant, of land... Sig. Frank Chapman. b.G Deeds p.107. [BHenderson Abstract of Title No.2 30Sep1983] 

1879; [Las Vegas Christmas party] Along about four o’clock in the afternoon, John Dold decided that the pace was a little too speedy for an old duck with 

wobbly legs and asked to be escorted home. Charlie Cruson got a wheelbarrow and took it up in front of the hotel like a carriage in waiting. Frank 
Chapman and some of the other Indians packed Dold out. and laid him tenderly across the wheelbarrow, and with wreaths of mistletoe and kinnikinick 

to mark the spot where he was laid to rest, the band started off down the plaza playing the Rogue’s March. Cruson trundled along with his load and just 

as the procession reached the acequia madre, poor old Don Juan Dold was dumped into the raging canal. [My Life on the Frontier] 
1882February17; [Socorro] Frank Chapman, formerly landlord of the St. Nicholas hotel, in Las Vegas, was in town the other day. Mr. Chapman has retired 

from the hotel business and is now handling mining property. [SFDNM] 

 
Fred Chapman    - of Denver, Leadville 
1898April4; Fred Chapman, a mining man from Denver on his way to southern Arizona, spent Sunday in the city, stopping at the Exchange. – At the 

Exchange: Fred Chapman, Leadville… [SFNM] 
1898April9; At the Exchange: Fred Chapman, Leadville; P.T. Young, El Paso… [SFNM] 

 
Georgia Chapman    - of CO & Cerrillos 
1894March2; Georgia Chapman and Thad Guzzle were arraigned before U.S. Commissioner Victory yesterday for violating the Edmunds act. They were 

arrested at Cerrillos on complaint of the sheriff of Larimer county, Colorado. If the allegations made by the Colorado sheriff are true, the case is one of 

the utmost depravity. The woman is about 50 years of age and the man about 25. She is the wife of ex-Representative Chapman of Larimer county, 
Colorado, and is said to have stood high in the community where she lived until a short time ago. She is also the mother of eight children, two of whom 

are girls grown almost to womanhood. Guzzle worked on the ranch of the woman’s husband and thus began an intimacy with her that has landed both 

of them behind the bars. When arrested they were living together as husband and wife at Cerrillos. Deputy Sheriff Grimes, of Larimer county, writes to 
Sheriff Cunningham that it was the intention of the couple to kidnap the two eldest daughters of the woman and place them in a house of ill fame, 

which they intended starting at Cerrillos. The woman’s story is entirely different, but equally as bad and revolting. According to her allegations, her 

husband is just as bad as she, and should also be behind bars. She says her husband not only countenanced her intimacy with Guzzle, but encouraged 
her in it in order to obtain a divorce. The woman also claims that her husband purchased tickets for both here and Guzzle, and furnished them with 

money to go away on. She alleges that the arrest was caused by her husband in order that he might obtain evidence against her. She emphatically 

denies the story of her intention to force her daughters into a shameful business. [SFDNM] 

 
H. S. Chapman    - PontiacMI, Rio Arriba co. 



1900December22; The Pontiac Gold and Copper Mining Company of Dover, Del., to-day filed incorporation papers at the office of Territorial Secretary 

Wallace. The incorporators are C.A. Palmer, H.S. Chapman, Albert G. Griggs, L.E. Waite, M.G. Robertson, George A. Safford, Joseph Burns, of 
Pontiac, Mich., George Taylor, Detroit, Mich., and Lon L. Trout, of Tres Piedras, Rio Arriba county. The company will operate in Rio Arriba county. 

Its capital is $400,000. Incorporation fee, $50. [SFNM] 

 

John L. Chapman    - of Las Vegas 

Chapman (San Miguel). First postmaster, John L. Chapman. PO 1879-80. [T.M. Pearce 1965] 
Chapman, San Miguel co, PO as Hatchs Ranch 1878-79, as Chapman 1879-80, for postmaster John L. Chapman. [The Place Names of NM, R.Julyan] 
1882April11; Quit Claim Deed; Christian Eberhardt of Los Cerrillos sells for $1000 to J.L. Chapman of Las Vegas San Miguel Co ¼ undiv int Gem mine, (loc 30Oct79 b.C 

p.36), also owned by WA Givens of Las Vegas, Wm Bolander of Santa Fe, Geo H. McClosky of Los Cerrillos, in LCMD; before us Charles E. Burkhart, William Brown, 
certify 20April1882 John Townsend Notary Public, recorded 22April1882 [Locations & Mining Deeds F#15410 p.141] 

1882June13; Mining Deed; George H. McCloskey sells for $500 to John L. Chapman of San Miguel Co undiv ½ int Perhaps Lode, (loc 10Nov79 b.C p.36), undiv ¼ int 
Adolphus lode, (loc 26May79 b.B p.38), in LCMD; presence Edgar Caypless, certify 13June82 Edgar Caypless Notary Public, recorded 13June1882 [Locations & 
Mining Deeds F#15410 p.186] 

1883October26 POL; H.C. Rasmussen swears before H.M. Jones that at least $100 worth of work has been done upon Perhaps mine, in LCMD, during the 

year ending 31Dec83. Such expenditure was made by W.A. Givens, J.L. Chapman, Wm Bolander and Eberhardt, owners of said claim. Filed for record 
28May84 and recorded same day S.A. Larock Recorder {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 7 p.119} 

1883October26 POL; H.C. Rasmussen swears before H.M. Jones that at least $100 worth of work has been done upon Gem mine, in LCmd, during the 

year ending 31Dec83. Such expenditure was made by sinking in shaft 12’, by W.A. Givens, J.L. Chapman, William Bollander and J. McClosky, 
owners of said claim. Filed for record 28May84 and duly recorded same day S.A. Larock Recorder {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 7 p.120} 

1883October30 POL; H.C. Rasmussen swears before H.M. Jones NP that at least $100 worth of work has been done upon Adolphus mine, in LCMD, 

during the year ending 31Dec83. Such expenditure was made by W.A. Givens, J.L. Chapman, William Bollander and Eberhardt, owners of said claim. 
Filed for record 28May84 and duly recorded same day S.A. Larock Recorder {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 7 p.121} 

 
John P. Chapman    - Ortiz Mine grant, New Placers 
1880September12(disc&loc); W.C. Fendall, John Solomon, John Chapman, Edward Jones Columbus lode 1250’Sly 250’Ely, in Placer Mts, 1500’ by 

300’ea side, directly S of Iowa mine, Sly course from old Timer, SBMD, rec 1Dec80; attest Johnson H. Brown, John G. Pfouts [b.E p.21] 
1881July20(disc&loc); W.C. Hart, J. Fowler, R.W. Henderson, J. Davis, Edward Blake, A.J. Huntington, Wolcott Joe Brown, J.P. Chapman Red Horse 

Placer claim 160ac ca 1mi SE the Smelting works of the NY&NMMM&S Co, commencing in middle of Galisteo River, Gold Spring MD No.31, rec 

1Aug81 [b.E p.463] 
1881November7(loc); A.N. Randall 1/4 locator, J.T. Kelley 1/4, John Chapman 1/4, John D. White 1/4 Duke of Wellington 1200’SE 300’NW 300’N+S, 

SBMD, rec 6Feb82; witness Patrick Cullen [b.F p.55] 
1882January2; Notice is hereby given that the partnership heretofore existing under the name and style of Chapman & Cronk is this day dissolved by 

mutual consent. Harry Lewis will collect all accounts due to the firm and pay all bills. J.P. Chapman, A.D. Cronk, Santa Fe, Dec. 26, 1881. [SFDNM] 

1884August8; Notice of Forfeiture. Jan. 24th, 1884. To W.C. Fendall and John Chapman, their successors or legal representatives. You are hereby notified 
that I have expended the sum of One Hundred ($100) dollars, in labor and improvements, upon the Columbus lode, situated in the Silver Buttes mining 

district... John Solomon, Edward Jones. [The Golden Retort. Vol.V No.3] 

- witness - 
1879May9; Henry Yates 2/3, J.D. Hart 1/3 Keystone mine NW slope of Tuerto Mtn, NW mine Cortez No.2, 1.75mi SE Real de Sn Fran, 750’SW NE 300’ea 

side; witness John Chapman, Jno F. Dowling [b.B p.40] 

1879June17; Wm A. Dobbins 1/4, Jno F. Dowling 1/4, Henry Yates 1/2, Broad Gauge Mine 300’E 1200’W, 300’ea side, W bank of uruque Cañon, 3/4mi 
ENE of SE corner of Cañada del Agua Grant, rec 20Sep1879; witness John Chapman, John D. Hart, Oscar Hodgdon [b.B p.1]  

1879November15; John D. Hart sells for $75 to N.F. Kelly, John Solomon, Oscar Hodgdon, 1/4undiv Pine Tree lode Sandia MD; presence John Chapman, 

H.W. McConnell [b.B p.125] 
1881September6(disc&loc); Johnson H. Brown, John F. Kelley, locators Corned-Beef lode 750’NE+SW 300’ea side, ca 1.5mi SE from Golden, ca 1/4mi 

SW from Delgado Mine, NPMD, rec 29Sep81; attest _ _ Randall, John Chapman [b.E p.577] 

1881December10(loc); Johnson H. Brown, Thomas Munns, locators Defiance Lead 1300’Nly 200’Sly 300’ea side, about 2mi SE from Golden, about 
1000yds N from San Pedro Smelting Works, NPMD, rec 22Dec81; witness John T. Kelley, John Chapman [b.F p.7] 

1882August21; Mining Deed; Johnson H. Brown sells for $300 to John T. Kelley undiv 3/8int John T. Dowling mine NPMD, rec 24Aug82; presence John 

Chapman, John D. Hart [b.F. p.238] 
1882November19; POL; John Chapman swears before Crawford S. Griffin J of P, at least $100 labour on Columbus b.E p.21, for 1882, expenditure by John 

Chapman, owners John Solmon, Edward Jones by his agent, W.C. Fendall’s admininstrator, NP formerly SBMD, rec 12Dec82; witness John Johnson, 

A.N. Randall [b.F p.300] 

 

Kenneth M. “Chap” Chapman  (b.IN 1876>    - wife is Katherine A.M. Chapman (b.PA 1887, 1888>;  of StaFe 

It began in 1899, when 23-year-old Kenneth Chapman, known to his friends as "Chap," stepped off the AT&SF train in Las Vegas, N.M. ¶ Hailing from the Midwest, he 
suffered from a chronic lung problem and a friend, familiar with Las Vegas, advised him to go there with the hope that the mountain air would be a cure. ¶ To support 
himself, Chap, a commercial illustrator, painted small pictures of local scenes and sold them to tourists from the East. ¶ Soon he became acquainted with Edgar L. 
Hewett, an archeologist and president of the Las Vegas Normal University, today's Highlands University. ¶ It so happened that Hewett needed an artist to draw pictures 
of Native American artifacts — he employed Chap for that purpose. ¶ Their professional association lasted over a lifetime, with Hewett becoming a founder and the first 
director of the Museum of New Mexico headquartered in Santa Fe's Governors Palace. ¶ Chap would become renown as an expert on Pueblo ceramic designs and 
would emerge as a key figure in persuading native potters to revive use of traditional forms and decorations. ¶ In January 1909, while still living in Las Vegas, he was 
asked by historian Col. Ralph E. Twitchell to prepare some illustrations for a forthcoming book, The Military Occupation of New Mexico, 1846. ¶ Writing about the matter 
in 1937, Chap declared that he felt it would be impossible to make satisfactory portrayals of the actual sites he was trying to illustrate. ¶ Twitchell would not hear of it, 
saying that his Denver publisher was in a hurry and was demanding illustrations at once. "Just research the subject and do the best you can," he told the artist. ¶ That's 
what Chap did, completing a total of 14 pictures that appeared in the published book. Later, after seeing his work between covers, he lamented that depictions of the 
Taos church and the Soldiers Monument in the center of the Santa Fe Plaza were inaccurate. ¶ Chap also added that his rendering of the portal of the Governors Palace 
was particularly unfortunate because no study of early New Mexico architecture was then available to serve him as a guide. ¶ He blamed his employer for not allowing 
him enough time to do the work properly. Chap wrote, "It is to be regretted that Col. Twitchell, with his usual insistence on the accuracy of his text, was satisfied with 
such a questionable method of providing the illustrations." [MSimmons, Trail Dust 4Dec2010] 



1909September12: Dr. Edgar L. Hewett, K.M. Chapman, Jesse Nusbaum, Carl Lotave, John P. Harrington and Mrs. J.E. Wood, who had been engaged in 

archaeological work at the Puye and the Rio de los Frijoles, returned the other evening from their six weeks' outing in beautiful and attractive Pajarito Park, 
west of Santa Fe. [SFNM 100yrs] 

1920January12_census: Kenneth Chapman, archaeologist state of NM museum working on own acct, married, 44y-o, born IN [unk unk], resident Santa Fe city, own home 
free on Acequia Madre St, with wife Katherine (32y-o PA [PA PA]), son Frank (3yr3mo NM [IN PA]), Helen Hope (10mos NM [IN PA]) 

Hewett never convinced Rockefeller to fund the Laboratory of Anthropology. They did meet in 1924 and discussed funding possibilities for the existing state museums and School 

of American Research, but nothing came of those talks. The concept for the Lab was initiated in 1926 by museum staff member Kenneth Chapman who presented a proposal 

more in line with what Rockefeller was looking for. In fact, Hewett was bitterly opposed to the entire concept of the Laboratory and considered it a duplication of what he was 

already doing. Only after Hewett's death in 1946 did the Laboratory of Anthropology and the Museum of New Mexico merge. 

1930_census: K.M. Chapman, 54y-o, StaFe City, K.A.M. Chapman, 43y-o, StaFe City, Frank Chapman, 13y-o, Helen Chapman, 11y-o 
 
Robert Clowry Chapman    - of Chicago & Golden 
1898March11; Old Reliable Mining Company. Organization of a Company Capitalized at $750,000 to Operate in Southern Santa Fe County. Joseph B. 

Mayo of Golden, N.M., Wilson S. Chapman and Robert Clowry Chapman of Chicago, Ill., have organized the Old Reliable Mining company, and filed 

articles of incorporation in Secretary Wallace’s office. The objects of incorporation are to locate, purchase, sell, lease and mortgage mines and mining 
properties, mill sites, mills, concentrating, smelting and refining works, pipe lines, sluices, ditches, canals, tramways, railroads; to construct and maintain 

tunnels, shafts, mills, concentrating, smelting and refining works; to conduct a general mining and milling business, and to operate mines and mills, and 

engage in such other business as may be deemed necessary to the success of the corporation. Captial stock $750,000; the principal office is located in 
Chicago. And the New Mexico office is to be in the town of Golden, Santa Fe county, N.M. [SFNM] 

1898March11; Mr. Robert B. Chapman, a Chicago attorney, member of the law firm of Pratt, Chapman & Pratt, who has been here a couple of weeks on 

legal business, left this morning, via the narrow gauge for Denver en route home. He was well pleased with his visit here and became interested with Mr. 

J.B. Mayo in some south Santa Fe county mining properties while here. [SFNM] 

1900January5; Hon. J.B. Mayo, manager of the Old Reliable Mining Company in south Santa Fe county, was in the city yesterday. The company owns 

ninety-nine year leases on six valuable claims on the southern edge of the Ortiz grant, and on yesterday completed the purchase of interests in these 
leases, owned by M. Debow, M. Cullen and Major A.N. Randall. It is understood that a nice sum of money was paid for these interests, which were 

transferred to Mr. Mayo and Mr. Chapman, of Chicago, and by them transferred to the Old Reliable Mining Company. The new capital put into the 

company is by Boston capitalists, who have had the six claims owned by it carefully examined by experts as to their value and extent. Among the 
experts who made examinations were Professor Sharpless, state geologist of Massachusetts, and Professors Carmichael and Griswold, of Boston, who 

enjoy most excellent reputations as geologists and mining experts. ¶ Mr. Mayo and Mr. Chapman retain a large interest in the company, and Mr. Mayo 

will continue as manager of the property and of the new stamp mill which the company will erect. [SFNM] 
1900December18; R.C. Chapman, a Chicago attorney, is here in connection with a suit now pending in the district court. [SFNM] 

1900December19; Robert C. Chapman, a Chicago attorney, who has been here for some days on legal business, was a passenger for the east this morning. 

[SFNM] 

 
Truman F. Chapman    - of Las Vegas Hot Springs, Hillsboro, Animas m.d., Black Range m.d. 
1874February14; T.F. Chapman of Cimarron and other Californians have also passed through this place from a southern tour, all expressing themselves 

highly pleased with our country... [The Advertiser v.4 n.22] 

1880September29; T.F. Chapman, of Las Vegas, one of the proprietors of the hotel at the hot springs near that town, arrived here last night. [SFDNM] 
1880October9; T.F. Chapman, of the Las Vegas Hot springs was in the city yesterday. [SFDNM] 

1882February2; The District Court of the First judicial district and the Territorial court will convene in this city on Monday the sixth instant. The jurors 

have been selected and are as follows; District Court. Petit Jurors, …Truman F. Chapman… [SFDNM] 
1882April21; T.F. Chapman, of Las Vegas Hot Springs, was in the city yesterday. [SFDNM] 

1887January; re. Third Judicial District, November Term 1886; Moses Thompson and Trueman F. Chapman, doing Business under the Firm Name and Style of the Lady 
Franklin Mining Company, Plaintiffs, v. James Delaney, Defendant. [Reports of Cases… NMSupCourt, v.IV, p.53] 

1891July31; Hillsboro note: T.F. Chapman took a bond on the north extension of the Bonanza mine vein from Messrs. F.W. Parker and Chas Millette, the 

owners... [SFDNM] 
1896November13; The following corporations filed articles with the territorial secretary: The Bullion Gold & Silver Mining Company – Incorporators and 

trustees, ??? ????, Charles L. Wright, James G. Smith, Lehman Spiegelberg, of New York, and Truman F. Chapman, of Kingston, New Mexico; 

objects, mining and reducing ores; capital stock, $500,000; life, fifty years; principal office, New York City, with a branch office in Kingston, New 
Mexico. [SFDNM] 

1898October19; T.F. Chapman, formerly one of Hillsboro’s big mining operators, has returned to the district and will begin work at the Eureka gold mine. 

[SFNM] 
1898November9; Hillsboro District. Chapman Bros., at the Eureka, have broken into a six foot vein of ore and will shortly be making large shipments. 

[SFNM] 

1899April14; At Hillsboro an agent of Andrew Carter has been sampling the manganese iron deposits of the district in order to ascertain their value for the 
manufacture of armor plate. Frank I. Given recently disposed of a half interest in his Richmond gulch property to Scott F. Keller for $1,500. Thomas C. 

Long and associates have purchased a half interest in the Scandia mine, owned by Larson and Silene, and will construct a tramway to transport the ore 

direct to the Porter mill. The price paid for the interest was $6,500. T.F. Chapman has bonded the Happy Jack. [SFNM] 

1899May13; Hillsboro District. T.F. Chapman has bought the Sherman mine from Jeff Owens. [SFNM] 

as of 1903June30; List of mining claims in NM which have been officially surveyed… By Surveyor-General Morgan O. Llewellyn. Truman F. Chapman, 

Bullion, Black Range MD, 18.41ac. – Do., Last Chance, do. MD, 8.36ac. [Report of the Governor of New Mexico to the Secretary of the Interior 1903, 
p.345] 

as of 1903June30; List of mining claims in NM which have been officially surveyed… By Surveyor-General Morgan O. Llewellyn. Truman F. Chapman, 

Almira, Black Range MD, 18.73ac. – Do., Almira mill site, do. MD, 4.98ac. – Do., Subchief, do. MD, 17.12ac. – Do., Subchief mill site, do. MD, 
4.80ac. – Do., Seaside, do. MD, 20.42ac. – Do., Seaside mill site, do. MD, 4.96ac. [Report of the Governor of New Mexico to the Secretary of the 

Interior 1903, p.345] 

as of 1903June30; List of mining claims in NM which have been officially surveyed… By Surveyor-General Morgan O. Llewellyn. Truman E. Chapman et 
al., Compromise No.2, Las Animas MD, 17.1856ac. [Report of the Governor of New Mexico to the Secretary of the Interior 1903, p.354] 

 
W. S. Chapman   - of NY & Lake Valley 



1882June7; A Mining Party. A special car arrived here last evening from the east bringing a large party of visitors, who are out on mining business. The 

party is in charge of Prof. B. Silliman, of New Haven, who is well known in the territory, and is out here on mining business. It consists of Dr. 
Middleton, of Philadelphia, S.L. Smedley, of Philadelphia, Col. Shaffer, of New York, E.A. Pire, of Phila.; P.C. Garrett, of Phila.; E.D. Cope, of Phila.; 

George D. Roberts, of Phila.; H.R. Nash, of New York; W.S. Chapman, of New York; J.W. Harper and John Tracy, R.H. Shoemaker, Joseph 

Ashbrook, of Philadelphia. The visitors went to the Palace hotel and will remain several days. Col. Gillette is at the Palace with them, and will see that 
they get a chance to observe the great mineral resources of the territory. [SFDNM] 

1882June8; The capitalists whose arrival here was announced yesterday morning left yesterday afternoon for Lake Valley, where they are interested largely 

in mining property. [SFDNM] 

 
Wilson S. Chapman    - of Chicago & Golden 
1898March11; Old Reliable Mining Company. Organization of a Company Capitalized at $750,000 to Operate in Southern Santa Fe County. Joseph B. 

Mayo of Golden, N.M., Wilson S. Chapman and Robert Clowry Chapman of Chicago, Ill., have organized the Old Reliable Mining company, and filed 

articles of incorporation in Secretary Wallace’s office. The objects of incorporation are to locate, purchase, sell, lease and mortgage mines and mining 
properties, mill sites, mills, concentrating, smelting and refining works, pipe lines, sluices, ditches, canals, tramways, railroads; to construct and maintain 

tunnels, shafts, mills, concentrating, smelting and refining works; to conduct a general mining and milling business, and to operate mines and mills, and 

engage in such other business as may be deemed necessary to the success of the corporation. Captial stock $750,000; the principal office is located in 
Chicago. And the New Mexico office is to be in the town of Golden, Santa Fe county, N.M. [SFNM] 

1900January8; Land Transactions. Power of attorney by Matthew Cullen, of Salt Lake City, to William Stanley to sell the Grand Central, Broad Gauge and 

Narrow Gauge claims, covering thirty acres near Golden. ¶ Matthew Cullen, by B. Stanley, to Joseph B. Mayo, of Golden, and Wilson S. Chapman, of 
Chicago, five-eighths interest in the Grand Central, Nos.1 and 2 Broad Gauge, Nos.1 and 2 Narrow gauge, near Golden, covering thirty acres. [SFNM] 

1900January8;[Land Transactions] Matthew Cullen, by B. Stanley, to Joseph B. Mayo, of Golden, and Wilson S. Chapman, of Chicago, 5/9 interest in the Grand Central, 
Nos. 1 and 2 Broad Gauge, Nos. 1 and 2 Narrow gauge, near Golden, covering thirty acres. [SantaFeNewMexican 8Jan1900] 

________________________________________________________________ 

 * Chappel * Chappell *    - see also Chapelle 

Delos A. Chappell    - Gallup 
1902February19; [Gallup] Delos A. Chappell, head of the Victor Coal Company... [SFNM] 

 
Morris Chappel  (d.15May1895)    - Ortiz Mine grant, Cochiti m.d. 
1891October23; Messrs. White & Cook, and Morris Chappel, have put in a little extra time this fall, prospecting for something better than coal, with the result that they 

already have a 22 inch vein of high grade ore, in the Ortiz mountain, up above the coal fields.. [The Rustler v.IV n.25] 
1895May18; Messrs. W.H.H. Plowman and Frank Wynkoop came in from Allerton last night and report great activity among the mine workers of the 

Cochiti district. They also relate that Morris Chappel, well known at Cerrillos, was accidentally killed at the head of Colla canon on Wednesday. He was 
doing assessment work and a rock fell on him, causing internal injuries from which he died. He was buried at Bland on Thrusday afternoon. This makes 

the fifth death in camp. [SFDNM] 

________________________________________________________________ 

 

CHARITY GOLD MINING COMPANY    - Silver City 
1897October8; The Charity Gold Mining company was organized one year ago by Chicago and Milwaukee capitalists. The company is working a group of 

mines under bond from the owners, Mr. Lloyd Tavis of Greenlee and Messrs. Dorsey, Derbyshire, Clark and Powell of Silver City. [SFDNM] 

 
John Charles see John Charles Horner 

 
S. H. Charles    - of SpringfieldMO, E-town 
1901April17; Elizabethtown Mining News. S.H. Charles of Springfield, Mo., chief dispatcher on the ‘Frisco R.R., and a director in the Golden Era Mining 

& Milling Company, is in the camp. [SFNM] 

 
H. B. Charman    - El Paso & AZ 

1899July26; Grant County. Eight citizens of El Paso have struck it rich just across the line in Arizona, four miles from Lordsburg. The lucky parties are 

D.W. Reckhart, H.G. Ross, John Julian, E. Kohlberg, H.B. Charman, S.T. Chapin, D.M. Payne and W.S. McCutcheon. [SFNM] 

________________________________________________________________ 

 * Charter * 
CHARTER MILL OAK COMPANY    - Hillsboro 
1899August21; Sierra County. Another $6,000 brick was shipped east by the Charter Mill Oak Company of Hillsboro. [SFNM] 

 

John Q. Charter    - CMD 

1880July20; indenture; Julius Kampfert sells for $100 to John Q. Charter, N.M. Clark Hickey Boy Lode, (loc 8Jul80) in LCMD; certify 20July80 N.B. Laughlin Notary Public, 
recorded 3August1880 [Locations & Mining Deeds C#15407 p.360]  

________________________________________________________________ 

 * Chase * 
Chase    - Chase, Paxton & Larzelere;  of Cochiti m.d. 
1897May14; The Bland District. The Rising Sun, owned by Messrs. Chase, Paxton and Larzelere is showing up well of late. This property is now being 

worked by Mr. Larzelere, who has commenced to sink a winze near the end of the 120 foot tunnel and on a four-foot vein of decomposed quartz that is 
heavily mineralized. [SFDNM] 

1897May28; Bernalillo County. The Rising Sun, owned by Messrs. Chase, Paxton & Larzelere, is at present being worked by the last named, who has begun 

to sink a winze near the end of the 120-foot tunnel and on a four foot vein of slightly decomposed quartz that is well mineralized. [SFDNM] 
 



Chase    - Philpot & Chase;  of Bland 
1894June12; … “The Capital,” Philpot & Chase, proprietors, at the booming city of Bland in the Cochiti district. [SFDNM] 

 

Dana B. Chase    - photographer;  Cerrillos & StaFe 
1889October29; At the office of the county clerk the following instruments have been filed: Helen F. Knaebel to Dana B. Chase, two lots at Cerrillos; 

consideration, $200. [SFDNM] 
1889November19; Dana B. Chase, photographer, is in receipt of a grand new camera, big enough to photograph all out of doors at one sitting. [SFDNM] 

1890May19; If you wish photographs made by me call before June 1. D.B. Chase. [SFDNM] 

1890September5; Santa Fe Business Directory! Live Men Represening theTrades and Professions, at Santa Fe. D.B. Chase, Photographer. Plaza Art Studio. Landscape 
and Portrait Photography. Instantaneous process used exclusively. Good work guaranteed. [ad in The Cerrillos Rustler Vol.III No.8]  

 
E. E. Chase    - CO 
1900May15; W.H. Russell, a well-known miner from Magdalena, is in the city to-day. He brings good reports from the mines about Magdalena and 

Socorro, and is here to take a lease on properties owned by Santa Fe parties. Of the Kelly mine, wheich made the section famous years ago, Mr. Russell 
says Mrs. Gustav Billing has been out from Cincinnati lately and spent some time going over the property with E.E. Chase, a Colorado expert. 

Extensive development is to be commenced anew in a few weeks. The widow of G. Billing, founder of the Socorro smelter, is now sole owner of this 

splendid property, and knows its value. In 1880 Mr. Billing came to New Mexico from Leadville... [SFNM] 

 
E. J. Chase    - WaterlooIA, Bonito m.d., Nogal m.d. 
1905May10; Meeting Of Directors Of Iowa & New Mexico Mining Co. Held Yesterday. Company Owns 680 Acres of Gold and Copper Soil. A meeting of the directors of the 

Iowa & New Mexico Mining & Milling company was held in the office of Secretary H.B. White yesterday afternoon. The only change in the directorate was the election 
of H.W. Grout to succeed C.O. Balliett, deceased. The other directors are S.H. Miller of Souix City, T.B. Cookerly of Des Moines, John Emet of Dewar, Fred Dickman 
and H.B. White of Waterloo and G.W. Harbin, Wm Desplain and E.J. Chase of New Mexico. Mr. Harbin lives in Waterloo, but he is classed with the New Mexico 
directors. The company owns 680 acres in the Bonito and Nogal districts in Lincoln county, N.M.. [Waterloo Daily Courier, IA] 

 
George Chase  <b.NY 1832, 1835  d.StaFe 9Jul1890)    - of StaFe 
1870July21_census: George Chase, blacksmith, 38y-o, born NY, resident StaFe pct.4 in same habitation with Petra Ortiz, 34y-o, b.NM, Cecilia Ortiz, 23y-o, b.NM, Felipa 

Ortiz, 16y-o, b.NM 
1880September18; George Chase, Blacksmith, Santa Fe, N.M. [ad in SFDNM] 
1880September21; Messrs. N.W. Fine, Vinocat Wallace and George Chase returned yesterday from a two week’s hunting trip to the Valle. [SFDNM] 

1881March26; The following is a list of the taxpayers of Santa Fe county, taken from the tax books, and it therefore comprises all the names of the legal 

voters of the county. Lower Santa Fe, Precinct No.4. Atkinson H.M., Alarid Trinidad, Abeytia Francisco, Abeytia Aniceto, Allen John, Arny W.F.M., Blaine__, Baca 

Luciano, Breeden Wm, Bolander Wm, Bustamante An ls, Baily Geo, Chase Geo, Cartwright H.B., Conklin Jas, Conklin Chas M., Conway J.W., Delgado B., Delgado 

Francisco, Delgado Felipe, Duran Jose E., Estes Pantaleon, Everett E.C., Esselbach J.J., Fiske E.A., Fisher L., Fitzmaurice John, Filger Simon, Gildersleeve C.H., Garcia 

Vicente, Garcia Marcelino, Garcia Casimiro, Garcia Nicolas, Gallegos Juan Luis, Gerdes J.H., Gold M.A., Gonzales Diego, Green Francis M., Gross Louis, Hayt Walter, 

Hirsch Joseph, Herlow P.F., Irving Alex J., Joy, Kirchmer August, Lopez Rafael, McLean J.E., Martinez Manuel, Martinez Jose Ma., Maes y Baca Ant, McBroom Wm C., 

Miller Dav J., Miller E., Munez Faustin, Montzimer H.C., Mattison, Newhall Jas T., Nuanez Abelino, Ortiz y Salazar A., Ortiz y Alarid G., Ortiz Jose A., Ortiz Jose B., Ortiz 

Ambrosio, Ortiz George, Ortiz Tafoya F., Ortiz Hilario L., Probst C.C., Ortiz Gabira, Parsons T., Quintana Martin, Rupe, Robbins A.O., Robledo Manuel, Ritch W.G., Rivera 

Luis, Reed, Smith G.A., Schmidt Herman, Schnepple Fre’dk, Salazar Manuel S., Schormoyer Luis, Sena Sab, Sandoval Felipe, Stephens R.M., Silva Miguel, Silva 

Ascencion, Stralow Herman, Taylor J.S., Tate W.W., Thompson J.H., Tucker T.S., Thayer C.L., Urioste Feliz, Waldo H.L., Willison R.B.  [SFDNM]   
1882June25; Amount of Property Owned By the Residents of Santa Fe County. April 14, 1882. Chase, George _ 400 00 [SFDNM]   
1883March5; Aviso; Camilo Mares, Nestor Ortiz, George Chase; una veta de Carbon piedra in la cuchilla piedre yasa al lado sur del arrolla de Galisteo, 

1500’E 300’S+N hemos medido y puesto las mojoneras en cuadro, rec 28Apr83; Testigos Jose Ant Mares, Juan A. Garcia [b.F p.405]  
1890July9; Geo Chase, the pioneer blacksmith, was taken suddenly ill last night with fever. This morning a number of friends secured a carriage and 

removed him to St. Vincent’s. …a little after the noon hour death came… He was one of the historic characters in these parts, and had been a resident of 

Santa Fe for more than twenty-five years. Heart failure and some affection akin to asthma was the cause of his death. He was about 55 years of age.. 
[SFDNM] 

1890July9; George Chase; died Santa Fe, buried SFNC [death records GAR 1898] 

 
M. L. Chase    - of Bland & Silver City 
1895November9; Mr. Ph J. Barber, formerly a resident of Santa Fe and now actively engaged in business and developing mines at Bland, has spent most of 

his time in the Cochiti mining district since the discovery of pay mineral in the district in December, 1893, and few men know more about the rich 
mineral resources of that wonderful region than he. …Mr. M.L. Chase, one of the most active and deserving men in the camp, has had a test run made at 

the local mill on a lot of unassorted ore from the surface of his Little Casino mine and is so elated over the results that he has decided to have the 300 

tons or ore on his dump run through, and also to increase his force of men. …Under the management of Mr. J.D. Snyder, the Beckman mill is now 
running night and day… Development work is steadily proceeding on the Iron King under the intelligent supervision of Mr. Joseph Eagle and some fine 

ore is being taken out. [SFDNM] 

1895December24: M.L. Chase and J.D. Snyder are pushing development work on the Little Casino... [SFDNM] 

1896April3; In the district court at Albuquerque… The case of the territory vs. Arthur Henry, M.L. Chase and Thomas S. Kline, gambling without license, 

each defendant pleaded guilty and was fined $75 and costs which was promptly paid. [SFDNM] 

1896August31; The Little Casino, under bond and lease to Charles Graves, and M.L. Chase also owning a part therein, will resume operations on Monday, 
and will produce some good ore. [SFDNM] 

1896November19; M.L. Chase, late of Bland, informs the Citizen that he will probably make Albuquerque his future home. Mr. Chase was interested in the 

development of the Cochiti mining district, with headquarters at Bland, and says now that the district will “blossom as a rose” should the Denver 
people, who are negotiating for the erection of a big mill, with a capacity of from fifty to 100 tons per day, carry out their plans. He believes that the 

best paying mines in New Mexico are located in the Cochiti district. [SFDNM] 
1900March16; Frank Kleiner, a pioneer resident of Kingston, has located at Bland. He purchased from M.L. Chase, of Silver City, a house and lot for 

$1,000, and will this spring put up a brewery. [SFNM] 

1900June23; M.L. Chase and his beautiful bride, of Silver City, are visitors in the capital city. [SFNM] 

 



Manley M. Chase    - wife is Teresa; rancher @ Cimarron 

Chase Canyon (Colfax). 6 mi N of Cimarron. Named for M.M. Chase, a pioneer settler in the canyon. [T.M. Pearce 1965] 
1872; …I was saddened to learn that one of the legendary elders there, cow woman Gretchen Sammis, 86, of the famed Chase Ranch had died last Aug. 14. I’d spent a 

fruitful day interviewing her on April 21, 1994, carrying away a notebook crammed with small nuggets of history. ¶ The ranch, of which Sammis was the sole heir at the 
time of her death, had been founded in 1872 by her great grandparents, Manly M. Chase and his wife Teresa. ¶ From Cimarron-area rancher Steve Zimmer, I learned 
that Manly Chase is credited with trading a herd of wild horses to land baron Lucien Maxwell for 1,000 acres in beautiful Poñil Canyon, a short distance north of the 
town of Cimarron. [MSimmons SFNM 9Nov2012] 

1881October11; The Red River Cattle Company… incorporators… Henry M. Porter, M.M. Chase, Frank Springer, John B. Dawson, Jacob S. Taylor, 

Wilson L. Smith, S.M. Fulson. [SFDNM]   
1881December10; U.S. Deputy Surveyor John Shaw, of Santa Fe, has just finished the survey of the Nolan grant, lying northeast of Las Vegas about forty 

miles. The owners of the grant are Wm Pinkerton, of Santa Clara, the Baca brothers, of Upper Las Vegas, Porter & Chase, of Cimarron, and J.S. Taylor, 

of Santa Fe. [SFDNM] 
1884August7; presidents and secretaries of the stock associations of NM> by (New Orleans World’s Exposition) Commissioner for the Cattle Industries 

G.L. Brooks; Col. J.W. Dwyer, Col. Max Frost, W.O. Hadley, Jas C. Leary, D.F. White, Israel King, Richard Hudson, W.E. Anderson, M. Cronin, Benj. 
E. Davis, J.W. Evans, J.S. Eliza, J.A. Hunt, J.A. Woodworth. Also deputized: R. Marcy, T.H. Lawrence, M.M. Chase, Trinidad Romero, J.W. Lynch, 

G.W. Stoneroad, W. Read, J. Santisvan, A. Gusdorf, H.M. Atkinson, Amado Chavez, M.B. Bowman, W.G. Marmon, W.C. Burton, J.C. Tiffany, E. 

Montoya, P. Higgins, E.F. Upcher, N. Grayson, Thos Lyons, S. Lindauer, J.S. Chisum, J. Alcock, S.S. Terrell, JA. Eddy, W.L. Rynerson, J.H. Riley. 
[Weekly New Mexican Review p.4 c.7] 

 

Dr. R. Hilton Chase    - Leadville, Black Range, CMD, SonoraMEX  <compare to Dr. J.M. Case 
1880December21; Dr. Chase and Judge Bodee of Leadville were in Santa Fe yesterday. They are interested in mining property out at the New Placers and 

intend making New Mexico their place of abode. [SFDNM] 

1881January7; Dr. Chase, of Leadville, announces elsewhere that he will practice medicine in Santa Fe. He is a practitioner of many years’ experience. 
[SFDNM] 

1881April1; The doctor who was held up and beer bottled at Cerrillos station the other day by an incensed husband had his man arrested and brought before a justice of the 
peace at Bonanza City and had him acquitted. The court seemed to think that the beer bottling arrangement was a good thing under the circumstances. [SFDNM] 

1881July31; Dr. R. Hilton Chase, who has seen a large portion of the mineral bearing districts in North and South America, and having a practical 
experience in mining, has been in the city several days. He leaves this morning to examine some placer properties and will remain in the vicinity several 

weeks. [SFDNM] 

1881August24 : S.H. Lucas for self&agent&atty for, Gen Lew Wallace, G. Valois, _ Sommers, F.L. Dewey, sells for $1 to R. Hilton Chase, Edward L 
Bartlett undiv ½ of 18 claims, 1 millsite, 1 tunnel site in Mimbres Mts (Black Range) Socorro for future stock co, all participating equally; certify 

30Aug81 Jay Sedgwick Notary Public, recorded 30August1881 [b.E p.518] 

1882January1 (reloc); R.H. Chase ½, Wm R. Golden ½ (locators); mine del Tiro mine, bounded on N end by Hawkeye mine, about ½ mi S of Turquoise mtn, in LCMD; 
150’ea side, 1500’ 500’NNE 1000’SSW; witness H.B. Hanna, Wm P. Hanna, recorded 1January1882 [Locations & Mining Deeds E#15409 p.754] 

1882January1 (loc); R.H. Chase ½, Wm R. Golden ½; Cerre de Pasco mine, bounded on E by Hawkeye mine, formerly covered in part by RC Clowry Lode, about 1/3 mi S 
of Turquoise mtn, in LCMD; 150’ea side, 750’ NNE&SSW; witness H.B. Hanna, W.P. Hanna, recorded 1January1882 [Locations & Mining Deeds E#15409 p.755] 

1882January1 (loc); R.H. Chase ½, Wm R. Golden ½; Potosí mine, bounded on W by mine del Tiro, E by US Grant or nearly so, about ½ mi S from Turquoise mtn, in 
LCMD; 150’ea side, 750’ NNE&SSW; witness H.B. Hanna, W.P. Hanna, recorded 1January1882 [Locations & Mining Deeds E#15409 p.755] 

1882April16; Work has stopped on the Copper Tip tunnel. The boys are waiting to hear from Dr. Chase. [SFDNM] 

1882May28; Dr. Chase has abandoned work on the Copper Tip tunnel, this camp and his claims in the Cerrillos... [SFDNM] 

1882June4; Dr. Chase, who was here some time ago, returned from Chicago last night. He is connected with the big Sonora mining enterprise, and has been 

east arranging matters incident to the operation of the mines. [SFDNM] 
1882June10; S.H. Lucas and Dr. R.H. Chase left yesterday afternoon for Sonora. They go down to look after the affairs of the company which recently 

bought a grant near Hermosillo with the intention of carrying on mining business. They will stop in Tucson for several days and then go on to Sonora. 

[SFDNM] 

1882June22; [stock certificate] The Refujio Mining Company …This Certificate that R.A. Cruzen is the owner of thirty seven + half Shares of the Captial Stock of the Refugio 
Mining Company of Santa Fe, New Mexico and Sonora, Republic of Mexico …S.H. Lucas Secretary. R.H. Chase President. [Linda A. Watson 2009] 

1882June22; [stock certificate] The San Juan de Dios Mining Company …This Certificate that R.A. Cruzen is the owner of thirty seven + half Shares of the Captial Stock of 
the San Juan de Dios Mining Company of Santa Fe, New Mexico and Sonora, Republic of Mexico …S.H. Lucas Secretary. R.H. Chase President. [Linda A. Watson 
2009] 

1882June28; Dr. R. Hilton Chase returned yesterday from Hermosillo, Mex., and is at the Palace. He is interested in mines in Sonora, and has just returned 

from a trip to the scene of his operations. [SFDNM] 
1882August22; Dr. R.H. Chase returned to the city yesterday and stopped at the Palace hotel. [SFDNM] 

1882September13; Dr. R. Hilton Chase left for Chicago yesterday morning. [SFDNM] 

1896April18; List of letters remaining uncalled for… R. Hilton Chase... [SFDNM] 

 
Prof. Thomas M. Chase    - StaFe & Cerrillos, Denver, SelmaAL 
1888November30; Mr. and Mrs. Thos. M. Chase, of Santa Fe, have moved to Cerrillos for the winter, and at the close of that season we have no doubt but they will be 

sufficiently well satisfied with the location and surroundings to make it their permanent home. [Los Cerrillos Rustler Vol.1 No.19] 
1888December7; Mr. Thos N. Chase is visiting the capital to-day. [Los Cerrillos Rustler, v.1 no.20] 
1888December14; Mr. and Mrs. T.N. Chase departed for Albuquerque, Wednesday, where they will spend a few weeks or possibly months. [Los Cerrillos Rustler Vol.1 

No.21] 
1890September25; Dr. Joseph Richards is in from Cerrillos on business. He says that Prof. Chase, of Denver, will arrive soon and arrange for the building 

of a large business house at Cerrillos. [SFDNM] 

1890September26; Mr. Thos. N. Chase, of Denver, will be here soon and make arrangements to erect a building on his lot in the burned district. [The Cerrillos Rustler Vol.III 
No.10]  

1890October17; Prof. Thos. N. Chase arrived from Denver Tuesday evening and will remain for awhile in Cerrillos, looking after business interests. – Prof. Chase will rebuild 
on his business lot in the burned district. [The Cerrillos Rustler Vol.III No.14] 

1890October24; Prof. Chase is looking after property interests in Albuquerque. [The Cerrillos Rustler Vol.III No.15] 
1891May22; Mr. Thos. N. Chase, of Denver, interested in Cerrillos property, writes to have the Rustler mailed to him at Bellows Falls, Vermont. [The Rustler v.III n.46] 



1891September25; Thos. M. Chase writes that himself and family will spend the next eight months at Selma, Ala. [The Rustler, v.IV no.21] 
1891September25; Thos. N. Chase, Selma Ala, new Rustler subscriber. [The Rustler, v.IV no.21] 

 
W. C. Chase    - Cerrillos 

1898April18; W.C. Chase, of Cerrillos, is in the city on business, and registers at the Exchange. – At the Exchange: W.C. Chase, Cerrillos… [SFNM] 

________________________________________________________________ 

 
Alexander Chastony    - Thornton 

1903June1; Bon-Ton: Alexander Chastony, Thornton. [SFNM] 

 
F. W. Chatfield    - of Las Vegas 
1889October21; At the Palace: F.W. Chatfield, Las Vegas. [SFDNM] 

1890November21; Prof. Chatfield, of the Las Vegas Seminary, was a homeward bound passenger by Sunday’s train. [The Cerrillos Rustler Vol.III No.19] 
1891July17; Prof. F.W. Chatfield, of the Las Vegas Seminary, was a pleasant caller Tuesday. [The Rustler v.IV n.2] 
1891August21; Prof. Chatfield, of the Las Vegas Seminary, was a visitor to our town Wednesday. [The Rustler v.IV n.7] 

________________________________________________________________ 

 * Chavez * Chaves * 
Chaves    - of Chaves & Johnson;  Hermosa 
1895August26; Chaves and Johnson are taking out some good ore from their lease on the Pelican company’s property at Hermosa. [SFDNM] 

 

A. Chavez    - Galisteo 
1901April11; Bon-Ton: Gregorito Chaves, A. Chaves, Apolonio Chaves, Galisteo... [SFNM] 

1903June22; Bon-Ton: A. Chavez, J. Ortiz y Pino. Galisteo. [SFNM] 

 

Adelicia B. Chavez    - Galisteo 
GALISTEO Postmaster; Ambrosio Pino December 19, 1876; Discontinued October 18, 1880; Henry B. Wirtz March 12, 1883; Discontinued September 19, 1883; Josephine 

Beckwith August 12, 1884; Discontinued June 4, 1885; Francisco Chavez May 2, 1888; Jesus M. H. Alarid July 24, 1888; Discontinued January 14, 1889; Justiniano 
Leyba July 11, 1893; Jose Ortiz y Pino January 26, 1904; Jesus M. H. Alarid September 10, 1906; Federico Gonzales May 2, 1912; Amadeo A. Sanchez June 11, 1918; 
Adelicia B. Chavez November 9, 1921; Marcelina A. Sanchez (act) January 11, 1924; Tabita Sanchez June 12, 1924; Amadeo A. Sanchez August 11, 1928; Marcelina 
Sanchez December 16, 1932; Tomas Pena (act) October 10, 1938; Miss Remedias Pena June 26, 1939; Crecencio M. Anaya October 22, 1947; Alejandro E. Valencia 
March 18, 1950; Mary J. Anaya February 10, 1956; Mela A. Montoya (act) August 18, 1958 [rootsweb.ancestry.com 2011] 

 
Agustin Chavez  (b.NM 1889, 1891>    - wife is Estefana M. Chavez (b.NM 1894>;  of San Pedro 
Bro of Macedonio, Ignacio, Sisto Chavez [BArmijo 23Jul2011] 
1920sDecember-January; Joe T. Black store ledger, accounts, p.106, San Pedro; Felis Chavez, Masedonio Chavez, Ignacio Chavez, Daniel Chavez, Roman Chavez, 

Augustin Chavez, Carlos Espinosa. [Eddy Black 2011]  
1923October16; Joe T. Black store ledger p.38, San Pedro; Paid Mike Montano 35.00; Paid Augustine Chavez 5.00. [Eddy Black 2011]  
1924; Joe T. Black store ledger p.40, San Pedro; Augustin Chavez Debit (multiple); Acct of J.A. Montono Hauled 4 tons of ore at 3.50 = 14.00; Acct of Francisco Montano (4 

loads). [Eddy Black 2011]  
1925June20; Joe T. Black store ledger p.48, San Pedro; Padillas 40.00; Caruthers 5.00; Antonio Montaño 5.00; Catalino Montaño 1.87; Nep Montoya 5.00; Mrs Estefanita 

M. Chavez 2.75. [Eddy Black 2011]  
1930_census: Agustine Chavez, 41y-o, pct.20 San Pedro, Estefana Chavez, 35y-o, Fidel Chavez, 18y-o, Angelita Chavez, 15y-o, Maximinia Chavez, 12y-o, Erminio Chavez, 

9y-o, Antonia Chavez, 8y-o 
Fidel Chaves – fa was Agusto Chaves – residence NW corner of Golden, married Adelaida “Dee” Riccon. NW corner of Golden is Baca. [per BHenderson 19Jun2010] 
1940April29_census ED 25-40 San Pedro sheet 3A; enumerator Cecil F. Northam; Augustine Chavez, owns house value $400, 49, education 2, b.NM, living in ’35 same 

house, at work 42 hrs in week, Laborer Copper mine, 12 wks worked in 1939, wages $188; Estafanita M. Chavez, 46, wife, education 0, b.NM, living in ’35 same house, 
Houseworker, no wages; Fidel Chavez, 27, son, single, education 5, b.NM, living in ’35 same house, at work 25 hrs in week, School Bus driver Public School, 16 wks 
worked in 1939, wages $400; Angelita Chavez, 25, dau, single, education 8, b.NM, living in ’35 same house, Houseworker, unpaid family worker, no wages; Maxine 
Chavez, 22, dau, education H-4, b.NM, living in ’35 same house, Houseworker, unpaid family worker, no wages; Ferminio J. Chavez, 19, son, education H-1, b.NM, 
living in ’35 same house, seeking work, 4 wks unemployment to 30Mar40, Laborer Copper mine, 8 wks worked in 1939, wages $110; Tonnie Chavez, 17, dau, in school, 
education H-1, b.NM, living in ’35 same house, at school, no wages; Lucille Chavez, 4, dau, education 0, b.NM; Mary Chavez, 2, dau, b.NM. 

1947June23; Filed. POL on Golden Key, Rising Sun, Alamo, Hazel, Golden Fleece, Cora, Excelsior PMCs. Gilbert R. Griswold, sworn, deposes that Lawrence A. Tamme, 
owner of the unpatented pmcs… people doing the work being the following: Rayes Candelaria, Patrick Candelaria, Ike Candelaria, Frank Baca, Augustin Chavez, 
Ignacio Cano, Ramon Chavez, Manuel Martinez, Del Burch. Sig. Gilbert R. Griswold. b.P Mines p.34. [BHenderson Abstract of Title, Supplemental 30Sep1983] 

1949January-April; Gold from Ortiz Grant-Record Book For Copper Mine, 1940-1950. (p.45-46) 1949; Augustine Chavez, 1/18, 19, 21, 22; 6hrs @83 1/3cents = $5 per, less 
.05 S.S., paid 19.80 on 1/22. 1/25, 26, 27 ditto = 14.85. 2/17, 18, 19, 22, 23, 25, 26 ditto = 34.65. 3/3, 4 = 9.90. 3/10, 11, 12, 14, 15, 16, 18, 19 = 24.75. 3/21, 22, 23, 24, 
25, 26 = 29.70. 3/28, 29, 31, 4/2 = 16.32. 4.5, 6, 7, 8, 9 = 24.75. [BHenderson] 

1949June27; Filed. Notice of Intention to Hold and POL; Golden Key, Rising Sun, Alamo, Hazel, Golden Fleece, Cora, Excelsior MCs. Gilbert R. Griswold, being first 
sworn… That George W. Potter, of Joplin MO, the owner of the unpatented pmcs. …the people doing the work being the following: Ernest Riccon, Golden; Bill 
Henderson, Golden; Augustin Chavez, Golden; Whit Kuntz, Los Cerrillos b.P Mines p.303. [BHenderson Abstract of Title Supplemental 30Sep1983] 

1950May15-20; Gold from Ortiz Grant-Record Book For Copper Mine, 1940-1950. (p.282); Work in the old Timer; Demetrio Montano $16.00; Agustin Chiavez 15.50. 
[BHenderson] 

1950June8; Filed. Notice of Intention to Hold and POL; Golden Key, Rising Sun, Alamo, Hazel, Golden Fleece, Cora, Excelsior PMCs. Gilbert R. Griswold, being first 
sworn… That George W. Potter, of Joplin MO, the owner of the unpatented pmcs. …the people doing the work being the following: Ernest Riccon, Golden; Bill 
Henderson, Golden; Augustin Chavez, Golden; Whit Kuntz, Los Cerrillos b.48 Deeds p.338. [BHenderson Abstract of Title Supplemental 30Sep1983] 

1953June3; Dated. Filed 17Sep1953. Warranty Deed. Agustin Chaves and Estafinita Chaves, his wife, to Phillip Montano and Lucy Montano, his wife. b.Misc.71 p.392. [BHenderson Abstract of Title 
No.6313 30Sep1983 p.459] 

 

Anastacio Abelino Chavez    - Galisteo 



1904January18; San Cristobal ranch advertised for sale by Macus Castillo as master of court; Juan Ortiz, Don Anastacio Abelino Chavez and Don Jose Abel Anaya, and 
Marcelino Ortiz (JO’s godson) went to StaFe 18Jan1904 to Catron’s office in interest of preserving recognition of Cadial lands. “Mr. Catron told us at Galisteo that he 
didn’t know if Cadial was inside the Eaton grant” but even if it was “he would see that our lands were going to be protected by anyone purchasing the grant.”. [per 
LLippard draft MS p.103; 2009] 

 

Amado Cháves  (b.StaFe 16Apr1851[14Apr?]  d.30Dec1930)    - bros are Ireneo L. Chaves, Manuel Chaves;  of Valencia co. 
First Superintendent of Public Education in NM 
1866; school in WashDC for 3.5yrs; successful politician; speaker of the house, credited by some with the founding of San Mateo NM 
1877; returns to NM, a consistent Republican 
1880October11; Amado Chaves, of Valencia, was in the city yesterday. He took quarters at the Exchange Hotel.  [SFDNM] 
1880November18; Messrs. Amado Chaves and J.G. Whitney, the latter of San Francisco, left yesterday afternoon for the south, where Mr. Whitney is 

largely interested in mining enterprises. [SFDNM] 

1881February11; Amado Chaves, Esq., has returned to the city after a trip into the Nacimiento and Jemez mountains on mining business. [SFDNM] 

1881February11; Mr. Amado Chaves, who has returned from the Jemez mountains made a singular discovery while there which will result in increasing the treasures 
contained in the museum of the Historical Society. While proceeding through the Jemez mountains with Mr. McCloskey of Santa Fe, at a point about eight miles south of 
the Jemez Springs, Mr. Chaves noticed a curious opening in a hill upon a mesa and moved by curiosity he and his companion determined to examine it. Mr. Chaves 
crawled into the cave, Mr. McCloskey standing guard on the outside with cocked rifle to protect the explorer if the cave chanced to be the lair of some mountain lion or 
other wild beast. Mr. Chaves found the cave or rather the mouth, thickly overgrown with briars and a few feet from the entrance exceedingly dark and gloomy. He kept on 
for a short distance, however, when he found that he was in a veritable treasure house of relics, and the place would have made an antiquarian’s eyes sparkle. The 
whole floor was strewn with bones of human beings and wild beasts, skulls and other parts of the skeleton, together with fragments of pottery, bows and arrows, and 
many other implements supposed to be used by the Indian tribes which inhabited that country years ago. Evidently no human foot had trod the place for years before. 
Mr. Chaves did not explore the cave as far as it went, but filled a sack with the relics that lay on the floor for a few feet around, which he brought to Santa Fe and 
presented to the Historical Society. [SFDNM] 

1881March1; Amado Chaves Esq., is registered at the Exchange hotel. [SFDNM] 

1881April26; Amado Chaves returned to Santa Fe last night, He has been to San Mateo on business in regard to the sale of certain coal mines at that point to 

the A.&P. railroad. [SFDNM]   
1881June11; Messrs. Chavez, Wade and Sloan, land agents of this city, have completed arrangements with Don Eur??ue C. Creel, of Chihuahua, son-in-law 

of Governor Terrasas, placing under their control some of the richest and most valuable mines and mineral property in that rich state. [SFDNM] 

1881June19; Amado Chaves returned to Santa Fe yesterday from the North by way of the Espanola coach. [SFDNM] 
1881July30(disc&loc); C.H. Irvin, H.M. Atkinson, Amado Chavez, E.C. Wade Jr, J.W. Case, Esquipula Ortiz Mica No.2 Lode in Cañoncito de Talco in the 

Cerro de la Coyoto, NE750’ NW600’ etc, Mica MD, rec 2Aug81; attest Wm H. Rushmore, Urbano Chacon [b.E p.464] 

1881August6(disc&loc); Amado Chaves, Chas H. Irvin, Dav J. Miller, Max Frost, E.C. Wade, Jay Sedgwick, Ramon Sena, Esquipula Ortiz, locators Mica 
No.5 Lode in Sierra de la Cañada Ancha, 1500’x600’, Mica MD, rec 8Aug81 [b.E p.481] 

1881August6(disc&loc); Amado Chaves, Chas H. Irvin, Dav J. Miller, Max Frost, E.C. Wade, Jay Sedgwick, Ramon Sena, Esquipula Ortiz, locators Mica 

No.4 Lode on N side of the Cañoncito running between the Sierra de la Cañada Ancha and the Sierra de la Semita, ca 4mi N70E from Indian Pueblo of 
Nambe, 1500’x600’, Mica MD, rec 8Aug81 [b.E p.481] 

1881October15(loc); Edward C. Wade 1/6, Dan J. Miller 1/6, Amado Chaves 1/6, T.H. Warner 1/6, Esquipula Ortiz 1/9, Manuel Sena y Ortiz 1/9, Juan Jose 
Prada 1/9 Nambe Mica Claim in cañonsito de la Sierra de la Patala, 150’SW 1350’NE 300’ea side, Mica MD, rec 22Oct81 [b.E p.613] 

1881November9; Mr. Amado Chaves returned to the city yesterday after a protracted visit to his ranch near San Mateo.  [SFDNM] 

1882August3; Amado Chaves returned to Santa Fe yesterday from New York. He has been east on business in connection with the sale of valuable New 
Mexico property. Mr. Chaves stops at the Palace hotel. [SFDNM] 

1882August13; Amado Chaves left for Socorro yesterday afternoon. He has gone down on business connected with the sale of land grants and will be absent 

several days. [SFDNM] 
1882August15; Amado Chaves came up from the south yesterday. He has been down to Socorro on business. H reached Lamy by a special freight train and 

came up with Hawkins. [SFDNM] 

1882August18; There is much talk of the mica discoveries in the Rio Gallinas. The mica is of such size that it will command five dollars per pound. It has 
been estimated that by the aid of an air compressing machine, which is equivalent to the work of thirty men, that $150,000 worth of merchiantable mica 

can be taken out and made ready for sale… [SFDNM] 

1882September13; Amado Chaves is still at the hospital in Santa Fe suffering from malarial fever. [SFDNM] 
1883; About 20 men were working the mica claims of the Nambe district north of Santa Fe. [Mining World, cited in Northrup, 1975] 

1884; Stock Growers Association of NM; executive committee – Russell B. Marcy, J.B. Watrous, J.T. McNamara, J.A. La Rue, J.H. Riley, Richard Hudson. 

H.M. Atkinson, Amado Chavez, M.S. Otero, Nicolas Pino, Pedro Sanchez, T.D. Burns – J.W. Dwyer president, W.L. Rynerson v-president, Max Frost 
secretary. [Weekly New Mexican Review 6Mar84 p.1 c.8] 

1884March20; ref Hon. Amado Chavez, president of the house of representatives [The Weekly New Mexican Review p.2 c.4] 

1884August7; presidents and secretaries of the stock associations of NM> by (New Orleans World’s Exposition) Commissioner for the Cattle Industries 
G.L. Brooks; Col. J.W. Dwyer, Col. Max Frost, W.O. Hadley, Jas C. Leary, D.F. White, Israel King, Richard Hudson, W.E. Anderson, M. Cronin, Benj. 

E. Davis, J.W. Evans, J.S. Eliza, J.A. Hunt, J.A. Woodworth. Also deputized: R. Marcy, T.H. Lawrence, M.M. Chase, Trinidad Romero, J.W. Lynch, 

G.W. Stoneroad, W. Read, J. Santisvan, A. Gusdorf, H.M. Atkinson, Amado Chavez, M.B. Bowman, W.G. Marmon, W.C. Burton, J.C. Tiffany, E. 

Montoya, P. Higgins, E.F. Upcher, N. Grayson, Thos Lyons, S. Lindauer, J.S. Chisum, J. Alcock, S.S. Terrell, JA. Eddy, W.L. Rynerson, J.H. Riley. 

[Weekly New Mexican Review p.4 c.7] 

1884December1; the office of Señor Amado Chaves, a young and polished gentleman from one of the most noted NM families, and ex-Speaker of the 
Territorial Legislature. Señor Chaves has recently discovered on his big place by the San Mateo mountains, a remarkable buried city – an American 

Herculaneum – and by his invitation I am to visit and explore it when I get out there… [Charles Lummis, Letters from the Southwest, UofAz 1989 

p.136] 
1889June5; The following appointments of notaries public have been made by Gov. Prince since May 22, 1899: Amado Chaves, San Mateo. [SFDNM] 

1891February24; Amado Chaves appointed first NM superintendent of public instruction, serves to 1897; then again 1904-05 
1891June5; The Territorial Board of Education, consisting of Gov. Prince, president, Amado Chaves, superintendent of public instruction, Hon. E.S. Stover, Prof. Hiram 

Hadley and Prof. P.J. Schneider…. [The Rustler v.III n.48] 
1891June27; Important Gold Discovery. A Great Find Between San Pedro and Bernalillo – Much Excitement and 100 Claims Located. …from Hon. Amado 

Chaves, who arrived from Bernalillo yesterday. [SFDNM] 



1892July11; Hon. Amado Chaves is converting his newly purchased place on upper Palace avenue into a most attractive home. [SFDNM] 

1892July12; The remains of the late Major Jose D. Sena will be buried from the cathedral to-morrow at 9 o’clock with imposing ceremonies. …The 
following named will serve as poll-bearers: L.B. Prince, Tranquilino Luna, Antonio Ortiz y Salazar, Solomon Luna, Miguel Salazar, A.L. Morrison. 

The hororary poll bearers are: Amado Chaves, Marcelino Garcia, Martin Quintana, A.M. Bergere, Francis Downs. [SFDNM] 

1894May18; [Santa Fe telephone system numbers issued] Amado Chaves 19 [SFDNM] 
1894November24; On Tuesday night Mrs. J.D. Sena, jr., was tendered a surprise party by some of her friends, on the occasion of her birthday. Those 

present were Mr. and Mrs. Amado Chaves, Mr. J.M. Luna, Mrs. Anita Chapman, Miss Marla Romero, Miss Maggie Johnson, Miss Josefita Ortiz, Miss 

Carmen Sena, Miss Maria Sena, Miss Vicentita Montoya, Messrs. George A. Johnson, Fred Armijo and Liberato Baca. [SFDNM] 
1895March9; Mr. Harry G. Wilson, of Chicago, a friend of Hon. Amado Chaves, is a guest at the Palace. [SFDNM] 

1895May25; Mrs. Nichols, the respected mother of Mrs. Amado Chaves, is in the city from Hermosa on a visit to her daughter. [SFDNM] 

1895July30; Hon. Amado Chaves and his brother, Ireneo L. Chaves, have returned from their sad trip to San Mateo. They were accompanied at the funeral 
of their mother by the whole population of their old home. [SFDNM] 

1895October28; [resolution condemning anti-NA & Spanish editorial in Colorado Catholic] [Signed] Jose Segura, Felipe B. Delgado, J. Franco Chavez, 

Francisco Delgado, Pedro Delgado, Clemente Ortiz, Amado Chaves, Geo A. Johnson, Atanacio Romero, Jose D. Sena, Alfredo Hinojos, Miguel Salazar, 
A. Ortiz y Salazar, Luciano Baca, Benj M. Read, Marcelino Garcia, F.A. Manzanares, Aniceto Abeytia, Solomon Luna, Luis Moya, Gavino Ortiz, M.F. 

Sena, Larkin G. Read, A??? Silva… [SFDNM] 

1895November11; Hon. Amado Chaves left for the northern counties on official business this morning. [SFDNM] 
1895December30: Hon. Amado Chaves is at his office again after a severe attack of rheumatism. [SFDNM] 

1896February27; Hon. Amado Chaves returned last night from a trip to Chilili and the Manzano region. [SFDNM] 

1896April15; City of Santa Fe vs. Narciso Mondragon, defaulting city treasurer, et al. Judgment for $382.83 was entered up against Aniceto Abeytia, Juan 

Garcia, Amado Chaves, Martin Quintana, Rafael Martinez and C.M. Conklin, bondsmen for Mondragon. [SFDNM] 

1896July3; Hon. Amado Chaves is in El Paso. [SFDNM] 

1896October17; Mrs. Amado Chaves expects to leave early next week for a visit to Hillsboro. [SFDNM] 
1897January9; Mrs. Amado Chaves, who has been very ill for the last two weeks, is much better to-day. [SFDNM] 

1897January11; The society of the New Mexico pioneers organized after incorporation by electing the following officers: Governor, J. Francisco Chaves; 

captain-general, Roman A. Baca; alcalde mayor, Page B. Otero; secretary, L.B. Prince; treasurer, Jose D. Sena; councilor, Amado Chaves. ¶ …The 
application blanks of the society are of two kinds, one for persons who came to New Mexico themselves before 1880; the other for those whose 

ancestors came. The latter call for a good deal of genealogy. All the blanks are printed with wide margins so as to be bound hereafter, thus making a 
permanent record that will be of much value. [SFDNM] 

1897April26; Manuel Chaves, brother of Hon. Amado Chaves, is confined to his bed, at San Mateo, by serious illness. [SFDNM] 

1897September20; Mrs. Nichols, the respected mother of Mrs. Amado Chaves, is in the city on a visit from Hermosa. [SFDNM] 
1898January11; New Mexico Pioneers  The annual meeting of the society was held yesterday at the office of Hon. L.B. Prince, Hon. Amado Chaves 

presiding. The following officers were elected for 1898  Governor – Hon. J. Francisco Chaves. Captain Lieutenant – Hon. Roman A. Baca. Alcalde 

Mayor – Page B. Otero. Secretary – Hon. L. Bradford Prince. Treasurer – Hon. Jose D. Sena. Councilor – Amado Chaves. [SFNM] 
1898April12; Hon. Amado Chaves is confined to the house with a severe attack of lumbago. [SFNM] 

1899April15; Ex-Governor L. Bradford Prince and Hon. Amado Chavez left this morning for Coyote in Rio Arriba county to examine some copper claims 

in that vicinity. They will be absent several days. [SFNM] 
1899April20; Ex-Governor Prince, Hon. Amado Chaves and Stephen Easton have returned to Santa Fe from a five days’ trip through Rio Arriba county. 

They were accompanied on their journey by Francisco Chavez, of Abiquiu. They visited the newly found copper camp situated a few miles southwest 

of Coyote, in Rio Arriba county and found excellent indications, but not much development. The party located a number of very promising claims and 
their visit wll probably result in considerable work being done during this season. Timber and water are plentiful in the vicinity of the camp. There is 

much snow in the mountains. This has commenced to melt and the Chama river is very high. [SFNM] 

1899October2; Hon Amado Chaves and Pedro Sanchez intended to leave for Taos this morning, Mr. Chaves to look after some mining interests, and Mr. 
Sanchez to visit his home. While they were standing on the depot platform talking to each other the train pulled out, and they will have to wait until 

tomorrow before they can take their intended trip. ¶ Six other passengers also were left behind by the train pulling out unexpectedly. [SFNM] 

1899October3; Hon. Amado Chaves went to Taos county this forenoon where he will remain some time in the Taos mountains and mining camps. [SFNM] 

1900February8; (Amado Chavez to Elkins) Requesting his help in getting a salary increase or Irenero in the Land Court and the position of translator for himself in the War 
Department. [Elkins papers 1332] 

1901-1902 Amado Chavez 10
th
 mayor of Santa Fe 

1901January5; District Court Notes. Hon. Amado Chaves this afternoon filed the United States patent for the Sebastian de Vargas grant. This is the final 

step in the disposition of that grant in this county recently partitioned and sold to various buyers. [SFNM] 
1901October9; Hon. Amado Chaves, mayor of the city, returned last evening from a trip to Valencia county. [SFNM] 

1901October22; Hon. Amado Chaves, mayor of Santa Fe, is in receipt of a letter advising the people of Santa Fe to get the notion out of their heads that the 

Santa Fe railroad will reconstruct its main line via Santa Fe. [SFNM] 

1904; Amado Chaves fills rest of assassinated J. Francisco Chaves’ term as superintendent of public instruction 1904-05 
 
Amado Chavez    - San Pedro 
1924August20; Joe T. Black store ledger p.43, San Pedro; Accounts we owe: Mr. Hadlock 217.87; S. Kahn 114.; Henry Pick 77.; Isaias Alarid 19.10; Sam Padilla 9.65; 

Amado Chavez 5.00; Miguel Martinez 5.00; Victor Montaño 36.00; Taxes on Alejandro Bacas estate 180.00. [Eddy Black 2011]  
 

Fray Angelico Chavez  <b.1886>    - of StaFe 
1906September27: Gerald Cassidy is illustrating a book written by Angelico Chávez, son of Mr. and Mrs. Fabian Chávez, who is now studying for the priesthood 

in Cincinnati. The book is a romance of old Santa Fe, written of the period when Bishop Lamy was living. The author is just 20 years old. [SFNM] 

The town of Golden (first called Tuerto) grew up to serve the miners. It had a newspaper, blacksmith shop, saloons, and two stamp mills. A tri-weekly stage ran to Wallace 
(now Domingo) on the Santa Fe Railroad. The fare was $2.50, one way. Bandits were plentiful in the surrounding hills and kept the local marshall busy. The town’s most 
interesting landmark today is the small San Francisco Church, restored a few years by Fray Angelico Chavez. [Schnepple scrapbooks Apr2013] 

 

Antonio Chavez   - witness - 
1846July21; District of El Tuerto, July 21, 1846. As it is required by the mining ordinance that, in order to execute the possession asked for by Messrs. Jacquez, Otero, 

Varela, and Aguilar, an expert should be appointed to examine the declivity or incline of the vein, the direction in which it runs, the hardness, softness, or quality of the 



ores, etc., and there not being in this department any professor, and it appearing to me that citizen Julian Tenorio is the most proper person, I appoint him… of the 
mine Nuestra Sonora de los Dolores… Jose Albino Chacon. Attending, Antonio Chavez. ¶ Attending, Francisco Sarracino. ¶ Messrs. Jacquez Otero, Varela, and 
Aguilar were immediately notified of the foregoing decree, and said they heard the same, and signed it with me, and those of my attendants. Jose Albino Chacon. ¶ 
Attending. Antonio Chavez. Attending Rafael Chacon. [US vs. SP&CdACo. NMSupCt 23Jan1888, p.498] 

 

Antonio Severino Chavez  (b.NM 1823>    - of StaFe 
1850October18_census: Manuel Chavez, gold digger, 50y-o, born NM, illiterate, valueRealEstateowned$115, resident Santa Fe – in same habitation with Maria Teodoro 

Chavez [f], 40y-o, Jose Francisco Chavez, laborer, 28y-o, Anto Leverino Chavez  <b.1823> (27y-o, gold digger, illiterate, NM), Guadalupe Chavez [f], 17y-o, Vivian 
Chavez  <b.1834> (16y-o, gold digger, NM), Maria Rosario Chavez [f], 15y-o, Blas Chavez [m], 10y-o, Maria Isadora Chavez, 9y-o, Manuel Chavez, 4y-o, Rosalia 
Chavez, 7mos  

 

Antonio Chaves  (b.NM 1857>    - of Dolores 
1870August3_census: Juan J. Chavez, laborer tot.real.estate$50, illiterate, 60y-o, born NM, resident Real de Dolores with Rosario Montoya [f] (39 illiterate NM), Merced 

Gonzales (30 illiterate NM), Francisca Gonzales (25 illiterate NM), Jose D. Chaves (18 laborer illiterate NM), Antonio Chaves (13 illiterate NM), Anastacia Chaves (12 
NM), Jose N. Chaves (7 NM) 

 

Antonio Chaves    - Cerrillos 

1892January19; Marshal Crutchfield, of Cerrillos, brought in a brace of hold-ups this forenoon and placed them in the county jail. Felix Salina and Antonio 

Chaves are their names. They have been employed in the coal mines for several years and both have families. Night before last they started out to have 
a spree and play the Lee White racket. Half way between Cerrillos and the coal pits they took a stand on the road side and when Andy Bugus came 

along they sprang out with six-shooters in hand and Mr. Bugus’ hands went up in short order. The robbers then relieved him of $8 in currency and told 

him to go back to the coal pits, saying they would kill him if he attempted to reach Cerrillos. Bugus returned to camp, got his Winchester and 
proceeded to Cerrillos. Half an hour later Marshal Crutchfield was on their trail and he overtook them on the road going south about 1 o’clock 

yesterday morning. In default of $500 bail each Justice Kendall sent them to jail to await action by the next grand jury. [SFDNM] 

 

Antonio Chavez y Sandoval    - Galisteo 
1915July13; Testimony of Anastacio Sandoval; b.1840, lives in San Miguel county, 75 yrs old, born and raised at Galisteo, lived there until 61-62 yrs old. Recites land at 

Cadial was allotted 1848-51 to: Rafael Baldonado, Jose de la Cruz Chavez, Miguel Chavez, Vicente Roybal, Francisco Sandoval, Bartolo Lovato, Miguel Antonio Lovato, 
Antonio Chavez y Sandoval, Juaquin Chavez, Ramon Chavez, Miguel Rodriguez, Antonio Chavez Alire, Francisco Chavez, Juan Lovato, Luis Sais, Matias Alarid, 
Marcenlio Ortiz, Francisco Baca y Terrus, Manuel Baca y Delgado, Vicente Lopez, Jose Gonzales, Pablo Gonzales, Jesus Maria Lopez (he forgets who else). [per 
LLippard draft MS p.103, 104; 2009] 

 
Judge Apolonio Chavez  <b.1860>    - of Galisteo 
1882June25; Amount of Property Owned By the Residents of Santa Fe County. April 14, 1882. Chaves, Apolonio _ ??? 00 [SFDNM]   

1892September23; [witnesses for Apolonio Chavez homestead in T10N & T11N, R12E] Jose Leon Madril, Miguel Flores, Felipe Duran, Antonio Sandoval, 

of Lamy, N.M. [SFDNM] 
1894August25; At the Bon Ton hotel; Apolonio Chavez, Antonio Sandoval, Galisteo; W.T. Hughes, Cripple Creek; Joseph Parker, Chas Brooks, Rico, 

Colo.; P.S. Brown, Bland; F.W. Anderson, Prescott; John O’Brien, C.M. Patterson, Waldo. [SFDNM] 

1894November13; [StaFeCo election winners] Probate Judge – Apolonio Chavez. [SFDNM] 

1895August5; Judge Apolonio Chavez held a session of the probate court at the probate clerk’s office this forenoon. [SFDNM] 

1896February7; [County commissioners] The following accounts were audited and paid: J.H. Crist, district attorney, $33.33; H.B. Cartwright, treasurer, 

$27.50; John Hampel, services, $9.52; Manuel Valdez, ex-assessor, $529.51; A.P. Hill, clerk, $83.25; …W.P. Cunningham, sheriff, $334.50; Cayetano 
Garcia, jailer, $50; Jose A. Martinez, jailer, $50; Dudrow & Davis, coal, $37.50; C.W. Dudrow, county commissioner, $41.67; W.C. Rogers, county 

commissioner, $46.23; Pedro A. Lujan, county commissioner, $43.77; Apolonio Chavez, probate judge, $50; Esiquio Chavez, services, $44.25; 

Patrocinio Lopez, janitor, $41.50... [SFDNM] 
1896October26; [Democrats] …delegates entitled to seats in the convention: Precinct 8 – Galisteo – Apolonio Chavez, Ventura Baros. [SFDNM] 

1898June8; Assessments returned by Apolonio Chaves were raised, on real estate from $350 to $450; personal property from $1,188 to $2,688. [SFNM] 
1901April11; Bon-Ton: Gregorito Chaves, A. Chaves, Apolonio Chaves, Galisteo... [SFNM] 

1901April15; Bon-Ton: Apolonio Chaves, Gregorio Chaves, Galisteo... [SFNM] 

1901July6; Bon-Ton: Atencion Chaves, Apolonio Chaves, Galisteo... [SFNM] 
1901November2; Bon Ton: Juan Ortiz, Galisteo; Apolonia Chaves, Galisteo; M. Gomez, Galisteo; A.E. Pearson, Bland. [SFNM] 

1902February19; Ter.Supreme Court Records. Testimony of.Apolonio Chavez age 42; lived in Galisteo all his life. “I had to do some work on the Galisteo arroyo every year. 
…We have to build a dam of brush and stone and afterwards with dirt to cover the stone and the brush so as to raise the water above that arroyo to carry it to the tanks 
to irrigate the ranch.” “We have a custom of doing it in the month of March every year.” Costs about $300 each time. Alire was second surname of Jose de la Cruz 
Chavez… [Eloisa Bergere CPLC case, per LLippard draft MS p.125, 132; 2009] 

1909April; …Pankey filed suit against Antonio [Jose] Ortiz, [Jose] Antonio Anaya, Juan Jose Silva, Apolonio Chavez, Luciano Chavez, Sylvester Davis, Juan 
Ortiz, Donisiano Angel, Jose Ortiz y Pino, Pedro Chavez, and Antonio Sandoval for quiet title to the disputed Cadillal lands. The defense contended that the 
U.S. patent to San Cristobal did not include the Cadial and other tracts and that the Cadial (3,100 varas, 50 varas each to 62 grantees -- c. 9300 feet from 
East to West; c.7500 acres according to the plaintiff) is “entirely outside the bounding lines of the Eaton Grant.” The plaintiff’s lawyer was C[harles] C. Catron, 
son of T.B. The Galistenos were defended by Frank Clancy, another Catron colleague. In the introduction to case #6470 (generally called “Benjamin Pankey 
vs. Juan Ortiz et al”) on April 30th, it was noted that “within the out-boundary lines of the said Eaton Grant…there is a certain piece, parcel and tract of land 
commonly known as the Cadillal or Cadial Tract,” originally bounded on the east by Tecubaya [sic]; on the west by La Joya; on the south by the foothills [Alto 
de la Jara] and on the north by the hills of the Canada de en Medio [the middle of the northern creston, or hogback] which said Cadial Tract was at some time 
prior to the final decree hereinbefore referred to, fenced, which said fence, through the course of time has fallen down in parts. – Apolonio Chavez, who had 
been a petitioner for the Galisteo Grant in 1892, testified that you could see the ruins of the dams, which were not repaired any more “because the arroyo is 
very deep now,” and because they did not have the materials to build the dams. Juan Jose Silva was mayordomo for the last dammed ditch, “until Mr. Pankey 
prevented our bringing the brush and rock” from “La Mesita de San Cristobal”, 3-4 miles from the Cadial (probably “the Hub”), which was the only viable 
source of materials. Pankey did not prevent them from getting “dry wood” (dead firewood) from the ranch, but they were not allowed to “cut trees or get rocks 
or brush or stone,” or graze cattle and “trespass.”” [per LLippard draft MS p.129-133; 2009] 

1915; Testimony of Apolonio Chavez, son of Jose de la Cruz. Apolonio lives in Galisteo, bro of Luciano/Lucian (dead). Pedro Chaves is Luciano’s son; J. de la Cruz Chaves 
d. 13-14 yrs ago. – lives in Galisteo, 55 yrs old [per LLippard draft MS p.97, 108; 2009] 



 

Ascencion Chavez    - Galisteo 
1882June25; Amount of Property Owned By the Residents of Santa Fe County. April 14, 1882. Chaves, Ascencion _ ??? 50 [SFDNM]   
1893September21; At the Bon Ton hotel: Abelino Valencia, Asencion Chavez, Galisteo; Allen Butcher, Rock Corral. [SFDNM] 

1894June13; At the Palace; ? Butcher, Rock Corral; W.D. Burns, G.W. Erwin, Eagle City; John Hogan, S.M. Payne, J.M. Kennedy, ? city; James Roberts, 

Golden; G?A. Ca?e, John Smith, J. Paul, A. Gale, Cerrillos; J. Burns, Glorietta; G. Carrow, Creede, Colo.; A. Chavez, Galisteo. [SFDNM] 
1901July6; Bon-Ton: Atencion Chaves, Apolonio Chaves, Galisteo... [SFNM] 

1901July30; Ambrosio Pino, Juan Ortiz, Ascencion Chavez and six other stockmen from Galisteo, returned home this forenoon after a day spent in the 

capital on business. [SFNM] 
 

Aurora Chavez (f)  (b.NM 1883>    - school janitor;  of San Pedro 
1940April25_census ED 25-40 San Pedro sheet 1B; enumerator Cecil F. Northam; David Chavez, owns house value $400, farm, 57, education 7, b.NM, living in ’35 same 

house, at work 48 hrs in week, Farmer Farm, working on own account, 52 wks worked in 1939, wages 0, received $50 or more from income other than wages; Petronlia 
Chavez, 59, wife, education 3, b.NM, living in ’35 same house, Houseworker, unpaid family worker, no wages; Aurora Chavez, 35, dau, single, education 8, b.NM, living 
in ’35 same house, at work 24 hrs in week, Janitor Public school, 36 wks worked in 1939, wages $135; Justo Chavez, 30, son, single, education 4, b.NM, living in ’35 
same house, at work 42 hrs in week, Laborer Copper mine, 4 wks worked in 1939, wages $62; Bences Chavez, 26, son, single, education 6, b.NM, living in ’35 same 
house, at work 48 hrs in week, helper family farm, working on own account, 52 wks worked in 1939, no wages; Victor Chavez, 18, son, single, education 7, b.NM, living 
in ’35 same house, at work 48 hrs in week, helper family farm, working on own account, 52 wks worked in 1939, no wages; Manuel Chavez, 16, son, in school, education 
H-2, b.NM, living in ’35 same house, at school, no wages; Sesarita Chavez, 12, dau, in school, education 5, b.NM, living in ’35 same house; Edvuigen Chavez, 9, dau, in 
school, education 4, b.NM, living in ’35 same house; Aladino Chavez, 6, son, in school, education 1, b.NM, living in ’35 same house. 

 

Ben Chavez    - of Madrid 
1934December; [Madrid] Mine Jones; 241 Jadre, John [Miner]; 242 Montoya, Ambrosio [3.26 Hoistman]; 243 Laycock, Leo [Miner]; 244 Harreras, Henry; 245 Romero, 

Ignacio; 246 Acosta, Paulino; 248 Gallegos, Juan; 249 Morales, Florencio; 250 Dimas, Albino [4.00 Roperider]; 251 Roybal, Crescensio [Miner]; 252 Ray Felix, Filadelfia; 

253 Gonzales, Herminio; 254 Munoz, Jesus; 255 Peinado, Bruno; 256 Mares, Juan B.; 257 Padilla, Martin; 258 Kristich, Geo; 259 Padilla, Juan; 260 Padilla, Pete; 281 Bon, 

Joe; 283 Martinez, Estevan; 285 Armijo, Luis; 290 Aragon, Florencio [3.26 Hoistman]; 295 Abeyta, Tom [Miner]; 422 Mendoza, Homobono; 423 Cabrera, Juan; 424 Armijo, 

Permilio; 425 Felix, Jose; 426 Chavez, Ben; 427 Lumsden, Lloyd; 428 Silva, Guad; 429  Valadivisro, Bernardino; 431 Gutierrez, E.J.; 430 Martinez, Berney; 437 Montoya, 

Moises; 438 Morales, Gillermo; 439 Ramirez, Teodoro; 440 Gabaldon, Pete. Mine No.8; 561 Ramirez, Daniel [Miner]; 564 Palacios, Fernando; 569 Jones, Ray; 571 Sena, 

Joe; 575 Baldonado, Tony Sr.; 576 Baldonado, Tony Jr.; 578 Palacios, Augustine; 580 Rael, Juan; 581 Pargole, Joe; 582 Gallegos, Joe P.; 583 Montoya, Max; 585 DeEramo, 

Tony. [per LPadilla] 

 

Bences Chavez  (b.NM 1914>    - wife is Paulina A. Chavez;  Golden 
1940April25_census ED 25-40 San Pedro sheet 1B; enumerator Cecil F. Northam; David Chavez, owns house value $400, farm, 57, education 7, b.NM, living in ’35 same 

house, at work 48 hrs in week, Farmer Farm, working on own account, 52 wks worked in 1939, wages 0, received $50 or more from income other than wages; Petronlia 
Chavez, 59, wife, education 3, b.NM, living in ’35 same house, Houseworker, unpaid family worker, no wages; Aurora Chavez, 35, dau, single, education 8, b.NM, living 
in ’35 same house, at work 24 hrs in week, Janitor Public school, 36 wks worked in 1939, wages $135; Justo Chavez, 30, son, single, education 4, b.NM, living in ’35 
same house, at work 42 hrs in week, Laborer Copper mine, 4 wks worked in 1939, wages $62; Bences Chavez, 26, son, single, education 6, b.NM, living in ’35 same 
house, at work 48 hrs in week, helper family farm, working on own account, 52 wks worked in 1939, no wages; Victor Chavez, 18, son, single, education 7, b.NM, living 
in ’35 same house, at work 48 hrs in week, helper family farm, working on own account, 52 wks worked in 1939, no wages; Manuel Chavez, 16, son, in school, education 
H-2, b.NM, living in ’35 same house, at school, no wages; Sesarita Chavez, 12, dau, in school, education 5, b.NM, living in ’35 same house; Edvuigen Chavez, 9, dau, in 
school, education 4, b.NM, living in ’35 same house; Aladino Chavez, 6, son, in school, education 1, b.NM, living in ’35 same house. 

1951June5; Dated. Filed 15Jun1951. Quitclaim Deed. TITLE TO BLOCK 16 Golden – Title of Walter Scartaccini. Margaret Aranda to Bences Chavez. b.Misc.58 p.375. [BHenderson Abstract of Title 
No.6313 30Sep1983 p.326] 

1959August1; Dated. Filed 3Aug1959. Quitclaim Deed (Joint Tennants). TITLE TO BLOCK 4 Golden. Reyes Armijo and Eufricia Armijo, to Bences Chavez and Pauline Chavez. b.Misc.158 p.198. 
[BHenderson Abstract of Title No.6313 30Sep1983 p.81] 

1963April1; Dated. Filed 12Jun1963. Quitclaim Deed. TITLE TO BLOCK 16 Golden – Title of Walter Scartaccini. Bences Chavez and Paulina A. Chaves, his wife, to Eugene Scartaccini and Ardell 
Scartaccini, his wife. b.Misc.202 p.139. [BHenderson Abstract of Title No.6313 30Sep1983 p.327] 

1963December13; Dated. Filed 16Dec1963. Quitclaim Deed (Joint Tennants). TITLE TO BLOCK 4 Golden. Bences Chavez and Paublina A. Chavez, his wife, to Mr. and Mrs. Tex Mills. b.Misc.208 
p.79. [BHenderson Abstract of Title No.6313 30Sep1983 p.82] 

1964August3; Dated. Filed 14Aug1964. Warranty Deed. TITLE TO BLOCK 3 Golden – Title to Eugene Scartaccini. Matilda Barreras Mora, Agnes Barreras Tapia, & Abundio Barreras, heirs of 
Antonio Barreras, to Bences Chavez and Paulina A. Chavez. b.Misc.216 p.83. [BHenderson Abstract of Title No.6313 30Sep1983 p.71] 

1971July24; Dated. Filed 1Sep1971. Quitclaim Deed. TITLE TO BLOCK 3 Golden – Title to Eugene Scartaccini. Paulina A. Chavez AKA Pauline A. Chavez, Pablina Chavez, to Eugene Scartaccini 
and Ardell Scartaccini, his wife. b.Misc.283 p.841. [BHenderson Abstract of Title No.6313 30Sep1983 p.72] 

 

Benigno Chavez  (b.NM 1845>    - wife is Cista Lucero (b.NM 1854>;  of Galisteo 
1870August1_census: Benigno Chavez, farm laborer, 25y-o, born NM, resident Galisteo pct.8 in same habitation with Cista Lucero, 16y-o, b.NM, Jesus Maldonado, farm 

laborer, 45y-o, b.NM 
 

Bernardino Chavez  (b.NM 1867>    - of Galisteo 
1870August2_census: Luciano Chaves, farm laborer, 30y-o, born NM, resident Galisteo pct.8 in same habitation with Josefa Chaves, 28y-o, b.NM, Francisca Chaves, 13y-o, 

b.NM, Teofila Chaves, 8y-o, b.NM, Toribia Chaves, 7y-o, b.NM, Pedro Chaves, 6y-o, b.NM, Bernardino Chaves, 3y-o, b.NM, Quilatano Chaves, 2y-o, b.NM 
 

Bernardo Chaves  <b.1855, 1857>    - wife is Francisca Chavez <b.1861>;  of Galisteo 

1870August1_census: Antonio C. Sandoval, farm laborer, 50y-o, born NM, RealValue$100 PersValue$100, resident Galisteo pct.8 in same habitation with Ricardo Chaves, 
19y-o, b.NM, Romulo Chaves, 16y-o, b.NM, Margarito Chaves, 11y-o, b.NM, Cornelia Chaves, 22y-o, b.NM, Patricio Chaves, 4y-o, b.NM, Bernardo Chaves, 13y-o, 
b.NM 

1930_census: Bernardo Chavez, 75y-o, pct.8 Galisteo, Francisca Chavez, 69y-o, Clemento Chavez, 44y-o – adjacent to Viasulado Chavez 
 

Cacerio Chavez  (b.NM 1911>    - of Cerrillos 

1920January5_census: Magarito Chavez, shoemaker working on own acct, widower, 29y-o, born NM [NM NM], resident Cerrillos, renting with dau Eutimia (15 student single 
NM [NM NM]), 3son Lucas (17 student single NM [NM NM]), Cacerio (9 NM [NM NM]), Placido (8 student NM [NM NM]) – adjacent habitation renting family#1 Tomicita 
Chavez 



 

Calletano Chavez  (b.NM 1868>    - Galisteo 
1870August2_census: Luciano Chaves, farm laborer, 30y-o, born NM, resident Galisteo pct.8 in same habitation with Josefa Chaves, 28y-o, b.NM, Francisca Chaves, 13y-o, 

b.NM, Teofila Chaves, 8y-o, b.NM, Toribia Chaves, 7y-o, b.NM, Pedro Chaves, 6y-o, b.NM, Bernardino Chaves, 3y-o, b.NM, Quilatano Chaves, 2y-o, b.NM 
1898August24; Homestead Entries. Aug 22 – Cayetano Chaves, 160 acres, Santa Fe Co. [SFNM] 
 

Casimo Chavez    - Madrid 
1901December2; At Madrid on Saturday, Juan Chavez and Vicente Lujan were married by Justice of the Peace Gus J. Johnson. The witnesses were Casimo 

Chavez and Predicando Nieto. [SFNM] 

 

Cisto Chavez  <b.1905>    - wife is Ricardita Chavez <b.1903>;  of San Pedro 
1930_census: Cisto Chavez, 25y-o, pct.20 San Pedro, Ricardita Chavez, 27y-o 
 

Connie Chavez  (b.NM 1911>    - wife is Margret Chavez (b.NM 1912>;  of Stanley & Ortiz Coop Livestock Assn 
1940April26_census ED 25-40 San Pedro sheet 2A; enumerator Cecil F. Northam; Connie Chavez, owns house value $500, farm, 29, education 6, b.NM, living in ’35 same 

place, at work 42 hrs in week, Laborer Copper mine, 52 wks worked in 1939, wages $500, Fa b.NM Mo b.NM, language at home Spanish, has SSAN, usual occupation 
Farmer Farm, working on own account; Margret Chavez, 28, wife, education 8, b.NM, living in ’35 same place, Houseworker, unpaid family worker, no wages; Ernest 
Chavez, 8, son, in school, education 1, b.NM, living in ’35 same place; Barney Chavez, 6, son, in school, education 0, b.NM, living in ’35 same place; Lillian Mildred 
Chavez, 4, dau, education 0, b.NM; Bernardita Chavez, 2, dau, education 0, b.NM. 

1941November27; Filed. Articles of Incorporation of The Ortiz Cooperative Livestock Association. Art.II; Incorporators; Jess L. Malott, Edgewood; Connie Chavez, Stanley; 
Dale S. Dennison, Stanley; Dario Lucero, Edgewood; Voyle A. Larson, Moriarty. Art.III; office in StaFe. Art.IX; This assoc is organized as a non-share, non-profit, 
cooperative association, and the number of memberships subscribed for are 5. Art.XI; The members and officers of the assoc and their private property shall not be 
subject to the payment of the assoc debts to any extent whatever. b.9 Corp Record p.235. [BHenderson Abstract of Title No.1 30Sep1983] 

1946June5; Meeting of the Ortiz Cooperative Livestock Association, in the school house building, Stanley. Chairman, Voyle A. Larson, acting in the absence of President J. 
Frank Calvin, and Vice President Leo H. Shanley. Members present: Frank S. Anaya, Stanley; H.W. Brazell, Stanley; J.H. Cavasos, Stanley; Connie Chavez, Stanley; 
E.S. Dennisson, Stanley; C.F. Gardenhire, Stanley; Ralph Haile, Tapia Route Stanley; N.R. Irby, Stanley; M.K. Irby, Stanley; S.A. Ivie, Stanley; L.C. Keith, Cerrillos; 
Voyle A. Larson, Moriarty; Dario Lucero, Stanley; Clarence J. Malott, Edgewood; Bernabe Rael, Stanley; E.B. Richards, Stanley; I.C. Sweet, Cerrillos; O.A. Tinnin, 
Stanley; B.H. Van Scoyk, Stanley; C.V. Van Scoyk, Stanley; Allen Wakefield, Stanley; F.B. Yates, Stanley. b.30 Miscl.Deeds p.140. [BHenderson Abstract of Title, 
Supplemental 30Sep1983] 

 

Cornelio Chaves  “El Fogaito”    - Cañoncito 
1872September17; For some time past a man called Cornelio Chaves, otherwise known as “El Fogaito,” has been committing numerous depredations in the 

vicinity of Canoncito in this county, and a few weeks ago fired at a man driving on the highway, and killed his animal; as the assailed party was 

unarmed he made no attempt to secure the villain who made his escape to the mountains. Would it not be well for the county authorities to offer a 
reward for the arrest of the scoundrel. [SFDNM] 

 

Cruz Chavez  (b.NM 1845>    - of Galisteo 
1870August1_census: Cruz Chavez, farm laborer, 25y-o, born NM, resident Galisteo pct.8 in same habitation with Jacobo Leiba, 28y-o, b.NM 
 
Daniel Chavez    - San Pedro 
1920sDecember-January; Joe T. Black store ledger, accounts, p.106, San Pedro; Felis Chavez, Masedonio Chavez, Ignacio Chavez, Daniel Chavez, Roman Chavez, 

Augustin Chavez, Carlos Espinosa. [Eddy Black 2011]  
 
David Chávez    - wife is Bernardina Sánchez;  Peña Blanca 
1924November4; marriage @ Iglesia de Nuestra Señora de Guadalupe de Peña Blanca; Nepomuceno Aragón, 58 y-o, single, son of the deceased Meregildo Aragón and of 

the deceased Rosarita Apodaca, with Emiliana Chávez, widow, 43 y-o, dau of the deceased David Chávez and of the deceased Bernardina Sánchez, from Peña Blanca. 
Padrinos, Francisco Sandoval and Ignacita Dimas. [Microfilm LDS 016-865 p.382] 

 

David Chavez  (b.NM 1882, 1883>    - wife is Pertonilia Candelaria de Chavez (b.NM 1881>;  Lamy, StaFe, San Pedro 
1898August8; At the Bon Ton: F.G. Black, San Pedro; Miguel Baca, David Chavez, Lamy; Juan Leonatti, Antonio Leonatti, Cerrillos… [SFNM] 

1926February10; marriage @ Iglesia de Nuestra Señora de Guadalupe de Peña Blanca; Delfinio Lucero, son of Nicanor Lucero and of Maria Cleofas Peña, with Modestita 
Chávez, single, dau of David Chávez and of Petronila Candelaria, from Peña Blanca. Padrinos, Ignacio Chávez and Ursulita Baca. [Microfilm LDS 016-865 p.391] 

1927January; Marcelino Padilla gets injured, must of been badly injured. (I have three papers talking about his Injury, or they being worried about his compensation.) So it 
seems that Albuquerque & Cerrillos Coal company makes a pretty good check out too Marcelino. Accident no. 255A1226. By the time May rolls around, they had already 
written him one check for $149.00 for his doctors visits. Then later they offer him $100.00 to settle, but Marcelino said he would come back on Monday and let them 
know, but he never heard anything more of him. So they decide: “Yesterday when I was in Santa Fe Dave Chavez called me up at the Courthouse and asked me to 
come in and see him about a matter and when I reached there at noon he told me it was regarding Marcelino Padilla. Said that he had made a trip down to see Dr. 
Churchill and that he had also gone to Albuquerque to see Dr. Cornish. As a result of our talk I offered to go as high as 158.00 in cash in addition to what we had already 
paid. In the afternoon Mr. Birdsell who seems to be a partner of Mr. Chavez and who was present when we were talking about the case, came up to the Courthouse and 
said they were ready to settle and give a complete release in this case, so I wrote a check out for 158.00 and took a signed release from Marcelino Padilla in the case 
which I believe definitely settles it. In addition to this I agreed to take care of whatever bill Dr. Palmer might have in connection with Marcelino's case. I rather that this 
might be the best thing to do anyhow. O. Huber, supt.” [L.Padilla 2009] 

1930_census: David Chavez, 48y-o, pct.20 San Pedro, Petronilia Chavez, 49y-o, Abrosa Chavez, 26y-o, Justimino Chavez, 22y-o, Bensalon Chavez, 18y-o, Carmel Chavez, 
16y-o, Oncacimo Chavez, 14y-o, Victor Chavez, 10y-o, Manuel Chavez, 6y-o, Cesarita Chavez, 2y-o, Edwina Chavez, 1y-o 

1940April25_census ED 25-40 San Pedro sheet 1B; enumerator Cecil F. Northam; David Chavez, owns house value $400, farm, 57, education 7, b.NM, living in ’35 same 
house, at work 48 hrs in week, Farmer Farm, working on own account, 52 wks worked in 1939, wages 0, received $50 or more from income other than wages; Petronlia 
Chavez, 59, wife, education 3, b.NM, living in ’35 same house, Houseworker, unpaid family worker, no wages; Aurora Chavez, 35, dau, single, education 8, b.NM, living 
in ’35 same house, at work 24 hrs in week, Janitor Public school, 36 wks worked in 1939, wages $135; Justo Chavez, 30, son, single, education 4, b.NM, living in ’35 
same house, at work 42 hrs in week, Laborer Copper mine, 4 wks worked in 1939, wages $62; Bences Chavez, 26, son, single, education 6, b.NM, living in ’35 same 
house, at work 48 hrs in week, helper family farm, working on own account, 52 wks worked in 1939, no wages; Victor Chavez, 18, son, single, education 7, b.NM, living 



in ’35 same house, at work 48 hrs in week, helper family farm, working on own account, 52 wks worked in 1939, no wages; Manuel Chavez, 16, son, in school, education 
H-2, b.NM, living in ’35 same house, at school, no wages; Sesarita Chavez, 12, dau, in school, education 5, b.NM, living in ’35 same house; Edvuigen Chavez, 9, dau, in 
school, education 4, b.NM, living in ’35 same house; Aladino Chavez, 6, son, in school, education 1, b.NM, living in ’35 same house. 

 
David Chavez Jr.  

1940September10; Civil suits against Governor Miles and Oscar Huber, operator of the Madrid coal mines, are scheduled for hearing in district court here at the term 
opening Sept. 23, attaches said today. …Davis S. Shaffer and Joe Brown, Santa Fe youths, have sued Huber for $5,500 damages, alleging injuries as the result of a 
Madrid street altercation last Christmas time. …A 36-man venire was drawn late Monday by District Judge David Chavez, Jr., as petit jurors for the jury term. ¶ 
Subpoenaed as jurors were .. Albert Griffin and Antonio Baldonado, Jr., of Cerrillos; Faustin Chavez of Galisteo; C.T. Gould and George Chavez of Lamy; Leo Leycock 
of Madrid; Antonio Benavidez of Rio En Medio; Jim Ivy of Lower Santa Cruz; Ray Bassett of Otto; Ramon Quintana and Frederico Salazar of Nambe; W.E. Hutchison of 
Waldo. [SFNM] 

 
Deonicio Chavez  <b.1894>    - wife is Sofia Chavez <b.1898>;  of Galisteo 
1930_census: Deonicio Chavez, 36y-o, pct.8 Galisteo, Sofia Chavez, 32y-o, Victoria Chavez, 12y-o, Fabian Chavez, 8y-o, Manuel Chavez, 7y-o, Porfiria Chavez, 3y-o 

 
Deonicio Chavez  <b.1901>    - wife is Angelita Chavez <b.1908>;  of Lamy 
1930_census: Deonicio Chavez, 29y-o, pct.12 Lamy, Angelita Chavez, 22y-o, Madalina Chavez, 3y-o, Estela Chavez, 1y-o 
 

Dolores Chavez    - Ortiz Mine grant 
1867August14; Van C. Smith, John A. Clark, Charles O. Brown, Nelson H. Davis, James H. Carleton, Simon H. Smith, Dolores Chavez, Panfiro Camo 

<Brown, Carleton, S.Smith, Chavez, Camo signed by attorney J.S. Hutchason), American lode gold mixed with other metals & minerals, southern slope 

of San Lazaro mountain; boundary is Hutchason lode loc by Bernando Freeis et al. [b.A p.156]  
1867August17; J.S. Hutchason, (remainder by J.S.H. atty>Michael Ward, Panfiro Camo, Dolores Chavez, Bernando Frere, James Patterson, Juan Chavez; 

Santa Candalaria lode gold mixed with other metals & minerals, southern slope of San Lazaro mountain [b.A p.170]  

1869July1; John S Hutchason (atty for all), Wm B. Foster, Dolores Chavez, Mariano Jaramillo, Juan Francisco Jaramillo, Simon H. Smith, Alofio/Alojois 
Bastarde, M.A. Upson, Robt B. Mitchell, Geo W. Cook, James M. Edgar, Henry O’neill, Henry Thomas, Richard H. Tompkins, Espirito Santo lode 

3000’ total, gold mixed with other metals or minerals, southern slope of Sn Lazaro mountain; discovered by Bernando Freir; witness Antonio Aranda, 

S.C. Wylie [b.A p.195] 
1869December6; Richard H. Tompkins, Henry Thomas, Cyrus H. DeForrest, Simon H. Smith, Peter Knapp, James M. Edgar, G.W. Cook, John S. 

Hutchason<atty for all), William B. Foster, Henry O’Neill, Dolores Chavez, Mariano Jaramillo, Ulogio Bastardo, Samuel Scott, Long Looked For Lode 

gold mixed with other metals & minerals, south slope San Lazaro Mountain, 2000’W of Espiritu Santo lode. [b.A p.205] 
1869December6; Richard H. Tompkins, Henry Thomas, Cyrus H. DeForrest, Simon H. Smith, Peter Knapp, James M. Edgar, G.W. Cook, John S. 

Hutchason<atty for all), William B. Foster, Henry O’Neill, Dolores Chavez, Mariano Jaramillo, Ulogio Bastardo, Samuel Scott, Santa Candelaria lode 

gold mixed with other metals & minerals, south slope San Lazaro Mountain, 2000’W of Espiritu Santo lode. [b.A p.207] 
1875October6(loc); Dolores Chavez, locator, precinct 12 placer claim 20ac, SW corner 5Oct1875 G.P. Adams claim; witnesses A.P. Adams, Jose Manuel 

Guererro [b.A p.317] 

 
E. V. Chaves    - deputy clerk;  Socorro county 
1882February17; [Socorro] Mr. E.V. Chaves, the popular deputy in the county clerk’s office, has gone south to look after some new locations in the district. 

We expect to hear on his return that he has taken another step up on the ladder of fortune. [SFDNM] 
1896February17; It is with deep regret that the Advertiser has to announce the intended removal of Hon. E.V. Chavez from this city to Albuquerque, where 

he has received many flattering offers in a professional line. Mr. Chavez is one of New Mexico’s coming men, and his removal from this city is a heavy 

loss. – Socorro Advertiser. [SFDNM] 
1896July28; Hon. E.V. Chavez, who now registers from Albuquerque, is renewing old friendships in the capital city ot-day. – At the Palace: E.V. Chaves, 

Albuquerque… [SFDNM] 
1896October28; Hon. E.V. Chavez, the well known lawyer and popular Democrat, is up from the south to-day. – At the Exchange: E.V. Chavez, 

Albuquerque… [SFDNM] 

1897August4; Hon. E.V. Chaves, attorney at law, Albuquerque, is here on legal business. He registers at the Palace. [SFDNM] 
1898April7; R.B. Thomas, the representative of a Pennsylvania mining company that owns several mining droperties in and around Magdalena, was arrested 

in this city Tuesday on a complaint sworn out by J.M. Allen, proprietor of the hotel at Magdalena, charged with obtaining goods under false pretenses. 

Thomas was boarded at Allen’s hotel $102 worth and as no remittance came from his company, left town without paying. Attorney E.V. Chaves stood 
good for the amount and Mr. Thomas was allowed to depart in peace. [SFNM] 

1898August24; At the Palace: E.V. Chaves, Albuquerque… [SFNM] 

1900February27; Hon. Charles F. Easley, chairman of the Democratic central committee, this morning issued a call for the meeting of the committee March 
17 at Santa Fe. …the following members: O.N. Marron, George F. Albright, Bernalillo; G.A. Richardson, Lucius Dills, Chaves; J.F. Hutchinson, C.N. 

Blackwell, Colfax; F.C. Mattison, Pinito Pino, Dona Ana; J.O. Cameron, Eddy; J.A. Mahoney, L.A. Skelly, Grant; Lorenzo Labadie, Ramon Dodge, 

Guadalupe; Martin Chaves, J.F. Hinkle, Lincoln; J.D. McGrath, Macario Gallegos, Mora; Henry Grant, Felix Garcia, Rio Arriba; J.C. Hubbard, L.C. 
Grove, San Juan; Charles F. Easley, Marcelino Garcia, Santa Fe; August Reingardt, W.O. Thompson, Sierra; August Rouiller, John Greenwald, Socorro; 

Aloys Liebert, Julian A. Martines, Taos; Luis A. C. de Baca, Olin E. Smith, Union; Jose G. Chaves, Valencia; at large – Antonio Joseph, Neill B. Field, 

W.S. Hopewell, Matias Contreras, N.B. Laughlin, J.H. Crist, J.D.W. Veeder, M.M. Salazar, E.V. Chavez, J.W. Fleming. Otero county will probably also 
send a representative. ¶ The officers… A.B. Renehan, secretary… [SFNM] 

1900June23; Judge Henry L. Warren, a prominent attorney of Albuquerque, died yesterday forenoon. He was a former resident of Santa Fe, a member of the 

law firm of Fiske & Warren. At Albuquerque he was a member of the law firm of Warren, Fergusson & Gillette until 1889, when he formed a 
partnership with E.V. Chaves. …Judge Warren was born in Quincy, Ill., August 21, 1837. The judge was the only survivor of his family, except his 

brother, Charles A. Warren, a prominent attorney of Chicago. The deceased attended the naval academy at Anapolis and Brown university… [SFNM] 

1902January27; Probate Clerk Manuel Delgado today recorded the following mining deeds: George W. Wright to E.V. Chavez, administrator of the estate 
of H.L. Warren, one-fourth interest in the Black Hawk mining lode in the New Placers mining district; and George W. Wright to G.L. Brooks and W.S. 

Strickler, one-fourth interest in the Black Hawk mining lode. [SFNM] 
1909February26: Hon. E.V. Chaves, a prominent leader of the territory's "unterrified" minority, arrived yesterday from Albuquerque. [SFNM 100yrs] 

 



Elfido Chavez  <b.1911>    - of Lamy 
1930_census: Elfido Chavez, 19y-o, pct.12 Lamy 
 
Ellena Chavez  <b.1871>    - of San Pedro 
1930_census: Ellena Chavez, 59y-o, pct.20 San Pedro 
 
Ernesto Chavez  (b.NM 1899>    -  of San Pedro 
1920January15_census: San Pedro village house 56; Feliz Chavez [f], farmer, 53 y-o, owns home free, widow, b.NM; 3son, Ernesto Chavez, farmer general farm, 21, single, 

b.NM, Corrado, 9, b.NM, Vidal Chavez, miner coal, 18, b.NM. 
 
Esequil Chavez  <b.1883>    - wife is Ramona Chavez <b.1893>;  of Galisteo 
1930_census: Esequil Chavez, 47y-o, pct.8 Galisteo, Ramona Chavez, 37y-o 
 
Deputy Sheriff Esequiel Chavez  <b.1858  d.30Jan1898)    - of Galisteo 
1870August1_census: Felipe Chavez, farm laborer, 42y-o, born NM, RealValue$400, resident Galisteo pct.8 in same habitation with Francisca Chavez, 30y-o, b.NM, Manuel 

Chavez, 14y-o, b.NM, Esequio Chavez, 12y-o, b.NM, Timotea Chavez, 8y-o, b.NM, Librada Chavez, 6y-o, b.NM 
1895June7; Noverto Ortiz, of Glorieta, about 30 years old, is reported to have been shoty and killed last night, while engaged in indiscriminate and reckless 

shooting about town. Officer Chavez, local deputy sheriff, attempted to arrest him and Ortiz wounded Deputy Chavez. The latter then fired with the 

result above recorded. Sheriff Cunningham and Deputy Tucker left for Galisteo at 11 o’clock this forenoon. [SFDNM] 

1895June8; Sheriff Cunningham and Deputy Tucker have returned from Galisteo and report that Deputy Chavez clearly killed Roberto Ortiz in self-defense. 

Deputy Chavez was attempting to arrest Ortiz when the latter pulled a gun and fired. The deputy simply saved his life by being the quickest and best 

shot. [SFDNM] 

1896May13; Vidal and Marcelino Ortiz left last evening for Santa Fe to attend the trial of Esequiel Chavez, who is charged with the murder of Roberto Ortiz 
at Galisteo last June. – Las Vegas Optic. [SFDNM] 

1896May27; Appended is as near a complete list of the delegates chosen to the Democratic county convention… Precinct No.6 – Cienega – Cosme Baca 

and Apolonio Rael. Precinct No.7 – Joseph Richards, Geo D. Arnold, W.E. Chipman and Thos O’Donnell. Precinct No.8 – Galisteo – Francisco Silva 
and Ezequiel Chavez. Precinct No.10 – Dolores –  Precinct No.11 – Golden – Hiram T. Brown, James Carruthers and Frank P. White. Precinct No.12 – 

Canoncito – Jesus Gonzales y Roival and Pedro Carriaga. Precinct No.13 – Glorieta – Ike Stone. Precinct No.19 – Madrid – G.E. Norton, Thomas 

Harris and Warren Graham. [SFDNM] 
1896September11; The board of county commissioners… appointed registration boards as follows: Precinct No.8 – Librado Valencia, Jose Ortiz y Pino, 

Esequiel Chavez. [SFDNM] 

1898January31; Ezequiel Chavez Killed. Chavez Made An Effort to Break Into the House of Librado Valencia, at Galisteo, Last Night, and the Latter 
Killed Him. ¶ The news was brought from Lamy to Santa Fe about noon today that… Librado Valencia is an old resident of Galisteo, and all who know 

him testify that he has always been a quiet, ??ageable, industrious and useful citizen, attending strictly to his own business and avoiding neighborhood 

quarrels and brawls of all kinds. He was a faithful member of the legislature in 1883. ¶ Ezequiel Chavez, on the other hand, was, from all accounts, a 
brawler and all around bad man. He killed Roberto Ortiz, at Galisteo, on June 29, 18??, was tried for murder, and although the evidence was very strong 

against him, the jury acquitted him of the crime of murder in the first degree. No doubt is entertained that Valencia shot Chavez… [SFNM] 

1898February1; Galisteo Killing Affair. Additional Particulars Respecting the Recent Shooting of Ezequiel Chavez by Librado Valencia – Chavez Appears 
to Have Been the Aggressor. …Matias Sandoval, who came in from Galisteo last night, gives the New Mexican additional and authentic particulars of 

the affair as follows: …Jose Ortiz, son of Juan Ortiz, then called Valencia into the house and advised him to go home in order to avoid trouble. Valencia 

followed the advice. ¶ In the afternoon, Valencia went on an errand to the store of Jose Leon Madril, and again Chavez followed him, this time making a 
direct assault with words on Valencia. Among other things he called Librado the “perjured s__ of a b__ who has charged me with stealing cattle.” 

[SFNM] 

1898February3; In the matter of the killing of Ezequiel Chavez by Librado Valencia, at Galisteo, on Sunday night, exclusively reported in the New 
Mexican on Monday, the verdict of the coroner’s jury was that of justifiable homicide. ¶ At the same time Justice Jose Manuel Sandoval, of Canoncito, 

before whom the inquest was held, decided to place Valencia under $1,000 bonds to appear before the grand jury. The required bond was promptly 

given and Valencia was released. ¶ Valencia came to Santa Fe this morning and immediately began peace proceedings against Juan Chavez, son of the 
deceased, before Justice Garcia. Upon a showing that the young man named had made threats against the life of Valencia, a warrant for his arrest was 

placed in the hands of Constable Cosme Salas and Juan Chavez will immediately be brought to this city and placed under bonds to keep the peace. 

[SFNM] 

 
F. Chavez y Montoya    - of Galisteo 
1894October23; At the Bon Ton hotel; F. Chavez de Montoya, Galisteo; J. Willison, White Oaks; W.H. Coleman, G. Blakley, D.F. Taylor, Cerrillos; M. 

Pino, Galisteo. [SFDNM] 

1896May20; [Democratic precinct committeemen] 7 – Cienega – Manuel Rael; 8 – Galisteo – F. Chavez y Montoya; 9 – Cerrillos – W.E. Dame; 10 – 

Dolores – Dan Taylor; 11 – Golden – F.P. White; 12 – Canoncito – Cruz Gurule; 13 – Glorieta – Pedro Ortiz; 19 – Madrid – Thos Harris... [SFDNM] 
1896September18; …Democratic county convention …precinct committeemen> 5 – Agua Fria – Jose A. Romero. 6 – Cienega – Manuel Rael. 7 – Cerrillos 

– W.E. Dame. 8 – Galisteo – F. Chavez y Montoya. 10 – Dolores – Dan Taylor. 11 – Golden – F.P. White. 12 – Canoncito – Cruz Gurule. 13 – Glorieta 

– Pedro Ortiz. 19 – Madrid – Thos Harris. [SFDNM] 
1900March22; Francisco Chaves y Montoya, of Galisteo; Refugio Chaves y Mora, Faustin Tapia and Ronsendo Tapia, who are all engaged in the sheep 

business at Mesa de Cabra, east of Galisteo, are in the city on business before the district court. [SFNM] 

 
Facundo Chaves    - Cerrillos 

1880October3; …yesterday the following appointments of registrars of electors were made: Precinct No.7 – Facundo Chaves, Abun Nieto, Guadalupe 

Montoya. [SFDNM] 

 
Faustin Chavez    - Galisteo 
1940September10; Civil suits against Governor Miles and Oscar Huber, operator of the Madrid coal mines, are scheduled for hearing in district court here at the term 

opening Sept. 23, attaches said today. …Davis S. Shaffer and Joe Brown, Santa Fe youths, have sued Huber for $5,500 damages, alleging injuries as the result of a 
Madrid street altercation last Christmas time. …A 36-man venire was drawn late Monday by District Judge David Chavez, Jr., as petit jurors for the jury term. ¶ 



Subpoenaed as jurors were .. Albert Griffin and Antonio Baldonado, Jr., of Cerrillos; Faustin Chavez of Galisteo; C.T. Gould and George Chavez of Lamy; Leo Leycock 
of Madrid; Antonio Benavidez of Rio En Medio; Jim Ivy of Lower Santa Cruz; Ray Bassett of Otto; Ramon Quintana and Frederico Salazar of Nambe; W.E. Hutchison of 
Waldo. [SFNM] 

 

Fecundo Chaves  <b.1819,1814>    - of Dolores 

1870August3_census: Fecunda Chaves [m], laborer, 51y-o, born NM, resident Real de Dolores solo 
1880June15-16_census: Facundo Chaves, laborer, single, illiterate, 66y-o, born NM [NM NM], resident Placer de Dolores with separate appartment with 2boarders Jesus Ma 

Martin (74 laborer intermittent fever widower illiterate NM [NM NM]), Moses Lynthia (33 cooking, single, Mulatto VA [VA VA]) 
 
Felecino Chavez  <b.1890>    - of Madrid 
1930_census: Felecino Chavez, 40y-o, Madrid 
 
Felipe Chavez    - of Doña Ana co. 
1872May11; The New Mexico Central Railroad Company. [SB886 as amended] That Gordon Granger, Joseph F. Bennett, Willi Spiegelberg, Alexander P. 

Sullivan, W.C. Rencher, William T. Strachan, Henry Lesinski, Henry Wetter, Singleton M. Ashenfelter, Abraham Staab, Lawrence G. Murphy, Simeon 
Hart, Nehemiah P. Bennett, Fred Myers, Charles P. Clever, Jose M. Gallegos, Nathaniel Pope, Tomas C.de Baca, Felipe Chaves, and Manuel A. Otero, a 

body politic and corporate, duly organized under the laws of the Territory of New Mexico, under the name and title of the New Mexico Central Railroad 

Company… [SFDNM] 
1875April30; Second National Bank of New Mexico. Santa Fe, N.M. L. Spiegelberg, President, W. Spiegelberg, Cashier, Felipe Chavez, Vice President. 

Directors – L. Spiegelberg, Willi Spiegelberg, Felipe Chaves, Louis Rosenbaum, Ambrosio Armijo, Antonio Lerma and Albert Grunsfeld. [ad in 

SFDNM]   
1882September29; [NM Democratic party central committee] Bernalillo county – W.B. Childers, Colfax – John Lee, Grant – H.M. Meredith, Mora – Alex 

L. Branch, Rio Arriba – Luis Ortiz, Santa Fe – Sol Spiegelberg, San Miguel – M.M. Milligan, Socorro – George W. Fox, Taos – Antonio Joseph, 

Valencia – Felipe Chaves, Dona Ana – Thomas J. Bull, Lincoln – J.A. Larue. At large – T.F. Conway, Santa Fe, H.L. Warren; Santa Fe, Eduardo 
Martinez, Anton Chico; Andres Montoya, Socorro; Nascario Gonzales, La Cienega; W.B. Numan, Albuquerque; J.F. Wallace, Watrous; G.W. 

Stoneroad, Las Vegas; N.B. Laughlin, Cerrillos station. [SFDNM] 
1909July22; Col. Willison, who died recently near Santa Fe, was in the early seventies one of the most prominent citizens of New Mexico. He was a gallant 

Union officer in a New Jersey regiment and was appointed, after the close of the war, by President Johnson Surveyer General which position he resigned 

shortly after his arrival in the territory. He came to Grant County shortly after the discovery of silver in Silver City district, purchasing from Jas and 
Robert Metcalf the Texas Mine in Chloride Flat which he worked successfully for several years, later selling the mine to the late Martin W. Bremen. ¶ In 

the early seventies he had the contract to survey all government lands in Grant County, and and the first surveys made in what is now Luna County west 

to the Arizona line were made by him ¶ Col. Willison was very active politically in the early days, and while Chairman of the Territorial Democratic 
Central Committee the first Democrat elected to Congress from New Mexico after the war, Padre Gallegos was elected, and it was due to the activity 

and intelligent management of the campaign by Col Willison assisted by such democrats as Col. Clover, Miguel Otario, the father of our ex-governor, 

Felipe Chaves. Giants every one of them compared to the pigmies now controlling the party in this territory. [Deming Headlight p.3] 

 
Felipe Chavez  (b.NM 1828>    - wife is Francisca Chavez (b.NM 1840>;  of Galisteo 
1870August1_census: Felipe Chavez, farm laborer, 42y-o, born NM, RealValue$400, resident Galisteo pct.8 in same habitation with Francisca Chavez, 30y-o, b.NM, Manuel 

Chavez, 14y-o, b.NM, Esequio Chavez, 12y-o, b.NM, Timotea Chavez, 8y-o, b.NM, Librada Chavez, 6y-o, b.NM 
 
Felipe Chavez    - of Socorro 
1894May18; The New Mexico National bank, of Socorro… M.W. Browne, president; E. Montoya, vice-president; E.E. Nold, cashier; E. Montoya, Joseph 

Price, Wm Watson, W.H. Patterson, A. Cortesy, J.W. McMullen, M.W. Browne and Felipe Chavez, directors. [SFDNM] 
THE HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF NEW MEXICO. LIFE MEMBERS. 1881 William G. Ritch.*; 1883 L. Bradford Prince, LL.D.;1885 William W. Griffin.*; 1887 

Francisco A. Manzanares.*; 1889 L. P. Browne*; Jefferson Raynolds, Ruel M. Johnson*, William A. Vincent, Wilson Waddingham*, Mariano S. Otero*, 
Nicolas T. Armijo*, Angus A. Grant*, Joshua S. Raynolds, Wm. C. Hazeldine*, Numa Reymond, Russell Marcy; 1890 Pedro Y. Jaramillo*, Jose E. Chaves, 
Samuel P. Foster*, Gustav Billing*, Eutimio Montoya, Thomas B. Catron, J. Pablo Gallegos*; 1890 Charles H. Gildersleeve, Mariano Barela*, C. H. Dane, 
Walter C. Hadley*; 1891 H. B. Fergusson, Charles B. Eddy, Abram Staab, W. A. Hawkins, Mrs. Louisa Bristol, Frank Springer, Rufus J. Palen; 1892 William 
T. Thornton, Richard Mansfield White; 1895 Thomas Lowthian*; 1896 Antonio Joseph, Felipe Chaves*, Henry C. Carter; 1902 William M. Berger, Solomon 
Spiegelberg*; 1907 Felix Martinez, Solomon Luna, Nestor Armijo. [*deceased] [compiled 1908] 

 
Felipe Chavez  (b.NM Apr1893)    - of Waldo 
1900June15_census: Pablo Chavez, RR laborer 4mos.unempl, married 19yrs, noEnglish, born 1-61 NM [NM NM], resident Waldo village own home free with wife Elizana 

(11-63 8child/5living illiterate noEnglish NM [NM NM]) 2son Felipe (4-93 NM) Manuel (7-96 NM) 2dau Inez (5-84 single noEnglish NM [NM NM]) Polonia (4-99 NM) 
 
Felipe Chavez    - Golden 
1940; Gold from Ortiz Grant-Record Book For Copper Mine, 1940-1950. (p.23) 1940, Permit No._ Felipe Chavez; Aug24 2DWT 8Grains $3.50. [BHenderson] 
1952April21; Dated. Filed same. Quitclaim Deed. Vences Gurule and Libradita M. Gurule, his wife, to Felipe Chavez. b.Misc.64 p.296. [BHenderson Abstract of Title No.6313 30Sep1983 p.463] 
1952November7; Dated. Filed 9Feb1953. Spanish Warranty Deed. TITLE TO BLOCK 16 Golden – Title to Bernie Armijo. Felipe Chavez to Cesario Ortiz. b.Misc.68 p.493. [BHenderson Abstract of 

Title No.6313 30Sep1983 p.313] 

 
Felipe P. Chavez  (b.NM 1906>    - wife is Pablita P. Chavez (b.NM 1906>;  of Galisteo 
1940May27_census ED 25-25 Galisteo sheet 1B; enumerator Manuel C. Martinez; Felipe P. Chavez, owns house value $100, 34, education 8, b.NM, living in ’35 same 

house, Emergency work, 12 wks unemployment to 30Mar40, laborer WPA School Bldge Prop, Government work, 28 wks worked in 1939, wages $398; Pablita P. 
Chavez, 34, wife, education 8, b.NM, living in ’35 same house, Houseworker, no wages; Victor Chavez, 7, son, in school, education 1, b.NM, living in ’35 same house; 
Gracia C. Chavez, 5, dau, in school, education 0, b.NM; Julianita Chavez, 3, dau, education 0, b.NM; Isabelita Chavez, 7/12, dau, education 0, b.NM. 

 
Felix Chavez    - at Golden 
[re ownership of Golden] Campbell farms; BLM; Black & Chavez claim are recorded and taxes are being paid on them, BLM disputes this. [BHenderson 2010]  
 
Felix M. Chavez  <b.1870>    - of San Pedro 



1920sDecember-January; Joe T. Black store ledger, accounts, p.106, San Pedro; Felis Chavez, Masedonio Chavez, Ignacio Chavez, Daniel Chavez, Roman Chavez, 
Augustin Chavez, Carlos Espinosa. [Eddy Black 2011]  

1930_census: Felix M. Chavez, 60y-o, pct.20 San Pedro, Vidal Chavez, 28y-o, Roy Chavez, 16y-o, Adeladia Chavez, 4y-o 
 
Feliz Chavez  (b.NM 1867>    -  of San Pedro 
1920January15_census: San Pedro village house 56; Feliz Chavez [f], farmer, 53 y-o, owns home free, widow, b.NM; 3son, Ernesto Chavez, farmer general farm, 21, single, 

b.NM, Corrado, 9, b.NM, Vidal Chavez, miner coal, 18, b.NM. 
 
Fidel Chaves  (b.NM 1912, 1913>    - wife is Adelaida “Dee” Riccon Chavez;  of Golden 
1930_census: Agustine Chavez, 41y-o, pct.20 San Pedro, Estefana Chavez, 35y-o, Fidel Chavez, 18y-o, Angelita Chavez, 15y-o, Maximinia Chavez, 12y-o, Erminio Chavez, 

9y-o, Antonia Chavez, 8y-o 
1940April29_census ED 25-40 San Pedro sheet 3A; enumerator Cecil F. Northam; Augustine Chavez, owns house value $400, 49, education 2, b.NM, living in ’35 same 

house, at work 42 hrs in week, Laborer Copper mine, 12 wks worked in 1939, wages $188; Estafanita M. Chavez, 46, wife, education 0, b.NM, living in ’35 same house, 
Houseworker, no wages; Fidel Chavez, 27, son, single, education 5, b.NM, living in ’35 same house, at work 25 hrs in week, School Bus driver Public School, 16 wks 
worked in 1939, wages $400; Angelita Chavez, 25, dau, single, education 8, b.NM, living in ’35 same house, Houseworker, unpaid family worker, no wages; Maxine 
Chavez, 22, dau, education H-4, b.NM, living in ’35 same house, Houseworker, unpaid family worker, no wages; Ferminio J. Chavez, 19, son, education H-1, b.NM, 
living in ’35 same house, seeking work, 4 wks unemployment to 30Mar40, Laborer Copper mine, 8 wks worked in 1939, wages $110; Tonnie Chavez, 17, dau, in school, 
education H-1, b.NM, living in ’35 same house, at school, no wages; Lucille Chavez, 4, dau, education 0, b.NM; Mary Chavez, 2, dau, b.NM. 

Fidel Chaves – fa was Agusto Chaves – residence NW corner of Golden, married Adelaida “Dee” Riccon. NW corner of Golden is Baca. [per BHenderson 19Jun2010] 
Fidel Chavez 1212 No. 11th Alb [D.D. Funderburk 1947 waybook; BHenderson] 
1973; Taxes, Fidel & Adelaida Chavez, Sec.17 T12N R7E 2ac b.350 p.900, Paid. [BHenderson Abstract of Title No.6313 30Sep1983 p.504] 
1974; Taxes, Fidel & Adelaida Chavez, Sec.17 T12N R7E 2ac, Paid. [BHenderson Abstract of Title No.6313 30Sep1983 p.505] 
1975; Taxes, Fidel & Adelaida Chavez, Sec.17 T12N R7E 2ac b.350 p.900, Paid. [BHenderson Abstract of Title No.6313 30Sep1983 p.505] 
1976; Taxes, Fidel & Adelaida Chavez, Sec.17 T12N R7E 2ac b.206 p.540, Paid. [BHenderson Abstract of Title No.6313 30Sep1983 p.506] 
1977July11; Dated.Filed 28Jul1977. Warranty Deed (Joint Tenants). Fidel Chavez and Adelaida Chavez, husband and wife, to William D. Henderson and Elvira R. Henderson, husband and wife. 

b.Misc.350 p.901. [BHenderson Abstract of Title No.6313 30Sep1983 p.482] 

 
Ferminio J. Chavez  (b.NM 1921>    - of San Pedro 
1940April29_census ED 25-40 San Pedro sheet 3A; enumerator Cecil F. Northam; Augustine Chavez, owns house value $400, 49, education 2, b.NM, living in ’35 same 

house, at work 42 hrs in week, Laborer Copper mine, 12 wks worked in 1939, wages $188; Estafanita M. Chavez, 46, wife, education 0, b.NM, living in ’35 same house, 
Houseworker, no wages; Fidel Chavez, 27, son, single, education 5, b.NM, living in ’35 same house, at work 25 hrs in week, School Bus driver Public School, 16 wks 
worked in 1939, wages $400; Angelita Chavez, 25, dau, single, education 8, b.NM, living in ’35 same house, Houseworker, unpaid family worker, no wages; Maxine 
Chavez, 22, dau, education H-4, b.NM, living in ’35 same house, Houseworker, unpaid family worker, no wages; Ferminio J. Chavez, 19, son, education H-1, b.NM, 
living in ’35 same house, seeking work, 4 wks unemployment to 30Mar40, Laborer Copper mine, 8 wks worked in 1939, wages $110; Tonnie Chavez, 17, dau, in school, 
education H-1, b.NM, living in ’35 same house, at school, no wages; Lucille Chavez, 4, dau, education 0, b.NM; Mary Chavez, 2, dau, b.NM. 

 
Florenco Chavez  <b.1869>    - wife is Martina Chavez <b.1870>;  of Lamy 
1906Sept. Frutoso Gallegos, Roman Tafoyo (resident), Juan Sanchez (resident), Julian Garcia, Florenco Chavez, Elauterio Segura, workers for MS of Cunningham Gulch. 

[Mining Survey Notebook 1906-1907  H.Grantham] 
1930_census: Florentino Chavez, 61y-o, pct.12 Lamy, Martina Chavez, 60y-o 
 
Francisco Chavez    - of Galisteo grant 
January 1841 a group of eight individuals asked to be put in possession of portions of the Galisteo Grant, an indication that some of the private land there was still vacant. 

The act of possession provided that the new settlers, who were upstream from the earlier settlers, should not prejudice the people below in their water rights. The eight 
individuals who were put into possession in 1841 were: Ignacio Chavez, Francisco Chavez, Miguel Archuleta, María de Jesús Lujan, Joaquín Chavez, José Chavez, 
Nicanor Hidalgo, and José de la Cruz Chavez. Alcalde Anastacio Sandoval gave each of them 200 varas of land with an additional 200 varas given to Tomás Rafael 
Sais, a latecomer who also received a tract, for a total of 1400 varas among the nine new grantees. 

1915July13; Testimony of Anastacio Sandoval; b.1840, lives in San Miguel county, 75 yrs old, born and raised at Galisteo, lived there until 61-62 yrs old. Recites land at 
Cadial was allotted 1848-51 to: Rafael Baldonado, Jose de la Cruz Chavez, Miguel Chavez, Vicente Roybal, Francisco Sandoval, Bartolo Lovato, Miguel Antonio Lovato, 
Antonio Chavez y Sandoval, Juaquin Chavez, Ramon Chavez, Miguel Rodriguez, Antonio Chavez Alire, Francisco Chavez, Juan Lovato, Luis Sais, Matias Alarid, 
Marcenlio Ortiz, Francisco Baca y Terrus, Manuel Baca y Delgado, Vicente Lopez, Jose Gonzales, Pablo Gonzales, Jesus Maria Lopez (he forgets who else). [per 
LLippard draft MS p.103, 104; 2009] 

 

Sheriff Francisco Chavez  (d.GuadStbridge 29May1892)    - SFCo Sheriff;  of StaFe  <compare with Frank C. Chavez & Col. J. Francisco Chaves 
Francisco Chávez: Sheriff and Leader of the Democratic party and Knights of Labor in Santa Fe. Considered the most powerful and popular Hispanic in New Mexico. Openly 

opposed Tom Catron and the Santa Fe Ring. 
1881April3; [W.S. Fletcher from Mesilla] Tony Neis and Francisco Chaves, deputy U.S. Marshals, arrived Tuesday night with Billy, the Kid, and Billy 

Wilson. They met an ugly crowd at Rincon, where some threats were made, but Tony’s crowd were too much for them. At Las Cruces an inquisitive 

mob gathered around the coach… [SFDNM] 
1881April13; Chief of Police Frank Chaves says Santa Fe is getting to be the quietest town in the country. [SFDNM]   
1881May5; The Trouble at Lamy. The party of gamblers who have been making Lamy their headquarters were in trouble again yesterday, news of which reached Santa Fe 

early in the day. The report created quite a sensation, and the matter had been so exaggerated in passing ?? ?? ?? that by the time it was well ??… In the afternoon 
sheriff Benito Martinez, accompanied by chief of police and deputy Frank Chaves, and deputy Ramon Padilla, went down on the train to put a stop to the proceedings. 
When they returned at night the reporter secured the particulars of the difficulty, which are about as follows: Deputy sheriff Franklin, of Las Vegas, having heard of the 
alleged bunko steering racket at Lamy, concluded to go down and take in the clever fellows who were capturing the money of the innocent, and it may also be said, 
stupid travelers, who lose their funds at that unfortunate ????. Accordingly he took one or two men, and boarding the eastern train at Vegas, arrived at the Junction 
yesterday morning. He attempted to arrest the men who were accused of keeping the games, but most of them stood him off on the ground that he, being an officer of 
San Miguel county, had no jurisdiction in Santa Fe county, and no shadow of authority to arrest anybody at Lamy upon any charge. Tom Ashton made a stubborn kick 
and when the train came on to Santa Fe the Las Vegas officers boarded it with only three of the gang in charge, namely Sawdust Charley, Morgan and Sheesy Frank. 
When the party arrived here they gave bond in the sum of $100 to appear for trial this morning for gambling. Tom Ashton after the train had left sent a dispatch to 
Engineer Robinson saying in effect that he and his friends were law abiding citizens and that if he wished to send his fighting men after them they would be ready for 



them at the end of the track. In consequence of this dispatch, the purport of which was received at Santa Fe, and in view of the representations of deputy sheriff Franklin, 
Sheriff Martinez and his party accompanied, as above stated, the San Miguel men to Lamy in the afternoon for the purpose of bringing the remaining members of the 
party up to the city. In the meantime Ashton had heard that the officers were coming back and he armed himself and his friends and stood ready for a fight. After the train 
had stopped the Las Vegas officers got off and went around the house in which the gamblers were while the Santa Fe party approached from another direction. Ashton 
and his men showed fight when they saw Franklin and his party coming but when they espied Sheriff Martinez they took to the hills. Mr. Martinez called to them to stop 
or he would shoot, whereupon they obeyed and surrendered, Ashton, who was spokesman, saying that if the officers of Santa Fe county wanted him for any reason he 
would go but he would not surrender to anybody else. Sheriff Martinez put the men on the train and brought them to Santa Fe. The arrested men were Tom Ashton, 
Winter Monkey Jack and Chas Hedges. No charges were preferred against them except for gambling, and they gave bond for their appearance to answer that, $100 
being required in each case. The officers are making it warm for Ashton and his men, but the latter had the good sense yesterday not to allow them to get very deep into 
trouble. The trial to-day will be watched with a good deal of interest, the pertinacity of the gamblers in holding on to the Junction, and the repeated efforts of the officers 
to run them away having made it interesting to outsiders to watch the fight. [SFDNM]   

1881September25; Chief of Police Frank Chaves went down to Lamy yesterday after the robbers sho held up the store of Browne, Manzanares & Co., at 

that place on Friday night. The offenders had skipped, of course, and could not be captured. It appears now that they got several horses besides the goods 

captured. [SFDNM] 
1881November5; …asked Mr. Sandoval to pay for it, as he himself had no money about his old clothes. Mr. Sandoval thought strange of this, but would not 

refuse to pay, so he went down for his roll and brought forth the dinero. His pile was a large one, and one of the party observing this asked him for a 

small loan, of, say fifty dollars. The owner of the cash protested that he would like to oblige his friend but that really he was very slightly acquainted 
with his friend, and did not feel justified in running such a risk as to lend to a total stranger. “Oh, but you must lend one of us: we need your pile to run 

our game with,” said steerer No.1, as he made a motion as if to take it out of the owner’s pocket. Then followed threats, and Mr. Sandoval having heard 

the character of the Lamy men, believed that unless he gave up the money he would lose both money and life so he surrendered, and shortly after came 

to Santa Fe on the first train up. He swore out a warrant before Alcalde Gavino Ortiz, and Chief of Police Frank Chaves when down in the afternoon to 

arrest the swindlers. It is not very probable, however, that they were on hand when the officer arrived. Mr. Sandoval also left in the afternoon, spending 

only a few hours in the city. If the thief is apprehended he will be tried to-day. [SFDNM] 
1881November10; The man who robbed Florencio Sandoval at the Junction the other day, has effected his escape entirely it would seem the officers having 

thus far failed to come up with him or to hear anything in regard to his where abouts. [SFDNM] 

1881November15; Tony Neis and Frank Chaves went down to the Junction on Sunday in response to a ??graphic from that Place asking that officers be sent 
down at once to look after bunko men. The boys went prepared to bring the steerers up to the city for trial, and were determined if possible to have 

them punished. When they got to Lamy they found that a passenger had been robbed of forty dollars and that he had his men spotted. Upon 

investigation it was ascertained that the victim had lost one of the bunko men the money, the borrower having represented to him that if he had forty or 
fifty dollars he could double it in a short time by playing cards against an old country fellow, who was on the back. The game was played and the 

country chap won the pile in short order, and the money could not be returned. Afterwards it appeared that the old fellow who was supposed to be 

green at handling a deck, was a bunko man in disguise. Both men were arrested but the man who was robbed refused to come up to Santa Fe to 
prosecute them. Instead of doing this he stepped aboard the train and went east, depriving the officers of all the evidence there was in the case. As a 

consequence the bunko men were released there being no one to prefer charges against them. [SFDNM] 

1881November19; Tony Neis and Frank Chavez went down to the Junction yesterday and arrested two men against whom there were charges of larceny. 
They were locked up for trial to-day. [SFDNM] 

1882February4; This vaccinating business is getting to be a nuisance. On Thrusday Tony Neis and Frank Chaves were vaccinated by Dr. Seller whether 

they would or no. In order to get even the boys went out, captured Rev. Mr. Ellis, and held him while the physician vaccinated him on both arms and 
both legs. This was a righteous work. There is no quarantine about here, and such men as Ellis ought to be guarded against in some way. [SFDNM] 

1882February7; Yesterday morning Sheriff Romulo Martinez and Chief of Police Frank Chaves, accompanied by three other men, went down to Lamy 

Junction to look after the bunko men. The bunkos were onto the racket however, and when the train blew at Lamy they went down the track at a fine rate 
of speed. The train followed, and Martinez and Chavez, with their guard, jumped off, and after an exciting chase, succeeded in arresting the outfit. The 

bunko men promised the sheriff to leave the place if he would release them. Sheriff Martinez insisted that they must leave at once, and they consented. 

The result is that they have left the junction, but it is unsatisfactory, because they will be back there in a few days, and will be as much of a nuisance as 
they ever were. [SFDNM] 

1882February10; Sheriff Martinez and Chief of Police Frank Chavez went to Lamy Junction yesterday morning and brought back four delinquents, among 

whom were two alleged bunko men. [SFDNM] 
1882June18; Governor Sheldon yesterday appointed Romulo Martinez territorial agent and Chief of Police Frank Chaves guard, to take Kelly to the 

penitentiary. They leave this morning for Leavenworth. [SFDNM] 

1882June25; Amount of Property Owned By the Residents of Santa Fe County. April 14, 1882. Chaves, Francisco _ 758 00 [SFDNM]   
1882June25; Amount of Property Owned By the Residents of Santa Fe County. April 14, 1882. Chaves, Francisco (Santa Fe) _ 100 00 [SFDNM]   

1882July9; The Young Democrats. Last night, at the Alhambra, the voting democrats assembled… Dr. Andrews, temporary chairman, called the meeting to 

order, G. Scudder acting secretary. The committee on resolutions submitted its report which was read by F.M. Tilghman… E.J. Simpson, chairman of 
the committee on permanent organization reported the following members for officers of the association: Judge H.L. Warren, president; E.J. Simpson, 

first vice-president; Urbano Chacon, second vice-president; G. Scudder, recording secretary; Candelario Martinez, financial secretary; C.M. Creamer, 

treasurer; Frank Chaves, sergeant at arms. …G. Scudder tendered his resignation as recording secretary, and G.W. Thomas was unanimously elected… 
Executive committee – Romulo Martinez, A.A. Dittlebach, W.S. Spiegelberg, Max J. Moyer, Urbano Chacon, J.G. Albright, F.M. Tilghman, Vicente 

Mares and Gabriel Martinez. [SFDNM]  

1882July9; All of the acquaintances of Tony Neis, here and elsewhere in the Territory, will be surprised to see that he is the centre figure… Neis is done for 

so far as the boys are concerned… He stepped off the carpet and bowed farewell behind the matrimonial veil last evening at eight o’clock at the 

residence of Jose B. Sena, in the western portion of the city. The lady in the case was Miss Alice Dale, of Toronto, Canada, who has been in the city for 
a year or two. Rev. G.N. Kellogg performed the ceremony… Romulo Martinez, Frank Chaves, Candelario Martinez, Urbano Chacon, Nestor Roibal, 

Nicolas Garcia and wife, Jose B. Ortiz and one or two others. [SFDNM]  

1882November15; [prelim. SF county election results] Councilman – H.L. Warren, democrat. House of Representatives – J.L. Jenks, republican; N.B. 
Laughlin, democrat. Treasurer – Antonio Jose Rael, republican. Probate Judge – Luciano Baca, democrat. Sheriff – Romulo Martinez, democrat. Probate 

clerk – Frank Chaves, democrat. County Commissioners – Sol Spiegelberg, democrat; Nasario Gonzales, democrat; W.E. Nesbitt, republican. School 

Commissioners – J.T. Kelly, democrat; J.A. Romero, democrat; Nicolas Pino, republican. Coroner – Juan Ortiz y Rodriguez, rep. [SFDNM] 

1883March3; Sherriff’s Deed; Romilo Martinez Sherriff of County of Santa Fe, sig by Francisco Chaves Deputy Sherriff; whereas judgment in favor of William C Rogers & 
Jordan B. Cottle against the Consolidated Bonanzas Mining Milling & Smelting Co for $1131 damages and $16.75 costs, 17June83 said Sherriff siezed Marshall 
Bonanza Mine Shaft-house Michinery and whim, also Back of Bonanza Mine and shaft, also 4 small houses on the surface ground of said MB & BofB Mining Claims; 



for sale within 20 days; 20July83 sold for $1333.33 1/3 (changed to $1333.40) to William C. Rogers & Jordan B. Cottle; certify Francisco Chavez 21July83 C.M. Phillips 
Clerk by S. Burkhart Deputy, recorded 23July1883 [Locations & Mining Deeds F#15410 p.425]  

1883May17; At the following session of the grand jury in Santa Fe County, we were all indicted; this was on May 17, 1883: “with force and arms, at the County of Santa Fe, did 

unlawfully, riotously,” etc., etc. Our case on the criminal docket for Santa Fe County was No.1533 of the First Judicial District Court of New Mexico, sitting within and for 

the county of Santa Fe, territory of New Mexico. ¶ Felipe Delgado was the foreman of the grand jury, and the witnesses against us before the grand jury, and at the trial, were 

Juan Lucero, Carroll Spriggs, Nepomoceno Abeytia, Benjamin M. Read, R.H. Shelton, M.W. Thomson, Francisco Chavez, and John B. McGee. The trial jury was composed 

of the following: Aniceto Abeytia (foreman), Jose Ma Gutierrez, Lorenzo Montoya, Prudencio Garcia, Andres Rael, Faustin Ortiz, William A. McKenzie, Nerio Salas, Juan 

Sisneros, Francisco Lopez, Gerard D. Koch, and Francisco Lechuga. “We, the jury, find the defendants, Page B. Otero, Miguel A. Otero, Jr., James H. Cheves, John King, Not 

Guilty. Aniceto Abeytia, Foreman.” Judge Axtell was thoroughly disgusted with the jury and the verdict and plainly showed it on the bench. He immediately adjourned the 

court, picked up his stovepipe hat, and walked out through the crowd who were shouting their congratulations and shaking hands with all of us. [My Life on the Frontier B.2 

p.93-94] 

1883May25; Frank Chaves, though a little hard on the boys, is still a faithful and efficient official. [The Golden Retort. Vol.III No.13] 

1884July3; ref  Harry Gore, Cornwell Brown, Squire Tompkins, Deputy Sheriff Frank Chavez, Tony Nies, Billy Guyer [Weekly New Mexican Review p.4 

c.3] 

1885 The success of the Democrats in SFCounty was largely due to the popularity and influence of Romulo Martinez and Francisco Chavez. Martinez, Co sheriff, in 1885 
was appointed US Marshal, and Deputy Sheriff Chavez was elevated to sheriff. Chavez now became the most powerful politician in SFCo. [Thomas Benton Catron and 
His Era, p.212] 

1885November16; Dated. Sheriff’s Deed. Francisco Chavez, Sheriff, to John T. Kelly. b.N p.383. [BHenderson Abstract of Title No.6313 30Sep1983 p.436] 
1885November17; Dated. Warranty Deed. Francisco Chavez to Jose S. Gallegos. b.N p.389. [BHenderson Abstract of Title No.6313 30Sep1983 p.435] 

1888May21; Tax Sale Deed. Francisco Chaves, Sheriff and Ex-officio Collector of taxes StaFe county TO Willi Spiegelberg, his heirs and assigns. San Pedro 
and Canon del Agua Grants. b.S-Deeds p.519. Consideration: $3698.12. …which was the highest price bid for the said property… Ackn. FC before Walter 
Virden, Notary Public, StaFe co. [Sup.Abstract No.2153 7Aug1937, per BHenderson] 

1888May21; Dated. Tax Sale Deed. Francisco Chavez Sheriff and Ex-officio Collector of StaFe co., for $3698.12, being the whole amount of taxes interest and costs then 
due and remaining unpaid, sells on 17May1885 the San Pedro and Cañon del Agua Grants to Willi Spiegelberg… three years have elapsed since the date of the sale, 
and said property has not been redeemed as provided by law. Now therefire I Francisco Chaves… grant and sell to Willi Spiegelberg… Sig. Francisco Chavez. Cert. 
21May1888 by Walter Virden NP. b.S Deeds p.519. [BHenderson Abstract of Title No.2 30Sep1983] 

1888November30; Sheriff Chaves visited Cerrillos on official business, Wednesday. Transferring the possession of a certain coal mine from the parties working it to Beger 
(Reger?) & Stoops was, we understand, the nature of the business. This was known as the old Boyle mine, leased to Mrs. Williams and worked by Maddux, Arnold and 
Brydon. These parties were willing to deliver possession of certain tools only, and as these were all that Mr. Chaves had papers covering, they were removed, those 
belonging to Mrs. Williams were returned and the present operators left in peaceable possession. [Los Cerrillos Rustler Vol.1 No.19] 

1889April22; Sheriff Francisco Chavez; public auction of property of Enos Andrews to Frank W. Clancy [W.T. Thornton papers]  
1889April22: Sheriff’s Deed Francisco Chavez, Sheriff, to Frank W. Clancy; consideration $2,902.50 [b.T-Deeds p.617] 
1889April22; pall bearers at Mrs. Creamer’s funeral; C.F. Easley, N.B. Laughlin, W.G. Simmons, H. Lindheim, A. Seligman, Jake Weltmer, Abe Gold, 

Francisco Chavez. [SFDNM] 

1877January6: Andrews’ legal saga; filed, The Gem City Tobacco Works of IL vs. Max Lichtenthall and Enos Andrews partners doing business as Max Lichtenthall & Co., for 
$1800 judgment – 12Feb77 defendants confess plaintiff has sustained damages of $1749.20; Henry L. Waldo, Judge – filed 24Jul1877 notice to George M. Gregg, 
Garnishee, of Mora Co – filed 29Aug1889 Alias Execution; Francisco Chavez Sheriff of StaFeCo unable to find Max Lichtenthal or his property, therefore called on Enos 
Andrews for the amount; levied on an undivided 1/3int, that he owned in the lands, at Cerrillos District, the SE1/4 of Sec7 for $497.50 (and other land)… after advertising 
the sale of the same for 30da sold to Frank W. Clancy on 22Apr1889 for $497.50 (and other land) making a total amount $3112.50 – Second National Bank of NM vs. 
Enos Andrews and Robert B. Willison; judgment to recover $6,141.69 – 21Nov1881 I Enos Andrews, do state that the amount of said judgement and costs is entirely my 
personal indebtedness said Willison having received no benefit from the indebetedness upon which such judgement was obtained, he, the said Willison having acted as 
security upon a not that was evidence of such indebtedness; Enos Andrews, Witness Chas J. Sterling – Mortgage Deed (incomplete) Enos Andrews and Kate Andrews, 
his wife, to the first National Bank of Santa Fe; all the undiv 1/3int SW1/4 of Sec7 – 7Jul1877 Mortgage, Enos & Kate Andrews to First National Bank of SF; …given to 
secure the payment of a certain promissory notes signed by E. Andrews and john E. Murphy in the principal sum of $100, date 10May1876, due one year after date 
w.18%int – 30May1884 Bill of Complaint; First National Bank of SF against Enos Andrews and Kate Andrews his wife, and Martin L. Byers, of Hagustown MD, and 
Sigmund Jabody, Gustave Jacoby, Jacob A. Newbury, all of NYC, and Julius Newman, Moses Samuels, Joseph C. Newman, all of SnFrancisco CA, and Henry L. 
Waldo, executor of Samuel B. Wheelock of StaFe – 1Aug1885 judgment against Enos & Kate by Wm A. Vincent Chief Justice 

1889October21; Ashdown has made a fine strike in his Rose claim at Dolores. Frank Chavez, W.A. McKenzie and S.D. Baldwin are interested with him. 

[SFDNM] 

1890July23; It is pretty well understood that the Democratic bosses have settled upon the following nominations in Santa Fe county: T.P. Gable for the 
council, Frank Chaves for sheriff and Able Gold for assessor. [SFDNM] 

1890September26; Romulo Martinez for council, Frank Chavez, for sheriff, Abe Gold for assessor, Luciano Baca, Probate Judge, Pedro Delgado, Probate Clerk, was a 
partial result of the democratic county convention on last Saturday. [The Cerrillos Rustler Vol.III No.10]  

1890November7; Frank Chavez proved, as the editor of this paper has always claimed he would, the hardest man on the Democratic ticket to defeat. [The Cerrillos Rustler 
Vol.III No.17] 

1890November7; Election in Cerrillos passed quietly. Much interest was taken and the voting through the entire day was quite spirited. The vote fell nearly a hundred short of 
registration. Chas F. Easley and T. P. Gable were the only Democratic candidates who receive a majority in this precinct, though the vote averaged closely. Mr. 
Catron’s majority was 26. Otero over Joseph, 6. Nesbett over Wyllys, 8. Conklin over Chavez, 30. Mayo, Staab and Read ran even, with small majorities over their 
opponents. Everything was orderly. [The Cerrillos Rustler Vol.III No.17] 

1890November17; Francisco Chaves, sheriff and collector of Santa Fe county, presented a new bond… Among some of those whose names appear as 

sureties are Chas C. Probst for $2,500, Augusta Probst for $1,500, Rafael Ortiz y Lucero $3,000, W.A. McKenzie $2,000, J.P. Victory $1,000, Cruz 
Peralta $1,000, Tomas Ortiz y Lucero $2,500, Dorotea Martinez de Mottley $4,000, Gabriel Martinez $500, Wm Bolander $1,000, Lorenzo Martinez 

$2,000, Pedro Delgado $1,000, Chas F. Easley $1,000, John Ayres $1,000, James Hovey $500, John Allen $1,000, John Gray $500, Nasario Gonzales 

$5,000, Abe Gold $1,000, Mary Gold $2,000, P.L. Vandeveer $500, Carlotta Gomez $500, N.B. Laughlin $1,000, and others. [SFDNM] 
1891February12; Constable Chaves, of Galisteo, last night brought in Avan Lucero and confined him in jail on the charge of murdering Basilio Romero. 

The only evidence against the accused is that the footprints in the snow precisely fit his boot. [SFDNM] 

1891May29; In compliance with the new law which only allows a sheriff to appoint five deputies for counties having not more than 15 precincts, sheriff Francisco Chavez has 
revoked all commissions except those held by Francisco Delgado, Z.M. Crutchfield, Romulo Vales, Henry Metzger and W.H. Soehnchen. The proper choice was made 
in retaining Z.M. Crutchfield for this part of the county. [The Rustler v.III n.47] 

1891July22; Killed At Cerrillos. A Bad Man With A Gun Meets His Fate At The Hands Of Cerrillos Deputy Sheriff. James Fairweather, a miner lately from Colorado 

and employed at the Cash Entry for a short time, was shot and instantly killed at Cerrillos yesterday afternoon by Z.M. Crutchfield, deputy sheriff. It appears 
that Fairweather had been discharged by the Cash Entry management and went to Cerrillos to have his time check cashed. While there he got into a row with 



several miners, drew his gun and threatened to kill one or more of them. Deputy Sheriff Crutchfiled saw the gun play, and seeing that the fellow meant trouble, 
went and secured his six-shooter, concealing it about his person. A short time afterward he was called upon by the miners who had been threatened to go and 
arrest Fairweather. The officer found his man sitting down to dinner in a Chinese restaurant, and as he entered the door called upon him to surrender. 
Fairweather sprang up and drew his weapon. Crutchfield did likewise, continuing to advance, and twice commanded Fairweather to throw up his hands. 
Instead of obeying the officer Fairweather raised his gun, when Crutchfield fired upon him. The ball pierced Fairweather’s heart and caused instant death. 
Crutchfield telegraphed Sheriff Chavez of what had happened and gave himself over to the custody of the justice of the peace, A.L. Kendall. The latter, acting 
in the capacity of coroner, empanneled a jury and examined into the case, and at 5 o’clock last night a verdict of justifiable homicide was announced. 
Fairweather was 30 years of age, unmarried, and comparatively unknown in Cerrillos. As to whether or not he was under the influence of liquor when he made 
his several gun plays, opinions differ. His body was interred to-day. Crutchfield is a sturdy, sober man, quiet and self-possessed under all circumstances, and 
a man universally respected for his upright character. He keenly regrets the homicide but says it was a case of kill or be killed. [SFDNM] 

1891July24; Sheriff Frank Chavez was down from Santa Fe yesterday. [The Rustler, v.IV no.3] 
1891July24; James Fairweather, a miner who recently came here from Colorado and who had since been working at the Cash Entry, quit Tuesday evening and came to 

town, intending to start that night for Kingman, Arizona. He received the money on his time check, drank to some extent and becoming a little quarrelsome, made a gun 
play or two on the street. Deputy Sheriff Z.M. Crutchfield was sent to look after him and found him at a table in Sam Sing’s California Restaurant. As soon as the officer 
entered the door, Fairweather arose from the table and drew his gun. Officer Crutchfield covered him, then told him to consider himself under arrest. No attention being 
paid he was ordered to throw up his hands. On his refusing to do this and seeing him raising his gun for a shot, Crutchfield fired and Fairweather dropped dead at the 
report. The ball passed through the upper region of his heart, causing death almost instantly. An inquest was held two hours later, and a verdict rendered according to 
the above facts, as produced by testimony. The remains were interred the following day. Fairweather was an Englishman and not known to have any relatives in this 
country. He was supposed to be about 30 years old. After the shooting officer Crutchfield telegraphed Sheriff Chavez of the killing, and that officer arrived on the first 
train, making a careful personal examination into the affair. Yesterday Crutchfield was given a preliminary hearing, he having been placed under arrest. The evidence 
produced at this examination was the same as at the inquest, and he was acquitted, the decision being quickly reached that the killing was justifiable, being in self 
defense and in the discharge of official duty. [The Rustler v.IV n.3] 

1891August14; Sheriff Frank Chavez came down from Santa Fe yesterday, returning on the evening train. [The Rustler v.IV n.6] 
1891; Francisco Chavez resigns as SFCo Sheriff, Charles M. Conklin (Republican) becomes sheriff 

1891 Ter.Sup.Court case; Pedro Delgado vs Francisco Chaves 

1891September4; Gentlemen I hereby resign my office as sheriff of the county of Santa Fe and ex-officio collector of taxes of the county of Santa Fe. Very 
respectfully, Francisco Chaves [$32,000 shortage] [SFDNM] 

1891September11; Frank Chavez, the old sheriff of this county, has resigned and Charles Conklin has been appointed by the board of county commissioners to fill the 
vacancy. It is said by authorities, that he is behind in his accounts some $38,000. On this question considerable has been said, but all in a mild form, as Mr. Chaves 
has ranked high in many respects as an officer. His downfall has been anticipated even by many of his friends, yet no one attributes it to intentional dishonesty. In a 
word, Frank Chavez has always been his own worst enemy, allowing himself, his money, and possibly funds at his disposal, to be used as freely as water by his 
friends, personal and political.. [The Rustler v.IV n.10] 

1891December18; The summonses in the case of the county of Santa Fe versus Frank Chavez, ex-collector, were placed this morning in the hands of Sheriff Conklin by 
District Clerk Goshorn for service; there are 285 defendants in the suits. The name of C.H. Gildersleeve appears as a surety upon every bond, and he is a defendant in 
every suit. [The Rustler, v.IV no.33] 

1892; Early in the year, the Alliance League was headed by Thomas B. Catron, R.E. Twitchell, Max Frost, Charlie Spiess, Gus O’Brien, Robert Gortner, and a large number of 

other Republicans. …L. Bradford Prince was governor of the territory of New Mexico at the time Francisco Chavez was assassinated, and it was openly stated, and well 

known by every one, that no arrest would be made during the administration of Governor Prince, as he was a member of the Alliance League. It was supposed by many that 

this assassination was for political purposes, as Francisco Chavez was the strongest Democrat in Santa Fe County, and a power in his party. [My Life on the Frontier B.2 

p.264-265] 

1892May29; Santa Fe County ex-sheriff and political leader Francisco Chavez was ambushed and shot while crossing the Guadalupe bridge; part of a feud 

involving a number of StaFe families 

1892July6; In the probate court… Simon Vigil and Marcelino Garcia were named as administrators of the estate of the late Frank Chavez. [SFDNM] 

1893; One of Governor Thornton’s first acts was to remove Charles M. Conklin as sheriff of Santa Fe County, the man appointed by Prince to succeed Francisco Chavez and, as 

well, a known member of the Alliance League. In his place, he appointed Mr. W.P. Cunningham to fill the vacancy, who at once rearrested Francisco Gonzales y Borrego… 

[My Life on the Frontier B.2 p.265-266] 

1894January10; Another Chapter Growing out of the Murder of Ex-Sheriff Frank Chavez. Hipolito Vigil, Invites Death by Firing Upon the Posse and is 
Promptly Killed. …They ran across Vigil, who was a police officer, in the capitol grounds near the scene of Chavez’ assassination. [SFDNM] 

1895April23; Soon after Sheriff Cunningham and two deputies escorted Francisco Gonzales y Borrego, Antonio Gonzales y Borrego, Chino Alarid and 

Patricio Valencia, indicted for the murder of Francisco Chaves, and Susano Ortiz, twice convicted of sheep stealing, into the court room. The handcuffs 
were removed by the sheriff at the entrance of the court room. [SFDNM] 

1895June29; [admission] Patricio Valencia… I am guilty as one of the parties of the murder of said Francisco Chaves… [with] Hipolito Vigil, Francisco 

Gonzales y Borrego, Antonio Gonzales y Borrego... [SFDNM] 
1895August20; In the territorial supreme court this morning something of a sensation was developed when District Attorney J.H. Crist presented a mass of 

papers, affidavits, etc., charging T.B. Catron and Chas A. Spiess with violation of their duties as attorneys and obligations as officers of the court 

growing out of their conduct of the case of the territory against the Borrego gang, assassins of ex-Sheriff Frank Chavez. [SFDNM] 
1908May28: Today it is 16 years ago that Sheriff Frank Chavez was assassinated on the Guadalupe Street Bridge. [SFNM 100yrs] 

 

Francisco Chavez    - of Galisteo 
GALISTEO Postmaster; Ambrosio Pino December 19, 1876; Discontinued October 18, 1880; Henry B. Wirtz March 12, 1883; Discontinued September 19, 1883; Josephine 

Beckwith August 12, 1884; Discontinued June 4, 1885; Francisco Chavez May 2, 1888; Jesus M. H. Alarid July 24, 1888; Discontinued January 14, 1889; Justiniano 
Leyba July 11, 1893; Jose Ortiz y Pino January 26, 1904; Jesus M. H. Alarid September 10, 1906; Federico Gonzales May 2, 1912; Amadeo A. Sanchez June 11, 1918; 
Adelicia B. Chavez November 9, 1921; Marcelina A. Sanchez (act) January 11, 1924; Tabita Sanchez June 12, 1924; Amadeo A. Sanchez August 11, 1928; Marcelina 
Sanchez December 16, 1932; Tomas Pena (act) October 10, 1938; Miss Remedias Pena June 26, 1939; Crecencio M. Anaya October 22, 1947; Alejandro E. Valencia 
March 18, 1950; Mary J. Anaya February 10, 1956; Mela A. Montoya (act) August 18, 1958 [rootsweb.ancestry.com 2011] 

1893December12; Arrivals at the Bon Ton hotel; Francisco Chavez, Galisteo. [SFDNM] 

1894May19; At the Bon Ton Hotel; T. Maddison, Ouray; Dan Owens, Denver; Louis Fancy, Denver; L.M. Chace, F. Godden, Cerrillos; Francisco Chavez, 

Galisteo; E.O. Sulivan, Ouray, Colo. [SFDNM] 
 

Francisco Chaves y Montoya    - Galisteo 
1901March20; At the Bon-Ton: Robert J. Ewing, Glorieta; Jose Manuel Montoya, Jr., Pena Blanca; Francisco Chaves, Galisteo... [SFNM] 



1901November21; Francisco Chaves y Montoya, a well known ranchman of Galisteo, is in the city today on business and visiting relatives. – Bon-Ton: 

Francisco Chaves, Galisteo... [SFNM] 

 
Frank Chavez  (b.NY 1844>    - of StaFe 
1870July25_census: Soledad Chavez [f], keeping house, 35y-o, born NM, resident StaFe pct.4 in same habitation with Frank Chavez, blacksmith, 26y-o, b.NY, Francisca 

Chavez, 19y-o, b.NM, Felicita Chavez, 8y-o, b.NM. Romaldo Chavez, mail driver, 22y-o, b.NM 
 
Frank C. Chavez    - Sheriff of Rio Arriba co. 
1893November11; Sheriff Frank C. Chavez, of Rio Arriba county, came in from Abiquiu last night. He states that the part of the machinery for the Bucyrus 

placer plant is on the ground at Hunter, Arroyo Seco, nine miles above Abiquiu, and the remainder is on the road from Chama station. [SFDNM] 
1896August20; Ex-Sheriff Frank C. Chavez, of Rio Arriba county, and Mr. Anastacio Baca, of Barranca, are here on business before the land court in 

connection with the Barranca grant. [SFDNM] 

1899April20; Ex-Governor Prince, Hon. Amado Chaves and Stephen Easton have returned to Santa Fe from a five days’ trip through Rio Arriba county. 
They were accompanied on their journey by Francisco Chavez, of Abiquiu. They visited the newly found copper camp situated a few miles southwest 

of Coyote, in Rio Arriba county and found excellent indications, but not much development. The party located a number of very promising claims and 

their visit wll probably result in considerable work being done during this season. Timber and water are plentiful in the vicinity of the camp. There is 
much snow in the mountains. This has commenced to melt and the Chama river is very high. [SFNM] 

1907February25: A difficult operation was performed yesterday by Drs. Knapp, Harroun and Diaz at the Diaz Sanitarium upon Frank C. Chávez, well-known and 
prominent citizen of Abiquiú, Rio Arriba County. A tumor weighing six pounds was taken from his left shoulder. His brother, JMC Chávez, was present at the 
operation. The patient is resting well. [SFNM 100yrs] 

 
George Chavez    - Lamy 
1940September10; Civil suits against Governor Miles and Oscar Huber, operator of the Madrid coal mines, are scheduled for hearing in district court here at the term 

opening Sept. 23, attaches said today. …Davis S. Shaffer and Joe Brown, Santa Fe youths, have sued Huber for $5,500 damages, alleging injuries as the result of a 
Madrid street altercation last Christmas time. …A 36-man venire was drawn late Monday by District Judge David Chavez, Jr., as petit jurors for the jury term. ¶ 
Subpoenaed as jurors were .. Albert Griffin and Antonio Baldonado, Jr., of Cerrillos; Faustin Chavez of Galisteo; C.T. Gould and George Chavez of Lamy; Leo Leycock 
of Madrid; Antonio Benavidez of Rio En Medio; Jim Ivy of Lower Santa Cruz; Ray Bassett of Otto; Ramon Quintana and Frederico Salazar of Nambe; W.E. Hutchison of 
Waldo. [SFNM] 

 
Gregorio Chavez    - Galisteo 
1821January20; Matias Sandoval sells to Gregorio Chavez land “on the other side of the river” 100varas W and ? river to hill, for $15, bounded on N by “the river of said 

place of Galisteo” on S hill already mentioned, on E Luis Lovato and W. “the same river as it makes a turn.” (recorded by Donaciano Vigil). [per LLippard draft MS p.126; 
2009] 

 
Gregorio Chavez  (b.NM 1843>    - wife is Estefana Chaves (b.NM 1848>;  of Galisteo 
1870August2_census: Gregorio Chaves, farm laborer, 27y-o, born NM, resident Galisteo pct.8 in same habitation with Estefana Chaves, 22y-o, b.NM, Pablo Chaves, 5mos, 

b.NM 
1897February11; At the At the Bon-Ton: Felipe Sena, Manuel Sena, Gregorio Chaves, Librado Valencia, Pablo Ortiz, Andres Sandoval, Susano Ortiz, 

Galisteo... [SFDNM] 

1897November8; At the Bon Ton: Paricracio C. de Baca, John Block, Cienega; Doniciano Angel, Gregorio Chavez, Glorieta; John McMurray, Will L. 

Bradley, Cerrillos... [SFDNM] 

1897November23; At the Bon-Ton: Jesus Arranda, Cerrillos; W.L. Tucker, Gregorio Chavez, Galisteo… [SFDNM] 
1898May19; Gregorio Chavez, a sheepman of Galisteo, is in the city on business. He stops at the Bon-Ton. – At the Bon-Ton: Gregorio Chavez, Galisteo… 

[SFNM]   

1901March5; At the Exchange: Gregorio Chaves, Galisteo; Henry O. Bachelder, California; J. Maciel, William Mayers, Bland. [SFNM] 
1901April11; Bon-Ton: Gregorito Chaves, A. Chaves, Apolonio Chaves, Galisteo... [SFNM] 

1901April15; Bon-Ton: Apolonio Chaves, Gregorio Chaves, Galisteo... [SFNM] 

 
Guadalupe Chavez    - New Placers 
Guadalupe Chavez: “The spot and the arroya we are now at and upon are called the “Palo Amarillo.” [sig= mark]. [US vs. SP&CdACo. NMSupCt 23Jan1888, p.448] 
 
Guadalupe Chavez  <b.1898>    - wife is Tomacita Chavez <b.1897>;  of Galisteo 
1930_census: Guadalupe Chavez, 32y-o, pct.8 Galisteo, Tomacita Chavez, 33y-o, Jose Chavez, 9y-o, Arturo Chavez, 5y-o 
 
H. Chavez    - Abq 
1898May3; Bland Notes. Mr. and Mrs. H. Chavez, of Albuquerque, are new Bland residents. [SFNM] 

1901May6; The following fourth class postmasters have been appointed for New Mexico: Placitas, Bernalillo county, H. Chaves… [SFNM] 

 
Ignacio Chavez    - of Galisteo 

The boundaries requested were: on the north, the Ojito de Galisteo; on the south, the Cañada de la Jara; on the east, the Loma Parda; and on the west, the Arroyo del 
Infierno (now called the Arroyo de los Angeles). Governor Maynez made the Galisteo grant on 14 February 1814, reserving grazing rights on the grant for the presidial 
horseherd and for the inhabitants of Santa Fe and its surrounding ranches. 

1818; 9k acres Galisteo grant by Gov Albert Maynez along RioGalisteo –original petitioners: Cristobal Vigil, Anaya, Gracio Chavez, Vicente Roybal, 

Nicolas Pino, Felipe Sandoval, Jose Luis Lovato, Julian Lucero, Matias Sandoval, Pedro Sandoval & 9 others. Denied by T.Rush Spencer in 1872 – 

received the land: Vicent Roybal, Rafael Lujan, Miguel Ortiz, Ignacio Chavez, Felipe Sandoval, Matias Sandoval, Manuel Trujillo, Luis Lovato, 
Bartolome Lovato, Antonio Anaya, Miguel Lovato, Jose Chavez, Miguel Robal, a widow woman from Rio Tesuque, presumably Trinidad Barcelo. 

[F.Stanley] 

January 1841 a group of eight individuals asked to be put in possession of portions of the Galisteo Grant, an indication that some of the private land there was still vacant. 
The act of possession provided that the new settlers, who were upstream from the earlier settlers, should not prejudice the people below in their water rights. The eight 
individuals who were put into possession in 1841 were: Ignacio Chavez, Francisco Chavez, Miguel Archuleta, María de Jesús Lujan, Joaquín Chavez, José Chavez, 



Nicanor Hidalgo, and José de la Cruz Chavez. Alcalde Anastacio Sandoval gave each of them 200 varas of land with an additional 200 varas given to Tomás Rafael 
Sais, a latecomer who also received a tract, for a total of 1400 varas among the nine new grantees. 

Galisteo Grant (Santa Fe). Present maps show a tract about 1 mi square, just S of Galisteo. A land grant is recorded in 1814 and then confirmed in 1861 to Ignacio Chavez 
and others. [T.M. Pearce 1965] 

1871 By the time the Galisteo grant was submitted to the Surveyor General of New Mexico for confirmation, the neighboring Domingo Fernández (or San Cristóbal) grant had 
been purchased by E. W. Eaton. When Ignacio Chavez submitted a claim for the Galisteo grant in July 1871 for himself, the other grantees, and their heirs for an 
estimated 9,000 acres, Eaton objected. He claimed that the Galisteo grant conflicted with the so-called Domingo Fernández or San Cristobal grant, but when the case 
came up for hearing in December 1871, Eaton withdrew his objection and filed an agreement with the owners of the Galisteo grant specifying an agreed boundary line 
between the two grants. 

1871December2; [Galisteo Town Grant] My name is Agustin Duran, my age is seventy-nine years, and I reside here at Santa Fé. I was born here, and have always lived 
here except about five years that I resided at the city of Chihuahua. [Galisteo, how long lived here?] From the year 1814 till now. [in Gal in 1814?] There resided there 
then Felipe Sandoval, Luis Lovato, Julian Lucero, José Antonio Sandoval, alias Bachicha, and I remember note others, but there were others whom I cannot now name. 
– My name is Donaciano Vigil, my age is sixty-nine years, and my residence is the Pecos River, in the county of San Miguel, about eight leagues from the town of 
Galisteo. …In the year 1814 Governor Albert Maynez made a grant for the land at Galisteo to the following grantees, as well as I can now recollect the individuals, viz: 
Vicente Roibal, Rafael Lugan, Miguel Ortiz, Luis Lovato, Bartolome Lovato, Antonio Anaya, Ignacio Chaves, Felipe Sandoval, Matias Sandoval, Pedro Sandoval, 
Alejandro Lovato, Petrona Pineda, José Antonio Sandoval, Manuel Trujillo, Miguel Lovato, José Chaves, Miguel Roibal, and a widow woman who when from the Reio 
Tesuque… the case is transmitted for the action of the Congress of the United States, with the recommendation that the claim be rejected. T. Rush Spencer, Surveyor 
General. [Private Land-Claims in New Mexico] 

1897August18; Notice of the Survey of the Galisteo Grand Allotments. (Reported No.60.) …has been made by Albert F. Easley, D.S… that said survey 

embraces the allotments made to: ¶ Vicente Ruybal, 100 varas; Ignacio Chaves, 100 varas; Matias Sandoval, 100 varas; Jose Lucero, 100 varas; Jose 

Antonio Alarid, 100 varas; Alejandro Lovato, 100 varas; Antonio Anaya, 100 varas; ? Jesus Venavides, 100 varas; Rafael Lujan, 150 varas; Luis 

Lovato, 100 varas; Felipe Sandoval, 150 varas; Bartola Lovato, 100 varas; Diego Pineda, 100 varas; Jose Antonio Bachicha, 100 varas; Manuel Trujillo, 

100 varas; Miguel Lovato, 100 varas. ¶ That the boundaries of said grant allotments… Beginning on the west boundary of the Eaton grant… along with 
west boundary of the small holding claim No.2490, of A. Staab… Chas F. Easley, Surveyor General. [SFDNM] 

 
Ignacio Chavez  (b.NM Jun1893)<b.1897>    - wife #1 is Toñita Montaño <b.1896>; wife #2 is Ursulita Baca;  of Cerrillos 

Bro of Macedonio, Sisto, Agustin Chavez [BArmijo 23Jul2011] 
1900June1-2_census: Juan Chavez, day laborer, married 13yrs, born 6-51 NM [NM NM], no write noEnglish, resident Cerrillos (Town), own house free with wife Lorenza (8-

65 illiterate noEnglish 7child/4living NM [NM NM]); 2son Jacobo (2-91 NM) Ignacio (6-93 NM), 2dau Clara (5-95 NM) Guadalupe (3-98 NM) 
1919December31; marriage @ Iglesia de Nuestra Señora de Guadalupe de Peña Blanca; Ignacio Chávez, single, 22 y-o, son of Luís Chávez and Ursulita Nieto, deceased, 

with Toñita Montaño, single, 23 y-o, dau of José Montaño and Angelita Ramirez, deceased, from San Pedro. Padrinos, Desiderio Candelaria and Eufelia Nieto. 
[Microfilm LDS 016-865 p.345] 

1926February10; marriage @ Iglesia de Nuestra Señora de Guadalupe de Peña Blanca; Delfinio Lucero, son of Nicanor Lucero and of Maria Cleofas Peña, with Modestita 
Chávez, single, dau of David Chávez and of Petronila Candelaria, from Peña Blanca. Padrinos, Ignacio Chávez and Ursulita Baca. [Microfilm LDS 016-865 p.391] 

1920sDecember-January; Joe T. Black store ledger, accounts, p.106, San Pedro; Felis Chavez, Masedonio Chavez, Ignacio Chavez, Daniel Chavez, Roman Chavez, 
Augustin Chavez, Carlos Espinosa. [Eddy Black 2011]  

 
Ireneo L. Chavez    - bro of Amado Chaves;  of San Mateo 
1881December29; I.L. Chaves, of San Mateo, was one of yesterday’s arrivals from the south. He is stopping at the Palace hotel. [SFDNM] 

1895July30; Hon. Amado Chaves and his brother, Ireneo L. Chaves, have returned from their sad trip to San Mateo. They were accompanied at the funeral 

of their mother by the whole population of their old home. [SFDNM] 

1897December13; Grand Jury. – Ireneo Chaves… [SFDNM] 
1898June27; Rough Riders Enlisting. …Among the applicants for commissions in the battalion of infantry of which one company is to be organized are 

here: J.D. Hughes, George P. Money, Page B. Otero, Sheriff H.C. Kinsell, Ireneo Chaves, Charles A. Scheurich and W.W. Miller. [SFNM] 

1898June28; The following officers have so far been appointed for these companies: Company A, captain, John Borradaile; 1st lieutenant, L.D. 
Chamberlain; 2d lieutenant. Louis D. McRae. Company B, captain, W.C. Reid. Company C, captain, William Strover; 1st lieutenant, Page B. Otero; 2d 

lieutenant, Ireneo Chaves. [SFNM] 

1898July12; Mrs. Ireneo E. Chaves, who has been quite ill with malaria fever for the past week, is somewhat improved today. [SFNM]   
1899June9; Ireneo Chaves has received more samples of ore from his copper claims ??? Picuris mountains. The ore is ?? high grade, consisting of glance 

running much over 65 per cent copper. [SFNM] 

1900February8; (Amado Chavez to Elkins) Requesting his help in getting a salary increase or Irenero in the Land Court and the position of translator for himself in the War 
Department. [Elkins papers 1332] 

1901May6; In the case of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railroad company vs. The Pueblo of Santo Domingo, the appraisers, C.F. Easley, Eduardo F. 
Otero and Ireneo L. Chaves, to appraise some lands that the railroad company desires for a right-of-way, have made their report to the court, appraising 

the land in question at $125. [SFNM] 

1903May11; Ireneo L. Chaves, clerk of the court of private land claims, returned Saturday night from Denver where he has been for the past month, 
receiving treatment for an affliction of the ear. So far he has not been benefited much... [SFNM] 

1906November10: Prof. W.E. Garrison, A.B. Craycraft, Ireneo L. Chavez and Claude Hutto left this afternoon on a wagon trip to San Cristobal. They will visit 

ancient ruins in the vicinity of the old pueblo of San Cristobal but their main objective is to see the hieroglyphics or picturegraphs on the cliffs in that vicinity. 
[SFNM 100yrs ago] 

 
J. M. C. Chavez    - of Abiquiu 
1896February19; A New Galena Find. Hon. J.M.C. Chavez, of Rio Arriba county, accompanied by his manly little son, “Joe,” for six years a pupil at St. 

Michael’s college, were callers on the New Mexican this morning and Mr. Chavez astonished the office crew by exhibiting specimens of massive galena 

ore taken from a new mineral discovery made a few days ago in southern Rio Arriba county. He brought in the specimens to have them assayed by Prof. 
Amian. Apparently the ore will run about $40 in silver and 30 per cent lead, and as a fluxing medium the find is important, for it is within eight miles of 

the D.&R.G. road. Mr. Chavez says the vein on the surface is about two feet wide and can be readily traced on the mountain for hundreds of feet. Such 

ore for the Durango and Pueblo smelters is as good as gold,” and ere long, it is reasonable to expect, that a new and important silver-lead mining district 
will there be developed. [SFDNM] 



1896February20; Mr. J.M.C. Chavez’ rich silver-lead discovery in the mountains north of Espanola will doubtless result in considerable prospecting 

thereabouts this spring. It is a well accepted fact that no prospecting has been done in the mountain region north and east of Santa Fe, and there is no 
telling what may be found in the way of pay mineral. [SFDNM] 

1898May4; Edward Bennett, J.M. Chaves and Thomas C. Williams of Bland are registered at the Exchange. They came up for the purpose of enlisting. – At 

the Exchange: Ed Bennett, J.M. Chaves, Thos C. Williams, Bland... [SFNM] 
1898May5; At the Exchange: F. Seaver, Cerrillos; Ed Bennett, J.W. Cheves, Bland; C.S. Hughes, Lamy. [SFNM] 
1908December18: J.M. Chavez, a prominent citizen and influential Republican who has a handsome residence and farm at Abiquiú, is in town on official 

business. He was elected county superintendent of schools of Rio Arriba last November. [SFNM 100yrs] 

 
Jacobo Chavez  (b.NM Feb1891)    - of Cerrillos 

1900June1-2_census: Juan Chavez, day laborer, married 13yrs, born 6-51 NM [NM NM], no write noEnglish, resident Cerrillos (Town), own house free with wife Lorenza (8-
65 illiterate noEnglish 7child/4living NM [NM NM]); 2son Jacobo (2-91 NM) Ignacio (6-93 NM), 2dau Clara (5-95 NM) Guadalupe (3-98 NM) 

 
James H. Chavez see James H. Cheves 
 
Jesus Chavez  - witness - 
1866August11; Filed 23Sep1868. Ter of NM, co of San Miguel. We by these presents declare claim no right to any mines or mineral land withing the limits of the land sold to 

Messrs Corydon E. Cooley and company by our brother Don Serafin Ramirez withing the San Pedro and Cañon del Agua Grants. Sig. Melquiades Ramires, Sisto his x 
mark Ramirez. Wit. Diego his x mark Sisneros, Jesus his x mark Chavez. b.D Deeds p.520. [BHenderson Abstract of Title No.2 30Sep1983] 

 

Jesus Chavez  (b.NM Sep1854)    - wife is Delfina Chavez (b.NM Jan1860);  of Waldo 
1900June15_census: Jesus Chavez, laborer 8mos.unempl, married 24yrs, noEnglish, born 9-54 NM [NM NM], resident Waldo village own home free with wife Delfina (1-60 

0child/0living no write noEnglish NM [NM NM]) 
1901September5; Coal declaratory statements: August 28, Jesus Chavez, Antonio Ortiz y Salazar, Benigno Ortega, Cosme Alarid, Santa Fe, Santa Fe 

county; September 3, Joseph E. Saint, Irene Saint, Mary A. Millington, Ada M. Saint, J.W. Horn, W.E. Baker, Manuel Stapleton, M.J. Monitor, Felix 
Grundy, Antonio Valdez, Frank Fink, Lus Madrid, William C. Thompson, James W. Strick, Oliver A. Gould, W.H. Caruthers, Joseph Richardson, 

William F. Hall of Albuquerque each on 80 acres of coal land in southern Santa Fe county. [SFNM] 

 
Joaquin Chaves  (b.NM 1810>    - Galisteo 
January 1841 a group of eight individuals asked to be put in possession of portions of the Galisteo Grant, an indication that some of the private land there was still vacant. 

The act of possession provided that the new settlers, who were upstream from the earlier settlers, should not prejudice the people below in their water rights. The eight 
individuals who were put into possession in 1841 were: Ignacio Chavez, Francisco Chavez, Miguel Archuleta, María de Jesús Lujan, Joaquín Chavez, José Chavez, 
Nicanor Hidalgo, and José de la Cruz Chavez. Alcalde Anastacio Sandoval gave each of them 200 varas of land with an additional 200 varas given to Tomás Rafael 
Sais, a latecomer who also received a tract, for a total of 1400 varas among the nine new grantees. 

1870August2_census: Joaquin Chaves, farm laborer, 60y-o, born NM, RealValue$250 PersValue$150, resident Galisteo pct.8 in same habitation with Ramon Chaves, 
Alcalde, 40y-o, b.NM, RealValue$100 PersValue$450 

1880October3; …yesterday the following appointments of registrars of electors were made: Precinct No.8 – Joaquin Chaves, Pedro Perea, Agapito Sena. 

[SFDNM] 

1915July13; Testimony of Anastacio Sandoval; b.1840, lives in San Miguel county, 75 yrs old, born and raised at Galisteo, lived there until 61-62 yrs old. Recites land at 
Cadial was allotted 1848-51 to: Rafael Baldonado, Jose de la Cruz Chavez, Miguel Chavez, Vicente Roybal, Francisco Sandoval, Bartolo Lovato, Miguel Antonio Lovato, 
Antonio Chavez y Sandoval, Juaquin Chavez, Ramon Chavez, Miguel Rodriguez, Antonio Chavez Alire, Francisco Chavez, Juan Lovato, Luis Sais, Matias Alarid, 
Marcenlio Ortiz, Francisco Baca y Terrus, Manuel Baca y Delgado, Vicente Lopez, Jose Gonzales, Pablo Gonzales, Jesus Maria Lopez (he forgets who else). [per 
LLippard draft MS p.103, 104; 2009] 

 
Joaquin Chavez  <b.1888>    - wife is Benina Chavez <b.1895>;  Lamy 
1930_census: Joaquin Chavez, 42y-o, pct.12 Lamy, Benina Chavez, 35y-o, Pedro Chavez, 17y-o, Refugio Chavez, 10y-o, Anusena Chavez, 7y-o, Jesus Chavez, 5y-o, 

Manuelita Chavez, 1y-o 
 
Joe Chavez  <b.1921>    - of Kewa 
Kewa Tribal Council 1977; Gov. Valentino Garcia, 62; Lt.Gov. Santiago Coriz, 52; Mayor Jose Reyes Calabaza, 72; Lt.Mayor Joe B. Reano, 42; Ventura 

Crespin, 59; Lorenzo Pacheco, 61; Pedro Aguilar, 70; Ralph Coriz, 84; Victor Reano, 61; Joe Chavez, 55; Feliz Calabaza, 49; Pat Calabaza, 77; Santiago 

Lovato, 94; Ben Garcia, 73; Lorenzo Coriz, 76; Lorenzo Calabaza, 71; Augustine Quintana, 65; William Lovato, 72; Raymond M. Coriz, 54; Joe 

Tenorio, 68; Lupe Pena, 60; Augustine Reano, 80; Santiago Calabaza, 80; Alex Garcia, 48; Victor Garcia, 77; Augustine Aguilar, 82; Ralph P. Lovato, 
73; Lupe Chama, 78; Jose F. Reano, 77; Ramos Pacheco Sr., 63; Ray Tenorio, 54; Joe C. Reano, 72; Jose Monte Garcia, _; Joe Nieto, 71; Felix Chama, 

64; Pedro P. Coriz, 47; Jose Tortalita, 85; San Antonio Benevidez, 85; Santiago Moquino, 61.  [per F.H. Ellis, The Basis for SD Pueblo’s Claim to the 

Turquoise Mines Area, 1977] 

 
Jose Chavez    - of Galisteo 
1818; 9k acres Galisteo grant by Gov Albert Maynez along RioGalisteo –original petitioners: Cristobal Vigil, Anaya, Gracio Chavez, Vicente Roybal, 

Nicolas Pino, Felipe Sandoval, Jose Luis Lovato, Julian Lucero, Matias Sandoval, Pedro Sandoval & 9 others. Denied by T.Rush Spencer in 1872 – 

received the land: Vicent Roybal, Rafael Lujan, Miguel Ortiz, Ignacio Chavez, Felipe Sandoval, Matias Sandoval, Manuel Trujillo, Luis Lovato, 

Bartolome Lovato, Antonio Anaya, Miguel Lovato, Jose Chavez, Miguel Robal, a widow woman from Rio Tesuque, presumably Trinidad Barcelo. 
[F.Stanley] 

January 1841 a group of eight individuals asked to be put in possession of portions of the Galisteo Grant, an indication that some of the private land there was still vacant. 
The act of possession provided that the new settlers, who were upstream from the earlier settlers, should not prejudice the people below in their water rights. The eight 
individuals who were put into possession in 1841 were: Ignacio Chavez, Francisco Chavez, Miguel Archuleta, María de Jesús Lujan, Joaquín Chavez, José Chavez, 
Nicanor Hidalgo, and José de la Cruz Chavez. Alcalde Anastacio Sandoval gave each of them 200 varas of land with an additional 200 varas given to Tomás Rafael 
Sais, a latecomer who also received a tract, for a total of 1400 varas among the nine new grantees. 

1871December2; [Galisteo Town Grant] My name is Agustin Duran, my age is seventy-nine years, and I reside here at Santa Fé. I was born here, and have always lived 
here except about five years that I resided at the city of Chihuahua. [Galisteo, how long lived here?] From the year 1814 till now. [in Gal in 1814?] There resided there 



then Felipe Sandoval, Luis Lovato, Julian Lucero, José Antonio Sandoval, alias Bachicha, and I remember note others, but there were others whom I cannot now name. 
– My name is Donaciano Vigil, my age is sixty-nine years, and my residence is the Pecos River, in the county of San Miguel, about eight leagues from the town of 
Galisteo. …In the year 1814 Governor Albert Maynez made a grant for the land at Galisteo to the following grantees, as well as I can now recollect the individuals, viz: 
Vicente Roibal, Rafael Lugan, Miguel Ortiz, Luis Lovato, Bartolome Lovato, Antonio Anaya, Ignacio Chaves, Felipe Sandoval, Matias Sandoval, Pedro Sandoval, 
Alejandro Lovato, Petrona Pineda, José Antonio Sandoval, Manuel Trujillo, Miguel Lovato, José Chaves, Miguel Roibal, and a widow woman who when from the Reio 
Tesuque… the case is transmitted for the action of the Congress of the United States, with the recommendation that the claim be rejected. T. Rush Spencer, Surveyor 
General. [Private Land-Claims in New Mexico] 

 
Jose Chavez  (b.NM 1820>    - wife is Maria Chavez (b.NM 1825>;  Galisteo 

1870August1_census: Jose Chavez, farm laborer, 50y-o, born NM, RealValue$400 PersValue$500, resident Galisteo pct.8 in same habitation with Maria Chavez, 45y-o, 
b.NM 

 
José Chávez    - wife is Elocadia Gallegos de Chavez;  Cerrillos 
1926September15; marriage @ Iglesia de Nuestra Señora de Guadalupe de Peña Blanca; Aurelio Leyba, single, son of Emiterio Leyba and of Elizaria Ortiz, with Filomena 

Chávez, dau of José Chávez and of Elocadia Gallegos, from Cerrillos. Padrinos, Tomás Montoya and Madalena Montoya. [Microfilm LDS 016-865 p.397] 
 
Jose Chaves y Benavides    - Galisteo 
1897December4; At the Bon-Ton: Jose L. Madrid, Juan Sanchez y Pino, Jose Chaves y Benavides, Galisteo... [SFDNM] 

 

Jose Antonio Chaves  (b.NM 1826>    - Maria Juana (b.NM 1837>;  Dolores 

1880June15-16_census: Jose Antonio Chaves, farmer, married, illiterate, 54y-o, born NM [NM NM], resident Placer de Dolores with wife Maria Juana (43 keeping house, 
married, illiterate NM [NM NM]), son Ramon Chaves (15 laborer single NM [NM NM]), stepdau Francisca Martin (25 keeping house, divorced, illiterate NM [NM NM]), 
gson Jose Montoya (7 at home, single NM); boarder Juan J. Chaves (36 laborer widower illiterate NM [NM NM]) 

 
Jose D. Chavez  (b.NM 1851>    - son of Luciano Chavez;  Galisteo 
1870August1_census: Luciano Chavez, farm laborer, 30y-o, born NM, resident Galisteo pct.8 in same habitation with Ruperta Chavez, 22y-o, b.NM, Jose D. Chavez, 19y-o, 

b.NM 
 
Jose D. Chaves  (b.NM 1852>    - son of Juan J. Chavez;  Dolores 
1870August3_census: Juan J. Chavez, laborer totRealEstate$50, illiterate, 60y-o, born NM, resident Real de Dolores with Rosario Montoya [f] (39 illiterate NM), Merced 

Gonzales (30 illiterate NM), Francisca Gonzales (25 illiterate NM), Jose D. Chaves (18 laborer illiterate NM), Antonio Chaves (13 illiterate, at home, NM), Anastacia 
Chaves (12 illiterate, at home, NM), Jose N. Chaves (7 NM) 

 
Jose de la Cruz Chavez y Encinas   (b.NM 1820  d.1901>    - wife is Rosaria Rodriguez de Chaves (b.NM 1822>;  Galisteo 
1870August2_census: Jose L.C. Chaves, farm laborer, 50y-o, born NM, resident Galisteo pct.8 in same habitation with Rosaria Chaves, 48y-o, b.NM, Altagracia Chaves, 

28y-o, b.NM, Ignacia Chaves, 28y-o, b.NM, Sencion Chaves [m], 11y-o, b.NM, Polonia Chaves, 7y-o 
January 1841 a group of eight individuals asked to be put in possession of portions of the Galisteo Grant, an indication that some of the private land there was still vacant. 

The act of possession provided that the new settlers, who were upstream from the earlier settlers, should not prejudice the people below in their water rights. The eight 
individuals who were put into possession in 1841 were: Ignacio Chavez, Francisco Chavez, Miguel Archuleta, María de Jesús Lujan, Joaquín Chavez, José Chavez, 
Nicanor Hidalgo, and José de la Cruz Chavez. Alcalde Anastacio Sandoval gave each of them 200 varas of land with an additional 200 varas given to Tomás Rafael 
Sais, a latecomer who also received a tract, for a total of 1400 varas among the nine new grantees. 

1881March26; The following is a list of the taxpayers of Santa Fe county, taken from the tax books, and it therefore comprises all the names of the legal 

voters of the county. Galisteo, Precinct No.8. Anaya Jose, Chaves Jose le Cruz, Chaves Luciano, Chaves Jose, Chaves y Ro. Juan, Davis Sylvester, Gallegos y Fer’dez, 

Leyba Francisco, Lebya Demetreo, Madril Leon, Madril Pedro, Ortiz Jose Antonio, Ortiz Juan, Pino Nicolas, Pino Ambrosie, Pino Herman, Peña Fernando, Sandoval Jose 

M’l, Sandoval Jil, Sandoval Jose Ma., Sena Agapito, Silva Juan Jose.. [SFDNM]   
1882June25; Amount of Property Owned By the Residents of Santa Fe County. April 14, 1882. Chaves, Jose de la Cruz _ 1,505 00 [SFDNM]   

1902February19; Ter.Supreme Court Records. Testimony of Juan Ortiz: b.1851; has lived in Galisteo since 1865; when Juan Ortiz first knew this ranch it was in 
possession.of Manuel Antonio Otero, who held it until sold to Mr. Sena ca.1878. Otero planted the land “he had men there to plant on the land for him among them 
Agustin __ with son named Pablo, Mateo A. Ayaneo, and Antonio Velasquez that was killed by lightning.” Raised corn, wheat & beans. …Jesus Maria Sena y Baca had 
tenants there after that. His agent there was Jose de la Cruz Chavez, father of Luciano Chavez and of Apolonio, Gregorio, Scencion and Altagracia Chaves. Their 
mother was Rosaria Rodriguez de Chavez… Sena never lived there. His wife Agapita Ortiz de Sena didn’t live there either  Who had the land after Sena? “A man by the 
name of [Jerre D.] Romberg, an American. Juan Ortiz doesn’t remember the year. Next owner was Jose de la C. Chavez. 1878?1888? [per LLippard draft MS p.121-122; 
2009] 

1915; Testimony of Apolonio Chavez, son of Jose de la Cruz. Apolonio lives in Galisteo, bro of Luciano/Lucian (dead). Pedro Chaves is Luciano’s son; J. de la Cruz Chaves 
d. 13-14 yrs ago. [per LLippard draft MS p.97; 2009] 

1915; Testimony of Donaciano Angel; has always lived in Galisteo. “I am just about 60 years now.” His father Luis Angel d.2Aug ca.1910. His uncle is Jose de la Cruz 
Chavez y Encinas (“half brother of my father”). [per LLippard draft MS p.101; 2009] 

1915July13; Testimony of Anastacio Sandoval; b.1840, lives in San Miguel county, 75 yrs old, born and raised at Galisteo, lived there until 61-62 yrs old. Recites land at 
Cadial was allotted 1848-51 to: Rafael Baldonado, Jose de la Cruz Chavez, Miguel Chavez, Vicente Roybal, Francisco Sandoval, Bartolo Lovato, Miguel Antonio Lovato, 
Antonio Chavez y Sandoval, Juaquin Chavez, Ramon Chavez, Miguel Rodriguez, Antonio Chavez Alire, Francisco Chavez, Juan Lovato, Luis Sais, Matias Alarid, 
Marcenlio Ortiz, Francisco Baca y Terrus, Manuel Baca y Delgado, Vicente Lopez, Jose Gonzales, Pablo Gonzales, Jesus Maria Lopez (he forgets who else). [per 
LLippard draft MS p.103, 104; 2009] 

 
Col. Jose Francisco Chavez  (b.LosPadillas 27Jun1833  d.PinosWells 26Nov1904)    - later wife née Whittington;  Los Lunas 

J. Francisco Chaves b.Los Padillas 27Jun1833. 1841 to St.LouisUniv plus 2yrs at College of Physicians and Surgeons in NYC; 1852 back to NM. Col. Chaves served under 
Kit Carson. In 1861 commissioned major of First NM Inf by A.Lincoln, then Lt.Col. Battle of Valverde, established Ft. Wingate & commanded same; mustered out in 
1865. Assassinated at 7o’clock pm Saturday 26Nov1904 at Pinos Wells. [NMBlueBook 1905, p.171] 

1861-1865 Colonel in the Union Army   
1864May28; Lieut Col. Chaves arrived in this City from Fort Whipple on Monday last. [SFWeeklyGazette] 

Delegate to the United States Congress from New Mexico Territory in 1865 to 1867, and 1869 to 1871,  



1865; NM delegates to Congress: John S. Watts 1861-1863; Francisco Perea 1863-1865 <1863contested by J.M. Gallegos); J. Francisco Chaves 1865-1871 
<1867contested by C.P. Clever); José Manuel Gallegos 1871-1873; Stephen B. Elkins 1873-1877; Trinidad Romero 1877-1879 [History of NM, Chas F. Coan, 1925, 
p.387] 

1865August12; S.B. Watrous. It is not our intention to indulge in comments upon the person whose name heads this article. Although he have for years been 

the violent assailant of the editor of this paper we have seldom paid any attention to his productions… Watrous is one of the most voluminous and famed 

correspondents of the New Mexican organ of Benedict, Arny and their protégé Mr. Chaves, and it may be advantageous for him to know what Benedict 
(who is the Chief priest of the concern for which he writes) thinks of him. Benedict seems to know Watrous, and his opinion of him will enlighten the 

readers of the New Mexican in regard to the character of the correspondent as portrayed by the former. ¶ Here is an extract form a communication of 

Benedict… In my last I alluded to the scurrilous and unfounded, unprovoked abuse and calumny signed by S. Watrous, and published in the Missouri 
Democrat against me and others… [SFWeeklyGazette] 

1867; J. Francisco Chavez defeated for NM Delegate to US Congress by C.P. Clever (to 1869), but ultimately previals 

Elkins was Attorney General for only a short period in 1867 when the election was evidently contested. The offices of Delegate to Congress and Attorney 
General were the top offices on the ticket and you can see where the Delegate office that year was highly contested with Clever serving the first half of 

the term and Chaves the last half. (Elkins was a Radical Republican and the moderate Republicans were behind Clever.) Clever continued to support 

Carleton and his policies with regard to the Bosque Redondo reservation. Then too, I believe Elkins resigned to defend Rynerson. Not even Twitchell 
will provide you with who replace him at his resignation. [Elizabeth Rogers] 

1869April5; [J. Francisco Chavez to E. Rockwood Hoar Atty Gen.] Hearing that Kirby Benedict is applying for a judgeship in NM, I feel it my duty to appraise you that he was 
dismissed from the position of chief justice in NM a few years ago for habitual inebriety and incidental misconduct. ¶ He has not reformed but is a confirmed inebriate and 
may be seen evey day about the drinking shops in the city, more or less intoxicated and sometimes, sitting publicly asleep in open daylight in that condition. ¶ His habits 
designate him a very improper man for any official trust and especially one so delicate as that of judge. These statements may be verified by a number of people who are 
daily observers of his dissolute conduct. [Kirby Benedict: Frontier Judge, A.Hunt, 1961] 

1873April9; Registered at the Fonda: J.F. Chaves, Los Lunas. [SFDNM] 
1873April23; Registered at the Fonda: J.F. Chaves, Los Lunas, Van C. Smith, Roswell. [SFDNM]   

1874May11; Col. J. Francisco Chaves was in the city yesterday. [SFDNM]   

1874May31; William Breeden, Rep Central Com., to S.B. Elkins; “Col. Chaves is striving very hard to regain his financial footing… please try to do something for him.” [Elkins 
papers 14-B] 

1874July17; Hon. J. Francisco Chaves came up on the southern coach last evening. [SFDNM]   
1874August5; During the late term of the court here Hon. J. Francisco Chaves was admitted as a member of the bar. [SFDNM]   

1874December26; Among the arrivals in town we note, Hon. J.F. Chaves of Los Pinos, Roman Baca of San Mateo, Manuel Chaves of Los Tanos, Jesus 

Perea and Mariano Perea of Bernalillo. [SFDNM] 
1875June8; [Republican Ter. Convention@StaFe] The following persons were appointed by the President as a committee on resolutions: Col. Wm Breeden, 

W.G. Ritch, Col. J.E. Chaves Gabriel Lucero, Jose Armijo y Ortiz, Antonio Ortiz y Salazar, O.V. Aoy. [The Acorn v.2 n.8 Whole Number 36] 
1880September18; Col. Frank Chavez arrived in Santa Fe yesterday from the north. [SFDNM] 

1881March8; Hon. J. Francisco Chaves, came up from Albuquerque yesterday morning. He is stopping at the Exchange hotel. [SFDNM] 

1881March26; The following is a list of the taxpayers of Santa Fe county, taken from the tax books, and it therefore comprises all the names of the legal 
voters of the county. Galisteo, Precinct No.8. Anaya Jose, Chaves Jose le Cruz, Chaves Luciano, Chaves Jose, Chaves y Ro. Juan, Davis Sylvester, Gallegos y Fer’dez, 

Leyba Francisco, Lebya Demetreo, Madril Leon, Madril Pedro, Ortiz Jose Antonio, Ortiz Juan, Pino Nicolas, Pino Ambrosie, Pino Herman, Peña Fernando, Sandoval Jose 

M’l, Sandoval Jil, Sandoval Jose Ma., Sena Agapito, Silva Juan Jose.. [SFDNM]   
1881June28; Col. J. Francisco Chaves left Santa Fe on Sunday for the south. [SFDNM] 

1881November26; Col. Frank Chaves, of Albuquerque, came up from the South Thursday and stopped at the Palace.  [SFDNM] 
1882June24; Col. J. Francisco Chavez passed up the road yesterday en route from Albuquerque to St. Louis. [SFDNM] 

1882August26; Col. J. Francisco Chavez came up from the south yesterday and stopped at the Exchange. [SFDNM] 

1884April3; [last day of Twenty-sixth Legislative Assembly = The “Rump” Council] Colonel J. Francisco Chaves was a born leader of men. His willpower was massive and his 

influence on those that surrounded him scarcely knew any limit. The solid seven, as they were termed, until the defection on Inocencio Valdez, was a remarkable body. Judge 

Henry L. Warren… Anthony Joseph… Colonel Francisco Perea… Harvey Whitehill… Charles Montaldo... [My Life on the Frontier B.2 p.238-240] 

1884April29; It was not until April 29, 1884, that James G. Whitney was tried for the killing of Manuel B. Otero at Estancia Springs. The trial opened at Springer and, as was to 

be expected, Judge S.B. Axtell presided. Whitney’s pleasant appearance and apparent frankness made a favorable impression on the jury. The defendant had two high-priced 

attorneys, E.A. Fiske, of Santa Fe, and Colonel J. Francisco Chaves, of Valencia county. …It was generally understood and believed by all parties interested in the case that he 

had fixed Judge Axtell, so that when it became time for the Court to charge the jury, Axtell’s remarks were strongly prejudiced in favor of the defendant. The jury was out 

only a short time and returned with a verdict of “Not guilty.” [My Life on the Frontier B.2 p.107-108] 

Delegate to New Mexico State Constitutional Convention from 1889 
1889June28; Hon. J. Francisco Chaves, whom everybody in New Mexico loves and esteems, yesterday celebrated his 56th birthday. He was born at Las 

Padillas, a small village in Bernalillo county. Col. Chaves carries his age admirably. [SFDNM] 

1889December9; Hon. J. Frank Chaves, president of the state constitutional convenvention, has commissioned Col. James E. Gregg, now of Kansas, but still 

claiming Santa Fe as his home, a delegate to visit Washington and work for the admission of New Mexico; also A.M. Codington, of Albuquerque, and 
W.A. Cosine, of Socorro. [SFDNM] 

1890March22; Word comes up from Los Lunas that Hon. J. Frank Chavez and Miss Whittington, a well known young lady of that place, were joined in 

wedlock on Wednesday last. [SFDNM] 

1890October17; Hon. J. Frank Chavez has been re-nominated by the Republicans of Valincia county for the Council. [The Cerrillos Rustler Vol.III No.14] 
1891November7; Wooden Gun tragedy. Last Week the sun casually noted  the fact that one numez a convict at the Penitentiary had deliberately violated 

one of the plainly printed regulations of the institution by going away without permission. This week it becomes our painful duty to record a still more 
notable and flagrant violation of these same printed rules. we refer to the escape of the notorious Lee White serving a seven year sentence for the most 

serious crimes and Petrolino Rivera and Francisco Padilla, two life men from the penitentiary, on Thursday afternoon. Convict James Gould clearly 

intended to go away at the same time but in the confusion and excitement of the moment was accidentally shot by one of the alleged "guards" and 
hence changed his mind. ¶ The Penitentiary managers consisting of J.W. Dwyer, J.R. de mier, A.L. Branch, Ambrosia Pino and N.B. Laughlin were 

fortunately in session at the time and so were eye witnesses of the interesting incident. It appears that White and his associates had provided themselves 

with wooden weapons fairly resembling large six shooters, and while Mr. Reasers teams were in the yard loading brick suddenly attacked the drivers 
unhitched and mounted the horses and flourishing their wooden guns rode past a number of guards armed with shotguns and out at the wide open gate. 

The guards were clearly paralized with fear, and the one shot which disabled Gould, was the only one fired until White and the two other convicts were 

nearly out of sight. ¶ The farce of sending some of these cowardly guards after the late prisoners was enacted, but of course the desperate convicts 
made their good escape. They fled south and have since been seen near Wallace, well armed and clad in citizens clothes. The horses were turned loose 



and recovered near Cerrillos. ¶ The Next day after this little episode, J. Francisco Chavez tendered his resignation as superintendent and the board of 

managers promptly accepted the same. Col. Bergman assistant superintendent was then  placed in charge until  the appointment of a new 
Superintendent. Col. Bergman lost no time in dismissing nearly all of the "guards” on duty at the time of the escapade, and replaced them with men 

who proved their fidelity under wardens Gable and Burnett. Barney Spears is the new Captain of the day guard. W.L Evans captain of the night guard, 

Frank Rankin day cell house man and William Cole night cell house Keeper. [Santa Fe Sun weekly per LPadilla] 
1891October22; (J. Francisco Chaves to S.B.Elkins) congratulations of Sec of War. [Elkins papers 729] 
Progresso, Torrance co, 13mi SE of Willard; PO 1894-1901, 1904. Originally Progreso, a stop on the NMC RR. A boxcar station and water tank stood beside the tracks, a 

country store and PO run by Mr. Boone, a one room schoolhouse and Catholic chapel. Col J. Francisco Cháves, a powerful political force in NM at the time, owned a 
large sheep ranch near here when Torrance co was created, and through his influence Progress was made the county seat; on Jan 1, 1905, the RR sent a special train 
with a passenger car to serve as “courthouse on wheel.” [The Place Names of NM, R.Julyan] 

1895March4; At the Exchange: A. Horne, Wallace; J.J. Harron, Fort Worth; J. Frank Chaves, Valencia. [SFDNM] 
1895March8; Hon. J. Franco Chaves still lingers among his Santa Fe friends. He thinks of locating here – if he can make arrangements with Landlord 

Forsha. [SFDNM] 

1895March27; Articles of incorporation of the Tres Piedras Mining company were yesterday filed with the secretary of the territory by Col. J. Francisco 
Chaves, Chas A. Spiess, L. Bradford Prince, Geo. B. Berry, Winfield S. Fletcher and Robert C. Gortner, of New Mexico, and Jerome B. Wheeler, of 

New York. The property of the company consists of five mining claims situated in Rio Arriba county, thirteen miles west of Tres Piedras station on the 

D.& R.G. R.R., and which are spoken of as showing up very large bodies of high grade ore, in silver, gold and copper. At a meeting held this morning 
the following officers were elected, viz.: President – Col. J. Francisco Chaves. Vice President – Chas A. Speiss. 2d Vice President – Jerome B. 

Wheeler. Treasurer – J. Howard Vaughn. Secretary – W.S. Hemingway. General Manager – John Garrison. Mr. Garrison is an old time Nevada miner 

and one of the pioneers on the Comstock and California mines, besides, having an experience ranging over all the mining territory of the United States 

and in Canada from Nova Scotia to Vancouver. Judging from the ore displayed, which is indeed very rich, the success of this new corporation looks 

unusually bright. [SFDNM] 

1895April4; Col. J. Frank Chaves, Judge L.B. Prince and Mr. John Garrison left over the narrow gauge this morning for Tres Piedras, where they go to 
inspect the mines and close a deal for some outstanding interests for their new company. They contemplate the early shipment of three carloads of ore to 

the Durango smelter. Mr. Garrison states that the snow between the mines and Tres Piedras will not delay this shipment a day. It is said that Ex-Gov. 

J.R. Routt and Mr. E.E. Burlingame, the Denver assayer, have bonded the Good Hope mine, which is located some five miles above the property of the 
Tres Piedras Mining company. [SFDNM] 

1895April9; Col. J. Frank Chavez returned last night from a trip to Rio Arriba county, where he went in the interests of the Tres Piedras Mining company. 

He speaks very encouragingly of the prospects for the new camp. [SFDNM] 
1895May8; At the Exchange: J. Frank Chaves, Valencia... [SFDNM] 

1895May20; …recently transferred to the National cemetery the bodies of all the dead soldiers and sailors buried at the old Masonic cemetery north of the 

federal building. …The list includes …Gov. W.F.M. Arny, New Mexico volunteer Indian fighter, secretary of New Mexico from 1862 to 1867 and 
acting governor during the last fifteen months of his term; …Major Lawrence G. Murphy, 1st New Mexico cavalry; …Captain William Rosenthal, 

Kansas volunteers, and quartermaster of the department of New Mexico; Capt. Benjamin C. Cutler, California volunteers, and surveyor general of New 

Mexico, died October 18, 1868; …Charles P. Clever, New Mexico volunteers, adjutant general of territory, and, besides holding other important 
offices, was delegate in the 41st congress, his seat being unsuccessfully contested by J. Francisco Chaves. [SFDNM] 

1895October28; [resolution condemning anti-NA & Spanish editorial in Colorado Catholic] [Signed] Jose Segura, Felipe B. Delgado, J. Franco Chavez, 

Francisco Delgado, Pedro Delgado, Clemente Ortiz, Amado Chaves, Geo A. Johnson, Atanacio Romero, Jose D. Sena, Alfredo Hinojos, Miguel Salazar, 
A. Ortiz y Salazar, Luciano Baca, Benj M. Read, Marcelino Garcia, F.A. Manzanares, Aniceto Abeytia, Solomon Luna, Luis Moya, Gavino Ortiz, M.F. 

Sena, Larkin G. Read, A??? Silva… [SFDNM] 

1896March3; At the Exchange: J. Frank Chavez, Francisco Sanchez, Valencia... [SFDNM] 
1897January11; The society of the New Mexico pioneers organized after incorporation by electing the following officers: Governor, J. Francisco Chaves; 

captain-general, Roman A. Baca; alcalde mayor, Page B. Otero; secretary, L.B. Prince; treasurer, Jose D. Sena; councilor, Amado Chaves. ¶ …The 

application blanks of the society are of two kinds, one for persons who came to New Mexico themselves before 1880; the other for those whose 
ancestors came. The latter call for a good deal of genealogy. All the blanks are printed with wide margins so as to be bound hereafter, thus making a 

permanent record that will be of much value. [SFDNM] 

1897May3; Col. J. Frank Chaves, member of the board of penitentiary commissioners, is in the city from Las Vegas. [SFDNM] 
1897September9; Colonel J. Francisco Chaves left last night for Albuquerque on his way home. He will be joined there by his wife and children. [SFDNM] 

1898January11; New Mexico Pioneers  The annual meeting of the society was held yesterday at the office of Hon. L.B. Prince, Hon. Amado Chaves 

presiding. The following officers were elected for 1898  Governor – Hon. J. Francisco Chaves. Captain Lieutenant – Hon. Roman A. Baca. Alcalde 
Mayor – Page B. Otero. Secretary – Hon. L. Bradford Prince. Treasurer – Hon. Jose D. Sena. Councilor – Amado Chaves. [SFNM] 

1898September13; The regular quarterly meeting of the board of penitentiary commissioners was held at the penitentiary today with Hons. C.F. Easley, 

Henry J. Young, S. Baca, J.F. Chaves and D.S. Miller present. President Hadley was prevented from attending the meeting by a badly sprained ankle, 
and Hon. F. Miera was kept at home by the illness of his wife. [SFNM] 

1899August22; The bureau of immigration is in receipt of some fine specimens of copper ore from the old mines near the Pueblo of Abo, kindly contributed 
by Colonel J. Francisco Chaves. [SFNM] 

Torrance county. Created in 1903, named for the RR developer Francis J. Torrance. Around 1900 he and William H. Andrews, both from PA, and their associates established 
what became the NMC RR; by 1902 grading was in full swing and a townsite laid out at Estancia. The first county seat was Progresso, the sheep ranch of Col. J. 
Francisco Cháves, political leader for whom Chaves County was named. [The Place Names of NM, R.Julyan] 

Mrs. Alfred Bergere since 1886, first married to M.B. Otero (d.1883); she says witness Francisco (Col.) Chavez was a bitter enemy of M.A. Otero. (Chavez then says they 
were often enemies and often friends; made friends 1882 never saw him again Chavez was in legislature.  [in 1902 Eloisa Bergere CPLC case, per LLippard draft MS 
p.128, 133; 2009] 

1901March to 1904 fourth New Mexico Superintendent of Public Instruction. He died in office, assassinated at Pinos Wells. 
1901October11; Colonel J. Francisco Chaves, superintendent of public instruction, who maintains a flourishing ranch near Progreso in Valencia county, not 

far from the surveyed route of the Santa Fe Central railroad... [SFNM] 

1902February8; Colonel J. Francisco Chaves of this city, has received a letter from Colonel William Breeden, dated Boston, stating that the latter has 

regained his health and is very much pleased with his new surroundings. [SFNM] 

1904; Amado Chaves fills rest of assassinated J. Francisco Chaves’ term as superintendent of public instruction 1904-05 
 
Jose Manl?nce Chavez    - Valencia co. 



1882January3; The Legislature. [Senate] Jose M. Apodaca, Socorro. Santiago Baca, Bernalillo. Jose Manlence Chavez, Valencia. Manuel Garcia, Rio 

Arriba. Wm C. Hazledine, Bernalillo. Anthony Joseph, Taos. John D. Miller, Lincoln, Dona Ana and Grant. Jose Rafael Martinez, San Miguel. 
Omar?ipe Pino, Valencia. Juan C. Romero, Taos. Wm T. Thornton, Santa Fe. Anastacio Trujillo, Mora and Colfax. Severo Baca, President, San Miguel. 

[SFDNM]   

 
Jose N. Chaves  (b.NM 1863>    - of Dolores 

1870August3_census: Juan J. Chavez, laborer tot.real.estate$50, illiterate, 60y-o, born NM, resident Real de Dolores with Rosario Montoya [f] (39 illiterate NM), Merced 
Gonzales (30 illiterate NM), Francisca Gonzales (25 illiterate NM), Jose D. Chaves (18 laborer illiterate NM), Antonio Chaves (13 illiterate NM), Anastacia Chaves (12 
NM), Jose N. Chaves (7 NM) 

 
Juan Chavez    - Golden 
1865April26; E.W. Eaton, Jose Archibeque, Nicolas Chaves, Juan Chaves, una veta de plata oro y otros minerales; el Placer de San Francisco [b.A p.34]  

1865May10; E.W. Eaton, Jose Archibeque, Juan Aranyaga, Juan Chaves, una veta de oro y otros minerales; el Placer de San Francisco [b.A p.38]  

1865July11; Juan Chavez sells to E.W. Eaton for $100 375/1500ea of Twin Pines+San Jose lodes in Placers [Locations & Mining Deeds A#15405 p53]  
1867August17; J.S. Hutchason, (remainder by J.S.H. atty>Michael Ward, Panfiro Camo, Dolores Chavez, Bernando Frere, James Patterson, Juan Chavez; 

Santa Candalaria lode gold mixed with other metals & minerals, southern slope of San Lazaro mountain [b.A p.170]  

 

Juan Chaves  (b.NM 1860>    - of Bonanza City 
1880June4_census: Juan Chaves, miner, 20y-o, married, illiterate, born NM [NM NM], resident of Los Cerrillos “Bonanza City and immediate Neighborhood” solo 
 
Juan Chavez    - son of Ezequiel Chavez;  Galisteo 
1898February3; In the matter of the killing of Ezequiel Chavez by Librado Valencia, at Galisteo, on Sunday night, exclusively reported in the New 

Mexican on Monday, the verdict of the coroner’s jury was that of justifiable homicide. ¶ At the same time Justice Jose Manuel Sandoval, of Canoncito, 

before whom the inquest was held, decided to place Valencia under $1,000 bonds to appear before the grand jury. The required bond was promptly 
given and Valencia was released. ¶ Valencia came to Santa Fe this morning and immediately began peace proceedings against Juan Chavez, son of the 

deceased, before Justice Garcia. Upon a showing that the young man named had made threats against the life of Valencia, a warrant for his arrest was 

placed in the hands of Constable Cosme Salas and Juan Chavez will immediately be brought to this city and placed under bonds to keep the peace. 
[SFNM] 

 

Juan Chavez  (b.NM Jun1851)    - wife is Lorenza Chavez (b.NM Aug1865);  of Cerrillos 

1900June1-2_census: Juan Chavez, day laborer, married 13yrs, born 6-51 NM [NM NM], no write noEnglish, resident Cerrillos (Town), own house free with wife Lorenza (8-
65 illiterate noEnglish 7child/4living NM [NM NM]); 2son Jacobo (2-91 NM) Ignacio (6-93 NM), 2dau Clara (5-95 NM) Guadalupe (3-98 NM) 

 
Juan Chavez    - wife is Vicenta Lujan de Chavez;  Madrid 
1901December2; At Madrid on Saturday, Juan Chavez and Vicente Lujan were married by Justice of the Peace Gus J. Johnson. The witnesses were Casimo 

Chavez and Predicando Nieto. [SFNM] 

 

Juan Chavez  (b.NM 1875>    - wife is Romilia Chavez (b.NM 1885>;  of Cerrillos 

1910April20_census: Juan Chavez, laborer farm, marriage1 12yrs, 35y-o born NM [NM NM], resident Cerrillos renting with wife Romilia (25y-o marriage1 12yrs 6child/3living 
illiterate noEnglish NM [NM NM]); 2dau Librada (10 noEnglish NM) Manuelita (4 NM), son Manuelito (2mos NM) 

 
Juan Chavez  (b.NM 1886, 1890>    - wife is Catalina Chavez (b.NM 1889, 1894>;  of Galisteo 
1930_census: Juan Chavez, 40y-o, pct.8 Galisteo, Catalina Chavez, 36y-o 
1940May29_census ED 25-25 Galisteo sheet 2B; enumerator Manuel C. Martinez; Juan Chavez, owns house value $75, 54, education 0, b.NM, living in ’35 same house, at 

work 42 hrs in week, Sheepherder Farm, 52 wks worked in 1939, wages $300; Catalina Chavez, 51, wife, education 0, b.NM, Houseworker, no wages. 
 
Juan Chaves y Romero    - Galisteo 
1881March26; The following is a list of the taxpayers of Santa Fe county, taken from the tax books, and it therefore comprises all the names of the legal 

voters of the county. Galisteo, Precinct No.8. Anaya Jose, Chaves Jose le Cruz, Chaves Luciano, Chaves Jose, Chaves y Ro. Juan, Davis Sylvester, Gallegos y Fer’dez, 

Leyba Francisco, Lebya Demetreo, Madril Leon, Madril Pedro, Ortiz Jose Antonio, Ortiz Juan, Pino Nicolas, Pino Ambrosie, Pino Herman, Peña Fernando, Sandoval Jose 

M’l, Sandoval Jil, Sandoval Jose Ma., Sena Agapito, Silva Juan Jose.. [SFDNM]   
 
Juan A. Chávez    - wife is Aurelia S. Chávez 
1922June5; marriage @ Iglesia de Nuestra Señora de Guadalupe de Peña Blanca; Abel Antonio García, 21 y-o, son of Antonio A. García and of Magdalena Gonzáles, with 

Erminia Dimas, 19 y-o, dau of the deceased Manuel Dimas and of the deceased Concepción Sánchez from Domingo. Padrinos, Juan A. Chávez and Aurelia S. Chávez. 
[Microfilm LDS 016-865 p.361] 

 
Juan Antonio Chavez    - Golden 
1881March26; The following is a list of the taxpayers of Santa Fe county, taken from the tax books, and it therefore comprises all the names of the legal 

voters of the county. Placers, Precinct No.7. Chaves, Juan A., Nieto Abau, Montoya Guadalupe, Pando Pablo. [SFDNM]   
1882June25; Amount of Property Owned By the Residents of Santa Fe County. April 14, 1882. Chaves, Juan Antonio _ 7?5 00 [SFDNM]   

1883September5; Town Plat of the Town of Golden… has been laid out on the old Town site of Real Del San Francisco… I, J.M. Talbott do hereby certify that the within 
Town plat has been property staked out according to law. Given under my hand this 5th day of Sept 1883 J.M. Talbott Surveyor. B.H. Talbott, J.H. King, R.W. Webb, J.M. 
Talbott, A.N. Randall, S.H. King, John T. Kelley, James H. Cheves, George Chison, Richard Gibbin, Charles W. Gates. Leon Caron, Patrick Cullen, James Harris, 
Fracisco Aranda, Eulogio Aranda, S.B. Harges, Pablo Aranda, John Saloman, Antonio Nieto, Fillipi Garcier, W.O. Bennett, Juan Anto Chavez, Tettie M. Emmett, W.G. 
Griffin. b.L Deeds p.469. [BHenderson Abstract of Title No.1 30Sep1983] 

Plat of the Town of Golden. Plat is hand titled J.H. Clarke. – Block 15 – Main St, 5th, 6th, Hargus St; Lot1 Juan A. Cahves 60’x150’; Lot2 Antonio Nieto 280’x150’; Lot3 S.C. 
White 150’x150’. [BHenderson Abstract of Title Supplemental No.3456, v.IV, 30Sep1983] 



1894June13; Juan Antonio Chavez, of San Pedro, is in the city to-day and states that Jose Manuel Baca, of Bernalillo county, to whom last year he let out 

900 sheep on shares, has disappeared, taking with him all the sheep. He last heard of them in May one year ago when they were grazing near San 
Pedro. [SFDNM] 

1898January28; Corporate Powers Sought. Numerous Residents of Golden and Dolores Have Petitioned the District Court to Be Clothed with Corporate 

Authority Over Their Respective Towns. ¶ C.H. Gildersleeve, clerk of the District court, has caused notices to be printed and posted saying that on the 
23d day of January, 1898, there was filed in his office a petition signed by the following residents of Golden in south Santa Fe county: R.M. Carley, S.C. 

Wright, Geo S. Morrison, John B. Hart, T.T. White, Pablo Aranda, Elogio Aranda, Manuel Aranda, Juan Antiono Chaves and Cornelio Montoya. …A 

notice, similar to the foregoing, signed by Daniel F. Taylor, Michael Lucero, Hilario Branch, Francisco Aranago, Frank Romero, J.B. Nieto, Joseph 
Egan, W.W. Atchison, Jose Archibeque, Cleto Tafoya, Ginio Lucero, T.E. Carey, of Dolores; J.A. Chaves, of Golden; E. Perron, of San Pedro, and Chas 

Closson, of Cerrillos, has also been printed and posted, asking for an order of the court creating the petitioners and their associates and successors a body 

politic and corporate under the name of The Town of Dolores, while the power to exercise corporate authority over the town or community of Real de 
Dolores del Oro. This application will also be heard by the district judge on March 28, 1898. [SFNM] 

1898January28; Corporate Powers Sought. Numerous Residents of Golden and Dolores Have Petitioned the District Court to Be Clothed with Corporate 

Authority Over Their Respective Towns. ¶ C.H. Gildersleeve, clerk of the District court, has caused notices to be printed and posted saying that on the 
23d day of January, 1898, there was filed in his office a petition signed by the following residents of Golden in south Santa Fe county: R.M. Carley, S.C. 

Wright, Geo S. Morrison, John B. Hart, T.T. White, Pablo Aranda, Elogio Aranda, Manuel Aranda, Juan Antiono Chaves and Cornelio Montoya. …A 

notice, similar to the foregoing, signed by Daniel F. Taylor, Michael Lucero, Hilario Branch, Francisco Aranago, Frank Romero, J.B. Nieto, Joseph 
Egan, W.W. Atchison, Jose Archibeque, Cleto Tafoya, Ginio Lucero, T.E. Carey, of Dolores; J.A. Chaves, of Golden; E. Perron, of San Pedro, and Chas 

Closson, of Cerrillos, has also been printed and posted, asking for an order of the court creating the petitioners and their associates and successors a body 

politic and corporate under the name of The Town of Dolores, while the power to exercise corporate authority over the town or community of Real de 

Dolores del Oro. This application will also be heard by the district judge on March 28, 1898. [SFNM] 

1902November; Plat of the Town of Golden, Hiram T. Brown – Owner; J.A. Chavez; Block 15, Lot 1-2 [B.Henderson 2010] 
 
Juan Antonio Chávez  <b.1884>    - wife is Petra Sánchez <b.1900>;  Bernalillo, Golden 
1919October14; marriage @ Iglesia de Nuestra Señora de Guadalupe de Peña Blanca; Juan Antonio Chávez from Bernalillo, single, 35 y-o, son of Estanislao Chavez and 

of Miguelita Diego, both deceased, with Petra Sánchez from Golden, single, 19 y-o, dau of Luis Sánchez and of Refugio Luján. Padrinos, Victor Salazar and Josefita M. 
Salazar. [Microfilm LDS 016-865 p.341] 

 

Juan J. Chavez  (b.NM 1810>    -  Dolores 

1870August3_census: Juan J. Chavez, laborer totRealEstate$50, illiterate, 60y-o, born NM, resident Real de Dolores with Rosario Montoya [f] (39 illiterate NM), Merced 
Gonzales (30 illiterate NM), Francisca Gonzales (25 illiterate NM), Jose D. Chaves (18 laborer illiterate NM), Antonio Chaves (13 illiterate, at home, NM), Anastacia 
Chaves (12 illiterate, at home, NM), Jose N. Chaves (7 NM) 

 
Juan J. Chaves  (b.NM 1844>    - of Dolores 
1880June15-16_census: Jose Antonio Chaves, farmer, married, illiterate, 54y-o, born NM [NM NM], resident Placer de Dolores with wife Maria Juana (43 keeping house, 

married, illiterate NM [NM NM]), son Ramon Chaves (15 laborer single NM [NM NM]), stepdau Francisca Martin (25 keeping house, divorced, illiterate NM [NM NM]), 
gson Jose Montoya (7 at home, single NM); boarder Juan J. Chaves (36 laborer widower illiterate NM [NM NM]) 

1898December12; At the Bon Ton: Amos W. Johnson, Waldo; C.C. Burnett, Madrid; Juan J. Chavez, Rowe; Charles Burns, Rico... [SFNM]   

 

Juan Jose Chavez  (b.NM 1826>    - of StaFe 

1850October14_census: Juan Jose Chavez, gold digger, 24y-o, born NM, illiterate, resident Santa Fe – in same habitation with Rafael Chavez, gold digger, 66y-o, born NM, 
illiterate, Isabela Chavez, 56y-o, Maria Velina Chavez, 5y-o, Pablo Chavez [f], 13y-o, Maria Rosa Chavez [m], 1y-o  

 
Juliantia Chavez  <b.1875>    - of San Pedro 
1896May29; …J.W. Akers, by his attorney, E.A. Fiske, presented a petition to Judge Laughlin, asking to be relieved from further responsibility as one of the 

bondsmen of Sheriff Cunningham. The petitioner alleged that his associates on the $7,500 bond are either insolvent or not possessed of property from 
which the amounts set opposite their names could be recovered, and that observations of the sheriff’s personal and official conduct have awakened 

apprehension in his (the petitioner’s mind) that he might suffer financial loss by longer continuing on the official bond of said sheriff. Hence he prays, 

etc. ¶ Judge Laughlin granted the prayer of the petitioner, released him from the bond mentioned and required the sheriff to file a new bond. ¶ Sheriff 
Cunningham has since filed a new bond with the following named sureties, holden for the amounts set opposite to their respective names: ¶ Teodoro 

Martinez, $1,500; Pablo Martinez, $500; Peter M. Dolan, $1,000; Eugenio Sena, $500; George Anton, $500; Juliana Vigil de Chaves, $1,000; Jose R. 

Martinez, $2,000; J.S. Candelario, $1,000. ¶ This bond was approved by Judge Laughlin. [SFDNM] 

1930_census: Juliantia Chavez, 55y-o, pct.20 San Pedro 
 
Julio Chavez  (b.NM 1815, 1820>    - wife is Pelegrina Chavez (b.NM 1817, 1822, 1824>;  of Cienega 
1860August3_census: Julio Chavez, laborer, 40y-o, born NM, resident La Cienega – in same habitation with Peregrina Chaves, 43y-o, born NM, Pedro Lopez, laborer, 19y-

o, b.NM, persValue$20, Felipa Chavez, 12y-o  
1870August5_census: Julio Chavez, farm laborer, 50y-o, b.NM, resident Cienega pct.6 in same habitation with Pelegrina Chavez, 48y-o, b.NM, Juliana Chavez, 99y-o[?9], 

b.NM 
1880June11_census: Julio Chavez, 65y-o, agriculturalist, married, born NM [NM NM], resident of “Los Palacios Gulch, North and N.E. Sides of La Cieneguilla” with wife 

Pelegrina (56 keeping home, married NM [NM NM]), boarder Pedro Lopez (38 cannot work, 12mos unempl 1880, Insane since 1872, Mania of com??ing Iron in silver 
coin, illiterate NM [NM NM]) 

 
Justo Chavez  (b.NM 1910>    - of San Pedro 
1940April25_census ED 25-40 San Pedro sheet 1B; enumerator Cecil F. Northam; David Chavez, owns house value $400, farm, 57, education 7, b.NM, living in ’35 same 

house, at work 48 hrs in week, Farmer Farm, working on own account, 52 wks worked in 1939, wages 0, received $50 or more from income other than wages; Petronlia 
Chavez, 59, wife, education 3, b.NM, living in ’35 same house, Houseworker, unpaid family worker, no wages; Aurora Chavez, 35, dau, single, education 8, b.NM, living 
in ’35 same house, at work 24 hrs in week, Janitor Public school, 36 wks worked in 1939, wages $135; Justo Chavez, 30, son, single, education 4, b.NM, living in ’35 
same house, at work 42 hrs in week, Laborer Copper mine, 4 wks worked in 1939, wages $62; Bences Chavez, 26, son, single, education 6, b.NM, living in ’35 same 
house, at work 48 hrs in week, helper family farm, working on own account, 52 wks worked in 1939, no wages; Victor Chavez, 18, son, single, education 7, b.NM, living 



in ’35 same house, at work 48 hrs in week, helper family farm, working on own account, 52 wks worked in 1939, no wages; Manuel Chavez, 16, son, in school, education 
H-2, b.NM, living in ’35 same house, at school, no wages; Sesarita Chavez, 12, dau, in school, education 5, b.NM, living in ’35 same house; Edvuigen Chavez, 9, dau, in 
school, education 4, b.NM, living in ’35 same house; Aladino Chavez, 6, son, in school, education 1, b.NM, living in ’35 same house. 

 
L. Chavez    - Cerrillos 
1902February19; Exchange: O.L. Merrill, L. Chavez, Cerrillos... [SFNM] 

 
Leandro C. Chavez  <b.1919>    - of Lamy 
1930_census: Leandro C. Chavez, 11y-o, pct.12 Lamy 
 
Lucas Chavez  (b.NM 1903>    - of Cerrillos 
1920January5_census: Magarito Chavez, shoemaker working on own acct, widower, 29y-o, born NM [NM NM], resident Cerrillos, renting with dau Eutimia (15 student single 

NM [NM NM]), 3son Lucas (17 student single NM [NM NM]), Cacerio (9 NM [NM NM]), Placido (8 student NM [NM NM]) – adjacent habitation renting family#1 Tomicita 
Chavez 

 
Luciano Chaves  (b.NM 1840  d.1912>    - wife is Ruperta Chavez (b.NM 1848> OR Josefa Chaves (b.NM 1842>;  of Galisteo 

1870August1_census: Luciano Chavez, farm laborer, 30y-o, born NM, resident Galisteo pct.8 in same habitation with Ruperta Chavez, 22y-o, b.NM, Jose D. Chavez, 19y-o, 
b.NM 

1870August2_census: Luciano Chaves, farm laborer, 30y-o, born NM, resident Galisteo pct.8 in same habitation with Josefa Chaves, 28y-o, b.NM, Francisca Chaves, 13y-o, 
b.NM, Teofila Chaves, 8y-o, b.NM, Toribia Chaves, 7y-o, b.NM, Pedro Chaves, 6y-o, b.NM, Bernardino Chaves, 3y-o, b.NM, Quilatano Chaves, 2y-o, b.NM 

1881March26; The following is a list of the taxpayers of Santa Fe county, taken from the tax books, and it therefore comprises all the names of the legal 

voters of the county. Galisteo, Precinct No.8. Anaya Jose, Chaves Jose le Cruz, Chaves Luciano, Chaves Jose, Chaves y Ro. Juan, Davis Sylvester, Gallegos y Fer’dez, 

Leyba Francisco, Lebya Demetreo, Madril Leon, Madril Pedro, Ortiz Jose Antonio, Ortiz Juan, Pino Nicolas, Pino Ambrosie, Pino Herman, Peña Fernando, Sandoval Jose 

M’l, Sandoval Jil, Sandoval Jose Ma., Sena Agapito, Silva Juan Jose.. [SFDNM]   
1882June25; Amount of Property Owned By the Residents of Santa Fe County. April 14, 1882. Chaves, Luciano _ 3,4?5 00 [SFDNM]   

1898June17; At the Bon-Ton: Luciano Chaves, D. Leyba, Galisteo… [SFNM]   

1902February19; In chambers today Judge McFie heard the case of Mrs. A.M. Bergere and children vs. Luciano Chaves et al, a suit in ejectment. The lands 
involved are situated near Galisteo, southern Santa Fe county. [SFNM] 

1909April; …Pankey filed suit against Antonio [Jose] Ortiz, [Jose] Antonio Anaya, Juan Jose Silva, Apolonio Chavez, Luciano Chavez, Sylvester Davis, Juan 
Ortiz, Donisiano Angel, Jose Ortiz y Pino, Pedro Chavez, and Antonio Sandoval for quiet title to the disputed Cadillal lands. The defense contended that the 
U.S. patent to San Cristobal did not include the Cadial and other tracts and that the Cadial (3,100 varas, 50 varas each to 62 grantees -- c. 9300 feet from 
East to West; c.7500 acres according to the plaintiff) is “entirely outside the bounding lines of the Eaton Grant.” The plaintiff’s lawyer was C[harles] C. Catron, 
son of T.B. The Galistenos were defended by Frank Clancy, another Catron colleague. In the introduction to case #6470 (generally called “Benjamin Pankey 
vs. Juan Ortiz et al”) on April 30th, it was noted that “within the out-boundary lines of the said Eaton Grant…there is a certain piece, parcel and tract of land 
commonly known as the Cadillal or Cadial Tract,” originally bounded on the east by Tecubaya [sic]; on the west by La Joya; on the south by the foothills [Alto 
de la Jara] and on the north by the hills of the Canada de en Medio [the middle of the northern creston, or hogback] which said Cadial Tract was at some time 
prior to the final decree hereinbefore referred to, fenced, which said fence, through the course of time has fallen down in parts. ” [per LLippard draft MS p.129-
130; 2009] 

1912; Deaths of Antonio Ortiz 1911, Luciano Chavez 1912 and Sylvester Davis 1913.. [per LLippard draft MS p.121; 2009] 
1915; Testimony of Apolonio Chavez, son of Jose de la Cruz. Apolonio lives in Galisteo, bro of Luciano/Lucian (dead). Pedro Chaves is Luciano’s son; J. de la Cruz Chaves 

d. 13-14 yrs ago. [per LLippard draft MS p.97; 2009] 
 
Lucy Chavez    - husb is Phillip Montaño;  Golden   
1989September25; Date. Filed 20Oct1989. Quitclaim Deed. William D. Henderson and Vera R. Henderson, husband and wife, to Lucy Chavez and Mary Gonzales. b.652 p.505. [BHenderson 

Supplemental Abstract of Title No.6312-2 15Feb1990] 

 
Luís Chávez    - wife is Ursulita Nieto 
1919December31; marriage @ Iglesia de Nuestra Señora de Guadalupe de Peña Blanca; Ignacio Chávez, single, 22 y-o, son of Luís Chávez and Ursulita Nieto, deceased, 

with Toñita Montaño, single, 23 y-o, dau of José Montaño and Angelita Ramirez, deceased, from San Pedro. Padrinos, Desiderio Candelaria and Eufelia Nieto. 
[Microfilm LDS 016-865 p.345] 

 
Lupe Chavez  (b.NM 1898>    - of Cerrillos 
1920January5_census: Tomicita Chavez, widow, illiterate noEnglish 50y-o, born NM [NM NM], resident Cerrillos, renting with son Lupe (21 laborer single NM [NM NM]) – 

adjacent habitation renting family#2 Margarito Chavez 
 
Macedonio Chavez  (b.NM 1898, 1899>    - wife is Beatrice Chavez (b.NM 1899, 1902>;  of San Pedro 
Bro of Sisto Chavez, Ignacio Chavez, Agustin Chavez [BArmijo 23Jul2011] 
1920sDecember-January; Joe T. Black store ledger, accounts, p.106, San Pedro; Felis Chavez, Masedonio Chavez, Ignacio Chavez, Daniel Chavez, Roman Chavez, 

Augustin Chavez, Carlos Espinosa. [Eddy Black 2011]  
1930_census: Macedonio Chavez, 31y-o, pct.20 San Pedro, Beatrice Chavez, 31y-o, Macedonio Chavez, Jr. 3y-o 
1940April26_census ED 25-40 San Pedro sheet 2B; enumerator Cecil F. Northam; Macedonio Chavez, owns house value $1,000, farm, 42, education 4, b.NM, living in ’35 

same house, at work 40 hrs in week, Farmer Farm, working on own account, 52 wks worked in 1939, wages 0, received $50 or more from income other than wages; 
Beatrice Chavez, 38, wife, education H-4, b.NM, living in ’35 same house, Houseworker, unpaid family worker, no wages; Macedonio Chavez Jr., 10, son, in school, 
education 4, b.NM, living in ’35 same house; Sisto Chaves, 36, bro, single, education 3, b.NM, living in ’35 same house, at work, Farmer helper, unpaid family worker, 52 
wks worked in 1939, wages 0, received $50 or more from income other than wages, Fa b.NM Mo b.NM, language at home Spanish, has SSAN, usual occupation 
Farming Farm. 

1945February28; District Chairmen, Aides Named for Red Cross Drive; ..  Lamy, Mrs. R.I. Creed, chairman; Cow Springs, Mrs. Ed Young; Stanley, Joe J. Landon; 
Edgewood, Roy Bassett; Cedar Grove, Mrs. Macedonio Chavez; Cerrillos, Diego de Vargas; Galisteo, Josephine Rael; Glorieta, Mrs. R.E. Robinson; Madrid, Oscar 
Huber. [SFNM] 

 

Manuel Chavez  (b.NM 1800>    - wife is Maria Teodoro Chavez <b.1810>;  of StaFe 



1850October18_census: Manuel Chavez, gold digger, 50y-o, born NM, illiterate, valueRealEstateowned$115, resident Santa Fe – in same habitation with Maria Teodoro 
Chavez [f], 40y-o, Jose Francisco Chavez, laborer, 28y-o, Anto Leverino Chavez  <b.1823> (27y-o, gold digger, illiterate, NM), Guadalupe Chavez [f], 17y-o, Vivian 
Chavez  <b.1834> (16y-o, gold digger, NM), Maria Rosario Chavez [f], 15y-o, Blas Chavez [m], 10y-o, Maria Isadora Chavez, 9y-o, Manuel Chavez, 4y-o, Rosalia 
Chavez, 7mos 

 
Manuel Chavez  (b.NM 1815>    - of Dolores 
1860August27_census: Juan Ortiz, farmer totRealEstate$1400 tot.pers.value$12,300, illiterate, 42y-o, born NM, resident Real de Dolores with Paula (33 illiterate NM), 

Antonio Jose Ortiz <b.1846>(14 NM), Gayetano [f] (12 NM), Luz (10 NM),Juan (8 NM), Josefa (6 NM), Susano (4 NM), Guadalupe Tafolla (30 servant illiterate NM), 
Feliciano Tafolla (2 NM), Ramon Ortega (40 servant illiterate Mexico), Agapilo Lujan (23 servant illiterate NM), Manial Chavez (45 servant NM), Anausio? Montoya (13 
NM) 

 

Manuel Chavez  (b.NM 1820>    - wife is Francisca Garcia <b.1826>;  of StaFe 

1850October15_census: Manuel Chavez, gold digger, 30y-o, born NM, illiterate, resident Santa Fe – in same habitation with Francisca Garcia, 24y-o 
 
Manuel Chaves    - Los Tanos, San Mateo  <same as following? 
1874December26; Among the arrivals in town we note, Hon. J.F. Chaves of Los Pinos, Roman Baca of San Mateo, Manuel Chaves of Los Tanos, Jesus 

Perea and Mariano Perea of Bernalillo. [SFDNM] 

1882September17; Don Roman A. Baca and Col. Manuel Chaves arrived yesterday from San Mateo, and will remain in town several days. [SFDNM] 

 
Manuel Chavez    - Galisteo, Lamy 

1897January12; At the Bon Ton: Manuel Chavez, Librado Valencia, Juan F. Sandoval, Galisteo; Isidro Lopez, Lamy; George McMurray, Martin Wells, 

Cerrillos... [SFDNM] 
1897January13; At the Bon Ton: Davis Mora, Galisteo; Fidel Leyba, Cerafin Leyba, Galisteo; O.V. Phillips, Cerrillos; Manuel Chavez, Lamy... [SFDNM] 

 
Manuel Chaves    - San Mateo 

1897April26; Manuel Chaves, brother of Hon. Amado Chaves, is confined to his bed, at San Mateo, by serious illness. [SFDNM] 

 
Manuel Chavez  (b.NM Jul1896)    - of Waldo 

1900June15_census: Pablo Chavez, RR laborer 4mos.unempl, married 19yrs, noEnglish, born 1-61 NM [NM NM], resident Waldo village own home free with wife Elizana 
(11-63 8child/5living illiterate noEnglish NM [NM NM]) 2son Felipe (4-93 NM) Manuel (7-96 NM) 2dau Inez (5-84 single noEnglish NM [NM NM]) Polonia (4-99 NM) 

 
Manuel Chavez  <b.1918>    - Ball Ranch 
2011June4; Chavez's great grandfather was the [Ball] ranch foreman at a time when it included some 45,000 acres and stretched east to Clines Corners. Steve Chavez's 

grandfather and great uncle were ranch hands here, and his father was born on what was then part of the ranch. ¶ Manuel Chavez, Steve's great uncle, worked on the 
ranch herding sheep until he was 15, but left for better-paying work. He returned occasionally to help with calving and branding, Chavez says. ¶ Still, the love of the land 
lingers, and Manuel Chavez hopes Steve Chavez <b.1970> will get cattle on the ranch and allow him to help. ¶ At 83, Manuel Chavez said his memory is fuzzy about his 
time on the ranch, but he remembers that the work was hard. ¶ Now, he said, he's thrilled that Steve is the owner. "I'm glad one of our family had the ability to do 
something like that," he says. [SFNM] 

 
Marcus Chavez    - Socorro & Lamy 

On 1/24/1898, the New Mexican reported that “C.S.Onderdonk of Philadelphia, representing a company of Philadelphia capitalists interested in the tanning of hides, has 
leased the Canada de los Alamos grant in Santa Fe County for the purpose of using it as a goat pasture,” with headquarters at Lamy Junction. In 1901 the Onderdonk 
Live Stock Co. bought both the Canada de los Alamos and Lamy grants and ran cattle, sheep and goats there. The owner, Frank C. Teal, dissolved the company and 
acquired the land – c. 27,000-28,615 acres – as personal property. Marcus Chavez (from Socorro) was Teal’s foreman on Onderdonk Live Stock Co. The company was 
managed by Harold Gage, who was also warden at the prison and owned the Legal Tender building in Lamy. In 1910-12, he (Gage? Teal? ) had a charcoal-making 
business; coke ovens above Lamy? [per LLippard draft MS p.151-152; 2009] 

 
Margarito Chaves  (b.NM 1857, 1859>    - of Galisteo & StaFe 

1870August1_census: Antonio C. Sandoval, farm laborer, 50y-o, born NM, RealValue$100 PersValue$100, resident Galisteo pct.8 in same habitation with Ricardo Chaves, 
19y-o, b.NM, Romulo Chaves, 16y-o, b.NM, Margarito Chaves, 11y-o, b.NM, Cornelia Chaves, 22y-o, b.NM, Patricio Chaves, 4y-o, b.NM, Bernardo Chaves, 13y-o, 
b.NM 

1909January7: At the meeting of the county commissioners Monday, the following road overseers were appointed: Seferino Alarid of Santa Fe, Margarito Chaves 
of Galisteo, Jose Albino Montoya of San Ildefonso. [SFNM 100yrs] 

1930_census: Margarito Chavez, 73y-o, pct.29 
 

Magarito Chavez  (b.NM 1891>    - of Cerrillos 

1898December12; Matias Sandoval, J.I. Santillones and Magarito Chavez, of Lamy, are in the city on court business. They register at the Bon Ton. – At the 

Bon Ton: Matias Sandoval, J.I. Santistevan, Margarito Chavez, Henry Garland, Jr., Lamy… [SFNM]   

1920January5_census: Magarito Chavez, shoemaker working on own acct, widower, 29y-o, born NM [NM NM], resident Cerrillos, renting with dau Eutimia (15 student single 
NM [NM NM]), 3son Lucas (17 student single NM [NM NM]), Cacerio (9 NM [NM NM]), Placido (8 student NM [NM NM]) – adjacent habitation renting family#1 Tomicita 
Chavez 

 
Max Chavez 

Silver Silica; Max Chavez, 120 Oro Quay Rd., Sandia Park, NM 87047, (505) 286-0027, Type of Operation: Surface Mine, Status: Active Mining, MSHA 

Number: 2901161, Location: SE/4 Sec 23 T12N R7E, USGS Quad: Golden, Mineral Estate: Federal; BLM; 435 Montano Rd NE, Albuquerque, NM, 
Surface Estate: Same [NM Mines, Mills & Quarries 2001] 

 

Mercedes Chavez de Gabaldon  (d.8Jan1923) 
1923January8; Mercedes Chavez de Gabaldon died. [Santiago Urban’s Journal per Marcia Urban] 
 



Miguel Chaves  (b.NM 1820>    - of Galisteo 

1870August1_census: Miguel Chaves, farm laborer, 50y-o, born NM, resident Galisteo pct.8 in same habitation with Rosita Chaves, 14y-o, b.NM 
1915July13; Testimony of Anastacio Sandoval; b.1840, lives in San Miguel county, 75 yrs old, born and raised at Galisteo, lived there until 61-62 yrs old. Recites land at 

Cadial was allotted 1848-51 to: Rafael Baldonado, Jose de la Cruz Chavez, Miguel Chavez, Vicente Roybal, Francisco Sandoval, Bartolo Lovato, Miguel Antonio Lovato, 
Antonio Chavez y Sandoval, Juaquin Chavez, Ramon Chavez, Miguel Rodriguez, Antonio Chavez Alire, Francisco Chavez, Juan Lovato, Luis Sais, Matias Alarid, 
Marcenlio Ortiz, Francisco Baca y Terrus, Manuel Baca y Delgado, Vicente Lopez, Jose Gonzales, Pablo Gonzales, Jesus Maria Lopez (he forgets who else). [per 
LLippard draft MS p.103, 104; 2009] 

 
Miguel Chavez  (b.NM 1856>    - of Galisteo 
1870August1_census: Felipe Chavez, farm laborer, 42y-o, born NM, RealValue$400, resident Galisteo pct.8 in same habitation with Francisca Chavez, 30y-o, b.NM, Manuel 

Chavez, 14y-o, b.NM, Esequio Chavez, 12y-o, b.NM, Timotea Chavez, 8y-o, b.NM, Librada Chavez, 6y-o, b.NM 
 
Miguel Chavez    - Park View, Rio Arriba co. 
1909August17: Mr. and Mrs. Miguel Chavez are here from Park View, Rio Arriba County, and will remain here for a while. Mr. Chavez is building a number of fine, 

new, modern cottages in this city and has extensive plans for the future of the old city in whose growth and progress he has great faith. [SFNM 100yrs] 

 
Nicolas Chavez   (b.NM 1826>    - wife is Altagracia Chavez (b.NM 1840>;  Golden & Galisteo 
1865April26; E.W. Eaton, Jose Archibeque, Sylvester Davis, Nicolas Chavez, una veta de oro y otros minerales; el Placer de San Francisco [b.A p.32]  
1865April26; E.W. Eaton, Jose Archibeque, Nicolas Chaves, Juan Chaves, una veta de plata oro y otros minerales; el Placer de San Francisco [b.A p.34]  

1865May1, Sylvester Davis, Jose Archiveque, Juan Arrañaga, Nicolas Chavez, una veta de oro y otros minerals – en las sierra de San Isidro [b.A p.24] 

1865May1; Sylvester Davis, Jose Archiveque, Juan Arañaga, Nicolas Chavez, una veta de plata y otros metales; el Placer de San Francisco [b.A p.25]  
1865May1; E.W. Eaton, Jose Archiveque, Nicolas Chavez, Juan Arañaga, un placer de oro suelto en la tierra y veta de oro y otros minerals; el Placer de San 

Francisco [b.A p.26]  

1865May10; E.W. Eaton, Jose Archibeque, Juan Aranyaga, Nicolas Chavez, una veta de oro y otros minerales; el Placer de San Francisco [b.A p.33]  
1865May10; E.W. Eaton, Jose Archibeque, Juan Aranyaga, Nicolas C, una veta de plata oro y otros minerales; el Placer de San Francisco [b.A p.35]  

1865July7; Nicolas Chavez sells to E.W. Eaton for $100 375/1500ea of Twin Pines lode, Davis lode, Calarado lode, San Nestor lode, Bonancity Placer free gold digging, 
Rica lode, Cuata lode, San Francisco lode [Locations & Mining Deeds A#15405 p.54]  

1870August1_census: Nicolas Chavez, farm laborer, 44y-o, born NM, resident Galisteo pct.8 in same habitation with Altagracia Chavez, 30y-o, b.NM 
1882October8; [Republican County Committee] Precinct No.1 – Jesus Ma Ortiz. Precinct No.2 – Manuel Romero. Precinct No.3 – Wm H. Manderfield, 

Ramon Sena y Garcia. Precinct No.4 – Antonio Ortiz y Salazar, J.B. Ortiz. Precinct No.5 – Julio Giron. Precinct No.6 – Francisco Romero. Precinct 

No.7 – Dolores Sandoval. Precinct No.8 – Nicolas Chaves. Precinct No.9 – Cristino Montoya. Precinct No.10 – John L. Jenks. Precinct No.11 – R.W. 

Webb. Precinct No.12 – W.H. Nesbett. Precinct No.13 – Tomas Gurule. [SFDNM] 

 
Pablo Chavez  (b.NM 1847>    - of Dolores 

1860August27_census: Rafael Chavez, miner totRealEstate$50 tot.pers.value$20, illiterate, 60y-o, born NM, resident Real de Dolores with Ysabel (60 illiterate NM), Pablo 
(13 NM), Damacia (5 NM), Rosa Vigalba (25 illiterate NM), Jose Urban Vigalba (1 NM), Francisca Chavez (40 illiterate NM) 

 

Pablo Chavez (b.NM Jun1861)    - wife is Elizana Chavez (b.NM Nov1863);  of Waldo 
1900June15_census: Pablo Chavez, RR laborer 4mos.unempl, married 19yrs, noEnglish, born 1-61 NM [NM NM], resident Waldo village own home free with wife Elizana 

(11-63 8child/5living illiterate noEnglish NM [NM NM]) 2son Felipe (4-93 NM) Manuel (7-96 NM) 2dau Inez (5-84 single noEnglish NM [NM NM]) Polonia (4-99 NM) 
 
Pablo Chavez 

1882February2; The District Court of the First judicial district and the Territorial court will convene in this city on Monday the sixth instant. The jurors 

have been selected and are as follows; District Court. Petit Jurors, …Pablo Chaves… [SFDNM] 
1894December17; The grand jury… from Santa Fe county; Pablo Chavez. [SFDNM] 

 
Pablo Chavez  (b.NM Jan1870>    - of Galisteo 
1870August2_census: Gregorio Chaves, farm laborer, 27y-o, born NM, resident Galisteo pct.8 in same habitation with Estefana Chaves, 22y-o, b.NM, Pablo Chaves, 5mos, 

b.NM 
 
Pancracio Chávez  (b.NM 1895, 1894>    - wife is Irenea García (b.NM 1896>;  of Madrid 
1919January26; marriage @ Iglesia de Nuestra Señora de Guadalupe de Peña Blanca; Pancracio Chávez 25 y-o, son of Luis Chávez and of Dorothea Ortiz, both deceased, 

with Irenea García 23 y-o, dau of Antonio García, deceased, and Bersabé Montoya, from Madrid. Padrinos, Luciano Baldonado and Dolores García. The couple had 
been married by a Civil Judge on the 5th of November of 1917. [Microfilm LDS 016-865 p.334] 

1920January10_census: Madrid building 29; Pancriso Chavez, miner A&CCC, 24y-o, b.NM; wife, Erema, 23 y-o, b.NM. <same house as Ramon Garcia, Romon Montes.] 
 
Patricio Chaves  (b.NM 1866>    - of Galisteo 

1870August1_census: Antonio C. Sandoval, farm laborer, 50y-o, born NM, RealValue$100 PersValue$100, resident Galisteo pct.8 in same habitation with Ricardo Chaves, 
19y-o, b.NM, Romulo Chaves, 16y-o, b.NM, Margarito Chaves, 11y-o, b.NM, Cornelia Chaves, 22y-o, b.NM, Patricio Chaves, 4y-o, b.NM, Bernardo Chaves, 13y-o, 
b.NM 

 
Paulita Chavez  (b.NM 1856>    - of Golden 
1920January16_census: Golden Village house 1; Paulita Chavez, boarding home, 64 y-o, owns farm, widow, b.NM; Harry Goldsmith, farmer Hide buyer working on own 

account, boarder, 33, b.Austria, immig.1915, son, Felipe Montaya, Barker maker helper, 32, married, b.NM, dau, Petra Montoya, should not of been taken here lines no, 
30, b.NM.  

 

Pedro Chavez  (b.NM 1838>    - wife is Josefa Chavez (b.NM 1859>;  of Cerrillos 
1880June19_census: Pedro Chavez, farm laborer, 42y-o, married, illiterate, born NM [NM NM], “Isolated persons not previously met with. Clear Spring City and Environs of 

the Smelting Works at Los Cerrillos Station” with wife Josefa (21 keeping home, married, illiterate NM [NM NM]), dau Juanita (4mosJan single NM [NM NM]) 
 



Pedro Chavez  (b.NM 1864>    - of Galisteo 
1870August2_census: Luciano Chaves, farm laborer, 30y-o, born NM, resident Galisteo pct.8 in same habitation with Josefa Chaves, 28y-o, b.NM, Francisca Chaves, 13y-o, 

b.NM, Teofila Chaves, 8y-o, b.NM, Toribia Chaves, 7y-o, b.NM, Pedro Chaves, 6y-o, b.NM, Bernardino Chaves, 3y-o, b.NM, Quilatano Chaves, 2y-o, b.NM 
1909April; …Pankey filed suit against Antonio [Jose] Ortiz, [Jose] Antonio Anaya, Juan Jose Silva, Apolonio Chavez, Luciano Chavez, Sylvester Davis, Juan 

Ortiz, Donisiano Angel, Jose Ortiz y Pino, Pedro Chavez, and Antonio Sandoval for quiet title to the disputed Cadillal lands. The defense contended that the 
U.S. patent to San Cristobal did not include the Cadial and other tracts and that the Cadial (3,100 varas, 50 varas each to 62 grantees -- c. 9300 feet from 
East to West; c.7500 acres according to the plaintiff) is “entirely outside the bounding lines of the Eaton Grant.” The plaintiff’s lawyer was C[harles] C. Catron, 
son of T.B. The Galistenos were defended by Frank Clancy, another Catron colleague. In the introduction to case #6470 (generally called “Benjamin Pankey 
vs. Juan Ortiz et al”) on April 30th, it was noted that “within the out-boundary lines of the said Eaton Grant…there is a certain piece, parcel and tract of land 
commonly known as the Cadillal or Cadial Tract,” originally bounded on the east by Tecubaya [sic]; on the west by La Joya; on the south by the foothills [Alto 
de la Jara] and on the north by the hills of the Canada de en Medio [the middle of the northern creston, or hogback] which said Cadial Tract was at some time 
prior to the final decree hereinbefore referred to, fenced, which said fence, through the course of time has fallen down in parts. ” [per LLippard draft MS p.129-
130; 2009] 

1915; Testimony of Apolonio Chavez, son of Jose de la Cruz. Apolonio lives in Galisteo, bro of Luciano/Lucian (dead). Pedro Chaves is Luciano’s son; J. de la Cruz Chaves 
d. 13-14 yrs ago. [per LLippard draft MS p.97; 2009] 

 
Pedro Chávez  (b.NM 1880>    - wife is Camila Salas de Chavez (b.NM 1897>;  Madrid 
1920January9_census: Madrid building 20; Pedro Chavez, miner A&CCC, 40y-o, b.NM, wife, Carmelita, 23 y-o, b.NM; dau, Efonsnia, 17. <same house as Luis Dimas] 
1920November3; marriage @ Iglesia de Nuestra Señora de Guadalupe de Peña Blanca; Noah Watson, single, 23 y-o, son of Geo Watson and Nazaria Aragón, with 

Enfrosina Chávez, single, 17 y-o, dau of Pedro Chávez and Camila Salas, from Madrid. Padrinos, Alejandro Romero and his wife, Casimira L. de Romero. Bride was 
born in Madrid on June 25, 191[0]3 and the groom in La Cañada [de Cochiti] on October 4, 1897. [Microfilm LDS 016-865 p.352] 

 
Placido Chavez  (b.NM 1912>    - of Cerrillos 
1920January5_census: Magarito Chavez, shoemaker working on own acct, widower, 29y-o, born NM [NM NM], resident Cerrillos, renting with dau Eutimia (15 student single 

NM [NM NM]), 3son Lucas (17 student single NM [NM NM]), Cacerio (9 NM [NM NM]), Placido (8 student NM [NM NM]) – adjacent habitation renting family#1 Tomicita 
Chavez 

 

Rafael Chavez  (b.NM 1781, 1784, 1800>    - wife is Isabel Padilla (b.NM 1782, 1795, 1800>;  of StaFe & Dolores 

1850October14_census: Rafael Chavez, gold digger, 66y-o, born NM, illiterate, resident Santa Fe – in same habitation with Isabela Chavez, 56y-o, Juan Jose Chavez, gold 
digger, 24y-o, Maria Velina Chavez, 5y-o, Pablo Chavez [f], 13y-o, Maria Rosa Chavez [m], 1y-o 

1860August27_census: Rafael Chavez, miner totRealEstate$50 tot.pers.value$20, illiterate, 60y-o, born NM, resident Real de Dolores with Ysabel (60 illiterate NM), Pablo 
Chavez(13 NM), Damacia Chavez (5 NM), Rosa Vigalba (25 illiterate NM), Jose Ubran Vigalba (1 NM), Francisca Chavez (40 illiterate NM) 

1870July20_census: Rafael Chaves, farm laborer, 89y-o, born NM, resident StaFe pct.4 in same habitation with Isabel Padilla, 88y-o, b.NM 
 
Ramon Chavez  <b.ca.1800>    - father of Marcelian Chavez, who is wife of E.W. Eaton;  Galisteo 

The first and foremost of the gabachos (gringos) who turn up in the censuses and land titles around Galisteo was Ethan (Eathan) W. Eaton (1827-1913), who arrived in New 
Mexico in 1849 to prospect for gold. On January 20th, 1851, Domingo Fernandez sold his part of the San Cristobal Grant (“one undivided 26th part” larger than all the 
others), to Eaton and Alexander Reynolds for $500. Eaton soon bought out Reynolds for $262  The property stretched from Las Lagunitas to Ojo de la Baca, SW to 
Bajada de los Comanches, then from “La Lagunita to a ledge of rocks known as the creston, on the north, and from said ledge…to Ojo de la Baca (including the spring) 
to the Bajada.” Eaton married Marcelina Chavez (1830-1920), daughter of Ramon Chavez (OF GALISTEO?) They built an impressive stone home on Rancho San 
Cristobal, opened a store in Galisteo, and had nine children. Eaton was a Colonel in the Civil War, Captain in NM Volunteers  [LLippard draft MS p.64; 2009] 

 
Ramon Chavez  (b.NM 1830>    - Alcalde de Galisteo;  of Galisteo 
1870August2_census: Joaquin Chaves, farm laborer, 60y-o, born NM, RealValue$250 PersValue$150, resident Galisteo pct.8 in same habitation with Ramon Chaves, 

Alcalde, 40y-o, b.NM, RealValue$100 PersValue$450 
1915July13; Testimony of Anastacio Sandoval; b.1840, lives in San Miguel county, 75 yrs old, born and raised at Galisteo, lived there until 61-62 yrs old. Recites land at 

Cadial was allotted 1848-51 to: Rafael Baldonado, Jose de la Cruz Chavez, Miguel Chavez, Vicente Roybal, Francisco Sandoval, Bartolo Lovato, Miguel Antonio Lovato, 
Antonio Chavez y Sandoval, Juaquin Chavez, Ramon Chavez, Miguel Rodriguez, Antonio Chavez Alire, Francisco Chavez, Juan Lovato, Luis Sais, Matias Alarid, 
Marcenlio Ortiz, Francisco Baca y Terrus, Manuel Baca y Delgado, Vicente Lopez, Jose Gonzales, Pablo Gonzales, Jesus Maria Lopez (he forgets who else). [per 
LLippard draft MS p.103, 104; 2009] 

1899September6; The funeral of Luciano Baca y Valdez took place this morning. …The pall-bearers were Messrs. L.M. Ortiz, Marcelina Garcia, J.D. Sena, 

J.J. Carillo, Charles Conklin, of this city, and R. Chavez, of Galisteo. [SFNM] 

 
Ramon Chaves  (b.NM 1865>    - of Dolores 
1880June15-16_census: Jose Antonio Chaves, farmer, married, illiterate, 54y-o, born NM [NM NM], resident Placer de Dolores with wife Maria Juana (43 keeping house, 

married, illiterate NM [NM NM]), son Ramon Chaves (15 laborer single NM [NM NM]), stepdau Francisca Martin (25 keeping house, divorced, illiterate NM [NM NM]), 
gson Jose Montoya (7 at home, single NM); boarder Juan J. Chaves (36 laborer widower illiterate NM [NM NM]) 

 
Ramón Chávez  <b.1890>    - wife is Aurelia Baldonado <b.1900>; Madrid 
1919November19; marriage @ Iglesia de Nuestra Señora de Guadalupe de Peña Blanca; Ramón Chávez, single, 29 y-o, son of Espiridion Chávez and of Luciana Gallegos 

with Aurelia Baldonado, single, 19 y-o, dau of José Zenobio Baldonado and of Emilia Montoya, deceased, from Madrid. Padrinos, Elias Baldonado and Maria Trujillo. 
[Microfilm LDS 016-865 p.343] 

 
Ramon Chavez    - New Placers 
1920sDecember-January; Joe T. Black store ledger, accounts, p.106, San Pedro; Felis Chavez, Masedonio Chavez, Ignacio Chavez, Daniel Chavez, Roman Chavez, 

Augustin Chavez, Carlos Espinosa. [Eddy Black 2011]  
1947June23; Filed. POL on Golden Key, Rising Sun, Alamo, Hazel, Golden Fleece, Cora, Excelsior PMCs. Gilbert R. Griswold, sworn, deposes that Lawrence A. Tamme, 

owner of the unpatented pmcs… people doing the work being the following: Rayes Candelaria, Patrick Candelaria, Ike Candelaria, Frank Baca, Augustin Chavez, 
Ignacio Cano, Ramon Chavez, Manuel Martinez, Del Burch. Sig. Gilbert R. Griswold. b.P Mines p.34. [BHenderson Abstract of Title, Supplemental 30Sep1983] 

 
Ramon Chavez  (b.NM 1892>    - wife is Abrelia Chavez (b.NM 1902>;  of Madrid, Cerrillos 



1920January12_census: Madrid building 50; Candido Montoya, Head#4, miner A&CCC, 36y-o, b.NM, wife, Margarita, 26 y-o, b.NM; Ramon Chavez, Head#5, miner 
A&CCC, 28 y-o, married, b.NM, wife, Eurlia, 18 y-o, b.NM, Eucasia, 45, widow, mother. <same house as Juan Stewert, Senario Gutierez] 

1940April5_census ED 25-24 Cerrillos sheet 4A; enumerator Manuel C. Martinez; Ramon Chavez, owns house, value of house $100, 48, education _, b.NM, living in ’35 
Sameplace, Emergency work, 35 hrs worked in week, 1 wk unemployment to 30Mar40, Laborer, W.P.A. School project, Government work, 52 wks worked in 1939, 
wages $528; Abrelia Chavez, 38, wife, education _, b.NM, living in ’35 Sameplace, Houseworker, no wages; Emilia Chavez, 9, dau, in school, education 1, b.NM, living 
in ’35 Sameplace. 

Ramon Chavez, Cerrillos Block27 (Second, N side River, Third) Lots 11, 12, owner of record [Cerrillos plat 1960s] 
 
Ramon B. Chaves  (b.NM 1824>    - of Galisteo 
1870August1_census: Ramon B. Chavez, farmer, 46y-o, born NM, RealValue$50 PersValue$400, resident Galisteo pct.8 solo 
1882June25; Amount of Property Owned By the Residents of Santa Fe County. April 14, 1882. Chaves, Ramon B. _ 490 00 [SFDNM]   

1894September6; …registration officers for the various precincts… No.8 – Jose Leon Madril, Ramon B. Chaves, Francisco Silva. [SFDNM] 

1896October7; County Commissioners. [election judges & voting places] Precinct No.8, Galisteo – Pedro Pena, Ramon B. Chavez, Juan Jose Silva; at the 
house of Silvester Davis. [SFDNM] 

 
Refugio Chaves y Mora    - Mesa de Cabra, east of Galisteo 

1900March22; Francisco Chaves y Montoya, of Galisteo; Refugio Chaves y Mora, Faustin Tapia and Ronsendo Tapia, who are all engaged in the sheep 

business at Mesa de Cabra, east of Galisteo, are in the city on business before the district court. [SFNM] 

 
Ricardo Chaves  (b.NM 1851>    - of Galisteo 

1870August1_census: Antonio C. Sandoval, farm laborer, 50y-o, born NM, RealValue$100 PersValue$100, resident Galisteo pct.8 in same habitation with Ricardo Chaves, 
19y-o, b.NM, Romulo Chaves, 16y-o, b.NM, Margarito Chaves, 11y-o, b.NM, Cornelia Chaves, 22y-o, b.NM, Patricio Chaves, 4y-o, b.NM, Bernardo Chaves, 13y-o, 
b.NM 

 
Rita Chavez  (d.1930)    - Cerrillos 

1967 Cerrillos Catholic cemetery; 1930 
 
Romulo Chaves  (b.NM 1854>    - of Galisteo 

1870August1_census: Antonio C. Sandoval, farm laborer, 50y-o, born NM, RealValue$100 PersValue$100, resident Galisteo pct.8 in same habitation with Ricardo Chaves, 
19y-o, b.NM, Romulo Chaves, 16y-o, b.NM, Margarito Chaves, 11y-o, b.NM, Cornelia Chaves, 22y-o, b.NM, Patricio Chaves, 4y-o, b.NM, Bernardo Chaves, 13y-o, 
b.NM 

 
Salomon Chavez  (b.NM 1892>    -  of Madrid 
1940May11_census ED 25-39 Madrid sheet 11A; enumerator Manuel C. Martinez; Salomon Chavz, house #201, renting $9/mo, 48, Married, education 0, b.NM, living in ’35 

sameplace, at work 42 hrs in week, Miner coalmine, 52 wks worked in 1939, wages $350. 
 
Seandino Chavez  <b.1901>    - wife is Librada Chavez <b.1904>;  of Galisteo 
1930_census: Seandino Chavez, 29y-o, pct.8 Galisteo, Librada Chavez, 26y-o, Ernesto Chavez, 7y-o, Charlie Chavez, 5y-o, Estella Chavez, 3y-o 
 
Sencion Chavez   (b.NM 1859>    - of Galisteo & Real de San Francisco 
1870August2_census: Jose L.C. Chaves, farm laborer, 50y-o, born NM, resident Galisteo pct.8 in same habitation with Rosaria Chaves, 48y-o, b.NM, Altagracia Chaves, 

28y-o, b.NM, Ignacia Chaves, 28y-o, b.NM, Sencion Chaves [m], 11y-o, b.NM, Polonia Chaves, 7y-o 
1898March15; Don Juan Ortiz, a prominent and prosperous merchant of Galisteo, is in the city on business. He registers at the Bon Ton. – At the Bon-Ton: 

Pedro Ortiz, Juan Ortiz, Sencio Chavez, Antonio Sandoval, Yellu Bryan, San Francisco… [SFNM] 

 
Senovio Chavez  (b.NM 1826>    - of Galisteo 
1870August1_census: Senovio Chavez, farm laborer, 44y-o, born NM, resident Galisteo pct.8 in same habitation with Jose M. Sandoval, farmer, 44y-o, b.NM, 

RealValue$200 PersValue$300, Maria R. Sandoval, 40y-o, b.NM, Lorenzo Sandoval, 20y-o, b.NM, Maria D. Sandoval, 18y-o, b.NM, Matias Sandoval, 14y-o, b.NM, Jose 
O. Sandoval, 10y-o, Jacinta Sandoval, 3y-o, Francisco Sandoval, 3mos, Eduvigen Sandoval [f], 11y-o 

 
Sisto Chavez  (b.NM 1904>    - San Pedro 
Residence; San Pedro & Cedar Grove; Bernie Armijo’s gmother’s bro; bro of Macedonio, Ignacio, Agustin Chavez [BArmijo 23Jul2011] 
1920sDecember-January; Joe T. Black store ledger, accounts, p.105, San Pedro; Ricardo Carley 12.65; Jose Crestino Candelaria 11.51, 12.40; Antonio Candelaria 8.75; 

Sisto Chavez 5.25, 11.50. [Eddy Black 2011]  
1940April26_census ED 25-40 San Pedro sheet 2B; enumerator Cecil F. Northam; Macedonio Chavez, owns house value $1,000, farm, 42, education 4, b.NM, living in ’35 

same house, at work 40 hrs in week, Farmer Farm, working on own account, 52 wks worked in 1939, wages 0, received $50 or more from income other than wages; 
Beatrice Chavez, 38, wife, education H-4, b.NM, living in ’35 same house, Houseworker, unpaid family worker, no wages; Macedonio Chavez Jr., 10, son, in school, 
education 4, b.NM, living in ’35 same house; Sisto Chaves, 36, bro, single, education 3, b.NM, living in ’35 same house, at work, Farmer helper, unpaid family worker, 52 
wks worked in 1939, wages 0, received $50 or more from income other than wages, Fa b.NM Mo b.NM, language at home Spanish, has SSAN, usual occupation 
Farming Farm. 

 
Steve Chavez    - Ortiz Mountain Ranch 
2011March; state purchase having fallen through, the ranch is purchased by Steve Chavez. [BHenderson Mar2011] 
 
Tecundo Chaves  <b.1815>    - of Real de San Francisco & Dolores 
1884February; John B. Treadwell was appointed by the land department as a special agent… in February, A.D. 1884, took evidence in the locality of the town of San 

Francisco. – Tecundo Chaves: “I am sixty-nine years old. I first went to Real de San Francisco in April, 1842. That was when the mines were first discovered there. I 
lived there until the year 1853, and since that have lived at Read de Dolores. – Tecundo Chaves does not know any mountains west of San Francisco by the name of 
“El Tuerto.” [US vs. SP&CdACo. NMSupCt 23Jan1888, p.474, 486] 

 



Telesforo Chavez    - Las Cruces 
1899January2; Telesforo Chavez, while on a prospecting tour in the southern Organs, picked up a piece of float weighing 15 pounds of pure silver. Later, 

he discovered the lead, a foot and a half wide. Mr. Chavez and his brother are now occupying this land of Canaan. [SFNM] 
1900February8; Dona Ana County. Telesforo Chavez is opening a turquois mine in the Picacho mountain, six miles from Las Cruces. [SFNM] 

 
Teodocio Chavez    - San Pedro grant 
1901November22; The wedding on next Monday forenoon at 9:30 o’clock at the cathedral of Teodocio Chaves and Miss Columna Torres, will be quite a 

pretty affair. [SFNM] 

1937September21; Quitclaim Deed. Roswell L. Gilpatric of No.15 Broad Street, Manhattan, as Trustee in Bankruptcy of Santa Fe Gold and Copper Mining 
Company TO Thomas D. Campbell, of Hardin MT & Abq NM. Consideration: $15,100.00. …A. the San Pedro Land Grant, excepting therefrom… 1617.22 acres 
on the W boundary of said Grant decreed to be the property of Teodocio Chavez and others… B. 29.132 acres conveyed by the SFG&CMC to the Regents of 
the University of NM, by indenture 30Dec1927 b.102 p.126. C. right-of-way granted by SFG&CMC to Albuquerque Eastern Railway Company, deed 29Nov1904. 
D. 324.25 acres held by San Pedro Placer Mining Company by quitclaim deed between John C. Watson, of Cambridge MA. – Also the Canon del Agua Grant – 
Also the “additional one league” to the S of the San Pedro Grant – Also that quitclaim deed 16Mar1875 by the New Mexican Mining Company to Canon del 
Agua Grant to that portion of the latter Grant overlapping the former. [Sup.Abstract No.2153 7Aug1937, per BHenderson] 

1941December28; Quitclaim Deed. Thomas D. Campbell and Bess Bull Campbell TO John J. Raskob. Filed: 14Jan1942. b.24-Misc. p.124. …the San Pedro 
Grant, excepting a. 1617.22 acres on the Western boundary property of Teodocio Chavez and others… b. 29.132 acres of University of NM… c. r-o-w of 
Albuquerque Eastern Railway Company… d. 324.25 acres San Pedro townsite… e. 147.44 acres in San Pedro Grant f. 97.49 acres deeded to Thomas Aranda; 
also Canon del Agua Grant; Also, the “Additional one league” to the south of the San Pedro Grant; Also, to the NMMC quitclaim re overlapping property. 
[Sup.Abstract No.2153 7Aug1937, per BHenderson] 

 
Tomas Chavez  (b.NM 1840>    - wife is Petra Chavez (b.NM 1848>;  of Galisteo 
1870August1_census: Tomas Chavez, farm laborer, 30y-o, born NM, resident Galisteo pct.8 in same habitation with Petra Chavez, 22y-o, b.NM, Josefa Chavez, 5y-o, b.NM, 

Petra Chavez, 3y-o, b.NM, Leonora Chavez, 1y-o 
 

Tomicita Chavez  (b.NM 1870>    - of Cerrillos 

1920January5_census: Tomicita Chavez, widow, illiterate noEnglish 50y-o, born NM [NM NM], resident Cerrillos, renting with son Lupe (21 laborer single NM [NM NM]) – 
adjacent habitation renting family#2 Margarito Chavez 

 
Ventura Chavez    - New Placers 

1884February; John B. Treadwell was appointed by the land department as a special agent… in February, A.D. 1884, took evidence in the locality of the town of San 
Francisco. – Mentura Chavez. This witness shows knowledge of the locality. [US vs. SP&CdACo. NMSupCt 23Jan1888, p.486] – Ventura Chavez <p.489] 

 
Viasulado Chavez  <b.1891>    - wife is Bernabela Chavez <b.1891>;  of Galisteo 
1930_census: Viasulado Chavez, 39y-o, pct.8 Galisteo, Bernabela Chavez, 39y-o, Madalena Chavez, 8y-o, Patricio Chavez, 7y-o, Amalia Chavez, 5y-o, Ignacita Chavez, 2y-

o – adjacent to Bernardo Chavez 

 
Victor Chavez  (b.NM 1835>    - wife is Manuelita Chavez (b.NM 1847>;  of Galisteo 
1870August1_census: Victor Chavez, farm laborer, 35y-o, born NM, resident Galisteo pct.8 in same habitation with Manuelita Chavez, 23y-o, b.NM, Ramona Chavez, 12y-o, 

b.NM, Josefa Chavez, 9y-o, b.NM, Simona Chavez, 5y-o, b.NM, Victoria Chavez, 3y-o, b.NM 

 
Vidal Chavez  (b.NM 1902>    - wife is Margarita G. Chavez;  of San Pedro, Golden 
Residence; Golden [BArmijo 23Jul2011] 
1920January15_census: San Pedro village house 56; Feliz Chavez [f], farmer, 53 y-o, owns home free, widow, b.NM; 3son, Ernesto Chavez, farmer general farm, 21, single, 

b.NM, Corrado, 9, b.NM, Vidal Chavez, miner coal, 18, b.NM. 
1926June27; Joe T. Black store ledger p.58, San Pedro; Vidal Chavez 3.62. [Eddy Black 2011]  
1934September14; Received of Vidal Chiavez Seventy four Payment in full. Ernest Riccon. [BHenderson] 
1952January28; Dated. Filed 4Feb1952. Warranty Deed (Spanish). Vidal Chavez and Margarita G. Chavez, to Victor Montano and Ignacita V. Montano. b.Misc.63 p.249. [BHenderson Abstract of 

Title No.6313 30Sep1983 p.467] 

 
Vivian Chavez  (b.NM 1834>    - of StaFe 

1850October18_census: Manuel Chavez, gold digger, 50y-o, born NM, illiterate, valueRealEstateowned$115, resident Santa Fe – in same habitation with Maria Teodoro 
Chavez [f], 40y-o, Jose Francisco Chavez, laborer, 28y-o, Anto Leverino Chavez  <b.1823> (27y-o, gold digger, illiterate, NM), Guadalupe Chavez [f], 17y-o, Vivian 
Chavez  <b.1834> (16y-o, gold digger, NM), Maria Rosario Chavez [f], 15y-o, Blas Chavez [m], 10y-o, Maria Isadora Chavez, 9y-o, Manuel Chavez, 4y-o, Rosalia 
Chavez, 7mos  

 
Ygnacio Chaves    - Galisteo 
1842; Ygnacio Chaves and others, petition for the lands of the old pueblo of Galisteo. SANM 2:130 223 

 
Yicentilla Chavez  <b.1947  d.2Dec1964)    - Cerrillos 

1967 Cerrillos Catholic cemetery; 12-2-1964  17y 2m 21d 

________________________________________________________________ 

 
W. C. Cheatham    - Lincoln co. 
1902February24; W.C. Cheatham and others have discovered a ledge of rock, a few miles west of Capitan, Lincoln county, which carries gold. [SFNM] 

 
John F. Cheek  - witness - 
1883October22; Mining Deed; T.H. Drake of Chantanqua Co KS sells for $350 to D.D. Harkness of Cerrillos undiv 1/2int Jim Fisk loc 9Jun81 by J.E. 

Nourse, legal tender placer mining Claim 20ac b.E p.385, b.E p.340, CMD, rec 2Nov83; attest John F. Cheek NP Chantaugua Co KS [b.F p.505] 



 
Antonio J. Cheese    - San Pedro 

1896August22; Antonio J. Cheese will repair the little mill at the Webb house, near San Pedro, and use the John Daley boiler and engine to make another 

run from the Old Timer mine. [SFDNM] 

 
James H. Cheeves  (d.Golden Mar1894)    - Silver Buttes m.d., New Placers 
1879; James H. Cheves arrives in Silver Buttes area 
1879December3; J.A. Baldwin, Oscar Hodgden, J.H. Chavez, R.G. McDonald, R.J. Holmes Tenessee mine 150’ea side 1200’=750’NW SW 300’both sides, 

Silver Buttes Mining District, rec 17Jan; attest J. Salomon, J.R. Hudson [b.B p.152] 

1880January7; J.A. Baldwin, Oscar Hodgden, J.H. Chavez, R.G. McDonald, R.J. Holmes Oriole mine 1200’NE 150’both sides, Silver Buttes Mining 
District, rec 17Jan; attest J. Salomon, J.R. Hudson [b.B p.152] 

1880February25(loc); S.D. Baldwin, J.H. Chavez Empire mine 750’SW+NE 300’ea side, bounded S by Pine tree mine, Tuerto Mtns, rec 26May80; witness 

Oscar Hodgden [b.B p.410] 
1880February26(loc); Dana Hodgdon, Jame Chaves Pacific mine 750’N+S 150’ea side, Tuerto Mtns, rec 26May80; witness John Solomon, J.Osfield Jr, 

Oscar Hodgden [b.B p.411] 

1880May3(loc); James H. Cheeves 2/3, Owen Gleason 1/3 Robert E. Lee mine 1450’EES 50’WWN 300’ea side, E of Keystone mine, SBMD Tuerto Mtn, 
rec 29Jul80; witness S.D. Baldwin [b.C p.355] 

1880May20; James H. Chaves/z, S.W/D. Baldwin of SBMD SFCo, sell for $1 to Thomas Sanunders of SBMD SFCo Empire mine loc 20Nov79 reloc 

25Feb80, in pine tree Gulch on N of pinetree mine, rec 26May80; presence Wm Bolstelder, Oscar Hodgden [b.B p.410] 
1880April27(loc); Oscar Hodgden, Dana Hodgden, J.H. Cheves, L?D. Baldwin Eureka mine in pine tree Gulch on Tuerto Mtns, 3mi E Real de San 

Francisco, joins E line of Tawnssee mine, 950’N 550’S 150’ea side, Silver Buttes MD, red 24May80 [b.C p.192] 

1880August18(loc); S.C. White, R.C. Wilson, F.P. White, A.A. Porter, James Cheves Rebel Boy No.2 1200’SE 300’NWly 300’ea side, E end New Placer 
mtns, E of Broad Gauge mine, rec 17Sep80; witness William Brisco, James Furgerson [b.C p.518] 

1880September30(disc&loc); Cedar RMC 1/3, James H. Cheves 1/3, Pfouts + Gallaher 1/3 Arizona mine 300’E+W 800’N 700’S, in Old placer mts, ca 4mi 

NEly from Real de San Franco, SBMD; witness George Dosflinger, James Drake [b.D p.42] 
1881January1; indenture; James H. Cheves sells for $2000 to Robert G. McDonald of San Miguel co undiv 3/8 part Oriole ca 3.5mi from PO at Golden in 

Pine Tree Gulch, in Ora Que Mts, Silver Butts Mining District, rec 8Jan81; presence S.D. Baldwin, John Robertson [b.D p.232] 

1881March26; indenture; James H. Cheves sells for $5000 to Oscar Hodgdon undiv 1/4part Tennessee Lode in Pine tree Gulch about 3mi from PO at 
Golden, joined by Eureka in W, Pine Tree in E, rec 28Mar81; presence J.R. Hudson [b.E p.224] 

1881April26(loc); S.D. Baldwin 1/2, W.B. Warren 1/4, J.H. Cheves 1/4, locators Laura Lee Mine 750’NW+SE 300’ea side, on Monte Largo ca 1mi E of the 

hidden spring, joins the Queen of the West, rec 1Jun81; witness A.H. Mizell, J. Clark [b.D p.445] 
1881May10(loc); C.G. Kellor 1/2, J.H. Cheves 1/2 Lone Mountain Mine 750’E+W 300’ea side, on SE end of Ortiz Mtns, ca 6mi SE of town of Real del 

Dolores, ca 2mi N from Road Running from Golden to Galisteo, on S side the Lone Mountain, ca 600’SW from the Buckeye Lode shaft, NPMD, rec 

19Jul81; witness W.F. Benton [b.D p.456] 
1881May26; [Golden] Pine Tree, owned by R.G. McDonald, Chaves, Hogden, gold, 75 feet tunnel, 50 feet shaft, 3 feet vein of free milling ore running from 

$5? to $?0 per ton. – Tennessee, owned by the same parties as Pine Tree, gold, incline tunnel and shaft 166 feet, 2 feet vein, $?0 to $?0 per ton, mill 

run. [SFDNM] 
1881May30; indenture; J.H. Cheves <sig James) sells for $250 to W.R. Warren of Davidson Co TN 1/8int Pacific on E end of Tuerto Mtns, in dear Gulch, 

SBMD, rec 1Jun81; presence J.H. Brown, con Scarnell [b.E p.321] 

1881May30; indenture; J.H. Cheves <sig James) sells for $500 to S.D. Baldwin 1/10int Rebel Boy No.2 on E end of Tuerto Mtns, SBMD, rec 1Jun81; 

presence con Sconnell, J.H. Brown [b.E p.321] 

1881July13; Letters From The Camps, No.8. ¶ Adjoining the Cañon del Agua grant on the east are a large number of mining claims. The owners are developing them as fast 
as their limited means will allow; their prospects being probably equally as good as any on the grant. I visited a number of camps in the new district, and was favorably 
impressed with the mineral found here, and predict for this locality a bright future. ¶ Among those noticed were the Tom Paine, owned by Messrs. Paxton, Shannon & 
Gleason. They are at work on this prospect, which produces a sliver bearing ore, and have arrived at a depth of forty feet. ¶ The Old Smelter, owned by Whitelaw, 
Gate & Green, is down fifty feet, with about the same quality of ore as the above. ¶ The Evening Star, owned by R.G. McDonald, has a 21 feet shaft, the mineral being 
galena and copper. ¶ The old Spanish mine, Gladiator, owned by Elliott, Clark & Post, has a 50 feet shaft and a tunnel. Carbonates are taken from this of a quality that 
will most assuredly pay. ¶ The Queen of the West, owned by Messrs. Mirzell, Baldwin & Sheres, has a 30 feet shaft, and the boys are digging out a good quality of 
galena ore. ¶ At this camp I was overtaken by a shower and very kindly accepted their kind invitation of shelter and supper. The miner’s camp has its delights for me, 
reminding me very forcibly of my army experience. ¶ Next here is the Sumner. This shaft is down 31 feet, and is owned by Messrs. Morrison, Hasbrouck, Cutter & 
Kellogg. ¶ The Golden Eagle, owned by Messrs. Kline & Oldencott, has a 45 feet shaft, the mineral being lead carbonates. They also own the Beaver, with about the 
same kind of mineral. ¶ The Crystal, owned by F. Franaur, at a depth of 10 feet shows a good pay streak of galena. ¶ A very large proportion of the miners in these 
camps are men who have for years hunted buffalo on the range, and are a social, hospitable people. ¶ On the north and northeast of the grant I found a large number 
of good claims, many of them being worked, yet  capital is greatly needed here to develop the district. With the success which must surely attend the gigantic enterprise 
conducted by the San Pedro & Cañon del Agua Mining Co., whose improvements are in close proximity to the miners’ claims avobe mentioned, will also come a revival 
of work and prosperity to this camp, never before enjoyed. I find the miners around here, however, very bitter against the above company on account of the yet 
unsettled conditions of the title to the grant. As I know nothing about the merits in this controversy, I forbear to express an opinion. The following claims, however, are 
off the grant, and probably equally as valuable as if they were a few rods over the line: The Golden Gate, a 50 feet shaft, owned by Benton & McDonald, shows well up 
in gold bearing ore. The Jennie, which has lately changed hands, has a 65 feet tunnel. It is owned by Gale and Gleason, and First National Bank of Santa Fe. The 
mineral is gold ore of good quality. The Emerald, owned by Mr. Gale and the Cedar Rapids Mining Co., has a shaft 113 feet in depth, besides two tunnels, each in 50 
feet. Gold and copper ore are taken from this shaft. It is located about four miles east of Golden. ¶ Besides the above, there is the Orafance, owned by Roberts and 
Cheves, with a 20 feet shaft. The Rebel Boy, owned by White & Co., having a tunnel 25 feet long, with gold and copper ore. The Black Prince, owned by Morris, 
Myers, Briggs & Stinson, with a 50 feet tunnel, gold and silver ore. The Lehigh, with an 85 feet tunnel, containing the same kind of ore as the above, and owned by 
Hawk, Gold & Morrison; and the Bunker Hill, owned by Handy & Thornton, with a shaft and tunnel each in twenty feet. ¶ The noted Delgado mine, down 170 feet, 
owned by the Mammoth Consolidated Co., and the rich Copper Tip, owned by S. Levy and the Shoemaker Bros, are also in this neighborhood. ¶ I must not forget to 
mention the favorite prospect in this locality, the well known Pine Tree, three miles east of Golden. It is owned by Messrs. Hodgdon, Sheves, McDonald & Delgado. 
The shaft is down 50 feet, with cross cuts, 25 feet, and one or two other shafts. On the dump there are perhaps forty or maybe fifty tons of gold ore. ¶ There are a large 
number of good claims in this locality which I failed to see. I think that I am not stating it too high when I say that there are at least 150 good working claims here, all of 
them off the grant. ¶ I was very anxious to see some practical illustrations of placer washings, but I failed to find any, either in the Old or New Placers. I was informed 
that at the New Placers a Mexican goes out, not oftener than semi-occasionally, about a mile from Golden, and in his primitive way separates the gold dust from the 



sand. I was even told here that he makes as high as five or six dollars per day when he works. This, however, does not seem probable, else the shafts and tunnels 
would all be deserted. Placer workings would then be in the fashion, and I would have been able to have given you some information as to the practical workings of this 
hitherto almost forgotten occupation. ¶ There are two stamp mills at Golden, and neither of them are running. There are many reasons given for their suspending, but I 
was informed by Col. Webb, the proprietor of one of them, that he was waiting for suitable machinery capable of doing good work. ¶ There is no work going on at the 
Old Placers, and everything around here seems to be at a dead stand still. Rumors of intended improvements, however, are wafted on the breeze, and all live in hopes 
of a lively hereafter.  W.W.C. [W.W. Cone] Golden (Old Placers), July 11, 1881 [SFDNM Vol.X No.113] 

1881August13; indenture; James H. Cheves sells for $100 to Samuel W. Parson 3/9 RE Lee in Tuerto Mtns, b.C p.355, E of Keystone, rec 1Sep81; presence 

W.A. Good, James M. Lucas [b.D p.459] 
1881October1(loc); S.D. Baldwin, J.H. Cheves, G.H. Baldwin, locators Atlantic Mine 750’NE+SW 300’ea side, rec 14Nov81; witness Ben Roberts, J.D. 

Hurst [b.D p.691] 

1881November26; James H. Cheves, Dana Hodgdon power of atty to Juan Delgado for Pine Tree, Tennessee SBMD, rec 6Dec81; witness Geo S. Morrison 
[b.D p.764] 

1881November15(loc); J.H. Cheves, locator Gold Nugget placer, 750’N+S 300’ea side, rec 31Jan82; witness S.D. Baldwin, Dana Hodgdon [b.F p.48] 

1882January2(loc); S.C. White 1/4, James Lemmons 1/4, R.H. Tipton 1/4, J.H. Cheves 1/8, S.D. Baldwin 1/8, locators Silver Reef Mine <formerly 
Lancaster or Gold Cup mine, on the E end of Tuerto Range, in Oro Aquia Gulch, E of Black Prince mine, 1300’SSE 200’NNW 300’ea side, NPD, rec 

27Mar82; witness C. Gales, W.W. Davis, A.H. Mizell [b.F p.101] 

1882January3(loc); S.C. White, S.D. Baldwin, C. Gales, J.H. Cheves, locators Twin Pine mine 750’N+S 300’ea side, ca 1/2mi E Cañon del Agua Spring, 
NPD, rec 6Feb82; witness A.H. Mizell, H. Davis, W. Davis [b.F p.55] 

1882February11; Indenture; J.H. Cheves sells for $1000 to Juan Delgado undiv 1/12int Pine Tree Mine b.A p.502, SBMD, rec 16Mar82; presence Dana 

Hodgdon [b.F p.90] 

1882March14(loc); J.H. Cheves, S.D. Baldwin, locators Echo Placer mining claim on the E end Tuerto range near Pine Tree Gulch, E of Pine Tree Pmc, 

750’SE+NW 300’SW+NE, NPMD, rec 9May82; witness C. Gates, G.K. Baldwin [b.F p.154] 

1883May; The Winchester rifles were all new, for I had purchased sixty-five a few days before and shipped them to C.S. White, Golden, New Mexico. The names of my 

associates at Golden, as I now remember them, were: ¶ James Drake, George Baldwin, Samuel Baldwin, George Q. Morrison, Rufus H. Holwick, Stephen C. White, Nelson 

N. Newell, Jeremiah J. Benton, James H. Cheves, John N. Clarke, Samuel Wright, Hiram Reynolds, M. Thompson, A.N. Price, John Clarke, Kirk White, Samuel Pollock, 

James Harris, John King, J.H. Brown, Page B. Otero. [My Life on the Frontier B.2 p.88] 

1883September5; Town Plat of the Town of Golden… has been laid out on the old Town site of Real Del San Francisco… I, J.M. Talbott do hereby certify that the within 
Town plat has been property staked out according to law. Given under my hand this 5th day of Sept 1883 J.M. Talbott Surveyor. B.H. Talbott, J.H. King, R.W. Webb, J.M. 
Talbott, A.N. Randall, S.H. King, John T. Kelley, James H. Cheves, George Chison, Richard Gibbin, Charles W. Gates. Leon Caron, Patrick Cullen, James Harris, 
Fracisco Aranda, Eulogio Aranda, S.B. Harges, Pablo Aranda, John Saloman, Antonio Nieto, Fillipi Garcier, W.O. Bennett, Juan Anto Chavez, Tettie M. Emmett, W.G. 
Griffin. b.L Deeds p.469. [BHenderson Abstract of Title No.1 30Sep1983] 

Plat of the Town of Golden. Plat is hand titled J.H. Clarke. – Block 9 – Main St, 2nd, 3rd, Placer Av; Lot1 James Chaves 210’x70’. Lot2 Pablo Aranda 137’front; Lot3 John Clark 
50’x320’; Lot4 Batchelder 50’x320’; Lot5 Bennett 50’x320’; Lot6 N.M. Emmert 50’x320; Lot7 Drake & Dorflinger 50’x320’; Lot8 J.R. Hudson 50’x320’. [BHenderson 
Abstract of Title Supplemental No.3456, v.IV, 30Sep1983] 

1883September7; Cheaves and Gates have finished the assessment work on the Dowlin. [The Golden Retort. Vol.III No.17] 

1883May4; Jim Cheves has a kite. [The Golden Retort. Vol.III No.11] 

1883May17; At the following session of the grand jury in Santa Fe County, we were all indicted; this was on May 17, 1883: “with force and arms, at the County of Santa Fe, did 

unlawfully, riotously,” etc., etc. Our case on the criminal docket for Santa Fe County was No.1533 of the First Judicial District Court of New Mexico, sitting within and for 

the county of Santa Fe, territory of New Mexico. ¶ Felipe Delgado was the foreman of the grand jury, and the witnesses against us before the grand jury, and at the trial, were 

Juan Lucero, Carroll Spriggs, Nepomoceno Abeytia, Benjamin M. Read, R.H. Shelton, M.W. Thomson, Francisco Chavez, and John B. McGee. The trial jury was composed 

of the following: Aniceto Abeytia (foreman), Jose Ma Gutierrez, Lorenzo Montoya, Prudencio Garcia, Andres Rael, Faustin Ortiz, William A. McKenzie, Nerio Salas, Juan 

Sisneros, Francisco Lopez, Gerard D. Koch, and Francisco Lechuga. “We, the jury, find the defendants, Page B. Otero, Miguel A. Otero, Jr., James H. Cheves, John King, Not 

Guilty. Aniceto Abeytia, Foreman.” Judge Axtell was thoroughly disgusted with the jury and the verdict and plainly showed it on the bench. He immediately adjourned the 

court, picked up his stovepipe hat, and walked out through the crowd who were shouting their congratulations and shaking hands with all of us. [My Life on the Frontier B.2 

p.93-94] 

1883October2; Mining Deed; James H. Cheves sells for $2000 to E.L. Martin of Jackson Co MO undiv 1/12int Pine Tree ca 3mi E of Golden, in Pine Tree 

Gulch, adjoining Tennessee Mine on W, NPMD, rec 16Oct83; presence William J. Benton, W.B. Huff [b.F p.482] 
1883November8(loc); J.H. King, J.H. Cheves, Geo T. Chism, Chas Gates, S.D. Baldwin, R. Giblin, Sam Cary, E. T/Limpert Gold Dist Placer Mining Claim 

160ac, 3000’SW+NE 1200’width, in E end of Tuerta mtns in Fanny Vaughan Gulch, NPMD, rec 30Nov83; witness Geo R. Baldwin, Elogio Aranda 

[b.F p.516] 
1883December15(loc); Elojio Aranda, Sam Wright, George Crossan, Sam F. Cary, George Chism, Chas Gates, Frank White, James Cheves John Solomon 

Placer Claim 160ac, ca 6mi below Golden on the Golden aroya where it joins the tuerto aroya, NPMD, rec 13Mar84 [b.F p.677] 

1884January2(loc); G.J. Smith 1/4, R.W. Webb 1/4, J.H. Brown 1/8, G.T. Chisen 1/8, Leon Caron 1/8, J.H. Cheves 1/8, locators Golden Lode 1450’SE 
50’NW 300’ea side, on N slope Tuerto Mtns, joins Iowa mine on S, Columbus mine on E about 1.5mi SE of Golden, NPMD, rec 1Feb84 [b.F p.619] 

1884June26; Curt and Frank White and the Jims, Cheves and Carr, are working the Lena, property of Mr. Walker. [Weekly New Mexican Review p.4 c.4] 

1884August8; Kirk White, Jim Cheves and Calamity (Frank White or Jim Carr) are working the Lena mine, east end. Jim walks in every night to see the 
baby. Kirk don’t have to. [The Golden Retort. Vol.V No.3] 

1884August15; the town appears a trifle quiet the past few days, with Jim (Cheves) and Calamity (Jim Carr) and Kirk and Jeff(the dog?) mining out on the 

east end. [The Golden Retort. Vol.V No.4] 

1884August22; White, Cheves and Carr have finished their contract of 50 feet on the Lena, east end. The mine is owned by Dr. Walker of Cincinnati, and is 

looking well under the new development. [The Golden Retort. Vol.V No.5] 

1884August29; Kirk, Jim, Calamity and Jeff, Golden’s industrious quartet, came in from the mountains this week, after a cold rain, and stated that while out 
hailstones fell as large as hen eggs and were very salty to the taste. [The Golden Retort. Vol.V No.6] 

1884September9; Calamity and Jim Cheves, Frank White and James Carr visited the Hell Cañon new process smelter this week. They were so impressed 

with the scheme that they have organized a company and intend building a smelter. Calamity will have charge of the stock-book. [The Golden Retort. 
Vol.V No.7] 

1884October9; Golden; Jim Cheves is in charge of Piersol’s coal banks. [Weekly New Mexican Review p.2 c.5] 

1884December10; Golden… passing… the village of San Pedro, we struggled up the steep hill beyond, and at last stood at the entrance of the great San 
Pedro copper mine. “Jim” Cheves and John King, two clever miners and also old-timers here, who were stopping in one of the empty buildings and 

working on their claims near by, accompanied us [George Smith & Lummis]... [Charles Lummis, Letters from the Southwest, UofAz 1989 p.155] 
1888February10; Dated. Quitclaim Deed. TITLE TO BLOCK 9 Golden. James H. Cheves and Wife, to Juan Guerrero. b.S p.457. [BHenderson Abstract of Title No.6313 30Sep1983 p.175] 



1889August17; Jim Cheves has fine prospects in the Tiptop, Brown and Badaracco properties. [SFDNM] 

1889November5; Mining Notes. Cheeves and Larsen are employing 8 men on the Live Oak. [SFDNM] 
1889December5; the following new corporations have been chartered: Galena Hill Mining Company – Incorporators, Jas. H. Cheves, Alexander Rogers and 

Joseph Blakely. Capital stock $500,000. Principal place of business, San Pedro. [SFDNM] 

1890February15; Galena and carbonates were struck in the Mountain Flower mine last Tuesday. The amount of the strike is not definitely known yet. The 
Mountain Flower is included in the Galena Hill group of mines. [SFDNM] 

1890May; Frank Cody, 21, and Lee White, 24, robbery @ Lamy; robbed William A. Sayles and seriously wounded him, depot operator Tyler, Bag master John Richards, 
conductor Getchel, coal heaver Quintano; captured by H.D. Benton, J.W. Benton, Jim Cheese all of San Pedro. 

1890August8; James Cheeves, here from San Pedro... [SFDNM] 

1893March24; H. Goodman, of the mercantile firm of Goodman, Zeigler & Co., doing business at White Oaks and San Pedro, was shot twice by James 
Cheaves yesterday on the road between San Pedro and Golden. The shooting grew out of a domestic difficulty involving Cheaves’ wife, a comely young 

woman, the mother of two small children and the daughter of Sam Wright, formerly justice of the peace at San Pedro. It appears that Goodman, who is 

rather a nice looking young man and a prosperous merchant, had been a frequent visitor at the Cheaves house and more or less talk was created thereby. 
…Both men have heretofore borne the reputation of being good citizens. Cheaves has resided at San Pedro for fourteen years. Goodman has been in the 

territory some twenty years. The wounded man is under the care of Dr. Kelly at San Pedro, and his recovery is only a matter of a few weeks at most. 

[SFDNM] 
1893December12; On the court docket the famous Lincoln-Lucky Mining case is set for trial to-morrow. This is a suit to try the main question involved in 

the controversy between A.M. Hendry, of the Anaconda mine, and the Lincoln-Lucky company and comes in the form of an ejectment suit. A great deal 

of interest is taken in the case, particularly among mining men in the southern part of the county, who remember the palmy days when these rich mines 
gave employment to so many working men. The Anaconda people are anxious for trial, while the company’s attorneys appear to be adopting a policy of 

delay. The following named are here as witnesses in the case on behalf of Mr. Hendry. Donald McRae, of Dolores; L. Tremayne, of Albuquerque; James 

Cheves, H.T. Brown, Dan Jones, Jack Deboo and Thomas Oliver, of Golden. [SFDNM] 
1893December12; Arrivals at the Bon Ton hotel; Sanford Tremayne, Albuquerque; John Deboo, Golden; Thos Oliver, San Pedro; H.T. Brown, J.H. Cheves, 

Golden. [SFDNM] 

1894March23; Jim Cheeves Killed. Miners Quarrel Over a Wayward Wife and Al Perry Fires Fatal Shot. Perry Wounded in a Street Duel at Golden – 
Sheriff Cunningham Tells the Story. Sheriff Cunningham returned from Golden this morning having under arrest Jose ?azer, Susano Ortiz and two 

others whom he locked in jail on the charge of petty thievery. The sheriff also left under close guard at Golden Al Perry, who yesterday shot and killed 
James Cheeves, the well known miner. The sheriff said “I started for Golden yesterday afternoon with the four men and had gotten as far as ?? ??[San 

Pedro?] I was overtaken about two p.m. by a runner from Golden who informed me that a murder had been committed at Golden. I went back and 

found the town wild with excitement and many ??ging to threats of lynching. Shortly after my departure from Golden with the four prisoners Al Perry 
shot and instantly killed James Cheeves, who also fired and wounded Perry. The murder occurred about 300 feet from the postoffice. The Provocation. 

The murder was the result of a long and running bitter feeling of Perry toward Cheeves. It seems that Perry is the intimate friend of a man named 

Goodman, whom Cheeves shot at four times a few months ago, accusing him of intimacy with Mrs. Cheeves. Both men are miners but Cheeves was 
known to be a reserved harmless fellow where Perry has the reputation of being a hard character. Last Saturday night Perry drew a gun on a man 

named D?w?e [Downes?] at a dance and compelled him to ??? up his team and buggy, at the same time telling him he had a matter to ?? and just 

for??im. Perry had told several parties that he was going to kill Cheeves. He pulled a gun in the presence of one man and said “See that gun? I am 
going to kill that __ __ __. Come over and see him fall. Cheeves heard of this and determined to see Perry about it. The Meeting. Cheeves went to the 

postoffice at Golden yesterday and asked if Perry was there. Upon being answered in the affirmative Cheeves asked to see him. Perry came out of a 

room back of the postoffice and the two men walked out of the building together. They had gone about 100 yards when three shots were heard. 

Cheeves fell dead from a bullet which struck him about the center of the abdomen. Perry was shot in the right side about two inches above the nipple. 

The ball ranged upward and lodged under the right shoulder. This would seem to indicate that Perry fired first and that Cheeves was falling backward 

when he fired the bullet that struck Perry. Perry ran back to the postoffice and took refuge in the room from whence he had emerged to meet Cheeves. 
When I arrived the house was closely guarded by citizens. I went in and arrested him, but as there were bones broken the doctor advised me to leave 

him there, which I did after placing a guard over him. His wounds will not prove fatal. [SFDNM] 

1894April5; Sam Wright, of Golden, was in town last evening and said that Al Perry, the young man that killed Jim Cheeves and was himself shot in the 
side, is still very low and quiet to ill to be removed to the county jail. [SFDNM] 

1894April16; Deputy Sheriff Atchison came in from Cerrillos last night having in charge Al Perry, the man who killed Jim Cheeves at Golden a few weeks 

ago. Perry was also shot by Cheeves and it was at first thought that he would die, but he has so far recovered as to be able to walk around. He was 
lodged in the county jail. [SFDNM] 

1894May1; Al Perry, who killed Jim Cheeves at Golden a few weeks ago, was released from the county jail on $3,000 bail yesterday afternoon by Judge 

Seeds. His bondsmen are Arson F. Perry, H.H. Perry, and H.B. Cartwright. [SFDNM] 
1894May4; Mrs. James Cheeves, of Golden, wife of the man recently killed by Al Perry, is at the Claire accompanied by Mrs. Benton. [SFDNM] 

1894June4; At the hotels; Mrs. J.H. Cheeves, Golden; Mrs. M.D. McDowell, Cerrillos; F. Simonson, Milwaukee; W.P. Wright, Rico; P.J. Clark, Cochiti; M. 

Boyton, Cochiti; M.B. Benton, Cochiti; C. Allison, Eagle City. [SFDNM] 

- witness - 
1880February21(loc); J. Osfield Jr 1/2, Chas G. Keller 1/2 Dallas Mine 1200’SEly 300’NWly 150’ea side, Tuerto Mtn – Pine Tree Gulch, SBMD, rec 

15May80; witness J. Chavez [b.C p.173] 

1880March11(loc); C.G. Keller, locator Champeon mine 300’x1500’ E-W 150’ea side, in pine tree Gulch, N side pine tree mine, S side Eclips, Silver Buttes 

MD, rec 1Jun80; witness J.R. Hudson, J.H. Cheves [b.B p.421] 
1880March23(loc); T. Saunders, E.B. Sill, J. Osfield, locators Waterloo Mine 150’ea side 1500’SW, calls for the side lines of the Chief Justice Mine, 

SBMD Tuerto Mtns; witness J.H? Chuos, O. Hogden [b.C p.234]  

1880March23(loc); T. Saunders, E.B. Lill, G.W. Honey, J. Osfield, locators, Chief Justice Mine 1500’SW 150’ea side, Silver Buttes MD Tuerto Mtns; 
witness J.H. Cheeves, O. Hodgen [b.C p.239] 

1880April15(loc); C.G. Kellor, locator Horse Shoe Mine 600’ located 600’NW 900’SE 300’ea side, near the head of Pine tree gulch, on SW end lines of US 

grant mine, on W side lines of million mine, SBMD; witness C.F. Perry, J.H. Chieves [b.C p.306] 
1880May13(loc), S.H. King, locator Little King mine ca 1mi E oroque Cannon, bounded 200’NE shaft to claim owned by Shoemaker Bros, bounded 

900’SW shaft to Bunker Hill mine, 150’ea side, Silver Butts MD or Golden MD, rec 5Jan81; witness J.H. Cheves, M.L. Shoemaker [b.D p.216] 

1880May20(loc); C.M. Thomas, J. Morgan, locators, Unknown Mine 550’SE 950’NW 150’ea side, Silver Buttes MD Tuerto Mtns; witness Oscar Hodgdon, 
James Cheeves [b.C p.237] 



1880May24(loc); Henry Room 1/2, J.Osfield Jr 1/2 Maggie Mine 700’E 800’W 300’ea side, 1/2mi NE from NE boundary Cañon del Agua grant, SBMD 

Tuerto Mtns; witness G.H. Cheeves, T. Saunders, Tom Elliott, S.W. Packson [b.C p.286]  
1880May28(loc); Nickerson Mining Company by T. Saunders agent, locator Atlas Mine 1000’E 500’W 300’ea side, calls for the side lines of the Morning 

Star Mine and the end lines of the North Star Mine, SBMD Tuerto Mtns, rec 21Jun80; witness J.H. Chaves, J. Osfield Jr [b.C p.253] 

1880June4(loc); J. Morgan, C.M. Thomas, locators, Omlega Mine 750’N+S 150’ea side, Silver Buttes MD Tuerto Mtns; witness Jas Chaves, S.W. Baldwin 
[b.C p.236] 

1880June20; J.J. Elliot, Lyman Rost, E.J. Clark, locators Sun City mine 1500’NE 150’ea side, corners with N end of Volunteer mine, SBMD, rec 7Aug80; 

witness James Cheves, B?D. Royar [b.C p.371] 
1880June23(loc); M.W. Shoemaker, Sam Levi, locators Montague mine 300’ea side 200’NE 1300SW, in Pine Tree Gulch in New Placer Mtns, joining Pine 

Tree mine on SW & Orio Mine on NW, SBMD, rec 31Aug80; witness J.H. Chevez, Sam Baldwin [b.C p.417] 

1880September20(loc); John S. Favorite 1/2, E.R. Wingate 1/2 Monday lode 300’SE+NW 750’SW+NE, 650’Wly tunnell of the little Justice mine, on ridge 
between Pine tree & Oreque Gulches, bounded N+NE by Wall Street lode and a tunnel claim owned by O.F. Perry, H. Hill & Co., Oraque mtns 4 or 

5mi NE New Placers, Silver Butts MD; witness James Chevez, P. Philips [b.D p.1] 

1880September27(loc); J.A. Courter 1/6, W.O. Campbell 1/6, Geo Lease 1/6, Frank Shepard 1/6, Frank Farnsworth 1/6, N.R. Swartz 1/6 Mountain Top 
mine 300’ea side 100’N 1400’S, directly S Webb lode, SBMD Old placer Mtns; attest T. Saunders, S. Hill, J.H. Chaves [b.C p.631] 

1880September29(disc&loc); Benj Roberts 1/3, L.W. Roberts 1/3, J.D. Roberts 1/3 English Claim 300’E+W 1400’S of W 100’N of E, New Placer Mts, E 

of Lexington, SBMD, rec 18Dec80; attest J. Cheves, P. Philips [b.D p.169] 
1880October15(reloc); L.W. Roberts 1/2, S.C. White Oraphena claim 300’W 300’E 750’NE+SW, E of Lexington, SBMD New Placer Mts, rec 16Dec80; 

attest J. Cheves, B. White [b.D p. 175] 

1880October15(disc&loc); L.W. Roberts 1/4, Benje Roberts 1/4, H.C. Bell 1/4 Black Hawk claim 300’E+W 1400’SW 100’NE, S of Lexington, SBMD 

New Placer Mts, rec 16Dec80; attest J. Cheves, T. Phillips [b.D p. 178] 

1880October25(loc); L.W. Roberts 1/4, Beny Roberts 1/4, J.D. Roberts 1/4, H.E. Bell 1/4 J.A. Danny 300’E+W 1500’NE, in Old Placer Mts, ca 4mi SW of 

Town of Old Placer, SBMD, rec 16Dec80; attest J. Cheves, J. Drake [b.D p. 176] 
1881November5(loc); Dana Hodgdon, J.S. Fuller, J.A. Judd, H.C. Boque, A.S. Coon, J.C. Barrett, J. Lyons, J. Osfield Jr, locators Gold Dust Placer Mine 

20ac, in Pine tree gulch about 40’ from log Cabin erected by Nickerson M Co, 750’N+S 300’ea side, between Tenessee Mine and commensement of 

said Gulch, NPMD, rec 2Feb82; witness S.D. Baldwin, J.H. Cheves [b.F p.52] 
1880November8(disc&loc); M.P. Philips 1/4, W.J. Benton 1/4, George Dorflinger 1/4, James Drake 1/4 Yankee Boy Lode on S side Old Placer Mtn, 100’N 

300’S 50’Ely 1400’Wly, from W of Atlanta mine running 1500’Wly, ca 5mi NE the old town of Golden, Silver Butt MD, rec 2Feb81; witness F.D. 
Benton, J.H. Cheves [b.D p.264] 

1881March5(loc); C.E. Kittell 1/3, E.H. Kettell 1/3, C.G. Kellor 1/3 Central Lode Mining Claim 660’NNE 900’SSW 300’ea side, on S side of Placer Mts, 

on S side of Arizona Lode, NPMD, rec 28May81; witness James Cheves [b.E p.306] 
1881August1(reloc); Bery Roberts 1/4, J.D. Roberts 1/4, I.T. Roberts 1/4; J.N. Horton, H.C. Bell, H.C. Tison<all 1/4 Fair-Well 1500’x300’ea side 1400’NE 

100’SW, in E end of New Placer Mts, Gold Hill MD, New Placer, rec 16Aug81; attest James H. Cheves, S.D. Baldwin [b.E p.497]  

1881September5(disc&loc); James D. Hurst, owner Comet Lode 300’N+S 750’E+W, ca 5mi E Golden, corners with SE corner Pasific, NPMD, rec 
2Dec81; witness Jas H. Cheves, S.D. Baldwin [b.D p.744] 

1882July25(loc); J.S. Fuller, J.A. Judd, I.C. Barrett, I.K. Lyons, H.C. Bouge, A.S. Coon, locators Piñon Placer Claim N1500’ from Gold Pan Pc, 600’wide, 

near mouth of Pine tree Gulch, 3mi from town of Golden, rec 25Aug82; witness James Cheves, Samuel Baldwin [b.F p.243] 
1883January15; POL; James Chiviz (sig= Cheres), S.W. Paxson swear before James R. Hudson NP at least $100 labor on Julia Hil Mining Claim for 1882, 

expended by Owen Gleason, owners James Carr, John Shannon, NPMD, rec 30Jan83 [b.F p.336] 

1883January15; POL; James Charis (sig= James H. Chavis, Lyman Post) swear before James R. Hudson NP at least $100 labor on R.E. Lee mine for 1882, 
expended by Owen Gleason, S.W. Paxson, owners John Shannon, G.S. Morrison, Wch Emment, NPMD, rec 30Jan83 [b.F p.337] 

1883January15; POL; James H. Chavis, W.N. Emmart swear before James R. Hudson NP at least $100 labor on Phil Sheridan Mining Claim for 1882, 

expended by Owen Gleason, S.W. Paxson, owners John Shannon, James Carr, NPMD, rec 30Jan83 [b.F p.338] 
1883 n.d. (Jan-Mar)(loc); J.R. Hudson, locator Little Betty <-abandoned Boston claim), NEly500’ SWly1000’ 300’ea side, adjoins Little King on W, ca 

1/4mi NE from Pacific Lode, on NE end of Tuerto Mt, about 4mi from Golden, rec 31Mar83; witness S.D. Baldwin, Jas H. Chevis [b.F p.392] 

1883November3(loc); Lowis C. Buckman 2/3, John Devoos 1/2, locators Silver Plume Lode 750’N+S 300’E+W, about 4.5mi S of the Town of Gold, New 
Placiers District, rec 20Nov83; witness C.M. Gates, Jas H. Cheves [b.F p.509] 

1883November24; POL; James H. Cheves, C.M. Gates swear before W.N. Emmert NP at least $100 worth of labor upon Hidden Treasure mining Claim 

for 1883, expended by Geo T. Morrow one of the owners, NPMD, rec 1Dec83 [b.F p.517] 
1883December13; POL; James H. Cheves, S.D. Baldwin swear before W.N. Emmert NP at least $100 worth of  on Jessie Hale mine for 1883, expended by 

E.S. Handy owners, NPMD, rec 22Dec83 [b.F p. 547] 

1883December22; POL; James H. Cheves, C.M. Gates swear before W.N. Emmert NP at least $100 worth of labor Columbus mining Claim for 1883, 
expended by John Soloman, Edward Jones 2 of the owners, NPMD, rec 29Dec83 [b.F p. 555]  

1883December27; POL; S.W. Paxson, J.M. Chaves swear before W.N. Emmert NP at least $100 worth of labor Julia Hill Mining Claim for 1883, expended 

by James Carr one of the owners, NPMD, rec 11Feb84 [b.F p.637] 

 
E. J. Cheliat  (b.FRANCE 1850>    -  of Golden 
1920January17-19_census: Golden Village house 30; Edward J. Parker, mining Quartz on own account, 72 y-o, married, b.CT; boarder, E.J. Cheliat, miner quartz, 70, 

single, b.FRANCE, immig.1880.  

________________________________________________________________ 

 * Cherokee * 
CHEROKEE COMPANY    - StaFe co. 

as of 1965; Cherokee Company. Santa Fe County. SMIR 1917. [Directory of Mines in New Mexico, Lucien A. File] 
 

CHEROKEE & PITTSBURG COAL & MINING COMPANY    - of TopekaKS, Las Vegas, Madrid 

1885December26; Corporations Organized Under the General Incorporation Law, 1868-1904. Cherokee and Pittsburg Coal and Mining Company. Date of filing Dec. 26, 
1885, 50yrs, Las Vegas, Capital stock 500,000 [NMBlueBook 1905, p.193] 

May 1892 a receiver had been appointed by the Court to sell at Public sale all the assets of the Cerrillos Coal Railroad with all mineral rights, mines, 

equipment, etc. June 3, 1901 W.C. Reid, Special Master, conveyed a deed and the lease from the Cerrillos Coal and Iron Company, dated May 16, 1892 



to the Cherokee & Pittsburg Coal Mining Company, Inc. for the sum of $460,000. February 15, 1899, the New Mexico Southern Pacific Railway 

Company changed its name to the Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railway Company, a Corporation, and the Cerrillos Coal and Iron Co. conveyed a 
deed to the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway Company and the Colorado Pacific Coal Mining Co., which leased to the Colorado Fuel & Iron 

Company all its holding at Madrid. [Motto 1973 p.8] 

1901May10; The Cherokee and Pittsburg Coal and Mining company of Kansas, today filed incorporation papers in the office of Territorial Secretary J. 
Wallace Raynolds. The incorporators are A.S. Johnson, J.P. Griswold, J.P. Mulvane, Edward Wilder, G.F. Parmellee, Topeka; W.B. Strong, I.T. Burr, 

G.L. Goodwin, A.A. Glazier, George O. Manchester, C.A. Higgins, Boston. Capital $500,000. Headquarters at Girard and Topeka, Kas. [SFNM] 

1901May18; The Cherokee and Pittsburg Coal and Mining company today notified Territorial Secretary J.W. Raynolds, that it has appointed R.E. Twitchell 
its New Mexico agent with headquarters at Las Vegas. [SFNM] 

1901May18; Sold For $460,000. The Property of the Cerrillos Coal Railroad Company Goes to a New Corporation. The master’s sale of the property of the 

Cerrillos Coal Railroad company took place this noon at the court house by Special Master W.C. Reid of Las Vegas. The Cherokee & Pittsburg Coal and 
Mining company of Topeka, Kas., was the only bidder and bid in the property for $460,000. The sale took place under a judgment and execution in the 

foreclosure suit of Walter E. Hodges, as trustee, vs. The Cerrillos Coal Railroad company. The judgment was for $813,696.54. The property of the 

company is situated in southern Santa Fe county and consists of a spur of railroad 6.51 miles long, from the main line of the Santa Fe line to the coal 
mines of the company at Madrid. The coal lands and mineral lands of the company cover about 52,000 acres. ¶ The sale also includes all the mining 

machinery, buildings; etc., of the Cerrillos Coal Railroad company. ¶ The purchasers, the Cherokee & Pittsburg company, recently incorporated with 

$500,000 capital. Its directors are Edward Wilder, G.F. Parmelee, A.S. Johnson, J.P. Griswold and J.R. Mulvane of Topeka; and W.B. Strong, I.T. Burr, 
G.L. Goodman, O.A. Glazier, George O. Manchester and C.A. Higgins, of Boston. Colonel R.E. Twitchell was appointed New Mexico agent and Las 

Vegas, New Mexico, was designated as headquarters of the new company in New Mexico. The names of the directors indicated that the new company 

will be in entire harmony with the Santa Fe Railroad company and the Colorado Fuel & Iron company which has leased the coal mines, ets., will 

continue to operate the property. [SFNM] 

1901June3; As a step in that direction, the Cerrillos Coal Mining Company was incorporated on August 27, 1896. The owners of the NMMC, which owned the Ortiz Mine 
Grant, also owned Cerrillos Coal & Iron’s bonds (the AT&SF owned the stock) had agreed to give the Cerrillos Coal Mining Company permission to prospect for and 
mine coal on the balance of the Ortiz Mine Grant. That agreement paved a way to foreclose the CCR’s mortgage without protracted litigation. ¶ But Henry L. Waldo, the 
Santa Fe’s solicitor in NM, urged that the CCR’s mortgage not be foreclosed until the territorial supreme court had ruled on an appeal of a verdict, unfavorable to the 
mining company, in litigation stemming from the White Ash disaster. ¶ Following the explosion, numerous lawsuits had been filed against the CCR Company. All but 
three were settled before going to trial. Those three, consolidated into a single action, had been brought by Josephine Deserant, as administratrix for the estates of her 
busband and two sons, each of whom had perished in the disaster. A decision in her favor was appealed to the NM supreme count. That court remanded the case to the 
lower court for a new trial. At the second trial, the verdict was returned in CCR’s favor. Whe that decision was upheld by the territorial supreme court, the case was 
appealed to the United States supreme court. The U.S. supreme court reversed the finding of the NM supreme court – but the decision was not rendered until August 
1900. … To that point, as Waldo had advised, the Santa Fe had refrained from foreclosing on the CCR’s mortgage. After the U.S. supreme court’s decision, though, a 
receiver was appointed. The Santa Fe’s 1896 understanding with the bondholders, by which the mining property was to be conveyed to the Cerrillos Coal Mining 
Company, had given way to events and the passage of time. CCR’s property was sold at foreclosure on May 18, 1901. Two weeks later, on June 3, the mining property 
was conveyed to a longtime subsidiary, the Cherokee & Pittsburg Coal & Mining Company. That same day, C&PC&MC reconveyed the railroad from Waldo to Madrid to 
the Santa Fe Railway. Included was the long-inactive spur to Rogers, not previously removed as it was encumbered by the mortgage. Thus the total trackage amounted 
to 6.51 miles. The Rogers spur subsequently was dismantled by the AT&SF. [JPHereford, TheCerrillosCoalRailroad, 8Feb2008 draft] 

1901July26; Probate Clerk Manuel Delgado today recorded the following deeds: W.C. Reid, Esq., party of the first part; Walter E. Hodges, trustee, party of 

the second part; The Cerrillos Coal Railroad Company, party of the third part, and the Cherokee & Pittsburg Coal & Mining Company, party of the 

fourth part, conveying the Cerrillos Coal railroad and about 82,000 acres of coal land to the last named party. Consideration, $460,000. Revenue 

stamps to the amount of $460 were attached to the deed. The property was bid in at a recent foreclosure sale by the Cherokee & Pittsburg Coal Mining 

company. [SFNM] 

1908; A&CCC specialized in producing coals for the domestic market. CF&IC’s closing of the White Ash Mine had interrupted the deliveries of bituminous coal from the field, 
so that the Santa Fe began to depend upon the Raton and Gallup fields for its locomotive fuel. Raton Coal & Coke’s ability to supply coal during a 1903 strike further left 
the railroad’s operating department favorably disposed to the Raton mines, even after they were sold to St. Louis, Rocky Mountain & Padific in 1906. Thus, the railroad 
relied on Gallup coal for its line between Abq and Winslow AZ, and on Raton coal for its line between Raton and El Paso, plus the Belen Cut-off. ¶ As locomotive fuel, 
the AT&SF purchased mine-run coal. Mine-run sales of course reduced the tonnage of screened coal a mine could place on the market. A&CCC, except to the extent it 
sold mine run to customers other than the railroad, was able to screen its coal as necessary to produce and ship for domestic consumption. ¶ The 1908 opening of the 
Santa Fe’s Belen Cut-off gave the coal company entry into West Texas markets. If production costs could be lowered, Cerrillos coal could expect to compete profitably in 
the area. To that end, A&CCC convinced Cherokee & Pittsburg to equip the mines with electrical machinery. The lessor expended some $76,000 on the project, to which 
A&CCC added $25,000 in other improvements. … Another change to the lease agreement permitted A&CCC to utilize clay removed during mining. The company 
planned to establish a brick and tile pipe plant at Waldo. … For reasons not clear, the brick plant never materialized. [JPHereford, TheCerrillosCoalRailroad, 8Feb2008 
draft] 

1909; Lease Agreement and Supplements to the Madrid Coal Property with the Cherokee and Pittsburgh Coal and Mining Company. [A&CCC Records, Zimmerman Lib] 
1909October9; CF&IC’s lease from Cherokee & Pittsburg expired on October 9, 1909; four days earlier, effective the 5th, A&CCC leased the property directly. Included in the 

lease was the Waldo-Madrid spur, amounting to 4.45 miles of main line, 13,831 feet of sidings at Waldo, and 9,133 feet at Madrid. Also included in the lease were the 
fifty coke ovens. Never operated by A&CCC, the ovens subsequently were dismantled. [JPHereford, TheCerrillosCoalRailroad, 8Feb2008 draft] 

1915; At Madrid, work at the Holen Mine, though expensive, pointed A&CCC toward opening a mine on the Cook & White vein farther north and on the west side of the main 
arroyo. This was the Morgan Jones Mine, usually referred to simply as the Jones Mine. Opening late in 1915, it was intended to reach the northern end of the Cook & 
White seam, including coal remaining in the Holen Mine. Because the entry was on the west side of the canyon, eventually a new tipple – until then, soft coal had been 
loaded over the old White Ash tipple – would be needed. In 1916, Cherokee & Pittsburg, the Santa Fe Railway, and A&CCC agreed to undertake the work. … The tipple 
and other mining improvements were to be accomplished by A&CCC, the costs being deducted from royalty payments. Track improvements were to be made by the 
Santa Fe Railway. Light rail removed from the branch could be leased by the coal company for use in the mines. The work was expected to extend over two years. … 
The new Jones tipple burned early in November 1919. A temporary structure was promptly installed; it was replaced by a more permanent tipple at the same location. … 
By the summer of 1925, though, mining had progressed northward so that the Jones Mine workings had intersected those of one of the early mines in Waldo Gulch. The 
Jones Mine thus had an opening within a mile of Waldo while cars to and from the tipple had to be moved a distance of three miles. The location [of the tipple] was never 
adjusted, and bituminous rail shipments were handled at the Jones tipple until mining ended. ¶ Over time, as mining in the Jones Mine progressed to the north, the coal 
was found increasingly unsatisfactory for domestic use. [JPHereford, TheCerrillosCoalRailroad, 8Feb2008 draft] 

1921; [Amount in thous.tons of coal mined betw 1911 and 1920, the profit in thous., value in 1821 in thous.] St. Louis, Rocky Mountain and Pacific Co. 15,728 tons, $7,363, 
$5,330; Phelps Dodge Corp. 12,666 tons, $3,128, $3,212; Diamond Coal Co. 1,874 tons, $179, $170; Alb & Cerrillos Coal Co. 1,043 tons, $47, $123; Carthage Fuel Co. 
463 tons, $51, $19; Gallup Southwestern Coal Co. 246 tons, $120, $133; B.H. Kinney, 167 tons, $102, $89; Defiance Coal Co. 93 tons, $35, $130; Gallup American Coal 



Co. 1,283 tons, $1,196 (loss), $270; Cherokee and Pittsburg Coal Co. _t, $_, $87; Mutual Light and Power Co. _t, $_, $19; A. Luchetti, _t, $_, $12. [History of NM, Chas 
F. Coan, 1925, p.515-16] 

1929February10; Houses for 10 people, who were made homeless by the $20,000 fire at Madrid Friday morning, are to be rebuilt at once, George A. Kaseman, president of 
the Albuquerque and Cerrillos Coal company, said Saturday night upon his return from the scene of the blaze. ¶ Mr. Kaseman said that the five houses burned, including 
the one dynamited, were a part of the old camp built 40 years ago. All of the homes were two story and frame structures built close together, thus accounting for the 
fierceness of the conflagration. ¶ Mr. Kaseman said the newer camp houses were built farther apart and that the new structures planned would be one story and built at 
a greater distance apart. The houses were owned by the Cherokee and Pittsburgh Coal and Mining company, he said, but were leased by the Albuquerque and Cerrillos 
Coal company. ¶ He said the loss was covered by insurance. In addition to the $20,000 damage to the buildings, it is estimated that the furniture of some of the miners, 
some of which also went up in smoke, would add $2,000 to the loss. This also was covered by insurance. ¶ Mr. Kaseman had nothing but praise for the volunteers who 
had made an effort to check the flames before dynamiting one residence. ¶ “They did remarkably well under the conditions,” he said. [AbqJournal] 

1932-1942; Correspondence with other businesses; With Cherokee and Pittsburgh Company [A&CCC Records, Zimmerman Lib] 
1932May; Eventually, at the end of May 1932, Kaseman wrote to J.H. Keefe, C&P’s president, asking that royalty payments, in which A&CCC had fallen behind, be reduced 

to an amount which would have accrued on the basis of an earlier contract, specifically $7,014.58. Keefe agreed, but Kaseman held off accepting C&P’s offer, hoping 
that the lessor eventually would agree to waive all of the royalty. Kaseman also hoped that 1932 and 1933 might prove the bottom for A&CCC; instead, losses continued 
to mount. By the first of April 1934, A&CCC owed Cherokee & Pittsburg $59,268.45. [JPHereford, TheCerrillosCoalRailroad, 8Feb2008 draft] 

1934-1942; Correspondence with other businesses; With Cherokee and Pittsburgh Company [A&CCC Records, Zimmerman Lib] 
1938; Early in 1938, he [Kaseman] wrote Cherokee & Pittsburg offering to terminate A&CCC’s lease on the Madrid property. He and Keefe met a month later, with the result 

that Kaseman withdrew the proposal. Even so, in April C&P began discussing a sale of the coal mines. The prospective purchasers were a group of California 
businessmen associated with the Fernholtz Machinery Company. [JPHereford, TheCerrillosCoalRailroad, 8Feb2008 draft] 

While John Mocho by no means purchased all of the homestead parcels to the east of the Los Cerrillos grant, upon sale of the property in 1943, the title abstract showed that 
he owned 25,253 acres, including the Sitio Juan de Lopez, Sitio de Los Cerrillos, and Los Cerrillos grants, and portion of the Sebastian De Vargas grant. He also had 
leases from the Cherokee and Pittsburgh Coal and Mining Company, Ortiz Mine Grant, Lamy Grant, Seton Village, Taylor Grazing, Beckner Estate, J.A. Armijo, the 
Padilla family, Harry Davis, and owners of several other smaller parcels. In addition he had a forest permit for summer grazing to run 1300 sheep with lambs on 
approximately 20,000 acres of forest. [Linda Tigges] 

1943; Correspondence with other businesses; With Cherokee and Pittsburgh Company [A&CCC Records, Zimmerman Lib] 
1943-1958; Correspondence with other businesses; With Cherokee and Pittsburgh Company, House Fires [A&CCC Records, Zimmerman Lib] 
1943-1958; Correspondence with other businesses; With Cherokee and Pittsburgh Company, J.W. Alexander [A&CCC Records, Zimmerman Lib] 
1943-1958; Correspondence with other businesses; With Cherokee and Pittsburgh Company, J.H. Keefe [A&CCC Records, Zimmerman Lib] 
1943; By the summer of 1940, A&CCC was leasing four tank cars from the Santa Fe. A few years later, in 1943, Oscar Huber suggested to Cherokee & Pittsburg that, to 

eliminate the practice of hauling water by rail, a pipeline should be installed into Madrid. The work was not accomplished during the war; thereafter, with the market for 
coal rapidly declining, investment in such a pipeline was no longer wanted.  [JPHereford, draft 8Feb2008] 

1943; Several fires during the first half of 1943 destroyed a number of structures at Madrid. On July 7, the general store, drug store, tavern, and several houses burned. 
A&CCC proceeded to rebuild the commercial facilities; citing Madrid’s isolated location, the company asked the War Production Board for authority to purchase 
controlled material estimated at $2,500. Discussion with Cherokee & Pittsburg, which, under the lease terms, was obligated to replace the buildings, led to an agreement 
whereby C&P accepted a $25,000 insurance settlement, then, by a bill of sale dated October 1, 1943, transferred to A&CCC all of the buildings, houses, and equipment. 
Two years later, on May 18, 1945, those portions of the Mesita Juana Lopez and Ortiz Mine Grants west of the coal-bearing areas were released from lease to A&CCC. 
Cherokee & Pittsburg had received an offer for and proceeded to sell the property. [JPHereford, TheCerrillosCoalRailroad, 8Feb2008 draft] 

1948December; By the late 1940s, reserves at Madrid had been sufficiently depleted, and the prospect for sales had so dimmed, that Cherokee & Pittsburg was willing to 
divest itself of any ownership of the coal field. Huber purchased the coal – he had earlier purchased the structures and equipment – in December 1948. Just two mines 
then were being worked, the Jones Mine and the No.4 anthracite mine, employing, on average, seventy-three miners. [JPHereford, TheCerrillosCoalRailroad, 8Feb2008 
draft] 

________________________________________________________________ 

 * Cherry * 
CHERRY CREEK COPPER COMPANY    - Grant co. 
1901August30; J.D. Condict of Jersey City, president of the Cherry Creek Copper company, will arrive tomorrow and together with A.R. Gibson, will leave 

on Sunday for Grant county. [SFNM] 
1901September2; J.D. Condict of New York, president of the Cherry Creek Copper company, who arrived Saturday, left yesterday afternoon with A.R. 

Gibson for Grant county. Mr. Condict who is largely interested in Wyoming, speaks well of the mineral possibilities of New Mexico. [SFNM] 

1901November11; [Cherry Creek Copper Company] Jonathan D. Condict, Walter H. Condict, Henry V. Condict and Walter S. Douglass today filed 
incorporation papers in the office of Territorial Secretary J.W. Raynolds. The headquarters of the company are at Jersey City, N.J. The capital is 

$100,000, divided into 100,000 shares. The incorporators of the company are also its directors. The company will work the Beacon, Buffalo, Ohio and 

Puritan mines in the Burro mountain district of Grant county. [SFNM] 
1901November25; The Cherry Creek Copper company has notified Territorial Secretary J.W. Raynolds that it has appointed Walter S. Douglass of Silver 

City, Grant county, its New Mexico agent. [SFNM] 

 

Daniel Cherry 

1895June1; The Farmers’ Loan and Trust Company, Complainant, vs. The Texas, Santa Fe & Northern Railroad Company, The Santa Fe Southern Railway 

Company, Thomas B. Catron, John G. Albright, Ansel F. Goodrich, Daniel Cherry and Henry A. True, co-partners as Goodrich, Cherry & Co., Ralph 
W. Scott and Joseph Whitehead, co-partners as R.W. Scott & Co., Lionel D. Saxton and Edward F. Browne, co-partners as Lionel D. Saxton & Co., 

Lionel A. Sheldon, Adam J. Hager, Robert Harvey, Administrator of the Estate of P.L. Van de Veer, deceased, Henry D. Bachelder and Edward L. 

Bachelder, surviving partners of the firm of Bachelder Brothers, Bachelder Brothers, B.M. Read, George H. Marshall, C.L. Wheeler, John Burus, A.J. 
Livingston, D. Livingston, Isaac N. Stone, Ambrosio Ortiz, Cesaria R. de Ortiz, Juan B. Lucero, Dolores O. de Lucero, James B. Orman and William 

Crook, co-partners as Orman & Crook, Charles H. Gildersleeve, The Second National Bank of New Mexico at Santa Fe, and George C. Preston, 

defendants. [SFDNM] 
 

J. T. Cherry 

1882August3; J.T. Cherry, a well known surveyor, and a member of the Stone and Libby surveying party now operating in the south, was in the city 
yesterday. He says the boys are well and are standing the work admirably. [SFDNM] 

 



Prof. James Cherry    - San Juan 

1880December8; Prof. James Cherry, the well known mining engineer and metallurgist of the San Juan has been appointed a trustee of the Lode and Placer 

Mining Company vice Mark Bangs who is not now connected with the company. [SFDNM] 
 

O. H. Cherry  <b.LA/JacksonMS 1849,1856>    - of StaFe & Carbonateville 

1880June5/1_census: O.H.Cherry, miner/prospector, 24/31y-o, single, born LA/Jackson MS [NY MS], –  (counted twice; Dist 40/42) - resident SF boarder in Exchange Hotel 
/ Los Cerrillos resident “East of Carbonateville NE of Turquoise Mountain” same tent with PJKennedy RRAnderson PHWarner  

________________________________________________________________ 

 
Edwin C. Chesebro    - Cochiti m.d. 
1900February8; Cochiti District. The Bland Milling Company elected the following directors at its annual meeting: F. Milton Johnson, R.R. Ripley, V.V. 

Clark, D.G. Peck and E.C. Chesebro. [SFNM] 
1900April16; At the Palace: Mrs. Edwin C. Chesebro, Bland… [SFNM] 

1900April17; Mrs. C.L. Petherbridge, of Mancos, Colo., and her daughter, Mrs. Edwin C. Chesebro, of Bland, both charming and intelligent ladies, have 

secured rooms in Santa Fe for a few weeks. Mrs. Chesebro is the wife of the secretary of the Cochiti Gold Mining Company and formerly lived in 
Durango, Colo. [SFNM] 

________________________________________________________________ 

 * Chester * 
CHESTER MINING COMPANY    - StaFe 

1890April23; Corporations Organized Under the General Incorporation Law, 1868-1904. Chester Mining Company. Date of filing April 23, 1890, 49yrs, Santa Fe, Capital 
stock 250,000 [NMBlueBook 1905, p.193] 

 
C. E. Chester    - ChampaignIL, White Rock cañon, Silver City 

1894August20; Messrs. C.E. Chester and P.E. Harroun, engineers who have been on the White rock canon canal survey, returned to the city yesterday. 

[SFDNM] 
1899December7; At the Claire: C.E. Chester, Champaign, Ill... [SFNM] 

1900December12; C.E. Chester, of Silver City, a deputy United States surveyor, arrived in the capital this noon. [SFNM] 

1901March7; C.E. Chester, United States deputy mineral surveyor, and a well-known civil engineer of Silver City, is in the capital to make plans for a 
number of improvements in the water and light system of the Santa Fe Water and Light Company. [SFNM] 

1901July16; Word received today from Mrs. C.E. Chester at Silver City, brings the sad news that C.E. Chester, deputy United States mineral surveyor, who 

spent several weeks in the city in May and June, has suffered a stroke of paralysis and that very little hope is held out for his recovery. He is at present 
at the sisters’ hospital at Siver City. [SFNM] 

1901July24; Last Friday afternoon at Silver City a very delicate operation was performed upon C.E. Chester, the well known civil and mining engineer, by 
Drs. Lane and Westlake. The operation consisted in trepanning the skull near the ear to relieve a condition of partial paralysis, with which the 

unfortunate gentleman was stricken last Friday monrning. The operation was highly successful… [SFNM] 

 
Gen. George C. Chester    - of Rochester & BuffaloNY, San Pedro 

1893May26; A party of New York capitalists have been quietly looking over the ground at San Pedro for some days past with a view to starting a mammoth 

placer mining enterprise in south Santa Fe county. Messrs. H.H. Armstead and Dr. N.W. Kingsley, of New York, Gen. Geo C. Chester and wife, and 
Col. Weaver, of Rochester, and Major Beale of Pennsylvania, comprise the party. …Mr. Jenkins, of England, is the local manager at San Pedro, and 

Hon. J.B. Mayo is interested in the deal. Mr. Armstead was on the ground two years ago and located several thousand acres of placer ground in that 

locality. Dr. Kingsley is thoroughly familiar with the rich resources of that section, having years ago been the head of the San Pedro Copper company. 
[SFDNM] 

1893June-July; Thomas Taylor first speaks in Pittsburg to M. Harrold about NM gold. 1893Dec; meets Dr. E.C. Addey/Abbey in Buffalo, pres of 

I.&H.N.Co. (Irrigation & Hydraulic Mining Co.). 1894January; in Golden, meets Agent White and flunky Baley/Daley. 1894March6; leaves Midway 
for Golden with men, including bookkeeper Dean, & machinery. 1894August early; no pay; Taylor is in Golden; Harrold has stopped work, filed liens, 

hired Judge Downs, located claims at wells to preclude Armstead and assocs. from doing same. 1894September2; in Buffalo with Chester. Then in 

NY with Downs & Taylor, where met Dr. Kingsley, O’Boyle, Chester, Armstead and Moore, who deny any role in Abbey deal. Agent White dies. 
Suits against Abbey and I&HNC won. 1895August10; at Sheriff’s sale Henderson (Taylor’s son) bids up price so Harrold get goods for $950. [post 

10Aug1895 deposition, per BHenderson 2010] 

1894October12; Mr. George Chester, of Buffalo, N.Y., is in the city on business connected with the Golden Irrigation & Hydraulic company. [SFDNM] 

________________________________________________________________ 
 
James H. Cheves see James H. Cheeves 
 
Philip Chew    - Dolores 
1900November2; Attorney A.B. Renehan this forenoon filed a suit in the district court for Santa Fe county, entitled William W. Atchison, Joseph Almo, 

Philip Semler, William L. Connor, James Corrigan, John Hulskotter, John Stewart, Geo O’Neill, George Rice, Nathan E. Terrill, James W. Williams, 

William W. Wagner vs. The Ortiz Mining Company, Philip Chew, trustee, et al, for wages and material alleged to be due to plaintiffs. [SFNM] 

 
Valney S. Cheyney    - Madrid-Cerrillos 

1913December13; Lodge#19 visitor Valney S. Cheyney of Madrid (Willard), J.R. Johnson of Madrid (San Antonio), J.O. Halm (RawlinsNY) [Book#2 Cerrillos Records] 
1914May9; Lodge#19 visitor J.O. Halm, Valney S. Cheyney – ref Hanes Gridley; death of Mrs Galbrath mother of Charles Galbrath [Book#2 Cerrillos Records] 
1914July23; Lodge#19 - R.J. Crichton, Fred H. McBride, M.T. Dunlary, John W. Mays, Lucus Dills, C.F. Kanen, Harry P., C.F. Towne, C.E. Linny, Bros McHughes, De Lallo, 

McNulty, Turner, Newhouse, Towne – visits Stephens, Robinson, Hanna, Paul, Wickham, Tower, Grand, Laclurer, Kelly, Raynalds, Brown, Connar, Sanfard, Hall, 
Cheyney, Halen, DDGM Salamon Spitz, Jackson [Book#2 Cerrillos Records] 

 
Joseph J. Chiado    - wife is Mary A. Chiado;  Golden 



1973; Taxes, Joseph J. Chiado & Mary A., Sec.17 T12N R7E; b.207 p.13, Paid. [BHenderson Abstract of Title No.6313 30Sep1983 p.504] 

John Chiado 314 W. Iron Alb [D.D. Funderburk 1947 waybook; BHenderson] 
Chiados 806 Douglas McArthur Dr. Alb [D.D. Funderburk 1950 waybook; BHenderson] 

 
H. Chiariglione    - Cerrillos 

1920March17; check $2.00 to H. Chiariglione <endorsed H Chiarglione International agency) from Liberty Parlor, J.O. Zucal [Zucal papers] 

________________________________________________________________ 

 * Chicago * 
CHICAGO & GOLD HILL MINING & MILLING COMPANY    - Gold Hill 
1896August28; The following corporations have filed articles with the territorial secretary: The Chicago & Gold Hill Mining & Milling Company – 

Incorporators, Geo W. Weber, A.G. Beaunisne, H.C. Alexander and Theo Nelson; objects, operating mines and reducing ores; capital stock, $300,000; 

life, fifty years; directors E. Henecy, Theo Nelson, of Chicago, and S.M. Patterson, of Gold Hill, N.M.; principal office, Chicago, with a branch office at 
Gold Hill. [SFDNM] 

 

CHICAGO GOLD MINING COMPANY    - Baldy m.d. 
1899January5; Henry Lutzenkirchen, James Strain and James H. Teller, of Cook county, Illinois, have organized the Chicago Gold Mining Company under 

the laws of the territory of New Mexico, and filed articles of incorporation in Secretary Wallace’s office. The objects of incorporation are to engage in 

and carry on the business of mining gold, silver and other ores in Colfax county, New Mexico. The company is capitalized at $3,000,000, and the 

principal place of business is located at Baldy, N.M. [SFNM] 

 

CHICAGO & NEW MEXICO MINING COMPANY    - Socorro 
1881March19(inc); Corporations Classified Mining Milling and Smelting. 0139 Chicago and New Mexico Mining Company. (date of expiration) 12/31/’05. 

Foreign; Illinois 

1881March20; …the Chicago & New Mexico Mining Company… The incorporators are Messrs. Chas B. Pope, Henry Botsford, Alfred H. Sellers and 
Sidney A. Kent. The enscribers are N.K. Fairbanks, Marshall Field, S.A. Kent, A.E. Kent, Henry Botsford, W.B. Strong, A.A. Robinson, Chas B. Pope, 

A.E. Tanzalin, H.C. Nutt, A.H. Sellers, John B. Adams, A. McCoy, S.B. French. The principal place of business will be at Socorro, and Mr. J.M. 

Robinson is the authorized agent at that that place. [SFDNM] 
1900April10; Socorro County. The Chicago & New Mexico Mining Company has taken hold of several mining properties near Chloride, Black Range 

district, in a businesslike fashion. [SFNM] 

as of 1903June30; List of mining claims in NM which have been officially surveyed… By Surveyor-General Morgan O. Llewellyn. Chicago and New 
Mexico Mining Co., Alaska No.2, Black Range MD, 11.73ac. [Report of the Governor of New Mexico to the Secretary of the Interior 1903, p.345] 

as of 1903June30; List of mining claims in NM which have been officially surveyed… By Surveyor-General Morgan O. Llewellyn. Chicago and New 

Mexico Mining Co., Alaska, Black Range MD, 20.13ac. – Do., Smuggler, do. MD, 3.36ac. – Do., Montezuma, do. MD, 20.18ac. – Do., Alaska mill site, 
do. MD, 4.877ac. – Do., Rapidan, do. MD, 20.63ac. [Report of the Governor of New Mexico to the Secretary of the Interior 1903, p.351] 

as of 1903June30; List of mining claims in NM which have been officially surveyed… By Surveyor-General Morgan O. Llewellyn. Chicago and New 

Mexico Mining Co., John A. Logan, Apache MD, 7.37ac. – Do., Mountain Chief, 12.21ac. [Report of the Governor of New Mexico to the Secretary of 
the Interior 1903, p.352] 

 

CHICAGO & SANTA FE SMELTING COMPANY – CHICAGO & SANTA FE SMELTING & MINING COMPANY    - StaFe, IL 
1882December29; Corporations Organized Under the General Incorporation Law, 1868-1904. Chicago and Santa Fe Smelting and Mining Company (Ills). Date of filing Dec. 

29, 1882, 50yrs, Santa Fe, Capital stock 250,000 [NMBlueBook 1905, p.193] 
1883  NM Incorporation No. 82 The Chicago and Santa Fe Smelting & Mining Company.  

1884January10; Chicago and Santa Fe Smelting Company – certificate filed designating J.D. Allan agent and true and lawful attorney. [Weekly New 

Mexican p.6 c.3 - New Corporations] 
1884March13; The Chicago and Santa Fe Smelting Company Would like to correspond with parties having large or small quantities of ore ready for 

market, with a view of purchasing th same. Address: John D Allan, Sec’y. [Weekly New Mexican Review advert p.2 c.6] 

1884April2; The newly completed works of the Chicago & Santa Fe Smelting Company were totally destroyed by fire at 9 o’clock last night. The loss was 
undoubtedly occasioned by the act of some Villainous Incendiary. The total value of the property was near $35,000, and the insurance amounted only to 

$6,000. The policies are in Phoenix, AEtna and German American represented by Mr. Paul Wunschmann. …owned by a stock company of which Mr. 

J.D. Allen was the largest share-holder. His associates are Messrs. James M. Allan and C.B. Knapp of Chicago. [The Weekly New Mexican Review p. 
c.4] 

________________________________________________________________ 

 * Chick * 
Chick    - of San Pedro & Chilili 
1883April20; Señor Chick, formerly of San Pedro, was up from the kingdom of Chilili this week. [The Golden Retort. Vol.III No.9] 

 

Chick    - of Hell Cañon 
1897July23; Bernalillo County. W.M. Hendershot, foreman for the Fleming-Chick placer mine in Hell canon says that the Chick separator is now doing 

excellent work. This machine handles 15 yards of dirt daily and takes all the gold out of it. [SFDNM] 

 

C. H. Chick    - Chick & Green;  of San Francisco 
1898May21; Mining Notes. Charles Green and C.H. Chick, of San Francisco, have located in the Jicarillas with a new device for saving placer gold. 

[SFNM] 

1898June23; The new placer machines of Chick & Green are now in operation in the Jicarillas. [SFNM] 
1898July16; Chick & Green will put in a placer machine below the Old Abe mine at White Oaks. [SFNM] 

 

J. S. Chick    - of Kansas City & CMD 



1881October21; indenture; Fredrica Brown (sig= Browne) of Kansas City MO sells for $350 to J.S. Chick of Kansas City MO undiv ¼ int American Lode, (b.C p.440) , in 
LCMD; presence Jno M. Sohiely, certify 22Oct81 Charles M. Conklin Probate Clerk & Recorder Jesus Ma Ortiz Deputy, recorded 22October1881 [Locations & Mining 
Deeds D#15408 p.593] 

 
Lee Chick    - Las Vegas 
[The boys of the early frontier included:] The W.H. Chick & Co. gang consisted of Francisco A. Manzanares, Thomas B. McNair, Arthur M. Blackwell, C.N. Blackwell, Millard W. Browne, Cecil W. 

Browne, Ernest L. Browne, Cassius C. Gise, Peter Simpson, Henry Chick, Lee Chick, John Bell, Thomas D. Bell, Thomas Nolan, D.A. Clouthier, Placido Sandoval, Maurice J. Walsh, Alex 
Stockton and Miss Belle Jennings. [My Life on the Frontier] 

1880January; All during the month of January, 1880, the mining excitement took precedence over everything else, and legitimate business in Las Vegas was relegated to second 

place in the universal desire to get rich quick. – One of the important companies organized during the excitement was the Las Vegas Consolidated Mining & Milling 

Company, with a capital stock of $25,000,000. It was altogether a closed corporation; the membership was limited to twenty-five and not a share of the stock could be placed 

on the market... Hon. Miguel A. Otero (I), President; Hon. Henry L. Waldo, First Vice-President; Hon Caldwell Yeaman, Second Vice-President; Mr. Jacob Gross, Treasurer; 

Mr. Frank A. Blake, Secretary; Mr. Louis Sulzbacher, Counsel; Mr. Page B. Otero, General Manager; Mr. Oliver L. Houghton, Mr. Adolph Mennet, Mr. M.A. Otero, Jr., Mr. 

G.F. Radcliffe, Mr. Thomas D. Bell, Mr. Cliff W. Able, Mr. Alfred Rossier, Mr. Lee Chick, Mr. Frank B. Nichols, Mr. John Perry Sellar, Mr. Charles Longuemare, Mr. Harry 

W. Kelly, Mr. Thomas H. Parker, Mr. Herbert C. Blythe, Mr. Millard W. Browne, Mr. J.C. Churchill, Mr. A.M. Balckwell, Mr. Charles O. Cole. …The great San Carlos 

Mining District… [My Life on the Frontier] 

 
W. H. Chick    - Kansas City, Pueblo, GranadaCO, La Junta 
[The boys of the early frontier included:] The W.H. Chick & Co. gang consisted of Francisco A. Manzanares, Thomas B. McNair, Arthur M. Blackwell, C.N. Blackwell, Millard W. Browne, Cecil W. 

Browne, Ernest L. Browne, Cassius C. Gise, Peter Simpson, Henry Chick, Lee Chick, John Bell, Thomas D. Bell, Thomas Nolan, D.A. Clouthier, Placido Sandoval, Maurice J. Walsh, Alex 
Stockton and Miss Belle Jennings. [My Life on the Frontier] 

1872May18; We understand from Capt. Seymour, agent of the S.O. Mail Co., at this place that the delivery of government freight from the railroad for New 
Mexico and Arizona has been changed from Kit Carson to Pueblo, and that Chick, Brown & Co, are erecting their ware rooms and commission house at 

the latter place. As we understand, this shortens the transportation by ox or mule wagons about seventy miles. The freight will be carried under this 

arrangement by the Kansas Pacific to Denver, Colorado, and by the Denver and Rio Grande Railroad to Pueblo. [SFDNM] 
1874June1; To Freighters. Freighters desiring work under the contract with United States Government for transportation on Route No.2, (New Mexico and 

Arizona) for the current year, can obtain some by application to Otero, Sellar and company, or Chick Browne and company, joint agents for E.B. Allen, 

contractor at Granada, Colorado. 23May1874 [ad in SFDNM] 
1874December10; Among the arrivals at the Exchange we note F.A. Manzanares, of the forwarding firm of Chick, Brown & Co, at Granada. Mr. 

Manzanares is on a visit to his frinds in this vicinity and looking after the interests of his firm. Frank is a prince of good fellows, an A.1 business man 

and has succeded in building up substantial business in this territory. [SFDNM] 
1876March2; F.A. Manzanares, of the firm of Chick, Browne & Co. is in town. We learn from him that La Junta, the new railroad terminus, is quite a lively 

place. [SFDNM] 
1893December6; L.P. Browne, of the well known mercantile firm, the Browne & Manzanares company, Las Vegas, died yesterday at his residence in 

Kansas City, at 7:30 yesterday morning. He had been in failing health for some time but death was due to an acute attack of bronchitis. …Mr. Browne 

was born in Pennsylvania in the year 1830; when a boy he came from his eastern home and began is business career in St. Louis, as a clerk in a clothing 
house. In 1858, in connection with W.H. Chick, Mr. Browne established in Kansas City with a subsequent branch house at Leavenworth, Kas., the 

business of which he was the head at the time of his death. In 1867 the parent house was removed to Junction City, Kas., then the terminus of the Kansas 

Pacific road. With the settling up of the west other removals followed – to Ellsworth, Kas., in 1868; to Phil Sheridan, Kas., in 1869; to Kit Carson, Colo., 
in 1870; to Granada, Colo., in 1873; to La Junta and El Moro, Colo., in 1876; to Otero, New Mexico, in 1878; and to Las Vegas, in 1879. It was in the 

year 1863 that F.A. Manzanares became associated with Mr. Browne, as one of the employes, acquiring an interest in the business in 1867, and the firm 

name being changed in 1878, at El Moro, from Chick & Browne to Browne & Manzanares. [SFDNM] 

________________________________________________________________ 
 

CHICKASHA MINING & MILLING COMPANY    - E-town, OK 
1900December31; The Chickasha Mining and Milling Company to-day filed incorporation papers in the office of Territorial Secretary Wallace. The 

incorporators and directors are Geroge E. McGauhy, James F. McGauhy, Jackson S. McGauhy, Reuben M. Burland, of Chickasha, I.T.; Alexander S. 

Belcher, Las Vegas; Mary F. Belcher, Las Vegas; George L. Belcher, Elizabethtown. The offices of the company will be at Elizabethtown, Colfax 
county, and Chickasha, I.T.; capital, $1,500,000. The company will work the Ore Crown, La Plata, White Horn, Forest King and Forest Queen groups, 

in the Black Copper district, Taos county; incorporation fee, $95. [SFNM] 

 
Mucho Chicle    - of Madrid 
Moko Chicle & BHenderson in Madrid got into a serious fight; Moko hit BH in face with thistles-cockleburs; BH laid open Moko’s cheek. [per BHenderson 19Jun2010] 
 
Joseph Chilburg    - of CF&I;  of El Paso 
1888December7; Mr. and Mrs R.W. Wootten and Mrs. Chilburg, were given a surprise party by the young folks of town and vicinity, one evening this week. [Los Cerrillos 

Rustler Vol.1 No.20] 
1899May17; J. Chilberg of El Paso, is staying at the Palace. – At the Palace: J. Chilberg, El Paso… [SFNM] 
1900January26; J.F. Welborn of Denver, general sales agent of the Colorado Fuel & Iron Company, and Joseph Chilberg, agent of the company at El Paso, 

were in the capital today and left for the south on the afternoon train. They are making arrangements to supply the Mexican Central railroad with coal. 

About 1,000 tons a day is to be furnished, part of the supply to go from Cerrillos. The Mexican Central is unable to get the Capitan Coal from Lincoln 
county, the Southern Pacific having a few days ago contracted for the entire output, whatever it may be. The Mexican Central is now getting coal via 

Tampico from West Virginia, and is also using wood. The local market at El Paso has been supplied with Capitan coal almost exclusively, of late, no 

Cerrillos coal being on sale there and Gallup furnishing but 10 per cent of the quantity El Paso used. The Southern Pacific has recently been buying 
coal at Pittsburg, floating it down the rivers to reach the guld terminal. – At the Claire: Joseph Anfenger, Denver; J. Chilberg, El Paso; G.W. Bowen, 

Denver; J.F. Welborn, Denver… [SFNM] 

1900August29; Otero County. President C.B. Eddy, accompanied by J. Chilberg, local sales agent of the Colorado Fuel and Iron Company at El Paso, and 
President H.J. Anderson, of the First National Bank of Alamogordo, made a tour of the White Oaks line last week. [SFNM] 

 
J. Chilcote    - of EdenOH 



1898December27; J. Chilcote, of Eden, Ohio., is a guest at the Palace. He intends to look up the placer mining business and make an investment if he can 

find a winning proposition. He is an uncle of H.Chilcote, night operator at the Santa Fe. – At the Palace: J. Chilcote, Eden, O… [SFNM]  

 
H. W. Child    - of Child & Loberg;  of Carlisle, Grant co. 
1895March30; The old Carlisle mine, which has been shut down for years, has been started up again under the management of Child & Loberg, who have 

purchased the mine and machinery and who have also purchased several good claims adjoining the Carlisle. Several years ago, under the English 

owners, the Carlisle was one of the best gold producers in the southwest, and why the mine was shut down and the extensive and valuable milling and 
hoisting machinery sold for a mere trifle has always been one of the unsolvable mysteries. The camp promises to be very lively this summer. [SFDNM]  

1895May15; [Grant County] Loberg & Childs are working seventy-two men on their several mines at Carlisle. [SFDNM] 

1895November20; Work has been suspended upon nearly every mine at Carlisle awaiting the result of negotiations for a sale… H.W. Childs, who has the 
bonds on these properties went to San Francisco with the experts and capitalists. ¶ The Lears mine, which was sold outright to parties represented by Mr. 

H.W. Childs, has proved a veritable bonanza. [SFDNM] 

1895November25; The Summit group of mines, the Davenport mines of East Camp and the Jim Crow mines of Carlisle district, Grant county changed 
hands this week. The purchasers are Paris and London capitalists, represented by H.W. Child. The price paid runs up into the hundred thousand dollar 

marks. [SFDNM] 

1895December7; The Headlight also has this to say regarding a notable mining deal at Carlisle: …The amount nominated in the bond given to H.W. Child, 
who made the sale, is in the neighborhood of $136,000. What Mr. Child received for the property will in all probability never be ???itely known. 

[SFDNM] 

1896March11; William Thomas has six mines at Carlisle bonded to the English syndicate, represented by Child and McDermott. [SFDNM] 

________________________________________________________________ 

 * Childers * 
Childers bros.    - Pinos Altos & Santa Rita 

1896November3; Pinos Altos Mines. The Childers brothers are working four men upon a copper mine located above the Mountain Key mill. [SFDNM] 
1899November14; Grant County Mines. Fritter and Childers are doing contract work on the Carrasco for the Oxide Copper company at Santa Rita. Half a 

ton of high grade copper ore which runs over 50 per cent in addition to 25 tons of low grade ore are taken out every day. [SFNM] 

1900August10; Grant County. A sale of the Shamrock mine, owned by Manning, Bates and Childers, in the Burro mountains, was made last week to F. 
Preston Jones. In sinking the prospect hole over four tons of copper ore… [SFNM] 

1900December13; P.T. McGrath, formerly of Denver but now of Silver City, has made the last payment on the Comanche group of mines at Burros, to the 

former owners, Messrs. Childers, Manning and Bates. [SFNM] 

 
T. N. Childers    - Silver City 

1897October28; …has declared official surveys of the following mining claims: The Old Man No.2, situated in the Bear Mountain mining district of Grant 

county; Old Man Mining company claimant; T.N. Childers of Silver City, agent. [SFDNM] 

 
William Burr Childers  (b.TN 20Mar1854)    - of Abq 

Born in TN; Chair NM Democratic Central Committee, supporter of Gold Wing; apptd by Cleveland as US Attorney; led disbarment of Catron 

1874; law degree from Washington & Lee Univ 
1875-79; resident of St. Louis 

1879; to StaFe 
1880; to ABQ 

1881July31; W.B. Childers, of Albuquerque, partner in the law business with T.F. Conway, of Santa Fe, is in the city, having arrived from the south 

yesterday. [SFDNM] 
1882January4; W.B. Childers, of Albuquerque is stopping at the Exchange hotel. [SFDNM] 

1882June18; W.B. Childers, of Albuquerque, came up to the city yesterday to attend the meeting of the democratic central committee. He is stopping at the 

Palace hotel. [SFDNM] 
1882September29; [NM Democratic party central committee] Bernalillo county – W.B. Childers, Colfax – John Lee, Grant – H.M. Meredith, Mora – Alex 

L. Branch, Rio Arriba – Luis Ortiz, Santa Fe – Sol Spiegelberg, San Miguel – M.M. Milligan, Socorro – George W. Fox, Taos – Antonio Joseph, 

Valencia – Felipe Chaves, Dona Ana – Thomas J. Bull, Lincoln – J.A. Larue. At large – T.F. Conway, Santa Fe, H.L. Warren; Santa Fe, Eduardo 
Martinez, Anton Chico; Andres Montoya, Socorro; Nascario Gonzales, La Cienega; W.B. Numan, Albuquerque; J.F. Wallace, Watrous; G.W. 

Stoneroad, Las Vegas; N.B. Laughlin, Cerrillos station. [SFDNM] 

1884July4; The New Mexico delegation to the Chicago convention is composed of Messrs. H.L. Warren and Geoge W. Stoneroad, with Messrs. George W. 
Fox and W.B. Childers alternates. [The Golden Retort. Vol.IV No.26] 

1886 Ter.Sup.Court case: William B. Chiklers vs William E. Talbott 

1887-88; mayor of ABQ 
1889January21; Arrivals at the Palace; W.B. Childers, Albuquerque. [SFDNM] 

1889February26; At the Palace; W.B. Childers, Albuquerque. [SFDNM] 

1889July19; Hon. W.B. Childers and Councilman Mandell, of Albuquerque, are on a visit to our new Leadville. Hope they won’t have to sleep in a stable, 
as Lon Davis was compelled to do for lack of better quarters. [SFDNM] 

1890February1; Mr. W.B. Childers returned on yesterday to Albuquerque, having finished his business before the supreme court. [SFDNM] 

1890February15; W.B. Childers, esq., the leading lawyer of Albuquerque, returned to the city on the Rio Grande last night... [SFDNM] 
1890May19; Hon. W.B. Childers came up from Albuquerque to pass Sunday with his family. [SFDNM] 

1890November14; Messrs. Ferguson and Childers, Albuquerque’s two leading attorneys, were at Santa Fe during the count of the vote by the board of commissioners. [The 
Cerrillos Rustler Vol.III No.18] 

1890November21; The Albuquerque Citizen says W.B. Childers is a curiosity – being a Democrat, a Lawyer and an honest man. [The Cerrillos Rustler Vol.III No.19] 
1891August17; At the Palace: W.B. Childers, Albuquerque. [SFDNM] 

1892-93; mayor again 

1892July6; F.W. Clancy and wife, W.B. Childers and wife and a party of six or eight Albuquerqueans are on a six weeks’ visit at the Clancy house, a most 
inviting spot. When seen on the 4th Mr. and Mrs. Clancy were standing waist deep in water having no end of sport catching trout. [SFDNM] 



1895April30; Hon. W.B. Childers, the little giant of the Rio Grande valley, is in Denver and thence goes to Chicago and will perhaps take in his old home in 

Tennessee before returning three weeks hence. [SFDNM] 
1895August; ref, Catron considered William Burr Childers and Eugene A. Fiske his personal enemies 

1895September6; Hon. W.B. Childers, of Albuquerque, is spending the day here accompanied by Prof. John C. Calhoun, of Tuscaloosa, Ala., scion of the 

famous Calhoun family and a class-mate of Mr. Childers and Hon. H.B. Fergusson. [SFDNM] 
1895November26; The celebrated Washington mine injunction suit, which has unfortunately kept the best property in Cochiti idle, and retarded the 

development and prosperity of the district so long, was dissolved on Monday by Judge Collier. The first bill filed by the complainant, Henry Lockhart, 

was dismissed, and by this second bill he sought to prevent the working of the property until a suit in ejectment could be tried. …The successful 
defendants are J.O. Willis, H.C. Leeds, Julia Johnson, J.A. Johnson, Samuel Dunlap, C.E. Bonsall, receiver, W.B. Childers and E.W. Dobson. [SFDNM] 

1895November29; The pleasing news comes from Bland that the owners of the Washington mine, now that the injunction is dissolved, are getting ready to 

begin operations on a large scale. A road will be built up the difficult incline and all necessary preparations will be made to commence shipping ore. The 
company will also begin work on their North Star and Sunny South claims near the Washington. [SFDNM] 

1896-1905; US attny for NM 

McKinley kept Childers as US Attorney to pay the political debt to the Gold Democrats; at the end of Childer’s 4year term he switched parties to Republican 
and was reappointed for another term. 

1896April4; Hon. W.B. Childers is up from Albuquerque. [SFDNM] 

1896April13; The important and gratifying news comes from Cerrillos that, on Saturday, genuine coal oil was struck there in a well of Dick Matthews at the depth of 115 feet.  

The New Mexican is indebted to S. Golding, who is in the city in attendance upon the district court, for the first information of this notable strike. ¶ DETAILS OF THE 

DISCOVERY. ¶ A telephone message from Editor F.C. Buell, of the Rustler, fully verifies Mr. Golding’s statement and gives interesting particulars.  It seems that Richard 

Green and W.E. Chipman were interested with sinking a drive well on the premises of the latter about two and a half blocks north of the A.,T.&S.F. railroad depot, the object 

being to tap the water underflow for domestic purposes.¶ At the depth of 115 feet, the drill then being forty feet in slate, oil in large quantities was observed flowing off with 

the water then in the well.  The 5-inch iron casting was then down to the slate formation.  To-day the casting will be driven into the slate so as to shut off the water which 

flows in from above and thus ascertain the quantity of oil that has been tapped. ¶ Experts say that, after the slate is passed through, a large body of petroleum is likely to be 

encountered.  Naturally the people of Cerrillos and vicinity are much excited over this find.  The water in the well is spoiled for ordinary uses, but nevertheless the discovery 

fills the hearts of the entire community with joy unspeakable. ¶ PRESENCE OF OIL LONG SUSPECTED. ¶ For years the presence of petroleum in south Santa Fe county 

has been strongly suspected by many people and numerous superficial experiments have been made to discover it. ¶ Recently a company was quietly organized to locate lands 

and make serious explorations for oil in the coal region of this county.  M. Harrold, a practical oil man of Crafton, Pa., who made unsuccessful efforts to develop artesian 

water near Golden two or three years ago and there satisfied himself that there was petroleum in the region, Secretary Lorion Miller, and Supt. J.T. McLaughlin, of the Santa 

Fe Copper company, are leading promoters of the new company. ¶ Among the other who have taken stock therein are E.L. Hall, E.H. Bergmann, A.C. Linnen, E.A. Sluder, 

T.M. Jones, Francis Downs, C.H. Gildersleeve, T.J. Helm, of Santa Fe; H.L. Warren, H.B. Fergusson, Alex. Breischer, C.M. Childers, E.W. Dobson, O.N. Marron, N.C. 

Collier, R.L. Stuart, Wallace Hesselden, J.A. Lee, Felix Lester, J.E. Saint, W.M. Weaver, B.C. Robertson, S.M. Folsom, B.G. Wilson, of Albuquerque; M.S. Hart and Thomas 

Smith, of Las Vegas; W.S. Hopewell, of Hillsboro; W.H. Seamon, of Socorro; H.T. Brown and R.M. Carley, of San Pedro, and two friends of Mr. McLaughlin. ¶ THIRTY-

SIX CLAIMS LOCATED. ¶ Thirty-six claims of coal and oil land of 160 acres each have already been located by the company on the public domain from six to twelve miles 

northwest and west of Golden. ¶ Mr. Harrold has gone east to arrange for moving his complete well boring machinery and appliances from Golden to the prospective oil 

fields. He will return soon prepared to sink 1,000 feet if necessary. The results of his systematic explorations will be awaited with absorbing interest, not only by the persons 

directly interested, but by everyone interested in the development and prosperity of northern New Mexico. ¶ The unexpected oil strike at Cerrillos will, of course, tend directly 

toward encouraging and stimulating the efforts of this enterprising prospecting company. [SFDNM] 
1896April21; Hon. W.B. Childers is in the capital city from Albuquerque on legal business. [SFDNM] 

1896May13; Hon. W.B. Childers is here from Albuquerque. [SFDNM] 

1896May16; Transcript Of Judgment. John W. Schofielld, Receiver of the Albuquerque National Bank vs. The Santa Fe Copper Company, Case No.3437. 
Judgment Debtor: The Santa Fe Copper Company. Judgment Creditor: John W. Schofielld Receiver of the Albuquerque National Bank. Amount of Recovery: 
$11794.87 b.A-Jdgs. p.32. Consideration: $11794.87. Name of Attorney for Judgment Creditor: W.B. Childers. Cert.16May1896 Geo L. Wyllys, Clerk. 
[Sup.Abstract No.2153 7Aug1937, per BHenderson] 

1896June15; The nomination of W.B. Childers as United States attorney for New Mexico was not passed upon by the senate before adjournment because 
Delegate Catron filed charges against him for the purpose of delaying confirmation. Catron had the immatchable nerve to charge that Childers is a 

“vindictive, partisan,” and to allege that the Hughes contest case was prosecuted by him for personal reasons. But Catron was very careful to refrain 

from mentioning that the contempt had reference to certain disbarment proceedings against himself. Notwithstanding the false charges filed by Catron, a 
commission has been issued to Mr. Childers and yesterday he qualified as United States attorney before Judge Collier. – Albuquerque Democrat. 

[SFDNM] 

1896July3; Hon. W.B. Childers came up from Albuquerque this morning on business connected with the Sandia Mining & Smelting company now pending 
before Judge Laughlin. [SFDNM] 

1896August29; Mr. E.W. Dobson, of the Albuquerque law firm of Childers & Dobson, came up from the south last night to look after business… [SFDNM] 

1896August29; The goldite Democrats… Delegates to the Indianapolis gold convention were chosen as follows: J.W. Schofield, W.B. Childers, __ Robin, 
of Albuquerque; H.L. Waldo, of Las Vegas; W.E. Dame, of Cerrillos; John W. Poe, of Roswell. The alternates are: G.L. Ulrick, of White Oaks; George 

Smith, of Socorro; Lynch, Boyce, Johnson and Francisco Armijo y Otero, of Albuquerque. [SFDNM] 

1896October12; Judge Thos Smith and wife, and Miss Gaines, sister of Mrs. Smith, came in from California last night, being met at the depot by E.W. 
Dobson. The judge and Miss Gaines continued on north to Las Vegas, while Mrs. Smith stopped over to spend the day with Mrs. W.B. Childers. She 

will continue to Las Vegas this evening. – Albuquerque Citizen of Saturday. [SFDNM] 

1896November5; At the Palace: R.E. Twitchell, Las Vegas; M.S. Otero, E.S. Stover, W.B. Childers, Albuquerque; J.B. Hurley, W.K. Etter, F.A. 
Manzanares, Las Vegas... [SFDNM] 

1896November19; Messrs. Childers and Dame and other members of the Goldite party had a conference at Albuquerque yesterday. Mr. Dame denies it, but 

nevertheless it comes pretty straight, that he is being pushed by certain influential Republicans and Goldite Democrats for appointment as territorial 
secretary. [SFDNM] 

1896December16; Hon. W.B. Childers’ friends in Santa Fe were very much pleased to learn through last evening’s press dispatches that his nomination as 

U.S. district attorney had been confirmed by the senate. [SFDNM] 
1897February1; W.B. Childers, of Albuqueque, is at the Claire. [SFDNM] 

1897April12; Within a few miles of Hillsboro there exist, as is well known, many thousands of acres of gold placers, gold bearing gravel and gold bearing 

cement. For some time, indeed for several years, a company of which W.S. Hopewell, W.H. Bucher, W.B. Childers, J.T. McLaughlin, John A. Lee and 
others are members has had several thousands of acres of these placers located. For a year past some Pittsburg capitalists have carefully investigated the 

problem of working these placers, tested the gravel and cement in every known scientific way and in every practical manner, spending over $50,000 in 

this work. These capitalists have now closed a deal for the placer claims, it is understood, paying $82,000 for them. [SFDNM] 
1897May11; Hon. W.B. Childers, U.S. attorney for New Mexico, is in the city from Albuquerque on legal business. [SFDNM] 



1897July15; The Washington Gold and Silver Mining Company has filed articles of incorporation, with Frank E. Sturges, Wm B. Childers, Edward W. 

Dolson, H.C. Leeds and Edward L. Medler, all of Albuquerque, N.M., as incorporators. The object of the company is to acquire, hold, work and operate 
mines of silver, gold and other precious minerals in the Cochiti mining district in Bernalillo county, New Mexico, also to erect and operate works for 

milling, smelting and refining such ores. The term of the existence of said company is 50 years; the capital stock is $160,000, divided into 16,000 shares 

at $10 each. The number of directors is five and the incorporators are named as directors for the first three months. The principal place of business of the 
company shall be Albuquerque. The company paid the sum of $35 into the territorial treasury as incorporation fees. [SFDNM] 

1897October4; At the Claire: E.D. Flunke, Col. John Borrardaile, John A. Jacoby, W.B. Childers, Magdalena Sanchez, Albuquerque... [SFDNM] 

1897December8; Meeting Of Directors. Local Members of Boards of Directors of Ten Corporations Held Regular Annual Meeting This Morning. The local 
members of the boards of directors of the New Mexican Railroad company, the Rio Grande, Mexico & Pacific company; the New Mexico & Southern 

Pacific Railroad company; the Silver City, Deming & Pacific Railroad company, the Rio Grande Land company, the New Mexico Town company, the 

Cerrillos Coal & Iron company, the Cerrillos Coal Railroad company and the Madrid Mercantile company, held the regular annual meeting at the Palace 
hotel this morning. The members present were F.A. Manzanares, A.M. Blackwell, R.E. Twitchell and Geo B. Kilmer, Las Vegas; Max Schutz, Silver 

City; M.S. Otero, W.B. Childers and E.S. Stover, Albuquerque; Major Palen and Levi A. Hughes, Santa Fe. – At the Palace: Mr. and Mrs. R.E. 

Twitchell, G.L. Kilmer, Las Vegas; A. Hart, St. Louis; A.M. Blackwell, F.A. Manzanares, Las Vegas; J.W. Cooper, Pecos; P.H. Leese, Espanola; Ed 
Ledwidge, C.H. Austin, Denver; S.H. Elkins, R.M. Foree, Dolores; M.S. Otero, E.T. Stover, Albuquerque; C.R. Dunn and wife, Cerrillos; Jas Duggan, 

Madrid; Max Schutz, Silver City. – At the Claire: H.L. Warren, W.B. Childers, Albuquerque… [SFDNM] 

1898January4; United States Attorney Childers is up from Albuquerque attending court. He registers at the Claire. – At the Claire: M. Balue, Cerrillos; 
John Roper, Alamosa; Henry J. Young, Cerro, N.M.; W.B. Childers, Albuquerque. [SFNM]   

1898January6; At the Claire: W.B. Childers, E.L. Medler, E. Meyers, Albuqerque; John S. Clark, Las Vegas. [SFNM]   

1898June24; In the habeas corpus proceeding in the Erb-Ormerod case, in which F.G. Erb was held under bonds to appear before the District court for 

obtaining money under false pretenses, Judge McFie yesterday afternoon, discharged Mr. Erb, on the ground that there was no cause for action. The case 

of S. Arnold against Mr. Erb was remanded to justice court for hearing. W.B. Childers appeared for Mr. Erb, and A.B. Renehan for the complainant. 

[SFNM] 
1898August22; At the Palace: J.H. Crumpacker, A.B. McMillen, S.B. Gillett, E.W. Dobson, C.H. Fancher, N.W. Jackson, J.H. Stringle, W.B. Childers, 

Albuquerque… [SFNM] 

1899March9; Colonel E.W. Dobson, of Albuquerque, of the law firm of Childers & Dobson, arrived in town on legal matters, and is a guest at the Palace. 
[SFNM] 

1899April24; The North Star Mining company has filed incorporation papers. The objects of the company are stated to be mining and smelting. The capital 
is $100,000 divided into 10,000 shares. The directors are Frank E. Sturges, William E. Childers, Edward W. Dobson, Edward L. Medler, and H.C. 

Leads, all of Albuquerque. [SFNM] 

1900January15; United States District Attorney W.B. Childers has retnrned from Albuquerque to attend the sessions of the supreme court. – At the Claire: 
Ed Schultz, O.C. Watson, W.B. Childers, O.N. Marron, Albuquerque… [SFNM] 

1900March19; At the Claire: Henry Lockhart, Bland; H. Lockhart, Jr, W.B. Childers, E.N. Bliss, George F. Albright, S.B. Gillet, Albuquerque... [SFNM] 

1900April26; Santa Fe County Mica Mines. The claims recorded by County Clerk Romero yesterday are as follows: San Jose mica claim, about eight miles 
northeast of the Nambe Indian pueblo, by A.M. Bergere, Eilosa L. Bergere, Mrs. D.M. White, Mariano S. Otero, Alexander Reed, George W. Knaebel, 

Arthur H. Craven and M.A. Otero; the Muniz mica claim, same locality, by John R. McFie, A.M. Blackwell, Jacob Gross, H.W. Kelly, W.J. Miller, E.J. 

McLean, J.S. Clark and L.A. Hughes; the Eilosa mica claim, same locality, by R.C. Gortner, W.P. Sutton, T.S. Hubbell, F.W. Parker, F.A. Manzanares, 
W.H. Pope, Solomon Luna and Caroline E. Luna; the Estrella mica claim, same locality, by P. Muniz, Mrs P. Muniz, D.M. White and Wendall V. Hall; 

the Montezuma mica claim, same locality, by T.A. Finical, Manuel C. de Baca, W.H. Whiteman, Fred Muller, A.A. Keen, J.W. Crumpaker, W.B. 

Childers and A.R. Burkdoll, all in the Nambe mining district. [SFNM] 
1900May1; The owners of about twenty mica claims northeast of Santa Fe met yesterday afternoon in the office of Governor Otero and organized 

permanently, adopting the name of  “The Santa Fe Mica Company.” …Judge McFie presided at the meeting, and Col. George W. Knaebel acted as 

secretary. The following board of directors to serve three months was elected: A.A. Keen, Col. George W. Knaebel, R.C. Gortner, L.A. Hughes and 
Judge W.H. Whiteman. …The most important claims that have been recorded are: San Jose mica claim, about eight miles northeast of the Nambé 

Indian pueblo, by A.M. Bergere, Eliosa L. Bergere, Mrs. D.M. White, Mariano S. Otero, Alexander Reed, George W. Knaebel, Arthur H. Craven and 

M.A. Otero; the Muniz mica claim, same locality, by John R. McFie, A. M. Blackwell, Jacob Gross, H.W. Kelly, W.J. Mills, E.J. McLean, J.S. Clark 
and L.A. Hughes; the Eloisa mica claim, same locality, by R.C. Gortner, W.P. Sutton. T.S. Hubbell, F.W. Parker, F.A. Manzanares, W.H. Pope, 

Solomon Luna and Caroline E. Otero; the Estrella mica claim, same locality, by P. Muniz, Mrs. P. Muniz, D.M. White and Wendell V. Hall; the 

Montezuma mica claim, same locality, by T.A. Finical, Manuel C. de Baca, W.H. Whiteman, Fred Muller, A.A. Keen, J.W. Crumpacker, W.B. 
Childers and A.R. Burkdoll, all in the Nambe mining district. – At the Claire: J.W. Crumpacker, T.S. Hubbell, John Roger Haynes, A.B. McMillan, 

E.W. Dobson, W.B. Childers, E.L. Medler, O.H. Maron, Albuquerque; F.W. Parker, Hillsboro; A.A. Freeman, Carlsbad... [SFNM] 

1900December19; News from Washington indicates that the appointment of United States attorney for the district of New Mexico is between W.B. 
Childers, the present incumbent, and Frank W. Clancy, of Albuquerque. So says a private dispatch from the national capital. [SFNM] 

1901May13; Among those here from other towns to attend the 50th anniversary banquet of Montezuma lodge, A.F. and A.M., this evening at the Palace 

hotel are: U.S. Attorney W.B. Childers, past grand master, of Albuquerque; J.H. Wroth, past grand master, of Albuquerque; Hon. W.G. Ritch, of Engle; 
Frank Johnson, worshipful master of Hiram lodge No.13, San Marcial; H.B. Holt, worshipful master of Aztec lodge No.3, of Silver City; Hon. George 

W. Kephart of Bland; Hon. W.H. Kennedy of Cerrillos; Mr. and Mrs. Earl Turner of Cerrillos; Mr. and Mrs. H.J. Elliot and daughter of Cerrillos, and 

Mr. and Mrs. W.E. Maltby of Cerrillos. [SFNM] 

1901October7; Hon. W.B. Childers, United States attorney for New Mexico, is in Santa Fe on business. – Palace: W.H. Andrews, Pittsburg; William A. 

Boyer, Andrews; J.E. Saint, W.B. Childers, Albuquerque; A. Venderwart, Boston; J.T. McLaughlin, Albuquerque; D.C. Harrington, Kansas City; W.S. 

Hopewell, Hillsboro… [SFNM] 
1903June1; Palace: W.B. Childers, Albuquerque. [SFNM] 

as of 1903June30; List of mining claims in NM which have been officially surveyed… By Surveyor-General Morgan O. Llewellyn. W.B. Childers et al., 

North Star, Cochiti MD, 11.525ac. – W.B. Childers et al, Sunny Side, Cochiti MD, 15.092ac. [Report of the Governor of New Mexico to the Secretary 
of the Interior 1903, p.349] 

as of 1903June30; List of mining claims in NM which have been officially surveyed… By Surveyor-General Morgan O. Llewellyn. W.B. Childers et al., 

Imperial, Magdalena MD, 18.14ac. [Report of the Governor of New Mexico to the Secretary of the Interior 1903, p.356] 

1904-05; W.B. Childers listed as Past Grand Master of NM Grand Lodge 
- witness - 



1880April27; Dated. Sheriff’s Deed. Perfecto Armijo Sheriff of Bernalillo co. and Manuel Sanches y Valencia his predecessor in office, for $1250, to Willi Spiegelberg. …do 
hereby assign transfer and convey to the said Willie Spiegelberg all the right title interest and estated of the… undivided two forty eights of said consolidated Canon del 
Agua and San Pedro Land Grant... Sig. Perfecto Armijo, Manuel Sanchez y Valencia. Wit. Melchier Werner, W.B. Childers. b.L Mining Deeds p.6. [BHenderson Abstract 
of Title No.2 30Sep1983] 

________________________________________________________________ 
 

E. B. Childs    - StaFe, Waldo 

1899July25; E.B. Childs, who was operator at the Santa Fe depot during the absence of Agent H.S. Lutz, has been transferred to Waldo to relieve the agent 
at that point. [SFNM] 

 

Edward Chiles 

1881November23; Articles of incorporation have been filed of the Seneca Silver Mining Company, the incorporators of which are Martin W. Bromen, 

Edward Chiles, James Henshall and H.Y. Anderson. …leasing and selling mines and mining property in New Mexico [SFDNM] 

 

Antonio J. Chino    - Golden 

1896August1; Jack Deboo and Antonio J. Chino are putting things in shape to commence taking ore out of the Gold Leaf lode which will be treated at the 

little Arold mill at Golden. Teams will be put on hauling ore by Friday. The machine is being repaired by Chino. – Cerrillos Rustler. [SFDNM] 

 

J. Chiono    - Cerrillos 
1894November14; R.J. Ewing, Glorieta; W.W. Atchison, Cerrillos; T. Lowthian, Cochiti; J. Chiono, J. Marteland, F. Hanchiando, Cerrillos; E. Gallegos, P. 

Valesques, Cerrillos, are at the Bon-Ton hotel. [SFDNM] 
 

W. E. Chipman    - of Cerrillos 

1893August14; [Cerrillos Notes] G.W. North has completed a slaughter house for Chipman & Arnold with a capacity of twenty-five beeves a day. This firm 

will furnish all the meat for the camps hereabouts; in the past most of the beef used here came from Kansas City. [SFDNM] 
1894April20; Allerton, April 18 – Some big assays have been had from the claims of Chipman & Co, a mile above Allerton, and the owners are 

consequently feeling jubilant to-day. [SFDNM] 

1897February4; S. Golding, Chairman, W.C. Rogers, Geo D. Arnold, W.E. Chipman, Matias Montoya – Trustees; A.L. Kendall, clerk 
1896April13; The important and gratifying news comes from Cerrillos that, on Saturday, genuine coal oil was struck there in a well of Dick Matthews at the depth of 115 feet.  

The New Mexican is indebted to S. Golding, who is in the city in attendance upon the district court, for the first information of this notable strike. ¶ DETAILS OF THE 

DISCOVERY. ¶ A telephone message from Editor F.C. Buell, of the Rustler, fully verifies Mr. Golding’s statement and gives interesting particulars.  It seems that Richard 

Green and W.E. Chipman were interested with sinking a drive well on the premises of the latter about two and a half blocks north of the A.,T.&S.F. railroad depot, the object 

being to tap the water underflow for domestic purposes.¶ At the depth of 115 feet, the drill then being forty feet in slate, oil in large quantities was observed flowing off with 

the water then in the well.  The 5-inch iron casting was then down to the slate formation.  To-day the casting will be driven into the slate so as to shut off the water which 

flows in from above and thus ascertain the quantity of oil that has been tapped. ¶ Experts say that, after the slate is passed through, a large body of petroleum is likely to be 

encountered.  Naturally the people of Cerrillos and vicinity are much excited over this find.  The water in the well is spoiled for ordinary uses, but nevertheless the discovery 

fills the hearts of the entire community with joy unspeakable. ¶ PRESENCE OF OIL LONG SUSPECTED. ¶ For years the presence of petroleum in south Santa Fe county 

has been strongly suspected by many people and numerous superficial experiments have been made to discover it. ¶ Recently a company was quietly organized to locate lands 

and make serious explorations for oil in the coal region of this county.  M. Harrold, a practical oil man of Crafton, Pa., who made unsuccessful efforts to develop artesian 

water near Golden two or three years ago and there satisfied himself that there was petroleum in the region, Secretary Lorion Miller, and Supt. J.T. McLaughlin, of the Santa 

Fe Copper company, are leading promoters of the new company. ¶ Among the other who have taken stock therein are E.L. Hall, E.H. Bergmann, A.C. Linnen, E.A. Sluder, 

T.M. Jones, Francis Downs, C.H. Gildersleeve, T.J. Helm, of Santa Fe; H.L. Warren, H.B. Fergusson, Alex. Breischer, C.M. Childers, E.W. Dobson, O.N. Marron, N.C. 

Collier, R.L. Stuart, Wallace Hesselden, J.A. Lee, Felix Lester, J.E. Saint, W.M. Weaver, B.C. Robertson, S.M. Folsom, B.G. Wilson, of Albuquerque; M.S. Hart and Thomas 

Smith, of Las Vegas; W.S. Hopewell, of Hillsboro; W.H. Seamon, of Socorro; H.T. Brown and R.M. Carley, of San Pedro, and two friends of Mr. McLaughlin. ¶ THIRTY-

SIX CLAIMS LOCATED. ¶ Thirty-six claims of coal and oil land of 160 acres each have already been located by the company on the public domain from six to twelve miles 

northwest and west of Golden. ¶ Mr. Harrold has gone east to arrange for moving his complete well boring machinery and appliances from Golden to the prospective oil 

fields. He will return soon prepared to sink 1,000 feet if necessary. The results of his systematic explorations will be awaited with absorbing interest, not only by the persons 

directly interested, but by everyone interested in the development and prosperity of northern New Mexico. ¶ The unexpected oil strike at Cerrillos will, of course, tend directly 

toward encouraging and stimulating the efforts of this enterprising prospecting company. [SFDNM] 

1896May27; Appended is as near a complete list of the delegates chosen to the Democratic county convention… Precinct No.6 – Cienega – Cosme Baca 

and Apolonio Rael. Precinct No.7 – Joseph Richards, Geo D. Arnold, W.E. Chipman and Thos O’Donnell. Precinct No.8 – Galisteo – Francisco Silva 
and Ezequiel Chavez. Precinct No.10 – Dolores –  Precinct No.11 – Golden – Hiram T. Brown, James Carruthers and Frank P. White. Precinct No.12 – 

Canoncito – Jesus Gonzales y Roival and Pedro Carriaga. Precinct No.13 – Glorieta – Ike Stone. Precinct No.19 – Madrid – G.E. Norton, Thomas 

Harris and Warren Graham. [SFDNM] 
1896June6; At the Exchange: George D. Arnold, Joseph Richards, W.E. Chipman, Cerrillos; George Shaub, Pecos; J.D. Stone, F.P. White, Golden... 

[SFDNM] 

1896June22; W.E. Chipman and family and Miss Ruth Shick left Wednesday for a summer outing at the Jemez. – Cerrillos Rustler. [SFDNM] 
1896July18; W.E. Chipman and family and Miss Ruth Shick returned from the Jemez and Sulphur springs Tuesday. – Cerrillos Rustler. [SFDNM] 

1896July25; H.W. Laird has bought the meat market business of W.E. Chipman at Cerrillos. The latter will hereafter conduct a wholesale butcher business 

only. – Cerrillos Rustler. [SFDNM] 

1896September24; [delegates to Democratic co.convention> Precinct 5 – Alejo A. Hernandez, Antonio Armijo. Precinct 6 – J.D. La Carrillo, two votes, 

Apolonio Rael. Precinct 7 – W.E. Chipmen, S. Golding. W.H. Kennedy. Precinct 8 – Anastacio Trujillo, Ventura Varrios. Precinct 10 – W.W. Atchison. 

Precinct 11 – Sam Wright, W.F. Williams, Jas Carruthers. Precinct 13 – Antonio S. Griego. Precinct 19 – Ed Jones, Warren Graham. [SFDNM] 
1896October26; [Democrats] …delegates entitled to seats in the convention: Precinct 7 – Cerrillos – Wm H. Coleman, B.M. Donaldson, W.E. Chipman. 

[SFDNM] 

1896October26; Among the solid men in town to-day from the south end of the county are Tom Harris and Warren Graham, of Madrid; Dan Taylor and 
Wm Atkinson, of Dolores; W.F. Williams and Sam Wright, of Golden; B.M. Donaldson, W.E. Chipman and Wm Coleman, jr., of Cerrillos. [SFDNM] 

1896October27; At the Palace: S.C. Wright, Golden; W.E. Chipman, Cerrillos; O.W. Alexander, St. Joe... [SFDNM] 

1897December11; On the 30th of November two men, an American and a Mexican, stole five head of cattle from Don Ascencion Nieto of San Pedro, and 
drove them into Cerrillos and sold them to W.E. Chipman. Antonio Nieto and Julio Nieto, relatives of Don Ascencion, as soon as the cattle were missed, 

struck the trail and followed it to Mr. Chipman’s slaughter house. They found the hides in the Cerrillos depot ready for shipment and had to get an order 

from Judge Kendall to stop the agent from shipping the hides, Mr. Chipman being absent from home at the time. After Mr. Chipman got home he paid 



Mr. Nieto for his cattle. No cattle or hide inspector has been in Cerrillos for a long time. Mr. Chipman had a bill of sale for the cattle from a man by the 

name of Francisco Aguilar, which is believed to be a fictitious name. [SFDNM] 

 
James Chiposa  <b.LaconaITAL 25Jun1862?1861?1862_tombstone  d.1946) AKA  John Reposa (b.ITAL Jun 1861)    - wife is Sarah Lilly Blair Reposa/Chiposa (b.ENG 

Mar1856>(b.1856 d.1937 tombstone);  of  Cerrillos, RedondoBeachCA 
…your inquiry about the possibility that the name Reposa could be the family name. It probably was because all the info in the 1900 census is correct. All documents and 

other info which I received from Wes Patience in Bisbee spell the name Chiposa, Chipusa or other similar spellings. On his grave in Inglewood CA is the name James 
Chiposa (1862-1946). The census states 1861?? I knew him and always called him Grandpa Chiposa. He probably changed the name when coming to the U.S. but 
Reposa may have been his legal sir name. [Jeanne Mitchell 13Oct2012] 

I have in my records that James Chiposa was born in Lacona Italy on June 25, 1862. I don't know when he immigrated to the U.S. ¶ As for Eliza Blair she was born June 20, 
1876 probably in Illinois. ¶ Her parents Robert and Sarah Lilly/Blair were married in Morris Illinois on March 20, 1872. ¶ The Blair and Chiposa families migrated to 
Redondo Beach CA in 1904 and remained in the area until theirs deaths. [Jeanne Mitchell 14Oct2012] 

Sarah was originally married to Thomas Blair a coal miner in Rapids City, IL. I believe he died in IL. [PBrown 24Sep2012] 
Thomas Blair who was the son of Sarah and Thomas Blair. Thomas was the stable hostler in Cerrillos.  Eliza and Sarah Blair passed away in 1900; they must have been in 

Cerrillos or Madrid since the 1900 census had the family listed in Cerrillos. The person who died in childbirth was Thomas' first wife Charlotte; Lottie.  She passed away 
in Bisbee. ¶ John Blair, Sarah's son, passed away in 1880.  They still lived in Illinois. ¶ Thomas and his brother Robert came to New Mexico before the rest of the 
family to survey the area. I wonder if thy came from Illinois or Bisbee? [Jeanne Mitchell May2013] 

1899August17; Bound To Die. An Italian Who Was Whisky-Proof Shot Himself. Special to the New Mexican. Cerrillos, N.M., August 17. – John Dughet, 

an Italian coal miner, employed at Madrid, committed suicide here about 6 o’clock this morning by shooting himself through the heart. ¶ Last Friday 
Dughet came to Cerrillos and bought a gallon of whisky, and going toward Madrid, stopped and evidently tried to drink himself to death. He was 

discovered Sunday afternoon and brought to town, when he was given a room adjoining Chipusa’s saloon and restaurant. Early this morning he made 

his way into the saloon through the back door, which, by some chance, had been left unlocked, and after helping himself to whisky, took a revolver, 
went back to his room and shot himself. ¶ He is reported to have owned an interest in a stock ranch somewhere in New Mexico, as well as considerable 

ready money. [SFNM] 

1900June7-8_census: John Reposa, coal miner 10mos.unempl, married 6yrs, born 6-61 Italy immig1876 [Ital Ital], resident Cerrillos (Town), renting with wife Sarah (3-56 
10child/6living restaurant cook England immig1863) [Engl Engl], dau Hazel (9-96 NM [Ital Engl]); stepson Thomas Blair (1-83 single stable hostler IA [Scot Engl]), 
3stepdau Maggie Blair (2-86 IL [Scot Engl]) Fannie Blair (7-88 IL [Scot Engl]) Cora Blair (6-92 IL [Scot Engl]) 

Maggie = Margaret, Fannie = Famie, for Euphemia. [Jeanne Mitchell 13Oct2012] 
…Eliza Blair, dau of Sarah Blair. Apparently she passed away before the 1900 census. Four of Sarah’s children were deceased at the time of the 1900 census. Robert Blair 

d.1898, Cerrillos Cem; John Blair date unk; Eliza Blair date unk; Sarah Ann Blair date unk. [Jeanne Mitchell 13Oct2012] 
James did work as a miner in Bisbee. The Bisbee directory fror 1904 lists him as: John Chiposa miner residing at 318 Chihuahua Hill. Thomas Blair clerk Central Pharmacy 

resides Chihuahua Hill (his stepson). Sometime James is refered to as John. Chiposa is spelled many different ways depending on which document you are looking at. 
On their Quit Claim Deed in Bisbee (1904) it's James Chipuso and Sarrah Chipouso??? On another line the last names spelling is reversed James Chipouso and 
Sarrah Chipuso. John Chiposa bought a dog license for his dog Curley in 1904 for $1. James lived in Redondo Beach for a long time and I never heard mention of his 
occupation. Fishing was a posibility. By the time I was born I'm sure he was retired. They had a home with a few small rentals in the back which probably was his only 
income when I knew him. He was 74 when he passed away in 1946. [Jeanne Mitchell 19Oct2012] 

1910 James Shiposn - Redondo Beach wife Sarah, Hazel (NM) & step daughter Cora May Blair (IL) [per PBrown 2012] 
1930 Census: James Chiposa in Redondo Beach, CA born Italy Immigrated 1885; wife Sarah b 1856 England Immigrated 1880. [per PBrown 2012] 
 
J. H. Chise    - of Las Vegas & Turquesa 
1882March24; Turquesa. Interesting Items from this Booming Mineral Camp. To the editor of the New Mexican. Our district is getting new life in to it, all 

the miners are at work and rich strikes of mineral are taking place every few days. Property is changing hands and development is being pushed forward 
on many new claims. ¶ Mr. J.H. Chis?, of Las Vegas, is in our camp and is much pleased with the prospects of the district; he has bought the Ark and the 

Monarch claims and has let contracts on them for development. ¶ This district has has as high grade ore as can be found in any district in New Mexico. ¶ 

I have just seen the report of some assays from a sample of ore sent to the Smithsonian Institute at Washington, D.C. The ore was taken from one of Mr. 
C.S. McCurtis’ claims, and is as follows: Silver, 1,078 ounces; gold, $199. ¶ Work on the Bonanza No.3, is progressing as fast as men can do it. They 

are working day and night and will soon be in rediness to take out ore with their machinery. They have partly cleaned out some old workings done by 

the ancients and it shows up a strong vein of very good looking mineral. ¶ I hear they have struck a body of rich mineral in the Pacific lode; also in the 
Great Western. ¶ All owners of mines will soon be able to have their ores reduced. With two smelters and one concentrator will come active 

development in this district. ¶ Aleksi. [SFDNM] 

 
D. Chishop    - Colorado Springs 
1895March20; Mr. C.H. White, a well known banker at Colorado Springs, and a party of capitalists from Colorado have been out in the Santa Fe valley all 

day looking over the lay of the ground. Mr. M.J. Nagle has them in charge. Mr. White owns the old Pap Fisher ranch on the Chamiso arroyo and he and 

his neighboring land holders have in view a scheme to store water in the Chamiso canon that will provide homes for several hundred settlers south of the 

city. [SFDNM] 
1895March20; At the Palace: C.H. White, D. Chishop, Colorado Springs... [SFDNM] 

 
Alexander Chistony    - Madrid 
1895May22; Nonfatal Accidents; White Ash mine, Cerrillos Coal Railroad Co; Alex Chistony, Fracture left arm, Hand-fire shot. …room No.19, fourth left entry, Alex Chistony 

sustained fracture of the left bone (humerus) in upper third of left arm, shattering he bone; compound fracture; four inches of the bone removed. Cause: He was firing a 
shot, which he supposed had gone off, but it had not, and he returned to his room just as it went off, knocking him over, and probably against a loaded pit car. [Report 
of US Coal Mine Inspector For NM, 1895] 

________________________________________________________________ 

 * Chisum * Chisholm * 
B. S. Chisum    - TN 
1900July30; B.S. Chisum, of Menphis, Tenn., a nice looking youth, rather on the fast order, who skipped out of Santa Fe two weeks ago, neglecting to settle 

a board bill of $38 at the Exchange hotel, is now peering through the bars of the Bernalillo counbty jail at Albuquerque. After a stay of three weeks here 

he went to Bland, and while stopping at the Benson hotel he got away with Mrs. Benson’s pocketbook containing $59 and skipped out on foot down 



Pino canon for the Rio Grande bridge. Deputy Sheriff Overhulls sat on the bridge at 2 a.m. and caught him as he was crossing over. His clothing was 

searched and $40 found. He confessed the theft, and in default of $200 bail was sent to the county jail… [SFNM] 
 

F. F. Chisolm    - newspaper man of NY 
1881December28; F.F. Chisolm, the general western agent of the New York Mining Record, was at the Exchange yesterday. [SFDNM] 

 

George T. Chisum    - New Placers, Golden 
1882August14; Dated. Filed 16Aug1882. Location of Town Lot. TITLE TO BLOCK 9 Golden. Leon Caron and G.J. Chism. b.L-Deeds p.251. [BHenderson Abstract of Title No.6313 30Sep1983 

p.173] 

1883May4; George Chism and Sol are off for Chilili agains this week, There must be some attractions that way. [The Golden Retort. Vol.III No.11] 

1883September5; Town Plat of the Town of Golden… has been laid out on the old Town site of Real Del San Francisco… I, J.M. Talbott do hereby certify that the within 
Town plat has been property staked out according to law. Given under my hand this 5th day of Sept 1883 J.M. Talbott Surveyor. B.H. Talbott, J.H. King, R.W. Webb, J.M. 
Talbott, A.N. Randall, S.H. King, John T. Kelley, James H. Cheves, George Chison, Richard Gibbin, Charles W. Gates. Leon Caron, Patrick Cullen, James Harris, 
Fracisco Aranda, Eulogio Aranda, S.B. Harges, Pablo Aranda, John Saloman, Antonio Nieto, Fillipi Garcier, W.O. Bennett, Juan Anto Chavez, Tettie M. Emmett, W.G. 
Griffin. b.L Deeds p.469. [BHenderson Abstract of Title No.1 30Sep1983] 

Plat of the Town of Golden. Plat is hand titled J.H. Clarke. – Block 19 – Golden St, 3rd, 5th, Alley; Lot3 Leon Caron 198’x75’; Lot4 R. Giblin 50’x198’; Lot 5 L. Buckman 
43’x150’; Lot6 J.H. King 32’x150’; Lot7 Caron & Chisum 33’x150’; Lot8 S.D. Baldwin 75’x150’. [BHenderson Abstract of Title Supplemental No.3456, v.IV, 30Sep1983] 

1883September28; Chism and Benton have been gathering up ore for the Albuquerque fair, and Mr. Skinner’s team will haul it down, starting today. [The 
Golden Retort. Vol.III No.20] 

1883October12; George Chism lit out for Albuquerque Wednesday after a winter’s supply of wet and dry groceries. Later – George didn’t get there, but met 

with a sad accident in the death of one of Kelley’s big bays, which he was driving. Colic or bots. [The Golden Retort. Vol.III No.22] 
1883November8(loc); J.H. King, J.H. Cheves, Geo T. Chism, Chas Gates, S.D. Baldwin, R. Giblin, Sam Cary, E. T/Limpert Gold Dist Placer Mining Claim 

160ac, 3000’SW+NE 1200’width, in E end of Tuerta mtns in Fanny Vaughan Gulch, NPMD, rec 30Nov83; witness Geo R. Baldwin, Elogio Aranda 

[b.F p.516] 
1883December15(loc); Elojio Aranda, Sam Wright, George Crossan, Sam F. Cary, George Chism, Chas Gates, Frank White, James Cheves John Solomon 

Placer Claim 160ac, ca 6mi below Golden on the Golden aroya where it joins the tuerto aroya, NPMD, rec 13Mar84 [b.F p.677] 

1884January1(loc); Sam C. Wright 1/4, Eulogio Aranda 1/4, George T. Chism 1/4, Leon Caron 1/4 Rial del Norte 750’NE+SW 300’ea side, ½ mi S of 
Miller Ranch, SBMD, rec 1Feb84 [b.F p.620] 

1884January1; Georg C. Smith, Elain H. Dunbar, Weston Curtney, Anton Lickofare, James Hurst, Samuel Carrez, Leon Caron, George Chism, locators 

New York Placer Mining Claim <reloc of Excelcior placer, 160ac, from SW corner of Mose/Moose PC S160rods E160rods, to SW corner of Athens 
pc, rec 4Feb84; witness J.H. Hayward, H.H. Marley [b.F p.623] 

1884January2(loc); G.J. Smith 1/4, R.W. Webb 1/4, J.H. Brown 1/8, G.T. Chisen 1/8, Leon Caron 1/8, J.H. Cheves 1/8, locators Golden Lode 1450’SE 

50’NW 300’ea side, on N slope Tuerto Mtns, joins Iowa mine on S, Columbus mine on E about 1.5mi SE of Golden, NPMD, rec 1Feb84 [b.F p.619] 
1884January8(loc); Leon Caron, G.T. Chism Lot No.1 in Block No.3 in Town of Golden, as being the original locator, rec 4Feb84; cert 2Feb84 J.M. Talbott 

JofP [b.F p.624] 

1884August8; George Chism has gone to Albubuerque to go into business. [The Golden Retort. Vol.V No.3] 
1884August22; Geo Chism, an old Goldenite, is nicely fixed in good quarters in old Albuquerque and doing a fair business. George is a staunch friend of 

Golden and we wish him all manner of success. [The Golden Retort. Vol.V No.5] 

1890January10; Notice of Forfeiture. Golden, N.M., Oct. 11, 1889. To George T. Chism, hes successors or legal representatives: You are hereby notified that I have 
expended sixty two dollars and fifty cents ($62.50), in labor and improvements on the Dowling lode, situated in the Golden mining district… Leon Caron. [The Cerrillos 
Rustler Vol.II No.26]    

 

J. D. Chisholm    - Cerrillos 

1890March15; At the Exchange: J.D. Chisholm, Cerrillos. [SFDNM] 
 

John S. Chisum  (d.EurekaSpringsAR cancer Dec1884)    - cattleman of Bosque Grande 
Chisum (Lincoln). Named for John Chisum who drove cattle from Brown County, Tex., to Honeywell, Kans, in 1866 and shortly afterward established headquarters in the 

Bosque Grande 30 mi S of Ft. Sumner. In the 1870’s he was credited with the largest holdings of cattle in the world, and his domain extended from Ft. Sumner 
southward for 200 mi to the Texas line. After Chisum’s death in 1884, the ranch was purchased by a Colorado group which sold it in 1904 to Cornell University for an 
experimental station in range control. PO 1884-85; mail to Roswell. [T.M. Pearce 1965] 

John Chisum, born in TN, moved to Texas and soon after the Civil War began driving cattle to markets elsewhere. Though his first venture failed, his second, over a Pecos 
Valley route in NM pioneered by Oliver Loving and Charles Goodnight, succeeded. Realizing the potential of the Pecos Valley, he made it the base of his cattle empire, 
which stretched from Fort Sumner. [The Place Names of NM, R.Julyan] 

1874August3; The latest news from the frontier is to the effect that the Indians have run off a number of horses belonging to Mr. Wilson Waddingham, and 

killed five men. This in the vicinity of Fort Bascom on Red river. A strong party of citizens, well armed and equipped has left the Pecos on the trail of 

the Comanches who ran off Chisum’s stock, and we hope they will have the fortune to overtake the savages. [SFDNM]   
1875April14; From the Mesilla News. …J.S. Chisum of Bosque Grande is our Stock King of New Mexico. He has about 75,000 head of cattle roaming for a 

hundred miles up and down the Pecos river, It is a grand sight to see so many thousands of cattle grazing the whole year round with no expense but that 

of herding them. [SFDNM] 

1879July4; <RR arrives in Las Vegas] The old la fonda or hotel in Las Vegas was called the Exchange Hotel. It was a famous hostelry and had been managed since about 1866 

by the Kitchen brothers, Charlie and Dick. It was a popular meeting place for all the cattle barons from southern Colorado and northern New Mexico, and all such occasions 

were signalized by a big poker game, under the auspices of Charlie Kitchen, the ceiling alone being the limit. Thses games usually lasted for at least two days and nights, 

meals and drinks being brought to the table so that there would be no break in the playing. …Among those who sat in at these games were such men as Wilson Waddingham, 

George W. Thompson, Marcus Brunswick, Henry L. Waldo, Thomas B. Catron, Abraham Staab, Mariano S. Otero, Jesus M. Perea, Mariano Perea, Lucien B. Maxwell, Jesus 

M. Luna, William T. Thornton, Tranquilino Luna, Eugene A. Fiske, Charles H. Gildersleeve, John Chisum and many other lesser lights. [My Life on the Frontier] 

1881July12; Mr. John Chisum, the well known cattle raiser and ranch owner of Texas and New Mexico, the man whom Billy the Kid is said to be anxious to 

“get,” was in the city on Sunday, stopping at Herlow’s. [SFDNM] 

1881July29; John Chisum, the well known stock man, left the city yesterday for Las Vegas after a stay here of several weeks. [SFDNM] 
1883April20; John S. Chisum has lately purchased in Clay county, Missouri, and brought to his ranch on the Pecos, forty-two head of the finest short horn 

bulls that were ever brought to the territory. These cattle cost him from $150 to $1,500 each. [The Golden Retort. Vol.III No.9] 



1885; One of the largest ranches in New Mexico was that of John Chisum. It was sold, as we shall learn, to English interests for $2,000,000, in 1885. …John Chisum was a 

bachelor, but James Chisum was a married man and ahd a number of childred. His daughter had married William Robert, of Anton Chico, San Miguel County, New Mexico; a 

splendid business man.  [My Life on the Frontier B.2 p.52] 

________________________________________________________________ 

 
George B. Chittenden    - New Placers & Black Range 
Ivanhoe (Grant). Site of a mill near the San Jose mine and the present town of Vanadium. [T.M. Pearce 1965] 
1880September18; Geo B. Chittenden of Washington, arrived here last night. [SantaFeDailyNMexican] 
1881March3; O.W. Wells sells at Las Vegas for $50 to Geo B. Chitten a Placer claim of 16 persons, NPD, rec 28Sep81; witness Solomon I, D.S. Foster, 

J.M. Talbott [b.D p.494] 

1881August1(loc); W.O. Bennett, Geo B. Chittenden, John Flinn, William Whittlesey, Eujene Hesber, J.M. Talbott, Thos J. Talbott, B.M. Talbott, J.B. 
Talbott, J.C. Talbott, A.M. Talbott, Robert Talbott, B.H. Talbott Pinion Grove Placer mining clain 130ac from SE corner Rail Road PC SE 260rods 

NE80rods NW260rods SW80rods NW260rods SW80rods, NPMD, rec 3Aug81 [b.E p.472] 
1881June1; Washington DC; George R Milburn is authorized agent, certify place of business of Lake Valley Mining Co is Santa Fe H.E. Paine President 

LVMC, Geo B. Chittenden Secy LVMC, City of Washington DC; certify 3June81 Return J. Meigs Clerk Supreme Court of District of Columbia by R.J. 

Mary’s Jr asst E; recorded 13June1881; [b.E p.341] 
1882; Chloride district: “very rich silver ore fairly spangled with free gold” was found at the Ivanhoe mine in 1882. [Northrop, 1975] 

1882April22; Superintendent Chittenden of the famous Ivanhoe mine, in the Black Range, has gone east to purchase a mill for the company. The latter has 

been experimenting for some time with mills in order to determine what was required to successfully treat its ore. [SFDNM] 
1887September1; some of Manager Chittenden’s assistants: Dr. Lund, bookkeeper; Mr. Sleuder, assayer and chemist; John Hart, manager stamp mill; 

Charles Sylvester, mine superintendent; Charles Walthers, head carpenter; Carlos Conger, chief engineer. Dr Lind will have a drug store opened shortly. 

[SFWeeklyNMexican] 
1887September1; The San Pedro hotel is being refurnished from top to bottom and the furnishings and decorations of the office and bar room are quite 

pretentious. Mrs. Scott, of Albuquerque, has rented the hotel of Manager Chittenden, and everything will be first-class. [SFWeeklyNMexican] 
1887September15; Mr. Geo B. Chittenden, manager of the San Pedro works. [SFWeeklyNMexican] 
1887December29; Advices from the east announce that a suit has been entered by Lyman D. Stevens, of New Hampshire, against George W. Ballou and 

officers of the San Pedro Mining Company, in the U.S. circuit court. Stevens is a stockholder in the company, and charges Ballou and his clerks, 

Winthrop, Pond and Carroll Sprigg and John S. Simpson, his counsel, who have a controlling interest in the company, with holding a meeting and 

voting to purchase the controlling interest in the San Pedro Pipe Line Company with $185,000 of the preferred stock of the San Pedro Company, and 
issuing trust bonds against $276,400 of the common stock of the San Pedro Company for the benefit of the Pipe Line Company. The plaintiff declares 

that the Pipe Line Company is valueless, in which Ballou is interested, and prays for an injunction restricting any action looking to its transfer of the 

mining company. This is only another of the numerous suits against Ballou growing out of his deals with the pipe line company, whose property is in 
south Santa Fe county. Some of these suits allege the pipe line to be very valuable, and really a part of the San Pedro & Canon del Agua Company’s 

property, and they demand that the courts compel Ballou to turn it over to the old San Pedro company because it is valuable, whereas, it appears, this 

new suit declares the pipe line valueless and wants Mr. Ballou to let go of it for that reason. Truly, the affairs of the valuable property at San Pedro are 
becoming complicated. However, these suits will in no wise interfere with Mr. Chittenden’s industrial enterprises. Mr. Ballou is booked for a visit to 

San Pedro next week, when, it is hinted, arrangements will be made to materially enlarge the present plant and the work o turning out the copper will 

be pushed forward, suit or no suit. Later- A telegram from New York announces that Judge La Comb has granted the injunction restraining Ballou and 
other officers of the San Pedro Mining Company from appropriating stock to buy the property of the pipe line. [SantaFeWeeklyNMexican] 

SAN PEDRO Postmaster; David L. Sammis May 16, 1881; John B. McGee March 3, 1882; William H. Patterson May 23, 1883; Discontinued February 4, 1884; George B. 
Chittenden March 14, 1888; William P. Cunningham July 21, 1888; Mana G. Griffin June 25, 1889; Niles J. Strumquist June 25, 1891; James Carruthers April 15, 1893; 
Niles J. Strumquist July 23, 1897; Mortimer Kaufmann July 27, 1901; William H. Williams March 13, 1902; Niles J. Strumquist January 9, 1903; Della Darrah September 
16, 1911; Bias H. Garcia May 9, 1916 [rootsweb.ancestry.com 2011] 

1890September4; …two favorable reports on the property of the Santa Fe Copper company, one by Prof. Caxin and one by Capt. Daniels. …In the 

beginning of September, 1889, ex-Manager Raunheim proposed to build a concentrator, so urgently needed, but without result. Raunheim ref old leasee 
Chittenden, and then Clark, gauging, robbing and gophering the mine. Capt. Couch’s estimate of the net profits to be derived from working the dumps 

near the Big Copper mine, accumulated during the years. This estimate tallies with those of Mr. Raunheim, Mr. Erhardt and others. [SFDNM] 

 

Douglas Chitwood    - Cerrillos 
1936January; La Turquesa Editorial Staff. Editor in Chief George Tabachi, Associate Josephine Granito, Advertiser Frank Reck, Sports editor Lloyd Gonzales, Society editor 

Elsie Tabachi, Spanish editor Bruno Peinado, Illustrator Evelyn Dreyer, Typists Josephine Granito, Eliseo Gonzales, George Tabachi, Business manager Eliseo 
Gonzales, assistant Douglas Chitwood. – Strike, Strike, Strike. Strike, strike, strike, the boys are striking. Cheer up comrades and be gay, For altho they may not win yet 
there is a chance they may. So Maintain control in camp they will strike on. ¶ Some people say the strike’s a wildcat, Whether it is I cannot say. For I’m not the hound 
that’s vain though I’ve notions in my brain, That a stubborn super’s like an old bearcat. ¶ Pike, pike, pike the boys are piking, Who in the heck cares, now I pray? For 
altho they may not win yet there is a chance they may. But the workers are the ones ho will strike on. Couglas Chitwood. [LaTurquesa v.V n.3, CSimoni per 
YolandaSandoval] 

1936March; La Turquesa Editorial Staff. Editor in Chief George Tabachi; Associate Josephine Granito; Advertiser Frank Reck; Sports Editor Louis Padilla; Society Editor 
Elsie Tabachi; Exchange Editor Elsie Tabachi; Spanish Editor Bruno Peinado; Illustrator Evelyn Dreyer; Typist Josephine Granito, Eliseo Gonzales, George Tabachi; 
Business Manager Eliseo Gonzales; Assistant Douglas Chitwood. [LaTurquesa v.V n.4, CSimoni per YolandaSandoval] 

 

CHLORIDE FLAT MINING COMPANY    - StaFe 

1871; The Chloride Flat District near Silver City, was discovered in the spring of 1871 by John Bullard and others. It was this rich silver region that gave the name Silver City 
to the principal town in southwestern NM. The district produced $3,250,000 before the silver vein was worked out. [History of NM, Chas F. Coan, 1925, p.396] 

1881January28(inc); Corporations Classified Mining Milling and Smelting. 0163 The Chloride Flat Mining Company. (date of expiration) 1/28/’31. 

1881January28; Corporations Organized Under the General Incorporation Law, 1868-1904. Chloride Flat Mining Company. The. Date of filing Jan. 28, 1881, 50yrs, Santa 
Fe, Capital stock 1,000,000 [NMBlueBook 1905, p.194] 

________________________________________________________________ 

 * Choate * 
Fred M. C. Choate    - NYC & New Placers 



1903July15; Filed, J.W. Raynolds, Secretary. Articles of Incorporation of The Gold Bullion Company. Art.II; The principal place of business Manhattan NYC. Art.III; Term 
50yrs. Art.IV; Directors; James A. Wood, Golden; Bradford L. Prince, StaFe; Gen. Charles F. Easley, StaFe; Thomas M. Waller, NYC; Samuel Jaros, NYC; Reuben S. 
Baldwin, NYC; Fred M.C. Choate, NYC; F.D. Lowrey, Larned KS; Stanley M. Hanway, Havre de Gras MD. Art.V; Capital $1,000,000. – Suspended 2Feb1914. 
[BHenderson Abstract of Title No.3 30Sep1983] 

 

H. O. Choate    - ClevelandOH, Silver City 
1901October14; The Mountain Key mine at Pinos Altos, Grant county… H.O. Choate, a prominent mining engineer of Cleveland O., was in Silver City the 

first of the week, to report on the mine for a party of eastern people. [SFNM] 

 

J. K. Choate, Jr.    - of Choate & Johnson;  Hanover-Fierro 
1900July14; An old drift in the Mother Lode mine, situated between Hanover and Fierro, and being worked by Choate & Johnson, caved in Monday 

morning, caught one of two men who were working therein and buried him alive. They have been excavating energetically ever since, but up to the 

present time have not succeeded in finding him. His name is Aurelio Delgado. [SFNM] 
1900August30; Grant County. Two good strikes are reported this week from Fierro district. The first was on the Mother Lode property which is being 

worked under lease by J.K. Choate, Jr. …The second strike was made on the famous Iron Head mine, which has already yielded a fortune to its owners, 

Gilchrist & Dawson. [SFNM] 
 

W. Choate    - of Shipman, Larocque & Choate;  Cerrillos 
1896May27; Legal Notice. Newton S. Finney, No.3766 vs. The New Mexico Mining Company et al. In the District Court, County of Santa Fe, ss. The said 

defendants, Shipman, Laroque and Choate, A.J. Wolf, Elkins National Bank of West Virginia, Richard C. Kerens, Lars Anderson, L.M. Lawton, 

Joseph Larocque, The Estate of M.P. Bush, S.H. Wolf, Harry W. Marks, Fanny C. Grant, Stephen B. Elkins, Charles L. Chambers, are hereby notified 

that a suit in equity has been commenced against you in the district court for the county of Santa Fe, territory of New Mexico, by said Newton S. 

Finney, that unless you enter your appearance in said suit on or before the first Monday, the 3rd day of August, 1896, decree pro confesso therein will 
be rendered against you. Geo L. Wyllys, Clerk. Matt G. Reynolds, Solicitor for Complainant. Santa Fe, N.M., May 26, 1896. [SFDNM] 

1899April4; James Dunn and W. Choate, of Cerrillos, were visitors at the sanitarium today. They returned home this afternoon. – At the Palace: W.E. Dame, 

M. O’Neill, Cerrillos; L.H. Darby, wife and son, Ed. A. Sacket, W.M. Smith, Denver; Jno. K, Mackenzie, J.A. Bittel, C.A. Sunington, Chicago; Geo 
Devereaux, Colorado Springs; T.M. Warren, Denver; W. Choate, J.H. Dume, Cerrillos… [SFNM]   

1899April5; James Dunn and W. Choate, who were visitors in town yesterday, last evening left for Cerrillos. [SFNM]   

________________________________________________________________ 
 
Maj. M. W. Chollar    - of MD & Ortiz Mine grant 
1891October24; It leaks out to-day that the Dolores mining property purchased a few days ago by Major M.W. Chollar, of Maryland, covers a rather 

important deal. It includes a one-fourth interest in the Santo Nina gold claim and also the Benton mine, one of the choice gold producers in the southern 

part of the county, the property of Messrs. Waddingham and Huhn. It is said the price paid was $21,000 cash. Major Chollar is now negotiating for the 
purchase of the old Ortiz stamp mill, controlled by Lawson Simpson & Co., New York. He has gone to the latter city to close the deal for the mill, and 

expects to begin in a few weeks to operate the two mines and the mill on an extensive scale. Major Chollar’s son, a first-class young business man, will 

be in charge. [SFDNM] 

________________________________________________________________ 

 * Christian * Christin * Christilam * 
Arthur Christian    - Hematite & La Belle 
1896October14; La Belle Gold District. Arthur Christian has closed his mining business for the present at Hematite and will now give his attention to the 

Climax group in Gold gulch, near this camp. [SFDNM] 

 
Eduard Christilam    - wife is Barbara Christilam 
1923November10; marriage @ Iglesia de Nuestra Señora de Guadalupe de Peña Blanca; Blas López, single, 36 y-o, son of Sebastián López and of Candelaria L. Lucero, 

with Clarita Montaño, single, 16 y-o, dau of Miguel R. Montaño and of the deceased Josefita M. de Montaño, from San Pedro. Padrinos, Eduard Christilam and Barbara 
Christilam. [Microfilm LDS 016-865 p.373] 

 
Frank Christian     - Golden 
1940September2; 86 – Permit to Operate Dry Washer Within the Outboundaries of Ortiz Mine Grant. Permit is hereby granted by the Galisteo Company… Frank Yoan 

Crestian (reused; originally Ramon Montoya, Waldo Armijo) of Golden… a royalty of 10% of the gross gold… [dispose only] through Rosendo Ortiz, in Cerrillos NM, or 
Ernest Riccon, in Golden NM. By Henry R. Hoyt, Its President; Attest: Mary Quintana, Assistant Secretary. Frank Christian, Permittee. [BHenderson] 

1941; Gold from Ortiz Grant-Record Book For Copper Mine, 1940-1950. (p.34) 1941, Frank Christian; 6/20/41 7DWTs 20Grains 11.50; 6/28/41 7DWTs 20Grains 11.50; 
7/11/41 1oz 1DWTs 4Grains 31.75; 8/22/41 17 1/2DWTs 2Grains 26.37 = Shipped 9/22/41 $81.12. [BHenderson] 

________________________________________________________________ 

 * Christinson * Christensen * 
Anthon Christinson  (b.Den 1858>    - CMD & Cerrillos 

  location date name of claim 

Christinson & Geo. Shoemaker  12/8/1879  Cricket 
CRICKET owned by H.A. Rasminson 
1879December8 (loc); George Shoemaker 1/3, Anton Christenson 1/3, H.C. Rassmussen 1/3; Cricket lode, 500yds SW Mino del Tiro vein, 600yds NW from the Spring in 

Cañada de las minas, in LCMD; 750’ NE & SW, 150’ea side; recorded 22January1880 {filed&recorded 9Jan80 N.B. Laughlin Recorder} [Locations & Mining Deeds 
B#15406 p.169] 

1879December8 (disc&loc); by George Shoemaker 1/3int, Anton Christenson 1/3int, H.C. Rasmassen 1/3int, Cricket Lode: 1500’ linear 750’NE and 
750’SW, 150’ on ea side. in LCMD. ca 500yds SW from the Mina del Tiro” M and ca 600yds NW from the Spring in Cañada de las Minas. Filed for 

record 9Jan80, recorded same day N.B. Laughlin Recorder {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 2 p.8} 

1880January11; H.C. Rasmussen 1/3, George Shoemaker 1/3, Anton Christianson 1/3; Cedar Drift Lode, 400yds below springs, 100yds from the road on W side, in LCMD; 
300’N 1200’S, 150’ea side; recorded 9February1880 [Locations & Mining Deeds B#15406 p.206] 



1880January11 (loc); H.C. Rasmassen 1/3int, George Shomaker 1/3int, Anten Christiansan 1/3int. Cedar Drift Lode, 1500’ linear, 300’N & 1200’S 150’ 

on ea side. ca 400yds below the Spring and ca 100yds from the road in Canada de las Minas on the W side, in LCMD Filed for record 4Feb80 and 
Recorded 6Feb80 <overwritten 7) N.B. Laughlin Recorder {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 2 p.37} 

1880January11 (loc): Loc by A. Christianson 1/3int, George Shoemaker 1/3int, H.C. Rasmason 1/3int, Silver King Lode: 1500’ linear 200’SW & 1300’NE 

150’ on ea side. ca 300yds SE from the mineral spring in Cañada de los Minas, and on the E side, ca 100yds from the trail in said cañada de los Minas 
and ca 200yds SE from the Dove Lode, in LCMD, Filed for Record 3Apr80 Recorded same day N.B. Laughlin Recorder {Cerrillos Mining Records 

Book 2 p.80} 

1880February2; H.C. Rasmusen (Rasmosen) 1/3, George Shoemaker 1/3, Anton Christianson 1/3; Live Oak lode, 600yds below springs, 15yds from the road,  on left hand 
side of Cañada de las Minas, in LCMD; 700’NE 800’SW, 150’ea side; recorded 9February1880 [Locations & Mining Deeds B#15406 p.205] 

1880February2 (loc); H.C. Rasmassen 1/3int, George Shomaker 1/3int, Anton Christiansan 1/3int. Live Oak Lode, 1500’ linear, 700’NE & 800’SW 150’ 
on ea side. ca 600yds below the Spring and on the left hand side of Cañada de las Minas ca 150yds from the road in said cañon, in LCMD Filed for 

record 4Feb80 and Recorded 6Feb80 N.B. Laughlin Recorder {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 2 p.37} 

1880February12 (loc): Loc by A. Christianson 1/3int, George Shoemaker 1/3int, H.C. Rasmasson 1/3int, Kickapoo Lode: 1500’ linear 1450’SW & 50’NE 
900’SW 150’ on ea side. ca 1/2mi N from San Marcos Arroyo, and ca 1/4mi E from Silver Queen Lode, In LCMD. Filed for Record 3May80 and 

Recorded 7May80 N.B. Laughlin Recorder {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 2 p.115} 

1880April8, Carbonateville; A. Christiansen 1/3, George Shoemaker 1/3, H.C. Rasmussen 1/3; Silver King lode, (loc 11Jan80) 300yds SE from the Mineral Springs in 
Cañada de las Minas on the E side about 100yds from the trail in said Cañada de las Minas, 200yds SE of Dove lode, in LCMD; 200’SW 1300’NE 150’ea side 
{filed&recorded 3Apr80 b.2 p.80 LCMrecord N.B. Laughlin recorder} [Locations & Mining Deeds C#15407 p.95] 

1880June19_census: Anthon Christenson, prospector, 22y-o, single, born Denmark [Den Den], “Isolated persons not previously met with. Clear Spring City and Environs of 
the Smelting Works at Los Cerrillos Station” solo -  habitation betw I.G. Shoemaker & H.C. Rasmussen 

 
C. Christensen    - Glorieta 
1897November4; Mr. C. Christensen of Glorieta, is in the city on business, and registers at the Exchange. – At the Exchange: C. Christensen, Glorieta… 

[SFDNM] 

 
Dr. E. W. Christensen    - Dolores 
1901March2; W.H. Pope, W.H. Bartlett, G.H. VanStone and Horace C. Longwill this noon started for Dolores taking the overland route. They will there 

this evening attend a concert and dance given by the Galisteo company to celebrate the opening of a hotel which it has built. O.C. Watson and Dr. E.W. 
Christensen started for the same place this morning. The Santa Feans will be the guests of S.G. Burn, the manager of the Galisteo company, and will 

return tomorrow evening. [SFNM] 

1901May16; Dr. Christensen left this forenoon over the Santa Fe for the east where he intends to settle. [SFNM] 

________________________________________________________________ 
 
William Christman    - of Pinos Altos 
1895April29; W.C. Chandler is working twenty men on the Mountain Key; Robinson & Christman are working six men on the Blackbird; Will Langston is 

working eight men on the Langston, and A. Hirschberger is working ten men on the Great Western, Pinos Altos camp. All these properties are yielding 
good returns in the yellow stuff. [SFDNM] 

1897April10; A Mining Deal. Hon. Wm Christman, who represented Grant county in the last legislature, writes to the New Mexican from Pinos Altos that 

the Hearst estate of California, has recently purchased several of the best mines in the Pinos Altos district, and that the sum to be paid for the same will 

be about $250,000. The Hearst estate is already extensively interested in cattle in Grant county, and further investment shows that this section of the 

territory is becoming well known to out side investors. [SFDNM] 

________________________________________________________________ 

 * Christopher * 
C. S. Christopher    - of DuluthMN & Hopewell 
1898February1; Mr. and Mrs. J.E. Merritt and child, Mr. and Mrs. C.S. Christopher and children and Miss Josie Pearson, of Duluth, Minn., arrived in Santa 

Fe last night and registered at the Exchange. Mr. Merritt and Mr. Christopher are members of the American Exploration company, of Duluth, and the 
party is on the way to Hopewell, where the company has extensive gold mining interests. – At the Exchange: J.E. Merritt and children, Josie Pearson, 

C.S. Christopher, wife and children, Duluth, Minn… [SFNM] 

 
J. L/T. Christopher    - Madrid 
1896September28; At the Palace: Ada Sparks, Rio Pecos; W.E. Dame, Cerrillos; L. Freund, New York; M.J. Holland, J.L. Christopher, H. Schlegel, 

Madrid; C. Whittlesey, Los Angeles; V.S. Shelby, El Paso; Geo Curry, Roswell; A.B. Fall, Las Cruces; W.A. Hawkins, Silver City; J.Y. Hewitt, J.E. 

Wharton, Sol C. Wiener, White Oaks. [SFDNM] 
1896October12; At the Palace: E. Lannly and wife, J.W. Cooper, Pecos; M.J. Holland, J.T. Christopher, Madrid... [SFDNM] 

 
Miller Christopher see Christopher Miller 

________________________________________________________________ 

 
Col. James R. Christy    - DeadwoodSD 
1896January17; At the Exchange: James Christin, Deadwood... [SFDNM] 

1896February4; Col. James R. Christy, of Deadwood, S.D., who has spent several weeks in Santa Fe, left this morning for a brief visit to Phoenix, but 

promises to return in a few weeks to further inspect the gold fields in this county. – At the Exchange: James R. Christy, Deadwood... [SFDNM] 

 

CHUPADERA Mesa    - south of Willard 
1909June5; …a discovery of gold and copper ore 12 miles east of Mountainair was announced. (This would place it at the north edge of Chupadera Mesa, a 

few miles south of Willard.) The discovery was made “ just below some supposed ancient Spanish workings.” Prospectors were flocking in from all 
directions. “The find consists of particles and wire gold in association with copper ore.” [Gold Near Mountainair, South-Western Mines v.1 n.9, cited in 

Northrup, 1975] 



________________________________________________________________ 

 * Church * 
C. B. Church    - of OmahaNE 
1880September19; Consul J.J. Mahony, of Bonanza City, and C.B. Church, of Omaha, are at the Exchange. [SFDNM] 

 
C. W. Church    - of Denver 
1899December6; At the Bon-Ton: William Vipond, Creede, Colo.; C.W. Church, Denver; Amos W. Clarke, Rico... [SFNM] 

 
Henry Shaw Church    - StaFe m.d., Jarilla 
1884January14(disc&loc); H.H. Bell, H.S. Church Burroite Extension lode 20ac placer, 1000’N W300’ S1500’ E600’ N1500’, bounded by Tesuque claim 

on W Burroite claim on S, Remmington claim on N, Santa Fe MD, rec 24Jan84; witness George Mathieson, Nerio Salas [b.F p.611] 
1884January14(disc&loc); H.H. Bell, H.S. Church Burroite Lode 1500’, on W side Cañada ancha piedra molar, bounded by Nephew Lode on S, Burroite 

Ext on N, Harry Bell on E, Santa Fe MD, rec 24Jan84; witness George Mathieson, Nerio Salas [b.F p.611] 

1884January20(disc&loc); H.H. Bell, H.S. Church Vander Lode 20ac placer, from 300’W of NW corner Burrite Extension, near Canada ancha de molar, 
adjoins Tesuque claim on S, Burroite Extension on SE, Santa Fe MD, rec 24Jan84; witness George Mathieson, Nerio Salas [b.F p.611] 

1884October23; at the Exchange; H.S. Church, Kelly NM [Weekly New Mexican Review p.3 c.6] 

1889March12; Prof. H.O. Ladd and daughter, Mrs. H.S. Church, left to-day on a short trip to Albuquerque. There they will meet Bishop Kendrick and Mrs. 
Church will be confirmed as a member of the Episcopal church. Thence Mrs. Church goes to the Pecos valley to join her husband on his ranch and Mr. 

and Mrs Ladd return home. [SFDNM] 

1890February1; Mr. H.S. Church is erecting a residence at Eddy, and he and Mrs. Church will shortly be domiciled therein. [SFDNM] 
1897October27; The Magdalena District. …News Notes from the Best Mining Camp in Socorro County… by H.S. Church. [SFDNM] 

1898August23; H.S. Church, well known in this city and throughout New Mexico, as a competent surveyor and mining engineer, is in the Jarillas, in Dona 

Ana county, superintending the development of a group of rich mining claims. [SFNM] 
1899March28; Notaries Public Appointed. …Henry Shaw Church, of Jarillo, Otero county... [SFNM] 

1899September16; Jarilla Mining Camp. …the Lillian Wild Cat, owned by Mrs. H.S. Church, 700 feet; the Blanket, owned by William Church of Denver, 

Mrs. E.F. Pearson of Boston and A.W. Gifford of camp, 600 feet. [SFNM] 
 

Judge I. S. Church    - Chicago & Magdalena m.d. 
1897May7; The Graphic mine is and has been turning out large quantities of ore; work on the Ida Hill has just been resumed by Captain Moore; the old 

Kelly mine has passed into the control of Conley Bros. and Babcock, who are cleaning up preparatory to beginning active operations, while over in the 

hills to the south Judge Church is opening up a promising copper claim adjoining the once famous Iron Mask. [SFDNM] 

1897July14; In the Magdalena district… I.S. Church has opened up a copper claim which is an extension of the old Iron Mask, about three miles south of 
Kelly... [SFDNM] 

1897October30; At the Palace: J.S. Church, Chicago... [SFDNM] 

 
John A. Church    - of PhoenixAZ 
1897August2; John A. Church, a mining man from Phoenix, A.T., is in the city and stops at the Palace. He will visit southern Santa Fe county and expects to 

make some investments. – At the Exchange: John A. Church, Arizona… [SFDNM] 

1902February20; Palace: J.A. Church, New York... [SFNM] 

 
Myron J. Church    - of Milwaukee & Bland 

1899October24; M.J. Church, a capitalist from Milwaukee, is a visitor in the city to-day. – At the Claire: M.J. Church, Milwaukee… [SFNM] 

1899November25; Judge N.B. Laughlin and Hon. Chas F. Easley have just concluded a deal by which the Union mine at Bland becomes the property of the 
Union Mining Company of Milwaukee, Wis. The price, $20,000 in cash, has been paid the former owners, George Hofheim, W.L. Cole, Edward 

Smith, of Bland, and H.B. Fergusson and Edward Lempke, of Albuquerque. Sherman Brown, of Milwaukee, is secretary of the company... Myron 

Church, who examined the property, and upon whose recommendation the purchase was made, has been placed in charge of the development… 
[SFNM] 

1900March21; Bland. M.J. Church, superintendent of the Union Mining Company, has again gone to Milwaukee on business connected with the milling 

plant which this company proposes to have in operation before long. …Nine men are at present employed. Gen. C.F. Easley and Judge N.B. Laughlin, of 
Santa Fe, are interested in this enterprise. [SFNM] 

1900March22; Supt. M.J. Church, of the Union mine, telegraphed to-day from Milwaukee directing that the mine be closed down for the time being. 

[SFNM] 
1901May22; Coal declaratory statement – May 20, M.J. Church, Thornton, Bernalillo county... [SFNM] 

 
Walter Church    - White Oaks 
1882April2; White Oaks. Walter Church is in from the Rio Bonito mines. He exhibits some fine free gold specimens from the Center Cricket mine, which is 

now down 30 feet and contract let for 60 feet more at once. Charley Metcalf and his brother have sunk 40 feet on Cricket No.2, and are now working 
on Cricket No.1, which is down 25 feet. [SFDNM] 

 
William Church    - of Denver 
1899March24; [Jarilla] …and William Church, of Denver, and A.W. Gifford, formerly an extensive operator in old Mexico, are in the swim. [SFNM]   

1899September16; Jarilla Mining Camp. …the Lillian Wild Cat, owned by Mrs. H.S. Church, 700 feet; the Blanket, owned by William Church of Denver, 
Mrs. E.F. Pearson of Boston and A.W. Gifford of camp, 600 feet. [SFNM] 

________________________________________________________________ 

 * Churchill * 
Dr. Charles H. Churchill  (b.Cottage GroveWI 21May1858  d.29Dec1943)    - wife is Gertrude Churchill (b.NY 1876>;  of Madrid 
Cerrillos Lodge#19 Charles H. Churchill, member #38 [typewritten sheet, Book#2 Cerrillos Records] 
Charles H. Churchill, resident Madrid, Doctor, b.CotageGroveWI 21May1858 d.29Dec1943 [Historical Register of Membership (Cerrillos Lodge #19)] 



There was a doctor’s office and hospital in Madrid. Among the doctors were Dr. Brown, Dr. Churchill, and Dr. Clauser. There was an operating room and an ambulance for 
cases that could not be handled in Madrid. Employees paid a fee each month that covered them for most medial problems. [Jo Cook & Pinky Werner, Life In Madrid NM, 
2006] 

Housing in Madrid: Dr. Churchill house on W side of Main, S of Lamb hotel. Next occupied by Wilson. Then occupied by Husler. [BH 19Jun2010] 

1920January12_census: Madrid building 70; C.H. Churchill, doctor A&CCC, Head#1, 61y-o, b.WI, wife, Gertrude, 44 y-o, b.NY; Mary Stangle, servant  Private family, 
Head#2, 25 y-o, single, b.KS. 

1924; Charles H. Churchill is Master of Cerrillos Masonic Lodge; Edgar E. Stiedley before, George Tabachi after 
1927January; Marcelino Padilla gets injured, must of been badly injured. (I have three papers talking about his Injury, or they being worried about his compensation.) So it 

seems that Albuquerque & Cerrillos Coal company makes a pretty good check out too Marcelino. Accident no. 255A1226. By the time May rolls around, they had already 
written him one check for $149.00 for his doctors visits. Then later they offer him $100.00 to settle, but Marcelino said he would come back on Monday and let them 
know, but he never heard anything more of him. So they decide: “Yesterday when I was in Santa Fe Dave Chavez called me up at the Courthouse and asked me to 
come in and see him about a matter and when I reached there at noon he told me it was regarding Marcelino Padilla. Said that he had made a trip down to see Dr. 
Churchill and that he had also gone to Albuquerque to see Dr. Cornish. As a result of our talk I offered to go as high as 158.00 in cash in addition to what we had already 
paid. In the afternoon Mr. Birdsell who seems to be a partner of Mr. Chavez and who was present when we were talking about the case, came up to the Courthouse and 
said they were ready to settle and give a complete release in this case, so I wrote a check out for 158.00 and took a signed release from Marcelino Padilla in the case 
which I believe definitely settles it. In addition to this I agreed to take care of whatever bill Dr. Palmer might have in connection with Marcelino's case. I rather that this 
might be the best thing to do anyhow. O. Huber, supt.” [L.Padilla 2009] 

1927May12; Date and hour of accident 8 a.m. May 12, 1927. Name Antonio Padilla, Address Madrid, NM.  Age 47 Married yes Children Two. Occupation Laborer  How long 
employed in this work? 30 Yrs, ((was typed in...but someone originally had written One.)) General Duties Common Labor  Nature and extent of injury   Cement in eyes  
Was First aid Rendered?  Yes by Whom? Dr. Churchill  Did injured party remain at work?  No Was injured party instructed to report to doctors immediately after 
work?  yes. ((This one the writing is pretty faded)) Appliance causing accident Dry Cement  9.  Whose control at time of accident. Joe Engle. ((then scrolled down to 
question 16)) exact place of accident Cement House.  17. Was accident due to carelessness of injured? Don't know. Was accident due to carelessness of others? Dont 
know. 19. Was injured party intoxicated at the time? No   22.was injured party acting within scope of employment? Yes names of witnesses  E. Urban. 25. Statement of 
injured at time of accident ...Unloading car cement for Mr. Engle there are lots of loose cement on floor and this man droped his sack causing cement to fly in his 
eyes.  Above heard by Antonio Padilla date of this report 5-17-1927.  this report made by P.M. Arris Sect Foreman  [per Lillian Padilla Stock] 

1930_census: Charles Churchill, 71y-o, Madrid; Jessie U. Churchill, 50y-o, Madrid 
1930s; Dr. Churchill at Madrid was replaced by Dr. Clauser, who later went to Abq, and was replaced by Dr. Kysor, who joined military and died at Pearl Harbor. [per 

BHenderson 2010] 
 
Charles R. Churchill    - Cerrillos-StaFe 
1977; Charles R. Churchill is Master of Cerrillos Masonic Lodge [Sta Fe]; Louis R. Jacobs before, John J. LeMaster after 
 

J. C. Churchill    - Chicago & Las Vegas 

1880January; All during the month of January, 1880, the mining excitement took precedence over everything else, and legitimate business in Las Vegas was relegated to second 

place in the universal desire to get rich quick. – One of the important companies organized during the excitement was the Las Vegas Consolidated Mining & Milling 

Company, with a capital stock of $25,000,000. It was altogether a closed corporation; the membership was limited to twenty-five and not a share of the stock could be placed 

on the market... Hon. Miguel A. Otero (I), President; Hon. Henry L. Waldo, First Vice-President; Hon Caldwell Yeaman, Second Vice-President; Mr. Jacob Gross, Treasurer; 

Mr. Frank A. Blake, Secretary; Mr. Louis Sulzbacher, Counsel; Mr. Page B. Otero, General Manager; Mr. Oliver L. Houghton, Mr. Adolph Mennet, Mr. M.A. Otero, Jr., Mr. 

G.F. Radcliffe, Mr. Thomas D. Bell, Mr. Cliff W. Able, Mr. Alfred Rossier, Mr. Lee Chick, Mr. Frank B. Nichols, Mr. John Perry Sellar, Mr. Charles Longuemare, Mr. Harry 

W. Kelly, Mr. Thomas H. Parker, Mr. Herbert C. Blythe, Mr. Millard W. Browne, Mr. J.C. Churchill, Mr. A.M. Balckwell, Mr. Charles O. Cole. …The great San Carlos 

Mining District… [My Life on the Frontier] 

1880November11; D.F. Haskins and J.C. Churchill, of Chicago, arrived in Santa Fe yesterday from the east. They are at the Exchange Hotel. [SFDNM] 

- witness - 
1883May2; Mining Deed; Alfred Duval (<sig= Duvall) of Las Vegas San Miguel Co sells for $1500 to John McAlan undiv ½ Zulu Chief Lode, bounded N by Allin/AllTin, NE 

by Old Standard, E by Tomb of Montezuma, S by Ozark, undiv ¼ Wasnoe Lode, bounded N by Dutchy, [E by cock of the walk, S<= lined out], W by Bottom Dollar, 
undiv 1/3 Heran Lode, bounded on E by Kansas Girl, S by cactus, W by Sitting Bull, undiv ½ Sitting Bull Lode, bounded on N by Gen Moore, E by Helan, S by 
Warwick, in LCMD; attest J.C. Churchill, certify 2May83 T. Labadie Notary Public, recorded 9May1883 [Locations & Mining Deeds F#15410 p.409] 

 
Jack E. Churchill    - Cerrillos-StaFe 
1974; Jack E. Churchill is Master of Cerrillos Masonic Lodge [Sta Fe]; Ivan R. Head before, Hubert M. Caraway after 

________________________________________________________________ 
 

CIBOLA REDUCTION & SMELTING WORKS COMPANY    - Silver City 
1871August?; Christian H. Schaap, James Yeomans, C. William Schaap, of Osage Co KS, form Cibola Reduction and Smelting Work company [b.A p.296] 
1871August12; James Yeomans obtains power of attorney from Manuel A. Sanchez, John S. Russell, Rafael Pacheco, Ferdinand Meyer, Caspar William 

Schaap, Juan Jose SanEsteban, Rafael Aguilar, Herman T.L. Meyer, Peter D. Henrich, Christian Frederick Hollsteimer [b.A p.272-90] – Cibola 

Reduction and Smelting Work Co. [b.A p.296] 

1872January1; Corporations Organized Under the General Incorporation Law, 1868-1904. Cibola Reduction and Smelting Works Company. The. Date of filing Jan. 1, 1872, 
25yrs, Santa Fe, Capital stock 40,000 [NMBlueBook 1905, p.194] 

1872July18; Mr. C.W. Schaap of the Cibola Reduction and Smelting Works Company of New Mexico, leaves to-day for a short absence on business east. 

[SFDNM] 

1872July19; From Grant County – Letter from Col Rynerson – Silver City, Its Mines, Bullion, &c. &c. There are two quartz mills now in operation at Silver 
City; that of Mr. Breman and that of the Wisconsin Mining Co., both propelled by steam power. Breman’s mill is a ten stamp mill of an old pattern and 

was formerly used in reducing gold ores at Pinos Altos. Amalgamation is done at this mine in barrels according to Freiburg process. But five of the ten 

stamps are run at the same time; eight wooden barrels are used for amalgamation. The capacity of the mill is about twenty tons per week. …The mill of 
the Wisconsin Silver Mining Co., consists of a rock-breaker a Ball pulverizer, and a couple of Hepburn and Peterson’s pans. This mill works about 

sixteen tons per week and has worked ore mostly from the “Two Ikes Mine.” …Besides the foregoing there are two others in operation, Rynerson’s and 

that of Wilburn, Webb & Co. The former consists of four Mexican arrastras for reducing the ore to pulp and two barrels of amalgamation, all propelled 
by steam, and the latter three arrastras and the barrels also propelled by steam power. …Mr. Carrasco is engaged enlarging his smelting works which are 



run on the Mexican system. He is preparing to use mule power and a large bellows for blast instead of a common blacksmith’s bellows run by hand. 

…In addition to the foregoing the Dutch Company, “Cibola Reduction Works Company,” have machinery on the road for this place. [SFDNM] 
1872September28; Mr. James Yeomans, of the Cibola Reduction Works, has handed us a copy of a late London paper, Public Opinion, from which we 

extract the following item relative to the reported purchase of rough diamonds in London, by Californians as it is believed, for the purpose of bolstering 

up the Arizona diamond stock companies. “A further contribution to the history of the Arizona diamond discoveries is made by Messrs. Keller and Co., 
of Hatton-garden. They state that about twelve months since two American went to their office and asked to see some rough diamonds and rubies. They 

were evidently unacquainted with precious stones, but after looking at the first lot of rough diamonds, for which £800 were asked, they asked to see 

some larger ones and some rubies, and they selected, without reference to weight or quality, rough diamonds and rubies to the value of £1,495. During 
the week they bought more rough diamonds and rubies, and their purchases altogether amounted to nearly £3000. The weight of the largest diamonds 

was from seven to eight carats, which corresponds with the weight of the largest stones yet discovered in Arizona. They said they were or had been 

contractors on the Pacific Railway in America. The fact that they were totally unacquainted with diamonds and rubies – that they never never weighed 
them and did not inspect them singly – left an impression on Messrs. Keller’s minds that these diamonds and rubies were bought for a different purpose 

than cutting. Early this spring they sold to an American gentleman, recommended also by the above parties, about 1,100 carats of rough diamonds 

mostly of an inferior description.” [SFDNM] 
1874June6; Silver City Correspondence. There are at present in Silver City six mills and four furnaces for treating siver ores, namely: the Tennessee Co’s 

mill, also known as Shelby’s Mill, the Pope Mill, the Wisconsin Co.’s Mill, Bremen’s Mill, Rynerson’s Mill and the Cibola Reduction Works. The 

furnaces are those of Miller’s and Laubach, Prof. Fish and Mr. Carrasco. [SFDNM] 
 

Cienega see La Cienega 

________________________________________________________________ 

 * Cienfuegos * 
Frank Cienfuegos    - StaFe 
1891November20; Henry Pierce, charged with cutting Verona in the face with a knife; also with taking improper liberties with the wife of Alex. Steck, was taken to Santa Fe 

Wednesday and lodged in jail by constable Frank Cienfuegos, in default of $1,000 bail. [The Rustler, v.IV no.29] 
 
Sam Cienfuegos    - StaFe 
1898December27; Among those conspicuous in their efforts to save property and prevent the spread of the flames, last night, during the Santa Fe Mercantile 

Company fire was Sam Cienfuegos. Sam is only a boy, but he certainly proved himself a man during the excitement, by his work. [SFNM]  

________________________________________________________________ 

 * Cimarron * 
CIMARRON GOLD MINING & DEVELOPMENT COMPANY    - Denver 
1900May25; E.A. Sunderlin Jr., returned to Denver from a brief trip to New Mexico. While there he inspected the property of the Cimarron Gold Mining 

and Development Company, recently organized in Denver. ¶ The property consists of thirty acres adjoining the Contention claim of the United Verde. 
The United Verde is shipping ore that runs from $35 to $100 per ton in gold and copper, this price being net. …The deal which Mr. Sunderlin has just 

put through represents an outlay of about $15,000, and there are a number of others who are looking over the ground with a view of investing. [SFNM] 

1900June12; The Cimarron Gold Mining & Development company filed incorporation papers at the office of Territorial Secretary Wallace. The 
incorporators are: Rufus C. Thayer, Eugene A. Sunderlin, Jr., Kurnal R. Babbitt. The company operates in Colorado and in Colfax county, New Mexico. 

The capital stock is $1,250,000. The headquarters of the company are at Colorado Springs, Colo. The incorporators are: James W. Hine, Rufus C. 

Thayer, Kurnal R. Babbit, John A. May, E.A. Sunderlin, Jr. The incorporation fee paid was $65. [SFNM] 
 

CIMARRON GOLD MINING & MILLING COMPANY    - Raton 
1900July16; The Cimarron Gold Mining and Milling Company has designated C.J. Gavon, of Raton, Colfax county, as its New Mexico agent. [SFNM] 

 

CIMARRON MINING COMPANY 
1881March21(inc); Corporations Classified Mining Milling and Smelting. 0138 The Cimarron Mining Company. (date of expiration) 11/17/’30. Standing; 

E. Foreign; Ne[?] 

________________________________________________________________ 
 

CINCINNATI GOLD MILLING & CONCENTRATING COMPANY    - Golden 

1884January11; Corporations Organized Under the General Incorporation Law, 1868-1904. Cincinnati Gold Milling and Concentrating Company. Date of filing Jan. 11, 1884, 
25yrs, Golden, Capital stock 100,000 [NMBlueBook 1905, p.194] 

 
Paul Cirbus  <b.1885>    - of Madrid 
1930_census: Paul Cirbus, 45y-o, Madrid 
 
Dr. R. W. Cirwin    - StaFe 
1909April13: Judge John R. McFie was elected president, Dr. R.W. Cirwin, vice president, and Territorial Secretary Nathan Jaffa, secretary, at the first meeting of 

the Board of Trustees of the New Mexico Museum the other afternoon at Gov. George Curry's office at the Capitol. The Old Palace was accepted for the 
museum. [SFNM 100yrs] 

 
Cisneros see Sisneros 
Cisson see Sisson 
 
L. Clad    - Cripple Creek 
1894April3; L. Clad, of Cripple Creek, came in over the narrow gauge last evening and will go to Cochiti in the morning. [SFDNM] 

 
Tom Claemes    - Durango 



1898July25; Tom Claemes, a mining man from Durango, Colo., spent Sunday at the Exchange on his way to the White Oaks country. – At the Exchange: 

Tom Claunes, Durango, Colo… [SFNM]   

 

William Claffin    - Chicago & Cerrillos 
1885September9, Santa Fe Weekly New Mexican Review, p 2: “”THAT NEW PROCESS – A Practical Test of the New Cerrillos Ore Plant and How It Resulted – Mr. Wm. 

Clafflin of Chicago, Taken The Field of Agent of the New Process – Word comes up from Cerrillos that Mr. Hatch, and a party of Chicago friends, who have been 
sojourning in that prosperous camp for the past month watching the workings of the Hatch and Koneman “Eureka” ore plant, have departed for Chicago highly gratified at 
the success which attends the operation of their first machine… Mr. Wm. Clafflin of Chicago has just entered the field as agent for Messrs. Hatch & Koneman in New 
Mexico. He has been stationed at Cerrillos for several weeks noting the work of the plant… 

________________________________________________________________ 

 * Clancy * Clancey * 
Clancy    - Wallace 
1881November17; The southern train which got in yesterday morning brought a wounded man who had been sent up from Wallace to be placed at the 

Sister’s Hospital, this city, for treatment. The man’s name is Clancy and he was shot in a row at Wallace on Tuesday night. The wound is in his thigh 

and is an ugly one. [SFDNM] 
 

Clancy    - bailiff of U.S. Court;  StaFe 
1882February7; The following officers of the United States court have been appointed: Epifano Vigil, crier; Tony Neis, Gabriel Martinez, Clancy and 

Manuel Armijo, bailiffs. [SFDNM] 

 

Frank W. Clancy  (b.NH 1852)    - clerk US District Court, older bro of H.S. Clancy;  of StaFe, Abq 
Santa Fe Ring: Loose-knit group of lawyers, businessmen, investors and land speculators who used the law to enrich themselves and to punish their competitors and others 

who opposed their interest. Members resided in New Mexico, Washington, D.C. and other states and included: William Mills, Franck Clancy, Charles Spiess, Republican 
Territorial Senator Pedro Perea, Stephen Elkins (Former law Catron Law Partner and Secretary of War), Stephen Dorsey, Henry L. Waldo, John Knaebel. O. D. Barrett, 
William Rynerson, John Riley, L. S. Twimble, Ralph Twitchell, Charles Gildersleeve (Chairman of the State Democratic Party), and Mariano Otero. 

1874; comes to NM, admitted to Ter. Bar 
1879; start 3.5yrs as clerk of the SupCourt 
1880; Frank W. Clancy, of NH, appointed Clerk of NM Supreme Court 
1880October3; for the visit of President Hayes: – Finance; Gen. G.A. Smith, Sol Spiegelberg, Wm M. Berger, Antonio Ortiz y Salazar, John Watts, Walter W. Hayt, Joseph 

D. Sena, N.W. Fine – Reception; Wm G. Ritch, Lehman Spiegelberg, Gen L. Hatch, Gen. H.M. Atkinson, B.L. Thomas, Z. Staab, Gen. G.A. Smith, Thomas B. Catron, H.L. 

Waldo, Col. S.M. Barnes, Jose D. Sena, W.W. Griffin, Herman Ilfeld, Wm Breeden, Bernard Seligman, E.A. Fiske, Alex G. Irvine, Willi Spiegelberg, Gen. Smith USA, Rev. 

Mr. Lamy, Trinidad Alarid, Thomas F. Conway, Antonio Ortiz y Salazar, John C. Davis, R.W. Webb, J.G. Albright, Luciano Baca, R.S. Palen, Willian McKenzie, Colonel 

Craig, M.A. Breeden, W.S. Fletcher, Chas H. Gildersleeve, John H. Knaebel, F.B. Clancy, Prof. H.O. Ladd, Rev. Mr. Hall, Rev. Mr. Riggle, W.G. Thornton, John Sherman, 

Adolph Seligman, Prof. W.H. Strieby, Judge Downs, P.S. Kennedy, Thomas S. Cordis, Rev. J.A. Trouchard, Eluas Breerart, Leut Guilfoyle, Lieut Allen, Jose B. Ortiz, Gaspar 

Ortiz, Captain C.A. Woodruff, Lieut G. Valoise, J.L. Johnson, Dr. J. Symington, Ramon Sena y Garcia, Dr. Bartleson, Dr. R.H. Longwill, D.H. Irland, Vicente Garcia, Jose A. 

Ortiz, Max Frost, Anaceto Abeytia, Horace C. Baldwin, Martin Quintano, Antonio Romero, Edgar Caypless, Epifano Vigil, A. Sandoval, J.H. Daly – Entertainment; Henry 

Reed, Z. Staab, Enos Andrews, V.S. Shelby, Sol Spiegelberg, Wm M. Berger, S. Wedeles, W.H. McBroom, Wm A. Conant, H.F. Swope, W.W. Tate, S.H. Lucas, J.H. 

Gerdes, C.F.A. Fischer, Lieutenant C.A. Steadman, J.C. Davenport, John C. Hogue, Felipe B. Delgado, Romelo Martinez, Henry J. Gore, David J. Miller, Pelle Herlow, Wm 

Fitzmaurice, Panteleon Estos, M.A. Gold, Harry Mottley, S.T. Reed, B.M. Read, Geo W. Hickox, Chas Possells, Walter W. Hayt, Wm S. Woodside, S.J. Taylor, Wm T. 

Guyer, Jas H. Palmer, John C. Wettmer, A.E. Cauldwell, B. Kahn. [SFDNM] 
1880October21; Delegates to the SFCounty Republican party convention; Precinct No.2 – Manuel Romero, J. Dionicio Gimenes, Severo Ortega. Precinct 

No.3 – F.W. Clancy, Juan Garcia, A. Ortega, B.M. Read, J.Y. Gonzales, Wm M. Berger for P. Vigil, M. Rodriguez, P. Garcia, S. Griego. Precinct No.4 

– Wm Breeden, P. Estes, J.B. Ortiz, E.A. Fiske, Filipe Ortiz, M. Pino, A. Abeytia, J.M. Garcia, W.V. Hayt, Antonio Ortiz y Salazar, Clemente Ortiz, 
J.M. Martinez. Precinct No.5 – Antonio Armijo, J. Giron, V. Giron. Precinct No.6 M.B. Delgado, G. Pino, F. Romero, J. Romero y Tenorio. Precinct 

No.8 – V. Leiva, L. Valencia and J. Trujillo. Precinct No.9 – Santiago Gomez. Precinct No.10 W.R. Golden proxy for W.S. Basset, J.B. Cottle, A.J. 

Flynn, Dennis Cofflin, W.A. Forbes, W.H. Nesbitt. [SFDNM] 

1881-1900; Galena Chief Mine, Cerrillos, New Mexico. Correspondence between Edward L. Bartlett and various individuals, including Cyrus Wells, William Minters, M. 
O'Neil, O. H. Warner, W. H. Morris, R. M. Cooke, Frank W. Clancy, and L. Bradford Prince. Correspondence relates to the sale and development, operations and 
financial matters of the mine. Legal documents include location notices, mining and quit-claim deeds, proofs of labor, contracts, power of attorney and leases, and a 
decision by a sheriff in the case of David K. Osbourn vs. John Sherman, Jr. Financial documents include receipts for work assessments. [arizonaarchivesonline.org, 
Bartlett papers] 

1882February9; Newspaper men find in Mr. F.W. Clancy, clerk of the courts, one of the most accommodating officers upon whom it is the painful duty of 
the wretched reporter to call for news. [SFDNM] 

1882-1890December; partner in law firm Catron, Thornton, & Clancy (Thornton departs ’83); Catron, Knabel, & Clancy, firm dissolved 27Dec1890 
1882June25; Amount of Property Owned By the Residents of Santa Fe County. April 14, 1882. Clancy, F.W. _ 2,710 00 [SFDNM]   
1882June28; To Charles H. Gildersleeve, as Secretary of the Texas, Santa Fe & Northern railroad company. …The undersigned holders of one half and 

upwards of the subscribed capital stock… A. Staab, T.B. Catron, Arthur Boyle, Charles H. Irvin, F.W. Clancy, Rafael Lopez, Charles M. Conklin, A. 

Seligman, B. Seligman, Felipe B. Delgado, J.G. Schurmann, Reed & Bishop, W.A. McKenzie, W.T. Thornton, P.F. Herlow, Vicente Mares, Nicolas 

Garcia, John Symington, W.M. Berger, Jose L. Perea, J.R. Armijo, Michel Barardinelli, J.B. Lamy, Anto’ Ortiz y Salazar, Romulo Martinez, Willi 

Spiegelberg, L. Spiegelberg, W.E. Broad, Jesus Castillo, Cristobal Armijo, Mariano Perea, B.F. Schuster, Pedro Perea, Nasario Gonzales, Trinidad 

Alarid, John Symington, E.D. Franz, Gaspar Ortiz, Miguel Silva, Felipe Delgado, Mariano Romero, Jose L. Perea, 2nd, Benicio Perea. [SFDNM] 
1883October12; F.W. Clancy has been in Washington for some weeks. How could the court possibly get along in Taos and Rio Arriba without its guide, 

prompter and protector? [The Golden Retort. Vol.III No.22] 

1884August15; Base ingratitude was never more strikingly illustrated than in F.W. Clancy’s treatment of Axtell in his affidavit taken by Examiner Weigand. 
To be sure the Judge removed Clancy from the clerkship to make room for his son-in-law, but then he immediately adopted him judicially as his son and 

legal adviser during court, and showered many favors upon him. Hence, it seem strange that Clancy should go to such extremes of duplicity, while 

appearing friendly with the Judge, as to state under oath that his jusdicial father and court protector is a liar... [The Golden Retort. Vol.V No.4] 

1888January23; NM Supreme Court Case No.247, U.S. vs. The San Pedro & Canon Del Agua Company – determination of fraud = rejection of altered CdeA grant. William 
Breeden, H.L. Waldo, and Catron, Thornton & Clancy for appelee. [p.412]  Supplemental brief of H.L. Waldo, William Breeden, and Catron, Thornton & Clancy for 
appellants. 



1889January3; The first car of coal ever shipped in over the narrow gauge road arrived yesterday from the Monero banks, owned by Messrs. Catron, Clancy 

and others. This coal is of an excellent quality, and costs laid down here $5 per ton, which is $1.50 below the present cost of Cerrillos coal. Col. Fisher 
has the local agency for this new coal. Cerrillos coal men will probably meet the reduced price if the A.T.&S.F. will stand by them. [SFDNM] 

1889January7; Neil B. Field, esq., one of the shining lights of the central New Mexico bar, is here to attend the supreme court. Mrs. Field accompanied him 

and they are guests of Mr. and Mrs. F.W. Clancy. [SFDNM] 

1889April22; Sheriff Francisco Chavez; public auction of property of Enos Andrews to Frank W. Clancy [W.T. Thornton papers]  
1889April22: Sheriff’s Deed Francisco Chavez, Sheriff, to Frank W. Clancy; consideration $2,902.50 [b.T-Deeds p.617] 
1877January6: Andrews’ legal saga; filed, The Gem City Tobacco Works of IL vs. Max Lichtenthall and Enos Andrews partners doing business as Max Lichtenthall & Co., for 

$1800 judgment – 12Feb77 defendants confess plaintiff has sustained damages of $1749.20; Henry L. Waldo, Judge – filed 24Jul1877 notice to George M. Gregg, 
Garnishee, of Mora Co – filed 29Aug1889 Alias Execution; Francisco Chavez Sheriff of StaFeCo unable to find Max Lichtenthal or his property, therefore called on Enos 
Andrews for the amount; levied on an undivided 1/3int, that he owned in the lands, at Cerrillos District, the SE1/4 of Sec7 for $497.50 (and other land)… after advertising 
the sale of the same for 30da sold to Frank W. Clancy on 22Apr1889 for $497.50 (and other land) making a total amount $3112.50 – Second National Bank of NM vs. 
Enos Andrews and Robert B. Willison; judgment to recover $6,141.69 – 21Nov1881 I Enos Andrews, do state that the amount of said judgement and costs is entirely my 
personal indebtedness said Willison having received no benefit from the indebetedness upon which such judgement was obtained, he, the said Willison having acted as 
security upon a not that was evidence of such indebtedness; Enos Andrews, Witness Chas J. Sterling – Mortgage Deed (incomplete) Enos Andrews and Kate Andrews, 
his wife, to the first National Bank of Santa Fe; all the undiv 1/3int SW1/4 of Sec7 – 7Jul1877 Mortgage, Enos & Kate Andrews to First National Bank of SF; …given to 
secure the payment of a certain promissory notes signed by E. Andrews and john E. Murphy in the principal sum of $100, date 10May1876, due one year after date 
w.18%int – 30May1884 Bill of Complaint; First National Bank of SF against Enos Andrews and Kate Andrews his wife, and Martin L. Byers, of Hagustown MD, and 
Sigmund Jabody, Gustave Jacoby, Jacob A. Newbury, all of NYC, and Julius Newman, Moses Samuels, Joseph C. Newman, all of SnFrancisco CA, and Henry L. 
Waldo, executor of Samuel B. Wheelock of StaFe – 1Aug1885 judgment against Enos & Kate by Wm A. Vincent Chief Justice 

1889June28; Quit Claim Deed form; Frank W. Clancy & Charlotte S. Clancy sell for $1 to William T. Thornton [W.T. Thornton papers]  
1890February1; Mr. Frank W. Clancy, who has been quite ill during the week, is somewhat better this morning. [SFDNM] 

1890April24; John H. Knaebel, esq., has returned from Socorro, where he has been looking after some cases for the many clients of the firm of Catron, 

Knaeble & Clancy. [SFDNM] 
1890June18; Mr. F.W. Clancy left this afternoon for Albuquerque to attend a meeting of the board of regents of the university of New Mexico. [SFDNM] 

1890September18; Professional Cards, Attorneys at Law. T.B. Catron, J.H. Knaebel, F.W. Clancy, Catron, Knaebel & Clancy. [ad in SFDNM] 

1891April24; Hon. A. Staab has handed in his resignation as member of the board of county commissioners, and F.W. Clancy, of Santa Fe, has been appointed in his place 
by Gov. Prince. [The Cerrillos Rustler, v.III no.42] 

1891January7; …the New Mexico Bar Association listened to an able address by the retiring president, Mr. F.W. Clancy… [SFDNM] 
1891January7; Notice is hereby given that the law partnership of Catron, Knabel and Clancy has been dissolved by agreement and that the members thereof 

will individually continue in the practice of law in Santa Fe, N.M. T.B. Catron, John H. Knabel, F.W. Clancy, Santa Fe, N.M. December 7, 1890. 

[SFDNM] 
1891April22; Mr. F.W. Clancy has gone to Albuquerque on legal business. [SFDNM] 

1891September21; Mr. and Mrs. Frank W. Clancy returned this morning from their week’s visit to the territorial fair at Albuquerque. [SFDNM] 

1891November7; Mr. and Mrs. F.W. Clancy are preparing to remove to Albuquerque; they have rented a residence already in the latter place. [SFDNM] 

1891December11; F.W. Clancy, 50 shares CC&IC stock $1250. – paid by CC&IC to clean title. [Elkins papers 820] 
1891December11; (R.C. Kerens to S.B. Elkins) K. now has all 10k shares of CC&IC stock, 3950sh being in the Treasury, and just having bought back Clancy’s 50sh @ 

$25ea. [Elkins papers 740] 
1892February27; Mr. F.W. Clancy, one of the select and most successful attorneys in New Mexico, will be in Santa Fe during the coming week from 

Albuquerque to attend the sessions of the land court, before which he has several important grant cases. [SFDNM] 

1892April15; Frank W. Clancy came up from Albuquerque this morning accompanied by Mrs. Clancy. [SFDNM] 

1892April21; [Risque letter to Kerens, re Coal Bank] Title. I have deeds here for everything except 15/1890, in name of W.W. Griffith, Seattle for which deed has been 
forwarded by Folsom, and daily report expected; cost, $1,000. ¶ 1/105, Seven Baca heirs, Bernalillo Co: all but one having signed, and Notary gone for seventh; cost, Int. 
500. And expenses of Notary (?) ¶ 1/1134, D. Romero, Las Vegas, cost (?) ¶ 3/1134, Flores, Las Vegas to have technicality corrected; these last two by Catron. ¶ 
Thornton has passed on title, and Waldo examined all the papers and has assured me that the evidence is satisfactory and all regular except these exceptions just 
noted, and that he sent Mr. Peck his certificate April 11th, and wrote Mr. Elkins on the subject the same night. ¶ I could not get Antonio Ortiz Salazar stock less than par, 
and Catron I thought had better not be approached on the subject, but let him rest until he wanted to sell. ¶ Catron would not dismiss his suit for fee, and Bartlett said he 
thought a compromise would be the only course since he (Catron) could substantiate his case in Court, prove by his Co-Directors his services, and we could only set up 
a general denial with no specific proof, etc.. I think later you might defeat him by calling for bill of particulars and make him prove it. F.W. Clancy, a former Director, and 
his late partner, is at outs with him and would be glad to get even I think, and help him as little as possible. I think every title should be in within next ten days. [Elkins 
Papers 797] 

Financial accounting attached to Elkins papers 803 22Jun1892: Paid out by Kerens: Webb 2.5k; Clancy 10k; Chandler 4.5k; Lawyers 150; Wolf’s 35sh 575; Wolf’s 16sh 400; 
Lawson’s stock 6.6k; Risque’s wages 2k; Catron’s wages 1,250; Clancy’s 50sh 1,250 = balance in Kerens’ hands (of the 100k paid him plus 21,112.50 for the stock) 
$49,668.50. 

1892July6; F.W. Clancy and wife, W.B. Childers and wife and a party of six or eight Albuquerqueans are on a six weeks’ visit at the Clancy house, a most 

inviting spot. When seen on the 4th Mr. and Mrs. Clancy were standing waist deep in water having no end of sport catching trout. [SFDNM] 
1892August10; Mr. F.W. Clancy came over this morning from his summer place on the upper Pecos. [SFDNM] 

1892September27; Mr. and Mrs. F.W. Clancy are in the city on a visit from Albuquerque. [SFDNM] 

1892November30; Frank W. Clancy, one of Albuquerque’s leading attorneys, is in the capital on legal business. [SFDNM] 
1893April20; Mr. and Mrs. Frank W. Clancy of Albuquerque, are in the city. Mr. Clancy has important legal business here. [SFDNM] 

1893April21; Messrs. Will M. Tipton and F.W. Clancy left this morning over the narrow gauge for Abiquiu, where they will be occupied several days 

taking testimony of aged witnesses in four or five land grant cases. [SFDNM] 
1893July18; Frank W. Clancy, solid and successful lawyer of Albuquerque, is in the city and he has legal business before the court of private land claims. 

[SFDNM] 

1893September2; Justice Fuller, of the U.S. court of private land claims; W.M. Tipton, attorney, for the government, and L.F. Parker, official stenographer, 
left this morning for Galisteo. They met F.W. Clancy, esq., at Lamy and thence drove over to Galisteo where testimony is being taken in the cases of the 

Los Cerrillos grant, 2,281.11 acres; the Sitio de Los Cerrillos grant, 585 acres, and the Sitio de Juana Lopez, 1,265.78 acres. [SFDNM] 

1894April19; Mrs. F.W. Clancy, of Albuquerque, is visiting Mrs. H.S. Clancy. [SFDNM] 

1894June20; (Lee English to Elkins) Pushing the value of the Cunningham vein being developed. The claims were called “Santa Nina” and “Santa Rita”. Lee English 
describes their location relative to Cunningham claim in #871. “The 1000 feet between the Santa Rita and Cunningham claim has ben prospected with 40 ft. shaft and 



two different tunnels, but it don’t show as well as the Cunningham or Santa Rita. The Santa Rita and Santa Nina are leased claims, but both leases have been forfeited. 
…F.H. Strong, when he was working showed up a big body of very good ore, but neither I nor anyone else can tell what the vein will run without drifting and prospecting 
it. Col. Isaac Taylor tested four tons of Cunningham ore in New York that F.H. Strong had shipped there, and Mr. Taylor told me that he got from $4.50 to $5.50 on the 
Grippin mill process, and the ore that Mr. Strong shipped was about an average lot from the old workings. Three or four tons of ore from a mountain of ore would not be 
much of a test. The only way to test the Cunningham mine is to run in tunnels three or four hundred feet. …There is an old gentleman who says that he intends to put in 
a five stamp mill at Los Nories <possibly last ref to Las Norias] at the Clancy Mills.” [Elkins papers 866] 

1894August5; (Lee English to Elkins) “Dolores N Mex. I received your favor of July 31st… F.H.Strong milled on the Fisk or Clancy Mill 150 tons and it run $3.65 cents per ton 
and I don’t believe that he save over 50 Percent of the gold that was in the quarts he got his ore along the face of the old workings and that would be the same ore that 
you would ship to Colorado the Cunningham ore carries fine flake gold and is coted with sulpher and is hard to save on a copper Plate…” From the face of the old 
Cunningham workings. Recommends a concentrator as the copper plates only save about 65% of the gold because of the sulfur. In the mills here there is nothing but 
plates to catch the gold… “and the gulch gets the biggest part of the gold. Lee English” [Elkins papers 875] 

1895; ref re Catron disbarrment case; Catron represented by Neill B. Field of Albuquerque, Democrat, Frank W. Clancy of Albuquerque, Republican, Frank Springer (an 
earlier opponent) of Cimarron, Republican 

1895January3; Mr. Frank W. Clancy applied to the commissioners for a reduction of the assessment made by Sheriff Cunningham on his mill at Dolores. 

The sheriff in the absence of a return by Mr. Clancy assessed it at $5,000, and the commissioners after hearing evidence reduced this to $1,000, at the 

same time ordering the payment of the sheriff’s fees for his trouble in the matter. [SFDNM] 
1895February11; Mr. Ernest Knaebel, the bright son of Mr. John Knaebel, who is studying law with Hon. Frank Clancy, is up from Albuquerque to-day on 

a visit to his family. [SFDNM]  

1895April4; (Elkins to Lawson) Hanna wires that Mr. Larocque says that if peaceable possession of the Mill can be had, lease on Sam’s terms would be proper, otherwise 
advises delay. The Company, through Lee English has the keys and possession of the mill, and has had since Wolf left the country. As I understand, the mill has been 
delivered to the Company, and Wolf is now seeking through the courts payment for improvements. …Unless Sam and friends can get the mill, as proposed, they will put 
the Clancy mill near by in order and go on, and we will lost our chance to sell. [Elkins papers 906] 

1895May14; Mr. F.W. Clancy arrived from Albuquerque to-day on business before the land court. [SFDNM] 
1895June20; Messrs. Matt G. Reynolds, United States attorney; W.B. Stevens, Washington correspondent of the St. Louis Globe-Democrat; L.F. Parker, 

David Malcomb and Millard Faulkner, officials of the ‘Frisco line, St. Louis; Prof. W.H. Seamon, of Rollo, mo.; S. Mallet-Prevost, special attorney and 

expert for government in Peralta-Reavis grant case; N.B. Field and F.W. Clancy, of Albuquerque; T.J. Helm and J.W. Akers, of Santa Fe, left this 
moring for the upper Pecos river for the speckled beauties... [SFDNM] 

1895July8; The Cerrillos Coal Railroad company has had the record of the coroner’s inquest in the White Ash coal mine disaster cases written out, but 

whether the cases will go to the supreme court is not known. Messrs. Field, Lester and Clancy, of Albuquerque, are attorneys for the plaintiffs. The 
railroad company has offered to compromise the cases by the payment of $1,000 to the heirs of each of the persons killed. [SFDNM] 

1895July15; Pecos Pointers. Messrs. F.W. and H.S. Clancy have been on the river since Saturday. [SFDNM] 

1895July29; Hon. Neill B. Field is up from Albuquerque. Also Mr. F.W. Clancy. Legal business. [SFDNM] 
1895September30; Mr. F.W. Clancy and Col. W.S. Williams were arrivals from the south this morning. [SFDNM] 

1895December11; Judge Laughlin has grown weary of being trifled with by negligent attorneys… made an order requiring satisfactory security for costs in 

all pending causes to be filed on or before the first day of the present term. …Sixty cases in which the required costs bonds had not been filed, were 
ordered abated and stricken from the docket… Among the cases thus abated… F.W. Clancy vs. R. Oakley et al. [SFDNM] 

1896September1; Mr. F.W. Clancy arrived from Albuquerque this morning. [SFDNM] 

1896September25; No. 3810 District Court, County of Santa Fé Mariano F. Sena vs. J.P. McNulty Summons. F.W. Clancy Attorney for Plaintiff.- This is a suit in ejectment 
brought to obtain possession of a certain tract and grant of land situate in the County of Santa Fe, N.M. commonly known and called the Leyba Land Grant. Damages 
claimed $50,000 and costs of suit. Geo. L. Wyllys. Clerk [McNulty papers (P.McCraw) b.2] 

1896October9; The governor has this week made the following appointments: …Frank W. Clancy, of Albuquerque, to succeed himself as regent of the New 

Mexico university at Albuquerque, for the period of five years from September 2, 1896… [SFDNM] 
1896December15; It is generally understood in political circles here to-day that Mr. Catron has made up his mind to go at the pie-counter in dead earnest for 

his own particular benefit, and that Mr. F.W. Clancy, A.C. Voorhees, Judge McFie and others who seek the U.S. attorneyship will not be in it, so far as 

Mr. Catron is concerned. To be plain, and deal with facts, Mr. Catron has picked out this official job for himself. [SFDNM] 
1897May5; Frank W. Clancy, one of New Mexico’s leading attorneys, is in the city from Albuquerque. He is accompanied by Mrs. Clancy, and they have 

rooms at the Palace. Mr. Clancy has several cases pending before the court of private land claims. – At the Palace: F.W. Clancy and wife, 

Albuquerque… [SFDNM] 
1897June2; The Probate Court. Frank W. Clancy, esq., as attorney for Harry S. Clancy, administrator of the estate of Zadoc Staab, deceased, filed a petition 

for the administrator’s discharge, the estate having been settled and closed up. Petition granted. [SFDNM] 

1897June14; Mr. F.W. Clancy, one of Albuquerque’s most prominent attorneys, arrived by this morning’s train. [SFDNM] 

1897November6; letter from Lew Wallace to Eugene A. Fiske re Fiske’s desire for the office of US DA – “it seems impossible to me that the President should make the 
mistake of appointing Mr. Clancy, who, although a very clever gentleman, must necessarily be a retainer of Mr. Catron. That Governor Oterro has submitted himself to 
the domination of  Mr. Catron does not surprise me. One of the curious incidences pertaining to Mr. Catron is his astonishing influence over New Mexicans. I cannot 
recall one instance in which he did not absolutely submerge and control all persons who came in contact with him speaking the Spanish tongue.” 

1897December16; In The District Court. Sentences Passed in the Ten Contempt of Court Cases – White Ash Cases on Trial. ¶ The trial of the three cases of 

Josephine Deserant, administratrix, vs. Cerrillos Coal Railroad company, was commenced this afternoon before a jury. Messrs. N.B. Field and F.W. 

Clancy represent the plaintiff and R.E. Twitchell appears for the defendant company. ¶ These cases grow out of the killing of the husband and two sons 

of the plaintiff in the White Ash coal mine disaster, during the winter of 1895. They were tried at a previous term of the District court and $20,000 

damages were awarded to the plaintiff; they were subsequently appealed to the Supreme court and remanded by the latter tribunal, and now come up for 

new trial under the directions of the Supreme court. [SFDNM] 
1898February12; Solomon Luna Has Brought Action to Eject the Cerrillos Coal Railroad Company from Juana Lopez Tract. The first suit filed in the 

Territorial District court under the new regime of Judge McFie and Clerk Bergere was a case in ejectment brought by Solomon Luna, of Valencia 

county, brother-in-law of the new clerk, against the Cerrillos Coal Railroad company. ¶ It is represented that the plaintiff is rightfully entitled to the 
possession of the Mesita de Juana Lopez tract of land, otherwise known as private land grant No.64, confirmed by congress in 1879, but that the 

defendant company persists in holding the possession thereof to the serious detriment of the plaintiff. ¶ Whereupon the plaintiff prays that the Cerrillos 

Coal Railroad company be ejected from the tract of land in question, and that he be awarded damages to the amount of $25,000. The defendant is 
commanded to appear and answer the complaint in the premises within 30 days from the 11th of February. Mr. F.W. Clancy, of Albuquerque, is Mr. 

Luna’s attorney. [SFNM]   



1898April13; Harry F. Lee, stenographer in the law office of Frank W. Clancy in Albuquerque, a very bright and popular young man, will be married on 

Friday next at Gallup, to Miss Emma Bulkley, a very pretty young lady residing in that town with her aunt, Mrs. W.A. Maxwell. [SFNM]   
1898October4; Mineral Filing Decision. In the case of Charles H. Toll et al., vs. Geo A. Blake et al, a contest involving the legality of the mineral filing on 

the Sunny Side lode mining claim situated in the Cochiti mining district of Bernalillo county, the commissioner of the general land office has reversed 

the decision of the local land office, on and appeal from the land office in this city, and dismissed the adverse filing of Geo A. Blake et al, and allowed 
30 days for an appeal to the secretary of the interior. C.F. Easley appeared in the case for Chas H. Toll et al., and F.W. Clancy for Geo A. Blake et al. 

[SFNM] 

1899February21; 777. Josephine Deserant, administratrix, plaintiff in error, vs. Cerrillos Coal Railroad Company, defendants in error: error to Santa Fe 
county. Order entered considering additional judgment as part of the record, by stipulation: attorneys N.B. Field and F.W. Clancy for plaintiff. R.E. 

Twitchell for defendant.  [SFNM] 

1899April4; Mayor Frank W. Clancy of Albuquerque, as attorney for John Grass, Elizabeth Humphreys Savage, W.W. Allen, Orlando B. Sander and 
Charles W. Lewis, of Abluquerque, this morning entered the Neustra Senor a de los Milagros mining claim, situated in the Hell Canon Mining district, at 

the United States land office in this city. [SFNM]   

1899September30; Another Grant Suit. An Action Begun by Attorneys for Mariano Sena. A claim was filed in the court of private land claims this morning 
by Attorneys F.W. and H.F. Clancy in behalf of Mariano Sena for the Jose de Leyva grant in the southern part of Santa Fe county. The grant as claimed 

is bound on the east by the San Marcos road, on the south by the Cuesta del Oregano arroyo, on the west by the lands of Juan Garcia de las Rivas, and 

on the north by the lands of Captain Sebastian de Vargas. Upon the grant, it is alleged, are situated the turquois mines of the American Turquois 
Company against which Mr. Sena had brought ejectment suits in the district court, but which were dismissed this week. It is claimed that the grant was 

made by Governor and Captain General Juan de Domingo de Bustamente and that the documents making the grant are dated May 25, 1728, and are all 

in the possession of Mr. Sena. [SFNM] 

1900February23; Jose de Leyba Grant Depositions. Depositions were taken this morning in the offices of the court of private land claims in the land grant 

case No.178, Mariano F. Sena vs. The United States, involving the possession of the Jose de Leyba grant in this county. W.H. Pope, assistant attorney of 

the land court, appeared for the United States. Solicitor General E.L. Bartlett appeared for the American Turquois Company, who has interests on the 
grant. F.W. Clancy, Esq., counsel for the plaintiff, was not present. [SFNM] 

1900April24; Case No.278, entitled Mariano F. Sena vs. the United States, was set for trial on next Monday. In this case the petitioner asks the court to 

confirm to him the Leyba grant of about 16,000 acres in Santa Fe county, and covering the famous turquois mines of Tiffany and others at Turquesa. 
Frank W. Clancy, of Albuquerque, and H.S. Clancy, of Santa Fe, are the attorneys for the petitioner. [SFNM] 

1900December19; News from Washington indicates that the appointment of United States attorney for the district of New Mexico is between W.B. 
Childers, the present incumbent, and Frank W. Clancy, of Albuquerque. So says a private dispatch from the national capital. [SFNM] 

1900May16; A deed of trust was filed in the county recorder’s office yesterday whereby James Carruthers of San Pedro, conveys to Summers Burkhart of 

Albuquerque, in trust, the consideration being $15,000, all of Carruthers’ right, title and interest in the following mining property situate in the San 
Pedro district, south Santa Fe county: The Anaconda mining claim and the Ingersoll mining claim, being the same premises conveyed to Carruthers by 

Alexander McGashan Hendry by deed dated July 25, 1896, together with all dips, spurs, angles, etc. The document also stipulates that in case of the 

death or if for other cause Burkhart should fail to comply with his duties in administrating this trust, then F.W. Clancy of Albuquerque, shall serve as 
the legally constituted trustee. [SFNM] 

1901April10; Oil Near San Pedro. Probate Clerk Manuel Delgado today recorded the location notices of four tracts of oil lands of 160 acres each in the San 

Pedro mining district, southern Santa Fe county. The locators are: Tract No.1, O.C. Russell, James Grunsfeld, Dwight Wheeler, Ivan Grunsfeld, Michael 
Mandell, J.W. Malette, W.H. Springer, F.W. Clancy; tract No.2, C.O. Cushman, Emma S. Diary, Frank McKee, Alfred Thelin, Leon Hertzog, Gustave 

Thelin, H.W. Myers, F.L. Myers; tract No.3, T.W. Pute, O.A. Martin, Leon B. Stern, C.F. Myers, George Canfield, Walter Young, Alfred Grunsfeld, 

Solomon, Luna; tract No.4, J.C. Belbridge, W.F. Hahn, Lorenzo Garcia, Louis Ilfeld, John S. Trimble, W.G. Hope, Michael Mandell, W.H. Springer. 
[SFNM] 

1901May17; In the district court this forenoon was filed by F.W. Clancy, Esq., a reply to answer to the cross complaint of A. McG. Hendry in the suit of 

Summers Burkhart, trustee vs. James Carruthers et al., involving certain interests in the Anaconda mine in southern Santa Fe county. [SFNM] 
1901July11; The Wallace Oil Company incorporated today. The incorporators are Ivan Grunsfeld, William H. Springer and Leon B. Stern. The directors are 

Alfred Grunsfeld, Ivan Grunsfeld, Louis Grunsfeld, Michael Mandell, Solomon Luna, William H. Springer, Leon B. Stern, David Weinman, Frank W. 

Clancy. The headquarters of the company are at Albuquerque. It will engage in mining and boring for oil. They capital is $1,000,000, divided into 
1,000,000 shares. [SFNM] 

1903April6; US Supreme Court, Sena (Frank W. Clancy & H.S. Clancy) vs. U.S. No.40 (Matthew G. Reynolds, William H. Pope, Edward L. Bartlett, James 

W. Vroom & Solicitor General Richards), 189 U.S. 233 decided for appellee, Brown writing opinion; (argued 16Jan1903)  

1904February3; (McNulty to Parker) of the same opinion that the case will not come to trial, + th@ Mr Clancy will do the same as he did several years ago, when the case 
was called in the District Court he never appeared + had it postponed + he never gave bond for the expenses, + we had to pay all. I told Mr Reynolds all about this last 
June, + he said th@ he would see th@ the Grant people would have to put up bonds this time. [McNulty papers (P.McCraw) b.10] 

1909April; …Pankey filed suit against Antonio [Jose] Ortiz, [Jose] Antonio Anaya, Juan Jose Silva, Apolonio Chavez, Luciano Chavez, Sylvester Davis, Juan 
Ortiz, Donisiano Angel, Jose Ortiz y Pino, Pedro Chavez, and Antonio Sandoval for quiet title to the disputed Cadillal lands. The defense contended that the 
U.S. patent to San Cristobal did not include the Cadial and other tracts and that the Cadial (3,100 varas, 50 varas each to 62 grantees -- c. 9300 feet from 
East to West; c.7500 acres according to the plaintiff) is “entirely outside the bounding lines of the Eaton Grant.” The plaintiff’s lawyer was C[harles] C. Catron, 
son of T.B. The Galistenos were defended by Frank Clancy, another Catron colleague. In the introduction to case #6470 (generally called “Benjamin Pankey 
vs. Juan Ortiz et al”) on April 30th, it was noted that “within the out-boundary lines of the said Eaton Grant…there is a certain piece, parcel and tract of land 
commonly known as the Cadillal or Cadial Tract,” originally bounded on the east by Tecubaya [sic]; on the west by La Joya; on the south by the foothills [Alto 
de la Jara] and on the north by the hills of the Canada de en Medio [the middle of the northern creston, or hogback] which said Cadial Tract was at some time 
prior to the final decree hereinbefore referred to, fenced, which said fence, through the course of time has fallen down in parts. ” [per LLippard draft MS p.129-
130; 2009] 

1909September14: Atty. Gen. Frank W. Clancy and wife will leave Albuquerque tonight for Faywood Hot Springs where Gen Clancy hopes to get rid of an attack 
of rheumatism. [SFNM 100yrs] 

1910February11: In reply to inquires Atty. Gen. Frank W. Clancy today wrote a letter giving it as his official opinion that under the territorial statute 'All able-bodied 
male persons of the age of 21 years or over' are subject to the payment of the poll tax. It makes no difference whether a man is a citizen or not. [SFNM 
100yrs] 

1911May1; US Supreme Court, Sena (Frank W. Clancy & Harry S. Clancy) vs. ATC No.73 (Matt. G. Reynolds, Thomas B. Harlan, Stephen B. Davis Jr), 

220 U.S. 497 decided for defendant, Holmes writing opinion; (argued 18Apr1911)  
1903June10; Frank W. Clancy of Albuquerque, district attorney for the second judicial sistrict, who was injured by being thrown from his bicycle, has 

recovered sufficiently to be able to be out again. [SFNM] 

1912-16; Frank C. Clancy, (R) NM Attorney General [NM Blue Book 2003-04] 



-  Clerk, Recorder  - 
1879June4; John Martin; Promise Lode, (loc 28Apr9) about 300yds W of Norma Lode, about 200yds E of Handy Andy, in Galisteo District; 1050’NE 450’SW 150’ea side;  

witness block but no tag> W? P.M. Clnce Deputy Recorder, recorded 6July1881 [Locations & Mining Deeds E#15409 p.393] 
1879August2; indenture; Charles Miller sells for $1 to E. Platt Stratter of NYC 1/8 int Galena Chief (conveyed 25July79); witness F.W. Clancy Clerk US Dist Court 1st Dist 

NM, recorded 12September1879 [Locations & Mining Deeds A#15405 p. 548] 
1879September22; indenture; E.Platt Stratton of Cimarron NM sells for $1 to Jefferson M. Levy of NYC 1/16 int Galena Chief at the Los Cerrillos, a portion conveyed by 

Charles Nuller 2Aug79; certify F.W. Clance Clerk, recorded 23September1879 [Locations & Mining Deeds B#15406 p.2] 
1879September22; indenture; E.Platt Stratton of Cimarron sells for $1 to John W. Knaebel of Broolyn NY 1/16 int Galena Chief being ½ of 1/8 int conveyed b.A p.548; 

presence F.W. Clansy, certify 22Sept79 F.W. Clansy Clerk, recorded 25October1881 [Locations & Mining Deeds D#15408 p.610] 
1879October11; indenture; Frank Dimick sells for $2000 to John L.Carson, Henry C. Let, Charles F. Stewart, James L. McGee (all of Amaha Co NE), Wm B. Strong, F.J. 

Anderson (both of Topeka KS), O.E. Babcoak of WashDC, C.C. Tyler of NYC, Henry M. Atkinson; 8/9 int La Plata Lode, (loc 22March79, 600’x1500’) in CMD; 
presence of David J. Miller, certified F.W. Clance Clerk by Samuel Ellison Deputy, recorded 14Octobwer1879 [Locations & Mining Deeds B#15406 p.26] 

1879October11; Indenture; Frank Dimick sells for $2000 to John L. Carson, Henry C. Lett, Charles F. Stewart, James L. McGee of Numalia Co NE, Wm B. 

Strong, T.J. Anderson of Topeka KS, O.E. Babcock of Washington DC, C.C. Tyler of New York City, Henry M. Atkinson of Santa Fé 8/9ths or 1/9int 
to ea of said parties La Plata Lode; in the CMd, loc 22Mar79 by Frank Dimick, 600x1500’. Presence Dav J. Miller. The name of James L. McGee was 

interlined before signing. Cert 13Oct79 F.W. Clancy Clerk By Saml Ellison Deputy. Filed for record 14Apr81 and Recorded 18Apr81. N.B. Laughlin 

Recorder {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 4 p.21} 

1880February27; Dated. Quitclaim Deed. Thomas F. Conway of StaFe, for $104,166.66 2/3, sell undivided five twenty fourths part of the Cañon del Agua Grant of land… to 
George William Ballou of Boston. Sig. Thomas F. Conway. Acknowledged by: TFC, on 27Feb1880, in StaFe co., before Frank M. Clancy Clerk of the District Court. b.J 
Deeds p.123. [BHenderson Abstract of Title No.2 30Sep1983] 

1880May22; indenture; Samuel C. Wright, Eulogio Aranda sell for $100 to George Sias undiv 1/4 Boss copper mine Silver Buttes MD SFCo, rec 25May80; 
cert F.W. Clancy Clerk of First Jucidial District [b.B p.408] 

1880September2; indenture; William E. Cousins for> Laura E. Cousins (wife) sells for $1200 to Burt E. Tilden of Trumbell Co OH undiv ¾ int Washoe Mine (loc 25Oct79 b.B 
p.195) W of & adjoining Cock of the Walk, SW of & adjoining little John Lode, E of & adjoining Harvest Queen lode, in GMD; presence C.H. Gildersleeve, certify 
2Sept80 T?F W. Clancy Clerk by H.S. Clancy deputy, recorded 3September1880 [Locations & Mining Deeds C#15407 p.433] 

1880September11; indenture; James F. Callendar sells for $10 to John H. Kneabel all int AT&SF lode, in GzMD; presence H.A. Montfort, certify 13Sept80 F.W. Clancy Clerk 
by H.S. Clancy Deputy, recorded 17November1880 [Locations & Mining Deeds E#15409 p.4] 

1880September11; indenture; James F. Callendar sells for $2500 to John H. Kneabel all int certain tract or parcel of land … of Nasario Gonzalez b.J. p.289, all int Marshall 
Bonanza, (loc 3Mar80 b.B p.276), Baca Bonanza (loc 3Mar80 b.B p.277), Straight Flush, (loc 14Feb?80 b.B p.288), Santa Fe vein, (loc 25Feb80 b.B p.286), 
ground floor, (loc 6Jan80 b.B p.266) mistic lode, (loc 10Dec79 b.B p.277), Spiegelberg Bonanza, Old indian prospect, (loc 9Mar80 b.B p.348), gonzalez lode, 
(loc 13Dec79 b.B p.287), Rey de Cobre, (loc 28Feb80 b.B p.323), in GzMD; presence H.A. Monfort, certify 13Sept80 F.W. Clancy Clerk by H.S. Clancy Deputy 
[Locations & Mining Deeds E#15409 p.11] 

1880 n.d. (September); Bond for a Deed; H.M. Atkinson deeds for $5 to Alfred F. Brainard of Carbonateville a lot 40’x 80’ except to the mineral rights, situated on the ground 
of Carbonate mine, as soon as a title is obtained from the government by H.M. Atkinson provided that no right to the mineral on said tract nor the right to mine thereon; 
from point on NE corner building now owned & occupied by A.F. Brainard and about 2’ W of NW corner of St. Louis Ranch running southerly to stake within 1’ of the 
NE corner of a building owned & occupied by Mr. A.H. Beckwith or within about 20’ of Mr. Wallace house and running westerly 80’ to a stake about 18’ from the 
Hollman Ranch; witness P.F. Herlow, L.S. Spiegelberg, R.H. Longwill, certify 23Sept80 for H.M. Atkinson, Frank Dimick, P.F. Herlow, L. Spiegelberg, R.H. Longwill by 
F.W. Clancy Clerk by H.S. Clancy Deputy, recorded 30September1880 [Locations & Mining Deeds C#15407 p.578] 

1880September29; deed; William F. Thornton, Helen M. Thornton wife sell for $5 and promisory note for $500 due in 12mos with 1% int/mo to R.H. Longwill lot or parcel of 
land … being part of Roque Lobato Grant, being same land purchased by W.F. Thornton of Gaspar Ortiz y Alarid; certify 29Sept80 F.W. Clancy Clerk, recorded 
20November1880 [Locations & Mining Deeds E#15409 p. 16] 

1880November16; indenture; Alfred Duval (sig = Duvall) sells for $400 to Walter B. Pease of San Miguel Co, Simon H. Lucas ¼ undiv Oasis lode, (loc 8Oct79 by J.L. 
Hayward, B.O. Bertholf, Alfred Duval, C.F. Holton), about 1mi NE Carbonateville, near grand Reserve, ¼ undiv R.E. Lee (loc 8Oct79 by J.L. Hayward, B.O. Bertholf, 
Alfred Duval, C.F. Holton), near & just SE of Oasis, ¼ undiv empire State, (loc 11Oct79 by J.L. Hayward, B.O. Bertholf, Alfred Duval, C.F. Holton), about 1.5mi SW 
Carbonateville, (<all b.C p.523), in LCMD; ¼ undiv sun set Lode in GMD (loc 19Nov79 b.1 p.154, b.C p.17); presence S.F. Reed, Geo W. Sckeuck, certify 17Nov80 
F.W. Clancy Clerk 1st Judicial Dist Court by H.S. Clancy Deputy, recorded 20November1880 [Locations & Mining Deeds E#15409 p. 13] 

1881February24; indenture; E.J. McLean (sig= EJM Lean) unmarried sells for $500 to H.B. Cartwright undivided ¼ Delta Lode, about 2½ mi NW of Carbonateville, about 
1000’ S of Cock of the Walk, in LCMD; presence (blank), certify 24Feb81 F.W. Clancy Clerk by H.S. Clancy Deputy, recorded 18March1881 [Locations & Mining Deeds 
E#15409 p.207] 

 

Harry S. Clancy   (b.NYC 10Jan1861)    - deputy clerk, younger bro of F.W. Clancy;  of StaFe & WashDC 

Educated in Wash DC 
1880; came to SF and accepted the position of deputy clerk of the District Court of the 1st Dist and court stenographer, studying law at the same time 
1881December30; H.S. Clancy, of the clerk’s office, is back in Santa Fe again after a protracted visit to the East. He has been away for three months, and 

during that time visited many of the cities of the East. [SFDNM] 

1882March26; H.S. Clancy will act as clerk of the court at Mora. The older Clancy will probably not go over. [SFDNM] 

1882April11; Harry Clancey got home last night from Cimarron, where he has been attending court in the capacity of clerk. [SFDNM] 

1882August29; Harry Clancy returned from Las Vegas Sunday night. He will not go to Mora this time. [SFDNM] 

1885; married Susie Harrison, dau of Benjamin Harrison; 5 children 
1887July7; J.H. Burk and H.S. Clancy are making important improvements at their Santa Rita mine, Dolores district. The face of the ore body is more than 

eight feet and they propose to put in an ore chute that will greatly facilitate mining and reduce its cost materially. [SFWeeklyNMexican] 
1888; admitted to bar 
1889January3; The first car of coal ever shipped in over the narrow gauge road arrived yesterday from the Monero banks, owned by Messrs. Catron, Clancy 

and others. This coal is of an excellent quality, and costs laid down here $5 per ton, which is $1.50 below the present cost of Cerrillos coal. Col. Fisher 

has the local agency for this new coal. Cerrillos coal men will probably meet the reduced price if the A.T.&S.F. will stand by them. [SFDNM] 
1889January7; Newly admitted to practice before NM Supreme Court; Summers Burkhart and H.S. Clancy, of Santa Fe. [SFDNM] 

1889June12; Messrs. John H. Knaebel, P.L. Vanderveer, H.S. Clancy and Capt. Gregory Barrett left in a government ambulance this morning on a trip to 

Cerrillos, Dolores and San Pedro. They hope to be in Dolores when the new gold mill makes its start. [SFDNM] 
1889July15; The Fisk mill at Dolores made a highly satisfactory run on Harry Clancy’s Santa Rita ore last week, and to-day the mill started up on Sam 

Paxton’s Baird mine ore. [SFDNM] 



1889September14 – Deed; S.B. Elkins to Harry S. Clancy for land including Cerrillos Smelter site; recorded 11May1891 Book W Deeds p.249 
1889September16 – Deed; Harry S. Clancy & Susie Clancy to Thomas B. Catron for land including Cerrillos Smelter site; recorded 11May1891 Book W Deeds p.253 
1889August31; The Wiswell mill is running steadily, having in hand now 100 tons of ore from Harry Clancy’s Santa Rita property. [SFDNM] 

1890-93; clerk of the supreme court 
1891; Harry S. Clancy, of NH, appointed Clerk of NM Supreme Court 
1891July17; Dr. Symington and Harry Clancy have returned from their jaunt up the D.&R.G., goingas far as Durango. [SFDNM] 
1891August21; The Rothgeb-Slattery company, of Las Vegas, which now controld the Wiswell milling plant at Dolores, has a superintendent in charge who 

is working wonders with the machinery. He has run through a large quantity of the ore from the dump of H.S. Clancy’s Santa Rita mine, getting $3 per 

ton. …and he is now operating both the Santa Rita and Caledonia mines, having leased the latter for one year. [SFDNM] 

1891August28; Messrs. Harry Clancy, S.D. Baldwin and Mr. Roberts came down from Santa Fe Monday and visited Dolores camp. [The Rustler v.IV n.8] 
1891August31; Harry S. Clancy left Saturday for San Juan county, where he will at Aztec take testimony as master in the Aztec-Junction City town site 

case. [SFDNM] 

1891September21; Mrs. H.S. Clancy and children have returned from a two months visit to relatives in Washington. [SFDNM] 

1891September25; Harry Clancy visited Dolores camp Tuesday, returning to Santa Fe Wednesday. [The Rustler, v.IV no.21] 
1891September25; H.C. Clancy, Santa Fe, new Rustler subscriber. [The Rustler, v.IV no.21] 
1891September25; S.D. Baldwin is at Dolores, in charge of the Santa Rita mine, owned by himself and Harry Clancy. [The Rustler, v.IV no.21] 
1891October27; District court commenced yesterday at Tierra Amarilla, in Rio Arriba county; present: Judge E.P. Seeds, Clerk A.E. Walker, District 

Attorney R.E. Twitchell, Stenographer H.S. Clancy and Interpreter Larkin G. Read… [SFDNM] 

1891November14; H.S. Clancy, Title bought from Catron, $20,000. – paid by CC&IC to clean title. [Elkins papers 820] 
1892January1; (Kerens to Elkins) Please pay Mr.Denman $600 and L? Moore Jr. Secty. NMMCo same amount $600. This is due and was deducted from L.M. Lawsons 

stock and is in payment of the Lawsons stock. I paid Clancy for 50sh of stock $1250, Risque working exp? 2000, Catron 1250. [Elkins papers 748] 
1892-94; served in Ter.Legislature 
1892March25; H.S. Clancy is in Cerrillos. [SFDNM] 

1892June14; (Risque to Elkins) accounting – Total is $73,273.55 of expenses. Heirs Direct?=3,298.10; Webb=7,500; Folsom original & purchase 24,465; Thornton=5,000; 
H.S?Clancy thru Catron=20,000; D. Romero=400. Total 70,663.10. Expenses: Thornton fee 2500; R??=50.45; Bz??=60.00; total=2,600.45. [Elkins papers 802] 

Financial accounting attached to Elkins papers 803 22Jun1892: Paid out by Kerens: Webb 2.5k; Clancy 10k; Chandler 4.5k; Lawyers 150; Wolf’s 35sh 575; Wolf’s 16sh 400; 
Lawson’s stock 6.6k; Risque’s wages 2k; Catron’s wages 1,250; Clancy’s 50sh 1,250 = balance in Kerens’ hands (of the 100k paid him plus 21,112.50 for the stock) 
$49,668.50. 

1892July6; In the probate court, on petition of A. Staab, Harry S. Clancy was appointed administrator to settle up the estate of Z. Staab, deceased... 
[SFDNM] 

1892July11; Harry S. Clancy, the popular clerk of the supreme court, is the father of a black eyed, fair haired girl. [SFDNM] 

1892September9; Albuquerque parties are in correspondence with H.S. Clancy and others looking to the erection of a new process Crawford mill at 
Dolores. The Crawford patent has been doing excellent work in the Hillsboro district. [SFDNM] 

1892September27; H.S. Clancy returned last night from a trip to Rio Arriba county. [SFDNM] 

1892September29; Messrs. H.S. Clancy, B.M. Read, Chas Spiess, C.W. Dudrow, H.B. Cartwright and Will Hall left this afternoon for Cerrillos to attend 
the Republican meeting there to-night, at which Hon. T.B. Catron and Judge Morrison will speak. [SFDNM] 

1892October29; Political Paragraphs from the Cerrillos Rustler. H.S. Clancy isn’t saying much about his candidacy for representative, and should have a 

credit mark for it, As well as many other good qualities which he possesses. He will make an excellent representative for Santa Fe county, and his 
general popularity along with his capability to do good work for his constituents, should insure his election. [SFDNM] 

1893December4; Messrs. Chas Neustadt, Harry Clancy and Allen Kelly went to Dolores this morning to take in the gold excitement there and bring back 

some gold nuggets, if possible. [SFDNM] 
1893December6; Messrs. Neustadt, Clancy and Kelly returned last night from a visit to the Dolores gold fields. [SFDNM] 

1894March29; Beautiful samples of mineralized quartz from Cochiti canon were brought in last night. They came from claims which Messrs. H.S. Clancy, 

M.F. Sena, Lee English and others have located. [SFDNM] 
1894April9; Messrs. H.S. Clancy and H.S. Goshorn, while knocking about on top of the Santa Fe range last week, found some excellent amethyst quartz. 

They have gone out to spend several days in prospecting. [SFDNM] 

1894April19; Mrs. F.W. Clancy, of Albuquerque, is visiting Mrs. H.S. Clancy. [SFDNM] 
1894October8; Mr. Harry Clancy is out on the street again, but is obliged to use crutches on account of his recent injuries. Mrs. Clancy is very ill. [SFDNM] 

1895July15; Pecos Pointers. Messrs. F.W. and H.S. Clancy have been on the river since Saturday. [SFDNM] 

1895September28; Messrs. H.S. Clancy, of this city, and William Garatin, the civil engineer of Bland, returned to this city last night from a fishing trip to 
Conejos, Colo. [SFDNM] 

1895December11; P.H. Lease, the Espanola stamp collector, yesterday purchased Harry Clancy’s large and interesting collection. [SFDNM] 

1896March25; Mr. H.S. Clancy, formerly clerk of the territorial supreme court, writes from Washington that he has caught on to a satisfactory position and 
will begin work on April 1. [SFDNM] 

1896August6; Mr. H.S. Clancy, who has been in Washington for six or eight months, returned to Santa Fe last night and is cordially welcomed by many old 

friends. [SFDNM] 
1897June2; The Probate Court. Frank W. Clancy, esq., as attorney for Harry S. Clancy, administrator of the estate of Zadoc Staab, deceased, filed a petition 

for the administrator’s discharge, the estate having been settled and closed up. Petition granted. [SFDNM] 

1899September30; Another Grant Suit. An Action Begun by Attorneys for Mariano Sena. A claim was filed in the court of private land claims this morning 
by Attorneys F.W. and H.F. Clancy in behalf of Mariano Sena for the Jose de Leyva grant in the southern part of Santa Fe county. The grant as claimed 

is bound on the east by the San Marcos road, on the south by the Cuesta del Oregano arroyo, on the west by the lands of Juan Garcia de las Rivas, and 

on the north by the lands of Captain Sebastian de Vargas. Upon the grant, it is alleged, are situated the turquois mines of the American Turquois 
Company against which Mr. Sena had brought ejectment suits in the district court, but which were dismissed this week. It is claimed that the grant was 

made by Governor and Captain General Juan de Domingo de Bustamente and that the documents making the grant are dated May 25, 1728, and are all 
in the possession of Mr. Sena. [SFNM] 

1900April24; Case No.278, entitled Mariano F. Sena vs. the United States, was set for trial on next Monday. In this case the petitioner asks the court to 

confirm to him the Leyba grant of about 16,000 acres in Santa Fe county, and covering the famous turquois mines of Tiffany and others at Turquesa. 
Frank W. Clancy, of Albuquerque, and H.S. Clancy, of Santa Fe, are the attorneys for the petitioner. [SFNM] 



1900August21; After four days spent in prospecting on the Mosca grant – or what was termed the Mosca grant until the land court officially proclaimed it 

Uncle Sam’s domain – fourteen miles north of Santa Fe, H.S. Clancy has apparently made a mineral find of value and importance. He sent in samples of 
the rock yesterday afternoon to M.F. Sena, and those are now on exhibition at City Engineer J.L. Zimmerman’s office. [SFNM] 

1903April6; US Supreme Court, Sena (Frank W. Clancy & H.S. Clancy) vs. U.S. No.40 (Matthew G. Reynolds, William H. Pope, Edward L. Bartlett, James 

W. Vroom & Solicitor General Richards), 189 U.S. 233 decided for appellee, Brown writing opinion; (argued 16Jan1903)  
1911May1; US Supreme Court, Sena (Frank W. Clancy & Harry S. Clancy) vs. ATC No.73 (Matt. G. Reynolds, Thomas B. Harlan, Stephen B. Davis Jr), 

220 U.S. 497 decided for defendant, Holmes writing opinion; (argued 18Apr1911)  

-   as Deputy Clerk  - 
1880September2; indenture; William E. Cousins for> Laura E. Cousins (wife) sells for $1200 to Burt E. Tilden of Trumbell Co OH undiv ¾ int Washoe Mine (loc 25Oct79 b.B 

p.195) W of & adjoining Cock of the Walk, SW of & adjoining little John Lode, E of & adjoining Harvest Queen lode, in GMD; presence C.H. Gildersleeve, certify 
2Sept80 T?F W. Clancy Clerk by H.S. Clancy deputy, recorded 3September1880 [Locations & Mining Deeds C#15407 p.433] 

1880September11; indenture; James F. Callendar sells for $10 to John H. Kneabel all int AT&SF lode, in GzMD; presence H.A. Montfort, certify 13Sept80 F.W. Clancy 
Clerk by H.S. Clancy Deputy, recorded 17November1880 [Locations & Mining Deeds E#15409 p.4] 

1880September11; indenture; James F. Callendar sells for $2500 to John H. Kneabel all int certain tract or parcel of land … of Nasario Gonzalez b.J. p.289, all int Marshall 
Bonanza, (loc 3Mar80 b.B p.276), Baca Bonanza (loc 3Mar80 b.B p.277), Straight Flush, (loc 14Feb?80 b.B p.288), Santa Fe vein, (loc 25Feb80 b.B p.286), 
ground floor, (loc 6Jan80 b.B p.266) mistic lode, (loc 10Dec79 b.B p.277), Spiegelberg Bonanza, Old indian prospect, (loc 9Mar80 b.B p.348), gonzalez lode, 
(loc 13Dec79 b.B p.287), Rey de Cobre, (loc 28Feb80 b.B p.323), in GzMD; presence H.A. Monfort, certify 13Sept80 F.W. Clancy Clerk by H.S. Clancy Deputy 
[Locations & Mining Deeds E#15409 p.11] 

1880 n.d. (September); Bond for a Deed; H.M. Atkinson deeds for $5 to Alfred F. Brainard of Carbonateville a lot 40’x 80’ except to the mineral rights, situated on the ground 
of Carbonate mine, as soon as a title is obtained from the government by H.M. Atkinson provided that no right to the mineral on said tract nor the right to mine thereon; 
from point on NE corner building now owned & occupied by A.F. Brainard and about 2’ W of NW corner of St. Louis Ranch running southerly to stake within 1’ of the 
NE corner of a building owned & occupied by Mr. A.H. Beckwith or within about 20’ of Mr. Wallace house and running westerly 80’ to a stake about 18’ from the 
Hollman Ranch; witness P.F. Herlow, L.S. Spiegelberg, R.H. Longwill, certify 23Sept80 for H.M. Atkinson, Frank Dimick, P.F. Herlow, L. Spiegelberg, R.H. Longwill by 
F.W. Clancy Clerk by H.S. Clancy Deputy, recorded 30September1880 [Locations & Mining Deeds C#15407 p.578] 

1880November16; indenture; Alfred Duval (sig = Duvall) sells for $400 to Walter B. Pease of San Miguel Co, Simon H. Lucas ¼ undiv Oasis lode, (loc 8Oct79 by J.L. 
Hayward, B.O. Bertholf, Alfred Duval, C.F. Holton), about 1mi NE Carbonateville, near grand Reserve, ¼ undiv R.E. Lee (loc 8Oct79 by J.L. Hayward, B.O. Bertholf, 
Alfred Duval, C.F. Holton), near & just SE of Oasis, ¼ undiv empire State, (loc 11Oct79 by J.L. Hayward, B.O. Bertholf, Alfred Duval, C.F. Holton), about 1.5mi SW 
Carbonateville, (<all b.C p.523), in LCMD; ¼ undiv sun set Lode in GMD (loc 19Nov79 b.1 p.154, b.C p.17); presence S.F. Reed, Geo W. Sckeuck, certify 17Nov80 
F.W. Clancy Clerk 1st Judicial Dist Court by H.S. Clancy Deputy, recorded 20November1880 [Locations & Mining Deeds E#15409 p. 13] 

1881February24; indenture; E.J. McLean (sig= EJM Lean) unmarried sells for $500 to H.B. Cartwright undivided ¼ Delta Lode, about 2½ mi NW of Carbonateville, about 
1000’ S of Cock of the Walk, in LCMD; presence (blank), certify 24Feb81 F.W. Clancy Clerk by H.S. Clancy Deputy, recorded 18March1881 [Locations & Mining Deeds 
E#15409 p.207] 

- witness - 
1880March24; Dated<mistyped as March 24th, 1008]. Quitclaim Deed. Frances M. Green of WashDC for $33,333.33, to Asa B. Carry of WashDC, one undivided one sixth of 

the Canon del Agua Grant of land… Sig. Frances M. Green. Wit. R.J. Meigs Jr<Asst.Clerk Sup.Court], H.S. Clancy. b.J Deeds p.208. [BHenderson Abstract of Title No.2 
30Sep1983] 

1880March24; Dated. Quitclaim Deed. Asa B. Carey and Laura M. Carey his wife of WashDC, for $150k, sell undivided one half of the Cañon del Agua Grant of land... to 
Benjamin F. Grafton of WashDC. Sig. Assa B. Carey, Laura M. Carey. Wit. R.J. Meigs Jr., H.S. Clancy. b.K Deeds p.19. [BHenderson Abstract of Title No.2 30Sep1983] 

1880March30; Dated. Quitclaim Deed. Benjamin F. Grafton and Virginia A. Grafton, his wife, of WashDC, for $6,000,667, convey to San Pedro and Cañon del Agua Co. one 
undivided two thirds of the Cañon Del Agua Grant of land… Sig Benjamin F. Grafton, Virginia A. Grafton. Wit. R. Meiggs Jr, H.S. Clancy. [BHenderson Abstract of Title 
No.2 30Sep1983] 

 
Capt. John G. Clancy    - of Puerto de Luna 
Clancy (Guadalupe). Probably named for Capt. John G. Clancy, a native of Vermont and a retired sea captain, who came to NM in 1879 to develop large ranch holdings on 

Alamogordo Creek near Ft. Sumner. He died in 1916. PO 1908-09; mail to Salado. [T.M. Pearce 1965] 
1894August3; In the supreme court this forenoon the case of Clancy vs. Clancy, suit brought by Capt. J.G. Clancy, of Puerto de Luna, against himself to 

settle matters pertaining to an estate... [SFDNM] 

1894December5; Capt. J.G. Clancey, member of the house in the next territorial legislature, would make an excellent presiding officer. His thorough 

knowledge of both languages, and his staunch advocacy of right in all instances… – Las Vegas Stock Grower. [SFDNM] 
1899February22; Captain J.G. Clancey, a sheep man from Puerto de Luna, is in the capital on business, and is registered at the Palace. – At the Palace: J.G. 

Clancey, Puerto de Luna… [SFNM] 

 
M. A. Clancy  - witness - 
1880January13; Dated. Warranty Deed. Assa B. Carry and Laura M. Carry his wife of WashDC, for $20k, sell undivided one fourth of the Cañon del Agua Grant of land... to 

Henry B. Greer of WashDC. Sig. Assa B. Carry, Laura M. Carry. Wit. M.A. Clancy. b.J Deeds p.80. [BHenderson Abstract of Title No.2 30Sep1983] 
1880February3; Dated. Warranty Deed. Henry B. Greer and Mary E. Greer his wife of WashDC, for $20k, sell undivided one fourth of the Cañon del Agua Grant of land... to 

Asa B. Cary of WashDC. Sig. Henry B. Greer, Mary E. Greer. Wit. M.A. Clancy, R.J. Meigs Jr. b.J Deeds p.233. [BHenderson Abstract of Title No.2 30Sep1983] 

 
W. S. Clancy    - StaFe 
1882August15; S. Burkhart and W.S. Clancy went over to Las Vegas yesterday morning. They have gone to attend the ball at the Montezuma hotel tonight. 

Mr. Burkhart will return this evening. [SFDNM] 

________________________________________________________________ 

 
Tom Clapham    - SW of Clayton 
Clapham (Union). 22 mi SW of Clayton on NM 57. Named for Tom Clapham who, in 1888, filed with Jim Davis on adjoining claims. They built a long, two-room house on the 

section line, so that one room was on Clapham’s claim and the other on Davis’s claim. PO 1888-1954. [T.M. Pearce 1965] 

________________________________________________________________ 

 * Clapp * 
Charles R. Clapp    - CMD 



1900April30; County Clerk Atanasio Romero has just completed recording the following new mining locations in Santa Fe county: The Bobtail lode, by J.E. 

Squire; the Bob Acres, by W.S. Squire; the Chid Russell, by C.R. Clapp; the Charles Dickens, by W.D. Blackman; the Denniston, by William 
Denniston, the Maumee, by W.D. Blackman, L.L.H. Austin and Charles R. Clapp; the Robin’s Egg, by A.R. Gibson; the Robin’s Egg Blue, by M.A. 

Gibson; the Rogers, by Emma A. Butler; the Viking, by George W. Birchall, and the Toledo, by L.L.H. Austin. The above mentioned claims are all 

located on the northwest and southwest slopes of McKenzie mountain, near the wagon road between Santa Fe and Cerrillos, about four or five miles 
northwest of Cerrillos and a few miles southwest of the Tiffany turquois mines. There were all located on April 26. [SFNM] 

1900November8; Cochiti Mining. Treasurer Charles R. Clapp, of the Jura-Trias Copper company, with headquarters in Toledo, O., in company with Wm 

Jenks, general superintendent, have gone to Copper City, where they will examine their copper properties and look after the development work which is 
being carried on. Upon completion of their work in that country they will visit the Cochiti district. Mr. Clapp will inspect the workings of the Golden 

Cochiti tunnel in Colla canon in the interests of the stockholders of the company. [SFNM] 

 
Dexter E. Clapp    - of Socorro 
1881May11; Kaw Valley Mining Company... incorporators are: Wesley Case, Jas G. Barney, Dexter E. Clapp, David W. Finney, Isaac N. Holloway, John 

A. Miller, L.M. Phillips, Luther E. Eggers, Geo L. Kramer, and Fred S. Stumbaugh. …Oscura Mountains about twenty miles from Socorro. [SFDNM]   

1882June29; The Rio Grande Mining Company, a Kansas corporation, has filed articles of incorporation with Secretary Ritch. The capital stock is $20,000. 

Principal place of business is Socorro. Local agent, Dexter E. Clapp. [SFDNM] 

________________________________________________________________ 
 

CLARA BARTON MINING COMPANY 
1931August15; NEW MEXICO ¶ Mineral Industries, Inc., organized in 1929 under the laws of Delaware, has a management and operating contract with the Valencia 

Corporation of New Mexico, at Diener. ¶ The Valencia Corporation is a consolidation of the Matthews-Whiteside mine, the Copper Hill Company, the Clara Barton Mining 
Company, the Valencia Mines Company, and the d’Aix-Montoya mine. ¶ Under the direction of Frederic C. L. d’Aix, president, Mineral Industries has undertaken the 
financing of, and has under construction, an enlargement of the metallurgical plant for the extraction of copper, gold and silver. ¶ The new plant will have a capacity of 
800 tons a day and will replace the pilot plant which was partially destroyed by fire a few years ago. [THE MINING JOURNAL] 

 
Charles L. Clarge   - DetroitMI, Bromide m.d. 
1902February3; The Wayne-Arriba Mining Company, capitalized at $1,250,000, composed of Dr. Geo A. Kirker, president, Adelbert R. Lee, vice 

president, Stanton Clarke, secretary and treasury; Chas Howard, Chas L. Clark, Al Diemmel, Thos M. Lucking, all of Detroit, Mich., and Albert Royal 

of Pueblo, Colo., filed articles of incorporation with Territorial Secretary J.W. Raynolds on Saturday. The company which is made up of Michigan 
capitalists, is organized for the purpose of operating mining property in the Bromide district about 14 miles from Tres Piedras, where they have four 

claims, two of which are now well under development. [SFNM] 

1902February4; Incorporations. Wayne-Arriba Mining Company, capital stock $1,250,000, divided into 1,250,000 shares of $100 each[!]. Incorporators, 
Adlebert R. Lee, Charles L. Clarge, Alois A. Deimel, Geo A. Kirker, Andrew Royal, Jr., Stanton Clark, Thomas M. Lucking. Principal place of 

business, Tres Piedras, Taos county. Incorporators named as board of directors. Andrew Royal, Jr., representative at Tres Piedras. [SFNM] 

________________________________________________________________ 

 * Clark * Clarke * 
Clark    - Weltmer & Clark;  of StaFe 
1884-85 Weltmer & Clark, books, stationery & news, resident StaFe, listed, in Gazetteer, R.L. Polk & Co + A.C. Danser  
 
Clark 

1889May6; Gen. Julian left Saturday night on a thirty days leave of absence, and will visit Indiana. His daughter, Mrs. Clark, accompanied him [SFDNM] 

 

Clark    - AT&SF 
1890March22; Wm Delba and Mr. Clark, of the A.T.&S.F., are examining the natural resources and the great mineral deposits which be between Cerrillos 

and San Pedro. Jefferson Raynolds, of Las Vegas, is with them. [SFDNM] 

 

Clark    - Sierra co. 
1897July1; Sierra County. Messrs. Scales, Harper and Clark who are working the Goldstone at Camp Kingsbury, have several tons of good ore on the dump 

and will commence hauling to the Wing mill soon. [SFDNM] 

 

Clark   - of Denver 
1895March20; The California Black Sand Placer Mining company has begun active operations at the Rio Hondo placer fields. It is a Denver company 

headed by Mr. Clark and the extent of the work undertaken may be judged from the fact that it has already constructed a ditch twelve miles long. The 

enterprising promoters of the undertaking have thoroughly tested the Rio Hondo placer grounds and are sanguine of success. [SFDNM] 
1895March30; Rio Grande Placers. …Hon. Alex Gusdorf, of Taos, tells the New Mexican that seven different companies are now actively at work there. 

On the upper Hondo a Kentucky company is putting in machinery; on the lower Hondo the Jeffrey Mears company, of Denver, is developing a good 

property; while down the river within a distance of eight miles there are now at work the Lucas company, of St. Louis; the Clark company, of Denver; a 
Durango, Colo., company and two Kansas City corporations, one represented by a Mr. Asgood and another by Mr. J.P. Connors. [SFDNM]  

1895December28; Fire At San Pedro. The Village Hotel and Five Buildings Burned – Guests Have a Close Call. The San Pedro hotel and five adjoining 

dwellings were destroyed by fire early yesterday morning. The fire was discovered about 1 o’clock and is supposed to have originated from the dining 
room flue. The inmates of the home had hardlg time to get out alive, and with the exception of one trunk the contents of the place were destroyed. The 

building was a large, three story frame, containing probably twenty-five rooms. The adjacent dwellings were small frame houses. The property belonged 

to the Santa Fe Copper company, and was uninsured. It is thought the loss will be about $5,000. Mrs. Wilson, who was conducting the hotel, lost all of 
her personal effects. The furniture was owned by V. Schick. ¶ Later. – Frank Andrews is just in from San Pedro and says the seven transient guests had a 

very narrow escape. Mr. Andrews was asleep in the second story and had to kick down a door and jump for his life. Mr. Clark, of Denver, escaped only 

in his night clothes. D.C. Balcomb, of the smelter, lost his watch. [SFDNM] 

 

Clark    - Bourbon mine @ CMD 



1882January17; Mine Jumping. In Justice Ortiz’ court yesterday an important case, in which all the miners of Los Cerrillos district are interested, was tried. 

It was a mine jumping affair, and the property concerned was the well-known Bourbon mine, one of the best claims in the district. It is owned by Santa 
Fe men, the Spiegelbergs being the principal proprietors, and the owners have developed the property for a very considerable extent. They say that they 

have spen thousands of dollars upon it and use it as an argument that they have conformed with the law, as regards assessment work, saying with a good 

deal of truth, that it is not probable that they would forfeit a mine of the value of the Bourbon after after having spent so much upon it, simply to avoid 
the comparatively slight expense required by law. The jumper is a man named Clark, who claims that the assessment work was not done before the 1st 

of January, and that he has a perfect right to re-locate the property. This is a matter of evidence, and it was what the trial yesterday was intended to 

ascertain. The original owners were represented by Edgar Caypless, and Mr. Clark had employed Fiske & Warren to manage his side of the case. 
[SFDNM] 

1882January18; The mine jumping case the trial of which was commenced on Monday before Justice Ortiz was concluded yesterday so far as the alcalde 

court is concerned. The result was that the counsel for the plaintiffs, Spiegelberg and others secured a favorable decision from the alcalde, and the 
attorneys for Mr. Clark took an appeal to the higher court. During the trial a good deal of feeling was displayed and lawyers Caypless and Fiske came 

near locking horns. Nevertheless the reporter saw them engaged in amicable conversation last night, and concluded that the breach was not a very 

serious one. [SFDNM] 

1882February23; The case in regard to the Bourbon mine is an interesting one, the property in dispute being very valuable. [SFDNM] 
1882February26; Mr. Solomon Spiegelberg was, as may be presumed, highly elated last night at the result of the suit. His hand was against no man, and he 

was at peace with all the world. – The Spiegelberg-Clark case was the first really important mine jumping case which has yet come up here, and its 

decision will not be encouraging to jumpers. [SFDNM] 

 

Clark    - rancher of Estancia Valley  
Clark (Santa Fe). Shown on 1920 map as 15 mi S of Galisteo, SE of Placer Mtn. [T.M. Pearce 1965] 
1883September14; Handy was up again this week with some more nice beef, which was sold in a jiffy. He will keep Golden supplied in the future, making 

weekly trips. He reports all well, and that George Baldwin is pining away to a dray load. Mr. Clark has been at the ranch erecting a barn and doing other 

carpenter work, preparing for winter. Handy has geared up a Chinese pump, run by horse-power, and can now water a 1000 cattle a minute, more or less. 

It is a great labor-saver. [The Golden Retort. Vol.III No.18] 
 

Clark    - copper miner @ San Pedro  <same as Jack Clark? 
1888December7; Messrs. Clark, Rounhiem and Webb, of the Santa Fe Copper Co., were among our distinguished visitors this week. [Los Cerrillos Rustler Vol.1 No.20] 
1888December7; Mr. Ed Lester will go to Arizona at the beginning of the new year, in the bank with Mr. Clark. [San Pedro Notes; Los Cerrillos Rustler Vol.1 No.20] 
1888December14; Edward Lester has gone to Butte City, Montana, instead of to Arizona, as was stated last week. He will occupy a position in the bank with Mr. Clark. [Los 

Cerrillos Rustler Vol.1 No.21] 
1889April11; Messrs. Raunheim and Clark, we are informed, have bonded two gold claims of Mr. Lucas, at San Pedro, for $25,000, and will reduce the ore. 

[SFDNM; South County News] 
1889October16; Santa Fe’s Mines; Word comes up from Pedro that Mr. Clarke, the well known Montana copper man, is about to take hold as 

superintendent of the Santa Fe Copper company’s underground operations. He is an A No.1 man and miner. [SFDNM] 

1890September4; …two favorable reports on the property of the Santa Fe Copper company, one by Prof. Caxin and one by Capt. Daniels. …In the 
beginning of September, 1889, ex-Manager Raunheim proposed to build a concentrator, so urgently needed, but without result. Raunheim ref old leasee 

Chittenden, and then Clark, gauging, robbing and gophering the mine. Capt. Couch’s estimate of the net profits to be derived from working the dumps 

near the Big Copper mine, accumulated during the years. This estimate tallies with those of Mr. Raunheim, Mr. Erhardt and others. [SFDNM] 

 

Clark    - of Socorro 
1895November21; [K of P conclave at StaFe] …Mr. Clark is the genial proprietor of the Grand Central hotel at Socorro, carries on a branch hotel at Kelly 

and is also engaged in the mining business... [SFDNM] 

 

Clark    - of Silver City 
1897October8; The Charity Gold Mining company was organized one year ago by Chicago and Milwaukee capitalists. The company is working a group of 

mines under bond from the owners, Mr. Lloyd Tavis of Greenlee and Messrs. Dorsey, Derbyshire, Clark and Powell of Silver City. [SFDNM] 

 

Clark    - assayer & mill man 
1913May22: [Red River] The mill of the Cora Bell mine, which is owned by H.L. Pratt, is now in full operation treating large bodies of gold ore. It is rumored that Mr. Clark, the 

assayer and mill man for Mr. Pratt, has offered him $500 per ton to ship it and pay all expenses. – The Memphis mine people are now at work to open up this property 
and put up a big mill. They also have a large body of gold and silver ore which runs from $40 to $120 per ton. – There is a deal on for the Midnight mine at Anchor, 
head of Bitter Creek, the Crow Mining and Milling Company. [SFNM 100yrs] 

 

A. D. Clark    - Golden 
1890September12; A.D. Clark, Frank White and H. Yates, of the Delgado mine, at Golden, are at Santa Fe. They have been making a test run of ore from their mine on the 

Wiswell mill at Golden. [The Cerrillos Rustler Vol.III No.9] 
 

A. F. Clack   - witness - 
1880December3 (reloc); Oldencott + co / Oldurco Asco; Beaver Lode, was Hoosier Lode, --MAY BE NPMD--; 600’NE 900’SW, 150’ea side; witness Ch Feller, B. Rogers, 

T.E. Elliot, A.F. Clack, recorded 11December1880 [Locations & Mining Deeds E#15409 p.34] 
 
A. J. Clark    - Grant co. 
1899May16; Grant County. J.A. Mahoney and A.J. Clark have purchased the undivided interest in the Surprise mine from U.E. McDaniel. [SFNM] 

 
Agnes T. Clark    - Gallup 
1901April3; Coal Declaratory Statements – March 28, Catholine O. Briscoe, Golden, Santa Fe county; April 2, Agnes T. Clark, Gallup, McKinley county; 

C.F. Meyers, A. Benjamin Weaver, Frank Kleiner, Meres T. de Garcia, J.H. Overhults, J.E. Hoffman, W.B. Maudling, H.E. Anderson, John G. Creager, 

Antonio B. de Sedillo, Charles Whiting, C.W. Graves, all of Albuquerque, Bernalillo county; C.A. Scheurich, Bland, Bernalillo county. [SFNM] 

 



Amos W. Clarke    - RicoCO 

1899February2; At the Bon Ton: Thomas Murray, Cerrillos; Amos W. Clarke, Reid, Colo... [SFNM] 

1899February4; At the Bon Ton: John B. Bush, White Rock; Andres C. Baca, Cienega; Antonio Madrid, Simon Viall, Cerrillos; Amos W. Clarke, Lambert 
C. Johnson, Durango, Colo... [SFNM] 

1899February21; At the Bon Ton: Frank Murray, Cerrillos; Amos W. Clark, Rico; C.M. Burnett, Albuquerque… [SFNM] 

1899February24; At the Bon Ton: Amos W. Clark, Cerrillos... [SFNM] 
1899March1; At the Bon Ton: J.M. Montoya, Jr., Pena Blanca; M.W. Seiber, George Burke, C.G. Ross, Durango; Amos W. Clark, Rico... [SFNM] 

1899March14; At the Bon Ton: Amos W. Clarke, Durango... [SFNM] 

1899May17; Amos W. Clark, a resident of Rico, Colo., is in the city on business and stops at the Bon Ton. – At the Bon Ton: [no ref.] [SFNM] 
1899August21; At the Bon-Ton: John Burton, Cerrillos; Lewis Carter, Cerrillos; Frank Murray, Albuquerque; F.T. Zimmer, White Rock; Frank Wells, 

Amos W. Clarke, Rico... [SFNM] 
1899August28; At the Bon-Ton: W.T. Craig, Pecos; Tom Bartlett, Rowe; Amos Clarke, John O’Brien, Rico; C.M. Brown, Durango… [SFNM] 

1899September21; At the Bon-Ton; John C. Lane, Amos W. Clarke, Rico; Antonio J. Ortiz, Galisteo… [SFNM] 

1899September27; At the Bon-Ton: R.A. Zimmerman, Albuquerque; Amos W. Clark, Rico; Charles King, Librado Valencia, Galisteo; George Price, 
Denver; Allan Butcher, Phil Humphry, Rock canon... [SFNM] 

1899November2; At the Bon-Ton: John Miller, J.M. Paxson, Buckman; Frank Means, Durango; Amos W. Clame, Rico... [SFNM] 

1899November9; At the Bon Ton: Jose S. Gonzales, Cerrillos; R.H. Gilbert, John J. Adion, Creede; Amos W. Clarke, Rico; Chas L. Merton, Taos... 
[SFNM] 

1899November20; At the Bon-Ton: Amos W. Clarke, Rico; F.G. Allen, Denver; Jose M. Romero, Galisteo; C.M. Rodgers, Waldo... [SFNM] 

1899November25; At the Bon-Ton: Amos W. Clark, Rico; Thos Ryan, L.J. Norton, Durango... [SFNM] 

1899December6; At the Bon-Ton: William Vipond, Creede, Colo.; C.W. Church, Denver; Amos W. Clarke, Rico... [SFNM] 

1900April2; At the Bon-Ton: Amos W. Clark, Rico... [SFNM] 

1900May16; At the Bon-Ton: George Burnett, Las Vegas; Amos W. Clark, Rico... [SFNM] 
1900May29; At the Bon-Ton: George Burton, Bland; Donaciano Rael, Cienega; Amos W. Clark, Rico, Colo.; J.D. Wheeler, Waldo… [SFNM] 

1901October21; Bon-Ton: H.C. Codwell, Bland; Antonio Gavin, Madrid; Simon Ortiz, J.L Hemphill, Alamosa; Amos W. Clarke, Rico... [SFNM] 

1901December4; Bon-Ton: Amos W. Clarke, Rico, Colo.; Samuel Hough, Creede, Colo.; Juan Ortiz, Galisteo. [SFNM] 

 
C. C. Clark    - of Kelly & Cochiti dist. 
1898December7; C.C. Clark, of Kelly, has been made superintendent of the Lone Star mine in the Cochiti district. [SFNM]   

 
C. T. Clark    - Magdalena 
1895August26; At the Palace: C.T. Clark, Magdalena... [SFDNM] 
 
Charles Clark    - of National Mail & Transportation Co. 
1880October6; W.N. Norton, agent of the national Mail and Transportation Company, with headquarters at Mesilla; O.R. Smith, general manager of the 

same line, and Chas Clark, one of its bookkeepers, arrived here yesterday from the south, and took quarters at Herlow’s Hotel. [SFDNM] 
1880October27; …was stopped at Point of Rocks on Sunday night by a party of road agents who robbed the mails and took everything of value they could 

lay their hands upon. The passenger was Mr. Chas Clarke of the national Mail and Transportation Company. [SFDNM] 

1881April2; Chas Clark of the National Mail transportation line, arrived in Santa Fe yesterday from the south. [SFDNM] 

1881June14; Mr. Charles Clark, the National Mail and Transportation Company’s man, reached Santa Fe Sunday morning. This is the first visitation of 

Clark which the people of Santa Fe have undergone in some weeks. [SFDNM] 

 
Charles B. Clark  (b.NY 1828>    - wife is Isadora Clark (b.KY 1835>;  of StaFe 
1870July25_census: Charles B. Clark, agent for beef contractor, 42y-o, b.NY, PersValue$600resident StaFe pct.4 in same habitation with Isadora Clark, 35y-o, b.KY 
1873June27; Capt. C.B. Clark, of Albuquerque, has taken up his residence in our city. [SFDNM]   

1874March13; C.B. Clark, Esq., returned yesterday from a raid in the States. He was at Washington... [SFDNM] 

1889March20; Mrs. Will Tipton and daughter and Mrs. C.B. Clark, are on a visit to Albuquerque. [SFDNM] 

 
Charles E. Clarke    - Cripple Creek 
1897October26; At the Bon Ton: Chas E. Clarke, Cripple Creek; Thomas Runsell, S.M. James, Telluride… [SFDNM] 

 
Della T. Clark    - PittsburgPA 
1901October30; Coal declaratory statements: October 24, Margaret C. Trimble, Della T. Clark, Mayme Hetzer, George S. Ralston, T. Lee Clark, Edward P. 

McMillan, Lawrence E. Wible, E.D. Whitman, Fred L. Roberts, Thomas W. Harvey, A.H. Trimble, H. Glenn Semple, William C. Carothers, Blanche 

Hetzer, William A.M. Braman, W.R. Murphy, Suzanne S. Beatty, W.C. Hogan, John A. Willson, James Kent. William Wylie, E.M. Crandall, Charles 

Menzener, G.B. Dunkle, of Pittsburg, Pa., Frederick C. Perkins, H.F. Conkling, James E. Haines, Levi A. Hughes of Santa Fe, each a quarter section of 
coal land in southern Santa Fe county. [SFNM] 

 
Don Clark    - Turquesa 
1984…claims on Turquoise Hill were leased to Don Clark and his wife who lived there for a few years after 1984 and reworked some of the turquoise waste piles (Atwood, 

1986) [M.E.Swick, Cultural Resource Survey of Turquoise Hill, 1995 p.48] 
1988March2; Can’t dig up the money. Group fails to raise $125,000 to buy area turquoise mine. By Peter Eichstaedt, The New Mexican Staff ¶ A 

foundation hoping to convert the historic Tiffany Turquoise Mine near Cerrillos into a tourist attraction failed to meet a Tuesday deadline to raise the 
money needed to purchase the mine. ¶ The non-profit group on December 1 was granted a 90-day purchase extension to raise $125,000 for the 

purchase. ¶ The extension ended Tuesday. ¶ Charles Banks, a retired military officer who is president of the Turquoise Hill Monument Foundation, 

said that very little money has been raised since the group was given the 90-day extension. ¶ The foundation had hoped to purchase the historic mine – 
which has been mined by Indians, Spaniards and Anglos for the past 1,000 years – to develop it as a tourist attraction. ¶ The foundation then intended 

to turn the mine over to the state for a monument or park. ¶ Banks said he and other members of the foundation will meet today with owners D.E. 

“Skip” Stahl and Frank Rapstein, both oil men from Amarillo. ¶ The meeting will determine the future of the mine and the foundation, Banks said. 
“We can go all the way from shutting down completely to continuing as we are now,” he said. ¶ Although it failed to draw any major investors, the 



mine has attracted the attention of various publications including The New York Times and the Dallas Morning News. During the holiday season the 

mine and its resident manager Don Clark were featured on the NBC Evening News. ¶ Banks said the foundation has asked the owners to donate the 
mine and the land. ¶ Banks said the foundation suffered a major setback when a necklace assembled by Clark from large pieces of turquoise from the 

mine was assessed at much less than the foundation had estimated. The foundation had hoped to sell the necklace to raise the money to buy the mine. 

… [SFNM] 
1988March4; Foundation Fails in Bid; Turquoise Mine for Sale. Caretaker Has 10 Days To Leave Tiffany Site; Couldn’t Raise Cash, Turquoise Hill Chief 

Says ¶ By Don Jones Journal Staff Writer ¶ Owners of the Tiffany Turquoise Mine near Cerrillos put the property up for sale this week after the 

Turquoise Hill Foundation failed to raise the $140,000 it needed to buy the centuries-old mine for preservation as a public park. ¶ Foundation members 
met twice this week with owners of Stahl Petroleum Co. of Amarillo, Texas, which bought the property about five years ago. However, foundation 

president Charles Banks said the meetings proved fruitless. ¶ “There ain’t no way we can come up with the money,” Banks said Wednesday. ¶ The 

foundation will try to pay off its debts, then dissolve, Banks said. ¶ After the final meeting Thursday, Stahl Petroleum owners, G.E. Stahl and Frank 
Rapstein told the mine’s caretaker, Don Clark, he had 10 days to leave the mine site, Banks said. ¶ Clark has lived with his wife and two sons at the site 

for about four years. A source close to Clark said the caretaker was evicted because the mine was sold Thursday to an unidentified buyer. Banks said 

that wasn’t true. ¶ … A month ago, Clark fashioned a turquoise necklace from stones found at the Tiffany mine. The piece was appraised for between 
$1,000 and $10,000, with most appraisals falling at the lower value level, Banks said. ¶ The mine’s owners and foundation representatives divided the 

necklace’s stones at one of their meetings. Stahl Petroleum got 30 percent of the stones and the foundation 70 percent, Banks said. [Journal North] 

1988March11; Two Jewelers Hold Options On Turquoise Mining Area. By Don Jones Journal Staff Writer ¶ Two Santa Fe jewelers have bought options on 
the 40-acre Turquoise Hill near Cerrillos, including the centuries-old Tiffany Mine. ¶ Doug Magnus said he and his partner, Douglas Eckberg, hold 

options on Turquoise Hill and the Castilian claim, a 10-acre tract adjacent to Turquoise Hill. ¶ Magnus said they plan to complete the purchase of the 

properties within a month for an undisclosed sum. ¶ He said the partners will surface mine the turquoise for jewelry-making but don’t plan to “rape and 

pillage” the site. ¶ “There will be no major development of the property in the foreseeable future,” Magnus said. “You’ll never see a row of condos on 

the property.” Magnus said he and Eckberg have a “preservationist attitude” and will treat the site with respect. “It will be the first time that jewelers 

work with the stones through the whole process,” Magnus said, noting that high-quality stones have been found in the Turquoise Hill area. ¶ A group 
called the Turquoise Hill Foundation also held an option on the Turquoise Hill property but failed to raise $140,000 to buy the mine from Stahl 

Petroleum of Amarillo, Texas, by a deadline of March 1. The foundation had hoped to turn the property over to the state for use as a state park. ¶ 

Magnus said Turquoise Hill might be opened to the public eventually but he cited concern over insurance costs. ¶ Historians believe Turquoise Hill 
was mined by prehistoric Indians as long ago as 1300 A.D. and Spanish and Anglo miners later worked the site. In the 1930s, about 45 buildings 

existed on the site, former Turquoise Hill caretaker Don Clark said. [Journal North] 

 
E. Clark    - Lamy 
1901September23; Exchange: E. Clark, Lamy; T.N. Reynolds, Nambe; M. Aranda, San Pedro... [SFNM] 

 
E. J. Clark    - Silver Buttes m.d., Golden 
1880March10(loc); J.I Elliott, Lyman Post, E.J. Clark Little Empire 500’SE 1000’NW 150’ea side, calls for the SW end of evenstar mine, SBMD, rec 

7Aug80 [b.C p.372] 

1880April5(loc); J.I Elliott, Lyman Post, E.J. Clark Dolphin mine 1000’NE 500’SW 150’ea side, ca 1/2mi E Artesion Well, SBMD, rec 7Aug80; witness 

Thomas Stinson, Thomas Brichs [b.C p.372] 
1880June15(loc); J.I Elliott, Lyman Post, E.J. Clark Peerless mine 1500’NE 150’ea side, joins NE end of the Volentive mine & is extension of same, 

SBMD, rec 7Aug80 [b.C p.373] 

1880June20; J.J. Elliot, Lyman Rost, E.J. Clark, locators Sun City mine 1500’NE 150’ea side, corners with N end of Volunteer mine, SBMD, rec 7Aug80; 

witness James Cheves, B?D. Royar [b.C p.371] 

1880July21(loc); J.J. Elliot, Lyman Rost, E.J. Clark, locators Stony Point mine 1200’SW 300’NE 150’ea side, ca 1.5mi S of Gillets Camp, SBMD, rec 
7Aug80 [b.C p.372] 

1880August10(loc); J.J. Elliott, E.J. Clark, Lyman Rost, locators Gladiator mine 200’S 1300’N 300’ea side, W corner stake of N end is 60’ S of E side 

center stake of Evening Star mine, Silver Butts MD, rec 16Nov80 [b.D p.106] 
1880August23(loc); J.J. Elliott, E.J. Clark, Lyman Rost, locators Kit Carson mine 100’SW 1400’NE 300’ea side, shaft is 1500’W from mouth of tunnel of 

lucky mine, Silver Butts MD, rec 16Nov80 [b.D p.105] 

1880September26(loc); J.J. Elliott, E.J. Clark, Lyman Rost, locators Little Anney Claim 100’NE 1400’SW 200’SE 300’NW, from NW side center stake it is 
500’ NW to Dunigan Spring, Silver Butts MD, rec 16Nov80 [b.D p.105] 

1880September26(loc); J.J. Elliott, E.J. Clark, Lyman Rost, locators Barney Roger Claim 500’NE 1000’SW 300’ea side, E corner NE end is 75’ S of NW 

corner stake H.W. Beecher, Silver Butes MD, rec 16Nov80 [b.D p.106] 
1880October30(loc); J.J. Elliott, E.J. Clark, Lyman Rost, W.J. Benton, locators Jesse lead 200’NE 1300’SW, w corner of SW end is 1400’ E of Cañon de 

Agua Spring, Silver Butts MD, rec 16Nov80 [b.D p.105] 

1880December28(loc); John Whitburn, T.J. Elliott, E.J. Clark, locators Truro Lead N extension of H.W. Breecher Mine, 300’S 1200’N 300’ea side, rec 
26Mar81; witness Ch Feller, Ge Kline, F. Oldencott [b.D p.376] 

1881January10(loc); John Whitburn, T.J. Elliott, E.J. Clark, locators King of the Valley load 600’N 900’S 300’ea side, rec 26Mar81; witness George W. 

Kline, Ch Feller, F. Oldencott [b.D p.377] 

1881July13; Letters From The Camps, No.8. ¶ Adjoining the Cañon del Agua grant on the east are a large number of mining claims. The owners are developing them as fast 
as their limited means will allow; their prospects being probably equally as good as any on the grant. I visited a number of camps in the new district, and was favorably 
impressed with the mineral found here, and predict for this locality a bright future. ¶ Among those noticed were the Tom Paine, owned by Messrs. Paxton, Shannon & 
Gleason. They are at work on this prospect, which produces a sliver bearing ore, and have arrived at a depth of forty feet. ¶ The Old Smelter, owned by Whitelaw, 
Gate & Green, is down fifty feet, with about the same quality of ore as the above. ¶ The Evening Star, owned by R.G. McDonald, has a 21 feet shaft, the mineral being 
galena and copper. ¶ The old Spanish mine, Gladiator, owned by Elliott, Clark & Post, has a 50 feet shaft and a tunnel. Carbonates are taken from this of a quality that 
will most assuredly pay. ¶ The Queen of the West, owned by Messrs. Mirzell, Baldwin & Sheres, has a 30 feet shaft, and the boys are digging out a good quality of 
galena ore. ¶ At this camp I was overtaken by a shower and very kindly accepted their kind invitation of shelter and supper. The miner’s camp has its delights for me, 
reminding me very forcibly of my army experience. ¶ Next here is the Sumner. This shaft is down 31 feet, and is owned by Messrs. Morrison, Hasbrouck, Cutter & 
Kellogg. ¶ The Golden Eagle, owned by Messrs. Kline & Oldencott, has a 45 feet shaft, the mineral being lead carbonates. They also own the Beaver, with about the 
same kind of mineral. ¶ The Crystal, owned by F. Franaur, at a depth of 10 feet shows a good pay streak of galena. ¶ A very large proportion of the miners in these 
camps are men who have for years hunted buffalo on the range, and are a social, hospitable people. ¶ On the north and northeast of the grant I found a large number 
of good claims, many of them being worked, yet  capital is greatly needed here to develop the district. With the success which must surely attend the gigantic enterprise 



conducted by the San Pedro & Cañon del Agua Mining Co., whose improvements are in close proximity to the miners’ claims avobe mentioned, will also come a revival 
of work and prosperity to this camp, never before enjoyed. I find the miners around here, however, very bitter against the above company on account of the yet 
unsettled conditions of the title to the grant. As I know nothing about the merits in this controversy, I forbear to express an opinion. The following claims, however, are 
off the grant, and probably equally as valuable as if they were a few rods over the line: The Golden Gate, a 50 feet shaft, owned by Benton & McDonald, shows well up 
in gold bearing ore. The Jennie, which has lately changed hands, has a 65 feet tunnel. It is owned by Gale and Gleason, and First National Bank of Santa Fe. The 
mineral is gold ore of good quality. The Emerald, owned by Mr. Gale and the Cedar Rapids Mining Co., has a shaft 113 feet in depth, besides two tunnels, each in 50 
feet. Gold and copper ore are taken from this shaft. It is located about four miles east of Golden. ¶ Besides the above, there is the Orafance, owned by Roberts and 
Cheves, with a 20 feet shaft. The Rebel Boy, owned by White & Co., having a tunnel 25 feet long, with gold and copper ore. The Black Prince, owned by Morris, 
Myers, Briggs & Stinson, with a 50 feet tunnel, gold and silver ore. The Lehigh, with an 85 feet tunnel, containing the same kind of ore as the above, and owned by 
Hawk, Gold & Morrison; and the Bunker Hill, owned by Handy & Thornton, with a shaft and tunnel each in twenty feet. ¶ The noted Delgado mine, down 170 feet, 
owned by the Mammoth Consolidated Co., and the rich Copper Tip, owned by S. Levy and the Shoemaker Bros, are also in this neighborhood. ¶ I must not forget to 
mention the favorite prospect in this locality, the well known Pine Tree, three miles east of Golden. It is owned by Messrs. Hodgdon, Sheves, McDonald & Delgado. 
The shaft is down 50 feet, with cross cuts, 25 feet, and one or two other shafts. On the dump there are perhaps forty or maybe fifty tons of gold ore. ¶ There are a large 
number of good claims in this locality which I failed to see. I think that I am not stating it too high when I say that there are at least 150 good working claims here, all of 
them off the grant. ¶ I was very anxious to see some practical illustrations of placer washings, but I failed to find any, either in the Old or New Placers. I was informed 
that at the New Placers a Mexican goes out, not oftener than semi-occasionally, about a mile from Golden, and in his primitive way separates the gold dust from the 
sand. I was even told here that he makes as high as five or six dollars per day when he works. This, however, does not seem probable, else the shafts and tunnels 
would all be deserted. Placer workings would then be in the fashion, and I would have been able to have given you some information as to the practical workings of this 
hitherto almost forgotten occupation. ¶ There are two stamp mills at Golden, and neither of them are running. There are many reasons given for their suspending, but I 
was informed by Col. Webb, the proprietor of one of them, that he was waiting for suitable machinery capable of doing good work. ¶ There is no work going on at the 
Old Placers, and everything around here seems to be at a dead stand still. Rumors of intended improvements, however, are wafted on the breeze, and all live in hopes 
of a lively hereafter.  W.W.C. [W.W. Cone] Golden (Old Placers), July 11, 1881 [SFDNM Vol.X No.113] 

1881December2(loc); William Bachelder, W.O. Bennett, W.S. Handy, G.S. Morrison, E.J. Clark, Owen Gleason, A.H. Mizell, W.E. Gale, members Atlas 

Placer mining claim 160ac, from SW corner Lehigh Mc thence S250rods, thence E140rods etc, on E side Tuerto Mtns, at foot of Oro Quey Peak, of 
the Western Placer Mining Co, NPMD, rec 22Dec81; presence James Drake, Geo Dorflinger [b.F p.8] 

1882May4; Quit Claim Deed; E.J. Clark of Golden sells for $100 to J.B. Carmichael, Thomas Thompson undiv 1/8int Atlas Placer Claim 160ac, loc 2Dec81 

b.F p.8, E side Tuerto Mtns, about 6mi E Golden, NPMD, rec 12Jun82; presence W.E. Gale, S.W. Parson [b.F p.185] 
1882May31(loc); James Carr, Wm Wheatherley, E.J. Clark, John Shannon, Owen Gleason, Geo S. Morrison, J.H. Emmert, W.N. Emmert Black Gold 

Placer mining Claim 160ac, 300’ SE from Gleason Cabin at the “big Artesian well” on E side Tuerto mtns, NW6000’ SW1200’ SE45oo’ NE600’ 

SE1500’ NE600’, in + along the gulch running SE from the round basin NW of the Artesian Well, about 5mi SE of Golden, NPMD, rec 29Aug82 [b.F 
p.245] 

- witness - 
1880August1(disc&loc); A.H. Baldwin, locator, J.J. Williams Michigan Lode 150’ea side 1300’SW 200’NE, SBMD, rec 11Aug80; witness E.J. Clark, 

Lyman Rost [b.C p.379] 

1880September18(loc); B. Roger, Ch Feller, locators St Charles Claim 150’NE 1350’SW 1500’ea side, 1/2mi NW the Old Smelter, 1mi NE Canon del 
Agua, Silver Butts MD; witness J. Elliott, J. Clark [b.D p.111]  

1880September22(loc); B. Roger, A.FEller, locators Havana mining claim 300’N 1200’S 300’ea side, 1/2mi NE the Old Smelter, Silver Butts MD; witness 

J. Elliott, J. Clark [b.D p.111]  
1880September27(loc); B. Roger, Ch Feller, locators O fellow Claim 400’NE 1100’SW 300’ea side, 2mi E Dunigan Spring, SBMD; witness L. Rost, 

J.Clark [b.D p.112]  

1881January1(loc); Ch Feller 1/2, B.Boyer 1/2, locators Bismark lode reloc of Collasses lode 150’W 1350’E 300’either side, joins on E end the Gentle 
Anny claim on W end, 750’ from the old smelter, SBMD, rec 4Feb81; witness F. Oldencott, G. Kline, E.J. Clark [b.D p.298]  

 

E. M. Clark    - of Chicago 
1898April4; E.M. Clark, of Chicago, a mining investor, spent Sunday in Santa Fe, registering at the Claire. He went up to Hopewell this morning to look at 

some peoperties in that camp. [SFNM] 

1898April5; J.M. Allen and E.M. Clark, of Chicago, who are looking after mining properties in different parts of the territory, are in the city and register at 

the Palace hotel. – At the Palace: J.M. Allen, E.M. Clark, Chicago… [SFNM] 
1898April7; J.M. Allen and E.M. Clark, of Chicago, who are inspecting mining properties in the territory, have returned to Santa Fe from the south part of 

the county and are registered at the Palace hotel. [SFNM] 
 

Ellen J. Clarke    - Golden 
GOLDEN Postmaster; Robert G. McDonald July 2, 1880; James D. Hudson March 10, 1881; William N. Emmert June 18, 1883; Ellen J. Clarke September 17, 1885; Samuel 

W. Paxson March 8, 1888; Services Suspended February 28, 1889; Frank S. Frazier June 1, 1889; Samuel G. Wright June 19, 1893; Robert M. Carley September 9, 
1897; Joseph N. Carley October 7, 1904; Jesse B. Livesay February 16, 1905; Carter Livesay June 16, 1910; EsColastico Martinez June 22, 1911; Discontinued March 
15, 1913; William H. Dicks November 18, 1916; Della D. Aranda December 4, 1920; Henry G. Green January 29, 1925 [rootsweb.ancestry.com 2011] 

 

Ellis Clarke    - Philadelphia & Lake Valley 
1891February10; Walter C. Hadley, for years manager of the Lake Valley mines, and who brought splendid order out of chaos there, has resigned, and has 

been succeeded by Ellis Clarke, a Philadelphia man. [SFDNM] 

 

F. K. Clarke    - Cerrillos 
1896September4; At the Bon Ton: Geo Franks, Albuquerque; F.K. Clarke, Cerrillos... [SFDNM] 

 

F. W. Clark    - Madrid 
1898May3; At the Claire: Mrs. F.W. Clark, Miss Annie McIntyre, Madrid... [SFNM] 
 

Frank Clark    - Otero co. 
1902February18; Fred Gritzmaler and Frank Clark have discovered a fine lead of gold bearing quartz eight miles north of Tularosa, Otero ocunty. [SFNM] 

 



Maj. Fred W. Clark    - of Leadville, StaFe, Deming 

1880November6; Articles of incorporation of the New Mexico Mining and Milling company were filed in the office of the Secretary of the Territory on 

Thursday the incorporators being Messrs. S.T. Reed, G.W. Clark<error for G.W. Davis) and S.H. Lucas. The object of the company is the discovery 
and development of mines and the operation of an extensive saw mill. At a meeting of the company held yesterday the following officers were elected 

S.T. Reed, president; F.W. Clark Secretary; G.W. Davis, treasurer… The company proposes to build immediately a sawmill on the Rio Chiquito a few 

miles above the city, the capacity of which will be 10,000 feet of lumber a day. There will also be a lath and shingle machinery attached. The company 
has purchased from M.A. Gould his interest in the Gonzales grant, which is contiguous to Santa Fe which contains 210,000 acres of land. [SFDNM] 

1880November7; A meeting of the Directors of the new Mexico Mining and Milling Company was held at the company’s office in the Grand Central hotel 

yesterday afternoon. …The organizers of the company are S.T. Reed, G.W. Davis, M.A. Gold, S.H. Lucas and F.W. Clark. The officers are as follows: 
S.T. Reed, president; M.A. Gold, vice-president; F.W. Clark, secretary and general manager; G.W. Davis, Treasurer. …Mr. Clark the manager of the 

company is not only conversant with the workings of a large corporation but is an expert in mineralogy and a miner of extensive experience. [SFDNM] 
1880December11; Maj. F.W. Clark, formerly of Leadville, but now of Santa Fe, will leave for the east this morning. He will be absent several weeks. 

[SFDNM] 

1880December12; D.H. Irland, E.A. Fiske and F.W. Clark left Santa Fe yesterday by the train for the east. Irland and Clark are bound for the east while Mr. 
Fiske is on a trip to Las Vegas. The party is a jolly one as all Santa Fe can testify. [SFDNM] 

1880December24; A telegraphic distatch from Fred W. Clark, who is in the east in the interest of the New Mexico Mining and Milling Company, announces 

that the affairs of the concern are meeting with great encouragement in Chicago and elsewhere. He has secured material for a saw mill and will ship it at 
once. [SFDNM] 

1880December24; Articles of incorporation of the Santa Fe Bonanza Mining and Tunnel Company have been filed. The capital stock of the company is fixed at $2,500,000, 
divided into 125,000 shares at a par value of $20 a share. The incorporators are S.H. Lucas, George W. Davis, Samuel T. Reed, A.D. Cronk, Cyrus Wells and 
G.Gordon Posey. The board of directors is composed of the above named gentlemen and Fred W. Clark. [SFDNM] 

1881January27; Mr. F.W. Clarke has returned from a trip to Chicago. Mr. Clarke went to that city of enterprise in the interest of the New Mexico Mining 
and Milling Company, and in his work among the capitalists there met with most flattering success. [SFDNM] 

1881February3; Mr. F.W. Clark and Dr. G.W. Davis have gone down to Hillsboro on business connected with the New Mexico Mining and Milling 

Company. [SFDNM] 
1882February8; Fred W. Clarke, of the Black Range, was here yesterday, stopping at the Palace. [SFDNM] 

1882February10; F.W. Clark, formerly of this place, where he was engaged in the mining business for a long time, left yesterday by the southern train. He 

is located at Deming, where he says he practices law, does mining business or anything else in which there is any money. He is said to be doing well… 
[SFDNM] 

1882May16; Fred Clark returned to Deming Sunday afternoon. [SFDNM] 

1882July6; Fred Clark came up from the south on the Fourth and stopped at the Exchange. He returns to Deming in a day or two. [SFDNM] 
1882July22; Fred Clark leaves Santa Fe for Deming to-day. [SFDNM] 

1885; Cerrillos district: [turquois] During the summer of 1885 a large suite of specimens was collected by Major J.W. Powell; these were studied by F.W. 

Clarke and J.S. Diller, who published descriptions and analyses in 1886 and 1887. [Northrop, 1975] 
 

George M. Clark    - Golden, New Placers 
1883August24; Sam Wright, George Clark and Robert Carley returned from Albuquerque this week. They report the town as dull. [The Golden Retort. 

Vol.III No.16] 

1883September14; Notwithstanding Frenchy’s departure with his family, housekeeping still goes on at his casa, and unless George finds new quarters ere 

the French return there is likely to be some hair pulling, likewise a second edition of the “grape wine”. [The Golden Retort. Vol.III No.18] 

1883September14; George Clark and C.S. Griffin departed for Chicago Monday to be absent some weeks. It is thought by some here that George will get 

further east, say Boston, where there is a huge attraction done up in a very small bundle of sweet femininity. [The Golden Retort. Vol.III No.18] 
1884February5; POL84 Dirigo expenditure by HM Clarke, GM Clarke, JM Clarke, AB Hobbs owners NPM; [b.F p.635] 

1884February28; POL83 Rebel Boy by GM Clarke, SC White, FP White owners NPMD; [b.F p.655] 

- witness - 
1882January7; Mining Deed; Crawford S. Griffin of Golden sells for $5 to Samuel Wright 1/16, Elogio Aranda 1/16, Wm Jesse Benton 1/16, Edward 

Duchat 1/16, Leo G. Osfield 2/16 <all of Golden) Hazelton Mine b.D p.624, NPMD, rec 16Feb82; presence George M. Clark, Albert N. Kelley [b.F 
p.65] 

1883February15; POL; George M. Clark, W.G. Staples, swear before James R. Hudson NP $100 worth of labor on Yankee Boy for 1882 expended by Geo 

S. Morrison, E.F. Ware, James Drake, Geo Dorflinger, W.J. Benton, npmD, rec 23Feb83 [b.F p.360] 
1883February15; POL; George M. Clark, W.G. Staples, swear before James R. Hudson NP $100 worth of labor on advance mining Claim for 1882 

expended by Geo Dorflinger, D.B. Emmert, James Drake, Geo S. Morrison, W.A. Emmat, NpMD, rec 23Feb83 [b.F p.360] 

1883February15; POL; George M. Clark, W.G. Staples, swear before James R. Hudson NP $100 worth of labor on Lehigh mining Claim for 1882 expended 
by Geo S. Morrison, Geo Dorflinger, James Drake, E.F. Ware, NPMD, rec 23Feb83 [b.F p.361] 

 

H. C. Clark  (b.MA 1859>    - Carbonateville 
1880June5_census: J.T. Jennings, miner, 23y-o, single, born MD [Scot Ire], resident Los Cerrillos Carbonateville (Turquesa P.O.) with J.C. Miller (55 engineer, single IL [Can 

OH]), H.C. Clark (21 miner, single MA [MA MA]) 
 
H. J. Clark    - New Placers, Deming, Leadville 
1880July10(loc); J.M. Talbott, O.M. Wells, J. St.Overhalls, Hausin Freeman, R.J. Holmes, W.G. Lockwood, Chester Ellis, H. Hutten, H.J. Clark, Lyman 

Rost, Phinnas Elliott, Carl Colwell, B.H. Talbott, Thomas Metinglerg, I.J. Talbott, C.Burney Talbott Placer claim 160ac loc by the association of 16 
persons making 10ac ea, S66ºE of SE corner of the Church in the town of Del San Francisco 160rods, New Placer MD; witness Lyman Rost [b.C p.305]  

1895January30; Messrs. Byron G. Knowles, H.J. Clark and J.A. Mahoney came up from Deming last night. [SFDNM] 

1898October24; H.J. Clark, of Leadville, and Henry Baley, of Denver, are two mining men registered at the Exchange. They came down to look over a 
number of county mining properties. – At the Exchange: John J. Hazel, Madrid; H.J. Clark, Leadville; Henry Baley, Denver... [SFNM] 

 
Henry B. Clark    - Estey 
1901May16; The Estey Mining & Milling company today filed incorporation papers in the office of the territorial secretary. The capital is $500,000. The 

incorporators are Morris W. Seymour, John R. Tyman and Henry B. Clark. [SFNM] 



 
Henry M. Clarke    - New Placers 
1884February5; POL84 Dirigo expenditure by HM Clarke, GM Clarke, JM Clarke, AB Hobbs owners NPM; [b.F p.635] 

- witness - 
1882September18; Mining Deed; W.O. Bennett, Geo S. Morrison, J.H. Emmerh, W.N. Emmert <WNE by JHE atty in fact) sell for $4000 to Davenport 

Placer Mining Co of Scott Co IA undiv 1/2int Uncle Batch placer claim 160ac loc 31May82 b.F p.232, NPMD, rec 6Feb83; presence Henry M. Clarke, 

J.R. Hudson [b.F p.345] 

 
J. Clark same as E. J. Clark? 
 
J. Clark  - witness -    - New Placers 
1881April26(loc); S.D. Baldwin 1/2, W.B. Warren 1/4, J.H. Cheves 1/4, locators Laura Lee Mine 750’NW+SE 300’ea side, on Monte Largo ca 1mi E of the 

hidden spring, joins the Queen of the West, rec 1Jun81; witness A.H. Mizell, J. Clark [b.D p.445] 

 
J. ?. Clark    - Lamy 
1898October25; At the Bon-Ton: J.?. Clark, John Ward, Lamy... [SFNM] 

 
J. M. Clarke    - New Placers 
1884February5; POL84 Dirigo expenditure by HM Clarke, GM Clarke, JM Clarke, AB Hobbs owners NPM; [b.F p.635] 

 
J. N. Clarke    - Abbey m.d.   
1914; J.N. Clarke et al., locator of Apex, Diablo; Abbey m.d. [Socorro co. Courthouse Rec. b.75 p.256, 255] 
 
J. R. Clark    - Tijeras 
1888December7; J.R. Clark & Co. have bought the Longfellow, a copper mine in the Tijeras canon, on the south end of the Sandias. [Los Cerrillos Rustler, v.1 no.20] 
1896; “The Longfellow mine, between Tijeras and Coyote cañons, is an old Spanish working from which great quantities of copper were produced in the 

early days of Spanish occupancy. Old copper vessels and implements made from this ore are found occasionally, and the old workings show that much 
ore has been mined here.” [Burke, 1896 p.24] 

 
J. T. Clark    - Sierra co. 
1891July15; J.T. Clark and his two sons broke placer dirt at Slapjack Hill during the week... [(Sierra Advocate) SFDNM] 

 
James Clark    - Glorieta 
1882April5(reloc); James Clark, John M. Banes Roseta mine 1500’x600’, in Hager Gulch, ca 3.5mi Nly from glorieta, E of Silver Lode mine, rec 7Jan84; 

witness John Finn, Thos J.E. Elliott [b.F p.581] 
1882April24(loc); John Finn, George Selby, James Clark First National Bank Mine ca 3.5mi N of Glorieta in Patison Gulch, 1500’x300’ea side, running S 

from Adel Mine owned by R.A. Bradley, rec 7Jan84; witness R.A. Bradley, W.W. Seamens [b.F p.581] 

1882April24(loc); James Clark Frisco mine 1500’ running N from Pennsylvany mine owned by J.B. Anderson, 300’ea side, ca 3mi NW from glorieta, in 
Kenoda Gulch, rec 7Jan84; witness R.A. Bradley, W.W. Seamens, John Finn [b.F p.581] 

1883May10(loc); James Clark, John M. Banes Climax Mine ca 3.5mi N of Glorieta, adjoins Clamites mine on S, 1500’S 300’ea side, on E side Patterson 

Gulch, rec 7Jan84; witness John Finn, Thomas I Elliott [b.F p.582] 
1884January3(loc); John M. Banes, James Clark Honey Comb Mine ca 4.5mi N of Glorieta, on N side Litle Scottie Gulch, 50’S 1450’N 300’ea side, rec 

7Jan84; witness John Finn, Thomas I Elliott [b.F p.582] 

 
James E. Clarke  (b.RochesterNY 14Sept1857  d.3Aug1902)    - Las Vegas 
Jas E. Clarke, resident Cerrillos, Bridge Foreman, b.RochesterNY 14Sept1857 d.3Aug1902 [Historical Register of Membership (Cerrillos Lodge #19)] 
1891August28; At the Palace: J.E. Clark, New York. [SFDNM] 
1898June24; Mr. and Mrs. J.E. Clark and son, of Las Vegas, are in the city stopping at the Exchange. Mr. Clark is superintendent of bridge construction on 

the Santa Fe railway. – At the Exchange: J.E. Clark, wife and child, Las Vegas… [SFNM] 

1899February25; Letter List. Clarke, J.E… [SFNM] 

 
James Elton Clark   (b.MI 4Jan1874)    - superintendent of public instruction;  StaFe 
1907; James E. Clark, sixth/last NM ter superintendent of public instruction 1907-1912 
1907October30: Territorial Superintendent of Public Instruction J.E. Clark has left on an inspection tour of the rural schools of central and southern New Mexico. 

[SFNM 100yrs] 
1909April7: Superintendent of Public Instruction J.E. Clark spent yesterday in Albuquerque where he looked into the difficulties of the University of New Mexico. 

[SFNM 100yrs] 
1909July28: Gov. George Curry is expected home tomorrow evening on AT&SF Train No. 1 from Raton and Springer and will leave Thursday afternoon for El 

Rito, Rio Arriba County, with ex-Gov. L. Bradford Prince and Dr. J.H. Sloan, trustees of the Spanish-American Reform School to organize the board and work 
the school. Superintendent of Public Instruction J.E. Clark will join the party at Española. [SFNM 100yrs] 

 

James M. Clark  (b.KS 1880>    - of Cash Entry 

1910April18_census: James M. Clark, laborer crusher, single, 30y-o, KS [MO PA], resident Cerrillos Cash Entry Mine renting with James Thompson, S.F. Humphries, Tom 
N.Hoffman, Ricardo Montoya, Augustin Donatilo? Fran^ Samule?, William J.Hamilton, Hiland Harris, Walter Schureman 

 
John A. Clark    - Surveyor General of NM;  StaFe, New Placers  <see nephew John M. Clark 
T.15N R.8E : Exterior boundary surveyed by Pelham (’54-’60); township subdivided by Clark (1861-1868) 

1860; Clark replaces Wilbar as Surveyor General of NM, who resigned in August over disregard by congress for his recommendations 
1861[?]October; Surveyor General Alexander P. Wilbar replaced by John A. Clark 



1860November8; John S. Watts, Attorney for the NMMC, asked that the Surveyor-General of NM investigate the Company’s title and forward his recommendations to 
Congress for confirmation. By November 24th, the Grant had been surveyed and a recommendation forwarded to Congress suggesting confirmation. The rapidity with 
which the Surveyor-General handled the request is indicative of the influence of the Company in political affairs. [Townley 1968 p.72] 

1860; That John A. Clark, then surveyor general of New Mexico, David J. Miller, his clerk, W.W. Griffin, deputy surveyor, Serafin Ramirez, the owner of the claim, Carey, 
Cooley, Kitchen, and Denman, conspired together to defraud the United States out of all the lands lying east of said spring, and north of the said Palo Amarillo road, 
and to defraud the inhabitants of San Francisco out of their property, and the mine owners and claimants located on such alleged fraudulent extension…  [US vs. 
SP&CdACo. NMSupCt 23Jan1888, p.418-419] 

1863August8; Albert C. Benedict posted the following notice on a tree in the Yavapai District: We, the undersigned, claim four thousand feet of this lode 

commencing at this tree upon which this notice is posted and running a southernly course along said lode for the distance aforesaid. Albert C. Benedict, 

Kirby Benedict, Kirby T. Benedict, Jr., Henry Carleton, Charles P. Clever, James Ellison, Merrill Ashurst, King S. Woolsey, John A. Clark, Peter 
Allison, Augustin W. Hunt, Joseph Cummings, Charles G. Parker, John C. McFerran, John H. Miner, James L. Johnson, George Lount, Gustave 

Ellsbury, and Jacob Omsbury. 

1865July26; [John A Clark letter written on 29th to Col. E.W. Eaton] …account of my visit, in company with Captain Carey, U.S.A., Col. Dodd, and yourself, …to Tuerto 
mountain… Accompanied by Don Serafin Ramirez, our party left the Hacienda of El Tuerto, at 10 o’clock, A.M., and proceeded by an excellent road, constructed at 
considerable expense by Mr. Ramirez, to the mine owned and worked by him, situated on the south side of the Tuerto mountain. …I visited also a newly discovered vein 
called the San Miguel, upon the summit of the same mountain. …At the place where Mr. Ramirez is erecting his steam reduction works, there is a supply of water, it is 
supposed, sufficient for the use of the mills, and an abundance of excellent fuel in the immediate vicinity. [Compilation of Facts… 1867, p.17, 18] 

1866August1; Nelson H. Davis<done by & behlf, A.B. Carey his attorney in fact), James F. Meline, Hampton B. Denman, Worthington Whittridge, John A. 

Clark, Buena Vista lode gold silver & copper mixed with other minerals; bounded by claims of George C. Munson, Richard Kitchen, Asa B. Carey, 

George G. Brown, Coreydon E. Cooley, Tuerto; [b.A p.124] 

1867August14; Van C. Smith, John A. Clark, Charles O. Brown, Nelson H. Davis, James H. Carleton, Simon H. Smith, Dolores Chavez, Panfiro Camo 

<Brown, Carleton, S.Smith, Chavez, Camo signed by attorney J.S. Hutchason), American lode gold mixed with other metals & minerals, southern slope 

of San Lazaro mountain; boundary is Hutchason lode loc by Bernando Freeis et al. [b.A p.156]  
1873April25; Gen. John A. Clark, formerly Surveyor General of this Territory, is rusticating in Denver at present. [SFDNM]   

1894May11; Mr. John M. Clark, of Chicago, who was at the Palace hotel yesterday, was a clerk in the office of Surveyor General Clark, his uncle, at Santa 

Fe, thirty-four years ago, coming here in 1860 and leaving in 1863. He noted many marked changes in the historic capital and pleasantly renewed his 
acquaintance with Col. Shelby, Charley Thayer and other old timers. He visited the Exchange hotel, which was known in his time as the Fonda, and 

pointed out the place in the dining room where the table of the old timers used to stand. [SFDNM] 

 
John B. Clarke    - Cochiti 
1894April30; At the Bon Ton Hotel; J.W. Kughn, John B. Clarke, Cochiti; B.J. Ward, Allerton; F. Aylmes, Leadville. [SFDNM] 

 
John C. Clark    - ex sheriff of RicoCO; Santa Clara m.d. 
1894March6; Among the prominent mining men already interested in the Cochiti district are Tom Lowthian and Charles Greenwood, of Denver, Frank F. 

McGill and Charles B. Lowry, of Ouray, Colo., C.B. Poele and W.H. Foringer, of Rico, John Harkins of Aspen, and ex-Sheriff John Clark, of Rico. The 

Mofat-Smith syndicate have a well known expert on the ground to-day to look over the field... [SFDNM] 
1894April3; Ex-Sheriff J.C. Clark, of Rico, and assayer William Middleton went to Embudo over the narrow gauge yesterday to invest in the garnet fields. 

[SFDNM] 

1894April10; At the Exchange hotel; M.E. Sullivan, Leadville, Colo.; J.C. Clark, Wm Middleton, Rico, Colo.; John McBrierty, W.W. Atchison, Cerrillos. 

[SFDNM] 

1894May1; [Santa Clara region] Ex-Sheriff John Clark, of Rico, has a forty foot ledge of gold bearing rock on which he has secured assays of $60 to the ton. 

[SFDNM] 

 
John F. Clark    - of AT&SF 
1898July19; Mr. John F. Clark and family are in the city and will remain several months. Mr. Clark is bridge foremen of the Santa Fe railway having charge 

from Albuquerque to Cerrillos and Santa Fe, and is known as a painstaking and efficient official. [SFNM] 

1900May28; At the Bon-Ton: J.F. Clark, Denver… [SFNM] 

 
John H. Clark  (b.NH Jan1828)    - of Golden 
1881September12(disc&loc); Crawford S. Griffin, John H. Clark, William Griffin, Loe/win B. Griffin, locators Four Leafed Clover Mine in town of San 

Francisco, S100’ along the Old Navajo house next N of the Golden Post Office and E of the quartz mill, 1400’N 300’ea side, land to S deeded to R.W. 

Webb and Juan Delgado, rec 17Oct81; witness J.R. Hudson, Lus M. Lucas, attest Crawford S. Griffin [b.D p.548] 
1881December31(loc); John H. Clark, William Griffin, locators Iron Cap <formerly Iron Sides, on S slope of the mt that makes the W side of the mouth of 

Canon Largo in the Ortiz Mtns, in the 2nd Gulch W of Canon Largo ca 1/2way up said mt, 900’Ely 600’Wly 300’ea side, NPMD, rec 28Mar82; attest 

Crawford S. Griffin, William G. Stapler [b.F p.111] 

1883May; The Winchester rifles were all new, for I had purchased sixty-five a few days before and shipped them to C.S. White, Golden, New Mexico. The names of my 

associates at Golden, as I now remember them, were: ¶ James Drake, George Baldwin, Samuel Baldwin, George Q. Morrison, Rufus H. Holwick, Stephen C. White, Nelson 

N. Newell, Jeremiah J. Benton, James H. Cheves, John N. Clarke, Samuel Wright, Hiram Reynolds, M. Thompson, A.N. Price, John Clarke, Kirk White, Samuel Pollock, 

James Harris, John King, J.H. Brown, Page B. Otero. [My Life on the Frontier B.2 p.88] 

1883August18; Deed; John H. Clark, Crawford S. Griffin, Wm Griffin, Loring B. Griffin sell for $1 and other garn and odnoble considerations to Maren G. 

Griffin one house lot in town of Golden on E side of Main Street + N side of Wellsley street – being a corner lot opposite lot of Mrs Elizabeth 
McCommons, 50’ along Main St, E100’ N50’ to Wellsley st, rec 27Aug83; presence Chas Q. Ledden, Ralp H. Canmon, cert 22Aug83 for WG, LG; 

J.W/A. Marshall JofP for Flagstaff Precinct AZTer [b.F p.442] 

Plat of the Town of Golden. Plat is hand titled J.H. Clarke. – Block 9 – Main St, 2nd, 3rd, Placer Av; Lot1 James Chaves 210’x70’. Lot2 Pablo Aranda 137’front; Lot3 John Clark 
50’x320’; Lot4 Batchelder 50’x320’; Lot5 Bennett 50’x320’; Lot6 N.M. Emmert 50’x320; Lot7 Drake & Dorflinger 50’x320’; Lot8 J.R. Hudson 50’x320’. [BHenderson 
Abstract of Title Supplemental No.3456, v.IV, 30Sep1983] 

1883October12; The Clarke casa is receiving a new coat for winter’s wear. [The Golden Retort. Vol.III No.22] 

1883October12; Miss Griffin, sister of Mrs. John Clarke, and who has been a resident of Golden for some months, will commence at once the erection of a 

building to be used as a millinery, dressmaking and ladies’ good s establishment. Miss Griffin is experienced in this business and will succeed. – Mrs. 



Clarke is recently in receipt of a photograph of her grandmother, living in Boston. The old lady is upward of 90, as youthful looking as a person of 50 or 

60… [The Golden Retort. Vol.III No.22] 
1884August29; Mr. Clarke is “fixing up” about his house in substantial style. [The Golden Retort. Vol.V No.6] 

1889August2; ref Clark’s big hall at San Pedro. [SFDNM] 

1891December11; John Clark, Rustler subscription. [The Rustler, v.IV no.32] 
1893November14; John Clarke, Cerrillos, H.L. Jones, Cerrillos, Thomas Jimenez, San Pedro, at the Bon Ton hotel. [SFDNM] 
1895October5; Dated. Filed 1Sep1901. Quitclaim Deed Record. TITLE TO BLOCK 9 Golden. Pablo Aranda and Wife, to J.H. Clarke. b.F-1 p.81. [BHenderson Abstract of Title No.6313 30Sep1983 

p.179] 

1896March24; Las Vegas, N.M., March 23 – The New-Mexico Republican Territorial Commission to-day elected as delegates to the National Convention 
at St. Louis A.L. Morrison, J.H. Clark, Pedro Perea, L.D. Burns, Nemen Luna and W.H. Llewellyn. The delegation is uninstructed. [NewYorkTimes] 

1900June9_census: John H? Clark, carpenter, married, born Jan1828 NH [NH, NH], literate, resident Dolores, ownhomefree with wife Ellen. (Mar1838 married 44yrs 
4child/4living ME [ME, ME], literate), son Marris G. (Sept1869 single ME [NH, _], miner & carpenter, literate) 

1902November; Plat of the Town of Golden, Hiram T. Brown – Owner; J.H. Clark; Block 9, Lot 2-3-4; B.9 L.S2 5 [B.Henderson 2010] 
1905-06 J.H. Clark, furnished rooms @ Golden [Business Directory, The Gazetteer Pub.Co.] 

- witness - 
1884February4; POL; J.H. Clarke, W.G. Staples swear before W.N. Emmert NP at least $100 worth of labor Nellie M Mining Claim for 1883, by James 

Drake, Geo Dorflinger, G.S. Morrison owners, NPMD, rec 19Feb84 [b.F p.649] 

1884February5; POL; W.S. Staples, J.H. Clarke swear before W.N. Emmert NP at least $100 worth of labor Lehigh mining claim for 1883, by Geo S. 

Morrison, Geo Dorflinger, James Darke, E.F. Ware owners, NPMD, rec 19Feb84 [b.F p.648] 
1884February6; POL; Geo S. Morrison, J.H. Clarke swear before J.M. Talbott JofP at least $100 worth of labor sunrise mining Claim for 1883, expended 

by W.S. Handy, W.G. Staples et al owners, NPMD, rec 11Feb84 [b.F p.634] 

1884February6; POL; John H. Clarke, S.W. Paxson swear before J.M. Talbott JofP at least $100 worth of labor California Mining Claim for 1883, by W.G. 
Staples, W.N. Emmert, G.S. Morrison owners, NPMD, rec 19Feb84 [b.F p.647] 

1884February8; POL; John H. Clarke, Roberto Friday swear before W.N. Emmert NP at least $100 worth of labor Haselton mining Claim for 1883, 

expended by W.O. Bennett, L.C. Buckman, S.C. Wright et al owners, NPMD, rec 9Feb84 [b.F p.634] 
1884February5; POL83 Iron Cap by John H. Clarke, Wm Griffin et al owners NPMD; [b.F p.634] 

 

John M. Clark    - nephew of Surveyor Gen. John A. Clark;  of Chicago 

1894May11; Mr. John M. Clark, of Chicago, who was at the Palace hotel yesterday, was a clerk in the office of Surveyor General Clark, his uncle, at Santa 

Fe, thirty-four years ago, coming here in 1860 and leaving in 1863. He noted many marked changes in the historic capital and pleasantly renewed his 

acquaintance with Col. Shelby, Charley Thayer and other old timers. He visited the Exchange hotel, which was known in his time as the Fonda, and 
pointed out the place in the dining room where the table of the old timers used to stand. [SFDNM] 

 
John M. Clark    - Grant co. 
1895September9; The Native and Rose copper mines at Georgetown, the properties of J.A. Lucas, J.J. Avey and Jack Clark, now being worked under bond 

to Denver parties, are developing wonderfully. [SFDNM] 

1899June2; Grant County. B.C. Gillette has secured a lease and an option on the Native Copper and Copper Rose mining claims in the Santa Rita district 
owned by Judge Lucas and John M. Clark. [SFNM] 

1899July6; Grant County. B.C. Gillette has sunk the incline shaft of the Copper Rose mine at Hanover to a depth of 175 feet. Mr. Gillette is developing the 

property under bond and lease from the owners, J. Clark and J.A. Lucas. [SFNM] 

 
John N. Clarke    - New Placers 

1883May; The Winchester rifles were all new, for I had purchased sixty-five a few days before and shipped them to C.S. White, Golden, New Mexico. The names of my 

associates at Golden, as I now remember them, were: ¶ James Drake, George Baldwin, Samuel Baldwin, George Q. Morrison, Rufus H. Holwick, Stephen C. White, Nelson 

N. Newell, Jeremiah J. Benton, James H. Cheves, John N. Clarke, Samuel Wright, Hiram Reynolds, M. Thompson, A.N. Price, John Clarke, Kirk White, Samuel Pollock, 

James Harris, John King, J.H. Brown, Page B. Otero. [My Life on the Frontier B.2 p.88] 

 
John S. Clark    - of Las Vegas 

1890September5; John Warren, Clark & Farsythe, Hon. T.B. Mills and M. O’Keefe, of Las Vegas, are new subscribers to the Rustler this week. [The Cerrillos Rustler Vol.III 
No.8]  

1894August16; Mr. J.S. Clark of the firm of Clark & Forsythe, Las Vegas, is in the city on his way to Cochiti. [SFDNM] 

1895February6; Mr. John S. Clark, of Las Vegas, walks around the law makers as if he didn’t care whether school kept in Santa Fe or not. [SFDNM]  
1895February6; At the Palace: John S. Clarke, Las Vegas... [SFDNM]  

1895February11; At the Palace: John Clark, Las Vegas... [SFDNM]  

1896October20; Mr. J.S. Clark, of Las Vegas, was in town last night en route home from Conejos, Colo., where his respected father-in-law, Dr. A.J. 
Watson, recently passed over to the silent majority. [SFDNM] 

1896November12; Messrs. J.S. Clark and M.A. Otero, of Las Vegas, whom the Optic terms the big and little casino in New Mexico politics, are here to-day 

to look over the situation. Mr. Otero is a promninent and worthy candidate for the office of U.S. marshal. – At the Palace: R.E. Twitchell, John S. 

Clark, M.A. Otero, Las Vegas; H. Duggan, Jas Duggan, Madrid; M. Sterne, New York… [SFDNM] 

1897January11; Messrs. R.E. Twitchell and John S. Clark, of Las Vegas, dropped in on their capital city friends this morning. [SFDNM] 

1897March5; Miner’s Association. Call for a Meeting for the Purpose of Forming a Permanent Organization of New Mexico Miners. A number of the 
representative mining men of New Mexico met in the parlors of the Palace hotel Wednesday evening and discussed the expediency of organizing a 

miners association for New Mexico. …The following names appear among the many who attended the meetins: Hon. Antonio Joseph, Taos county; 

Hon. W.H.H. Llewellyn, Dona Ana county; Hon. Wm Cristman, Grant county; Hon. M.A. Otero, San Miguel county; Hon. F.A. Reynolds, Sierra and 
Socorro counties; Hon. A.B. Fall, Dona Ana county; Hon. Lorion Miller, Santa Fe county; ex-Governor O.A. Hadley, Mora county; Prof. W.H. Seamon, 

Socorro county; Mr. C. Hughes, Dona Ana county; Mr. J.J. Leeson, Socorro county; Mr. J.P. O’Brien, Santa Fe county; Mr. John S. Clark, San Miguel 

county; Hon. J.G. Fitch, Socorro county; Hon. Ralph E. Twitchell, San Miguel county. [SFDNM] 
1897June14; John S. Clarke of Las Vegas, is registered at the Palace from Las Vegas. – At the Palace; John S. Clark, A.M. Blackwell, Las Vegas… 

[SFDNM] 

1897July27; John S. Clark, a well known Las Vegas citizen and a staunch Republican, is a guest at the Palace. [SFDNM] 
1897August24; Mr. John S. Clark of Las Vegas, is a Santa Fe visitor, and can be found at the Palace hotel. [SFDNM] 



1898January6; At the Claire: W.B. Childers, E.L. Medler, E. Meyers, Albuqerque; John S. Clark, Las Vegas. [SFNM]   

1898February5; John S. Clark, of Las Vegas, is in Santa Fe today on private business. [SFNM]   
1898April6; Santa Fe, N.M. April 6, 1898. …the resignation this day of W.E. Martin… this day appoint Hon. John S. Clark, of East Las Vegas, county of 

San Miguel and territory of New Mexico, to fill the office as coal oil inspector for the said territory for the unexpired term… [SFNM] 

1898May6; At the Palace: W.E. Dame, Cerrillos; R.M. Foree, Dolores; R. Kelley, Cerrillos; F.A. Manzanares, Las Vegas; John S. Clark, Las Vegas… 
[SFNM] 

1899February21; At the Palace: Eugenio Romero, J.S. Clark, Las Vegas... [SFNM] 

1899April8; John S. Clark, coal oil inspector, left yesterday for Southern New Mexico on official business. Mrs. Clark, who has been visiting friends in 
Dallas, Tex., will return to their home in Las Vegas in a few days. [SFNM]   

1900March26; John S. Clark, coal oil inspector, is in the capital from Las Vegas on official business. – At the Claire: John S. Clark, Las Vegas… [SFNM] 

1900April26; Santa Fe County Mica Mines. The claims recorded by County Clerk Romero yesterday are as follows: San Jose mica claim, about eight miles 
northeast of the Nambe Indian pueblo, by A.M. Bergere, Eilosa L. Bergere, Mrs. D.M. White, Mariano S. Otero, Alexander Reed, George W. Knaebel, 

Arthur H. Craven and M.A. Otero; the Muniz mica claim, same locality, by John R. McFie, A.M. Blackwell, Jacob Gross, H.W. Kelly, W.J. Miller, E.J. 

McLean, J.S. Clark and L.A. Hughes; the Eilosa mica claim, same locality, by R.C. Gortner, W.P. Sutton, T.S. Hubbell, F.W. Parker, F.A. Manzanares, 
W.H. Pope, Solomon Luna and Caroline E. Luna; the Estrella mica claim, same locality, by P. Muniz, Mrs P. Muniz, D.M. White and Wendall V. Hall; 

the Montezuma mica claim, same locality, by T.A. Finical, Manuel C. de Baca, W.H. Whiteman, Fred Muller, A.A. Keen, J.W. Crumpaker, W.B. 

Childers and A.R. Burkdoll, all in the Nambe mining district. [SFNM] 
1900May1; The owners of about twenty mica claims northeast of Santa Fe met yesterday afternoon in the office of Governor Otero and organized 

permanently, adopting the name of  “The Santa Fe Mica Company.” …Judge McFie presided at the meeting, and Col. George W. Knaebel acted as 

secretary. The following board of directors to serve three months was elected: A.A. Keen, Col. George W. Knaebel, R.C. Gortner, L.A. Hughes and 

Judge W.H. Whiteman. …The most important claims that have been recorded are: San Jose mica claim, about eight miles northeast of the Nambé 

Indian pueblo, by A.M. Bergere, Eliosa L. Bergere, Mrs. D.M. White, Mariano S. Otero, Alexander Reed, George W. Knaebel, Arthur H. Craven and 

M.A. Otero; the Muniz mica claim, same locality, by John R. McFie, A. M. Blackwell, Jacob Gross, H.W. Kelly, W.J. Mills, E.J. McLean, J.S. Clark 
and L.A. Hughes; the Eloisa mica claim, same locality, by R.C. Gortner, W.P. Sutton. T.S. Hubbell, F.W. Parker, F.A. Manzanares, W.H. Pope, 

Solomon Luna and Caroline E. Otero; the Estrella mica claim, same locality, by P. Muniz, Mrs. P. Muniz, D.M. White and Wendell V. Hall; the 

Montezuma mica claim, same locality, by T.A. Finical, Manuel C. de Baca, W.H. Whiteman, Fred Muller, A.A. Keen, J.W. Crumpacker, W.B. 
Childers and A.R. Burkdoll, all in the Nambe mining district. [SFNM] 

1900December27; Hon. John S. Clark, of Las Vegas, is in the city on a business visit. [SFNM] 
1908April11: M.M. Padgett, editor of the Las Vegas Optic, and John S. Clark, member of the San Miguel County Board of Commissioners, arrived in the city last 

evening. They came to call on Gov. George Curry regarding the proposed Las Vegas reservoir. [SFNM 100yrs] 

 
M. G. Clarke  - witness -   <see Morris G. Clark 
1884February5; POL; W.G. Staples, M.G. Clarke swear before W.N. Emmert NP at least $100 worth of labor Iron Cap mining Claim for 1883, expended 

by John H. Clarke, Wm Griffin et al owners, NPMD, rec 11Feb84 [b.F p.634] 

1884February5; POL; W.G. Staples, M.G. Clarke swear before W.N. Emmert NP at least $100 worth of labor Dirigo Mining Claim for 1884, expended by 
H.M. Clarke, G.M. Clarke, J.M. Clarke, A.B. Hobbs owners, NPMD, rec 11Feb84 [b.F p.635] 

 
M. T. Clarke  (b.StocktonME 2Sept1868)    - of Cerrillos 

M.T. Clarke, resident Cerrillos, carpenter, b.Stockton ME 2Sept1868 [Historical Register of Membership (Cerrillos Lodge #19)] 
 
Matt Clark    - Cooper m.d., San Miguel co. 
1882July17; Chambers McKibbin, US Army, sells for $200 to S. Sibley of Chicago IL 1/2 of all int Ruby King CooperMD in San Miguel Co, Edeth SF Co, 

Damfino near Namba Creek SF Co, to claims that have been or may be made by Matt Clark under his agreement with McKibbin, C.A. Woodruff, E.A. 

Strout, to ints of McKibbin with one Dalton of San Miguel Co, rec 27Jul82; cert 18Jul82 P.L. Vander Veer NP [b.F p.220] 

 
Mattie P. Clark    - Bland 
1899February20; At the Palace: Miss Mattie P. Clark, Bland; J.E. Wharton, White Oaks; C.M. Shannon, Arizona…  [SFNM] 

 
Maurice G. Clark / Morris C. Clark    - “the Clarks”;  of Golden   
1889May31; A.L. Kendall, Geo G. Smith and wife, Richard Giblin, Joseph Drake, Morris Clark, Nicolas Montoya, Hon. Jay Hubbell, president, and E.S. 

Raunheim, manager, of the Santa Fe Copper company, came up from San Pedro on Wednesday and took part in yesterday’s ceremonies. [SFDNM] 
1891July20; Special Agent B.F. Busey left to-day on land business in the Pedernal region below Galisteo. He was accompanied by Morris Clark and Harry 

Shultz. [SFDNM] 

1895April22; Mr. Morris Clark, of Golden, was shaking hands with Santa Fe friends yesterday. – At the Exchange: Joseph Heske, Mr. and Mrs. Harry 
Franklin, Madrid; M.G. Clarke, Golden; J.W. Womeldorff, Dolores; Frank Groshell, Cerrillos... [SFDNM] 

1896March30; Golden, Santa Fe County, March 28. – The large derrick, eighty-five feet in heighth, which John T. Kelley was erecting for the Monte Cristo 

Mining company in Old Timer gulch near Golden, was blown down Thursday at 1:?0 p.m., and Maurice Clark and John D. Hart had a very narrow 
escape. ¶ Clark and Hart were working on top when the wind struck the derrick. They started to descend the ladder, but had only gone ten feet when the 

derrick fell, breaking off within twenty feet of the bottom and carrying Clark and Hart with it. ¶ Clark held on until the derrick struck the ground, and 

thus saved himself from being seriously injured. He was badly bruised on the left hip and leg. ¶ Hart lost his hold within ten feet of the ground and was 
hurled downward striking upon his breast and shoulder and was consequently quite badly hurt but not considered dangerously so. The derrick was held 

by only one guy which was the means of saving the lives of the two men. The rope pulled the derrick to one side while falling, thus keeping it from 

crushing the men under it. It was a very narrow escape. Mr. Kelly was also pretty badly wr?nched by attempting to g??de the derrick while falling. His 
loss is quite heavy as the derrick was demolished. [SFDNM] 

1896November27; Maurice Clarke was in from Golden yesterday. [SFDNM] 

1896November27; At the Exchange: M.G. Clarke, Golden; J. Muralter, Cerrillos; Frank Morrison, E. Las Vegas; R.H. Geddes, Lamy... [SFDNM] 
1898September7; At the Bon-Ton: Fred W. Taylor, William Jones, Lamy; N.G. Clark, Cerrillos; C.M. Johnson, John Horn, Madrid... [SFNM] 

1899October6; Court Notes. In case No.3972, M.C. Clarke, receiver, vs. Quintien Monier et al., a jury was waived. The defendant’s demurrer was 

overruled, and sixty days granted to make a new answer, and thirty days to file a new cost bond. [SFNM] 



1900January30; Morris Clark, of Golden, has gone to Santa Fe to look after the interest of himself and associates in the well-known Regulator group of 

claims before the United States land office. It appears that S.E. Raunheim and a Boston company not long ago bought at a handsome figure several 
claims in this region, and are now applying for patent thereof. One of the claims is alleged to lap over on and conflict with the P.D.Q. claim, owned by 

the Clarks, and they have employed Gen. C.F. Easley to contest the patent so far as this conflict goes. – At the Exchange: W.L. Trimble, Albuquerque; 

M.G. Clarke, Golden…  [SFNM] 
1900March30; Messrs. P. Girard, Geo Alexander, H.T. Brown and Eulogio Aranda, of Golden; Robert Torres, of Ortiz; M.L. Englis, H. Martin and 

Trinidad Martin, of Dolores, returned to their respective homes in south Santa Fe county last evening. R.M. Carley, Frank P. White, Geo S. Morrison 

and M.G. Clark, of Golden, left for home this afternoon. The persons named have been at the capital for several days as witnesses in the ejectment suits 
of the New Mexico Mining Co. against James M. Lucas and Geo S. Morrison, alleged to be trespassers on the Ortiz mine grant, covering Dolores and 

most of the Old Placers mining district. The cases, as already noted in these columns, were continued until the next term of the district court in order to 

enable the plaintiff company to file an amended complaint and the defendants to file amended answers. [SFNM] 
1900September25; George Morris, Eulogio, George Aranda, Alexander, N.D. Montoya and M.G. Clark, mining men of Golden, are in the city on court 

business. [SFNM] 

1904 NM Supreme Court case # 982  Quintien Monier, et al vs M.C. Clark  

- witness - 
1884January1(loc); S.D. Baldwin, locator Sunrise <formerly Fanny Voughan, on E end about 1.5mi E of Oro Quey peak, 750’NE+SW 300’ea side, NPD, 

rec 16Feb84; witness George Morrison, Morris C. Clarke [b.F p.644] 

 
N. E. Clarke    - Cochiti dist. 
1894May31; At the Bon Ton; W.W. Atkinson, Cerrillos; John McClain, Cerrillos; Harry Murrell, Bland City; Geo Hilbert, Glorieta; N.E. Clarke, Oriel 

Holmes, Cochiti; C.H. Berger, Chas Miller, Ouray; W.W. Atchison, Cerrillos. [SFDNM] 

 

Nathan M. Clark    - CMD & Allerton 
1880July20; indenture; Julius Kampfert sells for $100 to John Q. Charter, N.M. Clark Hickey Boy Lode, (loc 8Jul80) in LCMD; certify 20July80 N.B. Laughlin Notary Public, 

recorded 3August1880 [Locations & Mining Deeds C#15407 p.360]  
1880December10; Quit Claim Deed; N.M. Clerk sells for $1 to John Q. Carter undiv ½ int Hickey Boy, about 1000’ SW Carbonate Shaft, nearly paralell with Carbonate Lode 

and on SE side, NW corner near A.D. Manson & Co’s Assay office, in LCMD; certify 11Dec80 N.B. Laughlin Notary Public, recorded 20January1881 [Locations & 
Mining Deeds E#15409 p.111] 

1882February15; Mining Deed; Nathan M. Clark sells for $250 to Saint Louis and New Mexico Mining Co of Chicago, Cook Co IL undiv 1/5 int Aurum, undiv 1/5 int 
Aprhodite, both about 1.25mi a little E of S from Carbonateville, both b.2 p.208, in LCMD; presence Leroy Gregory, certify at my office in Carbonateville 15Feb82 
Jordan B. Cottle Notary Public, recorded 17February1882 [Locations & Mining Deeds F#15410 p.67] 

1880July26 (loc): Loc by A.F. Brainerd 1/5int, John Q. Carter 1/5int, Leroy Gregory 1/5int, W.A. Robinson 1/5int N.M. Clark 1/5int. Aurum #4 Lode, 

1500’ 900’NE & 600’SW 150’ on ea side, ca 1.5mi S of Carbonateville in LCD. Filed for record 28Sep80 and Recorded same day N.B. Laughlin 

Recorder {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 2 p.208} 
1894April2; At the Bon Ton hotel; Clayton Horning, W.L. Monroe, Lamy; P.M. Hawkins, Creede; N.M. Clark, Allerton; P.L. Brown, Aspen; Frank Sottler, 

Rico; Susano Ortiz, F.H. Downes, Golden. [SFDNM] 

1896July31; N.M. Clark came in from Cochiti last night to purchase supplies. He returns to-morrow. He has great faith in the mineral resources of that 
district. He states also that a terrible storm prevailed along the Rio Grande yesterday afternoon. [SFDNM] 

 
Norris Clarke    - Abbey m.d.   
1913; Norris Clarke et al., locator of Aileen, Avant, Clarke, Horace Wayne, Lathrop, Mayo, Millie, Ora, Valley No.1 & No.2; Abbey m.d. [Socorro co. Courthouse Rec. b.75 

p.239, 243, 242, 242, 243, 241, 241, 240, 244] 
1913; Norris Clarke, locator of Christmas; Abbey m.d. [Socorro co. Courthouse Rec. b.75 p.240] 
1914; Norris Clarke, locator of Clarke; Abbey m.d. [Socorro co. Courthouse Rec. b.75 p.242] 
 
P. J. Clark    - Cochiti dist. 
1894June4; At the hotels; Mrs. J.H. Cheeves, Golden; Mrs. M.D. McDowell, Cerrillos; F. Simonson, Milwaukee; W.P. Wright, Rico; P.J. Clark, Cochiti; M. 

Boyton, Cochiti; M.B. Benton, Cochiti; C. Allison, Eagle City. [SFDNM] 

 

Robert Clark    - CMD & Carbonateville 
1881July8 (loc); Loc by Frank Bailey ½, Robert Clark ½; Buckeye State Lode, 1500’ linear, in LCMD, 300’S & 1200’N, with 150’ on ea side; ca 1/4mi S 

from the Virgie Lee Lode, and bounded on the S by the Blake+Thompson Lode and is the first N Extension of same. Filed for record 1Sep81 and 
Recorded same day N.B. Laughlin Recorder {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 4 p.146} 

1881September1; Mining Deed. Indenture; Robert Clark sells for $1 and other valuable considerations to George O. Bailey, Frank Bailey undiv 1/2int 

Buckeye State Lode, in LCMD, ca 1/4mi S from the Virgie Lee Lode, bounded S by the Blake + Thompson Lode, and is the first N Extension of the 
same. Loc 8Jul81 Rec b.4 p.146 LCMR, 300x1500’, 150’ from middle of vein at Surface. Cert 1Sep81 N.B. Laughlin NP. Filed for Record 3Sept and 

Recorded 10Sep81 N.B. Laughlin Recorder {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 4 p.156} 

1881December15; Mining Deed; Fred Roberts sells for $350 to Robert Clark undiv 1/3 int Senator Lode, (loc 1Apr81 b.4 p.93 LCMR), about ½ mi W from Mina del Tiro, in 
LCMD; attest S.A. Larock, certify 15Dec81 N.B. Laughlin Notary Public, recorded 16December1881 [Locations & Mining Deeds E#15409 p.710] 

1882January1, attempt to jump Bourbon Claim 
1882January1 (loc); Robert Clark; Pride of the West Lode, <reloc of Bourbon, failed to comply, this notice is made to cover any defects in the location notice of the morning 

of 1Jan82, on W foot of GC Mtn, S of Little Maggie, E of Little Peter, in LCMD; 750’ S49°21’W thence 750’ S4646’W, 150’ea side; survey 4Jan82 J.L. Hayward; witness 
A.R. Gerber, Geo H. Weller, recorded 1February1882 [Locations & Mining Deeds F#15410 p.49] 

1882January1 (loc); Locator Robert Clark; Pride of the West Lode, 1500’, from N end center S49°21’W 750’thence S46°°46’W 750’ to the S end center, 
150’ on ea side, on the W foot of GCMtn S of the Little Maggie and E of the Little Peter Mining Claims in LCMD, is a relocation of the claim formerly 

known as the “Bourbon” The owners having failed to comply with the requirements of the United States laws. Witnesses A.R. Gerber, G.H. Weller. 

Surveyed 4Jan82 J.L. Hayward. Filed for record 24Jan82 and recorded same day N.B. Laughlin Recorder E.F. Nisbet Dept. {Cerrillos Mining Records 
Book 5 p.81} 



1882January1 (reloc); Robert Clark; Pride of the West, 1500’ in length by 300’ in width, 200NEly & 1300’SWly, and 150’ on ea Side. This Location is a 

relocation of the Bourbon lode on account of non compliance of the U.S. Statutes requiring one hundred Dollars to be expended on each claim 
annually. Witness G.H. Weller, A.R. Gerber. Filed for record 28Mar82 and recorded 29Mar82 N.B. Laughlin Recorder. {Cerrillos Mining Records 

Book 5 p.109} 

1882January1 (loc); A.R. Gerber ¼, Robert Clark ¼, Geo Weller ¼, B.B. Pears ¼; Future Great Lode, <reloc of Highland Mary (loc 4Apr79), on SE side of Ruelana Mtn, in 
LCMD; 300’ N15°47’W to N end center = 222’SE from working shaft of Great Western, 450’ S15°47’E, 50’ S7°27’E, width 150’ea side; survey 2Jan82 J.L. Hayward; 
witness J.M. Mitchell Jr, recorded 1February1882 [Locations & Mining Deeds F#15410 p.50] 

1882January1 (reloc); Locators Robert Clark ¼, A.R. Gerber ¼, Geo Weller ¼, J.M. Mitchell Jr ¼; Grand Prize Lode, 1444’, 900’N18°E Thence 544’ 

S25°05’W to the S end center (which is 292’ NEly from the shaft of the Little Anna Mining Claim) with a width of 150’ on ea side, in LCMD, on the S 

side of the Ruelona Mtn. This is a relocation of the Maryville lode which was loc 25Feb80. The owners having failed to comply with the requirements 
of the United States laws. Attest B.B. Pears. Surveyed 3Jan82 by J.L. Hayward. Filed for record 14Jan82 and recorded same day N.B. Laughlin 

Recorder E.F. Nisbet Dept. {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 5 p.74} 

1882January1 (reloc); Locators A.R. Gerber ¼, Robert Clark ¼, Geo Weller ¼, B.B. Pears ¼; Future Great Lode, 1500’, 300’N14°47’W to the N end 

center which is 222’ SEly from the working shaft of the Great Western Mining claims. Thence running 450’ S15°47’E, Thence 750 S7°27’E from the 
center stake to the S end center stake with a width of 150’ on ea side, in LCMD, on the SE side of Ruelana Mtn. This is a relocation of the Highland 

Mary which was loc 4Apr79 The owners having failed to comply with the requirements of the United States laws. Attest J.M. Mitchell Jr. Surveyed 

2Jan82 by J.L. Hayward. Filed for record 14Jan82 and recorded same day N.B. Laughlin Recorder E.F. Nisbet Dept. {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 
5 p.75} 

1882January3 (loc); Robert Clark 1/3, Ben B. Pears 1/3, J.M. Mitchell Jr 1/3; Division Lode, 1500’ linear, in LCMD, 400N & 1100’S, with 150’ on ea 

Side. Bounded On the W and adjoining the Future Great Lode, and on the SE and adjoining the Great Western Mine, and on the SE foot of Ruelena 

Mtn.. Attest Jacob L. Hayward. Filed for record 28Mar82 and recorded 29Mar82 N.B. Laughlin Recorder. {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 5 p.109} 

1882July9; Robert Clark, of Carbonateville, came in from the mines yesterday and stopped at the Exchange Hotel. [SFDNM]   
1882July21; Robert Clark, of Carbonateville, came in from the mines yesterday and stopped at the Exchange hotel. [SFDNM] 

1882July10 (loc); Robert Clark 1/5, A.R. Gerber 1/5, J.M. Mitchell Jr 1/5, George Weller 1/5, Fiske & Warren 1/5; Grand Prize lode, on S side Rueleña Mtn, bounded SW by 
Little Annie, NE by Little Lillie, in LCMD; 765’NE 679’SW 150’ea side; recorded 11October1882 [Locations & Mining Deeds F#15410 p.269] 

1882August2; Mining Deed; Robert Clark, A.R. Gerber sell for $500 to William C. Rogers, Jordan B. Cottle of Carbonateville undiv 2/5 int Grand Prize Lode, on S side of 
Rueleña Mtn, W of Great Western claim, in LCMD; presence Wm B. Guthrie, certify 10Aug82 Dennis Cofflin Justice of the Peace, recorded 11October1882 [Locations 
& Mining Deeds F#15410 p.269] 

-  as witness or attestor  - 
1881June27; Carbonateville NM; Charles M. Purdin sells for $360 to Frank Bailey One House (as store) situated in Carbonateville known as OMaro Building now occupied 

by Frank Bailey and used as a saloon; witness Robt Clark, recorded 2July1881 [Locations & Mining Deeds E#15409 p.385] 
1881June27; Charles M. Purdin sells for $360.00 to Frank Bailey; one House or Store, Situate in Carbonateville New Mexico known as the OMara 

building now occupied by Frank Bailey and used as a Saloon. Witness Robt Clark. Filed for record 27Jun81 and Recorded same day N.B. Laughlin 
Recorder {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 4 p.89} 

1882June1 PoL; Robert Clark, A.R. Gerber swear before Jordan B. Cottle NP that at least $100 worth of work expended upon each of the following:; 

Cofflin Lode Loc 15Nov79, ca 3/4mi S from Turquois Mtn and ca 800’ W from the “Old Mina Del Tiro” Mine; 45 Lode, loc 20Jun79, ca 2000’ NW 
from the Turquois Mtn and S of the pole pick lode. For 1882. Filed and recorded 1Jun82 N.B. Laughlin Recorder E.F. Nisbet Dept. {Cerrillos Mining 

Records Book 5 p.141} 

1882December23 POL; Robt Clark, O.J. Smith swear before Jordan B. Cottle NP that at least $100 worth of labor has been performed upon Little Joe 

Claim, in LCMD, for 1882. Such expenditure was made by M. Nester and Leslie Warner of Nashville TN, owners of said claim. Filed for record 

30Dec82 and recorded the same day Arthur A. Cruttenden Recorder. {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 6 p.76} 

1883January15; Mining Deed; John McDonald sells for $625 to H.U. Jones Bonanza No.1, Maid of the Morning, Kitty Marournein, Golden Hill lode mining claims, all in 
LCMD; attest Robt Clark, J.R. Maddux, certify 16Jan83 Arthur A. Cruttenden (NP), recorded 18January1883 [Locations & Mining Deeds F#15410 p.325] 

1883January31; POL for 1882; Wm Ward swears before Arthur A. Cruttenden Notary Public at least $100 labor Independence Lode, expenditure by J.E. Ward, T.B. Ward 
(owners), in LCMD;  attest W.J. Evans, Robt Clark, recorded 8February1883 [Locations & Mining Deeds F#15410 p. 350] 

1883January31 POL; Wm Ward swears before Arthur A. Cruttenden NP that at least $100 worth of Labor has been performed upon Independence Lode, 
in LCMD, for 1882, such expenditure was made by J.C. Evans, J.E. Ward, T.B. Ward, owners of said claim. Attest W.J. Evans, Robt Clark. Filed for 

record 1Feb83 and duly recorded the same day Arthur A. Cruttenden Recorder {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 6 p.108} 

1883February21 POL; M.A. Parmaly, Robt Clark swear before Arthur A. Cruttenden NP that at least $250 worth of labor has been performed upon 
Tegcuco Lode, in LCMD, for 1882. such expenditure was made by S.B. Evans and others owners of said claim. Filed for record 22Feb83 and duly 

recorded the same day Arthur A. Cruttenden Recorder. {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 6 p.136} 

 

Robert G. Clarke    - of San Pedro & Denver 
1892September12; Mr. Robert Clark, the new manager of the Lincoln-Lucky, is on the ground from Denver and it is likely ore will be hauling from the 

mines for shipment again in a very short time. [SFDNM] 

1892September19; Robert Clarke, manager for the Lincoln-Lucky company, Peter Townsend, R.S. Greer and J.B. Castle, employes of the Lincoln-Lucky 
company, had a jury trial before Squire Kendall, at Cerrillos, on Saturday afternoon, on the charge of “malicious mischief,” in that they burned sulphur, 

manure, etc., in the Lincoln-Lucky workings for the purpose of smoking out the miners at work on the Anaconda claim. They were fined $1 each and 

costs. Chas A. Spiess represented the complaining witness and C.F. Easley the defendants. …To-day, at Albuquerque, Judge Lee granted a temporary 
injunction in favor of the Lincoln-Lucky company against A.M. Hendry, J.P. O’Brien et al, of the Anaconda mine, restraining them from interfering 

with the workings of the Lincoln-Lucky-Lee Mining company. [SFDNM] 

1892September24; Says the Albuquerque Citizen: G.W. Middleton and Supt. Clark, of the Lincoln-Lucky & Lee Mining company of Denver, Colo., 
operating mines at San Pedro, drove over from Santa Fe to Cerrillos yesterday afternoon and arrived here this morning to consult with their company’s 

attorney relative to notice of application renewal of injunction against the above company which was given on the part of A. M. Hendry and others of 
the Anaconda company, and which is set for hearing before Judge McFie, at Las Cruces, on Tuesday next, September 27. [SFDNM] 

1892October10; …at the Lincoln-Lucky camp, where some fifty men are now employed, the Cerrillos Rustler says: Manager Clark, of the Lincoln-Lucky 

and Lee, was in from San Pedro Tuesday. He feels well over the Las Cruces decision, stating that he considers it a fair one, and in connection with the 
mine’s condition states that he has taken out three hundred tons of ore in eight days, and has fully that much more in sight. At present the company is 

shipping an average of a car load a day, but this will be increased as soon as teams can be procured to haul the ore. [SFDNM] 



1895December4; R.G. Clarke, formerly superintendent of the Lincoln-Lucky and Lee group of mines, at San Pedro, has again taken full charge of the same 

group, and has now a force of men overhauling the bellers and machinery. Mr Clarke will have the assessment work done on all the claims the company 
owns, and will have everything around the shaft house ready to commence hoisting ore. [SFDNM] 

1895December30: Mr. R.G. Clarke, of the Lincoln-Lucky mines, is up from San Pedro. – At the Palace: Robert G. Clarke, San Pedro… [SFDNM] 

1896January18; Golden, Santa Fe county, Jan.16… Mr. Robert G. Clarke, superintendent of the Lincoln-Lucky-Lee mine, also shipped two cars of ore to 
Pueblo from this promising property, and recent action on the part of Denver parties interested and those of the superintendent, lead this community to 

believe that it is the intention of the owners of these mines to resume work in the near future. [SFDNM] 

1896April14; …territorial district court… Valentine Schick vs. Robert G. Clark. Assumpsit. Dismissed at cost of plaintiff. [SFDNM] 
1896June2; At the Palace: Robert G. Clarke, H.L. Deming, Greeley W. Whitford, Denver; E.H. Hudson, Antonito; J.P. McNulty, Turquesa; C.M. Shannon, 

Arizona... [SFDNM] 

1896June8; At the Palace: Y.O.S. Beck, M.?.V. Benson, W.L. Miller, A.C. Heltzell, Robert G. Clarke, L.M. Cuthbert, Denver… [SFDNM] 
 

Rodney G. Clarke    - of Deming 
1897March8; At the Claire: R.G. Clark, Deming… [SFDNM] 
1897October14; Mr. R.G. Clarke has retired from the management of the Deming Headlight. [SFDNM] 

 
Roy Clarke    - of RicoCO 
1898September8; At the Bon-Ton: Roy Clarke, Rico… [SFNM] 

 
Dr. S. C. Clark  (b.OkaloosaKS 15Dec1873)    - of Madrid & San Pedro 
Samuel P. Clark, b.OakaloosaKS 15Dec1873 [Historical Register of Membership (Cerrillos Lodge #19)] 
1890January20; Cerrillos Lodge No.19. Cerrillos, was chartered January 20, 1890. Masters-Austin L. Kendall, Richard Green, Earl A. Turner, William E. Dame, J.W. Sullivan. 

Wardens-Richard Green, W.E. Dame, W.H. Kennedy, Earl A. Turner, Austin L. Kendall, S.C. Clark. [History of NM, its resources & people, vol.1, George B. Anderson 
1907] 

1905; S.C. Clark of Madrid listed as Noble of Ballut Abyad Temple 
1908November21:Dr. S.C. Clark, local physician for the Santa Fe Gold & Copper Co. at San Pedro, and a party of friends have returned from a 10 days' hunt in 

the Jemez Mountains. It was very cold and they found but little game. Indeed had they not taken meat and other provisions with them they would have 
starved. [SFNM 100yrs] 

1909July3; Lodge#19 S.F. Kinney, acting JW; S.C. Clarke, Tyler; application Isidor Lazard, Alfred Porter Towne – estate of late Bro. Thos F. Madden – bills paid to Thos F. 
Jones 8.30; Wm Strasser 17.46; A. de Lallo 2.50; Jno Buck 5.00 [Book#2 Cerrillos Records] 

1913June14; Lodge#19 ref S. Spitz of #1, S.C. Clarke, E.R. Paul of #1, W.H. Brown of #1, R.V. Winchester of #6, Norman R. Slaughter – NPD@#2 W.J. Marshall, James 
Kerr, Wm Smith; NPD@#1 Robert M. Foree [Book#2 Cerrillos Records] 

 

S. W. Clark    - Recorder of the General Land Office;  StaFe 
1883August9 : MS 222, Patent# 8070, original claimant: Abe Spiegelberg et al, Norma T14N R7E Sec1 2.5acres; T14N R8E Sec6 2.5acres; T15N R7E Sec36 2.5acres; 

T15N R8E Sec31 13.16acres = 20.66acres Patented Mining Claims Santa Fe County 1962 --- > General Land Office No.8070 Mineral Certificate No.11 for claim of 
Abraham Spiegelberg, Solomon Spiegelberg, Lehman Spiegelberg, William S. Spiegelberg, upon the Norma Lode, Mining Claim paid for 31July1882; 300’ to Cañon de 
Aravichi, in GMD; signed Chester A. Arthur President of USA by W.H. Crook Secretary, SW Clark Recorder of the General Land Office, rec vol.97 p.221-24, recorded 
5September1883 [Locations & Mining Deeds F#15410 p.450] 

1883August? : MS 223, Patent# 8069, original claimant: Abe Spiegelberg et al, Bourbon T14N R7E Sec1 1.0acres; T14N R8E Sec6 17.66acres; T15N R8E Sec31 2.0acres 
= 20.66acres Patented Mining Claims Santa Fe County 1962 --- > General Land Office No.8069 Mineral Certificate No.10 for claim of Abraham Spiegelberg, Solomon 
Spiegelberg, Lehman Spiegelberg, William S. Spiegelberg, upon the Bourbon Lode, Mining Claim paid for 31July1882; 534’ to Cañon de Archivichi, in GMD; signed 
Chester A. Arthur President of USA by W.H. Cooks Secretary, SW Clark Recorder of the General Land Office, rec vol.97 p.217-20, recorded 6September1883 [Locations 
& Mining Deeds F#15410 p.454] 

 
Sam Clark    - StaFe & Black Range 
1882July14; A large surveying outfit left yesterday for the south. The party is known as “Stone’s party,” and numbers among its members several Santa Fe 

boys, among others Sam Clark and Robert McLean. They will operate in the Black Range. [SFDNM] 
1882August3; A member of the Stone and Libby surveying party, who came in yesterday, says that J.K. Schofield, formerly of Santa Fe, killed a bear the 

other day, and that “Sam the baby” (Clark), also of this city, had the distinguished honor of helping to haul bruin into camp, where there was feasting for 

several days. He also says that “Sam, the baby” is working well for a man of his size… [SFDNM] 

 
Samuel Clark    - of NYC & StaFe 
1897May21; New Corporations. Articles of incorporation of the Northwest Company of New Mexico have been placed on file in Secretary Miller’s office. 

The incorporators are: Thomas L. Harris, John W. Lovell, Samuel Clark, Robt M. Hart and James H. Freeman of New York City; Kanaye Nagasawa of 

Santa Rosa, Cal., Lorion Miller, Charles F. Easley and John L Zimmermann of Santa Fe, N.M. The business of the company will consist of colonizing, 
mining, investment, development, and construction of railroads, electric plants, and water systems. Captial stock, $20,000,000; principal place of 

business, Santa Fe. N.M., New York City, State of Sinaloa, Mexico, Yokohama, Japan, and such other places as may be deemed proper by the board of 

directors. A meeting of the New Mexico members of the company was held in this city and an organization effected under the laws of the territory. 
[SFDNM] 

 
Sidney W. Clark    - Raton 
1901May22; The Barela Coal and Coke Company of Raton today filed incorporation papers in the office of the territorial secretary. The incorporators are: 

Archibald C. Majors, James F. Lobdell, Sidney W. Clark of Raton; and J.W. Simpson of Brunswick, Mo. The headquarters of the company are at Raton. 
Captial $1,000,000. The incorporators are also the directors with the addition of Albert Linabury. [SFNM] 

 
Stanton Clarke   - DetroitMI, Bromide m.d. 
1902February3; The Wayne-Arriba Mining Company, capitalized at $1,250,000, composed of Dr. Geo A. Kirker, president, Adelbert R. Lee, vice 

president, Stanton Clarke, secretary and treasury; Chas Howard, Chas L. Clark, Al Diemmel, Thos M. Lucking, all of Detroit, Mich., and Albert Royal 



of Pueblo, Colo., filed articles of incorporation with Territorial Secretary J.W. Raynolds on Saturday. The company which is made up of Michigan 

capitalists, is organized for the purpose of operating mining property in the Bromide district about 14 miles from Tres Piedras, where they have four 
claims, two of which are now well under development. [SFNM] 

1902February3; Thomas M. Lucking, receiver of taxes of the city of Detroit; Stanton Clarke, an attorney of the same city, and Andrew Royal, Jr., of 

Pueblo, Colo., who have been for a week in the Bromide district in Rio Arriba county inspecting mineral claims of the Wayne-Arriba Mining Company, 
left this morning for their respective homes. They are well satisfied with the mineral outlook of the Bromide camp and expect to pay New Mexico 

another visit in June. [SFNM] 

1902February4; Incorporations. Wayne-Arriba Mining Company, capital stock $1,250,000, divided into 1,250,000 shares of $100 each[!]. Incorporators, 
Adlebert R. Lee, Charles L. Clarge, Alois A. Deimel, Geo A. Kirker, Andrew Royal, Jr., Stanton Clark, Thomas M. Lucking. Principal place of 

business, Tres Piedras, Taos county. Incorporators named as board of directors. Andrew Royal, Jr., representative at Tres Piedras. [SFNM] 

 
T. A. Clark    - of La Belle 
1898May31; Taos County. Mr. and Mrs. T.A. Clark have opened up the Log Cabin hotel on Puls street, La Belle. [SFNM] 

 
T. J. Clark    - of Monero 
1898February8; At the Bon-Ton: Steven Easton, H.W. Easton, Abiquiu; T.J. Clark, Monero; George McMurray, Cerrillos… [SFNM]   

 
T. Lee Clark   <d.1905>    - of PittsburgPA, StaFe Central RR 
1900July31; Sierra County. Senator W.H. Andrews, of Pittsburg, is entertaining T. Lee Clark and A.H. Trimble, of Pennsylvania, at his mining camp in 

Sierra county. Mr. Clark is cashier of the Enterprise National bank and Mr. Trimble is a well-known business man of Pittsburg. They came to New 

Mexico to spend several weeks and to inspect Senator Andrews’ recently discovered El Oro mine. [SFNM] 
1901October8; The Pennsylvania Development Company of New Jersey, today filed incorporation papers at the office of Territorial Secretary J.W. 

Reynolds, the incorporators and directors being W.H. Andrews, Arthur Kennedy, Francis J. Torrance and T. Lee Clark of Pittsburg, Pennsylvania, and 

Kenneth K. McLaren of Jersey City, N.J. The headquarters of the company are at 15 Exchange Place, Jersey City. The capital of the company is 
$10,000 divided into 100 shares. Charles W. Dudrow, with headquarters at Santa Fe, is appointed the New Mexico agent. The capital is merely 

nominal to avoid the payment of large incorporation fees. [SFNM] 

1905November5; May Ask For Receiver For Santa Fe Central – Railroad Has Little Time in Which to Repay Enterprise Loans. Examiner Mattern 
Removed. Pittsburg. Nov.4 – Receiver John B. Cunningham of the wrecked Enterprise National Bank will ask for a receiver for the Santa Fé Central 

Railroad unless money can be raised within a very short time to pay off the loans made with the Enterprise. This course was decided upon to-day by 

the Government officials in charge of the investigation of the institution, and the railroad company will have less than a week in which to pay the 
obligation. ¶ Just what amount of obligations of the railroad company the bank holds has not been made public, but it is a large amount. A statement 

has been given to Walter Lyon, counsel for the railroad, and it is understood that every effort has been made during the past week to raise the amount 

of money required to pay off the indebtedness. ¶ “Bull” Andrews, Senator Arthur Kennedy, Frank Torrance, and the late T. Lee Clark were back of the 
Santa Fé Central, and the failure of the Santa Fé system to take over the Santa Fé Central precipitated the suicide of Clark and the closing of the bank. 

Kennedy is not in New York, it is said, trying to sell the road. ¶ Judge F.F. Oldham, legal representative of Controller Ridgley, announced to-day that 

the bank shortage would be much in excess of $1,500,000, and possibly might reach $2,000,000. “We are finding new liabilities every day,” said Mr. 
Oldham. [NYTimes] 

1901October30; Coal declaratory statements: October 24, Margaret C. Trimble, Della T. Clark, Mayme Hetzer, George S. Ralston, T. Lee Clark, Edward P. 

McMillan, Lawrence E. Wible, E.D. Whitman, Fred L. Roberts, Thomas W. Harvey, A.H. Trimble, H. Glenn Semple, William C. Carothers, Blanche 

Hetzer, William A.M. Braman, W.R. Murphy, Suzanne S. Beatty, W.C. Hogan, John A. Willson, James Kent. William Wylie, E.M. Crandall, Charles 

Menzener, G.B. Dunkle, of Pittsburg, Pa., Frederick C. Perkins, H.F. Conkling, James E. Haines, Levi A. Hughes of Santa Fe, each a quarter section of 
coal land in southern Santa Fe county. [SFNM] 

 
Thomas Clark    - Grant co. 
1895April9; Mr. S.S. Brannin, of Grant county, will in a few days resign as member of the county board. Among those who are spoken of as his successor, 

to be appointed by the governor, are Messrs. J.N. Upton, Zack Redding, S.R. Biddle and Thos Clark. [SFDNM] 

 
Thomas G. Clark    - of RicoCO 
1894January5; Evans Lewis, Cripple Creek; W.H. Kennedy and P. McCarthy, Creede; Thos Clark, of Rico, mining men from southern Colorado, arrived in 

the city last night over the narrow gauge. [SFDNM] 

1894April9; H.C. Davis and John Netherton, of Silverton, and Thomas Clark, of Rico, Colo., outfitted with burros and left for Cochiti this morning. 

[SFDNM] 
1894April9; At the Bon Ton hotel; Thos Clarke, Rico, H. Black, T.W. Cordon, Bonanza City; H.C. Davis, J.N. Neitherton, Silverton; James N. Dean, 

George Atkins, City; E.M. Kelly, Crown Point. [SFDNM] 

1900July19; At the Bon-Ton: J.F. Rogers, Thos Elliott, Buckman; Frank Howard, Rio Arriba; Thomas G. Clark, Rico, Colo.; J. C. de Baca, Las Vegas; 
Tomas Gurule, Canoncito… [SFNM] 

 
V. V. Clark    - wife is Laura May;  of Bland 
1900February8; Cochiti District. The Bland Milling Company elected the following directors at its annual meeting: F. Milton Johnson, R.R. Ripley, V.V. 

Clark, D.G. Peck and E.C. Chesebro. [SFNM] 
1900March19; Bland. At the mill twenty-four tons of assorted ore are now being treated daily by the Palatin-Clerici process, and a force of three expert 

metallurgists is engaged under the supervision of V.V. Clark, the accomplished superintendent of the mine, in making an exhaustive series of tests to 

establish the best combination of methods to be adopted in the large new mill to be erected by the Navajo company. [SFNM] 
1900March21; Bland. All eyes here are at present centered on the Navajo Mining Company’s big tunnel in the Star mine, the electric tram road and the new 

350-ton mill. This gigantic enterprise is being pushed with all possible speed... The tunnel work is swinging along at a lively pace, and will reach the 

400-foot mark this week. To hurry matters forward, the night shift has been asked by Superintendent Clark to put in four hours overtime daily, working 
from 6 p.m. to 7 a.m., so that now there isn’t a moment of the day or night that is now utilized. [SFNM] 



1900March22; The Star mill scraped its plates and went through a general cleaning up yesterday. Two gold bricks containing a small fortune go out to 

Boston by today’s express. The mill is now to be utilized for a few days in making leaching tests, some wo them to be conducted along lines original 
with Superintendent Clark. [SFNM] 

1900March26; “Bland is dead.” But no man with sense enough to seek shelter in a hail storm can come here and see the grat ore bodies and talk with such 

men as F. Milton Johnson, V.V. Clark, George Buck, S.W. Young, Thomas Flynn, A.B. Conrad, T.H. Jenks, Geo C. Smith, William Bletcher, T.J. 
Wilson, Robert Douthitt, and men of that stamp, without reaching the conclusion that enduring itches serve as the foundation for this camp’s present and 

future. And the quietude of the camp just now is a good thing rather than otherwise… [SFNM] 

1900June11; (Mining and Scientific Press.) In Pino canon the Lone Star, or Navajo, mine occupies the northern slope of the mountain… The Cochiti Gold 
Mining Company, the Navajo Gold Mining Company and the Bland Milling Company, while each operates under a separate organization are all under 

the same general management. Hence, the electric power for the proposed Navajo mill and other equipment will be furnished by the Cochiti power plant 

described above. The Bland mill has ten stamps and cyanide process. The Cochiti Reduction and Improvement Company, under the management of 
W.C. Wynkoop, has just completed a pan amalgamation and cyanide mill at Woodbury, at the mouth of Colla canon. …Mr. Johnson is manager at the 

Albemarle, V.V. Clark at the Navajo, O.P. Posey is general manager of the Cochiti, Navajo and Bland companies. The Cochiti & Northwestern Railway 

Company, organized by Maj. J.H. Purdy, has projected a railway line from Thornton to Bland, though actual work of grading for it has not begun. 
[SFNM] 

1900June20; Mr. and Mrs. V.V. Clark, of Bland, are visitors in the historic capital and will attend the commencement exercise of Loretto academy 

tomorrow evening. Mr. Clark was formerly superintendent of the Lone Star mine in the Cochiti mining district and deservedly ranks high in mining 
circles. Mrs. Clark, nee Laura May, graduated with honor at Loretto academy two or three years ago. [SFNM] 

1900June23; Mr. and Mrs. V.V. Clark, who came to Santa Fe for the purpose of attending the annual commencement exercises of Loretto academy, where 

Mrs. Clark graduated with the first honors two or three years ago, returned to their home in the Cochiti metropolis on the stage this morning. Mr. Clark 

is one of the most trustworthy and capable young mining men of New Mexico and is likely soon to be given the management of one of the finest groups 

of mines in the golden Cochiti. [SFNM] 

1900July30; Bland Happenings. V.V. Clark, late superintendent of the Star mine, has gone on a business trip to Kansas City. [SFNM] 
1900August13; The Cochiti Mines. …V.V. Clark is again on deck at the Albemarle mill of the Cochiti Gold Mining Company, having assumed charge of 

the cyanide department on Friday last, succeeding E.E. McNab. This is a position filled by Mr. Clark prior to his superintendency of the Star mine and 

mill, and one he is eminently qualified to fill, for no man is more familiar than he with the best methods of treating the ores of the Cochiti district. …Mr. 
Clark has declined the flattering offer of a professorship in Leland Stanford university in order to stay with the camp. [SFNM] 

 
Sen. W. A. Clark    - Gallup 
Clarkville, McKinley co, 5mi NW of Gallup; PO 1898-1908. an important lignite coal mining camp, operated by the Clark Coal Co, and named for the property’s owner, coal 

magnate W.A. Clark, who also was a US Senator. In 1905 Clarkville had 400 people and was said to be a pretty little town, where liquor sales were forbidden, but by 
1907 it had only 200 residents, and was soon abandoned. [The Place Names of NM, R.Julyan] 

1898May30; Development is being rapidly pushed on the W.A. Clark mine at Gallup. A great amount of surface improvement is also going on. [SFNM] 

1898November22; …now the town has 54 houses and 250 inhabitants, one of the buildings being a 3-story brick. The town was named after W.A. Clark, 

the big Montana miner who has heavy interests in the Arizona copper mines, and now is doing so much to bring out the coal interests of western 
Bernalillo county. [SFNM] 

1899August31; Bernalillo County. Senator Clark and his agent, W.L. Bretherton, have bought large tracts of railroad and government land near Gallup. 

[SFNM] 
1899September1; The coal fields of Bernalillo county that have been developed are all situated in the vicinity of Gallup. …The W.A. Clark mine, owned 

and operated by Senator W.A. Clark, of Montana, employs ninety men, and is located five miles from Gallup. The property consists of 1,280 acres of 

coal land, which carries several seams of coal, only one being worked at present. The W.A. Clark mine is one of the best equipped in the Gallup district. 
[SFNM] 

1899November23; The employes of the W.A. Clark mines have subscribed liberally to a library fund. Daily and weekly papers and magazines have been 

subscribed for, and the library is one of the best public libraries in the territory. ¶ Gallup is supplied with seventeen saloons within the town limits, five 
saloons at mines, one wholesale beer house and two drug stores, which in case of necessity furnish stimulants. In contrast, Clarkville has no saloon with 

in a mile of the town. [SFNM] 

1900January2; Gallup. The coal mines of Senator W.A. Clark, near Gallup, are running night and day with a force of 356 miners to supply the demands of 
the smelter at Jerome and other interests of Clark in Arizona and southern California. [SFNM] 

1900March21; Butte, Mont., March 21. – The mining suit between the rival copper kings, Marcus Daly and United States Senator Clark, is on trial in the 

United States court. …will mean a great many million dollars to the company securing a favorable decision. [SFNM] 
1902January3; Equipment for the San Pedro, Los Angeles and Salt Lake railroad being built by Senator Clark, is passing Lamy daily. Yesterday a train of 

fourteen box cars loaded with steel rails passed Lamy, being the third train of that kind this week. [SFNM] 

 
W. B. Clark    - Wallace 
1882January14; Quite an important case was tried yesterday before U.S. commissioner Ellison. It was a case in which the defendant was charged with the 

crime of selling liequor to Indians, which is a very serious offense, punishable by confinement in the penitentiary. The accused is a Mrs. John Ryan, who 

keeps a small place at Wallace, and the evidence against her was given by a man named W.B. Clark. The latter gave the information that he had seen her 

sell a bottle of whisky to an Indian, and marshal John Sherman went down Thursday evening and arrested her. They arrived here yesterday morning, and 
the trial commenced in the forenoon. Clark swore that he was in Mrs. Ryan’s place and saw her sell the liquor to the Indian, and take thae money for it. 

When the Indian went out he followed him and took a drink out of the bottle, and thus assured himself it was whisky. Upon the strength of this evidence 

Mrs. Ryan was sent on to court and admitted to bail. Her cause appears to be a bad one and good bondsmen were required. [SFDNM] 

 
W. P. Clarke    - of Denver 
1898October10; W.P. Clarke, a Denver mining man, returned north this morning over the narrow gauge after several months sojourn in this part of the 

country, looking after his mining properties. [SFNM] 

 
Walter Clarke    - New Placers, Silver Buttes m.d. 
1880February15(loc); S.F. King, Walter Clark, locators, (no name) Bonanza Gulch ½ mi W Delgaddo mine, 1300’W 200’E 300’ea side [b.B p.391] 



1880February23(loc); S.?. Kings, Walter Clark, Dan Kooyle, G.L. Halaway Luckey 1/2mi SW big cofer mine, 100’W 1400’E 150’ea side; witness H.L. 

Shoemaker, Henry Yates [b.B p.391] 
1880May20(disc&loc); S.H. King, Dan Koogle, G.L. Holloway, Walt Clark, locators Pleasant View Mine W side Tuerto Mtns, ca 3/4mi NW Lucky Mine, 

N of road leading from Golden to the Old Copper Mine, bounded 200’E of N to a tree, 1300’W 300’ea side, SBMD, rec 16Feb81 [b.E. p.169] 

1881June27; indenture; Daniel Koogle sells for $2000 to Waller Clarke all int Luck Mine SBMD, rec 3Dec81 [b.D p.747] 
1881June20; Deed; S.H. King of Golden sells for $5000 to Walter Clarke int in Lucky Mine SBMD, Pleasant View Mine SBMD, Georgie Mine SBMD ca 

100yds from the San Pedro Store, Maggie Mine SBMD ca 1.25mi SE Golden, rec 11Aug81 [b.E p.486] 

 
Walter Clarke    - Abbey m.d.   
1914; Walter Clarke, locator of Compromise; Abbey m.d. [Socorro co. Courthouse Rec. b.75 p.383] 

 
William Clark    - of New Zealand 
1882October20; Frank Passmore and Wm Clark and son of New Zealand, registered last night at the Palace hotel, having arrived by the train from the east. 

[SFDNM]   

 
William Clark    - of RouseCO 
1894May14; Wm Clark and Ray Bich, of Rouse, Colo., are outfitting here to-day and will go to-morrow for a prospecting tour of the Cochiti mountains. 

[SFDNM] 

 
William Clarke    - Cerrillos 

1897April14; At the Bon-Ton: William Clarke, Tomas Miers, Cerrillos... [SFDNM] 

 
William C. Clarke   NP of Cook co.IL 
1899November14; <first sworn) [Sena vs. ATC testimony> deed of W.R. Alling and Howard Carter, to The American Turquoise Company, a corporation organized under the 

laws of the State of New Jersey, dated June 6th, 1892, acknowledged before Will C. Clarke, notary public of the county of Cook, State of Illinois, on the 14th day of 
November, 1899, and before Cornealis A. Lighton, notary public for the city and county of New York, November 20th, 1899, filed for record in the office of the probate 
clerk and ex-officio recorder of Santa Fe county, on the 15th day of December, 1899, duly recorded in Book K, record of mining deeds at pages 337, and following; 
conveying and quit-claiming all the property, real and personal and mixed, conveyed to them by J.H. Sutherlin, master and commissioner, in chancery, by deed dated 
June 11th, 1897, recorded on the same day in Book K, record of mining deeds, at pages 67, and following – revenue stamps cancelled. [McNulty papers (P.McCraw) 
misc.] 

 
William J. Clark    - of AZ & Monte VistaCO 
1894May17; Messrs. Wm J. Clark and N. Paulsen, Arizona miners, went to Espanola this morning with one of Lowitzki’s teams. Thence they will go to the 

Chama placer fields. [SFDNM] 

1899September21; At the Claire: J.W. Fleming, John L. Burnside, James E. Harvey, Silver City; W.J. Clark Monte Vista, Colo.; J.K. Blair, Silver City; H. 

Claussen, Bland… [SFNM] 
1899September22; W.J. Clark, a banker and merchant of Monte Vista, Colo., who was for several days in this city, left yesterday afternoon for 

Albuquerque. He will return to Santa Fe tomorrow evening. – At the Claire: W.J. Clark Monte Vista, Colo… [SFNM] 

________________________________________________________________ 

 * Clarkson * 
G. B. Clarkson    - El Paso 
1894May3; Wm M. Harper and G.B. Clarkson, of El Paso, are in Santa Fe and intend starting for Cochiti to-morrow. [SFDNM] 

1894May4; At the Bon Ton Hotel; Jose D. Madrid, Glorieta; G.B. Clarkson, El Paso. [SFDNM] 

 
R. S. Clarkson    - of CO 
1894April20; The Santa Fe and Cochiti stage is now leaving this city daily for the new gold camps. The stage that went out this morning carried James 

Ringrose, of Cripple Creek, and George Anson and R.S. Clarkson, two old time Colorado miners. [SFDNM] 

 
William H. Clarkson  - witness -    - commissioner for NM @ NY 

1880April2; Dated. Quitclaim Deed. George William Ballou and Marguerite C. Ballou his wife of Boston, for $3,000,333, convey to San Pedro and Cañon del Agua Co. one 
undivided one third of the Canon del Agua… Sig Geo W. Ballou, Margarite C. Ballou. Wit. M.E. Burnop, Wm H. Clarkson<Com for NM @ NY]. b.J Deeds p.211 
[BHenderson Abstract of Title No.2 30Sep1983] 

1884April4; Dated. Quit Claim Deed. Jerome B. Chaffee, of Denver and Stephen B. Elkins of StaFe for $10 to NMMC… the land hereby conveyed and intended to be 
conveyed being the rest residue and remainder of said Ortiz Mine Grant left after the conveyance of that part of the same made by deed executed by the parties of the 
first part on the fourth day of April A.D. 1884, to the Cerrillos Coal and Iron Company containing 15,026.06 acres more or less. Sig. S.B. Elkins, J.B. Chaffee. Wit. 
H.Ebert, William H. Clarkson, David Mitchell<com.for NM in CO], Wm B. Harrison. SBE ackn before Charles Edgar Mills, com.for NM in NY 117 BroadwayNYC. b.N 
Deeds p.36. [BHenderson Abstract of Title No.1 30Sep1983] 

1880May22; Dated. Deed. Hampton B. Denman and Mary B. Denman, his wife, of WashDC, for $1.00, sell to San Pedro and Cañon del Agua Co. of CT, one undivided 
twelfth of the canon del Agua Grant of land… Sig Hampton B. Denman, Mary B. Denman. Wit. Wm H. Clarkson<Com for NM @ NY], Herman Suling for HBD; J.F. 
Vandemurk, John B. Aughin Jr for MBD. b.K Deeds p.116. [BHenderson Abstract of Title No.2 30Sep1983] 

1885February26; Deed. Geo. William Ballou (NYC) and George W. Morse (Newton MA) TO The San Pedro Company of NY. b.O p.449. Consideration: 
$2,000,000. 26Apr1884, said Charles W. Pierce and Lewis Downing Junior, Trustees aforesaid, and R.M. Pulsifer, Johathan A. Lane and W.A. Haskell, a 
Committee of the holders of said bonds… the parties hereto of the first part were constituted a committee or Trustees to purchase the said mortgaged 
premises at any sale thereof… Ackn. GWB before William H. Clarkson, Com for NM in NY; GWM before Chas Hall Adams, Com for NM in MA. [Sup.Abstract 
No.2153 7Aug1937, per BHenderson] 

1885February26; Dated. Filed 17Feb1887. Deed. Geo William Ballou of NYC and George W. Morse of Newton MA, for $2M, to The San Pedro Co. of NY… 26Apr1884 said 
Charles W. Pierce and Lewis Downing Junior, Trustees aforesaid, and R.M. Prilsefer, Jonathan A. Lane and W.A. Haskell, a Committee of the holders of said bonds… 
entered into an agreement to hasten the reorganization of the said Company… full power and authority were conferred upon said parties of the first part by the holders of 



a large number of said bonds to make the said purchase and carry into effect the provisions of said plan of reorganization… said Mortgaged premises were sold, and by 
deed dated 27Oct1884… Sig. Geo Wm Ballou, Geo W. Morse. Wit. William H. Clarkson<Com for NM in NY], Phillip G. Bartlett for GWB; Stephen W. Trowbridge, Chas 
Hall Adams<Coms for NM in MA] for GWM. b.O Deeds p.449. [BHenderson Abstract of Title No.2 30Sep1983] 

________________________________________________________________ 

 
Howard Clash    - HalifaxCAN 
1897February2; Mr. Howard Clash, of Halifax, Nova Scotia, and Mr. S.G. Burn, of New York City, prominent mining men, are in the city looking after 

business interests. [SFDNM] 

 
A. B. Class    - StaFe  <see also Andrew Klass] 
1897October16; Cerrillos. Mr. A.B. Class, night operator for the Santa Fe at this place, will leave for the Sunflower state Sunday night for a few weeks’ 

vacation. [SFDNM] 

 
Claunes see Claemes 

 

William M. Claury    - Ortiz Mine grant 
1882May1(loc); William M. Claury, John Patterson, A.J. Morrison Maida lode 200’Nly 1300’Sly 300’ea side, bounded N by Good Shepherd, about 1mi SE 

of Ortiz mine, Old Placiers, rec 24Jun82 [b.F p.194] 

- witness - 
1883December15; Mining Deed; P.S. McCarty sells for $1 to Tho A. Maddux of Carbonateville Holy Terror, located on ground of Elhel Lodes on John Pratt patented land, in 

CMD; attest William M. Claury, F.H. Mitchell, certify 15Dec83 D.D. Harkness Justice of the Peace, recorded 7January1884 [Locations & Mining Deeds F#15410 p.584] 

 
Dr. Alvin R. Clauser    - of Madrid 

There was a doctor’s office and hospital in Madrid. Among the doctors were Dr. Brown, Dr. Churchill, and Dr. Clauser. There was an operating room and an ambulance for 
cases that could not be handled in Madrid. Employees paid a fee each month that covered them for most medial problems. [Jo Cook & Pinky Werner, Life In Madrid NM, 
2006] 

1930s; Dr. Churchill at Madrid was replaced by Dr. Clauser, who later went to Abq, and was replaced by Dr. Kysor, who joined military and died at Pearl Harbor. [per 
BHenderson 2010] 

1932December8; The dead: Bony Gabaldon, 37. Augustine Padilla, 38. Angel Ortiz, 34. Guadalupe Morales, 23. Pablo Escarino, 32. Julien Ynostraza, 34. Manuel Cabera, 
24. Telesfor Macias, 30. Damacio Perez, 44. Julien Garcia, 45. Juan Acosta, 40. Francisco Torejo, 25. Batzar Oaxaca, 40. Eusebio Ramos, 21. All were married men 
with the exception of Ramos. ¶ At the hospital the bodies were laid out in rows and each miner’s identification tag placed upon him. Then widows and children ranging 
from youths attending high school in Cerrillos or Santa Fe to little tots who had been kept in the Madrid grade school all day as teachers tried to soften news of the 
tragedy, received the final fateful news as some relative turned back the dirty blanket and verified the identification tag placed upon it. ¶ Six men were brought in from the 
mine in the forenoon suffering from shock and suffocation from the smoke and dust. They were treated at the hospital by Dr. A.R. Causer and returned to their home. ¶ 
These men were Jimmy Taylor, Rosalio Liseano, Guadalupe Saldivar, Rafael Juarez, Andrew Samiripa and his son, Pete. ¶ The cause of the explosion has not been 
determined by Warren Bracewell, state mine inspector, who rushed to the mine from Albuquerque, entered it shortly before noon and assisted Superintendent Oscar 
Huber in the rescue work. ¶ The explosion came before some of the miners reached their positions. The dead were found, many with their lunch pails in their hands. 
Others had not yet even taken off their coats to begin work. [AbqJournal] 

1933February10; Death Certificate; Lonjino Padilla. Residence Cienega, N.M.; length of residence in county 1mo.;  male -white - If married, widowed  or divorced, widow; 
husband of (or) wife of  Matina Armijo; Date of birth Don’t know. Age about 87. Trade, profession, or particular kind of work done Farmer  Industry or business in which 
work was done  Last fall  Birthplace ( city or town) La Cienega N.M. Father name Paula. Padilla Santa Fe NM;  Mothers maiden name Matina Silvia Birthplace Santa FC 
NM. Informant Tony Pena Madrid N.M.  Burial Cremation or removal Place Cerrillos, NM. Feb. 12 1933.  Undertaker none Filed by Catherina Tappero 1Mar33   Date of 
death Feb. 10-1933.  I hereby certify that I attended deceased from Jan. 8 1933 till Feb. 10, 1933  Bronchoid pneumonia, Arterial Rheumatism, signed by a A./G. R. 
Clauser or Clausen?  Madrid NM. [per Lillian Padilla Stock] 

1940January1; Madrid News; Dr. and Mrs. B.B. Kysor and Mr. Buck Valentine motored to Santa Fe Saturday evening for dinner and attended the Lensic to celebrate Dr. 
Kysor’s birthday. ¶ Mr. and Mrs. Joe Hustler and son David spent Christmas with friends in Cerrillos. ¶ Mrs. Lulu Armijo, Miss Julia Knight, Mr. and Mrs. Harley Gooch, 
of Santa Fe and Mr. and Mrs. George Armijo Jr., and daughter Madalene of Washington, D.C., visited Mr. and Mrs. C.E. Gibbs and family Tuesday. ¶ Mr. and Mrs. 
Russell Barbicovi of Morley visited friends here Sunday and to see the lights. ¶ Mr. and Mrs. Angelo Galassini and Mr. and Mrs. Mel Yando of Bernalillo visited friends 
here Sunday evening. ¶ Mr. and Mrs. Orin Pulliam were shopping in Albuquerque Saturday evening. ¶ Mr. and Mrs. Travis Coburn spent Christmas with relatives in 
Albuquerque. ¶ Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Huber entertained the following guests at dinner Christmas evening: Dr. and Mrs. A.R. Clauser and son Jerry, Mrs. M. Hammond of 
Belen, Mr. and Mrs. Douglas Collister and son Douglas of Albuquerque and Mary Frances and Joe Huber. ¶ Dr. and Mrs. B.B. Kysor and Mr. Buck Valentine motored 
to Santa Fe Christmas. ¶ Misses Dee and Mary Riccon and Lucy and Mary Aranda visited Miss Louetta Collier Sunday. ¶ Pep Stowers, a student at St. Michaels 
school in Santa Fe is home visiting his parents, Mr. and Mrs. H.E. Stowers during the holidays. ¶ Mr. Duncan Duncan visited at the Huber home Christmas afternoon. ¶ 
Mr. and Mrs. J.W. Collier entertained the following guests at.. [SFNM] 

1940May1; Mr. and Mrs. Wynn Hickan, Mr. Sidney Johnson and Margie Collier motored to Santa Fe Saturday, where Margie was awarded a prize of five dollars for her essay 
on kindness to animals. Others who accompanied her to Seth Hall were Mrs. B.B. Kysor, Mrs. Marye Garcia, Bobby Jo Baker, Audrey Lovins, David Lee Webster, 
Bernabe Lovato, Sybil Margaret Henderson, Helen Gibbs, Betty and Billy Bowles and Josie Comiskey. ¶ Mr. and Mrs. Johnnie Garcia and J.D. Branch attended the 
picture show in Santa Fe Sunday evening. ¶ Dr. and Mrs. A.R. Clauser, son Jerry and Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Rossiter and daughter of Albuquerque, spent Sunday at the 
Huber home. ¶ Mr. and Mrs. Howard La Mondi of Tonque spent the week end with Mr. and Mrs. Victor Perl. ¶ Mrs. O.V. Muir, Clifford and Marilou of Albuquerque visited 
Mr. Muir Sunday. ¶ Mrs. Amy Collier, Mrs. J.W. Collier, daughter, Louetta, and Frank Reck motored to Albuquerque Sunday. Louetta remained in Albuquerque to resume 
her studies at Har-.. ¶ ..Santa Fe Monday. Pep remained in Santa Fe to resume his studies at St. Michael’s college. ¶ Duncan Duncan of Las Vegas was a week-end 
visitor at the Huber home. ¶ H.L. Taylor was a business visitor in Santa Fe Saturday. ¶ Charlie Perl, who has been visiting his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Victor Perl and 
family, has returned to Albuquerque. ¶ Jim Reck and Chad Lemon attended the ball game in Albuquerque Sunday evening. ¶ Mr. and Mrs. Walter Lovins, and children, 
Alma, Audrey and Freddie, and Louise Ramelot, motored to Albuquerque Sunday afternoon. ¶ Mr. and Mrs. Douglas Collister and son of Albuquerque, spent the week 
end at the Huber home. ¶ Mr. Oscar Huber entertained about one hundred guests at a picnic Sunday in honor of Duncan Duncan, of Las Vegas. [SFNM] 

1942July16; Dr. and Mrs. A.R. Clauser were entertained the past fortnight as Dr. Clauser prepared to leave for service as captain in the Medical Corps at Turner Field, Ga. 
He left Wednesday and will be joined in a few weeks by Mrs. Clauser and their six-year-old son, Jerry. ¶ Oscar Huber, mine superintendent at Madrid, and Mrs. Huber 
entertained dinner guests Tuesday night for the Clausers. Dr. Clauser was for six years a company physician before coming here as district health officer two years ago. 
¶ In the party also were E.W. Barr, formerly of Madrid, who is leaving soon for Army service; H.L. Taylor, mine official; Mrs. J.D. Collister, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. 



Huber; Mr. Collister, Mr. and Mrs. William Rossiter, and Mrs. Jean Prager. ¶ The Clausers have been tendered informal entertainment at breakfast and dinner, hosts 
being Mr. and Mrs. Collister, Dr. and Mrs. R.J. Bartolucci, Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Swyter, Mr. and Mrs. R.L. Wilson and Mr. and Mrs. J. David Lewis. Dr. and Mrs. Clauser 
were hosts to the health department personnel last week at their residence, 801 North Bryn Mawr. [AbqJournal] 

During World War II the use of natural gas for heating had a profoundly devastating effect on Madrid. Many of the Madrid men went to war, including Joe Huber and Dr. Alvin 
Clauser. Los Alamos Labs became the largest buyer of Madrid coal to the detriment of other customers. [Jo Cook & Pinky Werner, Life In Madrid NM, 2006] 

1949; Huber Auto Dealership, Vehicle Contract, Clauser, A.P. [A&CCC Records, Zimmerman Lib] 
ca1952 Besides their children and grandchildren who will assist Saturday are Dr. A.R. Clauser, for many years a doctor at Madrid, and Mrs. Clauser... [news item reproduced 

in Life In Madrid NM, 2006] 
1962October31; Owner of Ghost Town, Oscar Huber, 77, Dies Funeral services will be held at 2.:30 p.m. tomorrow at Strong-Thorne Chapel for Oscar Huber, president of 

the Cerrillos Coal Co. and owner of the ghost town of Madrid who died unexpectedly at his home here late yesterday of a heart attack. He was 77. ¶ …Mr. Huber had 
lived here since 1952 at 900 Ridgecrest SE in what has sometimes been described as “the fairy house” because of its elaborate ornamentation, yard fixtures and 
Christmas lighting decorations. The home is a replica of one he had built earlier in Madrid, a coal mining town on New Mexico 10 about 45 miles northeast of 
Albuquerque. ¶ Brooklyn Born Born in Brooklyn, N.Y., of Swiss parentage, Huber was reared in Kansas City and came to New Mexico at the age of 25 in 1910 for his 
health. ¶ Huber obtained employment as a stenographer for George Kaseman, who owned a network of mining companies. In 1920 Mr. Kaseman sent Huber to Madrid 
to settle a mining dispute, and he remained there as supervisor and eventually as owner after Kaseman’s death in 1938 in a Hobbs Oil well explosion. ¶ Huber organized 
the Madrid Employees Club, a civic organization in the mining town which became famous for its Christmas lighting decorations, baseball teams, Easter egg hunts and 
various activities. ¶ Madrid, which once had a peak population of about 2,000 gradually declined to “ghost town” status following World War II. ¶ Huber was injured in an 
auto accident in August, 1961 and was unable to set up all his usual Christmas decorations last year. ¶ Shrine Member He was a member of the First Presbyterian 
Church, the Masonic Lodge in Kansas City, York Rite Bodies, Ballut Abyad Temple of Shrine and the Albuquerque Country Club. ¶ Surviving are his widow; a son, Joe 
Huber; two daughters, Mrs. Kathryn Collister and Mrs. Mary Duncan, of Albuquerque, and five grandchildren. ¶ Serving as pallbearers at the services tomorrow will be 
J.F. Husler, J.L. Henderson, A.K. Montgomery, Dr. A.R. Clauser, Virgil McKnight and C.E. Gibbs. [The Albuquerque Tribune, reproduced in Life In Madrid NM, 2006] 

________________________________________________________________ 

 * Claussen * Clausen *    - see also Clossen 

Aaron Clauson    - E-town, Tres Piedras 
1895August30; The late discoveries made a short time ago about six miles west of Elizabethtown have been attracting no little attention in the past two or 

three weeks. Messrs. Schumann, Clauson and Foster located the Gold Belle in the fore part of July and began operations. …The town and camp will be 

known as Hematite. – La Belle Cresset. [SFDNM] 

1896May29; The Hematite Tunnel, Mining & Milling Company has filed articles with the territorial secretary reciting the following particulars: 
Incorporators, Alva L. Hobbs, Fred Brueggemann, Mathias B. Stockton, Aaron Clausen, Thomas B. Thompson, William F. Deguer and Charles M. 

Bayne, all of Raton; objects, developing mines and extracting the metals from ores; capital stock, $500,000; life, five years; directors, same as 

incorporators; principal place of business, Raton. [SFDNM] 
1896September4; The Hematite Tunnel, Mining & Milling company is now organized for business, with the following recently elected officers: President, 

E. Fulgham; vice-president, T.B. Thompson; secretary, C.W. Sinock; treasurer, Dan Troy. Directors, George Cox, Dan Troy, W.F. Degner, T.B. 

Thompson, F. Brueggemann. Manager, A. Clauson. [SFDNM] 
1901September6; A. Clauson of Tres Piedras, a mining man, is in Santa Fe on business. – Palace: A. Clauson, Tres Piedras… [SFNM] 

 
Charles S. Clausen    - of NY & StaFe 
1893May1; Chas S. Clausen, son of a New York brewer, is in the city for his wife’s health and will remain all summer. Mr. Clausen has become identified 

with the new management of the Santa Fe brewery and will have charge of the local sales department thereof. [SFDNM] 

 
Herman C /W. Claussen    - of Palace Hotel, StaFe & Bland 
1890March19; Herman Claussen has returned to Santa Fe after an absence of four years in Mexico, and has tanken a position with the Fischer Brewing 

company. [SFDNM] 

1890November28; …marriage of Miss Julia M. Fischer and Mr. H.W. Claussen …in Santa Fe …Mr. C.F.A. Fischer, the bride’s father …toasts were given by Prof. A.F. 
Bandelier, Mr Franz, Dr. Symington, Mr. Schumann, Mr. G.D. Koch and Mr. C.F.A. Fischer. [The Cerrillos Rustler Vol.III No.20] 

1892March21; …after the announcement of the death of C.F.A. Fischer, which occurred at 5 o’clock yesterday morning after a week’s illness. 

…pneumonia… residence here of nearly twenty years… His early life was spent at Fort Wayne, where he was identified with the now great wholesale 
drug house of Meyer Bros. He was the firm’s book keeper and general manager for years… …the German National bank. Unfortunately, speculation in 

mines in Colorado and New Mexcio caused him heavy pecuniary losses there, and he retired from the bank and came to Santa Fe, engaging as book 

keeper for Spiegelberg Bros. …Fischer Brewing company… but last summer he branched out and put in an expensive artificial ice manufactory which 
failed to pay its way in competing with the natural product and caused losses which involved the Brewing company resulting in an assignment some 

four months ago. …his children being Mrs. Frank Hunter, of Velasco, Texas, Mrs. H.C. Clausen, of Albuquerque, and Adolph J. Fischer, of this city.  

[SFDNM] 
1894April9; The management of the Palace hotel, the leading business in the territory, has passed to the hands of Mr. Herman Claussen, late of 

Albuquerque… Col. V.S. Shelby retiring because of his waning health. [SFDNM] 

1895January28; The Palace Hotel, Santa Fe, N.M. The Only First Class Hotel In The City. Renovated Throughout. terms, from $3.00 to $4.00 per Day. 
Special Rates to Persons or Parties by the Week or Month. Herman Claussen, Prop. [ad in SFDNM] 

1895March29; The Palace Hotel, Santa Fe, N.M. The Only First Class Hotel In The City. Renovated Throughout. terms from $3.00 to $4.00 per Day. 

Special Rates to Persons or Parties by the Week or Month. Herman Claussen, Prop. [ad in SFDNM] 
1895May4; New Corporations. Rio Grande Electric Power & Irrigation Co., Incorporators, A.H. Handian, St. Louis, Mo. T.W. Murray, East St. Louis, Levi 

Ellis, New York, and J.H. Purdy and H. Claussen, Santa Fe; principal place of business, Santa Fe, N.M.; objects, acquiring lands, water rights, irrigation, 

colonization, disposing of water privileges for manufacturing and other purposes and establishing townsites etc. The beginning point of a canal or ditch 
is designated at White Rock Canon which is five miles above Canada de Cochiti. [SFDNM] 

1895May4; New Corporations. Santa Fe & Cochiti Railway Co., Incorporators, A.H. Handian, jr., T.W. Murray, Levi Ellis, J.H. Purdy, H. Claussen, capital 

stock, $250,000; objects, construction of railroad, telegraph and telephone lines; route, beginning at Santa Fe and following Santa Fe river to Agua Fria, 
and thence in the most practicable route to Rio Grande ???? via Allerton to Bland. [SFDNM] 

1895June8; Mrs. Herman Claussen who has been visiting in Albuquerque for three weeks returns home next week. [SFDNM] 

1895June12; Mr. Herman Claussen, proprietor of the Palace hotel and treasurer of the Santa Fe & Cochiti Railroad and the Rio Grande Electric Power 
companies, left for Albuquerque last night on a business trip of two or three days. [SFDNM] 



1895June17; The Palace hotel is doing a rattling fine business these days. In the absence of Manager Claussen, who has been in Albuquerque some days, 

Mr. A.M. Dettelbach keeps the ball rolling in hospitable shape. The Palace was never so well conducted as at present. [SFDNM] 
1895June27; Palace Hotel. Herman Claussen, Prop. The Palace Hotel is not only the pride of Santa Fe, but of the territory as well. The Palace was built by a 

stock company at a cost of $50,000, and was completed in 1882. …The Palace is a three story building with a front of 100 feet and running back 200 

feet, and occupies an entire block. It is eligibly located one block from the main plaza and the business part of the city. The house has 100 guest rooms. 
…Mr. Herman Claussen, the proprietor, is well and favorably known as a hotel man of experience. [SFDNM] 

1896March11; Receiver S.B. Shelby this morning sold at auction the effects of Mr. Claussen at the Palace hotel. The piano went to John Dendall at $250; 

Mr. Staab paid $180 for two billiard tables and Chef Vaughn bid in the stoves. [SFDNM] 
1897August31; The Golden Cochiti. Herman Claussen and Tom Williams are working on a contract of the Julia, owned by the former gentleman, in Colla 

canon, and indications are very favorable… [SFDNM] 

1897September27; The Golden Cochiti. Herman Clausen, who has been working on a contact vein in the Julia, a valuable property in Colla canon 
belonging to A.J. Fischer, Thomas Williams and the gentleman mentioned, has fully opened up the valuable property, which possesses a strong, four-

foot lead of quartz. [SFDNM] 

1897September28; Bland Blossoms. Herman Clausen was over from Colla canon during the week and reports that a body of ore has been opened up in the 
Julia that will pan way up in gold. [SFDNM] 

1897October11; Cochiti News Nuggets. Work on the Julia in Colla canyon progresses well and the lead which has been opened up there shows indications 

of becoming valuable to a high degree. Messrs. Claussen and Williams have made several improvement s on the property… [SFDNM] 
1898February19; Golden Cochiti Notes. Herman Claussen, of Santa Fe, continues development work on the Julia mine in Colla canon and seems very 

much elated with the showing of good-looking ore he is daily uncovering. [SFNM] 

1898March21; H. Clausen is sinking the shaft on the Julia in Colla canon. [SFNM] 

1899September21; At the Claire: J.W. Fleming, John L. Burnside, James E. Harvey, Silver City; W.J. Clark Monte Vista, Colo.; J.K. Blair, Silver City; H. 

Claussen, Bland… [SFNM] 

1899October4; At the Claire: H. Claussen and wife, George Marsh, Bland… [SFNM] 
1900August27; Max Knodt has retired from the San Jose Meat Market and Fred Muller & Co. are now the owners thereof with Herman Claussen in charge 

of the books. [SFNM] 

 
Judge Thompson H. Claussen    - Cochiti m.d. 
1896May18; Judge Thompson H. Claussen and J.H. Purdy and son left by team to-day for a trip to the Cochiti region. They will be absent a week or more. 

[SFDNM] 

________________________________________________________________ 

 * Clay * 
Henry P. Clay  (b.MS May1863)    - of Cienega 
1900June26-28_census: Henry P. Clay, miner, single, born 5-63 MS [MS MS], resident Sienega, renting 

 
L. Clay    - Kingston m.d. 
1895May15; Frank Masterson is hauling ore from the Bonanza Hill, and L. Clay is hauling ore from the Calamity. Kingston district. [SFDNM] 

 
T. F. Clay    - of Las Vegas 
1892February26; The following corporations have filed charters at the office of the territorial secretary. The P????age Mining Company Incorporators. F.F. 

Olney, J.H. Overhuls, A.D. Higgins, T.F. Clay, C.H. Spor?ester, F.A. Blake, A. Wiel, M.A. Otero, T.W. Hayward, Lafayette Emmet, Geo W. Hartman, 

John Shank; capital stock $100,000. Principal office at Las Vegas. Organized to operate mines, develop water, etc., at San Pedro and elsewhere. 

[SFDNM] 
1894January30; T.F. Clay, the clever and alert city marshal of Las Vegas, is visiting the city. – T.F. Clay, Las Vegas, at the Claire. [SFDNM] 

1897April6; Mayor Olney of Las Vegas, on Saturday evening removed City Marshal Clay from office, on account of that officer’s political bias. [SFDNM] 

1897October8; Mr. T.F. Clay of Las Vegas, attended to business matters in the city today. [SFDNM] 

________________________________________________________________ 

 
Arthur A. Claybrook    - of Stanley 
1914January7; In February 1913, W.H. Claybrook of St. Vrain, N.M., wrote the land office that his brother, Arthur A. Claybrook, who filed on a homestead in Stanley, N.M., 

had been found dead in the railroad yards at Bakersfield, Calif., and that the heirs wished to prove up and obtain title to the homestead. Proof was submitted and patent 
issued by the government to the heirs of the deceased entryman in October. Now the heirs write the land office that the entryman has been located alive in Wisoya, 
Calif., and want to know what to do with the patent. [SFNM 100yrs] 

________________________________________________________________ 

 * Clayton * 
Andrew James Clayton  (b.TX 1883>    - mulatto; wife is Annie Clayton (b.LA 1884>;  Alamogordo, Abq  
1910May9 census, Alamogordo city, South Maryland Avenue, enumerator H.H. Kellogg; Andrew Clayton, Mu, 27y-o, m1, 2yrs, b.TX [TX TX], langEnglish, Barber, working on 

own account, out of work 0 wks in 1909, can read & write, owns home; Annie Clayton, wife, Mu, 26y-o, 1child1living, b.LA [AL LA], no occupation, can read & write; Mary 
G. Clayton, dau, Mu, 1 4/12y-o, b.NM [TX LA] 

home on Garfield Avenue on Dec. 3, 1910, to Anna Williams and Andrew James Clayton  She [Exerlona Bramlett][Henry Bramlett was buffalo soldier] also has vivid 

recollections of her own family’s New Mexico history. “My father came from Melissa, Texas, to Alamogordo to work the gold mines before I was born,” she 
says. “Then he moved to Albuquerque and worked as a barber at the Marin Hotel. [her gfather> John Collins was a charter member of the Mount Olive Baptist 
Church that was built in 1898 to serve Albuquerque’s growing African American community. [SFNM 5Feb08] 

1920January8&9 census, Albuquerque, 613 E. Garfield S. High, enumerator George A. Scutt; Andrew Clayton, home owned free, Black, 37 y-o, married, read&writeOK, 
b.TX [TX TX], EnglishOK, Barber Shop, working on own account; Anna Clayton, wife, Black, 36 y-o, read&writeOK, b.LA [LA LA], EnglishOK, occupation none; Mary 
Clayton, dau, Black, 10 y-o, in school, read&writeOK, b.NM [TX LA], EnglishOK, occupation none; Exerlono Clayton, dau, Black, 9 y-o, in school, b.NM [TX LA]; Mildred 
Clayton, dau, Black, 7 y-o, in school, b.NM [TX LA]; Arcelle Clayton, dau, Black, 4 y-o, b.NM; Andrew Clayton, son, Black, 2 y-o, b.NM; Louise Clayton, dau, Black, 5/12 
y-o, b.NM 

 



Dorato Clayton    - Ortiz Mine grant 
1881October1; James Clayton, Dorato Clayto, locators Annie Placer Mining claim loc 9Jul81, placer 40ac, in arroyo vieho, ca 1mi NE of Old Placers town, 

bounded N by Eurek Placer Claim, S by City of Buffalo Placer Claim, E by little Giant Placer claim, W by Boys Placer claim, rec 3Oct81 [b.D p.511] 

 
James Clayton    - Ortiz Mine grant 
1881October1; James Clayton, Dorato Clayto, locators Annie Placer Mining claim loc 9Jul81, placer 40ac, in arroyo vieho, ca 1mi NE of Old Placers town, 

bounded N by Eurek Placer Claim, S by City of Buffalo Placer Claim, E by little Giant Placer claim, W by Boys Placer claim, rec 3Oct81 [b.D p.511] 

 
L. P. Clayton    - Amizett 
1893December2; At the Bon Ton hotel; Chas C. Pettis, L.P. Clayton, J.J. Benton, Amizett. [SFDNM] 

 
Rev. William D. Clayton    - of Cerrillos 
1892-1894; Wm D. Clayton is eighth pastor of Cerrillos ME Church [Church Register of the Cerrillos ME Church] 
1892August23; Marriage – Harvey S. Lutz & Victoria Jones, by Rev Wm D. Clayton [Church Register of the Cerrillos ME Church] 
1892October4; [officers of Masonic Grand Lodge] Rev. W.D. Clayton, of Cerrillos, grand chaplain. George L. Wyllys, of Cerrillos, grand senior steward. 

[SFDNM] 

1893January7; Marriage – William S. Norton & Myrtia Edith Morgridge, by Rev Wm D. Clayton [Church Register of the Cerrillos ME Church] 
1893June20; Rev. W.D. Clayton, of Cerrillos, a very clever gentleman, is in the city to-day. This is his first visit in seven years.  [SFDNM] 

1893August20; Marriage – Charles Lyon & Maggie C. Raney, by Rev Wm D. Clayton [Church Register of the Cerrillos ME Church] 
1893September3; Marriage – Wm A. Griswold & Ida M. Reed, by Rev Wm D. Clayton [Church Register of the Cerrillos ME Church] 
1893December9; Marriage – John H. Sterling & Della May Pardee, by Rev Wm D. Clayton [Church Register of the Cerrillos ME Church] 
1893December24; Marriage – Horton I. Dagne & Girtie Hendricks, by Rev Wm D. Clayton [Church Register of the Cerrillos ME Church] 
1894January10; Marriage – Timothy Shea & Jessie James, by Rev Wm D. Clayton [Church Register of the Cerrillos ME Church] 
1894February4; Baptisms – Beatrice Alice Weymouth, Nettie Elizabeth Weymouth, Alice Elizabeth Stone, by Rev Wm C. Clayton [Church Register of the Cerrillos ME 

Church] 
1894December9; Baptism – Ella Gertrude Jones for Jake & Presha, by Rev Wm D. Clayton [Church Register of the Cerrillos ME Church] 
1894December9; Baptisms – Ruth Stinson, Ethel Stinson for Ida; Harmon Eddie Ames, Ella May Ames for Emily; Ugene V. Jackson, Annie C. Jackson for Jas A. & May, by 

Rev Wm D. Clayton [Church Register of the Cerrillos ME Church] 
1895August8; Rev. T.L. Adams, of Cerrillos, Rev. William D. Clayton, of Albuquerque, and Rev. J.M. Angle, preacher in charge, will soon open an old 

fashioned Methodist camp meeting on Gila river, western Grant county. [SFDNM] 

n.d (betw.Sep96 & Mar97) Baptism – M. Francis Porterfield for J.C. Porterfield & Ida, by Rev W.D. Clayton [Church Register of the Cerrillos ME Church] 

________________________________________________________________ 

 

CLEAR LAKE MINING COMPANY    - Carlisle m.d. 
1901May15; Grant County Mines. The principal operation in the Carlisle district, Grant county, at present is that of the Clear Lake Mining company, of 

which A.W. Tennant, an experienced mining man, is in charge as manager. Their property was recently purchased from Hinkley & Horstman, and J.T. 

Harlan, the Santa Fe superintendent of bridge construction. [SFNM] 

 
Judge N. F. Cleary    - of PrescottAZ 
1880October5; When the gas works were first being spoken of, Messrs. N.F. Cleary and E.A. Fiske secretary of the company, took a walk about the 

business portion of the town and made an estimate of the number of burners which would b needed. [SFDNM] 

1893December19; Judge N.F. Cleary, of Prescott, A.T., representing California capital, has recently visited Dolores and inspected the Benton mine, now 
being developed by Thos. Wright. Judge Cleary now writes Mr. Wright on the result of assays from samples taken home with him and says: “I had the 

samples that I took from the Benton assayed, with the following results; No.1, brown ore, $50 gold, 9 1/2 oz. silver; No.2 sulphuretes, $130 gold, 2 1/2 

oz. silver; No.3 granite sulphides, $75 gold.” [SFDNM] 

 
R. H. Cleaver    - Bland  <see also Charles P. Clever 
1898May19; At the Bon-Ton: George W. Smith, R.H. Cleaver, R.C. Snow, George Thompson, S.C. Woods, Bland… [SFNM]  

________________________________________________________________ 

 * Cleland * Clelland * 
A. W. Cleland jr.    - of Abq, Magdalena m.d. 
1884July25; Messrs. Bibo Saint and Cleland of Albuquerque, seem to be having loads of trouble over the Acoma Indian grant transaction. There appears to 

be considerable feeling ove the affair and a wide diversity of opinions, each party protesting their entire right in the premises. [The Golden Retort. Vol.V 

No.2] 

1890September5; Albuquerque Directory. J.C. Baldridge, Lumber and building material; Sammis & Stamm, Wholesale groceries, vegetables and fruits; J.D. Torlina, Carpets, 
shoes and hats; Frank & Eakin, Wholesale Liquors and Cigars; F.W. Heyn, Furniture, Queensware and Lamp Goods; A.J. Maloy, Groceries, provisions vegetables and 
fruits; Lowenthal & Meyer, Wholesale Liquors and Cigars; Solon E. Rose & Bro., Hardware, Machinery and pumps; A.M. Coddington, Wholesale commission merchant; 
A.W. Cleland, Wholesale and retail groceries, fruits, vegetables; Westlake & Lewis, Mint sample and club rooms. [ad in The Cerrillos Rustler Vol.III No.8]  

as of 1903June30; List of mining claims in NM which have been officially surveyed… By Surveyor-General Morgan O. Llewellyn. A.W. Cleland, jr., 

Imperial, Magdalena MD, 18.19ac. [Report of the Governor of New Mexico to the Secretary of the Interior 1903, p.356] 

 
C. G. Clelland    - Red River 
1899July19; Taos County. C.G. Clelland cut into the edge of the Tom Thumb lead at Red River at a depth of 75 feet. [SFNM] 

________________________________________________________________ 

 * Clemens * Clements * Clement * 
Alexander Clements    - Cerrillos 



1894October8; At the Bon Ton hotel; D.J. Jones, H. Montoya, J.E. Elkins, W.H. Coleman, jr., Ed Hale, H. Pardee, Alex Clements, Pat Garrigan, Charles 

Zinsser, Charles Closson, Lafayette Jones, James Coleman, Daniel Dougherty, Lorenzo Lobato, Mike Brannon, D.C. Williams, John McCarty, L.H. 
Underwood, Lorenzo Martinez, Cerrillos. [SFDNM] 

1898July5; At the Exchange: Kittie Green, Laura Wadley, Roy Green, Otis Kelly, Alexander Clements, J. Muralter and wife, Cerrillos… [SFNM]   

 

F. B. Clements    - Cerrillos 
1894December19; F.B. Clements and wife and G.M. Robertson, of Cerrillos, are at the Exchange. [SFDNM] 

 

F. F. Clemens    - Creede 

1894February26; W.C. Johnson and H.W. Gilchrist, of Silverton, Colo.; F.F. Clemens and J.A. Disbon, of Creede, Colo.; F.A Howard, Tres Piedras; F.G. 

Lyon and W.A. Belmont, Amizett, are in the city inquiring about the Cochiti mines. [SFDNM] 

 
H. Clemens    - Madrid 

1897December29; At the Palace: F.L. Kinney, H. Clemens, Madrid; J.C. Porterfield, Madrid... [SFDNM] 

 
J. R. Clements    - Madrid 

1895August12; At the Palace: J.R. Clements, Madrid... [SFDNM] 

 
J. S. Clement    - Bland 
1900July9; Cochiti. J.S? Clement and R.M. Welmer, prominent young business men of Fort Lavaca, Tex., are among the new arrivals in Bland. They will 

locate, and eventually expect to engage in the mercantile business. [SFNM] 

 
Press Clements    - San Cristobal, Cerrillos 

1894December20; At the Exchange; Press Clements, San Cristoval. [SFDNM] 

1895August13; At the Exchange: Press Clements, Cerrillos... [SFDNM] 

 
Richard Clemens    - Cerrillos & Madrid 

1893August28; Arrivals at the Claire: T. Smith, Richard Clemens, Cerrillos. [SFDNM] 

1894January22; At the Claire; T. Smith, R. Clemens, Cerrillos. [SFDNM] 

1894April23; At the Claire; F. Smith, R. Clemens, Cerrillos; A.T. Hathaway, Colorado; F. Simonson, Milwaukee. [SFDNM] 
1895October21; At the Palace: N.B. Cornwell, T. Smith, Richard Clements, Cerrillos... [SFDNM] 

1895October28; At the Palace: R. Clements, Madrid... [SFDNM] 

1896April6; At the Palace: T. Smith, Richard Clements, W.C. Rogers, Cerrillos... [SFDNM] 
1896April29; At the Palace: T. Smith, Richard Clemens, O.W. Alexander, Cerrillos... [SFDNM] 

1896September25; At the Palace; F. Smith, R. Clements, Cerrillos... [SFDNM] 

1897March15; At the Palace: T. Smith, R. Clements, Madrid... [SFDNM] 
1897April26; At the Palace: T. Smith, R. Clements, Madrid; M. O’Neil, Turquesa; A. McKinley, Madrid... [SFDNM] 

1897June7; R. Clements of Madrid, is registered at the Palace. [SFDNM] 

1897September8; At the Palace: R. Clemens, T. Downey, Madrid... [SFDNM] 
1897October25; Messrs. Richard Clemens, T. Smith, Fred H. Dooley, and J.C. Ottman of Madrid, spent Sunday in the city, registering at the Palace hotel. 

[SFDNM] 

1897October28; Dr. R. Clemens of Madrid, spent the day in the city, registering at the Palace hotel. – At the Palace: R. Clemens, Madrid… [SFDNM] 

 
T. B. Clements    - Cerrillos 

1895December23; At the Palace: T.B. Clements, Charles Zinsser, Cerrillos... [SFDNM] 

1896December16; At the Bon-Ton: T.B. Clements, George McMurray, Cerrillos... [SFDNM] 

 
William M. Clements    - Raton & Cochiti m.d. 
1896September4; The Iron Mountain Mining company is one of the substantial eompanies of New Mexico. It is officered as follows: President, John J. 

Pace; vice-president, T.J. Bourn; treasurer, Gnet Peterson; secretary, W.M. Clements. – Raton Range. [SFDNM] 

1897July23; Engineers T.J. Bourn, Peter Schmidt, Wm Clemens, John Duggan and Conductor Edward Moore left yesterday morning for a visit to the 

Cochiti mining camp where they are interested in the Iron King mine. [SFDNM] 

________________________________________________________________ 

 
Pat / Pete Clerico  (b.ITAL 1888>    - wife is Rosie Clerico (b.ITAL 1892>;  of Madrid 

1920January12_census: Madrid building 66; Pat Clerico, miner A&CCC, 32y-o, b.ITAL, immig.1907, wife, Rosie, 28, b.ITAL, immig.1907; dau, Annie, 7, b.NM, son, Lomince, 
6, b.NM. 

1924; Correspondence with individuals; Clerico, Pete [A&CCC Records, Zimmerman Lib] 

________________________________________________________________ 

 * Cleveland * 
Cleveland    - Porter & Cleveland;  Socorro co. 
1882January28; The Socorro Sun says that Porter & Cleveland are running a tunnel on the Metcalf group of mines, and have completed 400 feet. The same 

parties are down eighty feet on the “Blue Bell,” one of the finest native silver mines in the territory. [SFDNM] 

 
Edwin N. Cleveland    - of QuincyIL 
1880February17; indenture; R.R. Thornton of Las Vegas sells for $200 to Edwin N. Cleveland of Qunicy IL 1/8int Continental mining claim b.B p.202, 

1/8int Grubstake mining claim b.B. p.201, rec 2Mar; witness J.H. Oniel, A. Morrison [b.B p.261] 

________________________________________________________________ 



 

Charles P. Clever  (b.GER 23Feb1830  d.Tome 30May?8Jul1874)    - of StaFe  <see also R.H. Cleaver 

1848; immigrates to US 
1850; arrives in NM (born in Prussia [Koln 1827 per Remley], initially bartender at P.Deus’ saloon, partner of Sigmund Seligman, supported by Delegate Miguel A. Otero who, 

with Clever, was partial to South/slavery ) 
late 1850s; owner of The New Mexican; purchased from Dr. Charles Lieb; sold it by 1863 to William Manderfield 

Member of Santa Fe Literary Club 
1858-1861; Charles P. Cleaver appointed United States Marshal 
1858; ref Seligman & Clever store at SW corner Shelby & San Francisco Sts, SF [Tobias has 1854-61 partnership] 
1858March30; Charles P. Clever; 4th U.S. Marshal for New Mexico; to 1861 
1858January31, Kingsbury to Webb; “Since closing my letter I have rec.d on collection from Seligman & Cleaver the enclosed draft. viz. dated Santa Fe 

New Mexico, Jany. 30th 1858, on messrs. Sweeny Rittenhouse Fant & Co. Perm.a Aux Wash. City D.C. payable on or before the 10th day of march next 

for One Thousand dollars ($1,000.+) drawn by John S. Watts, payable to the order of Messrs. Seligman & Cleaver, by them endorsed to our order, 
which amt. is charged to your agent a/c. Please collect the same and apply proceeds on our present purchases.” [Trading in Santa Fe, 1996 p.79] 

1858March30 [July per Remley]; becomes US Marshal 
1859; The Committee of Finance for a celebration at the Exchange Hotel during MO Congressman John S. Phelps’ visit – Lt.John D. Wilkins, Felipe Delgado, Dr. Kavanaugh, 

C.P. Clever, Caspar Ortiz y Alarid, Clemente Ortiz, O.P. Hovey, Manuel Spiegelberg, David J. Miller, Frank R. Green. 
1860June30_census: C.P. Clever, U.S. Marshal & Mercha, 30y-o, born Prufsia, persEstate$30,000, resident Santa Fe City with S. Seligman (30, merchant, 

persEstate$30,000, born Hefse Darmstadt); Tomas A. Heireck (41, clerk, born Kentucky); ?onz ?eocrosous (24, clerk, persEstate$4,000, born Prufsia) 
1861; passes Bar 
1861-65; Charles P. Clever; NM Adjutant General [NM Blue Book 2003-04]. 
1861 Ter Supreme Court Case: Jesús María Varela vs Sigumund Seligman & Charles P. Clever  
1862-1866; Charles P. Cleaver appointed by Gov, confirmed by LegAssembly, NM Attorney General 
1862[1861 per Remley]-67; NM Territorial Attorney General 

1862 Ter Supreme Court Case: Sigmund Seligman & Charles P. Clever vs Juan José Montoya  
owner of the Weekly Gazette, the other SF newspaper 
1862; loyal to Union, Clever is Canby’s adjutant at Valverde 

1863August8; Albert C. Benedict posted the following notice on a tree in the Yavapai District: We, the undersigned, claim four thousand feet of this lode 

commencing at this tree upon which this notice is posted and running a southernly course along said lode for the distance aforesaid. Albert C. Benedict, 
Kirby Benedict, Kirby T. Benedict, Jr., Henry Carleton, Charles P. Clever, James Ellison, Merrill Ashurst, King S. Woolsey, John A. Clark, Peter 

Allison, Augustin W. Hunt, Joseph Cummings, Charles G. Parker, John C. McFerran, John H. Miner, James L. Johnson, George Lount, Gustave 

Ellsbury, and Jacob Omsbury. 
1864 NM Supreme Court lawyers: John S. Watts, G.D. Wheaton, Merrill Ashurst, R.H. Tompkins, C.P. Clever, J. Houghton [Weekly NMexican 13Feb] 

1865February3; Sofio Henkel indenture, sells to Charles P. Clever for $3,200 100% of Hanover copper mine in Doña Ana Co; worked by Henkel until CSA invasion. Witness 
Saml Ellison (clerk 1st Ind Dist Court NM), John H. Mink [Locations & Mining Deeds A#15405 p113]  

1865March4; Sofio Henkel indenture of Jan8,1866, sells to Charles P. Clever for $45,000 Hanover copper mine in Doña Ana Co; 8mi N of Santa Rita del Cobre, which 
Henkel worked “up to the invasion of NM by the Texan forces of the so called Confederate Army when the working thereof had to be suspended.” 38/100 owned by 
Jacob Amberg in Aug’65. witness C.B.Owsley. [Locations & Mining Deeds A#15405 p114]  

1865July28; Bernard Westerman resident of county of NY, state of NY; gold-bearing quartz claim in El Cañon de Apolonia, in the Cerro del Oso, ca1.5mi W of Real de los 
Dolores; bordered SW by Gabino Archuleta,Sofio Henkel,Charles P.Clever claim, NE by Zadock Staab claim (done by C.P.Clever, auth agent of 
B.Westerman)[Locations & Mining Deeds A#15405 p60]  

1865July28; gold-bearing quartz claim with Gabino Archuleta (resident Rio Ariba Co), Sofio Henkel, Charles P. Clever (co.not incorporated); in El Cañoncito del medio del 
Cerro de la mina in the Oso mountain, ca1.5mi W of Real de los Dolores; bordered SW by Henry O’Neill claim, NE by Bernard Westerman claim (done by Sofio Henkel 
for self & auth agent of G.Archuleta&CharlesP.Clever) [Locations & Mining Deeds A#15405 p61]  

1865July28; Henry O’Neill; gold-bearing quartz claim; in El Cañoncito del medio del cerro de la mina, in the Oso mountain, ca1.5mi W of Real de los Dolores; bordered SW 
by John Charles & Christian Horner claim, NE by G.Archuleta, Sofio Henkel, C.P.Clever claim (done by Sofio Henkel, auth agent of Henry O’Neill) [Locations & Mining 
Deeds A#15405 p63]  

1863June13; to Capt. William R[awle]. Shoemaker/ from Gen. James H. Carleton; Gen Clever & others opening mine at Las Cerrillos, 16 miles from Santa Fe. Need Arms. 
Arrott Ref; Ft.Union File; 1863 #3. Source; NA RG 98, Dept of NM Ltrs, v.13, p.540 [Arrott Fort Union Collection Vol.11 p.268] 

1864May4; to Capt Francis McCabe, 1 Cav, NM Vol/ to Cyrus H. DeForrest; Communications to Gov Connelly from CP Clever and Don Jose Serafin Ramires relative to 
Navajo Indians left in Tijeras Canon; Comd. Gen desires to be informed why Indians left on road without guard. Arrott Ref; Ft.Union File; 1864; #4. Source; NA, RG 98, 
Dept of NM Ltrs, v.14, p.452 [Arrott Fort Union Collection Vol.14 p.12] 

1865December30; Messrs. C.P. Clever and S.B. Elkins returned from Doña Ana last week. [SFWeeklyGazette] 

1866May7; John Dold, gold-bearing quartz claim situate in the “cañon de Apolonia” in the “cerro del oso”; 1.5mi W of Real de Dolores; NEboundary Zadock Staab claim, 
SWboundary G.Archuleta,Sofio Henkel, C.P.Clever claim; signed by Henry O’Neill as agent; witnesses Henry O’Neill, Sofio Henkel [Locations & Mining Deeds A#15405 
p104]  

1866May19; Expedition to the Gold Regions, New Mexico. An expedition will start from Santa Fe, New Mexico on or about the fifth day of July of the 

coming year for the placer gold region near the head waters of Gila in the south western part of the Territory. ¶ All the indications of the country and the 

observation of all who have passed through this region, cause the general belief that there is perhaps no gold field yet discovered richer in deposits of the 

precious metals. ¶ It is intended that there shall be enough miners and practical mineralogists in the expedition to thoroughly prospect this region and 
afford mutual protection. ¶ All who intend to join the expedition should come armed, mounted and with sustenance for at least ninety days. ¶ This will 

afford the most favorable opportunity yet presented to those who desire to visit this region, and assist in the development of the acknowledged extensive 
rich mineral country. ¶ Signed. Henry Connelly, Gov. N.M.; Robt B. Mitchell; W.F. M. Arny, Secretary Territory; John P. Slough, Chief Justice; Kirby 

Benedict, Late Chief Justice; J. Houghton, Associate Justice; John Pratt, U.S. Marshal; Theodore Wheaton, U.S. Dist. Attorney; C.P. Clever, Attorney 

General; John Greiner, Receiver & U.S. Depositary; Felipe Delgado, Superintendent Indian Affairs; Epifanio Vigil, Auditor Public Accounts; Simon 
Delgado, Territorial Treasurer. Santa Fé, New Mexico April 23, 1866. [SFWeeklyGazette] 

1866Dec – 1867Mar1; Gov Mitchell remains in the East promoting NM; Ter Secretary WFM Arny acts as gov & secty; upon return Mitchell, supported by 

his new atty general Charles P. Clever, attempts to void all legislation passed in his absence. 26Mar Congress validates the Arny legislation. Clever 
gains many enemies. 

1867March1; Elkins is replaced (after 3 weeks in office) by Charles Clever as NM Ter Atty General [TANM 21:267-268] 



1867-1867; Charles P. Cleaver appointed by Gov, confirmed by LegAssembly, NM Attorney General, second time 
1867-68; Charles P. Clever; NM Adjutant General [NM Blue Book 2003-04]. 
Elkins was Attorney General for only a short period in 1867 when the election was evidently contested. The offices of Delegate to Congress and Attorney 

General were the top offices on the ticket and you can see where the Delegate office that year was highly contested with Clever serving the first half of 
the term and Chaves the last half. (Elkins was a Radical Republican and the moderate Republicans were behind Clever.) Clever continued to support 

Carleton and his policies with regard to the Bosque Redondo reservation. Then too, I believe Elkins resigned to defend Rynerson. Not even Twitchell 

will provide you with who replace him at his resignation. [Elizabeth Rogers] 
1867-69; NM Delegate to US Congress (defeating J. Francisco Chavez), but Chavez ultimately prevails 

1867; NM delegates to Congress: John S. Watts 1861-1863; Francisco Perea 1863-1865 <1863contested by J.M. Gallegos); J. Francisco Chaves 1865-1871 
<1867contested by C.P. Clever); José Manuel Gallegos 1871-1873; Stephen B. Elkins 1873-1877; Trinidad Romero 1877-1879 [CFCoan 1925] 

1870July15_census; Charles P. Clever; lawyer, 40y-o, born Prussia, M&F foreign born, resident City of SF solo, next door to B&S Seligman 
1871February27; Adolph Guttman, Meyer Kayser, C.P. Clever, Simon Garcia, Manuel Valdez, Julius Friedman <formed the Nambe Coal Mining Co.), 

Miguel A. Otero, of Kit Carson CO, Nambe Coal mine [b.A p.292] 

1872; disbarment proceedings against Clever in Bernalillo Cnty dist court 
1872May11; The New Mexico Central Railroad Company. [SB886 as amended] That Gordon Granger, Joseph F. Bennett, Willi Spiegelberg, Alexander P. 

Sullivan, W.C. Rencher, William T. Strachan, Henry Lesinski, Henry Wetter, Singleton M. Ashenfelter, Abraham Staab, Lawrence G. Murphy, Simeon 

Hart, Nehemiah P. Bennett, Fred Myers, Charles P. Clever, Jose M. Gallegos, Nathaniel Pope, Tomas C.de Baca, Felipe Chaves, and Manuel A. Otero, a 
body politic and corporate, duly organized under the laws of the Territory of New Mexico, under the name and title of the New Mexico Central Railroad 

Company… [SFDNM] 

1873July5; On Thursday, just as the court adjourned for dinner, Mr. Clever was attacked by Mr. Bond, Clerk of the Court, who struck him in the face 

several times. Mr. Clever got hold of the Court Seal and was proceeding to do the thing legally, when officious parties at the peremptory order of the 

court, interfered and spoiled the fun. We understand that one of the parties has been put under bond to appear before the next Grand Jury to answer to a 

charge for assault. – Mining Life. [SFDNM]   
1874May30; Letters received here yesterday from the south brought the sad intelligence that Hon. C.P. Clever was lying very ill at Tomé, and was not 

expected to survive. [SFDNM]   

1874June4; The southern mail last evening brought intelligence of the death of Charles P. Clever at Tomé, Valencia county, on Saturday, May 30th, and his 
burial on the following Sunday. Mr. Clever came to New Mexico in the year 1849, almost directly from Germany, and had been engaged in almost every 

branch of business in the country – first, in merchandise, which he pursued with success for several years; second, the law, which continued to be his 

profession up to the time of his death. He held the position of United States Marshal for taking the census in 1860; subsequently those of Adjutant 
General and Attorney General, and represented New Mexico in the 40th Congress. He was about forty seven years of age. [SFDNM] 

1874August8; Lehman Spiegelberg has been appointed administrator upon the estate of the late C.P. Clever. [SFDNM]   

1876October5; Ft. Craig, Oct.5; Mr. S. Seligman died here yesterday, the 4th, at 8:20 p.m. Mr. Adolph Seligman, his brother, and Dr. John Symington of 
Santa Fe, his attending physician, leave here to-day. The body will be taken to Santa Fe for interment, and will start for there to-day. …The deceased 

came to this Territory in the year 1851 or ’52, as clerk for the Spiegelberg Brothers, and afterwards established himself as a Dagurreotype artist. In 

1856, he formed a co-partnershid with the late Hon. C.P. Clever, and started a mercantile house. In 1863 Seligman & Clever dissolved partnership, Mr. 
Clever going into the practice of law, and Mr. Seligman continuing the business under the firm name of the Seligman Brothers, taking in with him as 

partner his brother Bernard Seligman. [SFDNM] 

1880October6; Hugh Marshall yesterday brought in to Santa Fe from a point near the Grand Quivira a magnificent specimen of virgin copper… The mine 
from which this specimen was taken was located in 1871 by a Santa Fe company, composed of Captain Louis Felsenthal, John Dold, C.P. Clever, 

Manuel Spiegelberg, Siegman Seligman and others…  [SFDNM] 

1894May14; [citizen contributions for trees for the Plaza] C.P. Clever, $20. [SFDNM] 
1895May20; …recently transferred to the National cemetery the bodies of all the dead soldiers and sailors buried at the old Masonic cemetery north of the 

federal building. …The list includes …Gov. W.F.M. Arny, New Mexico volunteer Indian fighter, secretary of New Mexico from 1862 to 1867 and 

acting governor during the last fifteen months of his term; …Major Lawrence G. Murphy, 1st New Mexico cavalry; …Captain William Rosenthal, 
Kansas volunteers, and quartermaster of the department of New Mexico; Capt. Benjamin C. Cutler, California volunteers, and surveyor general of New 

Mexico, died October 18, 1868; …Charles P. Clever, New Mexico volunteers, adjutant general of territory, and, besides holding other important 

offices, was delegate in the 41st congress, his seat being unsuccessfully contested by J. Francisco Chaves. [SFDNM] 

 

P. J. Clibbon  (b.IRE 1846>    - of Cerrillos, Fort Cummings, Pagosa Springs 

1880June5_census: P.J. Clibbon, miner, 34y-o, single, born Ireland [Ire Ire], resident Los Cerrillos Carbonateville solo 
1880September21; P.J. Clibbon, of Fort Cummings, arrived in Santa Fe on Sunday and registered at the Exchange. [SFDNM] 
1881February10; Mr. P.J. Clibborn returned to Santa Fe last night from Fort Stanton. [SFDNM] 

1881May31; P.J. Clibborn, of Pajosa Springs, came into the city yesterday and is at the Exchange hotel. [SFDNM] 

 

CLIFF MINING & SMELTING COMPANY    - Chloride, Sierra co. 
1896August21; The following corporations have filed articles… The Cliff Mining & Smelting Company – Incorporators, Daniel Braymer, Chas F. Smith, 

E.G.P. Kellum, John S. Mack, James S. Rizer, John Creighlin and S.D. Felt; objects, mining and reducing ores; capital stock, $25,000; life, fifty years; 

directors, same as incorporators; principal place of business, Chloride, Sierra county. [SFDNM] 
1896December29; D. Braymer, president of the Cliff Mining & Smelting company, and his son George have purchased the King mines situated on Byers 

run, formerly owned by Messrs. Hall and Haynes. We underwstand the consideration to be $6,000. – Hillsboro Advocate. [SFDNM] 

1896December29; …John Creitghton, has recently purchased a gold property at Golden, Santa Fe county7, which he considers a sure winner and has 
resigned as secretary of the above [Cliff Mining & Smelting] company to locate at Golden. – Hillsboro Advocate. [SFDNM] 

1897March23; Sierra County. The Dictator claim, on the east side of the Cuchillos, which is being worked under lease and bond by the Cliff Mining & 

Smelting company, is improving with development. [SFDNM] 

________________________________________________________________ 

 * Clifford * 
Henry V/B. Clifford    - New Placers 



1889June1; First Mortgage. The Santa Fe Copper Company TO The International Trust Company, of Boston, hereinafter call the Trustee. b.E-Mtgs p.548. 
Consideration: $1.00. …the following property… (13) All that certain five acres of land as a Mill Site… Beginning at the monument and notice and running 
NEly to a monument of rocks N of a pond of water and from thence Sly to a monument of rocks near the coal ovens, from thence Wly to a monument of rocks 
in a park of trees and from thence Nly to the place of beginning; being the same land located by Henry V. Clifford, 16Feb1888… being the same premises 
conveyed 17Oct1888 by Henry B. Clifford to The Santa Fe Copper Company… (14) All that certain tract of land known as the Canon Del Agua Grant, of land… 
(15) Also all mining claims and all property real or personal of every kind and nature whatsoever which may hereafter be acquired by the said party of the 
first part. Given to secure the payment of the principal sum of $300,000.00, with interest at the rate of 7%, payable semi-annually. Sig. The Santa Fe Copper 
Company, By: Jay A. Hubbell, President. Attest J.C. Watson, Secretary. The undersigned, constituting the Finance Committee of the Santa Fe Copper 
Company, hereby approve of the above mortgage. J.A. Hubbell, William A. Haskell. Cert. 8Jun1889 by Charles Hall Adams, Com for NM for MA. [Sup.Abstract 
No.2153 7Aug1937, per BHenderson] 

 
Samuel B. Clifford    - Las Cruces 
1900November28; J.E. Harper, Samuel B. Clifford and W.H.H. Llewellyn today filed incorporation papers for the Centari Copper Company. Capital 

$1,000,000. Headquarters, Las Cruces. Directors, the above named incorporators and Edward A. Whipple and A.C. Garcia. Incorporation fee $70. 

[SFNM] 

________________________________________________________________ 

 * Clifton * 
CLIFTON COPPER COMPANY    - Santa Rita 
1901October14; The Clifton Copper company’s mill at Santa Rita, Grant county… The mine and mill are only 1,673 feet from Ernest station on the Santa 

Fe branch to Santa Rita. John L. Burnside is manager with John Hodge, mine foreman, and C.H. Wilkie, mill foreman. [SFNM] 
1901December20; The Wildcat mine at Santa Rita, Grant county, now being operated by the Clifton Copper company, gives promise of becoming one of 

the best producers in the country. [SFNM] 

 

F. Clifton    - Golden 

1896September3; At the Exchange: F. Clifton, Golden... [SFDNM] 

 
Frederick A. Clifton    - Rio Arriba co. 
1899October6; Court Notes. Case No.4017, Frederick A. Clifton vs. A.C. Sweet, G.F. Putnam and Frank A. Reynolds, is being tried to-day. The suit is over 

the sale of some placers in Reio Arriba county, which Frederic A. Clifton claims to have made. The points to be decided are who made the mining sale, 
and what is the amount involved. The case is being tried without jury. [SFNM] 

 
Hugh Clifton    - Creede 

1897June8; At the Bon-Ton: Hugh Clifton, Creede; S. Davis, Galisteo... [SFDNM] 

________________________________________________________________ 

 
W. T. Clime    - Carlisle m.d. 
1895July24; While in Silver City recently W.T. Clime hired forty Mexicans to go to work in the Carlisle mines. [SFDNM] 

 
C. M. Clinard    - Madrid 

1941December20; Obviously enjoying himself, Night Engineer C.M. Clinard holds up one of the tiny passengers that ride on the dolls’ Ferris wheel. All the fiesta equipment is 
built by miners, who display considerable rivalry.  [Collier’s Magazine p.11, reproduced in Life In Madrid NM, 2006] 

 
Bennett Cline see Cline Bennett 
Cline see Kline 
 

David K. Clint    - New Placers & Ortiz Mine grant 
1877April28; J.K. Stevens, G.K. Grout, Thomas Merrill, C.W. Wells, C.E. Wheeler, David K. Clint, C.G. King, John F. Rust, Conklin placer m.c. New 

Placer Mines, 160acre NW corner of Saginaw placer; witness Ezra Rust, William M. Tipton, repeat wit Ezra Rust, William H. McBroom [b.A p.349] 

1877April30; placer mining claims 160acres ea. in NE part of Ortiz Mining Grant in 4quads around Ojo de la Vaca – SW=Cleveland Placer Mining claim – William H. 
McBroom, J.F. Rust, D.K. Clint, C.G. King, Ezra Rust, James Hay, Ami W. Wright, Joseph E. Shaw; witness Charles M.Conklin, Wm M.Tipton [Locations & Mining Deeds 
A#15405 p360] 

 

CLINTON GOLD MINING COMPANY    - of CO 

1900April25; The Clinton Gold Mining Company of Colorado filed incorporation papers in the office of Territorial Secretary Wallace. The incorporators 
are Charles E. Perry, Jr., John R. Palmore and Joseph H. Buck, Colorado. The capital is $100,000, divided into 10,000,000 shares. The directors are 

Wesley Gourley and J. Royal Palmore, of Denver, and G.W. Stubbs, of Albuquerque. The company will operate in Teller county, Colo. Its New Mexico 

office is at Albuquerque, and G.W. Stubbs is its New Mexico agent. [SFNM] 

 

CLIPPER MINING COMPANY    - CMD 

1882November11; Mining Deed; John M. Henderson, Paul F. Herlow, L. Bradford Prince, Simon Lucas sell for $1 and other considerations to Clipper Mining Company of 
NM all rights + int Clipper, Great Eastern, in CMD; presence W.M. Berger, certify 11Nov82 W.M. Berger Notary Public, recorded 28November1882 [Locations & 
Mining Deeds F#15410 p.298] 

1882November24; Corporations Organized Under the General Incorporation Law, 1868-1904. Clipper Mining Company. The. Date of filing Nov. 24, 1882, 50yrs, Santa Fe, 
Capital stock 50,000 [NMBlueBook 1905, p.195] 

1884January7; Indenture; John M. Henderson of Carbonateville sells for 500 shares to Clipper Mining Co of NM all Sunny Side, in CMD; presence W.M. Berger, certify 
7Jan84 W.M. Berger Notary Public, recorded 26February1884 [Locations & Mining Deeds F#15410 p.652] 



1891March4 : MS 585, Patent# 17389, original claimant: The Clipper Mining Co, Great Eastern Lode T14N R8E Sec6 10.33acres Patented Mining Claims Santa Fe County 
1962 

1891March4; The Clipper Mining Co; Homestead Patent No.17389 = 10.33ac T14N R8E Sec6 – Mine Entry 
as of 1903June30; List of mining claims in NM which have been officially surveyed… By Surveyor-General Morgan O. Llewellyn. The Clipper Mining 

Co., Great Eastern, Cerrillos MD, 10.33ac. [Report of the Governor of New Mexico to the Secretary of the Interior 1903, p.346] 

________________________________________________________________ 

 * Clocky * 
Phil Clocky  (b.NM May1881)    - of Glorieta 
1900June6+7_census: Robert Clocky, miner, born 5-52, MO [MO MO], resident Glorieta with wife Adelaid (6-60 NM [NM NM]), son Phil (5-81 NM [MO NM]) 

 

Robert M. Clocky  (b.MO May1852)    - wife is Adelaid Clocky (b.NM Jun1860>;  of Glorieta 

1891March26; …filed notice of his intention to make final proof in support of his claim… Walter M. Taber… sec 34, tp 16n, r 11e… continuous residence 
upon and cultivation of said land… Robert Clockey and Atherton B. Wadleigh, of Glorieta, N.M. Charles C. Everhart and James L. Van Arsdell, of 

Santa Fe, N.M.  A.L. Morrison, Register. [SFDNM] 

1893August2; At the Exchange: A.L. Kendall, Cerrillos, Antonio Joseph, Ojo Caliente; P.J. McNulty, Turquesa; Robert Clokey, Glorieta. [SFDNM] 
1893December20; B. Higgenbotham, formerly a well known citizen of Glorieta, where he was commonly called “Tennessee,” came over land this morning 

from the old battle field accompanied by Robert Clokey. He will return after the holidays to Catskill, where he is at present engaged in the lumber 

business. [SFDNM] 
1898April21; Robert Clokey, of Glorieta, is in the city visiting friends and attending to business matters. [SFNM] 

1898April22; At the Bon Ton: R.M. Clocky, Glorieta; Andrew Blair, Copper City; Thomas F. Jones, Cerrillos; J.M. Hopkins, Rico… [SFNM] 

1898August10; Robert Clokey, an old resident of Glorieta, is in the city on business. He stops at the Bon-Ton. – At the Bon Ton: Robt Clokey, Benjamin 
Brown, Glorieta… [SFNM] 

1900June6+7_census: Robert Clocky, miner, born 5-52, MO [MO MO], resident Glorieta with wife Adelaid (6-60 NM [NM NM]), son Phil (5-81 NM [MO NM]) 

________________________________________________________________ 

 
F. J. Close    - of PittsburgPA & E-town 

1899August14; The Smithfield Gold Mining & Milling company of Elizabethtown this morning filed incorporation papers at the office of the territorial 
secretary. The company was organized under the laws of West Virginia and appoints as the manager and local agent in New Mexico E.F. Cossun, of 

Pittsburg, who will reside at Elizabethtown. The capital of the company is $50,000, of which $11,000 is paid up. The incorporators are Joseph 

Hartman, W.H. Lusk, Butler, Pa.; Thomas J. Stevenson, Theodore G. Dunn, Emil D. Dant, H. Johns, Jr., T.F. Johns, F.J. Close, W.W. Elderkin, E. 
F????on, F.A. Spiller, Pittsburg, Pa. [SFNM] 

________________________________________________________________ 

 * Clossen * Closson *    - see also Claussen 

Charles Clement Clossen  (b.MI Aug1865, 1867  d.1945, @Rosario)    - wife is Delia Clossen (b.IRE Dec1865, 1867>; bro is Thomas Closson;  of Cerrillos & 

StaFe 
Thomas and Charles Closson, of the Closson and Closson Partnership, ran a stable business, using land in La Cienega for this purpose [SFCO WD 33:226] 

1893August21; At the Exchange: Mrs. Charles Closson, Cerrillos; Miss Mo??y Closson, Cerrillos; Miss Della Paradee, Cerrillos. [SFDNM] 

1894 Ter Sup Court case; Charles Clossen vs Board of Trustees of the Town of Cerrillos 
1894March17; ref C.Closson The Peoples’ Grocery, Main Street. Goods Delivered Free in the City and at the Mines. Cerrillos, N.M. [Zucal papers] 
1894May28; Allerton Nuggets; Marshal Closson and family, of Cerrillos, spent Friday and Saturday here, as also Randolph Kelly. [SFDNM] 

1894June25; [Little Pittsburg vs. StaFe, baseball] Among the visitors from Cerrillos were R.C. Teichmann, groceries and provisions; W.H. Kennedy, 

manager Cerrillos Supply company; Randolph Kelly, hardware; S. Golding, manager of the “Fair” store; Bert Whited, jewelry; Harry Yontz, jewelry; 
J.F. Williams, merchant at Cerrillos and Madrid; J. McCarty, foreman of the water works; W.H. Coleman and wife; Harry Scranton and wife; Dave 

Jones, merchant at Madrid, with his wife and two sisters; Charles Closson and wife; Dr. W.T. Bishop; Mayor Austin Goodall and about thirty more. 

[SFDNM] 
1894October8; At the Bon Ton hotel; D.J. Jones, H. Montoya, J.E. Elkins, W.H. Coleman, jr., Ed Hale, H. Pardee, Alex Clements, Pat Garrigan, Charles 

Zinsser, Charles Closson, Lafayette Jones, James Coleman, Daniel Dougherty, Lorenzo Lobato, Mike Brannon, D.C. Williams, John McCarty, L.H. 

Underwood, Lorenzo Martinez, Cerrillos. [SFDNM] 
1894October12; …the Little Pittsburg ball club, under the management of Austin Goodall… but the Brooklyn Blues which appeared in this city on last 

Sunday, although composed of the former’s players, the difference being in the management, Mr. Closson having them in charge. [SFDNM] 

1894November1; Supreme court; The controversy between Charles Closson and the board of trustees at Cerrillos is being heard this afternoon. [SFDNM] 
1894December17; The petit jury… from Santa Fe county; Charles Closson. [SFDNM] 

1895January7; Mr. Charles Crosson, of Cerrillos, was one of those in attendance on the federal court this morning. [SFDNM] 

1895April25; At the Exchange: John Welch, C. Closson, C. Silvester, Cerrillos... [SFDNM] 
1895May28; At the Exchange: Thos O’Donnell, J.F. Williams, C. Closson, Cerrillos… W.W. Atchison, Dolores. [SFDNM] 

1895November; Expens apc. Cunningham Mine & Mill for Nov-1895. Cerrillos Sup. Co. Mill & Mine Supplies 58.30; M. Bell, Grain & Hay, 37.40; G.W. North, Lumber, 16.44; 
H.C. Kinsel, 1 ½ Box Candles, 7.50; C.Closson, Supplies, 37.50; S.H. Elkins, 5 trips to Santa Fe-Wolf Case; 3 trips Elkins & 2 trips English, 38.00; S.H. Elkins, 1 trip to 
Albuquerque-With McGee, 10.00; 205.14. 

1895December10; At the Exchange: Chas Crosson, Magdalena... [SFDNM] 

1896February17; Hon. L. Bradford Prince will lecture upon bimetallism at the school house in Cerrillos on next Thursday evening. This lecture will be 

delivered in response to an invitation wired to ex-Gov. Prince this morning by Messrs. H.C. Kinsell, Joseph Richards, S. Golding, W.H. Kennedy, Chas 
Closson, a committee of Cerrillos citizens. [SFDNM] 

1896April11; At the Exchange: H.T. Brown, Golden; Mr. and Mrs. Closson, Cerrillos... [SFDNM] 

1896May13; At the Exchange: O.W. Alexander, Mrs. A.L. Kendall, Mrs. Charles Closson and two children, Cerrillos... [SFDNM] 
1896May16; District Court. The case of the Territory vs. Frank Bonsheim, Andrew Sensel, Frank Groshel and Frank C. Groshel, assault on a dwelling 

house, the bonds of Frank Groshel and Frank Bonsheim were declared forfeited. The bond of the former is $300, with Andrew Cencel, W.H. Kennedy, 



Barney Ford, C. Closson and John Krick as sureties, and of the latter is $500 with Albert Teichmann, Austin Goodall and Arnold & Stinson as sureties. 

[SFDNM] 
1897May6; Charles Closson, hotel man at Cerrillos, is a guest at the Exchange. – At the Exchange: Mrs. R. Stewart, Chas Closson, Cerrillos… [SFDNM] 

1897December11; Contempt Of Court Cases. Alleged Trespassers on Ortiz Mine Grant Ruled to Appear Before Judge Laughlin to Answer for 

Disobedience of Injunction. In the matter of the injunction of Newton S. Finney, complainant, vs. The New Mexico Mining Company et al., Judge 
Laughlin has ruled that Frank Romero, Juan Nieto, John B. Boyd, Charles Crosson, James Lucas, Joseph W. Eagan, Theodore Carey, Thomas Delalla, 

and J.H. Shufelt to appear before him in the city of Santa Fe, on Tuesday, December 14, to show cause why they should not be punished for contempt of 

court for violating an order of injunction prohibiting them from mining, extracting ore and cutting timber on the Ortiz Mine grant. ¶ The original 
injunction against alleged trespassers on the Ortiz Mine grant was issued on May 5, 1896, and another in an amended form on February 16, 1897. As to 

J.S. Hutchinson, claimant of the Candelaria mine it was dismissed, and as to Brittain it was sustained and he moved off. ¶ It is claimed that the ten 

persons named above have failed to obey the order of the court in the premises and are consequently in contempt. ¶ Sheriff Kinsell has been intrusted 
with the duty of serving the rule as aforesaid. [SFDNM] 

1897December15; In The District Court. Hearings of Contempt of Court Cases Against Alleged Trespassers on Ortiz Mine Grant in Progress. ¶ The oral 

hearing of the ten contempt of court cases, growing out of alleged disobedience of an injunction granted by Judge Laughlin against alleged trespassers 
on the Ortiz Mine grant, is still in progress in the Territorial District court, in spite of the fact that Judge Laughlin held a session of court last night. ¶ So 

far S.H. Elkins, receiver of the grant, M.L. English and three other witnesses have been examined to establish the fact of trespass on the part of the 

respondents after they had been formally notified of the injunction. ¶ Frank Romero, Juan Nieto, John B. Boyd, Janes Lucas, Joseph W. Eagan, 
Theodore Carey, Thomas Delalla and J.H. Shufelt, nine of the ten persons accused of contempt of court, had been examined in the premises when a 

recess was taken for dinner. ¶ Upon the incoming of court at 2 o’clock this afternoon, the examination of Charles Closson, the last of the ten 

respondents, was commenced and concluded, and, at this writing, the court is listening to the arguments of W.H. Pope for the complainant and Judge 

Warren for the respondents. ¶ The case seems to hinge mainly upon the question whether the persons charged with contempt were properly served with 

notices of the injunction. [SFDNM] 

1897December16; In The District Court. Sentences Passed in the Ten Contempt of Court Cases – White Ash Cases on Trial. ¶ The oral hearing of the 
contempt of court cases, growing out of disobedience of an injunction granted by Judge Laughlin against alleged trespassers on the Ortiz Mine grant, 

was concluded before Judge Laughlin at a session of the Territorial District court last night. W.H. Pope made the argument for the complainant and H.L. 

Warren for the respondents. ¶ Judge Laughlin rendered judgments in the ten cases as follows: ¶ Joseph Eagan was found guilty and was sentenced to ten 
days imprisonment in the county jail and to pay the costs of the case. The sentence as to confinement was suspended pending his refraining from further 

disobedience of the injunction. ¶ John B. Boyd was found guilty and fined the costs. ¶ Juan Nieto was found guilty and fined the costs. ¶ Theodore 
Carey was found guilty and sentenced to confinement in the county jail for 30 days and to pay the costs of the case. The sentence as to imprisonment 

was suspended so long as he refrains from disobeying the injunction. ¶ The cases against Francisco Romero and J.H. Shufelt were dismissed. ¶ The case 

against John Connelly was also dismissed on the condition that he remove from the mine grant within 30 days. ¶ James Lucas was found guilty and fined 
$25 and costs. ¶ Thomas Delalla was found guilty and fined the costs and required to remove from the property within 30 days. ¶ Charles Closson was 

fined $25 and costs. ¶ The costs in each of the above cases amounts to about $22. [SFDNM] 

1897fall-1903; I went to Cerrillos… had more children in the public school than Albuquerque (AbqJournal 1950, in “Fifty years ago column”). Among my pupils were Tommy 
and May Closson, Mrs Nelly Byrns, Mrs Dunlavey and her sister Mrs Fisk (Doctors First wife), all of StaFe 

1898January28; Corporate Powers Sought. Numerous Residents of Golden and Dolores Have Petitioned the District Court to Be Clothed with Corporate 
Authority Over Their Respective Towns. ¶ C.H. Gildersleeve, clerk of the District court, has caused notices to be printed and posted saying that on the 

23d day of January, 1898, there was filed in his office a petition signed by the following residents of Golden in south Santa Fe county: R.M. Carley, S.C. 

Wright, Geo S. Morrison, John B. Hart, T.T. White, Pablo Aranda, Elogio Aranda, Manuel Aranda, Juan Antiono Chaves and Cornelio Montoya. …A 

notice, similar to the foregoing, signed by Daniel F. Taylor, Michael Lucero, Hilario Branch, Francisco Aranago, Frank Romero, J.B. Nieto, Joseph 

Egan, W.W. Atchison, Jose Archibeque, Cleto Tafoya, Ginio Lucero, T.E. Carey, of Dolores; J.A. Chaves, of Golden; E. Perron, of San Pedro, and Chas 

Closson, of Cerrillos, has also been printed and posted, asking for an order of the court creating the petitioners and their associates and successors a body 
politic and corporate under the name of The Town of Dolores, while the power to exercise corporate authority over the town or community of Real de 

Dolores del Oro. This application will also be heard by the district judge on March 28, 1898. [SFNM] 

1898August5 [Cerrillos Register]- Hay and grain at the Cash. Kinsell & Closson. 
1898August5 [Cerrillos Register]- Bed Rock prices on shoes at the Cash. Kinsell & Closson. 
1898August5 [Cerrillos Register]- Shirts To be properly done, must be left with Kinsell & Closson, agents for Albuquerque Steam Laundry, the best equipped landry in New 

Mexico. Shipments made every Tuesday and returned Saturday. Jay A. Hubbs, Prop. 
1899October20; Mr. and Mrs. Charles Closson of Cerrillos, spent the day in the capital. Mr. Closson is the hotel keeper at Cerrillos. – At the Exchange: 

Charles Closson and wife, Cerrillos; Harry Edwards, E.D. McAdam and Henry Bergmann, Creede, Colo… [SFNM] 

1900January22; [Cerrillos] At a phonograph concert here the other night a rag baby was put up to be voted, at so much per vote, to the most popular young 

man in town. Enoch Rogers won after a spirited contest, in which the newcomers from Las Vegas emptied their pockets of small change. Little Miss 
Closson won the ring as the most popular young lady. [SFNM] 

1900January25; Kinsell & Closson are enlarging and making many improvements in their already spacious livery establishment. They turn out a knobby set 

of driving rigs. [SFNM] 
1900April18; Mr. and Mrs. Geo W. Green and Mrs. C.C. Closson, of Cerrillos, are visiting friends in the city, and the ladies are doing some shopping. – At 

the Exchange: G.W. Green and wife, Mrs. C.C. Closson, Cerrillos... [SFNM] 

1900May28; Messrs. Kinsell & Closson, the Cerrillos merchants, spent Sunday in the city. [SFNM] 

1900June11-12_census: Charles Clossen, merchant, married 10yrs, born 8-65 MI [NC NC], resident Cerrillos (Town), renting with wife Delia (12-65 2child/2living Ireland 
[IreIre]) dau May (1-93 NM) son Thomas (11-94 NM); 2hostler Charlie Wills (12-81 laborer 2mos.unempl single NE [MA NE]) William Howard (5-42 laborer 5mos.unempl 
single Ireland immig1848 [France Ire]) 

1900June11; Homestead Entry No.3987. Notice is hereby given… to make final proof… John Donovan for the lots 1 and 2, Sec 24 tp14n, r7e. <SE side of 
Rogersville] He names the following witnesses… Harney Carroll, James M. Rogers, Charles Closson, James Richardson, all of Cerrillos, N.M. [SFNM] 

1900July; ATC Monthly Time Book; Kinsell & Closson due $2 for T.line [McNulty papers (P.McCraw) b3] 
1900July5; Chas Closson, the Cerrillos merchant, accompanied by his family and Mrs. Joseph Mackedon, wife of the manager of the San Lazarus mine and 

mill, drove in yesterday just in time to escape a drenching. – At the Exchange: C.B. Sylvester, Cerrillos; E.A. Turner, Madrid; Charles Closson and 

family, Cerrillos; Mrs. Joseph Mackedon and son, San Pedro; W.G. Ashdown, Cerrillos; A.F. Kerr, John Mackedon, Cerrillos; Thomas Lamb, Willis; 

Fred C. de Baca, Pena Blanca; Richard Matthews and wife, San Pedro; Preciliano Ortiz, Pena Blanca; Antonio Joseph, Jr., Ojo Caliente... [SFNM] 
1900July20; A message from Cerrillos says that Thomas Closson, son of Merchant Charles Closson, was thrown from a burro this afternoon dislocating his 

arm at the elbow. [SFNM] 



1900October20; Charles Closson, of Cerrillos, a delegate to the Republican county convention arrived in the city yesterday afternoon. – At the Palace: 

Charles Closson, Cerrillos; W.H. Kennedy, Cerrillos; M.L. English, Dolores... [SFNM] 

1900November23; Local Items; Charlie Closson and Abe Reid proclaim themselves the champion croquet players of southern Santa Fe county and are thinking of issuing a 
challenge to the territory. [Cerrillos Register Vol.1 No.1] 

1900November23; Additional Local; A free-for-all horse race twice around the block, between Richard Mathew’s horse Ketchem and Charley Closson’s mare Maud Last, will 
take place in Cerrillos one week from to-morrow. Steen dollars has been wagered on the result and it promises to be an exciting event. [Cerrillos Register Vol.1 No.1] 

1900November23; Additional Local; Superintendent Bender of the Cochita Gold Mining Co’s electric plant at Madrid, on Wednesday hired a rig from Kinsell & Closson and 
started for a week’s visit to the Albemarle. [Cerrillos Register Vol.1 No.1] 

1900November23; Kinsell & Closson The Cash Store. General Merchandise. Hay and Grain. Livery in Connection. Main Street. [ad in Cerrillos Register Vol.1 No.1] 
1900December10; Judge A.L. Kendall George R. Bailey and Charles Claussen are three Cerrillos citizens who are in the city today on business. [SFNM] 
1900December13; At the Palace: L.L. Lyon, Denver; J.T. McLaughlin, San Pedro; Charles C. Closson, Cerrillos… [SFNM] 

1900December15; It is rumored that Hank Fischer has sold out his interest in the livery business of Kinsell & Fischer to Sheriff H.C. Kinsell and Charles 

Closson, of Cerrillos. Mr. Fischer may go to Albuquerque or Roswell to start in business. [SFNM] 
1900December17; [election called for second Monday in January] …will be conducted by the following judges of election… Precinct No.6 – Roman 

Padilla, Nicolas Narvais and Andres C. de Baca, at the house of Santiago Leyba. ¶ Precinct No.7 – Charles Closson, Francisco Narvaez and Richard 

Green, at the office of the justice of the peace. ¶ Precinct No.8 – Antonio J. Ortiz, Facundo F. Pino, Francisco H. Silva, at the school house. ¶ Precinct 
No.9 – Antonio Gomez, Antonio Medina, Nepomuceno Valencia, at the house of Felipe Casados. ¶ Precinct No.10 – Lee English, W.W. Atchison, 

Juan Nieto, at the company house. ¶ Precinct No.11 – Nicolas Montoya, Ramon Armijo, J.D. Hart, at the house of Cornelio Montoya. ¶ Precinct No.12 

– Jose Leon Madril, Cristoval Sena, Guadalupe Sanchez, at the house of Jose Leon Madril. ¶ Precinct No.13 – Luciano Lopez, John W. Harrison, 
Antonio S. Griego, at the house of J.W. Harrison. …Precinct No.19 – Gus Johnson, Abel Garcia, Dan Anderson, at the house of the office of the justice 

of the peace. ¶ Precinct No.20 – Jose Ascencion Silva, Partino Nieto, James Carruthers, at the school house. [SFNM] 

1900December19; The partnership in the livery business existing between H.C. Kinsell and Hank Fisher has been dissolved, Mr. Fisher having sold out to 
Charles Closson, of Cerrillos, making the new firm Kinsell & Closson. [SFNM] 

1901February4; One of the horses of Kinsell & Closson on Saturday evening broke its neck by running against a wall while going down an incline. C.R. 

Huber, who was trying to hold the horse, was kicked in the right kneecap, and is walking around on crutches in consequence. [SFNM] 
1901February11; Ex-Sheriff H.C. Kinsell and Charles Closson, conducting a livery business in this city and general merchandise business at Cerrillos, on 

Saturday dissolved partnership, Mr. Kinsell taking the business at Cerrillos and Mr. Closson the livery stables in this city. Mr. Closson’s family will 

move to Santa Fe in the near future while Mr. Kinsell and family may move to Cerrillos in a month or so. [SFNM] 
1901April17; Charles Closson, the livery man, will leave this evening for Las Vegas on a business visit. – Mrs. William O’Gara arrived last evening from 

Denver to spend several months with her Brother Charles Closson. [SFNM] 

1901October7; Yesterday afternoon while returning from Tesuque with a party of friends A.B. Renehan, Esq., was cut and bruised in the face by being 
thrown out of a carriage together with the three other occupants of the vehicle. Mrs. Randall of Cleveland, Ohio, who is visiting Mrs. A.R. Gibson, who 

were both in the carriage, was unconscious for over an hour after the accident. Fortunately none of the party sustained serious injuries. The horses were 

caught in the Plaza and were taken to Closson’s livery stable. The carriage was somewhat splintered and otherwise damaged. …Mrs. Sumner, the 
fourth person in the carriage, and Mrs. Gibson escaped without injury. [SFNM] 

1903May1; A.P. Hogle Undertaker and Funeral Director Galisteo Street Best of Reference Given as an Embalmer, Night Calls will be Answered From 

Closson’s Livery Office. Telephone No. 9. [ad in SFNM] 
1906September19: J.I. Slover, lately of Portales, has arrived in the city and bought the blacksmith shop of Abe Reid on Don Gaspar Avenue, opposite Closson’s 

livery stable. He comes well recommended as a reliable man and first-class mechanic. {SFNM] 
1907July1: Mrs. Charles C. Closson and Miss May Closson, wife and daughter of Sheriff Closson, will leave during the coming week for an extended trip in the 

east which will include a visit to the Jamestown Exposition.  H.B. Cartwright, Charles Closson, F.P. Sturges, C.F. McKay, Thomas Conroy and Frank Newhall 
composed a party who left this afternoon on a fishing trip up Santa Fe Canyon. They will remain until tomorrow evening angling for the speckled beauties, 
which abound in the Santa Fe River. A.J. Fischer will join them tomorrow morning.  [SFNM 100yrs] 

1907September14; ref to Sheriff Closson [McNulty papers (P.McCraw) b.14] 
1908May30: Charles C. Closson, sheriff of Santa Fe County, is having trees planted and a retaining wall constructed along the north bank of the Santa Fe River 

near his. [SFDN 100yrs] 

1908November7; (New Mexican) Governor Curry @ once informed Sheriff Charles C Closson + ordered him to investigate the affair, thoroughly + if there was any 
foundation for Mr Mc Nulty’s story to see th@ he was offered every protection. So far as could be learned, to-day nothing of the kind occurred there + it is believed th@ 
Mr McNulty probably had a bad dream last night in which he imagined the Indians were after him. [McNulty papers (P.McCraw) b.15] 

1909April1: Sheriff Charles C. Closson returned last evening from Albuquerque, where he bought a bunch of horses that he will break for carriage and driving use. 
[SFNM 100yrs] 

1909May13: Sheriff Charles C. Closson will leave soon for Los Angeles, accompanying thither his aged mother, Mrs. H.H. Closson of Las Vegas. It is the first trip 
Sheriff Closson has taken farther than Colorado or Texas for more than 20 years. [SFNM 100yrs] 

1909May27: On last Friday a delightful trip was made to the Cliff Dwellings, the parting having been gotten up by Mrs. I.B. Hanna. The journey was made in a 
wagon, Sheriff Charles C. Closson driving. All day Saturday and part of Sunday were spent among the ruins; a most entertaining and instructive time being 
had. Those in the party were Mrs. I.B. Hanna, Mrs. J.C. McConnel, Miss Cooper Feland, Miss Elsie Engleman, Mrs. W.O. Connor, Mrs. Archie Carrier and Mr. 
Charles Closson. [SFNM 100yrs] 

1909August28; (ad in New Mexican) Livery Stable – Fine Rigs. Reliable Horses, Single Buggies, Surries, Hacks. Call Up ‘Phone No.9  When in Need of Anything in the 
Livery Line Drivers Furnished. Rates Right. Chas. Closson. 

1909September9: Thomas Closson, son of Sheriff Closson, has left for Roswell where he is a student at the New Mexico Military Institute. [SFNM 100yrs] 

1910October14; (McNulty to Matthews) …the Indians have been in the mine here on the following nights 3rd 5th; 6th; 7th. 8th. 9th. 10th inst, since I last wrote to Mr Parker. I 
have been to Santa Fe twice + seen the Governor, + the District Attorney + I think by the Governor having a talk with the Indian Agent (Mr Crandel) the Indians have 
not been here these last three nights. The District Attorney also got after the Sheriff to see to capture the Indians, so the Sheriff with his Deputy came out here in his 
Automobile on the 12th + 13th inst. If the Indians were on the hills watching as they always do they could hear the noise of the Auto + see them also walking on the 
road, as it is moonlight + they could be seen for a long distance. I cautioned the Sheriff in Santa Fe, on the route he had best come to the mine + the hour but he did 
not heed. [McNulty papers (P.McCraw) b.17] 

1912November6: Steve Arnold, well-known breeder of fine horses and rancher on the Pecos, was thrown from a horse early this morning and probably fatally 
injured, according to a telephone message to Sheriff Charles C. Closson. The sheriff notified Dr. J.A. Massie that Arnold was unconscious and apparently 
fatally hurt. [SFNM 100yrs] 

1912September27; (article in the New Mexican) Following a sensational roundup and the firing of a quantity of birdshot, some of which took effect, Sheriff Charles Closson 
arrested five Indians yesterday evening on the charge of Pilfering turquoise from the Tiffany mines, 15 miles south of Santa Fe. The prisoners gave their names as 



Antonio Tenorio, San Juan Corey, Juan Tecorio, Cruz Roseta and Reyes Roseta. They were brought to the city and lodged in the county jail. [McNulty papers 
(P.McCraw) b.19] 

1913January6; Tiffany Mine Robbed; 3 Indians Arrested Red Men Claim New Mexican Turquoise Vein Belongs to Them El Paso, Tex., Jan. 6 – Three Santo Domingo 
Indians were brought to Santa Fe today by Sheriff Charles C. Closson charged with breaking into the Turquoise Mines of the American Turquoise Company at 
Bonanza, fourteen miles south of Santa Fe and robbing them of turquoise. These mines were owned by the Indians in prehistoric times, but have been acquired by 
Tiffanys of New York. The Indians cannot understand why their ancient rights should be abridged, and the superintendent of the mines, J.P. McNulty, has made 
repeated complaints of depredations of the Indians, but they have been met with incredulity, although McNulty said that his life has been threatened several times. The 
Indians arrested are Cruz Calabasa, Manuel Tortola and Transito Romero.  [clipping 2 1/4 x 3] 

1916November30; I Wone 100 00 dollars from Mr Tom Catran. I bet him 200 00 to one that Charley Closson would be defeated. So I got that money. + 30 00 in Cerillas I 
got. So I got sqare with Closson. When he did not come When my house was robed. There is 30 00 more to come to me in Santa fe which I am shure of. as Mr Catron is 
the Stak holder [McNulty papers (P.McCraw) b.22] 

1922-1924 Charles C. Closson (b. 1867 - d. 19..) Rep 20th mayor of Santa Fe 

1930_census: Charles C. Classen, 63y-o, pct.29, Delia Classen, 63y-o, pct.29 
1939December1; [Funeral of Ramon Sandoval] …Mrs. C.G. Sandoval of Cerrillos: 11 grandchildren and a great number of nieces, and nephews. The body will be taken to 

Cerrillos tomorrow morning for services at St. Josephs Church. Rev. Father Berten will offer requiem high mass for the repose of the soul at 9 o'clock. Interment at the 
family plot there. The following friends serve as pall bearers: Remigio Lopez, Manuel Lujan, Nicolas Gonzales, Tony Granito, Otis Kelly, Rosendo Ortiz. ¶ Honorary 
Pallbearers; J.M. Martinez, Geo. Ortiz, Ricardo Alarid, Jim Baca, Jesus M. Baca, Biterbo Quintana, Benito Alarid, Seferino Alarid, J.D. Sena, Ambrocio Ortiz, Charlie 
Miller, Canuto Lobato, Alejandro Quintana, Filiberto Salazar, Louis Roybal, Tomas Roybal, Martin Lujan, Romulo S. Lopez, Charles C. Closson, Judge Reed Holloman, 
J.M. Granito, Henry Alarid, Alejandro Montes, Ramon Garcia y Montoya, Rafael Granito, Matias Montoya, Pete Sand, Tony Simoni, Mike Leyba, Marcelino Padilla, Joe 
Zucal, Seferino Alarid, Pete Olivas, Clotario Montoya, Salomon Armijo, Diego Armijo, Henry Montoya, Cleto Gonzales, Rumaldo Becker, Emiterio Montoya, Placido 
Urban, Antonio Lujan, Jose Rael, Simplicio Leyba, Luis Leyba, Librado Dimas, Mariano Candelaria, Felipe Perea, Anastancio Gonzales, Adolfo Duran, Oliver Holmes, 
Avaristo Duran, Jr., Ramon Trujillo, Jim Miller, Ramon Rael, Ricardo Saiz, Pablo Griego, Apolonio Lovato, Frank Rivera, Lupe Saiz, Tomas Gonzales, Pete Oyaca, 
Ramon Jaramillo, Jose Quintana, and Benito Martinez. [per LPadilla, SFNM]  

1946; Purchase Orders, Closson and Closson [A&CCC Records, Zimmerman Lib] 
Closson and Kinsell took their livery stables to Santa Fe. This later became Closson Garage [F.M. McCraw] 

 

Charles Closson  <b.1918>    - of StaFe 
1930_census: Charles Closson, 12y-o, StaFe City 
 

Thomas Closson  (b.NM Nov1894)    - wife is Agnes Thane Closson <b.1895>; bro is Charles Closson;  of StaFe 
Thomas and Charles Closson, of the Closson and Closson Partnership, ran a stable business, using land in La Cienega for this purpose [SFCO WD 33:226] 

1900July20; A message from Cerrillos says that Thomas Closson, son of Merchant Charles Closson, was thrown from a burro this afternoon dislocating his 

arm at the elbow. [SFNM] 
1909September9: Thomas Closson, son of Sheriff Closson, has left for Roswell where he is a student at the New Mexico Military Institute. [SFNM 100yrs] 

1900June11-12_census: Charlie Wills, laborer 2mos.unempl, single, born 12-81 NE [MA NE], resident Cerrillos (Town), as hostler with renting Charles Clossen (8-65 
merchant, married 10yrs, born MI), wife Delia (12-65 2child/2living Ireland) dau May Clossen (1-93 NM) son Thomas Clossen (11-94 NM); hostler William Howard (5-42 
laborer 5mos.unempl single Ireland immig1848 [France Ire]) 

1930_census: Thomas Classen, 37y-o, pct.29, Agnes Thane Classen, 35y-o, pct.29, Tommy Classen Jr., 4y-o, Mary C. Classen, 2y-o 

________________________________________________________________ 
 
Clothier see Clouthier 
 

Joe Clotysi?    - CMD 
1883February27; PoL for 1882; William Ward swears before Arthur A. Cruttenden Notary Public at least $100 labor and development on Home Lode Mining Claim, 

expended by william Ward, John E. ward for the owners, in LCMD; subscribers Joe Clotysi, M. O’Neil, recorded 3March1883 [Locations & Mining Deeds F#15410 
p.368] 

________________________________________________________________ 

 * Cloud * 
Frances Cloud    - Cerrillos 
1938February; Honor Roll. Freshmen – Alice Ochoa A-, Lena Sanchez B, Orin Muir A-, Marilor Muir B, Bill Henderson B. Sophomores – Joe Collier B-, Muriel Davidson B, 

Floyd Trujillo A-, Lui Zucal B, Frances Cloud B-. Juniors – James McIlwee B. [LaTurquesa v.VI n.4, CSimoni per YolandaSandoval] 
1938February; La Turquesa Editorial Staff. Chief Editor Orin Muir; Associate Raymond Espinosa; Advertising Muriel Davidson; Assistant Frances Cloud; Sports Editors Tony 

Montoya, Loyd Gonzales; Exchange Editors Mary Lou Muir, Zulema Sandoval; Reporters Jack Brandenburg, Johnny Trujillo, Mary Lou Muir, Joe Collier; Artist Alice 
Ochoa; Typists Katherine Granito, Raymond Espinosa, Evaristo Sanchez, Manuel Martinez; Business Mgr. Katherine Granito; Assistant Eliseo Gonzales; Sponsor Mrs. 
J.L. McCraw. [LaTurquesa v.VI n.4, CSimoni per YolandaSandoval] 

 
William Cloud    - Cerrillos 

1898May2; John Hulskotter and Wm Cloud, of Cerrillos, are now recruits for the volunteers who registered at the Exchange today. – At the Exchange: John 

Hulskotter, Cerrillos; Wm Cloud, Cerrillos… – Men For Active Service. Last night men from Cerrillos, Madrid and Gallup arrived. Those from 

Cerrillos and Madrid were in charge of Lieutenant Griffin, of this city, and are: W.E. Dame, J.S. Langston, John Elder, Wm. Cloud, Richard Connor, 
W.W. Wagner, James E. Merchant, Prince A. Holden, John S. Miller, John O’Neil, Wm Moran, John Mullen, William Hutchison, Sam McKennon, Ed 

Whitington, Patrick Downey, Will Musgrove, John Hulskotten and T.C. Livingston. [SFNM] 

1898May3; At the Exchange: John H. Hulskotter, Wm Cloud, Cerrillos; Frank Emerson, E.F. Smith, Glorieta... [SFNM] 

________________________________________________________________ 

 * Clough * 
David Clough   - witness - 



1880November2(reloc); F. Dean 1/4, C.G. Keller 1/4, J.J. Perry 1/4, O.F. Perry 1/4 Silver King (orig disc&loc 18Dec79 O.F. Perry, now reloc by O.F. 

Perry, F. Dean, C.G. Keller, J.J. Perry) 600’x1500’ 1000’NE 500’SW 300’ea side, on W slope Tuerto Mtn, 1/2mi NW Florence mine, ca 1mi SE of 
Golden PO, SBD, rec 23Nov80; witness D.H. Clough, H.O. Perry [b.E p.21] 

1882January1 (loc); M. Nestor ¼, W.E. Parish ¼, A.T. Rankin ½; Little Joe No.1 Lode, about 700’ S of Old Ruelana Mine, on W slope of Archiveca mtn, bounded NW by 
Marine Lode, in LCMD; 750’ NE&SW, 150’ea side; witness J.C. Rankin, David Clough, recorded 31March1882 [Locations & Mining Deeds F#15410 p.113] 

1882January1<12 o’clock 1m. a.m.] (loc); M. Nestor ¼, W.E. Parish ¼, A.T. Rankin ½; Little Joe No1 Lode, 1500’ linear, in LCMd, 750’NE & 750’SW, 

with 150’ on ea side. Ca 700’ S of the Old Ruelena Mine and on the W Slope of the Archevaca mtn, bounded on the NW by the Marine Lode. Witness 

J.C. Rankin, David Clough. Filed for record 29Mar82 and recorded same day N.B. Laughlin Recorder. {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 5 p.111} 

 
L. A. Clough    - La VetaCO 

1899October2; At the Bon Ton: S.E. Terry, L.A. Clough, Chas Thompson, La Veta, Colo.; E.E. Thompson, Denver; John Holskotter, Cerrillos; Juan Ortiz, 
Pedro Ortiz, Galisteo... [SFNM] 

________________________________________________________________ 
 
George W?M. Clouk    - New Placers 

1882December11; POL; Wm J. Benton, G.M. Clouk / Geo W. Clouk swear before James R. Hudson NP that $100 in labor Iron Croson Lead for 1882, 

NPD, rec 13Feb83; witness J.R. Hudson [b.F p.353] 

 

A. Clousan  (b.DEN 1836>    - wife is Dorothy (b.GER 1851>;  of StaFe 

1920January9_census: A. Clousan, miner hydraulis wage work, married, 84y-o, born Denmark immig1850 [Den Den], resident Santa Fe city on Cerrillos Rd, own home free 
with wife Dorothy (69y-o housekeeper wage work Germany immig1883 [Ger Ger]) 

________________________________________________________________ 

 * Clouser * Clousser * 
P. Clousser    - Cripple Creek 

1898July18; At the Bon-Ton: P. Clousser, Cripple Creek; William Coleman, Cerrillos; Thomas McDonald, Lamy; Richard Matthews, Cerrillos; Chas 

Lewis, Creede; Frank F. Feith, Denver... [SFNM] 

 
Thomas Clouser    - E-town 

1876November7; Messrs. D.W. Stevens, Wm Middleton, Thomas Clouser, James Hartwick and Michael Kelley, business men of Elizabethtown, Colfax 

county, arrived in the city on Saturday, en route for Silver City, and left for their destination on Sunday [5th]. [SFDNM] 

________________________________________________________________ 

 * Clouthier * Clouthiers * Clothier * 
A. J. Clouthier    - Springer 
1895June17; Springer Stockman. Manuel M. Salazar has purchased the general merchandise stock formerly belonging to A.J. Clouthier, and will conduct 

the business at the old stand, stocking it up to a first-class store. [SFDNM] 
1895Juiy3; A.J. Clouthier, an old and respected merchant of Springer, left that place for Colorado, where he will probably be employed with a large 

commission house. [SFDNM] 

 

Alfonso Clouthier  <b.1878>    - of StaFe 
1930_census: Alfonso Clouthier, 52y-o, pct.1 
 

D. A. Clouthier    - of Springer 
[The boys of the early frontier included:] The W.H. Chick & Co. gang consisted of Francisco A. Manzanares, Thomas B. McNair, Arthur M. Blackwell, C.N. Blackwell, Millard W. Browne, Cecil W. 

Browne, Ernest L. Browne, Cassius C. Gise, Peter Simpson, Henry Chick, Lee Chick, John Bell, Thomas D. Bell, Thomas Nolan, D.A. Clouthier, Placido Sandoval, Maurice J. Walsh, Alex 
Stockton and Miss Belle Jennings. [My Life on the Frontier] 

1888May12; Articles of Association of The Santa Fe Copper Company. Incorporators: Jay A. Hubbell, Houghton, MI; Stephen W. Dorsey, Chico Springs NM; 
Richard W. Webb, Golden NM; Francis Downs, StaFe NM; James N. Smither, StaFe NM. Objects: To acquire, by purchase of location, hold, improve and 
develop mines, manufactures, and other property real and personal for its business… Capital Stock: $5,000,000, consisting of 500,000 shares of the par 
value of $10 each. Term: 50 years. Board of Directors: Jay A. Hubbell; Charles E. Coon, NYC; Stephen W. Dorsey & John Love, Chico Springs; Richard H. 
Webb & Stephen C. White, Golden; Francis Downs; D.A. Clouthier, Springer NM; T.W. Collier, Raton NM. Note: “Dissolved as per Chapter 185, Laws of 1921 
on June 14, 1921.” [Sup.Abstract No.2153 7Aug1937, per BHenderson] 

1896March16; D.A. Clouthier shipped 1,038 head of cattle from Springer to Kinsley, Kas. [SFDNM] 

1897May14; Colfax County. At Bonito D.A. Clouthier and Chas F. Abreu have just let a contract to run a 200 foot tunnel 4x6 to crosscut a very rich vein 
which assays $526.21 to the ton. [SFDNM] 

1898June17; D.A. Clouthier, E.J. Toppy and Jacob Staab are new school directors for Springer. [SFNM] 

 

Ed Clouthier    - Springer & Abq 

Carthage (Socorro). Near US 380, 27 mi SE of Socorro. The Carthage coal mines were developed in 1880-85 and for economic reasons later abandoned. named by a US 
Army officer for  the ancient city of Carthage. PO 1883-93; 1906-51. [T.M. Pearce 1965] 

1890July23; Ed Clouthier, of Springer, and Harry Newbro, of Carthage, were at the Palace last night and left for the south. [SFDNM] 

1898July5; Ed Clouthier, an Albuquerque merchant, accompanied by his wife, are stopping in the city. They have rooms at the Palace. – At the Palace: Ed 

Clouthier, wife and child, Albuquerque… [SFNM]   
 

Eutrosine Clouthier    - of Taos 
1891June27; Telesfor Jaramillo, one of the leading citizens of Valencia county and prominent Democratic politician, well known all over New Mexico, died 

suddenly at his home at San Fernando, on Thrusday. He was not long ago married to Miss Clouthier, of Taos, the ceremony taking place in Santa Fe. 
[SFDNM] 



1892February27; The marriage of Mr. J.D. Sena, jr., and Miss Eutrosine Clouthier, daughter of the well known pioneer merchant at Taos... The attendants 

were Mr. Geo A. Johnson and Mrs Telesfor Jaramillo, sister of the bride, Mr. and Mrs M.F. Sena, of Los Lunas; Mr. Luis Sena and Miss Maggie 
Johnson, Mr. and Mrs. Frederick Moder, of Taos. …Major J.D. Sena, father of the bridegroom, presided over the feast…  [SFDNM] 

 

F. E. Clothier    - Bland 
1900June16; At the Bon Ton: F.E. Clothier, Bland... [SFNM] 
 

James L. D. Clouthier  (d.Las Vegas Oct1893)    - Taos 

1881June12; Jas Clouthier, of Taos, was among the guest at the Exchange yesterday. [SFDNM] 
1893October30; The remains of J.L.D. Clouthier, who died at the Las Vegas insane asylum last Saturday, were taken to Taos this morning for interment. 

[SFDNM] 

 

Joseph Clouthiers    - of StaFe 
1882February25; Notice Is hereby given to to the public, that I, the undersigned, will not be responsible for any debt contracted in my name, without an 

order signed by me. Jos. Clouthiers. Santa Fe, Feb.18, 1882. [SFDNM] 

 

Joseph B. Clouthier    - of Taos 
1896April10; The case against Jos B. Clouthier, of Taos, for a violation of the postal laws, has been dismissed… – Las Vegas Optic. [SFDNM] 

 

Merhaut Clouthier    - of Las Vegas 
1889August17; James S. Duncan and Merhaut Clouthier, of Las Vegas and Springer, are doing the capital together to-day. They look enough alike to be 

twins. [SFDNM] 

________________________________________________________________ 
 

John P. Clum  <b.NY 1851>    - StaFe, San CarlosAZ, TombstoneAZ 

Born and raised in Claverack, N.Y., John P. Clum attended Rutgers College (now University) as a divinity student and played in what is believed to be the first inter-collegiate 
football game (against Princeton, then the College of New Jersey) in 1869. But after he was unable to pay his tuition, he joined the U.S. Army’s Signal Corps as a 
“storm sergeant.” In 1870, the Army began posting soldiers along telegraph lines to report weather conditions. After training in how to use glass barometers, thermom-
eters and other then-high-tech instruments packed in his luggage, Clum boarded a train headed to the westernmost terminus: Kit Carson, Colo., and then four days by 
coach to StaFe, in 1871. … rented two rooms at the Johnson and Koch store where he was able to install his instruments on the building’s flat roof. On Nov. 15, 1871, 
Clum telegraphed Santa Fe’s first weather report to the Signal Service Office on G Street near the War Department in Washington, D.C. During his down time, he 
began the predominantly Spanish-speaking city’s first English-language school. Seventy-five students paid $3 per month to learn, in English, reading, writing and 
arithmetic, Clum soon forged a friendship with the territorial governor, Marsh Giddings. In the summer of 1872, when Giddings was called to Washington for an official 
conference, he asked the young weatherman how he would like to be Governor of the Territory for a few days, Clum knew that there was not much going on in New 
Mexico in July, at the height of the hot season — so he accepted and was officially designated as custodian of the Governor’s Place. … Giddings’ stage, headed to 
Trinidad, Colo., was hardly out of sight when the locals began referring to Clum as ‘el gobernador.’ Clum left New Mexico for Arizona in early 1874 to accept a job as 
Indian agent for the San Carlos Apaches. … later a postal inspector for Alaska. A newspaper editor and mayor of Tombstone, Ariz., he has been portrayed in a number 
of films about the gunfight at the OK Corral in 1881 that involved his friend Wyatt Earp. Clum eventually bought a citrus farm near San Dimas, Calif. where he consulted 
on Western films into the 1930s. [Gary Ledoux, SFNM 25Nov2007] 

1872April4; The Y.M.C.A. of Santa Fe. The Y.M.C. Association will meet in their room in the Palace this evening at 7 1/2 o’clock. …J.P. Clum, President. 

Alex G. Irvine, Secretary. [SFDNM] 

1873July21; Attention is called to the advertisement of Mr. J.P. Clum, on the inside of our paper. Mr. Clum will open a private school on the fourth of next 
month, in which will be taught all ordinary scholars want to know. Mr. Clum is a fine scholar himself, and has had much to do with the management of 

children. He is a young gentleman of irreproachable character, good habits and in every way reliable. [SFDNM]   

1873December18; Independent Institute, Santa Fe, New Mexico, John P. Clum, Principal. Instructions in common and higher English, higher mathematics, 
book keeping, natural science, Spanish and Latin. A competent assistant has been engaged. Instructions in Spanish will be given by Jose de Sota, Prof. 

of Spanish. …Tuition per Month in Advance. Day session $3 to $5. Night session $5. Spnish $5. [SFDNM]   

1874April8; John P. Clum, who was lately in the signal service at Santa Fe, New Mexico, has been appointed Indian agent, to take charge of the San Carlos 
reservation, Arizona, which has recently been in charge of the military authorities. [SFDNM] 

1875January5; Arizona. Agent Clum is complimented for his success in bringing the Apaches of the San Carlos Agency down to habits of industry and the 

arts of peace. [SFDNM] 
1875May14; The familiar form of John P. Clum, is once more to be seen on the plaza, only for a few days, however. His many acquaintances in this city will 

be glad to learn that he is proving one of the most efficient Indian agents that the department has of late appointed to that service. [SFDNM] 

1876August15; Mr. Butts, the operator at Silver City informs Mr. Gough that Indian agent John P. Clum passed through that place on the 6th instant with a 
party of wild Apaches, sixteen bucks and four squaws, from San Carlos Agency, Arizona, on their way to Washington and Philadelphia. Having failed in 

the effort to secure an appropriation for this purpose, Mr. Clum takes the Indians on at his own cost; he has arranged a series of entertainments 

illustrative of wild Indian life as it is, and thus proposes to clear expenses by exhibiting in the principal towns on the route, Taza, a son of the once 
notorious chief Cochise, and chief of the Chiricahua Apaches, is one of the party. [SFDNM] 

1876September4; Mr. J.P. Clum, with his 20 Apache Indians, arrive at Pueblo on the 30th ult., or their way to Washington, and complimented the town with 

an old fashioned war whoop. [SFDNM] 
1876October2; Mr. John P. Clum and the 16 Apache Indians were, at last accounts, exhibiting with Barnum’s circus in Washington City. They are going to 

the Centennial. [SFDNM] 

1876October17; Mr. C.P. Clum was in Denver on the 14th, returning to Arizona with the band of Apache Indians, 16 in number.  [SFDNM] 
1876November10; Under date of Washington, October 3, Agent J.P. Clum writes: Taxa died here on September 26. General Howard and Commissioner 

Smith attended the funeral. Dr. Raukin of Grant Place Church conducted the services. The Indians were much pleased with the manner of the burial. I 

expect to start the Indians back this week and shall be back myself about December 1, as Agent for the San Carlos Apaches which position I have 
concluded to retain. We have enjoyed ourselves very much and have spent all our money and now we are anxious to come back to Arizona. – Arizona 

Citizen. [SFDNM] 

1882February18; John P. Clum, of the Tombstone Epitath, was in the city yesterday and called at the New Mexican office. [SFDNM] 
 



CLUTE CORPORATION 
as of 1965; Clute Corp. StaFe. Mine: B.A.T. SMIR 1963. [Directory of Mines in New Mexico, Lucien A. File] 
 

Clyne see Kline 
 
Emily Isaacs Co? [broken headstone] (CerProtestantCem, b.Sept 13,1827 d.Feb 3,1897) 
 

COALITION MINES & REDUCTION COMPANY    - Cash Entry & Grand Central 
1916; envelope, Cerrillos postmark; The Coalition Mines & Reduction Company >144 Heron Building Denver Colorado<lined out] Los Cerrillos, N.M. to National Foundry Co., 

Albuquerque, N.Mex. Hazeldine Ave and Railroad Tracks. [HM AML archives] 
1929October8;  The Coalition Mines & Reduction Co warranty deed to G.C. Hackstaff for Cash Entry Grp., Grand Central, & CMDN properties; b.N p.562 

________________________________________________________________ 

 * Coan *  - see also Cohen, Kohn 

John Coan  - witness - 
1881September7; James Lot of San Miguel Co sells for $60 to Mrs Mary R. Hall of Davenport IA all int in Pinion GrovePlacer Claim No.2 of 8 persons, 

80ac, next to RailRoad Placer Claim of 160ac, New Placer MD, rec 21Oct81; witness George Braham, John Coan [b.D p.571]  

 
Matt Coan    - TA & Animas City 

1874January23; From Mr. J.D. Fink, who has just arrived from Tierra Amarilla and Animas City, we have some intelligence relative to matters in that 

section, which indicates that everything is not lovely there. A party of two men, Fred Fink, a brother of our informant, and Matt Coan, left Tierra 

Amarilla about the 12th of last month for Animas City, about one hundred and fifteen miles distant. Within about fifty miles of their destination they 
made camp one night with a party of fifteen Utes; they were followed the next day by two of the Utes. [SFDNM] 

 

R. Filus / Titus Coan    - NP Orleans co.NY 

1880November18; indenture; Albert S. Warner, William A. Parmaly (both of Albion Orleans Co NY) sell for $1 to John G. Sanyee of Albion Orleans Co NY whole of Old 
Castillian, (reloc 24Aug80), whole of Old Indian Prospect (reloc 24Aug80), whole of Straight Flush (reloc 24Aug80), 2/3 Rey de Cobre mine, whole Grand Union, 
whole Great Mogul, ¾ Grand Reserve, whole Wheel of fortune, whole Business Lode, whole Puck lode (<these2 about 2mi S Turquoise Mtns), whole Happy 
Thought, whole minnehaha (<these2  ½ mi NE bourbon in GMD, ¼ undiv little Emma, ½ N York Tunnel, whole mountain monarch, Old Santa Rosa Shaft in 
GMD, undiv 3/5 Hyde Bonanza, in LCMD b.C p.598; presence R.F. Coan, B.F?T West, certify 18Nov80 R. Filus Coan Notary Public Orleans Co NY – certify R.Filus 
Coan 18Nov80 by George A. Newell Clerk of Orleans Co NY, recorded 27November1880 [Locations & Mining Deeds D#15408 p.146] 

1880November18; Jno G. Sanye of Albion NY power of attorney to William A. Parmaly of Albion NY; presence W.F. West – Albion NY, R.F. Coan – Albion NY, certify for 
John G. Sanye 18Nov80 R. Filus Coan Notary Public, certify for RFCoan 18Nov80 by George A. Newell Clerk, recorded 2December1880 [Locations & Mining Deeds 
D#15408 p.149] 

1881January19; Albert S. Warner of Albion NY, power of attorney to Wm A. Parmaly of Turquoise City, for mining claims; presence (in blank), certify 19Jan81 R. Titus Coan 
Notary Public Albany Co, certify for RTC 16Jan81 George A. Newell Clerk Albion Orleans Co, certify 16Jan81 Jno G. Lawyer County Judge & Surrogate of Said 
County, certify JGL 16Jan81 George A. Newell Clerk Albion Orleans Co, recorded 23September1881 [Locations & Mining Deeds E#15409 p.564] 

1881November22; Albert I?J Warner of Albion Orleans Co NY sells for $1 to William A Parmaly of Carbonateville 1/16 undiv Capitol mine, in LCMD; presence B.F. West, 
certify 22Nov81 R. Titus Coan Notary Public of Albion Orleans Co NY, certify 22Nov81 George A Newell clerk Albion Orleans Co NY, recorded 3December1881 
[Locations & Mining Deeds D#15408 p.745] 

1881November22; Albert S. Warner of Albion Orleans Co NY sells for $1 to William A Parmaly of Carbonateville Trustee undiv 1/16 part Capital mine, undiv ½ int in 
Parmaly & Warner properties for benefit maintenance support of Mrs Jennie Warner and for the benefit maintenance and education of Roswell B. Warner (who are wife 
and child)> 7/16 Capitol, 1/8 Julius, 1/8 Purdin, 1/8 Vulture, 1/8 Agricultural, 1/16 Theressa, 1/3 Dunderberg, ¼ Grand Review, 1/3 President, 1/3 Maximillian, 
1/3 Plymouth Rock, ½ Flying Dutchman, in LCMD; presence B.F. West, certify 22Nov81 R. Titus Coan Notary Public of Orleans Co NY, certify 22Nov81 George A 
Newell clerk Albion Orleans Co NY, recorded 3December1881 [Locations & Mining Deeds E#15409 p.676] 

________________________________________________________________ 
 
Coany    - of Griswold & Coany;  Golden 
1900March24; Activity At Golden. Messrs. Griswold & Co?ny, geologists, who are experimenting on the chlorination processs for the treatment of the ore 

from the Pat Cullen group of mines, prospected the south slope of the Ortiz mountains, are through with the test. It proved to be very satisfactory. 
[SFNM] 

 
Coates    - Cooney m.d. 
1895August26; Cooney, Coates and Smith are working twelve men on the old Cooney mine and taking out gold enough on the plates to pay a profit over all 

expenses besides making a lot of very rich concentrates. [SFDNM] 

1895November11; Cooney, Coates and Shible continue to obtain good results from the old Cooney mine. The mill is kept running day and night. [SFDNM] 
1895December20; In the Cooney camp, Cooney, Coates and Sheible are again running in full blast on their Silver Bar property with the usual good results. 

Deming Headlight. [SFDNM] 

1896March18; Cooney, Coats & Sheible’s mill at Cooney is running right along and is producing good returns. [SFDNM] 

________________________________________________________________ 

 * Cobb * 
Cobb    - Silver City & San Pedro 

1884August8; The Old Man mining pool shipped a carload of ore last week that will average $1,600 per ton. They have more of the same kind left and are 
already taking it out of the mine. – Enterprise. [The Golden Retort. Vol.5 No.3] 

1889August17; A.J. Hughes, a veteran miner and newspaper man, in connection with Leonard & Cobb, of the Silver City Enterprise, will begin the 

publication of the San Pedro Outlook next week. This makes the third newspaper in Santa Fe county’s mining territory. [SFDNM] 

 
Harold M. Cobb    - Amisett & Taos 

1899January6; Harold M. Cobb has ceased work on his mining prospects at Amisett, and will remain in Taos for the present. [SFNM] 



1900October4; Taos County. The Lone Star, at Amizett, is being worked by Harold Cobb. [SFNM] 

 
Lamar Cobb    - of GA 

1897July14; Mr. Reynolds is on the committee of the revision of the mining laws, appointed by the congress, the committee being charged with drawing up 

a set of new regulations and improved proposed laws to be submitted to congress for adoption. The other members of this committee are: C.J. Moore, 

mining engineer, Cripple Creek; J.E. Todd, state geologist, South Dakota; Lamar Cobb, mining engineer, Georgia; R.A.F. Penrose, brother of Senator 
Penrose of Pennsylvania, and president of the Commonwealth Mining company, Pierce, A.T. [SFDNM] 

 
Leslie A. Cobb    - E-town 
1901June5; The Oliver Perry Mining company today filed incorporation papers in the office of the territorial secretary. The incorporators are Leslie A. 

Cobb, Byron D. Anewalt, J. William Gallup, Michael Walsh, Otto F. Matkin. The capital is $300,000. The headquarters are at Elizabethtown, Colfax 

county. [SFNM] 

 
Thomas W. Cobb    - Pinos Altos m.d. 
as of 1903June30; List of mining claims in NM which have been officially surveyed… By Surveyor-General Morgan O. Llewellyn. Thos W. Cobb, Pinos 

Altos and Langston, Pinos Altos MD, 3.644ac. [Report of the Governor of New Mexico to the Secretary of the Interior 1903, p.356] 

 
W. H. Cobb    - Abq & Cochiti m.d. 
1890September12; Will Gibson, of Las Vegas and W.H. Cobb, of Albuquerque, have arranged for a match of 25 live birds, $100 a side. [The Cerrillos Rustler Vol.III No.9] 
1897July27; Albuquerque Notes. Mr. W.H. Cobb has returned from the Cochiti country, where he has been in the interest of the Chicago University. Mr. 

Cobb’s object in going to the Cochiti was the making of a collection of pictures to assist ethnologists of the university named in making a study of the 

origin of some of the Indian races of the territory. [SFDNM] 

 
W. P. Cobb    - Colorado Springs & Hanover 
1900February28; [Hanover] J.R. McKinnie, a mine operator of Colorado Springs, in company with W.P. Cobb and C.B. Hickman, of Colorado Springs, 

were being shown through the Philadelphia mine by J.W. Bible. They stopped underneath the point where an oir shaft was being sunk from the surface 

to connect with the level. At that moment the last shot which was to break through into the tunnel was made, and the discharge threw the rock in every 
direction from the bottom of the air shaft into the tunnel where the men stood.. …none of them were seriously injured... [SFNM] 

________________________________________________________________ 
 
Cobert see Covert 

________________________________________________________________ 

 * Coble * 
D. A. Coble    - Rinconada 

1898October17; D.A. Coble, the mining man, went north to Rinconado this morning. [SFNM] 
1898December28; J.K. Turner and D.H. Cobb, mining men from Rinconada, came down from the north last night, and registered at the Palace hotel while 

in town on a business trip. [SFNM]  

1899April27; At the Palace: D.A. Coble, Rinconada... [SFNM] 

1899May10; Dr. William Brandreth, of Sing Sing, N.Y., and Joseph H. Horsey, of New York, representing the Rio Hondo Copper Company; R.B. Turner, 

of Butte, Mont., and D.A. Coble, of Rincanado, returned yesterday from the Fraser mines, Taos county, which were purchased for $100,000 by them in 

this city May 2, from William Fraser. They appeared very well pleased with the property, and are prepared to start active operations as soon as a 
complete and thorough examination can be made by R.B. Turner, the Butte mining and milling expert, and advice received regarding the future 

development and methods of treating the ore, of which large quantities are in sight. ¶ The property was purchased on the advice of I.M. Gillam. [SFNM] 

1899June21; D.A. Coble, superintendent of copper mines at Amizett, is a guest at the Palace. – At the Palace: D.A. Coble, Rinconado… [SFNM] 
1899June26; D.A. Coble, a mining superintendent from Rinconada, is a guest at the Palace. – At the Palace: D.A. Coble, Rinconada… [SFNM] 

1899August17; D.A. Coble, superintendent of a mine at Rincanado, is a visitor in this city. – At the Palace: T.D. Burns, Tierra Amarilla; W.T. Lawson, J.W. 

Perry, E.F. Fairchild, New York; W.H. Heath, Denver; J.H. Lanagan, Kansas City; H. Abraham, New York City; D.A. Coble, Rincanado... [SFNM] 
1899August28; D.A. Coble, the Rincanado mining superintendent, is again a visitor in the capital. – At the Palace: T.L. Kinney and wife, Madrid; G.E. 

Biyot, Ortiz mine; James H. Dunn, Cerrillos; Daniel Warren, Denver; D.A. Coble, Rincanado; G.W. Esterly, Washington, D.C.; F.H. McGee, Denver; 

O.L. Sutherland, New York… [SFNM] 
1899August30; D.A. Coble of Rinconada, superintendent of the Copper Hill Gold & Copper Mining company, is a visitor in the city. – At the Palace; D.A. 

Coble, Rincanada… [SFNM] 

1899September8; In Taos county, near Elizabethtown, the Copper Hill Mining Company is making extensive developments on its properties. These 
comprise five claims and four mill sites, making a total area of 120 acres, all in process of United States patent. …The properties are situated nine miles 

east of Embudo station, on the Denver and Rio Grande railway, to which point a good wagon road has been built by the company. ¶ J.K. Turner is the 

company’s general manager, and D.A. Coble, is superintendent of the mine. The construction of the mill is in the hands of a millwright L.U. Watson. 
[SFNM] 

1899September20; D.A. Coble, superintendent of the Copper Hill mine at Rinconada, is in the capital today. [SFNM] 

1899September25; D.A. Coble, the Rincanado mining superintendent, is in the city on business. – At the Palace: A.R. Strachan, Denver; George L. Ulrich, 
White Oaks; William W. Field, S.H. Winans, Denver; J.P. McNutly, Turquesa; D.A. Coble, Rinconado; James H. Dunn, Cerrillos… [SFNM] 

1899October7; At the Palace: Floyd B. Wilson, New York; B.M. Donaldson, East Las Vegas; W.G. Demson and wife, Rogers, Ark.; W.C. Wynkoop, 

Bland; D.A. Coble, Rinconado; Lillie E. White, Denver; John Roper, Alamosa; John O. Siemmons, New York. [SFNM] 

 
Richard Coble    - Embudo, Taos 

1898April29; O.B. Steen, of Taos, a prominent mining operator of that section, is in the city. He reports work on the Iron Dike property progressing with 

two shifts. …The tunnel is discharging a great volume of water. The company interested in the property consists of Messrs. Steen and Richard Coble, of 

New Mexico, a number of New York people and Thos A. Edison. Mr. Edison attends to all chemical analysis and assay work for the company and will 
provide the plant for treating the ores. The ore can be treated for $2 per ton. He is expected out here within the next 60 days, and the plant for reducing 

the ores will doubtless be built this season. …Mr. Steen is consummating the sale of the Anderson copper property, located on Copper mountain, about 



eight miles from Embudo. New York capitalists are the purchasers and they will pay $21,000 for the group, which consists of four claims. …Mrs. Steen 

arrived in Santa Fe from Kansas City today and will go to Taos with her husband and spend the summer. [SFNM] 

________________________________________________________________ 

 * Cobleigh * 
D. D. Cobleigh  <b.VT 1834  d.KanCity 20Apr1897)    - CMD, Arroyo Hondo StaFe, Dolores 

1881September10 (disc&loc); D.D. Cobliyh, Alexander Newby (<locators) Kisingsun lode, about 200yds N from the Smelter, in LCMD; 250’NE 1250’SW 150’either side; 
attest (blank), recorded 28November1881 [Locations & Mining Deeds D#15408 p.723] 

1883October17(loc); H.P. Sulty, D.D. Cobteigh, locators Dottie near arroyo Hondo, adjoining Eureka Claim, 1500’x600’, some 5.5mi from town of SF, rec 
31Oct83; witness Herbert Cobleigh [b.F p.501] 

1889November13; Mr. Cobleigh has returned from Dolores, where he has been working the Mechanic claim, owned by himself and W.J. Ashdown. 

[SFDNM] 
1896July14; D.D. Cobleigh, the venerable and well known carpenter, suffered a stroke of paralysis yesterday and was moved to St. Vincent hospital last 

night. His condition is serious, but hopes of his recovery are entertained. [SFDNM] 
1897April23; Colonel Geo W. Knaebel today received information from Kansas City, that D.D. Cobleigh died at his home 823 East Tenth street in that city 

on the 20th inst., and was buried the following day. Mr. Cobleigh was born in Vermont some 63 years ago, and was for many years engaged in business 

in Santa Fe as a carpenter and builder. He leaves a widow and several grown children who reside in Kansas City. [SFDNM] 

 
Herbert L. Cobleigh    - StaFe & Kansas City 

1895February1; Herbert L. Cobleigh, a former well known typo in the New Mexican office ?? 1886 and now the foreman of a ??? office in Kansas City, 

was married in the latter city recently to Miss Millie Kelly. The young man learned his trade in Santa Fe and has many friends who will wish him 
success in his new venture. [SFDNM]  

- witness - 
1883October17(loc); H.P. Sulty, D.D. Cobteigh, locators Dottie near arroyo Hondo, adjoining Eureka Claim, 1500’x600’, some 5.5mi from town of SF, rec 

31Oct83; witness Herbert Cobleigh [b.F p.501] 

________________________________________________________________ 

 
Travis Coburn    - Madrid 
1939September1; Madrid News; Mr. and Mrs. Douglas Collister are the proud parents of a baby boy. They have named the baby Douglas Huber Collister. ¶ Miss Julia 

Vergolio was a Santa Fe visitor Wednesday. ¶ Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Huber, Joe and Mary Frances motored to Denver Wednesday and returned home Thursday 
evening. ¶ Mrs. H.L. Taylor, Mrs. Amy Collier, Mrs. B.B. Kyser, Mrs. J.W. Collier and daughter Margie motored to Santa Fe Wednesday and were luncheon guests of 
Mr. and Mrs. Ivan Casey. In the afternoon the ladies played bridge. ¶ Mrs. Tony Quintana and baby have moved to Espanola to make their home. ¶ Mr. Chad Lemon 
was an Albuquerque visitor Wednesday. ¶ Mr. and Mrs. M.L. Stone and Mr. and Mrs. Travis Coburn motored to Santa Fe Wednesday evening. [SFNM] 

1940January1; Madrid News; Dr. and Mrs. B.B. Kysor and Mr. Buck Valentine motored to Santa Fe Saturday evening for dinner and attended the Lensic to celebrate Dr. 
Kysor’s birthday. ¶ Mr. and Mrs. Joe Hustler and son David spent Christmas with friends in Cerrillos. ¶ Mrs. Lulu Armijo, Miss Julia Knight, Mr. and Mrs. Harley Gooch, 
of Santa Fe and Mr. and Mrs. George Armijo Jr., and daughter Madalene of Washington, D.C., visited Mr. and Mrs. C.E. Gibbs and family Tuesday. ¶ Mr. and Mrs. 
Russell Barbicovi of Morley visited friends here Sunday and to see the lights. ¶ Mr. and Mrs. Angelo Galassini and Mr. and Mrs. Mel Yando of Bernalillo visited friends 
here Sunday evening. ¶ Mr. and Mrs. Orin Pulliam were shopping in Albuquerque Saturday evening. ¶ Mr. and Mrs. Travis Coburn spent Christmas with relatives in 
Albuquerque. ¶ Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Huber entertained the following guests at dinner Christmas evening: Dr. and Mrs. A.R. Clauser and son Jerry, Mrs. M. Hammond of 
Belen, Mr. and Mrs. Douglas Collister and son Douglas of Albuquerque and Mary Frances and Joe Huber. ¶ Dr. and Mrs. B.B. Kysor and Mr. Buck Valentine motored 
to Santa Fe Christmas. ¶ Misses Dee and Mary Riccon and Lucy and Mary Aranda visited Miss Louetta Collier Sunday. ¶ Pep Stowers, a student at St. Michaels 
school in Santa Fe is home visiting his parents, Mr. and Mrs. H.E. Stowers during the holidays. ¶ Mr. Duncan Duncan visited at the Huber home Christmas afternoon. ¶ 
Mr. and Mrs. J.W. Collier entertained the following guests at.. [SFNM] 

________________________________________________________________ 

 * Coca * Cocoa * 
Miguel de Coca see Miguel de la Vega y Coca 

 
Tobi Cocoa  (b.NM 1938>    -  of Madrid 
1940May5_census ED 25-39 Madrid sheet 7A; enumerator Manuel C. Martinez; Merejildo Padilla, house #78, renting $12/mo, 63, education 0, b.NM, living in ’35 

sameplace, at work 36 hrs in week, laborer, A+C coal co sec. laborer, 52 wks worked in 1939, wages $660; Savia Padilla, 50, wife, education 0, b.NM, living in ’35 
sameplace, Houseworker, no wages; Mary Padilla, 29, dau, Married<lined out, written ‘S’], education 4, b.NM, living in ’35 sameplace, Houseworker, no wages; Loreta 
Padilla, 22, dau, Married<written ‘7’], education 2, b.NM, living in ’35 sameplace, Houseworker, no wages; Eduvejido Marez, 10, grandson, in school, education 3, b.NM, 
living in ’35 sameplace; Rita Marez, 9, granddau, in school, education 1, b.NM, living in ’35 sameplace; Tabi Cocoa, 2, grandson, education 0, b.NM, Cocoa Tobi, Fa 
b.CO Mo b.NM, language at home Spanish; Pedro Salas Jr., 4, grandson, education 0, b.NM. 

________________________________________________________________ 

 * Cochiti * 
COCHITI district 
1889; A boom began in the Cochiti district. [Northrup, 1975] 

Bland lies at an elevation of about 7,400 feet, in Pino Canyon, a steep-sided trench 700 to more than 1,000 feet deep, which heads 2 or 3 miles farther northwest. Colla 
Canyon, a similar and nearly parallel valley, lies 1 ½ miles to the southwest, but turns and unites with Pino Canyon a couple of miles below Bland. Medio Dia Canyon, 
also similar in character and direction, lies on the northeast, separated from Pino Canyon by a sharp, crestlike divide; it unites with the Pino-Colla trench a few miles 
below Bland. Most of the mines are situated along the walls of Pino and Colla canyons. ¶ Together with much of the mountainous portion of the Territory, this region 
received attention from the prospector in the seventies and eighties. The opposition of Mexican, who claimed possession of the region under private grant, impeded 
development, and it was not till 1889 that prospecting began in earnest. In 1893 much activity was manifested in the district and many claims were located. Early in 1894 
the Albemarle group was located. This proved to be the most important group in the district. In 1896 a mill, known as the Woodbury mill, was built in the valley about 7 
miles below Bland, for the purpose of treating the ores of the Iron King mine, but it was never a success. Late in 1899 the Albemarle cyanide mill was completed. This 
was closed in the spring of 1902 and was later dismantled. In the eleven years from the opening of 1894, when production began, to the close of 1904 the district had 
produced slightly over a million dollars. The greatest production in any one year was $359,135, in 1900. No production was reported in 1905. At present very little mining 



is being done in the district, and the prospects for resumption of work in the immediate future are not bright. …It was stated to the writer by Mr. L.B. Smith, who was 
superintendent of the Albemarle mine, that paying ores seem to pinch out at depths of a few hundred feet; the experience at the Albemarle, Lone Star, and Washington 
mines was cited as evidence. The deepest ore known in the district was in the Albemarle mine, and gave out at a depth of about 600 feet below the outcrop. [The Ore 
Deposits of New Mexico, Lindgren, Graton, Gordon 1910, p.150, p.158] 

1894July23; A half a million dollar reservoir system is proposed at White Rock canyon on the Rio Grande near Albuquerque, which will irrigate thousands of acres. [14 Years 
Ago Today, digitalcommonsATutep] 

1895March20; “Golden Cochiti” is all right.  As soon as the mischievous land grant controversy is finally disposed of and the “boys” begin earnestly 

developing their claims the district will show an output of the precious metals that will surprise the natives. [SFDNM] 
1895March23; Parties in from Cochiti say that Messrs. Hart and Page, well known mining men from Leadville, have assumed control of the Iron King mine 

and the Bailey mill, in the interest of R.W. Woodbury, the Denver banker. After paying off the claims against the property those parties left for Denver 

yesterday to report to Mr. Woodbury. On Monday the Iron King will resume work and sink 500 feet, at first employing ?? men. ¶ To-day a telephone 
message to Mr. Mitchell from Cerrillos says word has reached there that a free gold strike of great import has been made in the Crown Point mine at 

Bland and that the Washington people will begin sinking at once. Cochiti is going to be in the swim this summer. [SFDNM] 

1895March25; The cyanide plant at Grafton, in the Black Range country, will be started up some time this week. If successful in the treatment of the ores of 
the Black Range, it is more than probable that it will be given a trial at La Belle and in the Cochiti district. [SFDNM] 

1895March25; A telephone message from Bland says a full force of men resumed work on the Iron King mine this morning. All the delinquent debts of the 

Denver company controlling the property have just been paid, scattering some $6,000 among the miners of the Cochiti district. [SFDNM] 
1895March27; The full development of the Cochiti district is of paramount importance to New Mexico and especially so to Santa Fe. This city being the 

natural base of supplies for that great gold camp, our business men and capitalists should see to it that all the encouragement and assistance possible 

shall be extended the camp to the matter of easy and reasonable transportation, mail facilities and better than all a judicious advertising of the 

wonderful resources and prospective greatness of golden Cochiti. [SFDNM] 

1895March28; The Mining Record, of Denver, Says: “It looks as though La Belle, Cochiti and White Oaks will have a boom aided by Colorado capital.” 

We hope so. [SFDNM] 
1895April1; The mill now building at Bland, Cochiti district, will be ready for the treatment of ore by June 1. – The past week has made quite a little change 

in Cochiti district; the snow has all disappeared and a number of parties have outfitted to commence work. – Quite a number of prospectors are going 

into the Cochiti country. Nearly every day burros and wagons loaded with household goods and provisions pass up the canon, says the Cerrillos 
Rustler. [SFDNM] 

1895April6; Cochiti, the new mining district north of Albuquerque, has established a reputation for real merit at this time. It is expected that the work of the 

summer will show important discoveries, and that the mines already open will be more productive. [SFDNM] 
1895April15; A well-informed mining man writes the Denver Daily Mining Record that “The new Cochiti district west of Santa Fe has established a 

reputation for real merit at this time. It is expected that the work of the summer will show important discoveries, and that the mines already open will be 
more productive.” [SFDNM] 

1895May14; The Kim-Ki Rogers smelter is said by experts to be the most complete plant ever put up in the west. Its revoval to Santo Domingo, as is 

proposed, would be hailed with delight by several mine owners in the Cochiti district. – Albuquerque Citizen. [SFDNM] 
1895May15; The Albuquerque Reduction works steamed up yesterday for the purpose of working a test run on Cochiti ores. The test will be made on a car 

load of Washington ores. [SFDNM] 

1895May17; Developing the Mammoth Ledges of Golden Cochiti – Fine Showing of Pay Mineral – Reduction Works – Prospective Railway. ¶ The people of this district are 

deeply interested in the associate enterprises undertaken by the Santa Fe & Cochiti railway and the Rio Grande Electric Power & Irrigation company, and hope that these 

companies will soon begin. An electric road to Bland with adequate reduction works at the river as proposed would forever solve the Cochiti mining problem. The plan of 

these companies is unquestionably feasible and would prove profitable to all concerned. ¶ Bland tunnel stock is picking up again. Those who invest in this stock at the present 

price will be well rewarded. The great Washington ledge will ultimately be cross-cut by this tunnel, and worked through it. It is really a great under ground mining railroad 

tapping the very heart of the Gold Hill above Bland. ¶ The miners of the Cochiti district, many of whom are from Colorado, would like very much to see daily stage and mail 

service restored between Santa Fe and Bland. Santa Fe would be greatly the gainer thereby. ¶ Postmaster Fletcher, Charley Samuels and Fred Bletcher are luxuriating in the 

hot waters of the Sulphur springs. ¶ Mrs. Emma Harris, who spent the winter at Santa Fe, has resumed the management of the Albermarle hotel. ¶ It is alleged that Frank 

Bruce sold his interest in the Crown Point mine for $17,000 instead of $10,000. ¶ The leasees of the Washington mine are working a full force of men, and excellent shipping 

ore is being taken out for treatment at the Jenks-Kent electric works, south of Albuquerque. ¶ More men are at work earnestly developing the Cochiti mines than ever before 

and new strikes are reported daily. The ability of this district to produce 1,000 tons of ore daily that would handsomely reward treatment at the river is unquestioned. It is 

already in sight. ¶ Mr. Beekman, superintendent of the new reduction plant in process of erection just below Bland, has been quite sick for several days, but the work has not 

be interrupted thereby. Twelve or fifteen men are employed and more are needed. The machinery will soon arrive and it is expected that the mill will be in running order by 

the 1st of July. This is very encouraging to the miners hereabouts, who are redoubling their efforts to get out the ore for treatment at this mill. It will be plentifully supplied. ¶ 

Visitors to the camp express amazement at the extent of our mammoth gold and silver bearing ledges. Notable among these are the Lone Star, Washington, Iron King, 

Albemarle, Crown Point, Bull of the Woods, Iron Queen, King Solomon, Miner’s Dream, Posy, Good Hope, Hopewell, Union and L.& L., all of which show immense bodies 

of mineral which will pay without sorting when contemplated reduction and transportation facilities are provided. ¶ The regular pay days of the Iron King, Lone Star, Crown 

Point and Washington are red-letter days in blooming and blushing Bland. ¶ The main development shaft on the Iron King is now down nearly 100 feet. The new hoister will 

soon be put in. This will enable Supt. Rucker to crowd the work faster. [SFDNM] 
1895June19; Another big strike has recently been made in the Washington mine at Cochiti. It appears that the workmen broke into a 316 feet body of very 

rich quartz. The owners are enthusiastic. [SFDNM] 

1895June19; Cochiti note: “The Santa Fe & Cochiti Railroad company seems to mean business in regard to their projected railroad. All Bland people wish 
them success in this enterprise. Bland my astonish the outside world yet when we are connected with it by the iron horse.” [SFDNM] 

1895Juiy1; Six tons of ore selected from last week’s output of the Washington mine, Cochiti district, will be shipped and will bring not less than $500 a ton, 

it is said. [SFDNM] 
1896February15; A usually well informed gentleman, who has large interests in the Cochiti district, expresses confidence that the Denver & Rio Grande 

railroad will be extended from Santa Fe to Bland in the spring. [SFDNM] 

1896February15; Besides the new Lowthian mill at Bland, the erection of which in the early spring is counted on as certain, it is reported that a Wyoming 
company has decided to put up a large mill in Peralta canon, Cochiti district. [SFDNM] 

1896May13; The Cochiti Mining District One of the Richest Gold and Silver Camps in the United States. Retarded By Land Grant Litigation Early 

Settlement of Titles by Supreme Court Assured – About Some of the Big Mineral Bearing Ledges – Gold Predominates. [SFDNM] 
1896May22; U.S. Attorney Matt G. Reynolds has been advised that the supreme court has denied the attorney general’s motion to advance those typical 

cases appealed from the land court, each of which involved questions of grave mement in New Mexico and in which an early decision was sought in 

order to facilitate the trial of other cases now pending in the land court. Among these is the Cochiti grant case, which 2,000 citizens had petitioned to 
have advanced. Mr. Reynolds says it is now not probable that the Cochiti case can come before the supreme court short of one year from October next. 

This is most regrettable. [SFDNM] 



1896July21; [Cochiti MD] Last night the contractors, who have been driving a tunnel to intersect the inside shaft on the second level in the Washington for 

the purpose of causing a circulation of pure air, completed the work. The Washington will increase its force and resume shipments early next week. New 
ore sheds have been erected at the mine and further improvements are probable, say the excellent Bland Herald. [SFDNM] 

1896August31; There are now ten four-horse teams hauling ore daily from Cochiti to the railroad at Thornton, which is a greater number than this camp has 

seen in its history. – A Bryan and Sewall club has been organized at Bland with a membership that includes nearly all the miners and business men in 
the Cochiti mining district. [SFDNM] 

1896December19; Cerrillos Cullings. Cochiti would profit immensely from a smelter at Cerrillos. [SFDNM] 

1897January15; A gentleman who returned from Bland yesterday says: “Keep your eye on Bland and the Cochiti district in general. Developments are 
promised shortly and will be of such substantial nature as to fully justify all the assertions of prosperity and improvements now being made. Several of 

the principal mines have been bonded and leased recently and will be worked. The mill to be erected by Denver capital is what the camp has been 

needing for three years and will be the Archimedan lever to overturn the obstacles that haver retarded it.” – Albuquerque Democrat. [SFDNM] 
1897April9; Cochiti Grant Argument. Special to the New Mexican. Washington, April 2. – The Cochiti grant case was argued in the Supreme court today on 

behalf of the government by Mr. Reynolds and on behalf of Joel P. Whitney by Mr. Knaebel. The miners of the Cochiti mining district are indebted to 

Mr. Reynolds for as eloquent and forcible presentation of their interests. Chas. H. Toll. [SFDNM] 
1897April16; Cochiti ore is silver and gold of low grade, no copper or lead being found. It is apparent that the rates for shipping are practically favorable to 

the Silver City reduction works, and Mr. Conway has contracted for trial carloads from the largest mining properties, one carload going to the works this 

week from the Crown Point. [SFDNM] 
1897May25; …in the Cochiti land grant case, the U.S. Supreme court affirmed the decision of the court of private land claims as to the northern boundary 

and reverses the decision of the lower court as to the western boundary, fixing the latter “at nearest sierra or other natural object bearing the name of 

Jemez.” This decision means that the town of Bland and the entire Cochiti region containing mineral, is out of the grant and on public land, and that the 

decree of the land court is only reversed as to the western boundary... [SFDNM] 

1897July1; With a smelter secured at Cerrillos and one in project at Algodones, a successful mill of 40 tons capacity assured at Bland and a 50 ton capacity 

mill soon to be constructed at Allerton, the Cochiti district is in a fair way to be provided with the facilities for treating the demands of tons of ore now 
lying on the dumps and in the many mines awaiting just such means to extract the gold and silver values. [SFDNM] 

1897September23; Rumors of a new and exceedingly rich gold strike over in the Cochiti district are floating around in the Capital city. [SFDNM] 

1897September25; The completion and successful operation of the new smelter at Cerrillos will multiply the number of steadily shipping mines over in the 
Cochiti district by at least five. – A large boulder of free milling gold quartz, which runs about $3,000 to the ton, was recently found in the Cochiti 

district. True, it was merely “float;” there is more where that came from. [SFDNM] 
1897September27; The Golden Cochiti. Norman P. White of Pueblo, who has the right to Bernalillo county for the Beam furnace, which is the principal 

feature in a new process for treating refractory ores cheaply, and who is in partnership with a prominent D.&R.R. official, expect to soon visit the 

Cochiti district in company with several Philadelphia capitalists, preparatory to the construction of a 25 ton mill using the Beam process, which is 
meeting with excellent success on the refractory ores of a number of Colorado camps. Mr. White is in Magdalena at present and is expected to reach 

Bland some time early nest week. [SFDNM] 

1898March5; Organized In A Rain Storm. Interesting Account of the Miners’ Meeting Held in Bland Four Years Ago. ¶ According to the Bland Herald, 
tomorrow is the Fourth anniversary of the organization of the Cochiti mining district. In speaking of that event the Herald of yesterday says: ¶ “Day after 

tomorrow will make just exactly four years ago that the Cochiti mining district was instituted and named. On Sunday, March 6, 1894, a congregation of 

prospectors and miners met under the pine trees which then sheltered the site upon which the present Herald office stands and the ground next to it, 
where there still remains intact an old log cabin, the first built in Pino canon. The object of this gathering was to organize the district that now embraces 

the greatest mineral region in the great west. Chester Greenwood, the present superintendent of the Lone Star mine and one-third owner therof, was 

elected chairman of this first miners’ meeting held in the new district, and Chess Austin was elected secretary. The names of 60 prospectors and miners 
were enrolled. ¶ “The day was sultry and a steady downpour of rain kept the assemblage drenched to the skin. All who could, clustered around the trunks 

of the somewhat protecting pines, while the secretary sat just inside the doorway of the cabin in order to keep the minutes of the meeting from a similar 

wetting. ¶ “Some two hours were consumed in the business of the meeting, but when it adjourned a mining district had been organized and named that is 
destined to become the greatest in the Rocky mountains and make the name of the Cochiti more famous than the world-wide fame it already possesses.” 

[SFNM] 

1898June13; Eight Peralta canon, Cochiti properties are being systematically developed. [SFNM]   
1898June23; Red River, La Belle, Elizabethtown, Hematite, Black Mountain, Jicarilla, Organ and the Cochiti districts are showing the most activity in the 

development line. [SFNM] 

1898August24; The boom over in the Golden Cochiti mining district, temporarily postponed by the late war, is certain to bloom and bear quantities of 
yellow fruit during the coming sutumn and winter. The merchants of Santa Fe will make a serious mistake if they fail to cultivate the trade of this most 

promising district. [SFNM] 

1898October25; All assessment work is being done at Cochiti and no claims will lapse this season. – The road from Balnd to the Albemarle is being 
repaired at the expense of the Cochiti Gold Mining Company. [SFNM] 

1899April4; The arrival of eight freight wagon loads of merchandise from Santa Fe in one day for Cochiti merchants is noted by the Herald of that place. 

[SFNM]   
1899April7; Bland and the Cochiti district people are patronizing this market pretty well these days, as the size of the camp is increasing, and it is realized 

that Santa Fe is the best potato and grain market in this part of the country. [SFNM]   

1899May16; Peralta Canon. The grant line was completed from the west through this canon, and all the valuable claims are on government land. Now the 

people have hopes that men with capital will look over the camp. Big bodies of quartz with free gold and leads that suit leasers are in sight. The ore will 

pay to ship. The camp has a brighter future. [SFNM] 

1899October30; The local telephone system in the Cochiti is being extended. Last week the Bland station and the Bland mill were connected by telephone. 
[SFNM] 

1899November23; The Cochiti Bridge. A committee of the Albuquerque commercial club has reported in favor of having the bridge to be built by 

Bernalillo county located three miles nearer Albuquerque than the site proposed by the county engineer. The committee believes the merchants would 
pay the additional cost of $10,000. The county is limited to an expenditure of $15,000. The bridge could be built where the engineer has chosen a site for 

$13,000, while at the place preferred $23,000 must be expended. The matter that worries Albuquerque is that the cheaper location would be accessible to 

teams from Santa Fe, and the bridge would be used by them when the river cannot be forded. The site is too far from the Santa Fe wagon road for 
ordinary use, and when business justifies the expenditure Santa Fe county will build her own bridge. [SFNM] 



1899November30; Map of the Cochiti District. J.L. Zimmerman has completed a blue print of the Cochiti district that is of inestimable value to miners and 

promoters, as well as to others. The print shows all patented surveys and their connection with the locating monument No.1, together with adjoining and 
conflicting claims, taken from the official records on file in the office of the surveyor general, and all other surveyed claims. [SFNM] 

1900July7; The conflict over the survey of the northern line of the Cochiti grant is under official examination by officers of the U.S. court of private land 

claims. Special Agents W.M. Tipton and Henry O. Flipper have gone to the Cochiti country to look in the matter. The original survey was run through a 
certain ancient pueblo ruin on the mesa east of the town of Woodbury, and the attorneys for Joel P. Whitney et al., the grant claimants, contend that it 

should have a more northern location. The land court officials contend that, according to the explicit decree of confirmation the north line of the grant is 

some 500 yards south of the line as originally run, cutting a more southerly situated pueblo ruin which was the one that De Vargas captured in the year 
1692. [SFNM] 

1900December17; Surveys Approved. …The following are the surveys approved: Sebastian de Vargas, 13,434.28 acres… Galisteo, 260.78 acres… Canada 

de Cochiti, 19,112.78 acres; Cieneguilla, 3202.79 acres… Las Huertas, 20,000 acres; Juan Salas or Alamitos, 500 acres… Santo Domingo and San 
Felipe, 1200 acres... [SFNM] 

1901; The most important mining camp in the County was Bland, center of the Cochiti district (now in Sandoval County). The population of Bland and the 

adjacent camp of Albemarle was 1,200. About 9,000 tons of ore per month was being treated at the Albemarle mill. [Northrup, 1975] 
1902January21; A few weeks ago, Superintendent C.J. Crandall of the United States Indian school in this city, gave A. Dockweiler of Tesuque, the contract 

to dig a well for the Cochiti Pueblo Indians about three-quarters of a mile from the river. …in consequence suffered from an annual epidemic of typhoid 

and kindred diseases. The idea of sinking a well seemed sacrilege to them and they objected strenuously to Dockweiler digging the well. They sent two 
special messages to superintendent Crandall to come to Cochiti and stop the work and he had to go down to the village one night and pacify them with 

the promise that the well would be closed up again if it didn’t prove a success. Water, cold and pure, was struck at a depth of 40 feet, and now the 

Indians use only the water from the well, and they wouldn’t part with the well for a good sized fortune. [SFNM] 

1903; Gold mining in the Cochiti district increased the importance of northern Bernalillo County and resulted in the splitting off of Sandoval County. 

[Northrup, 1975] 

1903; …grants rejected and cut down in area… The Cochiti grant, including, as claimed, over 200 square miles, with the whole of the Cochiti mining 
district, and owned by Joel Parker Whitney, of Boston; confirmed a narrow strip of pastoral land outside the mining district. [Report of the Governor of 

New Mexico to the Secretary of the Interior 1903, p.383] 

 

COCHITI FERRY COMPANY    - Peña Blanca 

1894May2; Corporations Organized Under the General Incorporation Law, 1868-1904. Cochiti Ferry Company. Date of filing May 2, 1894, 25yrs, Peña Blanca, Capital stock 
500,000 [NMBlueBook 1905, p.195] 

 

COCHITI GOLD MINING COMPANY    - of Boston, NJ 

1894January; The Cochiti District in Sandoval County was prospected as early as 1881, but it eas not until 1889 that prospecting was extensively carried on. A large number 
of claims had been located by 1894. The most important mines were the Albemarle group which were discovered in January of 1894. This property, owned by the 
Cochiti Gold Mining Company, was developed my means of a 300-ton plant which was operated for several years after 1899. This plant produced $667,500, but the 
company later failed. [History of NM, Chas F. Coan, 1925, p.453] 

1897December20; Corporations Organized Under the General Incorporation Law, 1868-1904. Cochiti Gold Mining Company (N.J.). Date of filing Dec. 20, 1897, 50yrs, 
Bland, Capital stock 1,500,000 [NMBlueBook 1905, p.195] 

1898January13; Another Big Cochiti Deal. One-third of the Stock in the Cochiti Gold Mining Company Sold to Boston People for $750,000 – Three 

Groups Included. …that O.P. Posey, principal promoter of the Cochiti Gold Mining company…  [SFNM] 

1898February19; Golden Cochiti Notes. Messrs. Bruce & Wilson, who are doing contract development work on the Crown Point mine for O.P. Posey and 
his associates in the Cochiti Gold Mining company, have struck a body of ore in the south drift at the 150 foot level that runs $600 in gold to the ton. 

[SFNM] 

1898March5; Expert’s Opinion Of Cochiti. Mr. Weller, of Boston, Thinks Failure in the Albemarle Property Practically Impossible. The Boston Financial 
and Trade Journal continues to keep in close touch with the progress made by the Cochiti Gold Mining company of Boston in the development of its 

immensely valuable gold properties in and ?? the Golden Cochiti Mining district located 15 miles southwest of Santa Fe. Witness the following from a 

late number of that paper. ¶ …President Coram says he expects to have the full paid certificates of stock ready to issue the latter part of this week. A 
dispatch from Supeintendent Merrill, who is in Denver, states that the last assay showed that the shaft samples averaged $11 to the ton, and those from 

the second level appraise $9.50. …Mr. Weller, of Messrs. Hornblower & Weeks, who has just returned from a trip to Michigan, Denver, southern 

California and New Mexico, where he has been inspecting mines and mining propositions, says that he gave particular attention to the Cochiti, and 
formed so good an opinion of it from a study of the property, of the assays and of the men connected with it, that he is made nervous by the small chance 

of failure. He says he sould feel better if he could see “outs” in the proposition, which he declares that he cannot. The failure of so many mining ventures 

and partial failure of all now before the Boston public prejudice his mind against gold mines in general until he can hardly trust his own convictions that 
Cochiti mines are to prove different. Mr. Weller is very candid in his description of the Cochiti property… [SFNM] 

1898March7; The Cochiti Gold Mining company, a corporation organized under the laws of New Jersey, has filed a certificate in the territorial secretary’s 

office, designating the town of Bland, in Bernalillo county, N.M., as the place where the principal business of the company shall be conducted, and T.L. 
Merrill resident agent. [SFNM] 

1898March10; Since the purchase of the Albemarle and several other of the great gold bearing ledges of the district by the Cochiti Gold Mining company, 

of Boston, under the inspiring leadership of Messrs. J.A. Coram, O.P. Posey and W.J. Carlan, achievements have been witnessed in the district that 

amount almost to miracles. The magnificent stretch of wagon road, three miles and a half long, that has been built over the mountains from Bland to the 

Albemarle mine since the beginning of the year must be personally inspected to be appreciated... The steel plant purchased by Messrs. Coram and Posey 
for the treatment of this immense ore body by means of the cyanide process will start in with a daily reduction capacity of 125 tons per day, but it will be 

so constructed that its capacity can be almost indefinitely multiplied, and Mr. Coram, whose word is good for a cool million in the Boston money 

market, has intimated that it is the intention of his company as rapidly as possible to block out ore enough in the Albemarle group to keep a 850-ton 
reduction plant in constant operation for ten years. [SFNM]   

1898March14; Joseph Coram, Larkin T. Trull, Simon H. Stern, Charles E. Rushmore, W. Benson Crisp, Robert Wheelan and Howard S. Gans have 

organized an incorporated under the laws of the state of New Jersey the Cochiti Gold Mining company, and filed a certified copy of the articles of 
incorporation in Secretary Wallace’s office. The objects of incorporation are: To acquire, own, operate, open and work any mine or mines, mining 

claims or mining properties, or mines containing mineral substances and especially gold mines located in the territory of New Mexico and elsewhere 

throughout the United States; to erect, construct, operate and maintain any mills, concentrators smelters and any and all machinery for the operation of 
mines, or for the treatment of ores; to construct, maintain and operate railroads, tramways, roadways, bridges, canals, aqueducts, dams, sluiceways and 



especially to construct, maintain, operate and equip a line of railroad from any point in the Cochiti mining district in the territory of New Mexico to 

connect with any railroad in said territory, and to this end to purchase, take, lease or otherwise acquire lands, rolling stock or other property as may be 
deemed necessary for the above purposes; to own and acquire water rights and supplies, timber lands and timber; to engage in, conduct and carry on an 

importing and exporting business and to generally engage in and conduct a wholesale and retail mercantile business, and to engage in such other lawful 

transactions as the business of the company may require. Captial stock, $1,500,000, and principal office located in Jersey City, N.J. The principal place 
of business in New Mexico is located at Bland, and T.L. Merrill is named as the resident agent. [SFNM] 

1898March18; T.A. Goodwin came in from Bland last night on a business errand, and will return to the building metropolis of the Golden Cochiti in the 

morning. He is a partner with F.C. Bennett in the meat market business at Bland and also has the contract to lay the five miles of pipe line for the Cochiti 
Gold Mining company. He insists that the Golden Cochiti is all right. [SFNM] 

1898March19; Electricity In Cochiti Mines. Cochiti Gold Mining Company Will Dispense Steam and Operate by Electricity Generated by Rio Grande. It is 

well established, says the Bland Herald, that the Cochiti Gold Mining company will dispense with the more expensive transportation of fuel from 
Cerrillos by transmitting an electric current by wire drom the Rio Grande to the Albemarle mine to operate the large amount of machinery of the mine 

and mill that will be humming at the upper end of Colla canon by the first of July. ¶ O.P. Posey, general manager of the Cochiti Gold Mining company, 

returned to Bland from Los Angeles, his home, last Friday, remaining in camp until Tuesday, when he departed for Denver on business connected with 
the Albemarle plans of operation. While here the gentleman mentioned gave it out an established fact that he and his associates intend to build a large 

masonry dam at White Rock canon on the Rio Grande, some five miles above Cochiti Indian pueblo, for the purpose of generating sufficient electricity 

to opperate all their heavy machinery in the Cochiti mining district. A large plant will be erected at the point on the river mentioned and a heavy wire 
stretched from there to the Albemarle mine, a distance of some 12 miles, and over this will be transmitted an electric current of sufficient power to turn 

every wheel, light every mine and house and operate a tramway in the Cochiti mining district, a tramway from the river to Bland, as well as to Thornton, 

being among the items considered in this last and most feasible enterprise. ¶ The cost of fuel and its transportation from Cerrillos being so great and the 

indication that the wood supply of the district will become early exhausted with the intended operations of this company fully underway, it has been 

deemed advisable to construct an electric plant on the river to operate all the machinery of the Cochiti Gold Mining company and a realization of their 

intentions may be looked for in the early future. [SFNM] 
1898March23; The Cochiti Gold Mining company has a pay roll of $16,000 per month. [SFNM] 

1898April21; Mr. O.P. Posey, general manager of the Cochiti Gold Mining company, arrived in Boston Wednesday from the west. Mr. Posey states that 

work now going on at the company’s mines, in the erection of buildings and machinery, is progressing very satisfactorily... – Boston Commercial 
Bulletin. [SFNM] 

1898May18; It is probable that the recent injunction obtained by parties in Peralta canon, restraining the Cochiti Gold Mining company from taking water 
from that canon for use in operating the Albemarle mill and mine, will be dissolved and a speedy compromise effected. [SFNM]   

1898May18; Cochiti Notes. O.P. Posey, general manager of the Cochiti G.M.Co., is in Bland and has decided to make this place his headquarters. [SFNM]   

1898June24; Messrs. J.A. Coram, of Boston, and O.P. Posey, of Colorado, both connected with the Cochiti Gold Mining company, returned yesterday to 
Bland, where they will both remain for a week or more. [SFNM] 

1898July14; L.I. Gillette, of Minneapolis, registered at the Palace hotel last night. Mr. Gillette is the superintendent of construction of the Cochiti Gold 

Mining company’s new mill at Bland, and he went overland to Bland this morning to start the mill in operation. [SFNM]   
1898July16; The Sayer Lumber Co. is furnishing the Cochiti Gold Mining Co. with 100,000 feet of lumber. [SFNM] 

1898August11; Mr. and Mrs. A.B. Renehan, who spent six weeks at the Jemez and Sulphur springs, returning recently, on their way home stopped at Bland 

where they were the guests of Messrs. Coram & Posey of the Cochiti Mining Company at the Albemarle mine for a while. [SFNM] 
1898August31; Says the Albuquerque Democrat: “A 54-pound brick of gold and silver combined was shipped to the refinery by the Cochiti Gold Mining 

Company last week. It was the result of a clean up of two vats which had only been partially filled with ore, and was estimated by outsiders to be worth 

something over $7,000.” [SFNM] 
1898August31; The Cochiti Gold Mining Company has paid $400,000 for the Albemarle group. It is claimed that more extensive work is being done on the 

Albemarle than on any other mine in New Mexico. [SFNM] 

1898October11; The Cochiti Gold Mining Company has just shipped away a 71-pound gold brick, the product of one week’s run of their mill. [SFNM] 
1898October25; The road from Bland to the Albemarle is being repaired at the expense of the Cochiti Gold Mining Company. – The Cochiti Gold Mining 

Company has just shipped an 82-pound brick of gold, the prodect of the week’s run. This output will be doubled when the addition to the company’s big 

mill is completed. This is better than going to the Klondike. The new addition will be 44x68 feet, to contain six leeching tanks 30 feet in diameter. The 
Albemarle has a capacity already of 135 tons per day, and the tankage was not sufficient to treat this amount of ore. [SFNM] 

1898October25; A mining deed recently filed in Albuquerque had $100 worth of revenue stamps attached to it, the largest amount of stamps on any deed 

filed in the county. It was from W.H. Wesson, of Boston, to the Cochiti Gold Mining Company for the Albemarle, Pamlico, Huron, Erie, Ontario and 
Homestake load-mining claims in the Cochiti district. The consideration given in the deed was $1. [SFNM] 

1898November4; The Cochiti gold mining company has 120 men on its pay roll, besides giving employment to 75 men who are cutting wood under 

contract. [SFNM] 
1898November16; Bernalillo County. The Cochiti Gold Mining Company is sinking its pipe line in Peralta canon to protect it more securely from the 

weather. [SFNM] 

1898November26; The Cochiti Gold Mining Company has just shipped an 100 pound brick valued at $20,000. [SFDNM] 
1898December7; The Cochiti Gold Mining Company has given up its idea of buying the Mercur mine in Utah, as too much money was asked for the 

property. General Manager I.L. Merrill is now looking over copper properties in the southern part of the territory, which is up to the expectation, will be 

bought by the Cochiti company. –  John Wickware, of White Oaks, has secured a position with the Cochiti Gold Mining Company. [SFNM]   

1899; Albemarle mill finished by the Cochiti Gold Mining Co and its successor, the Navajo Gold Mining Co of Boston. 

1899January6; Wednesday morning a disasterous fire occurred at the Albemarle mine near Bland, which resulted in the entire destruction of the company’s 

general merchandise establishment and the Albermarle hotel. The fire was undoubtedly caused by live coals rolling out of a stove in the store, during the 
absence of the clerk, while at breakfast, and the flames spread so rapidly that it was impossible to save anything of the stock in the  store building. The 

fire was communicated to the hotel, and within 30 minutes after the blaze was discovered the store and hotel and contents were gone up in smoke. 

…Bletcher & Meyers, the proprietors, lost everything they possessed. The store was owned by the Cochiti Gold Mining Company and Perley Wasson, 
the latter holding a half interest in the concern. [SFNM] 

1899April27; Cochiti District. The Cochiti Gold Mining Company is building a new wagon road down Colla canon to connect with the Bland road. [SFNM] 

1899May13; Bland Notes. T.L. Merrill has resigned his position as general manager of the Cochiti Gold Mining Company, and has gone to Joplin, Mo. 
[SFNM] 



1899May26; Electricity For Bland. A large electric power plant is to be erected at the Madrid coal mines, near Cerrillos, by the Cochiti Gold Mining 

Company. Wires will be extended from Madrid to Bland. E.A. Powers will be superintendent. J.A. Coram is president of the company. The contract for 
the poles to construct the line will probably be awarded this week. The company is also laying a five-mile pipe line to extend its water system. [SFNM] 

1899July3; The Cochiti Mines. J.A. Coram of Boston, Mass, O.P. Posey and a number of other gentlemen interested in the Albemarle mine, have just 

completed an investigation of the mine. … – J.A. Coram, president of the Cochiti Gold Mining Company, accompanied by his son Chester, of Lowell, 
Mass., and A.S. Maitman, of Chicago, registered at the Hotel Benson Monday. In the afternoon the party drove over to the Albemarle, where Mr. Coram 

inspected the various departments of the plant and mine. …it is understood that he was here for the purpose of definitely arranging for the new electric 

power plant, which is to be installed at Madrid, and from which electricity will be wired to the company’s milling plant in Colla canyon, a distance of 
about thirty-five miles. [SFNM] 

1899August14; Cochiti District. R.R. Ripley, of Denver, has accepted the position of bookkeeper with the Cochiti Gold Mining company. [SFNM] 

1899September16; The Lone Star group of mines at Bland has become the property of the Cochiti Gold Mining Company, owner of the Albemarle, the deal 
having been consummated within the last few days. Some time ago O.P. Posey purchased from Chester Greenwood a one-third interest in this valuable 

property. Now the other two-thirds, owned by H.M. McFarlane, of Chicago, has been purchased. [SFNM] 

1899October10; Cochiti Mining Notes. The Cochiti Gold Mining Company is erecting two large Huntington mills. [SFNM] 
1899October18; Cochiti Electric Plant. Excavations have been completed at Madrid for the power station to furnish electric power to Bland. The holes for 

the 1,800 poles to carry the wires have been completed all the way from Madrid to Bland and the poles are being placed this week. Two wells have 

been bored lately, but there is some difficulty in getting water for the power station, but that difficulty will probably be solved by digging wells along 
the Galisteo and piping the water to the station. ¶ The Cochiti Gold Mining Company will own the electric plant, which is to operate the company’s big 

new mill. [SFNM] 

1899October24; New Mexico Mining Stocks. Last week on the Boston stock exchange, 5,479 shares of the Cochiti Gold Mining company’s stock, of the 

Cochiti district, of the par value of $10, were sold at from $16.43 to $18 per share. Of the Santa Fe Gold & Copper Mining company, of San Pedro, 

Santa Fe county, 920 shares of $10 par value were sold at from $12.13 to $12.50. [SFNM] 

1899November8; Last week on the Boston stock exchange 1,738 shares of the Cochiti Gold Mining Company’s stock, of the Cochiti district, of the par 
value of $10, were sold at from $15.50 to $17 per share. Of the Santa Fe Gold & Copper Mining Company, of San Pedro, Santa Fe county, 1,660 

shares of $10 par value were sold at from $8.75 to $9.35. [SFNM] 

1899December27; Last week on the Boston stock exchange, 6,440 shares of the Cochiti Gold Mining company’s stock, of the Cochiti district, of the par 
value of $10, were sold at from $10.00 to $12.75 per share. Of the Santa Fe Gold & Copper Mining company, of San Pedro, Santa Fe county, 8,299 

shares of $10 par value were sold at from $4.50 to $6. [SFNM] 
1900January5; Last week, on the Boston stock exchange, 1,620 shares of the Cochiti Gold Mining company’s stock, of the Cochiti district, of the par value 

of $10, were sold at from $11.50 to $12.50 per share. Of the Santa Fe Gold & Copper Mining company, of San Pedro, Santa Fe county, 1,350 shares of 

$10 par value were sold at from $4.25 to $5.50. [SFNM] 
1900January13; Mining matters in southern Santa Fe county… The Cochiti Gold Mining Company has almost completed its line from Madrid to Bland for 

the transmission of electric power and has now laid a pipe line from the Galisteo river at Cerrillos to Madrid, which affords an ample supply of water for 

its operations. [SFNM] 
1900January17; Last week on the Boston stock exchange, 1,044 shares of the Cochiti Gold Mining company’s stock of the Cochiti district, of the par value 

of $10, were sold at from $13.00 to $14.00 per share. Of the Santa Fe Gold & Copper Mining company, of San Pedro, Santa Fe county, 900 shares of 

$10 par value were sold at from $6 to $6.75. [SFNM] 
1900January20; May Strike Oil. Excellent indications of petroleum were encountered to-day in the well which is being drilled down in the edge of town 

here by the Cochiti Gold Mining Company. Cerrillos is quite elated over the fact that the Bland country hasn’t all the good things on earth, and must 

come over here for water. This well is being put in to supply the electric power and light plant which the Cochiti company is busily engaged in 
perfecting at the Madrid coal camp, two miles south of Cerrillos. A first-class drill outfit, with a twenty-five horse-power engine, is at work, and has 

capacity for sinking 2,000 feet. At a depth of 370 feet the well is 7 1/2 inches in diameter; has encountered numerous water-bearing strata, and the 

precious fluid now rises to within 14 feet of the surface. The men in charge feel quite confident of developing an artesian flow. When the sand pump 
came up to-day bearing evidences of crude petroleum there was a happy feeling evinced by the local public, and the old residents began to talk. It was 

recalled that twenty miles southwest of Cerrillos, at Una de Gato, is a petroleum spring; that indications of petroleum were struck in a town well a few 

years ago at a depth of 45 feet, and that in 1880 prospectors for coal near here developed a strong flow of natural gas one-half mile south of town at a 
depth of 240 feet. Undoubtedly both natural gas and oil are among the probabilities of natural wealth which nature with so lavish a hand has grouped 

about Cerrillos. ¶ The Electric Plant. The electric light and power plant, with a capacity of 1,800 horse-power, will be in operation in sixty days. The 

Cerrillos merchants are all to put in this illuminant. Along the thirty-three miles of poles which will convey this powerful industrial agent to the 
Albemarle mine and to the water pumping station at Cerrillos is also to be strung a telephone and telegraph line, which will connect the Albemarle and 

Bland with Madrid and Cerrillos (and Santa Fe over the existing wires), and a branch telephone line is also to be run from the main line, two and a half 

miles south, to Thornton station, so that these several towns and camps will all be brought into more neighborly relations. [SFNM] 
1900January24; In conversation with several citizens to-day the smelter folk said that they intended lighting this plant with electricity. If proper 

arrangements cannot be made with the Cochiti-Madrid people the smelter company will put in a dynamo with sufficient capacity for lighting not only its 

own works, but also the town of Cerrillos. [SFNM] 
1900January25; [Cerrillos] The well here by which the Cochiti Gold Mining Company hopes to develop artesian water to-day reached a depth of 410 feet. 

It will probably be sunk to a depth of 1,000 feet. [SFNM] 

1900January31; The Cochiti District. Electricians and machinists are adjusting the machinery in the new 1,800 horse-power plant at Madrid, which is to 

furnish electric power for the Cochiti Gold Mining Company. [SFNM] 

1900February1; Last week on the Boston stock exchange 615 shares of the Cochiti Gold Mining Company’s stock, of the Cochiti district, of the par value 

of $10, were sold at from $12 to $12.75 per share. Of the Santa Fe Gold & Copper Mining Company, of San Pedro, Santa Fe county, 1,888 shares of $10 
par value were sold at from $5 to $5.50. [SFNM] 

1900February7; Last week on the Boston stock exchange 1,920 shares of the Cochiti Gold Mining Company’s stock, of the Cochiti district, of the par value 

of $10, were sold at from $12 to $13 per share. Of the Santa Fe Gold & Copper Mining Company, of San Pedro, Santa Fe county, 535 shares of $10 par 
value were sold at from $5.25 to $5.50. [SFNM] 

1900February14; Last week on the Boston stock exchange 1.200 shares of the Cochiti Gold Mining Company’s stock, of the Cochiti district, of the par 

value of $10, were sold at from $12 to $13 per share. Of the Santa Fe Gold & Copper Mining Company, of San Pedro, Santa Fe county, 1,000 shares of 
$10 par value were sold at from $6.25 to $7.00. [SFNM] 

1900February28; Judge Hallett, of Denver, signed the application asked for by Receiver Schofield for permission to sell the Iron King lode mining clain, 

situated in the Cochiti district. The mine was secured by the receiver of the Union National bank under foreclosure proceedings, and is considered a 



valuable property. No bid of less than $50,000 will be considered. The date of the sale is set for March 10. ¶ The title to the Iron King passed to J.W. 

Schofield as receiver of the Union National bank of Denver, but, as the bank named paid out in full, the mine reverts to Gen. R.W. Woodbury. It is 
understood to have been bonded to the Cochiti Gold Mining Company for $50,000, which will probably become the owner. [SFNM]   

1900March16; After Mr. Posey’s visit to the camp the other day, President Coram, of the Cochiti Gold Mining Company, issued a statement to the holders 

of the 175,000 shares of its stock which is full of significance for the Cochiti country and those who are interested in its growth and prosperity. He says 
the mine was never in such excellent condition. …He promises two dividends of 50 cents per share for this year on the 175,000 shares, and $100,000 or 

son in “quick assets” after the great electric power plant at Madrid and the addition to the milling plant are paid for. [SFNM] 

1900March19; Thirty men are at work in Colla canon stringing the copper wire for the Cochiti Gold Company’s power plant. They will connect the 
Albemarle mill on Tuesday or Wednesday next. [SFNM] 

1900March21; Bland Echoes. Dr. T.W. Grace, physician for the Cochiti Gold Mining Company, has finished a neat residence here, given it a coating of 

Santa Fe whitewash, and gone to Galveston to get his bride. The fair one is a daughter of the United States quarantine officer in command at Galveston 
harbor. [SFNM] 

1900March22; Last week on the Boston stock exchange 944 shares of the Cochiti Gold Mining Company’s stock, of the Cochiti district, of the par value of 

$10, were sold at from $10.50 to $12.00 per share. Of the Santa Fe Gold & Copper Mining Company, of San Pedro, Santa Fe county, 830 shares of $10 
par value were sold at from $6.75 to $6.00. [SFNM] 

1900March22; In compliance with the terms of a contract with Milo Hill and G.S. Madden, Freighter William Greenfield came into Santa Fe from Bland 

yesterday with five freight wagons, expecting to load back with fifteen tons of lime from the kilns of Rodriguez & Armijo, located at the lime rock 
quarries about two miles northeast of the city. He was disappointed. He was only able to get about 5,000 pounds of lime at the kilns mentioned, and 

consequently several of his wagons had to go back to the Cochiti empty. The lime is needed immediately for the completion of construction work on the 

new Albemarle mill of the Cochiti Gold Mining Company. [SFNM] 

1900April4; Electric Plant At Madrid. It Was Started In Motion On Sunday [1Apr] and Works Well. The machinery of the mammoth electric plant of the 

Cochiti Gold Mining company at the Madrid coal mines was started in motion on Sunday and everything worked smoothly. Mrs. Hart, wife of the 

manager, touched the button. From this plant sufficient power and light will be transmitted 35 miles on copper wires to drive all the machinery in the 
mills and mines of the Cochiti mining district and brilliantly illuminate all the streets and houses of both Bland and Albemarle, and still there will be a 

large available surplus that doubtless can be lease on reasonable terms. [SFNM] 

1900April6; Cochiti. There are two mills in the camp treating ore, one having been in operation for three years and the other almost two, while a third has 
just been completed. One of the mills has a capacity of 300 tons daily, and the other of fifteen tons. The larger uses the McArthur-Forrest cyanide 

method and the smaller the Pelatan-Clerici. The Cochiti Gold Mining Company, a Boston corporation, has just completed an electric transmission plant 
thirty-one miles long, with a capacity to transmit 800 horse power. The dynamos are set at the Madrid coal banks, and are operated by steam power. It 

will be used to operate the company’s mill and hoisting plant at the mine. The Navajo company, a Maine corporation, has announced that it will this 

season build a 300-ton mill and construct an electric tramway one and a half miles long to carry its ore from the mine to the mill. [SFNM] 
1900April17; Mrs. C.L. Petherbridge, of Mancos, Colo., and her daughter, Mrs. Edwin C. Chesebro, of Bland, both charming and intelligent ladies, have 

secured rooms in Santa Fe for a few weeks. Mrs. Chesebro is the wife of the secretary of the Cochiti Gold Mining Company and formerly lived in 

Durango, Colo. [SFNM] 
1900April18; Last week on the Boston stock exchange 1,290 shares of the Cochiti Gold Mining Company’s stock, of the Cochiti district, of the par value of 

$10, were sold at from $11.50 to $13 per share. [SFNM] 

1900June2; At the Madrid coal mines, near Cerrillos, on the Santa Fe railroad, is the electric power plant of the Cochiti Gold Mining Company, inclosed by 
a steel building, with asbestos lining. The 600 K.W. three-phase generator is driven by an 800 horse-power direct-connecting Corliss steam engine, the 

fuel used being screenings from the coal yards. At this power plant the 600 volts are transformed to 20,000 for line transmission to the substation at the 

Albemarle mine, thirty-one miles distant. Here step-down transformers reduce the voltage back to 550, which is the voltage used on the motors. The 
pole line is of three No.4 wires for current transmission, and two No.12 wires for telephone work. The transmission circuit is transposed every half 

mile, and the telephone circuit every five poles. The poles are 28 feet long, set 5 ½ feet deep, 30 per cent of the number being in solid rock. [from 

Mining & Scientific Press, in SFNM] 
1900June11; (Mining and Scientific Press.) In Pino canon the Lone Star, or Navajo, mine occupies the northern slope of the mountain… The Cochiti Gold 

Mining Company, the Navajo Gold Mining Company and the Bland Milling Company, while each operates under a separate organization are all under 

the same general management. Hence, the electric power for the proposed Navajo mill and other equipment will be furnished by the Cochiti power plant 
described above. The Bland mill has ten stamps and cyanide process. The Cochiti Reduction and Improvement Company, under the management of 

W.C. Wynkoop, has just completed a pan amalgamation and cyanide mill at Woodbury, at the mouth of Colla canon. …Mr. Johnson is manager at the 

Albemarle, V.V. Clark at the Navajo, O.P. Posey is general manager of the Cochiti, Navajo and Bland companies. The Cochiti & Northwestern Railway 
Company, organized by Maj. J.H. Purdy, has projected a railway line from Thornton to Bland, though actual work of grading for it has not begun. 

[SFNM] 

1900June18; A telegram was received in Bland late last Thursday evening by Philip Barber, stating that John Ryder, a former resident of the Cochiti district, 
was run over and killed by the cars in a coal mine at Toluca, Ill. Mr. Ryder was a member in good standing of the order of Odd Fellows, Cochiti lodge, 

No.22, and the remains were buried at the expense of the order. The deceased had been an employe of the Cochiti Gold Mining Company for about two 

years until last March, when he departed with his family for Illinois. [SFNM] 
1900July14; The Cochiti Gold Mining Company removed their Wilfley concentrator from the Bland mill and are getting it placed in position for testing the 

tailings at the Albemarle mill. [SFNM] 

1900July28; James H. Lewis died at St. Vincent hospital this morning from the effects of an electric shock. On the 21st of May last he was employed as a 

carpenter at the Madrid electric plant of the Cochiti Gold Mining Company. The wires about this plant are insulated, and no danger results from contact 

with them. Mr. Lewis was at work on a scaffold fixing a switchboard, lost his footing and fell against the building, which is constructed entirely of steel 

and iron. At that moment, the current being cut off from the wires, the iron walls were fully charged with electricity, and a current of 20,000 volts passed 
through his body, The right side of his face, his ear, right arm and leg were burned to a crisp, although the contact wit the wall was only for an instant. 

The suffering man was brought here to the hospital, with little hopes that he would live even a few days. He was very strong physically, and rallied for a 

time. His right leg was amputated and the wound, as well as the burns, began to heal up nicely, but then commenced a gradual and steady wasting away 
of Lewis’ whole system. The electric shock seems to have resulted in shrinking his whole body, and to have sapped the life out of his nerves and 

muscles – burned them out, apparently. Every sort of nourishing food was administered but the wasting process could not be checked, and death came in 

the nature of a relief, for the patient had suffered intensely, and no wonder, when it is considered that 1,700 volts constitutes the current under which 
criminals in New York are electrocuted, whereas Lewis had been shocked by a voltage of 20,000 volts. He died of the shock rather than of the wounds. ¶ 

The deceased was a native of Nebraska, and a citizen of Raton, where he has long resided with his wife and two children… [SFNM] 



1900July30; The remains of James H. Lewis, the victim of an electric shock at the Madrid works of the Cochiti Gold Mining Company, were interred at 

Odd Fellows’ cemetery yesterday afternoon, deceased being a member of that order. The Cochiti company looks after the funeral expenses. [SFNM] 
1900August4; For the month of June the output of the Cochiti Gold Mining Company was about 5,000 tons, yielding a gross of about $8?,000. The 

operations of the month were interfered with considerably by the trouble with the new electric plant, which in part is now remedied. It has been found 

that the hoist can handle only about 200 tons a day. The amount previously handled by steam power had ranged from 254 to 300 tons. A hoist capable of 
taking care of 500 tons is needed and will be put in immediately to replace the old one. [SFNM] 

1900August9; Cochiti District. O.W. Weller, one of the directors of the Cochiti Gold Mining Company, and acting in the position as general manager during 

the absence of O.P. Posey in France, has reached Bland, and was met there by Duncan McVichey, superintendent of the Golden Gate mine at Mercer, 
Utah, and also the general manager of the DeLamar properties in Nevada, Utah and Idaho. [SFNM] 

1900August13; The Cochiti Mines. …V.V. Clark is again on deck at the Albemarle mill of the Cochiti Gold Mining Company, having assumed charge of 

the cyanide department on Friday last, succeeding E.E. McNab. This is a position filled by Mr. Clark prior to his superintendency of the Star mine and 
mill, and one he is eminently qualified to fill, for no man is more familiar than he with the best methods of treating the ores of the Cochiti district. …Mr. 

Clark has declined the flattering offer of a professorship in Leland Stanford university in order to stay with the camp. [SFNM] 

1900August21; The chief officials of the Cochiti Gold Mining Company are expected to reach Bland tomorrow from Boston. The party includes A.J. 
Coram, president, William E. Weiller, managing director, William Bailey, director and O.P. Posey, general manager. The latter two have just returned 

from a five months’ trip to London and Paris, where they went in connection with the Albemarle-Star group of mines and other extensive holdings of the 

company in Utah. [SFNM] 
1900August28; Cochiti. The contract for digging a trench 20 inches wide, 30 inches deep and over 6,000 feet in length was awarded to D.B. Wilson last 

Saturday by the Cochiti Gold Mining Company, for the extension of the pipe line in Peralta canon. There were six bidders for the contract. …The line, 

when completed, will cost the company more than $3,000. [SFNM] 

1900September1; During a storm some days ago lightning struck the cables of the Cochiti Gold Mining company’s electric plant at Madrid and burnt out 

one of the dynamos, necessitating the ordering of a new coil from Chicago. On this account the machinery at the Albemarle mine and mill has had to be 

run by steam for about a week. [SFNM] 
1900October9; Cochiti District. The Cochiti Gold Mining Company has awarded the contract for hauling its freight and express from Thornton to Mert 

Wagner. Mr. Wagner has put on two stages on the Colla canon road and makes daily trips from Albemarle to Thornton. [SFNM] 

1900November8; Cochiti Mining. J.A. Rice, who has been holding the position as surveyor for the Cochiti Gold Mining company at Albemarle, has 
assumed the superintendency of the Lone Star mine for the Navajo Gold Mining company in Bland. E.T. Washburn, in charge of the Star for the past six 

months, has resigned his position and will leave in a short time for his old home in Grass Valley, Cal. [SFNM] 
1900November16; Martin Black, of Bland, has entered the employ of the Cochiti Gold Mining Company, and has assumed the management of the pumping 

station in Peralta canon. – J.E. DeRhodes and wife have returned to Albemarle from their wedding tour in Ohio. Miss Cythie Mabry accompanied them 

to their home in Albemarle. Mr. DeRhodes is employed at the mill of the Cochiti Gold Mining Company. [SFNM] 

1900November23; Additional Local; Superintendent Bender of the Cochita Gold Mining Co’s electric plant at Madrid, on Wednesday hired a rig from Kinsell & Closson and 
started for a week’s visit to the Albemarle. – Madrid Mention; The big electric plan at this place, which generates the power transmitted to operate the milling machinery 
at Albemarle, is running day and night. Surely bottled lightning is a powerful agent. [Cerrillos Register Vol.1 No.1] 

1900December24; Light For Cerrillos. A Number of Interesting News Items from That Town. Special Cor. New Mexican. Cerrillos, December 24. – We’ll 

walk in the light. A canvas of our town has been made in the interest of the Cochiti Gold Mining Company’s electric plant at Madrid, which resulted in 
subscriptions for 175 lights of twenty-five candle-power each. These will be burning as soon as the material can be secured, and the work of erecting 

the line completed. An effort is being made to have the streets lighted also. [SFNM] 

1901March8; Cerrillos Notes. Special Correspondence New Mexican. Cerrillos, N.M., March 6, 191. – Reports from the Cochiti district, indicate that this 

season will be a record breaker in the mining camps of that distrct. The Cochiti Gold Mining Company has increased the capacity of its mill at 

Albemarle by the addition of seven new 70-ton tanks, and it is stated on good authority that it will build a large new mill at Bland in the near future. ¶ 

The new stamp mill at Allerton is nearly completed, and will be running soon, employing a large force of men. [SFNM] 
1901April4; The electric power plant at Madrid will hereafter be managed from the Albemarle end of the line, retaining at Madrid only a corps of engineers 

and assistants sufficient to handle the mechanical and manual work. The change results in a concentration at Albemarle of all the New Mexico executive 

officials connected with the Cochiti Gold Mining Company. [SFNM] 
1901May29; The Cochiti Gold Mining Company. (Boston Journal.) The Cochiti Gold Mining Company, an illustrative of mining conditions generally in 

New Mexico, owns, as is well understood by many Boston people, four valuable claims formerly known as the Albemarle, the Pamlico, the Huron and 

the Ontario. ¶ These properties were brought to the attention of Boston people some three or four years ago as a result of the investigation of O.P. Posey, 
who, at the present time, is the general manager of the property. Mr. Posey is an old Denver man, of large mining experience, well known throughout the 

west, and a man who has, in all his mining ventures, been remarkably successful. He, in association with Joseph A. Coram, the Lowell millionaire, and a 

man who has in the past been closely identified with many of the Bigelow properties of Montana, launched this corporation when its development was 
relatively primitive, and the facilities for handling the ore extremely limited. …The mining town of Bland is over 18 miles from the Atchison road, and 

the transportation charges from that point to the mine were extremely high, the rate being no less than 65 cents for every 100 pounds. …In due time a 

steam plant was established in the mill and this required an average of 500 cords of wood per month. It did not take long at this rate to strip the 
surrounding hills of their timber and it soon became evident that other power must be obtained. …the nearest practicable point for obtaining power was 

at Madrid, 34 miles from the mine. At this point are located extensive coal mines, and the cheap fuel that could be obtained there, together with the 
railroad facitities close at hand, made it a practicable and desirable place for the establishment of a plant which should generate electric power to be 

transferred to the mine so far away. By this course of procedure, power was obtained at a cost of only 30 cents per ton of rock. The engine in the plant at 

Madrid is of 800 horse power, directly connected with the generators, and the transmission of power was with a voltage of 20,000 of the three-phase 
system. This voltage was transferred to 600 volts for the indirect mortors used at the mine. ¶ This plant has now been in actual operation for something 

over six months, although it was started up several months earlier than that. Annoyances and difficulties that were most exasperating were encountered 

at the start, but with characteristic patience and persistence these were all in due time remedied, and thereby, with an electric plant well established and 
in successful operation, one of the earliest and most serious problems was solved. …At the present time it has about 160 men, 80 of whom are miners, 

while 70 are at work in the mill. [SFNM] 

1901May30; A Pay Roll Of $14,000 A Month. (Boston Journal.) The most serious difficulty that was met by the Cochiti Gold Mining Company near Bland, 
was the early lack of a satisfactory water supply. …When the mine was first started water was obtained from the Peralta canon through a pipe line six 

miles in length, which it has since been demonstrated was built in a somewhat extravagant and generally unsatisfactory manner. …It seemed almost 

from the start, as if everyone who had any possible claim against the company was determined to use every power at his command to do it an injury. 
Indeed, the territory of New Mexico it is asserted has been in the past, well filled with the class of people known in western phraseology as “grafters” – 

men whose chief aim in life appears to be to “bleed” prosperous corporations. …Then it was that a new executive management with Duncan McVichie – 



one of the best known mining men in the entire west and a man who has been long intimately associated with profitable Utah properties – at the head, 

was inaugurated. …William Spencer as superintendent of the property, C.A. Stevens, an old time mill man, who is in charge of the cyanide mill, and 
A.L. Hall as mining superintendent, make a combination in the way of management that is as strong as good judgment and ability can possibly make it. 

Beisdes this, more recently, E.L. White of Lowell, Mass., a man of large experience in business affairs, has been place at the head of the business end of 

the property… In the month of February, one shipment, as the result of five days’ run, aggregated 2,360 ounces of gold, valued at $5,310… [SFNM] 
1901May31; Successful Mining Operations. (Boston Journal.) Besides the stoping now being done on the fourth and fifth levels of the Cochiti Gold Mining 

Company’s mines near Bland, development is progressing in the most successful manner on the sixth, seventh and eighth levels. The ore is of a quartz 

character, and the values are so finely divided that samples running $6 per ton show absolutely no mineral to the naked eye. In fact, much of the $20 ore 
looks about the same as does the $6 ore. Usually the rock that runs less than $5 per ton – which is the minimum limit of value for mining – can only be 

determined from that of lower value by an actual assay. The ore bodies in the Cochiti property are typical cyaniding ores. There are, however, sulphide 

and porphyry mixed with them that are calculated to make its reduction a somewhat difficult problem. The ore lies in lenticular bodies, one overlapping 
the other, varying in width from six to 70 feet. The hanging walls are mostly porphyry with generally a streak of talc in the foot wall, and the ore is, in 

many places, frozen to the hanging wall. …The first operation in the mill is the heavy crushing by two Blake crushers. Then the ore goes to two coarse 

rolls and thence to two intermediate rolls, from which it goes to two cylindrical dryers. After this it passes through five fine rolls, crushing to to a 22 
mesh, which is the pulp as it goes to the leaching tanks. …From this point the process is a simple cyanide leaching for 14 days, with zinc precipitation 

and reduction of product by acid and then melting to bars. …The tanks are sluiced down the canon, and dead burros and dogs indicate that considerable 

of the deadly cyanide goes out with the tailings. [SFNM] 
1901July8; Arthur J. Griffin spent yesterday at Madrid going over the fine electrical plant of the Cochiti Gold Mining company which supplies power and 

light to the company’s works at Bland. [SFNM] 

1901September12; At the Boston mine exchange last week 95 shares of the Cochiti Gold Mining company’s stock were sold at from $5.13 to $5.50. 

[SFNM] 

1901September24; William Spencer, a mine expert of the Cochiti Gold Mining company, has lately been in the Black Range in Sierra and Socorro counties 

and examined several mining propositions. [SFNM]  
1901September28; The new buildings that are being erected by the Cochiti Gold Mining company at Albemarle in the Cochiti district for the compressor 

are almost completed and the machinery that is arriving is being placed in position. [SFNM]  

1901November4; Hon. C.F. Easley, attorney, today received from the general land office, the patent for the Albemarle group of mines in the Cochiti district, 
consisting of the Albemarle, Huron, Ontario and Pamlico claims. The patent is to Henry Woods, Mrs. Rose Leonard, Charles H. Toll and Thomas 

Lowthian, who have sold their rights to the Cochiti Gold Mining company. [SFNM] 
1901December5; J.M. Gonzales returned last night from Bland, where he has been working for the past six months, being employed as a miner by the 

Cochiti Gold Mining company. He was struck on the head by a rock yesterday, while at work and came in to have this injury attended to. His injuries are 

not serious, and he expects to return to Bland on Saturday. He says the company is doing much work and that there are about 300 miners employed in its 
mines and mills. Wages for miners range from $2.50 to $3.50 per day and wages in the mill from $2.50 to $4 per day. [SFNM] 

1902January16; Cerrillos Notes. J.H. Cook, in charge of the electric power plant of the Cochiti Gold Mining Company at Madrid, southern Santa Fe 

county, has resigned to take effect February 1, and will be succeeded by Charles Rose. Mr. Cook made a continuous run of 1,752 hours, closing down 
for a few hours upon orders from the mine upon Christmas even at midnight. The engine of the plant is an 800-horse power Corliss. The three phase 

system is used, delivering from 400 to 600 horse power at the Albemarle mine in the Cochiti district, 35 miles away. [SFNM] 

1902January25; Mr. and Mrs. Chester Coram of Boston, Mass., are visiting in Bland. They have just returned from a trip to Europe. …Mr. Coram’s father 
is one of the principal stockholders in the Cochiti Gold Mining Company. [SFNM] 

1902February; Navajo Gold Mining Co into receivership 

1902February11; Judge John R. McFie has appointed William Spencer receiver of the mines, mill and other property of the Cochiti Gold Mining Company 
at Bland, Bernalillo county. The application for receiver was made in the district court for Bernalillo county at Albuquerque by a number of employes of 

the company. Judge Benjamin S. Baker being absent at Omaha, Judge McFie acted in his place. The petitioners for receiver assert that the company has 

been operating the mill at a big loss for several months and at present owes its employes and other creditors more than $300,000. It is claimed that the 
vast body of ore at the famous Albemarle mine has reached so low a grade that it will not pay to work it with the present methods. The stock of the 

company, has lately dropped to 70 cents a share, the par value being $10. Chester Coram of Boston, a member of the company, who has been in New 

Mexico the past few weeks, declares tht the corporation will be reorganized, that every dollar of indebtedness will be paid and that the large cyanide 
plant at Bland will treat the rich ore from the Lone Star and other properties not so long acquired in the Cochiti district by the Navajo Mining and 

Milling Company composed of the stockholders of the Cochiti Company. The closing of the Albemarle mine and mill will be a severe blow to Bland. 

[SFNM] 
1902February15; At the Boston Mining Exchange last week, 2,918 shares of Cochiti stock were sold at from 70 cents to $1 per share. Of Santa Fe Gold and 

Copper Company stock 2,700 shares were sold at from $3.25 to $4 a share. [SFNM] 

1902February24; The Cochiti Gold Mining Company, of Boston, Massachusetts, today designated William Spencer, with headquarters at Bland, Bernalillo 
county, its New Mexico agent. [SFNM] 

1902February26; At the Boston Mine Exchange last week 21,470 shares of Cochiti Gold Mining Company stock were sold at from 45 to 80 cents a share. 

Of Santa Fe Gold and Copper Company stock 520 shares were sold at from $3.50 to $3.63 a share. [SFNM] 
1903; A fine electric plant for the purpose of generating the transmitting power to operate the mines and mills in the Cochiti district is located at Madrid, 

where the vast accumulation of slack affords an unlimited quantity of cheap fuel. [Report of the Governor of New Mexico to the Secretary of the Interior 

1903, p.198] 

1905-06 Cochiti Gold Mining Co. electric plant @ Madrid [Business Directory, The Gazetteer Pub.Co.] 

An electric power station at Madrid and a 35-mile high-tension transmission line to the mine cost $250,000 (Barbour). 
as of 1965; Cochiti Gold Mining Co. of Boston. Cochiti Dist. Mine: Albemarle Group. Jones 1904. [Directory of Mines in New Mexico, Lucien A. File] 

 

COCHITI MERCANTILE COMPANY    - see also COCHITI STORE CO., COCHITI SUPPLY CO. 
1900August27; George W. Kephart, manager of the Cochiti Mercantile company, returned from Denver Saturday evening and left yesterday for Bland. 

[SFNM] 

 

COCHITI MILLING & REDUCTION COMPANY 



1895September17; Attachment papers aggregating $4,500 have been served against the Cochiti Milling & Reduction company, principally for debts due the 

workmen and for part of the machinery. The owners of the mill are E. Beckham, W.D. Howard and J.H Logie. It is earnestly hoped that the pending 
effort to have the attachments withdrawn and the mill started up again will succeed. [SFDNM] 

1897March23; The affairs of the Cochiti Milling and Reduction company have been straightened out, Mr. Arthur L. Finch having succeeded in organizing a 

new company with $50,000 capital. New machinery will be added to the plant, and active work will begin by the last of April. [SFDNM] 

 

COCHITI MILLING & SMELTING COMPANY    - Cochiti 

1894March21; Corporations Organized Under the General Incorporation Law, 1868-1904. Cochiti Milling and Smelting Company. Date of filing Mch. 21, 1894, 49yrs, Cochiti, 
Capital stock 100,000 [NMBlueBook 1905, p.195] 

 

COCHITI MINING COMPANY 
as of 1965; Cochiti Mining Co., StaFe. SMIR 1948. [Directory of Mines in New Mexico, Lucien A. File] 

 

COCHITI MINING & MILLING COMPANY    - Allerton, CO 
1894May23; Corporations Organized Under the General Incorporation Law, 1868-1904. Cochiti Mining and Milling Company (Colo.). Date of filing May 23, 1894, 20yrs, 

Allerton, Capital stock 1,500,000 [NMBlueBook 1905, p.195] 
1894December19; The Iron King ore is being treated at the mill of the Cochiti Mining & Milling company, of which John W. Bailey is manager, at 

Allerton. [SFDNM] 

1895January11; News comes from Bland that two shifts of practical miners are now at work in both the upper and lower tunnels of the mammoth Lone Star 

mine in Golden Cochiti. It is the intention of the management to do 450 feet of additional development work on the property during the next ninety days 

and then to open up enough sloping fround to secure an ample supply of ore to keep a large mill running night and day for many months. Manager 

Lowthian is now in Colorado negotiating with John J. Cook for one of his famous mills. Meanwhile the ore taken out in the course of development work 
will be treated by Cochiti Mining & Milling company at Allerton. [SFDNM] 

1895January31; There is rejoicing at Bland and Allerton. The Cochiti Mining & Milling company has paid off all the men employed on the Iron King mine 

and at the Allerton... [SFDNM]  
1895March13; Messrs. N.R. D’Arcy and Joseph S. Eagle, discoverers and original owners of the Iron King mine in the Cochiti mining district, have 

returned to Bland from Denver. They say very little, but are manifestly not discontented with the way the world is using them. It is quietly whispered, 

please do not mention except to your most intimate friends, that Messrs. D’Arcy and Eagle have sold their interests in the Iron King to Roger W. 
Woodbury, founder of the Denver Times, president of the Union National bank of Denver and president of the Cochiti Mining & Milling company, for 

the snug sum of $50,000. It is reported that part of the consideration was a valuable ranch near Denver. The Iron King is unquestionably a valuable 
property, and, while extending cordial congratulations to Messrs. D’Arcy and Eagle upon their sale, the New Mexican also congratulates Banker 

Woodbury upon is purchase. [SFDNM] 

1895May13; John W. Bailey, late manager of the Cochiti Mining & Milling company, with headquarters at Allerton, has transferred all his interests to the 
mill at Allerton and the mines of the company at Bland to Roger W. Woodbury in consideration of $10. Mr. Bailey has not been in the Cochiti district 

since last December. [SFDNM] 

1895May27; The machinery for the Beckman ore reduction plant at Bland, consisting of ten stamps, engine and boiler and other needed appliances, has 
reached Wallace from California and Andy Horne has undertaken to transport it by wagon to Bland. This means that it will reach its destination as soon 

as well directed human energy can do the work. The new mill building is ready for the reception of the machinery and within the next four or five weeks 

everything will be in readiness for steaming up. The miners of the Cochiti district are naturally very much elated that much needed reduction facilities 
are so near at hand. ¶ Allerton Mill Will Be Enlarged. Mr. B.H. Shaw, justice of the peace and store-keeper at Allerton, is in receipt of news from Mr. 

Roger W. Woodbury, of Denver, president of the Cochiti Mining & Milling company, that as soon as he can procure a competent man and the proper 

method of treating the Cochiti ores he will enlarge the mill at that place. The mining company, the milling company, the Allerton Townsite company, 
and the water company have all been consolidated under one management, of which Mr. Woodbury is president. Mr W.C. Wynkoop, of Denver, has 

been tendered and will probably accept the office of manager of the combined interests. [SFDNM] 

1895July22; President Woodbury, of the Cochiti Mining & Milling company, writes from Denver that his company will soon resume active development 
work on the properties in the district. [SFDNM] 

1895August16; Owing to the financial troubles of Gen. Woodbury in Denver, the Cochiti Milling & Mining company, of which he is president, is doing 

nothing with the Iron King mine at present. [SFDNM] 
1895September23; Joseph S. Eagle, who assumed the management for the Cochiti Mining & Milling company a few weeks ago, has struck a fine streak of 

rich gold ore in the Iron King mine. The streak is about twelve inches wide and widens as depth is gained. It is understood that Mr. W.C. Wynkoop has 

secured a bond on this valuable property and has a sale pending to eastern parties for a handsome amount of money. [SFDNM] 
1896July25; Mr. W.C. Wynkoop, manager of the Cochiti Mining & Milling company’s properties, who is also the editor of the Mining Industry, of Denver, 

arrived in Bland last Tuesday. Mr. Wynkoop is there in the interests of his company, and to see the Allerton mill well on its way to success. [SFDNM] 

1896July31; Note in Albuquerque Citizen: John H. Knaebel to the Cochiti Mining & Milling company, two pieces of land, twenty acres each, one for 
millsite and one to embrace the Iron King mine in Canada de Cochiti grant $1. [SFDNM] 

1896July31; The Allerton Mill. Mr. W.C. Wynkoop, manager of the Cochiti Mining & Milling company, left Allerton for Denver day before yesterday. 

Before leaving, he assured Mr. N.R. D’Arcy, leasee of the Allerton mill, that he would immediately place an order for five 850-pound stamps and such 

other new facilities as are needed to enable the mill named successfully to treat the Cochiti ores. Mr. D’Arcy is at present running on Albermale ore. He 

has repairned the reservoir and has an ample water supply. [SFDNM] 

1896August7; The Cochiti Mining & Milling Company, incorporated under the laws of Colorado, has designated Henry Lockhart as its agent, with 
headquarters at Albuquerque. [SFDNM] 

1896September28; Information from Denver bears the interesting news that N.R. D’Arcy has agreed with the Cochiti Mining & Milling company upon the 

turms of the lease for their mill at Allerton and will soon be down here working ore. [SFDNM] 
1897November18; Iron King Mine Sold. The Iron King mine, together with the property and plant of the Cochiti Mining & Milling company, situated near 

the head of Pino canon, was publicly sold by E.L. Medler, special master, yesterday morning on the court house steps at Albuquerque. The propwety 

was sold to John W. Schofield, the receiver of the Union National bank of Denver, which had a deed or trust to the property. Its claim was $20,598.80. 
Receiver Schofield was the only bidder. ¶ Attorney B.S. Rodey filed notice with the probate clerk that there were suits pending against the property and 

warned prospective purchasers that they bought the property subject to those suits. The court has decided, however, that the deed of trust held by the 

bank under which the sale took place, was the first lien and the notice of the other liens did not interfere with the sale. [SFDNM] 



1898May31; O.P. Posey, manager of the Cochiti Gold Mining & Milling company, is a Palace guest from Bland. – At the Palace: J.B. Mayo, Golden; O.P. 

Posey, Bland… [SFNM] 
1900April20; Cerrillos, April 19. – It is understood that negotiations are under way to transfer the Madrid mines to the Cochiti Mining Company. [SFNM] 

 

COCHITI & NORTHWESTERN RAILWAY COMPANY    - Thornton 

1900March24; Corporations Organized Under the General Incorporation Law, 1868-1904. Cochiti and Northwestern Railway Company. Date of filing Mch. 24, 1900, 50yrs, 
Thornton, Capital stock 1,500,000 [NMBlueBook 1905, p.195] 

1900June11; (Mining and Scientific Press.) In Pino canon the Lone Star, or Navajo, mine occupies the northern slope of the mountain… The Cochiti Gold 

Mining Company, the Navajo Gold Mining Company and the Bland Milling Company, while each operates under a separate organization are all under 
the same general management. Hence, the electric power for the proposed Navajo mill and other equipment will be furnished by the Cochiti power plant 

described above. The Bland mill has ten stamps and cyanide process. The Cochiti Reduction and Improvement Company, under the management of 

W.C. Wynkoop, has just completed a pan amalgamation and cyanide mill at Woodbury, at the mouth of Colla canon. …Mr. Johnson is manager at the 
Albemarle, V.V. Clark at the Navajo, O.P. Posey is general manager of the Cochiti, Navajo and Bland companies. The Cochiti & Northwestern Railway 

Company, organized by Maj. J.H. Purdy, has projected a railway line from Thornton to Bland, though actual work of grading for it has not begun. 
[SFNM] 

1900August13; The Cochiti Mines. An important meeting of the directors of the Cochiti & Northwestern Railroad company will be held in Thornton on the 

25th inst., at which time the matter of changing the headquarters from Thornton to Albuquerque will receive attention. [SFNM] 
 

COCHITI PUMICE COMPANY 
as of 1965; Cochiti Pumice Co., Abq. Mine: Pumice. SMIR 1948. [Directory of Mines in New Mexico, Lucien A. File] 

 

COCHITI RAILWAY COMPANY    - Abq 
1900March24; This afternoon the Cochiti Railway company filed their incorporation papers in this city. Charles H. Bartleson, a prominent attorney, of 

Minneapolis, Minn., J.E. Gillespie, a New York capitalist and James H. Purdy, a well known attorney, of Thornton, are the promoters of the railway, the 

survay of which was completed a few days ago. The new railroad will form a junction with the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe railway about one and a 
half miles east of Thornton; thence over the mesa to the Rio Grande, crossing the river just above the Indian village of Cochiti; thence following Pino 

Creek and canon, direct to the town of Bland, with branches from points on the main line, to be determined on later. The line of the route, until further 

extended, is 40 miles. Capital Is Large. ¶ Articles of incorporation for $1,500,000 have been drafted and for the time being Thornton will be named as 
the operating point, although Albuquerque will be the permanent headquarters. Messrs. Bartleson, Gillespie and Purdy yesterday appointed as trustee for 

the bondholders and depository of funds the First National Bank of Albuquerque. …The incorporators are the following named gentlemen: Samuel W. 

Thompson disbursing officer of the custom house, New York; Chas J. Bartleson, of Minneapolis, Minn.; J.E. Gillespie, of New York; Judge John S. 
Thompson, of Los Angeles, and Major James H. Purdy, of New Mexico and Colorado. [SFNM] 

 

COCHITI REDUCTION & IMPROVEMENT COMPANY / COCHITI MINING & IMPROVEMENT COMPANY / 

COCHITI DEVELOPMENT & IMPROVEMENT COMPANY    - Bland, CO 
1896November12; Corporations Organized Under the General Incorporation Law, 1868-1904. Cochiti Reduction and Improvement Company. The (Colo.). Date of filing Nov. 

12, 1896, 20yrs, Woodbury, Capital stock 100,000 [NMBlueBook 1905, p.195] 
1899April13; The Cochiti Reduction and Improvement company, which has just filed articles of incorporation with the territorial secretary, is the company 

referred to recently in a write-up in The New Mexican from an interview with Mr. Wynkoop, one of the projectors. As the capital stock is $300,000, and 

General R.W. Woodbury of Denver is at the head of the enterprise, there is no doubt but that the big custom mill proposed by the company will be built, 

and prove a great blessing to Bland. – Cochiti Reduction and Improvement company; object, mining and dealing in mines; capital, $100,000; term of 
existence, 20 years; directors, Roger W. Woodbury, president, Frank A. Woodbury, secretary, William C. Wynkoop; principal place of business, Bland. 

[SFNM]   

1899June12; W.C. Wynkoop returned from Denver Saturday evening and registered at the Palace. He is superintendent of the Cochiti Reduction and 
Improvement Company, and went to Bland this morning to start work on the property, much of the machinery having been placed in position already. – 

At the Palace: W.C. Wynkoop, Denver... [SFNM] 

1899July3; The Cochiti Mines. The new pipe line, which extends from Allerton to the reservoir was completed this week, and a fine stream of water is 
running down to the old mill site. The Cochiti Reduction and Improvement Company has put a force of twelve men to work re-cementing some of the 

weak spots on the walls of the reservoir, and it is expected the work will be finished to-morrow. [SFNM] 

1899July13; Bland. The Cochiti Gold and Improvement Company has let a contract to William Griffin to erect a building at Allerton to serve as an assay 
department, chemical department and company office. [SFNM] 

1899September4; W.C. Wynkoop, manager of the Cochiti Mining and Improvement Company, is a visitor in this city. [SFNM] 

1899September20; Mr. and Mrs. W.C. Wynkoop of Denver, are in the city today. Mr. Wynkoop is general manager of the Cochiti Mining & Improvement 
company. [SFNM] 

1899September23; Arthur Knaebel, assistant a??rer of the Cochiti Reduction and Improvement Company, arrived in the capital last night from Bland on a 

visit to his father, Judge John H. Knaebel, of Denver, who is the guest of his brother, Colonel George W. Knaebel. – At the Claire: H. Knaebel, Bland… 
[SFNM] 

1900January20; News reaches the New Mexican to-day that W.C. Wynkoop, manager of the new custom mill of the Cochiti Development and 

Improvement Company, at Woodbury, has secured a bond on the Good Hope, Hopewell, Black Girl, Allerton and Posey, that is undoubtedly very 
valuable. The amount of the bond has not been made public. [SFNM] 

1900January26; The Golden Cochiti. The new 100-ton custom ore mill of the Cochiti Development and Improvement Company at Woodbury (formerly 

Allerton), six miles below Bland, is now so nearly completed that the company is ready to sample and buy ore. W.C. Wynkoop, an experienced and 
trustworthy mining engineer and metallurgist, has the management of this mill. [SFNM] 

1900March16; The Cochiti Reduction and Improvement Company, which built the Wynkoop mill, is the real purchaser of the Iron King mine; 

consideration, $50,000 cash. R.W. Woodbury, of Denver, president of the company, is now here, and will to-morrow let a contract for 300 feet of tunnel 
work, the ore to be hauled to the Wynkoop plant for treatment. Peoria, Ill., capitalists are largely interested. [SFNM] 

1900April26; Frank Renehan, employed as engineer and electrician at the new reduction plant of the Cochiti Development and Improvement Company at 
Woodbury, about six miles below Bland, is visiting his brother, A.B. Renehan, in Santa Fe. [SFNM] 



1900May15; …the claims involved comprise what is generally spoken of in camp as the Black Girl group, situated in Pino canon, due west of and 

overlooking the town of Bland. The claims are five in number, consisting of the Black Girl, Allerton, Hopewell, Posey and Good Hope. Among the 
owners were John C. Spears of Gallup, Edward Medler of Albuquerque, George Hofheins, Edward Smith and Judge S.W. Young of Bland, whose 

interests have now been transferred to R.W. Woodbury, of Denver, the consideration being $36,000. …Mr. Woodbury is president of the Cochiti 

Development and Improvement Company, owner of the new mill at Allerton, and associated with him are David Moffat, of Denver, and the Zeller 
brothers, wealthy distillers of Peoria, Ill. [SFNM] 

1900May22; Advices to the weather bureau in this city from Woodbury, at the mouth of the canon below Bland, state that at 2 p.m. Sunday, with a roar a 

body of water came down Pine creek, which has been dry for several months. The flood was caused by a cloudburst above Bland, about six miles 
distant. …lightning fired a pine tree about 40 rods from the mill of the Cochiti Reduction and Improvement Co. [SFNM] 

1900June11; (Mining and Scientific Press.) In Pino canon the Lone Star, or Navajo, mine occupies the northern slope of the mountain… The Cochiti Gold 

Mining Company, the Navajo Gold Mining Company and the Bland Milling Company, while each operates under a separate organization are all under 
the same general management. Hence, the electric power for the proposed Navajo mill and other equipment will be furnished by the Cochiti power plant 

described above. The Bland mill has ten stamps and cyanide process. The Cochiti Reduction and Improvement Company, under the management of 

W.C. Wynkoop, has just completed a pan amalgamation and cyanide mill at Woodbury, at the mouth of Colla canon. …Mr. Johnson is manager at the 
Albemarle, V.V. Clark at the Navajo, O.P. Posey is general manager of the Cochiti, Navajo and Bland companies. The Cochiti & Northwestern Railway 

Company, organized by Maj. J.H. Purdy, has projected a railway line from Thornton to Bland, though actual work of grading for it has not begun. 

[SFNM] 
1900June12; W.C. Wynkoop, general manager of the Cochiti Reduction & Improvement Company, is in the city today. R.W. Woodbury is president and 

David Moffat of Denver, is treasurer of this corporation. Their mill at the town of Woodbury, seven miles below Bland, finished a fairly successful ten 

days’ run on Friday, and the result was 1,900 ounces of bullion which was shipped to Denver. [SFNM] 

1900June18; W.M. Greenfield, an ore hauler of the Cochiti, has entered upon a contract with the Cochiti Reduction and Improvement company to haul all 

the ore from the Iron King mine to their mill in Woodbury, and he expects to commence work as soon as certain repairs in the mill are made. [SFNM] 

1900July2; The new milling and reduction plant of the Cochiti Reduction and Improvement Company, at Woodbury, Cochiti district, was totally destroyed 
by fire on Friday night[Jun29]. The fire was caused from a stroke of lightning. The loss is about $30,000, with no insurance. The plant was owned and 

operated by a Denver company, the officers of which are: R.W. Woodbury, president; W.C. Wynkoop, manager; David Moffat, treasurer. [SFNM] 

1900July5; W.C. Wynkoop, manager of the Cochiti Reduction and Development Company… Mr. Wynkoop said the plant had cost $52,000, and was 
insured in a Denver agency for $10,000. As to rebuilding, he said: “A new plant will be put up at once. We can utilize the boilers we have; also, the 

foundation walls, much of the brick and some of the iron. [SFNM] 
1900July14; President Woodbury and W.C. Wynkoop left yesterday for Denver, where they will consult with other members of the Cochiti Development 

Company and decide on the purchase of the latest improved machinery for their milling plant. [SFNM] 

1900November8; Cochiti Mining. Several carloads of machinery for the milling plant of the Cochiti Reduction and Improvement company arrived in 
Thornton last Saturday, and the work of transferring it to the mill site in Woodbury has been begun. W.L. Trimble & company have the contract for 

hauling. …Already several thousand feet of lumber from the lower saw mill of Joseph Routledge have been hauled to Woodbury... [SFNM] 

 

COCHITI STORE COMPANY 
1900July9; Cochiti. Ed Shaw, bookkeeper for the Cochiti Store Company, has gone down into the Black Range country on a prospecting trip. [SFNM] 

 

COCHITI SUPPLY COMPANY 
1900December12; G.W. Kephart, general manager of the Cochiti Supply Company at Bland, is here on a business visit. [SFNM] 

1902February13; George W. Kephart, manager of the store of the Cochiti Supply Company at Bland, arrived in the capital last evening. [SFNM] 

 

COCHITI TOWNSITE COMPANY    - Abq 

1894February21; Corporations Organized Under the General Incorporation Law, 1868-1904. Cochiti Townsite Company. The. Date of filing Feb. 21, 1894, 49yrs, 
Albuquerque, Capital stock 45,000 [NMBlueBook 1905, p.195] 

 

COCHITI TRANSPORTATION COMPANY    - StaFe 

1894February24; Corporations Organized Under the General Incorporation Law, 1868-1904. Cochiti Transportation Company. Date of filing Feb. 24, 1894, 10yrs, Santa Fe, 
Capital stock 15,000 [NMBlueBook 1905, p.195] 

________________________________________________________________ 

 * Cochran * Cochrane *    - see also J.D. Caughran 

Cochran    - stage line;  Golden-Allerton-Bland 

1888 -- Cerrillos Livery & Stage Line owned by Cochran & Williams; daily to/from Golden; Mo & Th by 4-horse coach to Allerton and Bland. [T&SG M.Simmons] 
1894March6; “People who go from Colorado to the Cochiti mountains mining district in New Mexico via the Santa Fe route to Cerrillos are advised that the 

Palace hotel at the latter place is first-class in all particulars and that Cochran & Williams run a new Concord coach to Cochiti and back three times a 

week.” Daily Mining Record of Denver [SFDNM] 

 
Claude Cochran    - Glorieta 
1901March6; At the Bon-Ton: Thomas M. Bartlett, Claude Cochran, Glorieta... [SFNM] 

 
Frank Cochran    - Cochiti m.d. 
1894March13; Messrs. Joe and Frank Cochran and Wm Kane left yesterday for Cochiti. [SFDNM] 

 
Garrett Cochrane    - Hanover 
1899July31; Grant County. Garrett Cochrane has opened a 3 1/2-foot vein of copper-iron ore upon one of the Rube Bennett mines, which he is developing at 

Hanover. [SFNM] 

 
Ida Cochran    - GoldenCO & Glorieta 

1888December7; Ida Cochran Golden Colo, $3.00 Rustler subscriber. [Los Cerrillos Rustler Vol.1 No.20] 



1896October17; Miss Ida Cochran, of Glorieta, is gradually recovering at St. Vincent hospital from the effects of her recent wound by the accidental 

discharge of a shot-gun. [SFDNM] 
1898December14; No.3126, Ida Cochran vs. John W. Cooper; continued. [SFNM] 

1900August21; Thomas Bartlett and Al Stewart were in town from Glorieta at noon. Mr. Stewart’s motherless babe, five months old, died last night at Mrs. 

Cochran’s house at Glorieta, and they were in to procure a casket in which the tiny form will be buried tomorrow morning. [SFNM] 

 
Irad Cochran Jr.  (d.26May1898 spinal meningitis@San Antonio TX while en route as Rough Rider)    - Cerrillos 

1893November17; Irad Cochran, of Cerrillos, who has been on a long visit to the World’s fair, returned home last night. [SFDNM] 

1897October29; Tax suits have been instituted by the special attorneys for the territory against the following named parties for amounts ranging from $100 
up: Geist & Prigmore, W.A. Givens, O.L. Houghton, Irad Cochran, New Mexico Filigree company, Las Vegas Brewing company, W.G. Hayden, 

assignee. [SFDNM] 

 
J. T. Cochran    - of Nogal, Linclon co. 
1902January16; The Free Gold Mining and Milling Company filed incorporation papers today, the incorporators and directors being W.A. McIves, J.T. 

Cochran, George E. Sligh of Nogal, Lincoln county; George H. Harbin of Waterloo, Ia.; and E.H. Scott of Burlington, Ia.The capital is $500,000, 

divided into 500,000 shares, The company intends to work the Enterprise, Corker, Cracker Jack, Gold Bar, Ruby, O.K., Nannie Baird, Mollie Gibson, 

and Side Issue lode claims in the Nogal mining district, Lincoln county. The offices of the company will be at Nogal. [SFNM] 

 
Joe Cochran    - Cochiti m.d. 
1894March13; Messrs. Joe and Frank Cochran and Wm Kane left yesterday for Cochiti. [SFDNM] 

 
Perry Cochran  (b.AR 1825>    - of StaFe 
1850October16_census: Richard Campbell, miner, 50y-o, born VA, valueRealEstateowned$7700, resident Santa Fe with wife Rosa (41 Mex), Ricardo (14 NM;baptized 

3May37), Gertrudes (12 NM), Ignacio (7 NM), Manuel (5 NM), Romalda (20 servant NM), Jose (5 NM), Victoriano Miranda (35 servant NM), Alejander Cochran (6mos 
NM), Perry Cochran (25 merchant AR) 

 
T. A. Cochran    - Del MonteCO 

1892July5; At the Exchange; T.A. Cochran, Del Monte, Col. [SFDNM] 

________________________________________________________________ 

* Cockburn * 
A. James Cockburn    - of MontrealCAN & Chama River placers 

1894May3; Chama River Placers... Mr. A. James Cockburn, who owns the Hank Easton claim of 260 acres and also has other interests in that region… Mr. 
Joyce, his associate in the enterprise… [SFDNM] 

1894May4; Photographer T.J. Curren has returned from Chama river, where he took some twenty views of the Bucyrus Placer company’s new mill and a 

dozen views of scenes along the river showing those immense deposits of gold bearing gravel. …Mr. Robert Hunter and his New York backers… Mr. 
Curren also met Mr. Joyce, of Montreal, partner of Mr. A. James Cockburn, who has extensive placer holdings on the Rio Chama. [SFDNM] 

1894May9; Messrs. Joyce and Cockburn, of Montreal, Canada, have also decided to put in a large plant, what is known as the Bennett mill, for handling the 

Chama gravel. [SFDNM] 

1894May31; Mr. A. James Cockburn, of Montreal, extensively interested in the Chama river placers, is a guest at the Claire. [SFDNM] 

 
Frank Q. Cockburn    - Sierra Escola & San Pedro 

1882February2; Frank Cockburn, of Sierra Escoba, registered at the Palace last night after the train arrived. [SFDNM] 
1882February14; Frank Q. Cockburn, of Sierra Escola, arrived yesterday and registered at the Palace. [SFDNM] 

1882July22; F.S. Cockburn, of San Pedro, stopped at the Palace yesterday. [SFDNM] 

 
George C. Cockburn    - Cimarron 

1900March27; The Consolidated Verde Mining and Milling Company filed articles of incorporation with the territorial secretary this afternoon, reciting the 
following particulars: Incorporators, J.H. Callahan, I.C. Foster, Charles Page, A.S. Munson and Robert G. Mullen; objects, mining and reducing ores; 

capital, $2,000,000; life, fifty years; directors for the first year, George C. Cockburn, J.H. Callahan, I.C. Foster, George W. Stone, Charles Page, A.S. 

Munson and Robert G. Mullen; field of operations, El Paso and Teller counties, Colo., and Colfax county, N.M.; principal places of business, Colorado 
Springs, Colo., and Cimarron, N.M.; agent in New Mexico, Charles O. Tompkins, of Cimarron. [SFNM] 

________________________________________________________________ 

 * Cockerell * Cockerel * 
John J. Cockerel    - StaFe 
1886January-1887August; John J. Cockerel, partner with T.B.Catron, Frank W. Clancy 
 
Prof. T. D. A. Cockerell    - Mesilla & Las Cruces 

1896June4; Dr. Andrews has discovered several queer insects in his strawberry bed. He has captured a few and sent them to Prof. Cockerell at Mesilla for 
classification. [SFDNM] 

1897September18; Professor T.D.A. Cockrell has been re elected to do ??????? work in the entomological department of the Agricultural college. – At the 

Exchange: T.D.A. Cockrell, Mesilla... [SFDNM] 
1898September10; Professor Cockerell, of th Agricultural college at Las Cruces... [SFNM] 

________________________________________________________________ 
 

Cocoa see Coca 

________________________________________________________________ 



 * Coddington * Codington * 
Marshal A. L. Codington    - of StaFe 
1898April7; Deputy United States Marshal Codington went over to Las Vegas last night on business before the United States court now in session in that 

city. [SFNM] 
1898April20; United States Marshal for New Mexico Allowed Six Deputies – Five of These Appointed. …J.J. Sheridan and A.N. Codington, in the office in 

this city: T.F. Farnsworth, at Silver City, who will attend to the work in th southwestern part of the territory: ??alano Baca, of Socorro, whose field of 

action comprises Socrorr and Bernalillo counties: Charles Ballard, head deputy at Roswell. [SFNM] 
1898May19; A.L. Codington returned last night from Socorro, where he has been attending U.S. court. This term has been in session since May 2. Before 

returning home Mr. Codington visited White Oaks and other Lincoln county points… [SFNM]   

1898May20; A.L. Codington, deputy U.S. marshal, has gone to Albuquerque on business of a private nature. [SFNM]   
1898June6; U.S. Deputy Marshal A. Codington returned Saturday night from a brief Cerrillos trip. [SFNM] 

 

A. M. Coddington   <b.1828  d.19Apr1896)    - of Abq 
1877March30; …at the Exchange Hotel; also A.M. Codington of Albuquerque... [SFDNM] 
1889October3; A.M. Codington, the Albuquerque furniture man, came in from the north last night and went south this morning. [SFDNM] 

1889December9; Hon. J. Frank Chaves, president of the state constitutional convenvention, has commissioned Col. James E. Gregg, now of Kansas, but still 

claiming Santa Fe as his home, a delegate to visit Washington and work for the admission of New Mexico; also A.M. Codington, of Albuquerque, and 
W.A. Cosine, of Socorro. [SFDNM] 

1890September5; Albuquerque Directory. J.C. Baldridge, Lumber and building material; Sammis & Stamm, Wholesale groceries, vegetables and fruits; J.D. Torlina, Carpets, 
shoes and hats; Frank & Eakin, Wholesale Liquors and Cigars; F.W. Heyn, Furniture, Queensware and Lamp Goods; A.J. Maloy, Groceries, provisions vegetables and 
fruits; Lowenthal & Meyer, Wholesale Liquors and Cigars; Solon E. Rose & Bro., Hardware, Machinery and pumps; A.M. Coddington, Wholesale commission merchant; 
A.W. Cleland, Wholesale and retail groceries, fruits, vegetables; Westlake & Lewis, Mint sample and club rooms. [ad in The Cerrillos Rustler Vol.III No.8]  

1894May23; At the Exchange; A.M. Codington, Eagle City. [SFDNM] 
1894August16; Wallace Hesselden, a partner of W.W. Strong and one of the owners of the Last Chance No.2 mine, is president of the Fair association this 

year, and Cochiti residents have decided to make a large exhibit. The collection of exhibits is in the hands of a committee composed of A.M. 

Codington, F.H. Mitchell, W.W. Strong, T.S. Kline, C. Greenwood and John Borradaile. [SFDNM] 
1894November23; Col. T.F. Moore returned last night from Bland where he has been repairing the telephone line. It is now in first-class shape, and the 

office at Bland is in the store of Codington & Finch. Col. Moore says in case the Postal Telegraph company does not get a line into Santa Fe by the 

time the legislature opens it will use the telephone wires in from Cerrillos. [SFDNM] 
1895March22; Cartwright & Bro. sent out several wagon loads of merchandise this morning to Coddington & Finch, Bland City. [SFDNM] 

1895July22; The Lone Star is turning out a fine quality of ore and placing the same by the wagon road so as to be accessible to loading. A.M. Codington has 

taken the contract to pack this ore from the mines to the Beckman mill. [SFDNM] 
1896January20; The unpleasant news comes from Bland, Cochiti mining district, that J.D. Snyder, the lumber merchant and leasee of the Beckman mill, 

has made an assignment. It is stated that his liabilities will exceed $10,000 and there is little likelihood of creditors realizing over fifteen per cent on the 

dollar. The principal creditors are Crown Point Mining company, $700; Iron King, $3,000; Lone Star, $3,000; Mrs. Shaw, $1,000. Coddington & Finch, 
Bill Bruce, W.L. Trimble & Co., the men employed at the mill and several others are creditors of Mr. Snyder. Sam Young has been named as assignee. 

[SFDNM] 

1896February26; A.M. Collington, of Bland, is in the city. He expects that the Cochiti mining district will boom this year. The Lone Star, Albermarle and 

Washington mines will begin to ship ore next week. The Union mine made a good strike last Friday. Good ore is being found in the No Name mine. – 

Albuquerque Citizen. [SFDNM] 

1896April16; A.M. Coddington, of Coddington & Finch, Bland, is dangerously ill. [SFDNM] 
1896April20; A.M. Coddington, aged 68 years, the well known merchant at Bland, died of pneumonia yesterday. [SFDNM] 

1896April30; Bland. The sudden and unexpected death of Mr. A.M. Codington has cast a gloom over this community. Mr. Codington was one of the 

pioneers of the district and universally liked and respected. [SFDNM] 
1896June25; On July 1, Mr. Arthur L. Finch will buy the interests of the late Judge A.M. Codington in the firm of Codington & Finch, dealers in general 

merchandise and miners’ supplies at Bland, and continue the business as heretofore at the old stand. Mr. Finch is pleasantly remembered by many 

people in Santa Fe. He came to this city from New York for his health about three years ago and so rapidly improved that in six months he was perfectly 
sound and well. He then engaged in business with Judge Codington in the new-born metropolis of the Cochiti mining district. He has been there ever 

since and has not only achieved success but has merited it. He is prompt and honorable in his business methods and is always accommodating and 

courteous to those with whom he has transactions. [SFDNM] 
1898March1; New Mexico Pensions. …original widows, etc., to Hannah F. Coddington of Albuquerque. [SFNM]   

 
Al Codington    - of StaFe 
1896July15; Frank Lee and Al Codington left Santa Fe on their wheels exactly at 12 o’clock on Sunday. They made the first fifty miles in 4:45, arriving at 

Cajon at 4:45 in the afternoon. Owing to a heavy fall of rain they remained at Cerrillos for the night. Yesterday morning they came in from the 
Montezuma mine, ten miles in the mountains from Bernalillo, a distance of thirty miles, in 2:50, which was remarkably good time considering the 

eondition of the roads. – Albuquerque Democrat. [SFDNM] 

 
E. M. Codington    - of Abq 
1898October29; E.M. Codington, of Albuquerque, brother of the deputy United States marshal, is registered at the Palace. – At the Palace: E.M. Codington, 

Albuquerque… [SFNM] 

 
Francis Harvey Coddington    - of ManchesterENG & CMD 
1889May28; CERRILLOS MINING COMPANY, LIMITED, Directors. W. Balle Huntington, Chairman, Eli Heyworth, F.H. Coddington (cotton manufacturer), Charles Costeker, 

Frederick Baynes; Bankers: Manchester & County Bank, Ltd.; Auditors: John Adamson, Son, and Co.; Mine Manager: E.C.O. Huhn. Secretary: George A. Hemming; 
Offices: 4, Church Street, Darwen, Lancashire. This company was registered on the 28th May, 1889, to acquire interests in mining property situate near Santa Fé, New 
Mexico, upon terms of an agreement made between William Taylor Thornton, of Santa Fé, and H. Simpson. The authorized capital is £40,000, in shares of £1 each, of 
which 20,000 shares have been issued and paid up. The capital was increased in 1890 from £20,000 to its present amount. There are also first mortgage debentures to 
the amount of £36,000, and second mortgage debentures to the amount of £24,000. The whole of the share and debenture capital was privately subscribed. Further 



interests and properties have been purchased in addition to those originally acquired. The company reports that extensive development work has been done, and a 
large mining and concentrating plant laid down and completed. [The Mining Manual for 1891-2. by Walter R. Skinner, London] 

1889July9; Cerrillos Mining Company; Summary of Capital and Shares; Baynes, Frederick, Cotton Maunfacturer, 1370sh; Baynes, Alina Adelaide, Nave, 10sh; Baynes, 
Robert Edward, 150sh; Beckett, William Edward, Cashier, 1sh; Brooks, Thomas, Colliery Proprietor, 600sh; Coddington, Charles Dudley, Cotton Spinner, 150sh; 
Coddington, Francis Harvey, Cotton Manufacturer, 780sh; Coddington, Reginald, Cotton Spinner, 90sh; Costeker, Charles, Solicitor, 450sh; Fish, Graham, Cotton 
Manufacturer, 450sh; Heyworth, Eli, Cotton Manufacturer, 1320sh; Huntington, Charles Philip, Paper Stainer, 300sh; Huntington, William Belle, Paper Stainer, 1304sh; 
Lightboun, Timothy, Cotton Manufacturer, 300sh; Roberts, Edmund Russel, Barrister at Law, 150sh; Rutherford, John, Brewer, 600sh; Simpson, Henry, Cashier, 
345sh; Sevain, Walter, Agent, 30sh; Thompson, John, Cotton Manufacturer, 400sh; Thompson, William, Cotton Manufacturer, 200sh. 

 
Walter J. Codington    - of StaFe & Cochiti m.d. 
1895April29; Bland Nuggets. Mr. and Mrs. Walter Codington have leased the new Exchange hotel of Mrs. Benson and are conducting the house in first 

class style. Mrs. Benson remains with them, Mrs. Codington being her daughter. [SFDNM] 
1895August5; Walter Codington is now chef-de-caterer at the W.L. Trimble camp at Cochiti. [SFDNM] 

1896August5; J.D. May and Walter J. Coddington, who are doing the development work on the Little Pittsburg mine, for the North Canon Mining company 

and who were in the city for several days, left this morning for the mine, accompanied by Miss Laura May, who was here on a visit to Richard Lusted 
and family. – Albuquerque Citizen. [SFDNM] 

1896November23; Cochiti Gold Mines. Ed Schwab and Walt Codington, who arrived from Albuquerque last Sunday, are doing the assessment work on the 

Laura S., Miners’ Union and Wonder, three promising properties that would pay to develop. [SFDNM] 
1897December27; Albuquerque Notes. Walter Codington has severed his connection with the W.V. Fontrelle furniture and bicycle house and will engage in 

mining. [SFDNM] 

________________________________________________________________ 

 
Coddling    - Cripple Creek, Sierra co. 
1900June25: Sierra County. Mr. Coddling, of Cripple Creek, has become interested in the Goodenough and Hoosier Boy group of claims. [SFNM] 

 
H. C. Codwell    - Bland 
1901October21; Bon-Ton: H.C. Codwell, Bland; Antonio Gavin, Madrid; Simon Ortiz, J.L Hemphill, Alamosa; Amos W. Clarke, Rico... [SFNM] 

________________________________________________________________ 

 * Cody * 
Frank M. Cody  <b.1869>    - Lamy 

1890May; Frank Cody, 21, and Lee White, 24, robbery @ Lamy; robbed William A. Sayles and seriously wounded him, depot operator Tyler, Bag master John Richards, 
conductor Getchel, coal heaver Quintano; captured by H.D. Benton, J.W. Benton, Jim Cheese all of San Pedro. 

1891June19; Frank M. Cody, the partner of Lee White, who with him was sentenced to seven years in the penitentiary for the holding up of people at Lamy, escaped last 
Saturday. He was employed at the time shoveling dirt at the brickyard, and in some manner got in a successful sneak for liberty. Careful search is being made for him. 
[The Rustler v.III n.50] 

1894November23; A requisition has been issued upon the governor of Colorado, by the executive officer for the arrest of Lee White and Frank Cody, 

convicted of assaults to rob in Santa Fe county, they having escaped from the penitentiary in 1891, while serving their terms of imprisonment. 

[SFDNM] 

 
L. S. Cody    - Kansas City & StaFe 

1896November6; The General Mining & Development company has filed articles of incorporation with the territorial secretary reciting the following 
particulars: Incorporators; F.E. Nettleton, L.S. Cody, Thomas S. Ridge, U.S. Epperson, W.H. Winants, Adam Long, W.N. Emmert, Chas F. Easley, 

Lorion Miller, F.E. Nettleton, trustee; principal place of business, Kansas City, with a New Mexico office at Santa Fe; capital stock, $100,000; directors, 

same as incorporators; life, fifty years; objects, mining and reducing ores. [SFDNM] 

 
Michael Patrick Cody    - Abq 

1890January10; Michael Patrick Cody, a Young switchman, was killed in the Santa Fe Yards at Albuquerque, on Tuesday night [7th]. [The Cerrillos Rustler Vol.II No.26] 
 
Thomas A. Cody    - Silver Buttes m.d. 
1880May20(loc); Thos A. Cody, locator Cra Lee 600’x1500’ of placer mining ground, from W end line Belle Pinney claim, W1500’ N-S300’, in Lacocheu 

Gulch, Silver Buttes MD Bernalillo co, rec 21May80; witness T.D. Miller, S.C. Wright [b.B p.401] 

 
William F. Cody  “Buffalo Bill”  (b.IA 1846  d.1917)    - Cerrillos 
Camp Cody (Luna). Former Army encampment 2 mi W of Deming. Area about 2,000 acres. In 1917 over 30,000 troops were here. Named for William F. Cody, Buffalo Bill 

…born on an Iowa farm in 1846. He went West when he was fourteen, worked in the Colorado gold mines, served as an Indian scout, and later promoted a famous “Wild 
West” show. He died in 1917. Camp Cody, after the war, was used as a tuberculosis sanitorium for ex-soldiers. [T.M. Pearce 1965] 

The School was a two-story building made of sandstone quarried from the hills at the south of town. It was heated by hot air furnace, and had an excellent ventilating system. 
It was well equipped with everything needed in a modern school. Some of the relief maps still remain. In one of the spring 1945 issues of the Albuquerque Journal, the 
“50 Years Ago” column carried an item stating that Cerrillos had more children enrolled in school than Albuquerque. It was here that Wm. Cody (Buffalo Bill) in 1907 
entertained the pupils and people of Cerrillos in the large school auditorium, with readings of his poems, some of which he illustrated with the sound of galloping, 
running, halting horses, by slapping his thighs with his hands. This imitation was so realistic that people standing in the aisles declared they could distinctly hear the 
clatter of the hoofs approaching. Mr. Cody said that he had learned to sing from the Rocky Mountain Canary. [F.M. McCraw] 

________________________________________________________________ 

 * Coe * 
A. N. Coe    - Bland 

1896June15; At the Bon-Ton: A.N. Coe, Harry Pierce, Bland… [SFDNM] 

 



Richard Coe    - Gallup, Madrid 

1895; Sunshine Mine. Hugh McGinn, superintendent; Richard Coe, pit boss; C.W. Kennedy, general manager. Located about 1 ½ miles northeast of Gallup… Owned and 
operated by the Crescent Coal Company. …semibituminous, 78,255 tons, employees inside, 165, outside, 15. This mine is located on a spur 1 ½ miles in length, 
connecting with the A&PR at Gallup station. [Report of US Coal Mine Inspector For NM, 1895] 

1897June14; Richard Coe of Madrid, is at the Bon-Ton. – At the Bon-Ton: Richard Coe, Madrid… [SFDNM] 

________________________________________________________________ 

 
P. B. Coffett    - Red River m.d. 
1900July6; Application for Patent – J.M. Moad, L.E. Wade, P.B. Coffett, G.L. Moad, by E.C. Abbott, attorney in fact, apply for patent to the Esther lode 

mining claim, Red River district, Taos county. [SFNM] 

as of 1903June30; List of mining claims in NM which have been officially surveyed… By Surveyor-General Morgan O. Llewellyn. J.M. Moad, L.E. Wade, 
P.B. Coffell, and C.L. Moad, Esther, Red River MD, 20.561ac. [Report of the Governor of New Mexico to the Secretary of the Interior 1903, p.357] 

________________________________________________________________ 

 * Coffey * 
Barney Coffey  (d.Bland Jan1900)    - Bland 
1900January10; Barney Coffey died of pneumonia at Bland. He had been living in a tent. Thos S. Kline, who occupied the same tent, is very ill. [SFNM] 

 

Frank Coffey    - Creede 

1899December19; At the Bon Ton: Julius Peitz, Frank Coffey, Creede; James Cowen, Simon Sterns, Denver... [SFNM] 

 
John E. Coffey    - Cooney m.d. 
as of 1903June30; List of mining claims in NM which have been officially surveyed… By Surveyor-General Morgan O. Llewellyn. John E. Coffey, Top 

mill site, Cooney MD, 5ac. [Report of the Governor of New Mexico to the Secretary of the Interior 1903, p.349] 

as of 1903June30; List of mining claims in NM which have been officially surveyed… By Surveyor-General Morgan O. Llewellyn. John E. Coffey et al., 
Top Lode, Cooney MD, 13.973ac. [Report of the Governor of New Mexico to the Secretary of the Interior 1903, p.349] 

________________________________________________________________ 

 * Cofflin * Coffin * 
Charles H. Cofflin    - bro of Percival B. Coffin;  of Chicago & StaFe 

1894August3; …Santa Fe Gas & Electric Company; incorporators Samuel H. Day, Percival B. Cofflin and Edward L Bartlett… directors the incorporators 

and Charles H. Cofflin and Julius M. Howells… [SFDNM] 

1895January21; Mr. C.H. Coffin, of Chicago, vice president and active manager of the Municipal Improvement company, is spending two days in Santa Fe 
visiting his brother and looking over the extensive improvements which his company has had in hand here. In company with Captain Day Mr. Coffin is 

making a minute examination of the water works system, the new electric light and power plant, and inspecting also the adjacent valley lands. [SFDNM] 

 

Dennis Cofflin  <b.NewBrunswick 1839  d.StaMonicaCA 2Oct1998)    - Carbonateville, Cerrillos, Santa Monica 

  location date name of claim 

Cofflin & Mohler  6/14/1879  Raulston - owned 

D. Cofflin, F. Mohler & J. Raulston  7/19/1879  Belle - owned 

D. Cofflin  7/28/1879  R.C. Cloury - owned 

Cofflin & Mohler  8/28/1879  Mohler - owned 

Cofflin & Mohler  9/10/1879  Iron Duke - owned 

Cofflin & Mohler  9/13/1879  Fannie - owned 

Cofflin & Mohler  9/13/1879  Josh - owned 

D. Cofflin  9/15/1879  Mountain Lion 

Cofflin & Sullivan  9/21/1880  Westchester - owned 

D. Cofflin  9/31/1879  Silver Queen 

Cofflin & Mohler  12/15/1879  Albert - owned 

Cofflin & Mohler  ?-?-?  Cofflin - owned 
FORT SCOTT [loc 10-27-79] owned by Cofflin & Mohler 
MOUNTAIN LION owned by Hayward & Wells 
SILVER QUEEN owned by Tabor & Dimick 
STAR [loc 9-24-79] owned by Cofflin & Mohler 
1879June14; Dannis Cofflin, F.W. Mahler; Roulston Lode, 2mi W of Dimicks Camp, 850’ NW of mina del Tiro mine; 750’ N-S; witness John Roulston [Locations & Mining 

Deeds A#15405 p. 545] 
1879June17; Dennis Cofflin, F.W. Mahler; Iron Duke, 1mi W of Dimicks Camp; 150’S 1350’N, 150’ea side; recorded 10September1879 [Locations & Mining Deeds A#15405 

p. 546] 
1879June17 (loc); Loc by Dennis Cofflin, F.W. Mahler; Iron Duke; 1500’, 150’ on ea side. 150’SW & 1350’NE, ca 1mi W of Dimick’s Camp in the Los 

Cerrillos Mountains. Filed for Record 11Jun81 and Recorded 15Jun81 N.B. Laughlin Recorder. {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 4 p.80} 

1879July19 (loc); Dennis Cofflin, F.W. Mahler, John Roulston; Belle mine, S side of McKenzie Mtn, ½ mi W of Dimick camp; 200’SW 1300’NE 150’ea side; [Locations & 
Mining Deeds B#15406 p.30] 

1879July28 (reloc); Dennis Cofflin; R.C. Clowry mine, ¾ mi S of Turquoise Mtn; 750’ NE & SW 150’ea side; witness F.W. Mahler, recorded 16October1879 [Locations & 
Mining Deeds B#15406 p.30] 

1879August28 (loc); Dennis Cofflin, F.W. Mahler; Mahler lode, 2mi NW McKenzie Mtn, in the Galisteo District; 1000’NE 500’SW 150’ea side [Locations & Mining Deeds 
B#15406 p.70] 

1879August28 (loc); Loc by Dennis Cofflin, F.W. Mahler; Mahler Lode; 1000’NEly & 500’SWly, 150’ on ea side. In the Galisteo District, ca 2mi N of W 
of McKinzie Mtn. Filed for Record 11Jun81 and Recorded 15Jun81 N.B. Laughlin Recorder. {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 4 p.78} 



1879September1 (reloc); D. Cofflin; Silver Queen, 3mi S Dimicks camp in Los Cerrillos Mtns; 750’ NE & SW, 150’ea side [Locations & Mining Deeds B#15406 p.48 inserted 
page] 

1879September1 (reloc); Los Cerrillos Mining District: Relocated by D. Cofflin, Silver Queen Lode: 1500’ 750’NE & 750’SW 150’ on ea side. situated ca 

3mi S from Dimick’s Camp, in LCMD. Filed for record 28Nov79, recorded same day N.B. Laughlin Recorder {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 1 
p.204} 

1879September1 (reloc); D. Cofflin; Silver Queen, in Los Cerrillos Mountains in Santa Fe County, 3mi S of Dimicks Camp [Locations & Mining Deeds B#15406 p.84] 
1879September13 (reloc); Dennis Cofflin ¼ , F.W. Mahler ¼ , D.D. McMiler ½ ; Joseph Lode, ¾ mi SW Mina del Tiro shaft, in LCMD; 750’ NE & SW, 150’ea side; witness 

John Billings, recorded 12December1879 [Locations & Mining Deeds B#15406 p.107] 
1879September15 (reloc); D. Cofflin; Mountain Lion, 3mi S Dimicks Camp, in los cerrillos mountain; 750’ NE & SW, 150’ea side [Locations & Mining Deeds B#15406 p.74] 
1879September22 (loc); Dannis Cofflin, F.W. Mahlen (locators); Fannie Lode, SW end of summit lode, W side McKenzie Mtn, ½ mi W of Dimick camp, in LCMD; 1500’SW, 

150’ea side; recorded 14January1880 [Locations & Mining Deeds B#15406 p.139] 
1879October20; D. Cofflin sells for $200 to F.E. Alden, J.L. Hayward Mountain Line 3mi S Dimicks Camp, Silver Queen 3mi S Dimicks camp, “provided that nothing in this 

grant shall be controcted as to abridge any right or priveledge of the owner of the star mine in crossing the NE corner of the aforesaid Silver Queen”, in LCMD; witness 
F.W. Mahler, certify in my office in Carbonateville 22Nov79 Thomas A. Maddux Justice of Peace [Locations & Mining Deeds B#15406 p.74] 

1879November15 (reloc); Dennis Cofflin, F.W. Mahler; Cofflin lode, ¾ mi S of Turquoise mt, in LCMD; 750’ NE & SW, 150’ea side; recorded 18February1880 [Locations & 
Mining Deeds B#15406 p.236] 

1879November15 (loc); Dennis Cofflin, G.W. Mahlor (locators); Coflin Lode, ¾ mi S of Turquoise Mtn, ¼ mi SW of Mina del Tiro Shaft, in LCMD; 750’NE 150’SW, 150’ea 
side; recorded 7June1880 [Locations & Mining Deeds C#15407 p.219] 

1879November15 (reloc); Dennis Cofflin, F.W. Mahler; Cofflin Lode; 1500’, 150’ on ea side, 750’NE & 750’SW, in LCMD, ca 3/4mi S of Turquoise 

Mtn. Filed for Record 11Jun81 and Recorded 15Jun81 N.B. Laughlin Recorder. {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 4 p.79} 

1879December2; Denis Cofflin, F.W. Mahler sell for $1 to William B. Sullivan all of Stronger claim, relocated 11Oct79, E side of the Central Mtn, in LCMD; witness H.S. 
Gillos, certify Thomas A. Maddux Justice of Peace [Locations & Mining Deeds B#15406 p.86] 

1879December15; Dennis Cofflin, F.W. Mahler; Albert lode, between Central & McKenzie Mtns, ¾ mi SW of Carbonateville, in LCMD; 500’NE 1000’SW 150’ea side;  
witness W.B. Sullivan, recorded 4March1880 [Locations & Mining Deeds B#15406 p.272] 

1879December15 (loc); Loc by Dennis Cofflin, F.W. Mahler; Albert Lode; 500’NE & 1000’SW, 150’ on ea side. In LCMD, between the Central + 
McKinzie Mtns, ca 3/4mi SW from Carbonateville. Witness W.B. Sullivan. Filed for Record 11Jun81 and Recorded 15Jun81 N.B. Laughlin Recorder. 

{Cerrillos Mining Records Book 4 p.79} 

1879November17 (reloc); J.L. Hayward; Rough Ashler, discovered and located 19Aug79 by C. Wells, P.M. Jones, G.H. Hubbs, Joseph Wright, in LCMD; assessment work 
done by Cofflin Mahler 1Feb80 [Locations & Mining Deeds C#15407 p.162] 

1880February21; indenture; William B. Sullivan sells for $1 to Dennis Cofflin, F.W. Mahler all Fort Scott mine, undivided ½ West Chesta Lode, in LCMD; presence (blank), 
certified 22Mar80Thomas A. Maddux  Justice of the Peace, recorded 2June1880 [Locations & Mining Deeds B#15406 p.422] 

1880February24 7PM; Carbonateville N.M. Miner’s Meeting called to order by Recorder Laughlin, and Mr. Wm B. Guthrie elected chairman. The 
chairman stated the objects of the meeting and Mr. J.B. Cottle after some discussion requested that a Committee be appointed to go on the ground and 

examine the stakes of the R.C. Clowry Lode. Whereupon Mr. Coflin objected and witnesses were called on both sides and after considerable question 

and cross-question the meeting decided that a Committee not be appointed, and upon a vote of the Meeting decided that Mr. D. Coflin was the rightful 
owner of the said R. C. Clowry Lode. Wm B. Guthrie Chairman, N.B. Laughlin Secretary 

1880March22; indenture; Dennis Cofflin, F.W. Mahler sell for $1 to Wm B. Sullivan Little John Lode, in LCMD; certify 3Apr80 N.B. Laughlin Notary Public, recorded 
9April1880(noted twice) [Locations & Mining Deeds C#15407 p.79] 

1880June5_census: Dennis Cofflin, miner, 41y-o, married, born NewBrunswick [IreIre], resident Los Cerrillos Carbonateville (Turquesa P.O.) with F.W.Mahler (36 miner, 
single Ger [Ger Ger]) 

1880August2 (loc); Dennis Cofflin, John Billings; President lode, about 1mi E of McKenzie Mtn, just E of and paralell with the Grand Reserve lode, in LCMD; 750’ NE & SW 
150’ea side; recorded 12November1880 [Locations & Mining Deeds D#15408 p. 96] 

1880August2 (loc): Loc by Dennis Cofflin, John Billings. President Lode, 700’NE & 750’SW 150’ on ea side, ca 1mi E of the McKenzie Mtn and just E of 

and parallel with the Grand Reserve Lode, in LCMD. Filed for record 29Oct80 and Recorded 30Oct80 N.B. Laughlin Recorder {Cerrillos Mining 
Records Book 3 p.14} 

1880September29; At Carbonateville on Monday night, a meeting of the miners was held for the purpose of organizing a Miners Protective Association. Dennis Corflin 
presided. A committee was appointed to prevent the carrying of weapons and shooting in the camp, the residents of the place having been disturbed by drunken men 
shooting after night. No other business was transacted, but antother meeting will be held soon at which the Protective Association will be put on a firm basis. The camp 
is still going ahead rapidly. A number of capitalists have visited it recently and made investments. Several contracts have been let to sink shafts. [Santa Fe New Mexican] 

1880October11; The following are the delegates from the precinct at Carbonateville to the republican county convention; D.B. Cottle, D. Coughlin, H.A. 

Flynn, W.H. Nesmith, W. Forbes and W.J. Bassett.  [SFDNM] 
1880October21; Delegates to the SFCounty Republican party convention; Precinct No.2 – Manuel Romero, J. Dionicio Gimenes, Severo Ortega. Precinct 

No.3 – F.W. Clancy, Juan Garcia, A. Ortega, B.M. Read, J.Y. Gonzales, Wm M. Berger for P. Vigil, M. Rodriguez, P. Garcia, S. Griego. Precinct No.4 

– Wm Breeden, P. Estes, J.B. Ortiz, E.A. Fiske, Filipe Ortiz, M. Pino, A. Abeytia, J.M. Garcia, W.V. Hayt, Antonio Ortiz y Salazar, Clemente Ortiz, 
J.M. Martinez. Precinct No.5 – Antonio Armijo, J. Giron, V. Giron. Precinct No.6 M.B. Delgado, G. Pino, F. Romero, J. Romero y Tenorio. Precinct 

No.8 – V. Leiva, L. Valencia and J. Trujillo. Precinct No.9 – Santiago Gomez. Precinct No.10 W.R. Golden proxy for W.S. Basset, J.B. Cottle, A.J. 

Flynn, Dennis Cofflin, W.A. Forbes, W.H. Nesbitt. [SFDNM] 

1880October16; indenture; William B. Sullivan sells for $1 to Dennis Cofflin, F.W. Mahler all of Fort Scott Lode, about midway between Central Mtn & McKenzie Mt, about 
¾ mi W Carbonateville, undiv ½ int west chester mining claim, NE extension of Belle mine, in LCMD; certify 16Oct80 N.B. Laughlin NP, recorded 17November1880 
[Locations & Mining Deeds C#15407 p.632] 

1881January10; Quit Claim Deed; John Raulston sells for $500 to Walter B. Pease undiv 1/3 int Bell Lode, (orig loc 19Jan79 by John Raulston, Dennis Cofflin, F.W. 
Mahler), about 1500’ NW Carbonate Shaft, on S side McKenzie Mt about halfway from foot to apex, in LCMD; presence C. Wells, attest C.L. Long, certify n.d. N.B. 
Laughlin Notary Public, recorded 31January1881 [Locations & Mining Deeds E#15409 p.139] 

1881January26; Quit Claim Deed; Dennis Cofflin sells for $1800 to Cutter S. Porter whole of RC Clowry Lode, (loc 28July79 by Dennis Cofflin), about ¾ mi S Turquoise 
Mtn, in LCMD; attest (blank), certify 27Jany81 N.B. Laughlin Notary Public, recorded 5February1881 [Locations & Mining Deeds E#15409 p.150] 

1881January26; Indenture: Dennis Cofflin sells for $800 to Cutter T. Porter the whole of R.C. Clowry Lode. Loc 28Jul79 by Dennis Cofflin, 300x150’ 

linear with 150’ on ea side. Ca 3/4mi S of the Turquoise Mtn, in LCMD. Cert 27Jan81 N.B. Laughlin NP; Rec Cert 5Feb81 Charles M. Conklin Co 

Clerk and Recorder; Filed for record 3Feb81 and Recorded 11Feb81 N.B. Laughlin Recorder {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 3 p.123} 

1881March8; From Carbonateville. D. Cofflin has been made happy by the arrival of Mrs. Cofflin and his son, from Joplin, Missouri. [SFDNM] 



1881May5(loc); W.H. Nesbitt, Frank Raymond, Dennis Cofflin, A.J. Flynn, Frank Dean, M.B. Cofflin, John Jessen, M. O’Neal, locators Discovery Placer 

Claim 160ac in Pleasant valley Gulch, 40rods E 280rods Wly 40rods ea side, about 1mi S of Ortiz Switch, W of road leading to New Placers, rec 
27Jul81 [b.E p.451] 

1881May10(loc); W.H. Nesbitt, Frank Raymond, Dennis Cofflin, A.J. Flynn, Frank Dean, M.B. Cofflin, John Jessen, M. O’Neal, locators Otero Placer 

Claim 160ac in Cunningham Gulch, N120rods S200rods 40rods ea side, about 2mi S of Ortiz Switch, N of Old Ostice (Ortiz=Dolores) Town on New 
Placers road, rec 27Jul81 [b.E p.450] 

1881June7; Mining Deed; Dennis Cofflin sells for $1 to F.W. Mahler undiv ½ int Iron Duke Lode, (loc 12June79 b.A p.546), undiv ½ int Mahler Lode, (loc 28Aug79 b.B 
p.70), undiv ½ int Albert Lode, (loc 15Dec79 b.B p.272), undiv ½ int Cofflin, (loc 15Nov79 b.B p.236) in LCMD; attest (none), certify 7June81 N.B. Laughlin Notary 
Public, {filed 11June, rec 13June81 b.4 p.71 LCMR N.B. Laughlin}, recorded 17June1881 [Locations & Mining Deeds E#15409 p.348] 

1881June7; Indenture; Dennis Cofflin sells for $1 to F.W. Mahler undiv 1/2int Iron Duke; loc 17Jun79 red 10Sep79 b.A p.546; undiv 1/2int Mahler Lode 

loc 28Aug79 rec b.B p.70 21Nov79; undiv 1/2int Albert Lode loc 15Dec79 rec b.B p.272 4Mar80; undiv 1/2int Cofflin Lode loc 15Nov79 rec b.B 

p.236 18Feb80 <all in LCMD. Cert 7Jun81 N.B. Laughlin NP. Filed for Record 11Jun81 and Recorded 13Jun81 N.B. Laughlin Recorder. {Cerrillos 
Mining Records Book 4 p.71} 

1881September28; The New Mexican has received a communication from miners in the Cerrillos district, c??turing Thos A. Maddux, for certain proceedings against Dennis 
Cofflin, of Carbonateville. It appears that there was some dispute over property between the two men which led to the trouble. Each party presents the case in a 
different light from that in which it is shown up by the other, and without a personal investigation of the matter it is impossible to arrive at any conclusion of the true state 
of affairs. As the New Mexican is not engaged in this business it must be excused from taking sides in the matter. [SFDNM] 

1882January14; …dance given by Larock and Hanna, at Bonanza City. They set up a special pavilion for the dancing, which was to the music of the Los Vallecitos orchestra 
(the closest I can locate Vallecitos is at or near present Waldo) They had a midnight supper at the Hotel Bonanza with chicken salads, meats, cakes, fruits, etc. Among 
the guests present were: Mr. and Mrs. D.F. Cofflin, Mr. and Mrs. A.F. Brainard, Mrs. W. Jullivan, Miss A.M. Jones, Mr. and Mrs. E.M. Garnett, Miss Sophia Turner, Miss 
Flora Maddux of Carbonateville, the Misses Estus of Cerrillos, Mr. and Mrs. W. Chaplin and daughter Mabel, Mr. and Mrs V.H.L. Wright, Mr. and Mrs. Rankin and 
daughter Alice, Miss Mattie Giles, Mrs. Gifford of Bonanza City, Misses Amsted, Thompson and Ledger of Santa Fe. …John Maddux wore a diagonal black __ with a 
fine watch and chain. Joe Maddux had on a suit of light-colored clothes. W. Hannas’ turquoise jewelry all came from the turquoise mine. O.W. Alexander wore a full suit 
of deerskins. [SF Daily Democrat ref in 5Mar1967 letter by Jane Calvin Sanchez to Thomas Andrew Maddux, 2009] 

1882February9; Dennis Cofflin, of Cerrillos district, was in Santa Fe yesterday. [SFDNM] 
1882April2; Dennis Cofflin, of Cerrillos, came in yesterday, and stopped at the Exchange. [SFDNM] 

1882April8; Indenture; Dennis Cofflin of LCMD sells for $350 to William C. Rogers of Carbonateville undiv ¾ int Willow lode, (loc 11Jan82 b.F p.133), between Grand 
Central & McKenzie mtns, about ½ mi W of Carbonateville, undiv 2/3 int Belle lode, (loc 19July79 b.B p.30), on S side McKenzie Mtn, undiv ½ int Westchester lode, 
(loc 19Jan80 b.C p.56), on N side McKenzie Mtn, undiv ½ int Josh Lode, (loc 13Sept79 b.B p.107), Keno Lode, about 1.5mi SE from Carbonateville, lying between 
Clowry & Jno A. Logan claims, in LCMD; presence Wm B. Guthrie, certify 18Apr82 Jordan B. Cottle Notary Public, recorded 19April1882 [Locations & Mining Deeds 
F#15410 p.138] 

1882April22; Dennis Cofflin, of Carbonateville, came in from the mines yesterday and stopped at the Exchange hotel. [SFDNM] 

1882July11; Dennis Cofflin, of Carbonateville, came into the city yesterday and stopped at the Exchange hotel. [SFDNM]  

1882September19  Miner’s Meeting in Carbonateville; furor over 15Sept letter signed C.L. Hubbs in New Mexican re poor CMD ores; known attendees: 
A.A. Cruttenden, S.W. Bonner, H.R. Harris, Chas Hewit, A. Thompson, D. Cofflin, John Andrews, E.F. Bennett, John C. Evans, J.M. Mitchell – 

meeting continued 23Sept82 with S.H. Bernard, T. O’Connell mentioned. 

1882October18; [Republican Association] Precinct No.10 – Vice-presidents, W.R. Golden, German Pino. Committee – Samuel Bonner, W.A. Parmaly, 
John Andrews, J.L. Hayward, D. Cofflin, J.B. Cottle, I.M. Gifford. [SFDNM] 

1884January7; Indenture; Edward Schwart (<sig= Schwartz) sells for $50 to Dennis Cofflin, Con Fitzgerald certain lots or parcel of land in said Cerrillos, undiv ¼ int Belle of 
Texas Lode, (loc 12Jun79 by AP Adams, PH Hill b.1 p.153), undiv ¼ int Jennie Meeker Lode, (loc 5Jun79 by AP Adams, PH Hill b.1 p.155); certify 7Jan84 at office in 
Santa Fe R.H. Tompkins Justice of the Peace, recorded 7January1884 [Locations & Mining Deeds F#15410 p.582] 

1884June19; Quite a number of miners left for the Cerrillos to-day to proceed with work in the mines. Among others Herlow sent out Dennis Coffin, Pat Cullum, and Mr. 
Pearson. [The Weekly New Mexican Review p.4 c.3] 

1884September18; evening of Tuesday, Sept 9, the miners of Los Cerrillos Mining district without distinction of party held a meeting at the hall in 

Carbonateville. Hon. J.L. Jenckes was called to the chair and Hon. Cyrus Wells and E.F. Bennett, Esq., elected vice presidents, and Samuel H. Bernard, 

secretary.. resolutions in support of the candidacy of Judge Prince offered by Mr. D. Cofflin were unanimously adopted: [Weekly New Mexican Review 
p.4 c.6] 

1885Apri14  known attendees of General Miners Meeting: C. Wells, S.A. Larock, W. B. Guthrie, A. D. Giles, Dennis Cofflin, H. Beckwith, E.F. Bennett.  - 

for abolishing CMD Recorder: Giles, Larock. - for preserving CMD Recorder: Jenks, Bennett, Cofflin = Rec continues 
1885September7  known attendees of General Miners Meeting at Carbonateville: C. Wells, D. Cofflin, H. Beckwith, Beckwith unanimously reelected 

Recorder. 

1890September26; At the Republican caucus held at the school building last Saturday night, G.W. North, Dennis Coughlin and Mattias Montoya were chosen as delegates 
to attend the county convention to be held at Santa Fe Oct. 11th. Harry Kinsell  W.H. Kennedy and C.W. Uptegrove were named as alternates. [The Cerrillos Rustler 
Vol.III No.10]  

1890December12; Danny Cofflin, of Cerrillos, is seeing sights here to-day. [SFDNM] 

1893January23; Dan Coffin, newly elected justice of the peace at Cerrillos, is in the city to-day. – D. Coffin, Cerrillos, at the Exchange. [SFDNM] 

1893December20; On the criminal side of the court the following cases were dismissed by the district attorney on the payment of costs. Dennis Coughlin, 
compounding felony; [SFDNM] 

1894June19; At the Bon Ton; Nazario Gonzales, La Cienega; John J. Lundt, Lamy; D.W. Coughlin, Cerrillos; J.S. Foster, Bland; Dennis Hurt, Jasper 

Tucks, C. Cencel, Cerrillos. [SFDNM] 
1894October22; The Republican county convention; ref Judge Dennis Cofflin, of Cerrillos... [SFDNM] 

1895June11; Tom Whalen came in yesterday morning bringing in with him overland, from Cerrillos, Dennis Coughlin, who goes to the hospital for 

necessary repairs. The “Judge” has been quite ill for several weeks but hopes to recuperate after a few day’s rest in Santa Fe. [SFDNM] 
1896February19; At the Exchange: Rachel Lamb, D. Coffin, Cerrillos... [SFDNM] 

1896March30; Dennis Cofflin, of Cerrillos, has been admitted to the Soldiers’ home at Santa Monica, Cal, and left on Wednesday night for that place. 

[SFDNM] 
1897November25; …the Santa Fe “colony” now at the Soldier’s Home in Los Angeles county, Cal.: “Joe Stinson has the Klondike fever, but is too thin to 

start out, as he weighs less than I do. ‘Billy’ Burton has been quite sick, but is now on the convalescent list. Dennis Cofflin is able to get around with the 
use of crutches. George Sunday is fat and hearty and enjoying better health than he has for years. ‘Painter’ Miller is out on furlough working at his trade. 

‘Pat’ Brady is growing old fast, but is the same old ‘Pat.’”. [SFDNM] 



Dennis Cofflin d. 2 Oct 1998 GAR Old Soldier’s Home, LA CA 
1898October2; Dennis Cofflin; died Soldier’s Home, buried LA Co, CA [death records GAR 1898] 

-  as witness or attestor or JP  - 
1879July16 (loc); Wm B. Sullivan ½, John Raulston ½ ; Mary Lode (header: May, body: Marry), 3mi NW from Dimicks Camp, on an old abandoned mine and adjoining the 

Lode known as Cock of the Walk lode, in LCMD; attest Dennis Cofflin, F.W. Mahler, I.J. Kingsburg, recorded 13October1879 [Locations & Mining Deeds B#15406 p.22] 
1879July16 (disc&loc); Los Cerrillos Mining District. Located by Wm. B. Sullivan 1/2int, John Raulston 1/2int, Mary Lode; 1500’ in a NE direction. 150’ 

on ea side. ca 3mi NW from Dimick’s Camp, and ca 20mi SW from the City of Santa Fe. in an old abandoned mine and adjoining the Lode known as 

the Cock of the Walk. Attest Dennis Cofflin, F.W. Mahler, I.J. Kingsbury, Filed for record 9Oct79 recorded 10Oct79 N.B. Laughlin Recorder, 

{Cerrillos Mining Records Book 1 p.174} 
1879August7 (loc); Los Cerrillos Mining District, Locators Wm B. Sullivan 1/2int, John Raulston 1/2int. Golden Gate Lode; 1500x300’ linear 900’N & 

600’S 150’ on ea side. ca 3mi NW from Dimick’s Camp and 20mi SW from Santa Fe and 300 W from an old abandoned mine. Attest I.J. Kingsbury, 

Dennis Cofflin. Filed for record 1Nov79 and recorded same day N.B. Laughlin Recorder, {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 1 p.191} 

1879September24 (loc); F.W. Mahler; Star Lode, to the NE boundary of the True Blue, 3mi S Dimicks Camp, in LCMD; 750’ NNE & SSW, 150’ea side; witness Dennis 
Cofflin, recorded 12December1879 [Locations & Mining Deeds B#15406 p.107] 

1879September24 (loc); F.W. Mahler (locator); Star Lode, about 3mi S Dimicks Camp, bounded SW by Tull Blue, in LCMD; 750’ NNE & SSW, 150’ea side; witness Dennis 
Cofflin, recorded 27March1882 [Locations & Mining Deeds F#15410 p.100] 

1879September24 (loc); Loc by F.W. Mahler; Star Lode, 1500’, 150’ on ea side, 750’NNE & 750’SSW from this stake and to the NW boundary of the 

True Blue, in LCMD, ca 3mi S of Dimick’s Camp. Witness Dennis Cofflin. Filed for record 3Sep81 and Recorded same day N.B. Laughlin Recorder 

{Cerrillos Mining Records Book 4 p.149} 

1879October20; Florence I. Alden sells for (no $) 600 to J.L. Hayward undivided ¼  True Blue, in LCMD; witness D.Cofflin, certify in my office in Carbonateville 22Nov79 
Thomas A. Maddux Justice of Peace [Locations & Mining Deeds B#15406 p.75] 

1879November21; F.I. Alden sells for $500 to J.L. Hayward all int in True Blue, “one hundred ed fourth interest”, in LCMD; witness D.Cofflin, certify in my office in 
Carbonateville 22Nov79 Thomas A. Maddux Justice of Peace [Locations & Mining Deeds B#15406 p.76] 

1879November21; F.I. Alden sells for $800 to J.L. Hayward undivided ½ Mountain Line, in LCMD; witness D.Cofflin, certify in my office in Carbonateville 22Nov79 Thomas 
A. Maddux Justice of Peace [Locations & Mining Deeds B#15406 p.77] 

1879November21; J.L. Hayward sells for $1000 to F.I. Alden ½ undivided int Silver Queen, in LCMD; witness Dennis Cofflin, certify 22Nov79 Thomas A. Maddux Justice of 
the Peace, recorded 12December1879 [Locations & Mining Deeds B#15406 p.108] 

1879December10 (loc); Wm B. Sullivan; Wabash, between Central & McKenzie Mtns, SW to NE end stakes of Mountain Monark, in LCMD; 500’NE 1000’SW 150’ea side;  
witness F.W. Mahler, D. Cofflin, recorded 5March1880 [Locations & Mining Deeds B#15406 p.272] 

1879December12 (loc); W.B. Sullivan (locator); Dean Swift, ½ mi S of Turquoise Mt; 600’NE 900’SW 150’ea side, in CMD;  witness Dennis Cofflin, recorded 4March1880 
[Locations & Mining Deeds B#15406 p.271] 

1880January19 (loc); Wm B. Sullivan; West chester, N side of McKenzie Mtn, ¾ mi NW of Carbonateville, in LCMD; 750’ NE & SW, 150’ea side; witness F.M. Mahlone, 
Dennis Cofflin, D.D.M. Miller [Locations & Mining Deeds C#15407 p.56] 

1880March19; PoL for 1879; sworn statement by Dennis Cofflin, F.W. Mahler that not less than $100 worth of work has been done on; N. Hallack lode, ¾ mi SE of 
Carbonateville, 1mi NE of Turquois Mt, Herlow lode, 1mi SE of Carbonateville, 1mi E of Turquois Mtn, in LCMD; sworn before N.B. Laughlin Notary Public, recorded 
30March1880 [Locations & Mining Deeds C#15407 p.33] 

1880March19; Dennis Cofflin and F.W. Mohler swear before N.B. Laughlin N.P. not less than $100 worth of labor or improvements performed on. N. 

Hallack Lode ca 3/4mi SE from Carbonateville and ca 1mi NE from Turquoise Mtn in LCMD, Also Herlow Lode ca 1mi E of Turquoise Mtn and ca 

1mi SE from Carbonateville in LCMD, Filed for record 19Mar80 recorded same day N.B. Laughlin Recorder. {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 2 p.59} 

1880August11 (disc&loc); William E Parish (locator); Arthur Lode, about ¼ mi NE Carbonateville, on E Bau of McKenzie Mt, adjoins Nashville lode on W, in LCMD; 1500’ 
SW&NE, 1450’SW 50’NE, 150’ea side; attest D. Cofflin, recorded 19November1880 [Locations & Mining Deeds D#15408 p. 124] 

1880August25 (loc); George Loye; minesota Lode, about 2mi easterly from McKenzie Mtn, in LCMD; 960’Nly 540’Sly, 150’ea side; attest Dennis Cofflin [Locations & Mining 
Deeds E#15409 p.61] 

1880August25 (loc); Loc by George Loye; Minnesota Lode, 1500’ linear, 960’Nly & 540’Sly, 150’ ea side; ca 2mi Ely from McKenzie Mtn, in LCMD. 
Attest Dennis Cofflin. Filed for record 20Dec80 and Recorded 24Dec80 N.B. Laughlin Recorder {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 3 p.46} 

1880November1(loc); Frank Raymond, locator Barnaby Rudge Mine 750’NNW+SSE 300’ea side, ca ¾ mi S of AT&SF RR at Rodgers Bend on the Galisteo 

River in Santa Fe or Bernalillo Co, rec 3Jun81; witness D. Cofflin [b.E p.328] 

1881October18; Wm P. Hanna swears before Dennis Cofflin JP that he worked Sept&Oct 1881 for Wm R. Golden contractor for owners on Galena Chief, Piñon, RR, 
Halleck sinking over 12’ on each, in LCMD; recorded 7August1882 [Locations & Mining Deeds F#15410 p.226] 

1881October22; Mike Dolan swears before Dennis Cofflin Justice of the Peace that he worked for Gen H.M. Atkinson on Last Lode, Spur, Argentine in Aug&Sept 1881 
more than 11’ sunk on each; recorded 7August1882 [Locations & Mining Deeds F#15410 p.227] 

1881November8; M.W. Barber, K.B. Easter swear before Dennis Cofflin Justice of the Peace that the shaft on Alice No.2 in 1881 was done 11’ or more for H.M. Atkinson; 
recorded 7August1882 [Locations & Mining Deeds F#15410 p.226] 

1882May12; Indenture; William E. Parish sells for $235 to Charles B. Ames lot of land in the town of Cerrillos, 50’ southerly from NW corner block #3, thence easterly 100’, 
then southerly 50’, then westerly 100’ to street, then northerly 50’ along said street; presence blank, certify 12May82 Dennis Cofflin Justice of the Peace Precinct 
No.10, recorded 12July1882 [Locations & Mining Deeds F#15410 p. 206] 

1882May18; Mining Deed; George H. Weller sells for $500 to W.P. Gould, A.A. Gould Pride of Erian lode, (b.E p.383), about ½ mi S from SW base of the GC Mtn, bounded 
E by Brittensteine Lode, 1st NE extension of Little Dot Lode, in LCMD; presence blank, certify 18May82 Dennis Cofflin Justice of the Peace; recorded 20May1882 
[Locations & Mining Deeds F#15410 p.165] 

1882June21; Mining Deed; Oliver Alexander sells for $1000 to Jno M. Henderson undiv 5/12 int Great Eastern, on S side GC Mtn, bounded E by sleeping Beauty, undiv 5/12 
int Clipper, on S side GC Mtn, bounded SE by Gt Eastern Lode, in LCMD; attest C.H. Henderson, certify 21June82 Dennis Cofflin Justice of the Peace, recorded 
14November1882 [Locations & Mining Deeds F#15410 p.284] 

1882August2; Mining Deed; Robert Clark, A.R. Gerber sell for $500 to William C. Rogers, Jordan B. Cottle of Carbonateville undiv 2/5 int Grand Prize Lode, on S side of 
Rueleña Mtn, W of Great Western claim, in LCMD; presence Wm B. Guthrie, certify 10Aug82 Dennis Cofflin Justice of the Peace, recorded 11October1882 [Locations 
& Mining Deeds F#15410 p.269] 

1882August29 POL; Dennis Cofflin swears before Jordan B. Cottle NP that at least $100 worth of labor has been performed upon Santa Fe, in LCMD, for 

1882. such expenditure was made by Hy Atkinson, Frank Dimick owners of said claim. Filed for record 22Feb83 and duly recorded the same day 

Arthur A. Cruttenden Recorder. {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 6 p.139} 



1882September23; Mining Deed; George H. Weller (<sig = Wells cert= Wells) of Carbonateville sells for $500 to M.K. Parmaly, James Mathews of Carbonateville undiv 1/5 
int Future Great mining claim, (loc 1Jan82), adjoins Great Western, in LCMD; presence blank, certify 5Oct82 Dennis Cofflin Justice of the Peace; recorded 
9October1882 [Locations & Mining Deeds F#15410 p.266] 

1882October6; Mining Deed; William P. Hanna sells for $500 to J.P. Brinton of Ashland Co OH undiv ½ int Fisher Lode, about 1mi S Carbonateville, W of Cash Entry mine, 
in LCMD;  presence H.B. Hanna, certify at my office in Carbonateville 6Oct82 Dennis Cofflin Justice of the Peace Precinct No.10, recorded 7October1882 [Locations & 
Mining Deeds F#15410 p.263] 

1882December8; PoL for 1882; M.W. Barber swears before Dennis Cofflin JP at least $100 work on Fissure Lode, about ½ mi S Carbonateville, adjoining W side of 
Constellation Lode, Constellation Lode, about ½ mi S Carbonateville, adjoining E side of Fissure, < $50 being done on each, in LCMD; signed by L?S H. Bruard, John 
Moyle (mark), recorded 7February1883 [Locations & Mining Deeds F#15410 p.349] 

1882December8 PoL; M.W. Barber [sig also= S.H. Bernard, John (his x mark) Moyle] swears before Dennis Cofflin J.P. at least $100 worth of work upon 

the following, in LCMD: Fissure Lode ca 1/12<1/2mi S of Carbonateville and ajoining on the W side of the Constellation Lode, Constellation Lode, 

1/2mi S of Carbonateville and adjoining on the E side of the Fissure Lode, $50 worth of work being done on each of said claims. Cert rec p.349 7Feb83 
Atanasio Romero Probate Clerk and Recorder. Filed for record 22Feb83 and duly recorded the same day Arthur A. Cruttenden Recorder. {Cerrillos 

Mining Records Book 6 p.141} 

1882December28 PoL; Dennis Cofflin swears before Jordan B. Cottle NP that there has been $100 expended in Labour and improvements on ea, for 1882: 
Alice No.2, Lost, Herlow, Spar. Wm B. Guthrie swears before Jordan B. Cottle NP 2Jan83 as to the work on the above claims. Filed for record 

28Feb83 and duly recorded the same day Arthur A. Cruttenden Recorder. {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 7 p.4} 

1883January2 PoL; Chas S.<L. Matthes, J.E. Graham/John, F.A. Manney/Fred swear before Dennis Cofflin J.P. that at least $100 worth of labor and 
development work has been expended upon Aztec, Aztacita, Cactus, Mickey Free, A. and B., Cerrillos, Handy Andy lode-mining claims, in 

LCMD, for 1882. such expenditure was made by E.F. Bennett and workmen for the owners of said lode claims. Filed for record 4Jan83 and recorded 

same day Arthur A. Cruttenden Recorder. {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 6 p.87} 
1883January2 PoL; Chas L. Matthes swears before Dennis Cofflin J.P. that at least $100 worth of labor and development work has been expended upon 

Cuckoo, Lady Washington, Harvest Queen, Wolverine, Little Eddie, State of Maine lode mining claims, in LCMD, for 1882. such expenditure 

was made by C. Matthes and workmen for the owners of said lode mining claims. Subscribers E.F. Bennett, J.E. Graham. Filed for record 5Jan83 and 
recorded the same day Arthur A. Cruttenden Recorder. {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 6 p.89} 

1883January2 PoL; Chas S<L. Matthes, E.F. Bennett swear before Chas A. Miller, Dennis Cofflin J.P. that at least $100.00 worth of labor and 

development work have been expended upon The Cock of the Walk, The Little Bertie, Annie Laurie lode mining claims, in LCMD, for 1882, such 
expenditure was made by Matthes and Bennett and workmen for the owners of said lode claims. Filed for record 13Jan83 and recorded the same day 

Arthur A. Cruttenden Recorder, {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 6 p.96} 

1883January2 PoL; Chas S<L. Matthes, E.F. Bennett swear before J.E. Graham, Dennis Cofflin J.P. that at least $100 worth of labor and development 
work have been expended upon “Dutchy”, “Harvest King”, “I.X.L.” lode mining claims, in LCMD, for 1882. Such expenditure was made by John 

Grahm and workmen for the owners of said lode claims. Filed for record 22Jan83 and duly recorded the same day Arthur A. Cruttenden Recorder, 

{Cerrillos Mining Records Book 6 p.98} 
1883January31 POL; Harvey Beckwith swears before C. Wells J.P. that at least $100 worth of work were performed or made upon all of the following, in 

precinct No.10 LCMD: Mountain Monarch Lode, Rica Lode, Walverine Lode, Alverdo Lode, Dont Care Lode, Such expenditure was made by or 

at the expense of the owners of said claim. Witnesses Leroy Gregory, Dennis Cofflin. Filed for record 1Feb83 and duly recorded the same day Arthur 
A. Cruttenden Recorder {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 6 p.109} 

1883February23; POL for 1882; Leroy Gregory, Demis Cofflin swear before Jordan B. Cottle Notary Public at least $100 worth of labor on Constellation Lode, expenditure 
by HM Atkinson + others owners, in LCMD; recorded 26February1883 [Locations & Mining Deeds F#15410 p.364] 

1883February23 POL; Leroy Gregory, Dennis Cofflin swear before Jordan B. Cottle NP that at least $100 worth of labor has been performed upon 

Constellation Lode, in LCMD, for 1882, such expenditure was made by H.M. Atkinson and others owners of said claims. Filed for record 23Feb83 
and duly recorded the same day Arthur A. Cruttenden Recorder, {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 6 p.145} 

1883February23; POL for 1882; Leroy Gregory, Dennis Cofflin swear before Jordan B. Cottle Notary Public at least $100 worth of labor on Fissure Lode, expenditure by HM 
Atkinson + others owners, in LCMD; recorded 26February1883 [Locations & Mining Deeds F#15410 p.364] 

1883February23 POL; Leroy Gregory, Dennis Cofflin swear before Jordan B. Cottle NP that at least $100 worth of labor has been performed upon Fissure 

Lode, in LCMD, for 1882, such expenditure was made by H.M. Atkinson and others owners of said claims. Filed for record 23Feb83 and duly 
recorded the same day Arthur A. Cruttenden Recorder, {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 6 p.144} 

1883November10; Mining Deed; Poul Laughammer of Bernalillo Co sells for $1000 to Augres? A. Grant of Bernalillo Co undiv ½ int Ethel Mining Claim, (loc 7Apr79), undiv 
½ int Haunnia Lode, (loc 3Jan82), undiv ½ int Jessie Lode, (loc 1Jan81), undiv ½ int Globe Democrat Lode, (loc 4Apr79), in LCMD; certify 10Nov83 for Poul 
Loughammer Jordan B. Cofflin Notary Public, recorded 28November1883 [Locations & Mining Deeds F#15410 p.515] 

1883November24 POL; Dennis Cofflin swears before C. Wells Justice of the Peace that during the year 1883 was expended upon Last, Spur Lode the sum 

of $200 that said work was performed upon the Last Lode for the benefit and improvement of both said claims was sunk from a depth of 40’ to 66’ and 

crosscut 4’ and said work was done by H.M. Atkinson et al. disinterested persons… know them to be true; Pat Brown, Con Fitzgerald. Filed for record 
24Nov83 and recorded same day S.A. Larock Recorder, {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 7 p.47} 

1885August1 (loc); H.. Beckwith Locator; Dividend Lode, 1500’ linear, in LCMD, 750’NE & 750’SW, with 150’ on ea Side, ca one 1/2mi NE from 

Carbonatevill and ca 1/4mi E from McKinzie Mtn ad runing paralell with the Grand Reserve Lode on the E. Atts by Dennis Coflin, M. O Neil, John 
Martin. Recorded 31Aug85 H.. Beckwith Dis Recorder {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 7 p.145} 

 
Harry H. Cofflin    - of Cerrillos & Denver 
1889; Harry H. Cofflin, member #124 Cerrillos ME Church [Church Register of the Cerrillos ME Church] 
1895December30; Harry H. Cofflin, member Cerrillos ME Church [Church Register of the Cerrillos ME Church] 
1899November15; At the Claire: O.P. McKesson, Council Bluffs; D.L. Morrill, Jr., Kansas City; G.C. Lewis, St. Louis; H.H. Cofflin, Denver; B.S. Rodey, 

Albuquerque... [SFNM] 

1899December18; At the Claire: A.W. Tennant, Silver City; H.H. Cofflin, Denver... [SFNM] 

1900January2; At the Claire: W.G. Sargent, El Rito; H.H. Cofflin, Denver... [SFNM] 
1900January27; At the Claire: H.H. Cofflin, Denver… [SFNM] 

1900March26; Harry Coffin, of Denver, returned to the capital city on the stage from Bland last night. [SFNM] 

1900June29; Harry H. Cofflin, the hardware man, is in town from Denver. [SFNM] 
 

M. B. Cofflin    - Ortiz Mine grant 



1881May5(loc); W.H. Nesbitt, Frank Raymond, Dennis Cofflin, A.J. Flynn, Frank Dean, M.B. Cofflin, John Jessen, M. O’Neal, locators Discovery Placer 

Claim 160ac in Pleasant valley Gulch, 40rods E 280rods Wly 40rods ea side, about 1mi S of Ortiz Switch, W of road leading to New Placers, rec 
27Jul81 [b.E p.451] 

1881May10(loc); W.H. Nesbitt, Frank Raymond, Dennis Cofflin, A.J. Flynn, Frank Dean, M.B. Cofflin, John Jessen, M. O’Neal, locators Otero Placer 

Claim 160ac in Cunningham Gulch, N120rods S200rods 40rods ea side, about 2mi S of Ortiz Switch, N of Old Ostice (Ortiz=Dolores) Town on New 
Placers road, rec 27Jul81 [b.E p.450] 

_  

Percival B. Coffin    - bro of Charles H. Cofflin;  of Chicago & StaFe 
1894August3; …Santa Fe Gas & Electric Company; incorporators Samuel H. Day, Percival B. Cofflin and Edward L Bartlett… directors the incorporators 

and Charles H. Cofflin and Julius M. Howells… [SFDNM] 
1895January21; Mr. C.H. Coffin, of Chicago, vice president and active manager of the Municipal Improvement company, is spending two days in Santa Fe 

visiting his brother and looking over the extensive improvements which his company has had in hand here. In company with Captain Day Mr. Coffin is 

making a minute examination of the water works system, the new electric light and power plant, and inspecting also the adjacent valley lands. [SFDNM] 
1895March23; Mr. P.B. Coffin is home from a three day’s visit to Albuquerque. [SFDNM] 

1895April23; Mr. P.B. Coffin and wife left last night for the east for a fifteen days’ visit. [SFDNM] 

1895April26; Mr. W.E. Griffin is officiating as bookkeeper and collector for the water company during the absence of Mr. P.B. Coffin in Chicago. 
[SFDNM] 

1895June24; Mr. and Mrs P.B. Coffin returned to Santa Fe from the east this morning. [SFDNM] 

1896October1; Mr. P.V. Coffin, kindly remembered by all citizens, arrived from Chicago last night on a visit of a week or more. He is at present engaged in 
the brokerage business in that city and has done well. He receives a hearty welcome. [SFDNM] 

1898February28; Mr. P.B. Coflin, of Chicago, is visiting Captain and Mrs. S.H. Day and other Santa Fe friends. [SFNM] 

1898March7; Mr. and Mrs. P.B. Coffin left Saturday night for Chicago. [SFNM] 

 
Col. W. H. Coffin    - of St. Louis & Socorro 
1882March30; Gov. L.A. Sheldon joined the party at Lamy Junction. …consists of Col. W.H. Coffin, of St. Louis, Judge James Baker, of Springfield, Mo., 

and Major George A. Pardy, of Prairie City, Mo. These gentlemen represent the Ozark and Socorro Mining company… – Socorro Sun [SFDNM] 
_______________________________________________________________ 

 * Coffman *   - see also Kaufman 

B. S. Coffman    - of Kelly 

1892January12; Other Corporations which have lately filed articles are: The Pawtucket Mining Company – Incorporators, Geo. M. Thornton, Pawtucket, 

R.I.; B.S. Coffman, of Kelly; L.B. Goff, H.A. Stevens, of Pawtucket, and T.B. Mills, of Las Vegas. Capital stock $1,000,000; principal office at 
Pawtuckett, R.I. [SFDNM] 

 
Charles Coffman    - Lamy 

1893December26; Arrivals at the Bon Ton hotel; Charles Coffman, Lamy. [SFDNM] 

 
George M. Coffman    - AT&SF @ Lamy, IL 

1898May31; George Coffman, an A.,T.&S.F. Ry. employe at Lamy, visited this city yesterday. He registered at the Claire. – At the Claire: Geo Coffman, 

Lamy; H.M. Mountain, Lamy… [SFNM] 
1898August8; Geo M. Koffman, of Lamy, is stopping here for some days. He will soon remove to Illinois, where he will make his future home. [SFNM] 

________________________________________________________________ 

 
W. B. Coffroth    - secretary Galisteo Co. 
1933July1; Dated. Filed 25Apr1934. Lease. Galisteo Company, for Covenants, etc., to Charles McKinnis of Los Angeles; lease and demise. All the lode, ledge or vein 

mineral deposits contained in and/or upon the said tract of land by said Lease made by NMMC and all Galisteo Company’s right, title and interest in and to all water 
rights appurtenant to or connected with said property, Excepting and Reserving to the Lessor, however, all placer gravel deposits, coal, oil, and petroleum products and 
gas, for the term of 25yrs. Royalties (a) crude ore; 10% of the net smelter returns unless exceed $200 per ton of ore, which 15% (b) ore treated on the property 10%; 
minimum royalty $2,000 per 6mos. Sigs. Galisteo Co. Henry R. Hoyt President, attest W.B. Coffroth Secretary, Charles McKinnis. b.O Mines p.7. [BHenderson Abstract 
of Title No.1 30Sep1983] 

 
John T. Cohalan    - Golden 
1942August24; Dated. Filed 29Sep1942. Quitclaim Deed. TITLE TO BLOCK 17 Golden – Title Claimed by William Henderson. C.C. Braught to John T. Cohalan. b.Misc.23 p.166. [BHenderson 

Abstract of Title No.6313 30Sep1983 p.345] 
1947December13; Dated. Filed 15Jan1948. Quitclaim Deed. TITLE TO BLOCK 17 Golden – Title Claimed by William Henderson. John T. Cohalan, an unmarried man, to Lillian Cohalan Green. 

b.Misc.24 p.447. [BHenderson Abstract of Title No.6313 30Sep1983 p.346] 

 
Tomas Coghlan  (b.IRE 1838>    - StaFe & E-town 
Thomas Coghlan, private, Co.A First Regiment of Inf, California Volunteers, enrolled @ San Francisco 24Aug1861, mustered out at StaFe 31Aug1864, expiration of term of 

service. [www.calarchives4u.com] 
1870July14_census: Tomas Coghlan, speculator in stocks, 32y-o, b.Ire, RealValue$2000 PersValue$3000, resident in StaFe solo 
1872August19; Tommy Coghlan has gone to Elizabethtown. [SFDNM] 

 

Milton Cogswell  <d.1882>    - StaFe & WashDC 
1849; graduates West Point 
1858Aug-September, and several months 1859; First Lieut, Post Commander at Fort Marcy 

1859; accompanied Capt.Macomb’s topographical expedition from SF to Grand and Green Rivers 

Civil War; Ball’s Bluff, Petersburg 
1881September28; General Cogswell and daughter who have been guests of Colonel Lee for some days left Santa Fe yesterday. [SFDNM] 



1881September29 (loc); Milton Cogewell in Washington DC (locators); Susie C Lode, center line running S about 30E from jointed mtns summit of mtn, about 2mi from 
AT&SF RR, about 12mi from Santa Fe, bounded on S by Edith Lode, in LCMD; witness E.A. Strvat, Warren Reynolds, recorded 28December1881 [Locations & Mining 
Deeds E#15409 p.747] 

________________________________________________________________ 

 * Cohen * Coen *  - see also Coan, Kohn 

Coen    - La Belle 
1895April3; Mr. Coen mining expert, now devoting his time to making a thorough investigation of our camp under the leadership of Mr. Thomson was a 

caller at the Crusset office. He represents capitalists, such as D.H. Moffat, of Denver, and if pleased with the prospects, money will be plenty in Las 

Belle in a short time. [SFDNM] 

 

Coen    - Cerrillos  <which one? 

1920; J.L. McCraw Time Book; Coen 7da, Smith 4da, M 7da, Herman Ames 11da, Scrogs 5da, Justo 6da, H.L. Nicols 20da [Fannie McCraw papers] 
 
Hugh Coen  (b.OK 1903>    - Madrid 
1920January12_census: Madrid building 74; Isaci Coen, carpenter A&CCC, 45y-o, b.IN, wife, Lida, 46 y-o, b.MO; 2dau, Mabel Coen, teacher Public school, 19, b.OK, 

Maxine, 3, b.NM, 4son, Hugh Coen, Carpenter A&CCC, 17, b.OK, Hurst, 15, b.OK, Ivan, 12, b.OK, Wayne, 10, b.OK. 
1929July4; Fats and Leans Baseball Team. C.H. Lemon, Uriol Garcia, M.H. Chacon, M. Galvan, F. Schiemenz, Hugh Coen, W. Thruchley, L.L. Mayer, O. Huber, Joe 

Pargola, Chas Ferro, Jim Moore, I.C. Coen, Ivan Coen, Joe Collier, J. Gutierrez, H.L. Taylor, Chas Gibbs, Tom Burke, S. Yarbrough, H.L. Horstman [photos 474.jpg w/o 
ID; 475.jpg with IDs, Life In Madrid NM, 2006] 

 
Hurst Coen  (b.OK 1905>    - of Madrid 
ca1919 photograph of Cerrillos School classes; Mary Murphy, Mrs. McCraw, Mable Cohen, ? Cohen, Adrian Coleman, Herst Cohen, Rumalda Sanchez, Adelicia Gallegos, 

Frances Sanchez, Esther ?, Cipriano Lucero, Teofila Granito, Laura Leyba, Julia Vergolio, James Vergolio, Frieda Mahboub 
1920January12_census: Madrid building 74; Isaci Coen, carpenter A&CCC, 45y-o, b.IN, wife, Lida, 46 y-o, b.MO; 2dau, Mabel Coen, teacher Public school, 19, b.OK, 

Maxine, 3, b.NM, 4son, Hugh Coen, Carpenter A&CCC, 17, b.OK, Hurst, 15, b.OK, Ivan, 12, b.OK, Wayne, 10, b.OK. 
 
Ira/Ian Calvin Coen  (b.IN 1874>    - wife is Lida May Coen (b.MO 1871, 1874>;  of Madrid 
1920January12_census: Madrid building 74; Isaci Coen, carpenter A&CCC, 45y-o, b.IN, wife, Lida, 46 y-o, b.MO; 2dau, Mabel Coen, teacher Public school, 19, b.OK, 

Maxine, 3, b.NM, 4son, Hugh Coen, Carpenter A&CCC, 17, b.OK, Hurst, 15, b.OK, Ivan, 12, b.OK, Wayne, 10, b.OK. 
1929July4; Fats and Leans Baseball Team. C.H. Lemon, Uriol Garcia, M.H. Chacon, M. Galvan, F. Schiemenz, Hugh Coen, W. Thruchley, L.L. Mayer, O. Huber, Joe 

Pargola, Chas Ferro, Jim Moore, I.C. Coen, Ivan Coen, Joe Collier, J. Gutierrez, H.L. Taylor, Chas Gibbs, Tom Burke, S. Yarbrough, H.L. Horstman [photos 474.jpg w/o 
ID; 475.jpg with IDs, Life In Madrid NM, 2006] 

1930_census: Ian C. Coen, 56y-o, Madrid, Lida M. Coen, 59y-o, Madrid, Ivan Coen, 24y-o, Francis Coen, 23y-o, Wayne Coen, 21y-o, Edna M. Coen, 20y-o, Ernst Coen, 3y-
o, Marian Coen, 2y-o, Eugene Coen, 1y-o 

1930s; Coen, tall & skinny, is head of carpenters at Madrid. BH worked with them. Story of precarious spiking of beam of tipple; BH crawled scared, Coen told him to stand 
and hammer; Coen replaces BH, walks out and hammers spike home. [per BHenderson 2010] 

…the year that I worked for a month or so with the carpenter gang for old man Cohen, we were putting cables and timbers on the breaker because it had slipped a little bit.. 
…One time I asked Mr. Cohen, and he was a character. He was a tall, lanky fellow, strong, a wonderful balance. He’d walk out on a timber and drive spikes out there. I 
never learned to do that. I fell off of those timbers more than once working. Because when we were working, like when they were putting that Lamb’s extension on the 
tipple down there, I was with the carpenter gang that summer and we got. You had to walk out and drive your spikes down. Well, you pre-drill those holes and then you, 
the timbers were coming up, and then you put the others out, out there, and you walked out ‘em. And they were good, eight by tens, eight by twelves, good sized 
timbers. They’d give me a thing, and of course dragging a damn sledge hammer with you. And he would embarrass me daily out there. And he’d find me out there with 
my legs locked around it doing this, driving the spike down, you know. “Bill, get the hell back here!” I’d worm my way back getting splinters in my butt. And he would 
walk out, and when I’d get there I’d hand him the damn hammer. He’d take the hammer in one hand and spike in the other hand, walk out there, put the spike down, 
and about four licks drive it in. And then turn around and come back. He had feet that long, I swear, and he could wrap ‘em around the damn thing. …one our of every 
three or four times that I did that I dended up. They put a load of slack under for people like me. If you fell off you lit in this big load of slack down the bottom, and rolled 
off of the pile that was down there on the tracks. Of course the bad part about it was then when it was through you had to shovel that back into the railroad cars. [Bill 
Henderson; AML interview 16Apr2009] 

1940March13; Madrid News; Mrs. Oscar Huber and daughter, Mary Frances, motored to Albuquerque to visit the Collisters Friday. Mrs. Douglas Collister and son, Douglas, 
returned home with them to spend a few days. ¶ Tom Horton of Estancia visited Bill Arris here Friday. ¶ Mrs. H.E. Stowers and daughter, Linda Joyce, were Santa Fe 
visitors Friday. Pep Stowers and Louis Zucal, students at St. Michael’s college, returned home with them to spend the week-end with their parents. ¶ Mr. and Mrs. E.J. 
Bowles and daughters, Billie and Betty, were Santa Fe visitors Saturday evening. ¶ Mr. and Mrs. Orin Pulliam and family were shopping in Santa Fe Saturday evening. ¶ 
Miss Charlotte Owens spent the week-end with her parents, Judge and Mrs. H.P. Owens, in Albuquerque. ¶ Mrs. Zelie Liesse is visiting relatives in Corrales. ¶ Mr. and 
Mrs. Candelario Ochoa.. ¶ Mr. and Mrs. Frank Montoya and Miss Sophie Barreras visited Mrs. Louise Barreras and family in Albuquerque Sunday. ¶ Douglas Collister of 
Albuquerque visited at the Huber home Saturday evening and Sunday. Mrs. Collister and son returned to Albuquerque Sunday evening with Mr. Collister. ¶ Mr. and Mrs. 
J.P. Haggerty were Santa Fe visitors Saturday. ¶ Mrs. Mable Donaghe and daughter, Evelyn Horrocks, left Monday to visit Mrs. Donaghe’s brother and wife, Mr. and 
Mrs. Floyd Whitcomb, in Gallup. ¶ Mr. and Mrs. I.C. Coen and grandson, Ernest, visited relatives in Santa Fe Sunday. ¶ Charlie Perl of Albuquerque is here visiting his 
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Victor Perl and family. ¶ H.L. Taylor was in Santa Fe on business Monday. ¶ Mr. and Mrs. Howard La Mondi of Tonque were here visiting Mr. and 
Mrs. Victor Perl Sunday. ¶ Mrs. Horace Wilder and Mrs. Sidney Johnson were Santa Fe visitors Sunday. ¶ Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Nieto and.. [SFNM] 

1940April3_census ED 25-39 Madrid sheet 1B; enumerator Manuel C. Martinez; Ira Calvin Koen, house #15, renting $29/mo, 66, education 8, b.IN, living in ’35 samehouse, 
at work 36 hrs in week, Carpenter Forman A+C coal Company, 52 wks worked in 1939, wages $1900; Lida May Koen, 69, wife, education H-4, b.MO, living in ’35 
samehouse, Houseworker, no wages; Ivan Ernest Coen, 13, grandson, in school, education 7, b.NM, living in ’35 samehouse. 

1946; Accounts Payable, Vouchers, Coen, I.C. [A&CCC Records, Zimmerman Lib] 
 
Isaac N. Cohen    - Silver City 
1872; From 1872 to about 1882, Silver City was also the supply center for the Longfellow Mine (the predecessor of Morenci-Metcalf Mine)… Morris 

Lesinsky operated the frieght line, and a company store in Silver City. Morris (with Isaac Cohen) is also credited with the rediscovery of the Virginia 

Mining District. A close Lesinsky associate, Col. Joseph Francis Bennett, is described in a biography as one of the founders of Silver City. [J.Park 

NMMiningHeritageGuide 2003] 



as of 1903June30; List of mining claims in NM which have been officially surveyed… By Surveyor-General Morgan O. Llewellyn. I.N. Cohen and M. 

Lesinsky, Superior Copper, Virginia MD, 20.66ac. – Do., Artesian Well Placer, Santa Fe MD, 159.37ac. [Report of the Governor of New Mexico to the 
Secretary of the Interior 1903, p.343] 

 

Ivan Coen  (b.OK 1906>    - of Madrid 
1920January12_census: Madrid building 74; Isaci Coen, carpenter A&CCC, 45y-o, b.IN, wife, Lida, 46 y-o, b.MO; 2dau, Mabel Coen, teacher Public school, 19, b.OK, 

Maxine, 3, b.NM, 4son, Hugh Coen, Carpenter A&CCC, 17, b.OK, Hurst, 15, b.OK, Ivan, 12, b.OK, Wayne, 10, b.OK. 
1929July4; Fats and Leans Baseball Team. C.H. Lemon, Uriol Garcia, M.H. Chacon, M. Galvan, F. Schiemenz, Hugh Coen, W. Thruchley, L.L. Mayer, O. Huber, Joe 

Pargola, Chas Ferro, Jim Moore, I.C. Coen, Ivan Coen, Joe Collier, J. Gutierrez, H.L. Taylor, Chas Gibbs, Tom Burke, S. Yarbrough, H.L. Horstman [photos 474.jpg w/o 
ID; 475.jpg with IDs, Life In Madrid NM, 2006] 

1930_census: Ian C. Coen, 56y-o, Madrid, Lida M. Coen, 59y-o, Madrid, Ivan Coen, 24y-o, Francis Coen, 23y-o, Wayne Coen, 21y-o, Edna M. Coen, 20y-o, Ernst Coen, 3y-
o, Marian Coen, 2y-o, Eugene Coen, 1y-o 

 
Ivan Ernest Coen  (b.NM 1927>    - Madrid 
1930_census: Ian C. Coen, 56y-o, Madrid, Lida M. Coen, 59y-o, Madrid, Ivan Coen, 24y-o, Francis Coen, 23y-o, Wayne Coen, 21y-o, Edna M. Coen, 20y-o, Ernst Coen, 3y-

o, Marian Coen, 2y-o, Eugene Coen, 1y-o 
1940March13; Madrid News; Mrs. Oscar Huber and daughter, Mary Frances, motored to Albuquerque to visit the Collisters Friday. Mrs. Douglas Collister and son, Douglas, 

returned home with them to spend a few days. ¶ Tom Horton of Estancia visited Bill Arris here Friday. ¶ Mrs. H.E. Stowers and daughter, Linda Joyce, were Santa Fe 
visitors Friday. Pep Stowers and Louis Zucal, students at St. Michael’s college, returned home with them to spend the week-end with their parents. ¶ Mr. and Mrs. E.J. 
Bowles and daughters, Billie and Betty, were Santa Fe visitors Saturday evening. ¶ Mr. and Mrs. Orin Pulliam and family were shopping in Santa Fe Saturday evening. ¶ 
Miss Charlotte Owens spent the week-end with her parents, Judge and Mrs. H.P. Owens, in Albuquerque. ¶ Mrs. Zelie Liesse is visiting relatives in Corrales. ¶ Mr. and 
Mrs. Candelario Ochoa.. ¶ Mr. and Mrs. Frank Montoya and Miss Sophie Barreras visited Mrs. Louise Barreras and family in Albuquerque Sunday. ¶ Douglas Collister of 
Albuquerque visited at the Huber home Saturday evening and Sunday. Mrs. Collister and son returned to Albuquerque Sunday evening with Mr. Collister. ¶ Mr. and Mrs. 
J.P. Haggerty were Santa Fe visitors Saturday. ¶ Mrs. Mable Donaghe and daughter, Evelyn Horrocks, left Monday to visit Mrs. Donaghe’s brother and wife, Mr. and 
Mrs. Floyd Whitcomb, in Gallup. ¶ Mr. and Mrs. I.C. Coen and grandson, Ernest, visited relatives in Santa Fe Sunday. ¶ Charlie Perl of Albuquerque is here visiting his 
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Victor Perl and family. ¶ H.L. Taylor was in Santa Fe on business Monday. ¶ Mr. and Mrs. Howard La Mondi of Tonque were here visiting Mr. and 
Mrs. Victor Perl Sunday. ¶ Mrs. Horace Wilder and Mrs. Sidney Johnson were Santa Fe visitors Sunday. ¶ Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Nieto and.. [SFNM] 

1940April3_census ED 25-39 Madrid sheet 1B; enumerator Manuel C. Martinez; Ira Calvin Koen, house #15, renting $29/mo, 66, education 8, b.IN, living in ’35 samehouse, 
at work 36 hrs in week, Carpenter Forman A+C coal Company, 52 wks worked in 1939, wages $1900; Lida May Koen, 69, wife, education H-4, b.MO, living in ’35 
samehouse, Houseworker, no wages; Ivan Ernest Coen, 13, grandson, in school, education 7, b.NM, living in ’35 samehouse. 

 
J. C. Coen    - San Pedro 
1921February3; Joe T. Black store ledger p.32, San Pedro; Meat Bills: Jim Caldwell 10.40; Lousiano Pera 2.25; A.P. Sandoval 7.50; Delfido Trujillo 6.00; Francisquita Tana 

1.00; Juan Perea 8.51; Jesus Rosales 7.62; Damas Perez 4.66; Delfinio Mora 4.60; Jose Martinez 3.20; Mrs. J.C. Coen 10.00; John Cunningham 17.20; Jim Caldwell 
6.00 – Joseph S. Black 168.95. [Eddy Black 2011]  

1921March1; Joe T. Black store ledger p.34, San Pedro; received, J.C. Coen 8.50; Jesus Perez 5.00; B. 21.50. [Eddy Black 2011]  
 
Mable Cohen  (b.OK 1901>    - Cerrillos 
ca1919 photograph of Cerrillos School classes; Mary Murphy, Mrs. McCraw, Mable Cohen, ? Cohen, Adrian Coleman, Herst Cohen, Rumalda Sanchez, Adelicia Gallegos, 

Frances Sanchez, Esther ?, Cipriano Lucero, Teofila Granito, Laura Leyba, Julia Vergolio, James Vergolio, Frieda Mahboub 
1920January12_census: Madrid building 74; Isaci Coen, carpenter A&CCC, 45y-o, b.IN, wife, Lida, 46 y-o, b.MO; 2dau, Mabel Coen, teacher Public school, 19, b.OK, 

Maxine, 3, b.NM, 4son, Hugh Coen, Carpenter A&CCC, 17, b.OK, Hurst, 15, b.OK, Ivan, 12, b.OK, Wayne, 10, b.OK. 

 
Wayne Coen  (b.OK 1909>    - of Madrid 
1920January12_census: Madrid building 74; Isaci Coen, carpenter A&CCC, 45y-o, b.IN, wife, Lida, 46 y-o, b.MO; 2dau, Mabel Coen, teacher Public school, 19, b.OK, 

Maxine, 3, b.NM, 4son, Hugh Coen, Carpenter A&CCC, 17, b.OK, Hurst, 15, b.OK, Ivan, 12, b.OK, Wayne, 10, b.OK. 
1930_census: Ian C. Coen, 56y-o, Madrid, Lida M. Coen, 59y-o, Madrid, Ivan Coen, 24y-o, Francis Coen, 23y-o, Wayne Coen, 21y-o, Edna M. Coen, 20y-o, Ernst Coen, 3y-

o, Marian Coen, 2y-o, Eugene Coen, 1y-o 

________________________________________________________________ 

 
C. B. Cohlhousen    - New Placers 

1882May8(loc); J. Osfield Jr, C.B. Cohlhousen, Edwin B. Franks, locators Gate City Placer Claim 20ac, 1000’NE 500’SW 300’ea side, on E end of Tuerto 

Mtn in first canon or Gulch, E of Pacific mine, NPMD, rec 12Aug82 [b.F p.227] 

1882May8(loc); J. Osfield Jr, C.B. Cohlhousen, Edwin B. Franks, locators Bayne and Frank’s Placer Claim 20ac, 750’E+W 300’ea side, in same gulch as 
Fannie Vaugn Mine, in Tuerto Mtns, NPMD, rec 12Aug82 [b.F p.228] 

1882May8(loc); J. Osfield Jr, C.B. Cohlhousen, Edwin B. Franks, locators American Lode 750’Ely+W 300’ea side, on W side of entrance to Pine Tree 

Gulch, in Tuerto Mtns, NPMD, rec 12Aug82 [b.F p.228] 

 
Alfred Coinchesa    - Amizett 
1896July3; The following corporations have filed articles… The U.S. Dry Concentrator Company – Incorporators, F.E. McKinley, John B. Watson. Alfred 

Coinchesa, Henry P. Noake, Manuel M. Bache, Bernard S. Rodey, James C. Baldridge; objects, handling and operating dry concentrators and operating 

mines; capital stock, $500,000; life, fifty years; directors, same as incorporators; principal place of business, Amizett. [SFDNM] 

 
Henry Coke    - Galisteo 
1901March12; Sylvester Davis, the Galisteo ranchero, is a visitor in the capital. – Probate Clerk Manuel Delgado to-day recorded a deed of Sylvester Davis 

and wife to Henry Coke for three parcels of land at Galisteo; consideration, $500. [SFNM] 

 

COLA MINING COMPANY    - Gallup 



1899November13; The Cola mining plant of the old Cola company’s Beacon Hill mine about a mile south of Gallup, has been purchased by Rev. P.A. 

Simpkin of Gallup from H. S. Rodey of Albuquerque, attorney for C.H. Rhodes of Pasadena, Cal. Rev. Simpkin’s associates are J.C. Spears, 
Hutchinson Brown, T.A. Fabro and others. [SFNM] 

 
H. M. L. Colb    - Amizette 

1897October29; At the Bon Ton: H.M.L. Colb, Amizette; Juan Ortiz, Frank Gomez, Antonio Gomez, Glorieta... [SFDNM] 

 
W. H. Colburn    - StaFe 

1899June12; The Mica Mines Deal. A.A. Doyle, secretary of the St. Anthony Crystal Mica company of this city is now in Santa Fe N.M., where he is 

consummating deals on mica land in the territory which it is said involve $1,880,000. The company has had four big options and it is understood that 
titles are being taken up. This is the company which was recently organized here with W.S. Stratton as president and W.H. Colburn as one of the 

directors. The plant of the company will be located here, and in fact work is now in progress on it and it is thought it will be soon be completed. – 

Denver News. [SFNM] 

________________________________________________________________ 

 * Colby * 
F. Colby    - Silver Buttes m.d. 
1881August10(disc&loc); G.L. Finn, R.B. Kinsell, W.B. Laugwage, H. McConne, M.C. Faller, Robt Penciral/Percival, R.O. Sterling, F. Colby Bedford 

Placer Claim 160ac, from S line of Dolphin mc, parallel with Muscatine Pc, 3000’x2400’, SBMD, rec 11Aug81; attest John Miller, E. Kingman Jr [b.E 

p.485] 

 

William W. Colby  - witness - 

1880October29; Quit Claim Deed; Joseph C. Larimore of Niles City, Berrion Co MI, Mary T. Larimore wife sell for $250 to John Rice of Coss Co MI ¼ int Ida Mine, formerly 
Savage Extension, about ½ mi NE Carbonateville, bounded NE by Stone-cutter, NW by Julia mine, undiv ½ Julia Lode (loc 12Aug79 b.B p.63), in LCMD; presence 
Henry M. Dean, William W. Colby, certify 22Nov80 Henry M. Dean Notary Public Berrien Co MI, recorded 13August1881 [Locations & Mining Deeds E#15409 p. 491] 

________________________________________________________________ 

 * Coldren * 
C. C. Coldren    - Iowa CityIA 

1892April27; Messrs. Goldren, father and son, of Iowa City, Iowa, interested in Santa Fe county’s mineral resources, are guests at the Palace. [SFDNM] 

1892April27; At the Palace: J.N. Coldren, C.C. Coldren, Iowa City. [SFDNM] 

 
J. N. Coldren    - Iowa CityIA 

1892April27; Messrs. Goldren, father and son, of Iowa City, Iowa, interested in Santa Fe county’s mineral resources, are guests at the Palace. [SFDNM] 
1892April27; At the Palace: J.N. Coldren, C.C. Coldren, Iowa City. [SFDNM] 

________________________________________________________________ 

 * Cole *   - see also Coles 

Cole    - Ortiz Mine grant 
1890March22; McIntire, Williams and Cole have a flattering gold prospect in the Ortiz, at the head of the gulch. [SFDNM] 

 

Ben Cole    - CMD & Leadville 

1881December4; Mining Deed; Chas L. Matthes sells for $500 to John Player, Ben Cole, A. Beaty, Chas Cole, R. Dauskin of Marshall IA undiv 1/12 each in Wolvrime 
(Wolverine) Lode, (b.B p.379), in G or LCMD; Neasterly 750’, 150’ea side; attest Clarence S. Matthes, Lewis S. Bailey, certify 5Dec81 N.B. Laughlin Notary Public, 
recorded 8December1881 [Locations & Mining Deeds E#15409 p.692] 

1881December6; Mining Deed; Samuel Hull atty & agent for Marshalltown Mining Co sells for consideration of sinking a 50’ shaft or work to the amount of $500 to Charles L. 
Mathes, John Player, Reulen Daushin, Ben Cole, A. Beaty, Charles Cole of Marshall Co IA undiv ½ int Harvest Queen Lode, bounded N by Golden Gate, W by Lady 
Washington, S by Captain Jack, E by Washoe Lode, in GMD; attest Clarence S. Matthes, Horace Potter, certify 7Dec81 N.B. Laughlin Notary Public, recorded 
8December1881 [Locations & Mining Deeds E#15409 p.688] 

1881December6; Mining Deed; Samuel Hull atty & agent for Marshalltown Mining Co sells for consideration of sinking a 50’ shaft or work to the amount of $500 to Charles L. 
Matthes, John Player, Reuben Daushin, Ben Cole, A. Beaty, Charles Cole of Marshall Co IA undiv ½ int State of Maine Lode, bounded N by Agricultural, Westerly by 
Sunset, S by Suny Slope, E by Chicago Lode, District of Galisteo; attest Clarence S. Matthes, Horace Potter, certify 7Dec81 N.B. Laughlin Notary Public, recorded 
8December1881 [Locations & Mining Deeds E#15409 p.690] 

1881December7; Mining Deed; Chas L. Matthes sells for $500 to John Player, Ben Cole, A. Beaty, Chas Cole, R. Dauskin of Marshall IA undiv 5/6 int Little Eddie Lode, (loc 
28June80 b.C p.537), bounded E by Our Georgie, W by Home, N by Vulture mine, in LCMD; attest W.M. Barber, certify 7Dec81 N.B. Laughlin Notary Public, recorded 
8December1881 [Locations & Mining Deeds E#15409 p.693] 

1887September1; James Harris and parties from San Antonio, Texas, yesterday closed a deal whereby they get control of the Dandy mine at Dolores, 

paying $5,000 therefor. C.W. Uptegrove, of Cerrillos, owned the property and made the sale. Mr. Ben Cole, a practical miner from Leadville, arrived 

yesterday morning and will at once assume charge of the mine as superintendent. A test tun of twenty-five tons of the ore will be made next week. 

[SFWeeklyNMexican] 

 

Charles Cole    - CMD 

1881December4; Mining Deed; Chas L. Matthes sells for $500 to John Player, Ben Cole, A. Beaty, Chas Cole, R. Dauskin of Marshall IA undiv 1/12 each in Wolvrime 
(Wolverine) Lode, (b.B p.379), in G or LCMD; Neasterly 750’, 150’ea side; attest Clarence S. Matthes, Lewis S. Bailey, certify 5Dec81 N.B. Laughlin Notary Public, 
recorded 8December1881 [Locations & Mining Deeds E#15409 p.692] 

1881December6; Mining Deed; Samuel Hull atty & agent for Marshalltown Mining Co sells for consideration of sinking a 50’ shaft or work to the amount of $500 to Charles L. 
Mathes, John Player, Reulen Daushin, Ben Cole, A. Beaty, Charles Cole of Marshall Co IA undiv ½ int Harvest Queen Lode, bounded N by Golden Gate, W by Lady 
Washington, S by Captain Jack, E by Washoe Lode, in GMD; attest Clarence S. Matthes, Horace Potter, certify 7Dec81 N.B. Laughlin Notary Public, recorded 
8December1881 [Locations & Mining Deeds E#15409 p.688] 



1881December6; Mining Deed; Samuel Hull atty & agent for Marshalltown Mining Co sells for consideration of sinking a 50’ shaft or work to the amount of $500 to Charles L. 
Matthes, John Player, Reuben Daushin, Ben Cole, A. Beaty, Charles Cole of Marshall Co IA undiv ½ int State of Maine Lode, bounded N by Agricultural, Westerly by 
Sunset, S by Suny Slope, E by Chicago Lode, District of Galisteo; attest Clarence S. Matthes, Horace Potter, certify 7Dec81 N.B. Laughlin Notary Public, recorded 
8December1881 [Locations & Mining Deeds E#15409 p.690] 

1881December7; Mining Deed; Chas L. Matthes sells for $500 to John Player, Ben Cole, A. Beaty, Chas Cole, R. Dauskin of Marshall IA undiv 5/6 int Little Eddie Lode, (loc 
28June80 b.C p.537), bounded E by Our Georgie, W by Home, N by Vulture mine, in LCMD; attest W.M. Barber, certify 7Dec81 N.B. Laughlin Notary Public, recorded 
8December1881 [Locations & Mining Deeds E#15409 p.693] 

 
Charles Cole  (d.StaFe 24Aug1899)    - RR contractor;  Waldo 
1899August24; Lost Two Legs. A Cook of the Bridge Building Gang the Victim. Charles Cole, cook for the bridge-building gang of B. Lantry & Sons, who 

are rebuilding the bridges on the Santa Fe railroad, had both of his legs cut off below the knees by a train passing over him, two miles below Waldo, 

near Cerrillos. Cole was also hurt internally, his face shows scratches, and his teeth were knocked out. The accident happened between 9 and 10 o’clock 

this morning. A special train was at once sent out and the man brought to this city at 1 o’clock this afternoon by J.H. O’Connel, foreman of the bridge-
building gang. He was taken to St. Vincent’s hospital, where Dr. Massie amputated both limbs. The surgeon has no hope for Cole’s recovery. The man 

was conscious when brought here, but was unable to tell whether he has family or where is his home. Dr. Palmer, at Waldo, dressed his wounds 

temporarily. [SFNM] 
1899August25; Charles Cole, who had both legs cut off yesterday by a railroad train at Waldo, died last night at St. Vincent’s hospital. [SFNM] 

 
Charles B. Cole    - Black Range 
1897December10; Surveyor General Vance has issued orders for the official survey of the following mining claims. ¶ The Triangle and Keepsake claims in 

the Black Range mining district of Sierra county, Charles B. Cole, of Chester, Ill., claimant. [SFDNM] 
1898May30; Charles B. Cole has applied for a patent on the Triangle lode, located in the Black Range mining district, Sierra sounty. [SFNM] 

as of 1903June30; List of mining claims in NM which have been officially surveyed… By Surveyor-General Morgan O. Llewellyn. Chas B. Cole, 

Keepsake, Black Range MD, 7.685ac. – Do., Triangle, do. MD, 8.323ac. [Report of the Governor of New Mexico to the Secretary of the Interior 1903, 
p.349] 

as of 1903June30; List of mining claims in NM which have been officially surveyed… By Surveyor-General Morgan O. Llewellyn. Chas B. Cole, Julia, 

Black Range MD, 13.27ac. – Do., Great Republic, do. MD, 12.78ac. [Report of the Governor of New Mexico to the Secretary of the Interior 1903, 
p.356] 

 
Charles Oharries? Cole    - Las Vegas 
Those boys of the early frontier included: Jacob Gross, Adolph Mennet, Benito Baca, Reginald Finley, Frank O. Kihlberg, Walter Ainslie, Frank A. Blake, Charles O. Cole, George M. Gillies, Thomas 

Henry Parker, Harry W. Kelly, Robert K.L.M. Cullen, Page B. Otero, Henry W. Gibbons, Frank B. Nichols, William Hamilton, J.S. Garcia, John Collier, Alfred Rossier, Mike Harkins, Meliton S. 
Otero, Charles H. Armijo, Moses Friedman, John Laurence, John Villepigue, W.H.H. Allison, A.J. Crawford, William S. Crawford, Pierce J. Murphy, William Ring, Manuel Sosaya, George 
Slocum, Benjamin Johnson, Charles Humes, Cliff W. Able, Prof. Charles Longuemare and myself. All of the above were employees of Otero, Sellar & Co. [My Life on the Frontier]  

1880January; All during the month of January, 1880, the mining excitement took precedence over everything else, and legitimate business in Las Vegas was relegated to second 

place in the universal desire to get rich quick. – One of the important companies organized during the excitement was the Las Vegas Consolidated Mining & Milling 

Company, with a capital stock of $25,000,000. It was altogether a closed corporation; the membership was limited to twenty-five and not a share of the stock could be placed 

on the market... Hon. Miguel A. Otero (I), President; Hon. Henry L. Waldo, First Vice-President; Hon Caldwell Yeaman, Second Vice-President; Mr. Jacob Gross, Treasurer; 

Mr. Frank A. Blake, Secretary; Mr. Louis Sulzbacher, Counsel; Mr. Page B. Otero, General Manager; Mr. Oliver L. Houghton, Mr. Adolph Mennet, Mr. M.A. Otero, Jr., Mr. 

G.F. Radcliffe, Mr. Thomas D. Bell, Mr. Cliff W. Able, Mr. Alfred Rossier, Mr. Lee Chick, Mr. Frank B. Nichols, Mr. John Perry Sellar, Mr. Charles Longuemare, Mr. Harry 

W. Kelly, Mr. Thomas H. Parker, Mr. Herbert C. Blythe, Mr. Millard W. Browne, Mr. J.C. Churchill, Mr. A.M. Balckwell, Mr. Charles O. Cole. …The great San Carlos 

Mining District… [My Life on the Frontier] 

1880December1; The New Mexico Mining and Prospecting Company of Las Vegas Certificate of Incorporation; Miguel Antonio Otero, Joseph Rosenwald, 

Louis Sulzbacher, Charles Oharries Cole, Adolph Mennet, Hampton Hulton, John Robertson, George Frederick Hilt <elsewhere Hell, Hill] and Morris 
John Friedsam. 

 

D. A. Cole    - of Rinconada 

1899April26; A.J. Anderson, a well known miller of Taos, came to the city Monday and returned home with Dr. Martin this morning. Mr. Anderson is 
interested in mining and has just completed a deal by which the Copper Hill mine has been transferred to a number of wealthy New Yorkers. They 

have sent W.S. Turner, of that city, to take charge of the mine and he will this evening meet Mr. Cole, the superintendent, who will come to Santa Fe 

from Rinconado. Fifteen men are employed at the mine at present, who found a large body of fine ore last week. [SFNM] 
1899April27; D.A. Cole, superintendent of the Copper Hill mine at Rinconada, Taos county, is a visitor at the Palace. [SFNM] 

 
David C. Cole    - BloomfieldNM 
1881November30; …city of Porter, Bloomfield P.O., on the 22d inst. …”San Juan Valley Mining District” …S. Morgan Draper, President. F. Minton 

Haines, Secretary and Recorder. Wm Bullock Haines, L.A. Hughes, David C. Cole, W.H. Waving, E.F. Blancett, G.W. Cox, K. Helton, M. Blancett, 
Wm Slane, D. Alidia, W.R. Crouch, R.W. Heston. [SFDNM] 

 
George B. Cole    - of Pope, Cole & Co.;  Baltimore 
1875May28; Geo B. Cole, of Pope, Cole & Co., silver smelters, of Baltimore, came up on yesterday’s coach. He has been down in southwestern New 

Mexico to examine the copper mines. He brings a good report and affirms all that is needed, is cheaper transportation to make them immense. He has the 
question of investing under serious consideration; about which he will know more when he consults with his partners in Baltimore. [SFDNM] 

1883May11; Mr. Cole, of Pope, Cole & Co., of the Baltimore copper works, accompanied by Mr. Kaiser, vice president of the Baltimore & Ohio railroad, 

and his son; and Messrs. Hendricks, senior and junior, passed up the Santa Fe road yesterday morning. The gentlemen are largely interested in the San 
Jose copper mine and production works, located near Silver City, and have been out inspecting their properties. [SFDNM] 

 
George R. Cole    - New Placers 
1880July9(loc); Geo R. Cole, U. Bradley, John Miller, locators Lucky Chance mine 300’ea side 750’N+S, in N foot hills of Monte Largo Mtns, in NWly dir 

of Old Smelter mine, ca 1.5mi E Cañon del Agua Spring, assessment done by 10’ shaft within 60days of loc, rec 1Jan81 [b.D p.208]  

1881March19; John Miller, Jacob Sims, Ufford Bradley, Geo R. Cole, locators Robert Emmit Mine 1500’NW 300’ea side, running along SW side line of 

Hidden Tresher, rec 25Mar81; witness Thos E. Finigan [b.D p.375] 



 

Henry Cole    - La Belle 
1896August19; La Belle Gold Mines. Henry Cole has some fine looking ore from his Diamond Star claim. [SFDNM] 
 

Isaac W. Cole  - witness - 
1886October19; Indenture to Alfred J. Wolf of StaFe, from NMMC; Three year lease of the stamp mill situated at the village of Real de los Dolores, from 1Jan1887 to 

1Jan1890, for $1,500 per year. “To put in working condition within two months at least 10 stamps, together with the boilers, engines and appliances necessary to 
operate same.” L.M. Lawson, Pres. Attest, T.Moore, Jr. Sec. Alfred J. Wolf. Presence, Isaac W. Cole, Robt H. Wees. [Elkins papers (no #)] 

 

J. P. Cole    - of Chicago 
1898April18; J.P. Cole, a representative of a Chicago mining machinery company, is in the city on business, and stops at the Exchange. – At the Exchange: 

J.P. Cole, Chicago, Il… [SFNM] 

1898April21; J.P. Cole, a representative of Chicago mining men, has returned to the Exchange from the San Pedro placers. He will leave for the east 

tomorrow to make a report which will be very favorable. – At the Exchange: J.P. Cole, Chicago; J.P. O’Brien, San Pedro... [SFNM] 
 

J. Oram Cole 

1873October6; Messrs. H.C. Carson, J.P. Risque, and J. Oram Cole, came in Saturday evening from the Jemez springs, leaving Attorney General Conway 
there to enjoy the resuscitating waters of thos famous springs a few day longer. [SFDNM] 

 

John M. Cole    - of KingstonNM 

1899January5; The Olney Mining and Milling Company, organized under the laws of the state of Michigan, has filed a certificate in the secretary’s office, 
designating Kingston, N.M., as the principal place of business in the territory and appointing John M. Cole, of that place, resident agent. [SFNM] 

 

L. C. Cole    - of OH 
1898August19; Mr. L.C. Cole, a prominent glass manufacturer and oil operator, of Bowling Green, O., who is traveling in New Mexico with a view to 

investing in gold mines, left the Palace hotel this afternoon for Golden, south Santa Fe county, for the purpose of inspecting some mining properties 

there. – At the Palace: L.C. Cole, Bowling Green, O… [SFNM] 
1898August22; At the Palace: L.C. Cole, Bowling Green, Ohio… [SFNM] 

 

M. E. Cole    - of Oak Park, ChicagoIL 

1891September3; Mr. Simonson is the local agent of the Cerrillos Mine Exchange company, an organization that is doing a genuine good work for south 
Santa Fe county in bringing the mineral, coal and other resources of this county to the attention of investors. His eastern associates are J.L. Gates, head 

of the San Lazarus syndicate, of Milwaukee, J.C. Combs, of Boston, M.E. Cole, Chicago, and Ira Taylor of New York City. [SFDNM] 

1892December1; Visitors at Gold’s Museum: Messrs. Merrit T. Cole, Mrs. M.T. Cole, Miss Lillian Cole, Oak Park, Ill. [SFDNM] 

 
Myrtle L. Cole    - wife is Catherina Cole;  of Bland 
1895April25; Messrs. Hofheins, Cole and Smith, of the Bland Town company, are taking good ore out of the Iron Queen. [SFDNM] 

1895May24; Mr. E. Beckman, manager of the new reduction works in course of construction at Bland, has gone on a flying business trip to Santa Barbara, 

Cal. Before leaving he secured of the owners, Messrs. Geo Hofheins, M.L. Cole, Ed Smith and others, a $15,000 bond and lease for one year on the 

Black Girl gold mine near Bland. [SFDNM] 

1896May8; The following corporations have filed articles… The Iron Queen Mining company – Incorporators, Edward Lembke, George Hofheins, Edward 

L. Medler, Clarence W. Medler, of Albuquerque, Myrtle L. Cole, Edward Smith, of Bland; objects acquiring and operating mines and reducing ores; 
capital stock $1,000,000; life, forty-nine years; principal place of business, Albuquerque; directors, same as incorporators. [SFDNM] 

1896July21; The Grey Eagle, jointly owned by M.L. Cole, George Hofheins, Ed Lembke and Ed Smith, and adjacent to the Lone Star and Iron King mines, 

was leased and bonded to N.T. Nichols and I.N. Surphir, to run until August 1, 1897, for the sum of $2,500. This bond and lease is for a two-thirds 
interest in the Grey Eagle, and work has already begun. [SFDNM] 

1900July25; Applications for Patent – George Hofheins, Edward Smith, Edward Limbke and M.L. Cole, of Bland, by Charles F. Easley, attorney, 

application for patent on the Monte Cristo group, comprising the Monte Cristo and Pino lodes, Cochiti mining district. [SFNM] 
1900August29; Bernalillo County. In the district court the case of Catherina Cole vs. Myrtle L. Cole, divorce, was heard. The plaintiff was granted an 

absolute divorce on the ground of desertion. The defendant was one of the original owners of mines in the Cochiti district, and is said to have left a 

number of unpaid bills when he went to Mexico. At one time he lived in Gallup, and was employed as an engineer on the old Atlantic & Pacific. 
[SFNM] 

1900October4; An adverse mining claim has been filed with the land office by John N. Wallace and William Deitcher, of Bland, owners of the Good Thing 

mine, against George Hofheins, Edward Smith, Edward Lumbke and M.L. Cole, owners of the Monte Cristo mine. [SFNM] 
1901September2; Mrs. Cole and family arrived from Bland on Saturday. Two of her sons were placed as students in St. Michaels’s college today. –Palace: 

J.T. McLaughlin, San Pedro; R.B. Thomas and wife, Cerrillos; J.B. Livesay, San Pedro; Mrs. Cole and family, Bland... [SFNM] 

 
Richard Cole    - Tres Piedras 
1900October10; Rio Arriba County Mines. At the Strawberry mine, fifteen miles out, Richard Cole is in charge, and is working five men on shafts and 

drifts, which are to be driven 400 feet. They have a 4-foot vein of copper gold ore… Ex-Mayor Mansfield, of South Milwaukee, and others interested 

in the property will visit the camp next week. [SFNM] 

1901May6; Richard Cole of Tres Piedras, is a visitor in the capital. [SFNM] 
1901July3; R. Cole of Tres Piedras, is a visitor in the city. [SFNM] 

1901August5; The Bromide Mining District. The Strawberry. The Strawberry company, which is about one and a half miles east of the Whale has made 

considerable progress. It has a sixty horse power boiler; a forty horse power hoist and has sunk about 100 feet, using Ingersoll air compressor drills with 
a double shift of men. …Its manager will tell you that his is not Mr. Cole, but plain “Dick Cole.” [SFNM] 

 
Sandy Cole    - San Pedro mtns 
The Gold Claim in the San Pedros. Ernie Hall, of Sandia Lab, bought the gold claim and worked it. Sandy Cole got ahold of it and worked it with Frank Edwards as his 

partner. Jack Ward, the best high-grader in the country, worked it. [per BHenderson 24Jul2010] 



Ernie Hall with Jim Bookman had the claim behind San Pedro. He sold it to Sandy Cole & Frank Edwards. The Huntington mill at Old Timer gulch went to watchman Iverson 
for back wages. Then Ernest stored it at Golden. Dominovich, in the 1940s had the lease on the Candelaria mine and were working it with that mill in Golden arroyo. 
Then Potter got the place and closed off Dominovich’s access, who then had no need for the mill, so Ken Meadows got it. The shaking table is still there. He had a ball 
mill too. [per BHenderson 21Aug2010] 

 
W. L. Cole    - of Bland 
1899November25; Judge N.B. Laughlin and Hon. Chas F. Easley have just concluded a deal by which the Union mine at Bland becomes the property of the 

Union Mining Company of Milwaukee, Wis. The price, $20,000 in cash, has been paid the former owners, George Hofheim, W.L. Cole, Edward 
Smith, of Bland, and H.B. Fergusson and Edward Lempke, of Albuquerque. Sherman Brown, of Milwaukee, is secretary of the company... Myron 

Church, who examined the property, and upon whose recommendation the purchase was made, has been placed in charge of the development… 

[SFNM] 

________________________________________________________________ 

 * Coleman * Koleman * 
Coleman    - mining expert;  Denver 
1900June6; M.F. Myers, the Bland restauranteur, came in on last night’s stage. He says W.J. Cartan and a Denver expert named Coleman went over the 

district last week, and the latter was highly pleased with the showing of pay ore. [SFNM] 

 

Adrian Coleman  (b.NM 1905>    - of Cerrillos 
1910April16_census: James Coleman, blacksmith own shop, widower, 31y-o born CO [PA PA], resident Cerrillos renting from William H.&Julianita Musgrave, with son 

Adrian M. (5y-o NM [CO TX]) 
ca1919 photograph of Cerrillos School classes; Mary Murphy, Mrs. McCraw, Mable Cohen, ? Cohen, Adrian Coleman, Herst Cohen, Rumalda Sanchez, Adelicia Gallegos, 

Frances Sanchez, Esther ?, Cipriano Lucero, Teofila Granito, Laura Leyba, Julia Vergolio, James Vergolio, Frieda Mahboub 
 

Al Coleman    - Abq 

1889August16; Al Coleman and wife returned from San Pedro, and to one speculation pulled down a cool one-hundred-dollar bill. [SFDNM (from ABQ 
Citizen)] 

1889October21; Cal Coleman has returned from a trip to Virginia. [SFDNM] 

1897December15; Messrs. Al Coleman and Jacob Locke, of Albuquerque, and Mr. Wm Scholchert, of Johnson Creek, Wis., are in the city on mining and 
other business, stopping at the Palace hotel. – At the Palace: Al Coleman, Albuquerque; Jacob Locks, Albuquerque; Wm Scholchert, Johnson Creek, 

Wis… [SFDNM] 

1903June24; Claire: W.R. Forbes, J.E. Saint, Al Coleman, Albuquerque. [SFNM] 
 

Charles Coleman    - Silverton 

1889October5; At the Exchange: Chas Coleman, Silverton, Colo. [SFDNM] 

 

Col. Clayton G. Coleman  (b.VA Jul1840)    - Special Agent of the Court of Private Land Claims 
1885August8 (Survey #569); Plat; Date of the claim of  Alida McAlan and Peter E.D. Loye upon the Franklin Lode Los Cerrillos Mining District, 9.17 acres in conflict with 

Sur.No.1[99?] 3.08 In conflict with Cash Entry No99 3.93 acres, Surveyed by Clayton G. Coleman Jr., U.S. Deputy Mineral Surveyor, July 21-26, 1886 
1889September27; The local land office to-day received notice that a man named Henry Brace would move here on the 1st to scceed Col. Coleman as 

special agent of the general land office. [SFDNM] 
1889November11; Col. C.G. Coleman returned from Las Vegas yesterday. [SFDNM] 

1890May9; Mineral Survey #569 – plat of claim of Alida McAlan & Peter R.D. Love known as Franklin Lode; Survey 9May1890 by Clayton A. Coleman. [RHG documents in 
possession of SFCo OS 2013] 

1890November19 (Patent #16822); Plat; Date of Location April 13, 1878, Date of amended Location Aug 8, 1885, Mineral Survey 569, the claim of Alida McAlan and Peter 
E.D. Loye Franklin Lode Surveyed May 9th 1890 By Clayton G. Coleman U.S. Deputy Mineral Surveyor 

1893December1; Col. C.G. Coleman, special agent of the general land office, has returned from an extended business trip to the Cherokee strip. [SFDNM] 

1894January6; Mr. H.B.P. Hollyday, of Maryland, special agent of the general land office, arrived from Washington this morning. He is assigned to the 
duty of examining surveys executed under contracts let by ex-Surveyor General Hobart, particularly those made by Col. Walter G. Marmon and Col. 

C.G. Coleman. [SFDNM] 

1894February28; Col. C.G. Coleman has gone south on land office business. [SFDNM] 
1894April5; The Democratic club of the 1st ward held a jubilation meeting at Padilla hall last night. The room was packed with enthusiastic Democrats. 

President Victory, Pedro Delgado, Col. C.G. Coleman, H.L. Ortiz and others made brief addresses. [SFDNM] 

1894April26; Col. C.G. Coleman has returned from a trip to San Miguel county. [SFDNM] 
1894August4; Gol. C.G. Coleman returned from Virginia last night. [SFDNM] 

1894November3; Steve And Tom. The Juana Lopez Grant, situated in the southern part of the county, is technically known as the Mesita de Juana Lopez. It has been regarded 

ever since it was granted by the Spanish government in the year of 1782 as the land upon the top of the mesa. In the year 1870 Catron and Elkins obtained from the heirs of 

the original grantees, deeds to their interest in the property, and with the “mesa” fit only for grazing purposes, as the foundation of their claim, it did not take these schemers 

long to extend the southern boundary of this property to such a distance south as to cross the Galisteo creek and to embrace incidentally some of the most valuable coal lands 

in New Mexico. This was done with The Kindly Assistance of title papers which had accommodatingly gotten mutilated in their most material portions; and by one or two 

other methods connected with the survey, which appear hereinafter. As a result of this manipulation of the grant it came about that this property which could not have been 

more than three and one-half miles in length or breadth, was extended so as to stretch six miles from east to west and cover eighteen miles from north to south. These fickle 

boundaries as extended by Messrs. Catron and Elkins covered besides the Mesita (the only property that could possibly under the title papers been honestly held) 20,000 acres 

of the public domain, 12,000 of the Ortiz grant, and in addition a large slice of the Santo Domingo Pueblo grant. After this fraudulent survey an act was carried through 

congress by the same skillful hands confirming the grant as fraudulently surveyed and there the matter rests, The Arch-Conspirators being unwilling in view of the general 

character of the transaction to press it forward by asking for a patent. Surveyor General Julian made an investigation of the transaction in 1886 and his report on the subject to 

the authorities at Washington makes very interesting reading. The New Mexican quotes below a few extracts from this report as showing in what light the transaction was 

regarded by the government authority. Gen. Julian, in his report, refers to the fact that John T. Elkins, a brother of Claimant Steve, was the interpreter on the survey, and that 

the whole survey under his Republican predecessor in office, assisted by Catron and Elkins, had been conducted in a “slip-shod and Very Suspicious Manner.” He says that 

the claim as made by Catron and Elkins and established by the suspicious survey was “absolutely irreconcilable with the language” of the original title papers. He refers to the 

fact that the title papers say not a word about Galisteo creek, which Catron’s claim crossed without conscientious scruples. He says  that “the accuracy of the survey is wholly 

unsupported by proof and its fraudulent character will conclusively appear from the evidence and the unmistakable interpretation of the language of the writ of possession. He 



refers to the fact “that by A Strange Coincidence or by careful training, the witnesses for Catron and Elkins make almost exactly the same statement, which leads to a strong 

suspicion” on his part that “their testimony was an after thought, simply indicating a disposition to accommodate the wishes of the claimants,” Catron and Elkins. He then 

says: “It is difficult to escape the conclusion that the survey under consideration was an open and flagrant attempt to appropriate to private uses the large body of private lands 

covered by it which lie outside of the Mesita and which were never thought of by by the governor in making the grant or by the alcalde to his delivery of possession.” In 

speaking of the evidence of Messrs. Catron and Elkins, he says that “it only illustrates The Ravenous Hunger for land which frequently reveals itself in this territory,” and he 

continues by saying: “the case which I am now considering is itself a very remarkable commentary upon Catron’s testimony; for it shows that in the case of a grant of 11,000 

or 12,000 acres of land whith boundaries so well defined that an honest man could scarcely fail to define them, Mr. Catron or Mr. Elkins or somebody else prevailed on the 

deputy surveyor to enlarge the grant so as to cover 42,000 acres.” In conclusion, he referred to the fact that “Catron and Elkins occupy a front rank in the art of measuring 

land” and calls attention to the fact that Claimant Catron on another occasion stretched a grant of 130 acres, easily defined and ascertained, to 130,000 acres. Mr. Julian 

concludes his commentary on Catron and Elkins by referring to them as belonging to that Class Of Land Sharks who are so abundantly equipped for their work “both by 

training and by exceptional aptitude,” Col. C.G. Coleman, who was appointed by Gen. Julian to investigate the matter, reported that the southern boundary claimed by Catron 

and Elkins is “not only unwarranted but simply absurd and preposterous.”   [SFDNM] 

1895March20; Col. C.G. Coleman, special agent of the general land office, has returned from Bernalillo county. [SFDNM] 
1895April23; Col. C.G. Coleman, special agent of the general land office, is in Springer. [SFDNM] 

1895April30; Col. C.G. Coleman, special agent of the interior department, returned to Santa Fe last night from an extended official trip through San Miguel, 
Mora, Colfax and Union counties. [SFDNM] 

1895July29; Col. C.G. Coleman leaves to-morrow for Virginia for thirty days’ leave of absence. [SFDNM] 

1895September17; C.G. Coleman returned from the east last night. He was accompanied by two royal fine gentlemen, Mr. Jacob Seligman, of Detroit, and 
Dr. Geo Christmann, of Chicago. [SFDNM] 

1895September26; Mr. Sherrard Coleman and Miss Mary A. Griswold, two of Santa Fe’s most popular young people, were united in marriage at Las Vegas 

yesterday. The bridegroom left here yesterday morning accompanied by his father, Col. C.G. Coleman, Col. T.M. Jones and son, Mr. A. Jones, Sec. 

Miller, and Mr. T.J. O’Reilly. [SFDNM] 

1896February15; Col. C.G. Coleman is in Las Vegas. [SFDNM] 

1896March4; Col. C.G. Coleman returned last night from San Miguel county where he has been on the trail of U.S. timber trespassers. [SFDNM] 
1896March12; Col. Coleman and Mr. and Mrs. Sherrard Coleman returned from Albuquerque last night. [SFDNM] 

1896April15; Col. C.G. Coleman, of Santa Fe, is in Las Vegas on official business. [SFDNM] 

1896May2; Col. C.G. Coleman is home from an official trip through San Miguel, Mora and Colfax counties. [SFDNM] 
1896May5; Col. C.G. Coleman and son left to-day for Lubmertown on official business. [SFDNM] 

1896June9; Col. C.G. Coleman and son have gone to the Nambe region to look after timber trespassers. [SFDNM] 

1896June29; Col. Clayton G. Coleman has gone east on a thirty days’ leave of absence. He will participate in the reunion of confederate veterans at 
Richmond, Va., serving as a member of Gen. Gordon’s staff. [SFDNM] 

1896December11; At the Exchange: C.G. Coleman, City... [SFDNM] 

1897February10; Special Agent C.G. Coleman, of the general land office, stationed here, has been placed on leave without pay from February 1. 
Appropriation short. [SFDNM] 

1897April13; Special Agent C.G. Coleman, of the general land office, was in Las Vegas yesterday. He attended the U.S. court in session there as a witness. 

[SFDNM] 
1897August30; Colonel C.G. Coleman, who served as special agent of the interior department under the last Cleveland administration, with headquarters at 

Santa Fe, has returned from an enjoyable visit to his home in Virginia. While absent he also paid his respects to friends in Washington. [SFDNM] 

1897October15; Colonel C.G. Coleman has returned from a surveying campaign of several weeks. [SFDNM] 
1898November16; Colonel C.G. Coleman has gone down to Las Cruces to re-survey the boundaries of the Dona Ana community grant. [SFNM] 

1898December5; At the Bon Ton: A.J. Stewart, Willis; Marcos Gonzales, Pecos; C.G. Coleman, Taos; Warren Graham, Madrid; C.G. McCormick, Waldo... 

[SFDNM] 
1899September23; Colonel C.G. Coleman was at Taos part of the week, and from there left on a trip to Washington. [SFNM] 

1900January3; Col. C.G. Coleman today received a letter from his son Lieutenant Sherrard Coleman, in the Philippines. Lieutenant Coleman wrote 

November 19, the day that he was informed that Lieutenant Maximiliano Luna and two auditors of the Fourth cavalry regiment were drowned in the 
river Agno. He expressed the great sorrow that the news caused. He wrote that is was impossible to recover the bodies. [SFNM] 

1900February9; Col. C.G. Coleman has returned from southern Santa Fe county, where he looked over the De Leyba grant for the court of private land 

claims. [SFNM] 

1900April19; McNulty letter to Parker – The special Agent (Col Coleman) of the Court of private Land Claims called here to-day, with some of the old Mexicano Witnesses 
who built the cabins that the Grantees claim belong to them. Mr Coleman said in his opinion that the Grantees would be beaten in Court.  [McNulty papers (P.McCraw) 
b.4] 

1900June15-16_census: Clayton G. Coleman, Special Agt U.S. Land Office, married 33yrs, b.7-40 VA [VA VA], in StaFe on south side river, renting, with renting F.C. Elliott 
Ellis, clerk drug store, single, (3-83 GA [GA SC]) 

1900July5; Colonel C.G. Coleman has gone on a vacation visit to Washington and his home at Richmond, Va. [SFNM] 
1901April25; A letter received by Col. C.G. Coleman from his son Lieutenant Sherrard Coleman in the Philippines, states that Lieutenant Coleman is now 

captain of the port and collector of internal revenue of the province of Ilocos Norte. He is in splendid health and has gained considerably in weight. 

[SFNM] 
1901May10; Col. C.G. Coleman left today on an official surveying trip to the southern part of the county and Bernalillo county. He was accompanied by 

Z.L. Cobb. [SFNM] 

1902October; USSupCourtCase#40, Mariano F. Sena v. United States – Clayton G. Coleman, Special Agent of the Court of Private Land Claims: Coyote Spring as being ca 
2mi N from the San Marcos Spring with a sort of divide about 50’ in height between the two springs; that the Coyote Spring yields only enough water for drinking 
purposes; public surveys had been extended over this tract since 1861, the plat having been filed in the land office on 24March 1885. 

1903May1; …County Commissioner Arthur Seligman has employed Colonel C.G. Coleman to make a survey of the “Scenic Route” road between this city 

and Las Vegas, the work to commence at once. …survey which will be done by the 13th instant and will then be submitted to H.O. Bursum, 

superintendent of the Territorial penitentiary for examination and approval. The county will bear the expense. [SFNM] 
1903June19; [“Scenic Route” road in the canon] Colonel C.G. Coleman, who surveyed the road…  [SFNM] 

 

E. A. Coleman    - Cerrillos 

1894June25; At the Bon Ton; D.J. Jones and wife, Miss M. Jones, Mrs. E.A. Turner, Mrs. M. Jones, Wm Coleman, E. Hall, A. Parker, J. Griffith, G. 

Murphy, E.A. Coleman, F. Jones, L. Mitchell, D. Bates, J. Williams and family, F.F. Jones, C.A. Whited, Cerrillos, N.M. [SFDNM] 

 



Harvey Coleman    - wife is Jenniva Mocho Coleman (b.NM 1917>;  of StaFe 

Harvey Coleman married one of the Mocho girls. [DWright Mar2011] 
1940April18_census ED 25-23 Cienega sheet 1A; enumerator Manuel C. Martinez; John Mocho, owns house value $400, farm, 62, education 3, b.FRANCE, having First 

Papers, living in ’35 same house, farm, at work 60 hrs in week, Farmer Farm, working on own account, 52 wks worked in 1939, wages 0, received $50 or more from 
income other than wages; Nora Mocho, 47, wife, education 8, b.TX, living in ’35 same house, Houseworker, no wages; Marie Mocho, 25, dau, Married<lined out, 
written ‘7’], education C-1, b.NM, living in ’35 same house, Houseworker, no wages; Jenniva Mocho, 23, dau, single, education C-2, b.NM, living in ’35 same house, 
Houseworker, no wages; Gracia Mocho, 21, dau, single, education C-2, b.NM, living in ’35 same house, Houseworker, no wages; Jimmie B. Mocho, 4, son, b.NM; 
Robert I. Miller, 4, grandson, b.NM; Barnie Selsor, 17, hired hand, single, education 5, b.OK, living in ’35 Rural Parmer countyTX, at work 48 hrs in week, Laborer 
Farm, 4 wks worked in 1939, wages $20; Jack Trick, 24, hired hand, single, education 7, b.OK, living in ’35 Rural Parmer countyTX, at work 24 hrs in week, laborer 
Farm, 5 wks worked in 1939, wages $32; Mosia Priz[Perez], 19, female, hired hand, single, education H-2, b.NM, living in ’35 Rural Sandoval countyNM, at work 48 hrs 
in week, Housework Farm, 48 weeks worked in 1939, wages $240. 

1946April30; Funeral services will be held in Albuquerque for John Mocho, 71 year old pioneer livestock man of New Mexico who died of a heart attack Saturday on his 
ranch near Holbrook, Ariz.  Strong-Thorne Mortuary will announce details. ¶ Mocho, a native of France, began cattle operation in New Mexico in 1902. He maintained a 
home in Albuquerque for several years. Two years ago he sold his New Mexico holdings and purchased the Eubank ranch east of Holbrook. He is survived by his wife 
Nora, and three daughters, Mrs. Vern C. Miller jr.  and Miss Garcia Mocho of Holbrook, and Mrs. Harvey Coleman of Santa Fe, one son Jimmy of Holbrook, and one 
brother, James B. Mocho of Albuquerque. He also leaves two nephews, Peter Mocho, 3rd of Tierra Armailla, N.M. and a brother and sister in France. [Abq Journal, per 
LPadilla] 

 

J. B. Coleman    - Taos 

1882March9; Capt. Smith H. Simpson, of Taos, arrived in Santa Fe yesterday, accompanied by J.B. Coleman. They came on horseback and were three days 

on the road. The travelers report the cold intense and deep snows to the north. [SFDNM] 

1882March10; The latest news from Taos is that an immense body of copper glance has been found within ten miles of the plaza of that town. …The 
property is on unsurveyed government lands, and the discoverer is among the lucky men of this Territory. His name is for the present to remain 

undisclosed. [SFDNM] 

 

James Coleman    - TopekaKS 

1880September21; James Coleman and wife, and H.V. Hickes, of Topeka, are in Santa Fe with rooms at the Exchange. [SFDNM] 

 

James Coleman  <b.CO Jan1879>    - son of William H. Coleman;  of Cerrillos 
1894February27; At the Bon Ton hotel; Charles Gracy, Cerrillos; Mrs. John Dinemar, Waldo station; Miss. Dinemar, Waldo station; A. C de Baca, La 

Cienega; J. Coleman, Cerrillos; W.W. Atchison, Cerrillos; Peter Powers, Glorieta. [SFDNM] 

1894July26; At the Bon Ton; M. Schmidt, A. Shormeyer, Bland; L. Ortega, Cerrillos; J. Coleman, Golden. [SFDNM] 
1894October8; At the Bon Ton hotel; D.J. Jones, H. Montoya, J.E. Elkins, W.H. Coleman, jr., Ed Hale, H. Pardee, Alex Clements, Pat Garrigan, Charles 

Zinsser, Charles Closson, Lafayette Jones, James Coleman, Daniel Dougherty, Lorenzo Lobato, Mike Brannon, D.C. Williams, John McCarty, L.H. 

Underwood, Lorenzo Martinez, Cerrillos. [SFDNM] 
1896October14; At the Bon Ton: W.H. Coleman, Cerrillos; H.D. Windsor, A.J. Stewart, J.H. Gilmore, Pecos; James C. Coleman, Cerrillos... [SFDNM] 

1898May3; Bland Notes. Jim Coleman has opened a blacksmith shop. [SFNM] 

1900May; [associated with ATC case testimony> Felipe Mares, 6days=$6; Mike O’Neill, 6 days=$12 (O Neill at Claire Hotel=$10); Ed Bennett, 6 days=$12; J.W. Musgrave 
by Jas Coleman, wagon for witnesses 2 days=$9; James Coleman, driving company=$1.50; Alejandro Montoya 2 days=$4<witness to payment JO Conway); Diego 
Mares, 2 days=$2 – Mares, Montoya, Sena stay at Normandie Hotel=$6<witness to payment JV Conway); Pedro Muniz, 5 days=$7.50; Granial+Sena 2 days=$4 
[McNulty papers (P.McCraw) b.4] 

1900June12-13_census: W.H. Coleman, blacksmith, married 36yrs, born 4-44 PA [PA unk], resident Cerrillos (Town) own home free with wife Mary B. (7-49 8child/3living IA 
[CT Engl]) son James Coleman  (b.Jan1879) (1-79 single blacksmith CO [PA IA]) 

1905August24; E.F. Bennett at Cerrillos subpoenaed by Deputy Jas Coleman for Sheriff A J Ortize to testify at August 28 Sena trial [McNulty papers (McCraw) b.12] 
1910April16_census: James Coleman, blacksmith own shop, widower, 31y-o born CO [PA PA], resident Cerrillos renting from William H.&Julianita Musgrave, with son 

Adrian M. (5y-o NM [CO TX]) 
1909-10 J. Coleman, blacksmith & constable @ Los Cerrillos [NM Business Directory] 

1913-14 Jas Coleman, blacksmith @ Cerrillos [NM State Business Directory] 
1915 Jas Coleman, blacksmith @ Cerrillos [NM State Business Directory] 

1918 Jos Coleman, blacksmith @ Cerrillos [NM State Business Directory] 

1919 Jos Coleman, blacksmith @ Cerrillos [NM State Business Directory] 

 
James William Coleman  (CerCathloicCem - b.July26,1907  d.April5,1909 – Son of Mr&Mrs James Coleman) 
Probable cause of death of wife Apr1909 
 
John E. Coleman    - turquoise @ Burro Mtns 

1875; Turquois in the Burro Mtns was discovered by John E. Coleman in 1875. Azure Mining Co. was organized in 1891 and two years later the Elizabeth 

pocket was discovered. In 1900 in the Azure pit a shaft 40 feet deep shaft was found; this was obviously a prehistoric shaft (C.L. Knaus, Sky Stones, 

New Mexico magazine, 1948). It has been stated (Burro Mountain Turquois, South-Western Mines v.1 n.1 5Oct1908) that  the Azure mine was the 
largest open cut in the world made in the mining of turquois. It has been claimed that the Elizabeth pocket, opened in 1893, produced more high-grade 

turquois than any single deposit on record. In 1908 a nugget of pure turquois weighing 1,500 carats was found. [Northrop, 1975] 

The "old timer" John E. Coleman, better known in the early days as "Turquoise John," is generally credited as being the discoverer of the district, since nothing of any 
consequence was ever done before his time. He was in the district in 1879 and made a number of locations of both copper and turquoise, having discovered turquoise in 
some ancient workings during that year. The years 1882-5 witnessed considerable activity throughout the district and the better part of the ground was taken up at that 
time. During this active period two small smelters were erected, the Paschal smelter and one other; these were the first installations of modern appliances in the district. 
Neither of the plants proved successful and the camp was condemned for a while on this account. Everything lay dormant until 1900, when the district was revived by 
more careful and systematic prospecting and mining. [F.A. Jones, NM Mines & Minerals, 1904, p.56] 

An American by the name of John E. Coleman, “Turquoise John,” was the modern discoverer of turquoise in the Burro mountains. ¶ This gentleman located several claims in 
the later seventies and early eighties. Nicholas C. Rascom, M.W. Porterfield and T.S. Parker were also, pioneers in this section of the country and who became 
interested in a number of claims. ¶ “Turquoise John,” in 1882 disposed of his holdings to Messrs. Porterfield and Parker. These two gentlemen afterwards organized the 



Occidental and Oriental Turquoise Mining Company; considerable development was done during the next several years. In 1901, a reorganization took place and the 
Gem Turquoise and Copper Company absorbed the holdings of the first company. ¶ Since the organization of the new company much development has been done and 
this company now owns some of the most valuable mines of turquoise in the world. [F.A. Jones, NM Mines & Minerals, 1905, p.275] 

1880January17;The party that went out prospecting from Pinos Altos and had the fight with the Indians recently consisted of F.C. Bell, Edward Fulton, J.J. 

Baxter, and myself. We left here on the 27th of December, with the understanding that we were to meet other parties at the Mimbres or near there. 

These parties we did not overtake until the evening of the 29th. There were six in this party – Ed. Orr and Lon Irenton [Ireton] from lower Mimbres, 
Mr. Coleman from the Mimbres Reduction Works, Jo Oliver, Billy Ray and Nick Nalcom from Georgetown. …John R. Adair. [Grant County Herald 

p.3 per REveleth] 

1891December12; "W. J. Foley called on the ENTERPRISE Saturday last in answer to the query as to the turquoise mines of Grant county.  He stated that 
some months ago he had a letter from a firm trading with the Navajo Indians, stating that the Indians claimed there were turquoise mines near Silver 

City which many years ago had been worked  in an extensive though primitive manner. Mr. Foley commenced inquiring and finally approached John 

Coleman on the matter, who informed him that he knew where the turquoise mines were, having found them while prospecting in the Burros in 1875. 
Mr. Coleman also called on the ENTERPRISE and stated that the mines must have been worked hundreds of years ago as good sized trees have since 

grown up in the old workings. When the mines were first discovered by Mr. Coleman he was of the impression that they were placer mines, but careful 

prospecting developed the fact that the mines had been worked for turquoise and many small specimens were picked out of the workings. The mines 
give indication of being worked before powder or iron implements came into use, which would indicate that they had been worked and probably 

abandoned before the Spanish explorers, those men of iron, discovered this country something like 300 years ago. The mines have recently been 

located by Messrs. Foley and Coleman who will soon proceed to do more or less development on the property. Turquoise is also found in the Cow 
Springs district." [Silver City Enterprise, 12/12/1891, p 3 per REveleth] 

 
Joseph Coleman  <b.1841  d.LasVegas 6Jul1895)    - Las Vegas 
1895July8; Joseph Coleman, who has been a respected resident of Las Vegas since 188?, died on Saturday morning in his 54th year. He leaves a widow and 

an only daughter. [SFDNM] 

 

Joseph W/H. Coleman    - Cañada del Pueblo m.d., Cañon m.d., Conejos, San Pedro, Madrid 
1882February1(reloc); Allen Butcher, Joseph Coleman, Thomas S. Tucker, Thomas F. Conway, Henry C. Carson, locators South Perry Mine loc 27Jun81, 

300’ea side S1500’, joined on W by Gold Hill mine, on E by Cerrillos road, ca 1/2mi from San Francisco Mine, Cañada del Pueblo MD, rec 20Mar82; 

presence Samuel Denham, William M. Tucker [b.F p.98] 
1882March21(loc); Samuel Denham, Joseph Colman, John Elder Orphan mine 1500’x600’, about 12mi from Santa Fe SE direction, about 6mi S of 

Glorieta, W of AT&SF RR about 1.25mi on the Old telegraph road, cañon MD, rec 12Apr82; witness blank [b.F p.131] 

1882July28; Joseph Coleman, of Conejos, was among yesterday’s arrivals in Santa Fe. He stopped at the Palace hotel. [SFDNM] 

1891April17; [ad] Cerrillos & San Pedro Daily Stage. Joe Coleman, Prop’r. Carries the Mail Daily between Cerrillos, Dolores, Golden and San Pedro. Leaves Cerrillos at 8 
a.m. Leaves San Pedro, to return at 8 a.m. Good Passenger Accommodations and rates Reasonable. [The Rustler v.III n.41] 

1891June26; Mr. Wm Atchison is now proprietor of the Cerrillos and San Pedro stage line, Joe Coleman having retired from it altogether. The line carries the daily mail 
(except Sundays) between Cerrillos, Golden and San Pedro, and is one of the best equipped for passenger accommodation in New Mexico. [The Cerrillos Rustler, v.III 
no.51] 

1891October16; Joe Coleman, San Pedro, new Rustler subscriber. [The Rustler v.IV n.24] 
1891November6; Joe Coleman is driving the stage a few days this week for Wm Atchison. On account of sickness he laid off from the smelter last week and made a trip to 

Glorieta. [The Rustler, v.IV no.27] 
1891November13; Joe Coleman, San Pedro, new Rustler subscriber. [The Rustler, v.IV no.28] 
1894September6; Sylvester Davis, Galisteo; Joe Coleman, Cerrillos; Frank Burnett, C.L. Davis, Rico; George Doty, Las Vegas; at the Bon Ton. [SFDNM] 
1894December5; …county commissioners… Madrid, for a new precinct… No.20 …Robt McKinley was appointed justice of the peace for the new precinct 

and Joseph Coleman constable. [SFDNM] 

LAMY Postmaster; Joseph H. Coleman March 27, 1896; Joanna Harries April 15, 1896; Abel Garcia August 25, 1897; Mayme B. Carter February 6, 1901; James Wood 
March 10, 1902; Edward J. Thompson December 12, 1902; Gustave Olson December 9, 1903; Discontinued January 31, 1906; William H. Chamberlin September 18, 
1906; Robert T. Hynd March 5, 1909; Florence C. Hynd June 17, 1911; Frank S. Hess March 4, 1912; Herman I. Millenbaugh September 7, 1912; James M. Terry 
September 16, 1916; Fred W. Van Ness May 6, 1918; Albert C. Harness April 4, 1919; Arthur W. Lyckman April 19, 1921; Edmund C. Weidinger January 24, 1923; 
Jesse Coffin Brown February 11, 1924; Karl L. Milam October 29, 1924; Charles E. Gibbbs February 12, 1927; Troy Meadows August 1, 1949; Joseph R. Husler June 
11, 1953; Glen Tyson June 9, 1959; Mary E. Tyson December 30, 1964 [rootsweb.ancestry.com 2011] 

1896April7; J.W. Coleman, a well known old time resident, has been appointed postmaster at Madrid. [SFDNM] 
1896May16; Cerrillos Rustlings. Some time ago it was reported that a postoffice had been established at Madrid, and that Joe Coleman had been appointed 

postmaster. The announcement was somewhat premature and the matter has been delayed for some weeks. Now, however, a post office building has 

been erected, and Mrs. Thomas Harris commissioned as postmistress, and will begin business this week. There will be daily service from Cerrillos, 
with A.L. Kendall as mail carrier. – Cerrillos Rustler. [SFDNM] 

1899April4; The board of county commissioners… The bond of Constable Joseph W. Coleman of Precinct No.19, at Madrid, was approved. [SFNM]   

 
Seymour Coleman    - New Placers 

1881March12(disc&loc); Seymour Coleman 1/2, Mark N. Smith 1/4, Frederick H. Perry 1/4 VA Watkins Lode 200’W 300’E 1500’SWly, 5mi of Golden, W 

side joins Seymour Coleman lode, New Placers MD, rec 19Mar81 [b.D p.365]  

 

Chief Engineer Sherrard Coleman    - wife is Mary Griswold Coleman; surveyor;  of StaFe 
1889August26; Gen. Melly was in town yesterday, asking for right-of-way along one of the principal streets for the Santa Fe Southern. So says the Rustler. 

Chief Engineer Coleman and his surveyors crossed the A.T.&S.F. track at Cerrillos on Saturday night, and are to-day encamped there.  [SFDNM] 

1889August29; The T.S.&N. surveyors with Chief Coleman have crossed the river and are wending their way toward the great coal fields and San Pedro.  

[SFDNM] 
1889August31; The surveying corps, under the direction of Chief Coleman, has run two surveys across the Santa Fe at Cerrillos – one at the street crossing 

near the A.T.&S.F.’s water tank and one a short distance east of that company’s depot. A third survey will be made, crossing the track below the San 

Marcos arroyo bridge. – The Santa Fe Southern surveyors have run a trial line to the vicinity of Dolores. [SFDNM] 



1889October3; This week the Santa Fe Southern surveyors will get squarely into San Pedro, and after another week of “tying the line together,” Engineer 

Coleman will break camp and come to Santa Fe, where he and Engineer Geiger will begin figuring out the estimates of cost. Orders have been received 
to forward this estimate to New York as soon as possible, along with a profile of the extension. [SFDNM] 

1890March19; Chief Engineer Coleman leaves on Saturday for Cerrillos, where he will confer with citizens relative to securing right of way and depot 

grounds for the Santa Fe Southern. [SFDNM] 
1890March22; Chief Engineer Coleman and Supt. Johnson of the Santa Fe Southern left this morning for Cerrillos in company with Messrs Laughlin, 

Gerdes and McKenzie. They will confer with Messrs. T.P. Gable, Geo L. Wyllys, W.H. Nesbett, G.W. North, C.F. Easley and other citizens and the 

right of way and depot grounds for the narrow gauge extension will be settled before night. [SFDNM] 
1890July22; The local land office is still wrestling with the coal entry contest of Muller vs Coleman. [SFDNM] 

1892July9; J.B. Lybrand is back from his stay in the White mountains with the Coleman surveying party. [SFDNM] 

1892August8; Sherrard Coleman has returned from a three months’ surveying trip in the White mountain region of Lincoln county. [SFDNM] 
1892November26; Sherrard Coleman is expected home from Lincoln county early next week. [SFDNM] 

1893October23; Sherrard Coleman left to-day for Wagon Mound to attend to some government survey contracts. [SFDNM] 

1893December2; Major Fay and Sherrard Coleman will return from Mora county on Monday next. [SFDNM] 

1892December12; On 25Jul1892 Lehman Spiegelberg, who had by mesne conveyances purchased the San Marcos grant from Montaño’s descendants, filed suit seeking 
confirmation. The U.S. attorney was unable to find any special defense and declined to file an answer, but put the plaintiff to proof under law. The case came to trial 
12Dec1892, when Spiegelberg introduced the grant papers, an abstract of title connecting himself with the original grantee, and oral testimony showing that there was 
a tradition that Montaño and those claiming under him had possession of the grant since the date possession was delivered. The court confirmed the grant 16Dec1892. 
The government did not appeal. Deputy Surveyor Sherrard Coleman contract of 20Mar1894 to survey, but 3 of the natural landmarks in the original document could not 
be located.. Stipulation of 6Oct1894 that the measurements as given in the original grant: 33 cordels of 50 varas in each direction, measured from the center when he 
built his house and corrals = 1,895.44 acres in a square tract. The survey commenced at a stone monument of central point located near the ruins of an old corral. A 
patent was issued 23June1896. 

1894April19; O’Mara Coal Bank. A Long Contest Involving Intricate Questions Settled in Favor of Frederick Muller. …The case grew out of the location 

by Frederick Muller, of the firm Muller & Walker, some three years ago of the O’Mara coal claim, six miles southeast of Galisteo, in this county, and 

which was also filed on by Sherrard Coleman. [SFDNM] 
1894May2-4, San Marcos Grant lines surveyed by Sherrard Coleman; n.d. TWP lines surveyed by J.W. Garrelson; 1858April; A.P. Wilbar surveys 

subdivisions of T14N R8E [GLO Plat 21Jun1909] 

1894May7; The opinion of the secretary of the interior, reversing the decision of the commissioner of the general land office in the coal constest of 
Frederick Muller against Sherrard Coleman was received at the local land office this morning. Forty acres of valuable coal land near Cerrillos are 

involved. The secretary holds that Mr. Coleman, being a U.S. deputy mining surveyor, is disqualified from entering coal land. The defendant has thirty 

days to file a motion for review of the proceedings. The decision reversed was made by ex-Commissioner Stone. Mr. Coleman will ask for a review of 
the case. [SFDNM] 

1894May9; Sherrard Coleman, deputy U.S. surveyor, has completed the survey of the San Marcos pueblo grant, and is now engaged in surveying the Caja 
del Rio grant, both in Santa Fe county. When this work is finished he will immediately survey the Arroyo Hondo grant, in Taos county, and the 

Francisco Montes Vigil grant, in Rio Arriba county. All the grants named have been confirmed by the U.S. court of private land claims. [SFDNM] 

1894May18; Deputy U.S. Surveyor Sherrard Coleman returned to the city last night after having finished a survey of the Caja del Rio grant... [SFDNM] 
1894June19; Deputy U.S. Surveyor Sherrard Coleman left to-day to complete the surveys of the Caja del Rio and San Marcos grants, which have been 

confirmed by the U.S. land court. [SFDNM] 

1895January9; Mr. Sherrard Coleman is down at Golden on a business trip. [SFDNM] 

1895January11; Mr. Sherrard Coleman is back from a surveying trip in the lower part of the country. [SFDNM] 

1895July15; Pecos Pointers. Messrs. Coleman, Griffin, Seligman and a party traveling with three teams and two ponies, reached Dalton’s at 4 o’clock 

yesterday afternoon and camped there for the night. They will go up beyond Winsor’s. [SFDNM] 
1895July22; Messrs. Sherrard Coleman, E.B. Linnen, Arthur Seligman and S.B. Shelby returned yesterday from the Mora fork of the Pecos, leaving the 

Griffin boys and others in camp for a stay of three weeks longer. [SFDNM] 

1895September26; Mr. Sherrard Coleman and Miss Mary A. Griswold, two of Santa Fe’s most popular young people, were united in marriage at Las Vegas 
yesterday. The bridegroom left here yesterday morning accompanied by his father, Col. C.G. Coleman, Col. T.M. Jones and son, Mr. A. Jones, Sec. 

Miller, and Mr. T.J. O’Reilly. [SFDNM] 

1895November30; Messrs. J.W. Harrison and Sherrard Coleman left this morning for the upper Pecos valley, where the latter goes to convey lands for the 
former. [SFDNM] 

1896January18; Messrs. Geo H. Cross, Sherrard Coleman, W.E. Griffin and Manning Coombs left this morning for a hunt about the Pena Blanca lakes. 

[SFDNM] 
1896February25; Messrs. W.E. Griffin and Sherrard Coleman left this morning for a trip to Cerrillos. [SFDNM] 

1896March12; Col. Coleman and Mr. and Mrs. Sherrard Coleman returned from Albuquerque last night. [SFDNM] 

1896April9; Mr. Sherrard Coleman and a party of assistants, including E.E. Sluder, jr., and J.R. Beerman, left to-day for Taos county to survey the Arroyo 
Hondo grant in accordance with the decree of the confirmation by the U.S. land court. The grant covers an area of about 50,000 acres; belongs to a 

community in which Joseph Lacome is interested, and may cover some of the best mining claims in the Amizett district. The party will be absent about 

three weeks. [SFDNM] 
1896August6; Mr. Sherrard Coleman has been appointed special agent for the U.S. department of justice and assigned to duty in the survey division of the 

U.S. Court of private land claims. The position is a responsible one for which Mr. Coleman is admirably fitted by practical experience. [SFDNM] 

1896December3; Special Agent Sherrard Coleman left to-day for a three days’ trip to Cienega and vicinity on land court duty. [SFDNM] 
1897August28; Mr. Page Otero and Mr. Sherrard Coleman left this morning for a two weeks’ trip in the Cochiti mountains, on business connected with the 

land court. [SFDNM] 

1898May16; …Santa Fe volunteers who quit positions and professions to fight for Uncle Sam: 2d Lieutenant Sherrard Coleman – Special agent of 
department of justice, court of private land claims. [SFNM] 

1898August29; Lieutenant Sherrard Coleman, of the “Rough Riders,” has been promoted to be 1st lieutenant and made regimental quartermaster by Colonel 

Roosevelt, commanding the regiment. [SFNM] 
1898October6; Captain Fritz Muller, of Troop E, Rough Riders, returned home last night from Montauk Point and New York. He brought back with him ten 

horses, three for himself, two for Major Hersey, two for Lieutenant Griffin and one each for Lieutenant Wientge, Lieutenant Coleman and Dr. Massie. 

[SFNM] 



1898October24; First Lieutenant Sherrard Coleman, regimental quartermaster of the Rough Riders, returned home Saturday night, and is being welcomed 

by many friends. He has been quite sick with pneumonia, and while recovered, is weak yet. [SFNM] 
1899Jaunary31; Lieutenant Sherrard Coleman, of the Rough Riders, is in receipt of a notice from the adjutant general’s department at Washington, of the 

issuance of a new commission to him as 1st lieutenant of the 1st volunteer cavalry. [SFNM] 

1899April12; Sherrard Coleman, who has been surveying land grants along the Puerco river, has returned to Santa Fe. He says that rain is very much ??? 
along the Puerco river. [SFNM]   

1899May10; Sherrard Coleman, special agent of the court of private land claims, is out to-day for the first time, after a long sieg? with Cuban fever, which 

he contracted while with the rough riders in Cuba. [SFNM] 
1899July13; President McKinley has appointed among officers for the new regiments, Wm E. Dame to be captain, Sherrard Coleman, Maximilliano Luna 

and Leland ??? to be first lieutenants. …Captain W.E. Dame, of Cerrillos, has served as speaker of the house in the territorial legislature of New Mexico 

and been a Democratic candidate for delegate to congress. He was promoted from sergeant to lieutenant for heroism on San Juan hill. ¶ Lieutenant Luna 
has been sheriff of Valencia county and captain of rough riders during the Spanish war. It was be where dispatches said coolly made a cigarette for a 

wounded comrade while under fire. He was speaker of the house of the last territorial legislature. …Lieutenant Coleman, deputy United States mineral 

surveyor, was a lieutenant in the troop organized by Captain Muller and was a very popular officer. [SFNM] 
1899July28; Captain W.E. Dame has been assigned to the command of company E, 2d battalion, 34th United States Volunteer infantry, and is already at 

work organizing his company. Lieutennants Coleman and Luna have not yet been assigned to companies. [SFNM] 

1900January3; Col. C.G. Coleman today received a letter from his son Lieutenant Sherrard Coleman, in the Philippines. Lieutenant Coleman wrote 
November 19, the day that he was informed that Lieutenant Maximiliano Luna and two auditors of the Fourth cavalry regiment were drowned in the 

river Agno. He expressed the great sorrow that the news caused. He wrote that is was impossible to recover the bodies. [SFNM] 

1900February2; Captain Dame’s Work. He Participated In the Capture of Aguinaldo’s Camp and Property. H.O. Flipper, special agent of the court of 

private land claims, received a letter to-day from Lieut. Sherrard Coleman at San Jose, Philippine islands, dated December 18. The letter was written on 

an official letter head captured from Aguinaldo’s headquarters by Captain W.E. Dame. Lieutenant Coleman writes that Captain Dame made an 

important capture, and was then in a fair way to capture his “royal nibs,” Aguinaldo. Captian Dame and a force of 100 men came upon Aguinaldo’s 
camp only a few hours after the Filipino chief left it. They seized Aguinaldo’s throne, an immense sunburst of gold, and captured the gold and silver 

chalices taken from Catholic churches by Aguinaldo, a scepter of gold and an immense amount of official correspondence, including a letter from some 

one signing as “Gen. C.A. Whittier, of the United States army,” to Aguinaldo, addressing him as “President of the Filipino Robupblic.” Lieutenant 
Coleman inclosed in his letter a commission signed by Aguinaldo to a young Filipino, as first lieutenant. The commission was captured before it was 

delivered. [SFNM] 
1901April25; A letter received by Col. C.G. Coleman from his son Lieutenant Sherrard Coleman in the Philippines, states that Lieutenant Coleman is now 

captain of the port and collector of internal revenue of the province of Ilocos Norte. He is in splendid health and has gained considerably in weight. 

[SFNM] 
 

W. B. Kolman     
1929April15; NEW MEXICO ¶ Application made by the La Bajada Copper Mining Company, Domingo, New Mexico, W. B. Kolman, president and manager, for a permit to 

appropriate 6,000 acre feet of water from Santa Fe Creek for the irrigation of 3,000 acres, and for the generation of 200-horsepower has been cancelled by Herbert W. 
Yeo, state engineer upon the failure of the applicant to comply with the rules and regulations of his office. [THE MINING JOURNAL] 

 

William H. Coleman  (b.PA Apr1844)    - wife is Mary B. Coleman (b.IA Jul1849>; father of James, & W.H.Coleman Jr?;  of StaFe, Cerrillos-San Pedro stage, 

Cerrillos 
1880May20; Coleman & Lujan, Blacksmiths, Santa Fe, N.M. Shop on Rio Chiquito St., below the Exchange Hotel, where all kinds of Blacksmithing will be 

done to order. Horse Shoeing A Specialty, Satisfaction Guaranteed. [ad in SFDNM] 

1880September18; Coleman & Lujan, Blacksmiths, Santa Fe, N.M. [ad in SFDNM] 
1889May27; Geo Baldwin, Willie C. Hurt, Wm Coleman, Cerrillos; are registered at the Exchange. [SFDNM] 

1890August8; Harry Kinsell, L.D. Sugar, Thomas Rogers and W.H. Coleman, of Cerrillos, are at the Exchange. [SFDNM] 

1890September26; Mr. W.H. Coleman, one of the excellent blacksmiths of Cerrillos, took first premium for the neatest display of horse shoes, at the Albuquerque fair. [The 
Cerrillos Rustler Vol.III No.10]  

1890October17; Remember Coleman’s Stage Line, from Cerrillos to San Pedro, makes daily trips between the two points, carrying the mail and passengers. A splendid new 
stage has just been added to this line, in which passengers can make the trip very comfortably. Cerrillos is the nearest point to reach San Pedro and Golden camps. 
[The Cerrillos Rustler Vol.III No.14] 

1890October23; Coleman’s stage line, from Cerrillos to San Pedro, makes daily trips between the two points, carrying the mail and passengers. [SFDNM] 

1890November21; Coleman’s stage has been loaded on its trips from San Pedro this week. [The Cerrillos Rustler Vol.III No.19] 
1901April3; The Election At Cerrillos. At Cerrillos two citizens’ tickets were in the field for town trustees, for treasurer and school director. For treasurer, 

John Koury was elected; for school director, W.H. Coleman; for town trustees, Dolores Espinosa, Thomas O’Donnel, Frank E.D. Baca, Thomas 

Montoya and Cruz Armijo. [SFNM] 

1891May29; On Wednesday night a pony and saddle was stolen from W.H. Coleman, a good saddle from J. Muralter and a bridle from Dr. Palmer. About two weeks ago 
David L. Miller had a good set of harness stolen. [The Rustler v.III n.47] 

1891July24; Will Coleman, conductor on the Santa Fe Southern, is at home on a short lay-off on account of a sprained wrist, the result of getting his hand caught in a brake. 
[The Rustler, v.IV no.3] 

1891August7; W.H. Coleman and family have returned from a pleasant fishing trip on the Pecos. [The Rustler v.IV n.5] 
1891August21; W.H. Coleman, Cerrillos, new Rustler subscriber. [The Rustler v.IV n.7] 
1891September4; Invitations are out for a birthday reception to-morrow (Saturday) evening, at the residence of Mr. and Mrs. W.H. Coleman, in honor of the 21st birth-day 

anniversary of their son, W.H. Coleman, Jr. [The Rustler v.IV n.9] 
1891September18; The following Cerrillos people visited the fair: Mr. and Mrs. W.H. Kennedy, Mr. and Mrs. Tony Neis, Mr. and Mrs. G.W. North, Mr. and Mrs. D.L. Miller, 

Mr. and Mrs. Hosmer, Mr. and Mrs. J.M. Lemon; Mrs. Jackson, Mrs. Nesbitt, Mrs. Brady, Mrs. U.C. North; Misses Bessie Sugar, Mira Harkness, Maude McCormac, 
Lucy Wadley, Maggie Jones; Messrs. C.W. Uptegrove, Dr. Palmer, Dr. Richards, Dr. Bishop, Edward Baker, Randolph Kelley, Hon. Chas. F. Easley, Chas. Lyons, 
Harry C Kinsell, Judge D.D. Harkness, Richard Mathews, John Hulscutter, John Elder, D.J. Jones, A.E. Laudenslager, James Miller, J.A. Jackson, E.L. Griggs, W.H. 
Coleman, Chas. Sylvester, P.F. Hogan, Wm. Sanborn, W.C. Rogers, Mrs. Hrry Scranton, Miss Allie Jones, Mrs Kinsell, and possibly others whose names the reporter 
missed. [The Rustler v.IV n.11] 

1891October16; Following were among the visitors to Santa Fe on the 6th, the day on which the great and only Forepaugh shows exhibited in that city: Hon. and Mrs. Chas. 
F. Easley and family, Mr. and Mrs. W.H. Kennedy, Mr. and Mrs. James Miller and family, Mr. and Mrs. E.B. Ames, Mrs Jackson, Mr. and Mrs Harry Scranton, Mr. and 



Mrs A. M Anderson and family, Mrs Kinsell, Mrs. Allen, Misses Phania Uptegrove and Effie Jones; Messrs. Randolph Kelley, W.H. Coleman, Dr. Palmer, Dr. Bishop, 
John Elder, Ben Brown, LaFayette Jones, Miss Legacy. [The Rustler v.IV n.24] 

1891October23; W.H. Coleman, Cerrillos, Rustler new subscriber. [The Rustler v.IV n.25] 
1891November6; Mrs. Coleman is making her canvass for funds to put a new roof on the Catholic church, this week. [The Rustler, v.IV no.27] 
1891November27; Mrs. W.H. Coleman and Miss Minnie Scranton were visitors to Santa Fe, the past week. [The Rustler, v.IV no.30] 
1891December4; W.H. Coleman is up and able to be at his shop again. [The Rustler, v.IV no.31] 
1892April15; Blown To Atoms. Sandy Ford, a miner employed in the mines of the Santa Fe Copper company, at San Pedro was blown to atoms yesterday. 

He had attempted to fire off a blast in the mine and it failing to explode he took a drill and undertook to dig out the charge. While doing this the blast 
went off and the poor miner’s life went with it. Death was instantaneous. Workers in other parts of the mine heard the explosion and went to the rescue. 

They gathered up the mangled remains of Ford and an inquest was held over them at San Pedro yesterday afternoon. Will Coleman, of Cerrillos, came in 

last night and secured a coffin from A.T. Grigg, returning early this morning to San Pedro. The remains will be interred to-morrow. Ford was a clever 
man, well known to almost everyone about Cerrillos and San Pedro. [SFDNM] 

1893May23; At the Exchange: Dave Jones, San Pedro; W.H. Coleman, Cerrillos, Miss Nellie Warning, Cerrillos. [SFDNM] 

1893May22; W.H. Coleman, of Cerrillos, is in town to-day. [SFDNM] 
1893December12; Arrivals at the Bon Ton hotel; W.H. Coleman, Cerrillos. [SFDNM] 

1894April18; At the Bon Ton hotel; W.H. Coleman, Cerrillos; C. Raymond, T.J. Hi?e, Cripple Creek; William Edwards, Cerrillos; C.L. Bernard, H. 

Gilchrist, Silverton, Colo.; Frank Smith, H.C. Davis, Allerton. [SFDNM] 
1894May7; Mrs. W.H. Coleman and Mrs. Jas. Rummells, of Cerrillos, are visiting friends in the city. [SFDNM] 

1894June25; At the Bon Ton; D.J. Jones and wife, Miss M. Jones, Mrs. E.A. Turner, Mrs. M. Jones, Wm Coleman, E. Hall, A. Parker, J. Griffith, G. 

Murphy, E.A. Coleman, F. Jones, L. Mitchell, D. Bates, J. Williams and family, F.F. Jones, C.A. Whited, Cerrillos, N.M. [SFDNM] 

1894June25; [Little Pittsburg vs. StaFe, baseball] Among the visitors from Cerrillos were R.C. Teichmann, groceries and provisions; W.H. Kennedy, 

manager Cerrillos Supply company; Randolph Kelly, hardware; S. Golding, manager of the “Fair” store; Bert Whited, jewelry; Harry Yontz, jewelry; 

J.F. Williams, merchant at Cerrillos and Madrid; J. McCarty, foreman of the water works; W.H. Coleman and wife; Harry Scranton and wife; Dave 
Jones, merchant at Madrid, with his wife and two sisters; Charles Closson and wife; Dr. W.T. Bishop; Mayor Austin Goodall and about thirty more. 

[SFDNM] 

1895January21; At the Exchange: Chas App, W.H. Coleman, Cerrillos... [SFDNM] 
1895April1; The people of Cerrillos have placed the following Citizens’ ticket in the field for to-morrow’s elections: Town trustees, Chas Lyons, John 

Krick, S. Golding, W.H. Coleman, Camilo Mares; town marshal, A.H. Rogers; school trustees, Richard Green and Joseph Richards; town treasurer, Dr. 

F. Palmer. [SFDNM] 
1895April2; A lively contest is on at Cerrillos to-day over the town offices. The nominees on the “Citizens” ticket are: Town trustees, Chas Lyons, John 

Krick, S. Golding, W.H. Coleman, Camilo Mares; town marshal, A.H. Rogers; school trustees, Richard Green and Joseph Richards; town treasurer, Dr. 
F. Palmer. The Independent ticket is as follows: Town trustees, W. Alexander, Geo D. Arnold, S. Golding, G.W. North, __ Haines; school trustees, F.C. 

Buell, G.F. Billings; marshal, Thos O’Donnell; treasurer, W.H. Kennedy. [SFDNM] 

1895October21; At the Exchange: W.H. Coleman, S.N. Rose, Cerrillos... [SFDNM] 
1896May6; At the Exchange: Thos O’Donnell, W.H. Coleman, Cerrillos... [SFDNM] 

1896June1; At the Bon-Ton: W.H. Coleman, Cerrillos... [SFDNM] 

1896October14; At the Bon Ton: W.H. Coleman, Cerrillos; H.D. Windsor, A.J. Stewart, J.H. Gilmore, Pecos; James C. Coleman, Cerrillos... [SFDNM] 
1896October26; [Democrats] …delegates entitled to seats in the convention: Precinct 7 – Cerrillos – Wm H. Coleman, B.M. Donaldson, W.E. Chipman. 

[SFDNM] 

1896October26; At the Bon Ton: Anastacio Sandoval, Galisteo; David Smith, Cerrillos; C. Greenwood, Galisteo; S.S. Graham, Ike Graham, Madrid; W.F. 
Williams, Golden; W.H. Coleman, John Donavan, Cerrillos; Pedro Lopez, Galisteo; Martin Montoya, Golden; George McMurray, Cerrillos... [SFDNM] 

1898May18; Santa Fe County. Mrs. W.H. Coleman has gone to Colorado from Cerrillos and will be absent all summer. [SFNM] 

1898June17; Santa Fe County. W.H. Coleman was last week elected to fill a vacancy on the town board of Cerrillos. [SFNM] 
1898July18; At the Bon-Ton: P. Clousser, Cripple Creek; William Coleman, Cerrillos; Thomas McDonald, Lamy; Richard Matthews, Cerrillos; Chas 

Lewis, Creede; Frank F. Feith, Denver... [SFNM] 

1898August5 [Cerrillos Register: Local Mention]- Mayor W.H. Coleman was taking an outing at Sulphurs, but cut short his stay there in order to take in the circus on 
Wednesday. He arrived just in time for the afternoon performance. 

1898October29; At the Exchange: W.H. Coleman, Cerrillos… [SFNM] 
1899January10; W.H. Coleman, of Cerrillos, is in town today on business and is a guest at the Exchange. – At the Exchange: W.H. Coleman, Cerrillos… 

[SFNM] 

1899Jaunary11; At the Bon Ton: Francisco Romero, F.C. Laranaga, Dolores; Juan Ortiz, Silvestre Davis, Galisteo; W.W. Coleman, Cerrillos; Allen 
Butcher, Rock Corral; August Schmidt, Leadville, Colo... [SFNM] 

1899October14; W.H. Coleman with a four horse wagon last evening left for Bland with the larger boiler of Buckman’s saw mill... [SFNM] 

1900June12-13_census: W.H. Coleman, blacksmith, married 36yrs, born 4-44 PA [PA unk], resident Cerrillos (Town) own home free with wife Mary B. (7-49 8child/3living IA 
[CT Engl]) son James Coleman  (b.Jan1879) (1-79 single blacksmith CO [PA IA]) 

1900November30; W.H. Coleman paid $13.50 for hauling lumber for the American Turquoise Co. to the mine  
1901May11; W.H. Coleman, a blacksmith and freighter of Cerrillos, was in the capital today on a business trip. [SFNM] 

1903June18; …the land in the condemnation proceedings of the Santa Fe Central Railway… George W. Moss, $45; William H. Coleman, $41; Phillip E. 

Molesin, $260; Willi and Levi Spiegelberg, $510. [SFNM] 

 

William H. Coleman Jr.  (b.5Sep1870)    - of Cerrillos 

1890September12; Will Coleman and Earnest Owsley joined the Cerrillos contingent of pupils attending school at Las Vegas this week. [The Cerrillos Rustler Vol.III No.9] 
1891July10; Will Coleman, conductor on the Santa Fe Southern, spent the 4th in Cerrillos, visiting his parents, and, we believe, there was another attraction in the form of a 

certain young lady. [The Cerrillos Rustler, v.IV no.1] 
1891September4; Invitations are out for a birthday reception to-morrow (Saturday) evening, at the residence of Mr. and Mrs. W.H. Coleman, in honor of the 21st birth-day 

anniversary of their son, W.H. Coleman, Jr. [The Rustler v.IV n.9] 
1891September18; The Rustler neglected last week to mention the birthday party of W.H. Coleman Jr., given on the 5th inst. There were about fifty guests. [The Rustler v.IV 

n.11] 
1891November20; W.H. Coleman Jr., conductor on the Santa Fe Southern, will spend next Sunday at home in Cerrillos. [The Rustler, v.IV no.29] 
1891November27; W.H. Coleman, Jr. was on the sick list at Santa Fe, Sunday, preventing his visit home. [The Rustler, v.IV no.30] 



1893June20; The team was temporarily organized as follows: Catchers, C.B. Dixson, Billy Coleman and Gus Ashford; pitchers Rencher, Twitchell and 

Adolphus Hill; Morrison, 1st base; Hill, 2d base; Lowitzki, 3d base; Shoemaker, short stop; Francis Baker, left field; George Brady, center field; Ben 
Gold, right field; Alex Allen, 3d or 2d base, and Mattie Piersoll, M.A. Downing, Charlie Thayer and J.D. Hughes, substitutes.  [SFDNM] 

1893November24; At the Bon Ton hotel; W.H. Coleman, jr., Lamy. [SFDNM] 

1894January11; Conway’s Bon Ton hotel; Jack Harris, San Pedro; Dan Wyant, Dolores; H.B. Brown, Cerrillos; Will Coleman, Cerrillos. [SFDNM] 
1894October8; At the Bon Ton hotel; D.J. Jones, H. Montoya, J.E. Elkins, W.H. Coleman, jr., Ed Hale, H. Pardee, Alex Clements, Pat Garrigan, Charles 

Zinsser, Charles Closson, Lafayette Jones, James Coleman, Daniel Dougherty, Lorenzo Lobato, Mike Brannon, D.C. Williams, John McCarty, L.H. 

Underwood, Lorenzo Martinez, Cerrillos. [SFDNM] 
1894October22; At the Exchange; Chas Lyon, W.H. Coleman, jr., Geo Blakley, Cerrillos; H.T. Brown, San Pedro. [SFDNM] 

1894October22; At the Bon Ton hotel; R. Ortiz, Galisteo; F. Romero, Dolores; Dan Carter, R.J. Ewing, Glorieta; J.W. Currigan, Dolores; D.F. Taylor, 

Dolores; W.H. Coleman, jr., F. La Page, Cerrillos. [SFDNM] 
1894October23; At the Bon Ton hotel; F. Chavez de Montoya, Galisteo; J. Willison, White Oaks; W.H. Coleman, G. Blakley, D.F. Taylor, Cerrillos; M. 

Pino, Galisteo. [SFDNM] 

1895September2; The Cerrillos Rustler indulges in this suggestive paragraph: Will Coleman held the hat and Harry Long fired the shot from a 22-Flobert 
rifle. The ball hit Coleman’s middle finger of the left hand at bout the first joint and took out a small piece of the bone. Dr. Palmer dressed the wound, 

which is not serious. All this happened Wednesday afternoon. [SFDNM] 

1896October26; Among the solid men in town to-day from the south end of the county are Tom Harris and Warren Graham, of Madrid; Dan Taylor and 
Wm Atkinson, of Dolores; W.F. Williams and Sam Wright, of Golden; B.M. Donaldson, W.E. Chipman and Wm Coleman, jr., of Cerrillos. [SFDNM] 

1900March24; The Democrats of Santa Fe county... [Pct] No.7 – Committeeman, W.H. Coleman; four delegates. [SFNM] 

1934April; Mr. and Mrs. Wm Coleman Jr. announced the arrival of a baby girl at their home in Cerrillos on March 27, 1934. [LaTurquesa v.III n.5, CSimoni per 
YolandaSandoval] 

________________________________________________________________ 

 
Colender 

1881March26; The Madden & Maxwell hotel or Miner’s Home, Mr. Colender proprietor, has just opened a new dining room in the building formerly 
occupied by the Welcome Saloon, and by so doing has greatly increased the sleeping apartments and general accommodations of the house. [SFDNM]   

________________________________________________________________ 

 * Coler * 
A. A. Coler    - NP 
1882November2; Mining Deed; J.P. O’Brien sells for $125 to John McAlan undiv ¼ int WP Gould Lode, (loc 4July81 b.D p.513 by John W. Neff, J.P. O’Brien); attest John 

Elder, certify 3Nov82 A.A. Coler Notary Public, recorded 27April1883 [Locations & Mining Deeds F#15410 p.404] 

 
Bird S. Coler    - NYC, Grant co. 
1900June11; Comptroller Bird S. Coler, of New York city, and possible vice-presidential candidate on the Democratic ticket, is also extensively interested 

in mining properties in [Grant co.]. [SFNM] 

________________________________________________________________ 

 

Salin? B. Coles  (b.IL 1873>    - StaFe  <see also Cole 

1920January10-12_census: Salin B. Coles, prospector, single, 52y-o, born IL [NY NY], resident Santa Fe city Grant Ave, renting 

________________________________________________________________ 

 * Colfax * 
COLFAX COAL MINING COMPANY    - Clayton 
1897April30; Articles of incorporation of the Colfax Coal Mining company, incorporated by Irving J. Morgan, J.C. Slack, and T. Solomon, of New Mexico, 

and Thomas F. Dunaway, Harwood F. Parke, Henry Van Mater and Henry Swarts of Denver, Colo., have been filed with secretary Miller. The objects of 
the company are to carrying on a general coal mining business and the construction of such railroad and buildings as may be necessary for the use of the 

company and the establishment of mercantile business. Capital stock, $800,000; principal place of business located at Clayton, Union county N.M. 

[SFDNM] 

 

COLFAX GOLD HILL MINING & SMELTING COMPANY    - E-town 
1897December13; The Colfax Gold Hill Mining & Smelting Company has been incorporated by A.M. Barnes, T.M. Irvine, and J.W. Gallup, and articles of 

incorporation filed in Secretary Wallace’s office. The corporation is formed for the purpose of purchasing, leasing, acquiring, owning, selling, working, 
and operating mining claims and mines of gold, silver, copper, nickel, and all other kinds of mineral and quartz and to own, operate and maintain all 

necessary appliances and machinery necessary for successful mining operations Capital stock, $1,500,000; principal office of the corporation is located 

at Cleveland, O., and the principal place of business is designated as Elizabethtown, N.M. [SFDNM] 

 

COLFAX GOLD MINING & MILLING COMPANY    - E-town 
1898January11; The Colfax Gold Mining & Milling company has file a certificate in the territorial secretary’s office designating Elizabethtown, Colfax 

county, as the principal place of business of the company in New Mexico, and appointed J.W. Gallup and Michael Walsh, resident directors, as the 

agents for the company in the territory. [SFNM] 

________________________________________________________________ 

 
Collander see Callender 

________________________________________________________________ 

 * Collard * 
J. E. Collard    - of Hillsboro 



1895November22; Sierra County Mines. E. Collard has been placed in charge of the Good-Hope Bonanza mining property and mill at Hillsboro. Mr. 

Collard will run the mill on custom ores, but will not renew operations at the mine at present. [SFDNM] 
1896April18; Hillsboro Gold Mines. The Bonanza mill has been running the past week on ore from the Snake mine and has made a very successful run from 

every point of view. …This is very good work and speaks well for Mr. Collard’s management and careful supervision. [SFDNM] 

1896May7; Hillsboro Gold Mines. Leasee J.E. Collard is putting in another concentrating table at the Bonanza mill, making four tables in use. He has also 
effected some great improvements in adding hydraulic separators and sizers to the plant and now confidently expects to save not less than 90 per cent of 

values. [SFDNM] 

1896August31; A big strike of rich copper gold ore was made in the Butler mine by Collard & Wayland, leasees, early this week. The Butler is one of the 
Garfield group of mines, and is owned by W.H. Bucher and Silas Alexander. – Hillsboro Advocate. [SFDNM] 

1896December24; Hillsboro Gold Mines. Leasee J.E. Collard, of the Bonanza mill, has been working on several lots of lease ore from the Snake mine, and 

has in each instance made a close saving and given entire satisfaction. [SFDNM] 
1898February17; Hillsboro Mining Notes. A lot of 30 tons of second-class ore is being hauled to the Porter mill, run by J.E. Collard, from the Brush Heap 

mine for a test, preparatory to the company building a mill in Sawpit gulch, for the joint product of the Brush Heap and Gypsy mines. [SFNM] 

1898September8; Sierra County. J.E. Collard is saving 90 per cent of the value of the Mastodom mine ore at the Porter mill, Hillsboro district. [SFNM] 
1899August3; Sierra County. J.E. Collard has taken a big lease on the Lookout Mountain. [SFNM]   

1900April26; Sierra County. The Porter mill at Hillsboro is running full time on good gold ore. [SFNM] 

 
J. H. Collard    - Bonito m.d. 
1902February18; Byrd and Collard have contracted for the sinking of the shaft on the Crow mine on the South Bonito in Lincoln county. [SFNM] 
as of 1903June30; List of mining claims in NM which have been officially surveyed… By Surveyor-General Morgan O. Llewellyn. J.H. Collard, Ironsides, 

Bonito MD, 18.9568ac. [Report of the Governor of New Mexico to the Secretary of the Interior 1903, p.354] 

________________________________________________________________ 

 
Joseph Collett    - Cerrillos 

1894March6; At the Bon Ton hotel; Joseph Collett, E.D. Jenkins, Cerrillos. [SFDNM] 

 
R. M. Colley    - Bernalillo m.d. 
1899April14; The following notices of mining locations have been filed: Dewey lode, in Bernalillo mining district, by John D. Hart; Sampson and Hobson 

lodes, in Bernalillo mining district, by R.M. Colley; Schley lode, in Bernalillo mining district, by Geo Alexander; Robert lode, Cochiti mining district, 

by J.G. Schumann. [SFNM] 

________________________________________________________________ 

 * Collier * Colliers * 
COLLIER MINES COMPANY    - New Placers 
(Carnahan – Lincoln-Lucky mine) The Carnahan lead-zinc mine is in the NW1/4 sec28 T12N R7E, about half a mile southwest of the San Pedro copper mine and part of the 

same property…Most of the oxidized ore and some of the primary ore was mined out for a length of 2300 feet in the 1880s by the Santa Fe Gold and Copper Co, which 
shipped ore to the Cerrillos smelter. It contained enough manganese to be excellent fluxing ore (Wells 1918). A second period of operation was from 1919 to 1928, first 
by the Collier Mines Co (1919 to 1926) and then by the Carnahan Mines Co (1926 to 1928). Between 1920 and 1924, small amounts of ore were shipped directly; from 
1925 to 1928, a 50-ton selective flotation mill milled 27,377 tons of ore, yielding 8552 tons of concentrate, including a high-grade lead concentrate containing a little gold 
and 20 oz of silver a ton and relative poor zinc concentrate containing 5 percent lead and 3 oz of silver a ton…Coal for the power plant was obtained from the Hagan 
field, and concentrate was hauled to the railroad at Hagan…In 1955, Tom B. Scarticcini shipped 50 tons of stope fill as manganese ore (Farnham). [NMBM&MR 1967 
p.41] 

1925; The 1908 opening of the Santa Fe’s Belen Cut-off gave the coal company entry into West Texas markets. If production costs could be lowered, Cerrillos coal could 
expect to compete profitably in the area. To that end, A&CCC convinced Cherokee & Pittsburg to equip the mines with electrical machinery. The lessor expended some 
$76,000 on the project, to which A&CCC added $25,000 in other improvements. … Another change to the lease agreement permitted A&CCC to utilize clay removed 
during mining. The company planned to establish a brick and tile pipe plant at Waldo. … For reasons not clear, the brick plant never materialized. … Another plan was to 
locate there a zinc mill and smelter. The brick and tile plant would consume the clay, otherwise a waste product which still had to be removed and disposed of; it would 
further be fueled by bituminous coal. The zinc smelter was expected to make use of anthracite slack coal, for which little market existed. The willingness of A&CCC’s 
owners to pursue establishing these industries at Waldo had strongly influenced the Santa Fe’s decision [through C&PCC] to update the coal mines. ¶ Eventually, 
though, in 1917, the Grubnau <friend of Joe + Janey Husler; J.Husler note] Chemical Company built a zinc flotation mill and smelter at Waldo. The plant operated into 
June 1922, smelting ores imported from Mexico. The following month, on July 26, the smelter was restarted; the company had 28 cars of ore on hand, sufficient for a 
month’s work. Smelting again was suspended about the 10th of November, when high freight rates raised the delivered cost of ore to a prohibitive level. ¶ Smelting 
resumed in 1925, Grubnau asking A&CCC on January 20 for a car of coal. Collier Mines began teaming lead-zinc ore mined near Golden, to the south. Mine machinery 
was fueled with coal from Madrid; A&CCC spotted a carload for the company on a siding at Madrid; an empty car also was spotted, into which ore teamed from the mine 
was loaded. The wagons then were filled with coal before they returned to the mine. Once a carload of ore was accumulated, it was switched to the Grubnau plant. ¶ In 
March, Kaseman advised Oscar Huber, mine superintendent, that Collier had blocked out considerably more ore. The lead ores were being shipped to El Paso; they 
were teamed to Hagan, loaded on cars, then moved over the Rio Grande Eastern and interchanged to the Santa Fe at Hagan Junction, near San Felipe. ¶ Collier’s zinc 
ores continued to move to the Grubnau plant, where they were concentrated and smelted. For smelting, to the furnace change of concentrate and anthracite slack coal 
was added slate, a waste product from the coal mines. Additionally, the plant burned bituminous coal as fuel. Thus, the Grubnau smelter was receiving carloads of ore, 
anthracite coal, bituminous coal, and slate from Madrid. ¶ In 1920, while the smelter was running, Kaseman instructed Huber that the coal company’s train crew was not 
to spot any cars, except occasional cars of slate with which Grubnau ballasted its track – and for which A&CCC made no charge. Cars of coal or slate for the furnace 
were to be spotted for the Santa Fe to deliver. Later, in 1925, when smelting resumed, A&CCC switched into the plant many, perhaps all, of the loads originating at 
Madrid. Even so, the Santa Fe, which then maintained an agent at Waldo, published a switching fee of $3.15 per car. ¶ Smelting continued into the middle of December 
1925, at least, though it is not clear when work again was suspended. Collier, who sold his interest in the mine to his partner, had in the interim erected a flotation mill on 
the property, so as to lower transportation costs. Carnahan Mines, as the mine and mill thereafter operated, began shipping its concentrates through Hagan to El Paso 
for smelting. The Grubnau facility lay idle for over a decade. In 1938, it was sold to a dismantler and removed over a period of several years. Now, only foundations 
remain. [JPHereford, TheCerrillosCoalRailroad, 8Feb2008 draft] 

as of 1965; Carnahan Mines Co., Inc.1926. Office: Canton OH. New Placers Dist. Anaconda-Amazon-Lincoln-Lucky Group. Succeeds Collier Mines Co. Mines Handbook, 
V.XVIII. – Collier Mines Company. Anaconda-Amazon-Lincoln Group. New Placers District, StaFe co. Mines Handbook V.XVI. [Directory of Mines in New Mexico, Lucien 
A. File] 



 
Amy Collier    - of Madrid 
1939September1; Madrid News; Mr. and Mrs. Douglas Collister are the proud parents of a baby boy. They have named the baby Douglas Huber Collister. ¶ Miss Julia 

Vergolio was a Santa Fe visitor Wednesday. ¶ Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Huber, Joe and Mary Frances motored to Denver Wednesday and returned home Thursday 
evening. ¶ Mrs. H.L. Taylor, Mrs. Amy Collier, Mrs. B.B. Kyser, Mrs. J.W. Collier and daughter Margie motored to Santa Fe Wednesday and were luncheon guests of 
Mr. and Mrs. Ivan Casey. In the afternoon the ladies played bridge. ¶ Mrs. Tony Quintana and baby have moved to Espanola to make their home. ¶ Mr. Chad Lemon 
was an Albuquerque visitor Wednesday. ¶ Mr. and Mrs. M.L. Stone and Mr. and Mrs. Travis Coburn motored to Santa Fe Wednesday evening. [SFNM] 

1940May1; Mr. and Mrs. Wynn Hickan, Mr. Sidney Johnson and Margie Collier motored to Santa Fe Saturday, where Margie was awarded a prize of five dollars for her essay 
on kindness to animals. Others who accompanied her to Seth Hall were Mrs. B.B. Kysor, Mrs. Marye Garcia, Bobby Jo Baker, Audrey Lovins, David Lee Webster, 
Bernabe Lovato, Sybil Margaret Henderson, Helen Gibbs, Betty and Billy Bowles and Josie Comiskey. ¶ Mr. and Mrs. Johnnie Garcia and J.D. Branch attended the 
picture show in Santa Fe Sunday evening. ¶ Dr. and Mrs. A.R. Clauser, son Jerry and Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Rossiter and daughter of Albuquerque, spent Sunday at the 
Huber home. ¶ Mr. and Mrs. Howard La Mondi of Tonque spent the week end with Mr. and Mrs. Victor Perl. ¶ Mrs. O.V. Muir, Clifford and Marilou of Albuquerque visited 
Mr. Muir Sunday. ¶ Mrs. Amy Collier, Mrs. J.W. Collier, daughter, Louetta, and Frank Reck motored to Albuquerque Sunday. Louetta remained in Albuquerque to resume 
her studies at Har-.. ¶ ..Santa Fe Monday. Pep remained in Santa Fe to resume his studies at St. Michael’s college. ¶ Duncan Duncan of Las Vegas was a week-end 
visitor at the Huber home. ¶ H.L. Taylor was a business visitor in Santa Fe Saturday. ¶ Charlie Perl, who has been visiting his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Victor Perl and 
family, has returned to Albuquerque. ¶ Jim Reck and Chad Lemon attended the ball game in Albuquerque Sunday evening. ¶ Mr. and Mrs. Walter Lovins, and children, 
Alma, Audrey and Freddie, and Louise Ramelot, motored to Albuquerque Sunday afternoon. ¶ Mr. and Mrs. Douglas Collister and son of Albuquerque, spent the week 
end at the Huber home. ¶ Mr. Oscar Huber entertained about one hundred guests at a picnic Sunday in honor of Duncan Duncan, of Las Vegas. [SFNM] 

 
D. C. Collier    - of San DiegoCA & Pojoaque 
In the late 1800s, the Pueblo of Pojoaque sold the La Mesita Ranch land to D.C. Collier, a San Diego land developer, and Frank Owen. They named the acreage 

the Pojoaquito Ranch. After that, ownership passed through a series of owners, including the industrialist Clarence Mott Woolley, who hired famed architect 
John Gaw Meem to design a four-bedroom hacienda. [SFNM 5Jan2009] 

 

Elbert T. Collier    - White Oaks m.d. 
as of 1903June30; List of mining claims in NM which have been officially surveyed… By Surveyor-General Morgan O. Llewellyn. Elbert T. Collier, 

Collier, White Oaks MD, 6,494ac. [Report of the Governor of New Mexico to the Secretary of the Interior 1903, p.355] 
 

G. W. Collier    - of OH & StaFe 
by 1883; C.B. Hayward, owner of The New Mexican, makes it an evening pub; sold within 2 years to G.W. Collier of Ohio, who held it until 1893 

 

I. J. Collier    - of Durango 
1899July14; I.J. Collier, of Durango, is stopping at the Claire. At the Claire: I.J.V. Collier, Durango… [SFNM] 

1899July15; I.J. Collier of Durango, is a guest at the Claire. – At the Claire: I.J. Collier, Durango… [SFNM] 

1899July17; At the Claire: I.J. Collier, Durango; C.W. Thompson, Durango; J.G. Burdick, Madrid; F.H. Mitchell, Cerrillos; F. Palmer, Cerrillos... [SFNM] 
1899July18; At the Claire: J.J. Collier, Durango… [SFNM] 

1899August30; At the Bon-Ton: C.C. Tracy, Creede; I.J. Collier, Silver City; J.G. Salazar, Tres Piedras... [SFNM] 

 

J. C. Collier  (b.NY 1842>    - of Carbonateville 

  location date name of claim 

Collier & Gregory  1/26/1880  California - owned 

Collier & Gregory  2/20/1880  Fire King - owned 

R.G. Abbott & J.C. Collier  3/9/1880  Captain - owned 

Abbott & Collier  3/9/1880  Lucky Cuss - owned 

R.G. Abbott & J.C. Collier  4/30/1880  Jack Falstaff - owned 

R.G. Abbott & J.C. Collier  5/26/1880  Capital - owned 
1880January26 (loc); John Roulston ½ int, Leroy Gregory ¼ int, J.C. Collier ¼ int; California Lode, 80yds SW from Dalla Lode, about 1000’ NE from Alpha Lode, in LCMD; 

750’ NE & SW, 150’ea side, recorded 13July1880 [Locations & Mining Deeds C#15407 p. 300] 
1880January26 (loc); Loc by John Raulston 1/2int, Leroy Gregory 1/4int, J.C. Collier 1/4int. California Lode. (“Fire King” lined out in title)1500’ 750’NE 

& 750’SW 150’ on ea side, ca 80yds SW from the Delta Lode, and ca 1000’ NE from the Alpha Lode, in LCMD Filed for record 11Jun80, recorded 

12Jun80 N.B. Laughlin Recorder {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 2 p.133} 

1880February20 (loc); C.H. Burleigh 1/3 int, J.C. Collier 1/3 int, Leroy Gregory 1/3 int; Fire King Lode, 80yds SW from Della Lode, 100’?1000’ NE from Alpha Lode, paralell 
with California Lode, in LCMD; 750’SW, 1500’, 150’ea side, recorded 13July1880 [Locations & Mining Deeds C#15407 p. 299] 

1880February20 (loc); Loc by C.H. Collier <scratched out) C.H. Burleigh 1/3int, J.C. Collier 1/3int, Leroy Gregory 1/3int. Fire King Lode. 1500’ 750’SW 

& 750’NE 150’ on ea side, ca 80yds SW from the Delta Mine, and ca 1000’ NE from the Alpha Lode, and is paralell with the California Lode, in 

LCMD Filed for record 11Jun80, recorded 12Jun80 N.B. Laughlin Recorder {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 2 p.134} 

1880March9 (loc); R.G. Abbott, J.C. Collier (locators); Lucky Cuss Lode, in the neivorhood of the Captain, Little Annie, Little Peter, last Chance +c, in Galisteo District; 
1400’NE 100’SW, 150’ea side; recorded 12August1880 [Locations & Mining Deeds C#15407 p.380] 

1880March9 (loc): R.G. Abbott, J.C. Collier; Captain lode,1500’ linier, 150’ on ea side, 1320’NE & 180’SW, in GMd; ca 3/4mi W and N of the Grand 

Central Mountain ca 1/2mi S of Rualania mountain. Wm R. Golden District Recorder [rec 8Jun80] {Galisteo Mining Record – Cerrillos Record Book 6 

p.162} 

1880March9 (loc); R.G. Abbott, J.C. Collier; Captain lode, NE of Handy andy, W of Little Annie, SE of Rualania, Lillia Dallas and Chicago, in Galisteo District; 1320’NE 
180’SW, 150’ea side; recorded 12August1880 [Locations & Mining Deeds C#15407 p.381] 

1880March9 (loc): R.G. Abbott, J.C. Collier; Lucky Cuss Lode,1500’ linier, 150’ on ea side, 1400’NE & 100’SW, in GMd; S of Rualania mountain N of 

the Captain lode claim and E of the Union Wm Penn and Clyde mines ca half mile. Wm R. Golden District Recorder [rec 8Jun80] {Galisteo Mining 

Record – Cerrillos Record Book 6 p.163} 

1880June5_census: R.G. Abbott, miner, 30y-o, married, born OH [VT VT], resident Los Cerrillos Carbonateville (Turquesa P.O.) with J.C. Collier (38 miner, single NY [VT 
M?]) 

1880August3 (loc); J.C. Collier; Wide West, about ¼ mi NE McKenzie Mtn; 1200’NE 300’SW 150’ea side; recorded 12November1880 [Locations & Mining Deeds D#15408 
p. 94] 



1880August3 (loc); Loc by J.C. Collier, Wide West Lode 1500’ 1200’NE & 300’SW 150’ on ea side. ca 1/4mi NE of McKenzie Mtn.Filed for record 

29Nov80, recorded same day N.B. Laughlin Recorder {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 3 p.33} 
1880December22; J.L. Hayward USMDS measured shaft of Abbey lode, loc 23Apr79 by P.H. Warner, C.H. Vickroy, H.M. Atkinson relocated about 

1Dec79 by Arthur Smith as the shaft was but about 8’ deep, and was subject to relocation no work being done by said Smith the claim was relocated by 

D. Hogarty who also failed to comply with the local laws. Then relocated 3Aug80 by J.C. Collier and R.G. Abbott and called the Wide West Lode. 
Measurements on Abbey shaft NE corner 8’2”, SE corner 9’6”, NW corner 9’6” SW corner 10’9” to shoulder 10’ – This claim is located 1200’ NE 

300’SW and measures 1150’ NE 300’SW with a width of 150’ on ea side of the center of the vein. Filed for Record 4Jan81 and Recorded same day. 

N.B. Laughlin Recorder {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 3 p.71} 

1880December24; indenture; J.C. Coller/Collier sells for $1000 to J.C. Larimore of Bercien Co MI whole int Wide West Lode, (b.D p.94, b.3 p.33), about ½ mi NE 
Carbonateville, about 2000’ SE from Little Emma Lode in lCmD; presence C. Wells, certify 24Dec80 N.B. Laughlin Notary Public, recorded 27December1880 
[Locations & Mining Deeds D#15408 p.202] 

1881January1 (loc): Loc at 12 oclock and 5 minutes a.m. by J.C. Collier, Pacific Lode, 1500’ linear, 1500’SW from the NE side of the shaft, 150’ on ea 
side, ca 1mi W from GCMtn, ca 500’ Ely from the Homestake Lode, the first SW extension of the Atlantic Lode, in LCmd. Attest W.W. Wing. 

{Cerrillos Mining Records Book 3 p.77} 

1881January1: W.W. Wing, J.C. Collier, Henry O’Brine<sig block only] swear before N.B. Laughlin NP the mining claim formerly known as Colonel 
Lode but now known as the Pacific Lode, was not $100 worth of work done or improvements made. Ca 1mi W from GCMtn, ca 500’ Ely from the 

Homestake Lode mine and adjoins the Atlantic Lode on the NE end in LCmd. Filed for record 1Jan81 and duly Recorded N.B. Laughlin Recorder 

{Cerrillos Mining Records Book 3 p.77} 
1881January1 (loc): Loc at 12° 5 A.M. by J.C. Collier, Atlantic No.2 Lode, 1500’ linear, 1500’NE from the SW side of the shaft, 150’ on ea side, ca 1mi 

W from GCMtn, ca 500’ Ely from the Home Stake mine, ca 3/4mi S from Bourbon Lode, in LCMD. Attest W.W. Wing. Filed for Record 1Jan81 and 

Recorded 6Jan81 N.B. Laughlin Recorder {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 3 p.78} 
1881January1: W.W. Wing, J.C. Collier, Henry O’Brine swear before N.B. Laughlin NP the mining claim formerly known as Little Peral Lode but now 

known as the Atlantic No.2 Lode, has not been as much as $100 worth of work done or labor performed in LCMD. Ca 1mi W from GCMtn, ca 500’ 

Ely from the Home Stake Lode. Filed for record 1Jan81 and Recorded 6Jan81 N.B. Laughlin Recorder {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 3 p.79} 
1881January26 (loc); Loc by R.G. Abbott ½, J.C. Collier ½, locators, Abbott Lode, 1500’ linear, in LCMD, 180’SW & 1320’NE, 150’ on ea side, ca 1/4mi 

SW from the GCMtn, ca 1/2mi S from the Bourbon Mine. Filed for record 1Apr81 and Recorded 6Apr81 N.B. Laughlin Recorder {Cerrillos Mining 

Records Book 3 p.188} 

1881February26; Trust Deed; J.C. Collier has executed promissory note for $60 payable on or before 1June81 @ 1% per mo to George Loye, and sells for $1 to N.B. 
Laughlin undiv ½ int Caplain (Captain) Lode, near Handy Andy Lode, about 1000’ NE Little Peter Mine, undiv ½ int Lucky Cuss Lode, about 1000’ NE Little Peter 
Mine, near Handy Andy Lode, in LCMD; witness (none), certify 26Feb81 N.B. Laughlin Notary Public, recorded 20June1881 [Locations & Mining Deeds E#15409 
p.356] 

1881March4 (loc); J.C. Collier ½ , R.G. Abbott ½ ; T T Dow Lode, about 500’ N from Abbott Lode, about 500’ S from Atlantic No.2 Lode, about ½ mi S from Bourbon Mine, 
in LCMD; 900’NE 600’SW 150’ea side; recorded 4May1881 [Locations & Mining Deeds D#15408 p. 434] 

1881March4 (loc); Loc by J.C. Collier ½, R.G. Abbott ½; T.T. Dow Lode; 1500’ linear, in LCMD, 900’NE & 600’SW, with 150’ on ea side, ca 500’ N 
from the Abbott Lode, ca 500’ S from the Atlantic Lode No.2, ca 1/2mi S from the Bourbon Mine. Filed for record 2May81 and Recorded same day. 

N.B. Laughlin Recorder {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 4 p.33} 

1881April11 (loc); J.C. Collier ½ , R.G. Abbott ½ ; J C Collier Lode, about ½ mi S Bourbon Mine, about 680’ SW from the shaft on the Abbott Lode, in LCMD; 500’NE 
1000’SW 150’ea side; recorded 4May1881 [Locations & Mining Deeds D#15408 p. 433] 

1881April11 (loc); Loc by J.C. Collier ½, R.G. Abbott ½; J.C. Collier Lode; 1500’ linear, in LCMD, 500’NE & 1000’SW, with 150’ on ea side, ca 1/2mi S 

from the Bourbon Mine, ca 680’ SW from the Shaft on the Abbott Lode claim. Filed for record 2May81 and Recorded same day. N.B. Laughlin 
Recorder {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 4 p.34} 

1881May – R. G. Abbott and S. C. Collier hired by L. H. Whitson Co. to work Mina del Tiro, Atlantic # 2, Pacific, Buckeye, Winnebago, Abbott, Eureka, and Collier [Mining 
World] 

1881May10; The Mina del Tiro mine, near Carbonateville, is a bone of contention, a number of persons laying claim to it. On Friday last a number of miners went to it and 
“locked it up,” in which condition it now is. Who were concerned in the work is not known. [SFDNM]   

1881June25 (loc); J.C. Collier ¼, R.G. Abbott ¼, H.M. Jones ¼, John Martin ¼; FH Griggs No.2 Lode, bounded on NE by Winnabago Lode, in LCMD; 25’NE 1475’SW 
150’ea side; recorded 29June1881 [Locations & Mining Deeds E#15409 p. 382] 

1881June25 (loc); Loc by J.C. Collier ¼, R.G. Abbott ¼, H.M. Jones ¼, John Martin ¼; F.H. Griggs No.2 Lode, 1500’ linear, in LCMD, 25’NE & 

1475’SW, 150’ on ea side; Bounded on NE end by SE corner of the Winnebago Lode. Filed for record 27Jun81 and Recorded same day N.B. Laughlin 
Recorder {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 4 p.88} 

1881September15; J.C. Collier 169sh, R.G. Abbott 91sh, H.M. Jones 39sh, John Martin 39sh, W.H. Dowd 26sh (shares valued at $50ea) transfer undiv 5/8 int in 7 claims to 
L.H. Whitson Gold & Silver Mining Co of Davenport IA; Pacific Lode, (loc 1Jan81 b.3 p.77 LCMR), Atlantic No.2 Lode, (loc 1Jan81 b.3 p.78 LCMR), Winnebago 
Lode, (loc 1Oct80 b.4 p.68 LCMR), FH Griggs Lode No.2, (loc 25Jun81 b.4 p.88 LCMR), Abbott Lode, (loc 26Jan81 b.3 p.188 LCMR), JC Collier Lode, (loc 
11Apr81 b.4 p.34 LCMR), TT Dow Lode, (loc 4Mar81 b.4 p.33 LCMR); certify 3Oct81 N.B. Laughlin Notary Public, certify 4Oct81 for WHD F.C. Whitney Notary Public, 
recorded 7November1881 [Locations & Mining Deeds E#15409 p. 638] 

1881November5; Mining Deed; H.M. Jones sells for $1000 to R.G. Abbott whole int in certain Pool of Mining Claims made 15September81 between J.C. Collier, R.G. Abbott, 
H.M. Jones, John Martin, W.H. Dowd; attest M. Nestor, certify 5Nov81 N.B. Laughlin Notary Public, recorded 7November1881 [Locations & Mining Deeds D#15408 
p.670] 

1881December26; Mining Deed; J.C. Collier sells for $600 to W.C. Rogers, J.B. Cottle <both of Carbonateville undiv ½ int Captain Lode, W of Archivica arroyo, near Handy 
Andy claim, about 1000’ NE from Little Peter mine, undiv ½ int Lucky Cuss Lode, near Captain Lode & parallel, in LCMD; presence H.B. Hanna, certify 27Dec81 N.B. 
Laughlin Notary Public, recorded 7February1882 [Locations & Mining Deeds F#15410 p.58] 

1882January1 (loc); J.C. Collier ½, R.G. Abbott ½; Ythaca Lode, bounded NE by Commonwealth Lode, about ¾ mi SW from foot of Ruelena Mtn, in LCMD; 200’NE 
1300’SW, 150’ea side; recorded 1April1882 [Locations & Mining Deeds F#15410 p. 117] 

1882January1 (loc); Loc by J.C. Collier ½, R.G. Abbott ½; Ithaca Lode, 1500’ linear, in LCMD, 200’NE & 1300’SW, with 150’ on ea side. Bounded on 

the NE end by the Commonwealth of  Lode and ca 3/4mi SW from foot of Ruelena Mtn. Filed for record 31Mar82 and recorded same day N.B. 
Laughlin Recorder. {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 5 p.120} 

1882December4; Mining Deed; J.C. Collier, R.G. Abbott, John Martin, W.H. Doud sell for $10,000 to Ruelano Con. Mining Co of Davenport Scott Co IA undiv 5/8 int Pacific, 
JC Collier, RG Abbott, Dow, Winnebago, Atlantic No.2, Griggs Lodes, all in LCMD; certify 4Dec82 Arthur A. Cruttenden Notary Public, recorded 19January1883 
[Locations & Mining Deeds F#15410 p.329] 



1882December4; Mining Deed; J.C. Collier, R.G. Abbott, W.H. Dawd, John Martain<sig=Martin] sell for $10,000 to Ruelana Con. Mining Company of 

Davenport, Scott Co, IA undiv 5/8int in each of the following: Pacific, J.C. Collier, R.G. Abbott, Daw, Winnebago, Atlantci No.2, Griggs Lodes, 
all in LCMD. Cert 4Dec82 Arthur A. Cruttenden NP. Filed for record 16Dec82 and recorded the same day Arthur A. Cruttenden Recorder. {Cerrillos 

Mining Records Book 6 p.54} 

1883May11; J.C. Collier, of Carbonateville, is at the Grand Central. [SFDNM] 

  -  as witness  - 
1880September4; at Carbonateville; C. Wells, J.C. Collier swear they measured Shaft of Straight Flush owned by major D.C. Hyde near Old Eastern mine on 24Aug80 

10’6” at 2 corners and 10’ at 2 corners; sworn before N.B. Laughlin NP [Locations & Mining Deeds C#15407 p.475] 
1880September4; Carbonateville; J.C. Collier, A.J. Flynn certify the work on Old Castillian mine, on 31Aug80 measured 12’6” at center of hole; sworn 18Sept80 before N.B. 

Laughlin Notary Public; recorded 24September1880 [Locations & Mining Deeds C#15407 p.546] 
1880September11; at Carbonateville; C. Wells, J.C. Collier swear has been done work 10’6” down shaft of Straight Flush mine, at $5/foot; sworn before N.B. Laughlin NP, 

recorded 14September1880 [Locations & Mining Deeds C#15407 p.475] 
1881January11 POL; J.C. Collier & A.J. Flinn/Flynn swear before N.B. Laughlin NP that I measured the shaft on the Clipper Lode, in LCMD, ca 1mi W 

from Turquoise Mt. 700ft NW from Great Eastern; the depth of the shaft was at SW corner from surface to bottom of Shaft 10’, SE corner from surface 

to bottom 9’ 6”, at NE corner from Surface to bottom of shaft 10’ 4”, at NW Corner of shaft 10’ 3”, and at N End 10’ 10”, measurement made 

19Nov89. Filed for record 11Jan81 and Recorded same day N.B. Laughlin Recorder {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 3 p.90} 
1882May27 (loc); Locators Wm Kast, Wm A. Parmaly; W.A. Parmaly Lode, 1500’ linear, in LCMD, 1460’NE & 40’SW, bounded on the W by the 

Belcher on the S by the Oasis and Grand Review on the E by the R.E. Lee and situated ca 1/2mi SW of the Lone Bute Mountain. Attest W.H. 

Beckwith, J.C. Collier. {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 5 p.151} 

1882November30; PoL for 1882; J.C. Collier, H.Y. Cooper swear before Arthur A. Cruttenden Notary Public at least $100 labor or improvements RG Abbott, owned by 
Ruelano Con. Mining Co and others, in LCMD; recorded 19January1883; [Locations & Mining Deeds F#15410 p.332] 

1882November30 PoL; J.C. Collier, H.Y. Cooper swear before Arthur A. Cruttenden NP that at least $100 worth of labor has been performed or 

improvements made upon R.G. Abbott Lode, in LCMD, by the Ruelana Con. Mining Co. and others owners of said claim. For 1882. Filed for record 

4Dec82 and recorded the same day Arthur A. Cruttenden Recorder. {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 6 p.48} 
1882December1 PoL; J.C. Collier, H.Y. Cooper swear before Arthur A. Cruttenden NP that at least $1200 worth of labor has been performed or 

improvements made upon Atlantic Lode, in LCMD, by the Ruelana Con. Mining Co. and others owners of said claim. For 1882. Filed for record 

4Dec82 and recorded the same day Arthur A. Cruttenden Recorder. {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 6 p.49} 

 
Joe W. Collier   (b.CO 1902>    - wife is Louetta Callier (b.NM 1897>;  of Madrid 
Housing in Madrid: Joe Collier’s house is E side of Main st.; N of Taylor’s, 2nd N of Hubers. Collier had a dugout room behind his house for his still. [BH 19Jun2010] 

1929July4; Fats and Leans Baseball Team. C.H. Lemon, Uriol Garcia, M.H. Chacon, M. Galvan, F. Schiemenz, Hugh Coen, W. Thruchley, L.L. Mayer, O. Huber, Joe 
Pargola, Chas Ferro, Jim Moore, I.C. Coen, Ivan Coen, Joe Collier, J. Gutierrez, H.L. Taylor, Chas Gibbs, Tom Burke, S. Yarbrough, H.L. Horstman [photos 474.jpg w/o 
ID; 475.jpg with IDs, Life In Madrid NM, 2006] 

1930_census: Joe W. Calliers, 28y-o, Madrid; Lorretta W. Calliers, 32y-o, Madrid, Joe W. Calliers, 7y-o, Lorretta Calliers, 5y-o, Alexandra Calliers, 3y-o, Margaret Calliers, 
1y-o 

1930s; Montoya was breaker boss at Madrid; left for Abq?; Joe Collier takes over. [per BHenderson 2010] 
1938June1; Mrs. Ivan Casey was pleasantly surprised Saturday evening when members of her pinochle club from Madrid motored to Santa Fe to help celebrate her birthday. 

A beautiful birthday cake decorated with a spray of roses was only part of the delicious dinner menu that the club had prepared and brought to her home to serve that 
evening. After dinner the evening was spent with the game of Pu-ke-no. ¶ Those present were Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Huber, Mr. and Mrs. H.L. Taylor, Mr. and Mrs. Joe 
Collier, Mr. E.W. Bahr and Mrs. and Mrs. Ivan Casey. [SFNM] 

1938November; Joseph Collier, Bill Henderson, Jack Brandenburg y James Mc Ilwee visitaron a sus parientes en Octubre ye trajeron un amigo suyo de Menaul que se 
llama Myron Donald. [LaTurquesa v.VII n.3, CSimoni per YolandaSandoval] 

1939September1; Madrid News; Mr. and Mrs. Douglas Collister are the proud parents of a baby boy. They have named the baby Douglas Huber Collister. ¶ Miss Julia 
Vergolio was a Santa Fe visitor Wednesday. ¶ Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Huber, Joe and Mary Frances motored to Denver Wednesday and returned home Thursday 
evening. ¶ Mrs. H.L. Taylor, Mrs. Amy Collier, Mrs. B.B. Kyser, Mrs. J.W. Collier and daughter Margie motored to Santa Fe Wednesday and were luncheon guests of 
Mr. and Mrs. Ivan Casey. In the afternoon the ladies played bridge. ¶ Mrs. Tony Quintana and baby have moved to Espanola to make their home. ¶ Mr. Chad Lemon 
was an Albuquerque visitor Wednesday. ¶ Mr. and Mrs. M.L. Stone and Mr. and Mrs. Travis Coburn motored to Santa Fe Wednesday evening. [SFNM] 

1940January1; Madrid News; Dr. and Mrs. B.B. Kysor and Mr. Buck Valentine motored to Santa Fe Saturday evening for dinner and attended the Lensic to celebrate Dr. 
Kysor’s birthday. ¶ Mr. and Mrs. Joe Hustler and son David spent Christmas with friends in Cerrillos. ¶ Mrs. Lulu Armijo, Miss Julia Knight, Mr. and Mrs. Harley Gooch, 
of Santa Fe and Mr. and Mrs. George Armijo Jr., and daughter Madalene of Washington, D.C., visited Mr. and Mrs. C.E. Gibbs and family Tuesday. ¶ Mr. and Mrs. 
Russell Barbicovi of Morley visited friends here Sunday and to see the lights. ¶ Mr. and Mrs. Angelo Galassini and Mr. and Mrs. Mel Yando of Bernalillo visited friends 
here Sunday evening. ¶ Mr. and Mrs. Orin Pulliam were shopping in Albuquerque Saturday evening. ¶ Mr. and Mrs. Travis Coburn spent Christmas with relatives in 
Albuquerque. ¶ Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Huber entertained the following guests at dinner Christmas evening: Dr. and Mrs. A.R. Clauser and son Jerry, Mrs. M. Hammond of 
Belen, Mr. and Mrs. Douglas Collister and son Douglas of Albuquerque and Mary Frances and Joe Huber. ¶ Dr. and Mrs. B.B. Kysor and Mr. Buck Valentine motored 
to Santa Fe Christmas. ¶ Misses Dee and Mary Riccon and Lucy and Mary Aranda visited Miss Louetta Collier Sunday. ¶ Pep Stowers, a student at St. Michaels 
school in Santa Fe is home visiting his parents, Mr. and Mrs. H.E. Stowers during the holidays. ¶ Mr. Duncan Duncan visited at the Huber home Christmas afternoon. ¶ 
Mr. and Mrs. J.W. Collier entertained the following guests at.. [SFNM] 

1940May15_census ED 25-39 Madrid sheet 13A; enumerator Manuel C. Martinez; Joe W. Colliar, house #702, renting $38/mo, 38, education 8, b.CO, living in ’35 
samehouse, at work 42 hrs in week, Braker Boss coalmine, 36 wks worked in 1939, wages $1900; Louetta W. Colliar, 43, wife, education H-4, b.NM, living in ’35 
samehouse, Houseworker, no wages; Joe W. Colliar Jr., 17, son, single, in school, education H-3, b.NM, living in ’35 samehouse, at school, no wages; Louetta W. 
Colliar, 15, dau, in school, education H-1, b.NM, living in ’35 samehouse, at school, no wages; Sandie Colliar, 14, dau, in school, education 7, b.NM, living in ’35 
samehouse, at school, no wages; Margaret Colliar, 11, dau, in school, education 5, b.NM, living in ’35 samehouse. 

1940May1; Mr. and Mrs. Wynn Hickan, Mr. Sidney Johnson and Margie Collier motored to Santa Fe Saturday, where Margie was awarded a prize of five dollars for her essay 
on kindness to animals. Others who accompanied her to Seth Hall were Mrs. B.B. Kysor, Mrs. Marye Garcia, Bobby Jo Baker, Audrey Lovins, David Lee Webster, 
Bernabe Lovato, Sybil Margaret Henderson, Helen Gibbs, Betty and Billy Bowles and Josie Comiskey. ¶ Mr. and Mrs. Johnnie Garcia and J.D. Branch attended the 
picture show in Santa Fe Sunday evening. ¶ Dr. and Mrs. A.R. Clauser, son Jerry and Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Rossiter and daughter of Albuquerque, spent Sunday at the 
Huber home. ¶ Mr. and Mrs. Howard La Mondi of Tonque spent the week end with Mr. and Mrs. Victor Perl. ¶ Mrs. O.V. Muir, Clifford and Marilou of Albuquerque visited 
Mr. Muir Sunday. ¶ Mrs. Amy Collier, Mrs. J.W. Collier, daughter, Louetta, and Frank Reck motored to Albuquerque Sunday. Louetta remained in Albuquerque to resume 
her studies at Har-.. ¶ ..Santa Fe Monday. Pep remained in Santa Fe to resume his studies at St. Michael’s college. ¶ Duncan Duncan of Las Vegas was a week-end 
visitor at the Huber home. ¶ H.L. Taylor was a business visitor in Santa Fe Saturday. ¶ Charlie Perl, who has been visiting his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Victor Perl and 



family, has returned to Albuquerque. ¶ Jim Reck and Chad Lemon attended the ball game in Albuquerque Sunday evening. ¶ Mr. and Mrs. Walter Lovins, and children, 
Alma, Audrey and Freddie, and Louise Ramelot, motored to Albuquerque Sunday afternoon. ¶ Mr. and Mrs. Douglas Collister and son of Albuquerque, spent the week 
end at the Huber home. ¶ Mr. Oscar Huber entertained about one hundred guests at a picnic Sunday in honor of Duncan Duncan, of Las Vegas. [SFNM] 

 
Joe W. Collier Jr.  (b.NM 1923>    - Cerrillos 
1930_census: Joe W. Calliers, 28y-o, Madrid; Lorretta W. Calliers, 32y-o, Madrid, Joe W. Calliers, 7y-o, Lorretta Calliers, 5y-o, Alexandra Calliers, 3y-o, Margaret Calliers, 

1y-o 
1937March; La Turquesa Editorial Staff. Co-Editors Irene Hemphill, Virginia Kuhnz, Bonnie Perdue; Advertising James McIllwe, Joey Collier; Sports-Editor Ramon Espinosa; 

Society-Editor Virginia Kuhnz; Exchange-Editor Jane Callendar; Illustrators Bonnie Perdue, Evelyn Dreyer; Typists Eliseo Gonzales, Evaristo Sanchez, Virginia Kuhnz, 
Irene Hemphill, Jane Callendar; Business Mge. Eliseo Gonzales; Sponsor Mrs. J.L. McCraw. [LaTurquesa v.IV n.4, CSimoni per YolandaSandoval] 

1937May; Roll Of Honor Virginia Kuhnz (Junior) 93; Louis Zucal (Freshman) 92; James McIlvee (Sophomore) 92; Joey Collier (Freshman) 90; Floyd Trujillo (Freshman) 90. 
[LaTurquesa v.IV n.5, CSimoni per YolandaSandoval] 

1938February; Honor Roll. Freshmen – Alice Ochoa A-, Lena Sanchez B, Orin Muir A-, Marilor Muir B, Bill Henderson B. Sophomores – Joe Collier B-, Muriel Davidson B, 
Floyd Trujillo A-, Lui Zucal B, Frances Cloud B-. Juniors – James McIlwee B. [LaTurquesa v.VI n.4, CSimoni per YolandaSandoval] 

1938February; La Turquesa Editorial Staff. Chief Editor Orin Muir; Associate Raymond Espinosa; Advertising Muriel Davidson; Assistant Frances Cloud; Sports Editors Tony 
Montoya, Loyd Gonzales; Exchange Editors Mary Lou Muir, Zulema Sandoval; Reporters Jack Brandenburg, Johnny Trujillo, Mary Lou Muir, Joe Collier; Artist Alice 
Ochoa; Typists Katherine Granito, Raymond Espinosa, Evaristo Sanchez, Manuel Martinez; Business Mgr. Katherine Granito; Assistant Eliseo Gonzales; Sponsor Mrs. 
J.L. McCraw. [LaTurquesa v.VI n.4, CSimoni per YolandaSandoval] 

1940May15_census ED 25-39 Madrid sheet 13A; enumerator Manuel C. Martinez; Joe W. Colliar, house #702, renting $38/mo, 38, education 8, b.CO, living in ’35 
samehouse, at work 42 hrs in week, Braker Boss coalmine, 36 wks worked in 1939, wages $1900; Louetta W. Colliar, 43, wife, education H-4, b.NM, living in ’35 
samehouse, Houseworker, no wages; Joe W. Colliar Jr., 17, son, single, in school, education H-3, b.NM, living in ’35 samehouse, at school, no wages; Louetta W. 
Colliar, 15, dau, in school, education H-1, b.NM, living in ’35 samehouse, at school, no wages; Sandie Colliar, 14, dau, in school, education 7, b.NM, living in ’35 
samehouse, at school, no wages; Margaret Colliar, 11, dau, in school, education 5, b.NM, living in ’35 samehouse. 

Onetime Madrid student of Julia Vergolio; Joe Collier was living in Ruidosa NM the last time I heard about him. [JVWeeks, Stories Around The Fireplace p.43] 
 

Joseph B. Collier  (b.VA 1831>    - StaFe & White Oaks 

1880June4_census: Joseph B. Collier, miner, 49yrs, born VA, resident SF with wife (44 VA), +7child 24,20,15,NM>12,10,8,2 
1882January28; L.B. Collier, of White Oaks, arrived from the south yesterday and will remain several days. [SFDNM] 

1890April28; Jos B. Collier, of White Oaks, Lincoln county, was granted a notary’s commission. [SFDNM] 
 

Louetta Collier 

1940January1; Madrid News; Dr. and Mrs. B.B. Kysor and Mr. Buck Valentine motored to Santa Fe Saturday evening for dinner and attended the Lensic to celebrate Dr. 
Kysor’s birthday. ¶ Mr. and Mrs. Joe Hustler and son David spent Christmas with friends in Cerrillos. ¶ Mrs. Lulu Armijo, Miss Julia Knight, Mr. and Mrs. Harley Gooch, 
of Santa Fe and Mr. and Mrs. George Armijo Jr., and daughter Madalene of Washington, D.C., visited Mr. and Mrs. C.E. Gibbs and family Tuesday. ¶ Mr. and Mrs. 
Russell Barbicovi of Morley visited friends here Sunday and to see the lights. ¶ Mr. and Mrs. Angelo Galassini and Mr. and Mrs. Mel Yando of Bernalillo visited friends 
here Sunday evening. ¶ Mr. and Mrs. Orin Pulliam were shopping in Albuquerque Saturday evening. ¶ Mr. and Mrs. Travis Coburn spent Christmas with relatives in 
Albuquerque. ¶ Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Huber entertained the following guests at dinner Christmas evening: Dr. and Mrs. A.R. Clauser and son Jerry, Mrs. M. Hammond of 
Belen, Mr. and Mrs. Douglas Collister and son Douglas of Albuquerque and Mary Frances and Joe Huber. ¶ Dr. and Mrs. B.B. Kysor and Mr. Buck Valentine motored 
to Santa Fe Christmas. ¶ Misses Dee and Mary Riccon and Lucy and Mary Aranda visited Miss Louetta Collier Sunday. ¶ Pep Stowers, a student at St. Michaels 
school in Santa Fe is home visiting his parents, Mr. and Mrs. H.E. Stowers during the holidays. ¶ Mr. Duncan Duncan visited at the Huber home Christmas afternoon. ¶ 
Mr. and Mrs. J.W. Collier entertained the following guests at.. [SFNM] 

1940May1; Mr. and Mrs. Wynn Hickan, Mr. Sidney Johnson and Margie Collier motored to Santa Fe Saturday, where Margie was awarded a prize of five dollars for her essay 
on kindness to animals. Others who accompanied her to Seth Hall were Mrs. B.B. Kysor, Mrs. Marye Garcia, Bobby Jo Baker, Audrey Lovins, David Lee Webster, 
Bernabe Lovato, Sybil Margaret Henderson, Helen Gibbs, Betty and Billy Bowles and Josie Comiskey. ¶ Mr. and Mrs. Johnnie Garcia and J.D. Branch attended the 
picture show in Santa Fe Sunday evening. ¶ Dr. and Mrs. A.R. Clauser, son Jerry and Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Rossiter and daughter of Albuquerque, spent Sunday at the 
Huber home. ¶ Mr. and Mrs. Howard La Mondi of Tonque spent the week end with Mr. and Mrs. Victor Perl. ¶ Mrs. O.V. Muir, Clifford and Marilou of Albuquerque visited 
Mr. Muir Sunday. ¶ Mrs. Amy Collier, Mrs. J.W. Collier, daughter, Louetta, and Frank Reck motored to Albuquerque Sunday. Louetta remained in Albuquerque to resume 
her studies at Har-.. ¶ ..Santa Fe Monday. Pep remained in Santa Fe to resume his studies at St. Michael’s college. ¶ Duncan Duncan of Las Vegas was a week-end 
visitor at the Huber home. ¶ H.L. Taylor was a business visitor in Santa Fe Saturday. ¶ Charlie Perl, who has been visiting his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Victor Perl and 
family, has returned to Albuquerque. ¶ Jim Reck and Chad Lemon attended the ball game in Albuquerque Sunday evening. ¶ Mr. and Mrs. Walter Lovins, and children, 
Alma, Audrey and Freddie, and Louise Ramelot, motored to Albuquerque Sunday afternoon. ¶ Mr. and Mrs. Douglas Collister and son of Albuquerque, spent the week 
end at the Huber home. ¶ Mr. Oscar Huber entertained about one hundred guests at a picnic Sunday in honor of Duncan Duncan, of Las Vegas. [SFNM] 

 
Judge N. C. Collier    - of Abq 
1894December12; Deputy Sheriff Juan Delgado reached the city this morning with Manuel Acuna, a member of the Cerrillos Evans gang, arrested in 

Albuquerque yesterday morning charged with highway robbery. Sheriff Cunningham, upon hearing that Acuna was in Albuquerque, telegraphed City 

Marshal Fernoff to hold him as a warrant had been sworn out against him before Police Magistrate Armijo. Acuna took out a writ of habeas corpus upon 

which he hoped to be released and he was successful, and Judge Collier on the hearing decided that he could not be held on the showing made. As soon 

as he was released, however, Mr. Delgado, who was in the court room, arrested him on the warrant obtained before Armijo and he was promptly brought 

to this city and lodged in jail. He will be given a preliminary hearing within the next day or two. [SFDNM] 

1895July30; Miss Carrie Collier, sister of Judge Collier, and deputy district clerk at Albuquerque, has gone on a visit to her old home in Georgia. [SFDNM] 
1895October29; At the Palace: Wm D. Lee, M.C. Collier, Neill B. Field, S. Burkhart, H. Heinman, Albuquerque; H.B. Hamilton, Socorro... [SFDNM] 

1896February10; Deputy Sheriff Ned Gold, who has been at San Pedro for eleven days looking after the Goodman stock of general merchandise, seized on 

attachment of Mandell Bros., of Albuquerque, is again in Santa Fe. Mr. Gold reports that the goods have been moved to Cerrillos and will be held there 
awaiting further orders from Judge Collier. Goodman’s interest in the New Mexico mine has also bee attached. [SFDNM] 

1896April13; The important and gratifying news comes from Cerrillos that, on Saturday, genuine coal oil was struck there in a well of Dick Matthews at the depth of 115 feet.  

The New Mexican is indebted to S. Golding, who is in the city in attendance upon the district court, for the first information of this notable strike. ¶ DETAILS OF THE 

DISCOVERY. ¶ A telephone message from Editor F.C. Buell, of the Rustler, fully verifies Mr. Golding’s statement and gives interesting particulars.  It seems that Richard 

Green and W.E. Chipman were interested with sinking a drive well on the premises of the latter about two and a half blocks north of the A.,T.&S.F. railroad depot, the object 

being to tap the water underflow for domestic purposes.¶ At the depth of 115 feet, the drill then being forty feet in slate, oil in large quantities was observed flowing off with 



the water then in the well.  The 5-inch iron casting was then down to the slate formation.  To-day the casting will be driven into the slate so as to shut off the water which 

flows in from above and thus ascertain the quantity of oil that has been tapped. ¶ Experts say that, after the slate is passed through, a large body of petroleum is likely to be 

encountered.  Naturally the people of Cerrillos and vicinity are much excited over this find.  The water in the well is spoiled for ordinary uses, but nevertheless the discovery 

fills the hearts of the entire community with joy unspeakable. ¶ PRESENCE OF OIL LONG SUSPECTED. ¶ For years the presence of petroleum in south Santa Fe county 

has been strongly suspected by many people and numerous superficial experiments have been made to discover it. ¶ Recently a company was quietly organized to locate lands 

and make serious explorations for oil in the coal region of this county.  M. Harrold, a practical oil man of Crafton, Pa., who made unsuccessful efforts to develop artesian 

water near Golden two or three years ago and there satisfied himself that there was petroleum in the region, Secretary Lorion Miller, and Supt. J.T. McLaughlin, of the Santa 

Fe Copper company, are leading promoters of the new company. ¶ Among the other who have taken stock therein are E.L. Hall, E.H. Bergmann, A.C. Linnen, E.A. Sluder, 

T.M. Jones, Francis Downs, C.H. Gildersleeve, T.J. Helm, of Santa Fe; H.L. Warren, H.B. Fergusson, Alex. Breischer, C.M. Childers, E.W. Dobson, O.N. Marron, N.C. 

Collier, R.L. Stuart, Wallace Hesselden, J.A. Lee, Felix Lester, J.E. Saint, W.M. Weaver, B.C. Robertson, S.M. Folsom, B.G. Wilson, of Albuquerque; M.S. Hart and Thomas 

Smith, of Las Vegas; W.S. Hopewell, of Hillsboro; W.H. Seamon, of Socorro; H.T. Brown and R.M. Carley, of San Pedro, and two friends of Mr. McLaughlin. ¶ THIRTY-

SIX CLAIMS LOCATED. ¶ Thirty-six claims of coal and oil land of 160 acres each have already been located by the company on the public domain from six to twelve miles 

northwest and west of Golden. ¶ Mr. Harrold has gone east to arrange for moving his complete well boring machinery and appliances from Golden to the prospective oil 

fields. He will return soon prepared to sink 1,000 feet if necessary. The results of his systematic explorations will be awaited with absorbing interest, not only by the persons 

directly interested, but by everyone interested in the development and prosperity of northern New Mexico. ¶ The unexpected oil strike at Cerrillos will, of course, tend directly 

toward encouraging and stimulating the efforts of this enterprising prospecting company. [SFDNM] 

1896May11; Judge N.C. Collier spent Sunday with Santa Fe friends. [SFDNM] 
1896June15; The nomination of W.B. Childers as United States attorney for New Mexico was not passed upon by the senate before adjournment because 

Delegate Catron filed charges against him for the purpose of delaying confirmation. Catron had the immatchable nerve to charge that Childers is a 

“vindictive, partisan,” and to allege that the Hughes contest case was prosecuted by him for personal reasons. But Catron was very careful to refrain 
from mentioning that the contempt had reference to certain disbarment proceedings against himself. Notwithstanding the false charges filed by Catron, a 

commission has been issued to Mr. Childers and yesterday he qualified as United States attorney before Judge Collier. – Albuquerque Democrat. 

[SFDNM] 
1896July25; Judge N.C. Collier’s sister fell from a bicycle at Albuquerque the other day and fractured her hip and arm. Report has it here to-day that her 

condition is serious, and it is feared she may be crippled for life. [SFDNM] 

1896September24; At the Palace: J. Fisher, N.B. Field, N.C. Collier, Albuquerque... [SFDNM] 
1897January7; Judge Collier will convene the district court at Albuquerque on Monday. [SFDNM] 

1897April14; …the following named federal officials of New Mexico took their respective oaths as follows: W.T. Thornton, governor, appointed April 15, 

1893, qualified April 21, 1893; Lorion Miller, secretary of the territory, appointed September 9, 1893, qualified September 13, 1893; Thomas Smith, 
chief justice, qualified November 4, 1893; N.C. Collier, associate justice, qualified November 11, 1893; G.D. Bantz, associate justice, appointed 

February 22, 1895, qualified March 1895; H.B. Hamilton, associate justice, qualified January 31, 1895; Edward L. Hall, U.S. marshal, qualified 

September 16, 1895. [SFDNM] 
1897May4; Joe E. Sheridan, editor of the Silver City Enterprise, and A.C. Voorhees, attorney at Raton, met yesterday in Albuquerque, where a meeting of 

friends of Captain Collier was held... [SFDNM] 

1897July22; Judge N.C. Collier returned last night from a two weeks’ visit in Santa Cruz, Calif. He also spent a few days in San Francisco, and reports a 
pleasant time. Mrs. Collier and the children are still at Santa Cruz, and will spend the summer there. – Albuquerque Citizen. [SFDNM] 

1897August2; At the Palace: E.W. Dobson, N.C. Collier, Albuquerque... [SFDNM] 

1897August12; N.C. Collier of Albuquerque, is at the Claire. [SFDNM] 
1897September28; Register Walker and Receiver Delgado, of the local United States land office, are busily engaged balancing their books, preparatory to 

turn over to their Republican successors. – Hon. Manual B. Otero, the newly appointed register of the United States land office, qualified before Judge 

Collier, in Albuquerque, yesterday, and will forward his bond to Washington today. [SFDNM] 

1897October1; At the Palace: C.B. Spencer, wife and babe, Wm M. Field, Denver; W.E. Dame, Cerrillos; S.H. Fields, St. Joe; J.P. McNulty, Turquesa; 

H.B. Hamilton, Socorro; G.D. Bantz, Silver City; N.C. Collier, E.W. Dobson, Albuquerque; F.W. Parker, Hillsboro; N.B. Field, Albuquerque; A.A. 

Jones, Las Vegas; O.P. Posey, W.C. Carson, Los Angeles; W.A. Dumors, Leavenworth. [SFDNM] 
1897October4; In re Lincoln Lucky & Lee Mining Co., plaintiff in error, vs. Alex M. Hendry, defendant in error, error to Santa Fe county, Judge Warren 

appearing for the plaintiff in error, and Hon. Neill B. Field representing the defendants in error, Judge Collier handed down an opinion affirming the 

judgment of the court below. [SFDNM] 
1897October19; In the case of Catron vs. Laughlin, involving ownership of the Eaton land grant in south Santa Fe county, and which case was recently 

decided by Judge Collier adverse to Hon. T.B. Catron, a rehearing has been asked for and briefs upon this motion will be submitted by the respective 

attorneys to Judge Collier by Monday next. [SFDNM] 
1897October27; Albuquerque Notes. Mrs. N.C. Collier has been called to Savannah, Ga., by the serious illness of her mother, Mrs. Chas Collins. [SFDNM] 

 
Capt. T. W. Collier    - of Raton 
1888May12; Articles of Association of The Santa Fe Copper Company. Incorporators: Jay A. Hubbell, Houghton, MI; Stephen W. Dorsey, Chico Springs NM; 

Richard W. Webb, Golden NM; Francis Downs, StaFe NM; James N. Smither, StaFe NM. Objects: To acquire, by purchase of location, hold, improve and 
develop mines, manufactures, and other property real and personal for its business… Capital Stock: $5,000,000, consisting of 500,000 shares of the par 
value of $10 each. Term: 50 years. Board of Directors: Jay A. Hubbell; Charles E. Coon, NYC; Stephen W. Dorsey & John Love, Chico Springs; Richard H. 
Webb & Stephen C. White, Golden; Francis Downs; D.A. Clouthier, Springer NM; T.W. Collier, Raton NM. Note: “Dissolved as per Chapter 185, Laws of 1921 
on June 14, 1921.” [Sup.Abstract No.2153 7Aug1937, per BHenderson] 

1897April8; The list of candidates for appointment as governor of New Mexico is increasing. …The list of applicants, as far as can be ascertained is as 

follows: A.L. Morrison, L. Bradford Prince, Geo H. Wallace, Pedro Perea, Hugh N. Price, T.W. Collier, E.E. Carr, G.B. Pray and John M. Tobin. 

[SFDNM] 
1898September8; At the Palace: C.M. Bayne, T.W. Collier, Raton… [SFNM] 

1900January19; Capt. T.W. Collier, editor of the Raton Range, has been confirmed as postmaster at Raton. He will appoint as his assistant David M. 

Dwyer, son of Col. J.W. Dwyer, of that city. [SFNM] 
 

Thomas Collier    - train engineer 
1912July30: Lamy Branch train No. 726 left the Santa Fe station at 8:50 for Lamy, struck a broken rail four miles east of the city and was ditched. Willis Huffman, 35, the 

fireman, was instantly killed and Thomas Collier, veteran engineer, was severely but not fatally injured. The accident occurred on a trestle over an arroyo, and the engine 
plunged into the arroyo and turned over. A dozen or more passengers in the smoking car and day coach had miraculous escapes. [SFDNM 100yrs] 

________________________________________________________________ 



 
T. Colline    - Cerrillos 
1901April15; Exchange: O.L. Merrill, Lamy; T. Colline, Cerrillos... [SFNM] 

________________________________________________________________ 

 * Collingwood * 
C. B. Collingwood    - of MI & Cimarroncito 
1900January31; Colfax County. C.B. Collingwood, a state senator of Michigan, was in Taos to hire fifty men to construct a new wagon road near Cimarron. 

Mr. Collingwood is superintendent of a Michigan company carrying on mining operations on the Cimarroncito. [SFNM] 

 
E. J. Collingwood    - of SyracuseNY 
1891January22; Mr. Henry Wilcox, of Wilcox, Neb., is here on his third visit in company with Mr. and Mrs. E.J. Collingwood, pleasant people from New 

York. The latter may decide to take up their home in this city. The party are guests at the Palace. [SFDNM] 

1891June13; Mr. and Mrs. E.J. Collingwood will arrive here from Syracuse on Monday or Tuesday; they are arranging for apartments in the Prince house. 

[SFDNM] 

1891June19; Mr. and Mrs. E.J. Collingwood have returned to Santa Fe from Denver. [The Rustler v.III n.50] 
1891June26; L.A. Hughes and E.J. Collingwood, of Santa Fe, are the champion fish l__anders. [The Cerrillos Rustler, v.III no.51] 

________________________________________________________________ 

 * Collins * 
Capt. Collins    - of NY & E-town 
1896October7; Capt. Collins, of New York, who has been in litigation with the Red Bandana Mining company of Elizabethtown, is in the country again and 

will soon visit Hopewell. Capt. Collins is a man of considerable means and represents large capitalists of the east, and consequently he is warmly 

received at every mining camp. – Las Vegas Optic. [SFDNM] 
 

A. G. Collins  - witness - 
1880August2(loc); J?R. Broming, M.H. Murphy, W.F? Webbs, R. Mulcher, E.S. Quisenburg, J.P. Hopper, A.G. Lans, A.S. Quinsenberg; LAS VEGAS 

PLACER MINING COMPANY, from SW corner of Robert Talbott Joseph Fuller & assoc Placer claim, thence S80rods, E16rods, N80rods, 
W160rods=10ac ea; witness R. Talbot, A.G. Collins [b.C p.410] 

 

A. L. Collins    - of Denver 
1897June23; Mr. A.L. Collins of Denver, passed through Santa Fe last night on his way to the San Pedro mining district, for the purpose of inspecting 

mining properties. [SFDNM] 

1897June25; At the Exchange: A. Collins, Denver… [SFDNM] 
 

C. G. Collins    - of NY, Grant co. 
1898November9; C. Amory Stevens, a prominent New York capitalist who has valuable mining interests in Grant county, is in Silver City with C.G. 

Collins, another wealthy New Yorker who is thinking of investing in this territory. [SFNM] 
1900July28; Grant County. In the Burro mountain district C. Emery Stevens, who is largely interested in the camp, has been making exhaustive 

investigations recently with Mine Expert Collins as to the best methods of handling the ores, and it is understood that a process will be determined upon, 

and the mines actively worked. [SFNM] 
 

Charles C. Collins    - of Denver 
1900February1; A.J. Krebs, of Birmingham, Ala.; I. Flood, of Las Vegas Hot Springs, and Charles C. Collins, of Denver, returned last evening from an 

inspection trip of the Chama placers and left this forenoon for Las Vegas. – At the Claire: H.H. Sheppard, Charles C. Collins, E.H. Sinkey, Denver; A.J. 
Krebs, Birmingham, Ala.; J. Flood, Las Vegas Hot Springs [SFNM] 

 

Heman C. Collins    - Sierra m.d. 
as of 1903June30; List of mining claims in NM which have been officially surveyed… By Surveyor-General Morgan O. Llewellyn. Heman C. Collins, 

Louisville, Sierra MD, 14.76ac. [Report of the Governor of New Mexico to the Secretary of the Interior 1903, p.346] 

 

J. N. Collins 
1880August2(loc); N.G. Collins, L.F. Collins, T.F. Bevans, C.L. Bevans, L.N. Collins, J.N. Collins, W.H. Collins, C. Fillmore; UNION PLACER MINING 

COMPANY NE from corner of Robert Talbott 160rods NSEW =20ac ea; witness R. Talbott, D. Bentan [b.C p.410] 
 

L. F. Collins  
1880August2(loc); N.G. Collins, L.F. Collins, T.F. Bevans, C.L. Bevans, L.N. Collins, J.N. Collins, W.H. Collins, C. Fillmore; UNION PLACER MINING 

COMPANY NE from corner of Robert Talbott 160rods NSEW =20ac ea; witness R. Talbott, D. Bentan [b.C p.410] 

1880August2(loc); E. Bebans, H. Sott, M. Collins, L.F. Collins, N.G. Collins, T.F. Bevans, C.L. Bevans, C.F. Filmor; KANSAS PLACER MINING 
COMPANY from NE corner Union MCo, 160rods NSEW=20ac ea; witness R. Talbott, D. Bentan [b.C p.411] 

 

L. N. Collins  
1880August2(loc); N.G. Collins, L.F. Collins, T.F. Bevans, C.L. Bevans, L.N. Collins, J.N. Collins, W.H. Collins, C. Fillmore; UNION PLACER MINING 

COMPANY NE from corner of Robert Talbott 160rods NSEW =20ac ea; witness R. Talbott, D. Bentan [b.C p.410] 
 

M. Collins  
1880August2(loc); E. Bebans, H. Sott, M. Collins, L.F. Collins, N.G. Collins, T.F. Bevans, C.L. Bevans, C.F. Filmor; KANSAS PLACER MINING 

COMPANY from NE corner Union MCo, 160rods NSEW=20ac ea; witness R. Talbott, D. Bentan [b.C p.411] 

 

N. G. Collins 



1880August2(loc); N.G. Collins, L.F. Collins, T.F. Bevans, C.L. Bevans, L.N. Collins, J.N. Collins, W.H. Collins, C. Fillmore; UNION PLACER MINING 

COMPANY NE from corner of Robert Talbott 160rods NSEW =20ac ea; witness R. Talbott, D. Bentan [b.C p.410] 
1880August2(loc); E. Bebans, H. Sott, M. Collins, L.F. Collins, N.G. Collins, T.F. Bevans, C.L. Bevans, C.F. Filmor; KANSAS PLACER MINING 

COMPANY from NE corner Union MCo, 160rods NSEW=20ac ea; witness R. Talbott, D. Bentan [b.C p.411] 

 

P. A. Collins    - of Denver 
1892February14; Capitalists In The Field. P.A. Collins, Geo W. Middleton, A.W. Kellog, Denver; L.H. Kellog, Toledo, Ohio; and E.C. Billings, Pueblo, 

arrived at Cerrillos last night and went over to examine the Lincoln-Lucky mine. To-day Hon. A.L. Townsend, of Golden, Colo., and county clerk of 

Jefferson county, and Mr. C.C. Parsons, a well known Denver attorney, are in Santa Fe, and they will join the above named gentlemen at San Pedro to-
morrow. [SFDNM] 

 

P. M. Collins    - of MO & Amizette 
1897April23; The following incorporations have been filed with Secretary Miller. The Fairview Mining & Milling Company, organized for the purpose of 

acquiring mining property by purchase, lease or location, dealing in metals, ores and minerals, and to carry on a general mining business. The capital 

stock is $1,000,000 and the existence of the corporation is limited to 50 years. The incorporators are L.T. Bryan, J.L Mizener and P.M. Collins. Messrs. 
Collins and Mizener are residents of the state of Missouri, while Mr. Bryan lives at Amizette, N.M. These three gentlemen constitute the board of 

directors. [SFDNM] 

 

Pat Collins see Patrick Cullen 
 

W. H. Collins    - of St. JoesphMO 
1880August2(loc); N.G. Collins, L.F. Collins, T.F. Bevans, C.L. Bevans, L.N. Collins, J.N. Collins, W.H. Collins, C. Fillmore; UNION PLACER MINING 

COMPANY NE from corner of Robert Talbott 160rods NSEW =20ac ea; witness R. Talbott, D. Bentan [b.C p.410] 
1892July9; Mr. and Mrs. W.H. Collins, the respected parents of Mrs. R.E. Twitchell, left on Wednesday for their home in St. Joe. Mr. Collins has been here 

in search of health for nearly a year, and he returns home much improved in health. [SFDNM] 

1894February26; While driving to school with his little grand-daughter, Mr. W.H. Collins, of St.Joe, was this morning struck by an electric car and 
seriously injured. The grand-daughter, little Marguerite Burns, escaped unhurt. Mr. Collins is well known here as the respected father of Mrs. R.E. 

Twitchell. [SFDNM] 

1895April6; Mrs. R.E. Twitchell and son have gone to the Espanola valley to remain all spring. Mr. and Mrs. W.H. Collins will come out from St. Joe 
shortly and remain with them. [SFDNM] 

1896September3; Mrs. R.E. Twitchell is still very seriously ill. Her mother, Mrs. W.H. Collins, has arrived from St. Joseph, Mo., and is constantly at the 

bedside of her sick daughter. – Las Vegas Optic. [SFDNM] 
 

W. R. Collins    - of Chicago 

1881June3; Messrs. Wm McMiner, A.B. Miner, W.R. Collins and Dr. J.H. Troy, all of Chicago, arrived here yesterday and are stopping at Herlow’s hotel. 
They are men of means who are engaging in mining and are in New Mexico looking around to see what business may be carried on most successfully. 

They will probably examine the mines of the Cerrillos and New Placers districts while in this section of the Territory. [SFDNM] 

 

Waldo Collins  (b.MO 1888>    - of StaFe 

1920January3_census: Waldo Collins, mining engineer salaried, single, 32y-o, born MO [MI MO], resident Santa Fe city on Bowers St, in house of Ralph C. Twitchell (60 
attorney married MI [MI MI]) and Catello P. Twitchell (39 married IN [OH OH]) 

________________________________________________________________ 

 
Douglas Collister    - Madrid 
1939June7; Madrid News; Clifford Muir, son of Mr. and Mrs. O.V. Muir, returned home Monday from Albuquerque where he attended the University of New Mexico the last 

semester. ¶ Mr. E.W. Bahr was a business visitor in Santa Fe Monday afternoon. ¶ Mr. and Mrs. Douglas Collister visited with Mrs. Collister’s parents Mr. And Mrs. 
Oscar Huber here Memorial day. ¶ Jimmie and Frank Reck and Jack Brandenburg motored to Albuquerque Sunday morning. ¶ Mrs. Frank Sandoval and son are in 
Albuquerque where her son is receiving medical attention. ¶ Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Huber attended open house given by Mr. and Mrs. Valle Osborne and daughter Bettye 
Nan in Albuquerque last Thursday evening. ¶ Miss Julia Vergolio and Mr. E.W. Bahr motored to Albuquerque Thursday evening. ¶ Mrs B.B. Kyser motored to Santa Fe 
Saturday morning. ¶ Bill Arris returned home .. from a visit with his sister Mabel Donigee at Hot Springs. ¶ Dr. and Mrs. B.B. Kyser attended the Lensic theater at Santa 
Fe Saturday evening. ¶ Word has been received that Wm. Brandenburg who is .. at veterans hospital in Albuquerque that he will be there at least another week. ¶ Mr. 
and Mrs Orin Pulliam and family motored to Socorro .. to see the ball game between Socorro and the Madrid Miners. ¶ Mrs. M.L. Stone, Stuffy .. Ray and Mrs. K. Baker 
went shopping in Santa Fe Monday. ¶ Mr. and Mrs. M. Ferg .. of Townsley, Ala., have moved here to make their home. ¶ Mr. George Tabacchi and Louis Cordova 
visited their .. in Albuquerque over the weekend. ¶ Mr. and Mrs. C.E. Gibbs, .. L. Henderson and Mr. H. ..tor motored to Santa Fe last evening. ¶ Claude Arris visited his 
.. in Albuquerque Saturday and Sunday. [SFNM] 

1940March13; Madrid News; Mrs. Oscar Huber and daughter, Mary Frances, motored to Albuquerque to visit the Collisters Friday. Mrs. Douglas Collister and son, Douglas, 
returned home with them to spend a few days. ¶ Tom Horton of Estancia visited Bill Arris here Friday. ¶ Mrs. H.E. Stowers and daughter, Linda Joyce, were Santa Fe 
visitors Friday. Pep Stowers and Louis Zucal, students at St. Michael’s college, returned home with them to spend the week-end with their parents. ¶ Mr. and Mrs. E.J. 
Bowles and daughters, Billie and Betty, were Santa Fe visitors Saturday evening. ¶ Mr. and Mrs. Orin Pulliam and family were shopping in Santa Fe Saturday evening. ¶ 
Miss Charlotte Owens spent the week-end with her parents, Judge and Mrs. H.P. Owens, in Albuquerque. ¶ Mrs. Zelie Liesse is visiting relatives in Corrales. ¶ Mr. and 
Mrs. Candelario Ochoa.. ¶ Mr. and Mrs. Frank Montoya and Miss Sophie Barreras visited Mrs. Louise Barreras and family in Albuquerque Sunday. ¶ Douglas Collister of 
Albuquerque visited at the Huber home Saturday evening and Sunday. Mrs. Collister and son returned to Albuquerque Sunday evening with Mr. Collister. ¶ Mr. and Mrs. 
J.P. Haggerty were Santa Fe visitors Saturday. ¶ Mrs. Mable Donaghe and daughter, Evelyn Horrocks, left Monday to visit Mrs. Donaghe’s brother and wife, Mr. and 
Mrs. Floyd Whitcomb, in Gallup. ¶ Mr. and Mrs. I.C. Coen and grandson, Ernest, visited relatives in Santa Fe Sunday. ¶ Charlie Perl of Albuquerque is here visiting his 
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Victor Perl and family. ¶ H.L. Taylor was in Santa Fe on business Monday. ¶ Mr. and Mrs. Howard La Mondi of Tonque were here visiting Mr. and 
Mrs. Victor Perl Sunday. ¶ Mrs. Horace Wilder and Mrs. Sidney Johnson were Santa Fe visitors Sunday. ¶ Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Nieto and.. [SFNM] 

1946-1947; Accounts Payable, Vouchers, Collister, Douglas [A&CCC Records, Zimmerman Lib] 

 
Charles Collom    - of Black HawkCO, Ortiz Mine grant, Hillsboro 



1877October16; The Old Placers. During the summer there has been some excitement relating to the placer mines in this Territory, and some investigation 

into their extent and richness. Mr. Chas Collum of Black Hawk, Colorado, and and James McMasters of this city, returned this week from several 
weeks investigation in the Old Placer Mines, some thirty miles south of Santa Fe. They took with them a gold saving machine brought from Black 

Hawk, Colorado, for the purpose of testing the machine, and also testing the richness of the mines. ¶ The Machine is constructed on the principle of the 

jig, wherein the gold is washed from the dirt by water, with the additional apparatus for saving the waste water and returning it to the machine. It is the 
universal testimony, of all who have seen this machine work that it will save all the gold in the dirt, no matter how fine it may be. It will no only save 

the gold, from a few pansful, but will run for a day or a week and retain all the gold. It requires steam or horse power to run it, and has a capacity of 

running through from 20 to 30 tons of dirt per day. In this amount of dirt, with proper appliances for saving the water, the waste would not be more 
than from 10 to 15 barrels. This would necessitate a daily supply of the amount of water lost by absorption, evaporation and leakage. Abundant water 

can be found in the old placers to supply this machine, but dirt is not rich enough to be worked successfully by any washing machine of a limited 

capacity or by any other method than by ground sluicing with a good head of water. The mines are extensive and a pan of dirt taken up from any place 
will show a color of gold. It is estimated that over a large extent of country the gold will average a half a cent to the pan. This would prove 

tremendously rich with a good head of water brought in by by a ditch or through pipes. In many places there has been found small deposits, or pockets 

which were very rich and which have been heralded abroad as typical of the mines, but these deposits have soon been worked out, and the miner has 
taken his pan or rocker and moved to a new place in search of riches. By this means the whole surface of the country has been worked over in spots, 

the rich places found and worked out. It is the opinion of these gentlemen, that the only successful method of working the old placers is to bring water 

into them sufficiently abundant for ground sluicing: then it will pay bigger than anything in the world. ¶ Mr. Collum’s machine is built upon a common 
sense principle, but as it is said of limited capacity, it requires very rich dirt to make it pay. With dirt averaging two cents to the pan, or even less, Mr. 

Collum is confident that it can be made to pay largely. [SFDNM] 

1877October16; Jicarilla Mines. Messrs. Chapman and Teats of this city, but recently returned from these placers. They there tested the dry washers 

thoroughly. The dry machines are not a success. They will save all the gold from the few first pansful, but after that the rifles fill up, and the gold is 

carried up with the dirt. But these gentlemen are confident that there is ground in the Jicarillas, which will pay more than two cents in the pan, and it is 

not of limited area either. Then it would seem that Collum’s machine should be tested in the Jicarillas. We hope it will be done. It will require no great 
outlay to make the experiment. If it is a success it will be a good thing for the country and the experimenter, if not, no great harm will be done. 

[SFDNM] 

1890November21; Messrs. Kuhn & Collom are now located at Hillsborough, New Mexico, where they direct the Rustler to be mailed to them. They are good mining men and 
will work hard to help develop properties around Hillsborough. [The Cerrillos Rustler Vol.III No.19] 

1891June5; The Chloride Black Range says: “Kuhn Bros. & Collom exhibit some nice bornite ore which they are taking from the Comet, adjoining the Silver Monument. [The 
Rustler v.III n.48] 

 

COLONIAL MINING COMPANY    - Silver City 
1895November11; Alvin F. Sortwell and G. Goepper, of Cambridge, Mass., two of the principal stockholders of the Colonial Mining company, Mogollon 

district, are now at the mine to inspect the property and determine the course to be pursued in future development and working of the property. 
[SFDNM] 

1895November20; There is a much more cheerful feeling pervading all mines in the camp since the visit of Messrs. Sortwell and Goepper, who represent 

the eastern stockholders of the Colonial Mining company at Silver City. …Besides infusing new life about the workings of the Maud S., these gentlemen 
started work upon the old Grey Hawk mine, which they have taken hold of under lease and bond from Trailer & Shannon, the owners. [SFDNM] 

1896August7; The Maud S. mine, belonging to the Colonial Mining company, Mogollon district, is not showing up as well in free milling ore as at last 

reports. [SFDNM] 

1896August20; Sad Disaster At Mogollon Prosperous Mining Camp in Socorro County Visited by a Destructive Cloud-Burst. …John Knight, a miner, of 

Georgetown, was drowned. Twenty others are reported missing, but so far only two bodies, Thomas Knight and an unknown Mexican, have been 

recovered. …The property of the Colonial Mining company, of Boston, Mass., has suffered to a large extent… The Deep Down Mining company, of 
Kansas City, lost its main office and assay office. …Advices from Graham, state that about 4 o’clock yesterday a cloud-burst on the mountain side 

caused a flood at the Confidence mine belonging to the Helen Mining company, of Denver. [SFDNM] 

1897October8; The Maud S. mill belonging to the Colonial Mining company still remains shut down. [SFDNM] 
1898July26; In case No.813, R.R. Lee, appellant, vs. Colonial Mining Company, appellee, appeal from Socorro county, a motion to affirm judgment of 

lower court was passed until tomorrow. A.A. Freeman for appellant, J.G. Fitch for appellee. [SFNM]   

________________________________________________________________ 

 * Colorado * 
Colorado, Arizona Copper Belt Gold M.C. see Arizona, Colorado Copper Belt Gold M.C. 
 

COLORADO COAL & IRON COMPANY    - PuebloCO 
1880s Railroad magnate William Jackson Palmer's Colorado Coal and Iron Company created the Bessemer steel plant.  

1882September15; Mr. Paul Langhammer was an arrival in Albuquerque from New Placers yesterday. Mr. Langhammer has been for the last several weeks 
been visiting and inspecting the mining camps in the territory north of here, his mission being one of much importance to mine owners. Mr. 

Langhammer is a thorough and practical smelter, his experience having princally bim in the treatment of copper and iron ores. He is now connected with 

the Northwestern Reduction Works, located at Chicago. Wishing to obtain a larger amount of copper ore for smelting, this concern has commissioned 
him to visit New Mexico, examine its copper properties, and if they are found to be sufficiently developed and near enough to the railroad for fair 

transportation facilities to be obtained, to contract for a steady supply of ore – two car loads a day. In addition to this business Mr. Langhammer has 

been requested by the Colorado Coal and Iron company to make an investigation while in the territory of its iron possibilities and report to the company. 
This he has agreed to do. ¶ Speaking to a “Reviewer” to-day, Mr. Langhammer expressed himself as being little satisfied with the results of his visits so 

far as copper is concerned. He has found good copper, he says, but the mines are not developed sufficiently to allow of their becoming ore producers 

immediately. He visited San Pedro and Golden and was not satisfied with the outlook there entirely. The Big Copper mine he examined and was 
favorably impressed with, but he thinks that manager McGee doesn’t understand the character of the ore and doesn’t know how to handle it. ¶ At 

Bernalillo Mr. Langhammer was cared for by Nathan Bibo, Esq., who took him in charge and drove him out to Golden, the mining points between the 

two towns being examined on the way. Three miles west of Golden a fine deposit of iron in the Sandias was met with, with which Mr. Langhammer was 
well pleased, but no satisfactory copper exhibit was seen. ¶ The Colorado Coal & Iron company, Mr. Langhammer states, has in contemplation the 

location of iron works at some point in the territory which will be used as a feeder to their steel rail works at Pueblo. – Albuquerque Review. [SFDNM]    



1891September11; S.S. Murphy, general manager of the Colorado Coal & Iron company, is here from Pueblo. He last night held a conference with Mayor 

Thornton, during which the mayor took occasion to post himself on the cost, freight charges, etc., of water pipes. [SFDNM] 
 

COLORADO COAL, IRON & FUEL COMPANY    - Hanover 
1899June26; Grant County. J. Schlosser, who owns the Humboldt mine, made a discovery of high-grade copper ore on his property at Hanover almost on 

the same line with the great iron ore bodies worked by the Colorado Coal, Iron and Fuel Company in adjoining mines. [SFNM] 

 

COLORADO CONSOLIDATED COAL MINING & MERCANTILE COMPANY    - Rio Arriba co. 
1899August12; New Coal Company. Will Mine Both Coal and Alum in Rio Arriba County. Herman H. Hansberg, secretary of the Colorado Consolidated 

Coal Mining & Mercantile company, writes to the New Mexican from Vallecitos, Rio Arriba county, that the company will soon be incorporated under 

the laws of New Mexico with a capitalization of $500,000… Joseph M Goldenberg has gone to New York to purchase a stock of goods for the 
company. [SFNM] 

 

COLORADO COPPER MINING COMPANY 
1901November21; The Colorado Copper Mining company has notified Territorial Secretary J.W. Raynolds that it has changed its corporate name to The 

Deerborn Mining company. [SFNM] 
 

COLORADO FUEL COMPANY 
1883 John C. Osgood founded Colorado Fuel Company. 

1891July31; Says the Pueblo Metal Review. It has at last transpired that the Whitewater branch of the A.T.& S.F. in Grant county, N.M., is being built by 

parties in Boston and members of the Colorado Fuel Co., in connection with the owners of various iron mines in Hanover district, which is the 
objective point of the branch. The Colorado Coal & Iron Co. claims to have nothing to do with the enterprise. [SFDNM] 

1891November6; The Colorado Fuel Co., is becoming an important factor in our coal industry, and may become of much greater importance. [The Rustler, v.IV no.27] 
1891November20; D.C. Beaman, secretary Colorado Fuel Company, Denver Colorado, new Rustler subscriber. [The Rustler, v.IV no.29] 
1892January6; (Keresn to Manvel @Chicago) Kindly send me season pass for Mr. F.W. Risque, good over the Santa Fe System. His duties in connection with the Cerrillos 

Coal fields require him to visit different parts of NM; also Denver. …The ownership of the C.C.&I. Company is now almost universally conceded, and its authority 
respected. All the coal operators have leased, or applied for leases, save one. This single exception is the one back by the Colorado Fuel Company, and I am advised 
that they also have come to their senses and are now desirous of taking a lease. But it has been thought best to maintain an action at law against them, and compel 
them to account to the Company for the large amount of coal they have been taking; and also to make a proper example of them, they having gone in there and put up 
machinery for crushing coal after having been warned and notified not to do so. …It seems to me it would be wise to continue operation as at present, until the railway 
connection with the mines is completed. Then, of course, these operators under leases could be easily managed, either to go in and accept employment from the 
Company, or to get out coal at a rate per ton, as may be desired. The matter of looking after leases, collecting royalties &c., keeping the community in peace and good 
order, is all organized and can be carried forward with comparatively small expense until such time as the new organization may desire to assume larger operations. 
Presume this will not be done until railway connections with the mines are established. …The expense mainly, of conducting the affairs of the Company operated by 
leases, at present is as follows: F.W. Risque, General Manager, $5,000. per year. T.B. Catron, Attorney for the Co. 5,000. per year. W.P. Cunningham, designated as 
Sales Agt. 2,400. per year. The employment of Mr. Risque and Mr. Cunningham is for no stated time. The services of Mr. Catron were engaged for one year from Sept. 
15th, 1891. The royalty from leases will pay all expenses, and considerable more, and will all be accounted for and turned over as per contract. There will be no charge 
for any services performed by me. I will give all needful attention until such time as the property is put in shape, or you wish to take charge. …Mr. Cunningham was 
employed to be constantly on the alert at Cerrillos, and to close up all the old openings that were not being worked by the lessees, so that no damage could be done to 
the property by setting fire to that part of the mines, or anything of that kind, and to keep off all intruders or trespassers. Mr. Cunningham is also a lessee, and the 
wisdom of employing him to watch the interests of the Company’s property has been verified by a very satisfactory report received from him to-day. He is a man of 
influence in the community there, especially among the miners. What he has already done, although scarcely a month in the employ of the Company, I consider worth 
some years salary. [Elkins papers 750] 

1892January8; (Kerens to Elkins) Chandler could not come see him. Enclosed is letter to Thornton, Catron & Bartlett from Chandler. Colorado Fuel Co., Paul Morton, Vice-
president, is backing one of the major squatters, and has put up machinery for crusing anthracite. He is sending Risque out to their place tomorrow night. I am afraid 
Catron is putting himself in shape to make trouble for us with this deed that he has dug up. – 7Jan1892; Office of Cerrillos Coal & Iron Co., to Mr. T.B. Catron; I am glad 
you have the deed you speak of, which will clean up the whole ground of claims made against the Company. I hope you many secure that, and put the whole thing at 
rest for the Company. My suit pending here is against the Santa Fe Company and against Folsom, in the State Court. I did not bring it in the Federal Court for the 
reasons suggested in your letter. Yours truly, Jeff Chandler, Genl.Atty. [Elkins papers 752] 

1892January16; (Kerens to Elkins) Enclosed is Risque report. Paul Morton of Colo.Fuel Co. came by to see me and they will quietly drop Mr. Lucas and all others. [Elkins 
papers 764] 

1892April21; (Risque, General Manager, to Kerens, Pres CI&CCo) In July [1891] I found on the property squatting coal operators, some of whom had been in possession for 8 years… expected 

many more years of uninterrupted operations by virtue of the “want of harmony among the owners”, as hinted at by Catron and others, to whom they had applied for leases and who could not 
give them for this very “want of harmony”. Jas Lucas had received $6,500., in funds from the Colorado Fuel Company, and had their moral support… On October 6th, I served notice on every 
occupant of the property, warning all trespassers against damage or unauthorized use of the Company’s property. On November 6 th, I canvassed the operators for leases, and found decided 

opposition; only one, Cunningham, was reasonable, the balance talked defiance. [Elkins papers 797] 
1892 CC&IC and CFC merge to form Colorado Fuel and Iron. 

1894May20; Three hundred Colorado miners seized a train today and started for Trinidad to induce other miner to strike. The Colorado Fuel company has sent 150 armed 
men to the scene with orders to shoot if necessity demands. [14 Years Ago Today, digitalcommonsATutep] 

 

COLORADO FUEL & IRON COMPANY 
1879July19; During July, 1879, the AT&SF decided to utilize the coal from Madrid to fuel its locomotives in the New Mexico division, and to ship coal to its subsidiary steel 

mill at Pueblo, Colorado. To tie up the deposits, a sale of 585 acres of coal lands was made to the AT&SF by the Receiver’s Office in Santa Fe. These lands were a part 
of the Ortiz Grant, and litigation over the legality of the sale was to occupy considerable time in the courts. [Townley 1968 p.95 (citing item in SFNM p.2)] 

1881; The opening of iron blast furnaces at Pueblo, CO, in 1881 provided a market for large-scale iron mining. The Colorado Fuel & Iron Company, and the 

United States Smelting & Refining Company, which operated blast furnaces at Pueblo, were very active in developing iron mines in NM. [J.Park 
NMMiningHeritageGuide 2003] 

1888 -- The Palace Hotel built by Richard Green of San Pedro and N.Carolina @ SW corner Third & Main in Cerrillos (1827 stagecoach sta? 1885 Green had purchased this 
lot w.7-room house with proceeds from sale of Madrid coal mines to Colorado Iron & Fuel Co) <HM] 

1892; W.J. Palmer’s company merges with another to become the Colorado Fuel & Iron Company, and is run by former bookkeeper John C. Osgood 



1892 CC&IC and CFC merge to form Colorado Fuel and Iron. 

May 1892 a receiver had been appointed by the Court to sell at Public sale all the assets of the Cerrillos Coal Railroad with all mineral rights, mines, 
equipment, etc. June 3, 1901 W.C. Reid, Special Master, conveyed a deed and the lease from the Cerrillos Coal and Iron Company, dated May 16, 1892 

to the Cherokee & Pittsburg Coal Mining Company, Inc. for the sum of $460,000. February 15, 1899, the New Mexico Southern Pacific Railway 

Company changed its name to the Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railway Company, a Corporation, and the Cerrillos Coal and Iron Co. conveyed a 
deed to the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway Company and the Colorado Pacific Coal Mining Co., which leased to the Colorado Fuel & Iron 

Company all its holding at Madrid. [Motto 1973 p.8] 
1892October21; The coal mines of Santa Fe County were developed between 1893 and 1897 during which time the amount of coal mined increased from 20,000 tons to 

200,000 tons. The production decreased to about 100,000 tons in 1902. The principal mines at that time were the Cerrillos Bituminous No.27 mine, the Cerrillos 
Anthracite “A” 28 mine and the Cerrillos Anthracite “B” No.33 mine. These mines were operated by the Colorado Fuel and Iron Company which began working in NM 
on October 21, 1892. The Una del Gato coal mine and the Block coal mine were small producers in 1903 in StaFe County. [History of NM, Chas F. Coan, 1925, p.459] 

1892October21; Corporations Organized Under the General Incorporation Law, 1868-1904. Colorado Fuel and Iron Company. The (Colo.) Company. Date of filing Oct. 21, 
1892, 20yrs, Madrid, Capital stock 25,000,000 [NMBlueBook 1905, p.195] 

1895December; The Santa Fe emerged from bankruptcy as the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway in December 1895. Among the many tasks the new managers 
undertook was to lease for operation the several coal properties inherited from its predecessor. In August 1896, those in Colorado were leased to Colorado Fuel & Iron; 
in NM, the San Pedro Coal & Coke Company had been closed, leaving the railroad with half interest in the Raton Coal & Coke Company and its indirect ownership of the 
Cerrillos Coal Railroad Company. ¶ Even though the Santa Fe Railway had taken it over for $500,000 – a sizable discount from the Rail Road’s investment – in the 
reorganization, the Cerrillos Coal Railroad, on paper, was in default of its mortgage agreement. Further, by foreclosing, the Santa Fe could separate the railroad from the 
mining property and distance itself from the latter. ¶ As a step in that direction, the Cerrillos Coal Mining Company was incorporated on August 27, 1896. The owners of 
the NMMC, which owned the Ortiz Mine Grant, also owned Cerrillos Coal & Iron’s bonds (the AT&SF owned the stock) had agreed to give the Cerrillos Coal Mining 
Company permission to prospect for and mine coal on the balance of the Ortiz Mine Grant. That agreement paved a way to foreclose the CCR’s mortgage without 
protracted litigation. ¶ But Henry L. Waldo, the Santa Fe’s solicitor in NM, urged that the CCR’s mortgage not be foreclosed until the territorial supreme court had ruled 
on an appeal of a verdict, unfavorable to the mining company, in litigation stemming from the White Ash disaster. [JPHereford, TheCerrillosCoalRailroad, 8Feb2008 draft] 

1896; The Albuquerque and Cerrillos Coal Company (A&CCC) managed a coal mining operation in the area east of the Sandia Mountains where they established the 
company town of Madrid, New Mexico in southern Santa Fe County between 1906 and 1954. The mines at Madrid were actually in operation continuously between 1880 
and 1954. From 1880 to 1896, the Santa Fe Railroad leased the coal lands and associated mines. In 1896, they relinquished their lease rights to the Colorado Fuel and 
Iron Company (CF&I). CF&I operated the mines until 1906 when George Kaseman, an Albuquerque businessman, assumed their mining lease. Kaseman subsequently 
employed Oscar Huber as his general mine foreman to oversee the daily operations of the mines in Madrid until Kaseman's untimely death in 1938. At this time, Oscar 
Huber leased the property from the Kaseman estate and Santa Fe Railroad until his outright purchase of the coal lands and the town of Madrid, in 1947. The A&CCC 
ceased to operate in 1954, due primarily to decreasing demands for coal as use of natural gas skyrocketed. Oscar Huber remained in Madrid until 1961, when he 
returned to Albuquerque. After this time, the town of Madrid, including both homes and businesses that were owned by the A&CCC were sold, part and parcel. 

1896 – AT&SF leases Madrid coal operations (since 1880) to Colorado Fuel & Iron Co of Pueblo CO 
 [1894] Approx. start for 50 beehive coking ovens @ Waldo by Colorado Fuel & Iron; deactivated in 1930s 
1896August29; The New Coal Deal. South Santa Fe County Mines Sold to the A.,T.&S.F. for Half a Million Dollars. Under a new deal the Colorado Fuel & 

Iron company has assumed control of all A.,T.&S.F. coal interests in Colorado and east of Raton mountains, and the A.,T.&S.F. coal department will 

henceforth confine its operations to New Mexico coal properties. ¶ It is announced that the A.,T.&S.F. has finally acquired absolute title to the great coal 

measures near Cerrillos, in south Santa Fe county, purchasing from S.B. Elkins, R.C. Kerens and T.B. Catron for $500,000. [SFDNM] 
1896September16; Alex Snedden, who for several years has occupied a responsible position with the C.F.&I.Co., at Engle, Colo., has been appointed 

general agent for the Cerrillos coal railroad in New Mexico with headquarters at Cerrillos. [SFDNM] 

1896September21; On Monday [21st] morning of this week an arrangement was put in force by which the Colorado Fuel & Iron company takes charge of 
all the coal product of the mines at Madrid. The mines will continue in operation under the old company, but from the time the coal is loaded into the 

railway cars it is in the hands of the Colorado Fuel & Iron company. Mr. Alex Snedden, coming here from Engleville, Colo., is on the ground as the 
agent of the new company. T.B. Butler, superintendent of the iron department of the Colorado Fuel & Iron company, has completed his labors here and 

will leave soon for his headquarters at Salida, Colo. – Cerrillos Rustler. [SFDNM] 

1897January16; Reasons Why Capt. Balue Insisted Upon Locating the Smelter of His Company at the Little Pittsburg. Day before yesterday the New Mexican had the 

satisfaction of printing exclusively the information that Capt. Balue, president and promoter of the Mary Mining & Smelting company, had secured a desirable site for his 

projected smelter at Cerrillos and that ground would doubtless soon be broken for the erection of the plant. This good news has inspired the Cerrillos Rustler to print the 

annexed readable and instructive article on the exceptional advantages of Cerrillos as a smelter point. ¶ The idea of locating and operating a smelter at Cerrillos is an old story. 

Those who have given the subject any attention have no hesitation in pronouncing favorably upon the project. Throughout the great southwest, which as a mining region is so 

rapidly coming into prominence, there is no location possessing so many natural advantages as a smelter point as this, and the erection and operation of a plant is a matter of 

very short time. ¶ At our doors is everything necessary to supply a large plant. Within two and a half miles from the town are extensive coal mines which furnish the very best 

western grades of both anthracite and bituminous coal. These mines employ several hundred men and are owned by the Santa Fe system, though at this time the output is 

controlled by the Colorado Fuel & Iron company. At Waldo station, one and a half miles west, are ovens constantly buring a good grade of coke; both of these are essential to 

a smelter and will be furnished and laid down at a lower price than at any other smelting point we know of. The supply of coal and coke without transportantion charge, other 

than a nominal charge for switching, is an advantage not enjoyed by any other company now operating, as far as we are able to learn. ¶ Lime is plentiful in the Ortiz and 

Tuerto mountains at a distance of twelve to fifteen miles south, an easy wagon haul down grade, over good roads. Lime can also be had along the line of the A.,T.&S.F. 

railway, between Lamy and Glorieta, not exceeding twenty-five miles distant. ¶ Good iron in exhaustible quantities can be obtained from the Ortiz and Tuerto mountains, 

within easy hauling distances. This ore carries a small value in gold, say from $3 to $4 a ton. ¶ The new placers district, which includes Golden and San Pedro; the Cerrillos 

district which includes the country adjacent to the town on the north, and the Cochiti district, thirty miles northwest, all look to this place as a prospective smelting point, and 

are in a position to furnish dry ores at once beyond the capacity of any one plant. We believe that the company commencing operations here will find it necessary to increase 

its capacity within the first six months, and it will be found best to put in power above present needs so that when this is done it may be done with little delay and without 

expensive changes. The dry ores are, some of them, what are called high grade, though low grades predominate, which will yield a profit when treated here, but will not bear 

heavy freight charges to Colorado or southern points. The Cochiti district is now and has been shipping to Pueblo. Under the recent advance in rates of from $2 to $2.50 per 

ton some of the shippers may be shut out, which only emphasizes the necessity of a smelter here and is another assurance of a liberal patronage. Again, while the supply of ore 

would be ample from the start, there are many claims in all the districts named which are not developed to any extent. Reduction works will stimulate the owners to efforts to 

make them producers, which will materially increase the supply. ¶ There are a number of lead ore properties, carrying silver, both on the north and south of Cerrillos; probably 

a sufficient amount of this class of ores could be furnished a smalter at once and development would increase the output. [SFDNM] 

1897May7; E.P. Brown, general agent of the Colorado Fuel & Iron company, headquarters at El Paso, is a guest at the Palace. [SFDNM] 
1898May9; Frank Young, of Denver, Colo., surveyor for the C.F.&I.Co., stopped over in Santa Fe yesterday and registered at the Claire. He is en route to 

California points. [SFNM] 

1898July16; It is reported that the Madrid coal mines will soon pass into the hands of the Colorado Fuel & Iron company. [SFNM] 
1898November22; The Colorado Fuel and Iron Company at Pueblo is completing an order for 30,000 tons of steel rails for the Santa Fe road. [SFNM] 

1898December7; The Santa Fe road claims to be hauling coal as fast as it is turned over to them by the Colorado Fuel and Iron Company. [SFNM]   



1898December28; The Santa Fe has ordered 100,000 tons of 72-pounds steel rails for delivery early in the year, enough to lay out 1,500 miles of road. Of 

this order the Colorado Fuel and Iron Company will furnish 15,000 tons. Practically the entire main line will be relaid with the new steel. [SFNM]  
1899March20; The Colorado Fuel & Iron Company has commenced operations on the iron-copper mines leased from the Hanover-Bessemer Iron 

Association and about 80 miners are now employed and ore is being regularly hauled to the depot. The present output of the mines is 100 tons per day, 

but the amount will shortly be increased to 200 tons per day. The ore is shipped to the Pueblo, Colo., smelters. [SFNM] 
1899March23; Mr. Tennant has been looking over Santa Rita camp, and is confident that that is destined to be one of the greatest copper mining centers, if 

not the greatest, in the southwest. The big Hanover mine is there; also, the valuable properties of the Hearst estate, the recently acquired iron properties 

of the Colorado Fuel & Iron Company, the noted Anson S. claim, and 14 claims lately purchased by Mr. Tennant for $130,000. [SFNM]   
1899April5; The Colorado Fuel & Iron Company, which has made arrangements to get a large and regular supply of iron ore from Grant county mines, will 

send much of the product back as heavy rails for the Santa Fe company, which will this year us 20,000 tons of rails from this company. Over 40,000 tons 

of rails were laid by the Santa Fe last year, mostly in Arizona and New Mexico. [SFNM]   
1899April27; The Colorado Fuel & Iron company has increased its daily shipments of iron ore to the Pueblo smelters to 100 tons. Another shipper sends 

100 tons daily. It is made direct into iron, and not used for fluxing. [SFNM] 

1899May31; Red River, N.M., May 22. – Thomas Crowe, foreman, and F.G. Raynor, storekeeper, for the Colorado Fuel and Iron Company, of Pueblo, 
Colo., were in camp yesterday, and made arrangements for a patent survey of the Gold Queen lode mining claim, in Long canon, in the Rio Hondo 

mining district. [SFNM] 

1899June7; Grant County. The Colorado Fuel & Iron company employes 40 mules and 60 horses hauling ore from Hanover to Santa Rita. [SFNM] 
1899July13; Grant County. The Colorado Fuel and Iron Company will erect a large adobe house for the accommodation of its employes. – The Eighty Six, 

owned by the Colorado Fuel and Iron Company, is turning out large quantities of high-grade iron ore. [SFNM] 

1899July20; Grant County. Gilchrist & Dawson have two shifts of men on their copper properties leased from the C.,F.&I. company, at Hanover. [SFNM] 

1899August23; The Colorado Fuel and Iron Company is arranging to make an exhibition at the Paris exposition, and has offered a prize of $100 for the best 

plan or suggestion for an exhibit. [SFNM] 

1899October5; Through June 30, 1899, the Cerrillos Coal Railroad’s loss totaled $279,590.86. Though at times earnings had been satisfactory, Santa Fe’s president E.P. 
Ripley characterized the company’s financial performance as “spasmodic.” Since its purchase by the Railway Company as part of the financial reorganization, the CCRC 
had returned a profit, but, writing to the Santa Fe executive committee, Ripley warned, “…there is no telling when we might encounter serious trouble, which would more 
than offset any earnings we have made. The mines are full of gas, and the property is altogether a highly dangerous one to operate, and for this reason alone I am 
anxious to get it off our hands.” An April 21st explosion in the Cook & White Mine, opened two years before to replace the burning White Ash, had taken more lives. ¶ 
Accordingly, during August 1899, Ripley offered to both CF&IC and the Maxwell Land Grant Company (which operated the Raton Coal & Coke Company) a ten-year 
lease of the Cerrillos field. The Maxwell company’s estimate that it could extract 300,000 tons annually for the duration of the lease convinced Ripley that, in the hands of 
an experienced operator, the coal field was capable of greater production at a lower cost than the CCRC had been able to achieve on its own. … Ripley found CF&IC’s 
bid much more favorable than he had anticipated; a lease, for ten years from October 5, 1899, was accordingly signed between the two companies. In addition to the 
real property owned by the CCRC, included were the fifty coke ovens at Waldo as well as the railroad from Waldo to Madrid. In consideration therefor, CF&IC was to pay 
$15000 quarterly, plus forty cents for each ton over 200,000 tons per year sold. [JPHereford, TheCerrillosCoalRailroad, 8Feb2008 draft] 

1899October16; The railroad has been completed to the Jim Thayer and Jim Thayer No.2 at Hanover, and the big mule teams owned by the Colorado Fuel 

& Iron Company were shipped back to Colorado. [SFNM] 
1899October16; Cerrillos Coal Outlook. Reports of Extensive Improvementws to Be Made. It is been an open secret for years tha the coal mines at Madrid 

were really controlled by the Colorado Fuel & Iron Company, and when the Denver papers announced several months ago that Andrew Carnegie, the 

Pittsburg Pa., steel and iron manufacturer, had probably secured possession of the controlling stock in the Colorado Fuel & Iron Company it was 
implied that he also secured control of the coal mines in southern Santa Fe county. ¶ Rumors which cannot be officially verified have it that great 

changes will be made very soon in the management of the coal mines, and that work is to be done in that district upon a much larger scale than 

heretofore, and that about a million dollars will be spent in improvements next year. [SFNM] 
1899October18; Last week the transfer of the property of the Cerrillos Coal Railroad company by the Colorado Fuel and Iron Company was finally made, 

and inaugurated a new policy in the management of the valuable property. Negotiations for the transfer of the property had been begun several times 

before, but were always wrecked when it came to considering the transfer of the Madrid Supply Company’s store, which the coal company desired to 
retain and which, on the other hand the intending purchasers wanted. Finally an agreement was made transferring the store with the mines. Mr. 

Kennedy believes that there will be more or less changes in officials at the mines. At present all the miners are employed although their wages are not 

considered very satisfactory by them. New seams will, however, be opened very soon that will give the miners larger earnings. They are paid by the car 
of 2,200 pounds and the nearer the surface that they will get the coal the more cars they will be able to put out. The new owners of the mines will as 

soon as possible employ about 100 more men and it is understood that the Santa Fe railroad will extend its sidings two miles. The seams which will be 

opened have all been located, work on them having been commenced by squatters, who were later bought out by the coal company. The proposed 
increase of mining operation will be of special benefit to Madrid, although Cerrillos, too, will gain by it. There will probably be a change in paying the 

men. Instead of receiving coupons as heretofore the men will be paid in scrip, which will be discounted at 5 per cent by outsiders taking it. The mines 

will remain in full operation during the winter, which is one advantage that New Mexico has over many other sections where the mines must close 
down during winter. Autumn and winter are generally the busiest season at the coal mines in this territory. The coke ovens are in full operation, and 

give employment to many men. [SFNM] 

1899October27; A Change at Madrid. J.G. Burdick, manager of the Madrid Supply Company, having resigned, will leave in a few days for Colorado, being 
succeeded by D.J. Jones, of Denver, who represents the Colorado Fuel and Iron Company, that has bought the coal mines and store at Madrid. [SFNM] 

1899November2; Litigation Concerning Coal Properties. Ex-Governor L.B. Prince, as attorney for the plaintiffs, to-day commenced action in the district 

court in a suit entitled Mateo Sena et al. vs. Francisco Mondrago, Solomon Luna, Cerrillos Coal and Iron Company, Colorado Iron and Fuel Company 

et al., for a partition of the Juana Lopez grant, south of the Galisteo river, in this county, and for an accounting of coal and other minerals heretofore 

sold from the grant. There are thirty-nine claimants to small portions of the grant who unite in bringing this suit. The coal mines of southern Santa Fe 
county that are being worked are situated on the grant. [SFNM] 

1899December28; After Two Corporations. Solicitor General E.L. Bartlett Intends to Make Them Comply with the Law. Solicitor General E.L. Bartlett this 

forenoon brought quo warranto proceedings in the district court for Santa Fe county against the Colorado Supply Company, and also against the 
Colorado Fuel and Iron Company. …The bill of complaint alleges that both concerns are doing business illegally in the territory, for neither has filed 

papers or charters of incorporation, nor notices of the appointment of a local agent in the office of the territorial secretary, as the statute requires. Both 

companies operate in the southern part of this county, the supply company conducting a general merchandise business at Madrid, and the fuel and iron 
company conducting coal mining operations near Cerrillos and Madrid. …It is also alleged that the Colorado Supply Company is merely a branch of the 

Colorado Fuel and Iron Company, and is conducting a company store on a basis prohibited by the statutes of the territory. [SFNM] 



1900; At the Lucas Mine, which CF&IC operated as the Anthracite “A” 28 Mine, the slope, by the summer of 1900, had been driven 2,600 feet into the coal. At that depth, 
mining approached an intrusive dike and the quality of the coal began to deteriorate. A diamond drill core showed good coal beyond the intrusion. Rather than drive the 
slope further, though, CF&IC began to retreat, pulling pillars. Output declined from 41,595 tons during fiscal year 1900 to 35,621 tons three years later. ¶ To replace the 
lost output, in the latter half of 1901, CF&IC opened a new mine about half a mile to the east, the Anthracite “B” 33 Mine. It was connected with the breaker at Madrid by 
a mile-long, 40-inch gauge surface tram. From only 1,516 tons during fiscal year 1901, output rose to 9,232 tons during 1903. But that was the last year of the mine’s 
production. Two years later, on October 10, 1905, as the last of slope pillars were pulled from the “A” 28 Mine, fifteen years of anthracite production at Madrid came to an 
end – for the time being. [JPHereford, TheCerrillosCoalRailroad, 8Feb2008 draft] 

1900January4; Fred W. Harrington, general counsel of the Colorado Fuel and Iron Company with offices in Denver, Colo., arrived last night and spent the 

day looking after legal business for his company. [SFNM] 

1900January9; Law Complied With The Colorado Fuel and Iron Company, incorporated under the laws of the state of Colorado in 1872 to-day filed a copy 
of incorporation papers at the office of territorial Secretary Wallace. The capital of the company is given at $25,000,000, and its principal place of 

business at Denver. It designates Madrid as its place of business in this territory, and Henry J. Elliott as local agent. The fee paid to Secretary Wallace 

for the territory by the company is $1,270. ¶ The Colorado Supply Company, a sub-corporation of the fuel and iron company, incorporated under the 
laws of Colorado, also filed incorporation papers at the office of the territorial secretary. The capital stock is $200,000. The directors are John C. 

Osgood, Dennis Sullivan, Samuel N. Wood, Julian A. Kebler and David C. Bowman. Madrid is designated as the place of business of the company in 

this territory, and Daniel P. Jones its local agent. The incorporation fee paid Secretary Wallace by the company for the territory is $86. [SFNM] 
1900January9; Officials of the Colorado Fuel and Iron company have given assurance that they can now supply Santa Fe with all the soft coal it may want 

and in a short time will slaod be able to supply it with hard coal. [SFNM] 

1900January22; [Cerrillos] A whole lot of new people are assembled about Madrid since the Colorado Fuel and Iron Company took hold. Cerrillos’ citizens 
are much pleased with them as neighbors, and extend to them the glad hand. [SFNM] 

1900January26; George Bowen, Esq., general manager of the Colorado Fuel & Iron Company, is in the capital and called on Governor Otero while here, 

having letters of introduction to the governor. – J.F. Welborn of Denver, general sales agent of the Colorado Fuel & Iron Company, and Joseph 
Chilberg, agent of the company at El Paso, were in the capital today and left for the south on the afternoon train. They are making arrangements to 

supply the Mexican Central railroad with coal. About 1,000 tons a day is to be furnished, part of the supply to go from Cerrillos. The Mexican Central 

is unable to get the Capitan Coal from Lincoln county, the Southern Pacific having a few days ago contracted for the entire output, whatever it may be. 
The Mexican Central is now getting coal via Tampico from West Virginia, and is also using wood. The local market at El Paso has been supplied with 

Capitan coal almost exclusively, of late, no Cerrillos coal being on sale there and Gallup furnishing but 10 per cent of the quantity El Paso used. The 

Southern Pacific has recently been buying coal at Pittsburg, floating it down the rivers to reach the guld terminal. [SFNM] 
1900January29; The handsome sum of $1,000,000 is the price at which the Colorado Fuel and Iron Company recently acquired from the Atchison, Topeka 

& Santa Fe company the coal mine and plant at Madrid, three miles from Cerrillos. The buyer assumed control October 5 last, and installed H.J. Elliott, 

an old and faithful employe from Colorado, as manager. Besides increasing the output of coal each month, Mr. Elliott has been engaged in making 
many improvements at the plant. Old buildings have been torn away and new ones erected; obsolete machinery cast aside for larger and more up-to-

date patterns and the great steam hoists, air compressors, etc., have been concentrated nearer the Cook & White and anthracite pits. At the former mine 

mule power is to be entirely done away with, and instead of hauling up hundreds of feet of incline trains of eight coal cars each, as at present, the 
“picks” will be “snaked out” by steam twenty at a time. Somewhat similar improvements are going on at the anthracite mine near at hand. It is [1or2 

lines missing] to see the train loads of black diamonds from this mine glide along the mountain hundreds of feet above you, going from the mouth of 

the pit to the breaker, nestling against the mountain side, to the height of eight stories. Dumped in at the top, the coal drops from story to story, passing 
through ponderous crushers, and finally slides into the freight cars of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe on the track far below, coming out in the shape 

of nut, egg or any size required. ¶ Since taking hold Manager Elliott has increased the output by over 2,000 tons per month, and is now shipping 12,000 

tons monthly. …Madrid is a typical modern coal village, neatly and compactly built up of one and two story frame dwellings; has two churches, 
Catholic and Methodist; a good school; and a population of 800. Upward of 350 men are at work in and about the mines. [SFNM] 

1900February8; The Colorado Fuel and Iron Company is erecting a building for a laboratory and offices at Fierro. [SFNM] 

1900March5; The iron mines at Santa Rita are shipping heavily, the product going to the Colorado Fuel and Iron Company, and it is found that as the 
workings get deeper more copper values come in great streaks of copper running through the mass of iron. The ore bodies all through the district are 

massive, and carry good values. [SFNM] 

1900March9; The Free Gold group seven miles west of Elizabethtown, on West Moreno creek, about 2,000 feet below the big flume, is attracting public 
attention. There are four claims, the Free Gold, the White Cat, the Creek and the Emerald. Two of the claims are patented. B.F. Groomer, of Trinidad; 

Dr. Lowry, of Sopria; Superintendent Merry, of the Colorado Fuel and Iron Company, and W. Atherton, of Elizabethtown, are the parties interested. 

[SFNM] 
1900April14; A Lockout At Madrid. All the Coal Mines Closed Down Yesterday Owing to a Threatened Strike. Special to the New Mexican. Cerrillos, 

April 14. – The Colorado Fuel and Iron Company closed down all the coal mines at Madrid yesterday and posted notices directing the men to bring out 

all their tools. The miners had decided to strike to-day for higher wages, and the lockout on the part of the company is in the nature of a first blow in the 
fight. It is not thought the mines will be closed for a great length of time, though the posted notices state that the suspension is indefinite. About 250 men 

are thrown out. [SFNM] 

1900April20; …the Gallup, the Aztec and the Black Diamond Company were combined in the Crescent Coal Company which was incorporated March 11, 1891 with a capital 
stock of $1,200,000. This company was the chief producer in the Gallup coal fields until 1900 when the property was sold to the American Fuel Company, a subsidiary 
of the Colorado Fuel and Iron Company, incorporated for $2,000,000 on April 20, 1900. This company bought the property of the Caledonia Coal Company in March, 
1906. [History of NM, Chas F. Coan, 1925, p.458-59] 

1900May19; Grant County. The Colorado Fuel and Iron Company keeps two big engines busy handling their output of ore, while about fifty men are given 

employment. Beside the two big cuts on Iron hill, the management has concluded to tap the deposits from the gulch lead by means of a big tunnel 

opposite West Fork, work upon which has already commenced. The tunnel is now in several hundred feet, or nearly directly under the railroad tracks on 
the switchback. In driving ahead, this tunnel will necessarily cut the big copper deposits from which Gilchrist & Dawson extracted considerable high-

grade ore last year. [SFNM] 

1900June6; The Colorado Fuel and Iron Company disbursed $25,000 in gold at its last pay day at Gallup. [SFNM] 
1900June15; At the mine accident which occurred in the Gibson mine at Gallup, two men were killed. They were John Calcatero and Charles Gracey. By 

the verdict of the coroner’s jury no one was blamed and the cause of the explosion was declared a mystery. …Both men were experienced miners. 

Calcatero leaves a wife and two children, Gracey a wife and five step-children, whose father, Densmore, was killed at the White Ash mine disaster at 
Madrid. The mine is owned by the Colorado Fuel & Iron Company. [SFNM] 

1900August29; Bernalillo County. The parties who are running a diamond drill for the Colorado Fuel and Iron Company, three miles north of Gibson, have 

reached a depth of 700 feet. The drill passed through several veins of coal. The lower vein will be reached at about 1,000 feet. [SFNM] 



1900August30; Grant County. By a recent order all the unmarried men employed by the Colorado Fuel & Iron company at Fierro have been laid off. They 

number about 50. [SFNM] 
1900September26; In Grant county the Colorado Fuel and Iron Company is working a force of men on its property east of the Anson S. mine on Union Hill, 

in the Fierro district, and is shipping four car loads of ore daily. [SFNM] 

1900October11; Grant County. The big tunnel of the Colorado Fuel and Iron Company at Fierro is in 400 feet, still the ore body has not been reached. 
[SFNM] 

1900December4; D.H. Elliott, superintendent of the coal mines of the Colorado Fuel and Iron company at Madrid, is a visitor in the city. [SFNM] 

1900December15; Several deals for coal properties in the southern part of the county not owned by the Colorado Fuel and Iron Company have been 
concluded, excepting a few minor details. These deals are a part of the movement which will lead to the speedy construction of the Santa Fe, 

Albuquerque & Pacific railroad. [SFNM] 

1901-1912, Colorado Fuel and Iron was one of the Dow Jones Industrials.  
1901January9; Miners At Madrid Go Out. A Sympathy Strike With the Union Strikers at Gallup. The men workin in the coal mines of the Colorado Fuel 

and Iron Company at Madrid, in this county, quit work last night without having received orders from Organizer Gehr to go out. It is believed the order 

will be given today. There is nothing new in the strike situation at Gallup. The miners of the American Fuel Company remain out and in all other mines 
the men are working as usual. [SFNM] 

1901January15; The Coal Strike A Fizzle. The Miners at Madrid Refused to Go Out Last Week. All danger of a general strike among the coal miners of the 

territory seems to be over. Organizer Gehr met a cold reception at Madrid. The miners of the Colorado Fuel and Iron Company there are making from 
$100 to $125 a month, and considered they had no grievances Gehr has gone to the coal camps in the northern part of the territory, hoping for different 

results, but in the meantime word comes from Gallup that the American Fuel company mines have resumed with a partial force of men and that at a 

miner’s meeting, held yesterday, the workmen of the mines refused to support a sympathetic strike. Their employers recognize organized labor, and they 

have no grievances. It looks as though the men who went out had lost, and must go elsewhere for employment. ¶ The Canavan mine near Gallup was 

closed Saturday and the men called out. A mass meeting is in favor of calling out the Clark and Caledonia mines, but no decision is arrived at. The men 

are awaiting instructions from President Mitchell on several points. Gallup is very quiet, and the men are sober and cheerful. Telegrams are pouring in 
from California and Arizona points calling for coal, but not a pound can go through, as the railroad confiscates everything to its own use. [SFNM] 

1901January16; Cerrillos Notes. There was some talk of a strike in the Colorado Fuel and Iron Company’s mines at Madrid last week, but the men 

concluded the wiser plan was to stick to their work for the present, as nothing would be gained by a strike at this time. – Cerrillos Notes. The Colorado 
Fuel and Iron Company has had a number of boiler makers at work for some time past doing repair work on the boilers at the old White Ash mine. One 

of the boilers has been placed at the pumping station, and the others in the new mine. [SFNM] 
1901February4; Between the coal miners’ strike and the needs of the Santa Fe railway, the average citizen who needs coal has but a poor chance. The 

railroad gobbles all the coal in sight, and the Colorado Coal and Fuel Company cannot furnish any to private consumers. Tough this on the average 

citizen, but he will have to stand it. [SFNM] 
1901February15; An official of the Colorado Fuel and Iron Company announces that the results of the company’s search for coal near San Antonio, 

Socorro county, have been eminently satisfactory. Drilling has been going on for some time, and the investigators are satisfied that coal exists in 

sufficient quantities to warrant the establishment of extensive works. …There is not at the present time a single ton of coking coal to be obtained in the 
territory. The small vein at Madrid has entirely run out, and the extensive works of the Colorado Fuel and Iron Company at that place are operated by 

means of coal brought from Colorado. [SFNM] 

1901February20; Special Cor. New Mexican. Cerrillos, N.M., February 18. – The Colorado Fuel and Iron Company has commenced today a pipe line from 
their works at Madrid to the new hard coal mine one mile away, to supply compressed air as motive power for the hositing and other machinery. This is 

an experiment, which, if successful, will obviate the necessity of a battery of steam boilers at the mine. A large force of men are at work in the mine and 

one the railway, which is being built to carry the coal to the breaker. ¶ During the pay day celebration here Saturday night two miners from Madrid got 
into a dispute, which ended by one of them shooting the other in the leg, inflicting a slight flesh wound and a good scare. [SFNM] 

1901February21; George W. Bowen, representing the Colorado Fuel and Iron Company, yesterday purchased 500 acres of coal land near Gallup from the 

United States government, paying $11,200 for the same to Receiver E.F. Hobart. [SFNM] 
1901April5; New York, April 5. – The Journal Advertiser says: A positive offer has been made for the control of the Colorado Fuel and Iron Company at 

prices above the present stock market quotations. …by interests claimed to represent the United States Steel Corporation. …The Colorado Fuel and Iron 

Company has an extensive iron and steel plant at Pueblo, Colo., and coal and iron mines in Colorado and New Mexico, which could be used for 
supplying the demand for steel and coal on the Pacific coast, and also to provide for export demands of the orient. [SFNM] 

1901May18; Sold For $460,000. The Property of the Cerrillos Coal Railroad Company Goes to a New Corporation. The master’s sale of the property of the 

Cerrillos Coal Railroad company took place this noon at the court house by Special Master W.C. Reid of Las Vegas. The Cherokee & Pittsburg Coal and 
Mining company of Topeka, Kas., was the only bidder and bid in the property for $460,000. The sale took place under a judgment and execution in the 

foreclosure suit of Walter E. Hodges, as trustee, vs. The Cerrillos Coal Railroad company. The judgment was for $813,696.54. The property of the 

company is situated in southern Santa Fe county and consists of a spur of railroad 6.51 miles long, from the main line of the Santa Fe line to the coal 
mines of the company at Madrid. The coal lands and mineral lands of the company cover about 52,000 acres. ¶ The sale also includes all the mining 

machinery, buildings; etc., of the Cerrillos Coal Railroad company. ¶ The purchasers, the Cherokee & Pittsburg company, recently incorporated with 

$500,000 capital. Its directors are Edward Wilder, G.F. Parmelee, A.S. Johnson, J.P. Griswold and J.R. Mulvane of Topeka; and W.B. Strong, I.T. Burr, 
G.L. Goodman, O.A. Glazier, George O. Manchester and C.A. Higgins, of Boston. Colonel R.E. Twitchell was appointed New Mexico agent and Las 

Vegas, New Mexico, was designated as headquarters of the new company in New Mexico. The names of the directors indicated that the new company 

will be in entire harmony with the Santa Fe Railroad company and the Colorado Fuel & Iron company which has leased the coal mines, ets., will 

continue to operate the property. [SFNM] 

1901July3; In the case of the Colorado Fuel & Iron Company vs. The United Mine Workers’ Union of America, which grew out of the strike of the coal 

miners at Gallup, and which was to have been heard on a change of venue from Bernalillo county by Judge McFie yesterday, has been postponed until 
Friday on account of the absence of witnesses for the defense. [SFNM] 

1901July8; Judge McFie on Saturday afternoon handed down a decision in the case of the Colorado Fuel & Iron company against the United Mine Workers 

of America, growing out of the violent action of a number of the striking coal miners at Gallup, who sought to interfere with the working of the mines 
of the plaintiff company. Judge McFie granted an injuction enjoining all those whom the testimony showed had actually participated in violence of 

some degree or another from interfering with the working of the company’s mines or preventing it from securing laborers. It dissolved the injunction 

against the citizens of Gallup, who had been included in the temporary injunction, having not been participants but merely sympathizers with the Union 
strikers. The case was tried on a change of venue from Bernalillo county and was decided on testimony submitted by the plaintiffs, the defense having 

no witnesses at the hearing. [SFNM] 



1901August12; The Cerrillos Coal & Iron Company Elected Officers Today. A stockholders meeting of the Cerrillos Coal & Iron company was held at the 

First National bank in this city. The property of the company was leased to the Colorado Fuel & Iron company. The following directors were elected: 
E.P. Ripley, O.B. Jenssen, E. Wilder, R.E. Twitchell, F.C. Fox and R.J. Palen. The following officers were elected: President, E.P. Ripley; vice 

president, O.B. Jenssen; secretary and treasurer, E. Wilder. [SFNM] 

1901September18; The new breaker and switcher being put in by the Colorado Fuel and Iron company at Union Hill, Grant county, are nearing completion. 
When completed the shipping capacity will be double what it now is. [SFNM] 

1901October22; The Colorado Fuel & Iron company employs a large force at their Union Hill workings at Fierro, Grant county, and the output of ore is 

proportionately large. [SFNM] 
1901November20; The Santa Fe Central Railroad company, it is understood, has secured control of all the coal lands in southern Santa Fe county except 

those owned by the Colorado Fuel and Iron company. There are but a few more sections open to entry. – Work has been temporarily suspended on Iron 

Hill at Fierro. All the employes of the Colorado Fuel and Iron company were transferred to Union Hill on which work is being pushed vigorously. The 
usual shipment of ore to Pueblo of twenty carloads a day is being made regularly. The shortage of cars has been remedied. [SFNM] 

1902; NY investor John D. Rokefeller, St., buys $6million worth of CF&I stocks and bonds 
1902; The Cook & White was operated by CF&IC as the Cerrillos Bituminous Mine, where 65 men were employed underground. By 1902, three slopes had been driven on a 

15-degree incline 2,930 feet into the coal. To dispel methane gas, the mine was ventilated by two exhaust fans. Similar precautions in the anthracite mine, prompted the 
territorial mine inspector to comment, “…these mines are as safe as if no gas were present, and they will continue to be as long as the same vigilance is exercised as 
now.” ¶ Despite the vigilance, though, on February 2, 1903, two men died when a fire broke out in the Bituminous Mine. To extinguish the fire, stoppings were erected 
and the mine’s lower workings were flooded; twenty days elapsed before the bodies of the two victims could be recovered. Even the, the mine inspector detected 
methane gas leaking through the stoppings. Visiting the mine on April 23, 1902, the mine inspector determined, through measuring the temperature of escaping gases, 
that the fire had been extinguished. Still, another three years elapsed before CF&IC made any effort to reopen the flooded portion of the mine. ¶ In the interim, mining in 
the Cerrillos Bituminous was confined to the upper workings. Production accordingly was restricted. During the fiscal year ended June 30, 1901, net output from the mine 
amounted to 64,362 tons; for the twelvemonth ended June 30, 1903, that amount fell to 47,506 tons. The mine inspector commented, “The demand for this coal far 
exceeds the supply, the coal being of superior quality, a limited working area restricting the production. The product is sold in NM, CO, TX, AZ, and CA, and is shipped 
via Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railroad [sic]. There is little probability that the product of this mine will be increased during the coming year, but after the damage 
done by the fire of February, 1902, shall have been repaired and the lower entries reopened an increased production may be looked for.” ¶ When CF&IC began to 
reopen the mine’s lower levels, shots fired at quitting time on the evening of December 23, 1905, ignited another fire. Because the 23rd was a Saturday, the fire was not 
discovered until the morning of the 25th. The blaze was fought for 48 hours before CF&IC’s general manager, John Kebler, ordered the mine closed. Several explosions 
ensued. The mine then was flooded to a point 850 feet above where the fire had originated. But when an attempt was made to reopen the mine in March 1906, a fire was 
discovered in the third level. After a subsequent reopening attempt found the fire still burning, the mine was closed indefinitely. [JPHereford, TheCerrillosCoalRailroad, 
8Feb2008 draft] 

1902February3; The Colorado Fuel and Iron Company are now shipping fifteen carloads daily from Fierro. As soon as the new loading machine, which the 

company are about to install is in place, the output will be greatly increased. [SFNM] 
1902February5; May Cause Coal Famine If the Burning Mine at Madrid Long Remains Closed. Fans To Start Tomorrow But If They Revive the Flames 

the Flooding Process Will Have to be Resumed Which Will Damage the Mine Considerably. Special to the New Mexican. Cerrillos, Feb. 5. – There are 

no new developments regarding the Cook and White coal mine fire at Madrid. The principal operating officials of the Colorado Iron and Fuel Company 
and the territorial mine inspector were on the ground Monday and Tuesday, but most of them left last night. ¶ The fans are to be started up slowly 

tomorrow morning and at night men will go down the main slope and into the entries as far as possible to ascertain the condition of the mine. If, 
however, the starting of the fans gives evidence of starting up the fire again, as can be determined by watching the air shafts for smoke the mine will be 

closed again and the process of flooding and smothering will be resumed. ¶ The Cook and White mine furnishes all the Cerrillos soft coal shipped from 

this district and if it is closed for any length of time it may have the effect of causing a coal famine in many places dependent upon that product for fuel. 
This is not likely to happen, however, as it is believed the accident will cause only a few days longer delay, though it will, of course, throw the company 

considerably behind with its orders. It is not supposed the two unfortunate miners who were imprisoned in the mine can be reached for several days. 

They were between 3,000 and 4,000 feet from the main slope and in what is now the most dangerous part of the mine. [SFNM] 
1902February11; William Bowen of Trinidad, Colo., representing the Colorado Fuel and Iron Company, is in Santa Fe today on business. [SFNM] 

1902February19; The Catalpa mine, operated by the Colorado Fuel & Iron Company, near Gallup, has closed for an indefinite length of time. All the 

miners were discharged and have left the camp. …The reason given by the company’s manager here for this curtailment of production is that there is 
no demand for the coal, since oil is being used in the locomotives west of Gallup. [SFNM] 

1902February22; But little progress has been made in the drilling for coal near Engle, Sierra county, at the point where artesian water was struck six weeks 

ago. …but work is to be continued until the Colorado Fuel and Iron Company is satisfied as to the nature of the coal deposits and their size. [SFNM] 
By 1903 Colorado Fuel and Iron Company was largely owned and controlled by John D. Rockefeller and Jay Gould's financial heirs. While it came to 

control many plants throughout the country, its main plant was a steel mill on the south side of Pueblo, Colorado.  

1903; Rokefeller buys more CF&I, and accepts resignation of John C. Osgood 
1903-04; strike called by UMWA; CF&I accused of brutality.  

1903; The mines are operated by the Colorado Fuel and Iron Company, whose tracks reach the workings, giving employment to several hundred men, and 

producing annually about 250,000 tons of coal worth $450,000. The company also operates a large coke-making plant near the mines, and finds a ready 
market for its product in Colorado, New Mexico, and Texas. A fine electric plant for the purpose of generating the transmitting power to operate the 

mines and mills in the Cochiti district is located at Madrid, where the vast accumulation of slack affords an unlimited quantity of cheap fuel. [Report of 

the Governor of New Mexico to the Secretary of the Interior 1903, p.198] 

1903May25; John W. Sullivan, engineer of the plant of the Colorado Fuel and Iron Company at Madrid, was in the city yesterday. [SFNM] 

1903September19; W.H. Hahn of Albuquerque, agent for the Colorado Fuel and Iron company in Albuquerque and in this city, is in town today attending to business affairs. 
[SFNM] 

1903November5; No Coal Famine Feared; W.H. Hahn Does Not Expect Serious Trouble From Strike. – Madrid Miners Satisfied. W.H. Hahn, the New Mexican agent for the 
Colorado Fuel and Iron Company, does not expect any serious trouble over the fuel situation, even should the threatened strike in the Colorado mines be called. ¶ Mr. 
Hahn has just returned from a trip to Madrid and believes that there will be no strike there. The miners seem satisfied with their condition and some of them are making 
money. One Italian miner is known to have earned $135 during the past month, in addition to his living expenses. New Mexico is not threatened with a coal famine 
even should a strike occur, for the dealers are well supplied and could furnish their customers with coal up to February at least. [SFNM] 

1905; Declining production of coal from Madrid, in the early years of the twentieth century, eventually began to make itself felt. During the winter of 1904-1905, towns in 
central NM, especially, but as far away as Douglas AZ, experienced shortages of the fuel, a coal “famine,” as other producers at Gallup, Raton, and in CO were occupied 
filling orders from their established customers. One consequence is that the Carthage field, where after the Santa Fe’s withdrawal only a few small mines had operated, 
began to revive. ¶ In Abq, the owners of a major coal retailer, the Hahn Coal Company, were sufficiently alarmed at the prospect of losing their closest supplier to 



consider operating the mines themselves. Accordingly, W.H. Hahn, the company’s president, asked CF&IC, about subleasing the Madrid properties. Receiving a 
favorable response, he organized a new company to operate the mines, the Albuquerque & Cerrillos Coal Company. [JPHereford, TheCerrillosCoalRailroad, 8Feb2008 
draft] 

1905-06 Colorado Fuel & Iron Co., coal mines @ Madrid – supt. Lamb [Business Directory, The Gazetteer Pub.Co.] 

1905June12; [to Commissioner of Pensions, WashDC] …property of Richard Green; Lots 1&2, block 18, Los Cerrillos. Lots 6&7, block 12; Lots 3&4, 

block 18; …I made inquiry as to this when at Los Cerrillos, and from several persons from time to time since I was there some weeks ago and all agree 
that the town is practically dead and abandoned, as a result of the closing of the smelter and diverting the business of what mines are yet in operation 

from that place. All of the mines near there are closed. Formerly some of the coal mines at San Pedro, about 20 miles distant, transacted most of the 

business in Los Cerrillos, but a few years ago this property came into the posession of a company, the Col. Iron and Fuel Co., I believe, a rail road was 
constructed in that vicinity, and commissary stores established, and now no benefit whatever accrues therefrom to Los Cerrillos. The town never had any 

reason for existence save as a result of these mining operations. It is in a practically barren country as relates to agricultural pursuits. I walked all over 

the town and looked at it good, and noted the condition of business houses and affairs generally. The business houses and resident houses indicate that 
formerly it was rather a flourishing little town, but now it is practically deserted, and on every hand are vacant buildings of each kind and there is very 

little business in progress. There is no longer even a drug store in the place. There are a few stores, and saloons, and a livery stable owned by the son-in-

law of this claimant. There is a large hotel building closed. Formerly there were other boarding establishments, but they are closed. This claimant now 
conducts the only boarding place there that I could learn of. She has a few regular boarders, amongst them the saloon men, and now and then a traveling 

man appears. These are the chief sources of her patronage. I stopped at her hotel, and did not make my business known until after dinner, and she was 

hard at work in the kitchen doing the cooking. That building, “The Palace Hotel”, referred to in the assesment record as lots 1 and 2, block 18, is a two 
story, stone building, containing 34 rooms. It is furnished in a comparatively comfortable manner for a hotel in such a place. Originally it cost not less 

than $5000.00. It was worth that amount when the town was flourishing, but now unless one should desire it for a residence, it would appear to be a bad 

investment for $1000.00. I saw the other two houses. They are small frame buildings, and both were vacant. I have no doubt the claimant stated the truth 
as to the mail contract. She states that she turned it over last Nov. to her son-in-law, the only consideration being that he should buy her stock and 

wagons, which he did for the sum of $400.00. I saw him and he corroborated her statement. ¶ As to a reasonable income from her property, it is doubtful 

whether she could rent it for any consideration, because there are so many vacant houses there upon which insurance can not be had because not 
occupied, that the few people who may care to occupy a house there may do so for practically nothing, in order that insurance may be had on the 

property, and as to the hotel, there is not sufficient business there to offer any inducement to one to attempt that pursuit. …I saw her husband, and he is 

an invalid, and practically unable to walk about, though he was up and hobbling about with a stick. I understand he is a constant source of expense. He is 
certainly not able to do any business. …W.A. Pless, Special Examiner. [per P.Brown, Green papers Oct2010] 

1906; In 1896 the AT&SF Railroad leased the Madrid operation to the CF&IC. The CF&I was the largest customer for Madrid coal, and was a holding of the AT&SF Railroad. 
After the fire in the Cook and White mine in 1905, CF&I decided to let the lease lapse and close the operation. A customer of CF&I in Albuquerque relied on Madrid for 
the coal he sold at retail in Albuquerque. George Kaseman, then doing business as the Hahn Coal Company, approached the CF&I for permission to sub-lease the 
property from them. ¶ The agreement was made, and Oscar Huber was made Kaseman’s sole representative at the mines [ref Huber; The Story of Madrid]. Huber 
traveled from Abq to Madrid daily to observe operations. In 1919 the Huber family moved to Madrid. They resided in the same house until 1953, and Oscar Huber 
remained in control of the mines until they were finally closed in 1953. [Townley 1968 p.101-102] 

1906 – Colorado Fuel & Iron sells out to George Kaseman of Albuquerque & Cerrillos Mining Company 
1907; to stanch CF&I losses, Rockefeller assigned it a minder, LaMont M. Bowers, who scorned “muckrakers, labor disturbers and the milk and water preachers and 

professors.” He stortened lunch breaks in the office and reduced the miners’ living standard, and even reduced the bribes to politicians, and made CF&I profitable again. 
1908; A&CCC specialized in producing coals for the domestic market. CF&IC’s closing of the White Ash Mine had interrupted the deliveries of bituminous coal from the field, 

so that the Santa Fe began to depend upon the Raton and Gallup fields for its locomotive fuel. Raton Coal & Coke’s ability to supply coal during a 1903 strike further left 
the railroad’s operating department favorably disposed to the Raton mines, even after they were sold to St. Louis, Rocky Mountain & Padific in 1906. Thus, the railroad 
relied on Gallup coal for its line between Abq and Winslow AZ, and on Raton coal for its line between Raton and El Paso, plus the Belen Cut-off. ¶ As locomotive fuel, 
the AT&SF purchased mine-run coal. Mine-run sales of course reduced the tonnage of screened coal a mine could place on the market. A&CCC, except to the extent it 
sold mine run to customers other than the railroad, was able to screen its coal as necessary to produce and ship for domestic consumption. ¶ The 1908 opening of the 
Santa Fe’s Belen Cut-off gave the coal company entry into West Texas markets. If production costs could be lowered, Cerrillos coal could expect to compete profitably in 
the area. To that end, A&CCC convinced Cherokee & Pittsburg to equip the mines with electrical machinery. The lessor expended some $76,000 on the project, to which 
A&CCC added $25,000 in other improvements. [JPHereford, TheCerrillosCoalRailroad, 8Feb2008 draft] 

1909October9; CF&IC’s lease from Cherokee & Pittsburg expired on October 9, 1909; four days earlier, effective the 5th, A&CCC leased the property directly. Included in the 
lease was the Waldo-Madrid spur, amounting to 4.45 miles of main line, 13,831 feet of sidings at Waldo, and 9,133 feet at Madrid. Also included in the lease were the 
fifty coke ovens. Never operated by A&CCC, the ovens subsequently were dismantled. [JPHereford, TheCerrillosCoalRailroad, 8Feb2008 draft] 

1910; a CF&I explosion kills 79 miners 
1913; United Mine Workers decides to unionize southern CO; Rockefeller’s (Jr. by now) CF&I raises pay 10%, paid twice a month, abolished scrip, instituted an 8-hour day, 

allowed check-weighmen, and made the company store optional – and hired Baldwin-Felts Detective Agency 
1913September; miners strike, abandoning company facilities and moving mostly to rented land at Ludlow, building a tent city called White City. 
1914 strike culminated in the infamous Ludlow Massacre at Ludlow Depot, on the Colorado and Southern Railroad which was near several coal mines.  

1914April; in Colorado there was a massacre of workers and their families, employees of Rockefeller-owned Colorado Fuel and Iron Co. UMW organizing 

the workers into a union and Rockefeller refused to recognize the union. 9,000 miners went on strike (70% of workforce). Ludlow was a company town. 
1916; Colorado Fuel & Iron Company blast furnace at Pueblo, CO began operation. [J.Park NMMiningHeritageGuide 2003] 

1916; Boston Hill is the largest manganese deposit in NM. Between 1883 and 1908, the Boston Hill mines produced 87,000 tons of ferruginous manganese 

ore, which was sent to local smelters (apparently used as a flux). The mines reopened in 1916 to supply the Colorado Fuel & Iron Company steel plant 
in Pueblo. [J.Park NMMiningHeritageGuide 2003] 

1931August15; NEW MEXICO ¶ The Colorado Fuel & Iron Company of Pueblo, Colorado, has cancelled its lease on the Silver Spot mine at Silver City, New Mexico, and is 
removing the equipment. The company at this time is not operating any New Mexico property.  [THE MINING JOURNAL] 

1982 steel-market crash caused the demise of the company. After going through several bankruptcies, the company was acquired by Oregon Steel Mills and 

recently changed its name to Rocky Mountain Steel Mills. Oregon Steel was acquired Jan2007 by Evraz Group SA, a Russian steel corporation, for 
$2.3 billion. 

as of 1965; Colorado Fuel & Iron Co., Fierro, NM. Grant. Office: Denver. Jim Fair Group. Jones 1904. [Directory of Mines in New Mexico, Lucien A. File] 
Waldo Coke Ovens; HPD#746 StateRegisterdate 24Aug1979  
 



COLORADO GOLD MINING COMPANY    - Tres Piedras 
1900June11; The Colorado Gold Mining company notified Secretary Wallace that it has appointed R.W. Taudy of Tres Piedras, Taos county, its resident 

agent for New Mexico. [SFNM] 

 

COLORADO IRON WORKS    - Denver 

1891October16; Mr. J.H. Montgomery, of the Colorado Iron Works, Denver, was a visitor to our south county camps last week. looking up business. [The Rustler v.IV n.24] 
1891December11; J.H. Montgomery, of the Colorado Iron Works, is on his way to attend the silver convention in El Paso. [The Rustler, v.IV no.32] 
 

COLORADO & NEW MEXICO MINING COMPANY 
1877May28(inc); Corporations Classified Mining Milling and Smelting. 0286 The Colorado and New Mexico Mining Co. (date of expiration) 5/28/’87. 

Foreign; Colorado. 

 

COLORADO & NEW MEXICO CONSOLIDATED MINING & SMELTING COMPANY    - Magdalena 

1882January17; The Colorado and New Mexico Consolidated Mining and Smelting Company has filed articles of incorporation with the Secretary of the 
Territory. [SFDNM] 

1882January25; Mr. Ira Pendleton left yesterday with men and supplies for the Magdelena mountains to commence the development of the mines belonging 

to the Colorado and New Mexico Consolidated Mining and Smelting Company. [SFDNM] 
 

COLORADO & NEW MEXICO COPPER GLANCE MINING COMPANY    - Mora co. 
1900February21; [Mora co.] So these Denver hunters after mineral organized a corporation called the Colorado and New Mexico Copper Glance Mining 

Company, and on the first of the current month filed their articles with the secretary of state as the law directs. It is composed of Chas T. Linton, D.A. 
Barton, of the National Bank of Commerce; P.P. Gomer, George Walrond and Fred Stanton. Putting up the requisite funds they sun a shaft on one of the 

nine claims taken, which at last accounts was 27 feet deep. [SFNM] 

 

COLORADO PACIFIC COAL MINING COMPANY    - Madrid 

May 1892 a receiver had been appointed by the Court to sell at Public sale all the assets of the Cerrillos Coal Railroad with all mineral rights, mines, 
equipment, etc. June 3, 1901 W.C. Reid, Special Master, conveyed a deed and the lease from the Cerrillos Coal and Iron Company, dated May 16, 1892 

to the Cherokee & Pittsburg Coal Mining Company, Inc. for the sum of $460,000. February 15, 1899, the New Mexico Southern Pacific Railway 

Company changed its name to the Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railway Company, a Corporation, and the Cerrillos Coal and Iron Co. conveyed a 
deed to the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway Company and the Colorado Pacific Coal Mining Co., which leased to the Colorado Fuel & Iron 

Company all its holding at Madrid. [Motto 1973 p.8] 
 

COLORADO SMELTING COMPANY    - Pueblo 

1897April10; Los Cerrillos Letter The Town Appears To be in Good Health and Merchants Are Expecting a Prosperous Year. Coal Mining At Madrid 
Booming Twenty Thousand Tons of Coal Taken from This Rich Mineral Section During the Month of March and Placed Upon the Market. Special 

Correspondence of New Mexican. Cerrillos, N.M., April 9. – I had a conversation with Mr. Charles Rutter, general purchasing agent for the Colorado 

Smelting company at Pueblo. Mr. Rutter is visiting the various mining camps of the territory, and in his trip has picked up much valuable information. 
He considers the mining industry in New Mexico as yet in its experimental stage. There are vast bodies of ore in every part of the territory which, with 

improved methods of reducing and smelting, will prove a source of incalculable wealth. If all the reports of rich strikes are true, and he has no reason to 
doubt them, in a short time New Mexico will become the greatest gold producing country on the continent. Well, here’s hoping that day is not far 

distant. O.L.R. [O.L. Rice] [SFDNM] 

 

COLORADO SUPPLY COMPANY    - Madrid 

1888August23; Corporations Organized Under the General Incorporation Law, 1868-1904. Colorado Supply Company. The (Colo.). Date of filing Aug. 23, 1888, 20yrs, 
Madrid, Capital stock 200,000 [NMBlueBook 1905, p.195] 

1899December28; After Two Corporations. Solicitor General E.L. Bartlett Intends to Make Them Comply with the Law. Solicitor General E.L. Bartlett this 
forenoon brought quo warranto proceedings in the district court for Santa Fe county against the Colorado Supply Company, and also against the 

Colorado Fuel and Iron Company. …The bill of complaint alleges that both concerns are doing business illegally in the territory, for neither has filed 

papers or charters of incorporation, nor notices of the appointment of a local agent in the office of the territorial secretary, as the statute requires. Both 
companies operate in the southern part of this county, the supply company conducting a general merchandise business at Madrid, and the fuel and iron 

company conducting coal mining operations near Cerrillos and Madrid. …It is also alleged that the Colorado Supply Company is merely a branch of the 

Colorado Fuel and Iron Company, and is conducting a company store on a basis prohibited by the statutes of the territory. [SFNM] 
1900January9; Law Complied With The Colorado Fuel and Iron Company, incorporated under the laws of the state of Colorado in 1872 to-day filed a copy 

of incorporation papers at the office of territorial Secretary Wallace. The capital of the company is given at $25,000,000, and its principal place of 

business at Denver. It designates Madrid as its place of business in this territory, and Henry J. Elliott as local agent. The fee paid to Secretary Wallace 
for the territory by the company is $1,270. ¶ The Colorado Supply Company, a sub-corporation of the fuel and iron company, incorporated under the 

laws of Colorado, also filed incorporation papers at the office of the territorial secretary. The capital stock is $200,000. The directors are John C. 

Osgood, Dennis Sullivan, Samuel N. Wood, Julian A. Kebler and David C. Bowman. Madrid is designated as the place of business of the company in 
this territory, and Daniel P. Jones its local agent. The incorporation fee paid Secretary Wallace by the company for the territory is $86. [SFNM] 

1900January27; The Colorado Supply Company, doing business at the Madrid coal banks expects to put in an ice plant at an early date. E.P. Jones, for 

years with the company in Colorado, is the main mercantile push out there, having some time since succeeded Capt. J.R. Burdick. [SFNM] 
1905-06 Colorado Supply Co., general merchandise @ Madrid – Gus Olson manager & postmaster [Business Directory, The Gazetteer Pub.Co.] 

The Colorado Supply Co.’s Store No.19, Madrid, N.M. (Now operated by the Madrid Supply Co.) [photo 577.jpg, Life In Madrid NM, 2006] 

 

COLORADO TUNNEL, MINING & MILLING COMPANY    - La Belle 
1896January24; The following corporations have filed articles with the territorial secretary: Colorado Tunnel, Mining & Milling Company – Incorporators, 

Frank M. Anderson, L.H. Bishop, S.B. Jellison, John Johnson, Eric Anderson and P.F. Larson, of Taos county, N.M.; objects, acquiring and operating 
mining properties; life, twenty years; capital stock, $1,000,000; directors, same as incorporators; principal office, La Belle. [SFDNM] 



1897May22; Taos And Colfax County. Manager Johnson of the Colorado Tunnel Mining company, has a force of men at work on the tunnel in the Colorado 

near La Belle. [SFDNM] 

________________________________________________________________ 
 

COLOSSAL MINING COMPANY    - Grant co. 
1895December11; The largest verdict reached at this term of court was in the case of H. Fitzsimmons vs. the Colossal Mining company. The jury returned a 

verdict for the plaintiff in the sum of $7,300. Mr. Fitzsimmons’ demand was principally for moneys which he had gone down into his own pocket to pay 

for this company while he was operating its mine at Black Hawk, the company promising him from time to time to furnish money to pay for labor and 
expenses, but always failing to do so. – Silver City Enterprise. [SFDNM] 

________________________________________________________________ 

 * Colthorp * 
John Colthorp    - Jarilla 
1900January29; Daniel Kelly, Herbert Alfred Conner, El Paso; William Bird, John Colthorp, Joseph Lafayette Taylor, Jarilla; Samuel Oscar Smith, 

Sterling, and Thomas Kelly, El Paso, this forenoon filed incorporation papers at the office of Secretary Wallace for the Amarillo Mining Company, 

operating at Jarilla, Otero county. The capital of the company is $500,000, divided into 500,000 shares. The headquarters of the company are at Jarilla. 
The incorporation fee was $45. The five first named incorporators are the directors of the company. [SFNM] 

 

Mollie Colthorp    - Cerrillos 
1889; Mollie Colthorp, member #117 Cerrillos ME Church [Church Register of the Cerrillos ME Church] 

________________________________________________________________ 

 * Colton * 
George W. Colton    - NY 
1892March9; Miss Hattie Colton, daughter of Geo W. Colton, New York treasurer of the Standard Oil company, is in the city on a visit to her friend, Mrs. 

Geo W. Knabel. [SFDNM] 
 

William F. Colton    - New Placers 
1867September13; William F. Colton (agent for remainder>Adolphus Meier, John Edgar Thomson, John D. Baker, Perry lode gold & iron mixed with 

other metals, WNW from Los Abojes, the two highest summits of Tuerto mountain [b.A p.173]  

________________________________________________________________ 

 

COLUMBIA SMELTING & REFINING COMPANY    - Cerrillos 

1892January4; Corporations Organized Under the General Incorporation Law, 1868-1904. Columbia Smelting and Refining Company. Date of filing Jan. 4, 1892, 50yrs, 
Cerrillos, Capital stock 500,000 [NMBlueBook 1905, p.196] 

________________________________________________________________ 

 * Colwell * 
Colwell    - Burros, Grant co. 
1902January18; On the Colwell mine at burros a new shaft has been sunk and connected with the 100-foot level. [SFNM] 

 

Carl Colwell    - New Placers 
1880July10(loc); J.M. Talbott, O.M. Wells, J. St.Overhalls, Hausin Freeman, R.J. Holmes, W.G. Lockwood, Chester Ellis, H. Hutten, H.J. Clark, Lyman 

Rost, Phinnas Elliott, Carl Colwell, B.H. Talbott, Thomas Metinglerg, I.J. Talbott, C.Burney Talbott Placer claim 160ac loc by the association of 16 

persons making 10ac ea, S66ºE of SE corner of the Church in the town of Del San Francisco 160rods, New Placer MD; witness Lyman Rost [b.C p.305]  
1880 n.d. (September?); Carl Collwell, James Stevens, J.C. Talbot, J.B. Talbot, James Fox, J.H. Davis, B.M. Talbott, James Gwinse Pinion Grove Placer 

claim No.2 80ac Placer land on NW of claim of J.M. Talbott, O.M. Wells, J. Wooshell et al thence NE, New Placers District; [b.C p.482] 

 
Henry Colwell    - La Madera 
1895August17; The sale of the San Rafael copper mining claim by Henry and Stephen Colwell, of La Madera, and Juan E. Segura, of San Pedro, for a nice 

little sum last Monday was an agreeable surprise to the community. The deal was worked so quietly that no one knew anything about it, excepting the 

parties directly interested, until it was consummated. The negotiations were engineered by Val Schick, of Cerrillos. [SFDNM] 

 
Stephen Colwell    - La Madera 
1895August17; The sale of the San Rafael copper mining claim by Henry and Stephen Colwell, of La Madera, and Juan E. Segura, of San Pedro, for a nice 

little sum last Monday was an agreeable surprise to the community. The deal was worked so quietly that no one knew anything about it, excepting the 
parties directly interested, until it was consummated. The negotiations were engineered by Val Schick, of Cerrillos. [SFDNM] 

________________________________________________________________ 

 

COMANCHE MINING & SMELTING COMPANY    - Milwaukee, Silver City 

1903; The Pinos Altos District was first developed on a large scale in the years following 1883. The Hearst Estate controlled a large part of the district between 1896 and 
1903 when they sold to the Comanche Mining and Smelting Company. This company failed in 1908 which resulted in the closing of the smelter at Silver City. The total 
production prior to 1904 was $4,700,000, principally gold. [History of NM, Chas F. Coan, 1925, p.456] 

as of 1965; Comanche Mining & Smelting Co., Silver City, Org.1902. Office: Milwaukee WI. 38 claims in Burro Mountains; Cuprite, Malachite, Azurite & Chrysocolla. Mines: 
Pinos Altos. Copper Handbook, V.IV, V.V. [Directory of Mines in New Mexico, Lucien A. File] 

________________________________________________________________ 

 * Comanor * 
F. B. Comanor 



1989March29; J.M. & F.B. Comanor sell Pinon Lode to J.P. Haines; b.643 p.524 
 
J. M. Comanor 

1989March29; J.M. & F.B. Comanor sell Pinon Lode to J.P. Haines; b.643 p.524 

________________________________________________________________ 
 
J. C. Combs    - Boston, CMD 
1891September3; Mr. Simonson is the local agent of the Cerrillos Mine Exchange company, an organization that is doing a genuine good work for south 

Santa Fe county in bringing the mineral, coal and other resources of this county to the attention of investors. His eastern associates are J.L. Gates, head 

of the San Lazarus syndicate, of Milwaukee, J.C. Combs, of Boston, M.E. Cole, Chicago, and Ira Taylor of New York City. [SFDNM] 

 

John Comer  (b.KY 1849>    - CMD 

1879November7 (claim); John Comer, Geo Weller, James Cannan; Sanford lode, ¾ mi S of Grand Central Mtn, ¼ mi NE Martins Spring, bounded W by Martins Creek, 
adjoining McGregor Mine on E, in LCMD; 750’NE & SW 150’ea side; witness 20Jan80 D.A. Blake, assessment work done, recorded 7April1880 [Locations & Mining 
Deeds C#15407 p.59] 

1880June3_census: John Comer, mining prospector, 31y-o, single, born KY [NY KY], resident of Los Cerrillos “Gulches near the Central Road” solo 
1880July24 (loc): Locators John Camer, F.H. Nichols, Grey Wolf Lode: 1500’ linear 750’NE & 750’SW 150’ on ea side. ca 1/2mi S from Grand Central 

Mtn and bounded on the N by the Neptune Lode and on the S by the Little Jessie Lode, and on the W by the Abandond Lode, ans which 2/3of the 
claim N of the Section line which divides the Government from the Patant land, In LCMD, Witness D.A. Blake, Filed for Record 6Apr80 Recorded 

same day N.B. Laughlin {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 2 p.81} 

 
H. S. Comery    - White Oaks 
1895August27; Jicarilla m.d. H.S. Comery & Bros. are putting up a Huntington mill especially to work their own ore. …This camp is situated about eight 

miles northeast of White Oaks. – Las Cruces Republican. [SFDNM] 
1900May24; H.S. Comery, of Comery Bros., White Oaks, is in from the Onderdonk goat farm to-day. He is now driving down his third well on the ranch 

near Lamy. It is 5 5/8 inches in diameter, 190 feet deep, and the water runs within 60 feet of the surface. [SFNM] 

1900June1; H.S. Comery, who is sinking tubular wells at the Onderdonk goat ranch, is in town buying supplies. He thinks an artesian flow could be 
developed in the region between the court house and the mouth of Santa Fe canon, and says if any citizen wants to experiment in this way he will bring 

his well drilling outfit here and make prices right for them. – At the Bon-Ton: H.S. Comrey, White Oaks… [SFNM] 

1900June4; At the Bon-Ton: F. Friedman, Cerrillos; John Stampfel, Cerrillos; S.D. Wilson, Bland; H.S. Comery, White Oaks... [SFNM] 

 
James Comins  (d.Aug1883)    - Ortiz Mine grant, Pecos river 
1882July26(disc&loc); James Comins, Cota Pavlowick Russian Lead lode 20ac placer, 1500’linear, 750’NW 300’ea side 750’SW, OPMD [b.F p.285]  
1883September7; Mr. Comins, the mining partner of Palbowitz de Costa, Old Placers, was found dead in bed the other day at their cabin on the Pecos, 

where they have a valuable mica mine. He was camping alone, and his death was not known till a week or more after its occurrence. No marks of 

violence were upon his person, and it is supposed he died from heart disease. Mr. Comins was a good man, universally esteemed and at one time was 
among the wealthy of Chicago’s solid men. [The Golden Retort. Vol.III No.17] 

________________________________________________________________ 

 * Comisky * 
Frank Comisky  (b.NM 1935>    - Madrid, Abq 
1940May14_census ED 25-39 Madrid sheet 12A; enumerator Manuel C. Martinez; Joe Comiskey, house #781, renting $16/mo, 34, education 8, b.OK, living in ’35 

sameplace, at work 42 hrs in week, Miner coalmine, 52 wks worked in 1939, wages $1500; Flora Comiskey, 31, wife, education 5, b.NM, living in ’35 sameplace, 
Houseworker, no wages; Josie Comiskey, 12, dau, in school, education 6, b.NM, living in ’35 sameplace, Fa b.OK Mo b.NM, language at home Spanish; Joe Comiskey 
Jr., 10, son, in school, education 3, b.IL, living in ’35 sameplace; Johnnie Comiskey, 8, son, in school, education 1, b.NM, living in ’35 sameplace; Frankie Comiskey, 5, 
son, education 0, b.NM, living in ’35 sameplace. 

Onetime Madrid students of Julia Vergolio; Frank Comisky works at Sandia National Laboratories. Josie is a retired secretary, she worked for an executive vice president at 
Sandia. John is deceased, but not forgotten. [JVWeeks, Stories Around The Fireplace p.43] 

 
Joe Cominskey  (b.OK 1906>    - wife is Maria Floripa “Flore” Comiskey (b.NM 1909 d.Abq 12Jan1999>;  of Madrid 
Francisco Valencia, Grandfather, occupation AT+SF, b.StaFe 23Jan1878, bt.StFrancis 27Jan1878, m.12Feb1904, d.StaFe 9Feb1955 – Fa Vidal Valencia Mo Andreita 

Narvaiz – wife is Clara Padilla b.Bonanza 12Aug1888, bt.19Aug1888, d.StaFe 5Feb1980; Fa Valentine Padilla Mo Maria Anastacia Urban; appt.by Gov Cargo “aide de 
camp” – children: Vidal Valencia (grande) b.Cerrillos 25Jun1905, d.Cerrillos 14May1921; Lucas Valencia b.Cerrillos 19Oct1906, wife is Lipa; Maria Floripa Valencia 
b.Cerrillos 22Aug1908, husb is Joseph Comiskey m.Cerrillos 25Jul1927, d.Abq 12Jan1999; Valentina Valencia b.Bonanza 1Sep1910, d.youngchild; Emilio Valencia 
b.Bonanza 14Jul1912, wife is Manuelita Valdez m.Sep1939, d.Abq 1Jan1986; Valentino Valencia b.Bonanza 30May1913; Daniel Valencia b.Cerrillos 27Jan1917 
d.StaFe 9Oct1950; Willie Valencia b.Cerrillos 17Apr1926, wife is Arulia Crespin, d.StaFe 28Mar2002; Vidal Valencia (chico) b.1920, d.StaFe youngchild; Juanita 
Valencia b.1921-1925; Arnold Valencia (adopted) b.1936. [Family Group Record per FrankValencia, dated 23Jan2002] 

Celestino Dimas (Jerry Dimas' father); Manuel Dimas (Jerry's Godfather); Primitovo Morales ("Our hero"); Manuel Ochoa; Harry Storrs; Juan Gonzales; Andrew Gonzales; 
John Gonzales; Herman Sanchez; Estanislaus Pena; Fernando Pena; Ernesto Garduno; Louie Garcia; Ysidro Terrazas; Max Narvaiz; Lencho Morales; Daniel Martinez; 
Lalo Barreras; Cleto Gonzales; George Gonzales; Joe Comiskey; Joe Vergolio; Gene Montoya; Juan Sanchez; Mr. Steel (1st name unknown); Fidel Lucero; Joe 
Longacre; David Longacre; Jimmy Longacre; Juan Mares; Juan Ramirez; George Archibeque; Elias Garcia; Refugio Sandoval; Pablo Pena; Willie Morales; Felipe 
Sandoval; Delfino Montoya; Librado Montoya; Mike Halea; Martin Kangas; Bill Lemon; Johnny Garcia; Felipe Mares; Tomas Gomez; Henry Barreras; Amarante 
Sandoval; Arturo Gonzales; Alcario Jaramillo; Bruno Peinado; Joe Valdez; Arthur Castro Sr.; Charlie Franks; Paul Griego; Chester Smith Sr.; Placido Urban; Jose Rael; 
Luis Dimas; Griff Grantham Sr.; Juan Baca; Dennis D. Funderburk; Toby Valdez; Lalo C. De Baca; Omogon Sandoval; Romula Corral; Luis Corral; John Tabor [Madrid 
names from memory of the Dimases, per Midori Snyder] 

1937May27; Adelaide Valencia passed away at the U.S. Indian hospital early this morning, having come here from her home in Nambe Pueblo. She is survived by her 
husband, Emelio and a nine-day old infant son, her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Richard Tafoya, a brother, Eutimio, and grandmother Perfecta Pena de Tafoya, and the 
following relatives: Mr. and Mrs. Frank Valencia, Mr. and Mrs. Joe Cominskey, Mr. and Mrs. Lucas Valencia of Madrid, Daniel, Valentine and Willie Valencia, all of Santa 
Fe.. [SFNM per FrankValencia 19May2013] 



1940May14_census ED 25-39 Madrid sheet 12A; enumerator Manuel C. Martinez; Joe Comiskey, house #781, renting $16/mo, 34, education 8, b.OK, living in ’35 
sameplace, at work 42 hrs in week, Miner coalmine, 52 wks worked in 1939, wages $1500; Flora Comiskey, 31, wife, education 5, b.NM, living in ’35 sameplace, 
Houseworker, no wages; Josie Comiskey, 12, dau, in school, education 6, b.NM, living in ’35 sameplace, Fa b.OK Mo b.NM, language at home Spanish; Joe Comiskey 
Jr., 10, son, in school, education 3, b.IL, living in ’35 sameplace; Johnnie Comiskey, 8, son, in school, education 1, b.NM, living in ’35 sameplace; Frankie Comiskey, 5, 
son, education 0, b.NM, living in ’35 sameplace. 

1946; Accounts Payable, Vouchers, Comiskey, Joe [A&CCC Records, Zimmerman Lib] 
 
John Comisky  (b.IL 1932>    - Madrid 
1940May14_census ED 25-39 Madrid sheet 12A; enumerator Manuel C. Martinez; Joe Comiskey, house #781, renting $16/mo, 34, education 8, b.OK, living in ’35 

sameplace, at work 42 hrs in week, Miner coalmine, 52 wks worked in 1939, wages $1500; Flora Comiskey, 31, wife, education 5, b.NM, living in ’35 sameplace, 
Houseworker, no wages; Josie Comiskey, 12, dau, in school, education 6, b.NM, living in ’35 sameplace, Fa b.OK Mo b.NM, language at home Spanish; Joe Comiskey 
Jr., 10, son, in school, education 3, b.IL, living in ’35 sameplace; Johnnie Comiskey, 8, son, in school, education 1, b.NM, living in ’35 sameplace; Frankie Comiskey, 5, 
son, education 0, b.NM, living in ’35 sameplace. 

1941 [participants in The Nativity montage, Madrid] Nancy Warnecke, the Angel; Johnny Comisky, Frankie Calderon, Frankie Benavidez, the three shepherds; Joe Ray 
Stone, Julian Garcia, Joe Mac Fisher, the three kings; Dorothy and Ralph Sampier as Mary & Joseph. The choirs were under the supervision of Mrs. Ollie Muir, Mrs. 
Thompson played the piano, and Julia Vergolio Weeks taught the speaking parts and wrote the newspaper article. Billy Joe Wilder sung Silent Night/Noche de Paz. 
[JVWeeks, Stories Around The Fireplace p.28] 

Onetime Madrid students of Julia Vergolio; Frank Comisky works at Sandia National Laboratories. Josie is a retired secretary, she worked for an executive vice president at 
Sandia. John is deceased, but not forgotten. [JVWeeks, Stories Around The Fireplace p.43] 

________________________________________________________________ 
 

COMMODORE MINING COMPANY    - Deming 
1898June14; The Commodore Mining company has filed articles of incorporation with the secretary of the territory. Neill F. Bailey, Deming; Cornelius 

Bennet and Singleton M. Ashenfelter, of Silver City, are incorporators. J.B.M. Grosvenor, New York; T.C. Condon, New York; C.B. Bosworth, 

Deming; Charles H. Curtis, Socorro, and S.M. Ashenfelter, Silver City, are named as directors. ¶ The object of the company is the production of gold, 

silver, lead, zinc copper and iron ores. The capital stock is placed at 200,000 shares, divided into 20,000 shares of the par value of $10 per share. ¶ The 
principal place of business is Deming, New Mexico. [SFNM]   

 

COMMONWEALTH MINING COMPANY    - of PierceAT 
1897July14; Mr. Reynolds is on the committee of the revision of the mining laws, appointed by the congress, the committee being charged with drawing up 

a set of new regulations and improved proposed laws to be submitted to congress for adoption. The other members of this committee are: C.J. Moore, 
mining engineer, Cripple Creek; J.E. Todd, state geologist, South Dakota; Lamar Cobb, mining engineer, Georgia; R.A.F. Penrose, brother of Senator 

Penrose of Pennsylvania, and president of the Commonwealth Mining company, Pierce, A.T. [SFDNM] 

1900June19; A Star special from Pierce, Ariz., says: Saturday afternoon the entire plant of the Commonwealth Mining Company was destroyed by fire. The 
fire caught from oil used as fuel. The loss is $500,000. Negotiations are pending for the sale of the mines to an English syndicate. [SFNM] 

 
Joe Comper    - Turquesa 
1891November27; Joe Comper, Turquesa, new Rustler subscriber. [The Rustler, v.IV no.30] 

________________________________________________________________ 

 * Compton * 
Alonzo E. Compton 

1908October14-15; Alonzo E. Comption surveys SCH #1235 Ramon Padilla and SCH #1895 Pedro Padilla in La Bonanza [GLO Plat T15N R8E 
Secs.9&16] 

 

Cecil A. Compton  <b.1895>  - wife is Lucy Compton <b.1904>;  Lamy 
1930_census: Cecil A. Compton, 35y-o, pct.12 Lamy, Lucy Compton, 26y-o, Donnell Compton, 5y-o, Jacqueline Compton, 1y-o, Phyllis Compton, 1y-o 

 
Charles E. Compton    - Red River 
1898April18; Red River Nuggets. This week Charles Compton, Ed Westoby, O.D. Mallette and S.M. Mallette sold to E.C. Abbott four-eights interest in the 

Ironclad placer claims. Mr. Abbott now owns six eighths. The placer embraces 118 acres of ground on Placer creek one mile above town. The gold is 
quite coarse. [SFNM] 

1899March28; Red River. Some fine ore has been taken out on the Mineral Glen, owned by Charles Compton. [SFNM] 

1900January26; Taos County. S.M. Mallett and Chas E. Compton have resumed worked on the Carlo lode in Mineral gulch, Red River... [SFNM] 
1900July28; [Westoby & Compton] have divided up their mining interests in the Red River camp. Westoby takes the Williard on gold Hill, Compton 

several valuable properties on Bitter creek. [SFNM] 
1900October11; Taos County. Charles Compton has put several men to work on the Silva, near the Golden Treasure, in the Red River district. [SFNM] 

 
James Compton    - Bland 
1899July13; Cochiti. James Compton and Hermann Schleuter have disappeared from Bland, much to the worriment of a number of creditors. [SFNM] 

 
H. S. Comrey    - Lamy 
1900October20; At the Palace: Mrs. William E. Dame, Miss A. McNulty, Miss F. McNulty, W. Kohler, Cerrillos; H.S. Comrey, Lamy... [SFNM] 

________________________________________________________________ 

 * Comstock * 
Albert V. Comstock    - Pinos Altos 
1902February17; A reissue of pension has been granted to Albert V. Comstock of Pinos Altos, Grant county. [SFNM] 



as of 1903June30; List of mining claims in NM which have been officially surveyed… By Surveyor-General Morgan O. Llewellyn. Geo F. Wilson, jr., A.V. 

Comstock, S.M. Wyman, and A.P. Whittell, Nuttshell, Fremont MD, 18.016ac. [Report of the Governor of New Mexico to the Secretary of the Interior 
1903, p.352] 

 

Charles G. Comstock 

1881October11; The Gallinas Mining and Smelting Company… incorporators… Edward Mosely, John Robertson, Wm I. Spence, Hampton Hutton, James 

Austin, Marcus A. Lord, James B. Carnes, John H. Shautlin, H.C. McDougal and Charles G. Comstock. [SFDNM]   

1882August22; Rich finds are reported from the Gallinas mountains. The Grand View mine is showing a well defined vein of wire silver and native copper, 
the width of the vein being seven feet. – The Red Cloud and Deadwood mines in the Galinas are being operated by a Missouri company with great 

success. [SFDNM] 

 

D. E. Comstock    - Glorieta m.d. 
1883December24(loc); Ed Long, D.E. Comstock, locators Astic Lode Mine 1500’N+S 300’ea side, assessment= tunnel 4’w 6’h 22’ under cover timbered, 

about 1mi NW of Glorieta, Glorieta MD, rec 18Mar84; attest R.A. Bradley, F.W. Smith [b.F p.680]  

 
George Comstock    - of CO 
1894May19; Mr. George Comstock, a Colorado mining man who knows what he is talking about, returned last evening from a trip to San Pedro and Golden. 

[SFDNM] 
1894June21; Mr. Geo Comstock returned from Cochiti last night accompanied by his friend Mr. W.A. Braden, a prominent stock and grain man of La Jara, 

Colo. [SFDNM] 

1894July31; The household goods of Mrs. Geo Comstock are offered at private sale. May be seen at the Simmons residence. [SFDNM] 

 
Prof. T. B. Comstock 

1882March7; About Reduction Works. Prof. T.B. Comstock, writing of the San Juan country, makes the following sensible and well-timed remarks... 

[SFDNM] 

________________________________________________________________ 
 

Frank Con  (b.ITAL 1848>    - StaFe 

1880June10_census: Frank Con, miner, 32y-o, single, born Italy, resident SF with C.Nasles Chapelle (34 Genoa) flowermaker 

 
Martin Conaboy    - Sierra co. 
1900February8; Sierra County. Martin Conaboy, owner of the Flying Dutchman, went to Chicago to organize a company. [SFNM] 

 
Conan    - Alma, Socorro co. 
1882July7; Alma, Socorro co… The Cooney Mine. President Cooney, vice-president Barney, directors Conan and Fleury, and superintendent Jewett, of the 

above company were here last month and investigated their celebrated mine thoroughly. …with E.J. Price, their attorney, and other gentlemen of 

capital. [SFDNM] 

________________________________________________________________ 

 * Conant * 
Fred H. Conant    - son of William A. Conant;  Leadville, Denver 
1881April17; The Leadville Democrat… “Another rich strike is reported on Elk Mountain... Among the owners of the property are Fred H. Conant, the 

mining editor of the Herald… Capt. S.D. Prescott, John T. Gannon and T.B. Kelly.” The Mr. Conant referred to above is the son of William A. Conant, 

of Santa Fe… [SFDNM] 

1882June8; Mr. Fred Conant, of the Leadville Herald, met with a serious accident on Sunday at the Windsor hotel in Denver. …Mr. Conant is a son of W.A. 
Conant, of Santa Fe, and yesterday afternoon the latter received a dispatch pronouncing the invalid out of danger. [SFDNM] 

 
William A. Conant   - AT&SF agent in Santa Fe 
1880May20; A.T.& S.F…. W.A. Conant, Agent. [SFDNM] 

1880September28; (A.T.&S.F.) W.A. Conant, Agent, Santa Fe N.M. [SFDNM] 
1880October3; for the visit of President Hayes: – Finance; Gen. G.A. Smith, Sol Spiegelberg, Wm M. Berger, Antonio Ortiz y Salazar, John Watts, Walter W. Hayt, Joseph 

D. Sena, N.W. Fine – Reception; Wm G. Ritch, Lehman Spiegelberg, Gen L. Hatch, Gen. H.M. Atkinson, B.L. Thomas, Z. Staab, Gen. G.A. Smith, Thomas B. Catron, H.L. 

Waldo, Col. S.M. Barnes, Jose D. Sena, W.W. Griffin, Herman Ilfeld, Wm Breeden, Bernard Seligman, E.A. Fiske, Alex G. Irvine, Willi Spiegelberg, Gen. Smith USA, Rev. 

Mr. Lamy, Trinidad Alarid, Thomas F. Conway, Antonio Ortiz y Salazar, John C. Davis, R.W. Webb, J.G. Albright, Luciano Baca, R.S. Palen, Willian McKenzie, Colonel 

Craig, M.A. Breeden, W.S. Fletcher, Chas H. Gildersleeve, John H. Knaebel, F.B. Clancy, Prof. H.O. Ladd, Rev. Mr. Hall, Rev. Mr. Riggle, W.G. Thornton, John Sherman, 

Adolph Seligman, Prof. W.H. Strieby, Judge Downs, P.S. Kennedy, Thomas S. Cordis, Rev. J.A. Trouchard, Eluas Breerart, Leut Guilfoyle, Lieut Allen, Jose B. Ortiz, Gaspar 

Ortiz, Captain C.A. Woodruff, Lieut G. Valoise, J.L. Johnson, Dr. J. Symington, Ramon Sena y Garcia, Dr. Bartleson, Dr. R.H. Longwill, D.H. Irland, Vicente Garcia, Jose A. 

Ortiz, Max Frost, Anaceto Abeytia, Horace C. Baldwin, Martin Quintano, Antonio Romero, Edgar Caypless, Epifano Vigil, A. Sandoval, J.H. Daly – Entertainment; Henry 

Reed, Z. Staab, Enos Andrews, V.S. Shelby, Sol Spiegelberg, Wm M. Berger, S. Wedeles, W.H. McBroom, Wm A. Conant, H.F. Swope, W.W. Tate, S.H. Lucas, J.H. 

Gerdes, C.F.A. Fischer, Lieutenant C.A. Steadman, J.C. Davenport, John C. Hogue, Felipe B. Delgado, Romelo Martinez, Henry J. Gore, David J. Miller, Pelle Herlow, Wm 

Fitzmaurice, Panteleon Estos, M.A. Gold, Harry Mottley, S.T. Reed, B.M. Read, Geo W. Hickox, Chas Possells, Walter W. Hayt, Wm S. Woodside, S.J. Taylor, Wm T. 

Guyer, Jas H. Palmer, John C. Wettmer, A.E. Cauldwell, B. Kahn. [SFDNM] 
1880November2; Hon. Wm A. Conant has gone to his old home in Colorado to cast his vote for Garfield. He will return a few days after the election. 

[SFDNM] 

1880November9; Hon. W.A. Conant has returned to the city. Mr. Conant went to Colorado some weeks ago to cast his vote for Garfield… [SFDNM] 
1881March8; Hon. Wm A. Conant is at Colorado Springs, to which place he was called by the illness of his grand child. He will return to Santa Fe next 

Monday. [SFDNM] 

1881April17; The Leadville Democrat… “Another rich strike is reported on Elk Mountain... Among the owners of the property are Fred H. Conant, the 
mining editor of the Herald… Capt. S.D. Prescott, John T. Gannon and T.B. Kelly.” The Mr. Conant referred to above is the son of William A. Conant, 

of Santa Fe… [SFDNM] 



1881July8; Mrs. Ella Conant, daughter of Mr. Wm A. Conant, of Santa Fe, is expected to arrive here from Colorado Springs this evening for a visit to ther 

relatives. She will be accompanied by her little daughter. [SFDNM] 
1881November26; W.A. Conant, agent in this city for the A.T.& S.F. railroad...  [SFDNM] 

1882April15; Mrs. W.A. Conant has gone to Colorado Springs to visit her friends and take a peep at that new grand-child. She will return about the first of 

May accompanied by her daughter. [SFDNM] 
1882April28; Santa Fe R.R. Time Card. – Trains leave Santa Fe at 8:40 a.m. for Kansas City, Atchison, and all points east. For El Paso, Deming, and all 

points in California and Oregon, at 4 p.m. Tickets to all points East or West can be had, or sleepers secured, on application by letter or otherwise to W.A. 

Conant. [SFDNM] 
1882April29; Mrs. Conant and Miss Flo Conant, wife and daughter of W.A. Conant, of Santa Fe, arrived last night from Colorado Springs, where they have 

been visiting. [SFDNM]  

1882June2; Mr. Conant, the agent at this point for the A.,T.& S.F. railroad has received instructions to sell half-fare tickets to Denver and return during the 
Mining and Industrial Exposition. This will make a trip to that place a very cheap one. [SFDNM] 

1882June8; Mr. Fred Conant, of the Leadville Herald, met with a serious accident on Sunday at the Windsor hotel in Denver. …Mr. Conant is a son of W.A. 

Conant, of Santa Fe, and yesterday afternoon the latter received a dispatch pronouncing the invalid out of danger. [SFDNM] 
1882September6; W.A. Conant, is at Denver, on a visit. He will go to Leadville before returning to Santa. [SFDNM] 

1882November22; The New Mexican the other day made a remark in reference to the difficulty experienced by Dr. Smith in getting his smelter from Las 

Vegas. He had written and telegraphed a number of times, as also had Agent Conant, and could not get any answer. …The doctor believes the machinery 
to be at Las Vegas and has been waiting here for it for more than a week to receive and haul it to Bonanza City. If the agent will shake off his funny 

humor long enough to give the desired information it will be a bit of condesention on his part that will be very acceptable to persons who are peculiarily 

interested in the matter. [SFDNM] 

1883May8; Mr. W.A. Conant and wife returned home last evening after an extended trip to Colorado, Topeka and other northern points. [SFDNM] 

1888; John Gray is a partner in (W.A.) Conant & Gray real estate & insurance 

1888November30; W.A. Connant. John Gray. Connant & Gray, Real Estate, Loans and Insurance. Special Attention to Collecting! Office Exchange Build’g. Santa Fe. [ad in 
Los Cerrillos Rustler Vol.1 No.19] 

________________________________________________________________ 

 
George H. Conaughy    - CO, StaFe 
1896February21; The following corporations have filed articles... The Golden Gate Mining Company – Incorporators, M.H. Craig and George H. 

Conaughy, of Colorado, and Charles F. Easley, of New Mexico; objects, acquiring and operating mines and reducing ores; capital stock, $1,000,000; 
directors same as incorporators; principal place of business in New Mexico, Santa Fe; agent in New Mexico, Charles F. Easley, of Santa Fe. [SFDNM] 

 
CON-BONANZA see CONSOLIDATED BONANZAS 
 
Thomas Conch    - ButteMT 
1889December16; Manager S.E. Raunheim, of the Santa Fe Copper company, accompanied by his old friend, Hon. Thos. Conch, of Butte, Mont., came in 

from San Pedro this morning. Mr. Conch is general manager of the Boston & Montana Copper company, at Butte, succeeding Mr. Raunheim in that 
position some three years ago. [SFDNM] 

 
Fernando de la Concha    - Los Serrillos 
1804; From Map of Serrillos Grant [r.19 file#32 case#59, 1871]. W. (1) 225 varas. Granted to Cleto Merra by Fernando de la Concha Dec.4, 1804, sold by him to Manuel 

Delgado (2) Lands of Cleto Mierra. 833 varas, Granted June 12, 1788 to Jose Miguel de la Peña. Sold to Cleto Mierra 18 Fby, 1791, and by him to Manuel Delgado 
Dec.4, 1804 (3) 277 varas. July 1, 1793. Sold by Antonio Analla to Manuel Delgado. (4) 150 varas. Sept 10, 1810 Sold by Salvador Martin to Manuel Delgado. E. – [N 
boundary] Cañada de Juicu and Land of Bacas. – [S boundary] A Cerros Altos or High Hills. Heirs of Delgado claim from Altos 1485 varas corda[?] distance from N to 
S istimated o-sides never has been measured. 

 
Frank E. Condert    - wife is Clarissa P. Condert;  Bland 
1904September15; marriage @ Iglesia de Nuestra Señora de Guadalupe de Peña Blanca; John O’Connor, single, 51 y-o, legitimate son of John O’Connor and of Elen 

O’Connor, with Rose Anne Mulstay, single, 35 y-o, legitimate dau of John Mulstay and Mary Mulstay, resident of Melrose IA. Now from Bland. Padrinos: Frank E. 
Condert and Charissa P. Condert. [Microfilm LDS 016-865] 

________________________________________________________________ 

 * Condict * 
Condict    - Jersey City, NMMC 
1867November5; 172 Pearl, cor. Pine Street. New-York, 5 Nov.1867 My dear Dr Steck- It was impossible for me to attend the meeting of the Directors today- press of 

business kept me closely here- ¶ Mr. Condict of Jersey City called in for the Agreements- he said the were made for the year instead of six months and would send them 
on to Mr. Jones for correction. ¶ I trust things have been arranged to your satisfaction- I have received a note from Genl Carleton offering to sell me his 100 shares of 
stock- what does it mean after all he said in favor of the mines before the directors meeting last month? Is it not queer? He says he is sick- I have been too busy to go up 
town to see him about it- ¶ Keep quiet about our anticipated enterprises- Let me know what you have new from N.Mexico- Very truly, David H. Gildersleeve ¶ Dr M 
Steck, Metropolitan Hotel, Washington D.C. Post me with all the news in Washington in regard to our affairs- [Steck papers UNM] 

1868February7; [letter D.Gildersleeve to M.Steck] …let me write and say to you as a friend (and I believe you esteem me such) that your course lately has not been such as 
to meet the views of the stockholders and merit their entire approbation- In this connection first allow me to ask- have you done right as an employee of the Company 
and one in whom they placed the most implicit confidence, to mix into political matters and allow yourself to become a member of the Legislature, without first getting 
the assent of the Board of Directors? ¶ -Second- have you done right to take without leave the time you was paid for by the Company to organize an independent 
Company, outside of ours? ¶ -third- have you all this while (for six months past) considered how anxiously the Stockholders have been expecting results favorable to 
this enterprize? ¶ You will remember that we were told that large quantities of ore were already mined and that until the 15 stamps to work we might expect $90.000 in 
gold in Dec. last instead of which we have received in all up to this time but $4500 in Gold and some of that is not of our own ore but of ore brought from mill and 
crushed on shares- It is nothing new not to meet expectations and if you had been steadily and persistently at our mines during all this time and the results had been no 
better, we could not then at least have had occasion to find fault on the score of neglect- ¶ The board of Directors had a meeting on 3d inst- every one was present- I 
tell you a “big” interest is now being taken in the Company- even Kelly (who now owns 1450 Shares) is wide awake- In answer to our enquiry Mr. Jones referred to your 
letters and it was found that you had not been actually at the mines over 10 days for five months past- of course when our success is so poor, the excuse or cause 



seems to arise from this omission- Mr. Jones was instructed to write you in full and you will learn from him our action on different matters- if we were receiving gold 
regularly, the promptings to raise money for you would be much greater- as it is I insisted as before on assessments and we are to have a stockholders meeting to 
raise money- We are now again it seems $22.000 behind- it is almost incredible and yet all the expenditures seem necessary and reasonable- this great indebtedness 
arises entirely from the small amount of gold sent forward- We expected very much more at the time the estimates were made and not receiving gold have to put our 
hands in our pockets to make good the deficiency- all this damages the stock and acts two fold against us- ¶ Why in the world with Platner under heavy pay and the 
mill on the ground did you propose to postpone putting it up until some remote period- Condict the builder of the Mills feels quite sore about the delay- Platners wife 
says that you was to provide her with money ($100) but that you have returned without seeing to her wants and that she is really destitute- You had better write to 
Jones about it- if you have not already arranged it- ¶ It seems to me that now from this time forward you ought with an equivalent of 30 Stamps crush each and every 
day an average of 20 tons of ore- It seems to me that it would pay to put on a force of miners that could get out 40 or 50 tons each and every day of ordinary ore- then 
let another gang select it over and break it up with small stone hammers- then run the mills on selected ore only- in that way you ought to get a very large return- by 
selecting in this way it should yield at least $50 per ton or $1000 per day- ¶ It is my dear friend, clearly your interest to stick to this one thing- it is our interests also- I 
trust you will not allow yourself to be diverted any more- prosecute this work and the Company will not long be wanting in ability or means to build all the ditches 
required [Steck papers UNM] 

1868September30; In October last, 1867, a new stamp mill, of the James and Condict patent, in which power is economized and the steam used to give force to the stamp, 
was purchased and sent out to the mines, costing the Company at the mines about $5500. The Superintendent, for reason not fully disclosed, omitted all action toward 
the erection and running of the new mill until June, 1868, and although late advice informs us that it is now running, yet no sufficient test of its capacity has been made… 
Fred W. Jones Sec. & Treasurer (N.M.M.C), September 30, 1868. [NMMC Report, p.3] 

 
Henry V. Condict    - Jersey City, Burro mtns 
1901November11; [Cherry Creek Copper Company] Jonathan D. Condict, Walter H. Condict, Henry V. Condict and Walter S. Douglass today filed 

incorporation papers in the office of Territorial Secretary J.W. Raynolds. The headquarters of the company are at Jersey City, N.J. The capital is 
$100,000, divided into 100,000 shares. The incorporators of the company are also its directors. The company will work the Beacon, Buffalo, Ohio and 

Puritan mines in the Burro mountain district of Grant county. [SFNM] 

 
Jonathan D. Condict    - Jersey CityNJ, Grant co. 
1901August30; J.D. Condict of Jersey City, president of the Cherry Creek Copper company, will arrive tomorrow and together with A.R. Gibson, will leave 

on Sunday for Grant county. [SFNM] 
1901September2; J.D. Condict of New York, president of the Cherry Creek Copper company, who arrived Saturday, left yesterday afternoon with A.R. 

Gibson for Grant county. Mr. Condict who is largely interested in Wyoming, speaks well of the mineral possibilities of New Mexico. [SFNM] 

1901November11; [Cherry Creek Copper Company] Jonathan D. Condict, Walter H. Condict, Henry V. Condict and Walter S. Douglass today filed 
incorporation papers in the office of Territorial Secretary J.W. Raynolds. The headquarters of the company are at Jersey City, N.J. The capital is 

$100,000, divided into 100,000 shares. The incorporators of the company are also its directors. The company will work the Beacon, Buffalo, Ohio and 
Puritan mines in the Burro mountain district of Grant county. [SFNM] 

 
N. W. Condict 

1879May5; NMMC stockholder’s meeting at which liquidation was unanimously approved. In person: Henry D. Sedgwick 219sh; D.H. Gildersleeve 757sh; Richard M. Hunt 
439sh; A.N. Lawrence 263sh; J.G. Rencher 500sh; Alfred J. Wolff  6sh; Z. Staab 200sh; Wm C. Rencher 370sh; (arrived late) S.B. Elkins 255sh; by Proxy: Lars 
Anderson 2,900sh; Wm Lilly 420sh; A. Rencher 1,831sh; Sara D. Anderson 500sh; A.L. Anderson 100sh; F.W. Jones 550sh; N.W. Condict 67sh; Mary M. Voorhees 
266sh; Anna M.V. Gildersleeve 250sh; S. Norment 2,152sh; S. Norment, Guar. 220sh; H.B. Noble 5sh; Caroline S. Risque 608sh; J. Van Riswick 272sh; R. Squires 
60sh; E.S. Ingle 114sh; Ulie N. Hurley 110sh; W.W. Whittlesey 52sh; Chas Mackall 43sh; John Middleton 213sh; Lucy Buckland 55sh; Emlen N. Lawrence 219sh; Geo 
N. Lawrence 910sh; C.B. Jones 13sh; V.E. Pickrell 1sh; Esa Pickrell 550sh; Carrie S. Pickrell 1sh. Total 15,491sh represented. [August 10, 1880; NY Supreme Court 
record 172, 1882, p.23, 24] 

 
Walter H. Condict    - Jersey City, Burro mtns 
1901November11; [Cherry Creek Copper Company] Jonathan D. Condict, Walter H. Condict, Henry V. Condict and Walter S. Douglass today filed 

incorporation papers in the office of Territorial Secretary J.W. Raynolds. The headquarters of the company are at Jersey City, N.J. The capital is 
$100,000, divided into 100,000 shares. The incorporators of the company are also its directors. The company will work the Beacon, Buffalo, Ohio and 

Puritan mines in the Burro mountain district of Grant county. [SFNM] 

________________________________________________________________ 
 
Condit    - Doña Ana co. 
1899July6; Dona Ana County. A camp has been established aty Mineral Hill and Messrs. Condit and Chambers have commenced working the Dumille D 

mine. [SFNM] 

 
Conen see Cunin 

________________________________________________________________ 

 * Condon * 
F. G. Condon    - Silver City 
1895March14; F.G. Condon and C.H. Curtis, of the Silver City & Northern railroad, with a party of moneyed friends, passed down the road last night en 

route to Silver City. [SFDNM] 
 

J. P. Condon    - Las Vegas, New Placers 
1881November24; J.P. Condon, of Boston, arrived by last night’s train, and is stopping at the Palace hotel. [SFDNM] 

1882January28; J.P. Condon has purchased a rich vein of coal at Mineral Hill, and he has six men at work developing it. He intends soon to commence 
hauling coal to town by wagon, and says it can be sold at $6 a ton at Las Vegas at a profit. [SFDNM] 

1882January2(loc); J.P. Condon, Edwin Seldomcedge / Leldomridge Tender Foot placer 40?20ac, with Edwin Seldomridge as Tender Foot Placer Mining 

Co, about 120rods S of artecian well now being sunk by the Davenport Mining Exchange Co, 600’E LEly3000’ W600’ N3000’, NPMD, rec 5Jan82; 
witness Rolt Yallott, Sam Sittenhoops [b.F p.28]  

1882April16; A supposed vein of coal, in the Mineral Hill district, near Las Vegas, N.M., turns out to be a rich copper vein. [SFDNM] 



 

T. C. Condon    - of New York, Deming 
1898June14; The Commodore Mining company has filed articles of incorporation with the secretary of the territory. Neill F. Bailey, Deming; Cornelius 

Bennet and Singleton M. Ashenfelter, of Silver City, are incorporators. J.B.M. Grosvenor, New York; T.C. Condon, New York; C.B. Bosworth, 

Deming; Charles H. Curtis, Socorro, and S.M. Ashenfelter, Silver City, are named as directors. ¶ The object of the company is the production of gold, 

silver, lead, zinc copper and iron ores. The capital stock is placed at 200,000 shares, divided into 20,000 shares of the par value of $10 per share. ¶ The 
principal place of business is Deming, New Mexico. [SFNM]   

1900June11; The Southwest Iron company of New York, J.W. Bible and Mr. Condon, of New York, have attested their faith in the wealth producing mines 

of Grant county by making heavy investments. A concentrating mill has been erected on the Ivanhoe mine, in the Santa Rita district... [SFNM] 
 

T. J. Condon 

1889August31; W.F. Nelson, John H. Knaebel, J.A. Morris, F.A. Manzanares, J. Raynolds, T.J. Condon, R.D Baldwin and Judge Warren were visitors at 

Dolores yesterday. [SFDNM] 

________________________________________________________________ 

 * Cone * 
W. W. Cone    - TopekaKS 

In the 1880s Franklin G. Adams and W.W. Cone, historians with the Kansas State Historical Society –  W. W. Cone, Topeka, Kas. 
the Book titled Some Account of the Cone Family in America as published in the turn of the Twentith Century by W.W. Cone of Missouri 
1881June28; W.W. Cone, of Topeka, started yesterday morning on a trip through the Cerrillos district, representing the New Mexican, with which he will be 

permanently connected, and will send notes of his trip from day to day. Any information given him or patronage extended will be appreciated by the 
publishers. [SFDNM] 

 

William W. Cone    - Harding co. 
Cone, Harding co, originally 9mi W of Hayden, later 8mi NW of Rosebud; PO 1908-35 located at the farm of William W. Cone and his wife, Mystice, the first postmistress. 

[The Place Names of NM, R.Julyan] 

________________________________________________________________ 

 
Dr. E. Cones    - WashDC 
1899August29; Dr. E. Cones of Washington, D.C., returned to this city last evening after a brief exploration trip in this vicinity. [SFNM] 

 
Will J. Coney    - Denver, San Pedro 
1895December20; The following corporations have filed articles… The San Pedro Mining, Milling & Prospecting Company – Incorporated under the laws 

of Colorado, with J.C. Giffney, J.P. Lofter and N.C. Merrill, of that state, as incorporators; objects, operating mines and mining machinery; capital stock, 

$1,000,000; directors, Will J. Coney, Geo G. Ross, F.L. Ober, M.A. Fenny, J.P. Lofton, D.J. Humphrey and J.C. Giffney; life, twenty years; offices, 

Denver and San Pedro. [SFDNM]  

________________________________________________________________ 

 * Confidence * 
CONFIDENCE MINING COMPANY    - of E-town 
1899January7; Elizabethtown District. The Confidence Mining Company is putting in an Kispass quartz mill and Wilfley concentrating tables. The plant 

will cost $15,000 and will be ready for operation in March. [SFNM] 
1899January9; The Confidence Mining Company, of Elizabethtown, has ??[contracted?] a new mill, to be ready by February 20. [SFNM] 

1899Jaunary21; Judge S.E. Booth, representative of the Maxwell Land Grant Company, who is in the city, tells a glowing tale of conditions in the mining 

world there. …The road from Springer to Elizabethtown is being repaired and new bridges will replace the old ones in order that the heavy machinery 
for the Edison and new Elizabethtown mills can be hauled over it. The contract has been let to freight the Edison mill and the plant of the Confidence 

Mining and Milling Company, which is to be a 50-ton-capacity affair, will soon be placed on the ground. The Edison company is backed by Pueblo, 

Colo., parties and the Confidence company is in the hands of Erie, Pa., capitalists. [SFNM] 
1899March28; Elizabethtown. The Confidence Mining & Milling Company have made a good strike in their Humbug Gulch property. [SFNM] 

1899April14; The Confidence Mining company is now engaged in putting electric machinery in their mill at Whitewater. [SFNM] 

1900March9; The Confidence company at Elizabethtown has put on a full force of men for development work. [SFNM] 

 

CONFIDENCE MINING & MILLING COMPANY    - Mogollon 
1895April8; The Mogollon. The Confidence Mining & Milling company, of the Mogollons, has shipped since the latter part of January twenty-three bricks 

of bullion aggregating 3,500 pounds. About one-third the value is gold. As the Denver millionaire, D.H. Moffat, is the principal owner of the 

Confidence, it is expected that his influence may cause the extension of the Denver & Rio Grande railroad from San Juan county to the Mogollon 

mountains in the near future. [SFDNM] 

1898November30; The Confidence Mining Company, of the Mogollons, will utilize the vast surplus power generated by their water power system to light 

the mine and work the machinery. [SFDNM] 

1900March9; Socorro County. The new concentrator of the Confidence mine at Graham, as well as the new hosit and other new machinery of the 
Confidence, are now in working order. [SFNM] 

________________________________________________________________ 

 * Conger * 
Carlos Conger 

1887September1; some of Manager Chittenden’s assistants: Dr. Lund, bookkeeper; Mr. Sleuder, assayer and chemist; John Hart, manager stamp mill; 

Charles Sylvester, mine superintendent; Charles Walthers, head carpenter; Carlos Conger, chief engineer. Dr Lind will have a drug store opened shortly. 

[SFWeeklyNMexican] 

 



Herbert T. Conger    - OurayCO, Española 
1889November13; Herbert T. Conger, J.W. Olisen and H.L. Mackers, miners from Ouray, Colo., arrived in the city last night en route to San Pedro. 

[SFDNM] 
1891October3; At the Exchange; Herbert T. Conger, Abiquiu. [SFDNM] 

1896March26; At the Exchange: N.T. Conger, Espanola; Dave Morgan, Lumberton. [SFDNM] 

1899June24; The following returns were raised, to wit: H.T. Conger, assessed on flour mill at $600, precinct No.15... [SFNM] 
1899June26; H.T. Conger and wife of Espanola, are guests at the Exchange. Mr. Conger own a large ranch near Espanola. – At the Exchange: H.T. Conger 

and wife, Espanola… [SFNM] 

1902January29; Exchange: H.T. Conger, Espanola. [SFNM] 
1903June4; H.T. Conger and wife returned yesterday from a three months’ trip to California and the Grand Canon. They left on this morning’s train for their 

home at Espanola. [SFNM] 
1903June19; June 4, 1903 [board of equalization]… The following increases in assessments… Precinct 15. H.T. Conger 200.00 [SFNM] 

 
Noble Conger    - Leadville 
1882July14; Noble Conger, of Leadville, arrived yesterday and stopped at the Herlow hotel. [SFDNM] 

 
Samuel P. Conger    - San Pedro 
1887July7; S.P. Conger has a force of men busily at work taking out ore from his celebrated San Lazaro gold mine situated on the southern part of the 

Canon del Agua grant. [SFWeeklyNMexican] 
1889June8; C.P. Conger has been spending a few days this week in Cerrillos and Santa Fe. He is about to make a deal on one of his valuable gold claims on 

the east side of San Pedro camp. [SFDNM] 

1890October24; Parties from the east, we understand, have purchased intererests in Mr. Conger’s mine east of San Pedro, and will proceed at once to put up a mill to treat 
the ore. [The Cerrillos Rustler Vol.III No.15] 

1890November17; …San Lazarus lode, so long owned and worked by S.P. Conger, and its location is in the famous gold belt at San Pedro, one mile east of 

the Big Copper mines. For five years Mr. Conger has been steadily engaged in developing the mine, G.Y. Smith, of Kansas City, being his financial 
backer. A few months ago Smith sold out to Conger… Recently Prof. Fischer, of Milwaukee, made an examination of the mine for the parties in that 

city and so favorable was his report that after a further examination and tests of the ore, Messrs. James L. Gates, James H. Stover and other Milwaukee 

capitalists began negotiations… Mr. Conger has been made superintendent of the company and he has just closed a contract with Wm Swyers and E.H. 
Dunbar, of San Pedro, to sink a shaft to bed rock and put down a tubular well to the depth of 525 feet… [SFDNM] 

1890November21; Mr. Conger has put quite a force at work on the St. Lazarus property east of San Pedro. Some twenty-five men, all told, are now said to be at work mining 
and on the various improvements. The sinking of the 500 foot well will be commenced in a few days. Gold mills – most likely Huntinton – will arrive at an early day to 
treat the ore. A new boarding house has also been put up to accommodate the men. [The Cerrillos Rustler Vol.III No.19] 

1890November21; S.P. Conger, of the San Lazarus Mining company at San Pedro, returned from a business trip to the capital last Saturday. [The Cerrillos Rustler Vol.III 
No.19] 

1890December4; F.C. Hanford, president, and James L. Gates, secretary, of the San Lazarus Mining Company, file copies of the Wisconsin laws under 

which this company is chartered to do business at San Pedro, with S.P. Conger as agent. [SFDNM] 

1890December23; The machinery for the San Lazarus company’s 200-ton Huntington mill is being transported from Cerrillos to San Pedro. Supt. Conger 
says “We have struck an eighteen inch vein of gold ore which will run from $25 to $60 to the ton.” [SFDNM] 

1891April10; S.P. Conger was in from the San Lazarus Monday. He had with him a retort of 30 ounces of gold from a small mill run. He states that the well furnishes plenty 
of water for the one Huntington mill. The cleanups so far average about $125 per day. [The Rustler v.III n.40] 

1891April11; S.P. Conger was in Cerrillos from the San Lazarus on Monday. He had with him a retort of thirty ounces of gold from a small mill run. He 

states that the well furnished plenty of water for the one Huntington mill. The cleanups so far average about $125 per day. [SFDNM] 

1891April24; S.P. Conger brought in another gold brick Tuesday from the St. Lazarus mill, about $900 – the result of six days run. Mr. Conger stated that he could have 
increased this considerably by making a thorough cleanup of the mill, which was not done on account of scarcity of time. [The Rustler v.III n.42] 

1891May18; The Conger mine at San Pedro ??. [SFDNM] 

1891May22; S.P. Conger came in Monday on the San Pedro stage, bringing for shipment a 100-ounce gold brick from the St. Lazarus. [The Rustler v.III n.46] 
1891May22; John T. Kelley and W.H. Swyers are running the machinery for the Conger mine. [The Rustler v.III n.46] 
1891May29; S.P. Conger, of the Conger mine and mill, San Pedro, left Cerrillos yesterday for Milwaukee, Wis., where he goes on another mining deal. 

[SFDNM] 

1891June5; S.P. Conger says of the work on the San Lazarus gold mine at San Pedro, for May: Sixteen day’s work cleaned up 175 ounces of $18 gold and left 200 tons of 
ore broken ahead. Mr. Conger left for Milwaukee last Friday to see about additional machinery for treating the ore. [The Rustler v.III n.48] 

1891June19; Captain McMahon, who has been along the Texas border and in old Mexico, returned last Saturday and on Thursday of this week went back to San Pedro. He 
had been with Mr. Conger in the St. Lazarus mine previously. [The Rustler v.III n.50] 

1891June26; S.P. Conger returned from his business trip to Milwaukee, last Saturday. [The Cerrillos Rustler, v.III no.51] 
1891July17; S.P. Conger local manager of the St. Lazarus mine at San Pedro arrived in the city yesterday, bearing triumphantly the result of a seven days “clean up” at the 

St. Lazarus in the shape of a gold brick weighing sixteen and a half pounds and valued at $4,200. …has been extracted from the ore, Mr. Conger explained, a seven 
days run on at six foot Huntington mill, the yield being from twelve to twenty dollars to the ton. – Albuquerque Democrat. [The Cerrillos Rustler, v.IV no.2] 

1891July22; S.P. Conger will erect a Huntington mill at Dolores. [SFDNM] 

1891July24; S.P. Conger says he will make great effort to put up a Huntington mill at Dolores. [The Rustler v.IV n.3] 
1891July31; (San Pedro) Last Sunday Mr. Conger was thrown from his horse and painfully injured. He had to be taken home in an ambulance. No bones were broken 

however and at last accounts was resting easily. [The Rustler v.IV n.4] 
1891August7; (San Pedro) Messrs. Ward and Stover, two Milwaukee capitalists interested in the St. Lazarus mine at San Pedro with Mr. Conger, are putting in a few days at 

the mill. [The Rustler v.IV n.5] 
1891August7; Mr. Conger, who had a fall from his house and was quite badly hurt, is improving. [The Rustler v.IV n.5] 
1891August19; The Conger mine, near San Pedro, Santa Fe county, is doing well and running steadily, having plenty of ore to keep the mill running 

constantly. [SFDNM] 
1891September1; Col. F.A. Glass, leasee of the Wolf mine at Dolores; S.P. Conger, of the San Lazarus mine at San Pedro, and C. McMahon, also interested 

in Dolores properties, are in the city on business. –  C.A. Scheurich, New Mexico; R.M. Foree, Ojo Caliente; S.P. Conger, C. McMahon, F.A. Glass, 

Dolores, are registered at the Exchange. [SFDNM] 



1891September4; “Old man” Conger, the discoverer of the San Lazarus gold mine at San Pedro and now superintendent of the mine under ownership of 

Milwaukee parties, was in Santa Fe a few days ago. He it was who located the famous Caribou mine in Gilpin county, Colo., and a recent member of 
the Denver News has this story about the Caribou and its locator. [story] [SFDNM] 

1891September11; The Conger mine, near San Pedro, is doing well and running steadily, having plenty of ore to keep the mill running constantly. They 

have commenced to put some machinery in and make some repairs on the Huntington mill. Mr. Conger speaks very highly of that style of mill, and 
practically speaks well of the No.5 mill of that make, but the mill he is operating is one size smaller. [SFDNM] 

1891September25; (San Pedro) Mr. Conger tells the Albuquerque Democrat that he struck a four foot vein of rich gold ore in the San Lazarus last week. [The Rustler, v.IV 
no.21] 

1891October1; Conger has struck another vein of four feet of gold ore in his San Lazarus mine at San Pedro. [SFDNM] 

1891October2; S.P. Conger, of the St. Lazarus company, came in Wednesday and left the day following for the east, where he hopes to place one of the best gold properties 
in the south part of the county, for active work. [The Rustler v.IV n.22] 

1891October2; Captain McMahon came in with Mr. Conger from San Pedro, Tuesday evening. [The Rustler v.IV n.22] 
1891October3; S.P. Conger, of the St. Lazarus company, came in Wednesday and left the day following for the east, where he hopes to place one of the best 

gold properties in the south part of the county for active work. [SFDNM] 

1891October16; Mr. Conger, who has been for forty years a miner…. [The Rustler v.IV n.24] 
1891October16; S.P. Conger visited Santa Fe Wednesday, from San Pedro. [The Rustler v.IV n.24] 
1891October16; Some of the miners are laughing right heartily over the manner in which S.P. Conger is said to have voted the larger share of San Lazarus 

stock at Milwaukee the other day. It is alleged that he jumped into the middle of the stockholders meeting with a cocked six-shooter in hand and the 

majority of the stock was voted as he directed. [SFDNM] 

1891October23; (San Pedro) Regarding an article in yesterday’s New Mexican, stating that S.P. Conger had fired a gun in a scuffle to get possession of the books at the 
office of the San Lazarus mine, the statement is denied by Mr. Conger, who says it was in Newberry’s hands that the gun was discharged. [The Rustler v.IV n.25] 

1891October24; Mr. Conger has taken forcible possession of the mine and now holds it, but the Milwaukee stockholders are not undertaking to meet him 

with any force other than their rights in law. Mr. Conger was at Cerrillos yesterday and is quoted in the Rustler as saying: “I think the trouble will soon 

be over, if the other parties will be reasonable, and I and my friends have made a proposition to either give or take, and this should settle the matter.” 
[SFDNM] 

1891October26: ANOTHER MINE DEAL. Illinois Parties After San Pedro Property – S.P. Conger Talks of the San Lazarus Trouble. S.P. Conger, of the San 
Lazarus Gold Mining company, came in from San Pedro this morning and brought up samples of ore from a mine near his property, for which he has a deal on 
with Chicago parties. He is accompanied by P.J. Beveridge, son of ex-Governor Beveridge, of Illinois, who is the representative of the parties about to 
purchase this property, and their object here to-day is to have Brother Amian make tests of the ore and also to examine into the title of the property. Relative 
to the San Lazarus mine troubles Mr. Conger produces papers from the circuit count of Milwaukee which practically places him “on top” in the whole business. 
He discovered, he says, that the Milwaukee stockholders had entered into a conspiracy to depose him as superintendent of the mine and mill, and he promptly 
applied to the courts, making such a showing that his opponents now stand enjoined from undertaking to outvote him. He offered to settle the controversy by 
buying out the stockholders or himself selling out to them. This they declined, so he came back to San Pedro and there called the annual meeting, voting his 
majority of the stock to elect a board of directors composed of himself, C. McMahon, John Brylan, John T. Kelly, Wm Swyres, of San Pedro, and J.H. Stover, 
of Milwaukee. The latter is secretary, and resides in Milwaukee, while Mr. Conger is president and general manager. He says he is in full possession of the 
property and will hold it by force of arms if necessary as long as the courts uphold his claims as they do at present. [SFDNM] 

1891October26; At the Exchange: S.P. Conger, San Pedro; P.J. Beveridge, Chicago. [SFDNM] 

1891November6; S.P. Conger is in town this week, resting quietly pending the settlement of the San Lazarus mine muddle. He says if the matter is not settled very soon he 
will work the mine, out of which he can now take gold to the amount of $8,000 every ten days, with the one Huntington mill. [The Rustler, v.IV no.27] 

1891November20; Mr. Conger feels confident that the San Lazarus troubles will soon be adjusted and the mine be working again with increased force. [The Rustler, v.IV 
no.29] 

1891December11; (San Pedro) S.P. Conger, we understand, has had a severe attack of pneumonia at Chicago, from which he is convallescing and is soon expected home. 
[The Rustler, v.IV no.32] 

1891December18; Rumor has it that S.P. Conger has sold his interest in the St. Lazarus property and that a request has been forwarded to the works at San Pedro for a 
statement of the indebtedness of the company, so that the same may be paid, after which the gold property will resume operation. [The Rustler, v.IV no.33] 

1891December18; The difficulties between S.P. Conger and the San Lazarus Gold company of Milwaukee have at last been amicably adjusted, and the rich 
mine and Huntington mill, idle, near San Pedro for three months, will again be in full blast next week. Mr. Conger went to Milwaukee with a fair 

proposition to buy or sell. A telegram to Supt. W.E. Newberry, at San Pedro, announces that he has sold his interest to the company. …As a poor 

prospector Mr. Conger has worked eight years to develop this mine. The price he receives is not made public, but it ranges high, with five figures to 
name it, and Conger comes back a rich man. [SFDNM] 

1891December25; (San Pedro) S.P. Conger has been putting in most of the past week in Albuquerque. [The Rustler, v.IV no.34] 
1900February7; San Pedro, N.M., February 6. – The San Lazarus mine, situated some two miles east of town, and which five years ago yielded its lucky 

owners a cool $60,000 in gold from one strike, has been rechristened the San Pedro, and is now being put into shape for doing its full quota toward 

adding to the glory and riches of this camp. It is owned by a Milwaukee company, at the head of which is a Mr. Otgen, and Joseph Mackedon is the 
superintendent in charge. With eight helpers he is doing an immense amount of work. …Mr. Mackedon is an experienced man, who did good work for 

the same company at Telluride, Colo. …Old man Conger rendered the San Lazarus famous years ago when he and his wife made their grub stake by 

using a mortar and pistol to crack the nuggets of free gold from the bright quartz taken from its surface. [SFNM] 
1901October21; A.B. Renehan, attorney, this afternoon filed incorporation papers in the office of Territorial Secretary J.W. Raynolds for the St. Lazarus 

Mining Company of New Mexico with $5,000,000 capital. The incorporators and directors are Christian S. Otjen, Moses D. Newald, James Gilowsky, 

Hugo Loewenbach, George W. Marling, James H. Stover of Milwaukee, Wis.; Alois B. Renehan and Zeporah G. Renehan of Santa Fe, and Samuel P. 
Conger of San Pedro, New Mexico. The main offices of the company will be at Milwaukee, Wis.; the New Mexico office at Santa Fe with A.B. Renehan 

as New Mexico agent. The company will work the San Lazarus group of fourteen claims in southern Santa Fe county, on which it has already expended 

something like $130,000. [SFNM] 
1901December26; Golden, Santa Fe County, Dec. 26. – The St. Lazarus Mining Company of New Mexico, which succeeds to the right and properties of the 

San Pedro Gold Mining and Milling company and the old St. Lazarus Gold Mining and Milling company, has employed a force of about 30 miners 

under the superintendency of Samuel Conger, who first found gold in the old St. Lazarus lode claim No.1, from which $43,000 was extracted out of a 
space about ten feet cubic. It is reported on good authority that he has struck a vein of $100 ore. This means much for the New Placers Mining district 

and shows that when owners will sink they are almost certain to strike paydirt. This company has lately purchased from George Brotsman and John 

Jaycope the Oro, Head and U.C. Claims and has now a compact body of 600 acres which it is developing by tunnels and drifts. [SFNM] 
1902January6; The San Lazarus Company now has a large force employed under the superintendency of Mr. Conger. The company will soon have enough 

ore to keep its mill running and Mr. Conger has quite a display of free milling ore from the company’s claims in his office. [SFNM] 



________________________________________________________________ 

 * Conklin * 
C. A. Conklin    - StaFe 
1897April3; C.A. Conklin is a bright young man, well educated and honorable. He should be voted for by a majority of the voters and should be elected. He 

casts his first vote next Tuesday. [SFDNM] 

1897April19; …our retiring mayor, Hon. Pedro Delgado… After tonight it will be Mayor Spiess, City Treasurer Cartwright and City Clerk Conklin. 
[SFDNM] 

 

C. A. D. Conklin 

1883May9; Socorro. Charles M. Allen and C.A.D. Conklin left this morning for a point south of here for the purpose of searching for the lost lead which 

was discovered about a year ago and the Location Lost. They think they will succeed ??? ??? sure, as they have succeeded in securing a number of new 

and important pointers. The lead is red oxide of copper and native silver. [SFDNM] 
1883October12; At the Press association meeting held in Albuquerque the 4th, Tom Highes was elected president, H.W. Mitchell vice president, C.A.D. 

Conklin secretary and Harry Reed treasurer. [The Golden Retort. Vol.III No.22] 

 

Charles M. “Carlos” Conklin  <b.NM 1834>    - wife is Josefa Valencia Conklin (b.NM 1838>; fa is James Conklin;  StaFe 

1829January23; Santiago Concle, stranger, the son of Santiago Concle and Maria Baltivin (Baldwin?), married Juana Ortiz of StaFe, a dispensation from affinity having been 
granted. Known children married, all in StaFe: Maria Trinidad to Julián Tully 5Jan1848; Isabel to William Angney in 1849, and later to Oliver B. Hovey (marriages of Clara 
and Santiago Hovey in 1880, 1886); Josefa to Clemente Ortiz 25Oct1861; and Carlos Conklin to Josefa Valencia 11Jun1859. [A.Chavez, ONMF p.412] 

1860census; Oliver P. Hovey, commission agent, 33yr old, realprop$18k persprop$35k, wife Ysabel (27yr old, sister of Charles M. Conklin, 4children) 

1870July24_census: Carlos Conklin, farmer, 36y-o, born NM, RealValue$1500 PersValue$500, resident StaFe pct.4 in same habitation with Josefa Conklin, 32y-o, b.NM, 
Antonia Conklin, 10y-o, b.NM, Carlota Conklin, 8y-o, b.NM, Francisco Conklin, 5y-o, b.NM, Jose Conklin, 2y-o, Guadalupe Tafoya [f], 45y-o, b.NM, Marcos Tafoya, 10y-
o, b.NM, [Adopted son], Albina Tafoya, 7y-o, Candido Tafoya, 15y-o, b.NM, Rosario Martin [m], 15y-o, b.NM 

1872May21; H.C. Carson has been relieved by Sheriff Conklin as his deputy. [SFDNM] 
1873August5; The Santa Fe county republican convention on Saturday placed in nomination the following gentlemen for county offices: For probate judge 

– Gaspar Ortiz y Alarid. For sheriff – Charles M. Conklin. For county clerk – Ambrosio Ortiz. For treasurer – Juan Miguel Ortega. For coronor – Albino 

Ortega. For school inspectors – Rev. P. Eguillon, Jose D. Sena, Fernando Delgado and John Bouquet. The following legislative ticket for the district 
composed of the counties of Santa Fe and Santa Ana were also agreed upon: For Senators – Nicolas Pino of Santa Fe and Nepomuceno Silva of Santa 

Ana county. For representatives – Anastacio Sandoval, Ramon Sena y Garcia and Antonio Aban Vigil of Santa Fe and David C. de Baca of Santa Ana 

county. [SFDNM] 
1876October3; The Democratic County Convention met yesterday and made the following nominations for county officers: Senator – M. Hess Dunand, 

Representatives – E.F. Dunne, Jesus Sena y Baca, Vicente Romero, Probate Judge, Gaspar Ortiz, Sheriff, Charles M. Conklin, County Clerk, Epifano 

Vigil, Treasurer, Miguel Silva, Coroner, Pablo Borego, County Commissioners, Matias Dominguez, Sol Spiegelberg, Luciano Baca. School 
Commissioners, Rev. J.A. Truchard, Nasario Gonzales, Esquipula Gonzales, Ambrosio Ortiz. [SFDNM] 

1880October16; Yesterday morning a messenger arrived here from Los Cerrillos with the news that John Reardon… died Thursday night at 9 o’clock from 

his wounds. …Justice Ortiz issued subpoenas for witnesses to the shooting, and Deputy Sheriff Conklin went down yesterday to serve them. [SFDNM] 
1881March26; The following is a list of the taxpayers of Santa Fe county, taken from the tax books, and it therefore comprises all the names of the legal 

voters of the county. Lower Santa Fe, Precinct No.4. Atkinson H.M., Alarid Trinidad, Abeytia Francisco, Abeytia Aniceto, Allen John, Arny W.F.M., Blaine__, Baca 

Luciano, Breeden Wm, Bolander Wm, Bustamante An ls, Baily Geo, Chase Geo, Cartwright H.B., Conklin Jas, Conklin Chas M., Conway J.W., Delgado B., Delgado 

Francisco, Delgado Felipe, Duran Jose E., Estes Pantaleon, Everett E.C., Esselbach J.J., Fiske E.A., Fisher L., Fitzmaurice John, Filger Simon, Gildersleeve C.H., Garcia 

Vicente, Garcia Marcelino, Garcia Casimiro, Garcia Nicolas, Gallegos Juan Luis, Gerdes J.H., Gold M.A., Gonzales Diego, Green Francis M., Gross Louis, Hayt Walter, 

Hirsch Joseph, Herlow P.F., Irving Alex J., Joy, Kirchmer August, Lopez Rafael, McLean J.E., Martinez Manuel, Martinez Jose Ma., Maes y Baca Ant, McBroom Wm C., 

Miller Dav J., Miller E., Munez Faustin, Montzimer H.C., Mattison, Newhall Jas T., Nuanez Abelino, Ortiz y Salazar A., Ortiz y Alarid G., Ortiz Jose A., Ortiz Jose B., Ortiz 

Ambrosio, Ortiz George, Ortiz Tafoya F., Ortiz Hilario L., Probst C.C., Ortiz Gabira, Parsons T., Quintana Martin, Rupe, Robbins A.O., Robledo Manuel, Ritch W.G., Rivera 

Luis, Reed, Smith G.A., Schmidt Herman, Schnepple Fre’dk, Salazar Manuel S., Schormoyer Luis, Sena Sab, Sandoval Felipe, Stephens R.M., Silva Miguel, Silva 

Ascencion, Stralow Herman, Taylor J.S., Tate W.W., Thompson J.H., Tucker T.S., Thayer C.L., Urioste Feliz, Waldo H.L., Willison R.B.  [SFDNM]   
1882June25; Amount of Property Owned By the Residents of Santa Fe County. April 14, 1882. Conklin, Charles M. Espanola _ 3,025 00 [SFDNM]   
1882June28; To Charles H. Gildersleeve, as Secretary of the Texas, Santa Fe & Northern railroad company. …The undersigned holders of one half and 

upwards of the subscribed capital stock… A. Staab, T.B. Catron, Arthur Boyle, Charles H. Irvin, F.W. Clancy, Rafael Lopez, Charles M. Conklin, A. 

Seligman, B. Seligman, Felipe B. Delgado, J.G. Schurmann, Reed & Bishop, W.A. McKenzie, W.T. Thornton, P.F. Herlow, Vicente Mares, Nicolas 
Garcia, John Symington, W.M. Berger, Jose L. Perea, J.R. Armijo, Michel Barardinelli, J.B. Lamy, Anto’ Ortiz y Salazar, Romulo Martinez, Willi 

Spiegelberg, L. Spiegelberg, W.E. Broad, Jesus Castillo, Cristobal Armijo, Mariano Perea, B.F. Schuster, Pedro Perea, Nasario Gonzales, Trinidad 

Alarid, John Symington, E.D. Franz, Gaspar Ortiz, Miguel Silva, Felipe Delgado, Mariano Romero, Jose L. Perea, 2nd, Benicio Perea. [SFDNM] 
1884January24(disc&loc); Charles M. Conklin, Pedro Salas, locators San Francisco Lode 1500’ near arroyo de las mascaras, Santa Fe MD, rec 25Jan84; 

witness Nerio Salas [b.F p.612] 

1890November7; Election in Cerrillos passed quietly. Much interest was taken and the voting through the entire day was quite spirited. The vote fell nearly a hundred short of 
registration. Chas F. Easley and T. P. Gable were the only Democratic candidates who receive a majority in this precinct, though the vote averaged closely. Mr. 
Catron’s majority was 26. Otero over Joseph, 6. Nesbett over Wyllys, 8. Conklin over Chavez, 30. Mayo, Staab and Read ran even, with small majorities over their 
opponents. Everything was orderly. [The Cerrillos Rustler Vol.III No.17] 

1891; Francisco Chavez resigns as SFCo Sheriff, Charles M. Conklin (Republican) becomes sheriff 

1891September11; Max Frost has been appointed county commissioner, vice Chas. M. Conklin, vice Chas. M. Creamer.. [The Rustler v.IV n.10] 
1891September11; Frank Chavez, the old sheriff of this county, has resigned and Charles Conklin has been appointed by the board of county commissioners to fill the 

vacancy. It is said by authorities, that he is behind in his accounts some $38,000. On this question considerable has been said, but all in a mild form, as Mr. Chaves 
has ranked high in many respects as an officer. His downfall has been anticipated even by many of his friends, yet no one attributes it to intentional dishonesty. In a 
word, Frank Chavez has always been his own worst enemy, allowing himself, his money, and possibly funds at his disposal, to be used as freely as water by his 
friends, personal and political.. [The Rustler v.IV n.10] 

1891October16; Chas. M. Conklin, Santa Fe, new Rustler subscriber. [The Rustler v.IV n.24] 
1891December18; Harry C. Hill, the depot crook who escaped from jail yesterday morning, was captured last night at Cerrillos by Sheriff Conklin’s deputy, Mr. Long. He will 

be brought back to-night. [The Rustler, v.IV no.33] 



1891December18; The summonses in the case of the county of Santa Fe versus Frank Chavez, ex-collector, were placed this morning in the hands of Sheriff Conklin by 
District Clerk Goshorn for service; there are 285 defendants in the suits. The name of C.H. Gildersleeve appears as a surety upon every bond, and he is a defendant in 
every suit. [The Rustler, v.IV no.33] 

1881December23(disc&loc), W.H. Nesbitt, Frank Dean Lone Star placer, Charles M. Conklin<? 40ac, S80rods W80rods etc, joins New York Placer on W, 

on Tuerto river, rec 3Jan82 [b.F p.25] 

1891December25; Miss Antonia Conklin, daughter of Sheriff Chas. M. Conklin, of this county, died at Santa Fe Monday morning, of this week. [The Rustler, v.IV no.34] 
1892October4; C.M. Conklin, Sheriff; Under the law but two deputies are authorized to act for me and these are Antonio Alarid and Francisco Perez. 

[SFDNM] 

1892October29; Political Paragraphs from the Cerrillos Rustler. Charles M. Conklin, the best collector Santa Fe county ever had, and the man who should 
by all means be elected this fall, is in town to-day. [SFDNM] 

1893; One of Governor Thornton’s first acts was to remove Charles M. Conklin as sheriff of Santa Fe County, the man appointed by Prince to succeed Francisco Chavez and, as 

well, a known member of the Alliance League. In his place, he appointed Mr. W.P. Cunningham to fill the vacancy, who at once rearrested Francisco Gonzales y Borrego… 

[My Life on the Frontier B.2 p.265-266] 

1893June; new Gov William T. Thornton personally fires Sheriff Conklin over $ shortage, replaces with William P. Cunningham – Conklin looses court 
appeal 

1893June27; I hereby appoint William P. Cunningham, of the county of Santa Fe and the territory of New Mexico, sheriff and ex-officio collector of the 

county of Santa Fe and territory of New Mexico, to fill the vacancy occasioned by the removal of Charles M. Conklin from said office. Signed W.T. 
Thornton, Governor of New Mexico. [SFDNM] 

1893 Ter.Sup.Court case; Charles M. Conklin vs William P. Cunningham 

1894August10; In Rev. De Fouri’s Behalf. A meeting was held at St. Francis hall on Wednesday by the Catholics of the Cathedral and Guadalupe church 

parishes at which George Ortiz presided; Messrs Aniceto Abeytia and Francisco Ortiz y Tafoya acted as vice presidents, and Perfecto Gonzales was 

secretary. …to petition Archbishop Chapelle not to transfer Rev. J.H. De Fouri to the Las Vegas parish… following appointed; Aniceto Abeytia, 

Francisco Ortiz y Tafoya, B.M. Read, H.L. Ortiz, Demetrio Perez, Marcelino Garcia, C.M. Conklin, Felipe Delgado, Antonio Ortiz y Salazar, Luciano 
Baca and W.D. Barron. [SFDNM] 

1894November22; Frank Conklin, a well known young man in this city, is now minus a wife and family, accompanying which statement of fact is a 

sensational story that is just now being talked about a good deal. …She took the 8 o’clock train for Lamy, but C.M. Conlkin, her father-in-law, having 
learned of her departure, hurriedly left Santa Fe, overtaking her at Lamy… [SFDNM] 

1895October19; Ex-Sheriff Chas Conklin and his son, Frank, returned last night from Topeka, Kas., the latter bringing his two children. A telegram from 

Thos Mooney, an officer at Topeka, advises Sheriff Cunningham that the children were stolen from their mother, who is ill with consumption. The 
Conklins say this is not true; that they brought the children here with their mother’s approval, and that she is to follow as soon as her condition, which is 

now improving, will permit of her traveling. [SFDNM] 

1895December11; District Court. …cases dismissed: Charles M. Conklin vs. W.P. Cunningham… [SFDNM] 
1896April6; Mrs. Frank Conklin and her two little girls, one 5 and the other 3 years old, who have been living at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Charles M. 

Conklin during the past five months, disappeared during Saturday night and it is presumed have gone to Topeka, Kas., where a sister of Mrs. Conklin 

lives. ¶ Six or seven months ago Charles M. Conklin, father of Frank Conklin, went to Topeka, where he found the latter’s wife and two children in 
destitute circumstances. Mrs. Conklin was sick in a hospital, and Mr. Conklin, her father in-law, says that he paid out about $200 for the care of her and 

his grand-children and as soon as possible brought them to Santa Fe, where they have since lived with him. ¶ He says that his daughter-in-law 

manifested no signs of discontent and that her departure without warning caused him and his wife much surprise and grief. She escaped through her bed-
room window and closed the blinds after her. She had not to exceed $25. ¶ Frank Conklin has been working at Taos for several weeks and knows 

nothing about the occurrence above related. [SFDNM] 

1896April15; City of Santa Fe vs. Narciso Mondragon, defaulting city treasurer, et al. Judgment for $382.83 was entered up against Aniceto Abeytia, Juan 
Garcia, Amado Chaves, Martin Quintana, Rafael Martinez and C.M. Conklin, bondsmen for Mondragon. [SFDNM] 

1896May14; County Commissioners. Mr. B.M. Read appeared before the board on behalf of Nazario Gonzales and asked that an error of the assessor be 

rectified. The assessment of Gonzales for 1892 was accordingly reduced from $11,000 to $10,381 and he was allowed $40, paid to ex-Sheriff Conklin, 
on his taxes for 1893. [SFDNM] 

1896May26; Capt. Conklin, an old time surveyor and miner, is here to-day after five years of hermitage in the Rio Chama velley, twelve miles above 

Abiquiu. He has been testing the placer mines in that region and is satisfied that the gold in those land can be saved by proper mechanical devices. He 
is here to meet Kansas City capitalists who may invest in that region. [SFDNM] 

1898September10; The funeral of the late William White will be held from the family residence at ? p.m. tomorrow with interment in Fairview cemetery. 

The services will be conducted by Rector Gay, of the Episcopal church, and the pall bearers will be H.B. Cartwright, N.B. Laughlin, Charles Conklin, 
Leo Hersch and William Bolander. [SFNM] 

1899September6; The funeral of Luciano Baca y Valdez took place this morning. …The pall-bearers were Messrs. L.M. Ortiz, Marcelina Garcia, J.D. Sena, 

J.J. Carillo, Charles Conklin, of this city, and R. Chavez, of Galisteo. [SFNM] 
1901December5; Antonio Ortiz y Salazar and C.M. Conklin, receivers of the estate of the late Mrs. Peregrina Campbell de Delgado, found that the 

indebtedness against the estate consists of a mortgage of $3,400 held by Miguel Chaves, and taxes which can be compromised for $354.05. They advise 
that the property belonging to the estate be sold as settlement and distribution are otherwise impracticable. [SFNM] 

1907January3: James McHughes was appointed city marshal by Mayor Thomas B. Catron at the City Council meeting and Andres Sena city scavenger. 
McHughes is a carpenter by trade and was formerly a policeman in Illinois. He succeeds Charles Conklin who retired, along in years and too old to give the 
attention the job requires. City Scavenger Jesus Padilla was not retired for any particular reason. [SFNM 100yrs] 

1909January7: Jose Ma. Garcia was nominated for justice of the peace at the Pct. 17 Republican primaries Monday night defeating Charles Conklin 50-20. H.C. 
Montoya was nominated for constable without opposition. [SFNM 100yrs] 

1913November; …Judge Carlos Conklin who often took Governor Wallace from the executive office to the mines at Bonanza and Golden... [ElPalacio v.1 n.1 p.6] 
- witness - 

1877April28; William H. McBroom, James Hay, Thomas Merrill, Joseph E. Shaw, Ami W. Wright, Wellington R. Burt, Newel Barnard, William Binder 
Saginaw placer m.c. Placers 160acre claim, NW corner Nebraska m.c.; witness Ezra Rust, Charles Conklin [b.A p.354] 

1877April30; placer mining claims 160acres ea. in NE part of Ortiz Mining Grant in 4quads around Ojo de la Vaca – SW=Cleveland Placer Mining claim – William H. 
McBroom, J.F. Rust, D.K. Clint, C.G. King, Ezra Rust, James Hay, Ami W. Wright, Joseph E. Shaw; witness Charles M.Conklin, Wm M.Tipton [Locations & Mining Deeds 
A#15405 p360] 

1877April30; placer mining claims 160acres ea. in NE part of Ortiz Mining Grant in 4quads around Ojo de la Vaca – NW=Comstock Placer Mining claim – W.M. Tipton, Ezra 
Rust, G.F. Williams, G.L. Burrows, C.W. Wells, George Parry, John B. White, R.W. Andrus; witness Charles M.Conklin, Wm M.Tipton [Locations & Mining Deeds 
A#15405 p361] 



1881November3(loc); C.W. Cagan, Frank Gilocagh Lucy Placer claim W28rods S57rods etc, ca 4mi SW from Ortiz Station, rec 26Nov81; witness M?C. 

Conklin [b.D p.719] 

-  as Clerk  - 
1880March9; Philip Mould power of attorney to Frank Dimick to sell mines or lodes; certify 9March80 N.B. Laughlin NP, certify for copy Charles M. Conklin Clerk and Co 

Recorder [Locations & Mining Deeds D#15408 p.237] 
1880January24; Florence I. Alden power of attorney to Frank Dimick; presence Jose Ortiz y Baca, certify 24Jan80 Lusiano Baca Clk of P.County, recorded 10January1881 

by Charles M. Conklin [Locations & Mining Deeds D#15408 p.234] 
1880November11; indenture; Frank Dimick (sig = F. Alden by Frank Dimick Atty in fact) sells for $50 to James Willard all his int Silver Queen (b.B p.48), all his int las Vegas 

lodes (b.B p.107), about 2.5mi from Dimick Campur a southerly direction, in CMD; presence Jose Ortiz y Baca, certify 11Sept80 Luciano Baca Clerk of the Probate 
Court, recorded 10January1881 by Charles M. Conklin Clerk Co Recorder [Locations & Mining Deeds D#15408 p.235] 

1881January4; indenture; Philip Mould now of Grant Co NM (sig = P.Mould by F.Dimick Marny [attrny]) sells for $350 to Herbert B. Litus of NY Co NY undiv ¼ int Ulster (loc 
3Apr79 by P. Mould, Eduard Delbeau, W.Streby), on SE slops of Gold Hill, N extension of Inter Ocean mine, in CMD; presence (blank), certify 10Jan81 Charles M. 
Conklin Clerk of Probate Court, recorded 11January1881 [Locations & Mining Deeds D#15408 p.239] 

1881January17; Mining Deed; Saml W. Bonner, N.B. Laughlin sell for $500 to Mrs E.F. Tottle of Saint Louis Co MO undiv 2/5 int 45 Lode, bounded on NE end by Poe-Pick 
Lode, SW end by Ripley Lode, about ¾ mi SW from Carbonateville, in LCMD; presence J.V. Ellinger, certify 17Jan81 Charles M. Conklin Co Clerk per Jesus Ma Ortiz 
Depty Notary Public, {filed 17Jan rec 21Jan81 b.B p.99 LCMR N.B. Laughlin Recorder} recorded 31January1881 [Locations & Mining Deeds E#15409 p.143] 

1881January17; Indenture; Samuel W. Bonner and N.B. Laughlin sell for $500 to Mrs. E.T. Pottle of Saint Louis Co MO undiv 2/5int 45 Lode, in LCMD, 

bounded on the NE end by the Pol Pick Lode, and the SW end by the Rigney Lode, ca 3/4mi SW from Carbonateville, being 300x1500’ linear; 

presents of J.N. Ellinger, Cert 17Jan81 Charles M. Conklin Co Clerk per Jesus Me Ortiz Deputy, Filed for Record 17Jan81 and Recorded 21Jan81 
N.B. Laughlin Recorder {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 3 p.99} 

1881January13; Indenture; H.M. Jones sells for $1 to H.P. Pears of Allegheny Co PA undiv 1/4int B.B. Pears Lode, ca two west from Carbonateville, ca 

1/2mi NW from GCMtn, ca 400’ N and on the same lead or lode as the Independence Lode, 300x1500’ linear, 150’ on ea side, loc 23Oct80 [b3 p.43 
LCMR]; undiv 1/4int Florence Nightengale Lode, ca 2mi W from Carbonateville, ca 1/4mi W from GCMtn, 300x`1500’ linear, 150’ on ea side, loc 

25Aug80 [b3 p.11 LCMR]; undiv 1/4int White Princess Lode, ca 2mi W from Carbonateville, ca 1/4mi NW from GCMtn, 300x1500’ linear, 150’ on 

ea side, loc 22Oct80 [b3 p.11 LCMDR]; all in LCMD; Cert 15Jan81 N.B Laughlin NP; Cert Co Rec 18Jan81 Charles M. Conklin Co Clerk and 
Recorder; Filed for Record 22Jan81 and Recorded same day N.B. Laughlin Recorder {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 3 p.103} 

1880October13; Indenture; C.(Charles) E. McClintic, Sanford A. Larock sell for $30 to John Evans, H.M. Jones Sophia Lode, ca 1/4mi S of the GCMtn; in 

LCMD; Cert 13Oct80 N.B Laughlin NP; Cert Co Rec 20Jan81 Charles M. Conklin Co Clerk and Recorder; Filed for Record 24Jan81 and Recorded 
25Jan81 N.B. Laughlin Recorder {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 3 p.106} 

1880December20: Indenture; Charles E. McClintic sells for $50 to John C. Evans; Little Eva, ca 2mi W of Carbonateville. Presence H.M. Jones, Cert 

21Dec80 N.B. Laughlin NP, Cert Rec 17Jan81 & 20Jan81 b.E p.113 Charles M. Conklin Co Clerk Recorder, Filed for Record 3Feb81 and Recorded 
18Feb81 N.B. Laughlin Recorder {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 3 p.132} 

1881January26; Indenture: Dennis Cofflin sells for $800 to Cutter T. Porter the whole of R.C. Clowry Lode. Loc 28Jul79 by Dennis Cofflin, 300x150’ 

linear with 150’ on ea side. Ca 3/4mi S of the Turquoise Mtn, in LCMD. Cert 27Jan81 N.B. Laughlin NP; Rec Cert 5Feb81 Charles M. Conklin Co 
Clerk and Recorder; Filed for record 3Feb81 and Recorded 11Feb81 N.B. Laughlin Recorder {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 3 p.123} 

1881January29: Indenture; Cutter T. Porter sells for $900 to John C. Evans undiv 1/2int R.C. Clowery Lode, in LCMD, ca 3/4mi S of the Turquoise Mtn 
1500’x300’, 150’ on ea side. Presence W.C. Rogers. Cert 31Jan81 N.B. Laughlin NP, Cert Rec 5Feb81 b.E p.153 Charles M. Conklin Co Clerk + 

Recorder, Filed for Record 8Feb81 and Recorded 18Feb81 N.B. Laughlin Recorder {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 3 p.134} 

1881January29: Indenture; Cutter T. Porter sells for $500 to John C. Evans undiv 1/6int Last Chance and Canook Lodes, in LCMD, ca 1/4mi SW from the 

Minadeltiro (Mina del Tiro) mine, said mining claims are situated side by side each 1500’ by 300’, 150’ on ea side. Presence W.C. Rogers. Cert 

31Jan81 N.B. Laughlin NP, Cert Rec 5Jan81<should be 5Feb] b.E p.151 Charles M. Conklin Co Clerk + Recorder, Filed for Record 8Feb81 and 

Recorded 18Feb81 N.B. Laughlin Recorder {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 3 p.137} 
1881March17; SBMD; ref Charles M. Conklin Probate Clerk & Recorder, by Jesus Ma Ortiz Deputy [b.D p.362] 

1881March8; indenture; Frank Dimick an unmarried man in the City of Santa Fe sells for $2000 to Horacio S. Bruner ¼ undiv int Lady Lode, about ¾ mi SE Carbonateville or 
Dimicks Camp, SW extension of General Atkinson Lode, in LCMD; certify 8Mar81 Charles M. Conklin Clerk of the Probate Court, recorded 8March1881 [Locations & 
Mining Deeds E#15409 p.186] 

1881March8; indenture; Frank Dimick an unmarried man in the City of Santa Fe sells for $2000 to Horatio S. Brewer 1/3 undiv int Cash Entry Lode, about ½ mi E Turquoise 
Mtn, in LCMD; certify 8Mar81 Charles M. Conklin Clerk of the Probate Court, recorded 8March81 [Locations & Mining Deeds E#15409 p.187] 

1881April1; indenture; C.F. Porter sells for $100 to A.J. Hunter undivided 1/6 int Last Chance Lode, about 1 mi SW from Turquoise Mtn, in LCMD; presence George Ortiz, 
certify 1April81 Charles M. Conklin Clerk of the Probate Court, recorded 1April1881 [Locations & Mining Deeds D#15408 p.395] 

1881April5 (reloc); Henry M. Atkinson, Philip H. Warner Grand Central Tunnel Claim, (disc&loc 25April79), Sec 5 T14N R8E; 3000’ N51°27’W, 750’ea side, 4’W 6.5’H, in 
CMD; witness J. Lyman Hayward, Cyrus Wells, sworn before Charles M. Conklin Probate Clerk, recorded 7April1881 [Locations & Mining Deeds D#15408 p.401] 

1881April21; indenture; Henry M. Atkinson sells for $1 to Norris Peters of Dist.of Columbia certain lot piece or parcel of land to wit: 1/8 undiv int Bonito (loc 3May79 b.1 p.10) 
and Bishop Mining Claims (loc 3May9 b.1 p.121), in CMD; presence Ch Maeley, Jesus Ma Ortiz, certify 21April81 Charles M. Conklin Probate Clerk by Jesus Ma 
Ortiz Deputy, recorded 21April1881 [Locations & Mining Deeds D#15408 p.419] 

1880December24: Articles of Incorporation of L.H. Whitson Gold and Silver Mining Company of Davenport, Iowa; term 20yrs; incorporators T.T. Dow, L.W. Whitson, D.B. 
Shelley; File No.33 25May1881 Charles M. Conklin, Probate Clerk SFCo. [per V.,Byrne No.4326 Abstract of Title 14Jun1957] 

1881May19: Certificate L.H. Whitson Gold and Silver Mining Company …that the principal place where the business of such corporation shall be carried on in the Territory of 
new Mexico, is Carbonateville in Los Cerrillos Mining District… L.H. Whitson, residing at said principal place of business… T.T. Dow, President D.B. Shelley Secretary; 
No. 34 Filed 25May1881 Charles M. Conklin, Probate Clerk. [per V.,Byrne No.4326 Abstract of Title 14Jun1957] 

1881June1; Trust Deed; John McDonald, promissory note for $400 payable in 6mos @ 2% per mo to Caroline C. Rolls, sells for $1 to Edwin C. Rolls of Chatham, Kent Co, 
Province of Outline Canada Golden Hill Lode claim, (loc 22Mar81 b.3 p.171 LCMR), about 1.5mi W of Carbonateville or Turquesa, bounded on N by BB Pears Mine, 
S by Independence Lode, in LCMD; witness Jesus Ma Ortiz, certify 1Jun81 Charles M. Conklin Clerk of the Probate Court, recorded 1June1881 [Locations & Mining 
Deeds E#15409 p.316] 

1881June7; indenture; W.V. Sisson sells for $5000 to J.C. Evans undiv 1/3 Our Georgia, (b.C p.290) bounded S by Hardly Able, E by Atlas & Little Bertie & Yankee, W by 
Home & Vulture, N by Ward Lode, about 1000’ E of the Old Santa Rosa Mine, in GMD; presence Jesus Ma Ortiz, certify 7June81 Charles M. Conklin Clerk of the 
Probate Court, recorded 7June1881 [Locations & Mining Deeds E#15409 p.332] 

1881 n.d. (recJune20); PoL for 1880; Philip H. Warner swears at least $100 labor on Silver Chief Mining Claim for year ending 31Dec80 at expense of Henry M. Atkinson, 
Philip H. Warner; before Charles M. Conklin Clerk of the Probate Court by Jesus Ma Ortiz Deputy, recorded 20June1881 [Locations & Mining Deeds E#15409 p.364] 



1881June23; indenture; Wm Russell sells for $150 to Mrs E.T. Pottle of St Louis Co MO undiv 1/8 int Silver Bank Lode, in LCMD, (loc 1Jan81 b.3 p.80 LCMR), about 1300’ 
SW from Great Western Mine; presence (no witness), certify 23June81 Charles M. Conklin Clerk of the Probate Court by Jesus Ma Ortiz Deputy, recorded 
23June1881 [Locations & Mining Deeds E#15409 p.368] 

1881June18; mining Deed; N.B. Laughlin sells for $100 to William A. Robinson undiv 1/12 int Pelican-Yankee Lode, (loc 22Oct79), about 1000’ nearly N from Ruelina Shaft, 
bounded S by Marine Lode, W by Agricultural & Atlas Lodes, in LCMD; attest (none), certify 18July81 Charles M. Conklin Clerk of the Probate Court, recorded 
18July1881 [Locations & Mining Deeds E#15409 p. 424] 

1881July29; Mining Deed; P.H. Warner sells for $1000 to J.M. Irwin undiv 1/3 int Silver Chief Mining Claim, (loc 31March9 b.A p.475), in CMD; presence W.P. Wilson, 
certify 29July81 Charles M. Conklin Probate Clerk by Jesus Ma Ortiz Deputy, recorded 29July1881 [Locations & Mining Deeds E#15409 p.454] 

1881September20; Frank Dimick power of attorney to Henry M. Atkinson for Highwing, Santa Fe, Opal Lodes, in LCMD; certify 20Sept81 Charles M. Conklin Clerk of the 
Probate Court by Jesus Ma Ortiz Deputy, recorded 19December1881 [Locations & Mining Deeds F#15410 p.5] 

1881October21; indenture; Fredrica Brown (sig= Browne) of Kansas City MO sells for $350 to J.S. Chick of Kansas City MO undiv ¼ int American Lode, (b.C p.440) , in 
LCMD; presence Jno M. Sohiely, certify 22Oct81 Charles M. Conklin Probate Clerk & Recorder Jesus Ma Ortiz Deputy, recorded 22October1881 [Locations & Mining 
Deeds D#15408 p.593] 

1881October21; indenture; Frederica Browne (sig= Fredrica) of Kansas City MO sells for $300 to Frank Riggs of Kansas City MO undiv ¼ int American Lode, (b.C p.440), in 
LCMD; presence Jno M. Schiely, certify 22Oct81 Charles M. Conklin Probate Clerk & <Recorder =crossed out> by Jesus Ma Ortiz Deputy, recorded 22October1881 
[Locations & Mining Deeds D#15408 p.595] 

1881November2; Mining Deed; John McDonald sells for $1 to Edwin Cecil Rolls undiv 1/3 int of undiv ½ int Rolls & McDonald Lode, (loc 22Mar81 b.3 p.170 LCMR as Pretty 
Betsy Lode), about 1.5mi W Turquesa, about ¼ mi W from McKenzie mtn, about ½ mi E Bourbon Mine, bounded S by BB Pears Mine, in LCMD; presence Wm Niven, 
certify 3Nov81 Charles M. Conklin Clerk of the Probate Court, recorded 3November1881 [Locations & Mining Deeds E#15409 p.629] 

1881November7; Mining Deed; Edwin Cecil Rolls sells for $2000 to Edwin Robinson of Chatham, Kent, ONT undiv 2/9 int Rolls & McDonald Lode, (loc 22Mar81 b.3 p.170 
LCMR as Pretty Betsy Lode), about 1.5mi W from Turquesa, about ¼ mi W from McKenzie Mtn, about ½ mi E from Bourbon mine, bounded S by BB Pears Mine, in 
LCMD; presence (in Blank), certify 7Nov81 Charles M. Conklin Clerk of the Probate Court, recorded 7November1881 [Locations & Mining Deeds E#15409 p.644] 

1881November9; Mining Deed; Cyrus Wells sells for $2000 to Fred Lindner undiv 1/16 int Capital lode (conveyed by Louis S. Bailey), about 1500’ W from Red Jacket lode, 
about 2000’ N from Washington mine, in CMD; presence George Ortiz, certify 12Nov81 Charles M. Conklin Probate Clerk & Recorder by George Ortiz Deputy, 
recorded 12November1881 [Locations & Mining Deeds D#15408 p.688] 

1880June11; indenture; Hugh Marshall, (Henry Nevin in sig block only), James F. Callendar sell for $25,000 to Lehman Spiegelberg ¼ undiv int Marshall Bonanza, ¼ Baca 
Bonanza, in Gonzales Mining District; presence Wm W. Griffin, certify (noday)June80 N.W. Fine Notary Public; recorded 14June1880 [Locations & Mining Deeds 
C#15407 p.243] – insert> certify for H.Nevin 10July80 John Watts Notary Public; recorded 19Nov81 by Charles M. Canklin Probate Clerk and Recorder <end insert 

1881October27: Amendment of Articles of Corporation of the L.H. Whitson Gold and Silver Mining Company… striking out the words, “L.H. Whitson Gold and Silver” and 
inserting in lieu thereof the words “Ruelana Consolidated”; T.T. Dow President D.B. Shelley Secretary; No. 32 Filed 3Dec1881 Charles M. Conklin, Probate Clerk by 
Jesus Ma Ortiz, Deputy. [per V.,Byrne No.4326 Abstract of Title 14Jun1957] 

1881December20; Mining Deed; S.M. Purdy by atty in fact N.B. Laughlin (b.F p.7) sells for $450 to S.H. Lucas, Walter B. Pease undiv 1/6 int Ursula Lode, (loc 8Aug79 b.1 
p.170 LCMR), on NE foothill of GC Mtn, bounded E by Mary Lode, in LCMD; attest blank, certify 22Dec81 Charles M. Conklin Clerk of the Probate Court; recorded 
23December1881 [Locations & Mining Deeds E#15409 p.738] 

1881December20; Mining Deed; S.M. Purdy by atty in fact N.B. Laughlin (b.F p.7) sells for $600 to S.H. Lucas, Walter B. Pease undiv ½ int Waterloo Lode, (loc 7Aug79 b.1 
p.193 LCMR), on E slope & near foothill of GC Mtn, in LCMD; attest blank, certify 22Dec81 Charles M. Conklin Clerk of the Probate Court; recorded 23December1881 
[Locations & Mining Deeds E#15409 p.740] 

1882January6; PoL for 1881; G.W. Holman swears before Charles M. Conklin Probate Clerk & Recorder that at least $100 labor has been performed on Cash Entry Lode, 
about ¼ mi E Turquoise Mtn, about 500’ W & parallel to Galena Chief Lode, also LJ Hutson Lode, about ½ mi nearly E Turquoise mtn, a little NW from Cash Entry 
Lode, also Bonanza Lode, about 1500’ E from Grand Central Tunnel face, just S from 45 Lode, near Rigney Lode, also Towser Lode, about ½ mi SW from Cash 
Entry Lode, about 1500’ SW from Bergen Lode, also Rigney Lode, at base & NW side of Turquoise Mtn, also General More Lode, about ¾ mi S from GC Mtn, about 
1000’ S from Old Discovery Lode, also Tip Top Lode, about ½ mi S from Carbonateville, also Dove Lode, lying a little Nwesterly & adjoining General More Lode, also 
Mother in Law Lode, about 2mi NW of McKenzie Mtn, about 4mi N of Galisteo River, also Bergen Lode, about 1mi SE from Carbonateville, about ¼ mi SE from 
Turquoise Mtn, also Little Gurdy Lode, about 3mi NW from Carbonateville, about 300’ NW from Mother in Law Lode, also Rose Lode, about 1.25mi NE from Cerrillos, 
about 1/3 mi Swesterly from US Grant Lode, all in LCMD; recorded 6January1882 [Locations & Mining Deeds F#15410 p.29] 

1882January9; Mining Deed; Phillip Mould <sig=Philip sells for $100 to James M. Irwin, William Strieby undiv 2/3 int Ulster Lode, (orig loc 79 by P Dolbow, Philip Mould, Wm 
Strieby, reloc 2Jan82 by Philip Mould), in LCMD; presence blank, certify 9Jan82 Charles M. Conklin Clerk of the Probate Court, recorded 12January1882 [Locations & 
Mining Deeds F#15410 p.33] 

1882February21; Indenture; Warren Reynolds sells for $100 to Quintien Monier undiv ½ int Leavenworth Belle, undiv ½ int Fair Barbarian, in LCMD; presence Romualdo 
Ortiz, certify 21Feb82 Charles M. Conklin Clerk of the Probate Court by Jesus Ma Ortiz Deputy, recorded 21February1882 [Locations & Mining Deeds F#15410 p.71] 

1881April18; Indenture duplicate; Enos Andrews atty in fact for both>, Benjamin F. Steck, Harriet S. Wheelock of Hughsville PA assigns for 20yrs to Santa Fe Bonanza 
Mining & Tunnel Co of NM, L.L. Reed Pres, G. Gordon Possy Secty <both attestors, The Old Spanish mine formerly Santa Rosa mine, now Bottom Dollar mine, 
about 2000’ Nwesterly from Ruelina mine, about 500’ W from Atlas Lode, on W side road from Cock of the Walk mine to Hungry Gulch, Sec30 T15N R8E; for rent on 
product of said mine, bullion running 100oz//ton or less = 3 1/3%, 100oz-200oz/ton = 6 2/3%, over 200oz/ton = 10%; certify 3June82 Charles M. Conklin Clerk of 
Probate Court, recorded 3June1882 [Locations & Mining Deeds F#15410 p.176] 

1882June13; Mining Deed; Frank Bailey sells for $250 to F.A. Baxter undiv 1/3 int Black Ranger Lode, about ¾ mi W Carbonateville on road to Great Western mine, in 
LCMD; presence Wm R. Golden, certify 13June82 Charles M. Conklin Clerk of Probate Court by Jesus Ma Ortiz Deputy, recorded 13June1882 [Locations & Mining 
Deeds F#15410 p.187] 

1882July11; Mining Deed; Cutler T. Porter sells for $500 to Charles B. Ames undiv 1/6 int Franklin Lode, about 1mi S Carbonateville, about 500’ E Old Turuoise Mtn, SW of 
Cash Entry, in LCMD; presence blank, certify 11July82 Charles M. Conklin Probate Clerk, recorded 29August1882 [Locations & Mining Deeds F#15410 p. 244] 

1882December15 PoL; E.F. Nisbet, John Elder swear before N.B. Laughlin NP for 1882 there was at least $100 worth of work was done upon Accidental 

Mining Claim, in LCMD, loc 7Jul79; that least $100 worth of labor was done upon the Butcher Boy No.2 Claim during 1882, in LCMD, loc 
31May79, Rec b.B p.341. Said labor was done by J.C. Piersol and others owners of the Accidental and by J.C. Piersol and others of MO and 

Rogers+Cottle of Carbonateville owners of the Butcher Boy No.2 Claim. Cert 18Dec82 b.G p.417 Charles M. Conklin Probate clerk and Recorder. 
Filed for record 19Dec82 and recorded same day Arthur A. Cruttenden Recorder. {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 6 p.68} 

1882November16<December30 lined out] POL; Geo Lawrence, F. Olmstead swear before Jordan B. Cottle NP that at least $100 worth of labor has been 

performed upon Hoosier Boy, in LCMD, for 1882. Such expenditure was made by David L. Miller owner of said claim. Cert 30Dec82 rec b.G p.428 
Charles M. Conklin Probate Clerk + recorder. Filed for record 30Dec82 and duly recorded the same day Arthur A. Cruttenden Recorder. {Cerrillos 

Mining Records Book 6 p.78} 



1882November16 POL; F. Olmstead, Geo Lawrence swear before Jordan B. Cottle NP that at least $100 worth of labor has been performed upon Belford, in 

LCMD, for 1882. Such expenditure was made by David L. Miller owner of said claim. Cert 30Dec82 rec b.G p.428 Charles M. Conklin Probate Clerk 
and recorder. Filed for record 30Dec82 and recorded the same day Arthur A. Cruttenden Recorder. {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 6 p.79} 

1883January1; H.J. Douthitt; Frisco Mine NPMD; recorded 5January1883 by Charles M. Conklin Probate Clerk + Recorder [Locations & Mining Deeds 

F#15410 p.315] 

 

Frank F. Conklin    - son of Charles Conklin;  of StaFe & Cerrillos 

1889March2; Frank Conklin, a jeweler from Santa Fe, has located in Cerrillos, with an office at the drug store of Miller & Legace. [SFDNM; Cerrillos 

Rustlings] 
1894November22; Frank Conklin, a well known young man in this city, is now minus a wife and family, accompanying which statement of fact is a 

sensational story that is just now being talked about a good deal. …She took the 8 o’clock train for Lamy, but C.M. Conlkin, her father-in-law, having 
learned of her departure, hurriedly left Santa Fe, overtaking her at Lamy… [SFDNM] 

1895October19; Ex-Sheriff Chas Conklin and his son, Frank, returned last night from Topeka, Kas., the latter bringing his two children. A telegram from 

Thos Mooney, an officer at Topeka, advises Sheriff Cunningham that the children were stolen from their mother, who is ill with consumption. The 
Conklins say this is not true; that they brought the children here with their mother’s approval, and that she is to follow as soon as her condition, which is 

now improving, will permit of her traveling. [SFDNM] 

1896April6; Mrs. Frank Conklin and her two little girls, one 5 and the other 3 years old, who have been living at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Charles M. 
Conklin during the past five months, disappeared during Saturday night and it is presumed have gone to Topeka, Kas., where a sister of Mrs. Conklin 

lives. ¶ Six or seven months ago Charles M. Conklin, father of Frank Conklin, went to Topeka, where he found the latter’s wife and two children in 

destitute circumstances. Mrs. Conklin was sick in a hospital, and Mr. Conklin, her father in-law, says that he paid out about $200 for the care of her and 

his grand-children and as soon as possible brought them to Santa Fe, where they have since lived with him. ¶ He says that his daughter-in-law 

manifested no signs of discontent and that her departure without warning caused him and his wife much surprise and grief. She escaped through her bed-

room window and closed the blinds after her. She had not to exceed $25. ¶ Frank Conklin has been working at Taos for several weeks and knows 
nothing about the occurrence above related. [SFDNM] 

1899June1; Frank Conklin went to White Rock this morning. [SFNM] 

1900June8; B.G. Nichols, the prospector from Bland referred to yesterday as knowing of the existence of wolframite in the Santa Fe range, left today with a 
first-class prospector’s outfit to hunt for treasure near Santa Fe. He thoroughly understands his business. F.F. Conklin accompanied him. [SFNM] 

 
Gilbert P. Conklin    - of Las Vegas & Ortiz Mine grant 
1881October18(loc); W.H. Conklin, G.P. Conklin North West Placer claim 20ac, ca 4mi SW of Ortiz Station, rec 11Nov81; witness E.A. Benchley, H.W. 

Hagan [b.D p.683] 

1881November1; Gilbert P. Conklin, of Las Vegas, is registered at the Exchange. – G.R. Conkling, of Las Vegas, is visiting the capital. He has his abode at 
the Exchange. [SFDNM] 

 
H. F. Conklin 

1898November28; At the Bon Ton: Antonio Gavin, Thos Du Pone, Bland; H.F. Conklin, Cerrillos… [SFDNM] 

1899December27; At the Exchange: H.F. Conklin, New York… [SFNM] 

 
James Conklin  <b.CAN ca1800  d.StaFe 31May1883)   - wife #! is Juana Ortiz; wife #2 is Mary Conklin (b.NM 1810>;  of StaFe 
1829January23; Santiago Concle, stranger, the son of Santiago Concle and Maria Baltivin (Baldwin?), married Juana Ortiz of StaFe, a dispensation from affinity having been 

granted. Known children married, all in StaFe: Maria Trinidad to Julián Tully 5Jan1848; Isabel to William Angney in 1849, and later to Oliver B. Hovey (marriages of Clara 
and Santiago Hovey in 1880, 1886); Josefa to Clemente Ortiz 25Oct1861; and Carlos Conklin to Josefa Valencia 11Jun1859. [A.Chavez, ONMF p.412] 

Moved to St. Louis, then to NM ca.1821 –> 15July1825 

1825; in NM as merchant 

1829 Married Juana Ortiz, dau of Pedro Ortiz 
1849; served as interpreter to Col.J.M. Washington during Navajo Campaign 

before1851; Albino Chacon sells parcel now 136 Grant Ave StaFe to James Conklin 
1850s; lived in sparse neighborhood N of Palace Ave “Don Augustin Duran, Don Felix Garcia, Don Antonio Sena y Baca, and James Conklin and one or two others lived not 

far from where the Presbyterian church now stands and had quite grand houses for the time; and some of them two or three acres cultivated in corn, beans, and red 
peppers, and a few apricot trees, the only fruit then raised in the town.” [J.Webb] 

1870July26_census: James Conklin, tailor, 70y-o, born Can, resident SF pct.4 with wife Mary Conklin (60 NM) 
1875July17; On Thursday last [15Jul] our respected fellow citizen James Conklin, completed the 50th year of his residence here. [SFDNM] 

1877August; member of Montezuma Masonic Lodge, at the formation of the Grand Lodge of NM; James Conklin, D: 5-311883 Santa Fe 
1877August; James Conklin, member of Montezuma Lodge – affiliated 10-1-1851 from Hardin Military Lodge D:5-31-1883@SantaFe [Seven Score & Ten; Montezuma 

Lodge No.1 2001 p.21] 
1881March26; The following is a list of the taxpayers of Santa Fe county, taken from the tax books, and it therefore comprises all the names of the legal 

voters of the county. Lower Santa Fe, Precinct No.4. Atkinson H.M., Alarid Trinidad, Abeytia Francisco, Abeytia Aniceto, Allen John, Arny W.F.M., Blaine__, Baca 

Luciano, Breeden Wm, Bolander Wm, Bustamante An ls, Baily Geo, Chase Geo, Cartwright H.B., Conklin Jas, Conklin Chas M., Conway J.W., Delgado B., Delgado 

Francisco, Delgado Felipe, Duran Jose E., Estes Pantaleon, Everett E.C., Esselbach J.J., Fiske E.A., Fisher L., Fitzmaurice John, Filger Simon, Gildersleeve C.H., Garcia 

Vicente, Garcia Marcelino, Garcia Casimiro, Garcia Nicolas, Gallegos Juan Luis, Gerdes J.H., Gold M.A., Gonzales Diego, Green Francis M., Gross Louis, Hayt Walter, 

Hirsch Joseph, Herlow P.F., Irving Alex J., Joy, Kirchmer August, Lopez Rafael, McLean J.E., Martinez Manuel, Martinez Jose Ma., Maes y Baca Ant, McBroom Wm C., 

Miller Dav J., Miller E., Munez Faustin, Montzimer H.C., Mattison, Newhall Jas T., Nuanez Abelino, Ortiz y Salazar A., Ortiz y Alarid G., Ortiz Jose A., Ortiz Jose B., Ortiz 

Ambrosio, Ortiz George, Ortiz Tafoya F., Ortiz Hilario L., Probst C.C., Ortiz Gabira, Parsons T., Quintana Martin, Rupe, Robbins A.O., Robledo Manuel, Ritch W.G., Rivera 

Luis, Reed, Smith G.A., Schmidt Herman, Schnepple Fre’dk, Salazar Manuel S., Schormoyer Luis, Sena Sab, Sandoval Felipe, Stephens R.M., Silva Miguel, Silva 

Ascencion, Stralow Herman, Taylor J.S., Tate W.W., Thompson J.H., Tucker T.S., Thayer C.L., Urioste Feliz, Waldo H.L., Willison R.B.  [SFDNM]   
1882April29; Yesterday Gabe Allen made his appearance at the Exchange hotel. Nobody seemed to know him until one or two old residents of the city 

confronted him, when there was a hearty hand shaking and much rejoicing. Mr. Allen ranks all the old timers in Santa Fe now living, with the exception 

perhaps of Mr. Conkling and one or two others. He came here in 1849, and lived here for a long time. In 1848 Charlie Thayer knew him, as a dashing 
fellow, fond of excitement and full of life and vigor. He told a reporter that he had often seen Gabe ride at full speed down San Francisco street and 

stoop to pick up a dollar or anything he chose. Mr. Thayer says Allen was the best horseman he ever saw, and was never so happy as when in the saddle. 

Mr. Allen left here for El Paso, whence he went to Chihuahua and on down to the City of Mexico. From there he went by steamer to San Francisco and 



has since lived in California. His residence has been at Los Angeles, which he says is the best place to live in the world. He has a family and his boys do 

the riding now. He remarked the changes in Santa Fe in the way of improvements but says the general appearance of the city is unchanged. Mr. Allen 
can scarcely be said to be gray and is remarkably active for his age – sixty-four years. He apparently enjoys his visit to the old place very much, and 

talks very interestingly of the early days. [SFDNM]  

1882June25; Amount of Property Owned By the Residents of Santa Fe County. April 14, 1882. Conklin, James _ 1,550 00 [SFDNM]   
1896September11; The board of county commissioners… appointed registration boards as follows: Precinct No.17 – James Conklin, Sinclair Beaty, N.L. 

King. [SFDNM] 

 
Joseph Conklin    - of StaFe & Las Vegas 
1894March22; Joseph Conklin returned last night from a trip to the Cochiti mines. [SFDNM] 

1895October12; [procession of 500 torch bearers from RR depot to cathedral, for imposition of Pallium on Archbishop Chapelle] Mr. Larkin G. Read will 
serve as grand marshal; aides: Messrs. George A. Johnson, J.D. Sena, Pedro Delgado, Fernando Delgado, F. Alarid, J. Valdez, F. Ortiz, J. Shoemaker, J. 

Hovey, R. Sena, J. Reynolds, M. Garcia, E. Delgado, M. Lucero, J. Conklin, C. Herrera, A.P. Hill, P. Martinez, M.F. Sena. [SFDNM] 

1896July15; Mr. Joe Conklin, prescription clerk at the Winters drug establishment, Las Vegas, is visiting his parents and friends in Santa Fe. [SFDNM] 

 
Wilbur H. Conklin / William H. Conklin    - of Ortiz Mine grant 
1881July22(loc); A. Covert for North West, Wilbur H. Conklin Red Bird Placer Claim 20ac on N slope of a large arroyo running from the Old Placers ENE 

+ emptying into the aroya that forms a junction with the Galisteo River opposite the Ortiz Switch on the ATSFRR ca 1.5mi SW from switch, 80rods x 

40rods, rec 25Jul81 [b.E p.448] 
1881August1(loc); D.A. Covert, James Walker, Ed Cake, W. Conkling, North West, Clorence H. Walker, O.F. Perry, H.P. Stultz Pacific Placer Claim 

160ac ca 75’NW the old well or Lower Well, S160’rods, E160rods, N160rods, W160rods, bounded E by Professional, ca 1.25mi S and ½ mi W of Ortiz 

Switch on AT&SF RR, rec 29Oct81 [b.D p.623] 
1881August1(loc); D.A. Covert, J.N. Walker, Ed Cake, W. Conkling, North West, W.T. Sutton, S.T. Allen, O.F. Perry Professional placer 160ac, on a 

mound or knoll near the centre of a large arroyo that empties into the arroyo which forms a junction with the Galisteo River, nearly opposite Ortiz 

Station on the ATSFRR,  S+W from said station about ½ mi and nearly 1/2mi SW from the mouth of said upper arroyo, rec 10Aug81 [b.E p.484] 
1881October16(disc&loc); W.H. Conklin, North West Prince Placer Claim 20ac, ca 4mi SW of Ortiz Station, rec 11Nov81; witness E.A. Benchley, H.W. 

Hagan [b.D p.684] 

1881October18(loc); W.H. Conklin, G.P. Conklin North West Placer claim 20ac, ca 4mi SW of Ortiz Station, rec 11Nov81; witness E.A. Benchley, H.W. 
Hagan [b.D p.683] 

1881October18(disc&loc); W.H. Conklin Blue Danube placer 20ac, N28rods W57rods S56rods E57rods N28rods, about 4mi SW of Ortiz Station, rec 

11Nov81; witness E.A. Benchley, H.W. Hagan [b.E p.646] 
1881October18(loc); North West, C.P. Rogers, W.H. Conklin Carnillus P Placer 20ac, N28rods W57rods S56rods E57rods N28rods, about 4.25mi SW of 

Ortiz Station, rec 11Nov81; witness E.A. Benchley, H.W. Hagan [b.E p.647] 

1881November3(loc); G.F. Eaton, W.H. Conklin Silver Cup placer 20ac, N28rods W57rods S56rods E57rods N28rods, about 4.5mi SW of Ortiz Station, 
rec 11Nov81; witness H.W. Hagan [b.E p.646] 

1881September30; Mining Deed; Charles H. Irvin sells for $1 and other valuable considerations to William H. Conklin undiv 1/3 of all his int in Billing Lode, (b.C p.437), E of 
Carbonateville, adjoining Grand Reserve & Stonewall Jackson, in CMD; presence (in Blank), certify 30Sept81 Jay Sedgwick Notary Public, recorded 30September1881 
[Locations & Mining Deeds E#15409 p. 582] 

- witness - 
1881November10(loc); S.S. King, W.C. Smith Dexter placer 20ac, N28rods W57rods S56rods E57rods N28rods, about 4mi SW of Ortiz Station, rec 

12Nov81; witness H.W. Hagan, W.C. Conklin [b.E p.650] 

________________________________________________________________ 

 * Conkling * 
H. F. Conkling    - StaFe co. 
1901October30; Coal declaratory statements: October 24, Margaret C. Trimble, Della T. Clark, Mayme Hetzer, George S. Ralston, T. Lee Clark, Edward P. 

McMillan, Lawrence E. Wible, E.D. Whitman, Fred L. Roberts, Thomas W. Harvey, A.H. Trimble, H. Glenn Semple, William C. Carothers, Blanche 

Hetzer, William A.M. Braman, W.R. Murphy, Suzanne S. Beatty, W.C. Hogan, John A. Willson, James Kent. William Wylie, E.M. Crandall, Charles 
Menzener, G.B. Dunkle, of Pittsburg, Pa., Frederick C. Perkins, H.F. Conkling, James E. Haines, Levi A. Hughes of Santa Fe, each a quarter section of 

coal land in southern Santa Fe county. [SFNM] 

 
John P. Conkling    - of NY, NJ 
1896December16; At the Palace: J.P. Conkling, New York... [SFDNM] 

1896December18; John P. Conkling, of Newark, N.J., who has extensive mining interests in southern Colorado, has been here for several days. He says the 
rich ore values existing in northern New Mexico are attracting much attention from capitalists and that as the grant question is cleared up we may look 

for an influx of investors. Indeed, the gentleman said he thought that the next two years would find the mines of New Mexico exciting the attention of 

the world. [SFDNM] 

________________________________________________________________ 
 

Conley, Conly see Connely 
 
John H. Conlin    - Cerrillos 
1957; John H. Conlin is Master of Cerrillos Masonic Lodge [Sta Fe]; Charles G. Kirtley before, Loring E. Sperry after 
 
Connant see Conant 

 
Theodore Connard    - of E-town & Red River 
1899June2; Elizabethtown. W.S. Scott and Theodore Connard went to the Upper Red River to spend a month working on their gold claims. [SFNM] 

________________________________________________________________ 



 * Connell * 
T. A. Connell    - of Carbonateville 
1882October10; T.A. Connell, of Carbonateville, came into the city yesterday, and stopped at Herlow’s hotel. [SFDNM] 

 

W. B. Connell    - Silver City, Magdalena, Golden 
1896November5; The many friends of Jas Maguire and W.B. Conneil will be pleased to know that those gentlemen are prospering. In company with other 

gentlemen they have organized the Magdalena mining exchange, of which Mr. Conneil is president and Mr. Maguire is secretary and treasurer. The 

principal office of the company will be at Magdalena, with a branch at Golden, N.M. They will handle all kinds of mining property and already have 
quite a number of sales on the list. They are well informed as to the mines of New Meixco and can give reliable information regarding same at any time. 

They solicit correspondence with all persons having mining property for sale. – Silver City Independent. [SFDNM] 

________________________________________________________________ 

 * Connelly * Connely * Conley * 

Connelly 

1891June13; A party of friends are picnicking near the crater to-day. J.H. Patterson and family, Mr. Harvey, Mr. Connelly, and Misses Beekman, McNair, 
Fleming, Reed, North and Turner constitute the party. [SFDNM] 

 

Conley    - dry washer;  of Chicago 

1882October21; Los Cerrillos. Special correspondent Mining Review. Los Cerrillos, Santa Fe Co., N.M. Oct. 7 – Having just dropped from the train to visit 

this mining territory and visit the ancient city of Santa Fe, I find this country alive with miners, prospectors and camps. I visited Carbonateville, and, as 

its name indicates, find it rich in carbonates. There are at least 100 miners down to paying mineral, held by the discoverers, waiting for capital. I visited 
the “Placers” and found two men from Chicago who have already opened four leads, silver and gold, and they had just discovered another, a rich crevice 

lode, holding rich to ???? perton. These men are Conley & Pay?lowill, well known in Chicago, and by the by, they have a dry amalgamator that is, I 

think, the most perfect one. ??? a perfect concentrator and a nice amalgamator of the precl??e ?et??. [H.A.R. Harris] [SFDNM] 
 

Conley Bros.    - of Magdalena 
1897May7; The Graphic mine is and has been turning out large quantities of ore; work on the Ida Hill has just been resumed by Captain Moore; the old 

Kelly mine has passed into the control of Conley Bros. and Babcock, who are cleaning up preparatory to beginning active operations, while over in the 
hills to the south Judge Church is opening up a promising copper claim adjoining the once famous Iron Mask. [SFDNM] 

1897October27; [Kelly mine] This mine is now being worked under a lease by the Conley Brothers and Babcock in a systematic and worthy manner. They 

have something like 30 men employed, and are shipping to the El Paso smelter. [SFDNM] 
1900July7; Socorro County. The famous Kelly mine, Babcock & Connelly, leasers, has increased its output... [SFNM] 

 

Dr. A. B. Connely    - of Rinconada 

1896July28; Dr. A.B. Connely, Mr. W.T. Simmons and Mr. S.A. Woodward, of Decatur, Texas, are in the city on business to-day. They have recently 

purchased a number of placer claims on the Rio Grande, some seven miles above Embudo, and are putting in pumps, reservoirs, ets., with a view to 

operating with hydraulic giants. The gravel runs over 50 cents per cubic yard. [SFDNM] 
1896July31; The Elizabeth Halsell Simmons Mining company has filed articles with the territorial secretary reciting the following particulars: Incorporators, 

W.T. Simmons, of Texas, A.B. Conley, of Rinconada, N.M., S.A. Woodward, of Texas; objects, mining and reducing ores; capital stock, $3,000,000; 

life, fifty years; directors, W.T. Simmons, S.A. Woodward, T.D. Woody, of Decator, Texas, A.B. Conley, W.M. Woody and A.L. Shoemaker, of 
Rinconada, N.M.; principal place of business, Rinconada. [SFDNM] 

1896August20; Dr. Connely, of Decatur, Texas, interested in placer mines near Embudo, has arrived here with his family for a long sojourn. They are 

comfortably domiciled in the Gildersleeve house. [SFDNM] 
1896September4; Dr. Connelly has gone to Embudo canon to look after his placer mining interests. [SFDNM] 

 

B. W. Connelly    - of E-town 
1882June29; B.W. Connelly, manager of the Pacific Gold Mining Company, of San Francisco, has arrived at Elizabethtown, Colfax county, and is making 

ready to receive the ten stamp mill which is now en-route from San Francisco, and which will be set up in a few weeks. [SFDNM] 

 

C. Conley    - Cerrillos 
1889; Caroline Doyle, member #41 Cerrillos ME Church married Conley [Church Register of the Cerrillos ME Church] 
1893April12; Office of C. CONLEY, by G.F. Billings, Dealer in Dry Goods, Groceries, Miners’ Supplies and General Merchandise. Cerrillos, N. M. to 

B&M Co. - and Mennet telling me or rather the old firm that Mr Manzanares had given him instructions to meet the price of the other houses and then 
you Bill it to me at $3.95 I must say that I am very much surprised as well as dissappointed in the way your house has done. [Zucal papers] 

1894January15; Cash Paid out by J.P. McNulty to canley $100 [McNulty papers (P.McCraw) b.1] 
 

Dr. Henry Connelly  (b.1800 Fairfax co.VA or Spencer co.KY  d.12Aug1866 buried San Rosario Cem)    - wife #1 is Ofelia Romero; wife #2 is Dolores Perea (b.NM 

1814> 
graduate of medical school of Transylvania University 
Enrique Conel was married to Dolores Perea of the Rio Abajo, known children: Maria Victoriana b.15Dec1849, married John F. Viven of Albany NY in StaFe in 1866; Julián 

b.1855, at Los Pinos. Another son Henry married Eufelia Romero at Los Lunas 1Feb1879. [A.Chavez, ONMF p.412] 
Born in Virginia (PolGraveyard has born Nelson, now Spencer, Co KY) and moved to Kentucky as a child.  In 1824 made his first trip form Missouri to NM in Santa Fe 
Trail Trade.  Later opened business in Chihuahua for 20 years and returned to NM after war. Lived on his ranch near Peralta.  Elected Governor of "State of New 
Mexico" June 20, 1850 but out of NM and Alvarez performed office until Statehood effort abandoned.  He had stores in Peralta, Santa Fe, Las Vegas and Albuquerque.  
Appointed Territorial Governor by Lincoln in 24 May 1861 and 16 Jul 1862, and served until his death in 1866. Territorial Secretary was W.F.M. Arny, who became 
interim Gov. An 1858 incorporator of NMMC. [HM] 

1824; departed KY 

1828August20; a passport was issued at SF to the citizen of the United States of N. A. Enrrique L. Connelly, to enter the States of Chihuahua and Sonora on 

commercial business. 



1830; owned store in Chihuahua 

1838; marries Ofelia Romero, 3sons, wife dies; (Peter Connelly becomes clerk of NM Ter Sup Court); remarries widow of Mariano Chavez (&dau of Pedro 
Perea) 

dau Isabel Connelly 

1839-40; pioneers Chihuahua-Independence MO trail – not a success 
1844midSept; Dr. Henry Connelly & Edward J. Glasgow lead 20 wagons in Albert Speyer’s caravan to SF on StaFe Trail; many mules die at Cimarron 

River. 

1846 Connelly acts as intermediary btw Manuel Armijo and Kearney; later rode to El Paso to ascertain resumption of trading, taken to Chih and jailed 
1848 back from Chih 

1849; marries Dolores Perea Chaves, widow of Don Jose Mariano Chaves 

1850 July1; The Legislature assembled on the 1st of July of the same year at Santa Fé, when they elected two senators in Congress, Francis A. Cunningham and Richard 
H. Weightman. At the state election Henry Connelly was elected governor, and Manuel Alvarez lieutenant governor. – As Connelly was away in the States he did not 
assume office. 

1850; In the absence of Connelly, Alvarez served as acting governor of NM throughtou the short period the state government attempted to function. [R.W. 

Frazer, 1968] 
1851; Member of NM Ter Council; 1853-59 - delegate from Bernalillo 

mid1850s; A few miles from Peralta we came to the residence of Doctor Henry Connelly, an American, who has resided in the courtry ever since 1828. His 

house is a large establishment in the old Spanish style, and the buildings for his peones and other purposes which surround it make up quite a little 
village. He has acquired wealth and influence, and is at this time a member of the Legislative Council. About a mile below Doctor Connelley’s we 

passed what is known as the bosque, a large tract of fine timber, mostly cottonwood, something very rare in NM. Wood is exceedingly scarce all over 

the country. [W.W.H. Davis p.356] 

1855; Jacob Amberg, formerly partners with Henry Connelly, formed a mercantile operation in Westport KS with Gustav Elsberg. in 1856 they moved their firm to SF.” 
1857October19, Webb to Kingsbury; “Connelly and Beck have both, through Judge Watts, bought stock in the mining Co., which will create an identity of 

interest and of course of political sympathies.” [Trading in Santa Fe, 1996 p.70] 
1857November30, Kingsbury to Webb; “I do not fancy the Gov. much. He is rather on the old fogy order. Her has brought a young man to superintend the 

mines. Idler goes in with this mail. I do not thing we can calculate on anything from the mines for a year or two. The Lectensdorfer outfit will be a 

complete failure. The Gov. has rented our house at $500. a year. He talks of building in the spring. … We have recd $9,000+. Joseph Hersch has paid his 
account. I think he was a little afraid of Connelly, and has taken from him in good nearly all that was coming to him, so that I have been unable to sell 

him anything more.” Note#42: William Idler had been the superintendent of the New Mexico Mining Company. Webb & Kingsbury Ledger, vol. 16, Webb Papers, 
MHS. Apparently Rencher was unhappy with his management and had decided to replace him. Note#43: Kingsbury is apparently referring to the large amount of 
equipment Leitensdorfer had imported for use at the mines, and part of which he instead sold to Joseph Hersch to power his gristmill. [Trading in Santa Fe, 1996 

p.70-71] 

1858 February1; New Mexico Mining Company incorporated by NM Legislature: Elisha Whittlesey, Abraham Rencher, Ferdinand W. Risque, Charles E. Sherman, Andrew J. 
O’Bannon, Lewis S. Coryell, David Walker, Ulysses Ward, Preston Beck, Michael A. Otero, Henry Connelly, and Francis A. Cunningham, and all others; stockholders 
include Governor Rencher & future Govs Miguel Otero, Henry Connelly. 

1858March14, Kingsbury to Webb; “Hersch has got the Flour contract for here & Albuquerque and has repurchased his mill from Connelly at $9,000.+. 

Says he can clear the price of the mill the first year.” Note#21 Joseph Hersch installed the first steam-powered grist mill in New Mexico in 1858, capable of turning 
out large quantities of flour every day. In 1858 and 1859 he received contracts for 266,500 and 320,000 pounds of flour, respectively. In 1860, however, his flour was 
deemed unacceptable by the Secretary of War, and his flour contract was not renewed. [Trading in Santa Fe, 1996 p.86] 

early 1859; list of NMMC stockholders in NM: A. Rencher, F. Cunningham, Dr. Connelly, Dr. Beck, O. Lara/Tara, Judge Watts, Joab? Bannon/Barnard 
1860July26_census: Henry Connelly, merchant, 59y-o, born KY, RealValue$58,000 PersValue$84,000, resident Los Pinos pct.9, Dolores Connelly, 46y-o, b.NM, Victoriana 

Connelly, 11y-o, Henry Connelly, 9y-o, Julian Connelly, 6y-o, Pasquala Chaves, 12y-o, IND, Luz Chaves, 12y-o, IND, Rosa Chaves, 6y-o, IND, Juana B. Abeyta, 12y-o, 
IND, Josefa Lujan, 9y-o, Manuel Samora, 13y-o 

1861April; Dr. Boice, a medical doctor, native of Canada, owned a store in Las Vegas; Connelly & Boice dissolved their partnership Apr1861 [Porter] 

1861September4-1866July16; Governor of NM 

1864May4; to Capt Francis McCabe, 1 Cav, NM Vol/ to Cyrus H. DeForrest; Communications to Gov Connelly from CP Clever and Don Jose Serafin Ramires relative to 
Navajo Indians left in Tijeras Canon; Comd. Gen desires to be informed why Indians left on road without guard. Arrott Ref; Ft.Union File; 1864; #4. Source; NA, RG 98, 
Dept of NM Ltrs, v.14, p.452 [Arrott Fort Union Collection Vol.14 p.12] 

1866May19; Expedition to the Gold Regions, New Mexico. An expedition will start from Santa Fe, New Mexico on or about the fifth day of July of the 

coming year for the placer gold region near the head waters of Gila in the south western part of the Territory. ¶ All the indications of the country and the 
observation of all who have passed through this region, cause the general belief that there is perhaps no gold field yet discovered richer in deposits of the 

precious metals. ¶ It is intended that there shall be enough miners and practical mineralogists in the expedition to thoroughly prospect this region and 

afford mutual protection. ¶ All who intend to join the expedition should come armed, mounted and with sustenance for at least ninety days. ¶ This will 
afford the most favorable opportunity yet presented to those who desire to visit this region, and assist in the development of the acknowledged extensive 

rich mineral country. ¶ Signed. Henry Connelly, Gov. N.M.; Robt B. Mitchell; W.F. M. Arny, Secretary Territory; John P. Slough, Chief Justice; Kirby 

Benedict, Late Chief Justice; J. Houghton, Associate Justice; John Pratt, U.S. Marshal; Theodore Wheaton, U.S. Dist. Attorney; C.P. Clever, Attorney 
General; John Greiner, Receiver & U.S. Depositary; Felipe Delgado, Superintendent Indian Affairs; Epifanio Vigil, Auditor Public Accounts; Simon 

Delgado, Territorial Treasurer. Santa Fé, New Mexico April 23, 1866. [SFWeeklyGazette] 

1866August12; dies of opium overdose 

1867July27; [Letter by James H. Carleton in Santa Fe Gazette] Four years ago, Governor Connelly, Colonel Howe Watts, Major De Forrest and myself, paid a visit to the 
mines known as the Old Placer mines… Within the last few days I have repeated my visit to the Old Placers in company with Mr. James L. Johnson, one of the leading 
merchants of New Mexico… . [Compilation of Facts… 1867, p.32] 

1895July9; William T. Strachan died at St. Vincent hospital, in Santa Fe, at 4 o’clock this morning, after a lingering and painful illness. The deceased was 
born in Pennsylvania sixty-six years ago and has been a prominent and respected resident of New Mexico for many years. He was mustered into the 

service by Henry Connelly, governor of New Mexico, on September 29, 1851, as a private in Capt. C.H. Clark’s company of New Mexico militia. 

[SFDNM] 

 
Henry Connelly  (b.NM 1851>    - wife is Eufelia Romero;  of Los Lunas   
Enrique Conel was married to Dolores Perea of the Rio Abajo, known children: Maria Victoriana b.15Dec1849, married John F. Viven of Albany NY in StaFe in 1866; Julián 

b.1855, at Los Pinos. Another son Henry married Eufelia Romero at Los Lunas 1Feb1879. [A.Chavez, ONMF p.412] 



1860July26_census: Henry Connelly, merchant, 59y-o, born KY, RealValue$58,000 PersValue$84,000, resident Los Pinos pct.9, Dolores Connelly, 46y-o, b.NM, Victoriana 
Connelly, 11y-o, Henry Connelly, 9y-o, Julian Connelly, 6y-o, Pasquala Chaves, 12y-o, IND, Luz Chaves, 12y-o, IND, Rosa Chaves, 6y-o, IND, Juana B. Abeyta, 12y-o, 
IND, Josefa Lujan, 9y-o, Manuel Samora, 13y-o 

1876December1; Exchange Hotel – The arrivals yesterday were Henry Connelly, Los Pinos, N.M.; Manuel Barela, Samuel Newstadt, J. Garcia, city; Fred 

Van Muller, Chihuahua; C.W. Dudrow, S.O.M.; Juan Santistevan, Taos, N.M. [SFDNM] 

1879February1; Henry Connelly marries Eufelia Romero at Los Lunas 
1882September14; Henry Connelly, the efficient sheriff of Valencia county, is in the city. [SFDNM]   

1882November26; Henry Connelly, of Los Lunas, came up the road yesterday and is a guest at the Exchange hotel. [SFDNM] 

 
J. W. Connelly    - of StaFe 
1880October27; Messrs. J.W. Connelly & Co. have just opened a retail and wholesale produce establishment at the old Adams Express office on San 

Francisco street... [SFDNM] 

 
Jack Connally  (b.NM 1890>    -  of Golden 
1920January16_census: Golden Village house 10; Jack Connally, farmer, sheep herder, 39 y-o, renting, single, b.MT; partner, Hue Dirkie, sheep foreman, age unk, b.unk.  
 
Dr. Jason N. Conley    - of New Placers, Abq 
1880September25(disc&loc); Hiram Maden, Henry Yates, Michael Callihan, William Sanchan, Juson N. Conley black bird running 40ºE of S 1000’ 500’W 

of N 300’ea other side, on the spur of the mtns betw Keystone + Delgado, New Placers MD; attest Elwood Maden, William Maden [b.D p.185] 

1882July7; Dr. Jason N. Conley, a member of the board of medical examiners, stops at the Palace hotel. [SFDNM]  

1882July27; Dr. Conley, of Albuquerque, is a member of the board of medical examiners, but is not on hand. He is conspicuous for his absence. [SFDNM] 

1883May4; Dr. J.N. Conley, late of Bernalillo and Albuquerque, is missing. [The Golden Retort. Vol.III No.11] 

 
John Conley    - of Cerrillos 
1897March18; At the Bon-Ton: N. Pena, Ambrosio Pino, Jose Antonio Anaya, Galisteo; J.S. Jones, John Conley, William Williams, Cerrillos; J.T. 

Williams, Madrid; Nick Montoya, Golden... [SFDNM] 
1897December16; In The District Court. Sentences Passed in the Ten Contempt of Court Cases – White Ash Cases on Trial. ¶ The oral hearing of the 

contempt of court cases, growing out of disobedience of an injunction granted by Judge Laughlin against alleged trespassers on the Ortiz Mine grant, 

was concluded before Judge Laughlin at a session of the Territorial District court last night. W.H. Pope made the argument for the complainant and H.L. 
Warren for the respondents. ¶ Judge Laughlin rendered judgments in the ten cases as follows: ¶ Joseph Eagan was found guilty and was sentenced to ten 

days imprisonment in the county jail and to pay the costs of the case. The sentence as to confinement was suspended pending his refraining from further 

disobedience of the injunction. ¶ John B. Boyd was found guilty and fined the costs. ¶ Juan Nieto was found guilty and fined the costs. ¶ Theodore 
Carey was found guilty and sentenced to confinement in the county jail for 30 days and to pay the costs of the case. The sentence as to imprisonment 

was suspended so long as he refrains from disobeying the injunction. ¶ The cases against Francisco Romero and J.H. Shufelt were dismissed. ¶ The case 

against John Connelly was also dismissed on the condition that he remove from the mine grant within 30 days. ¶ James Lucas was found guilty and fined 
$25 and costs. ¶ Thomas Delalla was found guilty and fined the costs and required to remove from the property within 30 days. ¶ Charles Closson was 

fined $25 and costs. ¶ The costs in each of the above cases amounts to about $22. [SFDNM] 

 
John M. Conley    - of Red River 
1898May21; Mining Notes. John Conley has located the Boston placer claim at the mouth of the Columbine, Red River district. [SFNM] 
1899March28; Red River. The Camasari tunnel, owned by John Conly and Louis Marcati, situated below the Memphis mine, in the Red river district, is 

now in oll ??er?e. They have cut a number of leads from 2 to 8 feet wide, and also one that averages 27 feet of sulphide ore, that can be treated with 

profit on the ground. Two shifts will be put on soon and development continued as fast as possible. [SFNM] 
1900March9; Taos County. Louis Marcati and John Conley will put a force of men to work on the Garibaldi group at Red River. [SFNM] 

1900October4; [Red River] A Joplin (Mo.) and Pittsburg (Pa.) syndicate has bought the old Waterbury group of five copper claims. Mr. Abbott negotiated 

the sale. There were five claimants to the property; Henry Young, George D. Jordan, Mrs. Amy C. Kelly and John Connely, whose conflicting claims 
were adjusted by the sale. [SFNM] 

1901September2; Ed Hatton, the Red River mining man, and J.M. Conley of the same place, arrived on Saturday evening to attend court. [SFNM] 

1901September3; Bon-Ton: D.E. Lobato, Zenon Sandoval, Mariano Peres, Edward Hatton, Red River; Frank Staplin, Taos; J.J.; Conley, Red River... 
[SFNM] 

1901October16; Application for mineral land patent: October 11, John Conley, Red River, Anaconda No.3, lode, Red River district. Taos county, 10.328 

acres. [SFNM] 
1901December18; Adverse mining claim – December 15. John Conly, Colorado Springs, the Anaconda No.3, adverse to Edith Darling Jordan, George D. 

Jordan and Amy C. Kelly of Tres Piedras. The Copper king, in the Red River mining district. Taos county. [SFNM] 

as of 1903June30; List of mining claims in NM which have been officially surveyed… By Surveyor-General Morgan O. Llewellyn. John Conley, Anaconda 
No.3, Red River MD, 10.328ac. – John Conley, Anaconda group, Red River MD, 60.8863ac. [Report of the Governor of New Mexico to the Secretary 

of the Interior 1903, p.358] 

 
Michael Connelly    - Monument Rock 
1900June18; At the Exchange: Michael Connelly, Monument Rock; J.M. Green, Madrid... [SFNM] 
1900June22; At the Exchange: Thomas Murphy and wife, Hillsboro; M. Connelly, Monument Rock... [SFNM] 

1900June29; W.J. Matthews, S.M. Lowell, Bland; M. Connelly, Monument Rock; John Hanson, Alamosa, are at the Exchange. [SFNM] 

 
P. Conley    - of Cerrillos 
1894January30; P. Conley, merchant of Cerrillos, is in the city to-day. – P. Conley and wife, Cerrillos; at the Exchange. [SFDNM] 

 
Thomas Conley    - Cerrillos 
1892July5; The afternoon sports were witnessed by an enthusiastic crowd of 5,000 people. Following were the winners in the principal events. Horse race, 

three fourth mile dash, first money, Miguel Ortiz; second , the Conley horse, Will Knoll, riders 100 yard foot race, Steve Easton, first, F. Escudero, 



second; potato race, Dionicio Lucero, first; L. Montoya, second. A fifty yard – three legged race was won by Roman Urioste and Juan Romero; sack 

race, Geo. Parsons, winner; E. Pacheco won the burro race. An Indian buck race and a squaw race were very comical features, the participants being 
from Santa Clara, Tesuque, Isleta and San Juan Pueblos. [SFDNM] 

1892July5; At the Exchange; Ross Griffith and wife, Morgan Jones and wife, Miss Maggie Jones, Thomas Whalen, James Edwards, Thomas Conley, Mrs. 

C. Doyle, Miss Allie Keese, Miss Sallie Meagher, Miss May Meagher, Charles Buckman, Miss Laura Buckman, Charles Mills, Cerrillos; A.B. 
Schnerich, John Sayle, Lamy; Mrs Clara E. Myers and son, Cerrillos. [SFDNM] 

________________________________________________________________ 

 * Conner * Connors *    - see also O’Connor 

Connors    - Madrid 
1897February23; At the Bon-Ton: J. McGonigle, ??? Connors, Bernard Carrol, Madrid... [SFDNM] 

 

Connor Bros.    - Carlisle m.d. 
1896March11; Among the gold properties at Carlisle… Connor Brothers and R.S. Knight are working on the Jumbo. [SFDNM] 

 

Conners    - StaFe freighter 
1898March9; Freighter Conners loaded at Cartwright’s this forenoon with provisions and grain for Golden. [SFNM]   
 

Henry Conner    - of Madrid 
1897August10; Messrs. F. Murphy, Lewis S. Graham and Henry Conner came up from Madrid last evening bringing with them a brother of Mr. Murphy, 

who was injured in a coal mine a few days ago, and placed him in the hospital for medical care. – At the Exchange: T. Murphy, Lewis S. Graham, Henry 
Connor, Madrid… [SFDNM] 

 

Herbert Alfred Connor    - of Connor & Smith;  Otero co. 
1899July13; Otero County. The Plainview claim, owned by H.A. Connor and S.P. Smith, is down 30 feet... [SFNM] 

1900January29; Daniel Kelly, Herbert Alfred Conner, El Paso; William Bird, John Colthorp, Joseph Lafayette Taylor, Jarilla; Samuel Oscar Smith, 

Sterling, and Thomas Kelly, El Paso, this forenoon filed incorporation papers at the office of Secretary Wallace for the Amarillo Mining Company, 
operating at Jarilla, Otero county. The capital of the company is $500,000, divided into 500,000 shares. The headquarters of the company are at Jarilla. 

The incorporation fee was $45. The five first named incorporators are the directors of the company. [SFNM] 

 

J. J. Connor    - RR brakeman 

1896August31; J.J. Connor, a brakeman on the A.,T.&S.F., had his left foot terribly crushed between Las Vegas and Raton a few days ago. He was brought 

here to the hospital yesterday; his father is J.P. Connor, of Espanola, coming down to see that he was comfortably located. – J. Connor, Espanola… are 

registered at the Exchange. [SFDNM] 
1898December13; J.J. Conner went to Denver this morning over the D.&R.G. on a five days’ trip. [SFNM]   

1900January12; J.J. Conner of Bland, son of Captain J.P. Conner of this city, is seriously ill. [SFNM] 

1900January15; W.B. Bletcher of Cerrillos, came in from Bland yesterday with J.J. Conner, son of Captain J.P. Conner of this city. Young Conner is 
seriously ill and came here to receive medical better care than could be secured at Bland. – At the Exchange: Toney Niess, Cerrillos; W. Hays, W.B. 

Bletcher, Cerrillos… [SFNM] 

 

J. M. Connors    - Cerrillos 
1899February15; At the Bon Ton: J.B. Bush, White Rock; Frank Burnett, J.M. Connors, Cerrillos... [SFNM] 

 

John Connor    - of CA 
John Connor, Private, Co.C First Battalion of Veteran Infantry California Volunteers, enrolled @ Marysville CA 11Nov1862; mustered same day; transferred from Co.F; 

discharged @ Fort Selden NM 10Aug1865 for disability. [www.calarchives4u.com] 
John Connor, Private, Co.K Fifth Regiment Infantry California Volunteers, enrolled @Marysville CA 11Nov1862; Transferred to Co.F 1st Vet.Inf. 28Nov1864. 

[www.calarchives4u.com] 
1882July25; John Connor, of Auburn, California, reached Santa Fe on Sunday and registered at the Exchange hotel. [SFDNM] 

 

John Connors    - of Bland 
1898May24; Albuquerque. Yesterday noon Sheriff Hubbell received information of a stabbing affray that occurred in Bland Sunday evening in which John 

Connors was cut eight times about the face and body by ex-Deputy Sheriff Smith. The trouble arose out of money matters. Smith is under arrest awaiting 

the result of Connors’ injuries. [SFNM] 
1898May27; Albuquerque. Squire Smith, who assaulted and stabbed John Connors, at Bland, a few days ago, has been held to await the action of the grand 

jury in bonds of $500. The bond has been given, Arthur Finch, Mrs. Bensen, and Mr. Shaw becoming securities. [SFNM] 

1898June10; Bland. John O’Connor, the man stabbed by Judge Smith here recently, is recovering. [SFNM] <see O’Connor 
 

John O. Connors    - PrescottAZ 
1894May19; At the Exchange; Henry Burbrige, Teluride, Colo.; H. Segil, Cripple Creek; Jas Gerrold, Mexico; John O. Connors, Prescott, A.T.; W.J. 

Donnelly, Aspen, Colo.; Jas Sayers, Ouray, Colo. [SFDNM] 

 

Capt. John P. Connor    - of Kansas City, Rinconada, StaFe 
1894January18; Mr. John P. Connor, of Kansas City, an old friend of Gov. Thornton, is in the city to-day on route to Abiquiu to examine the Rio Chama 

placers for a Kansas City syndicate. – J.P. Connor, Kansas City, at the Claire. [SFDNM] 
1894May17; Mr. J.P. Connor, of Kansas City, the lucky owner of some choice placer ground on the Chama river, is in the city to-day in company with Mr. 

W.J. Brewster, also of Kansas City. They are going to the Chama on a prospecting trip. Mr. Connor controls the patent for a remarkable pump and one 

of these will likely be put in to operate the Chama placers. [SFDNM] 



1894August20; Says the Kansas City Star; A charter was issued by the secretary of state at Topeka yesterday to the American Mica company of Kansas 

City, Kas. The directors of the company are James M. Poland, Shelly Grover, August Isenberg, Daniel Glasner and J.C. Laughlin, all of this city. …John 
P. Connor, a real estate dealer… among the hills near Tres Piedras stumbled upon a huge vein of mica. [SFDNM] 

1894November21; J.P. Connor, manager of the American Mica company, near Tres Piedras, left for Kansas City on Monday with a fine lot of plate mica... 

[SFDNM] 
1895March30; Rio Grande Placers. …Hon. Alex Gusdorf, of Taos, tells the New Mexican that seven different companies are now actively at work there. 

On the upper Hondo a Kentucky company is putting in machinery; on the lower Hondo the Jeffrey Mears company, of Denver, is developing a good 

property; while down the river within a distance of eight miles there are now at work the Lucas company, of St. Louis; the Clark company, of Denver; a 
Durango, Colo., company and two Kansas City corporations, one represented by a Mr. Asgood and another by Mr. J.P. Connors. [SFDNM]  

1895May2; At the Exchange: J.P. Conner and wife, Kansas City... [SFDNM] 

1895November19; Mr. J.A. Connor, representing Kansas City capital in the Rio Arriba mica mines, is at the Exchange to-day. – At the Exchange: J.P. 
Connor, Rinconada… [SFDNM] 

1895December9; Jack Thomas passed through Santa Fe the other day en route from Taos county to the Cochiti mining district, where he expects to spend 

the winter developing properties in which he is interested. Mr. Thomas has resided in Taos county for six years and has much confidence in the value of 
the mines there. He recently sold to J.P. Connor, of Rinconada, a claim in Arroyo Hondo, twelve miles south of Taos, upon which there are two well 

defined leads, one six and the other twelve feet wide… Mr. Connor will at once begin developing the properties. [SFDNM] 

1896May22; Mr. J.P. Connors, late of Kansas City, has recently sold to Wm M. Woody and a syndicate of bankers and cattlemen of Decatur, Texas, several 
placer claims along the Rio Grande, not far from Ronconada, Taos county. Half a dozen of the interested parties are now on the ground and at work with 

good results, taking out about $65 per day. They have a pump and a hydraulic giant in operation. A second pump, the Wonder pattern, arrived from 

Kansas City over the A.,T.&S.F. last night and was shipped out to the mines on the D.&R.G. this morning. [SFDNM] 

1896May27; At the Exchange: J.P. Conner, Espanola; J.M. Breeden, Monument City… [SFDNM] 

1896August22; At the Exchange: D.H. Burnett, J.P. Conner, Espanola... [SFDNM] 

1896August24; Mr. J.P. Connors, the mining man who recently interested Decatur, Texas, capitalists in the Rio Grande placers near Embudo, is now 
interesting himself in saving the gold in the Chama river gravel beds. He was in town on Saturday and said he had built a machine that would save ever 

atom of the gold. [SFDNM] 

1896September5; At the Exchange: J.P. Conner, Espanola... [SFDNM] 
1896September7; Messrs. David McPherson and Chas Peterson are down from the Chama river country exhibiting a fine sample of retort gold saved from 

those placers by the amalgamation process lately patented by J.P. Connor. They state that they took $26.25 worth of gold out of thirty yards of gravel. 
[SFDNM] 

1896October19; J.P. Conner is back from Albuquerque where he has been superintending the building of a new placer gold saver at the Albuquerque 

foundry. The machine will arrive here to-morrow and will be placed on exhibition for a few days prior to going to the Chama river for a practical test. 
[SFDNM] 

1897June17; Yesterday Mr. J.P. Conner sold to Mr. B.S. Lewis of New Haven, Conn., a Huntington mill for use at Golden on Mr. Lewis’ placer claims. Mr. 

Conner is the patentee of the mill, and is meeting with considerable success with it on mining properties. [SFDNM] 
1898February21; The Southwestern Telegraph & Telephone company has been organized by Wesley N. Townsend, John P. Conner and Hubert A.D. 

Purdy, residents of the city and county of Santa Fe, and articles of incorporation have been filed in Secretary Wallace’s office. The objects for which the 

company is formed are: To erect, construct and maintain telegraph and telephone lines generally in the territory of New Mexico, and especially to 
construct a line in and between Thornton station and the town of Bland; the said line starting from Thornton, thence proceeding northwardly to Pena 

Blanca, thence to Alberton, thence following the Pino canon to Bland, thence to such other points as this company may deem expedient. …Captial stock, 

$10,000; principal place of business, Santa Fe, N.M. [SFNM] 
1898April1; Rinconada Mining Operations. Dredge to Be Place on Placer Grounds – Shipments from Copper Mountain… The Rio Grande district is located 

in Taos county, 55 miles north of Santa Fe… A.L. Schumaker is working five men in the Rio Grande canon, where he has cut a white quartz vein which 

shows… J.P. Connor, of Santa Fe, is arranging to put in a dredge six miles above Rinconada, for handling the rich placer dirt of the canon. J.F. Ortiz, 
U.S. deputy surveyor, will arrive here next week to survey the ditch above Cienegilla for Mr. Connor. [SFNM] 

1898December22; J.P. Connor went up to Ojo Caliente this morning on business. He said he was going to boil the rheumatism out of him. [SFNM] 

1899July29; J.P. Conner and son, Levi Miller and several other residents left this morning ona prospecting tour to the mountains around Santa Fe. One party 
will go as far as Mora, where there are said to be rich gold deposits. The story goes that many years ago three miners would come into Mora in the 

evening to buy goods, twice a week, and pay for merchandise with gold nuggets as large as a pea or a bean. They seemed to be amassing wealth but 

conducted their mining so secretly that no one else found out where they secured gold. One day one of the miners was murdered and a few days later 
another of the trio was found killed and the third had disappeared. So far no one has found the place where the three miners worked although some time 

ago an old axe and spade were found near where the men are supposed to have mined. Traces of an old mine were also found and several instruments 

undoubtedly used in mining two or three hundred years ago. An effort will now be made to discover the old mine. [SFNM] 
1899August9; Captain J.P. Conner, the well-known mining expert and energetic promoter, has returned from Mora county, where he went at the instance of 

eastern capitalists to examine some locations and claims said to be rich in gold. The story that he went to Mora county to rediscover lost gold mines that 

are said at one time to have yielded handsomely is not true in any particular. Captain Conner did not even know of the reports and rumors... [SFNM] 
1899December12; J.P. Conner left this forenoon for the Cieneguilla placers, in Taos county. [SFNM] 

1900January12; J.J. Conner of Bland, son of Captain J.P. Conner of this city, is seriously ill. [SFNM] 

1900January15; W.B. Bletcher of Cerrillos, came in from Bland yesterday with J.J. Conner, son of Captain J.P. Conner of this city. Young Conner is 

seriously ill and came here to receive medical better care than could be secured at Bland. [SFNM] 

1900May22; J.P. Connor left for Tres Piedras on mining business. [SFNM] 

1900July6; J.P. Connor has returned from an extended visit to Jemez Hot Springs and vicinity. [SFNM] 
1900July25; Cary Wright accompanied J.P. Connor to the Copper Hill district of Taos to examine several copper properties. [SFNM] 

1900November16; Captain J.P. Conner returned Saturday evening with J.A. Holmes, of the United States Geological Survey, from Petaca, Rio Arriba 

county, where they examined the mica mines of that vicinity. They found that the Colorado Springs company is not working its deposits, but that the 
Standard company and a Cleveland company are doing active work and are mining large quantities of excellent mica, several specimens of which Mr. 

Conner brought to Santa Fe with him. Mr. Holmes left yesterday afternoon for Laguna, Valencia county. [SFNM] 

1900November27; Captain J.P.O. Connor, the well known mining expert who controls some very valuable mica mines near Petaca, today placed some very 
handsome specimens of mica in the mineral collection of the bureau of immigration. [SFNM] 

 

John R. Conner  (b.OH 1840> [counted twice, by same enumerator on same day!]   - of StaFe 



1910April15_census: John R.Conner, ore miner, widower, 70y-o OH [NY OH], resident SantaFe City renting 
1910April15_census: John R. Conner, miner ore working on own acct, widower, 70y-o, born OH [NY OH], resident Santa Fe city renting 

 
Matt Connors    - Cochiti 
1894September17; At the Bon Ton hotel; Matt Connors, Cochiti; Geo Baron, Frank Speers, Chas Macon, Rico; C.L. Benton, Ouray. [SFDNM] 

 
P. J. Connors    - Abq 
1899May5; P.J. Connors, a miner, came up last evening from Albuqerque and registered at the Bon Ton. – At the Bon Ton: P.J. Connor, Albuquerque… 

[SFNM] 

 
Richard Conner    - from La Belle 
1896December22; At the Bon Ton: Harry Lemke, Richard Conner, D. Jamison, La Belle; Antonio Jose Romero, G.M. Bullock, Madrid… [SFDNM] 

1898May2; Men For Active Service. Last night men from Cerrillos, Madrid and Gallup arrived. Those from Cerrillos and Madrid were in charge of 

Lieutenant Griffin, of this city, and are: W.E. Dame, J.S. Langston, John Elder, Wm. Cloud, Richard Connor, W.W. Wagner, James E. Merchant, Prince 
A. Holden, John S. Miller, John O’Neil, Wm Moran, John Mullen, William Hutchison, Sam McKennon, Ed Whitington, Patrick Downey, Will 

Musgrove, John Hulskotten and T.C. Livingston. [SFNM] 

 
Richard C. Conner  (b.IL 1865>    - of San Pedro, Golden 
Golden cemetery: Conner, Richard C. No Dates Given, Spanish American War 

1898 Troop E, Captain Frederick Muller; First-sergeant John S. Langston, Cerrillos; Albert M. Jones, StaFe; Timothy Breen, StaFe, wounded in arm sent to hospital 1Jul1898; 
Sergeant, Thomas P. Ledgwidge, StaFe; Corporal, Harmon H. Winkoop, StaFe, wounded in line of duty sent to hospital 2Jul1898, returned to duty 4Sep1898; Corporal, 
James M. Dean, StaFe, wounded in left thigh in line of duty sent to hospital 24Jun1898, returned to duty 31Aug1898; Corporal, Richard C. Conner, StaFe; Trumpeter, 
Arthur J. Griffin, StaFe; Farrier, Grant Hill, StaFe; Saddler, Joe T. Sandoval, StaFe; Wagoner, Guilford B. Chapin, StaFe; Troopers: Roll Almack, StaFe; John M. 
Brennan, StaFe; Freeman M. Donavan, StaFe; Frank D. Fries, StaFe, Joseph Gisler, StaFe; James P. Gibbs. StaFe; Wm M. Hutchison, StaFe; Wm H. Hogle, StaFe; 
Arthur J. Hudson, StaFe; John Hulskotter, StaFe; Wm S.E. Howell, Cerrillos; Thomas B. Jones, StaFe; Charles W. Jacobus, StaFe; Frank Lowe, StaFe; Hyman S. 
Lowitzki, StaFe; James E. Merchant. Cerrillos; Wm J. Moran, Cerrillos; Samuel McKinnon, Madrid; Charles E. McKinley, Cerrillos, wounded in head in line of duty 
1Jul1898; Charles F. McKay, StaFe; Frederick A. McCabe, StaFe; John C. McDowell, StaFe; Lloyd L. Mahan, Cerrillos; Henry D. Martin, Cerrillos; Wm C. Mungor, 
StaFe; Adolph F. Nettleblade, Cerrillos; Thomas Roberts, Golden; John E. Ryan, StaFe; Wm C. Schnepple, StaFe; Edward Scanlon, Cerrillos; Wm W. Wagner, Bland; 
George Wright, Madrid; Charles W. Wynkoop, StaFe; George W. Warren, StaFe; First Sergeant, William E. Dame, Cerrillos, discharged per O. reg. comds., 10Aug1898; 
Sergeant Frederick C. Wesley, StaFe, wounded 1,2or3Jul1898 and discharged on account of disability 26Aug1898. [The History of New Mexico, 1907 p.150-152] 

1900January30; Probate Clerk Atansio Romero this morning recorded six assignments of 99 year leases by Leon Caron, John Debo, Alfred N. Randall and 

Joseph B. Mayo from the New Mexico Mining company, to the Old Reliable Mining company, incorporated under the laws of West Virginia. The leases 
were made in 1892 and are for the Narrow Gauge No.1, Narrow Gauge No.2, the Broad Gauge No.1, the Grand Central No.1, and the Grand Central 

No.2 mining claims on the Ortiz grant. He also recorded a mining deed of David Johnson and Richard C. Conner of Golden, to M.T. Derrick, E.W. 

Hornell, J.C. Jones and J.A. Higgs, a three quarter interest in the Montreal tunnel site and the Carlton mining lode, three miles from San Pedro in this 
county. The consideration is $430. [SFNM] 

1920January12_census: San Pedro house 38; Richard C. Conner, Head #1, miner Quartz, 54 y-o, owns farm, single, b.IL, Carruthers, Head #2, miner Quartz, 69 y-o, 
married, owns farm, b.SCOT, 1dau, Jane Kennith Bell, 52, single, b.SCOT, wife, Jane Carruthers, 72 y-o, b.KS; Arthur D. Kenyon, Head #3, machinery salesman, 46 y-
o, renting, working on own account, b.KS, wife, Sylvia P. 34 y-o, b.CO; 1dau, Audry A. 10, b.CO, 3son, Ralph D. 8, b.CO, Henry A., 4 1/12, b.CO, Jask Pershing, 1 3/12, 
b.CO; Loy C. Estes, Head #4, chaffeur, 23 y-o, renting, b.KY, wife, Franses C., 26 y-o, b.MO; 2stepson, Harry Jones, 3 2/12, b.NM, Ollie M. Jones, 1 9/12, bNM; William 
L. Conner, Head #5, mining Quartz, 54 y-o, renting, single, b.IL.  

1930_census: Richard Conner, 65y-o, pct.11 Golden 
1934April; During a field trip to San Pedro and Golden “La Turquesa” staff called on Mr. and Mrs. Steward at their cozy ranch in the heart of the mountains, just below the 

Copper Mine. Mr. Steward told us that he and Dick Connor were the only ones of the old pioneer prospectors left in that part of the country. …Mr. Steward was one of 
the sturdy pioneers who persisted until he secured some thing worth while, as he now owns many “claims” besides “La Santa Fe” mine which in a few months of last 
year, produced over $5,000 in gold for the three men who worked it. This mine was bought from Cartwright and Baca of Santa Fe. ¶ Mr. Steward has a Huntington mill 
near his home which was bought in 1891 and with which he recovers the gold from the ore brought from his mine and other mines around. He crushed a stone about 
nine cubic inches in size and washed it out until only a streak of black sand was left in the gold pan, but this sand was full of little yellow dots of gold. Such is the ore he 
mills. ¶ …Mr. Stewart milled some ore from the copper mine which Mr. Kent the present leasee, thought would not pay, but which milled one ounce to a ton. ¶ The old 
Copper Mine at San Pedro was worked by the Indians over two hundred years ago. ¶ In 1883 Mr. Otero with seventy men were working the copper mine. Later the White 
brothers and others had the mine. They found gold behind the marble wall and were working it when the people who owned the Canon del Agua grant claimed the mine 
as being on their Grant. This was about 1889. Frank Chavez then Sheriff was sent from Santa Fe with several deputies to arrest White and his men but although the 
officers searched for them the men could not be found because the mine had so many entries which the officer did not know. The Sheriff returned to Santa Fe; the men 
hid out a couple of weeks and judge Warren settled the case finding the grant to be several miles to the west. ¶ About this time a large stamp mill was built at the town of 
San Pedro and the ore carried down on trams. Water was pumped up to the mines from Kellys’ Well two miles west of the mine. Then a smelter took the place of the 
Stamp Mill. ¶ Later the mine was worked for copper when J.T. McLaoghlin was superintendent. He ordered all the pillars (rock left while mining to support the roof) taken 
out and timbers 16 x 16 piled up to the roof to take their place. ¶ The men had barely left the mine when the whole thing caved in leaving nothing but a cable intact with 
fifteen feet of rock above it. They built a new tunnel and worked the mine for copper. At the present time Mr. Kent is working it for gold. ¶ The Lincoln Lucky and the 
Anaconda mines were at one time big producers of Lead & Zinc. The Anaconda produced $200 a day. ¶ All the ore was hauled by wagon to Cerrillos where it was 
loaded on railroad cars for shipment. ¶ At present there is some gold mining in this district. The copper mine is now producing gold. ¶ There are a number of families in 
San Pedro who manage to get a living from the mines. [LaTurquesa v.III n.5, CSimoni per YolandaSandoval] 

1936September19; Lou Wilkins of Abq sells to Ernest Riccon of Golden for $45.00 All the machinery belonging to said Lou Wilkins on the claim of R.C. Conner. Ernest 
Riccon administrator for said estate that I am the sole owner of this machinery… Lou Wilkins. [BHenderson] 

 

T. O. Conner    - mining expert of BoulderCO 
1899April15; T.O. Conner, of Boulder, Colo., and Henry C. Durgin, of Lynn, Mass., are mining men registered at the Palace hotel. – At the Palace: W.E. 

Dame, Cerrrillos; Henry C. Durgin, Lynn, Mass.; T.O. Conner, Boulder, Colo.; D.W. Warren, Denver… [SFNM] 
1899May24; T.O. Connor, a mine prospector from Boulder, Colorado, is stopping at the Palace. – At the Palace: T.O. Connor, Boulder… [SFNM] 

1899June2; Cochiti. T.O. Connor of Boulder, inspected the Peralta canon with a view of investing for Colorado capitalists who, if they can secure the right 

kind of property, intend to spend large sums of money to develop it. [SFNM] 



1899June2; T. O’Connor of Boulder, Col., a mining expert, is a guest at the Palace. This morning he went to Denver. [SFNM] 

 

William A. Conner    - of Organ, Doña Ana co. 
1898June23; Will Connor has received a contract from Faust & Humphrey for extensive work on the Monumental mine in the Black mountain district. – 

W.A. Connor is sinking a ??? shaft on the Monumental, at Organ. [SFNM] 

1900February15; Dona Ana County. The Humphrey-Connor group at Gold camp have been patented. [SFNM] 
1900February28; Dona Ana County. Judge J.V. Humphrey, of Junction City, Kan.; A. Foss and W.A. Conner have organized a company capitalized at 

$60,000 to work the Monometallic group. [SFNM] 

1901October11; The Monometallist Mining and Milling company of Kansas filed incorporation papers today. The headquarters are at Junction City, 
Kansas. The incorporators and directors are Thomas T. Knox, Fort Riley, Kansas; William H. Going, Marion H. Foss, James V. Humphrey of Junction 

City, Kansas; William A. Conner, Organ, New Mexico. The capital is $60,000 divided into 60,000 shares. Jesse Brazel is appointed the New Mexico 
agent with headquarters at Organ, Dona Ana county. [SFNM] 

 

William L. Connor    - Dolores 
1900November2; Attorney A.B. Renehan this forenoon filed a suit in the district court for Santa Fe county, entitled William W. Atchison, Joseph Almo, 

Philip Semler, William L. Connor, James Corrigan, John Hulskotter, John Stewart, Geo O’Neill, George Rice, Nathan E. Terrill, James W. Williams, 

William W. Wagner vs. The Ortiz Mining Company, Philip Chew, trustee, et al, for wages and material alleged to be due to plaintiffs. [SFNM] 

1901May13; A decree in accordance with the findings of the referee, Colonel George W. Knaebel, in the case of William, W. Atchison et al, vs. The Ortiz 
Mining company et al, to recover on mechanics’ liens for labor, has been signed in the district court for Santa Fe county. Judgment for the following 

sums has been given in favor of William W. Atchison $94.50; William W. Wagner $99.00; James W. Williams $143.60; Nathan E. Terrill $78.50; 

George Rice $115.05; George O’Neill $153.30; John Stewart $122.50; John Hulskotter $89.10; William L. Connor $168.35; Phil Semler $59.90; Joe 
Almo $57.75; James Corrigan $135.30. [SFNM] 

 

William R/L. Conner  (b.OH 1863, b.IL 1865>    - Cerrillos, San Pedro 
1900August16; Ortiz Mine Closes Down. Its Owners Seem to Be in Financial Trouble. The Ortiz mine and mill have again closed down. In the office of the 

county clerk there has been filed a deed or trust by Geo E. Bigot, president; A.M. Russell, secretary, both of St. Louis, acting for the Ortiz Mine 

company, which conveys the entire property to Edward G. Winege, of St. Louis, in trust, to secure the payment of various sums borrowed from time to 
time and aggregating $100,000. ¶ Another instrument affecting the Ortiz Mine company, or rather nine of them, is going of record today. James 

Corrigan, Wm R. Conner and seven others long in the employ of the company have filed a mechanic’s lien on the mine, leasehold, machinery, apparatus 

and all mechanical appliances of the company. They claim two months and seven days pay due them, and have employed A.B. Renehan to enforce 
collection. The amount involved in the mechanic’s lien suits is in the neighborhood of $1,000. [SFNM] 

1910April26_census: William Conner, miner quartzmine, single, 47y-o, born OH [Canada-Irish IL], resident Cerrillos renting 
1920January12-13_census: San Pedro house 38; Richard C. Conner, Head #1, miner Quartz, 54 y-o, owns farm, single, b.IL, Carruthers, Head #2, miner Quartz, 69 y-o, 

married, owns farm, b.SCOT, 1dau, Jane Kennith Bell, 52, single, b.SCOT, wife, Jane Carruthers, 72 y-o, b.KS; Arthur D. Kenyon, Head #3, machinery salesman, 46 y-
o, renting, working on own account, b.KS, wife, Sylvia P. 34 y-o, b.CO; 1dau, Audry A. 10, b.CO, 3son, Ralph D. 8, b.CO, Henry A., 4 1/12, b.CO, Jask Pershing, 1 3/12, 
b.CO; Loy C. Estes, Head #4, chaffeur, 23 y-o, renting, b.KY, wife, Franses C., 26 y-o, b.MO; 2stepson, Harry Jones, 3 2/12, b.NM, Ollie M. Jones, 1 9/12, bNM; William 
L. Conner, Head #5, mining Quartz, 54 y-o, renting, single, literate OKEnglish, b.IL [Kanada, IL].  

________________________________________________________________ 

 
Connouse    - of E-town 
1896September26; C.D. Stevens, of Raton, contractor for the Red River smelter building, passed through E’town last Friday on his way to Red River, with 

a number of carpenters. The work of building the offices and mill building will begin at once. Mr. Connouse is in charge of the erection of the 

machinery and expects the smelter to be running shortly after the first of October. – Elizabethtown Miner. [SFDNM] 
1898May21; Mining Notes. A force of men is at work on the ditch which is to furnish the Red River smelter with water, The works will start operation next 

week. [SFNM] 

 

CONOCO INCORPORATED 
By 1972, Conoco had diversified into coal, chemicals, plastics, fertilizers and minerals. Executives had transformed a small regional oil company into an 

integrated, worldwide enterprise with more than $2.3 billion in assets. [conocophillips.com history] 

In 1959 the mineral-interest owners and associates formed Ortiz Mines, Inc. for the purpose of promoting and marketing the mineral estate. ¶ In 1973, Consolidated Gold 
Fields leased the eastern portion of the Grant from Ortiz Mines, Inc. and developed and mined the Cunningham Hill deposit (Ortiz Mine). In the period 1980-1986, Gold 
Fields produced approximately 250,000 ounces of gold from an open-pit, heap-leach operation. ¶ From 1972 through the early 1990’s, several companies operating 
under lease with Ortiz Mines, Inc. carried out exploration and pre-development activities in the western portion of the Grant. These companies included Conoco, Inc., 
LAC Minerals (USA), Inc. and the LAC-Pegasus Joint Venture. Expenditures by these groups are estimated to have exceeded $40 million. Drilling resulted in the 
identification of several deposits estimated to contain in the aggregate approximately 2 million ounces of gold. ¶ The LAC-Pegasus Joint Venture carried out the majority 
of the work in the western portion of the Grant, from 1989-1992. The Joint Venture focused on two deposits in the southwestern part of the Grant, namely the Carache 
Canyon (“Carache”) and Lucas Canyon (“Lucas”) deposits. These two deposits were the subject of 386,000 feet of core and reverse-circulation drilling, metallurgical 
testing and pre-feasibility studies carried out by the LAC-Pegasus Joint Venture and by consulting firms and contractors engaged by the Joint Venture. ¶ Independent 
Mining Consultants, Inc. (“IMC”), an independent geological engineering firm, was engaged by the LAC-Pegasus Joint Venture to audit estimations of gold resources at 
the Carache and Lucas deposits and to prepare conceptual open pit mine plans based on a gold price of $385 per ounce. In 1992, IMC estimated the Carache gold 
deposit, within the boundaries of a conceptual open pit, to contain mineralized material of 11.8 million tons grading 0.060 ounces of gold per ton, for 706,700 ounces of 
contained gold. IMC estimated the Lucas gold-copper deposit, within the boundaries of a conceptual open pit, to contain mineralized material of 7.6 million tons grading 
0.043 ounces of gold per ton and 0.22% copper, for 325,600 ounces of contained gold and 33,440,000 pounds of contained copper. ¶ A 1990 pre-feasibility study 
produced by the LAC-Pegasus Joint Venture concluded that at gold prices of $325 per ounce or higher, economics would be positive for open-pit, heap-leach mining of 
the approximately 1.0 million ounces of gold contained in the Carache and Lucas conceptual pits. The study also concluded that the project had upside potential to 
increase both the quantity and grade of contained gold mineralization. ¶ In 1989, the LAC-Pegasus Joint Venture started a decline adit into the Carache deposit for the 
purpose of bulk sampling and to provide drilling access for shallow and deep exploration targets. However, after advancing 1719 feet the decline was halted due to a 
temporary water inflow coupled with regulatory and permitting issues. In the face of a declining gold price, mining development of the Carache or Lucas deposits did not 



proceed, and the project ultimately was cancelled and the lease returned to Ortiz Mines, Inc. Subsequently, no additional exploration was carried out and the property 
remained dormant until Santa Fe Gold leased it in August 2004. 

 
J. O. W. Cononghy   - witness - 
1882July25; Mining Deed; Edward F. Brownell of Ogle Co IL sells for $1 to W.C. Chandler of Cerrillos undiv 1/8int Gulch PMC, Gulf PMC, Caspian pmc, 

Athens pmc, St Louis PMC rec 31Dec83; presence H.O. Rogers <NP IL), J.O.W. Cononghy [b.F p.567] 

 

CONQUEST MINING COMPANY    - Magdalena m.d. 
as of 1903June30; List of mining claims in NM which have been officially surveyed… By Surveyor-General Morgan O. Llewellyn. Conquest Mining Co., 

Conquest, Magdalena MD, 19.34ac. [Report of the Governor of New Mexico to the Secretary of the Interior 1903, p.344] 

________________________________________________________________ 

 * Conrad * 
Alex B. Conrad    - of Bland 
1896October10; Budget Of Bland Notes. Remarks the bright Bland Herald: James A. Carlisle, of Santa Fe, Charles Stevenson, of Las Vegas, and Charles 

Oder, of Albuquerque, interested in the Victor Barney, Criterion and Bert mines in Colla canon, were in Bland during the week, and after visiting their 

properties let contracts for ten feet of work on the Victor and from ten to twenty feet of work on each of the other claims to Alex Conrad who will begin 

operations next week. [SFDNM] 
1896November23; Cochiti Gold Mines. George Hofheins and Alex Conrad were over from Colla canon last Sunday and report their work on the Victor 

group as progressing. [SFDNM] 

1896December21; The Bland Budget. Messrs. Conrad and Rubisand are doing the assessment work on the J.S.H., one of the most promising claims in 

Peralta canon. [SFDNM] 

1897January20; Cochiti Mines. Alex Conrad went over to Peralta yesterday to work the Climax, a new possession of great value. [SFDNM] 
1897July7; Cochiti District. The Climax in Peralta canon is being developed by Alex Conrad. [SFDNM] 

1897October11; Cochiti News Nuggets. Alex Conrad has received word that the owners of the Victor mine intend to soon push work on that large and 

valuable property… [SFDNM] 
1897October25; Alex Conrad intends to resume work on the Victor mine at an early date, and also drive a tunnel to cross cut the lead... [SFDNM] 

1898February19; Golden Cochiti Notes. Alex Conrad expresses himself as very much pleased with his Aunt Betsy mine in Peralta canon. [SFNM] 

1900March26; “Bland is dead.” But no man with sense enough to seek shelter in a hail storm can come here and see the grat ore bodies and talk with such 
men as F. Milton Johnson, V.V. Clark, George Buck, S.W. Young, Thomas Flynn, A.B. Conrad, T.H. Jenks, Geo C. Smith, William Bletcher, T.J. 

Wilson, Robert Douthitt, and men of that stamp, without reaching the conclusion that enduring itches serve as the foundation for this camp’s present and 

future. And the quietude of the camp just now is a good thing rather than otherwise… [SFNM] 
1901May16; Alex Conrad has secured a lease with James D. May and W.C. Wynkoop, in the Laura S. situated in the vicinity of the Crown Point. [SFNM] 

 
Anthony L. Conrad    - AT&SF auditor;  Abq & TrinidadCO 
1896September3; A.L. Conrad, auditor, is here to-day checking over the A.,T.&S.F. offices. [SFDNM] 

1897May3; A.L. Conrad, traveling auditor of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe railroad, has moved his headquarters from Albuquerque to  Trinidad. 

[SFDNM] 
1898March31; W.F. Powars, of Albuquerque, route agent of the Wells-Fargo Express company, and A.L. Conrad, of Trinidad, traveling auditor of the Santa 

Fe road, are in the city checking up Agent Lutz’ office. [SFNM]   

1898July14; Articles of incorporation of the Albuquerque, Bland Telegraph and Telephone company have been filed in Secretary Wallace’s office. The 
incorporators are William F. Powars, of Albuquerque, N.M.; Belvidere Brooks, of Denver, Colo.; John J. Dickey, of Omaha, Neb., and Anthony L. 

Conrad, of Trinidad, Colo. The objects of incorporation are to build, equip and operate a telegraph and telephone line between the city of Albuquerque 
and the town of Bland; to build, equip and operate telegraph and telephone lines at any place in the territory of New Mexico, and to own and control 

whatever lands, buildings, machinery and fixtures necessary to carry on the business of the company. Capital stock, $10,000; principal place of business; 

Aubuquerque, N.M. [SFNM]   
1899January4; At the Claire: A.L. Conrad, Trinidad… [SFNM] 

 
James Conrad    - of Madrid 
1929July4; [Madrid Miners baseball] Garrett, Cunningham, Hicks, Lucero, Conrad, Ascigt, Duffy, Long, Stowers, Schiemenz, Duning, Lasfer, Chief Bowles, Caldwell, Huber, 

Gieddir. [photo 491.jpg, Life In Madrid NM, 2006] 
1929; [Madrid Miners baseball] Standing; Garrett; Ump; M. Cunningham, Abe Lucero, Whitey Maerg; J.J. Long, Fred Schiemenz Mj; Dunning; Chief Bowles; J. Huber, 

Mascot, Gladdin, Ump; Kneeling; Jimm?e Hicks; James Conrad; Jack Duffy; Ply Mgr; Pop Stowers; Lawler; Neal Caldwell. [photo 500.jpg, Life In Madrid NM, 2006] 

________________________________________________________________ 

 * Conrey * 
Kenneth Conrey  (b.CA 1908>    - wife is Perel Conrey (b.MO 1909>;  of Madrid 
1940May15_census ED 25-39 Madrid sheet 13A; enumerator Manuel C. Martinez; Kenneth Conrey, house #1, renting $16/mo, 32, education H-1, b.CA, living in ’35 Grand 

Junction Mesa countyCO, at work 24 hrs in week, Cook Lamb Hotel, 40 wks worked in 1939, wages $519; Perel Conrey, 31, wife, education H-2, b.MO, living in ’35 
Atlantic City Atlantic countyNJ, at work 9 hrs in week, waitress Lamb Hotel, 26 wks worked in 1939, wages $260. 

 

Michael Conrey   - witness - 

1883January1 (loc); William B. Sullivan; Nim Rod Lode, <reloc of Good Luck Lode, 500yds SE Carbonateville, N of bueno clame, SW of Exchange clame, in LCMD; 
1100’NE 400’SW, 150’ea side; witness Michael O’Neil, Michael Conrey, recorded 29March1883 [Locations & Mining Deeds F#15410 p.391] 

________________________________________________________________ 

 
S. Conrod    - Cerrillos 
1894August14; Barney Dalzadell, J. Fenoglio, J. Monterostelli, A.L. Kendall, S. Conrod, Cerrillos; at the Exchange. [SFDNM] 

________________________________________________________________ 



 * Consolidated * 
CONSOLIDATED BONANZAS MINING MILLING & SMELTING COMPANY    - StaFe 

1880  NM Incorporation No. 52 The Consolidated Bonanzas Mining Milling & Smelting Co..  
1880February29 (loc); Consolidated Bonanza Mining, Milling and Smelting Company; Spiegelberg Bonanza Lode, (b.C p.171), 1500’ x 300’, SE ¼ Sec 20, in LCMD; 1450’ 

NE 50’SW; this ammended and additional certificate; recorded 30March1881 [Locations & Mining Deeds D#15408 p.387] 
1880March3 (loc); Consolidated Bonanza Mining, Milling and Smelting Company; Marshall Bonanza Lode, (rec 10Mar80 b.B p.76{276}), from NW corner Baldy Mt bears 

N42°E, Cerro La Cruz bears N4°15’W, in W ½ Sec 20, in CMD; 1453’ NE 47’SW; this ammended and additional certificate; recorded 30March1881 [Locations & 
Mining Deeds D#15408 p.386] 

1880November30(inc); Corporations Classified Mining Milling and Smelting. 0189 The Consolidated Bonanzas M.M. and Smelting Co. (date of 

expiration) 11/30/’30. Standing; E. 

1880November30; Corporations Organized Under the General Incorporation Law, 1868-1904. Consolidated Bonanzas Mining, Milling and Smelting Company. The. Date of 
filing Nov. 30, 1880, 50yrs, Santa Fe, Capital stock 1,000,000 [NMBlueBook 1905, p.196] 

1880December24; A very find specimen of ore found in the Marshall Bonanza mine was displayed at the Exchange Hotel yesterday. It was of the finest galena and 
attracted much attention. The Bonanza is down 180 feet and the ore is rapidly improving. It is said that there is ruby silver in the mine and the owners hope to strike 
high grade ruby at a greater depth. The Peter and the Great Western also have ruby silver, and are splendid leads. The owner is confident that they will both turn out 
much finer ore... [SFDNM] 

1881January17; QCD; Henry F. Brittenstene sells for $250,000 to Consolidated Bonanzas Mining Milling & Smelting Co Marshall Bonanza, Baca Bonanza, Speegelberg 
Bonanza, Ground Floor, Santa Fe Vein, Straight Flush, Mystic Lode, Old Indian Prospect, Rey de Cobre, AT&SF lode, Mira Gonzalez lode, a tract or parcel of 
land about 15acres with Buildings & improvements, conveyance made by Nasario Gonzalez & wife b.J p.289, in GzMD; presence W.M. Berger, R.B. Willison, certify 
17Jan81 W.M. Berger Notary Public, recorded 17March1881 [Locations & Mining Deeds E#15409 p.199] 

1881January17; QCD; Charles J. Lawrey of Kings Co NY sells for $250,000 to Consolidated Bonanzas Mining Milling & Smelting Co Marshall Bonanza, Baca Bonanza, 
Speegelberg Bonanza, Ground Floor, Santa Fe Vein, Straight Flush, Mystic Lode, Old Indian Prospect, Rey de Cobre, AT&SF lode, Mira Gonzalez lode, a 
tract or parcel of land about 15acres with Buildings & improvements, conveyance made by Nasario Gonzalez & wife b.J p.289, in GzMD; presence W.M. Berger, R.B. 
Willison, certify 17Jan81 W.M. Berger Notary Public, recorded 17March1881 [Locations & Mining Deeds E#15409 p.201] 

1881January17; QCD; John A. Knachel (sig= Jno H. Knacbel) sells for $250,000 to Consolidated Bonanzas Mining Milling & Smelting Co Marshall Bonanza, Baca 
Bonanza, Speegelberg Bonanza, Ground Floor, Santa Fe Vein, Straight Flush, Mystic Lode, Old Indian Prospect, Rey de Cobre, AT&SF lode, Mira Gonzalez 
lode, a tract or parcel of land about 15acres with Buildings & improvements, conveyance made by Nasario Gonzalez & wife b.J p.289, in GzMD; presence W.M. 
Berger, R.B. Willison, certify 17Jan81 W.M. Berger Notary Public, recorded 18March1881 [Locations & Mining Deeds E#15409 p.203] 

1881January17; QCD; Lehman Spiegelberg sells for $250,000 to Consolidated Bonanzas Mining Milling & Smelting Co Marshall Bonanza, Baca Bonanza, Speegelberg 
Bonanza, Ground Floor, Santa Fe Vein, Straight Flush, Mystic Lode, Old Indian Prospect, Rey de Cobre, AT&SF lode, Mira Gonzalez lode, a tract or parcel of 
land about 15acres with Buildings & improvements, conveyance made by Nasario Gonzalez & wife b.J p.289, in GzMD; presence W.M. Berger, R.B. Willison, certify 
17Jan81 W.M. Berger Notary Public, recorded 18March1881 [Locations & Mining Deeds E#15409 p.205] 

1881February21; Quit Claim Deed; Harrison E Havens sells for $1 to Consolidated Bonanzas mining, milling & Smelting Co Marshall Bonanza (b.J p.289), Baca Bonanza, 
Spiegelberg Bonanza, Ground Floor, Santa Fe vein, Straight Flush, Mystic Lode, Old Indian Prospect, Rey de Cobre, AT&SF, Mina Gonzalez lode, pieces or 
parcel of land about 15acres with building, conveyed by Nasario Gonzalez & wife, in GzMD; presence (in blank), certify 16Feb81 W.S. Woodside Notary Public, 
recorded 31August1881 [Locations & Mining Deeds E#15409 p.524] 

1881June14; Mr. H.F. Brittenstene, general manager of the Consolidated Bonanza Mining, Milling and Smelting Co. came into the city yesterday from Los Cerrillos bringing 
some fine ore taken from the Bonanza mine on Saturday last. Mr. Brittenstene says that the work on the lower levels of the mines is progressing rapidly and with 
success. The south level has been driven one hundred and twenty feet from the main shaft and has a face of four feet of mineral. The north level has been run two 
hundred feet to connect with the air shaft one hundred feet north of the hoisting shaft. The north level is from three to four feet. The air shaft is down one hundred and 
thirty-five feet and a level is being run from it south to meet the north level from the main shaft. This arrangement will th?? give? ventilation and at the same time enable 
the miners to work to advantage. A large quantity of very fine ore has already been taken out, there being upwards of a thousand tons of ore now on the dump awaiting 
treatment, and as soon as the smelters at Bonanza City are completed it will be ????. The owners and managers of the mines expect a heavy yield from what they have 
now in hand. [SFDNM] 

1881July1; Letters From The Camps, No.2. ¶ Among the businesses here at Bonanza, is the Gonzales Reduction Works company ?? ?? ?? [organi]zation of capitalists, and 
under the management of the following officers; Ira M. Gifford, president and general manager, C.H. Gildersleeve, vice president: Lehman Spiegelberg treasurer, and 
Wm M. Berger secretary. ¶ The building is 30 by 34 feet, two stories high, with an added building 24 feet square for engine and boiler. The purpose of the works is to 
treat the ores by concentration, the machin- being of the ?? ?? patent. The process is, in brief, as follows. The ores are run through a Blake crusher, pulverizing it 
suitably for two Cornish rollers. After leaving the rollers it is conveyed to the jigs. There it undergoes the treatment of washing, thus separating the mineral from the ore 
waste. The concentrate is then dried and sacked and is ready for the smelter. I learned from Mr. Gifford, the gentlemanly manager, that the estimate of  the 
concentration of crude ore will be on an average about three times that of crude to one of concentration. ¶ The company are putting in a fifty horse-power engine, with 
three jigs and a slime table or “buddie.” The latter is for treating dust or powdered ore. This gives a capacity of from thirty to forty tons per day of twenty four hours. It is 
the intention of the company to double the capacity at no distant time by putting in three more jigs. ¶ The company own 500 feet square, and have located the mill on 
the bank of the creek, which is a never-failing stream of water fed by springs. They expect to save by this process from 90 to 95 per cent of the assayed value of the 
crude ore treated. ¶ One and a half mile south of the village is the noted “Bonanza” mine. It is owned by the Consolidated Bonanza Co. They have a 60 ? anews vein of 
4,500 feet in length and from 4 to 5 feet in width, consolidating the Bonanza with the “Baca” and “Spiegelberg.” The company have developed the property by going 
down until they ?? ? water at a depth of 167 feet. Levels have been run just above the water line, from the main shaft about 2?0 feet and the south about the same 
distance. The company have also sunk an air shaft 500 feet north of the main shaft, the depth of which is 242 feet. Upon this shaft they have erected a “whim,” and are 
running a level south to meet the one coming  from the main shaft. By this means a fine current of air will be furnished to the mine and to all the levels. This ore is 
principally galena, and ??? ???? ?? as high grade ore, of the quality in sight and the width of the vein from 2 1/2 to 5 feet will assuredly make up in quantity what it 
lacks in quality. The building over the mine is 30 feet wide by 70 long. The engine is a twenty-five horse power which is used to draw up the ore using a steel rope 3/4 
of an inch in diameter. The superintendent, Mr. W.A. Forbes, stated to me that the company employ twenty-three men and that there were several hundred tons of ore 
on the dump waiting for the starting of the smelter. There are five other buildings around the mine. The company will resume work on the main shaft as soon as the 
pump arrives, which is expected every day. ¶ Just above this mine and close up to the hills is the “Aztec.” There have been four shafts sunk here, one of them to a 
depth of 71 feet, besides a tunnel 42 feet long, and numerous cross trenches showing the direction of the lode. This claim is owned by the Bennett Bros and White & 
Gwynn. The quality of the ore ?? ?? being compounded mainly of chlorides carrying silver and gold. The proprietors are now working a tunnel diagonally inclined to cut 
the lode which the main shaft is on. ¶ Mr. E.F. Bennett, the elder of the brothers, is a natural artist with the pencil. It will be remembered that it was his pencil that 
sketched the original design which can be seen on the cover of  Gid Hawyard’s “Los Cerrillos Mines.” While at this camp, I noticed some charcoal sketches on his tent 
of more than ordinary merit. It illustrates the happy faculty of the miner under adverse circumstances. First appears the miner on leaving home and all its comforts with 



his household goods and mining tools on his back. Under this sketch is the following. ¶ “He hears of Cerrillos and goes there.” ¶ “He takes the road and walks his 
fence.” ¶ We next find him examining a lead hard at work; ¶ “Strike it. Vein a yard wide.” ¶ “In solid country and no slide.” ¶ The next sketch shows the miner digging. 
Near him sits another miner pointing to a stake within a few feet. ¶ “He sinks a shaft but finds himself on patent land.” ¶ [ca 30 lines illegible] ¶ …appearance bids  - to 
be a good mine. The owners will push the work ahead with all possible speed.  W.W.C. [W.W. Cone] Bonanza, Santa Fe Co., June [29?], 1881 [SFDNM Vol.X No.103] 

1881July17; The Consolidated Bonanzas. Report of the Manager For Six Months Last Past. To the Board of Directors of the Consolidated Bonanzas Mining, Milling and 
Smelting Company, Santa Fe, New Mexico. Gentlemen: I hereby present to you a statement and map showing the amount of work done in and about the improvement of the three 

Bonanza mines from January 1st to July 1st, 1881, and the condition of the Company’s property at the last mentioned date. 1st. The Marshall, Baca and Spiegelberg Bonanzas have been 

surveyed for government patent and the papers are now in the Land Office, preparatory to transmission to Washington. 2d. The Company’s lands at Bonanza City have been surveyed as a 

town site into streets, alleys and lots, as exhibited on the survey and plats. 3rd. The boarding house at Bonanza City, containing eight rooms, has been completed and a well has been sunk 

for use in connection therewith. This boarding house has been rented at the rate of #30 a month. It being more convenient for  your Company to have a boarding house in the immediate vicinity 

of the mines, I recommend your Board to sell this property to the Gonzales Reduction Works, which Company will soon require such accommodations for the convenience of it workmen. 4th. 
An office and stable have been completed at Bonanza City but they are on the plot of ground since sold to the Gonzales Reduction Works, and I have made other provision for a stable as 
herinafter stated. An assay office has been fitted up with two furnaces and all necessary apparatus and appointments, and it is the best and most complete assay establishment in the 

Territory. 5th. The old shaft-house and horse-whim have been taken down and replaced with a substantial and commodious building 32 feet wide by 70 feet long, containing an engine 

apartment 12 feet high and a hoisting apartment 18 feet high. 6th. A steam pump with 100 feet of gum hose attached has been put up as a protection against fire. 7th. Two water tanks have 

been built and set up. They have a capacity of 1000 cubic feet and are always kept full. 8th. The old timber in the hoisting shaft has been taken out and replaced with new. A new chute, 150 

feet in length, has been place in the shaft and lined with iron to prevent the iron tubs from cutting the timber. 9th. A powder magazine has been built. Its dimensions are 10 feet by 12 feet and 

it is set 10 feet in the ground in solid rock and is covered with stone roofing 8 feet thick. 10th. A framehouse, 16 feet by 26 feet, has been built convenient to the mine as a residence for the 

Foreman, whose establishment near the mine serves as a protection and guard. 11th. Another frame house, 14 feet by 18 feet, has been built  near the mine for the residence of the 

engineers, in order that they may be at hand night and day. 12th. Not deeming it profitable for the miners to live a mile or more from their work, as heretofore, I have constructed in the vicinity 

of the mine, a frame boarding house 16 feet by 82 feet, with a sleeping apartment 14 feet by 20 feet, connected therewith. 13th. I have constructed, equally convenient to the mine, a frame 

stable 12 feet by 16 feet, for the Company’s teams; the Company having in the loss of its mules under suspicious circumstances, paid for the experiment of keeping its stock away from the 

mine. 14th. A dressing and bath room have been built for the use of the men working in the mine. 15th. There have been put up a 35 horse-power steam engine and hoister and pump with all 

the latest improvements. This pump not proving adapted to work in the bottom of the shaft where much grit and fine mineral matter are encountered, I have ordered a Knowles’ Cornish Pump, 

with steam ends, costing at the factory $550.00. It is expected daily, having been shipped some time since, as appears by the bill of lading now at hand. 16th. I have provided an air 

compressor or blower, with 300 feet of piping, to keep out of the mine the foul air which had become troublesome in levels Nos.3 and 4. 17th. Four track-cars have been built and put in use 

for the transportation of the ore and rubbish from levels Nos.3 and 4, to the hoisting shft, and another track car has been built and put in use on the dump. 18th. Track has been laid to the 

extent of 383 feet in levels Nos.3 and 4, and 185 feet on the dump. 19th. A horse whim has been bup up on shaft No.2 which shaft is 500 feet north of the hoisting shaft, and is also on ore. 

20th. A blacksmith, repairing and machine shop has been completed and furnished with all the necessary tools. 21st. Owing to the delay occasioned by the imperfect working of the pump as 

above mentioned, sinking on the shaft has not progressed as fast as would otherwise have been the case. But there have been 190 feet of sinking done in shafts Nos.1 and 2, and the levels 
Nos.3 and 4 have been run 883 feet; making a total of 578 feet of underground workings in four and a half months, for we had to stop six weeks in mining for the purpose of erecting the 

buildings and setting the machinery. 22d. Stulls and sections have been placed in level No.4, for a distance of 161 feet. 23d. The total amount of underground workings on the Marshall and 

Baca Bonanzas is as follows: A shaft is sunk on the Baca Bonanza 50 feet and on ore. On the Marshall Bonanza; shaft No.1 has been sunk 171 feet, and shaft No.2 has been sunk 120 feet. 

The number of feet of levels run (levels Nos.1, 2, 3 and 4.) is 478 feet; thus making a total of 811 feet of underground workings. 24th. There is at present between the line of levels Nos.1 and 

2, and that of levels Nos.3 and 4 – a distance of 75 feet – a showing of solid ore in a pay streak two to four feet wide. Level No.3 is driven 2?0 feet on ore two to four feet in thickness and level  
No.4 is driven 161 feet, with a face at present of four feet ore. The ore carries galena, zinc-blend, porous quartz more or less colored by oxide of iron, and carbonate of copper. Also some 
sulfurets of silver, in small quantity at present. As depth increases the galena increases and becomes finer grained and richer in silver, and the zinc blend and oxide of iron disappear. 
Excluding the ore lying above the line of levels Nos. 1 and 2, which are run 77 feet below the surface, and estimating the or exposed in the hoisting shaft between the line of levels Nos.1 and 
2, and that of levels Nos.3 and 4, a distance of 75 feet, as being only two feet wide, the width of the smallest pay streak, there are in sight, ready to be stoped out, 6,965 tons of ore, which, 
valuing the ore in silver and lead at $40 a ton, will produce at least $278,600. But, taking the amount of ore which is now exposed between the said lines of level and from shaft No.1 to shaft 
No.2, which are 500 feet apart on the same vein, we have a length of 661 feet of level by a height of 75 feet, which, estimating the ore is only two feet in thickness of pay streak, will show a 
product of 18,892 tons of ore, of the cash value of $585,680. In these estimates, I do not include the ore obtainable in the 77 feet above the first line of levels Nos.1 and 2, although this ore 
already exposed cannot amount to less than 8,000 tons, worth at least $250,000. It was out of this part of the mine that eleven tons reduced at St. Louis, by the St. Louis Milling and Smelting 
Company yielded upwards of $50 a ton. The ore assays all through the mine from 30 to 40 per cent of lead, and from 10 to 75 ounces of silver, and 8 per cent of copper; but since smelters do 
not, as a rule, pay for both lead and copper, I have not valued the copper in my estimates. The amount of ore you have on the dump, taken out of shaft No.1 and the levels, in exploring the 
mine, ascertaining the strength and quality of the vein, and making ready for stoping, is about 1,000 tons. Estimating it with the gangue rock as worth $20 a ton, it amounts in value to $20,000. 
Your ore as above estimated between the line of levels Nos.1 and 2, and that of levels Nos.3 and 4 is worth $535,680. Your ore above the line of levels Nos.1 and 2 in worth $250,000 making 
a total of $895,680, already posted. My estimate of the ore in sight and on the dump is on the basis of what the mill will return. I have made over two hundred different tests from all parts of the 
workings. In conclusion, gentlemen, let me express my grateful appreciation of the confidence which you have placed in me as manager of this grand enterprise. I am satisfied, in my own 
mind, that, by means of six months’ good and successful work, applied in the development of your property and especially in the sinking of the main shaft to greater depth, you will have as 
good a paying mine as there is in New Mexico or Colorado. The ore is increasing in richness to the amount of one quarter of an ounce in silver per ton, to the foot of increased depth below 
water level. With the present development and showing of your mine, there is nothing more to be done beyond the prosecution of development work on the plans already adopted and the 

extraction and reduction of the vast store of ore already in sight. I am with great respect, Yours Truly, H.F. Brittenstene, Dated Santa Fe, N.M., July 1, ’81. [SFDNM] 
1881September23; Notice is hereby given that the Consolidated Bonanzas Mining, Milling and Smelting company, a corporation whose postoffice address is Santa Fe, New 

Mexico, has this day filed its application for a patent for fifteen hundred linear feet of the Marshall Bonanza mine, vein, lode or deposit bearing silver, gold, lead and other 
metals, together with surface ground three hundred feet in width, situated in the Cerrillos Mining district, county of Santa Fe, and territory of New Mexico, and designated 
by the field notes and official plat on file in this office as lot N.41 (forty one) in township fifteen, north of the base line, range eight east of the principal meridian. The said 
lot No.41 being described as follows to-wit: commencing to the southwest corner of the claim is a stone monument 21x??x5 inches planted two thirds in the ground and 
marked S.W. 29" east. (variation 1x (?) east) three hundred feet to the southern corner a stone monument 24x12x12 inches planted two thirds in  the ground and marked 
S.E. cor. Mar. Bon on the west side for the southeast corner Marshall Bonanza; thence north (?) 21' east, variation 14 02" east) one hundred and twenty-five feet to 
wagon road seven hundred and thirty feet  to the east side (????) a stone monument 24x1?x4 inches planted two thirds in the ground and marked E.S.C.M.B. on the 
west side, of east side centre Marshall Bonanza, and fifteen hundred feet to the northeast conrner a stone monument 24x14x 5 inches planted two thirds in the ground 
and marked N.E. cor. Mar. Bon. on the west side, for the northeast corner Marshall Bonanza: thence north 54 39' west (variation 13 40' east) three hundred feet to the 
northwest corner of the claim a stone monument 24x14x4 inches planted two -thirds in the ground and marked N.W. cor. Mar. Bon. on the east side, for northwest corner 
Marshall Bonanza; Thence south 38" 21' west… [per LPadilla, SFDNM]  

1883; This is the first of the Cerrillos camps reached on starting south from Santa Fe. The townsite Bonanza was located in the spring of 1880. Since that time the town has 
had a steady growth. The water here is of the best quality and plenty of it. Among the valuable improvements at Bonanza is the Gonzales Reduction works, owned and 
operated by an organization of Santa Fe Capitalists. The building is 20 by 54 feet and two stories high, with an additional building 24 feet square for the engine boiler. ¶ 
The purpose of these works is to treat the ores of the camp by concentration, the machinery used being the Bradford patent. The company have put in a fifty horse 
power engine, with three jigs and a slime table or 'Bubble'. The latter is for treating the dust or powdered ore. This gives them a capacity of from thirty to forty tons per 
day of twenty four hours. ¶ These reduction works were started up in the latter part of the month of April of the present year, and their success has more than equaled 
the expectations of the promoters of the enterprise. By this process or that would not pay to smelt is concentrated at a trifling expense per ton to three times its original 
value, after which it can be smelted, leaving a large surplus for the mine owners, and at the same time paying the reductions works well. ¶ One and one half miles south 



of Bonanza is the noted Marshall Bonanza mine owned by the Consolidated Bonanza Mining, Milling and Smelting Company, also a Santa Fe enterprise. They have a 
continuous vein of 4,500 feet in length and from four to five in width. The Company have developed the property by going down until they came to water at a depth of 
167 feet. Levels have been run just about the same distance. The company have also sunk an air shaft 500 feet north of the main shaft, the depth of which is 142 feet. 
Upon this shaft they have erected a whim and are running a level  south to meet one coming from the main shaft. By this means a fine current of air will be furnished to 
the mine and to all levels. This ore is principally galena, and while it cannot be classed as high grade ore the quantity in sight and the width of the vein, from 2 to 5 feet 
will assuredly make up in quantity, what it lacks in quality. The building over the mine is 30 feet wide by 70 long. The engine is a twenty five horse power, which is used 
to draw up the ore. ¶ Just above this mine and close to the foothills is the Aztec. There have been four shafts sunk there, one of them to a depth of 71 feet, besides a 
tunnel 42 feet long, and numerous cross trenches showing the direction of the lode. The quality of the ore is fine, being composed mainly of chlorides carrying silver and 
gold. The properties are now working a tunnel diagonally inclined to cut the lode which the main shaft is on. [per LPadilla, Santa Fe New Mexican Review] 

1883March3; Sherriff’s Deed; Romilo Martinez Sherriff of County of Santa Fe, sig by Francisco Chaves Deputy Sherriff; whereas judgment in favor of William C Rogers & 
Jordan B. Cottle against the Consolidated Bonanzas Mining Milling & Smelting Co for $1131 damages and $16.75 costs, 17June83 said Sherriff siezed Marshall 
Bonanza Mine Shaft-house Michinery and whim, also Back of Bonanza Mine and shaft, also 4 small houses on the surface ground of said MB & BofB Mining Claims; 
for sale within 20 days; 20July83 sold for $1333.33 1/3 (changed to $1333.40) to William C. Rogers & Jordan B. Cottle; certify Francisco Chavez 21July83 C.M. Phillips 
Clerk by S. Burkhart Deputy, recorded 23July1883 [Locations & Mining Deeds F#15410 p.425]  

1887August19 : MS 127, Patent# 12466, original claimant: Con-Bonanza, Mineral Milling & Smelting Co, Baca Bonanza T15N R8E Sec20 10.33acres Patented Mining 
Claims Santa Fe County 1962 

1887August19 : MS 128, Patent# 12465, original claimant: Con-Bonanza, Mineral Milling & Smelting Co, Marshall Bonanza T15N R8E Sec20 10.33acres Patented Mining 
Claims Santa Fe County 1962 

as of 1903June30; List of mining claims in NM which have been officially surveyed… By Surveyor-General Morgan O. Llewellyn. Consolidated Bonanza 

Mining, Milling and Smelting Co., Baca Bonanza, Cerrillos MD, 10.33ac. – Do., Marshall Bonanza, do., MD, 10.33ac. – Do., Spiegelberg Bonanza, do., 

MD, 10.33ac. [Report of the Governor of New Mexico to the Secretary of the Interior 1903, p.344] 

1936April6; [letter] Mr. Louis Ilfeld, Las Vegas NM; Dear Mr. Ilfeld: I have have your recent letter inquiring as to the joinder of the Spiegelberg heirs in the case of Mocho vs. 
Armijo and have been expecting you would make your contemplated trip to Santa Fe so that we could discuss the matter. The abstracts show that Lehman Spiegelberg 
claimed an interest in various unpatented mining claims situate on the property in question. He was one of the joint locaters in the Spielgelberg-Bonanza claim and was 
the grantee of a quitclaim deed to a number of other claims. Later he conveyed the grreat majority of them to the Consolidated Bonanza Mining Milling and Smelting 
Company. ¶ In as much as the land was finally determined not to be Government Domain and the mining claims have been abandoned for many years and were never 
patented I fail to see how the heirs could now have any valid claim to any of the property. ¶ The plaintiff and his predecessors have had adverse possession of the 
property under color of title for over twenty years. ¶ Please advise me promptly if you intend to answer in the case. I do not want to unduly rush you but would like to take 
my decree as soon as possible. ¶ With kindest regards, I am very truly yours. [no sig] [per LPadilla 15Aug2012] 

 

CONSOLIDATED-CALIFORNIA COMPANY    - New Placers m.d. 
1898May7; The Consolidated-California company, which is composed principally of Albuquerque parties, own the western extension of the Lincoln-Lucky 

mine Silver-lead ore, averaging $40 per ton in value, is being saved for shipment. The property has a 250-foot shaft and 400 feet of cross-cuts. The vein 

ranges from six to eight feet in width. [SFNM] 

 

CONSOLIDATED GOLDFIELDS    - @ San Pedro, Ortiz Mine grant <see also Gold Fields Mining Corp. 

1967; Consolidated Goldfield signs lease on San Pedro mine with option to buy 
Con. Goldfield buys property and buys out Silver Bar Mining Co. lease 
1968; [the SP&CA] mine was purchased by John Jacob Raskob, who is perhaps best remembered for building the Empire State Building. Raskob was also 

an officer of E.I. du Pont de Nemours & Company. …Raskob’s mining interests were initially centered in Nevada, but largely shifted to NM in the 
1930s. In 1944 Raskob sold the property to Charles Bradbury. With Charles Williams, Bradbury operated the mine on a small scale, until selling it to 

Consolidated Goldfields in 1968. Consolidated Goldfields formed a subsidiary, the San Pedro Mining Corporation, which operated the property until 
1977. [J.Park NMMiningHeritageGuide 2003] 

1968-1976; Consolidated Goldfield production under name of San Pedro Mining Corporation 
1970s; St. Cloud Mining Co., a Con. Goldfield Company, cleans up mine in San Pedro 
In 1959 the mineral-interest owners and associates formed Ortiz Mines, Inc. for the purpose of promoting and marketing the mineral estate. ¶ In 1973, Consolidated Gold 

Fields leased the eastern portion of the Grant from Ortiz Mines, Inc. and developed and mined the Cunningham Hill deposit (Ortiz Mine). In the period 1980-1986, Gold 
Fields produced approximately 250,000 ounces of gold from an open-pit, heap-leach operation. ¶ From 1972 through the early 1990’s, several companies operating 
under lease with Ortiz Mines, Inc. carried out exploration and pre-development activities in the western portion of the Grant. These companies included Conoco, Inc., 
LAC Minerals (USA), Inc. and the LAC-Pegasus Joint Venture. Expenditures by these groups are estimated to have exceeded $40 million. Drilling resulted in the 
identification of several deposits estimated to contain in the aggregate approximately 2 million ounces of gold. ¶ The LAC-Pegasus Joint Venture carried out the majority 
of the work in the western portion of the Grant, from 1989-1992. The Joint Venture focused on two deposits in the southwestern part of the Grant, namely the Carache 
Canyon (“Carache”) and Lucas Canyon (“Lucas”) deposits. These two deposits were the subject of 386,000 feet of core and reverse-circulation drilling, metallurgical 
testing and pre-feasibility studies carried out by the LAC-Pegasus Joint Venture and by consulting firms and contractors engaged by the Joint Venture. ¶ Independent 
Mining Consultants, Inc. (“IMC”), an independent geological engineering firm, was engaged by the LAC-Pegasus Joint Venture to audit estimations of gold resources at 
the Carache and Lucas deposits and to prepare conceptual open pit mine plans based on a gold price of $385 per ounce. In 1992, IMC estimated the Carache gold 
deposit, within the boundaries of a conceptual open pit, to contain mineralized material of 11.8 million tons grading 0.060 ounces of gold per ton, for 706,700 ounces of 
contained gold. IMC estimated the Lucas gold-copper deposit, within the boundaries of a conceptual open pit, to contain mineralized material of 7.6 million tons grading 
0.043 ounces of gold per ton and 0.22% copper, for 325,600 ounces of contained gold and 33,440,000 pounds of contained copper. ¶ A 1990 pre-feasibility study 
produced by the LAC-Pegasus Joint Venture concluded that at gold prices of $325 per ounce or higher, economics would be positive for open-pit, heap-leach mining of 
the approximately 1.0 million ounces of gold contained in the Carache and Lucas conceptual pits. The study also concluded that the project had upside potential to 
increase both the quantity and grade of contained gold mineralization. ¶ In 1989, the LAC-Pegasus Joint Venture started a decline adit into the Carache deposit for the 
purpose of bulk sampling and to provide drilling access for shallow and deep exploration targets. However, after advancing 1719 feet the decline was halted due to a 
temporary water inflow coupled with regulatory and permitting issues. In the face of a declining gold price, mining development of the Carache or Lucas deposits did not 
proceed, and the project ultimately was cancelled and the lease returned to Ortiz Mines, Inc. Subsequently, no additional exploration was carried out and the property 
remained dormant until Santa Fe Gold leased it in August 2004. 

1983July1; Gold thieves ‘knew what they were doing’. State police have few clues in $400,000 theft from mine. Compiled from staff and wire reports. Cerrillos – State police 
are trying to determine how Gold Fields Operating Co.’s Ortiz gold mine near here was penetrated and robbed of more than $400,000 of almost pure gold. ¶ The 
burglars “knew exactly what they were doing,” says the mine’s manager. “The connotations are not good. That’s not to say it’s somebody who presently works here or 
used to work here, but they knew the layout,” said Jim Gourdie. ¶ The mine, in the Ortiz Mountains about two miles south of here, was broken into about 3:30 a.m. 



Thursday [30Jun], said New Mexico State Police Capt. Don Moberly. ¶ Initial reports said three men were involved, but Moberly said only two men broke into the 
building, both wearing “ski-type masks” and armed with revolvers. ¶ The robbery occurred in the mine’s “gold room,” the area where the gold is produced, Gourdie said. 
¶ A helicopter was used Thursday to search the area near the mine, a home-owned subsidiary of Amcon Corp. ¶ Amcon is a wholly-owned subsidiary of Consolidated 
Gold Fields of London. ¶ Investigators said the men got past two chain link fences – one eight feet high and the other 12 feet high – that protect the entrance to the 
building. ¶ Gourdie said initial reports that $500,000 worth of gold was stolen may have been exaggerated. Gourdie said he believes about 16 sheets of gold were taken, 
but company employees will not know for several days exactly how much gold was involved. ¶ Investigating state police Officer Rick Martin said guard Charles Blanton, 
59, of Albuquerque was overpowered by one of the three men while a television security system taped the robbery. ¶ Another employee also apparently was 
overpowered, Martin said. ¶ Blanton, a Pinkerton Security Systems guard, was taken by a mining company employee to Santa Fe’s St. Vincent Hospital, where he was 
treated for head and rib injuries, Martin said. Blanton was released from the hospital at about 9:40 a.m. ¶ Blanton described two of the men as being about 5 feet 10 
inches tall, weighing 140 to 150 pounds. He described the other man as about 5 feet 8 inches tall and 130 to 140 pounds. ¶ “I knew one of them was real light because I 
flung him around,” Blanton said. “The robbers only spoke English,” he said. “’Get your arms behind you, man, do this, man and that, man,’ was the extent of what they 
told me.” ¶ Martin said the gold was taken from a cathode plat room, where ore is electroplated onto stainless steel sheets. The men broke into the room with sledge 
hammers, he said. ¶ “It appears as though they knew what they were doing,” Gourdie said. “They knew where everything was.” ¶ The robbers loaded the plates into the 
guard’s blue truck, drove it down the private road leading to the mine for about three miles, and transferred it to another vehicle. ¶ About two ounces of the gold shavings 
were recovered in the abandoned guard’s truck. State police crime analysts were trying to obtain fingerprints and other evidence from the truck. ¶ It is unclear how the 
armed men entered the mine compound, Martin said. The mine, which also has a six-foot chainlink fence topped with barbed wire around it, apparently was not cut, he 
said. ¶ A description of the second vehicle taken by the thieves is not available. ¶ Santa Fe County Undersheriff Eddie Escudero said the suspects were armed with 
revolvers. ¶ Gourdie said there is no apparent connection between today’s robbery and a botched armed robbery at the mine in 1980. ¶ Escudero said the gold is 
dangerous because it is treated with cyanide, a highly toxic substance that could result in poisoning or death if it comes in contact with eyes, mouth or open cuts. [SFNM] 

Alex Sanders worked with Griswold and Goldfields Corp. (Pioneer airlines, not Goldfields Ltd.) and they put a winze in the Swann tunnel at the end of the Apex shaft. Joe 
Schmit worked with them. The project ended over turmoil about unionizing it.. [per BHenderson 2010] 

Today San Pedro is owned by Goldfield Consolidated Mines Corporation, and all ore is trammed to the company operated mull of 300 ton per day capacity, where high grade 
concentrate is produced by flotation. The old town of San Pedro is gone, even the little slag block church that stood so serenely just below the three huge Spanish 
period beehive coke ovens. They, too, are deteriorating rapidly. Even 20 years ago two were whole, and cattle used them for shelter, now there are mounds of stone 
and a wee bit of the walls. ¶ The San Pedro mine has been modernized, with Richard Dixon presently in charge. The land area around San Pedro is mostly posted, 
because it is dangerous to go wandering due to old mine shafts, drifts and placer holes. The mine itself is a hard working unit with no time for casual visitors, though 
Dixon is a very congenial chap. [undated newspaper clipping CSimoni papers Mar2013] 

 

CONSOLIDATED KANSAS CITY SMELTING AND REFINING COMPANY    - Cook’s Peak m.d. 

1895; The total amount of coke produced in this Territory for the year ending June 30, 1895, as reported to this office, was 11,000 tons. ¶ The Cerrillos Coal Railroad 
Company (at Waldo), Cerrillos, Santa Fe County, N.Mex., has 50 coke ovens, and is the only company reported as making this product. ¶ The product of these ovens 
is sold in El Paso, Tex., to the Consolidated Kansas City Smelting and Refining Works, and to the Arizona Copper Company, Limited, of Clifton, Ariz. [Report of US 
Coal Mine Inspector For NM, 1895] 

1897June29; Sierra County. A number of men working in the mines at Cook’s Peak are suffering from lead poison. [SFDNM] 

as of 1903June30; List of mining claims in NM which have been officially surveyed… By Surveyor-General Morgan O. Llewellyn. Consolidated Kansas 
City Smelting and Refining Co., of El Paso, Tex., South Extension of Republic, Central City MD, 20.566ac. [Report of the Governor of New Mexico to 

the Secretary of the Interior 1903, p.348] 

as of 1903June30; List of mining claims in NM which have been officially surveyed… By Surveyor-General Morgan O. Llewellyn. The Consolidated 
Kansas City Smelting and Refining Co., Monte Cristo, Cooks Peak MD, 11.075ac. [Report of the Governor of New Mexico to the Secretary of the 

Interior 1903, p.356] 

 

CONSOLIDATED MINING COMPANY    - of Golden 

1940March14; to Denver Mining Record & Machinery Journal [response to letter of 14Mar] Mr. J.A. Moyer, I have your letter in hand per information of the Consolidated 
Mining Co. of Golden, N.Mex Mr. C.W. Hill president. The Co. has been dissolved and the property is in hands of one member of the Co. Pete Domenvich. No work has 
been done for the past two years. …E. Riccon. [BHenderson] 

 

CONSOLIDATED MINING AND SMELTING COMPANY    - of WV, Los Cerrillos 

Prior to 1898 – Sanborn-Perris map of April1898 suggest the smelting activities at the Cerrillos Smelter site may have been initiated by the Mary Mining and Milling Co 
before that time; later rebuilt and expanded by Consolidated Mining and Milling Co 

1900November5; The probate clerk today recorded a deed of the Magdalena Mining & Smelting Company of Michigan, to the Consolidated Mining & 

Smelting Company of West Virginia, of the smelter property at Cerrillos. The consideration is not stated, but can be calculated from the fact that $125 
worth of revenue stamps were pasted on the document. [SFNM] 

1900November12; Probate Clerk Atanasio Romero Saturrday recorded a mortgage of $200,000, given by the Consolidated Mining and Smelting company 

to E.H. Sibley, trustee, to secure an issue of bonds. The mortgage covers the Cerrillos smelter and adjoining property. [SFNM] 
1901December26; Cerrillos, Dec. 26. – The Consolidated Mining and Smelting company, owners of the Cerrillos smelter, are contemplating the 

construction of an electric tramway to the Tom Paine mine and other properties in the vicinity of the Tom Paine. These are old workings that have been 

purchased by the company recently and that in former years, when silver was on top, were worked for silver with very gratifying results. The smelter 

people have done very good development work on the Tom Paine already and seem so well satisfied with this that they are seriously contemplating the 

construction of the electric tramway mentioned above, from the smelter to the property, a distance of a little over three miles. Their properties will be 

worked for silver and lead. The smelter management is assembling a good deal of ore and other materials for starting up active operations and it is 
believed that the smelter will be blown in abouth the middle of January. [SFNM] 

1902January3; The Consolidated Mining and Smelting Company during 1901 expended several thousands of dollars in enlarging its fine smelter plant at 

Cerrillos in Santa Fe county. In addition it bought several mining properties just north of Cerrillos on which it has done considerable development work 
and placed modern machinery. The smelter is to blow in on Jaunary 15. – Mr. and Mrs. Fred Davenport of Socorro, are at Cerrillos. Mr. Davenport is a 

civil engineer who is making a survey and estimates of a tramway to be built by the Consolidated Mining and Smelting Company from the smelter to its 

mines north of Cerrillos. The tramway will be operated by steam. [SFNM] 
1902January11; Superintendent of County Schools J.V. Conway returned yesterday… At the Cerrillos smelter new improvements are still being added and 

new buildings are in the course of construction. The equipment has been ordered and the survey is now in progress for a narrow gauge electric tramway 



three miles in length from the smelter to the Tom Paine mine, for the transportation of its ore. The Tom Paine is but a short distance from the Cash 

Entry. The tramway is to be completed by May 1 and will stimulate mining right around Cerrillos. [SFNM] 
1902February19; …in the Rocky Mountain News of yesterday. The smelter of the Consolidated Mining and Smelting Company at Cerrillos has been blown 

in. The smelter is of 100 tons capacity, and begins work on a regular daily ore supply of 80 tons, which will speedily be increased to the full reduction 

capacity of 100 tons, the general ore bulk coming from the company’s mines at Magdalena, silver, lead and zinc rock being treated. ¶ The company is a 
Franklin, Pa., syndicate, incorporated for over $1,000,000, and with a present Cerrillos reduction investment of $75,000. Denver machinery being 

practically used throughout the plant. ¶ This fall the company will begin the erection of a 100-ton concentrator, to cost $70,000, and will also build a 

ten-mile railroad into the Cerrillos mining district, at an expenditure of $40,000, this road to develop extensive company claims and also to bring heavy 
custom ore tonnage to the Cerrillos smelter. ¶ The company has in addition the active contemplation of the building of branch feeding smelter railroad 

into the San Pedro district, 18 miles distant, and to the Pecos mining fields, 13 miles away, these two lines aggregating in cost $100,000. This great 

syndicate has for its manager, R.B. Thomas, with E. S. Wells as smelting superintendent, both Pennsylvania experts in their business. ¶ All told, the 
Cerrillos investment of this Pennsylvania syndicate will reach $500,000. [SFNM] 

1902February19; Contrary to the recent dispatches to the Rocky Mountain News from Cerrillos, the smelter has not yet been blown in and will not start 

until April 1. [SFNM] 
1902June14; check drawn on The Consolidated Mining & Smelting Co, Los Cerrillos, N.M. Pay to J W Bible $105.13 by W A Brown Cashier [Zucal 

papers] 

1902August28; ref C.E. Harney agent on behalf of The Consolidated Mining & Smelting Co., Los Cerrillos – ore sample from Magdalena sent by L.R. 
Babcock consigned by WA Brown. [Zucal papers] 

1902October20 – Deed; S.B. Elkins & Hallie Elkins, T.B. Catron, Julia Catron to the Consolidated Mining & Smelting Co for land including Cerrillos Smelter site; Book M-1 
p.45 

1903May26; Hon. T.B. Catron and Colonel E.W. Eaton of Socorro, have sold the Juanita mine near Kelly to the Consolidated Mining and Smelting 

Company of Cerrillos, which is managed by R.B. Thomas of Albuquerque. [SFNM] 
1904 Ter.Sup.Court case; John W. Cooper vs Consolidated Mining & Smelting Co. 

1904 Ter.Sup.Court case; Edward Hesch vs Consolidated Mining & Smelting Co. 

1905 – Consolidated Mining and Smelting Co  suspended operations; per International Mining Directory 1892-1906, Alexander R. Dunbar editor  
1905-06 Consolidated Mining & Smelting Co. (inc) @ Los Cerrillos [Business Directory, The Gazetteer Pub.Co.] 

1909-10 Consolidated Mining & Smelting Co. (inc) @ Los Cerrillos – W.A. Brown in charge [NM Business Directory] 
1913 Consolidated Mining & Smelting Co. Mine office: Cerrillos, Santa Fé county, N.M. R.B. Thomas, manager; J.L. Wells, superintendent. Ores carry 

gold, silver, lead, copper and zinc. Company works the Tom Paine, Albany and other mines. Property is extensively developed, well equiped with 

gasoline and electric power, and employs 100 men or upwards. Has a 120-ton lead smelter, and secures a trifling amount of copper as a by-product. [The 
Copper Handbook, Horace Jared Stevens, Walter Harvey Weed, p.499, 1913] 

1931July18; Inventory of Property of Michael O’Neil, deceased. BONDS: One Consolidated Mining & Smelting Co. 6% Mtge. Gold bond, No.C-388, principal due July 1, 
1907, in the sum of $1,000 [appraised value none]; One Consolidated Mining & Smelting Co. 6% Mtge. Gold bond, No.C-404, principal due July 1, 1908, in the sum of 
$1,000 [appraised value none]; STOCK: Cert. No.7 800sh The W.R. C. Mining, Milling & Smelting Co., par value $25 per share [appraised value none]; Cert. No.2238 
80sh The W.R. C. Mining, Milling & Smelting Co., par value $25 per share [appraised value none]; Cert. No.1670, 500sh The Mammoth Consolidated Mining, Milling & 
Smelting Co., par value $20 per share [appraised value none] ; Cert. No.1671, 500sh The Mammoth Consolidated Mining, Milling & Smelting Co., par value $20 per 
share [appraised value none] ; Cert. No.1674, 500sh The Mammoth Consolidated Mining, Milling & Smelting Co., par value $20 per share [appraised value none]; 
Cert.No.380, 250sh Santa Fe Bonanza Mining & Tunnel Co., par value $20 per share [appraised value none]; NOTE: of E.J. D’Arcy of Santa Fe, NM, dated Feb.18 
1928, due one year after date, with interest at the rate of _% per annum, in the sum of $125.00 [appraised value none]; MINING PROPERTY: 3/4 int Blue Bell Mining 
Claim, 7.654 acres; Tom Moore Lode Mining Claim, Survey #1932, 16.816 acres; Pennsylvania Group Mining Claim, Survey #1325, 50 acres – appraised value $375. 
Executor Joseph Byrne; Appraisers Carl A. Bishop, Oscar Huber. 

as of 1965; Consolidated Mining & Smelting Co., Cerrillos. Gold, silver, lead, copper & zinc. Mines: Tom Payne, Albany. Copper Handbook, V.IV, V.V. [Directory of Mines in 
New Mexico, Lucien A. File] 

 

CONSOLIDATED NEW MEXICAN MINING COMPANY 
1881March1; The meeting of the Consolidated New Mexican Mining company which was to have been held yesterday for organization was postponed until 

to-day to await the arrival of several gentlement who were absent from the city. [SFDNM] 

 

CONSOLIDATED SMELTING & REFINING COMPANY    - El Paso, Central City m.d., Grant co. 
1897September1; Surveyor General Easley has recently ordered the following mining surveys: An amended survey of the Monte Cristo mining claim, 

Cook’s Peak district, Grant county, Consolidated Smelting & Refining company of El Paso, claimant; an original survey of the Chance mine, Central 

City mining district, Grant county, T.J. Wissell of Fort Bayard, claimant. [SFDNM] 

 

CONSOLIDATED VERDE MINING & MILLING COMPANY    - Colorado Springs, LansingMI, Cimarron 

1900January25; The Consolidated Verde mining and milling company of the Cimarroncito mining district is getting out a carload of ore from the Thunder 
for shipment. [SFNM] 

1900March27; The Consolidated Verde Mining and Milling Company filed articles of incorporation with the territorial secretary this afternoon, reciting the 

following particulars: Incorporators, J.H. Callahan, I.C. Foster, Charles Page, A.S. Munson and Robert G. Mullen; objects, mining and reducing ores; 
capital, $2,000,000; life, fifty years; directors for the first year, George C. Cockburn, J.H. Callahan, I.C. Foster, George W. Stone, Charles Page, A.S. 

Munson and Robert G. Mullen; field of operations, El Paso and Teller counties, Colo., and Colfax county, N.M.; principal places of business, Colorado 

Springs, Colo., and Cimarron, N.M.; agent in New Mexico, Charles O. Tompkins, of Cimarron. [SFNM] 
1900July26; Cimarroncito camp is but one year old, situated within fifteen miles of the town of Cimarron. …doing development work, among whom are the 

Consolidated Verde Mining and Milling Company, composed of Lansing (Mich.) capitalists. R.S. Rose is general manager, and is working a force of 

fifteen men on its Thunder and other properties. [SFNM] 

________________________________________________________________ 

 
Andrés Constant    - wife is Ramona Sandoval;  StaFe 
1840 Andrés Constant married Ramona Sandoval in church at StaFe [RMCraver, The Impact of Intimacy] 
 



CONTINENTAL COPPER COMPANY    - Abq 
1901April30; The following incorporation papers were filed today with Territorial Secretary Raynolds: The Valencia Copper Company, capital $250,000; 

headquarters at Albuquerque. Incorporators and directors, C.M. Foraker, F.B. McKeehan, John H. Campbell, B.S. Rodey and W.C. Stevenson. Also 

the Continental Copper Company with the same incorporators and the same amount of capital. [SFNM] 
 

Nicholeta Contreras   - witness - 
1880October2(loc); Timothy O Connell, John Knaebel Union Lode 750’NE+SW 300’ea side, ca 14mi NE from StaFe, ca 6mi E Pojaque on the Rio Nambe, 

near falls, rec 26Nov80; witness Nicholeta Contreras [b.D p.142] 

 
Edward H. Converse    - of PittsburgPA & Socorro 
1901December9; The Abbey Mining company incorporated today. Its incorporators are Nelson Weddle, Jr., W.Newton, Pennsylvania; Earl A. Wheeler, 

Sharon, Pa.; Joseph M. Knox, Edward H. Converse, Pittsburg, Pa.; Robert W. Judkins, Allegheny, Pa.; John A. Wertenbach, McKeesport, Pa.; Nathan 

Hall, Socorro; Alice M. Hall, Socorro; James G. Fitch, Socorro. The capital is $1,000,000, divided into 1,000,000 shares. The directors are Nelson 
Weddle, Jr., Earl A. Wheeler, Joseph N. Knox, Edward H. Converse, Robert W. Judkins, John H. Wertenbach, Nathan Hall, Alice M. Hall, James G. 

Fitch. Headquarters at Pittsburg. The company operates in Socorro county. [SFNM] 

1901December28; The Abbey Mining Company organized in December of 1901 under the laws of New Mexico with capitalization of $1,000,000 divided into one million 
shares, with a par value of one dollar each (The Chieftain; 12/28/01 p.3).  The company was comprised of nine directors (Nelson Weddle, Jr. president; Earl A. Wheeler, 
vice-president; Nathan Hall, general manager; Alice M. Hall, James G. Fitch; Jos. N. Knox; Edward H. Converse; R.W. Judkins; and John H. Wertenbach; company staff 
also included H. A. Spangler, treasurer; F.S. Tewksbury, recording secretary, and J.F. Hinckley, financial secretary;), keeping a primary office in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 
and one in Socorro. ¶ Although the company incorporated in December, it had already been working claims as early as August of 1901.  According to The Copper 
Handbook (Stevens 1905-6: 158-159), the Abbey Company owned 39 claims covering 780 acres in five separate groups by 1904. ¶ The original group of 12 claims, 
known as the Abbey, is 22 miles north of Magdalena, Socorro County, showing two parallel veins, with about 600’ of development work, now idle because of heavy 
inflow of water at depth of 100’, carrying ores assaying up to 40% copper and 80 oz. silver per ton. ¶ Seven of the twelve Abbey Company, Abbey District claims include 
the Rabbit, Rayah, Regina, Shah, Solomon, Soverign, and Sultan claims. The other five Abbey Company claims were not located, however, Alice M. Hall, who was on 
the Company board of directors filed the Regal, Regent, Rep., Reindeer, and Royal Claims. It is unclear whether these five claims were considered Abbey Company 
claims or not. [L.Moiola, AML, 2002] 

________________________________________________________________ 

 * Conway * 
Dr. Conway    - of Wallace 
1883April27; Doc Conway, the bunko man and ex-justice of the peace at Wallace, plead guilty to the charges against him in Iowa and was sentenced to four 

years in the penitentiary. [The Golden Retort. Vol.III No.10] 

 

C. E. “Cab” Conway  (d.SilverCity 1899>    - bro of T.F. Conway;  of Silver City 
1897January19; C.E. Conway returned last week from a month’s trip through Arizona in the interest of the Silver City Reduction company. …Silver City 

Independent. [SFDNM] 
1897October23; C.E. Conway, the popular ore purchaser for the Silver City reduction works, returned Tuesday from an extended trip through the southern 

counties of the territory. [SFDNM] 

1897December16; The sorrowful news of the death of C.F. Conway on Tuesday morning cast a gloom over the city. …his brother, T.F. Conway, becoming 

alarmed at his silence, went to his room to learn the cause, and found him dead in bed. …The deceased was familiarly known as “Cab,” and has been a 

resident of this section for a great many years. …says the Silver City Eagle. [SFDNM] 

1900January8; …the death of Hon. Thomas Frederick Conway at Silver City. He was a very successful attorney, continuing in practice until his prostration 
a few days ago, although for the last several years in poor health. …his brother, C.E. Conway, died a year ago. …He was born about sixty years ago at 

St. Louis, the son of General Conway, at one time the surveyor general of Missouri. [SFNM] 

 

Frederick R. Conway    - of Silver City 
1899January5; Arsemas R. Burkdoll, John M. Sweeney and James A. Hart, residents of Chicago, Ill.; Frederick R. Conway and Thomas F. Conway, 

resident of Silver City, N.M., have organized the Bear Creek Gold Mining Company and file articles of incorporation in Secretary Wallace’s office. The 

objects of incorporation are to buy, locate, issue, own, develop and operate mines and mining claims, and to construct and operate reservoirs, ditches and 
pipe lines in New Mexico. Capital stock, $500,000; principal place of business located at Silver City. [SFNM] 

1899July13; F.R. Conway, of Silver City, was appointed a notary public by Governor Otero yesterday. [SFNM] 

 

Harry Conway   - of StaFe 
1894June12; The Santa Fe base ball team has accepted a challenge to play the Little Pittsburgs at Cerrillos on the 17th inst. …All who desire to go should 

notify Manager Conway. Page B. Otero will officiate as umpire. [SFDNM] 
1894July31; Jack Bruce, of Gallup, writes the Citizen that he can whip any man in New Mexico, but he does except one man and he is Jim Flynn, of 

Cerrillos. It seems to be the prevailing opinion around here that Harry Conway can whip Bruce in less than ten rounds. – Gleaner. [SFDNM] 

 

Hugh A. Conway  (b.TX 1916>    - wife is Adna L. Conway (b.NM 1914>;  of Madrid 
1940May7_census ED 25-39 Madrid sheet 8A; enumerator Manuel C. Martinez; Hugh A. Conway, house #714, renting $26/mo, 24, education H-4, b.TX, living in ’35 StaFe 

StaFe countyNM, at work 54 hrs in week, Purchaser Adgent A.+C. coal company, 50 wks worked in 1939, wages $1200; Adna L. Conway, 26, wife, education C-1, 
b.NM, living in ’35 Albq Sandoval countyNM, Houseworker. 

 
John V. Conway  (b.Cimarron 11Jan1872)    - son of J.W. Conway; JVC’s wife #1 [?] Gonzales de Conway <b.1874  d.10Aug1894); wife #2 is Delfina Gonzales de 

Conway; of the Bon-Ton;  of StaFe & Gallup 
1893February1; Bon-Ton Restaurant Short Order Counter. J.W. Conway & Son, Prop. [ad in SFDNM] 
1893March21; Notice. All persons indebted to the firm of Conway & Son are requested to settle their accounts with said firm before May 1, 1893, otherwise 

the accounts will be placed in the hands of our attorney for collection, as we intend to retire from business. John W. Conway & Son. [SFDNM] 

1894January10; Conway’s Bon Ton hotel; Ambrosio Pino, Andres A. Sandoval, Galisteo; Matias Sandoval, Lamy; Eli Branch, Cerrillos. [SFDNM] 



1894January11; K.of P. Installation. District Deputy Spiegelberg, assisted by Grand Officers John. W. Conway and Lee Muelheisen, installed the following 

officers for Germania lodge No.5… Charles Neustadt, C.C.; William Strover, V.C.; Quintus Monier, prelate; Jas Bernstein, M.of W.; Lee Muelheisen, 
M.of F.; Solomon Spiegelberg, M.of E.; John V. Conway, K.of R. and S.; Chas Stein, M.of A. [SFDNM] 

1894August10; …Mrs. J.V. Conway, wife of the junior member of the Bon Ton hotel firm, passed away in death at 5 o’clock... 20 yrs old, dau of Diego 

Gonzales, of the south side. [SFDNM] 
1894October22; The Republican county executive committee consists of Messrs. T.B. Catron, W.B. Sloan, Antonio Ortiz y Salazar, George W. North, 

Marcelino Ortiz, R.J. Ewing and J.V. Conway. [SFDNM] 

1895July19; John V. Conway left yesterday for Gallup, where he goes to take a position in Hon. W.F. Kuchenbecker’s store. [SFDNM] 
1897July9; The Bon Ton Hotel. This is one of the well known and well patronized hotels of Santa Fe, located on the principal business thoroughfare of the 

city and operated by Messrs. J.W. Conway & Son, enterprising citizens of good business ability and standing. Guests are entertained at this hostelry on 

either the European or American plan, and Mr. Conway’s prices are so reasonable that he never lacks for patronage. There are 18 well kept rooms over 
the restaurant, which is of the short order class, serving first-class meals at any hour of the day or night. [SFDNM] 

1897October4; Mr. J.V. Conway left for Denver last evening. [SFDNM] 

1898June10; John V. Conway has returned from Raton and Trinidad, where he visitied with friends, having a royal time. [SFNM] 
1898September28; John V. Conway and sisters, popular fold of the territorial capital, are in the city and will remain until Saturday night. Mr. Conway has 

many friends here, who will see that he enjoys himself while he remains in the metropolis. – Albuquerque Citizen. [SFNM] 

1900May; [associated with ATC case testimony> Felipe Mares, 6days=$6; Mike O’Neill, 6 days=$12 (O Neill at Claire Hotel=$10); Ed Bennett, 6 days=$12; J.W. Musgrave 
by Jas Coleman, wagon for witnesses 2 days=$9; James Coleman, driving company=$1.50; Alejandro Montoya 2 days=$4<witness to payment JO Conway); Diego 
Mares, 2 days=$2 – Mares, Montoya, Sena stay at Normandie Hotel=$6<witness to payment JV Conway); Pedro Muniz, 5 days=$7.50; Granial+Sena 2 days=$4 
[McNulty papers (P.McCraw) b.4] 

1900April2; The following is the Republican city committee for the next twelve months: Solicitor General E.L. Bartlett, president; Marcellino A. Ortiz, 
secretary; District Attorney R.C. Gortner, treasurer; and Messrs. J.D. Sena, David M. White, J.V. Conway and M.F. Sena. [SFNM] 

1900October22; The following is the correct ticket as nominated by the Catron convention on Saturday last: Council, T.B. Catron; members of the house, 

B.M. Read and Jose E. Gomez; county commissioners – first district, Antonio J. Ortiz; second district, W.H. Kennedy; third district, Jose A. Lujan; 
probate judge, Antonio C. de Baca; probate clerk, Gus O’Brien; sheriff, H.C. Kinsell; assessor, Marcelino Ortiz; collector, Antonio Ortiz y Salazar; 

superintendent of schools, John V. Conway; surveyor, Hiram T. Brown. …The delegates from Chimayo precinct No.14 and from Cienega precinct No.6 

took no part in the gathering presided over by Mr. Catron. The proceedings of the convention presided over by Mr. Catron were very flat, except for the 
three bosses who controlled it. For those things went swimmingly. …Such seems to be politics in Santa Fe county these days. [SFNM] 

1900October31; J.V. Conway experienced a mishap at Cerrillos night before last. He fell out of a second-story window at the Palace hotel, but fortunately 
escaped with a few scratches. [SFNM] 

1900December31; County School Superintendent F.F. Pino arrived from Galisteo last evening, and will remain in the city to turn over his office to Supt. 

John V. Conway. [SFNM] 
1901July30; John V. Conway b.Cimarron 11Jan1872; parents John W. Conway, Maria P. Conway; JVC married Delfina Gonzales, parents Diego & 

Refugia, in 1893. [SFNM] 

1902January11; Superintendent of County Schools J.V. Conway returned yesterday… At Cerrillos, 93 pupils are enrolled under the Misses Rogers and 
Cavanaugh. At Madrid, Mr. and Mrs. A.B. Sunday have a fine school of 96 pupils. Zenon Sandoval is in charge at Waldo and is doing well. At Golden, 

Miss Gutterman gives entire satisfaction as does also Miss Mae Sullivan at San Pedro, where 60 pupils are enrolled. At Glorieta, Miss Elizabeth Cross 

is conducting the largest school ever held there. She has an enrollment of some thirty odd pupils with an average attendance of 27. [SFNM] 
1903; Santa Fe County officials: County Commissioners, Arthur Seligman, A.L. Kendall, N. Quintana; probate judge, Marcos Castillo; probate clerk, Celso 

Lopez; sheriff, H.C. Kinsell; assessor, Marcelino A. Ortiz; treasurer, George W. Knaebel; superintendent of schools, John V. Conway; surveyor, Arthur 

J. Griffin. [Report of the Governor of New Mexico to the Secretary of the Interior 1903, p.192] 
1906October3: Today, John V. Conway, proprietor of the Normandie Hotel and Bon Ton Restaurant and Republican candidate for county school superintendent, 

assumed the management of the Claire Café. [SFNM 100yrs] 

1907February26; County Superintendent J.V. Conway 
1907February26; Washington’s Birthday Program @ Galisteo; Addresses; Bernadino Martinez; Jose Leon Madrid, Pedro Ortiz y Pino, J.M.H. Alarid, 

Flavio Silva, Supt. Conway. [F. Stanley] 
1907April15: County School Supt. John V. Conway announced that he is making preparations to have accurate maps made showing the boundary lines of the 

school districts in Santa Fe County. The survey will be done by County Surveyor Wendell V. Hall. [SFNM 100yrs] 
1909August1: County School Supt. J.V. Conway, Mrs. J.V. Conway, Mrs. Maria P. Conway and Miss Rebecca E. Conway returned home yesterday from 16 days 

at the Sulphur Springs where they availed themselves of the baths. They traveled via the Santa Clara Canyon and the road in some places is very dangerous. 
[SFNM 100yrs] 

1909October1: County School Supt. John V. Conway will leave Sunday for the southern school districts. While there he will install the teachers of Galisteo School 
District No. 8 and Lamy School district No. 12. He will make the trip overland and will be accompanied by Miss Agnes Rael who has been engaged to teach at 
Galisteo. Arrangements have been made so that the superintendent can address the residents at these two places on the compulsory education law. [SFNM 
100yrs] 

1910February3: County School Superintendent John V. Conway left this morning for the northern districts. Upon his return, he will go to Rio Medio to open school 

in that place. [SFNM 100yrs] 
1911January20: Miss Bertha Livesay, schoolteacher at Golden, has written County School Superintendent Conway that her five-month school term will end this 

week. Miss Livesay conducted one of the best schools in the county, and will probably have charge of a long-termed school next year. [SFNM 100yrs] 
 

John W. Conway  (b.MO 11Nov1837  d.1900>    - wife is Maria P. Conway;  of StaFe 
1881March26; The following is a list of the taxpayers of Santa Fe county, taken from the tax books, and it therefore comprises all the names of the legal 

voters of the county. Lower Santa Fe, Precinct No.4. Atkinson H.M., Alarid Trinidad, Abeytia Francisco, Abeytia Aniceto, Allen John, Arny W.F.M., Blaine__, Baca 

Luciano, Breeden Wm, Bolander Wm, Bustamante An ls, Baily Geo, Chase Geo, Cartwright H.B., Conklin Jas, Conklin Chas M., Conway J.W., Delgado B., Delgado 

Francisco, Delgado Felipe, Duran Jose E., Estes Pantaleon, Everett E.C., Esselbach J.J., Fiske E.A., Fisher L., Fitzmaurice John, Filger Simon, Gildersleeve C.H., Garcia 

Vicente, Garcia Marcelino, Garcia Casimiro, Garcia Nicolas, Gallegos Juan Luis, Gerdes J.H., Gold M.A., Gonzales Diego, Green Francis M., Gross Louis, Hayt Walter, 

Hirsch Joseph, Herlow P.F., Irving Alex J., Joy, Kirchmer August, Lopez Rafael, McLean J.E., Martinez Manuel, Martinez Jose Ma., Maes y Baca Ant, McBroom Wm C., 

Miller Dav J., Miller E., Munez Faustin, Montzimer H.C., Mattison, Newhall Jas T., Nuanez Abelino, Ortiz y Salazar A., Ortiz y Alarid G., Ortiz Jose A., Ortiz Jose B., Ortiz 

Ambrosio, Ortiz George, Ortiz Tafoya F., Ortiz Hilario L., Probst C.C., Ortiz Gabira, Parsons T., Quintana Martin, Rupe, Robbins A.O., Robledo Manuel, Ritch W.G., Rivera 

Luis, Reed, Smith G.A., Schmidt Herman, Schnepple Fre’dk, Salazar Manuel S., Schormoyer Luis, Sena Sab, Sandoval Felipe, Stephens R.M., Silva Miguel, Silva 

Ascencion, Stralow Herman, Taylor J.S., Tate W.W., Thompson J.H., Tucker T.S., Thayer C.L., Urioste Feliz, Waldo H.L., Willison R.B.  [SFDNM]   
1882June25; Amount of Property Owned By the Residents of Santa Fe County. April 14, 1882. Conway, John W. and wife _ 925 00 [SFDNM]   

1889June25; John Conway is opening some gold prospects in the Nambe mountains. He left for the camp to-day. [SFDNM] 



1889July18; C.F.A. Fischer, H. Bartsch and J.W. Conway are looking after business in the camps. [SFDNM] 

1889July19; Capt. Hutchison, a pioneer, late of Socorro, has hit a nice thing at Dolores. J.W. Conway has taken an interest in the prospect and will aid in 
developing it. It is known as the Nugget, and samples from it make a fine showing of wire gold. [SFDNM] 

1889July19; James Lewis, Alex Rogers, June Moore, Capt. Westlake, Wells Locke, John Conway, C.F.A. Fischer, Frank White and a score or more of 

people got up a fat man’s foot race at San Pedro yesterday, and had a bushel of fun. There were five entries and the participants ranged from 197 to 218 
pounds. Huffy Huff caried off the honors and took the purse, $50.. [SFDNM] 

1889August2; Jack Conway is in town making some fine trades in mining property. [SFDNM] 

1890January4; Don’t Be A Clam But Go To The Bon Ton Restaurant and Short Order Chop House …John Conway, Proprietor. [ad in SFDNM] 
1891January22; Don’t Be A Clam! But But Eat At Conway’s Oyster Bay and Bon-Ton Restaurant …Jack Conway, Prop’r. [ad in SFDNM] 

1891March26; John W. Conway is one of the most earnest workers for city incorporation. [SFDNM] 

1891December18; Jack Kern, a poker dealer at Cerrillos, shot and killed a man named Kennedy in Miller & Kelly’s saloon about 5 o’clock last evening. 
The real name of the victim is thought to be Casfel, a professional cook, who came here from Antonito, Colo., some six weeks ago and worked a short 

time at Conway’s. Both men were partially under the influence of liquor when the tragedy occurred. It appears that last week the cook and Kern had a 

row over cards. Yesterday the former filled up on liquor and went gunning for his antagonist with the avowed intention of killing him. He marched into 
the saloon and fired two shots at Kern, when the latter drew a weapon and fined five shots in return, three of which struck the cook and caused instant 

death. Kern gave himself over to the authorities. An inquest is in progress to-day. Kennedy, or Casfel, is a comparative stranger at Cerrillos and was in 

the employ of Gresham & Peterson’s chop house. [SFDNM] 
1892July5; The third victim of the day’s celebration was so old a fireman as John W. Conway. He handled a giant cracker also, and burned his hand very 

severely. [SFDNM] 

1892July29; Cooley Beaver, J.W. Conway, Sig Lebow and a party got in this afternoon... [SFDNM] 

1892September23; W.F. Dobbin, J.W. Conway, F.L. Harrison and W.C. Burton returned last night from attendance upon the K. of P. grand lodge at Raton. 

[SFDNM] 

1893February1; Bon-Ton Restaurant Short Order Counter. J.W. Conway & Son, Prop. [ad in SFDNM] 
1893March21; Notice. All persons indebted to the firm of Conway & Son are requested to settle their accounts with said firm before May 1, 1893, otherwise 

the accounts will be placed in the hands of our attorney for collection, as we intend to retire from business. John W. Conway & Son. [SFDNM] 

1893April14; Arrivals at Conway’s: S.O. Stewart, Ortiz, S.S. McKibbin, Lamy, Dan Murray, Cerrillos, C. Gonzales, Cienega. [SFDNM] 
1893September7; Crystal Palace Saloon, J.W. Conway & Son, Props. Newly refitted throughout. The finest stock of Domestic and Imported Liquors and 

Cigars to be found in the City. Pool and Billiard rooms attached. Merchants lunch from 9a.m. to 1 p.m. Evening lunch from 7 to 10 p.m. Short Order 
Restaurant run in connection with Saloon. Open Day and Night. [ad in SFDNM] 

1894January10; Conway’s Bon Ton hotel; Ambrosio Pino, Andres A. Sandoval, Galisteo; Matias Sandoval, Lamy; Eli Branch, Cerrillos. [SFDNM] 

1894January11; K.of P. Installation. District Deputy Spiegelberg, assisted by Grand Officers John. W. Conway and Lee Muelheisen, installed the following 
officers for Germania lodge No.5… Charles Neustadt, C.C.; William Strover, V.C.; Quintus Monier, prelate; Jas Bernstein, M.of W.; Lee Muelheisen, 

M.of F.; Solomon Spiegelberg, M.of E.; John V. Conway, K.of R. and S.; Chas Stein, M.of A. [SFDNM] 

1894May18; [Santa Fe telephone system numbers issued] J.W. Conway & son 13 [SFDNM] 
1894June12; Bon-Ton Hotel Short Order Restaurant. J.W. Conway & Son. Props. San Francisco Street. Open Day and Night. Travelers and boarders will 

find the best of accommodations. Board and lodging by the day $1; by the week, 5.50. Fine Bar and Billiard Hall. Meals, 25c. Lodging 25c. [ad in 

SFDNM] 
1896November11; John W. Conway is celebrating his 59th birthday to-day. He is a native of Kohokia, Missouri, and is a descendant of one of the French 

pioneer families at that locality. [SFDNM] 

1897April5; Mrs. J.W. Conway today received word that her mother, Mrs. Radan Martinez, living in Raton, is not expected to live. [SFDNM] 
1897May5; James Lemons, a miner, aged about 50 years, was brought from Golden by Sheriff Kinsell a few days ago and admitted to St. Vincent’s hospital, 

suffering with symptoms of poisoning. Yesterday he wandered from the hospital, and last evening about 6 o’clock was found unconscious in a yard to 

the rear of Conway’s restaurant. The police, thinking he was under the influence of liquor, took him to jail. This moring Sheriff Kinsell discovered the 
mistake that had been made and had the sick man removed at once to the hospital where he now is. He has been unconscious nearly 24 hours. Dr. 

Crosson, who is attending him, believes him to be suffering from arsenical poisoning and is doing everything possible to arouse hgim from comatose 

condition. [SFDNM] 
1897July9; The Bon Ton Hotel. This is one of the well known and well patronized hotels of Santa Fe, located on the principal business thoroughfare of the 

city and operated by Messrs. J.W. Conway & Son, enterprising citizens of good business ability and standing. Guests are entertained at this hostelry on 

either the European or American plan, and Mr. Conway’s prices are so reasonable that he never lacks for patronage. There are 18 well kept rooms over 
the restaurant, which is of the short order class, serving first-class meals at any hour of the day or night. [SFDNM] 

1898February4; Territorial District Court. Territory vs. J.W. Conway and Harry Hurd, keeping a gaming table, dismissed; [SFNM] 

1898March18; W.P. Cunningham was arrested today on a charge sworn out by John Conway, proprietor of the Bon Ton, who claims Cunningham owes a 
$10.75 board bill at the Bon Ton. Justice Gorman placed the man under $200 bonds. [SFNM] 

1898August13; George Worley, a farmer and an old resident of the Pecos valley, is in the city a guest of Mr. and Mrs. J.W. Conway. [SFNM] 

1898August23; Blas Sandoval brought in two wagon loads of green chili from Pena Blanca. He disposed of the same to J.W. Conway & Son, proprietors of 
the Bon Ton restaurant. [SFNM] 

1900March21; A mass was sung at the cathedral this morning at 8 o’clock for the repose of the late John W. Conway. [SFNM] 

1901July30; John V. Conway b.Cimarron 11Jan1872; parents John W. Conway, Maria P. Conway; JVC married Delfina Gonzales, parents Diego & 

Refugia, in 1893. [SFNM] 

 
Thomas Frederick Conway  <b.StLouisMO 1842  d.SilverCity Jan1900)    - of StaFe & New Placers & Silver City 
From MO, a StaFe atty 
1870July27_census: Thomas F. Conway, lawyer, 28y-o, b.MO, PersValue$500, resident SF pct.4 in same habitation with David A. Schultz, cattle trader, 38y-o, b.PA, 

RealValue$1,000 PersValue$500, John P. Resque, paymaster clerk USA, 21y-o, b.DC, John R. McGruder, engineer, 20y-o, b.DC 
1870December22; Dated. Quitclaim Deed. James B. Kitchen and Josephine Kitchen, husband and wife, and Richard Kitchen (unmarried), for $16,666.66, sell undivided one 

twelfth of the Cañon del Agua Grant… to F.F. Conway. Sig. Richard Kitchen, James P. Kitchen, Josephine Kitchen. Wit. Walter Sinclair NP Albany co. WY, Q.P. 
Caldwell; Geo H. Boggs NP Douglas co. NE for sig JPK. b.P-1 Deeds p.51. [BHenderson Abstract of Title No.2 30Sep1983] 

1872-1873; Thomas F. Conway appointed by Gov, confirmed by LegAssembly, NM Attorney General 
1872May27; The state meeting yesterday was largely attended, and speeches were made by Thos F. Conway, Esq., José D. Sena, Jesus Ma Sena y Baca, 

Fred Gress and others. Hon Antonio Ortiz y Salazar was president, and Eben Everett, Dr. Andrews and Don Gaspar Ortiz, vice presidents. [SFDNM] 



1873June3; The Cooley interest in the San Pedro and Cañon del Agua grants, commonly known as the New Placers, was sold yesterday under an order of 

the District Court by Col. Breeden, Master in Chancery. It was purchased by Dr. Andrews and Mr. Conway for the sum of three thousand dollars. The 
interest sold was a one-twelfth undivided share in the two grants. [SFDNM] 

1873June5; The Cooley interest in the New Placer grants was purchased on Monday last by Capt. Pratt, W.W. Griffin, Thos F. Conway and Dr. Andrews. 

[SFDNM] 

1873June6; Dated. Master’s Deed. William Breeden Master in Chancery, at auction 2Jun1873, for $3,000.00, conveys to Enos Andrews, William W. Griffin, Thomas F. 
Conway and John Pratt, all of StaFe One half interest of one undivided sixth interest CdA&SP grant. Sig. William Breeden. b.G Deeds p.188. [BHenderson Abstract of 
Title No.2 30Sep1983] 

1873October6; Messrs. H.C. Carson, J.P. Risque, and J. Oram Cole, came in Saturday evening from the Jemez springs, leaving Attorney General Conway 
there to enjoy the resuscitating waters of thos famous springs a few day longer. [SFDNM] 

1875March23; Hon. T.F. Conway and Frank Manzanares came in on Monday morning’s eastern coach. [SFDNM] 

1875April23; Missouri Valley Life Insurance Co. of Leavenworth, Kanasa. New Mexico Department. Officers. S.B. Elkins, President, A. Staab, Vice 
President, S.B. Wheelock, Sec’y, Thos B. Catron, Att’y, J. Symington, M.D., Medical Examiner. Directors. S.B. Elkins, John Pratt, E. Andrews, A. 

Staab, W.W. Griffin, N. Pope, Thos McDonald, Wm Breeden, Thos B. Catron, Wm. H. Manderfield, Chas Probst, Col. J.P. Willard, Col. A.B. Carey, 

Thos F. Conway, S.B. Wheelock, Wm Rosenthal. [ad in SFDNM] 
1875October6(loc); Abram G. Hoyt, Nicolas Garcia, Vicente Romero (mark), John Pratt <by Atty AGH), William Breeden, John M. Isaacs, placer mining 

20ac, precinct 12, at SW corner of 6Oct1875 J. Howe Watts, T.F. Corravay claim; witnesses 23Oct1875 A.P. Adams, Jose Manuel Guerrero [b.A p.300] 

1875October6(loc); Apolinio Arce (mark), P. Schwartz, W.F. Wilder, J.H. Watts, John Watts, T.F. Conway, locators, placer claim 20ac, precinct 12; 
witnesses A.P. Adams, Jose Manuel Guerrero [b.A p.304] 

1876May4; Lehman Spiegerberg, Wilson Waddingham, William H.B. Stout, Francisco Manzanares, John L. Carson, Thomas F. Conway, Thomas C. 

Tipton, Byron J. Smith, Artesian Well placer mining company 160ac placer, Black Gold Gulch, SW corner Alice Claim [b.A p.345] 
1876July26; Mr. J.R. Magruder came up on Sunday evening from Silver City with an express and escort, and one passenger, Hon. T.F. Conway, and also 

bringing up $2?,000 in silver bullion that we made mention of in Monday’s paper. We need a branch U.S. mint. This was the first trip of Mr. 

McGruder’s Express Line which will run twice a month hereafter between the two cities carrying freight and a limited number of passengers. Mr. 
Magruder’s Express returned to Silver City this morning. [SFDNM] 

1876September4; Mr. J.R. Magruder’s Silver City and Santa Fé Express came in on Saturday evening, bringing as passengers Messrs. John P. Risque, of 

the law firm of Conway & Risque, and N.F. Handy, who is largely interested in mining affairs in Grant county. Mr. Risque will remain in the city, and 
Mr. Handy will take to-morrow’s Eastern coach for Topeka, Kansas. Besides the passengers, the Express brought up two thousand pounds of silver 

from the mines of that county. [SFDNM] 

1876October9; T.F. Conway, Esq., returned on Saturday from a week’s visit to the New Placer mining region in Bernalillo county. He informs us that the 
Copper Smelting Company have finished their furnaces and were to put to a blast on Saturday, the day he left there.  [SFDNM] 

1877August30; M.S. Otero of Bernalillo, Manuel R. Otero of Peralta, C.J. Lowery, New York, and W.T. Thornton and wife of Clinton, Mo., arrived at the 

Exchange Hotel last evening. Mr. Thornton has rented the rooms adjoining Mr. T.F. Conway’s law office, up stairs on the west side of the plaza, where 
he will reside and engage in the practice of law. [SFDNM] 

1879September7; Dated. Mortgage Deed. Thomas F. Conway of StaFe, for $1,000.00, sell the Cañon del Agua grant, containing 3,501.21acres of land… the land being 
conveyed being an undivided one forty eight interest… Given to secure the payment of that certain promissory note… to Robert M. Berlot of the same place. Sig. T.F. 
Conway. b.B Mortgages p.286. – “This indenture of mortgage is hereby cancelled, the not herein having been fully paid and satisfied. R.M. Bertelet.” [BHenderson 
Abstract of Title No.2 30Sep1983] 

1880February14; Dated. Warranty Deed. John Pratt, of StaFe, for $4166.66 2/3, sells to Thomas F. Conway of StaFe, one undivided forty eight part  of CdA grant of land... 
Sig. John Pratt. Wit. J.D. Proudfit. b.J Deeds p.110. [BHenderson Abstract of Title No.2 30Sep1983] 

1880February20; Dated. Warranty Deed. George G. Brown and Alma J. Brown his wife of Colfax co., for $16.666.66 2/3, sell to Thomas F. Conway of StaFe, one undivided 
one twelfth part of the Cañon delagua grant of land... Sig. George G. Brown, Alma J. Brown. Wit. James Lynch, Joseph Lowerey. b.J Deeds p.133. [BHenderson 
Abstract of Title No.2 30Sep1983] 

1880February27; Dated. Quitclaim Deed. Thomas F. Conway of StaFe, for $104,166.66 2/3, sell undivided five twenty fourths part of the Cañon del Agua Grant of land… to 
George William Ballou of Boston. Sig. Thomas F. Conway. Acknowledged by: TFC, on 27Feb1880, in StaFe co., before Frank M. Clancy Clerk of the District Court. b.J 
Deeds p.123. [BHenderson Abstract of Title No.2 30Sep1983] 

1880March6; indenture; James B. Kitchen with wife Josephine G. Kitchen, of St.Joseph MO, Richard Kitchen, sell for $16,666 2/3 to Thomas F. Conway, 

undiv 1/12 part San Pedro Grant in StaFe & Bernalillo cos, granted to Jose Serafin Ramirez et al 26Nov1845, confirmed as private land claim No.14 
approved 21June1860, bounded N by outlet arroyo of Chimal, S by outlet arroyo of San Antonito, E by little Mt on line with the ojo del Tuerto, W by 

Sandia Mtn, also int in additional league to S, also 1/12 undiv int Cañon del Agua Grant granted to J.S. Ramirez 13Feb1844; presence Warren 

Switzler, L.M. Fish, N.J. Riley [b.B p.297] 

1880March6; Dated. Warranty Deed. James B. Kitchen and Josephine G. Kitchen his wife of St. Joseph MO and Richard Kitchen StaFe, for $16,666.66 2/3, sell one 
undivided one twelfth part of the Cañon del Agua Grant… to Thomas F. Conway of StaFe. Sig. James B. Kitchen, Josephine G. Kitchen, Richard Kitchen. Wit. Waren 
Switz Ser, L. McFish, N.J. Riley. b.B Mining Deeds p.297. [BHenderson Abstract of Title No.2 30Sep1983] 

1880April26: Conveyance. W.T. Thornton to New York and New Mexican Mining and Smelting Company (Limited); Whereas, Robert B. Willison and Francisca H. Willison, 
his wife, did on the 29th day of December, 1877, executed and delivered to W.T. Thornton his deed to certain lands… which said deed was made in trust… Whereas the 
greater part of the sum of money remained unpaid… property for sale by publication in a newspaper… the New York and New Mexican Mining and Smelting Company 
being the highest and best bidders… $1,811.50 Thomas F. Conway is the authorized agent of said company. Rec b.L Mines p.1 [per V.,Byrne No.4326 Abstract of Title 
14Jun1957] 

1880September18; T.F. Conway, Santa Fe, Jno P. Risque, Silver City, Attorneys at Law. [ad in SFDNM] 

1880October3; for the visit of President Hayes: – Finance; Gen. G.A. Smith, Sol Spiegelberg, Wm M. Berger, Antonio Ortiz y Salazar, John Watts, Walter W. Hayt, Joseph 

D. Sena, N.W. Fine – Reception; Wm G. Ritch, Lehman Spiegelberg, Gen L. Hatch, Gen. H.M. Atkinson, B.L. Thomas, Z. Staab, Gen. G.A. Smith, Thomas B. Catron, H.L. 

Waldo, Col. S.M. Barnes, Jose D. Sena, W.W. Griffin, Herman Ilfeld, Wm Breeden, Bernard Seligman, E.A. Fiske, Alex G. Irvine, Willi Spiegelberg, Gen. Smith USA, Rev. 

Mr. Lamy, Trinidad Alarid, Thomas F. Conway, Antonio Ortiz y Salazar, John C. Davis, R.W. Webb, J.G. Albright, Luciano Baca, R.S. Palen, Willian McKenzie, Colonel 

Craig, M.A. Breeden, W.S. Fletcher, Chas H. Gildersleeve, John H. Knaebel, F.B. Clancy, Prof. H.O. Ladd, Rev. Mr. Hall, Rev. Mr. Riggle, W.G. Thornton, John Sherman, 

Adolph Seligman, Prof. W.H. Strieby, Judge Downs, P.S. Kennedy, Thomas S. Cordis, Rev. J.A. Trouchard, Eluas Breerart, Leut Guilfoyle, Lieut Allen, Jose B. Ortiz, Gaspar 

Ortiz, Captain C.A. Woodruff, Lieut G. Valoise, J.L. Johnson, Dr. J. Symington, Ramon Sena y Garcia, Dr. Bartleson, Dr. R.H. Longwill, D.H. Irland, Vicente Garcia, Jose A. 

Ortiz, Max Frost, Anaceto Abeytia, Horace C. Baldwin, Martin Quintano, Antonio Romero, Edgar Caypless, Epifano Vigil, A. Sandoval, J.H. Daly – Entertainment; Henry 

Reed, Z. Staab, Enos Andrews, V.S. Shelby, Sol Spiegelberg, Wm M. Berger, S. Wedeles, W.H. McBroom, Wm A. Conant, H.F. Swope, W.W. Tate, S.H. Lucas, J.H. 

Gerdes, C.F.A. Fischer, Lieutenant C.A. Steadman, J.C. Davenport, John C. Hogue, Felipe B. Delgado, Romelo Martinez, Henry J. Gore, David J. Miller, Pelle Herlow, Wm 



Fitzmaurice, Panteleon Estos, M.A. Gold, Harry Mottley, S.T. Reed, B.M. Read, Geo W. Hickox, Chas Possells, Walter W. Hayt, Wm S. Woodside, S.J. Taylor, Wm T. 

Guyer, Jas H. Palmer, John C. Wettmer, A.E. Cauldwell, B. Kahn. [SFDNM] 

1880October5; Mr. T.F. Conway will leave for Albuquerque this morning to attend the court at that place. [SFDNM] 
1880October5; Misses Symington and Conway returned Sunday to their eastern homes after a few month’s visit to their relatives here. [SFDNM] 

1881February2; Miss Nannie Robinson, the sister of Mrs. John P. Risque, is in Santa Fe on her way to Silver City and is the guest of Mrs. T.F. Conway. 

[SFDNM] 
1881March26; The following is a list of the taxpayers of Santa Fe county, taken from the tax books, and it therefore comprises all the names of the legal 

voters of the county. Upper Santa Fe, Precinct No.3. Atwood, W.C., Andrews Enos, Alire Jose, Breeden M.A., Brito Trinidad, Bowers Francis, Bustamente Tomas, 

Catron T.B., Conway T.F., Catanach D.N., Constante Luis, Carl Wm, Debus Wendel, Delgado Juan, Donavant James, Dunand M. Hess, Felsenthal Louis, Griffin W.W., 

Grace Frederick, Garcia Prudencio, Garcia Juan, Garcia Juan Antonio, Griego Santiago, Gonzales Juan, Gonzales, Jose I, Gehring F., Gough J.M., Gwyn John, Gonzales 

Francisco, Hebert Val, Holmes James, Ilfeld Herman, Ilfeld Noa, Imbert Louis, Johnson J.L., Koch Gerhard, Klin H., Lamy J.B., Lamy J.B.Jr., Longwill R.H., Lopez 

Francisco, Lucas S.H., Manderfield W.H., Murphy J.C., McKenzie W.C., Martinez Ramon, Martinez Romulo, Martinez Lorenzo, Martinez Placidore, Martinez Rafael, 

Montoya Francisco, Montoya Juan, Martinez ???idad, Neis M., Ortiz Jose ???so, Ortega ????, Prince L.B., Palen R.J., Pessels Chas, Padilla Ram??, Padilla Jose Ma., Pena 

Transci??, Quintana Thomas, Rael Antonio Jose, Rivera Juan Jose, Rivera Tomas, Ritter John, Rodriguez Miguel, Rodriguez Jose Ma., Rodriguez ??? A., Spiegelberg 

Lehman, Spiegelberg Willi, Spiegelberg Sol, Seligman Bernard, Seligman Adolph, Staab Abram, Staab Zadoc, Sena Jose D., Shuman J.P., Stinson J.W., Smith John, Sena y 

Baca Ma., Steck F.B., Symington John, Swope H.F., Sena y Garcia R., Shelby V.S., Tomkins R.H., Thornton W.T., Thomas B.M., Truchard J.A., Vigil Epifanio, Vigil 

Simon, Vincent Henry, Valdez Antonio, Wedeles Simon, Wedeles Hugo.  [SFDNM]   
1881June15; J. Gordon Posey, Esq., of the law firm of Conway & Risque, left for Silver City yesterday on business for the firm. He will remain several 

weeks at Silver City. [SFDNM] 
1881July31; W.B. Childers, of Albuquerque, partner in the law business with T.F. Conway, of Santa Fe, is in the city, having arrived from the south 

yesterday. [SFDNM] 

1881September29; T.F. Conway, Santa Fe & J.P. Risque, Silver City Attorneys and Counsellors at Law. [ad in The Mining Chronicle, Silver City] 
1881December22; Messrs. W.W. Griffin, T.F. Conway, W.G. Ritch and H.L. Waldo are expected to return from the South by this morning’s train. 

[SFDNM] 

1882January3; [Blue Cañon Mining Company]…articles of incorporation which have been filed… The incorporators are J.M. Robinson, H.M. Atkinson, 
Lehman Spiegelberg and C.H. Gildersleeve. Mr. Robinson deeds to the company the Blue Canon, Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont, Montreal, Quebec 

and Magna Charta mines in the Socorro district and on the same ledge as the famous Torrance mine. …President – Hon. Henry M. Waldo. Cashier – 

R.J. Palen. Secretary – Charles H. Fitch. Manager – J.M. Robinson. Board of directors – Hon. H.M. Waldo, Gov. L.A. Sheldon, Gen. H.M. Atkinson, 
Lehman Spiegelberg, C.H. Gildersleeve. The stockholders in addition to the officers are Hon. L. Bradford Prince, W.W. Griffin, W.S. Fletcher, William 

Minters, T.F. Conway and John A. Miller. [SFDNM]   

1882February1(reloc); Allen Butcher, Joseph Coleman, Thomas S. Tucker, Thomas F. Conway, Henry C. Carson, locators South Perry Mine loc 27Jun81, 
300’ea side S1500’, joined on W by Gold Hill mine, on E by Cerrillos road, ca 1/2mi from San Francisco Mine, Cañada del Pueblo MD, rec 20Mar82; 

presence Samuel Denham, William M. Tucker [b.F p.98] 

1882March7; T.F. Conway is in Las Vegas. [SFDNM] 
1882April; Conway’s partner, John P. Risque of Silver City, is killed by Apaches 

1882May24; T.F. Conway will rent his residence here as business matters will make it necessary for him to reside at Silver City for several months. 

[SFDNM] 
1882June4; The Arroyo Hondo Mining Company filed articles of incorporation yesterday in the office of the Secretary of the Territory. The company owns 

nine fine claims in the Arroyo Hondo mining district, Taos county. …The directors are Judge W.T. Thornton, Judge T.F. Conway, Mr. David J. Miller, 

Captain C.A. Woodruff and Governor L.A. Sheldon. The officers of the company are Gov. L.A. Sheldon, President: Judge T.F. Conway, Vice President: 

Col. Max Frost, Secretary and Treasurer, and A.Z. Huggins, Esq., General Superintendent. [SFDNM] 

1882June25; Amount of Property Owned By the Residents of Santa Fe County. April 14, 1882. Conway, T.F. (N.Y.&N.M. Co.) _ 2,500 00 [SFDNM]   
1882June25; Amount of Property Owned By the Residents of Santa Fe County. April 14, 1882. Conway, T.F. _ 6,150 00 [SFDNM]   

1882July8; Hon. T.F. Conway returned yesterday from the south. [SFDNM]  

1882July16; Hon. T.F. Conway leaves for Silver City this afternoon, having been called to that place on business. [SFDNM] 
1882August23; Judge T.F. Conway is again in Las Vegas. [SFDNM] 

1882September29; [NM Democratic party central committee] Bernalillo county – W.B. Childers, Colfax – John Lee, Grant – H.M. Meredith, Mora – Alex 

L. Branch, Rio Arriba – Luis Ortiz, Santa Fe – Sol Spiegelberg, San Miguel – M.M. Milligan, Socorro – George W. Fox, Taos – Antonio Joseph, 
Valencia – Felipe Chaves, Dona Ana – Thomas J. Bull, Lincoln – J.A. Larue. At large – T.F. Conway, Santa Fe, H.L. Warren; Santa Fe, Eduardo 

Martinez, Anton Chico; Andres Montoya, Socorro; Nascario Gonzales, La Cienega; W.B. Numan, Albuquerque; J.F. Wallace, Watrous; G.W. 

Stoneroad, Las Vegas; N.B. Laughlin, Cerrillos station. [SFDNM] 

A.F. Bandelier met T.F. Conway in Deming in 1884 and 1888 
1889November2; Hon. Thos F. Conway, one of the best known and popular citizens of New Mexico, is in Europe. [SFDNM] 

1893October10; T.F. Conway, Attorney and Counselor at Law, Silver City, New Mexico. Prompt attention given to all affairs intrusted to his care. Practice 
in all courts in the territory. [Professional Card – SFDNM] 

1890September18; Professional Cards, Attorneys at Law. T.F. Conway, G.G. Posey, W.A. Maxwell, Conway, Posey & Maxwell, Silver City. [ad in 

SFDNM] 
1894January15; Hon. Thomas F. Conway, of Silver City, is visiting the capital on legal business to-day. …Mr. Conway is a life long friend of the late John 

Gwyn, and he is here on business pertaining to the settlement of the estate of deceased. [SFDNM] 

1894May14; Alex Allan and Jack Harris left for Cochiti yesterday with several pack animals laden with bedding, tools and camp supplies. They go out to do 
assessment work on several promising prospects, among which is the [San Antonio] claim of Councilman Conway. [SFDNM] 

1895February1; T.F. Conway, Attorney and Counselor at Law, Silver City, New Mexico. Prompt attention given to all business intrusted to his care. 

Practice in all the courts in the territory. [ad in SFDNM]  
1896March6; The following corporations have filed articles… The Silver City Smelting & Refining Company – Incorporators, George S. Cartwright, of 

New York, Robert B. Benham, of Philadelphia and Thomas F. Conway, of Silver City; objects, mining and reducing ores; capital stock, $250,000; life, 

fifty years; directors, same as incorporators; principal place of business, Silver City. [SFDNM] 
1896April1; The Silver City Smelter and Refining company was incorporated with the following named officers: T.F. Conway, president; R.B. Benham, 

vice president; George S. Cartwright, secretary and treasurer, and S.E. Brotherton, general manager. [SFDNM] 
1896June12; The following corporations have filed articles… The Silver City Reduction Company – Incorporators, James Mifflin, of Philadelphia, Sidney 

E. Bretherton and Thos F. Conway, of Silver City; objects, operating mines and reducing ores; capital stock $250,000; life, fifty years; directors, same as 

the incorporators; principal place of business, Silver City. [SFDNM] 



1896August10; The Silver City reduction works… The firmly established reputation of Mrs. S.E. Bretherton as a successful metallurgist, and the well 

known business integrity of Hon. T.F. Conway, the financial manager of the company, induces the confidence of all producers of ore, who are now 
bringing their product to the smelter in sufficient quantity to insure its steady operation. – Silver City Enterprise. [SFDNM] 

1897March26; Articles of incorporation of the Southwestern Copper company have been filed with Secretary Miller. The corporation is organized by 

Thomas F. Conway, Cornelius Bennett and George W. Miles, of Silver City, N.M., and George S. Curtis, Charles E. Jones and J. Boardman Cann, of 
Boston, Mass., for the purpose of carrying on a general mining and reduction business. Captial stock, $500,000, principal place of business, Boston, 

Mass.; New Mexico office is to be located in Pascal, Grant county. [SFDNM] 

1897April16; Cochiti ore is silver and gold of low grade, no copper or lead being found. It is apparent that the rates for shipping are practically favorable to 
the Silver City reduction works, and Mr. Conway has contracted for trial carloads from the largest mining properties, one carload going to the works this 

week from the Crown Point. [SFDNM] 

1897May5; Professional Cards. Attorneys At Law. T.F. Conway, W.A. Hawkins, Conway & Hawkins. Attorneys and Counselors at Law, Silver City, New 
Mexico. prompt attention given to all business entrusted to our care. [SFDNM] 

1897July7; Grant County. The Silver City smelter has been in operation a little over a year running day and night. It has put in circulation something like 

$26,000 a month in Silver City, benefiting all classes and handling all the ore offered. The proposition which was started by Judge Conway has been a 
most gratifying success. [SFDNM] 

1897October30; Silver City. Hon. T.F. Conway has returned from a protracted visit to the eastern cities. [SFDNM] 

1897December16; The sorrowful news of the death of C.F. Conway on Tuesday morning cast a gloom over the city. …his brother, T.F. Conway, becoming 
alarmed at his silence, went to his room to learn the cause, and found him dead in bed. …The deceased was familiarly known as “Cab,” and has been a 

resident of this section for a great many years. …says the Silver City Eagle. [SFDNM] 

1899January5; Arsemas R. Burkdoll, John M. Sweeney and James A. Hart, residents of Chicago, Ill.; Frederick R. Conway and Thomas F. Conway, 

resident of Silver City, N.M., have organized the Bear Creek Gold Mining Company and file articles of incorporation in Secretary Wallace’s office. The 

objects of incorporation are to buy, locate, issue, own, develop and operate mines and mining claims, and to construct and operate reservoirs, ditches and 

pipe lines in New Mexico. Capital stock, $500,000; principal place of business located at Silver City. [SFNM] 
1899September29; Conway & Hawkins, Attorneys and Counselors at Law, Silver City, N.M. prompt attention to all business entrusted to our care [ad in 

The Silver City Enterprise] 

1900January8; …the death of Hon. Thomas Frederick Conway at Silver City. He was a very successful attorney, continuing in practice until his prostration 
a few days ago, although for the last several years in poor health. …his brother, C.E. Conway, died a year ago. …He was born about sixty years ago at 

St. Louis, the son of General Conway, at one time the surveyor general of Missouri. He graduated in the class of 1861 from the University of Missouri at 
Columbia. Among his classmates were James Henry Wright, late associate justice of the supreme court of Arizona, and Thomas Knapton, an eminent 

member of the bar of Montana. In 1861 Mr. Conway came to New Mexico and settled at Santa Fe. [SFNM] 

- witness - 
1880February25; Dated. Quitclaim Deed. James P. Welsh and Hattie B. Welch his wife of StaFe co., for __, sell one undivided forty eight part of the Cañon del Agua Grant 

of land… to George William Ballou of Boston. Sig. James P. Welch, Hattie B. Welch. Wit. F.T. Conway, Manuel De Aguero. b.J Deeds p.119. [BHenderson Abstract of 
Title No.2 30Sep1983] 

________________________________________________________________ 
 

W.A. Coofman   - witness - 
1879August19 (loc); Montie Rigney, Harry Kauffmann (<locators), W.L. Pencil; Inpitu lode, 750’ NW & SW, 150’ea side; witness W.A. Coofman, John Bull, recorded 

19September1879 [Locations & Mining Deeds A#15405 p. 560] 

 
Michael Coogan    - of Hopewell m.d. 
1896December29; Hopewell Mines. J.A. Baker and Mike Coogan are pushing the Pauline tunnel above the reservoir. [SFDNM] 

 
Coogler see Koogler 

________________________________________________________________ 

 * Cook * Cooke * Cooks * 
COOKS PEAK MINING COMPANY    - BonaparteIA, Cooks, Luna co. 
1881; The Old Hadley Mine (originally known as the Graphic Mine [not related to the Graphic Mine at Kelly] – Old Hadley produced lead for flux for low-

lead silver from Lake Valley) was located in 1881, by A.P. Taylor, G.L. Shakespeare, and James P. Wheeler. The property changed hands many times 

and was finally acquired by Walter C. Hadley, who worked the mine in its bonanza days of 1885 and sold the property in 1888 to the Cooks Peak 
Mining Company. In 1886, Hadley became the manager of the Lake Valley mines. [J.Park NMMiningHeritageGuide 2003] 

1897June29; Sierra County. A number of men working in the mines at Cook’s Peak are suffering from lead poison. [SFDNM] 

1902January23; The Cooks Peak Mining Company was incorporated today by Hugh H. Meek and Kirk L. Meek of Bonaparte, Ia.; and Charles Poe of New 
Mexico. The capital is $1,000,000, divided into 1,000,000 shares of ten cents each [!]. The offices of the company are at Bonaparte, Ia., and the New 

Mexico headquarters at Cooks, Luna county. The directors are the same as the incorporators. [SFNM] 

as of 1903June30; List of mining claims in NM which have been officially surveyed… By Surveyor-General Morgan O. Llewellyn. Cooks Peak Mining 

Co., Rock Island, Cooks Peak MD, 19.49ac. – Do., Graphic, do. MD, 19.15ac. [Report of the Governor of New Mexico to the Secretary of the Interior 

1903, p.347] 

 
Cook    - Hill, Beckett & Cook;  Cuchillo Negro m.d. 
1882February17; Cuchillo Negro District. Hill, Beckett & Cook have a thirty-five foot shaft on the Air Line mine. …property of the Beyrio Mining 

company. [SFDNM] 

 
Cooke   - of San Pedro 
1888December7; The “Fugitive Club” had its 1st monthly meeting night before last with closed doors. Harry Lee is president and a young rascal by the name of Cooke is 

secretary. The object of the meeting could not be learned. [Paul, Of Pedro; Los Cerrillos Rustler Vol.1 No.20] 
1889July22; Mr. Cooke a half interest in the Magdalena, within a few rods of San Pedro streets, for $75, to J. Broils. [SFDNM] 
 

Cook    - Chama placers 



1889July23; …the Chama river placer fields… John Johnson, one of the locators of these gold bearing gravel lands, and Hank Easton, who has been at work 

in Cook’s copper camp, came down... [SFDNM] 

 
Cook & White   - of Red Ash coal mine, at Coal Bank 
1887November3; Hoar & Cook are putting up hoisting machinery at their coal banks. [SantaFeWeeklyNMexican] 
1891May1; Cook & White are operating the Red Ash Coal mine and have procured necessary stationery this week. [The Cerrillos Rustler, v.III no.43] 
1891October23; Messrs. White & Cook, and Morris Chappel, have put in a little extra time this fall, prospecting for something better than coal, with the result that they 

already have a 22 inch vein of high grade ore, in the Ortiz mountain, up above the coal fields.. [The Rustler v.IV n.25] 
1892January9; (Cunningham to Risque, Gen. Manager C.C.&I.Co., St. Louis) “W.T. Bishop is now shipping the coal from the White Ash in his own name.” The Cerrillos 

depot agent refused to show him the coal shipping books. He tries to persuade Risque that they must get authority to look at the Railroad shipping books in order to 
know what is going on. Who is shipping how much coal. “My opinion is now that a great deal of coal is being shipped by N.J. Bishop, Kelley & Miller, Peterson & ? O. 
[W.C.] Hagan and others. Who bring the coal from N.C? Rogers White Ash and also Cook and White, may evade paying Royalty.” “Laird claims that Mr.Catron advised 
him to reopen the entry – that the company had no objection to his operating it. This I could not well afford to see after taking the pains of closing and walling the slope 
rep? Such is generally talked him, that Catron is in sympathy with the squatters. Though I do not think a word of such news is true.” talked Laird into coming into town 
and he talked Laird out of reopening the mine. [Elkins papers 2227] 

before1892May31-after1891October1; White & Cook paid $115.07 by R.C. Kerens, Title &c. [Elkins papers 820 & 803] 
1892June4; White & Cook, Arbitration, $115.32. – paid by CC&IC to clean title. [Elkins papers 820] 
1896October17; Cerrillos Cullings. In the Cook & White mine, at Madrid, Wednesday afternoon, Jose Mata was killed by being struck by a runaway car. 

The deceased leaves a wife and three children. The funeral was held yesterday afternoon. [SFDNM] 

1897February4; Madrid Miners’ Strike. Reduction of Wages and An Increase of Rentals Cause the Trouble. Special Correspondence of the New Mexican. 

Cerrillos, N.M., Feb.4. – The miners and men employed in the coal mines at Madrid are out on strike, because of a reduction in wages, averaging about 
7 per cent, paid to engineers, rope drivers, drivers and helpers about the mines, which went into effect on the first of the month. A new scale was also 

provided for the miners in the Cook & White mines Nos. 1, 2 and 3. Heretofore these miners were paid 75 cents a ton of 2,400 pounds of mine run coal. 

The new scale offered is 85 cents a ton of 2000 pounds of screened coal free from dirt or slate. The coal from the Cook & White mines is soft and brakes 
up so that the men claim they can not make living wages at the new scale. The wages for driving slopes and entries were also reduced. At the same time 

the company raises house rentals $1 and $2. A meeting was held yesterday afternoon at which nearly all the miners were represented and it was almost 

unanimously voted not to accept the reduction or the new scale. The scale for mining in the White Ash and hard coal mines was not changed but the 
miners went out with the others and the war is on. The strike involves 450 workmen of all classes and directly affects the entire population of Madrid, 

about 1,200 people. The company will not easy recede from its position, claiming that the prices paid miners are the best of any camp in the United 
States except one. [SFDNM] 

1898May5; The Cook & White mine at Cerrillos closed down temporarily this week, to effect repairs on the hoisting machinery. [SFNM] 

1899April21; Through June 30, 1899, the Cerrillos Coal Railroad’s loss totaled $279,590.86. Though at times earnings had been satisfactory, Santa Fe’s president E.P. 
Ripley characterized the company’s financial performance as “spasmodic.” Since its purchase by the Railway Company as part of the financial reorganization, the CCRC 
had returned a profit, but, writing to the Santa Fe executive committee, Ripley warned, “…there is no telling when we might encounter serious trouble, which would more 
than offset any earnings we have made. The mines are full of gas, and the property is altogether a highly dangerous one to operate, and for this reason alone I am 
anxious to get it off our hands.” An April 21st explosion in the Cook & White Mine, opened two years before to replace the burning White Ash, had taken more lives. ¶ 
Accordingly, during August 1899, Ripley offered to both CF&IC and the Maxwell Land Grant Company (which operated the Raton Coal & Coke Company) a ten-year 
lease of the Cerrillos field. The Maxwell company’s estimate that it could extract 300,000 tons annually for the duration of the lease convinced Ripley that, in the hands of 
an experienced operator, the coal field was capable of greater production at a lower cost than the CCRC had been able to achieve on its own. … Ripley found CF&IC’s 
bid much more favorable than he had anticipated; a lease, for ten years from October 5, 1899, was accordingly signed between the two companies. In addition to the 
real property owned by the CCRC, included were the fifty coke ovens at Waldo as well as the railroad from Waldo to Madrid. In consideration therefor, CF&IC was to pay 
$15000 quarterly, plus forty cents for each ton over 200,000 tons per year sold. [JPHereford, TheCerrillosCoalRailroad, 8Feb2008 draft] 

1899September4; The Cook and White mine is located three miles south of Cerrillos, and is owned and operated by the Cerrillos Coal Company. The coal 

is bituminous, taken from a vein 3 feet 9 inches thick. During the last fiscal year 125,000 tons of coal was taken out, valued at $242,000. The depth of 

slope of the mine is 1,800 feet. The mine was operated 300 days last year. …The mine now being worked in bituminous coal is known as the Cook and 
White, the one being worked in anthracite coal is the Lucas, both being named after the men who first operated them. [SFNM] 

1902; The Cook & White was operated by CF&IC as the Cerrillos Bituminous Mine, where 65 men were employed underground. By 1902, three slopes had been driven on a 
15-degree incline 2,930 feet into the coal. To dispel methane gas, the mine was ventilated by two exhaust fans. Similar precautions in the anthracite mine, prompted the 
territorial mine inspector to comment, “…these mines are as safe as if no gas were present, and they will continue to be as long as the same vigilance is exercised as 
now.” ¶ Despite the vigilance, though, on February 2, 1903, two men died when a fire broke out in the Bituminous Mine. To extinguish the fire, stoppings were erected 
and the mine’s lower workings were flooded; twenty days elapsed before the bodies of the two victims could be recovered. Even the, the mine inspector detected 
methane gas leaking through the stoppings. Visiting the mine on April 23, 1902, the mine inspector determined, through measuring the temperature of escaping gases, 
that the fire had been extinguished. Still, another three years elapsed before CF&IC made any effort to reopen the flooded portion of the mine. ¶ In the interim, mining in 
the Cerrillos Bituminous was confined to the upper workings. Production accordingly was restricted. During the fiscal year ended June 30, 1901, net output from the mine 
amounted to 64,362 tons; for the twelvemonth ended June 30, 1903, that amount fell to 47,506 tons. The mine inspector commented, “The demand for this coal far 
exceeds the supply, the coal being of superior quality, a limited working area restricting the production. The product is sold in NM, CO, TX, AZ, and CA, and is shipped 
via Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railroad [sic]. There is little probability that the product of this mine will be increased during the coming year, but after the damage 
done by the fire of February, 1902, shall have been repaired and the lower entries reopened an increased production may be looked for.” ¶ When CF&IC began to 
reopen the mine’s lower levels, shots fired at quitting time on the evening of December 23, 1905, ignited another fire. Because the 23rd was a Saturday, the fire was not 
discovered until the morning of the 25th. The blaze was fought for 48 hours before CF&IC’s general manager, John Kebler, ordered the mine closed. Several explosions 
ensued. The mine then was flooded to a point 850 feet above where the fire had originated. But when an attempt was made to reopen the mine in March 1906, a fire was 
discovered in the third level. After a subsequent reopening attempt found the fire still burning, the mine was closed indefinitely. [JPHereford, TheCerrillosCoalRailroad, 
8Feb2008 draft] 

1902February3; Two Miners cremanted. Fire in the Cooks White Mine at Madrid, New Mexico.Destroys Much Property. After Several Hours of Fighting 

All Effort to Suppress the Flames Was Abandoned and the Mine Flooded. Special to the New Mexican. Cerrillos, N.M., Feb.3. – Fire broke out in the 

Cooks-White mine at Madrid Saturday night, caused by a lamp coming in contract with a canvas brattice. There were six men in the entry at the time, 
four of whom escaped. Two Italians, one named Bruto, the other unknown, undoubtedly perished, notwithstanding vigorous effort to save them. The fire 

has spread to the slope and fighting it has been discontinued. The entrance has been closed. The fans stopped and seventy gallons of water per minute is 

being pumped in to flood the mine. This will take three or four days. [SFNM] 



1903; The coal produced from the Cerrillos Bituminous (Cook & White) mine has until recently been a noncoking coal, but it was found that at a depth of 

about 2,600 feet, in the slope, the coal had changed to a very good coking coal. This change would indicate the nearer approach to one of the intrusive 
sheets, and the possible change from bituminous to anthracite coal as closer approach is made to the intrusion. The principal mines of the district are the 

Cerrillos Bituminous, formerly known as the Cook & White, and the Cerrillos Anthracite, formerly called the Lucas mine. [Report of the Governor of 

New Mexico to the Secretary of the Interior 1903, p.419] 

 
Cook    - of Bletcher & Cook;  Bland 
1898June10; Bland. Bletcher & Cook are building a chute for cord wood from the mesa above the Casino to the bottom to Pino canon, a distance of 1,000 

feet. [SFNM] 

 
Deputy Sheriff Cook   - of Raton 
1890September5; Deputy Sheriff Cook, of Raton, was ambushed and shot through the leg while riding along the road Tuesday morning. He succeeded in reaching Geo 

Moore’s ranch, where medical assistance was sent for. [The Cerrillos Rustler Vol.III No.8]  
 
A. D. Cook    - of Socorro 
1895February1; Col. T.B. Mills, executive World’s Fair commissioner for New Mexico, has presented his final report... The board of lady managers has 

awarded the following special diplomas: A.D. Cook, Socorro – Silver ore. Morris B. Parker – Gold ore. Wm Harris, Albuquerque – Mineral resource of 

New Mexico. C.W. Kennedy, Albuquerque – Coal. [SFDNM]  

 
Capt. Charles H. Cook   - of New MilfordCT 
1921January13; ref CAPT. CHAS. H. COOK, New Milford CN Dealer in Precious and Semi-Precious Gems Gems Re-Cut and Polished Lapidary Work of All Kinds [McNulty 

Papers (McCraw) b.25] 
 
David J. Cooke   - of Rocky Mountain Detective Agency, Denver 
1881July21; Rocky Mountain Detective Agency! D.J. Cook, Supt., Denver, Colo., Toney Neis, Supt. for New Mexico. Chas W. Wright, Attorney and 

Counsel for Colorado. Edgar Caypless, Attorney and Counsel for New Mexico. [ad in SFDNM] 

 
Dick Cook    - of San Pedro 
1889June18; Dick Cook, a royal good fellow, who has been laid up in the hospital for some weeks, has fully recovered from his injuries and returns to San 

Pedro this week. [SFDNM] 

 
E. C. Cooke    - New Placers 
1881February4; J.P. Flanders, Ed Flanders, M. Scannell, E.C. Cooke, G.M. Fuller, Wm Dogget, J.N. Mast, Frederick Fessenden Our Monied Men 

3000’x800’ of a Gulch partly in the San Pedro & Canon del Agua Grants, Geo Balderston Engineer, rec 9Feb81 [b.D p.307] 

 

E. D. Cook   - witness - 

1880December23; indenture; Henry M. Atkinson sells for $1 and other considerations to Wm T. Thornton, Frank Dimick, to Frank Dimick ¾ of all the int May flower, (loc 
4Apr79), to Wm T. Thornton ¼ the int; presence E.D. Cook, Candelario Martinez, certify 23Dec80 Luciano Baca Clk of P.Court [Locations & Mining Deeds D#15408 
p.198] 

 
E. R. “Pete” Cook    - wife is Mabel G. Cook;  Golden 
1958May28; Dated. Filed 6Jun1958. Warranty Deed (Joint Tenants). TITLE TO BLOCK 28 Golden – Title to Eugene and Ardell Scartaccini. Nestor Baca and Carmelita Nieto de Baca, his wife, to 

E.R. Cook and Mabel G. Cook, his wife. b.Misc.145 p.8. [BHenderson Abstract of Title No.6313 30Sep1983 p.416] 
1958September2; Dated. Filed 4Sep1958. Quitclaim Deed. TITLE TO BLOCK 28 Golden – Title to Eugene and Ardell Scartaccini. E.R. (Pete) Cook and Mabel G. Cook, his wife, to Robert F. 

Brumage and Madeline Brumage, his wife. b.Misc.147 p.335. [BHenderson Abstract of Title No.6313 30Sep1983 p.417] 
1961July17; Dated. Filed 17Aug1961. Warranty Deed (Joint Tenants). TITLE TO BLOCK 28 Golden – Title to Eugene and Ardell Scartaccini. E.R. Cook and Mabel G. Cook, his wife, to Eugene 

Scartaccini and Ardell Scartaccini, his wife. b.Misc.182 p.57. [BHenderson Abstract of Title No.6313 30Sep1983 p.418] 

 
Earl Cook  (b.KY 1894>    - wife is Edith Cook, (b.IN 1895>;  of San Pedro 
1920January15_census: San Pedro village house 57; Earl Cook, farmer, 26 y-o, Farm not in 1919 General F, working on own account, renting, b.KY, wife, Edith Cook, 

teaching school, 25 y-o, b.IN. 
 
George Cook    - Socorro co. 
1900July3; Socorro County. George Cook has taken the contract from the Santa Fe company to furnish pulverized slag. He has quite a force of men at work. 

[SFNM] 

 

Lieut. George Fred Cooke 
1881July3; Lieut. George Fred Cooke, U.S.A., well known in Santa Fe, returned to the city yesterday, and took rooms at the Exchange. [SFDNM] 

1888December7; Paul of Pedro. Baron de Rothbaing Von Dolberg, a relative of Lieut Cooke, is on his way to San Pedro from New York. He is interested in mining and 
comes here for that purpose. [Los Cerrillos Rustler Vol.1 No.20] 

- witness - 
1881July19; M.G.R. Fritz Gaertner of Bonanza bound for $2000 paid as bonus and $3000 payment to be made, H.D. Cooke of Washington DC, with $1000 mortgage for 

10days from John J. Mahoney of Bonanza; ½ int Algerie Lode, ½ int Snow Lode, ½ int Scribner Turquoise Lode, 1/12 int Santa Rosa Tunnel, ½ int Lucky 
Dutchman, ½ int Contention, ¼ int Orphan Boy, ¼ int Stone Cutter, ½ int Albany, ½ int Marid, ½ int Mary Carey, ½ int Consul Mahoney, ½ int Consul, 1/8 int 
Elizabeth, ½ int Abbott Lode, in CMD; presence Geo Fred Cooke, N Tallin, certify 19July81 Nicholas Callan Notary Public, NC certified 21July81 by R.J. Meigs Clerk 
of the Supreme Count of the District of Columbia [Locations & Mining Deeds D#15408 p.537] 

 

George W. Cook  (b.NY 1842>    - of StaFe, Raton  <possibly Cook & White 
1866; Geo W. Cook, Cook No.1, Cook No.2; Alamosa m.d. [Socorro co. Courthouse Rec. b.B p.102, 102, per L.Moiola] 



1869July1; John S Hutchason (atty for all), Wm B. Foster, Dolores Chavez, Mariano Jaramillo, Juan Francisco Jaramillo, Simon H. Smith, Alofio/Alojois 

Bastarde, M.A. Upson, Robt B. Mitchell, Geo W. Cook, James M. Edgar, Henry O’neill, Henry Thomas, Richard H. Tompkins, Espirito Santo lode 
3000’ total, gold mixed with other metals or minerals, southern slope of Sn Lazaro mountain; discovered by Bernando Freir; witness Antonio Aranda, 

S.C. Wylie [b.A p.195] 

1869September5; Henry O’Neill sells to Marshal A. Upson Foster’s 1/4int in Candalaria for $2000. Candelaria MC members: Robert B. Mitchell, George 
W. Cook, Aldoph Guttman, James Edgar, Williams B. Foster. [b.A p.203] 

1869December6; Richard H. Tompkins, Henry Thomas, Cyrus H. DeForrest, Simon H. Smith, Peter Knapp, James M. Edgar, G.W. Cook, John S. 

Hutchason<atty for all), William B. Foster, Henry O’Neill, Dolores Chavez, Mariano Jaramillo, Ulogio Bastardo, Samuel Scott, Long Looked For Lode 
gold mixed with other metals & minerals, south slope San Lazaro Mountain, 2000’W of Espiritu Santo lode. [b.A p.205] 

1869December6; Richard H. Tompkins, Henry Thomas, Cyrus H. DeForrest, Simon H. Smith, Peter Knapp, James M. Edgar, G.W. Cook, John S. 

Hutchason<atty for all), William B. Foster, Henry O’Neill, Dolores Chavez, Mariano Jaramillo, Ulogio Bastardo, Samuel Scott, Santa Candelaria lode 
gold mixed with other metals & minerals, south slope San Lazaro Mountain, 2000’W of Espiritu Santo lode. [b.A p.207] 

1869; George W. Cook; NM Adjutant General [NM Blue Book 2003-04]. 
1870July19_census: George W. Cook, cattle trader, 28y-o, born NY, RealValue$1,600 PersValue$10,000, resident StaFe pct.3 solo 
1895January24; Hon. G.W. Cook, of Raton, is visiting the city. – At the Exchange: G.W. Cook, Raton... [SFDNM] 

1895April9; Hon. D.P. Carr, of Pinos Altos, returned to the capital to-day after a trip to Raton and vicinity. He expressed surprise at the prosperity 
everywhere apparent about the Gate city. …The railroad and coal companies pay out $80,000 a month which helps local business immensely. Capt. 

G.W. Cook’s ranch near town is a model says Mr. Carr. He has the water storage problem down to perfection. [SFDNM] 

 
Guy Cook  <b.1907>    - of Lamy 
1930_census: Guy Cook, 23y-o, pct.12 Lamy 
 

H. D. Cooke   - of WashDC 

1881July19; M.G.R. Fritz Gaertner of Bonanza bound for $2000 paid as bonus and $3000 payment to be made, H.D. Cooke of Washington DC, with $1000 mortgage for 
10days from John J. Mahoney of Bonanza; ½ int Algerie Lode, ½ int Snow Lode, ½ int Scribner Turquoise Lode, 1/12 int Santa Rosa Tunnel, ½ int Lucky 
Dutchman, ½ int Contention, ¼ int Orphan Boy, ¼ int Stone Cutter, ½ int Albany, ½ int Marid, ½ int Mary Carey, ½ int Consul Mahoney, ½ int Consul, 1/8 int 
Elizabeth, ½ int Abbott Lode, in CMD; presence Geo Fred Cooke, N Tallin, certify 19July81 Nicholas Callan Notary Public, NC certified 21July81 by R.J. Meigs Clerk 
of the Supreme Count of the District of Columbia [Locations & Mining Deeds D#15408 p.537] 

 
J. Cook    - OurayCO 
1898March23; At the Bon-Ton: R.C. Pickering, Grant Browning, J. Cook, Ouray… [SFNM] 

 
J. W. Cook    - of the Cash Entry 
1891June19; Messrs. J.W. Cook, Earl Turner and Thos. M. Bartlett, all good men of the Cash Entry, added their names to the Rustler’s subscription list this week. [The 

Rustler v.III n.50] 
1891July3; Mr. J.W. Cook and family, of the Cash Entry, have gone to Glorieta to spend the 4th with friends. [The Cerrillos Rustler, v.III no.52] 
1891October23; R.W. Wootten put in a few days at the Cash Entry concentrator, in the engine room, relieving Mr. Cook, who was on the sick list but is now recovered. [The 

Rustler v.IV n.25] 
 

John Cook    - Coal Bank 
1891December22; from Elkins (no sig) to George Magoun & John Cook, trustees; “Among shares of capital stock of the Cerrillos Coal & Iron Co. delivered to you by me to-

day, is Certificate No.9…” to M.F. Hunt for 19 shares not signed on back but will be guaranteed. [Elkins papers 746] 
 

John F. Cook    - of Socorro 
1897August18; Mr. J.F. Cook, a well known resident of Socorro, is in town on business matters. [SFDNM] 

1898February5; At the Claire: Gus Hood, Magdalena; J.F. Cook, Socorro… [SFNM]   

1898July5; At the Claire: J.F. Cook, J.M. Tylor, Socorro… [SFNM]   
1899September11; At the Palace: H.M. Dougherty, J.F. Cook, Louisville... [SFNM] 

as of 1903June30; List of mining claims in NM which have been officially surveyed… By Surveyor-General Morgan O. Llewellyn. John F. Coock, John 

Pelham, Red Hill MD, 20.66ac. [Report of the Governor of New Mexico to the Secretary of the Interior 1903, p.348] 

 

John H. Cook    - Black Range 

1891June13; Black Range: The miners up Chloride creek have organized a militia company… Sam Farree, John H. Cook, Hugh McTavish. [SFDNM] 

 
John J. Cook    - of CO 
1895January11; News comes from Bland that two shifts of practical miners are now at work in both the upper and lower tunnels of the mammoth Lone Star 

mine in Golden Cochiti. It is the intention of the management to do 450 feet of additional development work on the property during the next ninety days 

and then to open up enough sloping fround to secure an ample supply of ore to keep a large mill running night and day for many months. Manager 

Lowthian is now in Colorado negotiating with John J. Cook for one of his famous mills. Meanwhile the ore taken out in the course of development work 
will be treated by Cochiti Mining & Milling company at Allerton. [SFDNM] 

 
John Hayden Cook  (b.GalvestonTX 13Sept1876)    - of Madrid 
John Hayden Cook, resident Madrid, Bridge electrician, b.GalvestonTX 13Sept1876 [Historical Register of Membership (Cerrillos Lodge #19)] 
1902January16; Cerrillos Notes. J.H. Cook, in charge of the electric power plant of the Cochiti Gold Mining Company at Madrid, southern Santa Fe 

county, has resigned to take effect February 1, and will be succeeded by Charles Rose. Mr. Cook made a continuous run of 1,752 hours, closing down 

for a few hours upon orders from the mine upon Christmas even at midnight. The engine of the plant is an 800-horse power Corliss. The three phase 

system is used, delivering from 400 to 600 horse power at the Albemarle mine in the Cochiti district, 35 miles away. [SFNM] 

 
K. D. Cook    - of San Cristobal 



1882October10; K.D. Cook, of San Cristobal, registered at Herlow’s hotel yesterday. [SFDNM] 

 

K. L. Cook  - witness - 
1882October23; Mining Deed; Archie T. Rankin of Gunnison Co CO slls for $75 to Leslie Warner of Davis Co TN undiv ½ int Little Joe No.1, in LCMD; attest W.W. Allis, 

K.L. Cook, certify 27Nov82 W.W. Allis Notary Public of CO, recorded 2January1883 [Locations & Mining Deeds F#15410 p.311] 

 
Lyman N. Cook    - of Denver, Cerrillos, Golden 
1895July8; Denver Captial Likely Soon to Begin Erection of a Smelting Plant at Cerrillos. During the past twelve months Mr. Lyman N. Cook, a practical 

mining and mill man, of Denver, has been quietly examining the mineral fields of south Santa Fe county wit a view to the erection of a smelter at 
Cerrillos by Colorado capitalists whom he represents. His investigations have proceeded so far that he is now negotiating for a suitable location for his 

proposed plant and it is believed that he will soon begin active operations. Judge Laughlin, who (with his partners in certain lands at Cerrillos) has 
offered to donate a site for the smelter, went to the Little Pittsburg last night in response to a telegram asking him to come down for the purpose of 

designating the lands offered. [SFDNM] 

1895July9; Mr. F.H. Mitchell is up from Cerrillos to-day on business connected with the big smelter project. Mr. Lyman N. Cook, of Denver, accompanies 
him. [SFDNM] 

1895July9; Location Secured for Large Reduction Works at the Little Pittsburg – Two Sixty-Ton Stacks – Work Will Begin at Once. Judge Laughlin has 

returned from Cerrillos, whither he went on business connected with the proposed new smelter at the Little Pittsburg. He informs the New Mexican that, 
while away, he arranged to exchange with F.P. Sulzer, of Albuquerque, eighty acres of land a half mile east of Cerrillos for eighty acres about the same 

distance west of Cerrillos and south of the Galisteo river. The land he thus acquired is the smelter site selected by Mr. Lyman N. Cook, of Denver, and 

the judge will at once transfer it to the smelter promoters upon mutually satisfactory terms. ¶ Mr. Cook assured Judge Laughlin that as soon as he wired 

the fact of the transfer of the desired location to the moneyed men he represented in Colorado he would receive orders to proceed with the work of 

construction. He expects to begin on Monday and from that time will press the enterprise to completion with all possible diligence. The first step will be 

the burning of 1,000,000 bricks on the ground. ¶ The site selected is on a ridge probably 200 feet above the Galisteo river bed and is pronounced most 
convenient and desirable by practical smelter men. It is the intention to connect it with the Cerrillos Coal railroad by a switch and to so locate the works 

that it will not be necessary to lift a pound of ore, coal or flux after such materials are delivered there on the cars. The ore will be dropped from process 

to process until it finally emerges at the bottom in the form of bullion. Thence the bullion will be hauled away by means of another switch. …Mr. Cook 
was seen by a representative of this paper about noon, but he declined to talk for publication at present. [SFDNM] 

1895July13; As forcast by the New Mexican several days, the New Mexico Mining, Smelting & Refining company, of Cerrillos, filed articles of 

incorporation with the territorial secretary about noon to-day. ¶ The capital stock of the new company is named at $1,000,000, and its incorporators and 
directors are Robert G. Balcomb and Sidney F. Johnson, of Denver, and Lyman N. Cook, of Cerrillos, with headquarters at the latter place. ¶ Mr. Cook 

informed a representative of this paper this afternoon that the smelter projected by his company at the Little Pittsburg might now be classed among the 

moral certainties. ¶ The smelter will be located upon the eighty acres of land secured of Judge Laughlin a half mile southeast of Cerrillos. The plant will 
be composed of two 80-ton stacks with plans for two more such stacks at an early day. Indeed, Mr. Cook says he hopes that, when once started, the work 

will not stop until all four of the stacks are completed. The establishment will be first class in all respects. ¶ The work will all be done by contract, the 

company furnishing all the necessary stone and clay, and as soon as the plans are completed bids will be invited by advertisement. Besides local bidders, 
it is expected that at least three Colorado contractors will make proposals to do the work. ¶ Mr. Cook, who has located permanently at Cerrillos, will 

have charge of the work as superintendent. He hopes that the contracts will be awarded early enough to enable the contractors to begin burning brick by 

August. He estimates that 1,500,000 bricks will be required. ¶ This is good enough news for one day. The good times coming, so often sidetracked, seem 

at last actually to have arrived in south Santa Fe county. Cerrillos, shake! [SFDNM] 

1895July15; At the Exchange: Geo D. Arnold, Lyman N. Cook, Cerrillos... [SFDNM] 

1895August10; Lyman N. Cook, general superintendent of the New Mexico Refining & Smelting company, which is building the big smelter at Cerrillos, 
has received the plans and specifications and is now negotiating with engineers to run the lines on which to erect the works.  [SFDNM] 

1895August10; From Mr. Lyman Cook the Rustler learns that the foundation plans for the Cerrillos smelter were received Monday of this week. Surveying 

for the foundation was begun this morning by Civil Engineer H.T. Brown, and a contract for excavating will be let the first of the coming week. 
Approximately 2,000 yards of material will be hauled in excavating for the foundation for the main building, a considerable portion of which is stones 

which will be used in the walls. The specifications for stone work and excavating for the foundations were received last night and the complete plans are 

expected the first of next week. Correspondence has been opened up with several large manufacturers who will figure on that work, and the contract will 
be let very soon. When the complete plans are received the location of the roasters will be determined, when Mr. Brown will lay out the sidings, of 

which there will be at least six, with a total length of about one mile. The status of affairs of the great enterprise is now most satisfactory, and everything 

foreshadows a condition of unprecedented prosperity for Cerrillos and vicinity. [SFDNM] 
1895August17; The trustees of Cerrillos have under serious consideration the passage of an ordinance granting an electric light franchise to Messrs. Cook & 

Balcomb. [SFDNM] 

1895August17; The Rustler reports that Edward Dodd, the well known Albuquerque contractor, is at Cerrillos figuring with Supt. Lyman N. Cook with a 
view to taking the contract to put up the big smelter at that point. No bids were asked for and no figures were offered, but matters were laid in train for 

large business transactions in the near future, provided they come together upon prices. ¶ The Rustler adds: In our talk with Mr. Dodd he expressed 

himself as most favorably impressed with the enterprise and predicted great things for southern Santa Fe county, the Cochiti country and for Cerrillos in 
particular. ¶ In the event of Mr. Dodd securing the contract for brick he will probably locate his extensive plant here permanently, as he says the clay is 

of much better quality than at Albuquerque, where the best grade can not be made, but have to be brought in from as far east as Kansas City. ¶ The 

contract for excavating for the smelter foundation has been agreed upon with Valentine Schick. Of this there will be about 5,000 yards all told. The 
excavating for the main building covers a space of 90 x 310 feet, and will range in depth from nothing to twenty-two feet. In addition and adjoining the 

main building the ore, flux and coal bins will occupy a space 106 x 200 feet. Engineer H.T. Brown is busy making the calculations for this work. ¶ The 

contract for making the brick is sought after by several parties and will be let the first of next week. It is the purpose to commence work in the brick yard 
with a complete plant in place of not less than 30,000 daily capacity, by September 1. A proposition has also been received from Denver people to 

furnish the fire brick necessary. ¶ Mr. Cook will go to Denver on business connected with the enterprise some time next week, but not until after the 
work of excavation is well under way, and the contract for brick has been let. [SFDNM] 

1895September2; Smelter At Cerrillos. As previously announced in these columns, Contractor Valentine Schick began the work of excavating for the large 

smelter at Cerrillos with a full force of men, on Friday. ¶ Edward Dodd signed the contract last Saturday for making all the brick, and is now preparing 
for the work, says the Rustler. ¶ The complete plans for the smelter, including roasters, etc., were received by Mr. Cook from Denver, Wednesday. ¶ 

Engineer H.T. Brown has finished the surveys for the buildings and some of the side tracks, and has gone to San Pedro, where he has a few days’ work, 



but will return here soon. As the work progresses it will be necessary for him to be on the ground almost constantly. ¶ From all indications the plant will 

be worked to the full capacity from the time it is first blown in. The Cochiti district has a great interest in the enterprise and promises a large amount of 
ore from the very start, which with the ores to the south and north, will give the smelter company all it can do. [SFDNM] 

1895December23; Mr. R.G. Balcomb, of Denver, president of the new Cerrillos smelter company, arrived at the Exchange over the Santa Fe from Colorado 

this morning, and has since been in close conference with Mr. L.N. Cook, of San Pedro, superintendent of the same company. [SFDNM] 
1895December23; At the Exchange: Allen Austin, R.G. Balcomb, Denver; D.L. Gilmore, Golden; L.N. Cook, San Pedro... [SFDNM] 

1896January8; The Guadalupe Gold and Copper company, in which R.G. Balcomb and L.N. Cook are interested, have put fourteen men at work on the San 

Rafael mine, taking out ore, and expect to blow in the copper company’s smelter at San Pedro next Monday. It is the intention to treat about seventy-
five tons a day now, but the company expects to increase this in the near future. [SFDNM] 

1896January18; Golden, Santa Fe county, Jan.16… Messrs. Cook, Balcomb and Fulton have purchased the San Rafael copper mining claims and those 

claims adjoining it on the west, from Henry Calwell & Son and Segura Bros. paying a fair price for same. ¶ These first named gentlemen have leased 
the Webb property here and their headquarters will hereafter be at Golden. They are now busy repairing the Collier test smelter located on the Webb 

premises, adding the necessary machinery and will put it in shape to smelt the ore from their mines in order to obtain a correct test of its value. 

[SFDNM] 
1896February19; Golden, Santa Fe County, Feb.18, 1896. Messrs. Cook, Balcomb & Fulton’s test smelter was blown in yesterday morning and is running 

nicely. Mr. Chas N. Anthony, of Socorro, who has just arrived with his family, is superintendent in charge, with John De?? and Geo Alexander as 

foremen. ¶ Besides testing the copper ore from their own property, the San Rafael, it is the intention of these gentlemen to test the ores from several 
different gold and silver mines in camp. [SFDNM] 

1897April2; New Corporations. Articles of incorporation of the Algodones Land & Town company have been filed in Secretary Miller’s office. The 

company is organized by Robert ?. Balcomb, and Lyman N. Cook, of Algodones, N.M., Richard T. Fulton, Boulder, Colo.; Eugene R. Rice and James ?. 

Batchen, of Denver, Colo., for the purpose of engaging in a general real estate business, to furnish water for irrigation purposes, and to operate mines. 

Capital stock, $120,000; principal place of business located at Algodones, N.M. [SFDNM] 

1897August21; New Reduction Works. A Plant Now Under Construction at Cerrillos that Proposes to be Ready for Operation Within 30 Days – Ore May 
Be Sent in Now. Within 30 days it is expected that the new mill at Cerrillos, now under construction, for the purpose of reducing ores by the Stewart 

process, will be finished and in operation. Some days since Mr. S.L. North returned to Cerrillos from Chicago where he had been for the purpose of 

securing the necessary machinery for the plant, which consists of an engine and boiler, crusher and other specially designed work. ¶ The machinery 
arrived in Cerrillos last Wednesday. Earlier during the same week work had been commenced on the mill site, located on the side hill near land formerly 

allotted to the Balcomb & Cook outfit. ¶ It is proposed to pay particular attention to the lead and zinc ores so abundant in this section, although other 
refractory ores will not be refused. The estimated capacity of the new mill is to be 50 tons of ore per day. Briefly, the process is to subject the ore to a 

combination of furnace heat under blast and suction draft, and steam, which forms a superheated steam, which is drawn down through the ore and will 

take the zinc and lead out into a water tank, separating the gold and silver from the rock and depositing them upon the bottom of the tank, and being 
gathered off later by quick silver. ¶ Mr. North is ready to receive ore at the present time, in order to have a good supply on hand when he is ready to 

start. [SFDNM] 

1897August25; The new town of Algodones is coming right to the front. Work on the smelter will begin on September 1... [SFDNM] 

 
Robert Cook    - of Carbonateville 
1881-1900; Galena Chief Mine, Cerrillos, New Mexico. Correspondence between Edward L. Bartlett and various individuals, including Cyrus Wells, William Minters, M. 

O'Neil, O. H. Warner, W. H. Morris, R. M. Cooke, Frank W. Clancy, and L. Bradford Prince. Correspondence relates to the sale and development, operations and 
financial matters of the mine. Legal documents include location notices, mining and quit-claim deeds, proofs of labor, contracts, power of attorney and leases, and a 
decision by a sheriff in the case of David K. Osbourn vs. John Sherman, Jr. Financial documents include receipts for work assessments. [arizonaarchivesonline.org, 
Bartlett papers] 

1881December14; Rocbert Cook came in from Carbonateville yesterday, and registered at the Grand Central. [SFDNM] 

 

S. Cook  (b.NY 1828>    - of StaFe 

1880June5_census: S. Cook, miner, 52y-o, married, born NY, resident SF boarder in Exchange Hotel  
1882February4; Sierra Properties. S. Cook and J.M. Harper, well known and shrewd mining men are at Lake Valley inspecting the reputed wealth of that 

district. [Mining Journal, v.2 no.17] 

 
Thomas Cook    - wife is Elizabeth Ann Maypiece;  of Madrid 
1896February27; Marriage $5 – Thomas Cook & Elizabeth Ann Maypiece, by Rev Rbt Hodgson [Church Register of the Cerrillos ME Church] 
1896March16; Thomas Cook and Elizabeth Ann Maypiece were married at Madrid, N.M. [SFDNM] 

 
Thomas Cook    - Cripple Creek 
1898March25; At the Bon-Ton: Frank A. Bradway, Bland; L.L. Williams, Madrid; Jack Thompson, Cerrillos; W.C. Jones, J.T. Rogers, Thomas Cook, 

Cripple Creek… [SFNM] 

 
Willard B. Cook    - Denver 
1896May11; At the Palace: Jno H. Riley, Willard B. Cook, Denver... [SFDNM] 

 

William E. Cook    - of StaFe 

1880February24 (loc); Wm E. Cook ¼, S.E. Carter ¼, J.S. Callendar ¼, Hugh Marshall ¼; AT&SF lode vein, N end centers to Santa Cruz Hill apex N5½°E to Marshall Hill 
No? one S89°E centre line crosses the centre line of the Baca Bonanza 900’ from NE end centre, in Gonzales Mining District; 1500’ linear 30’ N13°W var13°E, 150’ea 
side; survey 9Mar80 by J.L. Hayward assist S.E. Carter, Henry Nevin, Antonio Urban, W.E. Cook; recorded 13September1880 [Locations & Mining Deeds C#15407 
p.473] 

1880December17; Valencia County… Hugh Marshall who has secured a majority of the richest copper ores for his backers and himself shows me this date 
some splendid specimens of tin bearing rock, names gneissoid interspersed with both fluorspar and cassiterite. These are from a set of hills southeast of 

Abo. Mr. Marshall starts south one hundred and fifty miles from Abo to-morrow, he having obtained from a padre an old parchment map whith a history 

and description of some beds or lodes of native copper. He will return in about thirty days. From him I got a full list of those parties for whom he had 
made locations. They are Governor Lew Wallace, Colonel Sidney Barnes, Hon. Mariano Otero, Nathan Bibo, John H. Knaebel, Captain A. McGoodwin, 



Louis Felsenthal, Manuel A. Otero, Manuel B. Otero, Solomon Luna, Jesus Ma. Luna, brother of our delegate elect; Lehman Spiegelberg, E.A. Fiske, 

R.E. Hatch, J. Symington, M.D., Samuel Dunbar, Charles J. Lowrey, of Brooklyn, New York, W.E. Cooke, C. Potter, and a few others whose names 
will appear in another letter. R.W. [SFDNM] 

1881July28; W.E. Cook has opened a boarding house where all wanting day boarding can be accommodated. Inquire at depot or at residence first portal 

west of Guadalupe church. [ad in SFDNM] 

________________________________________________________________ 

 
T. B. Cookerly    - Des MoinesIA 
1905May10; Meeting Of Directors Of Iowa & New Mexico Mining Co. Held Yesterday. Company Owns 680 Acres of Gold and Copper Soil. A meeting of the directors of the 

Iowa & New Mexico Mining & Milling company was held in the office of Secretary H.B. White yesterday afternoon. The only change in the directorate was the election 
of H.W. Grout to succeed C.O. Balliett, deceased. The other directors are S.H. Miller of Souix City, T.B. Cookerly of Des Moines, John Emet of Dewar, Fred Dickman 
and H.B. White of Waterloo and G.W. Harbin, Wm Desplain and E.J. Chase of New Mexico. Mr. Harbin lives in Waterloo, but he is classed with the New Mexico 
directors. The company owns 680 acres in the Bonito and Nogal districts in Lincoln county, N.M.. [Waterloo Daily Courier, IA] 

 
Cookley see Bockley / Buckley 

________________________________________________________________ 

 * Cooley * Couley * 
Corydon Eliphalet Cooley  <b.1826>    - of Las Vegas, StaFe & Cañon del Agua grant 

1856; came to StaFe from VA, then to CO for 2yrs. [Lange&Riley 1970 p.384]  
1859December20; José Serafîn Ramirez… On 12 February 1844, he petitioned Governor Mariano Martinez for a tract of land known as the Cañon del Agua, described as 

being located about a league from the Real de San Francisco near the El Tuerto placer mine. He based his claim on the fact that he had inherited a mine on that 
property from his grandfather. Martinez sent the matter to the departmental assembly and upon their recommendation issued the grant on 13 February 1844. Ramirez 
presented his claim to Pelham on 20Dec1859, filing the testimony of the grant as evidence of his title. Pelham held a brief hearing, questioned two witnesses, and 
recommended confirmation of the land. He took no action on the mine, holding that he had no authority to adjudicate that portion of the claim. Congress confirmed the 
grant on 12 June 1866. The grant was surveyed for 3,501 acres in August 1866 and patented based on this survey in July 1875. Ramirez sold the grant to a mining 
company called Cooley, Kitchens, and Company in 1866 for $40,000. It was later established that Ramirez had conspired with the Cooley, Kitchens, and Company to 
fraudulently relocate the boundaries of the grant so as to include a highly desired copper mine. [Suzanne Sims Forrest, NMHR Oct96] 

1860; That John A. Clark, then surveyor general of New Mexico, David J. Miller, his clerk, W.W. Griffin, deputy surveyor, Serafin Ramirez, the owner of the claim, Carey, 
Cooley, Kitchen, and Denman, conspired together to defraud the United States out of all the lands lying east of said spring, and north of the said Palo Amarillo road, 
and to defraud the inhabitants of San Francisco out of their property, and the mine owners and claimants located on such alleged fraudulent extension…  [US vs. 
SP&CdACo. NMSupCt 23Jan1888, p.418-419] 

1861-63; 2nd NM Infantry 
1862May25; reorganization of NMVolunteers – Co.A Capt Francisco Abréu, 1st Lieut Nicolas Quintana Co.B Capt Jesus Maria Sena y Baca, 1st Lieut Fonifacio Machowiecz, 

Co.C Capt J.D. Sena 1st Lieut Corydon E. Cooley, Co.D Capt Ethan W. Eaton, 1st Lieut John Lewis, Co.E Capt Rafael Chacon, 1st Lieut N.M. McCrae, Co.F Capt 
Julius C. Shaw, 1st Lieut Agustin P. Damours, Co.G Capt Santiago L. Hubbell, 1st Lieut Charles Meinhold, Co.H Capt James Graydon, 1st Lieut Saturnino Baca, Co.I 
Capt Edward Bergmann, 1st Lieut William Brady, Co.K Capt John Thompson, 1st Lieut Francis McCabe 

1865October; The success of the NMMC in floating capital through stock sales served as inspiration to an experienced miner and promoter, C.E. Cooney. Beginning early in 
1865, Cooney persuaded Don Jose Serafin Ramirez to agree to a plan to incorporate the San Pedro and Cañon del Agua Grants. Cooney would undertake to raise the 
necessary capital to develop the San Pedro and other lodes that were found within the borders of the Grants. By October 1865 arrangements had been made to promote 
stock sales in the East. Cooney then obtained letters of recommendation from various prominent residents of the area and prepared a prospectus to be used in 
promotion. …upon sale of the Grants to Cooney et al., on May 19, 1866… [Townley 1968 p.87] 

1865October20; …a mining company had been organized to operate mines; that Jose Serafin Ramirez was the president of such company. It was called “The Mining 
Company of the Placer de San Francisco.” A contract was entered by Serafin Ramirez on one part, and as president of the company, and John C. McFaren, of U.S.A., 
of Washington, D.C., Asa B. Carey, also of the army, at Santa Fe, Charles W. Kitchen, Denmore, Hinkley, and Cooley, of the other part, bearing date October 20, 1865, 
whereby the grant, with some other property, was sold by Ramirez for $40,000. [US vs. SP&CdACo. NMSupCt 23Jan1888, p.438] 

1865October23; Dated. Agreement. Jose Serafin Ramirez, Maria Antonio Sandoval his wife, and as President of the mining company of the Placer de San Francisco, for 
$40,000.00, bargain and sell to Corydon E. Cooley & Co. the Grant of the Cañon del Agua. Sig. Maria Antonia Sandobal, Jose Serafin Ramirez, C.E. Cooley & Co., A.B. 
Carey. Wit. Charles Blumner, J.K. Gallegos. b.D Deeds p.124. [BHenderson Abstract of Title No.2 30Sep1983] 

1865November10; formerly worked by one Richard Campbell deceased and known as the campbell mine, said mine having been abandoned for over ten years; C.E. 
Cooley, C.W. Kitchen, E.W. Eaton, A.B. Carry; situate in the San Francisco mountain [L&MD b.A p.75] 

1865December9; Messrs. Richard Kitchen and E.C. Cooley, of Las Vegas, were in the city during the week. [SFWeeklyGazette] 

1866; buys from Jose Serafin Ramirez Cañon del Agua Grant 

1866February8; Declaration of Trust. C.E. Cooley & Co. to John C. McFerran, et al. for Cañon del Agua Grant, sold by JSR for $40k, …the description of parties to said 
agreement, to wit: John C. McFerran U.S.Army of WashDC, Asa B. Carey U.S.Army now of StaFe, Charles W. Kitchen of San Miguel co., Hampton B. Denman of NM, 
Charles S. Hinkley of NM… Sig. Corydon E. Cooley, A.B. Carey. Wit. R.J. Meigs, Joe V. Meigs, Jos Legrund, Wm B. Moores to ABC sig. b.D Deeds p.181. [BHenderson 
Abstract of Title No.2 30Sep1983] 

1866March10; Filed. Extension of Contract. Jose Serafin Ramirez for myself and for the mining company of the Placer de San Francisco, and as its President and Maria 
Antonio Sandoval my wife, to Corydon E. Cooley and Co., do hereby extend the time on which payment for said property is to be made… for one month. Sig. Jose 
Serafin Ramirez, Maria Antonia Sandoval. Wit. S.C. Staples, J.C. McKie. b.D Deeds p.180. [BHenderson Abstract of Title No.2 30Sep1983] 

1866May19; On the 19th of May, 1866, the above-mentioned San Pedro and Canon del Agua grants of land, were purchased by the following-named parties, viz: John C. 
McFerran, Corydon E. Cooley, Charles S. Hinckley, Asa B. Carey, Charles W. Kitchen, and Hampton B. Denman, who are now the sole and undisputed owners, with a 
fee simple title, which is warranted to them by the original grantees or their legal heirs or representatives. [Compilation of Facts… 1867, p.16] 
Jose Serafin Ramirez was a lawyer from Bernalillo County, New Mexico. He served in the New Mexico Territorial Legislature from December 1853 to January 1857 and 
later in December 1863 to January 1865. He filed a private land claim for the San Pedro Grant, located in Bernalillo County. He gave the boundaries on the north as the 
Pueblo of San Felipe, on the south, the Cañon del Agua, on the east, the Ojo del Tuerto and on the west, banks of the Rio Norte. He also petitioned for the Cañon del 
Agua Grant, located in Santa Fe County, east of the San Pedro Grant, since it was "vacant and without owner." He received both grants. Thereafter this these two grants 
have also been called the "Ramirez Grant." There was alleged fraud concerning the boundaries established for the grants and subsequent litigation. In 1866, Ramirez 
and his wife, Maria Antonio Sandoval, sold the grants to a group of investors for $30,000. The group consisted of Asa B. Carey, Corydon E. Cooley, Hampton B. 
Denman, Charles S. Hinckley, Charles W. Kitchen, and John C. McFerran. In 1888 the grants were sold to the San Pedro and Cañon del Agua Company, who brought 



litigation for title to mining lands within the limits of the grants. It was ruled that Ramirez only had surface land rights since the Spanish and Mexican governments 
reserved the rights to the minerals. 

1866May19; …upon sale of the Grants to Cooney et al., on May 19, 1866… To provide capital and test the various veins of the property he had procured, Cooney operated 
four arrastras at the Ramirez hacienda. Senafin Ramirez was retained by the Company to assist in the development. …Cooney continued to work the ores of the San 
Pedro lode by the arrastra through 1867, and most of 1868. By Many 1868 he had a small adobe smelter located at the San Pedro Mine, where quantitative work on the 
ores was done. [Townley 1968 p.88] 

1866May19; Dated. Warranty Deed. Jose Serafin Ramirez and Maria Antonio Sandoval his wife, for $30,000, sell Cañon del Agua Grant to John C. Mc Ferran, Asa B. Carey 
of USA, Coridon E. Cooley, Charles W. Kitchen, Charles S. Hinckley and Hampton B. Deman. Sig. Jose Serafin Ramirez, Maria Antonia her X mark Sandoval. Wit. 
Charles Emil Wesche, S.E. Hoffma, Agustin Ramirez. b.D Deeds p.210. [BHenderson Abstract of Title No.2 30Sep1983] 

1866May21; Memorandum of Agreement. We the undersigned hereby agree to permit E.W. Eaton to select 4 Cads of 300ft each on our property purchased of Jose Serafin 
Ramirez and for that purpose allow him 2yrs in which to make his choice and after he has made his selction we will execute to him deeds for three hundred feet linear 
measurement on each of the 4 Cads so selected… Sig. 21May1866 C.E. Cooley, A.B. Carey, J.C. McFerren<by atty.ABC], C.S. Hinckley<by atty.ABC], H.B. 
Denman<by agent S.E. Hoffman] 7Aug1887 in b.D Deeds p.327. [BHenderson Abstract of Title No.2 30Sep1983] 

1866August1; James H. Carleton, Nelson H. Davis, Richard Kitchen, Lehman Spiegelberg, Corydon E. Cooley, lode of gold & silver, Tuerto; [b.A p.123] 

1866August1; Nelson H. Davis<done by & behlf, A.B. Carey his attorney in fact), James F. Meline, Hampton B. Denman, Worthington Whittridge, John A. 

Clark, Buena Vista lode gold silver & copper mixed with other minerals; bounded by claims of George C. Munson, Richard Kitchen, Asa B. Carey, 
George G. Brown, Coreydon E. Cooley, Tuerto; [b.A p.124] 

1866August6; Asa B. Carey, Richard Kitchen, Coreydon E. Cooley, James Kitchen, George C. Munson, Vigil mine gold & silver quartz, Tuerto; [b.A p.126] 

1866August11; Filed 23Sep1868. Ter of NM, co of San Miguel. We by these presents declare claim no right to any mines or mineral land withing the limits of the land sold to 
Messrs Corydon E. Cooley and company by our brother Don Serafin Ramirez withing the San Pedro and Cañon del Agua Grants. Sig. Melquiades Ramires, Sisto his x 
mark Ramirez. Wit. Diego his x mark Sisneros, Jesus his x mark Chavez. b.D Deeds p.520. [BHenderson Abstract of Title No.2 30Sep1983] 

1866August20; Nelson H. Davis, Asa B. Cooper, Charles S. Hinckley, Elias Brevoort, Grand mogue lode west from high peak of Tuerto mountain, 

company called Carey Mining Co. [b.A p.138] 

1866August23; Hubert iny Enos, Corydon E. Cooley, John Baker, Elias Brevoort, Missouri lode gold bearing quartz, company called Sonora Mining Co. 
[b.A p.137] 

1866August28; H.B. Denman, E.D. Thompson, C.E. Cooley, Richard Kitchen, Escondido lode gold silver copper, Northern spur of sierrita del Tuerto [b.A 

p.142] 

1866December29; Dated. Warranty Deed. Corydon E. Cooley of StaFe co., for $25.00, sells One half interest of an undivided sixth interest of the Cañon del Agua and San 
Pedro Grants of land… to Alvernia V. Wentringer of Stubenville OH. Sig. Corydon E. Cooley. Wit. John Gwyn Jr., Albert Arthur. b.D Deeds p.280. – Acknowledged in 
StaFe by CEC 16Jan1867 before W.M. Gwynn Clerk of the US Court. [BHenderson Abstract of Title No.2 30Sep1983] 

1867January16; Dated. Warranty Deed. Corydon E. Cooley of StaFe co., for $3,500.00, sells One half interest of an undivided one sixth interest in the Cañon del Agua and 
San Pedro Grants of land… to George G. Brown of Fort Union. Sig. Corydon E. Cooley. Wit. John Gwyn Jr., Albert Arthur. b.D Deeds p.282. [BHenderson Abstract of 
Title No.2 30Sep1983] 

1867April16; John D. Baker<sign for all), C.E. Cooley, Thomas B. Sands, Berardo Frede; Eloise lode gold copper & other minerals, 36mi S of StaFe, 2mi 

SE of town of San Francisco [b.A p.148]  

1867April16; John D. Baker<sign for all), C.E. Cooley, Thomas B. Sands, Berardo Frede; Nonpariel lode gold copper & other minerals, N of Eloise [b.A 
p.149]  

1867April16; John D. Baker<sign for all), C.E. Cooley, Thomas B. Sands, Berardo Frede; Santa Ines lode gold copper & other minerals, 2.5mi NE of town 

of San Francisco [b.A p.151]  

1867April16; John D. Baker<sign for all), C.E. Cooley, Thomas B. Sands, Berardo Frede; El Gringo lode gold copper & other minerals, 1mi SW of Sta Ines 

[b.A p.153]  
1867April16; John D. Baker<sign for all), C.E. Cooley, Thomas B. Sands, Berardo Frede; Peerless lode gold copper & other minerals, 200yds E of Sta Ines 

[b.A p.154]  

1867September16; William J. Palmer (agent for remainder>John D. Perry, Thomas A. Scott, C.? Cooley, Railway lode gold & iron mixed with other 
metals, WNW from Los Abojes, the two highest summits of Tuerto mountain [b.A p.175]  

1868; builds small copper/gold smelter 

1870; shuts down operations; goes to AZ as prospector 
1870October17; D. Bernard Koch, J.S. Schumann, C. William Suchter, Teofilo Rael (mark), Antonio Rael (mark), Domingo Martin (mark), Valentine 

Herbert, John Gwyn Jr (100’ only) Railway lode gold and iron mixed with other metals on spur or ridge of Tuerto Mtns, witness H. Clay Carson, 

Thomas Gwyn, same identical lode ledge vein or deposit discovered by William J. Palmer 13Sep1867 and for John D. Perry, Thos A. Scott, C.E. Hooley 

[b.A p.242] 

1872July27; <date of report of William Breeden a master of this court… Ter.of NM, Andres Dold and Mary Dold, his wife vs. Corydon E. Cooley and Alvernia V. Wentringer. 
In The District Court No.58 (judgment). Per judgment of 12Aug1870 CEC is justly indebted to the complainants $3,862.55; that CEC fraudulently and falsely conveyed 
his interest in CdelA&SanPedro to Alvernia V. Wentringer. Therefore that conveyance is null and void; the Dolds are entitled to $3,900.55, incl prior costs, plus $90.95 for 
this suit; said interest to be auctioned. Dist.Court Record 1871-1874 p.325. [BHenderson Abstract of Title No.2 30Sep1983] 

1873April9; The interest in the New Placer grants belonging to C.E. Cooley – an undivided one-twelfth share – will be sold under a decree of the district 

court on June second next. [SFDNM] 

1873June3; The Cooley interest in the San Pedro and Cañon del Agua grants, commonly known as the New Placers, was sold yesterday under an order of 

the District Court by Col. Breeden, Master in Chancery. It was purchased by Dr. Andrews and Mr. Conway for the sum of three thousand dollars. The 

interest sold was a one-twelfth undivided share in the two grants. [SFDNM] 

1873June5; The Cooley interest in the New Placer grants was purchased on Monday last by Capt. Pratt, W.W. Griffin, Thos F. Conway and Dr. Andrews. 
[SFDNM] 

1873June; The Cooney interests were sold at bankruptcy to Dr. R. Andrews in June 1873. Cooney’s share of the SP&CdAC was a 1/12th undivided interest. [Townley 1968 
p.91-92] 

ca1875; established facilities at a site in AZ he named Show Low after he had won the rights to it in a card game. [Lange&Riley 1970 p.384] 

 
F. B. Cooley    - Lamy 
1901July19; F.B. Cooley of Lamy, was a visitor in the city last evening. [SFNM] 

 
John Couley    - Red River m.d. 



1901August24; Red River, N.M. Aug.21, 1901. – John Couley has just had his Anaconda No.3 lode claim surveyed for patent. [SFNM] 

________________________________________________________________ 

 
Thomas Jefferson Coolidge    - of AT&SF 
president of the AT&SF RR 1880-1881 
Coolidge (McKinley). 20 mi SE of Gallup on US 66. Newspaper stories refer to a shooting and a hanging at Coolidge as early ast 1882. Thomas Jefferson Collidge, for whom 

the town was named, served as a director of the old A&P RR, now a part of the Santa Fe line. PO 1888-95; mail to Mitchell; re-established 1926-57. [T.M. Pearce 1965] 
1881April17; At the annual meeting of the Southern Mining Company held yesterday at the office of Breeden & Webb, the following Board of Directors 

were elected for the ensuing year: T. Jefferson Coolidge, Aldon Spear, S.L. Thorndyke, Wm B. Strong, Lawrence P. Brown, Elisa S. Stover, Wm 

Breeden, H.L. Waldo, W.W. Griffin. [SFDNM] 

________________________________________________________________ 

 * Coombes * Coombs * 
C. W. Coombs    - of Estancia & StaFe 
1909January2: C.W. Coombs, who lately published the Torrance County Leader at Estancia, has rented the Harroun Orchard on Agua Fría Road and deserted 

the printing trade for that of fruit raiser. [SFNM 100yrs] 

 

J. A. Coombes    - of Arapahoe co.CO 

1879June4; sworn statement by Frank Dimick; never sold any property to J.A. Coombes, N.W. Robertson, H.A. Gardner (all of Arapahoe Co CO); sworn statement taken by 
Luciano Baca Clerk of P.Court [Locations & Mining Deeds A#15405 page inserted between 536, 537] 

1879August12; indenture; Frank Dimick sells for $100 to J.A. Coombes, N.W. Robertson, H.A. Gardner (all of Arapahoe Co CO); ½ undivided int each Carbonate Lode, 
Our Lode, Mountain Boy, Sunrise, Constellation, Summit, Fissure, Grand; also undivided ½ int in all bonds, options, all my estate, all my coal mines, all patent 
rights; in presence of Lewis C. Goldsborough Notary Public Arapahoe Co CO [Locations & Mining Deeds A#15405 p. 537] 

 
Manning Coombs    - of StaFe 
1896January18; Messrs. Geo H. Cross, Sherrard Coleman, W.E. Griffin and Manning Coombs left this morning for a hunt about the Pena Blanca lakes. 

[SFDNM] 

________________________________________________________________ 

 * Coomer * 
Daniel Coomer    - Hanover m.d. 
as of 1903June30; List of mining claims in NM which have been officially surveyed… By Surveyor-General Morgan O. Llewellyn. Daniel Coomer, Iron 

Head, Hanover MD, 20.66ac. [Report of the Governor of New Mexico to the Secretary of the Interior 1903, p.347] 

 
H. A. Coomer    - of NMC RR 
1910February10: H.A. Coomer, general manager of the New Mexico Central, has issued orders to all agents of the railroad in regard to special rates to be given 

those who wish to attend the inauguration of Chief Justice Mills as governor of New Mexico. [SFNM 100yrs] 

________________________________________________________________ 

 * Coon * Coons *  see also Kuhn 

A. S. Coon    - of New Placers 
1881November5(loc); Dana Hodgdon, J.S. Fuller, J.A. Judd, H.C. Boque, A.S. Coon, J.C. Barrett, J. Lyons, J. Osfield Jr, locators Gold Dust Placer Mine 

20ac, in Pine tree gulch about 40’ from log Cabin erected by Nickerson M Co, 750’N+S 300’ea side, between Tenessee Mine and commensement of 

said Gulch, NPMD, rec 2Feb82; witness S.D. Baldwin, J.H. Cheves [b.F p.52] 

1882July25(loc); J.S. Fuller, J.A. Judd, I.C. Barrett, I.K. Lyons, H.C. Bouge, A.S. Coon, locators Piñon Placer Claim N1500’ from Gold Pan Pc, 600’wide, 
near mouth of Pine tree Gulch, 3mi from town of Golden, rec 25Aug82; witness James Cheves, Samuel Baldwin [b.F p.243] 

1884February1; To S. Hodgdon, A.S. Coon, J. Lyons, Joe Osfield and J.C. Barrett; You and each of you are hereby notified that we the undersigned have 

expended one hundred dollars in labor and improvements upon the Gold Dust placer mine or claim, situate in Pine Tree gulch, in New Placer mining 
district. …90da notice… if you fail or refuse to contribute your portion; J.A. Judd, S.S. Fuller, H.C. Bogue [Weekly NM Review 28Feb84 p.2 c.8] 

 

Abe D. Coon    - of Abq & Socorro 
1881August16: A. Coon, of Albuquerque, is going to recommence work on the Merritt mine, Socorro mountains. [SFDNM] 
1882June28; There seems to be a disposition on the part of two or three men to cry down the Torrance and Merritt mines, and send the impression abroad 

that there is no mineral in the Socorro mountain. …It is probable that Messrs. Waller & Coon, one the principal owner of the Torrance, and the other the 

Merritt, understand perfectly well how they desire to control their private affairs… – Socorro Sun. [SFDNM] 
1882September17; The Merritt mine will be rapidly developed by Mr. Abe Coon, work having already begun. He was offered $70,000 for two-thirds 

interest. [SFDNM] 

1883May4; Mr. Coon of the Merritt mine is now taking out about 30 tons of good pay ore a day for the stamp mill here, and is making arrangements to put 

in steam machinery and very considerably increase his working force. – Sunday Sun.  – There are reported to be 40,000 tons of ore in sight in the Merritt 

mine. A contract has been entered whereby the Torrence mill is to treat 10,000 tons of the ore. [The Golden Retort. Vol.III No.11] 

1881September21: Socorro. Sun: A.D. Coon, Esq., showed us some very fine specimens of ore from the Merritt mine. He says he has put out about one 
hundred tons of ore during the month. [SFDNM] 

1882June25; Abe Coon, of Socorro, has returned home from Chicago. He says that the shutting down of the Torrance mine has had a damaging effect in the 
east. [SFDNM]   

1882July16; It is still alleged that the Torrance mine looks better than it ever did and that the shutting down is simply a game of freeze out. It is rather a long 

game, and the proposed victims apparently hold good hands. [SFDNM] 
1895March25; A.D. Coon, of Socorro, will this spring add 2,500 apple trees to his orchard, which now numbers something over 7,500 trees just coming into 

bearing. – Chieftain. [SFDNM] 

1895July29; Mr. A.D. Coon, who enjoys the distinction of owning one of the finest fruit farms in the Rio Grande valley... [SFDNM] 
1897February9; Socorro County. The infant son of Mr. and Mrs. A.D. Coon died on Wednesday evening. [SFDNM] 



1899February16; One of the principal institutions in Socorro is the distillery owned by A.D. Coon. …It is the only distillery in the territory which has a 

steam still and the product is triple-copper distilled and absolutely pure and devoid of drugs. [SFNM] 
1900May31; L.W. Coon, brother of A.D. Coon, of Socorro, died at Tioga Center, N.Y. [SFNM] 

 

Charles E. Coon    - of NYC 
1888May12; Articles of Association of The Santa Fe Copper Company. Incorporators: Jay A. Hubbell, Houghton, MI; Stephen W. Dorsey, Chico Springs NM; 

Richard W. Webb, Golden NM; Francis Downs, StaFe NM; James N. Smither, StaFe NM. Objects: To acquire, by purchase of location, hold, improve and 
develop mines, manufactures, and other property real and personal for its business… Capital Stock: $5,000,000, consisting of 500,000 shares of the par 
value of $10 each. Term: 50 years. Board of Directors: Jay A. Hubbell; Charles E. Coon, NYC; Stephen W. Dorsey & John Love, Chico Springs; Richard H. 
Webb & Stephen C. White, Golden; Francis Downs; D.A. Clouthier, Springer NM; T.W. Collier, Raton NM. Note: “Dissolved as per Chapter 185, Laws of 1921 
on June 14, 1921.” [Sup.Abstract No.2153 7Aug1937, per BHenderson] 

 

H. K. Coon    - of Bernalillo co. 
1881January27; indenture; H.W. McConnell sells for $350 to H.K. Coon of Bernalillo co undiv 1/2 Last Dollar mining claim in “Old Ortiz”MD, undiv 1/2 

Perhaps “Old Ortiz”MD <both E.S. Stover & H.W. McConnell; presence Morgan Mayfield [b.D p.289] 

 
W. E. Coons  <b.MO 1860  d.StaFe April1893)    - of StaFe 
1891July-1893November; W.E. Coons, partner with T.B.Catron 
1892July8; The preliminary hearing as to whether the government should resurvey and reestablish the boundary lines of the Ortiz mine grant occupied the 

forenoon of yesterday at the surveyor’s general’s office. This hearing was first set for March 1, but was postponed for various reasons. Hon. T.B. Catron, 

attorney for the Cerrillos Coal & Iron company filed a protest in which he claimed that the grant as surveyed and monumented by the United States was 
conveyed by the U.S. patent to the New Mexico Mining company, who sold it to Chaffee and Elkins for about $375,000, and that Chaffee and Elkins sold to 
the Cerrillos Coal & Iron company the portion of the grant which they held. Therefore the Cerrillos Coal & Iron company protested against any change or 
alteration in the northern boundary of the Ortiz mine grant as established by the survey made for patent and as it existed at the time of the issuance of the 
patent. The hearing was afterwards postponed by the commissioner of the general land office to July 6. At the hearing held yesterday the testimony of Ed. E. 
Sluder, of San Pedro, was taken. Mr. Sluder is the principal applicant for a recovery, having located coal lands on the edge of and lapping the grant as now 
surveyed wand which, it is contended, is really government land. His attorneys are Gildersleeve and Easley. Mr. Coons appeared yesterday on behalf of the 
firm of Catron & Coons, who are attorneys for the C.C.& I. company. Mr. Sluder testified that he knew the eastern boundary line as it exists at present to be 
2,700 feet farther east than where the true boundary should be because he had found the monuments designating the eastern boundary as it shold be. As to 
the north boundary his judgement was that is is 1,284 feet north of its proper position. In the lawful boundaries of the Ortiz grant, he said, there were 69,458 
acres, whereas the area covered by the boundary lines as they now exist amount to 77,000 or about 8,000 acres in excess of what it should be. The witness 
said he had once called Hon. S.B. Elkins’ attention to this discrepancy and that gentleman said if anybody wanted the land embraced witin this strip in error 
they were perfectly welcome to it, but he did not care to be put to the expense of having the boundary readjusted, that that would have to be done by the 
government in an official manner. At the conclusion of Mr. Sluder’s testimony the hearing was again postponed until August 3d. This postponement was 
obtained by Mr. Catron in, Washington, from the commissioner, in order that he might be present at the hearing, the surveyor general being advised of it by 

wire from the general land office. [SFDNM] 
1893April12; M. Cass Benton, R.C. Wilson, W.P. Cunningham and others of Dolores, are here in attendance upon the hearing of the injunction suit brought 

against them by E. Huhn to restrain them from working the Benton mine which they recently jumped. The case was called before Judge Seeds at 2 p.m. 

H.L. Warren appears for Benton et al., and Catron & Coons represent Huhn. [SFDNM] 
1893April21; W.E. Coons, junior member of the law firm of Catron & Coons, died at his home on College street at 6.10 last evening. On Sunday last Mr. 

Coons was taken with a congestive chill and femittant fever followed, which, with complications caused by the young attorney’s close application to 

study and his professional duties, proved too much for the skilled physicians in attendance. …Deceased was about 33 years of age. He was a native of 
Palmyra, Mo., and was educated at the Missouri State University, afterward acting as a tutor to that institution. …he accepted the position of private 

tutor to Mr. Catron’s children... [SFDNM] 

1894May19; Mr. W.E. Coons and son will return from the Pacific coast early in June and spend the summer with Mr. and Mrs. Frank Davis. [SFDNM] 
1897May12; Probate Court Matters. Frank S. Davis, administrator of the estate of the late W.E. Coons, presented a final report and asked for his discharge 

as such administrator. Taken under advisement. [SFDNM] 

________________________________________________________________ 

 * Cooney * 
James C. Cooney  (d.29Apr1880)    - of Mogollon 
Cooney, Catron co, 1.5mi N of Mogollon; PO 1884-1915. In 1870 James C. Cooney came to Fort Bayard as a sergeant of the 8th US Cavalry, and while on duty as a scout 

he discovered silver ore on Mineral Creek. After his discharge from the Army in 1876 he returned to the site with two companions to work the claim. In 1880 Cooney 
was killed by Apaches, and his brother, Capt. Mike Cooney and friends carved a tomb out of a rock in the canyon where he was killed… [The Place Names of NM, 
R.Julyan] 

Clermont (Catron). Sprang up in 1878, 5 mi N of Mogollon, and died five years later when everyone moved to Cooney. Small outcroppings of gold continued to be found in 
the 1890’s along Copper Creek. Said to have been the first mining camp in the Mogollon region. PO, Clairmont 1881-83. [T.M. Pearce 1965] 

1870; One of Mogollon’s most prominent characters was James C. Cooney, who found gold along Mineral Creek in 1870, when he was an Army Sergeant 

conducting a mapping expedition. After his release from the Army, he returned with several friends in 1876, but was chased out by Apaches. He 
returned again in 1878, and stayed, killed by Apaches in 1889. A photo of his tomb, cut into a huge boulder, appears in almost every account of the 

area. [J.Park NMMiningHeritageGuide 2003] 

1876; The Cooney District, in the southwestern part of Catron County, was first prospected in the spring of 1876 by James C. Cooney and a group of men from Georgetown 
and Central. Due to Indian hostilities, the claims were abandoned, but relocated in 1878. The Cooney mine, discovered in 1876, became a heavy producer at the later 
time. [History of NM, Chas F. Coan, 1925, p.396] 

[James C. Cooney] was killed by Victorio’s Apaches on Apr. 29, 1880. His brother, Capt. Mike Cooney, and friends carved a sepulcher out of a rock in the canyon where he 
was killed and buried him there, sealing the tomb with the silver-bearing ore taken from the mine he discovered. PO 1884-1915 [T.M. Pearce 1965] 

 

Capt. Michael Cooney  <b.ca1830  d.1914)    - of Mogollon & Socorro 
[James C. Cooney] was killed by Victorio’s Apaches on Apr. 29, 1880. His brother, Capt. Mike Cooney, and friends carved a sepulcher out of a rock in the canyon where he 

was killed and buried him there, sealing the tomb with the silver-bearing ore taken from the mine he discovered. PO 1884-1915 [T.M. Pearce 1965] 
Cooney, Catron co, 1.5mi N of Mogollon; PO 1884-1915. In 1870 James C. Cooney came to Fort Bayard as a sergeant of the 8th US Cavalry, and while on duty as a scout 

he discovered silver ore on Mineral Creek. After his discharge from the Army in 1876 he returned to the site with two companions to work the claim. In 1880 Cooney 



was killed by Apaches, and his brother, Capt. Mike Cooney and friends carved a tomb out of a rock in the canyon where he was killed… In 1914, when Cooney was in 
his 70s, he left Socorro for yet another trip [into the Gila wilderness]; he never returned. [The Place Names of NM, R.Julyan] 

1881June28; M. Cooney, of New Orleans, is a guest at the Exchange. [SFDNM] 

1882January25; Silver City. Mr. M. Cooney has struck a three-foot breast of ore in the lower funnel of his Famous mine in the Mogollons... [SFDNM] 
1882February12; Mogollon Drifts. This is supposed to be the county seat, and the new county is to be named in honor of your new governor [Sheldon]. If 

you must know why it was named Alma, you must ask J.G. Barney, for it was him, Jim Warner and Burt Launt that laid out the present town site. Soon 

they will have a patent and a plot of the same. …Clairmont is the town at the head of the Mogollons. It is there that you will find the two mines of Parker 
and Potter, recently sold to Chicago people for $84,000. …Messrs. Barney, Burns, Flint and others have fine leads in the same vicinity… The next camp 

south is what is known as Mineral Creek. There Senator Miller, George Doyle, Mr. Cooney and many others have good mining property. Several sales 

are expected soon. Already a California syndicate represented by John Eberlie have offered Cooney $150,000 in coin for his claims… [SFDNM] 
1882March7; The Cooney mining company has filed articles of incorporation at the office of the secretary of the territory. It has a capital stock of 

$3,500,000 and intends to operate in the Black Range country. [SFDNM] 

1882June28; The Cooney mining company will shortly begin extensive development of its mines in the Mogollons. [SFDNM] 
1882July7; Alma, Socorro co… The Cooney Mine. President Cooney, vice-president Barney, directors Conan and Fleury, and superintendent Jewett, of the 

above company were here last month and investigated their celebrated mine thoroughly. …with E.J. Price, their attorney, and other gentlemen of 

capital. [SFDNM] 
1882July18; Governor L.A. Sheldon appointed the following commissioners to the Denver Exposition: E.W. Eaton, Socorro; W.S. Hopewell, Engle; 

Michael Cooney, Mogollon; Alexandria Gusdorf, Rancho de Taos. [SFDNM] 

1882August18; Col. Juvett, of the Cooney mine, is rushing work as much as possible in the upper and lower tunnels. Over forty men are at work. [SFDNM] 
1883May12; Articles of incorporation of the Silver Hill Mining company were yesterday filed in the office of the territorial secretary. The capital stock is 

fixed at $1,000,000. The directors and incorporators are: J.D. Caughran, Michael Cooney and James H. Henry. The company’s properties are located in 

the Mogollon mountains in Socorro county. [SFDNM] 
1884February22; NM House of Delegates Standing Committees; Mines & Mining; Messrs. M. Cooney, chairman; F. Gonzales, John L. Jencks, Santiago 

Valdez, W.H. Whiteman [Weekly New Mexican Review 28Feb84 p.3 c.4] 

1884July4; The Cooney mine in the Mogillon mountains is said to be showing up in a degree truly worderful. [The Golden Retort. Vol.IV No.26] 
1884July25; The Cooney mine in the Mogollons is now producing an average of $1,000 per day. [The Golden Retort. Vol.V No.2] 

1891July3; The Old Cooney mine, of which Capt. M. Cooney is once more sole possessor, will soon be again numbered among the bullion producers of the 
territory. [SFDNM] 

1895August13; The Cooney mining camp has become considerable rejuvenated since the advent of the rainy season, and the mills which were idle have 

resumed work and once more add their quota to the bullion output. [SFDNM] 
1895August26; Cooney, Coates and Smith are working twelve men on the old Cooney mine and taking out gold enough on the plates to pay a profit over all 

expenses besides making a lot of very rich concentrates. [SFDNM] 

1895November11; Cooney, Coates and Shible continue to obtain good results from the old Cooney mine. The mill is kept running day and night. [SFDNM] 
1895December20; In the Cooney camp, Cooney, Coates and Sheible are again running in full blast on their Silver Bar property with the usual good results. 

Deming Headlight. [SFDNM] 

1896March18; Cooney, Coats & Sheible’s mill at Cooney is running right along and is producing good returns. [SFDNM] 
1896March31; [Grant county] Cooney and Cosgrove, Mogollon district, have bonded the Little Cherife to eastern parties, who now have possession of the 

property. [SFDNM] 

1899September25; Thomas Cooney and George Scheible have just sold to the Silver City smelter forty tons of concentrates from the Cooney mine at 

Mogollon, Socorro county, leased from Captain M. Cooney, of Socorro, from two months’ run of a five stamp mill. [SFNM] 

1900February21; Socorro County. Col. E.W. Eaton and Capt. M. Cooney intend to build a new concentrator at Kelly. [SFNM] 

1901September6; Captain M. Cooney, the mayor of Socorro, who is giving that city the best municipal government it has had for years, and who is an old 
timer in New Mexico, is a visitor in Santa Fe. [SFNM] 

1903; The improvements now being made at the Cooney mine in the Mogollons are very commendable and show what the science of metallurgy is capapble 

of doing. The Cooney mine will be one of the heaviest producers in New Mexico in 1903. [Report of the Governor of New Mexico to the Secretary of 
the Interior 1903, p.343] 

Captain Michael Cooney House, Socorro; HPD#624 StateRegisterdate 20Mar1978, NatRegisterdate 20Feb1991 
 
Thomas Cooney    - of Cooney m.d., Socorro 
1898September21; A large body of ore, five feet wide and assaying $37 to the ton, has been struck in the Little Charlie mine in the Cooney mining district, 

Socorro county. The property belongs to Tom Cooney and Tom Cosgrove and is an extension of the Little Fannie mine. [SFNM] 

1899July20; Socorro County. Thomas Cooney and George Scheible have a lease upon the Old Silver Bar mine at Cooney. [SFNM] 

1899September25; Thomas Cooney and George Scheible have just sold to the Silver City smelter forty tons of concentrates from the Cooney mine at 
Mogollon, Socorro county, leased from Captain M. Cooney, of Socorro, from two months’ run of a five stamp mill. [SFNM] 

1902January18; The mill of the Helen Mining Company at Cooney, is to resume next week, the new pipe line having been completed by Thomas Cooney. 

[SFNM] 

Catron co. Little Fannie Mine, HPD#563 StateRegisterdate 20Jan1978 

 
Thomas F. Cooney 
1931February15; NEW MEXICO ¶ As soon as a geophysical survey can be arranged for, the Girard Consolidated Mining & Milling Company, of Las Cruces, New Mexico, 

plans to let a contract for the sinking of a shaft on its Black Quartz property, according to Thomas F. Cooney, in charge of operations. ¶ The company plans to drive a 
crosscut of 80 feet, from the bottom of the 165-foot shaft, at its Chippawa mine, extending north into the Apex mine, for the opening up of a cross-fissure of high-grade 
copper ore. [THE MINING JOURNAL] 

________________________________________________________________ 

 * Cooper * 
COOPER LUMBER & TIMBER COMPANY    - Cooper City 

1883February21; Corporations Organized Under the General Incorporation Law, 1868-1904. Cooper Lumber and Timber Company. The. Date of filing Feb. 21, 1883, 20yrs, 
Cooper City, Capital stock 12,000 [NMBlueBook 1905, p.197] 

 



H. Y. Cooper    - of Cerrillos, Durango 

1881December21; H.Y. Cooper, of Cerrillos, was in the city last night. [SFDNM] 
1882April4; Mrs. H.F. Cooper and Mrs. Harrison, of Cerrillos, came into the city yesterday and stopped at the Exchange. [SFDNM] 

1882May7; H.Y. Coopery of Bonanza City, came into Santa Fe yesterday and stopped at the Exchange. [SFDNM] 

1882June2; M.Y. Cooper, of Los Lerrillos, came in yesterday and stopped at the Exchange hotel. [SFDNM] 
1882June10; H.Y. Cooper of Los Vallecitos, came into the city yesterday, and is stopping at the Exchange. [SFDNM] 

1882June14; Carbonateville, June 6, 1885. To-day I began my observations of the Cerrillos, being escorted by Cyrus Wells to the “Bottom, Dollar” lying at the base of the 

Santa Rosa mountain, a mine I did not see on my visit here last March. This mine is situated on the north end of Hungry gulch. It is owned by the Santa Fe Bonanza and 

Tunnel company, of which C.H. PettiboneRathbone is president, S.T. Reed, Vice-President, W.C. Rogers is Treasurer, J.C. JohnsJ.O. Jones Secretary, and Cyrus Wells 

General Manager. This mine has a shaft 110 feet and is in mineral. It is seventy feet to the first plane, and twenty-five from that to the second plane, from which the main shaft 

continues fifteen feet. The work on this mine is that of development and has a showing of about 150 tons of ore. [AnotherThe dump contains of galena, quick-silversilver and 

sulphides. It is low grade, with indications of marked improvement as depth is obtained. This ore has to be first concentrated and then smelted, and by close sorting will now 

pay to handle. ¶ Next on the left in descending the gulch is the DuchessDutchey and Georgia mines. The DuchessDutchey is tunneledtimbered down 100 feet. Work being 

stopped for a few days, and no one present, [so] I have nothing definite to say. The ore is of the same character as of the Bottom Dollar. The Georgia mine is owned by the 

same parties that own the ResuloniaRoulania of which I shall speak hereafter. The Georgia has a depth of 80 feet and ready for the running levels. The ore is the same as the 

above named mines. ¶ The Nick of Time mine, on the southside of Hungry gulch, I visited when here before, and of which I had considerable to say. It then was down a little 

over 100 feet, now the main shaft has a depth of 210 feet. To the first plane is 65 feet, with a drift of 100 feet. This mine has a mineral vein of four feet with a two foot pay 

streak and has the same character of ore as the other mines at similar depths, but is passing through the zinc and galena and I have no doubt from the indications that a better 

quality of ore will be struck. This ore pays. It runs 35 per [cart loadcent. lead. A trace of gold and [silver,] 30 ounces silver according to the claim[s] of the superintendent, but 

from what I can see, he does not give the full value of the ore. That ore I saw to-day will do better than that. This mine is coming to the front quite fast. The general manager is 

E.C. Chapin, of Davenport, Iowa, whom I did not meet, he being east on a visit and has H.Y. Cooper as superintendent, a gentleman I knew in Colorado, a good man for the 

place. ¶ The RoliviaRoulania adjoins the Nick of Time on the southside, and is now down, the main shaft, 115 feet, and in mineral, with a pay streak of 10 to 15 inches. This 

mine is now being developed by its owners, W.V. Sisson, B.H. DunnR.H. Dunn and John Evans. This mine, as well as the Nick of Time, are on the same contact. The oneold 

Spanish workings on the RoliviaRoulania, now filled, are about 500300 feet south of where the present shaft is being sunk. ¶ The Aztec mine belongs to the Bennett Brothers. 

Work has stopped for the present. This property has a shaft 125 feet and has some good mineral on the dumps. This mine I was highly pleased with, and hope they will be able 

to continue their work. To-morrow I shall visit some important mines and go down and see for myself what they contain, among which are the Bonanza and Great Western, 

and tell you what I think of them. W.B. Sloan. [SFDNM reprinted with corrections 18Jun1882] 

1882August16; H.Y. Cooper, of Cerrillos, stopped at the Capitol hotel yesterday. [SFDNM]   
1882September5; H.Y. Cooper, of the Nick of Time mine, in Los Cerrillos district, came in from the mines yesterday and stopped at the Capitol hotel. 

[SFDNM] 

1882October14; H.Y. Cooper, of Los Cerrillos, came in from the mines yesterday and stopped at the Exchange. [SFDNM] 

1882October24; H.Y. Cooper, of Los Cerrillos, came up from the mines yesterday and stopped at the Exchange hotel. [SFDNM]   
1882November30; H.Y. Cooper, of Los Cerrillos, came into the city yesterday, and stopped at the Exchange. [SFDNM] 

1882December22; Power of Attorney Revoked; Frederick Furst revokes PofA to H.Y. Cooper dated July1882 for Humming Bird claim, in LCMD; certify 22Dec82 D.B. 
Emmert Notary Public Bernalillo Co, recorded 30December1882; [Locations & Mining Deeds F#15410 p.309] 

1893October15; At the Exchange: H.Y. Cooper, Durango. [SFDNM] 

1899April10; At the Exchange: Mrs. H. Cooper and children, Mrs. A. Smith and daughter, Dr. W.A. Sedwick, Durango; J.L Holand, Denver. [SFNM]   

-  as witness  - 
1882November30; PoL for 1882; H.Y. Cooper, Thomas Whalan swear before Arthur A. Cruttenden Notary Public at least $100 labor or improvements Griggs Lode, owned 

by Ruelano Con. Mining Co and others, in LCMD; recorded 19January1883; [Locations & Mining Deeds F#15410 p.331] 
1882November30 PoL; Thomas Whalan, H.Y. Cooper swear before Arthur A. Cruttenden NP that at least $100 worth of labor has been performed or 

improvements made upon Griggs Lode, in LCMD, by the Ruelana Con. Mining Co. and others owners of said claim. For 1882. Filed for record 

4Dec82 and recorded same day Arthur A. Cruttenden Recorder. {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 6 p.45} 

1882November30; PoL for 1882; J.C. Collier, H.Y. Cooper swear before Arthur A. Cruttenden Notary Public at least $100 labor or improvements RG Abbott, owned by 
Ruelano Con. Mining Co and others, in LCMD; recorded 19January1883; [Locations & Mining Deeds F#15410 p.332] 

1882November30 PoL; J.C. Collier, H.Y. Cooper swear before Arthur A. Cruttenden NP that at least $100 worth of labor has been performed or 
improvements made upon R.G. Abbott Lode, in LCMD, by the Ruelana Con. Mining Co. and others owners of said claim. For 1882. Filed for record 

4Dec82 and recorded the same day Arthur A. Cruttenden Recorder. {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 6 p.48} 

1882November30; PoL for 1882; John Broadwater, H.Y. Cooper swear before Arthur A. Cruttenden Notary Public at least $100 labor or improvements Daw Lode, owned by 
Ruelano Con. Mining Co and others, in LCMD; recorded 19January1883; [Locations & Mining Deeds F#15410 p.332] 

1882November30 PoL; John Broadwater, H.Y. Cooper swear before Arthur A. Cruttenden NP that at least $100 worth of labor has been performed or 
improvements made upon Daw Lode, in LCMD, by the Ruelana Con. Mining Co. and others owners of said claim. For 1882. Filed for record 4Dec82 

and recorded same day Arthur A. Cruttenden Recorder. {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 6 p.46} 

1882November30 PoL; John Broadwater, H.Y. Cooper swear before Arthur A. Cruttenden NP that at least $100 worth of labor has been performed or 
improvements made upon Winnebago Lode, in LCMD, by the Ruelana Con. Mining Co. and others owners of said claim. For 1882. Filed for record 

4Dec82 and recorded same day Arthur A. Cruttenden Recorder. {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 6 p.46} 

1882December1; PoL for 1882; John Broadwater, H.Y. Cooper swear before Arthur A. Cruttenden Notary Public at least $2000 labor or improvements Pacific Lode, owned 
by Ruelano Con. Mining Co and others, in LCMD; recorded 19January1883; [Locations & Mining Deeds F#15410 p.331] 

1882December1 PoL; John Broadwater, H.Y. Cooper swear before Arthur A. Cruttenden NP that at least $2000 worth of work has been performed or 
improvements made upon Pacific Lode, in LCMD, By the Ruelana Con. Mining Co. and others owners of said claim, for 1882. Filed for record 

18Dec82 and recorded the same day Arthur A. Cruttenden Recorder. {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 6 p.65} 

1882December1 PoL; J.C. Collier, H.Y. Cooper swear before Arthur A. Cruttenden NP that at least $1200 worth of labor has been performed or 
improvements made upon Atlantic Lode, in LCMD, by the Ruelana Con. Mining Co. and others owners of said claim. For 1882. Filed for record 

4Dec82 and recorded the same day Arthur A. Cruttenden Recorder. {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 6 p.49} 

1882December4 PoL; Geo L. Wyllys, H.Y. Cooper swear before Arthur A. Cruttenden NP that at least $1200 worth of labor has been performed or 
improvements made upon J.C. Collier Lode, in LCMD, by the Ruelana Con. Mining Co. and others owners of said claim. For 1882. Filed for record 

4Dec82 and recorded the same day Arthur A. Cruttenden Recorder. {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 6 p.47} 

 

Henry Cooper / Harry Cooper    - of Bland 
1895July25; W.L. Trimble, of Albuquerque, who has the contract to haul Crown Point ore to the railroad station at Thornton, is at Bland. He has seventeen 

teams now at the mine. Harry Cooper will drive from Thornton to the village of Cochiti, and Mr. Trimble from the mine to the village. [SFDNM] 
1898May3; Bland Notes. Harry Cooper has moved into the house recently purchased by him of S.W. Young. [SFNM] 



1899October11; Harry Cooper and William Greenfield of Bland, were in the city today to buy horses. [SFNM] 

1899October16; William Greenfield and Henry Cooper of Bland, returned to this city from Watrous last night where they bought six horses for freighting 
purposes. They will leave for Bland tomorrow. [SFNM] 

1900March15; The population of Bland and vicinity, including the Albemarle camp, is fully 3,000. In the mines and mills and lumber camps over 1,500 

men are employed at good wages. …Over fifty business houses and dwellings have been erected within the past four months. Three sawmills are 
turning out the lumber for these improvements, and a fourth mill, to be put up in Media Dia canon by the Navajo company, is now on the way here. In 

a commercial way, all lines of business are fully represented. The overland traffic between Bland and the Rio Grande, fifteen miles distant, is a great 

factor in the daily life of the place. W.L. Trimble & Co.’s splendidly equipped six-horse coach makes a trip in and out of the camp daily, amking 
connections with the stage line from Santa Fe, and with the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe at Thornton station. Cooper & Johnson also run a daily coach 

in and out between here and Thornton. The freight and express business in and out of the camp is great, giving employment ot over 300 teams, most of 

them four and six horse affairs. …R.W. Woodbury, of Denver, represented here by W.C. Wynkoop, has again come into legal possession of the famous 
Iron King mine, paying $50,000 therefor, and contracts are now being let for taking out ore to be treated at the new Wynkoop mill at Allerton, now 

called the town of “Woodbury,” and boasting of a recently established postoffice. [SFNM] 

1900March28; Bland had a $5,000 fire last evening that threatened destruction to the whole town. It broke out in the south end of the general store of H.R. 
McGowan. It spread rapidly to the undertaking establishment of A. Simpler, Cooper’s livery stable and residence and T.S. Abbott’s residence, resulting 

in a complete wreck of these places. The Benham lumber yard was threatened but the heroic work of the volunteer firemen saved it. The wind kept the 

fire from spreading to the rest of the camp. Furniture is strewn for half a mile along the canon. The origin of the fire is a mystery. [SFNM] 
1900July7; At the Bon-Ton: J.W. Cooper and wife, Harry Cooper, Bland... [SFNM] 

 

Hugh Phillips Cooper  (d.1957)    - wife is Norma Williams Cooper;  La Salle dealer of Abq 
Charlie Gibbs was postmaster initially, and also clerked under Wilson at the Madrid general store. In the late 1920s John Henderson & Charlie Gibbs got into cars, and Hugh 

Cooper, who had the Hugh Cooper Motor Company La Salle dealership in Abq, financed John & Charlie’s Madrid operation, where they sold Marmons and Marmon-
Roosevelts & trade-ins, and Austin cars. The business was initially out of JHenderson’s garage, and then it was moved to the mule barns behind present-day 
Johnson’s Gallery. Kaseman died in 1938, and then Wilson left Madrid. Wilson’s position now open, OHuber offered Gibbs the store management position on the 
condition that he depart the car business, stop working with JHenderson, and sell his half share of that car business to OHuber. This happened. OHuber, as 
JHenderson’s new partner, takes over the financing and gets into Chryslers. OHuber likes Chryslers. OHuber then begins construction of a new showroom & garage 
(now the Johnson’s Gallery building) on the site of an existing gas station, using material salvaged from the Waldo coke ovens, on property that OHuber owned. 
OHuber insisted that JHenderson pay half of the expense of the construction, which JHenderson refused. By 1945-46 it was the Huber Motor Company. No John 
Henderson involvement. And Joe F. Husler is now managing the financing details. Office in Los Alamos [per BHenderson 5Jun2010] 

Hugh Cooper, Walter & Peaches Mayer <StaFe Republicans] had gone to school at Lake Arthur with John Henderson. But not Howel Gage. [per BHenderson 21Aug2010] 
Hugh Phillips Cooper, co-owner with his brother Lester in the Cooper Motor Company, a pioneer automobile agency in Albuquerque. Hugh and Norma had four 

children, Hugh Albert Cooper II, who died at age 18 in World War II when his ship, the carrier USS Intrepid, was struck by a Japanese Kamikaze at noon, 
November 25, 1944. Other children, who all survive their mother, are Robert W. Cooper and wife, Kathleen of Cedar Crest, Nancy Cooper Faw and husband, 
David of San Anselmo, California, and Mary Cooper Dietel and husband, Burton of Centennial, Colorado. Norma was widowed in 1957 when her husband 
Hugh died. He was Albuquerque Postmaster at that time and was active in several cattle ranches. 

 

J. C. Cooper    - of Topeka 
1880October19; Mr. J.C. Cooper, of Topeka, is in Santa Fe having just returned from the south where he has been investing in mining properties for the 

company which he represents. Mr. Cooper is superintendent of the Elk Mountain Mining Company and the Santa Fe Mining Company, the officers of 

which are the general officers of the A.T.&S.F. road, the property of the companies being located in the Gunnison country. Mr. Cooper leaves this 

morning for Topeka. [SFDNM] 

1881June1; Mr. and Mrs. J.C. Cooper, and Miss Virginia Cooper, of Topeka, are at the Exchange hotel, where they were registered yesterday afternoon. 

[SFDNM] 
 

J. F. Cooper    - Silver Buttes m.d. 

1880July8; W.H. Patton, J.F. Cooper, Elliott Crossau, J.P. Springer, W.F. Schnider, locator Buckey Esq Lode disc+loc 8Jul80, 300’ in width on ea side 
1000’NEly 1500’, in a sadel near SE end on the silver Butes mtn, 1000’NE to lines of Eavining star mine, SW 500’ to E end of Illinois mine, SBMD, rec 

28Jul80; attest Thos Hinson [b.C p.351] 

1880July8; W.H. Patton, J.F. Cooper, Elliott Crassan, J.P. Springer, W.T. Schnider, locators Rock port mine disc+loc 8Jul80, 150’ea side 750’E-W, at head 
of desperate Gulch, 1/4mi E of highest Point of the Silver Butes Mtn, SBMD, rec 28Jul80; attest Thos Stinson [b.C p.352] 

1880July8; W.H. Patton, J.F. Cooper, Elliott Crassan, J.P. Springer, W.T. Schnider, locators Iron Crown Lode 300’ in width on ea side 1400’SW, near E 

end silver Butes mtn running NE-SW, running to sweepstakes Gulch in N, joining Missouri Claim on E, SBMD, rec 28Jul80; attest Thos Stinson [b.C 
p.353] 

1880August4; Deed of Conveyance; Julius Kampfert sells for $950 to Eliot Cropan, W.H. Batten, J.P. Springer, W.T. Schneider, J.F. Cooper ½ int Little Perdita Lode, (b.B 
p.3 24Sept79), California Lode (b.C p.284), 1/3 Friday lode (b.B p.17 6Oct79), KF +ct (b.B p.323 18March80), Mountain Queen Lode (b.C p.292 12July80, also b.C 
p.291), ¼ Bertha (b.C p.230 30Mar80), in LCMD; presence D.H. Hogarty, certify 4Aug80 Luciano Baca Clk of P. Court, recorded 4August1880 [Locations & Mining 
Deeds C#15407 p.362]  

1880September4; indenture; Andrew L. Shoemaker, M.D. Saunders sell for $1000 to Elliott Crossan, W.H. Patten, W.T. Schneider, J.T. Cooper, J.P. 

Springer, H.A. Montfort, Jas A. Fickett, J.L. Walker 1/2 Silver Reef in Silver Butts, bounded SE by Ending Star, one full int Virginia, Silver Butts MD, 
Adelina, Silver Buts MD, Tip Top, Silver Butts D, rec 23Nov80; presence Sam Levy, F.C. Whitney, S.T. Allen wit.to MDS sig [b.D p.135] 

1880September8; indenture; W.H. Patton, J.T. Cooper, Elliott Crossan, J.P. Springer, W.T. Schneider, H.A. Montfort, Jas A. Fickett, Jas L. Walker, sell for 

$500 to Chas E. Jones of KY all of Rockport b.C p.352, at head of Desperate Gulch, ca 1/4mi E the higher point of the Silver Butts, rec 15Oct80; 
presence Albert Call [b.D p.65] 

1880September29; indenture; D.H. Hogarty sells for $2,000 to James A. Fiskett, J.N. Walker, Elliott Crossan, W.H. Patton, H.A. Monfort, J.P. Springer, J.F. Cooper, W.F. 
Schnerder undivided ¼ int grand Republic Lode, between Bacca Bonanza and Aztec mine, in LCMD; presence W.H.S. Wright, certify 30Sept80 W.C. Branham NP, 
recorded 15October1880 [Locations & Mining Deeds C#15407 p.602] 

1880September29; indenture; H.A. Montfort, James A. Fickett, Elliott Crassou/Crosson, W.H. Patton, J.F. Cooper, W.F. Schneider/Schnieder, J.P. Springer, 
J./James N. Walker sell for $400 to Charles E. Jones of KY undiv 3/4int Virginia mine on SE side of silver Buttes Mtns, almost 1/2mi SW of iron crown 

mine, SBMD, rec 15Oct80; presence Albert Ball/Call [b.C p.606] 



1880September29; indenture; J.A. Fickett,  Elliott Crossan, H.A. Montfort, W.H. Patton, J.P. Springer, J.F. Cooper, W.T. Schneider, J.H? Walker, sell for 

$150 to Burt E. Tilden of OH 1/4undiv Virginia mine SBMD, on SE side the Silver Butts mtns, ca 1/2mi SW Iron Crown mine; presence Albert Call 
[b.D p.68] 

 
James M. Cooper    - Ortiz Mine grant 
1956September21; Filed. Mining Deed. R.P. Fullerton, Administrator of the Estate of Jennie Cooper Delgado, Deceased, and Samuel V. Cooper, Ned C. Gold, Thomas 

Gold, Morton C. Cooper, Walker Cooper, James M. Cooper, Pauline C. Beaty, Samuel J. Cooper, Robert J. Cooper, to, Fay F. Potter and George W. Potter, Jr., as 
tenants in common. All our undiv ¼ int in the Black Prince, Ohio, Illinois and in the following millsite… Sig. Samuel V. Cooper, Ned C. Gold, Thomas Gold, Morton C. 
Cooper, Walker Cooper, James M. Cooper, Pauline C. Beaty, Samuel J. Cooper, Robert J. Cooper, By R.P. Fullerton Their Attorney in Fact. R.P. Fullerton Adminsitrator 
of the Estate of Jennie Cooper Delgado, Deceased. b.123 Misc. p.333. [BHenderson Abstract of Title Supplemental No.3456, v.IV, 30Sep1983] 

 
John W. Cooper    - of Cooper City, upper Pecos 

1881February9; U.S. Deputy Marshal Tony Neis returned to Santa Fe yesterday from Texas, where he went some time ago to attend the trial of Cooper… – 

About a month ago a warrant issued by the court of the Eastern District of Texas fouded on an indictment found by the grand jury was forwarded to 

Santa Fe for the arrest of one J.W. Cooper, charged with embezzling postoffice funds while postmaster of Gladewater, Texas. Cooper was easily found, 
being a railroad contractor and also the owner of a paying saw mill on the Pecos… the court dismissed the case… [SFDNM] 

1881December28; Some ore from the recently discovered mines on the Pecos river above Pecos, of which something has heretofore been said, was 

exhibited at Herlow’s hotel last night. …Mr. Cooper, who discovered the ore, is now in the city, and speakes very well of the new find. [SFDNM] 
1882; A company was formed to work a group of 14 claims on the Pecos River near Cooper’s ranch (later the Willow Creek district). [Mining World, cited 

in Northrup, 1975] 

1882March7; The Cooper mining district has been laid off twenty-six miles north of Glorieta, and Cooper City has been entered as a town site. The ore is 
copper, leads can be traced several miles and assays of fifty-two per cent copper have been made. [SFDNM] 

1882March19; Cooper City. A New and Promising Mining Camp on Pecos River. These attractions have attracted the attention of a party of capitalists of 

whom Col. Gregg, Col. Hakes, Mr. Cooper are the principal men. …incorporation of the Cooper Mining company. This company has now transferred 
all its property to the Pecos River Mining company which now owns fourteen fine claims. The officers of this company are as follows: W.H. Hakes, 

president; J.E. Gregg, vice president; M.J. Sheldon, treasurer. [SFDNM] 
1882March26; Cooper City on the Pecos is going ahead. The Pecos River Mining company means business and no waste of time. [SFDNM] 

1882April20; Glorieta Items. The mines at Cooper City, on the Pecos, have come to the front, and their owners will realize all the expect. [SFDNM] 

1882April22; There will be a law suit over the Pecos copper claims in San Miguel county, N.M. [SFDNM] 
1882September23; Mr. Cooper, of Cooper City, is in Santa Fe. [SFDNM] 

1889June5; Judge D.D. Harkness, of Cerrillos, accompanied by his good wife leave to-day for a two weeks trip and will take a well earned rest at Cooper’s 

on the Pecos. [SFDNM] 
1889June24; J.W. Cooper, the hardworking and successful ranchman and saw mill man of the Upper Pecos, is in the city. [SFDNM] 

1889October25; At the Palace: J.W. Cooper, Pecos. [SFDNM] 

1890September5; Capt. J.W. Cooper, the staid and sturdy head of the Cooper Lumber Co., Pecos Valley, paid the New Mexican an agreeable call yesterday. Capt. Cooper 
is making large shipments of superior lumber to the Santa Fe market these days. [The Cerrillos Rustler Vol.III No.8]  

1890October17; Mr. J.W. Cooper, the Pecos lumberman, was in town on business yesterday. [The Cerrillos Rustler Vol.III No.14] 
1890October17; At the Palace: J.W. Cooper, Pecos. [SFDNM] 

1890November25; J.W. Cooper, the well known Pecos lumber man, is here on business before the land office. He stops at the Palace. [SFDNM] 

1891August14; Roy Cooper, son of Mr. and Mrs. J.W. Cooper, of the upper Pecos Valley, died suddenly on Friday of last week, from brain trouble. He was a robust, healthy 
youth.... [The Rustler v.IV n.6] 

1891August21; Mr. J.W. Cooper, the upper Pecos lumberman, reports the lumber and building material business brighter than ever before. [The Rustler v.IV n.7] 
1891October23; Mr. J.W. Cooper, the Pecos lumberman, was a visitor to Santa Fe Tuesday. [The Rustler v.IV n.25] 
1891October30; Capt. Stidger, the special agent of the U.S. Land department who has been going over the country to be set aside in the proposed Pecos National park, has 

returned to Santa Fe delighted and will make an immediate favorable report. Mr. J.W. Cooper, the lumberman of that section, showed Capt. Stridger around. It is said 
that no opposition was found among residents on the proposed enclosed grounds. [The Rustler, v.IV no.26] 

1892February5; Mr. J.W. Cooper, the well known Pecos river ranchman, has been in the city several days on business. [SFDNM] 

1892July5; The Pecos Cut Off. Both pleasure and business are to be had by Santa Feans over on the Pceos, and good sense suggests that no further delay be 
permitted to interfere with the opening of a trail across the mountains. To reach Cooper’s at present one must make a drive of about forty miles via 

Glorieta. By the opening of the Tesuque trail, as proposed by Mr. Knox, the largest settlement on the upper Pecos and the best of the region for field 

sports can be brought within twenty-two miles of Santa Fe. [SFDNM] 
1892September12; J.W. Cooper came in from the Pecos this morning and brought the stylish driving horse, formerly owned by L.A. Hughes, which he sold 

to Mr. Staab for a good round sum. The animal has greatly improved under Mr. Cooper’s care. [SFDNM] 

1892October3; J.W. Cooper, the Upper Pecos lumber man and ranchero, was in town to-day, and sold forty head of fat cattle to Bischoff. [SFDNM] 
1893July13; J.W. Cooper, well known and successful mill man of the Upper Pecos is in the capital on business; he stops at the Palace. – J.W. Cooper, 

Pecos, at the Palace. [SFDNM] 

1894August10; At the Palace; J.W. Cooper, Pecos. [SFDNM] 
1894August16; Mr. J.W. Cooper returned from Cochiti last night. [SFDNM] 

1894December26; At the Palace; J.P. Macfadyean, Cerrillos; J.W. Cooper, Pecos; Geo W. North, Cerrillos; S. Golding, Cerrillos. [SFDNM] 

1895July15; Pecos Pointers. A pleasant party of Santa Feans, composed of Mr. Lorion Miller, the Messrs. Solignac and sister, Miss Jones and Mr. Combs, 
are in camp just below Cooper’s. [SFDNM] 

1896March26; The Glen mountain house, on the upper Pecos, thirteen miles above Pecostown, will open for the season on May 1.Dr. Sparks, of Rociada, 

who has bought the Cooper place, will open this resort. [SFDNM] 
1896June11; Gov. Thornton and Postmaster Gable returned from the upper Pecos last night. They spent three days at Dr. Sparks’ Glen Mountain house, at 

Cooper’s, and were hospitably cared for. [SFDNM] 

1896July18; At the Palace: I.W. Cooper, Pecos... [SFDNM] 
1896August10; Dr. William Sparks, present owner of Cooper’s place; on the Pecos, left for home yesterday. His Glen Mountain house has now an even 

dozen visitors, all he can accommodate for the present. Dr. Sparks will greatly enlarge his facilities for taking care of Pecos visitors next season. 

[SFDNM] 
1896September4; Mr. J.W. Cooper, the well known Pecos lumberman, is in town buying supplies. – At the Palace: J.W. Cooper, Pecos… [SFDNM] 



1896October12; At the Palace: E. Lannly and wife, J.W. Cooper, Pecos; M.J. Holland, J.T. Christopher, Madrid... [SFDNM] 

1897January21; Dr. Wm Sparks and Mr. Albert Viles came in from the upper Pecos last night. A new postoffice has at last been established at the Cooper 
place, now owned by Dr. Sparks, and Miss Carrie Sparks is the postmistress. The office is to be known as Willis postoffice, and letters going that way 

should be marked “via Glorieta.” [SFDNM] 

1897June22; J.W. Cooper, prosperous lumberman from the Pecos, is registered at the Palace. [SFDNM] 
1897September1; Messrs. J.W. Cooper and Mark Windsor are visitor in the capital today from the upper Pecos valley. [SFDNM] 

1897December8; At the Palace: Mr. and Mrs. R.E. Twitchell, G.L. Kilmer, Las Vegas; A. Hart, St. Louis; A.M. Blackwell, F.A. Manzanares, Las Vegas; 

J.W. Cooper, Pecos; P.H. Leese, Espanola; Ed Ledwidge, C.H. Austin, Denver; S.H. Elkins, R.M. Foree, Dolores; M.S. Otero, E.T. Stover, 
Albuquerque; C.R. Dunn and wife, Cerrillos; Jas Duggan, Madrid; Max Schutz, Silver City. [SFDNM] 

1898May17; At the Bon-Ton: C.B. Forrest, Glorieta; Phil Humphrey, Rock Corral; Roque Tudesque, Lamy; Andy Parrish, Cooper City... [SFNM] 

1898June23; At the Palace: J.W. Cooper, Pecos… [SFNM] 
1898August19; At the Palace: J.W. Cooper, Pecos… [SFNM] 

1898September20; J.W. Cooper, the prosperous sawmill man of the upper Pecos, is a guest at the Palace. [SFNM] 

1898December14; No.3126, Ida Cochran vs. John W. Cooper; continued. [SFNM] 
1899September23; Hon. and Mrs. C.W. Dudrow visited Cooper’s mill, on the Pecos, during the past week. [SFNM] 

1899October20; At the Claire: J.W. Cooper, Rowe; P.F. Hogan, Cerrillos… [SFNM] 

1900January26; J.W. Cooper returned to his saw mill on the Pecos this forenoon after a stay of a day in the capital. [SFNM] 
1900July7; At the Bon-Ton: J.W. Cooper and wife, Harry Cooper, Bland... [SFNM] 

1901February21; J.W. Cooper, of Cooper’s sawmill, on the Pecos, is in the city on a purchasing trip. – At the Palace: J.W. Cooper, Pecos... [SFNM] 

1904 Ter.Sup.Court case; John W. Cooper vs Consolidated Mining & Smelting Co. 

 
Lise Cooper    - of Cooper & Roberts;  San Andres mtns Otero co. 
1896December29; Cooper & Roberts have struck some very fine free milling gold ore in the San Andres mountains close to Dr. Blackington’s mines. Dr. 

Blackington, of Socorro, has some fine copper and gold mines and is putting up a two-ton smelter. [SFDNM] 

1899December7; Socorro County Mines. On the south side of the San Andreas range, twelve or thirteen miles from Dripping Springs, the Cooper Bros., 
Captain Roberts, Messrs. Betts and Campbell are energetically pushing development work on several claims. [SFNM] 

1900September17; Otero County. Last week Walter Pickard sold to Lise Cooper the Gray Eagle mine, near Tularosa, for $1,000. Mr. Pickard also has sold 

to J.R. Betts a half-interest in a mine in the San Andreas. [SFNM] 
 

M. M. Cooper    - of Pecos & Glorieta 
1895August17; At the Palace: M.M. Cooper, Pecos... [SFDNM] 

1895November1; At the Palace: W.M. Cooper, Pecos... [SFDNM] 
1896February17; At the Palace: M.M. Cooper, Pecos... [SFDNM] 

1896June24; Mr. M.M. Cooper is in from the Pecos. – At the Palace: M.M. Cooper, Pecos… [SFDNM] 
1897October4; Mr. M.M. Cooper of Glorieta, was a Sunday visitor to Santa Fe, registering at the Palace hotel. He went to Denver on the special train last 

evening. – At the Palace: M.M. Cooper, Glorieta… [SFDNM] 

1897October12; At the Palace: Ph J. Barber, Bland; Miss Nellie Overhuls, Cerrillos; M.B. Holt, Silverton, Colo.; M.M. Cooper, Glorieta; S.L. Rewark, 
Glorieta... [SFDNM] 

1898August29; M.M. Cooper, a prominent saw mill man from the Pecos, is at the Palace. – At the Palace: M.M. Cooper, Pecos… [SFNM] 

1900August20; S.E. Rowerk, a sawyer at Cooper’s mill, spent Sunday in town, returning to Manzanares Creek this morning. [SFNM] 

 
Morton C. Cooper    - Ortiz Mine grant 
1956September21; Filed. Mining Deed. R.P. Fullerton, Administrator of the Estate of Jennie Cooper Delgado, Deceased, and Samuel V. Cooper, Ned C. Gold, Thomas 

Gold, Morton C. Cooper, Walker Cooper, James M. Cooper, Pauline C. Beaty, Samuel J. Cooper, Robert J. Cooper, to, Fay F. Potter and George W. Potter, Jr., as 
tenants in common. All our undiv ¼ int in the Black Prince, Ohio, Illinois and in the following millsite… Sig. Samuel V. Cooper, Ned C. Gold, Thomas Gold, Morton C. 
Cooper, Walker Cooper, James M. Cooper, Pauline C. Beaty, Samuel J. Cooper, Robert J. Cooper, By R.P. Fullerton Their Attorney in Fact. R.P. Fullerton Adminsitrator 
of the Estate of Jennie Cooper Delgado, Deceased. b.123 Misc. p.333. [BHenderson Abstract of Title Supplemental No.3456, v.IV, 30Sep1983] 

 
N. N. Cooper    - of Leadville 
1889June28; Mr. N.N. Cooper, an old Leadville mining man, who has been quietly inspecting the San Pedro-Dolores mines, was in the city last night. 

[SFDNM] 

 

Robert J. Cooper    - Ortiz Mine grant 
1956September21; Filed. Mining Deed. R.P. Fullerton, Administrator of the Estate of Jennie Cooper Delgado, Deceased, and Samuel V. Cooper, Ned C. Gold, Thomas 

Gold, Morton C. Cooper, Walker Cooper, James M. Cooper, Pauline C. Beaty, Samuel J. Cooper, Robert J. Cooper, to, Fay F. Potter and George W. Potter, Jr., as 
tenants in common. All our undiv ¼ int in the Black Prince, Ohio, Illinois and in the following millsite… Sig. Samuel V. Cooper, Ned C. Gold, Thomas Gold, Morton C. 
Cooper, Walker Cooper, James M. Cooper, Pauline C. Beaty, Samuel J. Cooper, Robert J. Cooper, By R.P. Fullerton Their Attorney in Fact. R.P. Fullerton Adminsitrator 
of the Estate of Jennie Cooper Delgado, Deceased. b.123 Misc. p.333. [BHenderson Abstract of Title Supplemental No.3456, v.IV, 30Sep1983] 

 

Samuel J. Cooper    - Ortiz Mine grant 
1956September21; Filed. Mining Deed. R.P. Fullerton, Administrator of the Estate of Jennie Cooper Delgado, Deceased, and Samuel V. Cooper, Ned C. Gold, Thomas 

Gold, Morton C. Cooper, Walker Cooper, James M. Cooper, Pauline C. Beaty, Samuel J. Cooper, Robert J. Cooper, to, Fay F. Potter and George W. Potter, Jr., as 
tenants in common. All our undiv ¼ int in the Black Prince, Ohio, Illinois and in the following millsite… Sig. Samuel V. Cooper, Ned C. Gold, Thomas Gold, Morton C. 
Cooper, Walker Cooper, James M. Cooper, Pauline C. Beaty, Samuel J. Cooper, Robert J. Cooper, By R.P. Fullerton Their Attorney in Fact. R.P. Fullerton Adminsitrator 
of the Estate of Jennie Cooper Delgado, Deceased. b.123 Misc. p.333. [BHenderson Abstract of Title Supplemental No.3456, v.IV, 30Sep1983] 

 

Samuel V. Cooper    - Ortiz Mine grant 
1956September21; Filed. Mining Deed. R.P. Fullerton, Administrator of the Estate of Jennie Cooper Delgado, Deceased, and Samuel V. Cooper, Ned C. Gold, Thomas 

Gold, Morton C. Cooper, Walker Cooper, James M. Cooper, Pauline C. Beaty, Samuel J. Cooper, Robert J. Cooper, to, Fay F. Potter and George W. Potter, Jr., as 
tenants in common. All our undiv ¼ int in the Black Prince, Ohio, Illinois and in the following millsite… Sig. Samuel V. Cooper, Ned C. Gold, Thomas Gold, Morton C. 



Cooper, Walker Cooper, James M. Cooper, Pauline C. Beaty, Samuel J. Cooper, Robert J. Cooper, By R.P. Fullerton Their Attorney in Fact. R.P. Fullerton Adminsitrator 
of the Estate of Jennie Cooper Delgado, Deceased. b.123 Misc. p.333. [BHenderson Abstract of Title Supplemental No.3456, v.IV, 30Sep1983] 

 
Rev. W. A. Cooper    - of StaFe 
1903May18; S.H. Sperry of Madrid, and Miss Burta Rogers of Cerrillos, were married yesterday at the parsonage of St. John’s M.E. Church by Rev. W.A. 

Cooper. [SFNM] 
1903June1; Rev. W.A. Cooper, member of the board of regents of the College of Agriculture and Mechanic Arts at Mesilla Park, left this afternoon for Las 

Cruces to attend the meeting of the board tomorrow. [SFNM] 

 
Walker Cooper    - Ortiz Mine grant 
1956September21; Filed. Mining Deed. R.P. Fullerton, Administrator of the Estate of Jennie Cooper Delgado, Deceased, and Samuel V. Cooper, Ned C. Gold, Thomas 

Gold, Morton C. Cooper, Walker Cooper, James M. Cooper, Pauline C. Beaty, Samuel J. Cooper, Robert J. Cooper, to, Fay F. Potter and George W. Potter, Jr., as 
tenants in common. All our undiv ¼ int in the Black Prince, Ohio, Illinois and in the following millsite… Sig. Samuel V. Cooper, Ned C. Gold, Thomas Gold, Morton C. 
Cooper, Walker Cooper, James M. Cooper, Pauline C. Beaty, Samuel J. Cooper, Robert J. Cooper, By R.P. Fullerton Their Attorney in Fact. R.P. Fullerton Adminsitrator 
of the Estate of Jennie Cooper Delgado, Deceased. b.123 Misc. p.333. [BHenderson Abstract of Title Supplemental No.3456, v.IV, 30Sep1983] 

 
William Cooper    - Hillsboro 
1899April27; Hillsboro District. John L. McLaughlin has bought from William Cooper for $1,800 a half interest in the Sheridan. [SFNM] 
1899September26; Hillsboro District. Jefferson Hirsch and William Cooper have taken a 300-foot lease on the Bobtail mine at Hillsboro. [SFNM] 

1899October17; Sierra County Mines. Hirsch & Cooper struck a fine chute of ore on the Bobtail at Hillsboro. [SFNM] 

1900February15; Sierra County. The owners of the Warren, at Hillsboro, have let a contract for mining 200 tons of milling ore. Cooper & Lee have the job 

at $4 a ton. [SFNM] 

________________________________________________________________ 
 

Henry G. Coors    - of Las Vegas 

ca.1881; [Las Vegas] …they assembled a party of such people as Jacob Gross, Adolph Mennet, T.B. McNair, C.N. Blackwell, Harry W. Kelly, Charlie Tamme, Charles Humes, 

Cliff Able, Jim Lockhart, Henry Coors, Oliver Houghton, Fred Locke, Lute Wilcox, my brother Page, myself, and many more. What this vigilante committee did… [My Life 

on the Frontier B.2 p.2] 

1888November30; Mr. Coors, of the firm of Coors Bros., Las Vegas, was down Wednesday looking after business interests. [Los Cerrillos Rustler, v.1 no.19] 
1891July17; Mr. H.G. Coors, the Las Vegas lumberman, was in town Monday in the interest of his trade, selling good bills to our local merchants. [The Rustler v.IV n.2] 
1893December19; Coors Brothers, of Las Vegas, have established a branch lumber yard at Cerrillos. [SFDNM] 

1897March8; Saturday the Fitzgerald mill at Golden was sold by the sheriff to satisfy an execution held by H.G. Coors, of Las Vegas, for $479. The 

property was bid in by Mr. Coors, who immediately re-sold it to Brydon & Rogers who have been operating it under a lease for some time. The mill is 
now working under contract on ore from the Carley & Aranda strike. The Gold Standard mine… A surprising discovery was made last week within 

about ?500 feet of the discovery shaft of this mine. A great ledge of rock known as Castle Rock, crops out for 100 feet, at least 30 feet width, and fully 
40 feet high, looming up in the distance far above the surrounding country. Very little attention has been paid to it until one day last week a miner 

working for Carley & Aranda, broke a piece from this ledge, tested it by panning and found to his surprise that it was rich in gold. [SFDNM] 

1899November2; postcard H.G. Coors, Lumber, Sash, Doors and Coal, East Las Vegas, to Geo. W. Knaebel of Santa Fe – glass has been shipped. [Zucal 

papers] 

1900April16; At the Bon-Ton: Harry Coors, Silver City… [SFNM] 

-  witness  - 
1879November11 (loc); A.G. Lane, C.R. Browning; Rob Roy Lode, located 18Aug79 and was abandoned in presence of witnesses J.J. Warner, H.G. Coors, Harry 

Koofman, Montie Rigney, W.B. Pencil; 750’ NE & SW, 300’ea side, in CMD; witness Martin Rigney, Harry Koofman, recorded 11November1879 [Locations & Mining 
Deeds B#15406 p.50] 

________________________________________________________________ 

 * Cope * 
Edward Drinker Cope  <b.1841  d.1897)    - paleontologist vs. Prof. O.C. Marsh;  of Philadelphia & Lake Valley 
1874; During the same year Prof. E.D. Cope, also connected with Lieut. Wheeler’s Expedition, made a trip through this region and published notes 

concerning the Santa Fé Marls and older deposits. The greater part of Prof. Cope’s observations were made at points outside of the Cerrillos district 
proper, but have a direct bearing on geological problems involved in the study of that area. [The Geology of the Cerrillos Hills, New Mexico, Douglas 

Wilson Johnson, 1904, p.10] 

In 1877, two paleontologists were competing to see who could make the most discoveries of dinosaur remains. Othniel Charles Marsh and Edward Drinker Cope were bitter 
personal rivals who sometimes took extreme measures to show up one another. Their rivalry was so intense, it became known as the Bone Wars. ¶ "There are stories of 
either Cope or Marsh telling their fossil collectors to smash skeletons that were still in the ground, just so the other guy couldn't get them," Matt Lamanna, curator at 
the Carnegie Museum of Natural History in Pittsburgh, told NPR's "All Things Considered." "It was definitely a bitter, bitter rivalry." ¶ At the height of their rivalry, Marsh 
discovered a partial skeleton of a long-necked, long-tailed dinosaur that was missing a head. To hurry along the process so he could claim the credit, he substituted the 
skull of another dinosaur and dubbed the finding Apatosaurus. ¶ "Two years later, his fossil collectors that were working out West sent him a second skeleton that he 
thought belonged to a different dinosaur that he named Brontosaurus," Lamanna said. ¶ However, the skeleton was actually another Apatosaurus. Much like with the 
earlier discovery of the first Apatosaurus, had Marsh waited for more evidence, the mistaken claim may have been avoided. But in a rush to top his rival, Marsh went for 
the quick victory of marking yet another "discovery." And thus the history of the Brontosaurus began. ¶ As it turns out, Marsh's mistake was called out by scientists long 
before the public was willing to let the Brontosaurus go, with the record being set straight over a century ago in 1903. And as NPR notes, even the Carnegie Museum 
itself placed the wrong head on an Apatosaurus skeleton in 1932, calling it a Brontosaurus. ¶ Finally, in 1979, two Carnegie researchers matched the skeleton with an 
actual Apatosaurus skull that was discovered in Utah in 1910. 

1882June7; A Mining Party. A special car arrived here last evening from the east bringing a large party of visitors, who are out on mining business. The 
party is in charge of Prof. B. Silliman, of New Haven, who is well known in the territory, and is out here on mining business. It consists of Dr. 

Middleton, of Philadelphia, S.L. Smedley, of Philadelphia, Col. Shaffer, of New York, E.A. Pire, of Phila.; P.C. Garrett, of Phila.; E.D. Cope, of Phila.; 

George D. Roberts, of Phila.; H.R. Nash, of New York; W.S. Chapman, of New York; J.W. Harper and John Tracy, R.H. Shoemaker, Joseph 
Ashbrook, of Philadelphia. The visitors went to the Palace hotel and will remain several days. Col. Gillette is at the Palace with them, and will see that 

they get a chance to observe the great mineral resources of the territory. [SFDNM] 



1882June8; The capitalists whose arrival here was announced yesterday morning left yesterday afternoon for Lake Valley, where they are interested largely 

in mining property. [SFDNM] 

 
John Jay Cope    - New Placers m.d. 
1901December17; In the county clerk’s office today the following deeds were recorded: George N. Protzman and John Jay Cope to the Saint Lazarus Gold 

Mining company, the Head, U.C., and Oro mining claims in the New Placers district, southern Santa fe county. [SFNM] 

________________________________________________________________ 

 * Copelin * Copland * Coplen * 
Edward L. Copland    - of AT&SF, El Paso 
1895Juiy1; Mr. E. Copland, late general agent for the A.,T.&S.F. at Chicago, has been appointed general agent of the system at El Paso, succeeding Mr. 

Morehouse. [SFDNM] 

1895August17; Mr. E. Copland, formerly of the general freight department of the Santa Fe system at Chicago and now general agent of the same system 
with headquarters at El Paso, was in Santa Fe yesterday. He was introduced to the principal business men of the city by local agent, Mr. H.S. Lutz, and 

made a favorable impression upon all who formed his acquaintance. [SFDNM] 

1896August29; Mr. J.E. Hurley, superintendent of the A.,T.&S.F., accompanied by Mr. E. Copeland, general agent at El Paso, is in this city looking over the 
railroad interests. [SFDNM] 

1896August31; Mr. E. Copland, the popular southwestern agent for the A.,T.&S.F., with headquarters at El Paso, was a pleasant caller at the New Mexican 

office on Saturday evening. He states that 500 men are at work on the new railway southwest of Juarez, and he hears that the line is to be pushed across 
Mexico via Batopilas to Topolobampo bay. When asked who was supplying the capital he said Salon Humphries, of New York. [SFDNM] 

1896August31; At the Palace: J.E. Hurley, Las Vegas; E. Copland, El Paso.... [SFDNM] 

1897May6; Edward Copland, district freight agent of the Santa Fe at El Paso, Tex., and Mrs. Copland, are at Las Vegas Hot Springs. [SFDNM] 

Santa Barbara Tie and Pole Company. Incorporated in New Mexico, March 16, 1907 Operating the Domingo & Rio Grande Railroad, Domingo to Boom. (Sandoval County, 
N.M.) 11.2 Miles. This road was built by the Santa Barbara Tie & Pole Company. It belongs to the Santa Fe Railroad Company. Officers: A. B. McGaffey, Pres. & Gen. 
Manager, Albuquerque. W. E. Hodges, Vice President, Chicago. E. L. Copland, Sec. & Treasurer, Topeka. A. E. Parker, Asst. Secty. F. E. Baker, Asst. Secty., 
Albuquerque. E. H. Bunnell, Auditor, Topeka.  It was located by Jos. Weidel, built under H. W. Wagner, Engineer, Western Lines, La Junta, Colorado in 1908-'09. No 
charter was ever issued, not a common carrier and for this reason it was not necessary to secure a charter to construct the line.  It starts out ot the main line of the Santa 
Fe about a quater of a mile east of Domingo, north side, and runs northeasterly to Boom, on the Rio Grande River where ties are floated down the river and loaded on 
cars at Boom and shipped to Albuquerque to be treated.  Loading machines and one boom, built of large logs and rock cribs, located at Boom, with three company 
houses, constitute all there is at Boom. There is a wye track at Boom, about one-half a mile east of end of track. They load about 15000 ties a day, generally about 90 
coal cars; about 400,000 ties a season. It takes about a month. They generally begin the last week in June. There is a passing track at Boom and a short spur. There is a 
side near east end of the line. No water at Boom. Old temporary tank rotted down. All the water is taken at Domingo. There is one long pile bridge on the line, over the 
Santa Fe Creek. The grades are steep, about 4% and they have to double the hills. [Meade’s Manual] 

 
Floyd Copland  (b.AR 1913>    - wife is Maggie Copland (b.OK 1920>;  of Madrid 
1940May15_census ED 25-39 Madrid sheet 13A; enumerator Manuel C. Martinez; Floyd Copland, house #25, renting $11/mo, 27, education 8, b.AR, living in ’35 Hughs 

Latemer countyOK, at work 42 hrs in week, Miner coalmine, 38 wks worked in 1939, wages $1200; Maggie Copland, 20, wife, education 7, b.OK, living in ’35 Hughs 
Latemer countyOK, Houseworker, no wages; Charles F. Copland, 5, son, education 0, b.OK, living in ’35 Hughs Latemer countyOK; Shirley Copland, 2, dau, education 
0, b.NM; Essie May Copland, 3/12, dau, education 0, b.NM; Clinton King, 41, fa in law, Married<lined out, witten ‘7’], education 5, b.AR, living in ’35 Porterville Tulana 
countyCA, at work 42 hrs in week, miner coalmine, 37 wks worked in 1939, wages $1800; Albert King, 39, cousin, Divorced, education 5, b.AR, living in ’35 Medosha 
Wilson countyKS, unable to work 0 hrs worked in week, 12 wks unemployment to 30Mar40, 0 wks worked in 1939, no wages. 

 
S. H. Coplen    - Burro Mountains m.d. 
1900July28; Grant County. S.H. Coplen has started work on a 100-foot shaft on the McKinley and Candlestick mines at Burros, which he is operating under 

bond and lease. [SFNM] 

1901August31; Activity In The Burros. Silver City, Aug.30, 1901. – S.H. Coplen is in to the smelter with a shipment of ore which will evidently pay well. 
[SFNM] 

 

W. C. Copelin    - of Cripple Creek, White Signal 
1896March11; …it looks as though in the near future the woods in and about White Signal will be filled with the various devices for reducing ores. Mr. 

Copelin has already secured a lease and bond on the Red Elephant. [SFDNM] 

1896March18; John Jeffords has sold all his mining interests at White Signal to W.C. Copelin, of Cripple Creek, Colo., the consideration being $2,800. 
[SFDNM] 

________________________________________________________________ 

 
Dr. Benjamin F. Copp    - Burro Mountain m.d. 
1901September4; Grant County Mines. Robert P. Thompson and Dr. B.F. Copp have an 18-inch vein of ore on their Virginia mine at Burros. [SFNM] 

1901November14; Thompson and Copp have increased their force of men on the Virginia mine in the Burro mountains, Grant county. [SFNM] 

as of 1903June30; List of mining claims in NM which have been officially surveyed… By Surveyor-General Morgan O. Llewellyn. Benjamin F. Copp and 
Lucius P. Deming, Old Virginia, Burro Mountain MD, 19.767ac. [Report of the Governor of New Mexico to the Secretary of the Interior 1903, p.358] 

________________________________________________________________ 

 * Copper * 
1900April24; Southeast of Albuquerque, in the Manzano mountains, there are ruins of old copper furnaces and evidences of an industry of magnitude at 

some early date beyond the knowledge of the oldest native residents of that section of the early 80s. The slag assayed gold and silver to such a value that 

the same would now pay to transport 80 miles for treatment if all would average with several grab samples that were taken 20 years ago. [SFNM] 
 

COPPER BAR MINING & MILLING COMPANY    - Organ 
1900March26; The Copper Bar Mining Company, with headquarters at Organ, in Dona Ana county, filed articles of incorporation with the territorial 

secretary this morning. The particulars are as follows: Incorporators, Henry Stephens W.N. Gaflus, and Kenneth A. Campbell, of Chicago; objects, 



operating mines and reduction works in the Organ mountain minind district of Dona Ana county; capital stock, $1,000,000; life, fifty years; directors for 

the first three months, Henry Stephens and W. N. Graflus, of Chicago, and R. Stephens, of Organ; principal place of business and general office, Organ, 
where meetings of the directors must be held, unless the location is formally changed. [SFNM] 

1900November16; Dona Ana County. The Copper Bar Mining and Milling Company at Organ, has suspended development work at the water level, where 

it has four bodies of ore in sight. – E.P. Warner of Chicago, also president of the Copper Bar Company, which has a capital stock of $1,000,000, is at 
Organ and has given the information that the work of hoisting and shipping ores will be commenced as soon as machinery can be erected. [SFNM] 

1901August26; C.N. Anthony has just sold to the Torpedo company at Organ 150,000 shares of Copper Bar stock. Mr. Anthony has left camp temporarily, 

and will represent the Denver Fire Clay company until work recommences. [SFNM] 
1901December3; The Copper Bar company at Organ, Dona Ana county, has recommenced work by opening a double compartment shaft on the Torpedo 

No.2. [SFNM] 

1901December24; The Copper Bar company, at Organ, Dona Ana county, owning a group of eight claims, with C.R. Anthony as supervisor, and Eli Mills 
as timberman, is sinking a double compartment shaft on the Torpedo No.2. [SFNM] 

 

COPPER CHIEF MINING COMPANY    - Clayton, Union co. 
1901December3; Copper discoveries are reported from northeastern Union county, especially on the Black Mesa near Kenton. …Jared Sater has sold two 

claim for $10,000 to Indiana parties and the Copper Chief Mining company with offices at Clayton, is developing several claims. [SFNM] 

 

COPPER CITY   < 2 of them; Pecos and Jemez 
1882June3; Reports from Copper City, on the Pecos, are of a gratifying character. Fine specimens of ore have been brought in recently and the mine owners 

are very much encouraged. Copper City is destined to become a good camp. [SFDNM] 

1882July22; Copper City on the Pecos is decidedly quiet just at present. The mines have been developed to a certain extent, but the camp is not yet a paying 

one and the work drags. [SFDNM] 

1883April27; Copper City has a post office. [The Golden Retort. Vol.III No.10]  

 

COPPER CITY   < 2 of them; Pecos and Jemez 
1882June28; The smelter is being put up at Copper City, in the Jemez copper district, immediately north of Albuquerque. – Albuquerque “Journal.” 

[SFDNM] 
1882July20; Wm Heacock, late of the real estate firm of Emmert & Heacock, just in from Copper City, reports things in that country as booming. Great 

interest is manifested in the smelter which is being built there, and it is thought it will be finished about the 18th of the month. Heacock also says the 

influx of people to the camp continues unabated, and that even now they have quite a population. He returns soon to attend to his interests in the camp. 
– Albuquerque Journal. [SFDNM] 

1882August10; News from the Nacimiento mountains is encouraging. The Eureka company is pushing work as much as possible. The Eureka mine, under 

the skillful management of O.S. Crowthers, an experienced copper miner, is being rapidly developed. The tunnel is in 150 feet and shows a body of ore 
twenty-seven feet thick. The mine is owned by the New Mexico and Illinois Mining and Manufacturing company, of Albuquerque, Kansas City, 

Chicago and Ottumwa, Iowa. The company has put up a saw mill, which is now in operation. The smelter at Copper City is an experiment of the Eureka 

Mining company. The Copper City Mining company owns the George R. Peck, which is showing up admirably. [SFDNM]  
1882August18; The Nacimiento excitement is on the increase. The strikes reported are calculated to awaken interest. [SFDNM] 

1882September30; There arrived in Bernalillo yesterday ten tons of copper ore, the first shipment from the Homestake of Copper City. This event is 

possibly of more moment to this county and city than the majority of our citizens may think. In the first place it shows that mineral of a high grade has 

been found in Bernalillo county. …To Copper City the arrival of this ore in Bernalillo, is the opening of a new era, one which is destined to make that 

live camp one of the most successful and richest of any in the territory. – Albuquerque Journal. [SFDNM] 

1882November22; Cole Merwin, of Copper City, came in yesterday from the mines and stopped at Herlow’s hotel. [SFDNM] 
1885; The Copper City mines of the Nacimiento Mountains district were now employing 70 men. [Northrup, 1975] 

1895December10; Acting Governor Lorion Miller to-day signed the death warrant of Perfecto Padilla, convicted of the murder of John Vipond, near Copper 

City, Rio Arriba county. [SFDNM] 
1896August24; The people of Copper City and surrounding neighborhood are building a wagon road toward the Sulphur springs, crossing the Cebolla creek. 

This road when completed will connect with the Cochiti road to the Sulphur springs, and will give direct communication between Santa Fe, Copper City, 

Nacimiento, Farmington and Durango. [SFDNM] 
1900May25; In the vicinity of the Nacimiento valley are located the well-known Copper City copper mines, and now that the dreaded grants are out of the 

way great activity is expected in the mining and prospecting lines. [SFNM] 

 

COPPER CITY MINING COMPANY    - Nacimiento 
1882May11; (ref) Mines And Mining. Copper City Mining Company... [SFDNM] 

1882August10; News from the Nacimiento mountains is encouraging. The Eureka company is pushing work as much as possible. The Eureka mine, under 
the skillful management of O.S. Crowthers, an experienced copper miner, is being rapidly developed. The tunnel is in 150 feet and shows a body of ore 

twenty-seven feet thick. The mine is owned by the New Mexico and Illinois Mining and Manufacturing company, of Albuquerque, Kansas City, 

Chicago and Ottumwa, Iowa. The company has put up a saw mill, which is now in operation. The smelter at Copper City is an experiment of the Eureka 

Mining company. The Copper City Mining company owns the George R. Peck, which is showing up admirably. [SFDNM]  

1882August18; The Nacimiento excitement is on the increase. The strikes reported are calculated to awaken interest. [SFDNM] 

 
COPPER GLANCE MINING COMPANY    - StaFe 
1898January14; The Copper Glance Mining Company has been organized by A.W. Tennant, of Taos, N.M., C.S. Crysler, of Denver, Colo., B.F. Smith, of 

Chicato, Ill., Charles A. Scheurich, and Alois B. Renehan of Santa Fe, N.M., and articles of incorporation filed in the territorial secretary’s office. The 

purposes for which the corporation is formed, are: The mining, milling, reducing and refining copper, gold and silver ores, and other ores containing 

other precious metals are otherwise prepare the same for market, the purchasing and leasing and renting of mining properties, the construction and 
erecting of such smelting, milling, reducing and mining plants, concentration or other plants as may be necessary in the reduction of ores taken from the 

property owned or under lease to the corporation or bought or procured from other sources; to own and lease, to construct and maintain water rights and 

flumes necessary in the business of reduction of ores; to erect such other buildings and machinery as may be found necessary. The capital stock is 
$1,000,000. The principal place of business is located in Santa Fe, N.M., with branch offices in Chicago, Boston, and New York City. [SFNM] 



 
COPPER GULF MINING COMPANY    - Grant co. 

as of 1965; Alessandro Copper Mining Co., Org. 1900, Silver City; 50 Claims in White Signal, Burro, and Anderson Districts. Copper, silver. Office: New Haven, CT. Sold to 
Copper Gulf Mining Co., 1908. [Directory of Mines in New Mexico, Lucien A. File] 

 
COPPER HILL MINING COMPANY    - Rinconada, Taos co. 
1898December7; The Copper Hill Mining Company, of Taos, continues steadily at work and is doing well. [SFNM]   

1898December21; The strike at Copper Hill in Taos county has created great interest through that part of the country. Manager Turner was cross-cutting on 
the Champion at 75 feet, when he encountered eight feet of solid ore averaging $40 to the ton, the high grade running up to $140 per ton. [SFNM] 

1899January6; Shipment of high grade ore has begun from Copper hill in Red River district. [SFNM] 

1899February16; Last June Dr. Peter M. Wise, accompanied by his expert, J.K. Turner, came out from New York for the purpose of examining the copper 
property owned by Anderson brothers on Copper Hill, seven miles from Embudo on the Rio Grande railway. ¶ The examination of the mine and tests of 

the ore were satisfactory to Mr. Wise and he purchased the property for a syndicate of New York and Washington capitalists. The negotiations were 

conducted by O.B. Steen, a Taos mining operator. Mr. Steen first called the attention of the eastern men to the prospective value of the property. ¶ After 
consummating the deal, the syndicate placed Mr. Turner in charge as manager, and a force of men was set to work developing the mine. …A 

concentrating plant will be erected to handle the low grade ores, and the Rio Grande river, two miles distant, will furnish the power for all the 

machinery. A tramway, operated by electricity, will convey the ore from the mine to the mill. …The Copper Hill Mining Company has been organized 
with a capital stock of $1,000,000, and it numbers among its stockholders several gentlemen of national fame. ¶ The board of directors of the company is 

composed of the following named gentlemen: Hon. Ernest G. Timme, auditor of the state department, Washington; Hon. George D. Meiklejohn, 

assistant secretary of war, Washington; Simon L. Phillips, president South American Mahogany company, New York; Dr. Peter M. Wise, president of 
the state commission in lunacy, New York; Floyd B. Wilson, president South American syndicate, New York; Charles T. Thayer, manager United States 

Express company, New York; and J.K. Turner, M.E., Embudo, New Mexico. [SFNM] 

1899April12; S.B. Shelby and G. Gusdorf today enjoyed a drive across the country to Copper Hill, forty miles from here. [SFNM]   
1899April26; J.K. Turner, a New York mining operator, interested in the Copper Hill Mining company at Rinconada, who was a guest at the Palace, this 

morning accompanied Dr. Martin to Taos. [SFNM] 

1899April27; Incorporation papers were filed today in Secretary Wallace’s office for the Copper Hill Mining Company. The company has appointed John 
K. Turner agent, with residence at Rinconada. The company is incorporated under the laws of West Virginia and intends to operate on four groups of 

gold, silver and copper bearing lodes, each 600 feet and known respectively as the Champion, Oxide King, Sunset and Aztec. The capital of the 

company is $500 with privilege reserved to increase to $1,000,000. The directors are Peter M. Wise, New York; Simon Phillips, New York; John K. 
Turner, Denver; Floyd B. Wilson, Brooklyn, and Henderson B. Deady, of New York. [SFNM] 

1899July13; Taos County. The Copper Hill Mining Company will patent its entire group of claims this month. [SFNM] 

1899September8; In Taos county, near Elizabethtown, the Copper Hill Mining Company is making extensive developments on its properties. These 
comprise five claims and four mill sites, making a total area of 120 acres, all in process of United States patent. …The properties are situated nine miles 

east of Embudo station, on the Denver and Rio Grande railway, to which point a good wagon road has been built by the company. ¶ J.K. Turner is the 

company’s general manager, and D.A. Coble, is superintendent of the mine. The construction of the mill is in the hands of a millwright L.U. Watson. 
[SFNM] 

1899September14; J.K. Turner, manager of the Copper Hill Mining Company, and J.R. Cline, of Rinconado, arrived in the city last evening. – At the 

Palace: J.K. Turner, J.R. Cline, Rinconado… [SFNM] 

1899September21; J.K. Turner, of Rinconada, manager of the Copper Hill Mining Company, is a visitor in the city. – At the Palace: Clement Russell, E.P. 

Boynton, L.H. Darby, Denver; J.K. Turner, Rinconado… [SFNM] 

1899October10; Dr. P.M. Wise and Floyd P. Wilson, Esq., of New York City, were in the capital yesterday. Dr. Wise is the president and Mr. Wilson the 
vice president and legal adviser of the Copper Hill Mining company in Taos county. They have been at the mines of the company inspecting the 

properties. Dr. Wise left last night for New York and Mr. Wilson left today for Arizona. …There has been a meeting just held on the mines by four of 

the seven directors, these gentlemen being Hon. Peter M. Wise, M.D.; Simon L. Phillips, Esq.; Floyd B. Wilson, Esq.; and J.K. Turner, C.E. M.E., who 
is general manager of the company. [SFNM] 

1899October12; J.K. Turner, manager of the Copper Hill Mining Company, came to the capital from Rinconado last night. [SFNM] 

1899October30; Mines in Taos County. Two large eighty horse-power boilers have been placed in position on the property of the Copper Hill Mining 
Company at Amizett. The milling machinery and air compressors have also been placed, and the completion of the whole plant, which is said to be the 

largest mining and milling plant in northern New Mexico, is but a matter of a few weeks. [SFNM] 

1899November8; J.K. Turner, managing director of the Copper Hill Mining Company at Rinconada, Taos county, left for New York this morning on 
account of a mining deal which he has just closed. He sold the Topeka mine in Gilpin county Colorado, for $365,000 to the Richardsons of Buffalo, 

N.Y. The mine was owned by Tyson Dines and Henry Lowe of Denver. …Mr. Turner says that all the buildings at Copper Hill are finished and that the 
machinery has all been placed. The management is waiting for lumber to build tanks and then will commence operations on a large scale. [SFNM] 

1900January15; Copper Hill Mine. J.K. Turner, the energetic manager of the Copper Hill Mining Company, which is conducting gigantic operations at 

Rinconado, Taos county, is in the capital to-day on his return from New York. Mr. Turner is a mining engineer of twelve years experience, and upon his 
recommendation the Rinconado property was acquired by a company of wealthy New York men. He came here from Butte, Mont., where he was held in 

high esteem for his professional knowledge and personal qualities. Only a short time ago Mr. Turner made a $30,000 commission selling a mining 

property in Colorado, and although still a young man, he is already on the high road to business success. …Mr. Turner left this afternoon for the south. 
Upon his return he will go to Rinconado. J.R. Cline, the bookkeeper and stenographer of the company, came down from Rinconado Saturday evening to 

meet Mr. Turner. [SFNM] 

1900January19; J.K. Turner, manager of the Copper Hill Mining Company; J.R. Cline, bookkeeper of the company; Mrs. B. Riley and Mrs. Edwin 
Anderson, of Chicago, left this morning for Rinconado. [SFNM] 

1900February9; J.K. Turner, manager of the Copper Hill Mining Company, came down from Rinconado last evening and returned this forenoon. He was 

here on land office business. [SFNM] 
1900March29; Dr. William Brandreth, of Brandreth pill fame, a New York capitalist, ex-mayor and resident of the town of Sing-Sing, on the beautiful 

Hudson, whose office is at 71 Broadway, New York City, arrived in the capital last night. He is interested in mining properties in Taos county, and left 

this forenoon for Amizett to select a site for a forty-stamp mill, which is to be erected in the Arroyo Hondo distrct this spring by the capitalists with 
whom he is interested in the Fraser and five other groups of mining property in the Arroyo Hondo district. …J.K. Turner, manager of the Copper Hill 

Mining Company, arrived from Rinconada last evening to meet Dr. Brandreth, and assompanied him to Amizett this forenoon. Mr. Turner is a mining 



engineer, and is being consulted by Dr. Brandreth in regard to the extensive improvements contemplated for this summer at Amizett. Mr. Fraser also 

came down from Taos county to meet Dr. Brandreth… [SFNM] 
1900April26; J.K. Turner, connected with the Copper Hill Mining company, arrived from the south this morning and left for Rinconado over the narrow 

gauge. [SFNM] 

1900May14; Wm A. Anderson vs. The Copper Hill Mining Company, is the title of an ejectment suit filed in the district court. …He charges that the Copper 
Hill Mining Company has entered upon and taken wrongful possession of these claims, and he asks for an order of ejectment in the prmises. [SFNM] 

1900May15; J.K. Turner, manager of the Copper Hill Mining Company, is here from Taos county on a business trip. – At the Claire: J.K. Turner, Copper 

Hill… [SFNM] 
1900May16; Few people are aware of the magnitude of the mining operations carried on at Rinconada, Taos county, by the Copper Hill Mining company. 

J.K. Turner, manager of the company, while in Santa Fe yesterday stated that sixty-five men are now given steady employment, and that the company 

has 5,000 tons of good ore on its dumps to be treated in the mill just completed, that cost $45,000, as soon as all water right disputes are settled. 
…Quite a prosperous little town has sprung up around the mines. W.A. Anderson has laid out a townsite, and is selling lots. The company has erected 

new quarters for its men, and Mr. Turner has built himself a $2,300 residence. The town has several store and two saloons, and everybody seems to be 

prosperous. [SFNM] 
1900May23; Lands Sold – The Copper Hill Mining Company, John K. Turner, attorney in fact, final certificate issued for the Aztec group of mining claims 

in Taos county, comprising the Oxide, Champion, Sunset and Aztec lode claims. [SFNM] 

1900June8; J.K. Turner, manager of the Copper Hill Mining Company, was in town last night, leaving this forenoon for his headquarters at Rinconada. 
[SFNM] 

1900June12; J.K. Turner, manager of the Copper Hill Mining company, is in the city from Rinconada. [SFNM] 

1900October29; A.O. Randall, of Chicago, a mining engineer and mine expert, is in Santa Fe today having returned from Rinconada where he made a 

thorough examination of the Copper Hill company’s mine properties. [SFNM] 

1900December6; Philip Reardon, an old time Cripple Creek mining man and for some time a resident of Colorado Springs, is now superintendent and 

manager of the Copper Hill Mining Company, whose properties are located at Rinconada, in the Santa Fe range 50 miles north of Santa Fe, succeeding 
J.K. Turner. …The stock of the company is controlled by New Yorkers who have put $250,000 in the ground already and now have the property on a 

paying basis. The surface improvements represent a $60,000 concentrating mill, electric light plant, water owrks, etc., the total investment being over 

$300,000. [SFNM] 
1901January15; A suit was filed by E.A. Fiske vs. The Copper Hill Mining Company to recover $1,061 for services rendered. [SFNM] 

1901March7; In District Court. The case of the Copper Hill Mining Company vs. Luciano Vigil, an ejectment suit from Taos county, was dismissed to-day 
by Judge McFie. [SFNM] 

1901April19; E.A. Fiske, Esq., and William Anderson, the latter of Arroyo Seco, went to Rinconado this afternoon to attend the sale tomorrow of the 

machinery and personal property of the Copper Hill Mining company. [SFNM] 
1901April29; In the case of Abenroth & Root Manufacturing Company vs. James E. Rhodes et al., Joseph A. Wooley et al., The Copper Hill Mining 

Company et al., in the district court for Taos county, Judge McFie signed an order vacating judgment by default with leave to answer within twenty 

days. [SFNM] 
1901May27; In the district court for Taos county, in the case of the Abendroth & Root Manufacturing company vs. James E. Rhodes, the Copper Hill 

Mining company, James A. Wooley, et al, to recover $5,000 for pipe furnished for a pipe line, a notice and interrogatories for taking depositions were 

filed, addressed to James E. Rhodes, James Jenkinson, L.G. Read and F.W. Brunig. Also a replication to the separate answer of James A. Wooley. R.D. 
Thompson and A.B. Renehan are the attorneys for the plaintiffs. [SFNM] 

1901August5; Judge F.W. Parker has designated J.D. Martin, Jr., a notary public, to take the testimony of A.H. Branch at Beaumont, Texas, in the case of 

the Abendroth & Root Manufacturing company vs. James E. Rhodes, involving the Copper Hill Mining company. [SFNM] 
1901October31; G.R. Jenkins, Esq., a prominent Chicago attorney and secretary of that powerful social and political organization, the Hamilton club, is in 

the city on legal business and will remain until Monday next. Clients of his, stockholders of the Copper Hill Mining company, have brought suit 

against the following insurance companies to recover $10,000 from each on certain insurance policies on the property and buildings of the Copper Hill 
Mining company, which were destroyed by fire on the company’s lands near Rinconada, Taos county, some time since.... [SFNM] 

1901December10; In the case of William A. Anderson vs. The Copper Hill Mining company, judgment was given for the plaintiff for all the land embraced 

in the mining claims of the defendant company. [SFNM] 
as of 1903June30; List of mining claims in NM which have been officially surveyed… By Surveyor-General Morgan O. Llewellyn. Copper Hill Mining 

Co., Aztec group. Copper Mountain MD, 123.30ac. [Report of the Governor of New Mexico to the Secretary of the Interior 1903, p.357] 

 1931August15; NEW MEXICO ¶ Mineral Industries, Inc., organized in 1929 under the laws of Delaware, has a management and operating contract with the Valencia 
Corporation of New Mexico, at Diener. ¶ The Valencia Corporation is a consolidation of the Matthews-Whiteside mine, the Copper Hill Company, the Clara Barton Mining 
Company, the Valencia Mines Company, and the d’Aix-Montoya mine. ¶ Under the direction of Frederic C. L. d’Aix, president, Mineral Industries has undertaken the 
financing of, and has under construction, an enlargement of the metallurgical plant for the extraction of copper, gold and silver. ¶ The new plant will have a capacity of 
800 tons a day and will replace the pilot plant which was partially destroyed by fire a few years ago. [THE MINING JOURNAL] 

 
COPPER HILL GOLD & COPPER MINING COMPANY    - Rinconada 
1899August30; D.A. Coble of Rinconada, superintendent of the Copper Hill Gold & Copper Mining company, is a visitor in the city. [SFNM] 

 
COPPER KING MINING, SMELTING AND REFINING COMPANY    - Organ, Las Animas m.d. 
1901November21; On the Bennett-Stephenson at Organ not much more is being done than to keep the water under contril. It is understood that the owners, 

the Copper King company, will soon begin extensive operations on the mine and adjoining claims, which it owns. [SFNM] 
as of 1903June30; List of mining claims in NM which have been officially surveyed… By Surveyor-General Morgan O. Llewellyn. Copper King Mining, 

Smelting and Refining Co., Copper King, Las Animas MD, 13.22ac. – Do., Ventura, do. MD, 20.58ac. – Do., Castle Hill, do. MD, 11.78ac. – Do., 

Isabella, do. MD, 20.66ac. – Do., Eighty-five, do. MD, 20.66ac. – Do., Copperopolis, do. MD, 20.66ac. – Copper King Mining, Smelting and Refining 
Co. of New Mexico, Soudan, Las Animas MD, 20.59ac. – Do., Republic, do. MD, 19.66ac. [Report of the Governor of New Mexico to the Secretary of 

the Interior 1903, p.347] 

 



COPPER MINING AND SMELTING COMPANY    - of Bernalillo county  <Copperville 
1876June14; Dr. E. Andrews, the President of the Copper Mining Company at the New Placers, received a day or two since, the iron press and fixtures for 

manufacturing fire-proof brick. The peculiar clay required for this kind of brick abounds at those mines, and the work of manufacturing for furnace 

purposes will commence at once. [SFDNM] 
1876September25; Dr. E. Andrews at the city book and paper depot, jewelry store and picture gallery, has a fine exhibit of about twenty varieties of ore 

taken from one mine at the New Placers, some of which show gold on the surface. The ore is tastefully arranged in colors on a small box designed for 

centre table ornamentation and is an excellent miniature exhibit of the various kinds of ores to be found in that rich mining district. He also has a fine 
specimen of jasper recently picked up in that district. The Dr. says that the Copper Company’s smelting works are also progressing to completion. Dr. 

Warren has also shown us some rich specimens of gold quartz which he recently washed out at the New Placers. Dr. Andrews thinks he has in his 

employ the best jeweler in the western country, and courts competition his line. [SFDNM] 
1876October9; T.F. Conway, Esq., returned on Saturday from a week’s visit to the New Placer mining region in Bernalillo county. He informs us that the 

Copper Smelting Company have finished their furnaces and were to put to a blast on Saturday, the day he left there.  [SFDNM] 

1877April23; Dr. E. Andrews, President of the Copper Mining and Smelting Company of Bernalillo county, returned to his home in this city on Saturday, 
from the headquarters at Copperfield. [SFDNM] 

1877April28; Dr. E. Andrews is making a success of his machine at Copperville for manufacturing fire-proof bricks. A sample can be seen at the book store. 
[SFDNM] 

1877June2; Dr. E. Andrews, President of the Copper Mining and Smelting Co., is in the city again. He reports mining affairs at Copperville as encouraging. 

[SFDNM] 

1880March18; The Sandia mountains, at the west of the New Placer, contains also a great mineral wealth. The placers to the southwest of Cerrillos will soon show the untold 
treasures now hidden in their bosoms. ¶ In 1862 there were no less than 4,000 Mexicans working at the New Placer, and several stores, saloons, and even billiard tables 
were there seen. But the Texan invasion dispelled them all, except the family of Aranda, who still lives there. ¶ Between the New Placer and Sandia mountains there is a 
very important locality called by the Mexicans "Los Alamitos," or Copperville by the Americans. Here are found furnaces and abandoned smelting machinery, with plenty 
of fresh water. Near by there is a copper mine of 32 feet vein. Said copper contains gold, silver, and several other metals. [editorial, Los Cerrillos Prospector, O.V. Aoy, 
cited in Winfield Courrier] 

 

COPPER MOUNTAIN MINING COMPANY    - Amizett m.d. 
1901August2; It is understood that William Frazer of Amizett, Taos county, has sold his famous group of mines at Amizett to Albert C. Twining of Asbury 

Park, J.J., for $125,000. A hundred ton smelter will be at once constructed. The Copper Mountain Mining company was incorporated yesterday to work 

the mines. [SFNM] 

 

COPPER ORO MINING COMPANY    - of Denver, Mora co. 
1901August8; J.W. Horner, H.B. Stone, Matthew Baroch, E.W. Sebben, L.A. Shearer today incorporated the Copper Oro Mining company with $100,000 

capital, divided into 2,000,000 shares. The officers of the company are at Denver. The company will operate in Mora county. The incorporators are 
also the directors of the company. [SFNM] 

 

COPPER ZONE MINING COMPANY    - Guadalupe m.d., northwest of Watrous 

1898January14; Corporations Organized Under the General Incorporation Law, 1868-1904. Copper Zone Mining Company. Date of filing Jan. 14, 1898, 20yrs, Santa Fe, 
Capital stock 500,000 [NMBlueBook 1905, p.198] 

1898March28; Copper Zone Mine. Election of Officers of the Company – Brief Description of the Property and Vein Matter. A meeting of the stockholders 
of the Copper Zone Mining company was held in this city the past week and the following officers and directors elected: President, A.W. Tennant; vice 

president, A.B. Renehan; secretary and treasurer, C.A. Scheurich; directors, R.W. Sammon and C.L. Hall. ¶ The Copper Zone Mining company owns 14 

claims, all patented, in Mora county, 27 miles northwest of Watrous, in the Guadalupe mining distict. The property is nearly two miles long and 1200 
feet wide, with six veins of ore running parallel from 30 to 40 feet apart, the full length of the land owned. …For a year past a force of from ten to 15 

men has been employed by the company in developing the property; the machinery already in place consists of a large hoister, boiler and 120-horse 

power engine and a concentrator will be added to the plant at once. ¶ Mr. Tennant informed a New Mexican representative that the company would push 
the cross-cutting of the veins from the central shaft, and that the work of taking out ore would not be allowed to stop for a moment. The Copper Zone 

Mining company has its principal office in Santa Fe, and those interested in copper ores can see specimens by calling at Mr. Scheurich’s place of 

business on the south side of the plaza. [SFNM] 
1898June6; Chicago and Boston capitalists have formed a syndicate and put up $50,000 for a smelter to treat the ores of the Copper Zone mines near Wagon 

Mound. [SFNM] 

1898July14; A.W. Tennet, president of the Copper Zone Mining company, whose mines are located 12 miles west of Watrous, has just returned from 
Chicago, where he had a consultation with the other officers and directors of the company. The result of his visit is a decision to at once begin the 

erection of a 200-ton concentrator mill at the company’s copper mine. An order for 13?,000 pounds of machinery and iron for the new mill was placed 

with the Gates Iron Works of Chicago. Mr. Tennet states that work on the new mill will be pushed as rapidly as possible. [SFNM]   
1898July19; A.W. Tennett, president of the Copper Zone Mining company, came down from Taos last evening and is registered at the Exchange. [SFNM] 

1898September10; President A.W. Tennant, of the Copper Zone Mining Company, registered at the Exchange last night, leaving for Taos over the Rio 

Grande this morning. – At the Exhange: A.W. Tennant, Taos… [SFNM] 

as of 1965; Copper Zone Mining Company. Watrous. Copper Handbook, V.IV, V.V., Intl. Mining Manual. – Copper Zone Mining & Milling Co., Cerrillos, Grants co.[!]. 
[Directory of Mines in New Mexico, Lucien A. File] 

 

COPPER ZONE MINING & MILLING COMPANY    - Watrous 

1914 – Copper Zone Mining & Milling Co., Cerrillos.  Herman E. Ames, Superintendent.  Copper. Developing; per International Mining Manual 1907-1916,  Alexander R. 
Dunbar editor 

1915 – Copper Zone Mining & Milling Co., Cerrillos.  Herman E. Ames, Superintendent. Copper. Developing; per International Mining Manual 1907-1916,  Alexander R. 
Dunbar editor 

1916 – Copper Zone Mining & Milling Co., Cerrillos.  Herman E. Ames, Superintendent. Copper. Developing; per International Mining Manual 1907-1916,  Alexander R. 
Dunbar editor 

as of 1965; Copper Zone Mining Company. Watrous. Copper Handbook, V.IV, V.V., Intl. Mining Manual. – Copper Zone Mining & Milling Co., Cerrillos, Grants co.[!]. 
[Directory of Mines in New Mexico, Lucien A. File] 



________________________________________________________________ 
 
Charles Coption    - Red River 
1896March24; We are in possession of reliable information that Wm Sellers and Charles Coption have sold their one-fourth interest in the property known 

as “Golden Treasure” in the Red River district near Questa, N.M. William is known here and we are glad to hear of his good luck. – Springer Stockman. 

[SFDNM] 

 
Coralles, Corales see Corrales 

________________________________________________________________ 

 * Coram * 
Chester D. Coram    - son of Joseph A. Coram;  BostonMA, Cochiti m.d. 
1900January17; The Navajo Mining company yesterday afternoon filed incorporation papers. Its capital stock is $2,000,000 and its principal place of 

business Portland, Me. Its local agent is Joseph A. Coram and Bland is designated as his headquarters in New Mexico. The incorporators are O.E. 
Weller, president; Herbert W. Wesson, treasurer; Larkin T. Trull, Chester D. Coram, William J. Freeman. The incorporation fees amounted to $140. 

[SFNM] 

1902January25; Mr. and Mrs. Chester Coram of Boston, Mass., are visiting in Bland. They have just returned from a trip to Europe. …Mr. Coram’s father 
is one of the principal stockholders in the Cochiti Gold Mining Company. [SFNM] 

1902February11; Judge John R. McFie has appointed William Spencer receiver of the mines, mill and other property of the Cochiti Gold Mining Company 

at Bland, Bernalillo county. The application for receiver was made in the district court for Bernalillo county at Albuquerque by a number of employes of 

the company. Judge Benjamin S. Baker being absent at Omaha, Judge McFie acted in his place. The petitioners for receiver assert that the company has 

been operating the mill at a big loss for several months and at present owes its employes and other creditors more than $300,000. It is claimed that the 
vast body of ore at the famous Albemarle mine has reached so low a grade that it will not pay to work it with the present methods. The stock of the 

company, has lately dropped to 70 cents a share, the par value being $10. Chester Coram of Boston, a member of the company, who has been in New 

Mexico the past few weeks, declares tht the corporation will be reorganized, that every dollar of indebtedness will be paid and that the large cyanide 
plant at Bland will treat the rich ore from the Lone Star and other properties not so long acquired in the Cochiti district by the Navajo Mining and 

Milling Company composed of the stockholders of the Cochiti Company. The closing of the Albemarle mine and mill will be a severe blow to Bland. 

[SFNM] 
1902February24; The Bland Herald says: The committee appointed by the Bland board of trade met with representatives of the Navajo Company last 

Friday afternoon and arranged all minor details regarding the company’s request for a right of way through Bland. …President George C. Smith called 

the meeting to order… C.D. Coram, who is largely interested in the company’s affairs, stated that the meeting to be held in Boston on the 25 th of 
February, was to be to decide what the company is going to do… [SFNM] 

 
Joseph A. Coram    - pres Cochiti Gold Mining Co.;  of Boston & Bland 
1898January25; Bright Outlook Of The Cochiti. Messrs. O.P. Posey, J.A. Coram and William Bayly, Among the Promoters of Recent Big Deals, Are at 

Bland – Large Contracts Will Be Let – Another Reduction Plant Projected. ¶ Messrs. O.P. Posey, of Los Angeles, J.A. Coram of Boston and William 

Bayly, of Denver, reached Thornton from Denver on Saturday morning and comfortably rode over to Bland, a distance of ?? miles in an extra coach 
provided by Perley Wason, Mr. Wason personally handling the ribbons. …Mr. Bayly was for a number of years associated with Mr. Posey in the 

development of the famous Tom Boy gold mine in San Miguel county, Colo., being president of the Tom Boy company… Mr. Bayly was for years a 

partner of Governor Alva Adams in the hardware business at Durango, Silverton, Rico, Telluride and Ouray, Colo… [SFNM] 
1898February3; Big Cochiti Reduction Plant. First of the 30 Car Loads of Machinery for Steel Mill at Albemarle Mine Being Loaded on Wagons at 

Thornton. …W.L. Trimble & Co., who have for several years been engaged in hauling ore from Bland to Thornton and are well equipped with heavy 

freight wagons and draught horses, have taken the contract. …The contract of Messrs. Coram & Posey with the builders requires the plant to be finished 
and ready to begin active operations on May 1. [SFNM] 

1898March5; Expert’s Opinion Of Cochiti. Mr. Weller, of Boston, Thinks Failure in the Albemarle Property Practically Impossible. The Boston Financial 
and Trade Journal continues to keep in close touch with the progress made by the Cochiti Gold Mining company of Boston in the development of its 

immensely valuable gold properties in and ?? the Golden Cochiti Mining district located 15 miles southwest of Santa Fe. Witness the following from a 

late number of that paper. ¶ …President Coram says he expects to have the full paid certificates of stock ready to issue the latter part of this week. A 
dispatch from Supeintendent Merrill, who is in Denver, states that the last assay showed that the shaft samples averaged $11 to the ton, and those from 

the second level appraise $9.50. …Mr. Weller, of Messrs. Hornblower & Weeks, who has just returned from a trip to Michigan, Denver, southern 

California and New Mexico, where he has been inspecting mines and mining propositions, says that he gave particular attention to the Cochiti, and 
formed so good an opinion of it from a study of the property, of the assays and of the men connected with it, that he is made nervous by the small chance 

of failure. He says he sould feel better if he could see “outs” in the proposition, which he declares that he cannot. The failure of so many mining ventures 

and partial failure of all now before the Boston public prejudice his mind against gold mines in general until he can hardly trust his own convictions that 
Cochiti mines are to prove different. Mr. Weller is very candid in his description of the Cochiti property… [SFNM] 

1898March10; Since the purchase of the Albemarle and several other of the great gold bearing ledges of the district by the Cochiti Gold Mining company, 

of Boston, under the inspiring leadership of Messrs. J.A. Coram, O.P. Posey and W.J. Carlan, achievements have been witnessed in the district that 
amount almost to miracles. The magnificent stretch of wagon road, three miles and a half long, that has been built over the mountains from Bland to the 

Albemarle mine since the beginning of the year must be personally inspected to be appreciated... The steel plant purchased by Messrs. Coram and Posey 

for the treatment of this immense ore body by means of the cyanide process will start in with a daily reduction capacity of 125 tons per day, but it will be 
so constructed that its capacity can be almost indefinitely multiplied, and Mr. Coram, whose word is good for a cool million in the Boston money 

market, has intimated that it is the intention of his company as rapidly as possible to block out ore enough in the Albemarle group to keep a 850-ton 

reduction plant in constant operation for ten years. [SFNM]   
1898March14; Joseph Coram, Larkin T. Trull, Simon H. Stern, Charles E. Rushmore, W. Benson Crisp, Robert Wheelan and Howard S. Gans have 

organized an incorporated under the laws of the state of New Jersey the Cochiti Gold Mining company, and filed a certified copy of the articles of 

incorporation in Secretary Wallace’s office. The objects of incorporation are: To acquire, own, operate, open and work any mine or mines, mining 
claims or mining properties, or mines containing mineral substances and especially gold mines located in the territory of New Mexico and elsewhere 

throughout the United States; to erect, construct, operate and maintain any mills, concentrators smelters and any and all machinery for the operation of 

mines, or for the treatment of ores; to construct, maintain and operate railroads, tramways, roadways, bridges, canals, aqueducts, dams, sluiceways and 
especially to construct, maintain, operate and equip a line of railroad from any point in the Cochiti mining district in the territory of New Mexico to 



connect with any railroad in said territory, and to this end to purchase, take, lease or otherwise acquire lands, rolling stock or other property as may be 

deemed necessary for the above purposes; to own and acquire water rights and supplies, timber lands and timber; to engage in, conduct and carry on an 
importing and exporting business and to generally engage in and conduct a wholesale and retail mercantile business, and to engage in such other lawful 

transactions as the business of the company may require. Captial stock, $1,500,000, and principal office located in Jersey City, N.J. The principal place 

of business in New Mexico is located at Bland, and T.L. Merrill is named as the resident agent. [SFNM] 
1898April21; Mr. Coram is widely and favorably known as a mining man. A dispatch from the property this week stated that the machinery for the new mill 

of the company is now arriving and is being carried overland to the mine. …Superintendent Merrill says that the grading work has baken somewhat 

longer than he had anticipated, owing to difficulties encountered in blasting… [SFNM] 
1898June23; The governors of Cochiti and Santo Domingo pueblos were in the city yesterday on a visit to Mr. and Mrs. Perly Wason. The Wasons are great 

friends of the governors and Mrs. Wason, who has a taste for collecting old paintings, idols and Indian curios, is regarded with especial favor by these 

aboriginal potentates. She has attended many of their secret dances and probably know as much concerning their customs and traditions as any person of 
American birth in the territory. Last year Mrs. Wason sold Mr. Coram, of Boston, the choicest collection of Indian idols ever taken to New England. She 

numbers among ther possessions a fine assortment of old paintings and curios. [SFNM] 

1898June23; O.P. Posey and J.A. Cotarn, of Boston, J.C. Irish and E.W. Trueworth, of Lowell, Mass. comprise a party of Cochiti district mining investors 
who are registered at the Claire. – At the Claire: O.P. Posey, Bland; J.C. Irish, E.W. Trueworthy, Lowell; J.A. Cotant, Boston… [SFNM] 

1898June24; Messrs. J.A. Coram, of Boston, and O.P. Posey, of Colorado, both connected with the Cochiti Gold Mining company, returned yesterday to 

Bland, where they will both remain for a week or more. [SFNM] 
1898August11; Mr. and Mrs. A.B. Renehan, who spent six weeks at the Jemez and Sulphur springs, returning recently, on their way home stopped at Bland 

where they were the guests of Messrs. Coram & Posey of the Cochiti Mining Company at the Albemarle mine for a while. [SFNM] 

1899May26; Electricity For Bland. A large electric power plant is to be erected at the Madrid coal mines, near Cerrillos, by the Cochiti Gold Mining 

Company. Wires will be extended from Madrid to Bland. E.A. Powers will be superintendent. J.A. Coram is president of the company. The contract for 

the poles to construct the line will probably be awarded this week. The company is also laying a five-mile pipe line to extend its water system. [SFNM] 

1899July3; The Cochiti Mines. J.A. Coram of Boston, Mass, O.P. Posey and a number of other gentlemen interested in the Albemarle mine, have just 
completed an investigation of the mine. … – J.A. Coram, president of the Cochiti Gold Mining Company, accompanied by his son Chester, of Lowell, 

Mass., and A.S. Maitman, of Chicago, registered at the Hotel Benson Monday. In the afternoon the party drove over to the Albemarle, where Mr. Coram 

inspected the various departments of the plant and mine. …it is understood that he was here for the purpose of definitely arranging for the new electric 
power plant, which is to be installed at Madrid, and from which electricity will be wired to the company’s milling plant in Colla canyon, a distance of 

about thirty-five miles. [SFNM] 
1899October16; (Denver Republican.) The Lone Star mine has recently been purchased by Posey & Cohen, practically the Cochiti management. The 

consideration was in the neighborhood of a million dollars. This property is situated practically in the town of Bland, and it is a known fact that over 

150,000 tons of ore are exposed... [SFNM] 
1900January17; The Navajo Mining company yesterday afternoon filed incorporation papers. Its capital stock is $2,000,000 and its principal place of 

business Portland, Me. Its local agent is Joseph A. Coram and Bland is designated as his headquarters in New Mexico. The incorporators are O.E. 

Weller, president; Herbert W. Wesson, treasurer; Larkin T. Trull, Chester D. Coram, William J. Freeman. The incorporation fees amounted to $140. 
[SFNM] 

1900March16; After Mr. Posey’s visit to the camp the other day, President Coram, of the Cochiti Gold Mining Company, issued a statement to the holders 

of the 175,000 shares of its stock which is full of significance for the Cochiti country and those who are interested in its growth and prosperity. He says 
the mine was never in such excellent condition. …He promises two dividends of 50 cents per share for this year on the 175,000 shares, and $100,000 or 

son in “quick assets” after the great electric power plant at Madrid and the addition to the milling plant are paid for. [SFNM] 

1900August21; The chief officials of the Cochiti Gold Mining Company are expected to reach Bland tomorrow from Boston. The party includes A.J. 
Coram, president, William E. Weiller, managing director, William Bailey, director and O.P. Posey, general manager. The latter two have just returned 

from a five months’ trip to London and Paris, where they went in connection with the Albemarle-Star group of mines and other extensive holdings of the 

company in Utah. [SFNM] 
1901May29; The Cochiti Gold Mining Company. (Boston Journal.) The Cochiti Gold Mining Company, an illustrative of mining conditions generally in 

New Mexico, owns, as is well understood by many Boston people, four valuable claims formerly known as the Albemarle, the Pamlico, the Huron and 

the Ontario. ¶ These properties were brought to the attention of Boston people some three or four years ago as a result of the investigation of O.P. Posey, 
who, at the present time, is the general manager of the property. Mr. Posey is an old Denver man, of large mining experience, well known throughout the 

west, and a man who has, in all his mining ventures, been remarkably successful. He, in association with Joseph A. Coram, the Lowell millionaire, and a 

man who has in the past been closely identified with many of the Bigelow properties of Montana, launched this corporation when its development was 
relatively primitive, and the facilities for handling the ore extremely limited. [SFNM] 

________________________________________________________________ 

 * Corbet * Corbett * 
John Corbett    - of Corbett & Wyman; Corbett & Field;  of Deming 
1895August26; George Warden made a shipment of rich gold ore from the California mine Silver creek. The ore reached Silver City, Tuesday, and was 

forwarded to the Corbett & Wyman sampling works at Deming. [SFDNM] 

1895August26; McGuire and Peterson made a shipment of three tons of very rich telluride ore from Little Dry creek, Mogollon district, to Corbett & 
Wyman’s sampling works at Deming, Monday. [SFDNM] 

1895October10; Mr. John Corbett, a well known Deming business man, is visiting the city. – At the Palace: John Corbett, Deming… [SFDNM] 

1895October28; Col. S.P. Carpenter has been appointed by Judge Bantz receiver of the Sapello Cattle company, as a result of the bill in chancery filed by 
Israel King, J.P. McGrorty, John Corbett, the Bank of Deming, Louis H. Brown, trustee against the Sapello Cattle company, Sigmund Lindauer, Samuel 

P. Carpenter, Edwin L. Foster, receiver, and Guadalupe Ascarate, in turn growing out of a levy under execution against Sigmund Lindauer on the cattle 

of the company sometime ago. [SFDNM] 
1897May24; Gold Mining Convention. …to name 30 delegates at large to assemble at Denver, Colo., on the 7th, 8th and 9th of July, 1897… H.L. Warren 

Albuquerque, Jefferson Reynolds Las Vegas, M.S. Otero Albuquerque, J.W. Fleming Silver City, S.T. Bitting Eddy, Vicente Mares Mora, Fritz Muller 

Santa Fe, C.W. Kennedy Albuquerque, Max Luna Los Lunas, S.B. Newcomb Las Cruces, D.S. Miller Lake Valley, Manuel Salazar Springer, C.C. Gise 
East Las Vegas, George Marsh Santa Fe, G.L. Ulrich White Oaks, Felix Garcia Lumberton, T.D. Burns Tierra Amarilla, John Corbett Deming, H.W. 

Kelley East Las Vegas, Calvin Whiting Albuquerque, J.S. Slack Clayton, Geo R. Berringer Raton, Malaquias Martinez Taos, C.S. Babney Socorro, 

Charles Scheurich Santa Fe, H.C. Brailey Red River, A.F. Miller Farmington, W.H. Kennedy Cerrillos, Chester Greenwood Bland, E.A. Cahoon 
Roswell. Done at the capital at Santa Fe, New Mexico, this, the 25th day of May… Lorion Miller, Acting Governor… [SFDNM] 



1899August25; Grant County. Wyman, Corbett & Brandt are also making daily shipments from their Granite Gap mines at Stein’s pass. [SFNM] 

1900January26; Grant County Mines. Jo E. Sheridan shipped a car load of ore from the Carbonate King mine, in the big Hachets, to Corbett & Wyman, at 
Deming, last week, and will hereafter make regular shipments. [SFNM] 

1900March13; Sierra County. A development crew will be put on the Dell at Hillsboro by Corbett & Field, of Deming, part owners of the mine. [SFNM] 

 

Harry Corbet    - of StaFe 
1882June15; Roderick Dhu, familiarly known as “Rody,” the sapient and docile dog belonging to Harry Corbet, was shot yesterday afternoon by some 

ruthless person devoid of a due appreciation of blooded animals. [SFDNM] 

1882August4; Harry Corbett, who for several months has attended bar at the Alhambra leaves this morning for Denver. [SFDNM] 

 
W. W. Corbett    - assayer;  of StaFe 
1906August21: A crowd of friends gathered in front of the assaying office of W.W. Corbett and W.A. Smythe this morning to witness the start of the surveying 

party and to bid them farewell. All had considerable fun, joking at the manner in which the burros were packed and speculating upon how long the packs 
would “ride” before they tumbled off. There were eight men in the party, which will be absent for several months doing survey work in Taos County. [SFNM 
100yrs] 

________________________________________________________________ 

 
Joe Corbix  <b.1885>    - of Madrid 
1930_census: Joe Corbix, 45y-o, Madrid 

 
J. E. Corcoran    - Cerrillos 
1897May27; At the Palace: J.S. Langston and wife, Mrs. A.R. Quinly, J.E. Corcoran, Cerrillos... [SFDNM] 
1897May28; At the Palace: J.S. Langston and wife, Mrs. A.R. Quinly, J.E. Corcoran, Cerrillos... [SFDNM] 

________________________________________________________________ 

 * Cordis * 
Adelaid E. Cordis    - New Placers 
1881May25; indenture; George H. Utter sells for $150 to Adelaid E. Cordis 1/16 in Little King Mine on E slope Oro que Mtns, 1mi from Perrys Camp, 

NNE200’ to Shoemaker Bros mc, SSW900’ to Bunker Hill mine, SBMD, rec 5Jul81; presence W.M. Berger [b.E p.390] 

 
Thomas S. Cordis    - of StaFe & New Placers 
1880October3; for the visit of President Hayes: – Finance; Gen. G.A. Smith, Sol Spiegelberg, Wm M. Berger, Antonio Ortiz y Salazar, John Watts, Walter W. Hayt, Joseph 

D. Sena, N.W. Fine – Reception; Wm G. Ritch, Lehman Spiegelberg, Gen L. Hatch, Gen. H.M. Atkinson, B.L. Thomas, Z. Staab, Gen. G.A. Smith, Thomas B. Catron, H.L. 

Waldo, Col. S.M. Barnes, Jose D. Sena, W.W. Griffin, Herman Ilfeld, Wm Breeden, Bernard Seligman, E.A. Fiske, Alex G. Irvine, Willi Spiegelberg, Gen. Smith USA, Rev. 

Mr. Lamy, Trinidad Alarid, Thomas F. Conway, Antonio Ortiz y Salazar, John C. Davis, R.W. Webb, J.G. Albright, Luciano Baca, R.S. Palen, Willian McKenzie, Colonel 

Craig, M.A. Breeden, W.S. Fletcher, Chas H. Gildersleeve, John H. Knaebel, F.B. Clancy, Prof. H.O. Ladd, Rev. Mr. Hall, Rev. Mr. Riggle, W.G. Thornton, John Sherman, 

Adolph Seligman, Prof. W.H. Strieby, Judge Downs, P.S. Kennedy, Thomas S. Cordis, Rev. J.A. Trouchard, Eluas Breerart, Leut Guilfoyle, Lieut Allen, Jose B. Ortiz, Gaspar 

Ortiz, Captain C.A. Woodruff, Lieut G. Valoise, J.L. Johnson, Dr. J. Symington, Ramon Sena y Garcia, Dr. Bartleson, Dr. R.H. Longwill, D.H. Irland, Vicente Garcia, Jose A. 

Ortiz, Max Frost, Anaceto Abeytia, Horace C. Baldwin, Martin Quintano, Antonio Romero, Edgar Caypless, Epifano Vigil, A. Sandoval, J.H. Daly – Entertainment; Henry 

Reed, Z. Staab, Enos Andrews, V.S. Shelby, Sol Spiegelberg, Wm M. Berger, S. Wedeles, W.H. McBroom, Wm A. Conant, H.F. Swope, W.W. Tate, S.H. Lucas, J.H. 

Gerdes, C.F.A. Fischer, Lieutenant C.A. Steadman, J.C. Davenport, John C. Hogue, Felipe B. Delgado, Romelo Martinez, Henry J. Gore, David J. Miller, Pelle Herlow, Wm 

Fitzmaurice, Panteleon Estos, M.A. Gold, Harry Mottley, S.T. Reed, B.M. Read, Geo W. Hickox, Chas Possells, Walter W. Hayt, Wm S. Woodside, S.J. Taylor, Wm T. 

Guyer, Jas H. Palmer, John C. Wettmer, A.E. Cauldwell, B. Kahn. [SFDNM] 

1881January19; At a regular meeting of the above company [New Placer M&M Co.] held a day or two ago the following gentlemen were duly elected 
officers for the ensuing year: Thos. P. Cordis, President; John P. Kennedy, Vice-President; John H. Knaebel, Treasurer; Wm M. Berger, Secretary. The 

Superintendent of the company Mr. Robert A. Willison made his report of operations during the past six months. [SFDNM] 

1881April28; Mr. Thos F. Cordis is confined to his home by sickness and has been for some time. He is having a hard time of it. [SFDNM]   

________________________________________________________________ 

 
T. W. Cordon    - Bonanza City 
1894April9; At the Bon Ton hotel; Thos Clarke, Rico, H. Black, T.W. Cordon, Bonanza City; H.C. Davis, J.N. Neitherton, Silverton; James N. Dean, 

George Atkins, City; E.M. Kelly, Crown Point. [SFDNM] 

________________________________________________________________ 

 * Cordova * 
Antonio Cordova  (b.NM Mar1850)    - wife is Martina R. (b.NM Sep1863);  of Waldo 

1900June15_census: Antonio Cordova, laborer 5mos.unempl, married 18yrs, noEnglish born 3-50 NM [NM NM], resident Waldo village own home free with wife Martina R. 
(9-63 6child/1living NM [NM NM]), son Apolinario (7-85 NM [NM NM]) sis-in-law Dolores Montoya (5-80 single NM [NM NM]) 

 
Apolinario Cordova  (b.NM Jul1885)    - wife is Dolores Montoya de Cordova (b.NM May1880>;  of Waldo 
1900June15_census: Antonio Cordova, laborer 5mos.unempl, married 18yrs, noEnglish born 3-50 NM [NM NM], resident Waldo village own home free with wife Martina R. 

(9-63 6child/1living NM [NM NM]), son Apolinario (7-85 NM [NM NM]) sis-in-law Dolores Montoya (5-80 single NM [NM NM]) 
1901September6; District Court. In the case of the Territory vs. Apolonio Cordova and Donaciano Gonzales for sodomy, the defendants were arraigned and 

pleaded not guilty. H.L. Ortiz will defend them. [SFNM] 

 
Candelario Cordova  (b.NM 1887>    - wife is Carlota Cordova (b.NM 1901>; of Cerrillos 
1940April2_census ED 25-24 Cerrillos sheet 1A; enumerator Manuel C. Martinez; Candelario Cordova, owns house, $150 value of house, 53, education 0, b.CO, living in 

’35 same house, seeking work, 36 hrs worked in week<lined out], 52 wks unemployment to 30Mar40, Laborer School building WPA, Government work, 52 wks worked in 
1939, wages $500; Carlota Cordova, 39, wife, education 0, b.CO, living in ’35 same house, Houseworker, no wages; Emma Cordova, 15, dau, in school, education 7, 
b.CO, living in ’35 same house, at school, no wages; Lee Cordova, 14, son, in school, education 4, b.CO, living in ’35 same house, at school, no wages; Josie Cordova, 
12, dau, in school, education 4, b.CO, living in ’35 same house; Ramona Cordova, 9, dau, in school, education 1, b.CO, living in ’35 same house. 



1936January; Third and Fourth Grades. Emma Cardova a fourth grade pupil left for Denver two weeks ago. She will attend school there. [LaTurquesa v.V n.3, CSimoni per 
YolandaSandoval] 

 

Geronimo Cordova    - Mina del Tiro 

Possibly same person as Geronimo A_ of Coal Bank 
1884June19; Manuel Baca y Delgado, a brother-in-law of N. Gonzales, of the Bonanza concentrator, testified that he was 64 years of age; knew the Mina del Tiro property; 

has all his life lived about seven and a half miles from it, and has known the mine since he was 12 years of age, about fifty-four years. This mine was first worked by a 
Mexican company in 1830, the president of which was Don Antonio Biscarra, and among the members were Don Antonio Sandoval, Don Juan Archuleta, Manuel 
Delgado, Ygnacio Ortiz, Francisco Baca y Torres and Geronimo Cordova. Francisco Baca y Torres was the witness’ father. It was an old mine then, and this company 
took possession and cleaned it out. The ore was taken out, packed on mules and transported to the Galisteo Arroyo where was located a smelter. About fifteen men 
were employed. [Weekly New Mexican Review p.2 c.6 – see Gwynn suit] 

 
Louis T. Cordova  (b.NM 1904>    - wife is Rosalie Cordova (b.NM 1910>;  of Madrid 

1939June7; Madrid News; Clifford Muir, son of Mr. and Mrs. O.V. Muir, returned home Monday from Albuquerque where he attended the University of New Mexico the last 
semester. ¶ Mr. E.W. Bahr was a business visitor in Santa Fe Monday afternoon. ¶ Mr. and Mrs. Douglas Collister visited with Mrs. Collister’s parents Mr. And Mrs. 
Oscar Huber here Memorial day. ¶ Jimmie and Frank Reck and Jack Brandenburg motored to Albuquerque Sunday morning. ¶ Mrs. Frank Sandoval and son are in 
Albuquerque where her son is receiving medical attention. ¶ Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Huber attended open house given by Mr. and Mrs. Valle Osborne and daughter Bettye 
Nan in Albuquerque last Thursday evening. ¶ Miss Julia Vergolio and Mr. E.W. Bahr motored to Albuquerque Thursday evening. ¶ Mrs B.B. Kyser motored to Santa Fe 
Saturday morning. ¶ Bill Arris returned home .. from a visit with his sister Mabel Donigee at Hot Springs. ¶ Dr. and Mrs. B.B. Kyser attended the Lensic theater at Santa 
Fe Saturday evening. ¶ Word has been received that Wm. Brandenburg who is .. at veterans hospital in Albuquerque that he will be there at least another week. ¶ Mr. 
and Mrs Orin Pulliam and family motored to Socorro .. to see the ball game between Socorro and the Madrid Miners. ¶ Mrs. M.L. Stone, Stuffy .. Ray and Mrs. K. Baker 
went shopping in Santa Fe Monday. ¶ Mr. and Mrs. M. Ferg .. of Townsley, Ala., have moved here to make their home. ¶ Mr. George Tabacchi and Louis Cordova 
visited their .. in Albuquerque over the weekend. ¶ Mr. and Mrs. C.E. Gibbs, .. L. Henderson and Mr. H. ..tor motored to Santa Fe last evening. ¶ Claude Arris visited his 
.. in Albuquerque Saturday and Sunday. [SFNM] 

1940May9_census ED 25-39 Madrid sheet 10A; enumerator Manuel C. Martinez; Louis T. Cordova, house #791, renting $9/mo, 36, education 5, b.NM, living in ’35 
sameplace, at work 54 hrs in week, Store Clerk Madrid Supply company, 48 wks worked in 1939, wages $1326; Rosalie Cordova, 30, wife, education 8, b.NM, living in 
’35 sameplace, Houseworker, no wages; Audrora, Cordova, 11, dau, in school, education 6, b.NM, living in ’35 sameplace; Manuel Cordova, 9, son, in school, education 
3, b.NM, living in ’35 sameplace; Audrey Cordova, 5, dau, education 0, b.NM, living in ’35 sameplace; Mary L. Cordova, 3, dau, education 0, b.NM. 

 
Marshal N. F. Cordova    - of Las Vegas 
1898June10; N.F. Cordova, deputy U.S. marshal from Las Vegas is in the city. He brought in Harry Holt, B.J. Young and wife and John Young from Red 

River for business before the U.S. court. The party is registered at the Exchange. – At the Exchange: Harry Holt, B.J. Young and wife, John Young, Red 

River; N.F. Cordova, Las Vegas… [SFNM] 

 
Policiano Cordova    - Cerrillos 
1901August1; Policiano Cordova and Donaciano Gonzales, aged 17 and 18 years, were arrested at Cerrillos charged with assault upon the 5-year old son of 

Mariano Perea. Both pleaded guilty and were bound over in the sum of $500 each to await the action of the grand jury. Failing to give bonds, they will 
be taken to jail at Santa Fe. [SFNM] 

 
Vicente Cordoba    - of Las Cruces 
1899November10; Dona Ana County Mines. Morris Frudenthal and Vicente Cordoba of Las Cruces, are developing a lead prospect in Bear canon, in the 

San Andres mountains. [SFNM] 

________________________________________________________________ 

 
H. Core    - Leadville 
1882June21; H. Core, of Leadville, was an arrival at the Palace hotel yesterday. [SFDNM] 
 

John G. Corelis    - wife is Rosemary Corelis;  Golden 
1976June8; Dated. Filed 26Aug1976. Assignment. TITLE TO BLOCK 10 Golden – Title to John G. and Rosemary Corelis. Gerald O. Smith and Bernice P. Smith, his wife, to John G. Corelis and 

Rosemary Corelis, his wife. b.Misc.338 p.114. [BHenderson Abstract of Title No.6313 30Sep1983 p.230] 
1976June8; Dated. Filed 26Aug1976. Quitclaim Deed. TITLE TO BLOCK 10 Golden – Title to John G. and Rosemary Corelis. Gerald O. Smith, Jr. and Bernice P. Smith, his wife, to John G. Corelis 

and Rosemary Corelis, his wife. b.Misc.338 p.116. [BHenderson Abstract of Title No.6313 30Sep1983 p.231] 
1979April29; Dated. Filed 30Apr1979. Quitclaim Deed. TITLE TO BLOCK 10 Golden – Title to John G. and Rosemary Corelis. The Estate of Glen Lloyd by Marion Lloyd, Executrix or Personal 

Representative, to John C. Corelis and Rosemary Corelis, his wife. b.Misc.379 p.473. [BHenderson Abstract of Title No.6313 30Sep1983 p.232] 
1982-1989; Taxes. John G. & Rosemary Corelis, T12N R7E S17 1ac. Paid (1989 1st Half Due & Unpaid $154.98). [BHenderson Supplemental Abstract of Title No.6312-2 15Feb1990] 

 

Corey see Cory 

________________________________________________________________ 

 * Coris * Corriz * Coriz * Corris * 
Corriz    - of Madrid 
n.d.; O. Huber, Mr. Kaseman, Jno Holen, Jim M. Hughes, Corriz. [photo 614.jpg, Life In Madrid NM, 2006] 
 
Coriz    - Madrid 
The Coriz house was south of #33 (porphyry cañon). Mr. Coriz ran 200 head of goats and sold goat cheese and milk. His son, Santos, played baseball at Madrid. [DWright 

Mar2011] 
 
Ambrosio Coriz  <b.1938>    - of Kewa 
Kewa Church Department Officials 1977; Johnnie Moquino, 49; Cruz Quintana, 33; Ambrosio Coriz, 38; Matthew Chama, 28; Joe L. Reano, 28.  [per F.H. 

Ellis, The Basis for SD Pueblo’s Claim to the Turquoise Mines Area, 1977] 



 
Antonio Coris  (b.NM 1855>    - of Cienega 
1880June9_census: A. Coriz, 25 laborer, illiterate NM [NM NM]) “La Cienega” – boarders in 3 separate habitations - A. Coriz, solo; Juan Tapia family; Jose Romero, solo 
1894February20; Deputy Sheriff Frank Lopez, at Glorieta, telegraphed Sheriff Cunningham last evening that a woman, Albina Martinez, had been stabbed 

and that the suspected party, Antonio Coris, was in Santa Fe. Coris was arrested, but it turned out that he had not been near Glorieta, having been at 
work at the reservoir for twelve days. He was released at once. Deputy Sheriff Page Otero has gone to Glorieta to investigate the affair. [SFDNM] 

 
Brijida Corriz  (CerCatholicCem, b.1888 d.July11,1909) 

 
Cruz E. Corris  <b.1904>    - husb is Rito Corris <b.1900>;  of Madrid 
1930_census: Rito Corria, 30y-o, Madrid, Cruz E. Corris, 26y-o, Madrid, Francisca Corria, 10y-o, Juana Corris, 6y-o, Ramona Corria, 5y-o, Refujio Corria, 4y-o, Rito Corria 

Jr., 1y-o 

 
Fernando Corriz  (b.NM 1898>    - wife is Chelomes (b.NM 1900>;  of Madrid 
1920January10_census: Madrid building 26; Fernando Coriz, miner A&CCC, 22y-o, b.NM, wife, ?helome?, 20 y-o, b.NM. 
1933December; [Madrid] Mine No.8; 571 Aragon, Florencio [miner]; 572 Gallegos, Max; 573 Romerez, Ignacio; 574 Montoya, Avaristo; 581 Pargola, Joe; 582 Montoya, Max; 

583 Padilla, Ignacio B.; 584 Calderon, Felipe; 585 Eramo, Tony De; 586 Garica, Fidel G.; 587 Montoya, Ed R.; 588 Serna, Juan; 589 Armijo, Pormilio; 590 Nieto, Desiderio; 

591 Simoni, Louis; 592 Hernandez, Adolfo; 594 Benson, Lee; 595 Mendez, Lorenco; 596 Dimas, Joe R.; 597 Nieto, Ben [3.87 Roperider]; 598 Montoya, Felix [miner]; 601 

Rael, Juan; 603 Gomez, Ben; 604 Raymond, Frank; 605 Raymond Geo; 609 Silva, Max; 611 Dominic, Chas; 613 Raymond, Ed; 615 Urias, Severiano; 616 Johnson, Chas; 

620 Corriz Fernando; 622 Corriz, Luis; 623 Montoya, Moises; 635 Sanchez, Joe A.; 636 Sanchez, Ramon; 641 Gonzlaes, Cleto; 642 Montoya, H.C.; 643 Bencomo, Jose; 644 

Mares, Pedro [3.00 Hoistman]; 645 Casados, Telesfor [Miner]; 646 Casados, Ramon; 647 Tappero, Tony; 648 Felix, Filadelfio; 649 Samaripa, Andres; 650 Montoya, Joe H.; 

651 Perri, Vito; 652 Palacios, Migutel; 653 Dimas, Albino; 655 Woodliffe, Ben; 658 Montoya, Alfonso; 659 Leyba, Arsenio [per LPadilla] 

 
Francisca Corris  <b.1920>    - of Madrid 
1930_census: Rito Corria, 30y-o, Madrid, Cruz E. Corris, 26y-o, Madrid, Francisca Corria, 10y-o, Juana Corris, 6y-o, Ramona Corria, 5y-o, Refujio Corria, 4y-o, Rito Corria 

Jr., 1y-o 

 
Frank Coriz    - Galisteo 
1897November1; At the Bon Ton: Frank Coriz, Tomas Martin, Galisteo... [SFDNM] 

 
Herman Coriz  <b.1948>    - of Kewa 
Kewa Tribal Officials 1977; Martin Rosetta, 46; Herman Coriz, 28; Ernest L. Lovato, 43; Ramon C. Garcia, 56; Ray Lovato, 30; Ivan Calabaza, 33; Dee Ray 

Calabaza, 49; Adelaido Garcia, 53.  [per F.H. Ellis, The Basis for SD Pueblo’s Claim to the Turquoise Mines Area, 1977] 

 
J. E. Coriz    - Lamy 
1897May17; At the Bonton: Antonio Ortiz, Galisteo; Jacob Gabriel, Pecos City; H.H. Hampel, J.E. Coriz, Lamy; P. Humphrey, Rock Corral... [SFDNM] 

 
John Coriz  <b.1902>    - of Kewa 
Kewa Tribal Spokesman 1977; Chair: Reyes Quintana, 70; Benny Antencio, 47; Benny Star, 54; John Coriz, 74; Ray Melchor, 61; Lutherio Aguilar, 61; 

Lorenzo Pacheco, 61; Felix Calabaza, 49; Ernest L. Lovato, 43.  [per F.H. Ellis, The Basis for SD Pueblo’s Claim to the Turquoise Mines Area, 1977] 

 
José Inéz Coriz    - wife is Margarita Padilla;  of Waldo 
1919March2; marriage @ Iglesia de Nuestra Señora de Guadalupe de Peña Blanca; Raymundo Pacheco from San Miguel, single, 22 y-o, son of Jorge Pacheco and of 

Tomasita Sandoval, both deceased, with Rosarito Coriz from Waldo, single, about 17 y-o, dau of José Inéz Coriz and of Margarita Padilla, married in Los Cerrillos. 
Padrinos, José M. Tapia and Crucita Tapia. [Microfilm LDS 016-865 p.335] 

 
Juana Corris  <b.1924>    - of Madrid 
1930_census: Rito Corria, 30y-o, Madrid, Cruz E. Corris, 26y-o, Madrid, Francisca Corria, 10y-o, Juana Corris, 6y-o, Ramona Corria, 5y-o, Refujio Corria, 4y-o, Rito Corria 

Jr., 1y-o 

 
Isidora Coriz  (d.8Apr1924) 
1924April8; Isidora Coriz died. [Santiago Urban’s Journal per Marcia Urban] 

 
Lorenzo Coriz  <b.1900>    - of Kewa 
Kewa Tribal Council 1977; Gov. Valentino Garcia, 62; Lt.Gov. Santiago Coriz, 52; Mayor Jose Reyes Calabaza, 72; Lt.Mayor Joe B. Reano, 42; Ventura 

Crespin, 59; Lorenzo Pacheco, 61; Pedro Aguilar, 70; Ralph Coriz, 84; Victor Reano, 61; Joe Chavez, 55; Feliz Calabaza, 49; Pat Calabaza, 77; Santiago 
Lovato, 94; Ben Garcia, 73; Lorenzo Coriz, 76; Lorenzo Calabaza, 71; Augustine Quintana, 65; William Lovato, 72; Raymond M. Coriz, 54; Joe 

Tenorio, 68; Lupe Pena, 60; Augustine Reano, 80; Santiago Calabaza, 80; Alex Garcia, 48; Victor Garcia, 77; Augustine Aguilar, 82; Ralph P. Lovato, 

73; Lupe Chama, 78; Jose F. Reano, 77; Ramos Pacheco Sr., 63; Ray Tenorio, 54; Joe C. Reano, 72; Jose Monte Garcia, _; Joe Nieto, 71; Felix Chama, 
64; Pedro P. Coriz, 47; Jose Tortalita, 85; San Antonio Benevidez, 85; Santiago Moquino, 61.  [per F.H. Ellis, The Basis for SD Pueblo’s Claim to the 

Turquoise Mines Area, 1977] 

 
Luis Corriz    - of Madrid 
1933December; [Madrid] Mine No.8; 571 Aragon, Florencio [miner]; 572 Gallegos, Max; 573 Romerez, Ignacio; 574 Montoya, Avaristo; 581 Pargola, Joe; 582 Montoya, Max; 

583 Padilla, Ignacio B.; 584 Calderon, Felipe; 585 Eramo, Tony De; 586 Garica, Fidel G.; 587 Montoya, Ed R.; 588 Serna, Juan; 589 Armijo, Pormilio; 590 Nieto, Desiderio; 

591 Simoni, Louis; 592 Hernandez, Adolfo; 594 Benson, Lee; 595 Mendez, Lorenco; 596 Dimas, Joe R.; 597 Nieto, Ben [3.87 Roperider]; 598 Montoya, Felix [miner]; 601 

Rael, Juan; 603 Gomez, Ben; 604 Raymond, Frank; 605 Raymond Geo; 609 Silva, Max; 611 Dominic, Chas; 613 Raymond, Ed; 615 Urias, Severiano; 616 Johnson, Chas; 

620 Corriz Fernando; 622 Corriz, Luis; 623 Montoya, Moises; 635 Sanchez, Joe A.; 636 Sanchez, Ramon; 641 Gonzlaes, Cleto; 642 Montoya, H.C.; 643 Bencomo, Jose; 644 

Mares, Pedro [3.00 Hoistman]; 645 Casados, Telesfor [Miner]; 646 Casados, Ramon; 647 Tappero, Tony; 648 Felix, Filadelfio; 649 Samaripa, Andres; 650 Montoya, Joe H.; 

651 Perri, Vito; 652 Palacios, Migutel; 653 Dimas, Albino; 655 Woodliffe, Ben; 658 Montoya, Alfonso; 659 Leyba, Arsenio [per LPadilla] 



 
Pedro P. Coriz  <b.1929>    - of Kewa 
Kewa Tribal Council 1977; Gov. Valentino Garcia, 62; Lt.Gov. Santiago Coriz, 52; Mayor Jose Reyes Calabaza, 72; Lt.Mayor Joe B. Reano, 42; Ventura 

Crespin, 59; Lorenzo Pacheco, 61; Pedro Aguilar, 70; Ralph Coriz, 84; Victor Reano, 61; Joe Chavez, 55; Feliz Calabaza, 49; Pat Calabaza, 77; Santiago 
Lovato, 94; Ben Garcia, 73; Lorenzo Coriz, 76; Lorenzo Calabaza, 71; Augustine Quintana, 65; William Lovato, 72; Raymond M. Coriz, 54; Joe 

Tenorio, 68; Lupe Pena, 60; Augustine Reano, 80; Santiago Calabaza, 80; Alex Garcia, 48; Victor Garcia, 77; Augustine Aguilar, 82; Ralph P. Lovato, 

73; Lupe Chama, 78; Jose F. Reano, 77; Ramos Pacheco Sr., 63; Ray Tenorio, 54; Joe C. Reano, 72; Jose Monte Garcia, _; Joe Nieto, 71; Felix Chama, 
64; Pedro P. Coriz, 47; Jose Tortalita, 85; San Antonio Benevidez, 85; Santiago Moquino, 61.  [per F.H. Ellis, The Basis for SD Pueblo’s Claim to the 

Turquoise Mines Area, 1977] 

 
Ralph Coriz  <b.1892>    - of Kewa 
Kewa Tribal Council 1977; Gov. Valentino Garcia, 62; Lt.Gov. Santiago Coriz, 52; Mayor Jose Reyes Calabaza, 72; Lt.Mayor Joe B. Reano, 42; Ventura 

Crespin, 59; Lorenzo Pacheco, 61; Pedro Aguilar, 70; Ralph Coriz, 84; Victor Reano, 61; Joe Chavez, 55; Feliz Calabaza, 49; Pat Calabaza, 77; Santiago 
Lovato, 94; Ben Garcia, 73; Lorenzo Coriz, 76; Lorenzo Calabaza, 71; Augustine Quintana, 65; William Lovato, 72; Raymond M. Coriz, 54; Joe 

Tenorio, 68; Lupe Pena, 60; Augustine Reano, 80; Santiago Calabaza, 80; Alex Garcia, 48; Victor Garcia, 77; Augustine Aguilar, 82; Ralph P. Lovato, 

73; Lupe Chama, 78; Jose F. Reano, 77; Ramos Pacheco Sr., 63; Ray Tenorio, 54; Joe C. Reano, 72; Jose Monte Garcia, _; Joe Nieto, 71; Felix Chama, 
64; Pedro P. Coriz, 47; Jose Tortalita, 85; San Antonio Benevidez, 85; Santiago Moquino, 61.  [per F.H. Ellis, The Basis for SD Pueblo’s Claim to the 

Turquoise Mines Area, 1977] 

 
Ramona Corris  <b.1925>    - of Madrid 
1930_census: Rito Corria, 30y-o, Madrid, Cruz E. Corris, 26y-o, Madrid, Francisca Corria, 10y-o, Juana Corris, 6y-o, Ramona Corria, 5y-o, Refujio Corria, 4y-o, Rito Corria 

Jr., 1y-o 

 
Raymond M. Coriz  <b.1922>    - of Kewa 
Kewa Tribal Council 1977; Gov. Valentino Garcia, 62; Lt.Gov. Santiago Coriz, 52; Mayor Jose Reyes Calabaza, 72; Lt.Mayor Joe B. Reano, 42; Ventura 

Crespin, 59; Lorenzo Pacheco, 61; Pedro Aguilar, 70; Ralph Coriz, 84; Victor Reano, 61; Joe Chavez, 55; Feliz Calabaza, 49; Pat Calabaza, 77; Santiago 

Lovato, 94; Ben Garcia, 73; Lorenzo Coriz, 76; Lorenzo Calabaza, 71; Augustine Quintana, 65; William Lovato, 72; Raymond M. Coriz, 54; Joe 

Tenorio, 68; Lupe Pena, 60; Augustine Reano, 80; Santiago Calabaza, 80; Alex Garcia, 48; Victor Garcia, 77; Augustine Aguilar, 82; Ralph P. Lovato, 
73; Lupe Chama, 78; Jose F. Reano, 77; Ramos Pacheco Sr., 63; Ray Tenorio, 54; Joe C. Reano, 72; Jose Monte Garcia, _; Joe Nieto, 71; Felix Chama, 

64; Pedro P. Coriz, 47; Jose Tortalita, 85; San Antonio Benevidez, 85; Santiago Moquino, 61.  [per F.H. Ellis, The Basis for SD Pueblo’s Claim to the 

Turquoise Mines Area, 1977] 

 
Refujio Corris  <b.1926>    - of Madrid 
1930_census: Rito Corria, 30y-o, Madrid, Cruz E. Corris, 26y-o, Madrid, Francisca Corria, 10y-o, Juana Corris, 6y-o, Ramona Corria, 5y-o, Refujio Corria, 4y-o, Rito Corria 

Jr., 1y-o 

 
Rito Corris  <b.1900>    - wife is Cruz E. Corris <b.1904>;  of Madrid   
1930_census: Rito Corria, 30y-o, Madrid, Cruz E. Corris, 26y-o, Madrid, Francisca Corria, 10y-o, Juana Corris, 6y-o, Ramona Corria, 5y-o, Refujio Corria, 4y-o, Rito Corria 

Jr., 1y-o 
 
Rito Corris Jr.  <b.1929>    - of Madrid 
1930_census: Rito Corria, 30y-o, Madrid, Cruz E. Corris, 26y-o, Madrid, Francisca Corria, 10y-o, Juana Corris, 6y-o, Ramona Corria, 5y-o, Refujio Corria, 4y-o, Rito Corria 

Jr., 1y-o 

 
Rosalio Coriz  (b.NM 1857>    - wife is Ramoncita Coriz <b.NM 1861  d.9Apr1921);  of Cienega 
1880June9_census: Rosalio Coriz (m) wife, 23 agriculturalist 3mos unempl 1880, married within year, illiterate NM [NM NM]) “Los Tanques betw Cienega and Cieneguilla” 

with wife Ramoncita (19 keeping home, married within year, illiterate NM [NM NM]) 
1921April9; Ramoncita Coricis died. [Santiago Urban’s Journal per Marcia Urban] 

 
Santiago Coriz  <b.1924>    - of Kewa 
Kewa Tribal Council 1977; Gov. Valentino Garcia, 62; Lt.Gov. Santiago Coriz, 52; Mayor Jose Reyes Calabaza, 72; Lt.Mayor Joe B. Reano, 42; Ventura 

Crespin, 59; Lorenzo Pacheco, 61; Pedro Aguilar, 70; Ralph Coriz, 84; Victor Reano, 61; Joe Chavez, 55; Feliz Calabaza, 49; Pat Calabaza, 77; Santiago 

Lovato, 94; Ben Garcia, 73; Lorenzo Coriz, 76; Lorenzo Calabaza, 71; Augustine Quintana, 65; William Lovato, 72; Raymond M. Coriz, 54; Joe 

Tenorio, 68; Lupe Pena, 60; Augustine Reano, 80; Santiago Calabaza, 80; Alex Garcia, 48; Victor Garcia, 77; Augustine Aguilar, 82; Ralph P. Lovato, 
73; Lupe Chama, 78; Jose F. Reano, 77; Ramos Pacheco Sr., 63; Ray Tenorio, 54; Joe C. Reano, 72; Jose Monte Garcia, _; Joe Nieto, 71; Felix Chama, 

64; Pedro P. Coriz, 47; Jose Tortalita, 85; San Antonio Benevidez, 85; Santiago Moquino, 61.  [per F.H. Ellis, The Basis for SD Pueblo’s Claim to the 

Turquoise Mines Area, 1977] 

 
Santos Coriz    - wife is Juanita Coriz (b.NM 1896>;  of Madrid 
The Coriz house was south of #33 (porphyry cañon). Mr. Coriz ran 200 head of goats and sold goat cheese and milk. His son, Santos, played baseball at Madrid. [DWright 

Mar2011] 
1920January13_census: Madrid building 92; Santos Coriz, miner A&CCC, 24 y-o, b.NM, wife, Juanita, 24 y-o, b.NM; son, Santos Jr., 3, b.NM. 
1940; Gold from Ortiz Grant-Record Book For Copper Mine, 1940-1950. (p.28) 1940, Permit No.17 Santos Coriz; Sept27 14Grains $0.87. [BHenderson] 

________________________________________________________________ 

 * Corle * Corley * 
Joseph Corle    - Ortiz Mine grant 



1883January20(loc); A.M. Beebee, C.M. Gaylord, Joseph Corle, R.M. Huston, Miss Sarah Kelley, Mrs Sue Watter, L.S. Walter, W.C. Chandles Kansas 

City Placer Mining claim 160ac, from Sec corner 20-21-28-29 thence S 1861’ to SE corner which is on N boundary of Ortiz Grant, thence W 3/4mi to 
SW corner, in Sec29 T14N R8E, survey J.L Hayward CE, rec 12Mar83 [b.F p.372] 

 
Steven Corley    - Chloride Flat, Grant co. 
1899June2; Grant County. Chris Sellman and Steve Cawley have secured a lease of the old Wagner mine, now owned by Manuel Taylor. [SFNM] 

1899July31; Grant County. A big silver deposit has been discovered by Manuel Taylor on the Grand Central at Chloride Flat. Christian Selman and Stephen 
Corley have a force of miners at work drifting from the bottom of a 50-foot shaft on their leased ground on the same mine. [SFNM] 

1899October16; Steven Corley and Christian Sellman made a strike of rich silver ore in the Wagner at Chloride Flat, which they are working under lease 

from Manuel Taylor. [SFNM] 
1900June1; Sierra County. Corler and Sellman are working the Grand Central lease at Chloride with satisfactory results. – Sierra County. The injunction 

proceedings instituted in the district court by W.S. Carter as leasee and agent for Mrs. D.A. Breman against Steve Corley and Chris Sellman, to restrain 

them from working on ground claimed to belong to the Baltic mine, was heard at Hillsboro. [SFNM] 

________________________________________________________________ 

 
Charles Cormey    - of La Belle 
1898May21; Mining Notes. Chas Cormey, superintendent of the Ph. Sheridan property in Gold gulch near La Belle, says he will cut the vein within a month. 

[SFNM] 

________________________________________________________________ 

 * Corn * 
Corn    - of Central, Grant co. 
1897July13; Grant County. The famous Texas mine at Central has gone back to its original owners, Messrs. Corn & Givens and is now being worked with a 

large force. [SFDNM] 

 
Alfred Corn    - of Gaylord, Lincoln co. 
1900January17; Lincoln County. The Mogul, on the Bonito, has a 13-foot vein lying between granite walls. It has been bonded for two years by Alfred 

Corn and A. Anderson, of Gaylord. [SFNM] 

________________________________________________________________ 

 
Dudley Corneil    -  San Pedro Mtns 
1954June29; In these fast moving days in New Mexico when all the headline news is about uranium, gas and oil or the prospects of development thereof, there are a few of 

the faithful who still seek in our hills – of all things – gold – that yellow stuff that makes money – or is – in the books of some economists, supposed to back it up. ¶ Our 
friend, Walker Hunsaker has moved in about $150,000 worth of equipment on the San Pedro Land Grant near Golden, N.M., and plans to start a placer operation in the 
San Lazarus Wash in about two weeks. ¶ His hopes for success lie in modern dirt moving equipment and a plentiful water supply which it is hoped will come from the Old 
Carnahan shaft in the once fabulous San Pedro Copper mine. … Gold in this area has always fascinated men from the time the Spanish monks took over the Indian 
diggings at Dolores in the Ortiz Mountains – on the edge of what is now Howell Gase’s [Gage] 54-section cattle ranch with headquarters near Golden – until the days 
when Herman Oliphant, President Roosevelt’s first General Counsel of the Treasury Dept. purchased a mine from Dudley Corneil and Johnny Giannini. ¶ Sidney Weil 
then had some lode claims on the top of San Pedro Mountain. We found “Sunday-Hi-Graders” operating there the other day. ¶ Same Old Gold Mine Back In Same 
Family; One of the humorous stories of the area dates back to the early twenties when Jimmie Oxnard, fresh from Arizona University, wanted to purchase the Santa Fe 
Dredging Company Operations from Jason D. Jones. ¶ His Uncle wrote back from Wall Street sarcastically to the effect: “We know that you don’t know anything about 
mining but we wish you would learn a little family history. Your father and I owned that mine and gave it away 40 years ago. We most certainly don’t want to buy it back 
today.” [Las Vegas Daily Optic] 

 

J. M. Cornelious  (b.GA 1847>    - wife (b.NM 1856>;  of Cerrillos 

1880June19_census: J.M. Cornelious, laborer, 33y-o, married, born GA [GA GA], “Isolated persons not previously met with. Clear Spring City and Environs of the Smelting 
Works at Los Cerrillos Station” solo – betw Michael O’Donnell & Z. Richard  

1880June19_census Mrs. Cornielious, 24yrs, keeping home, married, illiterate, born NM [NM NM], with dau Martha (8mosSept single NM [NM NM]) 

________________________________________________________________ 

 * Cornell * 
F. A. Cornell    - of NY 
1897March10; F.A. Cornell, of New York, interested in placer mining in Rio Arriba county, is in the city, at the Exchange. [SFDNM] 

1900August1; A.A. Newbery and Edward McFarlane are traveling through the Black Range and examining many mining camps. Mr. Newbery will 

probably inspect the Black Range railway route in company with Colonel Machen and ex-Governor Cornell, of New York before he returns home. 
[SFNM] 

 
J. Cornell    - Madrid 
1899October5; At the Bon-Ton: M.A. Shopper, Anne Shopper, Mat Herman, Charles Ficknessie, Cerrillos; J. Cornell, Madrid… [SFNM] 

 
James Cornell  (d.23Sep1895)    - of Rosedale m.d. 
1895October3; On the afternoon of September 23 last James Cornell, a prospector, was shot by an Indian in the San Mateo mountains about two miles from 

the Rosedale mine. [SFDNM] 
1897April26; About 30 miles west of San Marcial, in the San Mateo mountains, is located the Rosedale mining camp. At present but little work is in 

progress in the camp owing to some legal complications and pending sales… [SFDNM] 

1903; It will be noticed that by comparing the production of 1901 with the above heavy falling off in output of the precious metals occurs in Bernalillo, 
Santa Fe, and Socorro counties. The cause of this in Bernalillo County is due to the closing down of the Albemarle mine, in Santa Fe County to the 

suspension of work of the Santa Fe Gold and Copper Company, and at San Pedro, and in Socorro County to the shutting down of the Rosedale mine. 



The above properties when in operation produced about two-thirds of the gold of the Territory. [Report of the Governor of New Mexico to the Secretary 

of the Interior 1903, p.343] 

________________________________________________________________ 

 
Robert Corner    - of Chicago & Golden 
1899October24; Mines at Golden. J.C. Panter and Robert Corner, of Chicago, Ill., are at Golden, southern Santa Fe county, to start work on their Kimball 

placer ground, east of the Industrial Placer Mining Company’s property. They have bought one of the newly invented wet washers from T.W. 

Newberry. Mr. Newberry, the inventor of the machine, is superintending the placing of it, and several tests that have been made have proved very 

satisfactory. The washer is able to handle 20 cubic yards per day with fifteen barrels of water. A washer of 500 yards capacity is to be placed near 
Golden in the near future. [SFNM] 

 
Cornforth see Kornfost 

 
John Cornville    - Hopewell m.d. 
1897April9; Hopewell Gold District …Old Time Prospectors. As mentioned in my first article, considerable placer work has been done on the Eureka. In 

1880, John Cornville, T.M. Bonnett, and Messrs. Field, Morgan and Whitmore, took out $10,000 in the latter part of the season. McClannen, Marell, 
Bonnett and others washed $12,000 from the Eureka gulch. S.W. Cunningham and others came in 1883, and, it is said, they panned out $20,000 from the 

same gulch. ...Among those who have prospected in this camp, in times past, are Joseph Hinker, J.T. Long, S.W. Cummings, K.S. Sterling, J.A. Roy and 

Messrs. McKeeves, Field, Morgan, Bonnett, Whitmore, Connerville, McClannen, Hemingway, Marell, Herd, and others. [SFDNM] 

________________________________________________________________ 

 * Cornwell * 
H. E. Cornwell   - witness - 

1881December10; Joseph M. Gough of Los Angeles City & Co CA sells for $100 to David J. Miller Buena Vista mining claim, (reloc 12Dec79 by John Day & William B. 
Guthrie), sold b.B p.221, in CMD; witness Jn Carvy, H.E. Cornwell, recorded 26December1881 [Locations & Mining Deeds E#15409 p.745] 

 
Norman B. Cornwell    - of Cerrillos 
1895October21; At the Palace: N.B. Cornwell, T. Smith, Richard Clements, Cerrillos... [SFDNM] 
1895December10; Norman B. Cornwell, of Cerrillos, has been granted a divorce from his wife, Mary L. Cornwell, on the grounds of cruelty and desertion. 

Attorney A.B. Renehan represented the complainant. [SFDNM] 

________________________________________________________________ 

 * Corona * 
CORONA COPPER COMPANY    - East Las Vegas, Clay CenterKS 
1901October1; Charles A. Southwick, A.C. Blazer, C.W. Strong, C.L. Dixon, B.F. Hamphill of Clay Center, Kas.; W.W. Hill of Three Rivers, Mich.; 

Thomas E. Blauvelt, Charles P. Hammond, Henry E. Blake of East Las Vegas, today filed incorporation papers for the Corona Copper company. 
Capital $1,000,000 divided into 1,000,000 shares. Offices at East Las Vegas and Clay Center, Kas. The incorporators are also the directors of the 

company. [SFNM] 

 

CORONA QUEEN MINING & MILLING COMPANY    - of Lincoln co. 
Coyote Mining & Milling Co., of Mora County; Guadalupita Mining & Milling Co., of Mora County; Elizabethtown Gold Mining Co., of Colfax County; Moreno Valley Mining 

Co., of Colfax County; Red River Placer Mining Co., of Taos County; St. Louis & Las Vegas M.&S. Co., of Socorro County; White Oaks Consolidated Gold Mining Co., of 

Lincoln County; Jicarilla Placer Mining Co., of Lincoln County; Tres Hermanos Mining Co., of Santa Fé County; Las Animas Gold Mining Co., of Sierra County; The 

Buckeye Mining Co., of Socorro County; The Water Cañon Mining Co., of Socorro County; The Stone Wall Mining Co., of Socorro County; The Deep Down Mining Co., of 

Grant County; The Mammoth Consolidated M.&M. Co., of Santa Fé County; The Carbonate Hill Consolidated M.&M. Co., of Leadville, Colo.; The Corona Queen Mining & 

Milling Co., of Lincoln County; The writer was to some extent in all of these different mining companies, and still possesses enough handsomely lithographed stock 

certificates to paper the walls of a good-sixed room. [My Life on the Frontier] 

________________________________________________________________ 

 
C. R. Corprew    - of Cincinnati 
1881June3; C.R. Corprew, of Cincinnati, is expected to arrive in Santa Fe in a day or two on his way south. He is interested with Chicago capitalists in some 

mining schemes, with New Mexico as the scene of operations, and comes out to attend certain business in connection with them. He will probably come 
to Santa Fe before going further south. [SFDNM] 

________________________________________________________________ 

 * Corral * Corrales * 
Jose Dario Corrales  (b.MEX 1810>    - of StaFe 
1850November26_census: Porfirio Amolla, tailor, 29y-o, born NM, resident of Santa Fe City with Jose Dario Corrales, miner, 40y-o 
1850November26_census: Jose Dario Coralles, miner, 40y-o, illiterate, born Mex, resident Santa Fe City – in same habitation with Romona Sanches, 30y-o, Yacinto 

Romires, 60y-o, Porfirio Amolla, tailor, 29y-o, b.Mex. – also listed 1859Dec18 (40 servant “Billard Saloon & Tin Pan Alley” illiterate Mexico) 
 
Luis Corral    - Madrid 
Celestino Dimas (Jerry Dimas' father); Manuel Dimas (Jerry's Godfather); Primitovo Morales ("Our hero"); Manuel Ochoa; Harry Storrs; Juan Gonzales; Andrew Gonzales; 

John Gonzales; Herman Sanchez; Estanislaus Pena; Fernando Pena; Ernesto Garduno; Louie Garcia; Ysidro Terrazas; Max Narvaiz; Lencho Morales; Daniel Martinez; 
Lalo Barreras; Cleto Gonzales; George Gonzales; Joe Comiskey; Joe Vergolio; Gene Montoya; Juan Sanchez; Mr. Steel (1st name unknown); Fidel Lucero; Joe 
Longacre; David Longacre; Jimmy Longacre; Juan Mares; Juan Ramirez; George Archibeque; Elias Garcia; Refugio Sandoval; Pablo Pena; Willie Morales; Felipe 
Sandoval; Delfino Montoya; Librado Montoya; Mike Halea; Martin Kangas; Bill Lemon; Johnny Garcia; Felipe Mares; Tomas Gomez; Henry Barreras; Amarante 
Sandoval; Arturo Gonzales; Alcario Jaramillo; Bruno Peinado; Joe Valdez; Arthur Castro Sr.; Charlie Franks; Paul Griego; Chester Smith Sr.; Placido Urban; Jose Rael; 
Luis Dimas; Griff Grantham Sr.; Juan Baca; Dennis D. Funderburk; Toby Valdez; Lalo C. De Baca; Omogon Sandoval; Romula Corral; Luis Corral; John Tabor [Madrid 
names from memory of the Dimases, per Midori Snyder] 



 
Romula Corral    - Madrid 
Celestino Dimas (Jerry Dimas' father); Manuel Dimas (Jerry's Godfather); Primitovo Morales ("Our hero"); Manuel Ochoa; Harry Storrs; Juan Gonzales; Andrew Gonzales; 

John Gonzales; Herman Sanchez; Estanislaus Pena; Fernando Pena; Ernesto Garduno; Louie Garcia; Ysidro Terrazas; Max Narvaiz; Lencho Morales; Daniel Martinez; 
Lalo Barreras; Cleto Gonzales; George Gonzales; Joe Comiskey; Joe Vergolio; Gene Montoya; Juan Sanchez; Mr. Steel (1st name unknown); Fidel Lucero; Joe 
Longacre; David Longacre; Jimmy Longacre; Juan Mares; Juan Ramirez; George Archibeque; Elias Garcia; Refugio Sandoval; Pablo Pena; Willie Morales; Felipe 
Sandoval; Delfino Montoya; Librado Montoya; Mike Halea; Martin Kangas; Bill Lemon; Johnny Garcia; Felipe Mares; Tomas Gomez; Henry Barreras; Amarante 
Sandoval; Arturo Gonzales; Alcario Jaramillo; Bruno Peinado; Joe Valdez; Arthur Castro Sr.; Charlie Franks; Paul Griego; Chester Smith Sr.; Placido Urban; Jose Rael; 
Luis Dimas; Griff Grantham Sr.; Juan Baca; Dennis D. Funderburk; Toby Valdez; Lalo C. De Baca; Omogon Sandoval; Romula Corral; Luis Corral; John Tabor [Madrid 
names from memory of the Dimases, per Midori Snyder] 

________________________________________________________________ 

 
T. J. Corran    - of Abq 
1899August14; T.J. Corran, the insurance agent, one of the publishers of the New Mexico Mining Record is over from Albuquerque, on business for the 

mining exchange there. [SFNM] 

 
Corria see Corris 
 
Theodore Corrick    - of StaFe 
1909August28; (ad in New Mexican) Corrick Carriage Co. Hack & Bus Line, 120 San Francisco St. Call Up 123 Black for Carriages. 
1915August23; (Emma to Agnes) I have been compelled to seek counsel & advice from Judge R.H. Hanna, 33degree Mason, & am going to abide by his decision, & I write 

these few lines to let you know that for divers reasons we have decided to separate , or rather I have decided to do so in order to pacify Papa’s peculiar mental ideas. I 
have no fear as to my being able to get my own living & a home has been opened gratuitously to me at any time. All being well & the weather permitting I will leave 
here about 7-0 am on Thursday morning & Mr Kiesov will take me & my baggage to the following address. If you wish to know full particulars no doubt you can get it 
from Judge R.H. Hanna. I hope you are all well as it leaves me the same.  With love and best wishes to you all from Emma J.P. McNulty. Care of Mrs Theodore 
Corrick, 361 San Francisco Street, Santa Fe, New Mexico. [McNulty papers (McCraw) b.22] 

 
Corrigan see Currigan 
 

Anthony Cortesy    - of StaFe & Socorro 

1882June25; Amount of Property Owned By the Residents of Santa Fe County. April 14, 1882. Cortesy, A. and wife _ 5,000 00 [SFDNM]   
1894May18; The New Mexico National bank, of Socorro… M.W. Browne, president; E. Montoya, vice-president; E.E. Nold, cashier; E. Montoya, Joseph 

Price, Wm Watson, W.H. Patterson, A. Cortesy, J.W. McMullen, M.W. Browne and Felipe Chavez, directors. [SFDNM] 

1896March16; Mr. J.J. Leeson left last night for Socorro. He returns after a few days to look after his friend in the hospital, Mr. Cortesy. [SFDNM] 

Anthony Cortesy House, Socorro; HPD#625 StateRegisterdate 20Mar1978, NatRegisterdate 20Feb1991 
- witness - 

1880February9; indenture; John Doyle sells for $300 to Charles F. Wallis of Boulder Co CO ½ of rebecca Load, SW extension of Sham Rock Load; presence A. Cortesy, 
certify N.W. Fine Notary Public, recorded 10February1880 [Locations & Mining Deeds B#15406 p.209] 

1880March26; Frank Dimick, Palle F. Herlow, R.H. Longwill, Lehman Spiegelberg appoint Henry M. Atkinson attorney for not more than 90 days for Sunrise claim, 
mountain Boy claim, Summit claim, for $7500 will quit claim; presence I.D. Proudfit, J.D. Proudfit, A. Cortesy, certify John Watts Notary Public, recorded 
30March1880 [Locations & Mining Deeds C#15407 p.31] 

________________________________________________________________ 

 * Cortez * 
Ambrocio Cortez  <b.1888>    - of Madrid 
1930_census: Ambrocio Cortez, 42y-o, Madrid 
 
Francis G. Cortez  <b.1883>    - of Madrid 
1930_census: Francis G. Cortez, 47y-o, Madrid 
 

Jos Paz Cortez  (b.NM 1842>    - wife is Casimira Cortez (b.NM 1871>;  of StaFe 

1910April19_census: Jos Paz Cortez, miner gold mines (works for), married 22yrs, 68y-o, born NM, English speaker, resident Santa Fe City own home free with wife 
Casimira Cortez (39y-o 7child/4living NM), 2son 18single 17single, 2dau 13 10, sis-in-law 18single 

 
Jose Cortez  (b.NM 1882>    - wife is Franciscita Cortez (b.CA 1883>;  of Madrid 
1920January13_census: Madrid building 97; Jose Cortez, miner A&CCC, 39 y-o, b.NM, wife, Franciscita, 37 y-o, b.CA; 3son, Paz, 16, b.CO, Husto, 12, b.CO, Jose Jr., 10, 

b.CO, 1dau, Margarita, 2, b.NM. 
1930_census: Jose Cortez, 48y-o, Madrid 
1940May9_census ED 25-39 Madrid sheet 10A; enumerator Manuel C. Martinez; Jose Cortez, house #731, renting $18/mo, 58, Married, education 6, b.NM, living in ’35 

samehouse, at work 21 hrs in week, Miner Coalmine, 36 wks worked in 1939, wages $504. Damasio Romero, 33, Partner, single, education 8, b.NM, living in ’35 R. Rio 
Ariba countyNM, farm, at work 21 hrs in week, Miner coalmine, 32 wks worked in 1939, wages $500. 

 
Matias Cortez  <b.1890>    - of Madrid 
1930_census: Matias Cortez, 40y-o, Madrid 
 

Viviana Cortez  (b.NM 1863>    - of Dolores 

1910May6_census: Viviana Cortez, widow 3child/1living, noEnglish 47y-o, born NM [NM NM], resident Cerrillos-Dolores renting with servant Clara Santanna (10 servant in 
private home noEnglish NM [NM NM]) 

________________________________________________________________ 



 

CORTLAND GOLD & SILVER MINING COMPANY    - StaFe 
1896April4; Corporations Organized Under the General Incorporation Law, 1868-1904. Cortland Gold & Silver Mining Company. The. Date of filing April 4, 1896, 50yrs, 

Santa Fe, Capital stock 1,500,000 [NMBlueBook 1905, p.198] 
1896April10; The following new corporations have filed articles with the territorial secretary. The Cortland Gold & Silver Mining Company – 

Incorporators, W.G. Burnham, S.T. Grant and W.R. Gray, of Denver, and Lorion Miller and Charles F. Easley, of Santa Fe; objects, acquiring and 

operating mines and mille; capital stock, $1,500,000; life, fifty years; principal place of business in New Mexico, Santa Fe; local agent, Charles F. 
Easley. [SFDNM] 

________________________________________________________________ 

 * Cory * Corry * Corey * 
Miss Corey    - of Wallace 
1882August10; W.C. Wheeler, Mrs. Wheeler, Miss Corey, Wm Lysett, all of Wallace, came over to the city yesterday and stopped at the Exchange hotel. 

They came to see Santa Fe and were pleased. [SFDNM]  

 
E. H. Cory    - DallasTX, Hillsboro 
1901September24; Robert H. Hopper, William Lee Johnson and Oscar Turner, today filed incorporation papers for the Lillie May Gold Mining company. 

The company intends to purchase, develop and work the Rattlesnake and Opportunity groups of mines near Hillsboro, Sierra county, numbering eight 
claims and covering 165 acres. The capital is $3,000,000, divided into 3,000,000 shares. The office of the company will be at Louisville, Kentucky. The 

directors are: Robert H. Hopper, Nicholas Galles, Hillsboro; Oscar Turner, William Lee Johnson, Louisville; E.H. Cory and Murrell Lee Buckner, 

Dallas, Texas. [SFNM]  

 
H. T. Cory    - Columbia 
1895June12; At the Palace: Geo W. North, Cerrillos; H.T. Cory, Columbia... [SFDNM] 

 

S. J. Cory    - of StaFe 
1894June4; A party of fifteen residents drove to this city yesterday to witness the parade of the Blessed Virgin. …The visitors were Mesdames J.P. 

McFadyean, Effie Williams, S.J. Cory, G.W. North and W.H. Kennedy; Misses E.D. Wayne, Laura Elgin, Ida Vandermark, Lulu Hanson, Della 
Burdick, Euretta Burdick and Messrs. E. Randolph, John McAndrews, Albert Steffin and S. Golding. [SFDNM] 

 

San Juan Corey    - Turquesa 
1912September27; (article in the New Mexican) Following a sensational roundup and the firing of a quantity of birdshot, some of which took effect, Sheriff Charles Closson 

arrested five Indians yesterday evening on the charge of Pilfering turquoise from the Tiffany mines, 15 miles south of Santa Fe. The prisoners gave their names as 
Antonio Tenorio, San Juan Corey, Juan Tecorio, Cruz Roseta and Reyes Roseta. They were brought to the city and lodged in the county jail. [McNulty papers 
(P.McCraw) b.19] 

 
T. Corry    - of Abq 
1891July24; T. Corry, representing Albuquerque’s bright illustrated Adobeland, has been a visitor to the camps of south Santa Fe county this week. [The Rustler, v.IV no.3] 
 

W. W. Cory    - NP of Wapello co.IA 

1882May31; Indenture; S.B. Evans, Sarah E. Evans wife <both of Wapello Co IA sell for $4000 to Burlengton Auco New Mexico Gold and Silver Mining Co of Desmoines Co 
IA Tezcuco Lode, 1mi E of Carbonateville, bounded N by Robert Hart Lode, E by Caledoma Lode, S by San Simon Lode, W by Lady Washington Lode, in LCMD; certify 
31May82 W.W. Cory Notary Public Wapello Co, Cory certified 31May82 W.C. Thompson Clerk, recorded 10May1883 [Locations & Mining Deeds F#15410 p.411] 

 
Will J. Corey    - of AkronOH & San Pedro 
1895May21; Cerrillos Rustler. The San Pedro Milling & Prospecting company, with headquarters at Akron, Ohio, is meeting with good success in the sale 

of its stock, and the manager, Mr. J.C. Gafney, is expected here within a short time to work the properties. Mr. Will J. Corey, the secretary and 

treasurer, is also expected here in August. [SFDNM] 

________________________________________________________________ 

 * Coryell * Curryell * 
Lewis S. Coryell    - Ortiz Mine grant 
1858 February1; New Mexico Mining Company incorporated by NM Legislature: Elisha Whittlesey, Abraham Rencher, Ferdinand W. Risque, Charles E. Sherman, Andrew J. 

O’Bannon, Lewis S. Coryell, David Walker, Ulysses Ward, Preston Beck, Michael A. Otero, Henry Connelly, and Francis A. Cunningham, and all others 
early 1858 Coryell and his family [Lewis]; Rencher list of NMMC stockholders 
 
Shufelt Curryell    - Dolores 
1895November18; At the Exchange: Shufelt Curryell, Dolores... [SFDNM] 

 
Thomas F. Coryell    - surveyor;  of StaFe & Allerton 
1894March22; Messrs Chas Neustadt, M.F. Sena and a number of citizens are interested in a new gold find four miles east of Santa Fe and just north of the 

water reservoir. …Surveyor Coryell says he discovered good float in that locality last fall and out of it got an assay return of $68 in gold to the ton, but 

that he was unable to find the main lead. [SFDNM] 

1894March29; Thos F. Coryell, the surveyor, is in camp twenty-two miles west of Santa Fe and writes Dr. Sloan that he has discovered some rich galena 
ore there and located three claims. Messrs. L.A. Hughes and J.W. Akers went out to look over the new find to-day. [SFDNM] 

1894May28; Allerton Nuggets; Dr. Coryell, United States deputy surveyor, has located here and intends soon building a residence. [SFDNM] 

________________________________________________________________ 

 * Cosgrove * 



Cosgrove    - of Cooney & Cosgrove;  of Mogollon m.d. 
1896March31; [Grant county] Cooney and Cosgrove, Mogollon district, have bonded the Little Cherife to eastern parties, who now have possession of the 

property. [SFDNM] 
 

Cornelius “Con” Cosgrove    - of Las Cruces & Las Vegas 
1872April2; New Mexico and Arizona Stage Company. The undersigned are running four horse passenger coaches from La Mesilla, New Mexico to 

Tucson, Arizona, and back once a week, connecting at Tucson with lines from California and Sonora, Mexico… Our line run directly through the far 

famed Ralston Silver Mines. Particular attention paid to Express matter and the comfort of passengers. Bennett & Cosgrove 24-tf. [ad in SFDNM] 

1873November21; Dr. Russell, of Santa Fé, and Con Cosgrove, of Las Cruces, N.M., arrived from the east last night, and are at the American house. – 
Denver News. [SFDNM]   

1873November22; Con Cosgrove of the southern mail line, and Hon. H.S. Russell arrived in the coach yesterday from the east. [SFDNM]   

1874May1; Con Cosgrove came up on the southern coach last evening. He has dissolved his connection with the firm of J.F. Bennett & Co., and is on his 
way east. [SFDNM] 

1874June5; The southern coach came in this morning about eight o’clock. Mr. Charles Pessels and Mrs. C. Cosgrove were the only passengers. [SFDNM] 

1874June6; Con Cosgrove returned from Washington in the eastern coach yesterday. [SFDNM] 
1874July16; Yesterday was inaugurated a new era in the way of mail transportation which will give greater facilities for communication with Arizona and 

the Pacific; the mail line from here to Presoctt under the direction of Con Cosgrove, the sub-contractor, was opened yesterday, and the first stage started 

out over the line. [SFDNM]   
1874August17; The Prescott mail wagon came in yesterday, and left again this morning. Col. Cosgrove reports everything quiet along the route. [SFDNM]   

1876September25; Hon. S.B. Elkins and Con Cosgrove left Saturday for a visit to the Placer mines. [SFDNM] 

1877August; member of Montezuma Masonic Lodge, at the formation of the Grand Lodge of NM; Cornelius Cosgrove, Demitted: 2-5-1883 
1877August4; The reorganization of Santa Fe Royal Arch Chapter was completed… W.W. Griffin, M.E.H.P.; Thos B. Catron, K; Gustave Elsberg, S.; Will 

Spiegelberg, C.of H.; Con Cosgrove, P.S.; Chas Pessels, R.A.C.; Thos S. Tucker, G.M.3dV.; Ben Schuster, G.M.2dV.; Robt B. Willison, G.M.1stV.; 
Wm H. Manderfield, Treasurer; Dav J. Miller, Secretary. [SFDNM] 

1880November1; Yesterday afternoon at 2 o’clock the mail driver Weston and Mrs Deolatere who were arrested a week ago by post office detective J.F. 

Morely on suspicion of being implicated in the robbery of the mail on the Las Vegas and Las Cruces route on the 18th inst, were brough before United 
States Commissioner Samuel Ellison for examination. The witnesses in the case who were present yesterday were E.E. Paxson, assistant postmaster at 

las Vegas; C. Cosgrove, contractor of the mail route from Las Vegas to Los Cruces, Michael Cosgrove, superintendent of the route and Mr. Morely. 

[SFDNM] 
1881October4; C. Cosgrove, of Las Vegas, came over from that town last night. He is at the Exchange hotel. [SFDNM] 

1881December2; C. Cosgrove, of Las Vegas, was in Santa Fe yesterday stopping at the Exchange hotel. [SFDNM] 

 
Michael Cosgrove    - mail router;  of Las Vegas 
1877May16; Herlow’s Hotel. – The following are the names of the registered guests at Herlow’s Hotel, West San Francisco street, yesterday May 15th: 

W.H. Cosgrove and M. Cosgrove, Prescott Mail. [SFDNM] 

[early 1880s] …the Star Route Mail Contracts sprang into prominence through the manipulations of such men as Stephen W. Dorsey, Richard C. Kerens, 

Stephen B. Elkins, Thomas B. Catron, Numa Raymond, John H. Riley, Michael Cosgrove and numerous lesser lights, as well as others in Washington 
higher up and behind the scenes. [My Life on the Frontier] 

1880October31; ref Michael Cosgrove, superintendent of the mail route from Las Vegas to Las Cruces. [SFDNM] 

1880November1; Yesterday afternoon at 2 o’clock the mail driver Weston and Mrs Deolatere who were arrested a week ago by post office detective J.F. 
Morely on suspicion of being implicated in the robbery of the mail on the Las Vegas and Las Cruces route on the 18th inst, were brough before United 

States Commissioner Samuel Ellison for examination. The witnesses in the case who were present yesterday were E.E. Paxson, assistant postmaster at 

las Vegas; C. Cosgrove, contractor of the mail route from Las Vegas to Los Cruces, Michael Cosgrove, superintendent of the route and Mr. Morely. 
[SFDNM] 

1882May29; Mining Deed; John N. Scott <sig=H, cert=N) of Las Vegas San Miguel Co, sells for $350 to Michael Cosgrove of Las Vegas San Miguel Co 

undiv 1/8 int Keesse coal claim 160ac, b.G p.115, Sec30 T14N R8, 300’Southerly to N boundary line of Ortiz Grant, in CMD; 300’Westerly, Northerly 
½ mi, Ely ½ mi, Sly ½ mi, Wly2040’; presence W.H/N. Shupp, certify 29May82 Clarence Heap Notary Public San Miguel Co, recorded 31May1882; 

[b.F p.172] 

1883October12; Mike Cosgrove, the old reliable mail router, dropped in on us yesterday on his way to Vegas by team. [The Golden Retort. Vol.III No.22] 

 
Tom Cosgrove    - Cooney m.d., Socorro co. 
1898September21; A large body of ore, five feet wide and assaying $37 to the ton, has been struck in the Little Charlie mine in the Cooney mining district, 

Socorro county. The property belongs to Tom Cooney and Tom Cosgrove and is an extension of the Little Fannie mine. [SFNM] 

Catron co. Little Fannie Mine, HPD#563 StateRegisterdate 20Jan1978 

________________________________________________________________ 
 

COSSACK MINING COMPANY    - Bland 
as of 1965; Cossack Mining Company, Bland. Lone Star Group & Albemarle. Mines Handbook & Copper Handbook, V.XII., Intl. Mining Manual. [Directory of Mines in New 

Mexico, Lucien A. File] 
 
E. F. Cossum    - Cripple Creek & E-town 
1899August4; The Senate-Bobtail group, belonging to the Smithfield Mining and Milling Company of Pittsburg, is in the hands of Manager E.T. Cossum, 

who has had several years experience at Cripple Creek with Bankers’ Leasing Company and other enterprises. …Messrs. A.T. McIntire, W.P. 

McIntire, J.L. Davis, Dave Ammons and Frank Spur took hold of this group less than a year ago… [SFNM] 

1899August14; The Smithfield Gold Mining & Milling company of Elizabethtown this morning filed incorporation papers at the office of the territorial 
secretary. The company was organized under the laws of West Virginia and appoints as the manager and local agent in New Mexico E.F. Cossun, of 

Pittsburg, who will reside at Elizabethtown. The capital of the company is $50,000, of which $11,000 is paid up. The incorporators are Joseph 

Hartman, W.H. Lusk, Butler, Pa.; Thomas J. Stevenson, Theodore G. Dunn, Emil D. Dant, H. Johns, Jr., T.F. Johns, F.J. Close, W.W. Elderkin, E. 
F????on, F.A. Spiller, Pittsburg, Pa. [SFNM] 

 



Charles Costeker    - of LancashireENG & CMD 
1889May28; CERRILLOS MINING COMPANY, LIMITED, Directors. W. Balle Huntington, Chairman, Eli Heyworth, F.H. Coddington, Charles Costeker (solicitor), Frederick 

Baynes; Bankers: Manchester & County Bank, Ltd.; Auditors: John Adamson, Son, and Co.; Mine Manager: E.C.O. Huhn. Secretary: George A. Hemming; Offices: 4, 
Church Street, Darwen, Lancashire. This company was registered on the 28th May, 1889, to acquire interests in mining property situate near Santa Fé, New Mexico, 
upon terms of an agreement made between William Taylor Thornton, of Santa Fé, and H. Simpson. The authorized capital is £40,000, in shares of £1 each, of which 
20,000 shares have been issued and paid up. The capital was increased in 1890 from £20,000 to its present amount. There are also first mortgage debentures to the 
amount of £36,000, and second mortgage debentures to the amount of £24,000. The whole of the share and debenture capital was privately subscribed. Further 
interests and properties have been purchased in addition to those originally acquired. The company reports that extensive development work has been done, and a 
large mining and concentrating plant laid down and completed. [The Mining Manual for 1891-2. by Walter R. Skinner, London] 

1889July9; Cerrillos Mining Company; Summary of Capital and Shares; Baynes, Frederick, Cotton Maunfacturer, 1370sh; Baynes, Alina Adelaide, Nave, 10sh; Baynes, 
Robert Edward, 150sh; Beckett, William Edward, Cashier, 1sh; Brooks, Thomas, Colliery Proprietor, 600sh; Coddington, Charles Dudley, Cotton Spinner, 150sh; 
Coddington, Francis Harvey, Cotton Manufacturer, 780sh; Coddington, Reginald, Cotton Spinner, 90sh; Costeker, Charles, Solicitor, 450sh; Fish, Graham, Cotton 
Manufacturer, 450sh; Heyworth, Eli, Cotton Manufacturer, 1320sh; Huntington, Charles Philip, Paper Stainer, 300sh; Huntington, William Belle, Paper Stainer, 1304sh; 
Lightboun, Timothy, Cotton Manufacturer, 300sh; Roberts, Edmund Russel, Barrister at Law, 150sh; Rutherford, John, Brewer, 600sh; Simpson, Henry, Cashier, 
345sh; Sevain, Walter, Agent, 30sh; Thompson, John, Cotton Manufacturer, 400sh; Thompson, William, Cotton Manufacturer, 200sh. 

1907February27; notice of the final winding up meeting is sent by Costeker, Smitton & Holme, of Darwen, Lancashire, to the Registrar of Joint Stock Companies, Somerset 
House, London 

 
P. Costello    - of StaFe 
1880October13; Messrs. H. Schmidt and P. Costello, both old residents of Santa Fe, arrived yesterday from Germany, whither they have been on a visit to 

their old homes. Mr. Schmidt was for many years hospital steward at this place and he lived here or hereabouts for twenty years. [SFDNM] 

 
Daniel Coster    - Glorieta 
1894June12; At the Bon Ton; Cristobal Romero, Gregorio Bustos, J. Routledge, Glorieta; Al Burke, Bland; Charles Dalton, Glorieta; Nicholas Montoya, 

Golden; Jack Rouse, Glorieta; J.W. Harris, Cochiti; Nicholas Herrera, San Pedro; Nasario Gonzales, La Cienega; S.M. Payne, James T. Roberts, Golden; 

J.S. Ortiz, Galisteo; Carl Nelson, Amizett; Jacob Krimmnick, San Pedro; Daniel Coster, Glorieta; Librado Valencia, Galisteo; D. Leyba, Galisteo; Simon 

Padilla, Langino Padilla, Ramon Padilla, Cienega; J.J. Morgan, Cochiti; Desiderio Rendon, Bonanza City; Peter C. Smith, Cochiti; A.D. Perry, Golden; 
Paul D. Stone, Gran Quivera Mines; E.A. Dow, Tajique. [SFDNM] 

 
M. L. Cothman    - witness - 
1941October11; Agreement. Thomas D. Campbell AND Pablo Aranda, Thomas Aranda and Altagracia Martinez Aranda his wife. b.F-Contracts p.283. Second 

parties represent that they are the owners of certain lands lying SW of Golden and San Pedro inside the N boundary line of San Pedro Grant, being the same 
land deeded by Ygnacio Guevara to Trinidad Barselo on 17Oct1846, rec.20Jun1881, in StaFe co. b.R-2 p.121, being also the same tract of land included in a 
so-called “Judicial Decree” from Trinidad Barselo to Ygnacio Guevara, rec.20Jun1881, b.R-2 p.122, and being also the same tract of land transferred by 
Ygnacio Guevara to D. Francisco Aranda on 27Aug1851, rec.20Jun1881, b.R-2 p.123. ¶ Thomas Aranda is the grandson of D. Francisco Aranda and the son 
of Pablo Aranda. ¶ Pablo Aranda, along with his son, Thomas Aranda and his grandfather, D. Francisco Aranda, represent that they have possession of the 
lands hereinafter described, claiming to be the owners of the same, for nearly 100 yards[?], and that they have placed improvements thereon. Second Parties 
recognize that they have no complete or sufficient record title or deeds to said lands, bur represent that they have been in oper, adverse, notorious and 
complete possession for such period of time. …the First Pary, Thomas D. Campbell, shall deliver to Thomas Aranda, his quitclaim deed for 147.44 acres… to 
Pablo Aranda, his quitclaim deed for 97.49 acres… There shall be reserved off the N end of the Thomas Aranda tract to be conveyed, immediately S of the 
Grant Line, a right-of-way 66 feet in width for use of a public highway, if and when a public highway is desired… In consideration Second Parties will not 
claim any other lands within the San Pedro Grant… Second Parties will give First Party 30 days preference right to sale… Second Parties agree to fence and 
maintain… Wit. Tiofilo M. Aranda, M.L. Cothman [Sup.Abstract No.2153 7Aug1937, per BHenderson] 

 
John Cotner    - Cerrillos 
1894February22; At the Bon Ton hotel; John Cotner, Albert Hagerman, John Winslow, Cerrillos. [SFDNM] 

 
William P. Cotter    - of StaFe 
1881March20; W.P. Cotter was before United States Commissioner Samuel Ellison yesterday for examination upon a charge of selling liquor without a 

license. Cotter runs the Grand Central Hotel bar, formerly run by Col. Cake, and it was claimed that the saloon had changed hands, and the new 

proprietor had failed to take out the proper license. …case dismissed… [SFDNM] 
1881May6; Joseph Osfield Jr sells for $500 to William P. Cotter undiv 1/16int Waterloo Mine New Placers SBMD, rec 7May81; witness Wm M. Berger 

[b.D p.442] 

________________________________________________________________ 

 * Cottell * Cottle * 
Cyrus Cottle  - witness -  
1880June18(loc); H.R. Nickerson, locator, by T. Saunders agent Uncle Tom Mine extend 1500’ from E lines of Easterbrooks mine, 150’ea side, calls for NE 

lines of the Rlut Mine and S side line Hattie Mine, is a portion of former Blue Dick Mine, SBMD Tuerto Mtns; witness J. Osfield Jr, Cyrus Cottell [b.C 
p.285]  

1880June18(loc); T. Saunders, locators Hattie Mine 1500’E from E end Easterbrook mine, 150’ea side, portion of former Blue Dick, calls from N side line 

of Uncle Tom Mine, SBMD Tuerto Mtns; witness J. Osfield Jr, Cyrus Cottle [b.C p.287]  
1880November4(loc); Oscar Hodgden Stonewall Jackson mine 750’N+S 300’ea side, Tuerto Mts, SBMD, rec 2Feb81; witness Cyrus Hetell [b.D p.266] 

 

Jordan B. Cottle  (b.ENG 1848>    - of Carbonateville 

  location date name of claim 

Maddux, Rogers & Cottle  8/9/1879  Little Lizzie - owned 

J. Raulston, J. Martin, Rogers & Cottle 9/24/1879  Bueno 

Martin, Jolly, Good & Cottle  11/24/1879  Little Lillie 



ALPHA [loc 12-12-79] owned by Rogers & Cottle & John Raulston 
BUENO owned by J. Raulston, Rogers & Cottle 
BUTCHER BOY [loc 5-31-79] owned by Rogers & Cottle 
GOLDEN GATE [loc 8-7-79] owned by Raulston, Sullivan, Rogers & Cottle 
LAURA / LAURA NO2 [loc 7-7-79] owned by Marshalltown Mining Co. and Rogers & Cottle 
LITTLE LILLIE owned by Good, O'Mara and Rogers & Cottle 
MINNIE [loc 11-24-79] owned by Rogers & Cottle, Martin & Hayward 
PRIDE OF THE CAMP [loc 5-3-79] owned by Rogers & Cottle and Marshalltown Mining Co. 
ROZELLIN [loc 9-3-79] owned by Rogers & Cottle 
SACRAMENTO [loc 12-12-79] owned by Flynn, O'Neal, Rogers & Cottle 
SHAMROCK [loc 10-16-79] owned by Rogers & Cottle 
STONE CUTTER [loc ?-?-80] owned by Rogers & Cottle 
1879July; …the party changed its destination on July 6 after talking with two sheepmen, Rogers and Cottle, “who told us of a ‘find’ of carbonates more 

recent than that at Leadville, and not so far away”; so the party “decided to turn our course to the new field. The new Mecca was called 
Carbonateville…” [Pioneer Surveyor – Frontier Lawyer. The Personal Narrative of O.W. Williams] 

1879August9 (loc); T.A. Maddux 2/3, Wm C. Rogers, Jordan B. Cottle (together 1/3); Little Lizzie lode, 1mi S from Old Turquois Mtn, ½ mi E from old mina del Tiro, 1500’ S 
from Globe Democrat, in LCMD; 750’ nearly NE&SW, 150’ea side; recorded 26January1880 {filed&recorded 11Nov79 N.B. Laughlin Recorder} [Locations & Mining 
Deeds B#15406 p.180] 

1879August9 (loc); Los Cerrillos Mining District: T.A. Maddux 2/3int, J.B. Cottle + Wm C. Rogers 1/3int, Little Lizzie Lode 1500’ linear 750’nearly SW 
& 750’nearly NE 150’ on ea side. ca 1mi S from the old Turquoise Mountain, ca 1/2mi E from old Mine del Tiro and ca 1500’ S from the Globe-

Democrat Lode. Filed for record 11Nov79, recorded same day N.B. Laughlin Recorder {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 1 p.196} 

1879September11; indenture; John H. Grady sells for $150 to William C. Rogers, Jordan B. Cottle undivided ½ int Laure No.2 (loc 12July79), W side McKenzie Mt; witness 
Candelario Martinez, John C. Creswell; certified 11Sept79 by Luciano Baca Clerk of P.Court, recorded 11September1879 [Locations & Mining Deeds A#15405 p. 546] 

1879September24 (loc); Wm C. Rogers, J.B. Cottle, James P. Martin, John Raulston; Bueno lode, ½ mi SE of Dimicks Camp, in LCMD; 600’NE 900’SW, 150’ea side; 
recorded 20January1880 [Locations & Mining Deeds B#15406 p.157] 

1879November24 (loc); M.L. Good, John Martin, Frank Jollie, J.B. Cottle (locators); Little Lillie Lode, relocation upon Climax lode; 233’NE 600’SW, 150’ea side; recorded 
24February1880 [Locations & Mining Deeds B#15406 p248] 

1879October17; indenture; Harry Gillon sells for $100 to William C. Rogers, Jordan B. Cottle undivided ¼ Pride of the Camp lode, (loc 3May79 recorded b.A p.474) 2mi SW 
McKenzie Mtn, ½ mi W Mina del Tiro Mine, in LCMD; presence of J.L. Hayward, certify 24Oct79 Francisco Gonzales Justice of Peace; recorded 19November1879 
[Locations & Mining Deeds B#15406 p.65] 

1879October20; Harry Gillon sells for $50 to William C. Rogers, Jordan B. Cottle undivided 1/3 Lizzie lode, ¾ mi of Turquoise Mtn, ½ mi from Mina del Tiro, in LCMD; 
witness J.L. Hayward; recorded 19November1879 [Locations & Mining Deeds B#15406 p.64] 

1879October25; C.W. Harris sells for $1 to William C. Rogers, Jordan B. Cottle undivided 1/3 littly Lizzie lode, ¾ mi S of Turquoise Mtn, in LCMD; witness T.H. Oneal, 
W.W. Livengood, J.N. Livengood; recorded 19November1879 [Locations & Mining Deeds B#15406 p.64] 

1879November24 (loc): J.L. Hayward, J.B. Cottle, J. Martin; Minnie Lode, 1500’ linear, 150’ on ea side, 1200’SW & 300’NE, in Galisteo District. Wm R. 

Golden District Recorder [rec 10Feb80] {Galisteo Mining Record – Cerrillos Record Book 6 p.144} 

1879December12 (loc); Jordan B. Cottle, John Raulson (locators); Alpha Lode, 500’N 1000’S 150’;ea side, in GMD; [Locations & Mining Deeds C#15407 p.60] 
1879December15; indenture; Daniel H. Hogarty sells for $50 to William B. Rogers, Jordan B. Cottle undivided ½ Stone cutter Lode, (loc 6Oct79, b.1 p.192) 1mi NE 

Carbonateville, 500’ from Grand Reserve lode, in LCMD; witness John Martin, certify 17Dec79 N.B. Laughlin Notary Public [Locations & Mining Deeds B#15406 p.112] 
1881; E.A. Turner’s memories of Carbonateville, 1941 - Rogers and Cottle operated the first general store consisting of groceries. Miners furnishings- mining supplies. Saloon 

and Boarding house… In the only street in Carbonateville Rogers + Cottle had a lumber yard or pile what was between my home and Rogers store. it was scattered 
over a hundred feet as I remember. It was the head-quarters in good weather for the miners to put on the big boast, specimens enough to fill a wash tub they had 
brought to show their comrades. It was a peaceful meeting. only, each one had the best mine in the district- but I guess it was never proven. [McNulty papers 
(P.McCraw) b.28] 

1880January9 (loc); Wm C. Rogers, John Roulston, Jordan B. Cottle, Leray Gregory; Prince Albert Lode, 1mi N of Carbonateville; 750’ NE & SW, 150’ea side; [Locations & 
Mining Deeds C#15407 p.60] 

1880January12; indenture; Patrick Burk of LCMD sells for $50 to William C Rogers, Jordan B. Cottle undivided ½ int in Stone Cutter lode, (loc 6Oct79) 500’ from Grand 
Reserve Lode b.1 p.192; presence A.D.Giles, certify N.B. Laughlin Recorder, recorded 27January1880 [Locations & Mining Deeds B#15406 p.182] 

1880January21; indenture; John Roulston of LCMD sells for $25 to William C. Rogers, Jordan B. Couttle (both of LCMD) undivided ¼ Butcher Boy No.2, (loc 31May79 rec 
b.1 p.111) in GMD, 3mi NNW from Dimicks Camp, ¼ mi E Cock of the Walk lode; presence James I. Martin, certify 24March1880 N.B. Laughlin Notary Public 
[Locations & Mining Deeds B#15406 p.343] 

1880January26; indenture; William B. Guthrie sells for $150 to William C. Rogers, Jordan B. Cottle undivided ½ ShamRock (loc 16Oct79 b.2 p.2), SE side of Grand Central 
Mtn in Sec5 T14 R8E, in CMD; presence John Doyle, certify N.B. Laughlin Notary Public, recorded 26January1880 [Locations & Mining Deeds B#15406 p.186] 

1880January26 Indenture; William B. Guthrie of LCMD sells for $150 to William C. Rogers and Jordan B. Cottle of LCMD undiv 1/2int in Shamrock 

Lode. in LCMD, ca 1/2mi W of the Turquoise Mtn and on the SE side of what is known as the Grand Central Mtn in Sec5 T14 R8E loc 16Oct79 
Book2 p.2. Presence John Doyle, Cert 26Jan80 N.B. Laughlin Notary Public, {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 2 p.27} 

1880January29 Edward Brown certify Mr. Rogers and Cottle have $200 against me on the Delta Lode 2mi N from here, due 7Mar80. Witness Jas L. Little, 
{Cerrillos Mining Records Book 2 p.30} 

1880January30; Edward Brown of GMD power of attorney to Jordan B. Cottle of Carbonateville for Delta, in GMD 2mi N of Carbonateville; presence J.M. Mitchell Jr, certify 
N.B. Laughlin Notary Public [Locations & Mining Deeds B#15406 p.191] 

1880February3; Edward Brown revokes power of attorney to Jordan B. Cottle for Delta, certify N.B. Laughlin Notary Public [Locations & Mining Deeds B#15406 p.192] 
1880February10; J.L. Hayward, J.B. Cottle, J. Martin; Minnie lode, (loc 24Nov79) in GMD; 300’NE 1200’SW, 150’ea side; recorded 24February1880 {b.1 p.144 10Feb80 

Wm R . Golden District Recorder} [Locations & Mining Deeds B#15406 p248] 
1880February10 (loc); Michael Gannon; Oronoka Lode, 150’ SE from Rogers & Cottle’s Store at Carbonateville NM, runs across the surface Ground of the Carbonate lode, 

about 200’ E from Carbonate shaft; 100’N 1400’nearly S, 150’ea side; recorded 24March1880 [Locations & Mining Deeds B#15406 p. 329] 
1880February10 (loc); Loc by Michal Gannon. Oronoka Lode; 1500’ 100’N and 1400’ nearly due S 150’ on ea side; ca 150’ SE from Rogers + Cottle 

Store at the town of Carbonateville and runs across the Surface ground of the Carbonate Lode about 200’ E of the Carbonate shaft. Filed for record 

15Mar80 recorded same day N.B. Laughlin Recorder. {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 2 p.55} 

1880February24 7PM; Carbonateville N.M. Miner’s Meeting called to order by Recorder Laughlin, and Mr. Wm B. Guthrie elected chairman. The 
chairman stated the objects of the meeting and Mr. J.B. Cottle after some discussion requested that a Committee be appointed to go on the ground and 



examine the stakes of the R.C. Clowry Lode. Whereupon Mr. Coflin objected and witnesses were called on both sides and after considerable question 

and cross-question the meeting decided that a Committee not be appointed, and upon a vote of the Meeting decided that Mr. D. Coflin was the rightful 
owner of the said R. C. Clowry Lode. Wm B. Guthrie Chairman, N.B. Laughlin Secretary 

1880March19; John K. Handley sells for value received to Rogers & Cottle of Carbonateville all my int Rossela, owned by J.H. Billings & J. Billings, near Pride of the Camp, 
in LCMD [Locations & Mining Deeds C#15407 p.284] 

1880March24; indenture; N.B. Laughlin atty for N.J.W. Fish sells for $500 to W.C. Rogers, Jordan B. Cottle undivided ¼ Butcher Boy No.2, (loc 31May79) 3mi NW of 
Carbonateville, NE extension of Little John lode, in LCMD; presence J.M. Mitchell, certify Thomas A. Maddux JP, recorded 26March1880 [Locations & Mining Deeds 
C#15407 p.7] 

1880March31 (loc); John C. Creswell, Jordan B. Cottle; Webfoot Lode, NE and adjoining Little Annie lode; 1500’NE 150’;ea side, in GMD; [Locations & Mining Deeds 
C#15407 p.60] 

1880April2; indenture; John Roulston of LCMD sells for $500 to John C. Creswell, Jordan B. Cottle (both of Carbonateville) undivided ¼ Golden Gate, (loc 7Aug79 rec b.1 
p.191) in GMD, 3mi NW from Dimicks Camp, 200yds NE Mary Lode; presence (blank), certify 29Apr80 Luciano Baca Co Clk & Recorder [Locations & Mining Deeds 
C#15407 p.151] 

1880May12; indenture; Tomas Ashton late of Santa Fe sells for $500 to William C. Rogers, Jordan B. Cottle (both of Carbonateville) undivided 5/9 Sacramento, (loc 
25Feb80 b.B p.285) in LCMD; presence (blank), certify N.B. Laughlin Notary Public, recorded 14May1880 [Locations & Mining Deeds B#15406 p.389] 

1880June5_census: W.C.Rogers, merchant, 35y-o, single, born England [Engl Engl], resident Los Cerrillos Carbonateville (Turquesa P.O.) with J.B.Cottle (32 merchant, 
single Eng [Eng Eng]), J.C. Cresswell (42 miner, married IL [PA CT]), James Martin Jr. (45 cook, single CT [CT CT]) 

1880June24; indenture; Hans C. Rasmussea of LCMD sells for $50 to William C. Rogers, Jordan B. Cottle (both of Carbonateville) undivided 1/3 int Cricket Lode, (loc 
8Dec79 b.2 p.8) about 500yds SW Mina Del tiro, in LCMD; presence W.A. Robinson, certify 24June80 N.B. Laughlin Notary Public – conditioned by $50 payment by 
1Oct80, Luciano Baca Co Recorder 28August80 –  [Locations & Mining Deeds C#15407 p.415] 

1880July13; indenture; Samuel Bonner of Carbonateville sells for $1 to William C. Rogers, Jordan B. Cottle <both of Carbonateville undivided 2/5 ing Candor, about 1 ½ mi 
S of Turquiose Cerrillos mining District City, undivided 1/5 int Future Great about 500yds N of Little Peter mine GMD, undivided ¼ int Old Sport about ¼ mi W of 
Carbonateville, undivided ½ int Garrison CMD about 1mi E of Carbonateville, NE extension of Charlotte lead; conditioned on SWBonner paying debt of $167.87 to 
Rogers&Cottle within 90 days this indenture void; presence Wm R. Golden, certify 13July80 N.B. Laughlin NP, recorded 15September1880 [Locations & Mining Deeds 
C#15407 p.487] 

1880July13; deed; Adolph Algiers sells for $45 to Rogers, J.B. Cottle undivided 1/5 int Future Great on S side St. Louis Mtn; conditioned on repayment within 60 days @ 
12%pa; certify 13July80 N.B. Laughlin NP, recorded 15September1880 [Locations & Mining Deeds C#15407 p.489] 

1880August9 (loc); John Rearden; Little Nell Lode, about ¾ mi NE Carbonateville just E of Road from Carbonateville to Bonanza City the SW and being about the point 
where Rogers & Cottle made alcoves, in LCMD; 750’ NE & SW, 150’ea side [Locations & Mining Deeds D#15408 p.41] 

1880August18; indenture; Arthur W. Smith (sig = South) of LCMD sells for $100 to Wm C. Rogers, Jordan B. Cottle of Carbonateville LCMD undivided ½ int Kate Lode, (loc 
1Dec79 b.B p.204) ¾ mi E of McKenzie Mt, directly NE of Grand Reserve lode, undivided ½ int Lorne (loc 10Jan80 b.2 p.54) ¾ mi E of Turquoise Mtn, in LCMD; 
presence John C. Crenwell, certify 18Aug80 N.B. Laughlin Notary Public [Locations & Mining Deeds C#15407 p.412] 

1880August9 (loc): Loc by John Reardon. Little Nell Lode, 1500’ linear 750’NE & 750’SW 150’ on ea side. ca 3/4mi NE from Carbonateville and just E 

of the Road from Carbonateville to Bonanza City. The SW end being about the point wher Rogers and Cottle made adobes. In LCMD. Filed for record 

2Oct80 and Recorded same day N.B. Laughlin Recorder {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 2 p.211} 

1880September22 (loc); William C. Rogers, Jordan B. Cottle; Little Miane, SE and adjoining the Butcher Boy #2, in LCMD; 450’ ea side [Locations & Mining Deeds 
D#15408 p.197] 

1880September22 (loc); Samuel Davis, E.O. Smith, Wm C. Rogers, J.B. Cottle; little miami, NE of Mary lode, SE of Butcher boy No.2 lode; 132’SW 400’NE, 150’ea side; 
filed 14Oct80, recorded 21December1880 [Locations & Mining Deeds E#15409 p.52] 

1880September29; Hotel Arrivals. Herlow’s Hotel. J.B. Cottle, Carbonateville. [SFDNM] 

1880October11; The following are the delegates from the precinct at Carbonateville to the republican county convention; D.B. Cottle, D. Coughlin, H.A. 

Flynn, W.H. Nesmith, W. Forbes and W.J. Bassett.  [SFDNM] 
1880October21; Delegates to the SFCounty Republican party convention; Precinct No.2 – Manuel Romero, J. Dionicio Gimenes, Severo Ortega. Precinct 

No.3 – F.W. Clancy, Juan Garcia, A. Ortega, B.M. Read, J.Y. Gonzales, Wm M. Berger for P. Vigil, M. Rodriguez, P. Garcia, S. Griego. Precinct No.4 

– Wm Breeden, P. Estes, J.B. Ortiz, E.A. Fiske, Filipe Ortiz, M. Pino, A. Abeytia, J.M. Garcia, W.V. Hayt, Antonio Ortiz y Salazar, Clemente Ortiz, 
J.M. Martinez. Precinct No.5 – Antonio Armijo, J. Giron, V. Giron. Precinct No.6 M.B. Delgado, G. Pino, F. Romero, J. Romero y Tenorio. Precinct 

No.8 – V. Leiva, L. Valencia and J. Trujillo. Precinct No.9 – Santiago Gomez. Precinct No.10 W.R. Golden proxy for W.S. Basset, J.B. Cottle, A.J. 

Flynn, Dennis Cofflin, W.A. Forbes, W.H. Nesbitt. [SFDNM] 

1880October16; indenture; J. Lyman Hayward sells for $462.45 to W.C. Rogers, J.B. Cottle 1- undiv ½ int Hub Lode, (loc 27Mar80), about 2.5mi a little E of S from 
Carbonateville, extension of Good hope mine, in LCMD, 2- undiv ½ int Mountain Lion Lode, (loc 15Sept79), W from Hub Lode in lCmD, 3- undiv 1/3 int common 
wealth Lode (loc 22Oct79), SW extension of Adjutant lode in GMD, 4- undiv 1/3 int minnie lode (loc 24Nov79), SW extension of Independence lode in GMD, 5- undiv 
½ int Carlton (loc 5Dec79), locate near the foot hill in lCmD, 6- undiv 1/3 int in Elizabeth Lode (loc 4Apr80), SW from Carlton Lode in lCmD, 7- undiv 1/3 int New 
England Tunnel claim, located in Purdins Camp 17Nov79, in GMD; certify 19Oct80 N.B. Laughlin NP, recorded 21December1880 [Locations & Mining Deeds 
D#15408 p.178] 

1880October26; indenture; Samuel Davis of Los Cerrillos Mining District sells for $1 to William C. Rogers, Jordan B. Cottle (<both of Carbonateville) undiv 1/6 int Little 
miami, about 2mi NW of Carbonateville, in LCMD, is a relocation of Damsel claim; certify 26Oct80 N.B. Laughlin Notary Public, recorded 21December1880 [Locations 
& Mining Deeds E#15409 p.52] 

1880October30; Messrs. Rogers and Cottle have just completed their new building, which is a great improvement to Carbonateville and are doing a large 

profitable business. They say business has increased fifty percent in the last thirty days... [SFDNM] 

1881January7; indenture; E.F. Curtis sells for $100 to W.C. Rogers, J.B. Cottle undivided 1/3 int Flora Lode, about ½ mi NE from Carbonateville, bounded SW by Little 
Emma Lode, in LCMD; attest John C. Creswell, certify 7Jan81 N.B. Laughlin Notary Public, recorded 1April1881 [Locations & Mining Deeds D#15408 p.392] 

1881February7; indenture; Allen Jarvis, Adolph Remingin (sig= Reminger) sell for $100 to be paid before 7Apr81, to William C. Rogers, Jordan B. Cottle undiv ½ int 
Compliment Lode, about 1500’ S from Virgie Lee Lode, bounded on SW by and is first NE extension of Black & Thompson Lode; undiv ½ int Black Jack Lode, about 
500’ E from Lucky Dutchman Lode, about 1500’-2000’ SW from Galena Chief Lode, in LCMD; certify 7Feb81 N.B. Laughlin Notary Public, recorded 1April1881 
[Locations & Mining Deeds D#15408 p.390] 

1881March5; indenture; John M. Thompson sells for $1000 to William C. Rogers, Jordan B. Cottle undiv ½ int Blake & Thompson Lode, (loc 15Jan80 b.2 p.113), about 2mi 
S Carbonateville, bounded W by Santa Fe Ring, S by Granite State, N by Compliment Lode, E by Bonita Lode; undiv ¼ int Bonita Lode, (loc 3May79 b.1 p.120), about 
2mi a little E of S from Carbonateville, bounded W by Blake & Thompson Lode; undiv ¼ int Bishop Lode, (loc 3May79 b.1 p.121), about 2mi S of Carbonateville, a 
cross lead of the B&T and Bonita Lode; undiv ¼ int Compliment Lode, (loc 1Jan81 b.3 p.96), about 1.75mi S of Carbonateville, first N extension of B&T, bounded S by 
B&T, NW by Virgie Lee Lode; undiv 2/3 int Open Sesame Lode, (loc 11May79 b.1 p.129), S side GCMtn, about 200’ SE from shaft of Little Barbie Lode; undiv ¼ int 



Rodrick Dhue Lode, (loc 18June79 b.1 p.148), about 3mi a little W of N from Carbonateville, bounded N by Capital mine, SE by Cookoo Lode, is first S extension of 
Capital mine; certify 5Mar81 N.B. Laughlin Notary Public, recorded 14March1881 [Locations & Mining Deeds D#15408 p.355] 

1881March9 (loc); Loc by J.B. Cottle, Ida May Lode, 1200’ linear in LCMD, 900’SW & 300’NE, 150’ on ea side, the first NE extension of the Keystone 

Mine, ca 3/4mi E from McKinzie Mtn. Filed for record 9Apr81 and Recorded same day N.B. Laughlin Recorder {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 3 
p.197} 

1881March30; indenture; John Martin sells for $300 revokable until 1Jul81 to William C. Rogers, Jordan B. Cottle entire Homestake, about SW of Carbonateville in the 
archivica arroyo, near and E of the Bourbon Mine, in LCMD; certify 31March81 N.B. Laughlin Notary Public, recorded 1April1881 [Locations & Mining Deeds D#15408 
p. 393] 

1881April1 (loc); M. Oneil ½, Rogers & Cottle ½ Frisco Lode Claim, bounded SW by Grand Reserve Lode and is extension of, E by Merurapolis (Mineapolis) Lode, about ¾ 
mi nearly due E from Turquesa, in LCMD; 350’ SW 1150’ NE 150’ea side; recorded 29June1881 [Locations & Mining Deeds D#15408 p. 448] 

1881April1 (loc); Loc by M. ONiel ½, Rogers + Cottle ½; Frisco Lode, 1500’ linear, in LCMD, __’NE & __’SW, 150’ on ea side; Bounded on the SW end 

by NE end of Grand Reserve Lode, and is the first NE extension of the Grand Reserve Lode and bounded on the E side by the Minneapolis Lode – ca 

3/4mi almost due E from Turquesa - Filed for record 28Jun81 and Recorded same day N.B. Laughlin Recorder {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 4 

p.94} 

1881April25; indenture; William C. Rogers, Jordan B. Cottle sell for $1 to Edgar Caypless undiv 2/3 int Open Sesame Lode Claim, (loc 11May79 b.1 p.129 LCMR), on S 
side of GC Mtn, about 200’ SE the shaft of the Little Barbie Lode, in LCMD; presence (blank), certify 25April81 N.B. Laughlin Notary Public, recorded 4May1881 
[Locations & Mining Deeds D#15408 p. 428] 

1881April25; indenture; William J?S. Bassett, George Lawrence (<sig= mark) sell for $500 to William C. Rogers, Jordan B. Cottle undiv ½ int Black Jack, (loc 1Jan81 b.L 
p.232), about ½ mi SE Turquoise Mtn, in LCMD; presence John Martin, certify 27Apr81 N.B. Laughlin Notary Public, recorded 5May1881 [Locations & Mining Deeds 
E#15409 p.270] 

1881April30; indenture; Wm B. Guthrie sells for $500 to W.C. Rogers, J.B. Cottle undiv ½ int Grand Review Lode, (loc 1Jan81 b.3 p.164 LCMR), about ½ mi N of E from 
Turquesa, ¼ mi E from foot of McKenzie Mt, near and W from Grand Reserve Lode, in LCMD; attest (blank), certify 30April81 N.B. Laughlin Notary Public, recorded 
5May1881 [Locations & Mining Deeds D#15408 p. 434] 

1881May13; indenture; Wm C. Rogers, Jordan B. Cottle sell for $500 to Wm A. Parmaly undiv ¼ int Grand Review Lode, (loc 1Jan81 b.3 p.164), about ½ mi NE from 
Turquesa, near Grand Reserve Lode, in LCMD; presence blank, certify 14May81 N.B. Laughlin Notary Public, recorded 18May1881 [Locations & Mining Deeds 
E#15409 p. 297] 

1881June23; T.B. Cottle, the Carbonateville merchant, and one of the most prominent men of that camp, came into Santa Fe yesterday and spent the day, 

making Herlow’s hotel his headquarters. [SFDNM] 

1881September15 -- Cerrillos -- Rogers and Cottle's artesian well is down 175'. They intend going to 400'. [Mining World] 
1881September16 accident; Oliver W. Alexander, 33 y-o at time of trial who has resided at Carbonateville since 1879, appellant, represented by Fiske & H.L. 

Warren, versus The Tennessee and Los Cerrillos Gold & Silver Mining Company, appellee, represented by Breeden & Waldo; to recover damages for 
personal injuries while in the service and employment of the defendant as a miner, by reason of the negligence and unskillfulness of defendant; Defendant 
was a corporation owning and working the mine in question the working shaft of which was 250’ deep; W.E. Parrish was the superintendent and sole manager 
of the company’s affairs at the mine; horse powered California whim; Plaintiff’s injuries were caused by the giving way of the drum when the sweep was 
applied to it by Beckwith for purpose of stopping the descent of the bucket after the brake failed to work, and breaking the drum; Oliver W. Alexander principal, 
15yrs experience as a miner; hired from Feb81 and 25Apr81; at Bonanza No. 3, 1mi or 3/4mi SW of Carbonateville; broken left arm, permanently disabled, 
asking $5k; securities Palle F. Herlow, Henry M. Atkinson, L Bradford Prince, Charles S. Probst; Romulo Martinez, Sheriff of StaFeCo, attached property: 
$600 for hositing engine Lengerwood Patent, $500 for 50hp boiler, $200 for wire rope 1inch draw ca.600’ long, $200 for board dwelling in Carbonateville of 2 
rooms now used as an office, $300 for all timber & lumber within Bonanza No.3 mine, $100 for shaft house 1 room; Alexander treated by Drs. Sieber and 
Floyd (now deceased); whim originally built by Kiskowski and Mansfield for Rogers & Cottle; witnesses for appellant, John Thompson, John Maddux – see 
1884. 

1881October21; Mining Deed; John Roulston of Los Cerrillos sells for $500 to Wm C. Rogers, Jordan B. Cottle both of Carbonateville undiv ¼ int Golden Gate, (loc 7Aug79 
b.1 p.191), about 3mi NW Carbonateville, about 200yds NE Mary Lode, in LCMD; presence James S. Martin, certify 21Oct81 N.B. Laughlin Notary Public, recorded 
5November1881 [Locations & Mining Deeds E#15409 p. 634] 

1881November4 (loc); J.B. Cottle (locator); Homo Lode, 1.5mi SW of Bonanza City, N extension of Nuggatt Lead, in LCMD; 750’ N&S, 150’ea side; recorded 
16December1881 [Locations & Mining Deeds E#15409 p. 713] 

1881November5; Mining Deed; John Q. Carter sells for $500 to John H. Mooney entire int Hickey Boy Lode, (loc 8July79), about 1000’ SW from Roges & Cottles Store, in 
LCMD; attest N.B. Laughlin, certify 5Nov81 N.B. Laughlin Notary Public, recorded 7November1881 [Locations & Mining Deeds D#15408 p.674] 

1881December12; Mining Deed; Charles Fischer, W.L.R. Fischer <both of LCMD sell for $1000 to W.C. Rogers, J.B. Cottle <both of Carbonateville all their int in Hub Lode, 
(loc 23Aug79 b.B p.195), about 3mi S Carbonateville; presence R.G. Abbott, certify 12Dec81 N.B. Laughlin Notary Public, recorded 7February1882 [Locations & 
Mining Deeds F#15410 p.57] 

1881December26; Mining Deed; J.C. Collier sells for $600 to W.C. Rogers, J.B. Cottle <both of Carbonateville undiv ½ int Captain Lode, W of Archivica arroyo, near Handy 
Andy claim, about 1000’ NE from Little Peter mine, undiv ½ int Lucky Cuss Lode, near Captain Lode & parallel, in LCMD; presence H.B. Hanna, certify 27Dec81 N.B. 
Laughlin Notary Public, recorded 7February1882 [Locations & Mining Deeds F#15410 p.58] 

1881December31; Mining Deed; W.J. Basset of LCMD sells for $1000 to Wm C. Rogers, Jordan B. Cottle <both of Carbonateville undiv ½ int Bassett Lode, (loc 1Jan81 by 
Geo Lawrence, W.J. Basset b.L p.231), about 1mi N of the Galisteo piece, about 1mi E of Turquoise Mtn, undiv ½ int Silver Nuget Lode, (loc 1Jan81 by W.J. Bassett, 
Geo Lawrence b.L p.232), about ¼ mi S from Cash Entry Mine, undiv ½ int King Bee Lode, (loc 1Jan81 by W.J. Bassett, Geo Lawrence b.L p.229), about 1mi S from 
Turquoise Mtn, undiv ½ int Boty, (loc 1Jan81 by W.J. Bassett, Geo Lawrence b.L p.233), about 1.25mi SE Turquoise Mt, <all also b.3 p.148-51, all LCMD; certify 
31Dec81 N.B. Laughlin Notary Public, recorded 12March1883 [Locations & Mining Deeds F#15410 p.373] 

1882January1 (loc); Albert S. Warner ¼, Wm A. Parmaly ¼, Wm C. Rogers ¼, J.B. Cottle ¼; Capital Dhu Lode, reloc of former Flying Dutchman, failed to comply, SW of & 
joins Capital, NE of & joins Roderick Dhu, in LCMD; 159’ linear NE62’ SW97’ 150’ea side; recorded 1April1882 [Locations & Mining Deeds F#15410 p.115] 

1882January1 (loc); Loc by W.E. Parish; Victor Lode, 1500’ linear, in LCMD, 900’S20°W & 600’N20°E, with 150’ on ea side. Ca 1000’ NE from 

Rogers+Cottle Store in Carbonateville, and bounded on the SE by the Arthur Lode. Filed for record 29Mar82 and recorded same day N.B. Laughlin 
Recorder. {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 5 p.110} 

1882March8; The morning after reaching the Cerrillos; I went to Carbonateville; about one mile from the town the road begins to meander between the base 

of a series of low hills, ranging from two hundred feet up to one thousand feet in height, but as you approach the old Turquoise mine, with the dump 
pile on both sides, that in the past centuries were carried out on the backs of the workmen. When going to investigate the openings, the disadvantages 

the men must have labored under to do the work, the few that could work, and want of machinery showed it must have taken several generations to 

accomplish what the workings show has been done. On going in the dark holes, a flicker of light with the brilliancy of a lightning bug was visible, and 
on reaching the source of light, for I had none myself, I found the light was a candle in the hand of an Indian, who with chisel and hammer was picking 

out pieces of turquoise. This Indian’s conversation was entertaining; it sounded unlike any language I have ever heard, and some of it reminded me of a 

sow when beginning to suckle her pigs. I at last said “no sabe.” The Indian, I presume, was disgusted at my ignorance of the noble (?) red man’s 



language, and went to picking up all his lose pieces of turquoise, put them in a rag, tied it up and put it in his bosom; went to work, but kept an eye on 

me, and I know I did him, with hand on my revolver. When I got to the west side there were more Indians at work. I did not enter the basin, but from a 
little Indian girl who was keeping up a fire near the mouth of the entrance I found the Indians were Pueblos, which accounted for their docility. 

Knowing the Indians seem to think they have the right to this mine, and being at this mine alone, I did not get any specimens. ¶ From this mine I visited 

a number of other prospects en route to Carbonateville, after dinner, in company with Mr. F. Lindner as guide visited the Capital that is owned by W.A. 
Palmer & Bro., A.S. Warren and F. Lindner, of New York, and Rogers & Cottle, of Carbonateville. The Capital has a depth of 300 feet. This mine is in 

mineral, and the output has the appearance of improvement as depth is reached. I did not have time to go down in the mine hence I can not go into 

details. This mine is east of and not far from the base of the Santa Rosa mountains. Nearly east of this mine is the Marshal Bonanza, owned by Messrs. 
Gifford, Britimstin and others of Santa Fe. The depth of the mine is now over 200 feet and in mineral. These same owners are also interested in the 

building of the concentration works at Bonanza City. I learn that as soon as their water jackets, now ordered from San Francisco, are ready and put in 

place work will begin not only on their own ores, but those from other mines who wish to have them treated. The Aztec mine, which lies east of the 
Capital three-fourths of a mile, is now down about 70 feet and is going down to 125 feet. It is in mineral, with good showing. It is owned by E.F. 

Bennett & Brother. ¶ I next visited the Nick-of-Time; formerly called the Ruelana. The shaft sunk on this mine is reported to be on the trend of the 

mine; if off, a drift will catch it. A short distance above this shaft are the old Spanish workings, long since filled; but enough of the face cut is exposed 
to give an idea of the dip and trend of the vein. The shaft is here 200 feet to the first drift, and then goes not many feet below that, with 6 1/2 feet of 

water to handle. This mine has a very promising outlook judging from the mineral already out. It is owned by parties whose names I did not learn. E.C. 

Chapin, the business manager of the Davenport, Ia., daily and weekly “Gazette,” is the manager of the property. From what I could see in my 
necessarily hasty examination, he is doing well at his new calling. ¶ I next called at the Bottom Dollar, where plenty of mineral is to be had. I was 

informed that this property belongs to the Bonanza mining and tunnel company, and is down 100 feet. The manager is C. Wells. No one was at work at 

this mine, and I did not have time to go down to Bonanza, owing to the lateness of the day. The  is an extension of the Bottom Dollar, with a twelve 

feet shaft.  [SFDNM] 

1882April3; Mining Deed; William C. Rogers, Jordan B. Cottle <both of Carbonateville sell for $1100 to William A. Parmaly undiv ½  int Hub Lode, (loc23Aug79 b.B p.195), 
about 3mi S Town of Carbonateville, SW of Good Hope Mine; presence blank, certify 3Apr82 N.B. Laughlin Notary Public, filed 3April, recorded 4April1882 [Locations 
& Mining Deeds F#15410 p.122] 

1882April8; Carbonateville. Newsy and Interesting Items from this Booming Camp. April 5th, 1882. The Los Cerrillos district is neither dead nor sleeping. 

¶ Work is still going on as usual and more so. ¶ Sales of real estate and mining properties are quite common of late. ¶ Mr. Wm M. Parmaley has bought 

from Rogers and Cotter one-half interest in the Hub, formerly the True Blue, consideration variously estimated at from $500 to $1000. ¶ Mr. R.H. 
Cugen [Cruzen] has sold his house (Walfan hotel) to a party in Santa Fe who will shortly open a hotel and boarding house. His son Charles Crugen and 

family leaves to-morrow for Tennessee. Our best wishes accompany him. Mr. R.H. Crugen will domicile upon his return from Santa Fe with his genial 

friend and partner Mr. W.E. Parish. ¶ Mr. M.K. Parmaley and Mr. Jim Matthews who bought out T.A. Maddux for $1,000, are running a store, saloon 
and boarding house. ¶ A recent assay on the Black Jack and Gen. Atkinson lodes, ?hows ?? some very high grade galena. ¶ The Tudor Mining 

company are working their claims and have sunk the Vulcan down 25 feet. ¶ The Mobilie was cribbed up nicely and collard and then sunk forty feet. 

This claim is the north extension of the Black Jack. Work has commenced on the Silver Bullion and soon on the Cross Shot and Mason. ¶ Mr. Alfred 
F. Brainard mining engineer and assayer, one of the old timers in Carbonateville, has just used up his third Muffler having only used that number in 

over two years of work with the Burges patent assay furnace, having made hundreds of assays which shows a splendid record and careful manipulation. 

¶ A gentleman was recently invited to dine with one of our citizens and about dinner time having to go to the rear of his hosts house was surprised to 
see him with a large hand saw busily engaged sawing a log loaf of bread into slices on a bench. The guest’s face fell 250 in the shade. ¶ Mr. E.C. 

Chapin, manager, is working the Nick of Time with three shifts of miners and his steam hoisting apparatus works splendidly. This is the cause of an 

unusual amount of activity in the gulch. ¶ The Georgia is showing up some very fine ore, also the Great Western which is being personally 

superintended by Mr. George Baily one of the owners. ¶ One-fourth interest in the Mexican Prince his been bought by W.R. Harris, of St. Louis, also 

same to S.T. Reed, of Santa Fe. ¶ The Aztec is being worked by the Bennett Brothers, and the horn silver that is taken out will prove to be a veritable 

horn of plenty to the boys. ¶ Col. Gifford is keeping his mechanics on the drive getting the Gonzales reduction works ready for business. ¶ Hubbs is 
also on the go. The new water jacket smelter, from San Francisco will soon be running. ¶ There is considerable interest displayed and great activity 

manifested by the holders of the “Bottom Dollar.” Stock holders and parties are engaged in buying up sock, caused by the finishing touches on the 

“Whim” about to be placed in that mine. Bitsen offered two to one that old man Beckwith will finish blocking out the draw hole to the above 
mentioned “Whim” within one month. ¶ Hon. Samuel W. Bonner is in camp and will stay by us some time. ¶ Mr. W.H. Sleet is in camp looking after 

some mining property. ¶ The Daily New Mexican circulation in camp is still ahead. ¶ All quiet along the Galisteo. ¶ Gamma Sigma. [SFDNM] 

1882April12; Recent assays on the Black Jack and General Atkinson leads show up some high grade galena. [SFDNM] 
1882April16 (loc); Locators James Crowley, Rogers + Cottle; Miners Favorite Lode,  1500’, 750’NE & 750’SW with a width of 150’ on ea side, ca 1/2mi 

SW from the “Mina Del Tiro. In the LCMd, bounded on the N by the Stillman Lode on the W by the Kansas Girl + on the S by the White Claim. Filed 
and Recorded 13Jul82 N.B. Laughlin Recorder E.F. Nisbet Dept. {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 5 p.159} 

1882June5; Mining Deed; John H. Mooney sells for $500 to Joseph P. OBrien entire int Hickey Boy Lode Claim, in LCMD, ca 1000’ SW from Rogers + 

Cottle Store, being 300x1500’ linear, loc 8Jul89. Attest S.W. Bonner. Filed for record 5Jun82 and recorded Same day N.B. Laughlin Recorder E.F. 
Nisbet Dept. {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 5 p.145} 

1882July20; Work will soon begin on the Grand Central tunnel at Cerrillos. ¶ The owner of the Nestor mine let to Meyers, Rogers and Coettel, a contract for 

fifty feet of sinking. ¶ Work is progressing with vigor at the Step-mother mine. This is not like all step-mothers, but a good one. ¶ The Los Cerrillos 
and Tennessee company, have purchased the surface land on which their mine is located. ¶ Bonanza No.3 has closed down on fhe main shaft, but near 

the main shaft, at a depth of ten feet, they have a vein of mineral about one foot in width. The showing in this shaft and the main shaft at the surface are 

about the same. R.A. Cruzen and V. Donick, general managers, and six of this company, have gone east on business of importance. [SFDNM] 

1882July21 (loc); George Lawrence ½, Rogers & Cottle ½ (locators); Basset Lode, in LCMD; NW ¼ Sec9 T14N R8E, NW100’ 1400’SE 150’ea side; recorded 
11October1882 [Locations & Mining Deeds F#15410 p.268] 

1882June25; Amount of Property Owned By the Residents of Santa Fe County. April 29, 1882. Rogers & Cottle _ 8,??? 00 [SFDNM]   

1882July11; J.B. Cottle was in the city yesterday. [SFDNM]  

1882July26; J.B. Cottle was in the city yesterday. [SFDNM] 

1882July28 (loc); George Lawrence ½, Rogers & Cottle ½ (locators); Little Cassino Lode, in LCMD; NE ¼ Sec8 T14N R8E, 750’ NE&SW 150’ea side; recorded 
11October1882 [Locations & Mining Deeds F#15410 p.268] 

1882August1; J.B. Cottle, the well know Los Cerrillos merchant, came into the city yesterday, stopping at the Exchange hotel. [SFDNM] 

1882August2; Mining Deed; Robert Clark, A.R. Gerber sell for $500 to William C. Rogers, Jordan B. Cottle of Carbonateville undiv 2/5 int Grand Prize Lode, on S side of 
Rueleña Mtn, W of Great Western claim, in LCMD; presence Wm B. Guthrie, certify 10Aug82 Dennis Cofflin Justice of the Peace, recorded 11October1882 [Locations 
& Mining Deeds F#15410 p.269] 



1882August18; The Grand Central tunnel will continue to be worked notwithstanding the accident. Day and night shifts will be run. [SFDNM] 

1882August21; Indenture; E.C. Chapin, J.N.W. Rumple of Scott & Iowa Cos IA sell for $500 to L.H. Whitson of Davenport Scott Co IA undiv 2/3 int Ida May, (loc 9Mar81 by 
JB Cottle), about 1mi E Carbonateville, in LCMD; cert 21Aug82 H.C. Wales Notary Public Scott Co IA, recorded 13September1882 [Locations & Mining Deeds 
F#15410 p. 254] 

1882August29; Carbonateville yesterday held its precinct meeting at which Messrs. Haywood and Cottle were elected delegates to the republican county 

convention. [SFDNM] 
1882September2; J.B. Cottle returned to Carbonateville yesterday. [SFDNM] 

CARBONATEVILLE Postmaster; Olivas V. Avy July 10, 1879; Discontinued - February 19, 1880 – TURQUESA Postmaster; Olivas V. Avy April 5, 1880; Samuel W. Bonner 
June 22, 1880; Harry Beckwith December 21, 1881; Harvey Beckwith January 11, 1882; Samuel W. Bonner February 1, 1882; Jordan B. Cattle September 22, 1882; 
Cyrus Wells August 24, 1888 [rootsweb.ancestry.com 2011] 

1882September30; During the present week two new postmasters have been appointed for New Mexico, viz: ?urg?r, Grant county, New Mexico – Frank E. 
Culloch. Turquesa, Santa Fe county, New Mexico – Jordan B. Cottle. [SFDNM] 

1882October8; J.B. Cottle was stopping at the Exchange hotel yesterday. [SFDNM] 

1882October11; Jordan B. Cottle, of Carbonateville, stopped at the Exchange hotel last night. [SFDNM] 
1882October18; [Republican Association] Precinct No.10 – Vice-presidents, W.R. Golden, German Pino. Committee – Samuel Bonner, W.A. Parmaly, 

John Andrews, J.L. Hayward, D. Cofflin, J.B. Cottle, I.M. Gifford. [SFDNM] 

1883March3; Sherriff’s Deed; Romilo Martinez Sherriff of County of Santa Fe, sig by Francisco Chaves Deputy Sherriff; whereas judgment in favor of William C Rogers & 
Jordan B. Cottle against the Consolidated Bonanzas Mining Milling & Smelting Co for $1131 damages and $16.75 costs, 17June83 said Sherriff siezed Marshall 
Bonanza Mine Shaft-house Michinery and whim, also Back of Bonanza Mine and shaft, also 4 small houses on the surface ground of said MB & BofB Mining Claims; 
for sale within 20 days; 20July83 sold for $1333.33 1/3 (changed to $1333.40) to William C. Rogers & Jordan B. Cottle; certify Francisco Chavez 21July83 C.M. Phillips 
Clerk by S. Burkhart Deputy, recorded 23July1883 [Locations & Mining Deeds F#15410 p.425]  

1884-1885; J.B. Cottle, postmaster Turquesa [R.L. Polk & Co. Gazetteer]  
1884-1885; Rogers & Cottle, general store, Turquesa [R.L. Polk & Co. Gazetteer]  
1884January12; POL for 1883; J.P. OBrien, J.J. Measel (<sig= John) swear before Andrew D. Giles Notary Public at least $100 worth of work Bonanza No.1, expenditure by 

Rogers & Cottle and H.M. Jones owners, in CMD; recorded 14February1884 [Locations & Mining Deeds F#15410 p.643] 
1884January12 POL; J.P. O’Brien, John Measel swear before Andrew D. Giles NP that at least $100 worth of work has been done upon Bonanza No1 in 

CMD, during year ending 31Dec83. Such expenditure was made by Rogers + Cottle +  H.U. Jones owners of said claim. Filed for record 26Feb84 and 
recorded same day S.A. Larock Recorder, {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 7 p.83} 

1884Mar15, Carbonateville NM (letter); Mep Brown Manzanares Las Vegas NM; Gents, Yours of the 13th to hand offering prices on the hides + Pelts 

Which we accept please send check for the amount of oblign  Yours Truly, Rogers + Cottle 
1884Mar21, Carbonateville NM (letter); Mep Brown Manzanares Las Vegas NM; Gents, Yours of the 19th with check for $46.82 received this am for which 

please accept our thanks  Yours Truly, Rogers + Cottle 

1884July24; ELECTION PROCLAMATION; …C. Wells, T.A. Maddux and W.C. Rogers are hereby appointed Judges of said election in Precinct No.10, 
and the said election in precinct No.10 shall be held at the house of J.B. Cottle. [Weekly New Mexican Review p.4 c.5]   

1888February16; Rogers & Cottrill’s claims against the Marshall Bonanza for $1,700 has been paid in full, and now that that the property has been patented 

work is liable to be resumed at an early day. [SantaFeWeeklyNMexican] 
-  as witness or attestor or NP  - 

1879November17; Frank H. Nichols sells for $5 to C.F. Miller, D.L. Miller, John N. Stacy undivided ½ int Black + Tan lode, a relocation of Lady Washington, in LCMD; 
witness Jordan B. Cottle, J.L. Hayward, H.S. Gillon; Thomas A. Maddux Justice of Peace; recorded 18November1879 [Locations & Mining Deeds B#15406 p.64] 

1880January26 Wm B. Guthrie of LCMD revokes power of attorney to A.D. Giles and L.O. Ives to sell my 1/2int in Shamrock. Witness John Doyle, 

Jordan B. Cottle, Cert 26Jan80 N.B. Laughlin Notary Public, {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 2 p.26} 

1880February18; indenture; Joseph L. Little (signature by attorney Ives T. Giles) sells for $500 to C.T. Wallace, H.S. Wallace of Boulder Co CO undivided ½ part Rebecca, 
½ mi S of Turquoise Mt Sec5 T14N R8E, in LCMD; witness J.B. Cottle, certify N.B. Laughlin Notary Public [Locations & Mining Deeds B#15406 p.243] 

1880March31; Horace Penniman, John Raulston (locators) Derby lode, 1½ mi SE Dimicks Camp; 750’NW 750’SW 150’ea side; witness T.B. Cottle of Carbonateville Los 
Cerrillos, recorded 22June1880 [Locations & Mining Deeds C#15407 p.256] 

1880April17; indenture; D.H. Hogarty sells for $150 to John J. Mahony of NYC, R. Fritz Gardner of Albany NY undivided ½ int Stone Cutter lode, (loc 6Oct79 b.1 p.192) 1mi 
NE of Carbonateville, 500’ from Grand Reserve lode S, in LCMD; attest J.B. Cottle, certify 17Apr80 N.B. Laughlin Notary Public, recorded 24April1880 [Locations & 
Mining Deeds C#15407 p.130] 

1880April17; Indenture; D.H. Hogarty of SFCo sells for $150 to John J. Mahany of NYCity and R. Fritzgaertner of Albany NY undiv 1/2int in Stone 

Cutter Lode. ca 1mi NE from Carbonateville, and ca 500’ from the Grand Reserve Lode, South, In LCMD, loc 6Oct79 by D.H. Hogarty and P. Burk, 
Recorded Book 1 p.192. Attest J.B. Cottle. Cert 17Apr80 N.B. Laughlin N.P. {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 2 p.107} 

1881August25; indenture; Cyrus Wells of Carbonateville sells for $250 to George W.S. Todd of Carbonateville undiv 1/6 int Dunderberg, (loc 4Nov79 deeded b.E p.55), in 
LCMD; presence J.L. Hayward, certify 31Aug81 Jordan B. Cottle Notary Public, recorded 3September1881 [Locations & Mining Deeds E#15409 p.530] 

1881September9; Mining Deed; H.M. Utt (<sig= H. Milton Utt) sells for $200 to G.W. Sinclair ½ undiv int War Eagle Lode, bounded N by Chester Lode, in LCMD; attest Wm 
B. Guthrie, certify 9Sept81 Jordan B. Cottle Notary Public; recorded 12September1881 [Locations & Mining Deeds E#15409 p.532] 

1881September12; indenture; Lewis S. Bailey of Carbonateville sells for $1000 to Cyrus Wells of Carbonateville undiv 1/16 int Capital Mine, about 1500’ W from Red Jacket 
mine, about 1500’ N from Noble Grand mine, N extension of Rodrick Dhue, about 2mi SW from Bonanza City; presence W.C. Rogers, certify 13Sept81 Jordan B. 
Cottle Notary Public, recorded 14September1881 [Locations & Mining Deeds E#15409 p.538] 

1881September21; Mining Deed; Thomas Whalen (<sig= mark) of Carbonateville sells for $500 to Fred Lindner of Carbonateville undiv ¼ int President Lode, about 1mi E of 
McKenzie Mtn, E of and adjoining Grand Reserve Lode, in LCMD; attest M.K. Parmaly, certify 21Sept81 Jordan B. Cottle Notary Public [Locations & Mining Deeds 
E#15409 p.567] 

1881September22; Mining Deed; N.B. Laughlin sells for $300 to James Donovan undiv ¼ int Pelican-Yankee Lode, (loc 22Oct79), bounded S by Marine Lode, W by Atlas 
Lode, in former Galisteo now LCMD; attest E.F. Nisbet, certify 22Sept81 Jordan B. Cottle Notary Public, recorded 23September1881 [Locations & Mining Deeds 
E#15409 p.561] 

1881September24; indenture; T.B. Ward sells for $100 to William C. Rogers of LCMD undiv ½ int Flying Dutchman, SW extension of Capital Lode, NE extension of 
Roderick Dhue Lode, in LCMD; attest Fred Furst, certify 24Sept81 Jordan B. Cottle Notary Public, recorded 30September1881 [Locations & Mining Deeds D#15408 
p.502] 

1881September24; Mining Deed; T.B. Ward sells for $100 to William A. Parmaly of Carbonateville undiv ½ int Flying Dutchman, SW extension of Capital Lode, NE 
extension of Roderick Dhu Lode, in LCMD; attest Fred Furst, certify 24Sept81 Jordan B. Cottle Notary Public, recorded 30September1881 [Locations & Mining Deeds 
E#15409 p. 581] 



1881September28; indenture; Cyrus Walles (sig=Wells) sells for $1000 to Fred Lindner of LCMD undiv 1/8 int Grand Reserve, about ½ mi E of Carbonateville, in LCMD; 
certify 28Sept81 Jordan B. Cottle Notary Public, recorded 30September1881 [Locations & Mining Deeds D#15408 p.500] 

1881September30; Mining Deed; N.B. Laughlin sells for $1 and other considerations to William A. Robertson undiv 1/12 int Yankee Lode, bounded S by Mamea/Manrea, 
NW by Atlas Lode, about 1000’ nearly N from the old Ruelena Shaft, in formerly Galisteo now LCMD; attest (blank), cert 30Sept81 Jordan B. Cottle Notary Public, 
recorded 28October1881 [Locations & Mining Deeds D#15408 p.614] 

1881October3; indenture; Joseph Blonger sells for $100 to Michael Nestor, William E. Parish undiv ½ int Little Joe Lode, in GMD; presence (blank), certify 3Oct81 Jordan B. 
Cottle Notary Public, recorded 11October1881 [Locations & Mining Deeds D#15408 p.540] 

1881October28; Mining Deed; John Andrews sells for $10,000 to Rueleña Consolidated Mining Company of Davenport IA undiv 3/8 int Nick of Time, (loc 26Nov79 b.B 
p.240), then known as GMD; presence C. Wells, certify 8Oct81 Jordan B. Cottle Notary Public, recorded 2November1881 [Locations & Mining Deeds D#15408 p.636] 

1881October14; Mining Deed; Martin L. Good of LCMD sells for $140 to William C. Rogers of Carbonateville undiv ½ int Goodville Lode, (loc 6Sept79 b.13[B] p.145), W of 
Butcher Boy #2, Forsaken & Cerrillos Lodes; presence S.H. Bernard, certify 14Oct81 Jordan B. Cottle Notary Public, recorded 17October1881 [Locations & Mining 
Deeds E#15409 p.603] 

1881October19; Mining Deed; A.D. Munson of Golden sells for $250 to William C. Rogers of Carbonateville undiv ½ int Peosta Lode, (loc 27Nov80 b.3 p.129 by J.P. OBrien 
and A.D. Munson), SE of and at base of GCMtn, bounded S by Shawnee lode, N by Golden Cross, W by Rebecca, E by Brittenstein; attest John Raulston, certify 
19Oct81 Jordan B. Cottle Notary Public, recorded 5November1881 [Locations & Mining Deeds D#15408 p. 665] 

1881November15; Mining Deed; F.W. Mahler sells for $200 to Fred Lindner 1/3 undiv int W B Pears, (loc 8July81 by F.W. Mahler), on E side Bell lode, S side McKenzie Mt, 
in LCMD; presence C. Wells, certify in Carbonateville 15Nov81 Jordan B. Cottle Notary Public, recorded 16November1881 [Locations & Mining Deeds D#15408 p.697] 

1881December12; Mining Deed; S.H. Bernard, William Cayzer of LCMD sell for 75,000 shares Fidelity Gold & Silver Mining Co, and $2, to C.G. Stoudart of Philadelphia Co 
PA Clara Lode, about 3.5mi SW from Carbonateville, about ¼ mi SW GC Mtn, bounded W by OK Lode, S by Steger lode, New York lode, E side of Clara Lode, in 
LCMD;  presence (in Blank) Andrus D. Gile, Samford A. Larock, certify 12Dec81 Jordan B. Cottle Notary Public, recorded 16December1881 [Locations & Mining Deeds 
F#15410 p.3] 

1881December17; Mining Deed; William Cayzer sells for $250 to William I. Bassett undiv whole Independence No.2, (loc 16Aug81 b.5 p.24, b.D p.642), in LCMD; attest 
William C. Rogers, certify 17Dec81 Jordan B. Cottle, recorded 28December1881 [Locations & Mining Deeds E#15409 p.749] 

1881December21; Mining Deed; John H. Mooney sells for $200 to William E. Parish Hiclay Boy lode, Lidda Lode, Ark lode, undiv ½ part Optic Lode, in LCMD; presence 
blank, certify 21Dec81 Jordan B. Cottle Notary Public, recorded 24December1881 [Locations & Mining Deeds F#15410 p.14] 

1882January2; Mining Deed; Joseph L. Little of LCMD sells for $100 to Mrs Kate Sullivan of Tanytown, Wictchester Co NY undiv ¼ int Venus, (loc 1Jan82 by N.B. Laughlin & 
J.L. Little <reloc of Bradford), about 2.5mi NW Carbonateville, near & SW of Delta Lode, NW of Wyandotte; presence blank, certify 6Jan82 Jordan B. Cottle Notary 
Public, recorded 7February1882 [Locations & Mining Deeds F#15410 p.55] 

1882January11; Mining Deed; W.R. Follis sells for $500 to W.P. Gould one whole int Dot Lode, S of GC Mtn, bounded N by George W. Lode, E by Spreir Payment Lode, W 
by Sweat of the Brow Lode, in LCMD; attest blank, certify 11Jan82 Jordan B. Cottle Notary Public; recorded 12January1882 [Locations & Mining Deeds F#15410 p.35] 

1882January23; Mining Deed; W.R. Follis sells for $300 to Peter Johnson undiv ½ int Rio Delores mining claim, about ½ mi SW of mine Del Tiro mine, in CMD; attest 
blank; certify 23Jan82 Jordan B. Cottle Notary Public, recorded 1February1882 [Locations & Mining Deeds F#15410 p.51] 

1882February3; Mining Deed; Wm R. Golden of Carbonateville sells for $1 to Wm C. Rogers of Carbonateville undiv ¼ int Rey del Monte, formerly Granite State, (loc 
1Jan82 by George Lawrence & Wm R. Golden b.F p.24), in LCMD; presence Fred Lindner, certify 3Feb82 Jordan B. Cottle Notary Public, recorded 13March1882 
[Locations & Mining Deeds F#15410 p.86] 

1882February13; Mining Deed; George Lawrence of Los Cerrillos sells for $100 to Kennedy B. Easter, Albert Thompson undiv ¼ int Little Maud, (loc 4Apr81 b.L p.524), 
about ¼ mi from Cash Entry mine, in LCMD; presence Fred Lindner, certify 13Feb82 Jordan B. Cottle Notary Public, recorded 13February1882 [Locations & Mining 
Deeds F#15410 p. 64] 

1882February15; Mining Deed; Nathan M. Clark sells for $250 to Saint Louis and New Mexico Mining Co of Chicago, Cook Co IL undiv 1/5 int Aurum, undiv 1/5 int 
Aprhodite, both about 1.25mi a little E of S from Carbonateville, both b.2 p.208, in LCMD; presence Leroy Gregory, certify at my office in Carbonateville 15Feb82 
Jordan B. Cottle Notary Public, recorded 17February1882 [Locations & Mining Deeds F#15410 p.67] 

1882February23; Mining Deed; W.H. Beckwith, Jas (James) H. Crowley sell for $125 to David L. Miller one undiv whole int White mining claim, <reloc of Key City Lode, in 
LCMD; attest Robt S. Campbell, certify 23Feb82 Jordan B. Cottle Notary Public, recorded 4March1882 [Locations & Mining Deeds F#15410 p.83] 

1882February25; Mining Deed; W.A. Kingsley Carbonateville sells for $20 to W.E. Parmelee of Carbonateville undiv ½ int Lue Ella, (loc 29Oct81), on W side of the well 
known Capital mine, in LCMD; presence J.L. Hayward, certify 25Feb82 Jordan B. Cottle Notary Public, recorded 28February1882 [Locations & Mining Deeds F#15410 
p.77] 

1882February25; Mining Deed; W.E. Parmelee (<sig= Wells E. Parmelee) of Carbonateville sells for $200 to W.A. Parmly of Carbonateville undiv 1/3 int Lue Ella mining 
claim, (loc 29Oct81), on W side of the well known Capital mine, in LCMD; presence J.L. Hayward, certify 25Feb82 Jordan B. Cottle Notary Public, recorded 
28February1882 [Locations & Mining Deeds F#15410 p.78] 

1882March17; Mining Deed; Fred Furst of LCMD sells for $1250 to James Donavan of LCMD undiv 1/8 int Thresa Lode, (loc 13Jan81 b.E p.181), lying NE of Julius Lode, in 
LCMD; presence Wm C. Rogers, certify 17Mar82 Jordan B. Cottle Notary Public, filed 25Mar, recorded 27March1882 [Locations & Mining Deeds F#15410 p.104] 

1882March8; Mining Deed; John H. Mooney sells for $500 to A.A. Wise, J.H. Wise, D.H. Kurt <all of San Miguel Co undiv 2/3 part Ark Lode, undiv 2/3 part Monarch of the 
Plains Lode, in LCD; attest W.E. Parish, certify 18Mar82 Jordan B. Cottle Notary Public, recorded 2May1882 [Locations & Mining Deeds F#15410 p.150] 

1882March25; Mining Deed; Fred Furst of LCMD sells for $1250 to George Donovan undiv 1/8 int Thresa Lode in Vallecitos, (loc 13Jan81 b.E p.181), in LCMD; presence 
Wm C. Rogers, certify 25Mar82 at my office in Carbonateville Jordan B. Cottle Notary Public, recorded 1April1882 [Locations & Mining Deeds F#15410 p. 120] 

1882April6; Mining Deed; M. O’Neil of Los Cerrillos sells for $100 to William C. Rogers of Carbonateville undiv ¼ int Little Pittsburg, (loc 15Mar81 b.4 p.174), about ¾ mi a 
lttle E of N of Carbonateville, lying NE of Last Lode, in LCMD; presence W.B. Sulervan, certify 6Apr82 Jordan B. Cottle Notary Public, recorded 11April1882 [Locations 
& Mining Deeds F#15410 p.130] 

1882April6; Mining Deed; W.J. Davis sells for $500 to C.T. Porter undiv ½ of int Fischer Lode, about 1mi S Carbonateville, W of N end of Cash Entry Lode, in LCMD; attest 
blank, certify 6Apr82 Jordan B. Cottle Notary Public, recorded 24April1882 [Locations & Mining Deeds F#15410 p.142] 

1882April8; Mining Deed; Thomas Whalen of LCMD sells for $400 to William A. Parmaly undiv ¼ int President Lode, (loc 2Aug80 b.D p.96), E of & parallel to Grand 
Reserve, in LCMD; presence blank, certify 8Apr82 at my office in Carbonateville Jordan B. Cottle Notary Public, recorded 11April1882 [Locations & Mining Deeds 
F#15410 p.126] 

1882April8; Indenture; Dennis Cofflin of LCMD sells for $350 to William C. Rogers of Carbonateville undiv ¾ int Willow lode, (loc 11Jan82 b.F p.133), between Grand 
Central & McKenzie mtns, about ½ mi W of Carbonateville, undiv 2/3 int Belle lode, (loc 19July79 b.B p.30), on S side McKenzie Mtn, undiv ½ int Westchester lode, 
(loc 19Jan80 b.C p.56), on N side McKenzie Mtn, undiv ½ int Josh Lode, (loc 13Sept79 b.B p.107), Keno Lode, about 1.5mi SE from Carbonateville, lying between 
Clowry & Jno A. Logan claims, in LCMD; presence Wm B. Guthrie, certify 18Apr82 Jordan B. Cottle Notary Public, recorded 19April1882 [Locations & Mining Deeds 
F#15410 p.138] 

1882April29; Quit Claim Deed; Cutler T. Porter sells for $500 to E.G. Boice undiv 1/8 int Robert Hart, about ½ mi E Carbonateville, in LCMD; before us A.A. Crittenden, C.T. 
Porter, certify 29Apr82 Jordan B. Cottle Notary Public, recorded 2May1882 [Locations & Mining Deeds F#15410 p.152] 



1882April29; Quit Claim Deed; E.G. Boice sells for $1000 to Cutler T. Porter ½ undiv int Warwick Lode, about 1mi S GC Mtn, bounded on N by Duvall Lode, E by Oregon, in 
LCMD; before us A.A. Crittenden, C.T. Porter, certify 29Apr82 Jordan B. Cottle Notary Public, recorded 2May1882 [Locations & Mining Deeds F#15410 p.152] 

1882May11; Mining Deed; Daniel Wyant sells for $200 to Hey Williams undiv 1/6 int Caymen or Crocodile lode, (loc 28Jan82 b.5 p.127 LCMR), about 200’ W of shaft of 
Ethel Claim, in LCMD; attest M. Bassett, certify 11May82 Jordan B. Cottle Notary Public; recorded 20May1882 [Locations & Mining Deeds F#15410 p.165] 

1882May20; Mining Deed; William R. Golden sells for $200 to John Andrews undiv 1/6 int Washington Lode, (loc23Oct79 b.1 p.130), in GMD; attest Henry R. Harris, certify 
20May82 Jordan B. Cottle Notary Public, filed 2June recorded 3June1882 [Locations & Mining Deeds F#15410 p.174] 

1882June1 PoL; Robert Clark, A.R. Gerber swear before Jordan B. Cottle NP that at least $100 worth of work expended upon each of the following:; 

Cofflin Lode Loc 15Nov79, ca 3/4mi S from Turquois Mtn and ca 800’ W from the “Old Mina Del Tiro” Mine; 45 Lode, loc 20Jun79, ca 2000’ NW 
from the Turquois Mtn and S of the pole pick lode. For 1882. Filed and recorded 1Jun82 N.B. Laughlin Recorder E.F. Nisbet Dept. {Cerrillos Mining 

Records Book 5 p.141} 

1882June3 PoL; Samuel Harris, John Martin swear before Jordan B. Cottle NP that at least $100 worth of work Expended upon the following Little Josie 

Lode Claim, Loc 29Apr80, in LCMD, ca 1mi S from Hungry Gulch. For 1882. Filed for record 3Jun82 and recorded same day N.B. Laughlin 

Recorder E.F. Nisbet Dept. {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 5 p.144} 

1882July1 PoL; G.W. Sinclair swears before Jordan B. Cottle NP that he has done over $100 worth of work upon the mining claim known as the Canton, 
in LCMD. Filed for record 8Jul82 and recorded same day N.B. Laughlin Recorder E.F. Nisbet Dept. {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 5 p.158} 

1882August11; PoL for 1882; J.P. O’Brien, John Elder, S.W. Bonner swear before Jordan B. Cottle Notary Public that $100 labor done on Silver Bank Lode, (loc 1Jan81 
reloc 3Jan82), about 1300’ SW of Great Western, in LCMD; attest J.L. Hayward, filed 12Aug recorded 14August1882 [Locations & Mining Deeds F#15410 p.231] 

1882August28 POL; A. Thompson, W.P. Cunningham swear before Jordan B. Cottle NP that at least $100 worth of work has been performed upon 

Mountain Boy Mining claim, in LCMD, for 1882. such expenditure was made by P.F. Herlow, Hy Atkinson + F. Dimick, owners of said claim. Filed 
for record 22Feb83 and duly recorded the same day Arthur A. Cruttenden Recorder. {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 6 p.137} 

1882August29; PoL for 1882; Thos Morris (<sig= TT Morris), Chas Amsden (<sig= TC Amsden) swear before Jordan B. Cottle Notary Public at least $100 worth of labor on 
Our Lode, in LCMD; expended by PF Herlow, Hy Atkinson, F Dimick owners; recorded 24February1883 [Locations & Mining Deeds F#15410 p.362] 

1882August29 POL; T.T. Morris, T.C. Amsden swear before Jordan B. Cottle NP that at least $100 worth of labor has been performed upon Our Lode, in 

LCMD, for 1882. such expenditure was made by P.F. Herlow, Hy Atkinson, Frank Dimick, owners of said claim. Filed for record 22Feb83 and duly 
recorded the same day Arthur A. Cruttenden Recorder. {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 6 p.139} 

1882August29 POL; T.T. Morris, T.C. Amsden swear before Jordan B. Cottle NP that at least $100 worth of labor has been performed upon R.R. Lode, in 

LCMD, for 1882. Filed for record 22Feb83 and duly recorded the same day Arthur A. Cruttenden Recorder. {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 6 p.138} 
1882August29 POL; Dennis Cofflin swears before Jordan B. Cottle NP that at least $100 worth of labor has been performed upon Santa Fe, in LCMD, for 

1882. such expenditure was made by Hy Atkinson, Frank Dimick owners of said claim. Filed for record 22Feb83 and duly recorded the same day 

Arthur A. Cruttenden Recorder. {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 6 p.139} 
1882October5 PoL; George H. Weller, A.R. Gerber swear before Jordan B. Cottle NP that at least $100 worth of work has been performed upon Pelican 

Lode, Leopard Lode, Maggie Lode, Peter Lode, for 1882, expenditure was made by Charles Thayer and others. Filed for record 5Oct82 and 
recorded same day A.A. Cruttenden Recorder. {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 6 p.20} 

1882October7; Mining Deed; John Andrews of LCMD sells for $4000 to John C. Evans of LCMD undiv ½ int Chromo, (loc 4Sept79 by John M Irwin), about ¼ mi W of Nick of 
Time, S extension of Bottom Dollar; presence William C. Rogers, certify 11Oct82 Jordan B. Cottle Notary Public, recorded 13October1882 [Locations & Mining Deeds 
F#15410 p.271] 

1882October23; Mining Deed; William E. Parish sells for $1000 to Leslie Warner of Davis Co TN equal undiv ½ part Sin Duda Tunnel claim, on the Archiveca Mtn, 
Tennessee mining claim, Cumberland mining claim, Rock City mining claim, Lettle Nell mining claim, Sin Duda No.1 mining claim, ¼ int Little Joe No.1 
mining claim, all in LCMD; attest Wm C. Rogers, certify 23Oct82 Jordan B. Cottle Notary Public, recorded 28November1882 [Locations & Mining Deeds F#15410 
p.297] 

1882November16; Mining Deed; Michael ONeil sells for $200 to John McAlan of Carbonateville Nodaway Lode, (loc 7Jan81 by R.B. Easter b.L p.230), about ¾ mi SW of 
Carbonateville, in LCMD; presence Wm C. Rogers, certify 16Nov82 Jordan B. Cottle Notary Public, recorded 19March1883 [Locations & Mining Deeds F#15410 p.377] 

1882Nobember16; Mining Deed [overwritten See Page 115] Michael O’Neal<sig=O’Neil] sells for $200 to John McAlan Nodaway Lode, ca 3/4mi SW of 
Carbonateville, in LCMD, Loc 7Jan81 by K.B. Easter, rec b.L p.230. Presence Wm C. Rogers. Cert 16Nov82 Jordan B. Cottle NP. Filed for record 

2Feb83 and duly recorded the same day Arthur A. Cruttenden Recorder {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 6 p.110} 

1882Nobember16; Mining Deed; Micheal O’Neil sells for $200 to John McAlan of Carbonateville Nodaway Lode, ca 3/4mi SW of Carbonateville, in 
LCMD, Loc 7Jan81 by K.B. Easter, rec b.L p.230. Presence Wm C. Rogers. Cert 16Nov82 Jordan B. Cottle NP. Filed for record 3Feb83 and duly 

recorded the same day Arthur A. Cruttenden Recorder {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 6 p.115} 

1882November16<December30 lined out] POL; Geo Lawrence, F. Olmstead swear before Jordan B. Cottle NP that at least $100 worth of labor has been 
performed upon Hoosier Boy, in LCMD, for 1882. Such expenditure was made by David L. Miller owner of said claim. Cert 30Dec82 rec b.G p.428 

Charles M. Conklin Probate Clerk + recorder. Filed for record 30Dec82 and duly recorded the same day Arthur A. Cruttenden Recorder. {Cerrillos 

Mining Records Book 6 p.78} 
1882November16 POL; F. Olmstead, Geo Lawrence swear before Jordan B. Cottle NP that at least $100 worth of labor has been performed upon Belford, 

in LCMD, for 1882. Such expenditure was made by David L. Miller owner of said claim. Cert 30Dec82 rec b.G p.428 Charles M. Conklin Probate 

Clerk and recorder. Filed for record 30Dec82 and recorded the same day Arthur A. Cruttenden Recorder. {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 6 p.79} 

1882November19; Ben B. Pears, William P. Hanna swear before Jordan B. Cottle Notary Public 17.5’ shaft on Galena Chief for owners Hy M. Atkinson, Wm Minters, D.K. 
Osburen and others; recorded 20December1882 [Locations & Mining Deeds F#15410 p.300] 

1882November24 POL; Wm C. Rogers, J.L. Hayward swear before Jordan B. Cottle NP that at least $100 worth of labor has been performed upon Sunset, 

in LCMD, for 1882. expenditure made by J.K. McCracken of Fort Wayne IN and others. Recorded 24Nov82 Arthur A. Cruttenden Recorder. 

{Cerrillos Mining Records Book 6 p.41} 
1882December9 PoL; Ben B. Pears, Wm P. Hanna swear before Jordan B. Cottle NP that about two months ago they made a contract with Hy M. Atkinson, 

Wm Minters, D.K. Osbuun + others owners of the Galena Chief, where they agreed to sink seventeen and one half feet upon said Claim for which 

they were to receive the sum of $100. that they completed the said work during the mounth of November A.D. 1882. Said owners had the said work 
done for the purpose of holding the said claim as required by law. Pears and Hanna hereby make oath that they did 17 ½ feet of work upon the said 

claim. Filed for record 18Dec82 and recorded the same day Arthur A. Cruttenden Recorder. {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 6 p.66} 

1882December15 PoL; Ben B. Pears, William P. Hanna swear before Jordan B. Cottle NP 1882 at least $100 worth of work was done upon each of the 
following: The Boss Lode claim, lying W of the Marquette and Towser claims and ca 1.5mi S of Carbonateville; The Continental Lode claim lying 

SE of and near the Galena Chief Claim and ca 1mi E of S from Carbonateville, both in LCMD. Said work was done by William Minters the owner. 

Filed for record 18Dec82 and recorded the same day Arthur A. Cruttenden Recorder. {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 6 p.67} 



1882December15 PoL; E.F. Nisbet, John Elder swear before N.B. Laughlin NP for 1882 there was at least $100 worth of work was done upon Accidental 

Mining Claim, in LCMD, loc 7Jul79; that least $100 worth of labor was done upon the Butcher Boy No.2 Claim during 1882, in LCMD, loc 
31May79, Rec b.B p.341. Said labor was done by J.C. Piersol and others owners of the Accidental and by J.C. Piersol and others of MO and 

Rogers+Cottle of Carbonateville owners of the Butcher Boy No.2 Claim. Cert 18Dec82 b.G p.417 Charles M. Conklin Probate clerk and Recorder. 

Filed for record 19Dec82 and recorded same day Arthur A. Cruttenden Recorder. {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 6 p.68} 
1882December19 PoL; Ben B. Pears, William P. Hanna swear before Jordan B. Cottle NP that during 1882 they were employed by D.G. Miller, John S. 

Stacey and others owners of the Hawkeye mining claim to work upon the said claim and that they went to work upon the said claim and performed 

work to the amount of $75, in LCMD, and was formerly known as the Mine Del Tiro. Filed for record 19Dec82 and recorded same day Arthur A. 
Cruttenden Recorder. {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 6 p.70} 

1882December22; POL for 1882; George Lawrence, F? Olmstead swear before Jordan B. Cottle Notary Public at least $100 worth of work on Little Guardy, Eighty One, 
expenditure by George W. Holman, Martin L. Good owners, in LCMD; recorded 20February1883 [Locations & Mining Deeds F#15410 p.355] 

1882December23 POL; Robt Clark, O.J. Smith swear before Jordan B. Cottle NP that at least $100 worth of labor has been performed upon Little Joe 

Claim, in LCMD, for 1882. Such expenditure was made by M. Nester and Leslie Warner of Nashville TN, owners of said claim. Filed for record 
30Dec82 and recorded the same day Arthur A. Cruttenden Recorder. {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 6 p.76} 

1882December24 POL; O.J. Smith, Geo S. Wyllys swear before Jordan B. Cottle NP that at least $100 worth of labor has been performed upon Little 

Minnie, in LCMD for 1882. such expenditure was made by M. Nester and Joseph P. O’Brien, owners. Filed for record 28Feb83 and duly recorded the 
same day Arthur A. Cruttenden Recorder. {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 7 p.5} 

1882December25; POL for 1882; Leroy Gregory, E.F. Nisbet (sig= Levey Gregory, OF Nesbet) swear before Jordan B. Cottle Notary Public at least $100 labor on Virgie 
Lee Claim, expenditure by G.L. Brownell, C.L. Long + others, in LCMD; recorded 15January1883 [Locations & Mining Deeds F#15410 p.319] 

1882December28 PoL; Dennis Cofflin swears before Jordan B. Cottle NP that there has been $100 expended in Labour and improvements on ea, for 1882: 

Alice No.2, Lost, Herlow, Spar. Wm B. Guthrie swears before Jordan B. Cottle NP 2Jan83 as to the work on the above claims. Filed for record 
28Feb83 and duly recorded the same day Arthur A. Cruttenden Recorder. {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 7 p.4} 

1882December29; PoL for 1882; Jno / John Elder, Samuel Harris swear before Jordan B. Cottle Notary Public at least $100 labor on Tip Top mining claim, in LCMD; 
recorded 2January1883 [Locations & Mining Deeds F#15410 p.310] 

1882December29 POL; Christian Eberhardt, Andrew Simonsen swear before Jordan B. Cottle NP that at least $100 worth of labor has been performed 

upon Diamond Lode, in LCMD, for 1882. Such expenditure was made by John Robertson of Las Vegas NM owner of said claim. Filed for record 
29Dec82 and duly recorded same day Arthur A. Cruttenden Recorder. {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 6 p.74} 

1882December30; POL for 1882; A.D. Giles, W.B. Guthrie swear before Jordan B. Cottle Notary Public at least $100 worth of labor on Susie Byrd Lode, expenditure by 
Samfard A. Lacock, Rogers + Cottle, E. Ross owners, in LCMD; recorded 26February1883 [Locations & Mining Deeds F#15410 p.365] 

1882December30 POL; A.D. Giles, Wm B. Guthrie swear before Jordan B. Cottle NP that at least $100 worth of labor has been performed on Susie Byrd 

Lode, in LCMD, for 1882. such expenditure was made by Sanford A. Larock, Roger’s + Cottle, E. Ross owners of said claim. Filed for record 
23Feb83 and duly recorded the same day Arthur A. Cruttenden Recorder, {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 6 p.148} 

1882December30 POL; Leroy Gregory, Steve Roche swear before Jordan B. Cottle NP that at least $100 worth of labor has been performed upon Croesus 

lode, in LCMD, for 1882. Such expenditure was made by M. Nester of Nashville TN, owners of said claim. Filed for record 30Dec82 and recorded the 

same day Arthur A. Cruttenden Recorder. {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 6 p.76} 

1883January1 (loc); Fred Lindner; Maximillian lode, lying S of Monitor claim, W of State Line claim, about 2mi S of the town of Carbonateville, in LCMD; 750’ NE&SW, 
150’ea side; witness Jordan B. Cottle, Michael ONeil, recorded 24March1883 [Locations & Mining Deeds F#15410 p.381] 

1883January4 PoL; John Elder, Samuel Harris swear before Jordan B. Cottle NP that at least $100 worth of labor has been performed on Tip Top Mining 

claim, in LCMD, for 1882. Filed for record 4Jan83 and recorded the same day Arthur A. Cruttenden Recorder. {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 6 

p.86} 

1883January5; POL for 1882; Wm Cayzer, William Easton swear before Jordan B. Cottle Notary Public at least $100 labor on Ivanho Lode, in CMD, expenditure by G.W. 
Holman + others; recorded 10January1883 by Atanasio Romero Probate Clerk + Recorder [Locations & Mining Deeds F#15410 p.316] 

1882December20; Mining Deed; Lewis S. Bailey, Charles L. Matthes of LCMD sell for $1000 to John Andrews of Vallecitos Sunday Morning Reflector, (loc 5Mar82 b.F 
p.188), in Vallecitos LCMD; certify 5Jan83 at my office in Carbonateville Jordan B. Cottle Notary Public, recorded 19January1883 [Locations & Mining Deeds F#15410 
p.327] 

1883January5 POL; Wm Cayzer, Wm Easten swear before Jordan B. Cottle NP that at least $100 worth of labor has been performed upon Ivanho Lode, in 

LCMD, for 1882. such expenditure was made by G.W. Holman and others owners of said lode mining claims. Filed for record 5Jan83 and recorded the 

same day Arthur A. Cruttenden Recorder. {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 6 p.90} 

1883January13; Carbonateville; PoL for 1882; W.C. Rogers, J.B. Cottle swear at least $100 labor + development Spotted Gail, pride of the camp, pride of marshalltown, 
BT Fredrick, Eldorado, belong to Marshalltown Mining Co, in LCMD; sig Chas A. Miller, C. Mills JP, recorded 8February1883; [Locations & Mining Deeds F#15410 
p.350] 

1883January13 PoL; Carbonateville; W.C. Rogers, J.B. Cottle swear before Chas A. Miller, C.Wells J.P. that at least $100.00 worth of labor and 
development have been performed on Spotted Tail, Pride of the Camp, Pride of Marshalltown, B.T. Fredrick, Eldorada, in LCMD and belonging 

to the Marshalltown Mining Company of Marshalltown IA. Filed for record 13Jan83 and recorded same day Arthur A. Cruttenden Recorder, {Cerrillos 

Mining Records Book 6 p.95} 

1882November20; Notice of Forfeture; to Mrs L.J. Willard at Leadville CO, P.E.D. Loye before Jordan B. Cottle Notary Public 20Jan83, has expended $100 on General 
Atkinson Lode, for 1882; in Carbonateville, 90days to contribute your proportion, in LCMD; [Locations & Mining Deeds F#15410 p.333] 

1883January23 POL; R.G. Abbott, M. O’Neil swear before Jordan B. Cottle NP that at least $100 worth of laboar has been performed upon Stone Cutter, 

in CMD, for 1882. such expenditure was made by J.J. Mahoney Rogers+Cottle and others, owners of said claim. Filed for record 25Jan83 and duly 

recorded the same day Arthur A. Cruttenden Recorder {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 6 p.104} 

1883January26; POL for 1882; Henry Beaumont swears before Jordan B. Cottle Notary Public at least $100 labor Blake + Thompson Lode, Bonita Lode, Bishop Lode, 
Massaponax Lode, expended by Henry Beaumont, J.W. Miller, H.M. Atkinson + others, in LCMD; recorded 3February1883 [Locations & Mining Deeds F#15410 p. 
340] 

1883January26 POL; Henry Beaumont swears before Jordan B. Cottle NP that at least One Hundred of labor has been performed by him and under his 

direction during 1882 upon ea of the following in LCMD: Blake and Thompson Lode, Bonita Lode, Bishio Lode, Massaponax Lode. Such 
expenditure was made by and for account of Henry Beaumont, J.N. Miller, H.M. Atkinson and others, owners of said claims. Filed for record 26Jan83 

and duly recorded the same day Arthur A. Cruttenden Recorder {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 6 p.104} 

1883February7; POL for 1882; John McAlan swears before Arthur A. Cruttender Notary Public at least $100 labor on Nudoway Lode, expended by John McAlan owner, in 
LCMD; witness Jordan B. Cottle, J. Dolan, recorded 17February1883 [Locations & Mining Deeds F#15410 p.354] 



1883February7 POL; John McAlan swears before Arthur A. Cruttenden NP that at least $100 worth of labor has been performed upon Nodaway Lode, in 

LCMD, for 1882. such expenditure was made by John McAlan, owner of said claim. Witnesses J.B. Cottle, J. Dolan. Filed for record 8Feb83 and duly 
recorded the same day Arthur A. Cruttenden Recorder {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 6 p.123} 

1883February14; POL for 1882; Geo Donovant, A.E. Lundenslager (<sig= Adam Loudenslager) swear before Jordan B. Cottle Notary Public at least $100 worth of work on 
Washington, Buckeye, Irwin, Chromo, expenditure by John Andrews + others owners, in LCMD; recorded 21February1883 [Locations & Mining Deeds F#15410 
p.356] 

1883February14 POL; George Donovan, Adam Laudenslager swear before Jordan B. Cottle NP that at least $100 worth of work has been done upon each 

of the following: Washington, Buckeye, Irwin, Chromo, in LCMD, for 1882. Such expenditure was made by John Andrews + others owners of said 

claim. Filed for record 19Feb83 and duly recorded same day Arthur A. Cruttenden Recorder. {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 6 p.128} 

1883February14; POL for 1882; John Andrews, A.E. Landenslager (<sig= Adam) swear before Jordan B. Cottle Notary Public at least $100 worth of work on Ida, Theresa 
Lodes, expenditure by Geo Donavant, WA Parmely, John Bradwater and others owners, in LCMD; recorded 21February1883 [Locations & Mining Deeds F#15410 
p.356] 

1883February14 POL; John Andrews, Adam Laudenslager swear before Jordan B. Cottle NP that at least $100 worth of work has been done upon each of 

the following: Ida, Theresa Lodes, in LCMD, for 1882. Such expenditure was made by Jno Donovan, W.A. Parmaly, John Broadwater and others 
owners of said claim. Filed for record 19Feb83 and duly recorded the same day Arthur A. Cruttenden Recorder. {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 6 

p.129} 

1883February14; POL for 1883; Geo Donavant (<sig= George Donavan), A.E. Landenslager swear before Jordan B. Cottle Notary Public at least $100 worth of work on 
Marine Lode, expenditure by John Andrews and others owners, in LCMD; recorded 21February1883 [Locations & Mining Deeds F#15410 p.357] 

1883February14 POL; George Donovan, A.E. Laudenslager swear before Jordan B. Cottle NP that at least $100 worth of work has been performed upon 
Marine Lode, in LCMD, for 1882. Such expenditure was made by John Andrews and others owners of said claim. Filed for record 21Feb83 and duly 

recorded same day Arthur A. Cruttenden Recorder. {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 6 p.130} 

1883February19; Mining Deed; K.B. Easter of Carbonateville sells for $300 to John McAlan undiv 1/2int Sitting Bull Lode, Situated W of the Helen Lode 
and ca 1.25<1/4?mi W of the Mina del Tiro mine in the LCMD. Loc b.C p.163 and transfer b.C p.161. Presence [blank]. Cert 19Feb83 Jordan B. 

Cottle at my office in Carbonateville. Filed for record 22Feb83 and duly recorded the same day Arthur A. Cruttenden Recorder. {Cerrillos Mining 

Records Book 6 p.134} 

1883February23; POL for 1882; Leroy Gregory, Demis Cofflin swear before Jordan B. Cottle Notary Public at least $100 worth of labor on Constellation Lode, expenditure 
by HM Atkinson + others owners, in LCMD; recorded 26February1883 [Locations & Mining Deeds F#15410 p.364] 

1883February23 POL; Leroy Gregory, Dennis Cofflin swear before Jordan B. Cottle NP that at least $100 worth of labor has been performed upon 

Constellation Lode, in LCMD, for 1882, such expenditure was made by H.M. Atkinson and others owners of said claims. Filed for record 23Feb83 

and duly recorded the same day Arthur A. Cruttenden Recorder, {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 6 p.145} 

1883February23; POL for 1882; Leroy Gregory, Dennis Cofflin swear before Jordan B. Cottle Notary Public at least $100 worth of labor on Fissure Lode, expenditure by HM 
Atkinson + others owners, in LCMD; recorded 26February1883 [Locations & Mining Deeds F#15410 p.364] 

1883February23 POL; Leroy Gregory, Dennis Cofflin swear before Jordan B. Cottle NP that at least $100 worth of labor has been performed upon Fissure 

Lode, in LCMD, for 1882, such expenditure was made by H.M. Atkinson and others owners of said claims. Filed for record 23Feb83 and duly 
recorded the same day Arthur A. Cruttenden Recorder, {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 6 p.144} 

1883February23; POL for 1882; H.B. Hanna, Leroy Gregory swear before Jordan B. Cottle Notary Public at least $100 worth of labor on Roil Road Lode, expenditure by HM 
Atkinson + others owners, in LCMD; recorded 26February1883 [Locations & Mining Deeds F#15410 p.365] 

1883February23 POL; H.B. Hanna, Leroy Gregory swear before Jordan B. Cottle NP that at least $100 worth of labor has been performed upon Rail Road 

Lode, in LCMD, for 1882, such expenditure was made by H.M. Atkinson and others owners of said claims. Filed for record 23Feb83 and duly 

recorded the same day Arthur A. Cruttenden Recorder, {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 6 p.146} 

1883February24; POL for 1882; Timothy O’Connell swears before Jordan B. Cottle Notary Public expended in work and improvement $100 on each Patrick Henry Lode, 
Robert Emmt Lode, Hummring Bird Lode, expenditure by owners, all in LCMD; presence S.H. Bernard, Mite Polini, recorded 26February1883 [Locations & Mining 
Deeds F#15410 p.363] 

1883March1; PoL for 1882; Michael O’Neil swears before Jordan B. Cottle Notary Public has expended not less than $100 on Little Pittsburg, Black Marior, Belcher, 
expended by himself + others owners, all in LCMD; witness J. Dolan, recorded 2March1883 [Locations & Mining Deeds F#15410 p.367] 

1883March1; PoL for 1882; Leroy Gregory swears before Jordan B. Cottle Notary Public at least $100 labor and improvements on each Garfield, Golden Eagle, Owasco, 
Thomas Allen, Aurum, Aphrodite, expended by Grove L. Brownell and others owners, all in LCMD; recorded 2March1883 [Locations & Mining Deeds F#15410 
p.368] 

1883March23; Mining Deed; F.A. Manney of LCMD sells for $125 to Willie S. Spiegelberg undiv ¼ int Promice Lode, abut 1000’ W of Bourbon Claim, about 600’ E of Handy 
Andy, in LCMD; presence John Martin, certify 23Mar83 Jordan B. Cottle Notary Public, recorded 7September1883 [Locations & Mining Deeds F#15410 p.461] 

1883April10 PoL; Turquesa NM; Daniel Wyant, Charlie Lyons swear before Jordan B. Cottle NP that in LCMD the annual assessment… been performed 

upon Mother in-law, Muskegon, Wide-West, Ida, Julia, Helena, for the year 1882, that they are not personally interested in said claims. Filed for 
record 10Apr83 and recorded same day Arthur A. Cruttenden Recorder per A.D. Giles Deputy. {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 7 p.25} 

1883June25; POL for 1883; A.E. Landenslager (<sig= Adam L.), Jno L. Jenks (<sig= J.L. Jenks) swear before Jordan B. Cottle Notary Public at least $100 worth of labor on 
Ward No.2 Lode, expenditure by G.F & J.R. Roberts and Co owners, in LCMD; recorded 25June1883 [Locations & Mining Deeds F#15410 p.422] 

1883June25 POL; A.E. Landenslager [sig=Adam Landenslager], Jno L. Jenks [sig=J.L. Jenks] owners swear before Jordan B. Cottle NP that at least $100 

worth of labor had been performed upon “Ward No.2<overwritten with 1; side note by J.B. Cottle NP indicating change from 2 to 1]” Lode in LCMD, 
during the year ending 31Dec83, such expenditure made by G.F. and J.R. Roberts and Co. Filed for record 25Jun83 and duly recorded the same day. 

Arthur A. Cruttenden District Recorder per A.D. Giles Deputy. {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 7 p.27} 

1883July10; PoL for 1883; S.A. Larock (<sig= S.L. Larock), O.J. Smith swear before Jordan B. Cottle Notary Public at least $62.50 worth of labor on dulchey Lode, 
expenditure by R.D. Meyers part owner, in LCMD; recorded 12June(July)1883 [Locations & Mining Deeds F#15410 p.423] 

1883July10 PoL; S.A. Larock, O.J. Smith swear before Jordan B. Cottle NP that $62.50 worth of labor has been performed upon “Dutchey” Lode, in 
LCMD, during the year ending 31Dec83 Such expenditure was made by R.D. Myers part owner of said claim. Filed for record 10Jul83 and recorded 

same day Arthur A. Cruttender Recorder per A.D. Giles Deputy. {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 7 p.29} 

1883August20; POL for 1883; William Easton, Frank H. Nichols swear before Jordan B. Cottle Notary Public at least $100 worth of labor + improvements on Sitting Bull, 
Wm P Gould Lodes, expended by John McAllan, in LCMD; recorded 1September1883 [Locations & Mining Deeds F#15410 p.445] 

1883August20 POL; William Easton, Frank H. Nichols swear before Jordan B. Cottle NP that at least $100 worth of Labor and Improvements has been 
performed upon Sitting Bull, W.P. Gould Lodes, in LCMD during the year ending 31Dec83, such expenditure was made by John McAllan owner of 

said claim. Filed for record 31Aug83 and duly recorded same day, Arthur A. Cruttenden Recorder Per A.D. Giles Deputy {Cerrillos Mining Records 

Book 7 p.39} 



1883August21; POL for 1883; S.A. Larock, S.H? Bernard swear before Jordan B. Cottle Notary Public at least $100 worth of labor on Nodaway Lode, expended by John 
McAllan; {filed&rec 21Aug83 b.7 p.35 LCMR Arthur A. Cruttender Recorder per A.D. Giles Deputy}, recorded 25August1883 [Locations & Mining Deeds F#15410 
p.442] 

1883August21 POL; S.A. Larock, S.H. Bernard swear before Jordan B. Cottle NP that $100 worth of labor has been performed upon Nodaway Lode, in 

LCMD, for the year ending 31Dec83, such expenditure was made by John McAllan owner of said claim. Filed for record 21Aug83 and recorded same 

day, Arthur A. Cruttenden Recorder Per A.D. Giles Deputy {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 7 p.35} 

1883August22; POL for 1883; R.G. Abbott swears before Jordan B. Cottle Notary Public at least 10’ was senik on New Years Eve Lode during 90days ending 31March83, 
expended by John McAlan owner; {filed&rec 22Aug83 b.7 p.36 LCMR Arthur A. Crutender Recorder per A.D. Giles Deputy}, recorded 25August1883 [Locations & 
Mining Deeds F#15410 p.441] 

1883August22 POL; R.G. Abbott swears before Jordan B. Cottle NP says that at least ten feet was sunk on the New Year’s Eve Lode, during the 90 days 

ending 31Mar83, such expenditure was made by John McAllan owner of said claim. Filed for record 22Aug83 and recorded same day, Arthur A. 
Cruttenden Recorder Per A.D. Giles Deputy {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 7 p.36} 

1883August23; POL for 1883; Geo Lawrence (<sig= George), Pat Brown swear before Jordan B. Cottle Notary Public at least 10’ was sunk on Jessie Lode, 90 days ending 
1July83, expended by John McAllan, in LCMD; {filed&rec 27Aug83 b.7 p.38 LCMR Arthur A. Cruttender Recorder per A.D. Giles Deputy}, recorded 27August1883 
[Locations & Mining Deeds F#15410 p.444] 

1883August23 POL; George Lawrance [sig=Geo Lawrnce], Patrick Brown swear before Jordan B. Cottle NP that at least ten feet was sunk on the Jessie 

Lode, during the 90 days ending 1Jul83, in LCMD, Such expenditure was made by John McAllan owner of said claim. Filed for record 27Aug83 and 

recorded same day, Arthur A. Cruttenden Recorder Per A.D. Giles Deputy {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 7 p.38} 

1883August23; POL for 1883; S.A. Larock swears before Jordan B. Cottle Notary Public at least 10’ was sunk on Black Hawk Lode, 90 days ending 1March83, expended 
by John McAllan, in LCMD; {filed&rec 23Aug83 b.7 p.37 LCMR Arthur A. Cruttenden Recorder per A.D. Giles Deputy}, recorded 1September1883 [Locations & Mining 
Deeds F#15410 p.445] 

1883August23 POL; S.A. Larock swears before Jordan B. Cottle NP sayd that at least ten feet was sunk on the Black Hawk Lode, during the 90 days 

ending 31Mar83, in LCMD, such expenditure was made by John McAllan owner of said claim. Filed for record 23Aug83 and duly recorded same day, 
Arthur A. Cruttenden Recorder Per A.D. Giles Deputy {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 7 p.37} 

1883September29 POL; S.A. Larock, S.H. Bernard swear before Jordan B. Cottle NP that at least $100 worth of labor has been performed upon Comstock 

Lode, in LCMD, for the year ending 31Dec83. Such expenditure was made by Geo L. Wyllys, Crossan and Schneider et al owners of said claim. Filed 
for record 17Nov83 and recorded same day S.A. Larock Recorder, {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 7 p.46} 

1883October17; Mining Deed; Edmund F. Bennett sells for $550 to Sister M. Rosine or successor in Convent of Immaculate Conception at Las Vegas undiv 1/3 int Handy 
Andy, (b.A p.435), in LCMD; presence John Martin, certify at my office in Carbonateville 17Oct83 Jordan B. Cottle Notary Public, recorded 18October1883 [Locations 
& Mining Deeds F#15410 p.487] 

1883November16 POL; Geo L. Wyllys, W.P. Cunningham swear before Jordan B. Cottle NP that at least $100 worth of work has been performed upon 

Bernalillo Lode, in LCMD, during the year ending 31Dec83. Such expenditure was made by Simon Filger and David J. Miller owners of said claim. 

Filed for record 17Nov83 and recorded same day S.A. Larock Recorder, {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 7 p.45} 

________________________________________________________________ 

 * Cotton * 
Charles C. Cotton    - of La Belle & Red River City 

1895October26: The following corporations have filed articles with the territorial secretary: Boston Gold Mining Company – Objects, operating mines and 
mining machinery; capital stock $500,000; life, twenty-five years; directors, W.E. Pedwik and J.B. Andrews, of Denver, and H.C. Van Greist, C.C. 

Cotton and C.P. Casey, of La Belle, N.M.; principal place of business, La Belle. [SFDNM] 

1896March20; The following corporations have filed articles… The Houston Gold Mining & Milling Company – Incorporators, J.R. Ferguson, G.W. 
Downey, A.J. Downey, Geo A. Hassinger, Joseph Roch, C.C. Cotton, all of La Belle; objects, extracting and reducing ores; capital stock, $1,000,000; 

life, fifty years; directors, same as incorporators; principal place of business, La Belle. [SFDNM] 

1896May8; La Belle Gold District. Messrs. Cotton and Staplin have decided to run a 100 foot tunnel on the Prof. Gordon, along the vein, for the purpose of 
catching an ore chute supposed to exist at about that distance. [SFDNM] 

1896May8; La Belle Gold District. C.C. Cotton receives assays this week from ore from claims located near the La Belle Tunnel.  …sent to J.H. Moreland, 

Idaho Springs, Colo. – La Belle Cresset. [SFDNM] 
1896June4; The prospects in the La Belle tunnel are that the main vein will be cut in a very few feet. …Mr. Cotton, the manager, is willing to bet five to one 

that hew will strike pay ore when he cuts  

the vein. – C.C. Cotton has succeeded in interesting some German capitalists in the Memphis, the claim from which the $240 assays were received a few 
days ago. [SFDNM] 

1896July2; La Belle Gold District. C.C. Cotton has just completed the timbering of his Prof. Gordon tunnel. It is in about sixty feet and the prospects are 

first class. [SFDNM] 
1896August19; La Belle Gold Mines. Mr. F. Menz, of Wichita, Kas., who is interested with Mr. Cotton in the Memphis and other claims, has been in camp 

this week inspecting the property... [SFDNM] 

1896October16; The Midnight Gold Mining Company has filed articles of incorporation with the territorial secretary reciting the following particulers: 
Incorporators, Charles C. Cotton, Harvey Finch and John R. Carter, of La Belle; objects, mining and reducing ores; capital stock, $1,000,000; life, fifty 

years; directors Simpson S. Ford, George B. Baker, William S. Gilkey, of Cleveladd, Ohio, Harvey Finch and C.C. Cotton, of La Bell, N.M.; principal 

places of business, Cleveland, Ohio, and La Belle, N.M. [SFDNM] 

1897March22; Mr. C.C. Cotton, a candidate for surveyor-general, has returned to his home in Red River City, after spending several days in Santa Fe. 

[SFDNM] 
1897May14; …have been filed with Secretary Miller during the past week: The Red River Mining & Investment Company. The object of the incorporation 

is for the purpose of acquiring by purchase, lease, discovery, location, grant or otherwise, tunnel sites, ditches, water-rights, etc., and of conducting a 

general mining business. The capital stock is $1,000,000 and the affairs of the company, for the first year of its existence, is to be under the direction and 
control of three directors who are named as follows: C.H. Nance, T.T. Smith and C.C. Cotton. The operations and business of the company are to be 

carried on in the counties of Taos and Colfax, territory of New Mexico, and the principal place of business of the company is given as Red River, N.M. 

[SFDNM] 
1897August28; Red River District. Mr. C.C. Cotton, manager of the Memphis, is figuring on putting the mine in good working order and then putting in a 

mill to treat the ore from the property, in place of shipping to Pueblo as has been done for some time past at considerable expense. [SFDNM] 



1897October28; C.C. Cotton has had the La Belle tunnel retimbered and enlarged and expects to make a deal by which he will be able to put on three shifts 

in a short time. [SFDNM] 
1898February21; C.C. Cotton, a surveyor from La Belle, is in the city stopping at the Exchange hotel. – At the Exchange: C.C. Cotton, La Belle; R.B. 

Roberts, Denver… [SFNM] 

1898March7; C.C. Cotton, of La Belle, deputy United States mineral surveyor, is in the city on business and registers at the Exchange. [SFNM] 
1898May5; C.C. Cotton is organizing a mining company in Cleveland, O., for future operations at La Belle. [SFNM] 

1898December12; The Edison mine management in the Keystone district has broken ground for a stamp mill. When it is finished C.C. Cotton is to be the 

manager. [SFNM]   
1898December21; C.C. Cotton has been appointed superintendent of the Edison mine, Red River district, and has a force of men cleaning out the works, 

after which development on an extended scale will proceed. [SFNM] 

 
Frank Cotton    - La Belle & Red River 
1897July1; Taos County. Surveyors Frank Cotton and McKean have just completed a batch of surveys and are now engaged on the plats. The claims are all 

located near La Belle on the Castillo estate. [SFDNM] 
1897July23; Red River District. The Grand Central mining claim was located the other day in the center of the town of La Belle. S.B. Jellisom, Frank 

Cotton and Dick Dillon were the locators. [SFDNM] 

1897October30; At the Claire: Frank Cotton, Thos Phipps, Red River... [SFDNM] 
1898March4; Orders have been issued by the surveyor general for the official survey of the Dowling lode mining claim, located in New Placer mining 

district, Santa Fe county, Leonard Skinner, administrator of the estate of John T. Kelly, is the claimant. Deputy Surveyor Cotton will run the lines. 

[SFNM]   

1898May30; Frank Cotton, William McKean and F.C. Stevens are Red River mining men who are in the city on surveying business. They are stopping at 

the Claire. – At the Claire: Frank Cotton, Wm McKean, F.C. Stevens, Red River… [SFNM] 

1902February26; Palace: Frank Cotton, wife and two sons, Colorado Springs... [SFNM] 

 
S. Cotton    - NE 

1899July15; Mrs. S. Cotton, and Mrs. Charles Thayer are visiting at their old home, Lincoln, Neb. [SFNM] 

 
William Cotton    - Cook’s Peak m.d. 
1897October11; Cook’s Peak District. The old Surprise mine now relocated by Cotton and McDaniels is being steadily worked. Ten men are employed and 

good pay ore is produced. [SFDNM] 

1898June6; William Cotton is working eight men on his Surprise mine at Cook’s Peak. [SFNM] 

________________________________________________________________ 
 
Couch see Crouch 
Coughlin see Cofflin 
Couley see Cooley 

________________________________________________________________ 

 * Coulloudon * 
Alfred Coulloudon  <b.1923>    - wife is Florabelle Coulloudon (b.NM 1929>;  of Socorro 

coulloudon, alfred age 85 Socorro, NM; coulloudon, florabelle age 79 Socorro, NM 

 
Emile Coulloudon  (b.4Sep1891  d.ABQ Mar1974)    - Abq 

Emile Coulloudon b. 04 Sep 1891 d. Mar 1974 SSAN issued in 87104 (Albuquerque) [SS Death Index} 
Mt. Calvary Cemetery, Bernalillo Co; Coulloudon, Apolline G, b. 1893, d. 1975, Sec. S-Ctr, Row 31; Coulloudon, Emile, b. 1891, d. 1974, Sec. S-Ctr, Row 

31; Coulloudon, Mariette F, b. 1849, d. 1932, Sec. NE-Cal, Row 11 

 

Mariette F. Coulloudon  (b.1849  d.1932)    - Abq 
Mt. Calvary Cemetery, Bernalillo Co; Coulloudon, Apolline G, b. 1893, d. 1975, Sec. S-Ctr, Row 31; Coulloudon, Emile, b. 1891, d. 1974, Sec. S-Ctr, Row 

31; Coulloudon, Mariette F, b. 1849, d. 1932, Sec. NE-Cal, Row 11 
 

William Coulloudon  <b.Nov1855  d.1918>    - of StaFe, Abq 
1880September18; Monier & Colloudon, Contractors Stone Cutters and Masons, Santa Fe, New Mexico. Builders of the St. Michael’s College and the 

Sisters New Chapel. [ad in SFDNM] 

1881September25; A large building is being erected on the street on which San Miguel College fronts, by Messrs. Monier & Colloudon the contractors. The 

house will be a very fine one, and is being put up for renting purposes. [SFDNM] 
1881November11; Messrs. Monier & Collouden have purchased the mercantile house established by Brown & Manzanares at Lamy, and will continue a 

general merchandise business, making a specialty of dealing in plaster of paris, white and brown lime, etc. They are pleasant gentlemen and good 

business men. [SFDNM] 
1881December25; Lamy, N.M., Dec. 24 – Another killing took place here to-night. A young man named Harry Kesner, engaged as bar tender, being the 

victim. It appears that Kesner, who was intoxicated, picked a quarrel with J.J. Harlan about a watch, calling him a damned liar several times while in 

McBeth’s saloon, but after some little parley, Harlan, having succeeded in quiesing Kesner, went into a saloon a few doors distant, and had been seated 
but a few moments when Kesner entered. Harlan accosted him and said: “Harry you surely cannot have any hard feelings against me.” Some 

considerable talk ensued, one word bringing on another, until finally Harry drew his pistol, a double action, when Harlan agains said: “Harry, you 

certainly do not mean to pull your gun on me?” Kesner replied, saying: “Yes, you __ of b__ and immediately began firing. Harlan dropped on his knees 
behind the stove, but before he could pull his pistol, Kesner had fired two shots, neither of which took effect. Harlan then turned loose and fired four 

shots in rapid succession, all of which took effect in Kesner’s breast, abdomen and right arm. He died game, however, and after the shot which entered 

his breast had brought him to his knees, he emptied the remaining two chambers of his pistol without effect. Immediately after which, his ebbing 
strength fast giving way, he fell on his side, and expired a few moments later without speaking. The deceased was a general favorite, but when in liquor 

was, at times, very quarrelsome. Being in such a mood to-day and having had some words with Deputy Sheriff Sherman, he swore that he would rid 



Lamy of its marshal, or down Harlan before the sun rose. Harlan, after the shooting, proceeded to Monier’s and Coullodon’s, and stated that he had 

killed him in self defense; surrendered himself to Deputy Sheriff Sherman with a request that Marshal More be sent for so that he might be protected, 
taken to Santa Fe, and receive a trial. [SFDNM] 

1882February6; Mining Deed; Juan Gurulé, Francisco Padilla / Fransiscita Padia wife, sell for $500 to Quintien Monier, William Coulloudon undiv 1/5int 

San Francisco lode b.D p.256, within Cañada de los Alamos grant, owned by Juan Delgado, Francisco Manzanares et others, rec 20Feb82; presence 
Andres Howil, Horner J. Douthitt; cert 6Feb82 @ Cañoncito by Cruz Gurulé JP [b.F p.69] 

1882June25; Amount of Property Owned By the Residents of Santa Fe County. April 14, 1882. Monier, Quintien & Coulloudon _ 3,844 00 [SFDNM]   

1883February28 (letter); Lamy; Messrs Browne + Manzanares; Gentlemen, Your favor of the 23rd ult. is on hand and contents noted, in reply to it will say 
to you that we accept the rates for rocks from Lamy or Manzanares to Santa Fe at 5- per 100 lbs. In regard of the side track it would be a great help for 

us by having it  Please tell Mr Sands that it is a very important thing for us if the road was good to haul the rocks to the Y ___  we would manage 

without the switch but the road is sandy and the creak is very bad to cross. We hope that you will explain that to Mr Sands so he will understand our 
situation by doing that you will do us another favor which will be highly apreciated. Very Respectfully, Monier + Coulloudon; P.S. Please send our rates 

as soon as possible we would like to comence shipping if we could get them by telegram from Topeka it would be better. M&C 

1900November16; Albuquerque Items. Miss Mattie Coulodon, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. William Colodon, will be married on Sunday to Harry Freelove. 
[SFNM] 

________________________________________________________________ 
 
A. T. Couran    - Kansas City 

1898October29; A.T. Couran, a mining man from Kansas City, interested in the Cerrillos country, is at the Exchange today. – At the Exchange: A.T. 
Couran, Kansas City… [SFNM] 

 
A. Courchesne    - El Paso, Las Cruces 
1901June6; The Franklin Mining company today filed incorporation papers. The incorporators are: R.Y. Anderson, P.F. Garrett, Henry D. Bowman of Las 

Cruces; S.H. Newman, A. Courchesne, F. Wells Brown, A.H. Richards, T.S. Austin, W.W. Fink, J. Caldwell, Dr. F. W. Gallagher and J.J. Mundy of El 

Paso. Object, mining and smelting. Will operate in the Organ district, Dona Ana county. Captial, $1,000,000 divided into a million shares. Headquarters 

at Las Cruces. Business office at El Paso. New Mexico agent, R.Y. Anderson of Las Cruces. The directors are R.Y. Anderson, P.F. Garrett, H.D. 
Bowman of Las Cruces; A. Courchesne, A.H. Richards, J.J. Mundy, F. Wells Brown, W.W. Fink, S.H. Newman, of El Paso. [SFNM] 

1901June18; Incorporation papers were filed this forenoon in the office of the territorial secretary by Minnie E. Barber, Simon H. Newman, James E. Rhein 

for the Interstate Oil and Mining company with headquarters at Las Cruces and a capital of $500,000, divided into 500,000 shares. The directors are, A. 
Courchesne, C.N. Buckler, A.M. Walthall, H.L. Edwards, B.F. Jenkins, M.E. Barber, Charles H. Moore, Cornelius T. Jordan, and Henry D. Bowman. 

[SFNM] 

 

John Courir    - witness - 

1880February28 (reloc); L.B. Follis, W.R. Follis; Liveat (Sweat) of the Brow Lode, relocation of Big Alie Lode, ¼ mi SSW of Grand Central Mtn, ¾ mi W Mine Dela Tiro 
Mine, in LCMD; 400’NE 1100’SW, 150’ea side; witness C.A. Boake, D.L. Miller, John Courir, recorded 8May80 [Locations & Mining Deeds B#15406 p.384] 

 
William Courrant    - Taos co. 
1899July13; Taos County. John Fair and William Courrant have commenced work on the McKinley. [SFNM] 

 
Coursier    - CHIH, Santa Rita 
1828; …mining of copper at the Santa Rita del Cobre Grant was carried on by Americans under lease from the heirs of Francisco Manuel Elguea of Chihuahua who held the 

title to the grant until 1873. In 1825 the mine was worked by Sylvester and James Ohio Pattie who agreed to pay $1,000 a year for the right. It is recorded that the 
Patties planned to buy the mine and sent $30,000 to the owners by an agent who disappeared with the money. In 1828 a Frenchman named Coursier who lived in 
Chihuahua was running the mine. Due to Indian difficulties work stopped. Robert McKnight operated the mine from 1832 until 1836. The last owner during the Mexican 
period was Leonardo Pesquieros who took control of the mine in 1840 and continued to work it until late in the fifties. [History of NM, Chas F. Coan, 1925, p.326] 

 
J. S. Courson    - of St. Louis & Carlisle 

1900January26; Grant County Mines. J.S. Courson, of St. Louis, has bought an interest in the Coonen at Carlisle… [SFNM] 

 
J. A. Courter    - Ortiz Mine grant 
1880September2(loc); Geo Leas 1/6, W.O. Campbell 1/6, Frank Shepard 1/6, J.A. Courter 1/6, N.R. Swartz 1/6, S. Hill 1/6 Little Pittsburg Lode 1100’NNE 

400’SSW 300’ea side, ca 4.5mi Nly from Golden PO, old placers mtns, Placer MD, rec 7Oct80; witness Tom Saunders, C. Catell [b.D p.30] 

1880September16(loc); J.A. Courter 1/6, Frank Shepard 1/4, W.O. Campbell 1/4, N.B. Swartz 1/6, Geo Leas 1/6 First Effort Lode 750’NE 750’WSW 

200’ea side, including a part the Alpha Domingo Lode the locators not having complied with the laws, ca 4.5mi from Golden, Tuerto mtns NPMD, rec 
7Oct80; witness I Saunders, C. Clavel [b.D p.29] 

1880September20(loc); Frank Shepard 1/6, Geo Leas 1/6, W.O. Campbell 1/6, W.R. Swartz 1/6, S. Hill 1/6, J.A. Courter 1/6 accidental Lode 1000’ENE 

500’SWS 300’ea side, ca 4mi nearly N of Golden PO in the Old placer mts, Placer MD, reloc 7Oct80, rec 7Oct80; witness Tom Saunders, C. Cattell 

[b.D p.28] 

1880September27(loc); J.A. Courter 1/6, W.O. Campbell 1/6, Geo Lease 1/6, Frank Shepard 1/6, Frank Farnsworth 1/6, N.R. Swartz 1/6 Mountain Top 

mine 300’ea side 100’N 1400’S, directly S Webb lode, SBMD Old placer Mtns; attest T. Saunders, S. Hill, J.H. Chaves [b.C p.631] 

 
Prof. William M. Courtis    - of WyandotteMI & Socorro 

1881; [Socorro Peak] The first exploratory shaft was sank in 1881 by William Courtis, and a 10-stamp stampmill was built to process the ore, However, the 

Socorro Peak District mines were not very productive... [J.Park NMMiningHeritageGuide 2003] 

1881April10; W.M. Courtis, of Wyandotte, Mich., was among last night’s arrivals from the East and may be found at the Exchange hotel. [SFDNM] 
1881May6; Wm M. Courtis, of Socorro, arrived in Santa Fe yesterday by the train from the south. [SFDNM]   

1881November8; Socorro and the Socorros – The large smelter of the New Orleans and La Joya Smelting and Mining Company, is nearing completion, and 

its owners are now making contracts for ore. The smelting mill belongs to E.S. Jeffray, J.A. Walker & Co. of New York, of which W.M. Courtis, M.E., 
is general manager. This mill is quite an extensive institution. [SFDNM] 



1891May4; Prof. Wm M. Courtis, mining engineer from Detroit, Mich., will soon make a report on the Bowmer mines in Mora county. [SFDNM] 

1895July25; W.M. Courtis, Detroit... at the Palace. [SFDNM] 

 
C. W. Courtney    - of Socorro & Kelly 

1882January21; Socorro. Messrs. Courtney, Simpson & Brooks, have some very fine mining prospects in the range of mountains just across the river. 

…Mr. Courtney has left the city with some men to develop those mines. [SFDNM] 

1900February27; Socorro County. C.W. Courtney, of Kelly, was appointed by the board of county commissioners as justice of the peace of precinct No.11. 
[SFNM] 

________________________________________________________________ 

 * Cousins * Cozzens *    - see also F.M.F. Cuzin 

Cousins    - of MarshalltownIA, Cerrillos, San Marcial 
Chester Cousins, a young man from Marshalltown IA who came with his father to NM in 1881… The elder Cousins was a miner by vocation, likewise Chester, but the 

younger was afflicted with dreams of derring-do that interfered with dreams of being a worthwhile citizen. Age 20. Chester’s father settled in Cerrillos… and worked the 
mines for a time until he moved down to San Marcial. …Chester’s father was publicized in the newspapers as “a disrupted, dissolute man.” …[9Mar1883 New Mexican> 
His father is a miner, now at work near Old San Andres.]” [John L. Sinclair, New Mexico Magazine Feb’93] 

 

Chester W. Cousins  <b.1861>    - of MarshalltownIA, San Marcial, Cerrillos, Carbonateville 

Chester Cousins, a young man from Marshalltown IA who came with his father to NM in 1881… The elder Cousins was a miner by vocation, likewise Chester, but the 
younger was afflicted with dreams of derring-do that interfered with dreams of being a worthwhile citizen. Age 20. Chester’s father settled in Cerrillos… and worked the 
mines for a time until he moved down to San Marcial. …Chester’s father was publicized in the newspapers as “a disrupted, dissolute man.” …Completely absorbed in the 
legends surrounding the slain outlaw, the young Chester proclaimed himself “Billy the Kid the Second.” The New Mexican gave him to be “five feet eleven inches in 
height, with smooth face, brown hair and blue eyes. He is foolhardy and reckless, more than showing any genuine courage or bravery. While residing in Bonanza he 
strutted around the house saying: ‘Here goes the new Kid.’ Thus he was afterwards called The Kid.” (1883 Killed Navor Gomez in San Marcial.) “Chester Cousins, 
commonly known as ‘The Kid’, who took part in the bloody murder of Monday (the 12th) showed up at Cerrillos and Carbonateville, and is believed to be lurking 
someplace in the county. …The Kid boarded a train for Cerrillos, where he arrived on Wednesday afternoon. He remained there over night, and when Mr. Maddox, of the 
hotel, picked up a copy of The New Mexican, and pointed to the telegraphed report of the San Marical escapade, The Kid said with the nonchalance of a genuine 
desperado: ‘Umph! They are making a great deal of fuss about the killing of two greasers. …The next day, Thursday, he went to Carbonateville. The deputy sheriff at 
Cerrillos knew he was wanted for murder, but it is charged that he declined an arrest until he could ascertain whether or not a reward had been offered for the capture. A 
telegram from San Marical stated that the town would give $100 for The Kid’s arrest, but this the officer thought too small a sum to induce him to make the attempt. 
…Since the publication of Gov Sheldon’s proclamation offering $500 reward for his capture and conviction, The Kid has not been seen at either Cerrillos or 
Carbonateville, but is believed to be lurking about Bonanza, where he was employed some 18 months ago on Mr. Sam’l Hull’s mining claims. Mr. Hull, by the way, was 
foreman on the SF Grand Jury that indicted the original ‘Billy the Kid’ (Walked to SF. Train to Alamosa, where arrested.) [9Mar1883 New Mexican> His father is a miner, 
now at work near Old San Andres.] (Trial in ABQ; guilty; 5 years at Leavenworth)” [John L. Sinclair, New Mexico Magazine Feb’93] 

- witness - 
1881May25 (loc); James R. Ryan; Grocer Lode, about ½ mi nearly due E from Turquesa or Carbonateville, parallel & bounded by Occidental & Exchange Lodes, in LCMD; 

750’ NE&SW 150’ea side; witness Wm E. Cousins, C.W. Cousins, recorded 17June1881 [Locations & Mining Deeds E#15409 p.351] 
1881May25 (loc); Loc by James R. Ryant; Grocer Lode; 1500’ linear, in LCMD, 750’NE & 750’ from point of disc, 150’ on ea side. Ca 1/2mi nearly due 

E from Turquesa or Carbonateville, bounded by the accidental and Exchange Lodes. Witnesses W.E. Cousins, E.W. Cousins. Filed for Record 15Jun81 

and Recorded same day N.B. Laughlin Recorder. {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 4 p.80} 

 

Laura E. Cousins    - of Marshall co.IA  

1880March23; Laura E. Cousins of Marshall Co IA power of attorney to William E. Cousins of Carbonateville; certify 23Mar80 K.W. Morgan Marshall Co IA, recorded 
3September1880 [Locations & Mining Deeds C#15407 p.431] 

1880September2; indenture; William E. Cousins for> Laura E. Cousins (wife) sells for $1200 to Burt E. Tilden of Trumbell Co OH undiv ¾ int Washoe Mine (loc 25Oct79 b.B 
p.195) W of & adjoining Cock of the Walk, SW of & adjoining little John Lode, E of & adjoining Harvest Queen lode, in GMD; presence C.H. Gildersleeve, certify 
2Sept80 T?F W. Clancy Clerk by H.S. Clancy deputy, recorded 3September1880 [Locations & Mining Deeds C#15407 p.433] 

 
Samuel Woodworth Cozzens    - of Boston 
This interesting case was related in 1873 by Samuel Woodworth Cozzens, a Bostonian of some wealth who developed a passion for exploring firsthand the wonders of New 

Mexico and Arizona. ¶ In June 1858, he had found himself on the sunny plaza of Mesilla below Las Cruces. Inquiring about points of interest, he soon learned of the 
Santa Rita del Cobre coal mines, located east of present-day Silver City. ¶ Cozzens afterward reported that these deposits had been worked in late Colonial days by 
men from Chihuahua City who were supplied monthly by ox caravans. Once goods were emptied from the wagons, workers filled the wagons with Santa Rita ore. The 
ore was destined for the Chihuahua mint, which turned out copper coinage. ¶ At that time, few Americans were found in Mesilla. However, Cozzens did manage to strike 
up an acquaintance with two men who seemed eager to accompany him on a visit to Santa Rita del Cobre. ¶ One man he identified only as Dr. Steck. That would have 
been Dr. Michael Steck, a Pennsylvania physician appointed by the government in 1854 to be Indian agent for the southern Apaches — that is, the Mescaleros east of 
the Rio Grande and the Mimbres west of it. ¶ The other man was a Mr. Laws, no first name given. He was also from Pennsylvania. ¶ The trio hired a guide, plus several 
Mexican packers, to tend to 13 rented mules. Starting out on the road west, the guide began pointing out places where incautious travelers had been murdered by 
Apaches. ¶ Surely, the three fellows had been warned against venturing into the heart of hostile Indian country. But if that was so, they paid no attention. ¶ Luck seemed 
to be with them, as the travelers safely reached Santa Rita. They spent several days there examining the mines and ruins of an old Spanish fort. According to Cozzens, 
they also visited "some remarkable sandstone formations in the vicinity." ¶ "It was on the return trip from the mines," he wrote, "that our party met with an adventure." 
(Laws killed by arrow in back.) [MSimmons SFNM 6Feb2011] 

 

William E. Cousins  (b.IA 1833>    - of Carbonateville 

  location date name of claim 

Forbes, Cousins & Smith  9/15/1879  Harvest Queen 

Cousins, Forbes and Smith  9/19/1879  Annie Laurie 

Cousins & Forbes  10/17/1879  State of Maine 

W.E. Cousins  10/25/1879  Little Bertie 



W.E. Cousins  10/25/1879  Washoe - owned 

Forbes, Smith & Cousins  10/22/1879  Pride of Marshalltown 

W.E. Cousins  12/ ? /1879  Little Winnie 

Ward & Cousins  2/ ? /1880  Bottom Dollar / Santa Rosa 
ANNIE LAURIE owned by Marshalltown Mining Co. 
BOTTOM DOLLAR / SANTA ROSA owned by Ward & Cousins, then Blonger and Whalen 1883, Reese P. Fullerton & Frank Staplin 1945, 

Minerals Products Corporation 1957. 
HARVEST QUEEN owned by Marshalltown Mining Co. & C.L. Matthes 
LITTLE BERTIE owned by Marshalltown Mining Co. 
LITTLE WINNIE owned by Marshalltown Mining Co. 
PRIDE OF MARSHALLTOWN owned by Marshalltown Mining Co. 
STATE OF MAINE owned by Marshalltown Mining Co. & C.L. Matthes 
1879July5 (loc); Los Cerrillos Mining District. Located by C.B. Miller, W.E. Causins, W.A. Forbes, E.O. Smith. Harvest Queen Lode; 1500’ linear 

100’NEly & 1400’SWly 150’ on ea side. ca 1mi NW from the old Rualeña Mine and ca 1.5mi S from the La Cerrillo del la Cruse on the Santa Fe and 

Albuqurque road, Attest I.J. Kingsbury. Filed for record 13Oct79 recorded same day N.B. Laughlin Recorder, {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 1 
p.178} 

1879Sept? n.d.; W.R. Rogers, Thomas Godfrey (sig F.H. Godfry) sell for $60 to Mrs C.B. Miller, W.A. Forbes, W.E. Cousins, Ed O. Smith ½ int Pride of the Camp, 2mi SW 
of Carbonate Lode, in LCMD; certify at la Cienega 30Sept79 Francisco Gonzales Justice of the Pease [Locations & Mining Deeds C#15407 p.308] 

1879September(15 – n.d.); C.B. Miller, W.E. Causins, M.A. Forbes, E.O. Smith (all locators); Harvest Queen lode, 1(mi) NW from the “Old Rulena mine”, 1.5mi SW from 
Los Cerrillos De la Cruz; 100’NE 1400’SW 150’ea side, in LCMD; attest S.J. Kingsburg [Locations & Mining Deeds B#15406 p.38] 

1879September11 (reloc); W.E. Cousins, W.A. Forbes; formerly Old Ironside lode now Luide Lode (Luisa?), 1mi SW Grand Central Mt, 2mi SW of Carbonateville, in 
LCMD; 750’ NE & SW, 150’ea side; recorded 23January1880 {filed 31Dec79 recorded 2Jan80 N.B. Laughlin Recorder} [Locations & Mining Deeds B#15406 p.173] 

1879September11 (reloc); Los Cerrillos Mining District; W.E. Cossins, W.A. Forbes, Snide Lode; formerly known as the Old Ironside: 1500’ linear 750’ 

SW & 750’ NE 150’ ea side; ca 1mi SW from Grand Central Mtn. and ca 2mi SW from Carbonatevill. filed for record 31Dec79 recorded 2Jan80, N.B. 
Laughlin recorder {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 2 p.4} 

1879September12 (loc):Locators T.B. Ward, W.E. Cousins; Dandy Lode, 1500’, 1400’NE & 100’ SW with a width of 300’ or 150’ on ea side, in District 

of Galisteo. Attest W.A. Forbes, Saml Hull. Wm R. Golden Depty Recorder [left for record on the 10th day of December 1879] {Galisteo Mining 
Record – Cerrillos Record Book 6 p.136} 

1879September19 (reloc); W.A. Causins, W.A. Forbes, E.O. Smith; Anma Laura lode, originally located by Joe Kingsbury & Oliver Alexander 15Jun79, 300’ W from the 
“Rueleña mine”; 300’NE 1200’SW, 150’ea side; recorded 15November1879 [Locations & Mining Deeds B#15406 p.60] 

1879September19 (reloc); Los Cerrillos Mining District: Locators W.E. Causins, W.A. Forbes, E.O. Smith, Anna Laura Lode originally loc by Joe 
Kingsbury and Oliver Alexander 15Jun79 and we relocate because the laws has not been complied with. 1500’ linear 1200’ SW & 300’ NE 150’ on ea 

side. ca 300’ W from the Rueliña Mine. Attest C.B. Miller. Filed for record 11Nov79, recorded 18Nov79 N.B. Laughlin Recorder {Cerrillos Mining 

Records Book 1 p.197} 

1879September20; indenture; James Lannon sells for $500 to C.B. Miller, W.A. Fobes, E.O. Smith, W.E. Cousins black Hawk Lode (loc 23Jun79), undiv ½ int Spotted Sail 
Lode (loc 12Aug79) 1¼ mi SW Carbonate Shaft, undiv ½ int Laura No.2 Lode (loc 12Jul79) w side McKenzie Mt, “X” Lode (loc 17Jul79) W side McKenzie Mt, undiv ¼ 
int Nelson Lode (loc 23Jul79); certify 22Sept79 Francisco Gonzales Justice of the Peace Pct No.6, recorded 14May1880 [Locations & Mining Deeds C#15407 p.310] 

1879September20; Transfer. James Lannon sells for $500 to C.B. Miller, W.A. Forbes, E.O. Smith, W.E. Causins, all of the Blackhawk Lode; undiv 1/2int 

Spotted Tail Lode; undiv 1/2int Laura Lode No.2; all of the X Lode; undiv 1/4int Nelson Lode; all of said lodes are 1500x300’. Deed Quit Claim. 
Acknowledged 22Sep79 before Francisco Gonzales a Justice of the Peace Filed for record 13Oct79 recorded same day N.B. Laughlin Recorder, 

{Cerrillos Mining Records Book 1 p.179} 

1879September29 (loc): Loc by W.E. Cousins, W.A. Forbes; Little Winnie Lode, 1500’, 400’NE & 1100’SW, 150’ on ea side, Witnes W.E. Cousins. 
Reclaimed and relocated the first claimants have not complied with the US laws. Reclaimed this 30th day of December 1879 to be known as the “Little 

Winnie” by Sam’l Huel. Witnes C.M. Purdin. Wm R. Golden District Recorder [rec 29Mar80] {Galisteo Mining Record – Cerrillos Record Book 6 

p.156} 
1879September30; Transfer. W.R. Rogers, T.A Godfrey sell for $60 to Miller, Forbes, Causins, Smith all their undiv 1/2int in Pride of the Camp Lode; 

Deed acknowledged same day before Francisco Gonzales a Justice of the Peace. Deed Quit Claim. Filed for record 13Oct79 recorded same day N.B. 

Laughlin Recorder, {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 1 p.179} 
1879October10: Thomas Parsons sells for $150 to C.W. Miller, W.A. Forbes, W.E. Causins, O.A. Smith all his int in Cock of the Walk Lode: Deed 

acknowledged on 10Oct79 before Ambrosio Ortiz a Justice of the Peace of StaFeCounty. Filed for record 13Oct79 and recorded same day N.B. 

Laughlin Recorder {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 1 p.180} 

1879October17 (reloc); W.E. Cousins, W.A. Forbes; State of Maine lode, 700’ NW from Rueleña Mine, 2000’ SE from Santa Rosa mine, in LCMD; 50’NE 1450’SW, 150’ea 
side; recorded 23January1880 {filed 31Dec79 recorded 2Jan80 N.B. Laughlin Recorder} [Locations & Mining Deeds B#15406 p.172] 

1879October17 (loc); Los Cerrillos Mining District; W.E. Cossins, W.A. Forbes, State of Maine Lode; 1500’ linear 50’ NE & 1450’ SW 150’ ea side; ca 

700’ NW from the Ruelaña Mine and ca 2000’ SE from the Santa Rosa Mine. filed for record 31Dec79 recorded 2Jan80, N.B. Laughlin recorder 

{Cerrillos Mining Records Book 2 p.3} 

1879October25 (loc); W.E. Cousins; Little Bertie lode, in Galisteo District; 100’NE 1400’SW 150’ea side; witness T.B. Ward, recorded 3February1880 {b.1 p.141 24Jan80 
Wm R. Golden District Recorder} [Locations & Mining Deeds B#15406 p.195] 

1879October25; W.E. Cousins; Washoe lode, in Galisteo District; 750’ NE & SW, 150’ea side; witness E.O. Smith, recorded 3February1880 [Locations & Mining Deeds 
B#15406 p.195] 

1879October25 (loc): Loc by W.E. Cousins; Washoe, 1500’ 750’SW & 750’NE also 100’ on E side of vein and 150’ on the W side of vein. In the Galisteo 

district. Witness E.O. Smith. W.R. Golden District Recorder [rec 24Jan80] {Galisteo Mining Record – Cerrillos Record Book 6 p.140} 
1879October25 (loc): Loc by W.E. Cousins; Little Bertie lode, 1500’ 100’NE & 1400’SW also 300’ in width or 150’ on ea side. In the Galisteo district. 

Witness T.B. Ward. Wm R. Golden District Recorder [rec 24Jan80] {Galisteo Mining Record – Cerrillos Record Book 6 p.141} 

1879December30 (reloc); Samuel Hull, Mary Parson X; Little Minie (Winni) Lode, 400’NE 1100’SW 150’ea side; relocation of same claim by W.E. Cousins (locator), W.A. 
Forbes (loc 29Sept79) because not complied with US laws; witness C.M. Burdin {certify 29March60 GMD b.1 p.156 Wm R. Golden District Recorder}, recorded 
31March1880 [Locations & Mining Deeds C#15407 p.34] 

1880January17; W.A. Farbes, Wm E. Cousins, E.O. Smith, Samuel Hull, Anna E. Hull (wife) (<also signed by Laura E. Cousins, James Farbes), the Marshalltown Mining 
Company of Marshalltown Co IA, sell for $1000 to M.C. Wheeler, L. Moses, C.A. Miller, J.H. Wrigley, Thomas Denskin, John Crellin, Joseph Johnson, Chas C. Gilmen 



(all of Marshall Co IA) entire interest in Miller No.1 Lode, The ex Lode, Black Hooak lode, Nelsen Lode, Little Mable lode, Lande Lode, Key Stone lode, Jupitar 
lode, Hull lode, eldorado Lode, anna Laura Lode, Cock of the Walk Lode, State of Maine lode, Iowa Lode, Cousins Lode, Harbest Queen Lode, B.T. Frederick 
Lode, Little Winni Lode, Little Bertie Lode, and undivided ½ interest in Loura No.2 lode, pride of the camp lode, Marshall Lode, Dandy Lode, Little ely Lode; 
certify N.B. Laughlin Notary Public; certify for Laura Cousins by M. T. Whitney Notary Public Marshal Co IA 27Jan80, certify for Jonnie Torlow by L. Robinson Notary 
Public 10Mar80, recorded 20March1880 [Locations & Mining Deeds B#15406 p.305] 

1880March23; Laura E. Cousins of Marshall Co IA power of attorney to William E. Cousins of Carbonateville; certify 23Mar80 K.W. Morgan Marshall Co IA, recorded 
3September1880 [Locations & Mining Deeds C#15407 p.431] 

1880June1_census: Saml Davis, mining prospector, 29y-o, single, born OH [PA NY], resident of Los Cerrillos “Hills and Gulches opposite Mt.Calvary” with W.E.Cousins (47 
mining prospector, partner, married, IA [VT ME]), W.A.Forbes (30 mining prospector, partner, married, IA [MA MA]), L.J. Wheeler (49 mining prospector, partner, single, 
IA [NY VT]), Olin Smith (22 mining prospector, partner, single, IA [NY IA]) 

1880July6; indenture; F?S.B. Ward, J.H. Ward sell for $500 to W.A. Forbes, W.E. Cousins, E.O. Smith undivided ½ int Bottom Dollars, about ¾ mi NW and up Bau from the 
Ruelaña mine, bounded S by Chomro Lode, E by home Lode, W by Terrassa Lode, N by purdeu lode, in gmd; certify for TBWard, JHWard 3Aug80 N.B. Laughlin 
Notory P., recorded 10November1880 [Locations & Mining Deeds D#15408 p. 91] 

1880September2; indenture; William E. Cousins for> Laura E. Cousins (wife) sells for $1200 to Burt E. Tilden of Trumbell Co OH undiv ¾ int Washoe Mine (loc 25Oct79 b.B 
p.195) W of & adjoining Cock of the Walk, SW of & adjoining little John Lode, E of & adjoining Harvest Queen lode, in GMD; presence C.H. Gildersleeve, certify 
2Sept80 T?F W. Clancy Clerk by H.S. Clancy deputy, recorded 3September1880 [Locations & Mining Deeds C#15407 p.433] 

1880November9 (loc): William Couzen ½, W.H. Beckwith 1/2; Little Bella Lode, 1500’, 350’NEly & 1150’SWly, 150’ on ea side, in the GMd. Ca 1800’ 

in a SWly dir from what is known as the Bourbon shaft and ca 400’ E of the road or Gulch. Wm R. Golden District Recorder [rec 15Jan81] {Galisteo 

Mining Record – Cerrillos Record Book 6 p.169} 

1881May13 (loc); W.E. Cousins; Ellsworth Lode, about ½ mi E of the Cock of the Walk Mine, ½ mi S of the Marshall Bonanza Mine, in LCMD; 750’ SW&NE 150’ea side; 
recorded 20June1881 [Locations & Mining Deeds E#15409 p.363] 

1881May26; Santa Fe Bonanza Mining and Tunnel Co., Capital Stock, $2,500,000. Shares $20.00 Each. Stock Non-Assessable! S.T. Reed, Santa Fe, 

President, John E. Howell, Goshen, N.Y., Vice-President. G. Gordon Posey, Santa Fe, Secretary. W.C. Rogers, Carbonateville, Treasurer. Cyrus Wells, 
Carbonateville, Superintendent and General Manager. Directors – John E. Howell, G. Gordon Posey, Cyrus Wells, A.D. Cronk, S.T. Reed, W.C. 

Rogers, W.E. Cosins. [ad in SFDNM] 

1881June18; indenture; N.E. Cousins(<sig=W.E.) sells for $300,000 of capital stock to Santa Fe Bonanza Mining & Tunnel Co whole of  Ellesworth Lode, about ½ mi E of 
the Cock of the Walk, about ½ mi S of the Marshall Bonanza Mine, in LCMD; presence C. Wells, certify 18June81 N.B. Laughlin Notary Public, recorded 20June1881 
[Locations & Mining Deeds E#15409 p.361] 

1881July10; Santa Fe Bonanza Mining and Tunnel Co., Capital Stock, $2,500,000. Shares $20.00 Each. Stock Non-Assessable! S.T. Reed, Santa Fe, 

President, John E. Howell, Goshen, N.Y. Vice President, G. Gordon Posey, Santa Fe, Secretary, W.C. Rogers, Carbonateville, Treasurer, Cyrus Wells, 

Carbonateville, Superintendent and General Manager. Directors-John E. Howell, G.Gordon Posey, Cyrus Wells, A.D. Cronk, S.T. Reed, W.C. Rogers, 
W.E. Cosins. [ad in SFDNM] 

1881September27; Mining Deed; Wm E. Cousins of Carbonateville sells for $4000 to S.F. Reed, W.L. Bishop, as Reed & Bishop, ½ undiv int Washoe mining claim, (loc 
1Jan81 b.3 p.148 LCMD, b.L p.350); presence Jay Sedgwick, certify 27Sept81, recorded 27September1881 [Locations & Mining Deeds E#15409 p.573] 

-  as witness or attestor  - 
1879September23 (loc); F. O Conell (locator) 1/3, Thomas Whelan 1/3, Micheal Dwyer 1/3; Yankee Lode, in GMD; 500’N 1200’S 150’ea side; witness W.E. Cousins 

[Locations & Mining Deeds B#15406 p.84] 
1879October9 (loc); John Ward, Joseph H. Ward, T.B. Ward (locators); Home Lode, bounded on NE by the Bultuse (Vulture?) lode, on W by Dandy lode, on N by Ward 

lode; 625’NE 875’SW, 150’ea side, in District of Galisteo; witness W.A. Forbes, W.E. Cousins, E.A. Smith, recorded 8January1880 [Locations & Mining Deeds 
B#15406 p.135] 

1880March6 (reloc): by L.J. Wheeler; Wolverine, 1500’, in the GMd. Ca 220’ E of the Centre line of the “Cock of the Walk”. Witnessed by W.E. Cousins. 

Running 750’N23°E and 750’S23°W and 150’ on ea side. I the undersigned transfer and release to W.H. Beckwith and C.L. Matthes all my right title 
and interest in the above mentioned mine known as the Wolverine located by me on the 6th day of March 1880. L.J. Wheeler. Survey 19Apr80 by J. 

Lyman Hayward, Carbonateville. >Wm R. Golden District Recorder<in margin] [rec 15Jan81] {Galisteo Mining Record – Cerrillos Record Book 6 

p.171} pps.173-178 torn from book 
1881February3 POL; William E. Cousins swears before N.B. Laughlin NP there has been $175.50 expended on Mary Lode in LCMD. Filed for record 

3Feb81 and Recorded same day N.B. Laughlin Recorder {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 3 p.121} 

1881February14 (loc); Loc by John W. Rolands ½, W.A. Kingsley ½; Ben Buttler Lode; 1300’ linear, in LCMD, 900’NE & 400’SW, with 150’ on ea side, 
ca 2.5mi NW from Turquesa, bounded on the NW side by the Mary Lode and Butcher Boy No.2 Lode, NE by the Miami Lode, and SW by the Delta 

Lode. Attest W.E. Cousins. Filed for record 29Apr81 and Recorded 2May81. N.B. Laughlin Recorder {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 4 p.31} 

1881May25 (loc); James R. Ryan; Grocer Lode, about ½ mi nearly due E from Turquesa or Carbonateville, parallel & bounded by Occidental & Exchange Lodes, in LCMD; 
750’ NE&SW 150’ea side; witness Wm E. Cousins, C.W. Cousins, recorded 17June1881 [Locations & Mining Deeds E#15409 p.351] 

1881May25 (loc); Loc by James R. Ryant; Grocer Lode; 1500’ linear, in LCMD, 750’NE & 750’ from point of disc, 150’ on ea side. Ca 1/2mi nearly due 
E from Turquesa or Carbonateville, bounded by the accidental and Exchange Lodes. Witnesses W.E. Cousins, E.W. Cousins. Filed for Record 15Jun81 

and Recorded same day N.B. Laughlin Recorder. {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 4 p.80} 

1881July1 PoL; W.E. Cousins swears before N.B. Laughlin NP a 10’ Shaft has been sunk by him on the Vein or lode of the mining claim known as the 
“Grocer” Lode, loc 25May81 Rec b.4 p.80 LCMR. Filed for record 1Jul81 and Recorded same day N.B. Laughlin Recorder {Cerrillos Mining 

Records Book 4 p.98} 

________________________________________________________________ 

 
Couthitt see Douthitt 

________________________________________________________________ 

 * Covert * 
Dr. Covert    - of StaFe  

1882April23; Jack Covert, of Newton, Kansas, contractor to the A.,T.& S.F. railroad is on a visit to his borther, Dr. Covert, of this city. [SFDNM] 

1891April17; ref Covert, of Santa Fe. [The Rustler v.III n.41] 
 
A. E. Covert    - Ortiz Mine grant 



1881January29(loc); D.A. Covert, D.D. Harkness, O.F. Perry (<locators), V.B. Murphy, A.E. Covert, J. Murphy, L.C. Moreland, T.N? Drake and 

Company; Hidalgo Placer Mine, 160acres, about ¼ mi S of Galisteo River where the Road from the Old Placers to Cerrillos leaves the Santa Fe road, 
about 2mi E of Cerrillos; 160rods S,W,N,E; [b.E p.236] 

1881March1(loc); O.F. Perry, J.J. Covert, A.E. Covert, P. Remington, D.A. Covert, D.D. Norknys, V.B. Murphy, locators Superior Placer Claim, 140acres, 

NW corner is 6” Telegraph Pole E of the Water Tank on the AT&SF RR below the Ortiz Switch & Sta., rec 31Mar81 [b.D p.389] 
1881July22(loc); A. Covert for North West, Wilbur H. Conklin Red Bird Placer Claim 20ac on N slope of a large arroyo running from the Old Placers ENE 

+ emptying into the aroya that forms a junction with the Galisteo River opposite the Ortiz Switch on the ATSFRR ca 1.5mi SW from switch, 80rods x 

40rods, rec 25Jul81 [b.E p.448] 
1881December19; Mining Deed; L.C. Moreland, D.D. Harkness sell for $1 to D.A. Covert, O.F. Perry, V.B. Murphy, J. Murphy, E.A. Covert E1/2 and 

N1/2 of NE1/4 of Herologo/Hidalgo placer mining claim b.E p.236 100ac, ca 80rods S of Galisteo mine, rec 26Oct83; presence G. B. Chafin [b.F 

p.497] 
1883October26; Mining Deed; D.A. Covert for self & atty in fact for V.B. Murphy, J. Murphy, E.A. Covert; and O.F. Perry sell to D.D. Harkness for $1 

and other valuable considerations SW1/4 & SW1/2 of NW1/4 of same 160ac Hidalgo Placer Claim b.E p.236, ca 2mi E from Cerrillos Station on 

AT&SFRR, 80rods S from Rio Galisteo; this replaces deed supposed to be lost, rec 26Oct83 [b.F p.499] 

 
Daniel A. Covert    - New Placers & Ortiz Mine grant 
1880February18(disc&loc); O.F. Perry 1/2, D.A Covert 1/2, owners Haw Patch lode 100’S 250’N 500’W 1000’NE, W is North Star, N is Atlas which S 

line lies N of Perrys Shanty, Dovr about 150’ distant, SBMD, rec 13Oct80 [b.D p.50] 

1880March4(disc&loc); D.A. Cobert Chameleon lode, 150’E+W 500’SSW 1000’NE, ca 1200’SSE Perry Camp Ore Que Canon, ca 200 NW from center W 
end stake Bunker Hill mine, rec 23Nov80 [b.D p.137] 

1880March17(loc); D.A. Co, H.O. Perry, locators; Toledo Lode 150’ea side 750’ NE+SW, 3mi E of the San Francisco, 1/4mi S from Galisteo & Sn 

Francisco road, on N slope of the E of the Tuerto Mtn, lies between Morning Star mine and Elyria Mine, joins the D.W. Hill mine on the SW, Silver 
Buttes MD, rec 27Apr80 [b.C p.137] 

1880July9(loc); O.F. Perry 1/2, D.A. Cobert 1/2, owners Union lode disc 9Jul79 reloc 9Jul80, 600’linear ca 250’E ca 350’W 300’N, joins Continental mine 

on the E, N is Haco Patch, S is Imperial Berver/Bower, Silver Butts MD, rec 13Nov80 [b.D p.98] 
1880August16(loc); O.F. Perry 1/2, D.A. Covert 1/2 Banner lode 300’SE+NW 500’SSW 1000’NNE, bounded NW by Boston mine + Erie, SW by Bunker 

Hill, SBMD, rec 12Oct80 [b.C p.591] 
1880August28(disc&loc); D.A. Covert 3/4, E.R. Wingate 1/4, Gold lode No.7 300’SE+NW 1500’NE, 60rods N O.F. Perry Camp in Gold Gulch or oroque 

Cañon, S end abuts N end of Reserve, Silver Butts MD; witness J.J. Perry [b.C p.548] 

1880September13(disc&loc); D.A. Covert, P.W. Webb, locators Indiana Lode 1500’NNE 300’width, ca 2mi nearly S town of Cerrillos on line of 
AT+SFRroad, N extension of Republic claim, rec 16Dec80; attest Wm McLaughlin [b.D p.171] 

1880September23(disc&loc); O.F. Perry 1/4, W.E. March 1/4, R.W. Webb 1/4, D.A. Covert 1/4, owners Era South Western No.7 lode 600’SSW 300’NE 

150’, 750’SSW 750’NNE, bounded ESE by Fairmount, WNW by Broad Gauge mine, SSW by Million lode mine, NNE by Lancaster mine, SBMD, rec 
13Oct80 [b.D p.50] 

1880September29(disc&loc); O.F. Perry 1/2, D.A Covert 1/2, owners Erie lode 150’SE+NW feet(blanks) 600’linear, bounded NE by Boston mine, SW by 

Bunker Hill mine, SE by Banner mine, NW by Omega ming, SBMD, rec 13Oct80 [b.D p.51] 
1880October12; indenture; Daniel A. Covert sells for $250 to Charles P. Peirce of NY Co NY 1/16int Toldeo Lode b.C p.137, between morning star mine 

and Elyria, adjoins W.D. Hill mine on SE, on N slope E Tuerto Mt, SBMD, rec 20Oct80; presence H.A. Monfort, Elisha G. Carter [b.C p.609] 

1880December8(loc); Lavoisier C. Moreland, J. Henderson, D.A. Covert, James M. Allen, J.F. Bowles, Jas Roderick, R.B. Drake, J.H. Bowles, locators 

Mammoth 160ac, ca 500’SW Golden Springs in Canyon heading toward Old Placers mtns, ca 5mi from Town of Delores or Old Plasers, 1½ mi from 

Galisteo River in S direction, 1320’E+N+W+S, rec 10Feb81 [b.D. p.311] 

1880December10(loc); D.A. Covert, R.W. Webb Republic lode 300’ea side 1500’NNW, ca 2.25mi S town of Cerrillos, SBMD, rec 16Dec80; attest Wm 
McLaughlin [b.E p.45] 

1880December10(loc); D.A. Covert, R.W. Webb Poler Star lode Nly ext Indiana claim, 300’ea side 1500’NNE, ca 2mi S town of Cerrillos, SBMD, rec 

16Dec80; attest Wm McLaughlin [b.E p.45] 
1880December10(loc); D.A. Covert, R.W. Webb Anna Lode Nly ext Polar Star claim, 300’ea side 1500’NNE, ca 1.5mi S town of Cerrillos, SBMD, rec 

16Dec80; attest Wm McLaughlin [b.E p.46] 

1880December17(loc); D.A. Covert, P.W. Webb, locator Queen Bess lode 1500’NNE 300’width, 1¼ mi S of town of Cerrillos on line of AT+SFRroad, 
extension of Anna Claim, rec 16Dec80; attest Wm McLaughlin [b.D p.170] 

1881January3(loc); D.A. Covert Paulding Lode 1500’E+W 300’ea side, on the highest past of the Canyon de Agua Mtns, ca 2mi SE Golden, ca 1/2mi N of 

the mouth of the tunnel in the Old Copper Mine, ca 1/2mi E of the Key Stone (Tunnel), ca 3/4mi S of Del Gow Tunnel, SBMD, rec 10Mar81 [b.D 
p.353] 

1881January29(loc); D.A. Covert, D.D. Harkness, O.F. Perry (<locators), V.B. Murphy, A.E. Covert, J. Murphy, L.C. Moreland, T.N? Drake and 

Company; Hidalgo Placer Mine, 160acres, about ¼ mi S of Galisteo River where the Road from the Old Placers to Cerrillos leaves the Santa Fe road, 
about 2mi E of Cerrillos; 160rods S,W,N,E; [b.E p.236] 

1881February3; D.A. Covert, L.C. Moreland (<located by both), for Mrs M. Harkness, Mrs E. Harkness; Dow City Placer Mine, Sec28 NE corner, about 2mi E 1mi S of PO x 
Smelter in the town of Cerrillos, thence S to N line of Hidalgo Plaser Mine, thence W 1500’; recorded 10February1881 [Locations & Mining Deeds D#15408 p.312] 

1881February3; D.A. Covert, O.F. Perry (locators); placer, 40ac, E of wagon road from the Old Placers to Santa Fe comes down into the Galisteo River valley, about 2.5mi 
SE town of Cerrillos; E&W 2640’ N&S 660’; recorded 9April1881 [Locations & Mining Deeds E#15409 p.237] 

1881February18 (loc); D.A. Covert; Ancient Aztec Lode, 350’ N of AT&SF RR, nearly ¼ mi E of New York & NM Smelter co’s smelter in the village of Cerrillos, about 100’ 
S of the Buttes near the highest point, about 450’ N of said RR, in LCMD; NNE running 1500’, 150’ea side; (no sig); recorded 9April1881 [Locations & Mining Deeds 
E#15409 p.235] 

1881February22 (loc); D.A. Covert; Goldfiner Lode, sidelines governed by the ancient Aztec on E, San Lazamson on W, in LCMD; NNE 1500’, probably 180’width; (no sig); 
recorded 9April1881 [Locations & Mining Deeds E#15409 p.235] 

1881March1(loc); O.F. Perry, J.J. Covert, A.E. Covert, P. Remington, D.A. Covert, D.D. Norknys, V.B. Murphy, locators Superior Placer Claim, 140acres, 

NW corner is 6” Telegraph Pole E of the Water Tank on the AT&SF RR below the Ortiz Switch & Sta., rec 31Mar81 [b.D p.389] 

1881June30; News From The New Placers. Golden, N.M. June 25, 1881. The Narrow Gauge has a thirty feet shaft on a fissure vein ten inches wide, with 
granite and mineral walls. The ore assays from $55 to $166 in gold and from ten to twelve ounces silver. Crosson and Walker are the owners. The Rebel 

Boy has a cut in twenty-five feet on a heavey lead of gold and copper bearing rock, assaying high in gold and a small per cent. in copper. The owners are 

White, Porter and others. West of this mine lies the Era Southwestern, owned by W.E. March, J.A. Cassard, O.F. Perry and Col. Webb. It has a fissure 



vein and contains a large body of ore which assays from $60 to $130 per ton in gold. The shaft is down twenty-five feet. Adjoining this property is the 

Black Prince, which has a fifty feet tunnel and assays twenty-five ounces in all??? and some gold. This is the property of J. Stinson and R. Munger. The 
U.S. Grant is just northwest of the Black Prince. It is a tunnel mine, and one of, if not the most, valuable mine in the whole district. The tunnel is fifty 

feet, and is on the vein? can be seen a large amount of ore which will run $140 in gold and also? thirteen per cent. in copper. O.F. Perry and W.K. March 

are the ?? owners and they hold the mine at a? very high figure, knowing that they have a veritable bonanza. There are a number of other valuable mines 
in this? district which are not on a land grant and which are very valuable, certain parties to the contrary notwithstanding. Indignant. [SFDNM] 

1881June18; Deed; D.A. Covert sells for $500 to E.K. Cake undiv 1/4part Era Southwestern No.7 b.D p.50, bounded ESE by Jairmount, WNW by 

Broadgauge, SSW by Million, NNE by Lancaster, SBMD, rec 18Jun81; presence James N. Walker, Thomas P. Kitgors [b.E p.353] 
1881July22; Jedediah C. Banks of Cincinnati Oh, pwr of atty to Daniel A. Covert for any and all placer claims in my name, rec 29Jun82; presence A.B. 

Huston, T.H. Kelley NP Hamilton Co OH [b.F p.196]  

1881August1(loc); D.A. Covert, James Walker, Ed Cake, W. Conkling, North West, Clorence H. Walker, O.F. Perry, H.P. Stultz Pacific Placer Claim 
160ac ca 75’NW the old well or Lower Well, S160’rods, E160rods, N160rods, W160rods, bounded E by Professional, ca 1.25mi S and ½ mi W of Ortiz 

Switch on AT&SF RR, rec 29Oct81 [b.D p.623] 

1881August1(loc); D.A. Covert, J.N. Walker, Ed Cake, W. Conkling, North West, W.T. Sutton, S.T. Allen, O.F. Perry Professional placer 160ac, on a 
mound or knoll near the centre of a large arroyo that empties into the arroyo which forms a junction with the Galisteo River, nearly opposite Ortiz 

Station on the ATSFRR,  S+W from said station about ½ mi and nearly 1/2mi SW from the mouth of said upper arroyo, rec 10Aug81 [b.E p.484] 

1881September13; Deed; Caroline A. Remington, of Philo Remington of Herkimer Co NY, sells for $1 to D.A. Covert my 1/7int Superior Placer 140ac 
running N to the 6th Telegraph Pole abovie the Water tank on the AT&SF RR below Ortiz switch and station, rec 12Nov81; presence D. Lewis<David 

Lewis NP Herkimer Co NY), John Jay Hannah [b.E p.647] 

1881September13; Deed; Coroline / Caroline A. Remington wife of Philo Remington of Herkimer Co NY, sells for $1 to D.A. Covert 1/7int Superior 

placer 140ac; presence D. Lewis, John Jay Hannahs; cert 13Sep81 D.Lewis NP of NY – duplicate of b.E p.647 [b.F p.144] 
1881November10; D.A. Covert sells for $1 and other valuable considerations to Ed F. Brown, Albert Elsberg all that certain indebetedness due to me by 

R.R. Thornton of las vegas for work upon Continental Mine, (b.B p.202), penal sum of $500; presence John C. Pearce, certify 10Nov81 John C. Pearce 
Notary Public, recorded 20December1881 [Locations & Mining Deeds E#15409 p.717] 

1881December19; Mining Deed; L.C. Moreland, D.D. Harkness sell for $1 to D.A. Covert, O.F. Perry, V.B. Murphy, J. Murphy, E.A. Covert E1/2 and 

N1/2 of NE1/4 of Herologo/Hidalgo placer mining claim b.E p.236 100ac, ca 80rods S of Galisteo mine, rec 26Oct83; presence G. B. Chafin [b.F 
p.497] 

1882March2(loc); H.H. Perry, J.J. Perry, D.A. Covert, W.E. March, H.O. Perry, J.G. Albright, O.F. Perry, J.B. Zuber Sacramento Placer 160ac, ca 3/4mi N 
of the Devide where the Golden wagon Road corsses over going to Cerrillos and at foot of W slope of hills running from Ortiz mtns N to Rogers Bend 

on Rail road, ca 2mi E of wagon road from San Pedro to Wales Station on RR, ca 6.5mi N of Golden, ca 2mi W of the Coal Banks, 80rods NSEW from 

monument, rec 1Apr82; witness blank [b.F p.115] 
1882June29; Mining Deed; Jedediah C. Banks by Daniel A. Covert atty in fact, sells for $110 to Thomas Van Name of Hamilton Co OH, int of said party in 

Union Placer mining claim rec 29Jun82; presence Jay Sedgwick <also NP [b.F p.197] 

1892July12; D.A. Covert made an extraordinary capture yesterday, killing a rather large rattlesnake about a mile south of the penitentiary. [SFDNM] 
1883January2(loc); D.A. Covert, O.F. Perry, Jos Steinigger, M.B. Frederick Eureka Lode 300’SE+NW 300’SW 1200’NE, on S bank of Arroyo Hondo, on 

SW slope of 2nd small Hill E of the ATSFRR, ca 1/2mi SE of a spring in arrayo at a crossing near and Old Diggings or ruins on the S bank, T16N R9E, 

about 5mi Southerly from SF, rec 10Feb83 [b.F p.352] 
1883January2<sig) February2<text)(loc); D.A. Covert, O.F. Perry Perry Mill Site 5ac at springs in Arroyo Hondo opposite the ruins, ca 1.25mi above 

ATSFRR crossing of arroyo, T16N R9E, for Eureka + Banker claims, ca 5mi S StaFe, rec 15Feb83 [b.F p.353] 

1883January12(loc), D.A. Covert, Jos Strinegger, J.J. Covert, O.F. Perry, M.B. Frederick, locators Bankers lode 1200’NE 300’SW 300’ea side, about 5mi S 
and a little E of the plaza of SF, in the S side of aroyo Hondo except the NE end which extends N of said aroyo, the Eureka mine is near + paralell with 

it E lines supposed to be in Sec18 T16N 10E, rec 12Apr83 [b.F p.394] 

1883September29(loc); D.A. Covert, Wm Sweeney, O.F. Perry, Jose de la Cruz Rivera, locators Santa Fe Inez Mining Claim ca 7mi SEasterly from City of 
SF, near W base of Sierra Peñas negras, 1500’x600’, rec 24Oct83; witness Marcus Rivera, Filomeno Gallegis [b.F p.493] 

1883October26; Mining Deed; Thomas H. Drake by D.D. Harkness his atty in fact, sells for $1 and other valuable considerations to D.A. Covert undiv 

1/8int Hidalgo Placer Claim 160ac, b.E p.236, ca 2mi E from Cerrillos Station on AT&SFRR, 80rods S from Rio Galisteo, rec 26Oct83 [b.F p.498] 
1883October26; Mining Deed; D.A. Covert for self & atty in fact for V.B. Murphy, J. Murphy, E.A. Covert; and O.F. Perry sell to D.D. Harkness for $1 

and other valuable considerations SW1/4 & SW1/2 of NW1/4 of same 160ac Hidalgo Placer Claim b.E p.236, ca 2mi E from Cerrillos Station on 

AT&SFRR, 80rods S from Rio Galisteo; this replaces deed supposed to be lost, rec 26Oct83 [b.F p.499] 
1883Novmber22(reloc); D.A. Covert, O.F. Perry Gray Copper Mine SW100’ NE1400’ 300’ea side, ca 7mi S & 1.5mi E of Santa Fe, on N side Cañada 

Ancha, on SW slope of the first foot Hill E of ATSFRR, ca 1mi E of RR, rec 17Dec83 [b.F p.539] 

1894April5; “Doctor” D.A. Covert was arrested this morning by Constable Manuel Lobato on a warrant sworn out by District Attorney Crist before Justice 
Nemecio Armijo, of precinct No.18. The charge was practicing medicine without a license. He will have a hearing to-morrow. [SFDNM] 

- witness - 
1880June10(disc&loc); O.F. Perry Narraw Gage lode 300’ea side 600’NE 900’SW, E end Tuerto Mtns, shaft ca 1/2mi SE of Perrys Cabin in gold gulch, 

40’SW is vein running across Rebel boy No.2 (jr claim), SBMD, rec 15Nov80; attest D.A. Covert [b.C p.638]  

1880June10(loc); O.F. Perry, locator Narrow gage lode 300’ea side 300’NW+SE 1500’NE, SW center stake is SE cor stake Broad gage mine, next 
Lancaster, E end Tuerto Mtns or New Placers, rec 2Sep80; attest D.A. Covert [b.C p.639]  

1881August31; Mining Deed; Edward K. Cake sells for $175 to Jacob J. Mayer, George P. Messervy undiv 1/4part Era South Western No.7 bounded on 

ESE by Fairmount, WNW by Broad Guage, SSW by Million, NNE by Lancaster, SBMD, rec 31Aug81; presence D.A. Covert, Jesus Ma Ortiz [b.E 
p.522] 

1881November10, Mining Deed; Orson F. Perry, Harriet H. Perry wife sell for $150 to Albert Elsberg of NYC, Ed F. Browne of Cleveland OH, both 

sojourning + living part of the year in StaFe, 1/8 undiv int Continental Mine b.B p.202, on S slope of N foothill of the Sierre Tuerto Mtns, rec 20Dec81; 
presence John C. Pearce, D.A. Covert [b.F p.5] 

 

J. J. Covert    - of Ortiz Mine grant & StaFe 
1880March25(loc); Frank O. Perry, I.J. Covert (Frank O. Perry & J.H. Bond, locators & signatures) Elyria Lode 150’ea side 750’SW+NE, ca 3mi E of del 

San Francisco, 1.5mi S from Galisteo + San Francisco Road, on N slope of E tuerto mtns, lages between the Toledo mine and the surface Gulch mine, 

SW of Rena mine, SBMD, rec 5Aug80 [b.C p.370] 



1881March1(loc); O.F. Perry, J.J. Covert, A.E. Covert, P. Remington, D.A. Covert, D.D. Norknys, V.B. Murphy, locators Superior Placer Claim, 140acres, 

NW corner is 6” Telegraph Pole E of the Water Tank on the AT&SF RR below the Ortiz Switch & Sta., rec 31Mar81 [b.D p.389] 
1883January12(loc), D.A. Covert, Jos Strinegger, J.J. Covert, O.F. Perry, M.B. Frederick, locators Bankers lode 1200’NE 300’SW 300’ea side, about 5mi S 

and a little E of the plaza of SF, in the S side of aroyo Hondo except the NE end which extends N of said aroyo, the Eureka mine is near + paralell with 

it E lines supposed to be in Sec18 T16N 10E, rec 12Apr83 [b.F p.394] 

 
Jack Covert    - RR contractor;  of NewtonKS 

1882April23; Jack Covert, of Newton, Kansas, contractor to the A.,T.& S.F. railroad is on a visit to his borther, Dr. Covert, of this city. [SFDNM] 

 
W. A. Covert    - of Monte VistaCO & Ortiz Mine grant 
1939January17 – 1934January23; the 1July1933 McKinnis lease is cancelled for nonpayment of royalty. McKinnis’ and subsequent related assignments are: Henry/Harry J. 

Mallen 8Mar34, Ortiz Grant Mines Corp. 10Apr34; Ortiz Mine Mining Co. 2Mar35; Russell A. Orchard to Frank H. Love 12Apr35; R.B. Griffin 6Nov36; Santa Cruz Mining 
Co. 3Mar37; Annie M. Alexander 29Jul37; Ruben Martinez & Pete Cruz 1Oct37; Max Marquis, Ralph H. Winchell, O.S. Elwood, W.A. Covert 17Jan39; Ortiz Gold Mining 
Co. to Dr. W.H. Smith and A.L. Brueggeman 27Jun39; Sam Bernstein 14Jul39; John I. Kerr 27Jul39; Pete Dominovitch 22Aug39; Adolph Kernen 20Nov39; Robert M. 
Patterson 27Dec39. [BHenderson Abstract of Title No.1 30Sep1983] 

1940April5; Dated. Cancellation of Lease. Galisteo Company to Charles McKinnis of Los Angeles… a certain indenture made in duplicate… all assignees, transferees or 
successors in interest thereto, including the Ortiz Grant Mines Corporation, a New Mexico Corporation, Annie M. Alexander, of Oakland CA, the Ortiz Mountains Mining 
Corporation, a Nevada Corporation, Max Marquis, of Walsenburg CO, Ralph Winchell, of Monte Vista CO, O.S. Elwood, of Monte Vista CO, W.A. Covert, of Monte Vista 
CO, J.I. Kerr, of Monte Vista CO, and Sam Bernstein, of Monte Vista CO; Dr. W.H. Smith, A.L. Brueggeman, and Robert M. Patterson, all of StaFe, Ruben Martinez and 
Pete Cruz, of Golden, The Captain Davis Mining Company, of Abq, and Pete Dominovitch, of Golden, is hereby cancelled, set aside and held for naught… failed to pay 
the royalties... Sig.Galisteo Company Henry R. Hoyt Its President, attest Mary Quintana Assistant Secretary. b.O Mines p.204. [BHenderson Abstract of Title No.1 
30Sep1983] 

________________________________________________________________ 
 
John I. Covington    - of NYC 

1894June21; WANTED Carbonate of Lead. Advertisers are in want of large amounts of Carbonate of Lead. Estimates invited for number of tons of 
Carbonate of Lead Concentrates that can be furnished per annum, and lowest cash price for same delivered at St. Louis and Kansas City. Parties 

furnishing must guarantee quantities. John I. Covington, No.113 Broadway, New York, N.Y. [ad in SFDNM] 

 
James Cow    - of Golden 
1882September11; Indenture; William Morton of Cochise Co AZ, sells for $200 to James Cow of Golden, 1/4 of my int mining property Calabar Lode loc 

20Jan81 by W.M. & John C. Allen, b.L p.308, ca 1mi E Gillettes Copper mine, ca ¾ mi from Old Well in Wly direction, adjoining on the E side of the 

Phil Sheridan mine, SBMD, rec 26Sep82; presence John W. Scribner, Geo E. Witts [b.F p.260] 

________________________________________________________________ 

 * Cowan * Cowen * 
Cowan    - of CA 

1889July6; A.S. Cowling, one of the late owners of the Abe Lincoln mine, is in the city on a visit. …$36,000 cash for 12/20 of it. H.T. Wright, one of the 

buyers already having two-fifths of the property before this final deal was made. The fortunate owners were A.S. Cowling, Albert Fisher, Jack Jones 

and Chas Kelley. It is Mr. Cowling’s understanding that a California gentleman named Cowan put up the purchase money… [SFDNM] 
1893March24; Mr. H.T. Wright, who has a lease and bond on the Grey Eagle mine, informs the Democrat: “Sunday evening at 4 o’clock a shot broke the 

outer wall of a large cave which contains vast richness. The floor of the cave is covered, while the walls and ceiling are studded with ore of enormous 

richness. Our friends, Messrs. May, McGinnis and Cowan, owners... [SFDNM] 

 
Charles Cowan    - Doña Ana co. 
1899December7; Dona Ana County News. Charles Cowan has been appointed night foreman on the Torpedo. [SFNM] 

 
Charles S. Cowan    - of Rowe 

1898January10; Messrs. C.S. Cowan and A. Laub, of Rowe, are in the city on business, stopping at the Exchange. [SFNM] 

1898February25; Messrs. Archibald Lamb, Charles S. Cowan, P.S. Swells, D.L. Williams and H.L. Ormernod, of Rowe, San Miguel county, are in the city 
on business before the United States land office, and have rooms at the Palace. – Contest at U.S. Land Office. …contest over homestead entry No.1721, 

involving 160 acres of land… that the entry has been invalidated by abandonment. This is denied by the defendant. [SFNM]   
1898April15; Mr. and Mrs. Cowan and children, of Rowe, are in the city and are registered at the Palace hotel. – At the Palace: Mr. and Mrs. Cowan and 

children, T. Laub, Rowe… [SFNM]   

1898April18; We desire to announce that the partnership heretofore existing between Erb & Ormerod is hereby dissolved by mutual consent, Erb 
withdrawing. The business will hereafter be conducted by Ormerod & Cowan. All debts due heretofore to Erb, or to Erb & Ormerod are to be paid to 

and collected by Ormerod & Cowan, who will receipt therefore, and all indebtedness for supplies to the Arcade saloon heretofore due by Erb or by Erb 

& Ormerod will be settled by the new firm. – Harry L. Ormerod and Chas S. Cowan have purchased the entire interest in the Arcade saloon of F.G. Erb. 
Mr. Ormerod will manage the affairs. [SFNM] 

1898May17; Chas S. Cowan, of Rowe, who has been in the city some days looking after business interests, says of the stock situation on the upper Pecos: 

…There are about 5,000 head of cattle there owned principally by Chris Rivera, Frank Emerson, Mr. Gillmore, Antonio Vigil, Henry Windsor, Dr. 
Sparks and Chas Vilas. There is no stock rustling going on there and the range is devoted almost exclusively to cattle, although some sheep, owned by 

local men, are being brought up from Galisteo, Canon Blanco and the lower country. [SFNM] 

1898June8; At the Claire: D.L. Williams, R.S. Cowan, Rowe... [SFNM] 
1898July18; D.L. Williams, Charles S. Cowan and Frank Emerson are registered at the Claire hotel from Rowe, N.M. They are engaged in cattle raising in 

the Pecos valley. [SFNM] 

 
Dr. J. V. Cowan    - of Las Cruces 

1881July6; At a meeting of the miners of the Organ mountains held at San Augustine, June 11, 1881, W.F. Shedd in the chair… L.W. Lenoir was appointed 

Secretary pro tem. … Dr. J.V. Cowan was elected president and Dr. Edwin Burb vice-president… L.W. Lenoir sec… [SFDNM] 



1896July24; Dr. J.V. Cowan has been appointed local surgeon on the A.,T.&S.F. at Las Cruces. [SFDNM] 

 
James Cowen    - Denver 
1899December19; At the Bon Ton: Julius Peitz, Frank Coffey, Creede; James Cowen, Simon Sterns, Denver... [SFNM] 

1899December21; At the Bon Ton: Julian Ortiz, Willis, N.M.; L.F. Bryan, W.M. Bryan, John Morton, John Kerner, Taos; Jim Elliott, Durango; J.R. Nash, 
James Cowan, Denver. [SFNM] 

 
Morgan Cowan    - Chicago, Silver City 
1901December26; The American Mining and Development company was incorporated today by Frank Doussang, E.G. Rhoads and Morgan Cowan, 

directors. Offices at Chicago, 35 East Adam street. Headquarters at Silver City, Grant county. Capital $200,000, divided into 200,000 shares. [SFNM] 

 

Robert S. Cowen    - CMD, southeast of Golden, New Placers 

1883January1 (loc); Robert A. Conzen [Cruzen] 1/3, Robert S. Corran [Cowan] 2/3; May F Lode, about ½ mi Easterly from the town of Carbonateville, adjoining Golden 
Eagle Mining Claim on NW,  in LCMD; 750’S7°20W + N7°20E, 150’ea side; witness P.S.W. Carty, G.E. Long, recorded 28March1883 [Locations & Mining Deeds 
F#15410 p.389] 

1883January1 (loc); Loc 12.5 o’clock AM; Robert A. Cruzen 1/3, Robert S. Cowan 2/3; May F Lode 1500’ linear, in LCMD, 750’S7°20”W & 
750’N7°20”E, 150’ on ea side, ca 1/2mi Ely from the town of Carbonateville, adjoining the Golden Eagle Mining Claim on the NW. Witness P.S. 

McCarty, G.E. Long. Filed for record 23Mar83 and duly recorded the same day Arthur A. Cruttenden Recorder. {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 7 

p.13} 
1883July30(loc); J.N. Horton, R. Cowen, locators, Cross mountain Lode - Amy mine 1500’SSE 300’ea side, ca 3mi NW of the Lone peak known as Cross 

mountain, 22mi SE from town of Golden, joins Anchor mine on SE, rec 20Oct83; attest R.W. Webb [b.F p.490] 

1883July30(loc); J.N. Horton, R. Cowen, locators, Silver Ware on Cross Mountain Lode, 1200’WNW 300’ESE 300’ea side, ca 3mi NW of the Lone peak 
known as Cross mountain, 22mi SE from town of Golden, joins amy mine on SE, rec 20Oct83; attest R.W. Webb [b.F p.490] 

1883October5(loc); J.N. Hirton, R. Cowen, Jim Roberts, S. Baxson, J. Carr, W.B. Huff, J. Semmons, W.N. Emmert, locators (no name) placer 160ac, 
160rods S, 160rods E, 160rods N, ca 5mi E of Town of Golden, in Oro Fina Gulch, NPMD, rec 23Oct83; attest W.O. Bennett, R.W. Webb [b.F p.492] 

1883September28; Joe Horton and Bob Cowan are still working their claims in the north mountains and dumping good ore. [The Golden Retort. Vol.III 

No.20] 
1883October12; Joe Horton and Bob Cowen, not long since, made an important discovery of a huge silver-bearing lead located about 20 miles southeast 

from Golden, in the spur of little mountains just across the plains. The ore is said to be a lead carbonate, resembling very much that of Leadville. The ore 

from the surface does not assay very high, but improves in appearance as the shaft goes down. The lead can be traced for four miles and has the 
appearance of an average width of about ten feet. The locations made by the discoverers will be developed… [The Golden Retort. Vol.III No.22] 

1884July18; Rob Cowen is running the pump for the stamp mill. [Golden City placer co.] Rob claims to be the champion snake-killer, having killed two 

rattle snakes and one king snake the same day. [The Golden Retort. Vol.V No.1] 

 
Samuel Cowan    - of NashvilleTN 

1881October14; Samuel Kinkade and Samuel Cowan, of Nashville, Tenn., came up from the south yesterday and registered at the Palace. They arrived here 
about a week ago and went south to see the courtry.  [SFDNM] 

 
William Cowan    - Cerrillos 

1894December27; Mr. George Blakely, of Cerrillos, was the first witness on the stand. He testified that he knew Robert Love, William Ash, James Vijera, 

Joseph Piantoni, Albert Briallina, Dominico Billo, Tony Trocello, James Rece and Antonio Shirto. The all voted the Republican ticket straight at 
Cerrillos at the last election and all except Ash, as to whom he was not positive, were not entitled to vote, not being citizens. The witness also testified 

that J.W. Lowell, Edward Kunier, Joseph Morgan, Frank Franklin, Peter Tobin, Wm Cowan and Edward Babbet also voted the Republican ticket at 

Cerrillos on November 6, although none of them had resided there the requisite length of time. [SFDNM] 

________________________________________________________________ 

 
Frank Coward    - Sangre de Cristo mtns 

1898November9; John C. Furst, Henry Wiggins, C.T. Dullmage and Frank Coward have been inspecting the lower part of the Sangre de Cristo range where 
it passes into this territory. They found plenty of good leads, but the lines of the grants run into these fields, and the party were not allowed to continue 

their explorations without consent of the grant owners. [SFNM] 

 
Cowden    - Otero co. 
1899September19; Otero County Mining News. The Cowden engineering corps has made an important gold find three miles from Cloudcroft. [SFNM] 

 
James Cowell    - Magdalena m.d. 
as of 1903June30; List of mining claims in NM which have been officially surveyed… By Surveyor-General Morgan O. Llewellyn. James Cowell, Black 

Hawk, Magdalena MD, 15.37ac. [Report of the Governor of New Mexico to the Secretary of the Interior 1903, p.348] 

 
George B. Cowlan    - NY, Socorro co. 
1901April5; The Queen Group Mining and Smelting Company to-day filed incorporation papers in the office of Territorial Secretary Wallace. The 

incorporators are Cornelius J. Bushnell, James H. Ingersoll, Frederick A. Madeira, Ernest Jones and George B. Cowlan, all of New York. The company 
was originally incorporated under the laws of West Virginia. The headquarters of the company are in New York, and it operates in Socorro county. The 

New Mexico agent is James G. Fitch, of Socorro. Captial, $1,000. [SFNM] 

________________________________________________________________ 

 * Cowles * 
Alfred H. Cowles    - of ClevelandOH & CMD & Pecos river 

1883September11 (loc); Alfred H. Cowles (locator); The Old Turquoise Mine, about 1mi S of Carbonateville, 3mi N of Los Cerrillos, in CMD; 300’ESE 150’NNE 1200’WNW 
150’SSW; witness M. ONeil, recorded 1November1883 [Locations & Mining Deeds F#15410 p.504] 



1889January21; Messrs. Alfred H. and Eugene H. Cowles, of Cleveland, Ohio, are guests at the Palace. They are here consulting with attorney Fiske 

concerning their Pecos valley silver, copper and iron properties, the latter being located in southeastern Santa Fe county, and declared by competent 
experts to be the best deposits yet discovered in the Rocky mountain region. [SFDNM] 

1900August3; It is said J.H.B. Gilmour, of upper Pecos, has acquired of Cowles Bros., of Cleveland, O., an interest in the zinc-copper properties on Willow 

creek, and will put up a small test mill to ascertain the best method of treatment. [SFNM] 
1903May22; Notice of Stockholders’ Meeting. …the Pecos River Mining Company …A.H. Cowles, President. [SFNM] 

-  as witness  - 
1884January1 (reloc); Peter E.D. Loye (locator); Helen Lode, reloc of b.1 p.186 ’83 work not performed, bounded on W by Sitting Bull lode, SW end line by Oregon lode, E 

side line by Kansas Girl lode, about 1mi S of W end of GC Mtn, in LCMD; 750’ NE&SW 150’ea side; cowles witness, {filed&rec 17Mar84 b.7 p.93 LCMR SA Larock 
Recorder}, recorded 20March1884 [Locations & Mining Deeds F#15410 p.688] 

Cowles (San Miguel). On Pecos side of Sangre de Cristo Mts. at terminus of NM 63. Established in 1900 as a hunting and fishing resort by a man of this name. PO 1905-. 
[T.M. Pearce 1965] 

 
C. Clayton Cowles    - of Black Range & Magdalena m.d. 
1881June23; C.C. Cowles, of the Black Range, is among the strangers now visiting Santa Fe. [SFDNM] 

as of 1903June30; List of mining claims in NM which have been officially surveyed… By Surveyor-General Morgan O. Llewellyn. C. Clayton Cowles, 
Young America, Magdalena MD, 20.66ac. – Do., Young America mill site, do. MD, 5ac. [Report of the Governor of New Mexico to the Secretary of the 

Interior 1903, p.355] 

 
Edwin Cowles    - ClevelandOH, upper Pecos 
1900June7; W.W. Crespin, of Kansas City, formerly connected with the Frazer & Chalmers iron works, Chicago, has leased the Katydid copper-silver mine 

at Hamilton, on the upper Pecos, and is taking out a car load of ore to be shipped to Detroit, Mich., for treatment by some new method of handling 
refractory ores. The mine is owned by Edwin Cowles, son of the well known Cowles family of Cleveland, Ohio. [SFNM] 

1900June28; A. Dockweiler and J. Maluchet are also doing considerable work in the same locality [on the divide between Macho and Indian creeks]. Five 
miles from Glorieta the Bradley gold-copper claims are showing up well… At the mouth of Willow creek A.W. Alexander, the well-known Cerrillos 

miner, has had a force at work on Edwin Cowles’ Evangeline and Katydid mines, carrying copper, silver and zinc… [SFNM] 

1900August3; It is said J.H.B. Gilmour, of upper Pecos, has acquired of Cowles Bros., of Cleveland, O., an interest in the zinc-copper properties on Willow 
creek, and will put up a small test mill to ascertain the best method of treatment. [SFNM] 

1901July1; Important ore discoveries are reported from the head of Indian Creek about twelve miles from this city and this side of the range. Copper and 

gold are running $40 to $50 per ton in on the dump of several claims and will be shipped to Pueblo, Colo., in the near future. [SFNM] 

 
Eugene H. Cowles    - of ClevelandOH & Pecos river 
1881-1885; Ruby King Mine, Pecos River Mining Co., Cerrillos, New Mexico. Correspondence is between Edward L. Bartlett and various individuals, including Eugene H. 

Cowles, S. R. Buchanan, Chambers McKibbin and John A. Mills. Correspondence is regarding sale of stock and mining interests. Legal documents include location 
notices, mining and quit-claim deeds, an order for injunction, a subpoena and extracts of court proceedings and bills of complaint. Financial documents include 
promissory notes, receipts, statements of stock and ownership of the Ruby King Mine. [arizonaarchivesonline.org, Bartlett papers] 

1882September29; Mr. Eugene H. Cowles, correspondent of the Lander, Celevland, Ohio, who is visiting New Mexico for his health, made the New 
Mexican a pleasant call yesterday. [SFDNM] 

1889January21; Messrs. Alfred H. and Eugene H. Cowles, of Cleveland, Ohio, are guests at the Palace. They are here consulting with attorney Fiske 

concerning their Pecos valley silver, copper and iron properties, the latter being located in southeastern Santa Fe county, and declared by competent 
experts to be the best deposits yet discovered in the Rocky mountain region. [SFDNM] 

1889July15; Messrs. Eugene Cowles and W.A. Nelson were here on Saturday looking up coal land locations at the local land office. [SFDNM] 

1900August3; It is said J.H.B. Gilmour, of upper Pecos, has acquired of Cowles Bros., of Cleveland, O., an interest in the zinc-copper properties on Willow 
creek, and will put up a small test mill to ascertain the best method of treatment. [SFNM] 

Cowles (San Miguel). On Pecos side of Sangre de Cristo Mts. at terminus of NM 63. Established in 1900 as a hunting and fishing resort by a man of this name. PO 1905-. 
[T.M. Pearce 1965] 

________________________________________________________________ 
 
A. S. Cowling    - White Oaks 

1889July6; A.S. Cowling, one of the late owners of the Abe Lincoln mine, is in the city on a visit. …$36,000 cash for 12/20 of it. H.T. Wright, one of the 

buyers already having two-fifths of the property before this final deal was made. The fortunate owners were A.S. Cowling, Albert Fisher, Jack Jones 

and Chas Kelley. It is Mr. Cowling’s understanding that a California gentleman named Cowan put up the purchase money… [SFDNM] 

 
Eudora Cowperthwaite    - PuebloCO, StaFe, Bland 

1896July31; Annexed is a list of the applicants for county teacher’s certificates, who are undergoing examination before County Superintendent Herrera and 
Mrs. Hurt: Carrie Hesch, Louise Schnepple, James Read, Belle Sweet, Nellie Sullivan, Henry P. McKenzie, Roy McDonald, Fannie McNulty, Flavio 

Silva, Maggie Geimer, Katie Leese, Endora Cowperthwaite, Hilario Baca, Josephine Smith. [SFDNM] 

1897June16; Miss Eudora Cowperthwaite leaves for her home in Pueblo tonight, much to the regret of her many friends. [SFDNM] 
1900March16; [Bland] Miss Eudora Cowperthwaite, formerly of Santa Fe, is principal of the public schools here, and Mrs. A.S. Bundy is assistant. A new 

school house is now occupied, and fifty pupils are in attendance. [SFNM] 

 
Harry S. Cowry    - White Oaks 

1900March30; At the Bon-Ton: Harry S. Cowry, T.C. Kempton, White Oaks; J.J. Murphy, Frank Murphy, Bland... [SFNM] 

________________________________________________________________ 

 * Cox * 
Cox    - of Cox & Roberts;  Oscuro mtns Lincoln co. 
1900September26; Lincoln County. Cox & Roberts are now making regular shipment of copper ore to El Paso from their newly developed claim in the 

Oscuro mountains, in the White Oaks country. The ore yields about $15 a ton over and above expenses. [SFNM] 



 

A. J. Cox    - Cañoncito 
1880October15; Yesterday morning a man named A.J. Cox made complaint to Justice Ortiz that one Wm Brown had shot Chas M. Cox at Cañoncito on 

Wednesday night. The two men, he said, got into a quarrel over some trifling matter, and Brown drew a numbe 45 Smith & Wesson revolver and shot 

Cox in the breast… It is feared that the wound will prove fatal. [SFDNM] 

 
A. L. Cox    - Abbey m.d. 
1913; A.L. Cox et al., locator of Aragon, Belen, Bradley, Cox, Heyens, Morris, Santa Rita; Abbey m.d. [Socorro co. Courthouse Rec. b.75 p.246, 245, 248, 236, 249, 249, 

245] 
by 1913, the Abbey district began to see a renewed interest in mining activity. Several 160-acre placer mining and oil placer claims were located between 1913 through 1920. 

Of the 25+ claims located during this time period, J.R. Pruett, A.L. Cox, H.A. Henderson, A.L. Lathrop, E.A. Mayo, J.J. Pruett, Geo. H. Bussing, and Geo. P. Seneff filed 
most of them. ¶ There may have been additional claims filed in the 1920s and 1930s, however, no claims were located between 1920 and 1937 in the SCC records. 
The last claims and mention of mining in the Abbey District were for the Abbey No. 1 and No. 2 claims filed by C.H. Phillips, Ed Perry, and M.G. Putnam, on May 12, 
1937. [L.Moiola, AML, 2002] 

 
Ada Cox  <b.NY Jan1853)    - husb is Edwin H. Cox;  of Madrid 
1880; Sumner, Webster, Iowa w/husband and childen Jessie, FW. 
1900; Wahkonsa, Webster, Iowa w/husband Edwin and children Jessie, Guy and Edith 

1910; Liberty, Marion, Oregon w/husband Edwin H and dau Jessie. 

1920; Salem Ward 1, Marion, Oregon widow w/dau Jessie 43y high school teacher. 

1930_census: Charles T. Maing, 59y-o, Madrid, Albert R. Maing, 17y-o – listed as married but wife not present, w/son Albert living at #25, also at same address is 

Ada Cox 75y widow; next door to John L. Henderson and family living at #21-F. 
 

Charles M. Cox    - Cañoncito 
1880October15; Yesterday morning a man named A.J. Cox made complaint to Justice Ortiz that one Wm Brown had shot Chas M. Cox at Cañoncito on 

Wednesday night. The two men, he said, got into a quarrel over some trifling matter, and Brown drew a numbe 45 Smith & Wesson revolver and shot 

Cox in the breast… It is feared that the wound will prove fatal. [SFDNM] 

 
Claude Cox  <b.1912>    - of Madrid 
1930_census: Tom Cox, 50y-o, Madrid, Claude Cox, 18y-o, Madrid, Mackie H. Cox, 16y-o, Woodro Cox, 15y-o 
 
E. T. Cox    - geologist of IN 
1864; …in 1864, Prof. Richard E. Owen and E.T. Cox took more than 100 lbs of gold-quartz ore from the Ortiz shaft; assay by Cox (in R.E. Owen and E.T. 

Cox, Report on the mines of New Mexico, Washington, D.C., 1865, p.15; repeated p.49); Gold 99.170, Silver 0.782, Iridium 0.048, Total 100.00. 

[“Published by John S. Watts; Gideon & Pearson, Printers.” The first part of this report, p.1-46, is by Prof. Richard E. Owen, Geologist (dated at Indiana 

State University, Bloomington, Indiana, January 1, 1865); the second part, p.47-59, is by E.T. Cox, Geologist and Chemist (dated at New Harmony, 
Indiana, February 29, 1865). [Northrop, 1975] 

1864November12; Dr. Owen was for nine years a Professor of Chemistry and Geology at Western Military Institute. He is now a Professor at Indiana State University and 
State Geologist of Indiana. Professor Cox has been State Geologist of both Kentucky and Arkansas. [Santa Fe Weekly Gazette, per Townley 1968 p.78] 

1864December3; Professors Owen and Cox, who have been making Geological examinations in various parts of the Territory will start for the States in the 

next eastern coach. We have no doubt but the investigations, and the report which will be founded thereon, made by these gentlemen will exercise a 
great influence in bringing our mineral resources prominently before the country and directing the attention of capitalists to our Territory. ¶ We have 

another interesting letter from Prof. Owen which will be published in the next issue of the Gazette. [SFWeeklyGazette] 

1874September4; Professors Owen and Cox, eminent geolgists from the State of Indiana, in their report on the minerals of New Mexico, say: Near the 
Placer Mountain we examined a bed almost five feet thick, of the best anthracite, altered by porphyrric contact. Anthracite coal, (from Placer Mountain) 

– Luster bright, submetallic fracture, conchoidal. Resembles in outward appearance the anthracite from Pennsylvania. [SFDNM]   

 

G. W. Cox    - San Juan co. 
1881November30; …city of Porter, Bloomfield P.O., on the 22d inst. …”San Juan Valley Mining District” …S. Morgan Draper, President. F. Minton 

Haines, Secretary and Recorder. Wm Bullock Haines, L.A. Hughes, David C. Cole, W.H. Waving, E.F. Blancett, G.W. Cox, K. Helton, M. Blancett, 

Wm Slane, D. Alidia, W.R. Crouch, R.W. Heston. [SFDNM] 

 
George Cox    - Chicago & Hematite 

1896September4; The Hematite Tunnel, Mining & Milling company is now organized for business, with the following recently elected officers: President, 
E. Fulgham; vice-president, T.B. Thompson; secretary, C.W. Sinock; treasurer, Dan Troy. Directors, George Cox, Dan Troy, W.F. Degner, T.B. 

Thompson, F. Brueggemann. Manager, A. Clauson. [SFDNM] 

1898May6; At the Claire: Geo Cox, Chicago… [SFNM] 

 
I. B. Cox    - Estey City, Socorro co. 
1902January29; I.B. Cox has put a force of men on his property at Estey City, Socorro county... [SFNM] 

 
Jacob Dolson Cox  (b.27Oct1828  d.4Aug1900)    - Sec of Interior Mar1869-Nov1870;  CincinnatiOH, Wash DC 
1870September6; [letter from JDC to GLO, copies to F.W. Jones, John S. Watts] I have received your letter of the 24th of May last, stating that application had been made to 

your office for the issue of a patent for the “Ortiz Mine Grant” in New Mexico, which you inform me was confirmed by act of Congress approved March 1st 1861. (U.S. 
Stats. Vol 12 page 887). ¶ This act does not provide for the issue of a patent. ¶ The act of the 22nd of December 1854 (US vol 10 p599) provides… The confirmatory 
statute is subsequent in date to the act of 1854, and, as the latter is only retrospective, a party cannot under it claim a patent. The authority to issue that evidence of title 
is specially confined to claims which were confirmed by prior laws. …I conclude, therefore, that the section does not apply to this case, and that the claimant is not 
entitled to a patent under existing legislation. …J.D. Cox, Secretary. [HM-AML docs DOI#15551] 

 
M. A. Cox    - Cook’s Peak m.d. 



1897October11; Cook’s Peak District. On the Lead King belonging to U.E. McDaniels, M.A. Cox has a lease and is taking out good pay ore which is 

shipped to the El Paso smelter. Six or eight men are employed on the property. [SFDNM] 

 
M. J. Cox    - of Abq 
1897October18; Mr. M.J. Cox, the Albuquerque jeweler, was a Santa Fe visitor yesterday, stopping at the Claire. [SFDNM] 

 

M. V. Cox    - CMD & Lake Valley 

1879June4 (loc); M.V. Cox, Little Boy Lode; 1500’ 750’N & 750’S 150’ on ea side; ca 1/2mi E of Eberhart Spring in CMD. filed for record 1Jul79, Frank 
Dimick Recorder per Wm B. Guthrie Deputy, {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 1 p.103} (Collected for District fund 50¢ W.H. Wood, Fees $1.00 Paid) 

1879June18; N. Beaumont, M.B. Cox; Rode? Dhu Lode, 170yds N of intersection with Kingsbury location and 330 yds S from shaft, 150’width on each side; recorded 
26September1879 [Locations & Mining Deeds B#15406 p.7] 

1879June18 (loc): H. Beaumont, M.V. Cox. Roderick Dhu Lode; N & S, on 170yds N to intersection with Kingsbury location & 330yds S. 150’ in width 

on ea side of lode, Filed for record 29Aug79 Frank Dimick Recorder per Wm B. Guthrie Deputy {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 1 p.148} 
1882March3; Lake Valley. The following gentlemen own rich claims in the immediate vicinity of the camp: M.V. Cox, R.M. Sherman & Bro., G.W. 

Lufkin, Christ Watson, A. Barnabe, H. Wells and John & Miller. H. Wells recently paid R.M. Sherman $15,000 for one claim. [SFDNM] 

 
Mackie H. Cox  <b.1914>    - of Madrid 
1930_census: Tom Cox, 50y-o, Madrid, Claude Cox, 18y-o, Madrid, Mackie H. Cox, 16y-o, Woodro Cox, 15y-o 
1930April,May; La Turquesa Editorial Staff. Editor-in-Chief Domitila Peinado; Assistant Editor-in-Chief Anna Schiemenz; Society Editor Margaret Sandoval; Assistant Society 

Editor John Garcia; Literary Editor Magdalena Peinado; Assistant Literary Editor Ida Miller; Sports Editor Bill Lemon; Assistant Sports Editor Arthur Gonzales; Local 
Editor Juan Munoz; Assistant Local Editor Salomon Sandoval; Exchange Editor Maurice Moran; Assistant Exchange Editor Esther Gonzales; Make-up Editor Janey 
Brown; Assistant Make-up Editor Mary Miller. Business Staff. Business Manager Joe Huber; Advertising Manager Follis Stevenson; Assistant Advertising Manager Tony 
Granito; Circulation Manager Rose Sandoval; Assistant Circulation Manager Johnnie Simoni. Reporters Max Carrillo, Mackie Cox. Advisatory Committee. Editorial Miss 
C. Asplund; Make-up Mrs. B. Moran. [LaTurquesa v.I n.3,4, CSimoni per YolandaSandoval] 

1930May; Most Popular Girl; Mackie Cox. [LaTurquesa v.I n.4, CSimoni per YolandaSandoval] 

 
Robert Cox    - Socorro 
1900August24; The Indiana Mining and Smelting Company to-day filed incorporation papers at the office of the territorial secretary. The incorporators are: 

M. Balue, C.F. Doran, J.A. Mendell, E.E. Jared and Robert Cox. Capital, $100,000; place of business, Socorro; incorporation fee, $25. [SFNM] 

 
S. W. Cox    - Hematite 

1896September1; The Hematite Tunnel company has recently been organized and has begun operations. The tunnel starts just south of the town and will 

open up the main mineral hill of the camp, undermining the Gold Bell, Challenge, Kentucky, Independence and other noted claims. S.W. Cox is the 

manager and one of the principal owners. – La Belle Cresset. [SFDNM] 
1898June23; Cox & King are working on their contract on the property of the Raton Tunnel Co. at Hematite. [SFNM] 

 
Tom Cox  <b.TN 1880>    - of Madrid 
1930_census: Tom Cox, 50y-o, Madrid, Claude Cox, 18y-o, Madrid, Mackie H. Cox, 16y-o, Woodro Cox, 15y-o 

 
W. Cox    - AT&SF contractor 
1879November; NM&SP RR, Lamy to StaFe; A. A. Robinson, Chief Engineer. P. F. Randall, Locating Engineer, S. W. Lee, Engineer in charge of Bridge. B. S. Crocker, 

Resident Engineer in charge of Construction. Grading began November, 1879. McCardy & Harmon, W. Cox and several others were the Contractors. The track reached 
Santa Fe, February 9, 1880. Turned over to the Operating Department February 16, 1880, on which date the first regular train was run. [Meade’s Manual] 

 
Woodro Cox  <b.1915>    - of Madrid 
1930_census: Tom Cox, 50y-o, Madrid, Claude Cox, 18y-o, Madrid, Mackie H. Cox, 16y-o, Woodro Cox, 15y-o 

________________________________________________________________ 

 
Bert Coykendall    - of Golden 

1889June8; Fred Helfrich, John Boyd and D. Coykendall have struck a rich two foot lead of oxide silver between the location of Black Hawk and San Pedro 

town. [SFDNM] 

1890November7; Bert Coykendall, the Golden butcher, was a visitor to Cerrillos last week. [The Cerrillos Rustler Vol.III No.17] 
1890November28; Bert Coykendall, of Golden, has returned from the Jemez country. [The Cerrillos Rustler Vol.III No.20] 
1891August21; (San Pedro) Geo. J. Smith and Bert Coykendall, of Golden, returned from a trip to Jemez Springs the first of this week. [The Rustler v.IV n.7] 
1895March18; Grand Jurors. Bert Coykendall... [SFDNM] 

1895March18; At the Exchange: F.L. Frazier, Burt Coykendall, Golden; N.J. Stormquist, San Pedro; B.C. Sievers, J. Granito, Cerrillos... [SFDNM] 

1895April8; Mr. Burt Coykendall has the contract for moving the Fitzgerald machinery from the depot at Cerrillos to Golden. [SFDNM] 

1896January6; At the Exchange: Bert Coylandall, Golden… [SFDNM] 

________________________________________________________________ 

 * Coyle * 
Jay Coyle    - Cerrillos 

1912 – J.P. McNulty sells lots #1 & 2 b.10 @ 1st&Main to Cipriano Lucero; subsequent owners: Joe Juliano, Joe Zucal, Jay Coyle; Zucal & Coyle also ran the grocery on lot 
#3 [Cerrillos YTT, JE Lawson] 

In the photo below is Jay Coyle, operator of one of the general stores and taverns at Los Cerrillos. Coyle is looking forward to the time when the seldom-visited ex-mining 
center will sound again with the voices of miners. He is one of the strongest “pushers” for the colorful and historic town and hopes the planned industrialization of the 
area comes quickly. [newspaper clipping no date; 100 years ago, per CSimoni papers] 

 
John Coyle    - Colfax co. 



1899March8; Coal Entries. March 6 – John Coyle, Colfax county, 160 acres. [SFNM] 

________________________________________________________________ 

 

COYOTE MINING & MILLING COMPANY    - of Mora 
Coyote Mining & Milling Co., of Mora County; Guadalupita Mining & Milling Co., of Mora County; Elizabethtown Gold Mining Co., of Colfax County; Moreno Valley Mining 

Co., of Colfax County; Red River Placer Mining Co., of Taos County; St. Louis & Las Vegas M.&S. Co., of Socorro County; White Oaks Consolidated Gold Mining Co., of 

Lincoln County; Jicarilla Placer Mining Co., of Lincoln County; Tres Hermanos Mining Co., of Santa Fé County; Las Animas Gold Mining Co., of Sierra County; The 

Buckeye Mining Co., of Socorro County; The Water Cañon Mining Co., of Socorro County; The Stone Wall Mining Co., of Socorro County; The Deep Down Mining Co., of 

Grant County; The Mammoth Consolidated M.&M. Co., of Santa Fé County; The Carbonate Hill Consolidated M.&M. Co., of Leadville, Colo.; The Corona Queen Mining & 

Milling Co., of Lincoln County; The writer was to some extent in all of these different mining companies, and still possesses enough handsomely lithographed stock 

certificates to paper the walls of a good-sixed room. [My Life on the Frontier] 

 
Crafcraft see Craycraft 

 
R. S. Craft    - of Blue RapidsKS & Grant co. 
1899June1; The Blue Rapids Mining & Milling company today filed incorporation papers in the secretary’s office. The object of the company is to do 

mining and reducing of ores, buy and sell ores, acquire mines, mining claims, mill sites, tunnel sites, town sites, operate and sell the same, build and 

maintain and operate telegraph and telephone lines, boarding houses, ets. The capital stock is $100,000 of which $50,000 is paid up. The company will 

have its headquarters at Cook, Grant county. The directors are J.F. Drake, R.S. Fillmore, J.O. Nevins, R.S. Craft, W.P. Brown, of Blue Rapids, Kansas. 
[SFNM] 

 
Vernie Cragg    - of Madrid 
1939October; Mr. Vernie Cragg of Madrid killed a bear weighing a little over 200 pounds Tuesday. [LaTurquesa v.VIII n.1, CSimoni per YolandaSandoval] 

________________________________________________________________ 

 * Craig * 
Craig    - of Raton 
1897May14; Colfax County. In the same districts, Craig, of Raton, has driven a tunnel 123 feet, and Hixenbaugh one of 90 feet. Both are working two shifts. 

The altitude of this section ranges from 7.000 to 11.600 feet. [SFDNM] 
1897May28; Colfax County. Jones & Thompson have returned and gone to work on the Missing Link, and Craig and Hixenbaugh of the Elkhorn are 

expected in camp in a few days. [SFDNM] 

 
Craig, M.P.    - of ENG & Mogollon 

1899September1; Socorro County. Hon. Mr. Craig, M.P., and his son Ernest Craig, English capitalists, have bought the Last Chance mine in the Mogollons 

for $60,000 from Frank W. Graham. [SFNM] 

 

A. D. Craig    - CMD 

1879May13 (loc&Survey): A.D. Craig, G.S. Barnes, W.P. McC.ure; Little Pearl, 1500’, 300’ on ea side. Commencing at a shaft and Stone monument W 

of the old Turquois mountain ca 1.5mi… on a foot hill and our Lode runing from said monument in a NE dir to a monument and stake. Attest John H. 

Thompson, Geo E. Blain. W.P. McClure Deputy Recorder [rec 13May79] {Galisteo Mining Record – Cerrillos Record Book 6 p.43} 

 

Ernest Craig    - of ENG & Mogollon 

1899September1; Socorro County. Hon. Mr. Craig, M.P., and his son Ernest Craig, English capitalists, have bought the Last Chance mine in the Mogollons 
for $60,000 from Frank W. Graham. [SFNM] 

 

Col. J. B. Craig    - NY, Tres Piedras 
1900October10; Rio Arriba County Mines. The Bromide mine, a patented claim and a famous producer in the district, is at present idle. It belongs to Dr. 

Leet, of Kansas City, and Col. J.B. Craig, of New York. [SFNM] 

 

M. H. Craig    - of CO 

1896February21; The following corporations have filed articles... The Golden Gate Mining Company – Incorporators, M.H. Craig and George H. 

Conaughy, of Colorado, and Charles F. Easley, of New Mexico; objects, acquiring and operating mines and reducing ores; capital stock, $1,000,000; 

directors same as incorporators; principal place of business in New Mexico, Santa Fe; agent in New Mexico, Charles F. Easley, of Santa Fe. [SFDNM] 
 

N. T. Craig    - Lamy 

1896December23; At the Bon Ton: Antonio Gomez, Galisteo; S.S. McKibbin, N.T. Craig, Roy Wilson, Lamy... [SFDNM] 
 

Dr. Pascal Craig    - of Monero 
1882January8; Several enterprising Santa Fe men have embarked upon an enterprise which promises them a rich reward for their trouble and expense. They 

have organized a company known as the Cerrillos and Southern Railway company. The object of the organization is to build a railroad from the town of 
Cerrillos to the coal fields near that place. The incorporators are Messrs. Chas H. Irvin, Peter L Vander Voor, Wilmot E. Broad, Pascal Craig, John 

Symington. The directors are the same gentlemen above mentioned with one exception, T.B. Catron being of the board instead of Peter J. Vander Voor. 

The company has a capital stock of $300,000 in shares of a par value of $100 each. Of this sixty-five shares have been actually subscribed. [SFDNM] 
1882November22; P.L. Craig, of Alamose, registered at the Palace yesterday. [SFDNM] 

1883; In 1883 Catron signed notes for [W.E.] Broad in order for him to enter into a partnership with Pascal Craig in the Monero Coal and Coke Company. When the note 
came due a year later Broad was unable to pay, and Catron had to make good to the extent of about $66,000, including interest and later litlgation with Craig. Catron 
was also guarantor of notes in the name of the partnership. In the process Catron was forced to take over the Monero Coal and Coke Company, which proved to be a 
losing venture. [VWestphall, TBCatron & His Era, 1973 p.49] 

1895; Monero Mine. Located at Monero, Rio Arriba County, N. Mex. Owned and operated by P.[L.] Craig. …bituminous, 15,000 [tons], employees inside, 10, outside, 5. The 
product of this mine is sold to the Denver and Rio Grande Railroad. Remarks. It is almost an impossibility to receive any answer to any correspondence addressed to 



Mr. Pascal Craig, and he is very slow in complying with the suggestions offered by me, and in obeying the orders given by me in the prosecution of my duties as mine 
inspector. [Report of US Coal Mine Inspector For NM, 1895] 

1895August16; Dr. Pascal Craig, who is interested in coal mines at Monero, is a late arrival at the Exchange. – At the Exchange: Pascal Craig, Monero… 

[SFDNM] 
1895September11; At the Exchange: Pascal Craig, Monero... [SFDNM] 

1896January23; Mr. W.E. Broad is down from Chama on court duty. Also Dr. Pascal Craig. – At the Bon Ton: Pascal Craig, Monero… [SFDNM] 

1896March25; …an eviction in favor of Messrs. J.H. Crist and N.B. Laughlin against Dr. Craig for the sum of $560  Sheriff Felix Garcia, of Rio Arriba 
county, on February 5 last, sold the hoisting plant, cable, engine house, coal dumps, etc., to T.C. Jones, who bought the property in behalf of Messrs. 

Crist and Laughlin. When Mr. Jones went to take possession he found that Dr. Craig had securely locked the property up and down and had, it is alleged, 

placed his employes inside the engine house and armed them with rifles. Mr. Crist sued out a writ of repleven. This was served by the sheriff on Dr. 
Craig at his home on Thursday, but when the officer reached the coal dump he found two or three armed men in charge behind locked doors. The sheriff 

ordered them out but they refused to budge. He threatened to break down the door; still they refused to come out and surrender. ¶ About 5 o’clock that 

evening the sheriff directed his deputy, Keys, to take position on the coal dump and to permit no one to enter onto the property, and to arrest the men 
inside in case they came out. About dusk one of Craig’s employes arrived with supper for those who were on guard inside the engine house. The fellow 

refused to keep off the property and was arrested, and at this juncture someone inside the house fired through a window and Deputy Sheriff Keys 

tumbled over in a heap. He says he saw Stowell fire at him. Keys was cared for by friends, and may survive, though his condition is critical. Dr. Craig’s 
men still hold the property. Five of his men have been arrested and are held to await the result of Keys’ wound. Their names are T.N. Stowell; Perry 

Craig, Wm Hampton, Harry Hughes and Apolonio Martinez. They will have a preliminary hearing on Tuesday next. In the meantime other plans for 

executing the judgment of the court and securing control of the property are being arranged. There may be more bloodshed before the affair is settled. 
[SFDNM] 

1896March26; Sheriff Cunningham left this morning for Monero to look into the Craig coal mine affair. It is likely that wholesale arrests will be made on 

the charge of contempt of court. [SFDNM] 
1896March31; On Tuesday, March 19, Deputy Sheriff William L. Keys was shot at the Monero coal mine, long in controversy between J.H. Crist and 

Pascal Craig, in attempting to take possession of the property under an order of the district court. Perry Craig, Thomas N. Stowell, William Hampton, 

Frank Reynolds and Apolonio Martinez were the persons implicated in the shooting and in resisting the decree of the court as to surrendering possession 
of the mine. ¶ Judge Smith ordered the arrest of the men named for contempt of court and warrants for their apprehension were placed in the hands of 

Sheriff Cunningham. [SFDNM] 
 

Perry Craig    - of Monero 
1896March25; …an eviction in favor of Messrs. J.H. Crist and N.B. Laughlin against Dr. Craig for the sum of $560  Sheriff Felix Garcia, of Rio Arriba 

county, on February 5 last, sold the hoisting plant, cable, engine house, coal dumps, etc., to T.C. Jones, who bought the property in behalf of Messrs. 
Crist and Laughlin. When Mr. Jones went to take possession he found that Dr. Craig had securely locked the property up and down and had, it is alleged, 

placed his employes inside the engine house and armed them with rifles. Mr. Crist sued out a writ of repleven. This was served by the sheriff on Dr. 

Craig at his home on Thursday, but when the officer reached the coal dump he found two or three armed men in charge behind locked doors. The sheriff 
ordered them out but they refused to budge. He threatened to break down the door; still they refused to come out and surrender. ¶ About 5 o’clock that 

evening the sheriff directed his deputy, Keys, to take position on the coal dump and to permit no one to enter onto the property, and to arrest the men 

inside in case they came out. About dusk one of Craig’s employes arrived with supper for those who were on guard inside the engine house. The fellow 
refused to keep off the property and was arrested, and at this juncture someone inside the house fired through a window and Deputy Sheriff Keys 

tumbled over in a heap. He says he saw Stowell fire at him. Keys was cared for by friends, and may survive, though his condition is critical. Dr. Craig’s 

men still hold the property. Five of his men have been arrested and are held to await the result of Keys’ wound. Their names are T.N. Stowell; Perry 
Craig, Wm Hampton, Harry Hughes and Apolonio Martinez. They will have a preliminary hearing on Tuesday next. In the meantime other plans for 

executing the judgment of the court and securing control of the property are being arranged. There may be more bloodshed before the affair is settled. 

[SFDNM] 
1896March31; On Tuesday, March 19, Deputy Sheriff William L. Keys was shot at the Monero coal mine, long in controversy between J.H. Crist and 

Pascal Craig, in attempting to take possession of the property under an order of the district court. Perry Craig, Thomas N. Stowell, William Hampton, 

Frank Reynolds and Apolonio Martinez were the persons implicated in the shooting and in resisting the decree of the court as to surrendering possession 
of the mine. ¶ Judge Smith ordered the arrest of the men named for contempt of court and warrants for their apprehension were placed in the hands of 

Sheriff Cunningham. [SFDNM] 

1896April3; Districk Attorney Crist and Stenographer Renehan returned last night from Monero, whither they went the first of the week to attend the 
preliminary hearing of the five persons accused of assault with intent to kill Deputy Sheriff Keys at the Monero coal mine. ¶ T.N. Stowell was bound 

over to the grand jury in the sum of $1,200 and Perry Craig and William Hampton were bound over in ths sum of $800 each. ¶ The charge against Frank 

Reynolds and Apolonio Martinez, alleging participation in the shooting, was dismissed, but they are still held with the other three defendants on the 
charge of contempt of court. [SFDNM] 

1896May14; Messrs. T.N. Stowell and William Hampton, under arrest for contempt of court in connection with the Monero coal mine trouble, appeared 

before Judge Laughlin this morning, pleaded guilty and both were sentenced to three months in the Rio Arriba county jail. Upon representations by 
District Attorney Crist that there were mitigating circumstances, the judge suspended the sentence for the present. Perry Craig, who is accused of being 

the instigator of the trouble, excaped from jail at Tierra Amarilla and has not been captured. [SFDNM] 

 

Rev. R. M. Craig    - of StaFe 

1896April18; The Rev. R. Craig will conduct services in the A.M.E. church for the colored people of the city at 8:30 p.m. to-morrow. [SFDNM] 

1896May23; The Rev. R.M. Craig will conduct Sunday school and service in the A.M.E. church for the colored people of the city to-morrow afternoon at 3 
o’clock. – The members of Carleton post G.A.R. are requested to meet at the Methodist church to-morrow night at 7:30 o’clock to listen to a Memorial 

day sermon by Rev. R.M. Craig, of the Presbyterian church. Veterans generally are invited to unite with the post in these solemn services. [SFDNM] 

1896November30; Rev. R.M. Craig regaled his hearers at the Presbyterian church yesterday with an extremist’s views on the subject of Sunday observance. 
Mr. Craig’s idea is that there should be no warm dinners on Sunday; the postoffice should be closed on that day; the plaza concerts should not be 

tolerated, and all the water pipes in the New Mexican office might be allowed to freeze and burst rather than let smoke be seen issuing from the New 

Mexican’s smoke stack on Sunday. [SFDNM] 
1896December1; To the Editor of the New Mexican. Santa Fe, Dec.1 – Your item last night does great injustice to Rev. R.M. Craig. …He would wish all to 

have a joyous day free from the toil of other days, to spend the day in ministrations to the sick, acts of mercy, deeds of love. …L.A.H. [SFDNM] 

 



R. Y. Craig    - Abq 

1898April16; At the Palace: R.Y. Craig, J.C. Ross, W.F. Powars, Albuquerque… [SFNM]   

 

Ralph C. Craig    - Cerrillos 
1921June21; lease of lots 5&6 block 79 Cerrillos, McNulty to Daniel Lopez and deleted Ralph C. Craig, for $480/yr in monthly payments [McNulty Papers (McCraw) b.25] 
 

W. L. Craig    - Cerrillos 

1891December25; W.W. Miller, W.L. Craig and W.E. Myers, were in Santa Fe Monday. [The Rustler, v.IV no.34] 
 
Col. William Craig  (b.31Mar1832)    - of Taos & StaFe 
1880July2; Colonel William Craig, who has been making his headquarters in Santa Fe of late, leaves this morning for Taos, where he will take up his abode 

for the present. Col. Craig is interested in valuable mining property in that vicinity and goes up to look after it. [SFDNM] 

1880November7; Colonel Craig has just gotten a fine assay from ore taken from the Rattler Lode near Taos. The assay shows $8.30 in silver and a trace of 

gold. [SFDNM] 
1880November9; The little types made it appear in Sunday’s issue that the fine assay secured by Col Craig from the Rattler lode at Taos showed $8.30 

when it should have read $830.35 in silver. This mistake in a degree knocked the sense out of the remarks... [SFDNM] 

1880December24; The Ladies’ Fair. A handsome gold-headed cane was offered the most popular gentleman and a ballot was taken to ascentain who was 
the fortunate individual. The most prominent candidates were Mr. Wm H. Manderfield, Captian C.A. Woodruff, Archbiship Lamy, Father Egillon, and 

Mr. Brevort. The cane was voted to Mr. Manderfield who received 274 votes; Mr Woodruff received 253 votes, and Col Craig 100 votes. [SFDNM] 

1881January11(disc&loc); William Craig; Santa Fe Mining Claim ca 4mi SEasterly from Plaza of Santa Fe, ca 1/2mi Ely from a sandy arroyo, near the 

summit of one of the principal ridges, ca 1/2mi SEasterly from an old hamlet now uninhabited known as the Ortiz property, 1500’Ely 600’Nly, rec 

17Jan81 [b.E p.91] 

1881January18(loc); William Craig, locator Santa Fe Mining Claim disc 11Jan81, ca 4mi SEly from Plaza of Santa Fe, ca 1/2mi from a sandy arroyo, near 
the summit of one of the principal ridges, ca 1/2mi SEly from an old hamlet now uninhabited known as Ortiz property, 300’Sly NEly1100’ Nly600’ 

SWly1500’ Sly600’ NEly400’, rec 20Jan81 [b.E p.115] 

1881January18(loc); William Craig, locator Green Eyed Monster lode Mining Claim ca 3mi from Plaza of Santa Fe Ely, ca 1mi Northerly from Rio de 
Santa Fe, on W side Cañon de Gigante, near to a coal mine N of said location Nly300’ NWly1500’ Sly600’ NEly1500’ Nly300’, rec  21Jan81 [b.E 

p.116] 

1881January25(disc&loc), William Craig, Patrick O’Keiff Snow Drift lode 2.5mi Ely from the Plaza in Santa Fe, 1000’Sly 500’Nly 300’ea side, on S side 
of a Cañon ca 100yds Ely from where it empties into the Palei Cañada, ca 1/4mi Sly from house D. Catanach, rec 2Mar81 [b.E p.177] 

1881January28(disc&loc), William Craig, Patrick O’Keiff little Lizzie lode 3.5mi NEly from the Plaza of Santa Fe, 1500’NEly 300’ea side, upon S point of 
rocky bluff on W side of StaFe creek, ca 250’ in Nly from Sandoval Flour Mill, rec 2Mar81 [b.E p.178] 

1881January28(disc&loc), William Craig, Patrick O’Keiff Silver King lode 3mi SEly from the Plaza of Santa Fe, 750’Ely+Wly 300’ea side, on the top of 

the E side of the arroyo of the Chamisas, ca 1/4mi a little E of N from the top of the Cerro del Ojito, rec 2Mar81 [b.E p.179] 
1881February1(disc&loc), William Craig, Patrick O’Keiff, locators Little Willy lode 2mi SEly from the Plaza of Santa Fe, 1200’Nly 300’Sly 300’ea side, 

on the top of the N bank of the arroyo de la Mora ca 1/2mi SEly from the house of James Donavant, rec 2Mar81 [b.E p.179] 

1881February1(disc&loc); William Craig, Patrick OKeiff Iron Mine ca 2mi NEly from Plaza of StaFe, ca ¾ mi from the StaFe quarry, N by NW 1500’ 
300’ea side, rec 21Apr81; witness David A. Springer [b.E p.263] 

1881February28; indenture; William Craig sells for $1 & other considerations to John Sherman, all claims loc in names of William Craig, Patrick O’Keiff; 

Little Willy ca 2mi SEly Plaza of StaFe, ca 1/2mi from house of James Donavant, White Wings ca 2.5mi from city of StaFe on S side Cañada de Palu, ca 
1/4mi Sly from house of D. Catanach, Shiloh on the top of a hill forming the E side of the Cañada del Cerro Gordo, ca 2.5mi NEly from the Plaza of 

StaFe, ca 300yds Nly from James Donavants mill, Orphan Boy in mtns ca 3mi NEly from Plaza of StaFe, ca 1.5mi NWly from D. Catanach’s mill, ca 

3/4mi NWly from water works on StaFe Creek, on N side of an arroyo running SWly to the Cañado of the Cerro Gordo, Silver King ca 3mi SEly from 
Plaza of StaFe, loc stake on top of E side of the arroyo of the chamisas, ca 1/4mi a little E of N from the tops of the Cerro del Ojito, Peg Iron ca 3.5mi 

SEly from the Plaza of StaFe, on E side of the arroyo of the Chamisas, ca 1/4mi NEly from the top of the Cerro del Ojito, Snow Drift ca 2.5mi Ely from 

Plaza of StaFe, on S side of a cañon ca 100yds Ely from where it empties into the Polei Cañado, ca 1/4mi Sly from the house of D. Catanach, Little 
Lizzie ca 3.5mi from Plaza of StaFe NEly, disc shaft is upon southern point of rocky bluff on W side of StaFe creek, ca 250’ Nly from the Sandoval flour 

Mill, Minne Ha-Ha ca 3.5mi SEly from Plaza of StaFe, disc stake situated on the E side of the arroyo of the mora, ca 1/2mi Wly from the top of the 

Cerro de la Cruz Blanca, Rip Van Winkle at the head & on the eastern side of eastern branch of an arroyo that comes out at the house of Manl Saiz on 
northern side of road from Plaza StaFe to mill of D. Catanach, New Year ca 3mi NEly from Plaza of StaFe, disc stake situated at the foot and on W side 

of the arroyo of the cerro Gordo, ca 3/4mi Nly from its junction with StaFe Creek, ca 1/2mi Nly from Barbara Allen, Barbara Allen on the Cañada del 

Cerro Gordo ca 2mi Nly from the Plaza of StaFe, ca 1/4mi Nly from D. Catanach’s house; presence Hd. Warren, E.A. Fiske [b.D p.333] 
1881March4; Col. Wm Craig got back to Santa Fe yesterday morning, looking as well as possible. The Colonel has been absent for a number of weeks, 

during which he has been east. [SFDNM] 

1881May24; Col. Wm Craig will leave Santa Fe this morning for Taos by private conveyance. [SFDNM] 
1881May25; Col. Wm Craig and wife left Santa Fe yesterday for Taos, where they will reside hereafter. The Colonel is one of the prominent property 

owners of that place, and will remain there to look after his interests. [SFDNM] 

1881December11; Col. Craig has some specimens of ore which he thinks carries tin, and is interested in the discovery of a mine yielding that valuable 

metal. He has met with sufficient success to warrant a continuous search, and to suggest to others the propriety of looking the matter up. [SFDNM] 

1881December27; Colonel Wm Craig arrived from Taos in time to spend Christmas in Santa Fe. [SFDNM] 

1882January27; Col. Craig is back again. [SFDNM] 
1882April11; Col. Wm Craig made his appearance on the streets yesterday, after a week’s sickness. [SFDNM] 

1882June3; Capt. Simpson, Col. Craig and Dr. Kittridge, the Taos delegation, will leave for home this morning. They are three of the most prominent 

citizens of Taos, and have been here on a visit for some time. [SFDNM] 
1882September26; Col. Wm Craig arrived from Taos Sunday afternoon. As usual the colonel gives a glowing account of the garden spot of New Mexico. 

[SFDNM] 

1882October10; Col. Craig and wife, are stopping at the Plaza hotel in Las Vegas. Mrs. Craig has been quite ill during the past week. [SFDNM] 
1882November16; Col. Wm Craig and wife have returned to Las Vegas from Raton. [SFDNM] 

1883May12; Governor Sheldon, Colonel Craig, Colonel Fletcher and Don Vicente Mares left yesterday for Taos on an eight days visit to the mines of that 

county. [SFDNM] 



1884July25; We see from a Denver paper that Col. Wm Craig has recently made a sale of his Taos mining property, at a good figure. We are glad to hear of 

this fortune coming to our old friend, who already possesses largely of the wealth of heart and mind which goes to make up the perfect man. [The 
Golden Retort. Vol.V No.2] 

1892July9; Mrs. Wm Craig, of Philadelphia, well known to most old time Santa Feans, arrived in the city last night and is stopping at the Palace. She has 

been passing several weeks with the family of Pedro Simpson, in Tijeras canon. [SFDNM] 
1894November26; Mrs. Wm Craig, recently of Taos and so well known in this city, is now living at Tres Piedras. [SFDNM] 

1881December17; Col. William Craig, whom everyone in Santa Fe knows, left yesterday for the south on business intending to be absent several days. 

[SFDNM] 
1882April2; The fiftieth birthday of Col. Wm Craig, observed on March thirty-first, Friday. The Col. says he narrowly missed being an April fool. 

[SFDNM] 

1882July26; Col. Wm Craig has just returned from Taos. [SFDNM] 

 
William T. Craig    - of Pecos 
1893October23; Arrivals at the Bon Ton hotel: W.T. Craig, Pecos. [SFDNM] 
1893October31; At the Bon Ton hotel; W.T. Craig, Pecos. [SFDNM] 

1897January4; At the Bon Ton: W.T. Craig, Lamy... [SFDNM]   

1898January25; At the Bon-Ton: Amado Madril, Lamy; W.T. Craig, Pecos… [SFNM] 
1898June20; At the Bon-Ton: W.T. Craig, Nick Bach, M. Kreher, Lamy… [SFNM] 

1898October1; The commissioner of the general land office has affirmed the decision of the local land office in the homestead entry contest of Archibald 

Lamb vs. William T. Craig, in which the entry made by Craig was cancelled. The land involved in the suit is located on the upper Pecos and is 

considered quite valuable. In the trial Lamb was represented by A.B. Renehan and Craig by R. Willison. [SFNM] 

1899August28; At the Bon-Ton: W.T. Craig, Pecos; Tom Bartlett, Rowe; Amos Clarke, John O’Brien, Rico; C.M. Brown, Durango… [SFNM] 

1899August31; At the Bon-Ton: W.P. Craig, Rowe.... [SFNM] 

________________________________________________________________ 

 * Crammer * Cramer *     - see also Kramer 

Crammer    - of StaFe & Wallace 

1882March4; Mr. Crammer, who has been for some time in Fisher’s drug store, has determined to leave Santa Fe. He will go to Wallace, where he will 
engage in business on his own beo??? [SFDNM] 

 
C. C. Cramer    - Chicago, E-town 
1901February23; The Ore Dredging Company to-day filed incorporation papers at the office of Territorial Secretary Wallace. The incorporators are H.J. 

Reiling, of Chicago, the majority stockholder; C.C. Cramer and John L. Butler. The capital is $75,000; headquarters at Chicago. The company will work 
the Moreno placers at Elizabethtown. [SFNM] 

________________________________________________________________ 

 * Crandall * 
Clinton J. Crandall    - of StaFe 

1901January15; Division Superintendent J.E. Hurley arrived to-day on his special car. He intends to leave for Thornton to-night or to-morrow to visit Santo 

Domingo Indian pueblo in company with Supt. J.G. Crandall, of the government Indian school. They are going to Santo Domingo to make an agreement 

with the Indians for the laying of Santa Fe tracks across their lands. The Santa Fe railroad will lay its tracks south of its present route in order to avoid 
the washouts that occur almost every summer at the bridge over the Galisteo near Thornton. [SFNM] 

1901January22; Supt. C.J. Crandall, of the government Indian school, is home from a trip to the pueblo of Santo Domingo, where, with Division 

Superintendent J.E. Hurley, he concluded negotiations permitting the Santa Fe railroad company to change its tracks some distance northeast of their 
present tracks over the Santo Domingo pueblo lands. [SFNM] 

1901April15; Prof. G.L. Marsh has resigned his work at the central school and accepted a position at the Indian school with Superintendent C.J. Crandall. 

Prof. J.A. Wood has secured the services of Miss Mary Marsh to assist him during the remainder of the term. Miss Marsh has proven herself to be a 
most excellent teacher and she is not only  a good English scholar, but a good Latin scholar as well. [SFNM] 

1902January21; A few weeks ago, Superintendent C.J. Crandall of the United States Indian school in this city, gave A. Dockweiler of Tesuque, the contract 

to dig a well for the Cochiti Pueblo Indians about three-quarters of a mile from the river. …in consequence suffered from an annual epidemic of typhoid 
and kindred diseases. The idea of sinking a well seemed sacrilege to them and they objected strenuously to Dockweiler digging the well. They sent two 

special messages to superintendent Crandall to come to Cochiti and stop the work and he had to go down to the village one night and pacify them with 
the promise that the well would be closed up again if it didn’t prove a success. Water, cold and pure, was struck at a depth of 40 feet, and now the 

Indians use only the water from the well, and they wouldn’t part with the well for a good sized fortune. [SFNM] 

1903May11; Forty-two young Indians from the United States Indian Industrial School in this city were sent to Kennedy Saturday by Superintendent C.J. 
Crandall. From Kennedy they will go overland to work with the track laying machine on the Santa Fe Central Railway. [SFNM] 

1903June22; Two of the Indians of the Santo Domingo pueblo were in the city today on business with Professor Clinton J. Crandall, superintendent of the 

U.S. Indian Industrial School in this city… and Judge A.J. Abbott, United States special attorney for the Pueblo Indians of New Mexico. [SFNM] 

1904-05; C.J. Crandall of StaFe is Senior Grand Steward of NM Grand Lodge 
1905; Clinton J. Crandall, Grand Master of Montezuma Masonic Lodge [Seven Score & Ten, 2001 p.25] 
1905; C.J. Crandall of Santa Fe listed as Noble of Ballut Abyad Temple 
1908July8: Territorial Sec. Nathan Jaffa, Supt. Clinton J. Crandall of the U.S. Training School, and Solomon Spitz, who is past master of Montezuma Lodge No. 1, 

AF&AM, left this forenoon via the D&RG for Taos where they will officiate at the dedication of services of the plot in which the body of the late Brig. Gen. 
Christopher C. Carson, 'Kit Carson,' is buried in Taos. A suitable iron railing will be placed around the plot. [SFNM 100yrs] 

1910February19; Lodge#19 visitors C.J. Crandall DDSM, Norman King, F.W. Mackie; ref Clyde Hawthorne Melton, William Levi Robinson; D.W. Rose demitted – bills paid 
Dr. Palmer, 10.00, W.S. Strossen, W.H. Kennedy, 5.00, Jo P. Pflueger, 5.00, J.P. McNulty, 5.00, F.A. Yoakam, 5.00 [Book#2 Cerrillos Records] 

1910October14; (McNulty to Matthews) …the Indians have been in the mine here on the following nights 3rd 5th; 6th; 7th. 8th. 9th. 10th inst, since I last wrote to Mr Parker. I 
have been to Santa Fe twice + seen the Governor, + the District Attorney + I think by the Governor having a talk with the Indian Agent (Mr Crandel) the Indians have 
not been here these last three nights. The District Attorney also got after the Sheriff to see to capture the Indians, so the Sheriff with his Deputy came out here in his 
Automobile on the 12th + 13th inst. If the Indians were on the hills watching as they always do they could hear the noise of the Auto + see them also walking on the 



road, as it is moonlight + they could be seen for a long distance. I cautioned the Sheriff in Santa Fe, on the route he had best come to the mine + the hour but he did 
not heed. [McNulty papers (P.McCraw) b.17] 

1910November23; (McNulty to Parker) …Mr Crandel the Indian Agent said he had not been notified + three days previous to th@ date I was in the Governors Office with Mr 
Crandel, + the Governor told him in my presence th@ he had better do something to stop the Indians from coming to the mine I hope you will look into this matter 
seriously without further delay [McNulty papers (P.McCraw) b.17] 

1911?August; ref in unk ABQ newspaper Aug1931 under 20YearsAgoToday: elected Masonic junior grand deacon, Clinton J. Crandall, Santa Fe  [McNulty papers 
(P.McCraw) b.30] 

Aftger 1917 when word was sent to the governor of Santo Domingo by superintendent Crandall that native mining of turquoise was to totally cease, the 

jewelry makers of the Pueblo could obtain the stone only by purchase or trade, and the quality of jewelry dropped because the artisans were too hard 

pressed to afford buying much good mineral. The loss of their major resource, Cerrillos turquoise, which was exhausted by the non-Indian exploiters, 
has profoundly affected the pueblo of Santo Domingo, ruining its economy and threatening its religion for decades. [per F.H. Ellis, The Basis for SD 

Pueblo’s Claim to the Turquoise Mines Area, 1977] 

1933January27?: A week ago McNulty slipped on the ice as he was going to the Cerrillos post office for his mail, and broke his hip. He was brought to the hospital here 
[St.Vincent’s], where he died, all efforts of physicians and surgeons to save him being of no avail, owing to his advanced age. It was said of him by the late Clinton J. 
Crandall that McNulty for years believed that king Solomon’s original and unparalleled mines were located near Cerrillos, N.M. [obit. Santa Fe New Mexican] 

 
E. M. Crandall    - PittsburgPA 
1901October30; Coal declaratory statements: October 24, Margaret C. Trimble, Della T. Clark, Mayme Hetzer, George S. Ralston, T. Lee Clark, Edward P. 

McMillan, Lawrence E. Wible, E.D. Whitman, Fred L. Roberts, Thomas W. Harvey, A.H. Trimble, H. Glenn Semple, William C. Carothers, Blanche 

Hetzer, William A.M. Braman, W.R. Murphy, Suzanne S. Beatty, W.C. Hogan, John A. Willson, James Kent. William Wylie, E.M. Crandall, Charles 

Menzener, G.B. Dunkle, of Pittsburg, Pa., Frederick C. Perkins, H.F. Conkling, James E. Haines, Levi A. Hughes of Santa Fe, each a quarter section of 
coal land in southern Santa Fe county. [SFNM] 

 

G. H. Crandall    - of The DellsWI 
1926; business card; photo of Devil’s Anvil, Dells of the Wisconsin, Bennett Photo’ At “The Dells”; on reverse> G. H. Crandall, Lessee- Wis. Dells Co., Prop-Hotel Crandall, 

Manager-The Dells Inn, Sec.-Treas. Dells Boat Co., Kilbourn, Wis. [McNulty papers (McCraw) b.29] 

 
Minnie Crandall    - StaFe 
1904December31; Notaries Public As qualified December 31st, 1904. Term four years. Santa Fe County. Crandall, Mrs. Minnie, Santa Fe, Term Expires Sept. 18, 1907. 

[NMBlueBook 1905, p.276] 

________________________________________________________________ 

 * Crane * 
Crane    - El Paso 
1900February28; Socorro County. Mr. Crane, a mining engineer of El Paso, has taken an option on Col Eaton’s millsite west of Kelly in behalf of eastern 

capitalists, with a view to erecting a large reduction plant for low-grade ores. [SFNM] 
 

A. Crane    - of Wallace 

1882June14; A. Crane, of Wallace, came into the city yesterday and stopped at the Herlow house. [SFDNM] 

 

E. W. Crane  (d.ABQ Feb1892)    - of HastingsNE & StaFe-Lamy 

1892February25; E.W. Crane, formerly employed as messenger for the Wells-Fargo between Santa Fe and Lamy, died of consumption at Albuquerque day 

before yesterday. His home was at Hastings, Neb. [SFDNM] 
 

Dr. F. L. Crane    - TopekaKS  
1881December15; Dr. F.L. Crane and George W. Caine, both from Topeka, Kansas, registered at the Palace yesterday. [SFDNM] 

1882May4(loc); Grove L. Brownell, M.D. Leggett, H.C. Post, L.H.C. Post, W.C. Chandler, A.B. Chandler, F.L. Crane, O.S. Welch Oregon Placer Mining 
Claim 160ac, SW corner is 2mi E & 1/2mi N of Reference monument in b.G p.260, 1/2miN 1/2miE 1/2miS 1/2mi to point, survey 25May82 J.L. 

Hayward, rec 2Aug82 [b.F p.225] 

 

George F. Crane   -witness - 
1891December10; copy of memorandum that shows S.B. Elkins has sold and that the AT&SF Railroad Company has bought from the first named party, for $1,000,000 …all 

the capital stock of the Cerrillos Coal and Iron Company, being 10k shares at $100 each. The said CC&IC being the owner of about 26,000 acres of land lying on the S 
side of the Galisteo River; 15,026.06acres within the Ortiz Mine Grant, and conveyed by Jerome B. Chaffee and Stephen B. Elkins to the CC&IC by deed 4Apr1884 
b.Deeds N p.34. The portion of the Ortiz Mine Grant hereby conveyed 15,026.06acres …embracing that part of the Mesita Juana de Lopez Grant in conflict with the 
Ortiz Mine Grant. Also all that prat of the Mesita de Juana Lopez Grant lying south of the Galisteo River and extending to the north boundary of the Ortiz Mine Grant, 
estimated to contain about 11k acres, conveyed by Thomas B. Catron and Julia A., his wife to the CC&IC 1Jul1885, b.Deeds N p.222. The AT&SF agrees to pay for 
the stock as follows $300k on the surrender of CC&IC stock on Tues 22Dec1891, and not later. Upon it appearing that the CC&IC has a good and perfect title to the 
lands, except that portion of the San Domingo Pueblo Grant in conflict with the Mesita de Juana Lopez Grant, and that the said lands are free and unencumbered 
except as to the leases hereinafter mentioned, and that the CC&IC has no indebtedness, the AT&SF will maker a further payment of $700k par value of the first 
mortgage sinking fund 4% bonds, of an issue of $1M of like bonds. 30days to back out. Sig. in NY 10Dec1891; S.B. Elkins; The AT&SF RCo, J.W. Reinhart, President. 
Presence Geo F. Crane. [Elkins papers] 

 

O. D. Crane    - Red River 
1897April8; Red River Country Rivals Cripple Creek in Wealth of Mineral Deposits – Many Mines in Operation. …The editor of the newly established Red 

River Review, O.D. Crane, is erecting a building for his newspaper plant. [SFDNM] 
 

Judge William F. Crane    - of Cooledge, Valencia co. & Hillsboro m.d. 

1882January10; Supreme Court. W.F. Crane was admitted to the bar upon motion of Col. Breeden. [SFDNM] 

1882June28; Colonel W. Crane, of Coolidge station, on the Atlantic and Pacific, came up from the south yesterday and returned in the afternoon. [SFDNM] 



1896January24; The governor has appointed William Crane, of Cooledge… notary public. [SFDNM] 

1896January31; The governor has appointed William Crane, of Cooledge, Valencia county… notary public. [SFDNM] 
1898November4; Judge Crane returns this week from Omaha to resume work on his valuable gold mining properties in the Hillsboro district. [SFNM] 

1899January6; Hillsboro District. During development work on Judge Crane’s properties at Faulkner, $89 ore has been saved for shipment. [SFNM] 

- as NP - 
1881May9; Henry Beaumont sells for $1 to H.M. Utt all right & title to War Eagle Lode, in LCMD; witness J.M. Shields, J.W. Miller, certify 10May81 W.F. Crane Notary 

Public, recorded 16June1881 [Locations & Mining Deeds E#15409 p.347] 

________________________________________________________________ 

 
Earl M. Cranston    - Cochiti m.d. 
1894July25; …Messrs. R.W. Woodbury, Robert J. Pitkin and Earl M. Cranston, representative business men of Denver, filed articles incorporating The 

Cochiti Town and Lumber company. …directors are John W. Bailey, R.W. Woodbury and W.C. Wynkoop. …W.C. Wynkoop, president; Frank S. 

Woodbury, secretary, and Frank L. Bailey, resident agent at Allerton. [SFDNM] 
1894December1; The Woodbury Water Company – Organized for general irrigation, mining and manufacturing purposes, the seat of operations to be in and 

adjacent to the town of Allerton; …the directors named are Wm T. Philips, Wm Harris, John W. Bailey, Roger W. Woodbury and Earl M. Cranston. The 

principal place of business of the company is Allerton, N.M. [SFDNM] 

________________________________________________________________ 

 * Crapp * 
John Crapp    - of WildesbarrePA 

1894April20; Allerton, April 18 – Mr. John Crapp, of Wilkesbarre, Pa., is in town. He will remain for several days. [SFDNM] 

 

Joseph Crapp  (b.GER Jan1850)    - of Cochiti m.d. & Waldo 

1894April20; [Cochiti] Joe Crape has eight locations, situated on both sides of the canon and four miles above Kent. [SFDNM] 

1900June13-15_census: Joseph Crapp, insane, single, born 1-50 Germany [GerGer]; resident Waldo village solo habitation status unspecified 

________________________________________________________________ 

 * Crary *    <compare with Joe McCrary 
Charles E. Crary    - Abq & Los Angeles   
1896March13; The following corporation papers have been filed… The United States Gold Mining Company – Incoroprators, Joseph E. Saint, Joseph C. 

Baldridge, Elias S. Stover, Richard W.D. Bryan, and Charles E. Crary; objects, operating mines and mining machinery; capital stock, $1,000,000; 
directors, same as incorporators; life, forty-nine years; principal office, Albuquerque. [SFDNM] 

1897May25; Chas E. Crary, it is announced, will succeed W.E. Walsh, July 1, his title to be general auditor of the A.&P. and California Southern with office 

in Los Angeles. [SFDNM] 

 
H. C. Crary    - White Oaks 
1902January13; H.C. Crary has sold his interest in the Clipper near White Oaks to E. Heiniman. The Clipper is located near the Boston Boy and the Little 

Mack. [SFNM] 

 
Francis J. Crary  <b.1866>    - of Cerrillos 
1904May17; General Affidavit. In the matter of Mary C. mother of Henry C. Green… William Tarring, aged 39 years, a resident of Cerrillos, and Francis J. 

Crary, aged 38 years, a resident of Cerrillos… That the following is a description of all property real and personal belonging to Mary C and Richard 
Green her husband all of which is situate in the town of Cerrillos pon six lots. Three houses and household goods valued at $1500.00 6 horses, 1 cow, 4 

hogs, val at $200.00. 2 wagons and harness $75.00 No income except that derived from a mail contract held by Richard Green which does not exceed 

ten dollars per month.” A.L. Kendall NP [per P.Brown, Green papers Oct2010] 

________________________________________________________________ 

 
Craus see Kraus 

 
Arthur H. Craver     
1900April26; Santa Fe County Mica Mines. The claims recorded by County Clerk Romero yesterday are as follows: San Jose mica claim, about eight miles 

northeast of the Nambe Indian pueblo, by A.M. Bergere, Eilosa L. Bergere, Mrs. D.M. White, Mariano S. Otero, Alexander Reed, George W. Knaebel, 

Arthur H. Craven and M.A. Otero; the Muniz mica claim, same locality, by John R. McFie, A.M. Blackwell, Jacob Gross, H.W. Kelly, W.J. Miller, E.J. 
McLean, J.S. Clark and L.A. Hughes; the Eilosa mica claim, same locality, by R.C. Gortner, W.P. Sutton, T.S. Hubbell, F.W. Parker, F.A. Manzanares, 

W.H. Pope, Solomon Luna and Caroline E. Luna; the Estrella mica claim, same locality, by P. Muniz, Mrs P. Muniz, D.M. White and Wendall V. Hall; 

the Montezuma mica claim, same locality, by T.A. Finical, Manuel C. de Baca, W.H. Whiteman, Fred Muller, A.A. Keen, J.W. Crumpaker, W.B. 
Childers and A.R. Burkdoll, all in the Nambe mining district. [SFNM] 

1900May1; The owners of about twenty mica claims northeast of Santa Fe met yesterday afternoon in the office of Governor Otero and organized 

permanently, adopting the name of  “The Santa Fe Mica Company.” …Judge McFie presided at the meeting, and Col. George W. Knaebel acted as 
secretary. The following board of directors to serve three months was elected: A.A. Keen, Col. George W. Knaebel, R.C. Gortner, L.A. Hughes and 

Judge W.H. Whiteman. …The most important claims that have been recorded are: San Jose mica claim, about eight miles northeast of the Nambé 

Indian pueblo, by A.M. Bergere, Eliosa L. Bergere, Mrs. D.M. White, Mariano S. Otero, Alexander Reed, George W. Knaebel, Arthur H. Craven and 
M.A. Otero; the Muniz mica claim, same locality, by John R. McFie, A. M. Blackwell, Jacob Gross, H.W. Kelly, W.J. Mills, E.J. McLean, J.S. Clark 

and L.A. Hughes; the Eloisa mica claim, same locality, by R.C. Gortner, W.P. Sutton. T.S. Hubbell, F.W. Parker, F.A. Manzanares, W.H. Pope, 
Solomon Luna and Caroline E. Otero; the Estrella mica claim, same locality, by P. Muniz, Mrs. P. Muniz, D.M. White and Wendell V. Hall; the 

Montezuma mica claim, same locality, by T.A. Finical, Manuel C. de Baca, W.H. Whiteman, Fred Muller, A.A. Keen, J.W. Crumpacker, W.B. 

Childers and A.R. Burkdoll, all in the Nambe mining district. [SFNM] 
1900May23; Arthur H. Craver, superintendent of the B.O.B. mine, in the Mogollon district, is the guest of Hon. H.O. Bursum. [SFNM] 



1900May25; Arthur H. Craver, superintendent of the B.O.B. mine at Mogollon, Socorro county, has gone to Denver to purchase more machinery for the 

mine which is making an excellent showing of ore. [SFNM] 
1900May26; Arthur H. Craver, superintendent of the B.O.B. mine at Mogollon, Socorro county, has gone to Denver to purchase more machinery for the 

mine which is making an excellent showing of ore. [SFNM] 

 
Charles S. Cravey    - Ortiz Mine grant 
1897June1; The Benton Mine. temporary Injunction Granted and a Custodian Appointed. In the case of the suit against W.E. Dame, administrator for the 

estate of the late E. Huhn of San Francisco, and C.F. Easley of this city, and W.H. McBroom of Colorado Springs, praying that a bond and lease contract 

given the two latter by Dame on the Benton Gold mine be vacated, that Dame be removed as administrator of the Huhn estate and that a receiver be 

appointed for the Benton mine. Judge Laughlin yesterday denied a motion for continuance interposed by Mr. J.H. Crist, counsel for defendant Easley, 
and further ordered that Mr. Chas S. Cravey take charge of the mine as custodian and hold it in exclusive custody to abide the further order of the court, 

in the meantime restraining the defendants from further interference with the property. ¶ The complainants in this case are the U.S. Land & Colonization 

company and Wilson Waddingham of Philadelphia, represented by John H. Knaebel Esq. of Denver. [SFDNM] 
1897November17; Benton Mine Bonded. Mr. Robert M. Foree, business manager and associate editor of the Durango Morning Democrat and well and 

favorably known in Santa Fe, reached this city last evening and will go to Dolores tonight to take charge of the Benton gold mine, under a bond and 

lease from Wilson Waddingham, who controls of the valuable property. ¶ Right here it must be noted that preliminary to bonding the property Mr. 
Waddingham fully satisfied all the claims against the same, including those of the Kuhn estate, and Messrs. Thornton, Cravy and Dame, and all danger 

of adverse litigation has thus been brushed aside. The bond and lease mentioned runs for two years, and at the end of that time, upon the payment of 

$50,000 to Mr. Waddingham, Mr. Foree is to become the absolute owner of two-thirds of the property. ¶ The Benton was at one time a remarkable 
producer of the much coveted yellow stuff, the Benton boys taking therefrom about $60,000 in gold in a few months, but, owing to mismanagement 

and litigation, it has not been worked for several years. No doubt is entertained, however, by persons familiar with the location and capable of judging, 

that the mine named is a veritable treasure vault and that Mr. Foree will easily be able to take out $50,000 worth of ore during the life of his bond. ¶ 
The main shaft on the property is down 272 feet. Mr. Foree will immediately retimber the shaft and put in a steam hoist and other needed machinery 

for properly working the mine. He also contemplates putting up a mill on the mine for the treatment of his output at an early day. ¶ The vein is from 

two to six feet in width and the entire ore body runs from $10 to $90 per ton of practically free milling mineral. At the bottom of the shaft there is a rich 
streak about eight inches wide, which runs from $100 to $400 per ton in gold. There are 4,000 tons of $20 ore on the dump, and it is estimated that, 

with a proper force of men and proper appliances, 50 tons of shipping ore can be taken out per day. The New Mexican heartily congratulates Mr. Foree 

upon his good fortune in securing such a desirable bond and lease and predicts that his carefully considered venture will rapidly fatten his bank 
account. ¶ Speaking of his recently acquired newspaper interests at Durango, Mr. Foree says that the Morning Democrat is already on a paying basis. 

The fact that it carries the full morning Associated Press report and is strictly up to date in all of its news and editorial features commanded liberal 

support from the very beginning. However, Mr. Foree has made arrangements whereby he can devote most of his attentions to the development of the 
Benton mine during the ensuing two years. [SFDNM] 

________________________________________________________________ 

 * Crawford * 
Crawford    - of Crawford & Derbyshire;  Silver City 
1896November18; A big strike of rich ore was made in the Big Blossom mine, Bald mountain district, owned by Crawford and Woodward last week. 

…which have been shipped regularly to the Silver City reducation works. [SFDNM] 

1899March14; Silver City District. Crawford & Derbyshire have three men at work developing a lease which they have secured from the Hearst property at 

Santa Rita, extracting ore for concentrating purposes. [SFNM] 

1899March20; At Santa Rita, Crawford & Derbyshire are developing the Yosemite under sub-lease from the Hearst estate and are mining a large body of 

concentrating ore which runs from 7 to 15 per cent copper. The new concentrating plant owned by these gentlemen will be in operation before the end of 
the month. [SFNM] 

1899April20; Grant County. The concentrating plant of Crawford & Derbyshire, at Santa Rita, has commenced operations. …employment to 75 men. 

[SFNM] 
1899July6; Grant County. Crawford & Derbyshire are running their concentration mill day and night, crushing and concentrating ninety tons of or every 

day... [SFNM] 
1899July31; Grant County. Fritter & Worthen are mining 100 tons per day on the Montoya, at Santa Rita, on contract for Crawford & Derbyshire. [SFNM] 

1899August10; Grant County. The leases upon the company mines at Santa Rita have all expired except that of Crawford & Derbyshire which runs until 

January 1, 1900. Work on all other parts of the mines has been suspended. The Crawford & Derbyshire mill is running its concentrating plant at the 
rate of 100 tons of ore per day. [SFNM] 

1899September1; Grant County. About 135 tons of ore is being produced daily from the Montoya and Yosemite mines at Santa Rita, leased by Crawford 

and Derbyshire. [SFNM] 
1899November10; Mines of Grant County. The Crawford & Derbyshire concentrating mill is turning out an average of 20 tons a day of ore obtained from 

the dump of the Chino mine at Santa Rita. [SFNM] 

1900August24; Grant County. The Santa Rita district is simply humming. Husband & Co. have struck pay ore in their tunnel north of Burns & Foster, after 
driving 200 feet, and are now receiving some returns for their investment. Dr. Guthrie and Schneider have their shaft down to a depth of 40 feet… Fritter 

& Crawford have a fine vein of copper… Adjoining Fritter & Crawford on the southeast, Osman has struck the same vein… Mr. Arlot, who is employed 

by the Santa Rita Mining Company as an assayer, has taken a lease… Burns & Co. are working quite a large force of men… McKeen, the Santa Rita 
blacksmith, has fallen victim to the leasing fever… Herndon & Co. have likewise struck some fine ore... [SFNM] 

1901November20; Crawford and Fritter have made a good strick on the Santa Rita at Santa Rita in Grant county. The firm has secured a six months’ lease 

of the Santa Rita concentrating plant, commencing on December 1... [SFNM] 
 

Benjamin Crawford    - CliftonAZ 
1901September28; Benjamin Crawford and Dell M. Potter have returned to Clifton, from a three weeks’ trip through Socorro county in New Mexico, and 

Apache county in Arizona, along the line of the proposed Durango and Clifton railway. They were after coal and found it in apparently inexhaustible 
quantities in veins from four to eight feet thick. The located 2,500 acres of coal land… [SFNM]  

 

C. P. Crawford    - of Silver City 



1873April17; Silver City Correspondence. …occupied by John E. Wheelock, Esq., with an excellent stock of dry goods, groceries, and other articles suitable 

to the market. C.P. Crawford, the affable clerk of the establishment… [SFDNM] 
1875March23; Gleanings from Grant County Herald: Mr. Thedore White, U.S. Mineral Surveyor for Arizona, arrived here on Wednesday. We understand 

he will make a survey of the Clifton copper mines for Messrs. Crawford and Metcalf. [SFDNM] 

1881August16: The Burros are fast coming to the front as one of the most promising mining districts in New Mexico. By far the richest ore we ever found in 
the county is now being taken out of the Blue Bell mine, owned by C.P. Crawford and others. The main lead, so far as has been developed, is about 

three feet in width, and through the center of it runs a well defined streak of native silver about three inches wide. This silver streak very much 

resembles that found in the Silver King mine in Arizona, and is equally rich. [SFDNM] 
1881September21: The Blue Bell. Silver City Telegram: This mine, owned by Crawford and Black, situated near Bullard’s peak, is evidently a true fissure 

vein, from one to three feet in width. [SFDNM] 

1882January4; C.P. Crawford is rebuilding the old Legal Tender corral, which was destroyed by fire last spring. The stalls and buildings are being put up in 
the most substantial manner, and will be covered with an iron roof. Mr. O’Brien, of the Elephant corral, takes charge of the new premises as soon as they 

are complete… – Silver Brick. [SFDNM]   

1882March24; Articles of incorporation of the Silver City, Deming & Pacific railroad company have been filed with the secretary of the territory. The 
directors are J.P. Whitney, J.A. Miller, C.P. Crawford, H.M. Meredith, J.N. Colten, George Henderson, and Thos Lyons. [SFDNM] 

1883April20; Robert Black was elected mayor of Silver City over M.W. Bremen by a majority of 102. The councilmen are Wolcott, Crawford, Miller and 

Bennett, all good men. [The Golden Retort. Vol.III No.9] 
1883October5; Twenty-five men are regularly employed on the mines of Higbee and Crawford, Cook’s peak, Grant county. [The Golden Retort. Vol.III 

No.21] 

 

Frank Crawford  <b.1900>    - wife is Stella Crawford <b.1902>;  of Glorieta 
1930_census: Frank Crawford, 30y-o, pct.13 Glorieta, Stella Crawford, 28y-o 
 

Green Crawford    - San Andreas mtns 

1899July13; Dona Ana County. Greer Crawford paid $1,500 for a bond on a mine owned by John Patrick and Daniel Price, in the San Andreas mountains. 
[SFNM] 

1899July26; Otero County. [Nellie mine] S. Hopkins purchased the mine from Eugene Beard for $2,500. Green Crawford also purchased a mine in the San 

Andres mountains from Price & Patrick for $6,000... [SFNM] 
 

Capt. John Wallace “Jack” Crawford  (b.IRE 4Mar1847  d.WoodhavenLongIsland(Bright’s disease) 27Feb1917)    - wife is Maria Stokes Crawford;  of StaFe 

Dripping Spring, Sierra co, in the N San Andres Mtns, W of Salinas Peak; PO 1892-93. Jack Crawford, a colorful local personality, had his ranch here. [The Place Names of 
NM, R.Julyan] 

E.W. Wynkoop was an easterner who came West to make his mark on history and succeeded. He held a series of offices in the West for the Federal Government and the 
territorial governments of Colorado and New Mexico. During the course of his life in the West, Wynkoop became somewhat an authority on Indians. After arriving in the 
Territory of New Mexico, Wynkoop was recommended for various positions by his frontier friends. Captain Jack Crawford, the Poet-Scout, even wrote a poetic 
testimonial to Wynkoop in a letter to the Territorial Governor whom Crawford urged to appoint Wynkoop Superintendent of the Territorial Prison. 

1880October2; J.W. Crawford (Captain Jack) has started out after the three thousand dollars reward offered for Victorio’s scalp, and was on the 9th of 

September at Ascension, Mexico, intending to follow Victorio untill he gets the prize. He is accompanied by a Navajo Indian and a scout. [SFDNM] 
1880November9; Capt. J.W. Carwford, well known in Santa Fe returned to the city yesterday. Capt. Jack has been on several scouting expeditions since he 

left this city and has had some striking experiences. He is looking well and is in good spirits. [SFDNM] 

1880November10; Captain Jack brought with him from the south his dog Hero, now grown into a magnificent deep chested and powerful specimen of the 
St. Bernard. The dog was given the scout when a mere puppy by the Hysinger boys, of Las Vegas, and has been with him during the campaign. 

[SFDNM] 

1880November13; Walter Fletcher the comedian has left Santa Fe. Fletcher came to the city with the Captain Jack Combination, and when that company 
disbanded he remained. He secured employment as bar tender and afterwards went upon the stage again. On Thursday morning he took the train for the 

east with a trunk full of fine clothes borrowed for use on the stage. He gave no warning of his intended departure and his friends, particularly those who 

lent him the fine clothes are uneasy about him. They still hope, however, that he is safe and will return with the aforesaid clothes. [SFDNM] 
1880November30; A Huge Scheme To Acquire Wealth – The Lode and Placer Prospecting and Mining Association. (incorporators) Judge Milton L. Rice, 

of Leadville; Postmaster Wm N. Byers, A.J. Williams, President of the Exchange Bank, Senator B.F. Rice, Cornelius Conover, Stephen H. Standart, 

who is one of the principal owners of the great Union mine at Breckenridge, and T. J. O’Donnell, of Denver, Henry J. Chase, of Toledo, Ohio, and 
Judge Mrak Bangs, of Chicago. …Captain Jack Crawford is chief scout and prospector. [SFDNM] 

1880December8; Captain Jack Crawford at the invitation of Mr. Brown, of the firm Bennett & Brown, the photographer, went the other day up into the 
gallery on the west side of the plaza to have some pictures taken in costume. There he met Uncle Billy Hubble, whom he had known in the Black Hills 

country, where, by the way, both of them underwent some of the hardships which are incident to “roughing it” and faced a great deal of danger together. 

Uncle Billy says that he and a party of men were overtaken on the road by Jack, who had the New York Herald dispatches about the Slim Buttes fight 
and was riding with to to Fort Laramie at break-neck speed. Jack told them to lay in the bush all day as he had seen Indians fifteen miles back, and the 

information doubtless saved all their lives. This incident makes the two fast friends, and when Jack had finished having his picture taken the other day he 

insisted on having some photographs of Uncle Billy. Accordingly he made the latter dress up in his “togs” and sit before the camera. Uncle Billy looked 

unusually handsome in a scout’s rig, with closely shaven hair and a hat with a foot-wide brim. Indeed he was so pleased with himself that after the 

sitting the gallery was too small for him and he danced forth to… [SFDNM] 
1880December9; Captain Jack Crawford, the untiring leader of the expedition to be sent south by the Lode and Placer Mining Company to thoroughly 

prospect southern New Mexico and Arizona, will leave Santa Fe this afternoon for the Junction, where he expects to join 25 men, sent down from 

Denver. [SFDNM] 

John Wallace [Crawford], always called "Jack," happened by this time [1881] to be the post trader at Fort Craig, N.M. Earlier, having gone west, he won renown as an Army 
scout in the Sioux Indian Wars of the 1870s. …Jack Crawford's daughters, Eve and May, and his son, Harry… "Captain Jack" Crawford became a minor celebrity in his 
old age, writing Western verse and short stories until his death in 1917. He is remembered today by his stage name, "The Poet Scout." [MSimmons 11Feb2012] 

1881February2; Captain Jack Crawford reports from the south that the operations of his band of prospectors of the Lode and Placer company, interrupted 

for a short while by the Indian raid, are going on as usual and that they are discovering, locating and working valuable claims right along now. 

[SFDNM] 



1881February6; Mr. George H. Utter, the assayer and mining expert, who returned lately to Santa Fe from the Black Range, gives an interesting account of 

the fight in those mountains with the Apaches, in which Captain Jack Crawford came so near losing his life. [SFDNM] 

1881February8; Captain Jack… “Colonel Gillette is one of the most outspoken and sociable gentlemen I ever met, and all the miners just tie to him at once. If a miner has 
got a mine that has indications Colonel Gillette tells him so without beating around the bush and if he believes the man has not a ledge he tells him so and shows him 
how to go about it to find it, and I sincerely believe that this trip to the former stronghold of Victoria by so worthy and prominent a man will be the means of giving our 
mines more prominence than they could have acquired for some time to come. The Colonel is as brave as they make ‘em, and has fought Indians nearly half his life, and 
when at Fort Craig it was suggested that he defer his trip, he remarked, “Gentlemen, I came to this place to see the mines in the Black Range, and I am going if it takes 
the hair off.” [SFDNM] 

1881April2; Wm Hubbell has returned to Santa Fe from the south, whither he went to take down a car load of workmen. He went as far as Deming, and as 

usual with him had a fine time. When he got back Jack came near eating him up. [SFDNM] 

1881April17; T.J. O’Donnell, of Denver, arrived in Santa Fe yesterday from the south. He is representing the Lode and Placer Company of Denver, whose 
prospecting operations were undertaken by Jack Crawford some months ago. …Mr. O’Donnell took charge of the personal property of the company, of 

which there was about $2,000 worth, and settled with a good many of the prospectors, who were willing to take the company’s mining property in lieu 

of the pay due them. …Jack Crawford is very much cut up about his failure… [SFDNM] 
1881May17; Capt. Jack Crawford arrived here, Sunday, from the south. Jack has had a rough time of it but has pulled through all right, and now owns a fine 

mine in the Black Range. [SFDNM] 

1881May19; Captain Jack Crawford and his friend Smith left for the Black Range again yesterday. Jack has a pocket full of assays which run up into the 
hundreds. The specimens of ore were taken from Jack’s mine in Black Range, at a depth of only fifteen feet. He goes south to continue his mining 

pursuits. [SFDNM] 

1881June11; Jack Crawford is said to have made a lucky strike in the Black Range and expects to settle old scores. [SFDNM] 

1881July2; Jack Crawford is still writing and has contributed another long letter to the Military Review. [SFDNM] 

1881November23; Captain Jack Crawford has just recovered from a severe illness. He has his family with him now. [SFDNM] 

1881December29; Crawford says that many of the leads which he located for the Lode and Placer Mining Company, which he represented about a year ago, 
have been sold, since he was obliged to abandon them on account of the company’s refusal to back him, and have brought good round sums. Jack has 

one himself for which he has been offered more than would have sufficed to keep the whole lot for the first owners. [SFDNM] 

1881December31; Captain Jack has gone back to Craig. [SFDNM] 
1882March26; Capt. Jack Crawford, the poet scout, so well known in Santa Fe, is the hero of Ned Buntline’s latest story in the “New York Weekly,” 

entitled “Merciless Bent, the Hair Lifter.” [SFDNM] 

1882October12; Jack Crawford has got in his work on the poetry racket again, and has had it published. [SFDNM] 
1883April27; Captain Jack Crawford, the “long-haired, poet scout” and post trader at Fort Craig, is in Arizona at the head of 120 Indian scouts. [The Golden 

Retort. Vol.III No.10] 
1889October29; Capt. Jack Crawford has been appointed special agent in the department of justice, his duties being to look after violations of laws relating 

to Indians, such as selling liquor to them, etc. [SFDNM] 

1890June9; (Kingston Crumb) Wm Hunt is authority for the statement that Col. Gillete has placed the Black Colt and other properties on the Bonanza Hill 
with London parties, and that he and Col. John S. Crawford are on their way back. [SFDNM] 

1891July15; Col. J.S. Crawford has made a big stike in the Enterprise mine at Kingston. [SFDNM] 

1894June27; Captain Jack Crawford, known as the “Poet Scout,” and well know in El Paso, sails for Scotland July 15 on a mission which may result in proving him to be one 
of the principal heirs in the great Wallace estate, now held by the state of New York and New York city, and estimated to be worth $20,000,000. [14 Years Ago Today, 
digitalcommonsATutep] 

1895April30; Capt. Jack Crawford writes his family that he is about to visit South America on a lecture tour covering a space of several months. [SFDNM] 

1895July17; Harry Crawford, a worthy young railroad man and son of the poet scout, now holds down a freight train between San Marcial and 

Albuquerque. [SFDNM] 
1895December16; Capt. Jack Crawford, New Mexico’s poet scout, will lecture in El Paso to-night. [SFDNM] 

1896May21; The Omaha Herald of Sunday last contains an elaborate article on Capt. Jack Crawford, New Mexico’s poet-scout. On Saturday night next 

Capt. Jack lectures there for the benefit of the G.A.R. Memorial day fund. [SFDNM] 
1896July1; Capt. Jack Crawford was the only New Mexican present at Canton, Ohio, when McKinley was notified of his nomination. [SFDNM] 

1896November17; Capt. Jack Crawford is visiting friends at San Marcial. [SFDNM] 

1901April11; Captain Jack Crawford, the poet scout, is in the city and may give a lecture some evening of this week. – Exchange: W.G. Ashdown, Cerrillos; 
E.W. Eaton, Socorro, Captain Jack Crawford, San Marcial... [SFNM] 

 
Lydia Crawford    - of NY & Otero co. 
1899July31; Turquois Owners Sue. Numerous Relatives of the Turquois-King of Otero County Go to Court. Louis DeMeules of Otero county, Gilbert 

DeMeules of El Paso, Clara Beaudreau of Red Lake Falls, Minn., Elizabeth Laferriere of Minneapolis, Lydia Crawford of New York, Emma Evelleigh 
of Dexter, commenced a suit in El Paso against A.H. Richards of El Paso, James Curran of New York, Charles Roat of New York, and Germain 

DeMeules of New York, saying that the defendants refuse to recognize them as entitled to a fine collection of turquois now in the hands of A.H. 

Richards, jeweler. The value of the turquois is estimated at $7,787.18. Plaintiffs set forth that Mary Curran is the owner of an undivided one-eighteenth, 
and Germain DeMeules nine-eighteenths interest, and Mary Curran, Salina Roat and Germain De Meules deny the plaintiffs have any interest in the 

property. Plaintiffs pray that the court order the property sold, and that each be given part of the proceeds. The turquois belongs to the estate of the late 

A.J. DeMeules. [SFNM] 

 
W. A. Crawford    - of Cochiti m.d. 
1894May23; At the Bon Ton hotel; W.A. Crawford, Cochiti; J.L. Madison, Cerrillos; Chas Linsday, Glorieta. [SFDNM] 

1894May24; At the Bon Ton hotel; W.A. Crawford, Cochiti; S. Taber, Lamy. [SFDNM] 

 
W. H. Crawford    - Denver 
1895August20; At the Palace: W.G. Franklin, W.H. Crawford, Denver... [SFDNM] 

________________________________________________________________ 

 
Aaron B. Craycraft    - photographer of StaFe 



1906October18: Photographer A.S. Crafcraft is planning another trip to the picture graph cliffs at the old pueblo of San Cristobal and thence to the petrified forest 

west of Kennedy.  He will make the trip overland in a covered wagon. [SFNM 100yrs] 
1906November10: Prof. W.E. Garrison, A.B. Craycraft, Ireneo L. Chavez and Claude Hutto left this afternoon on a wagon trip to San Cristobal. They will visit 

ancient ruins in the vicinity of the old pueblo of San Cristobal but their main objective is to see the hieroglyphics or picturegraphs on the cliffs in that vicinity. 
[SFNM 100yrs] 

1907June7: After spending four days examining the trails traversing the cliff-dwelling region of Pajarito Park, Judge A.J. Abbott, Professor W.E. Garrison and A.B. 
Craycraft, the committee appointed for this purpose by the Santa Fe Archaeological Society, returned last evening to Santa Fe. They are well satisfied with the 
result of their trip, which embraced much of the hitherto unexplored parts in this wonderland lying at the very door of this city. The trio found two trails leading 
into the picturesque Frijoles Canon from the east, which have escaped the notice of previous latter-day explorers. Over one of these trails a vehicle can 
approach within a mile of the bottom of the abyss while the other is only wide enough to permit the passage of a horse or burro. [SFNM 100yrs] 

1909April18: That the idea of establishing a tourists' route to Frijoles Canyon, Pajarito Park and the cliff dwellings is absolutely feasible was demonstrated 
yesterday beyond all doubt. O.W. Alexander, local automobile man, made the run to the park in a Mitchell motor car, number 30, in two hours, a distance of 
over 23 miles. With him were Roy Holmes, superintendent of the mechanical department at Alexander's garage; A.B. Craycraft, a local photographer, and a 
representative of The New Mexican. [SFNM 100yrs] 

1909May16: Within a very short time the hills near Santa Fe are to be the scene of active gold mining. The mine is located about three miles from town in the Little 
Tesuque canyon. The strike was discovered some years ago by A.B. Craycroft, the local photographer, and although assays secured were more than 
satisfactory, insufficient capital forbade the working of the claim. During the last few days other parties have become interested and an agreement was 
reached that will lead to the speedy development of the mine. [SFNM 100yrs] 

1911June10: The Moon car, the powerful roadster of Mr. F.S. Donnell, was pressed into service by The New Mexican and carried John K. Stauffer and Brian Boru 
Dunne of The New Mexican staff and photographer A.B. Craycraft to the wreck involving the AT&SF Limited and a light engine near Domingo, N.M. 
Mechanic Lewis drove the car and despite the many ditches and arroyos which served as hurdles on the old Agua Fria Road (the other road still being 
barricaded by barbed wire) the trip to La Bajada Hill was made in fine time. ... A slight accident to the machine caused a delay of 30 minutes or more during 
which the occupants of the car found it advisable to climb under the machine so heavy was the rain which then fell. The Indians at the scene of the wreck 
balked when they saw the cameras facing their way and as usual made their mercenary gestures and said they wanted money for appearing on the plate. 
The trip home was made in splendid time, Mr. Lewis displaying great skill making the tortuous turns climbing the great Bajada. [SFNM 100yrs] 

________________________________________________________________ 

 * Creager * 
John G. Creager    - of Bland 

1894July31; Messrs. Creager Bros. have bought out the business of the Eagle City Supply company at Bland. Mr. G.F. Billings has returned to Cerrillos and 

temporarily will take part in the management of the Cerrillos Cash Grocery company, of which he is a partner. [SFDNM] 

1896January31; Cartwright & Bro. are loading several teams to-day with provisions for J.G. Creager, merchant at Bland. [SFDNM] 
1897September2; Freighter Greenfield of Bland, loaded with flour and grain at the general outfitting store of H.B. Cartwright & Bro., in Santa Fe, this 

morning, the commodities being consigned to Merchant J.G. Creager at Bland, the recognized metropolis of the Golden Cochiti mining district. Mr. 

Greenfiled complains that the wagon road in Santa Fe county leading to Bland is in bad condition. This honest and timely complaint is respectfully 
referred to the county commissioners. [SFDNM] 

1899August31; Bernalillo County. Arthur Austin, of Santa Fe, has accepted the position of bookkeeper in the store of J.C. Creager at Bland. [SFNM] 

1899November25; Cochiti Mining News. An Epworth league has been organized at the Bland M.E. church by Rev. G.S. Madden. The officers elected are 
H.W. Dill, president; Milo Hill, first vice president; S.W. Young, second vice president; Mrs. G.S. Madden, third vice president; Mrs. Ruggles, fourth 

vice president; J.C. Creager, fifth vice president. [SFNM] 
1900January9; Cochiti Cullings. J.G. Creager, a business man of Bland, is erecting a fine four-room cottage. [SFNM] 

1900March19; Cochiti Notes. Gerson Gusdorf is manager here for the Santa Fe Mercantile Company’s branch store, and Milo Hill is holding a responsible 

position with J.G. Creager’s grocery. [SFNM] 
1900July2; Prof. R.W. Bullock, son-in-law of J.C. Creager and wife, drove into Bland after a trip of several days on the road from Alamosa, Colo. [SFNM] 

1900July9; Cochiti. W.B. Creager, a former instructor in the government Indian school at Albuquerque, and and for the past three years city superintendent 

of schools in Phoenix, Ariz., came in on Sunday’s stage on a visit to his brother, J.C. Creager and family. [SFNM] 
1900November16; F.H. Fowles has accepted a clerkship in J.G. Creager’s general merchandise store at Bland. [SFNM] 

1901April3; Coal Declaratory Statements – March 28, Catholine O. Briscoe, Golden, Santa Fe county; April 2, Agnes T. Clark, Gallup, McKinley county; 

C.F. Meyers, A. Benjamin Weaver, Frank Kleiner, Meres T. de Garcia, J.H. Overhults, J.E. Hoffman, W.B. Maudling, H.E. Anderson, John G. Creager, 
Antonio B. de Sedillo, Charles Whiting, C.W. Graves, all of Albuquerque, Bernalillo county; C.A. Scheurich, Bland, Bernalillo county. [SFNM] 

 
William B. Creager    - of Abq, AZ 

1888; The Albuquerque Indian School's first superintendent was the fairly moderate R.W. Bryan. But not so the second one, William B. Creager, described by one journalist 
as "a sadistic monster," who conducted a reign of terror during his six-year term. …Congress in 1893 passed a bill ending the government practice of removing Indian 
youngsters from the reservation and holding them without parental consent. The following year, Superintendent Creager, amid allegations of physical abuse of students, 
was forced to resign. [M.Simmons, Trail Dust 22Aug2009] 

1900July9; Cochiti. W.B. Creager, a former instructor in the government Indian school at Albuquerque, and and for the past three years city superintendent 

of schools in Phoenix, Ariz., came in on Sunday’s stage on a visit to his brother, J.C. Creager and family. [SFNM] 

________________________________________________________________ 

 * Creamer * 
CREAMER CHEMICAL COMPANY    - StaFe 

1888December12; Corporations Organized Under the General Incorporation Law, 1868-1904. Creamer Chemical Company. The. Date of filing Dec. 12, 1888, 50yrs, Santa 
Fe, Capital stock 10,000 [NMBlueBook 1905, p.198] 

 
Carlos Creamer  <b.1885>    - of StaFe 
1894August1; Mr. C.M. Creamer and son, Carlos, leave to-morrow morning for a two weeks’ business trip to St. Louis and Cincinnati. [SFDNM] 
1895February4; Master Carlos Creamer, one of the house pages, is out again after an illness of a fortnight. [SFDNM]  

1895August26; About 2 o’clock yesterday afternoon, Carlos Creamer, the bright 1- year-old son of Druggist C.M. Creamer, accidentally fell through the ties 

on Guadalupe railroad bridge and struck on the wet sand and rocks, some fifteen or twenty feet below. …one of his wrists was badly fractured… 
[SFDNM] 

1907May7: Friends of Carlos Creamer are pleased to see him out again after his attack of appendicitis, which confined him for a week at St. Vincent Hospital. He 
recovered without a surgical operation. [SFNM 100yrs] 



1907May17: Suffering from a recurrence of appendicitis, Carlos Creamer is again at St. Vincent Hospital. He now in all probability will be operated on. [SFNM 

100yrs] 
1907May20: Carlos Creamer was operated on this afternoon for appendicitis at St. Vincent Hospital. He rallied from the ordeal satisfactorily and it is believed that 

his recovery will be but a matter of a short time. [SFNM 100yrs] 

 
Charles M. Creamer    - of StaFe 

1881May18; Mr. C.M. Creamer, lately connected with the drug store of Dr. Murphy, yesterday accepted a position with Fischer & Co. He has been a 

resident of this city for the past six or seven months and during his stay has formed quite a large circle of friends. [SFDNM] 

1882May18; C.M. Creamer, who went up to Taos about a week ago, returned yesterday looking ??? ??? the miner. He came on horseback and seemed to be 
somewhat fagged. Nevertheless he gives a somewhat glowing account of the trip, and speaks in the highest terms of Taos county. [SFDNM] 

1882July9; The Young Democrats. Last night, at the Alhambra, the voting democrats assembled… Dr. Andrews, temporary chairman, called the meeting to 

order, G. Scudder acting secretary. The committee on resolutions submitted its report which was read by F.M. Tilghman… E.J. Simpson, chairman of 
the committee on permanent organization reported the following members for officers of the association: Judge H.L. Warren, president; E.J. Simpson, 

first vice-president; Urbano Chacon, second vice-president; G. Scudder, recording secretary; Candelario Martinez, financial secretary; C.M. Creamer, 

treasurer; Frank Chaves, sergeant at arms. …G. Scudder tendered his resignation as recording secretary, and G.W. Thomas was unanimously elected… 
Executive committee – Romulo Martinez, A.A. Dittlebach, W.S. Spiegelberg, Max J. Moyer, Urbano Chacon, J.G. Albright, F.M. Tilghman, Vicente 

Mares and Gabriel Martinez. [SFDNM]  

1882October26; C.M. Cramer who has for two years resided in Santa Fe, during which time he dispensed medicine at Fisher’s store, left yesterday 
afternoon for the south. Cramer will look the southern country over and if he sees a good opening will go into business. He regrets to leave Santa Fe and 

his numerous friends here, but there’s “metal more attractive” below. [SFDNM]   

1882November7; C.M. Cramer returned yesterday from the south. He had to come in to vote and will remain several days. [SFDNM]   
1882November11; C.M. Cramer has gone south again, having completed his duties as a politician. [SFDNM]   

1888November30; Among the business men of Santa Fe who have done so much to build up the trade interests of the county, none are more deserving of mention than Mr. 
C.M. Creamer, the wholesale and retail druggist. [Los Cerrillos Rustler, v.1 no.19] 

1888November30; Established 1865. C.M. Creamer, Wholesale And Retail Druggist. S.W. Corner Plaza, Santa Fe, N.M.. [ad in Los Cerrillos Rustler, v.1 no.19] 
1889March9; Mr. C.M. Creamer was yesterday commissioned by Gov. Ross a member of the territorial board of pharmacy. [SFDNM] 

1889March28; R.H. Longwill, M.D., has moved to the east end of Palace avenue to the Romulo Martines’ house, formerly occupied by Col. Barnes. Leave 

orders at Creamer’s drug store. [SFDNM] 
1889March28; D.W. Manley, Dentist, Over C.M. Creamer’s Drug Store. [SFDNM] 

1889April22; pall bearers at Mrs. Creamer’s funeral; C.F. Easley, N.B. Laughlin, W.G. Simmons, H. Lindheim, A. Seligman, Jake Weltmer, Abe Gold, 

Francisco Chavez. [SFDNM] 
1889May27; Mr. Houck, of C.M. Creamer’s drug store, and Mr. Windish, of Grunsfeld, Lindheim & Co., will return to-night from a three days business trip 

to the mines. [SFDNM] 

1889June5; Messrs. Creamer, Vaughn and Behn are among the Santa Feans who seem to have struck it at the mines. The two former returned to the city last 
night leaving Mr. Behn at work on the Black Hawk with four men to assist him. Their tunnel is in thirty-five feet and they are taking out iron, galena 

and carbonate ores similar to that struck in the Lucky. …lies northwest of (the Lucky) across a deep gulch and fully three-quarters of a mile distant. 

[SFDNM] 
1889June8; Mr. Houck left for San Pedro this morning to put in a branch drug store there for C.M. Creamer. [SFDNM] 

1889June24; The Reaser stage line left on its first trip for the camps this morning, carrying a full compliment of passengers and some 450 pounds of 

express. C.M. Creamer sent 250 pounds of goods to San Pedro. …Mr. Patterson, who is in charge of the line, knows a great many people in the camps, 
and it will be his aim to bring all the business here possible. [SFDNM] 

1889July11; The secret of H.T. Wright’s sudden return to Santa Fe from San Pedro yesterday leaked out last night. …what he had seen in the Black Hawk… 

The proposition was made to C.M. Creamer and Howard Vaughn. Three weeks ago they agreed to put $500 each into development work on this mine 
for a certain interest. …they had the nerve to decline Mr. Wright’s offer of $4,000 for their interest in the property. [SFDNM] 

1889July18; C.M. Creamer is booked for a trip to San Pedro to-morrow to look after his drug and mining interests. [SFDNM] 

1889July23; C.M. Creamer to-day filed in the clerk’s office the location notice of the Phil Sheridan placer claim in south Santa Fe county for Judge John 
Oaks and John T. Barraclough, two well known citizens of Albuquerque. [SFDNM] 

1889November26; Mr. Kier, of C.M. Creamer’s drug house, returned yesterday from a trip to Cerrillos and San Pedro. While at the latter place he was 

informed that a herd of antelope, said to number about 1,000 head, had been seen grazing on the well sheltered prairies twelve miles southeast of 
Golden. [SFDNM] 

1890January10; Established 1865. C.M. Creamer, Wholesale And Retail Druggist. S W Corner Plaza Santa Fe, N.M. We carry the largest Stock and Variety of Drugs in the 
Territory, Consequently we defy Competition in Qulaity and Prices. Assayers Meterials a specialty. all orders solicited! [ad in The Cerrillos Rustler Vol.II No.26]    

1890September5; C.M. Creamer, Santa Fe’s popular druggist and president of the New Mexico Board of Pharmacy, will go to Albuquerque tomorrow to make arrangements 
for a meeting of the board to be held at that place during the fair. [The Cerrillos Rustler Vol.III No.8]  

1890September5; Established 1865. C.M. Creamer, Wholesale And Retail Druggist. S W Corner Plaza Santa Fe, N.M. We carry the largest Stock and Variety of Drugs in the 
Territory. Consequently we defy Competition in Quality and Prices. Assayers Materials specialty Mail orders solicited! [ad in The Cerrillos Rustler Vol.III No.8]  

1890September12; Established 1865, C.M. Creamer, Wholesale And Retail Druggist. S W Corner Plaza Santa Fe, N.M. We carry the largest Stock and Variety of Drugs in 
the Territory Consequently we defy Competition in Quality and Prices. Assayers Materials a specialty. Mail orders solicited! [ad in The Cerrillos Rustler Vol.III No.9] 

1890September18; Professional Cards, D.W. Manley, Dentist. Over C.M. Creamer’s Drug Store. Office Hours..9 to 12, 2 to 4. [ad in SFDNM] 

1890October17; John Gray has withdraw from the Democratic ticket as candidate for county commissioner and C.M. Creamer takes his place. [The Cerrillos Rustler Vol.III 
No.14] 

1891May8; C.M. Creamer and Miss Schlacter were married this morning. [SFDNM] 

1891May8; ref C.M. Creamer, Chairman, Board of CountyCom. [The Cerrillos Rustler, v.III no.44] 
1891September11; Max Frost has been appointed county commissioner, vice Chas. M. Conklin, vice Chas. M. Creamer.. [The Rustler v.IV n.10] 
1892December1; C.M. Creamer, whose drug store was closed by creditors yesterday, says his assets are sufficient to pay out dollar for dollar in full. 

[SFDNM] 

1893July7; Having on the 5th of July, 1893, sold and transferred, as per bill of sale, all of my right, title and interest in the City Drug store, in Santa Fe, 
N.M., formerly owned by Charles Creamer, to Federico A. Armijo, I herebny give notice that from and after said date all indebetedness of said 

business will be paid by said Federico A. Armijo, and all accounts due and unpaid to said drug store will be paid to him. The undersigned will not 

assume any responsibility for any indebtedness incurred by the said business. Josefa Y. de Armijo. [SFDNM] 



1893July18; Mr. Chas M. Creamer, well known and popular as a local druggist, has taken charge as manager of Dr. Hermida’s New Mexico Drug Store 

where he will dispense prescriptions, drugs and potions to his old patrons. [SFDNM] 
1894January18; Mr. Charles M. Creamer has bought Fred Armijo’s interest in the City drug store and will resume business at the old stand on Monday 

morning. It will hereafter be known as Creamer’s Apothecary. [SFDNM] 

1894May18; [Santa Fe telephone system numbers issued] C.M. Creamer’s residence 24; Creamer Apothecary 37 [SFDNM] 
1894August1; Mr. C.M. Creamer and son, Carlos, leave to-morrow morning for a two weeks’ business trip to St. Louis and Cincinnati. [SFDNM] 

1894November21; Creamer’s Apothecary, Personal Attention to Prescription Counter. Store  Telephone No 97, Residence Telephone No. 94. [ad in 

SFDNM] 
1895February15; To the Editor of the New Mexican. Santa Fe, Feb. 15 – In reply to the article published in your issue of the 14th inst., under the heading of 

“The Pharmacists,” I emphatically deny such to be the action taken or even the sentiment expressed by the board, wherein charges were made by me as 

against Mr. C.M. Creamer, one of its members, in violating Sec.3, of the New Mexico pharmacy laws. I shall, however, withould any further comment 
upon this subject until the true and official report of the board’s proceedings can be obtained from its secretary, Mr. W.C. Porterfield, when the report 

will be handed to you for publication in full. Very respectfully, A.C. Ireland, Jr. [SFDNM] 

1895March29; [city Democratic convention] …called to order by Hon. Pedro Delgado, chairman of the Democratic city central committee. A temporary 
organizations was effected by the selection of A.P. Hill, chairman; J.S. Candelario, secretary, and Donaciano Vigil, interpreter. ¶ A committee of four, 

one from each ward, on credentials was appointed by the chair, consisting of the following gentlemen: Mariano Sena, J.H. Sutherlin, Marcelino Garcia 

and Jose A. Martinez. ¶ A committee on permanent organization of five was named as follows: Camilo Padilla, C.M. Creamer, D. Lucero, Albert Call 
and M.J. McCabe. [SFDNM] 

1895April3; All the big bug Republicans worked early and late yesterday. At 4 p.m. Boss Catron proclaimed that he “had it coppered.” But the result 

doesn’t look that way. Sheriff Cunningham, A.P. Hill, Pedro Delgado, Arthur Seligman, C.M. Creamer and a whole host of others did very successful 

work for the local Democracy yesterday. [SFDNM] 

1895May29; Mr. C.M. Creamer, who has been quite sick at home for two days, is reported somewhat better to-day. [SFDNM] 

1895June5; Mr. Charles M. Creamer, who was dangerously ill all last week, has happily passed the danger line and will doubtless be on the streets in a few 
days. [SFDNM] 

1895August3; Master Mechanic Shone, of the Denver & Rio Grande, spent yesterday in town and took an invoice of all tools, material, etc., on hand in the 

narrow gauge yards. He stated that many improvements would immediately be made on the narrow gauge road bed and about the depot and yards here. 
He and Mr. C.M. Creamer are old Missouri friends. [SFDNM] 

1895August26; About 2 o’clock yesterday afternoon, Carlos Creamer, the bright 1- year-old son of Druggist C.M. Creamer, accidentally fell through the ties 
on Guadalupe railroad bridge and struck on the wet sand and rocks, some fifteen or twenty feet below. …one of his wrists was badly fractured… 

[SFDNM] 

1895October1; The many friends of Mr. Charles M. Creamer will be pained to learn that he suffered a relaspe, yesterday, and that his condition to-day is 
considered critical. [SFDNM] 

1896January29; It is understood that the old Creamer drug store will soon be reopened under the management of Mr. G.E. Norton, who has for some time 

been engaged as a teacher at Madrid. [SFDNM] 
1896February18; Mr. A.J. Fischer to-day purchased the Creamer pharmacy and will re-open it in about three weeks, or as soon as an entire new and large 

stock of goods can be shipped in and placed. As chief clerk in the postoffice he will be succeeded by Mrs. Fischer. [SFDNM] 

1896November13; C.M. Creamer, Walter Bourne and R.A. Kistler left for Denver this morning, says the Las Vegas Optic. [SFDNM] 

 
Dan Creamer    - of Lamy 

1896August20; Dan Creamer has been appointed agent at Lamy junction and will leave with his family next week for his new station. – Rincon Weekly. 
[SFDNM] 

________________________________________________________________ 
 
J. E. Credit  - witness - 
1881July23; John Flinn of San Miguel Co, Las Vegas, sells for $150 to W.O. Bennett of Davenport IA my int in Placer claim in assoc of 8 persons loc 

10Jul80, from SE corner of the church in the Town of Del San Francisco, NPD, rec 31Oct81; attest J.E. Credit, J.M. Talbott [b.D p.629] 

________________________________________________________________ 

 * Creede * 
N. C. Creede  <d.LosAngeles 1897>    - of CreedeCO 

1897July16; N.C. Creede, the discoverer of the famous mines at Creede, Colo., and who died recently in Los Angeles, was a visitor here about 18 months 

ago. Mrs. Creede wwas here also and for several months stopped at Mrs. Bush’s boarding house. While here the separation between herself and husband 
was agreed upon and she received $20,000 as consideration. Creede’s estate will foot up about $150,000. [SFDNM] 

 
R. I. Creed  <b.1890>    - wife is Luisa Creed <b.1890>;  of Lamy 
1930_census: R.I. Creed, 40y-o, pct.12 Lamy, Luis Creed, 40y-o, Louise Creed, 14y-o 
1945February28; District Chairmen, Aides Named for Red Cross Drive; ..  Lamy, Mrs. R.I. Creed, chairman; Cow Springs, Mrs. Ed Young; Stanley, Joe J. Landon; 

Edgewood, Roy Bassett; Cedar Grove, Mrs. Macedonio Chavez; Cerrillos, Diego de Vargas; Galisteo, Josephine Rael; Glorieta, Mrs. R.E. Robinson; Madrid, Oscar 
Huber. [SFNM] 

________________________________________________________________ 
 
J. C. Creidler    - of Denver 
1891October30; Maj. J.A. Curtis and J.C. Creidler, of Denver, who have been looking at certain mining properties in this district with a view to opening up the same, will 

return to Colorado tomorrow, undecided at present whether or not they will take hold on the propostition offered. [The Rustler, v.IV no.26] 

 
John Creighlin    - Chloride, Sierra co. 
1896August21; The following corporations have filed articles… The Cliff Mining & Smelting Company – Incorporators, Daniel Braymer, Chas F. Smith, 

E.G.P. Kellum, John S. Mack, James S. Rizer, John Creighlin and S.D. Felt; objects, mining and reducing ores; capital stock, $25,000; life, fifty years; 

directors, same as incorporators; principal place of business, Chloride, Sierra county. [SFDNM] 



________________________________________________________________ 

 * Creighton * 
John “Jack” Creighton    - of Magdalena 

1895March28; Jack Creighton came down from Magdalena yesterday. He is the rustler of that little town and proposes to put in concentrators, build stamp 

mills and build up the town in every way. The boys should make him the firs mayor of Magdalena. – Socorro Advertiser. [SFDNM] 

1895September4; G.F. Graves, Wayne Russell, Will Borrowdale, Jack Creighton and J.L. Davis have a force of men working the “Bueno” gold claim, a 
few miles from the town. The claim is situated just north of the railroad track at Magdalena, at the end of the mountain, and promises to be muy bueno 

very shortly. [SFDNM] 

1895September4; The concentrator of the Emma Mining & Milling company, at Magdalena, of which Jack Creighton is the moving spirit, is nearly in shape 
to start up, the water tank being the only thing not ready. Charlie Ross is hauling ore from the Little Pittsburg mine, and the mill will start up about the 

first of the coming month. [SFDNM] 

1896March27; MAGDALENA – This town is so near Kelly as to share, in a measure, in the enterprises which make for the latter’s prosperity, and it has in 
addition a lively trade with the country to the west of it, and is a central point for large cattle interests. ¶ The concentrator near town by John Creighton, 

of Creighton & Graves, is closed down temporarily for repairs and Mr. Creighton is out west looking after cattle interests… [Albuquerque Daily 

Citizen p.2, per REveleth] 
1896October8; John Creighton, of the business firm of Creighton & Graves, Magdalena, recently passed through Albuquerque on his way to Colorado to 

negotiate the purchase of a mine there, which he says “he has had his eyes on for some time.” Mr. Creighton informed the Citizen that a big smelter is 

being erected at Chloride, and that mining in general is picking up down in Socorro county. [SFDNM] 
1896October31; Jno Creighton, the supposed buyer of the Maggie Jane mine, has taken possession of that mine and has quite a gang of miners at work 

extracting some of the refractory ore which will be shipped to his smelter at Magdalena for treatment. Let the good work go on. Whoever is working for 

Mr. Creighton will get cash for his day’s work. – Cerrillos Rustler. [SFDNM] 
1896November7; Cerrillos Cullings. John Creighton, of the firm of Creighton & Graves, at Magdalena, has bought the St. Candelario mine, two miles 

northeast of Golden, from Col. Hutchinson. He has a force of men taking out ore and developing the property. The ore runs in gold and silver to the 
value of about $32 a ton and shipments will be made to Pueblo at the rate of about five cars a week after the work is well started. The first car left here 

Wednesday [4th] of this week. Mr. J.J. McGurie is with Mr. Creighton, holding an important position. Mr. Magurie will be remembered by a number of 

Cerrillos people as the pitcher for the San Marcial baseball club which gave the Ducal city such a hard rub at the fair two years ago. – Cerrillos Rustler. 
[SFDNM] 

1896December4; South Santa Fe County. Mr. John Creighton, who bought the Candelaria mine from Col. Hutchinson, has kept a big gang of miners at 

work extracting the refractory ore, which has been shipped to the Creighton & Graves smelters at Magdalena for treatment. The ore taken out is very 
rich and there is not the least doubt of its paying big, as the very best mining men are in charge, and the vein matter gets richer as they go down.  

[SFDNM] 

1896December29; …John Creitghton, has recently purchased a gold property at Golden, Santa Fe county7, which he considers a sure winner and has 
resigned as secretary of the above [Cliff Mining & Smelting] company to locate at Golden. – Hillsboro Advocate. [SFDNM] 

1897February23; Golden, N.M. …Mr. Creighton has made another car-load shipment of ore from the Saint Candelario mines. The gasoline hoisting engine 

has arrived at the C.&C. mine and will be put in place at once. [SFDNM] 
1897March15; The Test Satisfactory. Clean Up of the Monte Cristo Mine Gives Good Return – Mining and Personal Happening in Cerrillos and Vicinity. 

Special Correspondence of New Mexican. Cerrillos, N.M., March 14. …Mr. John Creighton is shipping another car of fine ore from his Saint Candelaria 

mine. [SFDNM] 

1897April16; Late Corporations. The Cripple Creek Deep Mining, Drainage & Revenue Tunnel Company. – The objects for which the company is created 

are principally to purchase, own, operate and carry forward the Cripple Creek Dee Mining & Revenue Tunnel and tunnel site, located in the Cripple 

Creek mining district, El Paso county, Colo., and to generally engage in the business of mining. The capital stock is $10,000,000 and the directors are 
Allen B. Kiler, Edward Kiler, Fred H. Thompson all of Denver, and John Creighton and C.F. Graves of Magdalena, N.M., who are also the 

incorporators. The company expects to operate in Magdalena, N.M., and in other portions of the territory as well as in Colorado, carrying on a general 

mining business. [SFDNM] 
1897July16; [Land Office] A patent has been received for the C.&C. lode mining claim in the San Pedro mining district of Santa Fe county. [SFDNM] 

Hutch was eventually "bought off" as follows (SFDNM, 5/17/1900, p 1): $2,000 to Hutch, $750 jointly to Hutch and Frank Knoblock (Hutch's son-in-law); $750 to partner John 
Creighton (prev. of Magdalena but now of Bland), and $1,000 to A. B. Renehan [pers.com. REveleth 2005] 

1900May17; W.H. Pope, attorney for the Galisteo Mining Company, the Edison people, filed a number of mining deeds with the county recorder this 

morning, and back of them is not only good news, but a bit of history. These deeds were signed by John S. Hutchason and wife, Eulogio Aranda and 
wife, of Golden; John Creighton and wife, of Bland; Frank Knoblack and wife, of San Pedro, and A.B. Renehan and wife, of this city, and represent all 

of their right, title and interest in and to those certain mine locations in south Santa Fe county known as the Spiritu Santo, Corn Cracker, Hutchason, 

American, Candelario, Mammoth and Santa Candelaria lode claims. In the first deed by Hutchason and Aranda the consideration is named as $5. From 
the other deeds it appears that Hutchason gets out of the transaction $3,000; Hutchason and Knoblack, $750; John Creighton, $750, and A.B. Renehan 

$1,000. ¶ A Bit Of History. These claims are within the patented land of the Ortiz mine grant. In the stormy times of thirty years ago, when some 

question existed in the minds of many miners as to the exact legal boundaries of the Ortiz mine grant, Hutchason and others entered upon these claims, 
opened up good bodies of high-grade gold ore and undertook to work them in opposition to the grant claim of ownership. A legal conflict arose, which 

has lasted until now. The cases have been before the courts in one form or other continuously since 1869, and for a quarter of a century the miner 

claimants have had an armed guard on duty at the Candelaria and the other principal properties involved. The mines are large true fissure veins of 
quartz, carrying free gold readily visible to the eye. Mr. Pope and S.G. Burn, manager of the Galisteo company, are to be congratulated upon the 

success of their efforts in settling this long-pending conflict. [SFNM] 

 
N. O. Creighton    - Magdalena 

1897April2; At the Claire: W.E. Dame, Cerrillos; N.O. Creighton, Magdalena… [SFDNM] 

________________________________________________________________ 

 
John Crellin    - of Marshall co.IA 
1880January17; W.A. Farbes, Wm E. Cousins, E.O. Smith, Samuel Hull, Anna E. Hull (wife) (<also signed by Laura E. Cousins, James Farbes), the Marshalltown Mining 

Company of Marshalltown Co IA, sell for $1000 to M.C. Wheeler, L. Moses, C.A. Miller, J.H. Wrigley, Thomas Denskin, John Crellin, Joseph Johnson, Chas C. Gilmen 
(all of Marshall Co IA) entire interest in Miller No.1 Lode, The ex Lode, Black Hooak lode, Nelsen Lode, Little Mable lode, Lande Lode, Key Stone lode, Jupitar 



lode, Hull lode, eldorado Lode, anna Laura Lode, Cock of the Walk Lode, State of Maine lode, Iowa Lode, Cousins Lode, Harbest Queen Lode, B.T. Frederick 
Lode, Little Winni Lode, Little Bertie Lode, and undivided ½ interest in Loura No.2 lode, pride of the camp lode, Marshall Lode, Dandy Lode, Little ely Lode; 
certify N.B. Laughlin Notary Public; certify for Laura Cousins by M. T. Whitney Notary Public Marshal Co IA 27Jan80, certify for Jonnie Torlow by L. Robinson Notary 
Public 10Mar80, recorded 20March1880 [Locations & Mining Deeds B#15406 p.305] 

1881February1; Marshalltown IA; Chas C. Gilman sells for $570 to William Pentland my int in Marshalltown Mining Company, stockholders give permission> M.C. Wheeler 
Srest., J.H. Weighley, L.J. Wheeler, C.A. Miller, Thos Danskin, C.C. Gilman, Joseph Johnson, John Crellin, V.A. Forbes, Samuel Hull; recorded 30May1881 [Locations 
& Mining Deeds E#15409 p.312] 

________________________________________________________________ 

 * Crenshaw * 
Crenshaw 

1866 Ter.Sup.Court case: Simon Delgado vs Crenshaw et al 

 
K. S. Crenshaw    - Cerrillos 
1901June24; Exchange: K.S. Crenshaw, K.M. Green, Cerrillos... [SFNM] 

________________________________________________________________ 

 

CRESCENT COAL COMPANY    - Abq, Gallup 
1891March11; …the Gallup, the Aztec and the Black Diamond Company were combined in the Crescent Coal Company which was incorporated March 11, 1891 with a 

capital stock of $1,200,000. This company was the chief producer in the Gallup coal fields until 1900 when the property was sold to the American Fuel Company, a 
subsidiary of the Colorado Fuel and Iron Company, incorporated for $2,000,000 on April 20, 1900. This company bought the property of the Caledonia Coal Company 
in March, 1906. [History of NM, Chas F. Coan, 1925, p.458-59] 

1891March11; Corporations Organized Under the General Incorporation Law, 1868-1904. Crescent Coal Company. Date of filing Mch. 11, 1891, 50yrs, Albuquerque, Capital 
stock 1,200,000 [NMBlueBook 1905, p.198] 

1893January23; C.W. Kennedy, president of the Crescent Coal company, is at the Palace from Albuquerque. [SFDNM] 
1893February21; C.W. Kennedy, prominently connected with the Crescent Coal company and a solid citizen of Albuquerque, is in the capital watching 

legislative matters. [SFDNM] 

1895; Black Diamond Mine. Hugh McGinn, superintendent; James Richards, pit boss; C.W. Kennedy, general manager. Located about 1 mile north of Gallup, Bernalillo 
County, N. Mex. Owned and operated by the Crescent Coal Company. …semibituminous, output 44,721 tons; employees inside, 30; outside, 10. This mine is located on 
a spur, 1 mile in length, connecting with the Atlantic and Pacific Railroad at Gallup station, and is operated by a slope. The only work done on this mine for the past year 
has been the drawing of pillars. …superintendent expected to finish work on the mine within sixty days and then abandon the workings. – Gallup Mine. Hugh McGinn, 
superintendent; James McQuade, pit boss; C.W. Kennedy, general manager. Located 3 miles northwest of Gallup… Owned and operated by the Crescent Coal 
Company. …semibituminous, 107,727 tons yr, employees inside, 160, outside 20. This mine is located on a spur 3 miles in length connecting with the A&PR at Gallup 
station… – Sunshine Mine. Hugh McGinn, superintendent; Richard Coe, pit boss; C.W. Kennedy, general manager. Located about 1 ½ miles northeast of Gallup… 
Owned and operated by the Crescent Coal Company. …semibituminous, 78,255 tons, employees inside, 165, outside, 15. This mine is located on a spur 1 ½ miles in 
length, connecting with the A&PR at Gallup station. [Report of US Coal Mine Inspector For NM, 1895] 

1895February1; Col. T.B. Mills, executive World’s Fair commissioner for New Mexico, has presented his final report... The board of lady managers has 

awarded the following special diplomas: A.D. Cook, Socorro – Silver ore. Morris B. Parker – Gold ore. Wm Harris, Albuquerque – Mineral resource of 
New Mexico. C.W. Kennedy, Albuquerque – Coal. [SFDNM]  

1895July13; M.W. Flournoy, of the First National bank, and W.C. Purple, of the Crescent Coal company’s office, left last night for southern California 

where Mrs. Flournoy and children are sojourning during the summer months. – Albuquerque Citizen. [SFDNM] 
1895November21; [K of P conclave at StaFe] …Mr. R?edon has charge of the Crescent Coal company’s mining operations at Gallup and is one of the most 

promising young men in the territory... [SFDNM] 

1896June5; The Crescent Coal company, of Gallup, with principal place of business in Albuquerque, has filed a certificate with the territorial secretary 
reducing the capital stock from $1,200,000 to $750,000. [SFDNM] 

1898April26; Gallup miners held a meeting Sunday afternoon at 2:30 in the opera house to consider the issues involved in their troubles with the Crescent 

Coal company. In event of no compromise being effected the miners will volunteer for service in the war with Spain. [SFNM] 
1898May30; N.M. Nearer, manager of the Crescent Coal company at Gallup, has arranged for extensive development work by drills. [SFNM] 

1899September1; The coal fields of Bernalillo county that have been developed are all situated in the vicinity of Gallup. There are nine producing coal 

mines thereabouts. The one employing th most men is the Gallup mine, where 275 men find employment. The mines is located about three miles 
northwest of the town and is owned and operated by the Crescent Coal Company. It is situated on a spur about three miles in length, connecting with the 

Santa Fe Pacific railroad. W.W. Weaver is the general manager, Hugh McGinn superintendent, and P. O’Neil pit boss. – …The Sunshine mine employs 

125 men, and is one and a half miles from Gallup, north of the town. Hugh McGuin is superintendent and W.M. Weaver general manager. The mine is 
owned by the Crescent company. [SFNM] 

1900January2; A fire at the Gibson mine of the Crescent company at Gallup two days ago wrought much damage. The boiler house was destroyed, as was 

also the well-drilling outfit of Gustave Mulholland. The loss is $1,500. There was no insurance. [SFNM] 
1900April5; Wiley M. Weaver, who will continue as superintendent of the Crescent Coal company at Gallup under the new management, left the capital for 

home last evening. He was accompanied by Will Jones, who made a cash entry on 40 acres of coal land near Gallup, while in the city. [SFNM] 

1900August9; Albuquerque Doings. The Crescent Coal Company has filed suit agains Fred D. Meyers for $311.45, the amount of a promissory note. 
[SFNM] 

________________________________________________________________ 

 * Crespín * 
Antonio Crespin  <b.NM 1890>    - of Cerrillos 

1920January6_census: Francisca Crespin, widow, illiterate noEnglish, 60y-o, NM [NM NM], resident Cerrillos, own home free with son Antonio Crespin <b.1890> (30 laborer 
AT&SFRR wage work single illiterate noEnglish NM [NM NM]) 

 
David Crespin  (d.Golden 19Sep1882)    - of Golden 
1882September20; Golden Grit. A Fourteen Year Old Boy Takes a Man’s Life. And Then Takes His Own Over the Hills and Far Away. Golden, the quiet 

little town, the headquarters of the New Placers Mining District, has a sensation. It is a murder, which has heretofore been a rare thing in that town. A 



reporter from the New Mexican learned last night the following particulars of the affair from a miner who came in from the New Placers during the day. 

He says that the deceased was named Crespin, and that he was employed at Golden by the Davenport company, which is sinking an artesian well there. 
Crespin was one of the well diggers, but it appears that he was not employed on Monday, and instead of working had been drinking all the morning. At 

about one o’clock in the afternoon he was decidedly under the influence of liquor. While in this condition he went to a saloon kept by a man named 

Lucas which was in charge at that time of Mr. Lucas’ boy. Crespin and several companions commenced in teasing the boy, who became very angry and 
endeavored to injured his persecutors. He finally seized a billiard cue and was about to strike Crespin when the latter caught him. Crespin threw him 

down and took the cue from him, after which he walked out of the house. Young Lucas quickly followed armed with a revolver, and before anyone 

could interfere he fired at short range upon Crespin shooting him through the head and killing him instantly. Lucas then ran and escaped into the timber, 
since which time nothing has been seen or heard of him. Sheriff Romulo Martinez received yesterday a dispatch from Golden requesting him to look out 

for a boy fifteen years of age, who had shot a man at Golden on the day before. The sheriff has instructed his deputies accordingly, but nothing has been 

seen of the boy murderer. Mr. Lucas, the father of the boy and proprietor of the saloon, is a quiet man, and has resided at Golden for a long time. The 
affair has created much excitement, and every effort will be made to capture the young killer. Very little is known of Crespin, as he had been at Golden 

for a comparatively short time. [SFDNM] 

1882September24; The friends of David Crespin contradict the statement that he was intoxicated at the time he was murdered at Golden by George Lucas. 
One of them writing to the New Mexican says: “He had not been drinking that day and was in no way intoxicated, and never had been in this town. He 

was well known by those he worked with, and has been for years. He was considered a temperate man and was certainly a good citizen. Young Lucas, 

the murderer, had probably been drinking and the reporter’s informant must have been mixed up. It is hoped that you will publish this statement as the 
other hurts the feeling of the many friends of Mr. Crespin. [SFDNM] 

1882October17; A Sad Sequel. The Last Chapter in the Recent Golden Tragedy. Several Golden men were in the city on Sunday, and among them the 

subject of conversation was the discovery on Friday last of the remains of young Lucas who killed a man named Crespin, at that place a month or so 

ago. The young offender was found at a spot not more than three hundred yards from his father’s house. The remains had been mutilated by coyotes, and 

a bullet hole through the head told the manner of his death. Among the miners of Golden it is believed that the boy finding himself an outcast, fearing to 

return to his home and not knowing where else to go, put an end to his troubles in the same way and with the same weapon he used when he cut short the 
careet of David Crespin. Thus the last act of the tragedy is disclosed, showing the end to have been as tragic as the beginning. It is supposed that Lucas 

died on the night after the murder as the remains indicated that he had been dead for some time. A coroner’s jury returned a verdict of death by suicide. 

[SFDNM] 
 

Diego Chrespin    - Ortiz Mine grant 

1835, August 28; acting mining district judge Juan Venavides recommends to SF alcalde that 2 shaft placer mining claims in Arroyo Viejo be given to Jose Antonio Salazar, 
since he had been digging them for the 5 months that the past claimants had abandoned them. These claims are bounded on the lower side by claim of Don Diego 
Chrespin and on upper side by claim of Don Luis Truxiyo. 

 
Eugenio Crespin  <b.1855>    -  of Cienega 

1870August5_census: Nasario Crespin, farm laborer, 48y-o, b.NM, RealValue$200, resident Cienega pct.6 in same habitation with Andrea Crespin, 46y-o, b.NM, Eugenio 
Crespin, 15y-o, b.NM 

 

Francisca Crespin  (b.NM 1860>    - of Cerrillos 

1920January6_census: Francisca Crespin, widow, illiterate noEnglish, 60y-o, NM [NM NM], resident Cerrillos, own home free with son Antonio Crespin <b.1890> (30 laborer 
AT&SFRR wage work single illiterate noEnglish NM [NM NM]) 

 

Manuel Crespin y Lopez    - of Placer de San Francisco 
1865March18; Juan Ortiz, J. Serafin Ramirez, Melquiades Ramirez, Maria Antonia Sandoval, Manuel C. y Lopez; Mina de oro numbrada el Refugio Placer 

de San Francisco; [b.A p.9]  

1865March20; Juan Ortiz, Jose Serafin Ramirez, Juan Ortiz, Melquiades Ramirez, Manuel C. y Lopez, Mina de cobre nombrada San Jose Placer de San 
Francisco; [b.A p.11] (2 persons Juan Ortiz on same list; see below) 

1865March27; Jose Serafin Ramires, A. (Agustin) Ramirez, Melquiades Ramirez, Manl C. y Lopez, Mina de oro nombrada Sn Pedro Placer de San 

Francisco; [b.A p.12] 
1865March27; Jose Serafin Ramirez, Manuel Crespin y Lopez, Melquiades Ramirez, Mina de oro Nuestra Señora de los Angeles Placer de San Francisco; 

[b.A p.14] 

1965March28; Jose Serafin Ramirez, Maria Antonia Sandoval, Melquiades Ramirez, Manuel C y Lopez, Mina de carbon piedra nombrada San Francisco 
(Placers); [b.A p.17] 

1965March28; Juan Ortiz, Jose Serafin Rz, Melquiades Rz, Manuel C y Lopes, Mina de plomo y plata nombrada Santa Carlota (Placers); [b.A p.18] 

1865March28; Claim of a Mine at the Palo Amarillo. Placer, March 28, 1865. To the Honorable Augustin Ramirez. Sir; Your petitioners, proprietors, and owners of a lead and 
silver mine at the place of the Palo Amarillo, and withing the location of the tract of the Canon del Agua, within the district of the Placer de San Francisco, state that as 
member of the New Mexico Gold and Copper Mining Company, at the placer of San Francisco, and in its name, we register and claim a mine of one thousand five 
hundred feet on the direction of the vein. The said mine is ancient, and known as ‘Antonio Salazar’s,’ of whom it was bought by your first petitioner in the year 1848, 
and the assessment work done according to the old laws, and now it is registered as a part of the company, by halves with your first petitioner. Juan Ortiz. Jose Serafin 
Ramirez. Manuel C. y Lopez. [US vs. SP&CdACo. NMSupCt 23Jan1888, p.516] 

1865April15; Franco Aranda, Serafin Ramirez, Eulogio Aranda, Manuel C y Lopes, Juan Ortiz, Mina de Oro nombrada Nombre de Dios en el serro de la 
mina que comunmte nombran de Cambell [b.A p.19] 

1865April17; J. Ma Martin, Jose Serafin Rz, Melquiades Ram, Juan Ortiz, Eulogio Aranda, Manuel Crespin, Mina de Plata Oro llamada la Providencia en 

el serro de San Francisco [b.A p.20] 
1865May3; Manuel C y Lopez, Leandro Anaya, Martin Espinosa, statement; el Placer de San Francisco [b.A p.22]  

1865November10; Agustin Ramirez, Melquiades Ramirez, Manuel C. y Lopes, Sisto Ramirez denounce in Placer de San Francisco [L&MD b.A p.70] 
1865November15; statement by Jose Serafin Ramires, Agustin Ramires, Manuel C. y Lopez, Antonio Ortero re “que por cuanto en a cañada de los 

ojos de Agua de la Plaza del Ral de Dolores, erfan Dos minas conocida{s} por de Dolores Jalomo y que compris el primer firmado el año de 

1854 a la { }rieda[nombrada?] Esposa de Jalomo M’a Fran’ca Ernandes Segen[Segun/Sigen?] los correspondientes titulos de traspaso, y Por 

cuanto las Porecion de Jalomo fundada el año de 1831, y nosotros baliendonor del dicho acto de la Asamblea Legislativa, y a compañando los 
documentos de Jalomo Marcador con el numero 1 para que con esta aplicacion sean registrador Tomanio{tomando posesion} poseicon y 



hacemos formal reclamo de las dos minas llamadas una en el Perranco{barranco} Serca de la Plaza y la mina del oro conocida y trabaxada Por 

Dolores Jalomo, y para dos cumplim’to a nuestro reclamo manifestamos los mismos linderos conocida por de Dolores Jalomo, es a labor desde 
el Lindero conocido por la mina Nombrada del oro hasta incluir la Veta Virgen que se cita en los linderos de Jalomo hasta el Arroyo incluyendo 

todos los escanbaderos dentro de los limites pies sobre cada beta o boca de cada una registramos Setecientos y cincuenta pies que hacer todo el 

numero un mil y quinientos pies, y los que por nuestros derecho no sean concedidos Segun los Documentos de traspaso, pues por el acto de la 
Asamblea Legislativa holo rclamamos un mil y quincientos pies los cuale encos mascado con mofonesar y Puerto n allas la fecha de este 

Reclamo; y a img’a Las medidas no con echas con instrumentos propios con a lo mejor de nuestras capacidad: En testimonio firmamos hoy dia 

15 de Nobiembre de 1865.” (signatures)  “Nosotros como testigos Sertificamos que todo lo echo, Dicho y executado er ers nuestra presencia 
como haci mismo Declaramos que las minas Descritas ante pertenarian a Dolores Jalomo, y hoy al 1er aplicante por compre al mismo, en el año 

de 1854, y conosemos que el fimado Juan Ortiz estabo cuidando las minas como encasgado con talfin por el 1r aplicante. Real de Dolores 

Nob’e 5 de 1865” (sigs>) Guyllermo Ruybal, Abad Nieto [Locations & Mining Deeds A#15405 p72] 
1866March18; Jose Serafin Ramirez, Agustin Ramirez, Manuel C y Lopes, Melquiades Ramirez, una veta de carbon Piedra; witness Martin Espinosa 

(mark), Jose Martinez (mark) [b.A p.81]  

1866March18; Jose Serafin Ramirez, Agustin Ramirez, Manuel C y Lopes, Melquiades Ramirez, San Pedro live Plases de Sn Franco y sn Pedro [b.A p.82]  
1866March18; Jose Serafin Ramirez, Agustin Ramirez, Manuel C y Lopes, Melquiades Ramirez, Placer de Sn Frnco [b.A p.84]  

1866May15; gold-bearing quartz claim 1500’ for Jose Serafin Ramirez, Agustin Ramirez, Miguel E. Pino, Antonio Ortiz y Salazar, Manuel C. y Lopez; “Reclamo de una mina 
de cobre y oro en la sierrita de Sn Lazaro a la parte del Oriente de un cerro pequeño que depende de dicha sierra… finalizondo al Norte en un pozo antiguo y una 
mojonera y al sur otro mojonera con la inscripcion J.S.R.y C’a” [Locations & Mining Deeds A#15405 p106]  

1884; Jose Augustin Ramirez “Son of Don Serafin. Was born in 1845. I know the place known as the ‘Palo Amarillo Planting Grounds.’ My father worked a mine close to the 
Palo Amarillo. I do not recollect the exact time. He generally took me along with him. My uncle Melquiades Ramirez lived with my father at that time, but did not work in 
the mine. He did not discover the mine. This mine is a little southwest of the town of Real de San Francisco. It is between the two roads that go to San Pedro; that is, 
the old and the new road, - about half way between them. It is an old lead, probably five or six feet deep. It was discovered and prospected by my father. I can 
remember when he discovered and prospected it. At the time I was justice of the peace, in April, 1865, my father, Jose Serafin Ramirez, Melquiades Ramirez, Manuel y 
Lopez, and Juan Ortiz made a petition to me as justice of the peace to register a mine of lead and silver at the Palo Amarillo. It is the mine I have just spoken of, and 
the shaft is five or six feet deep.” [US vs. SP&CdACo. NMSupCt 23Jan1888, p.515-516] 

 
Nasario Crespin  (b.NM 1822>    - wife is Andrea Crespin (b.NM 1824>;  of Cienega 
1870August5_census: Nasario Crespin, farm laborer, 48y-o, b.NM, RealValue$200, resident Cienega pct.6 in same habitation with Andrea Crespin, 46y-o, b.NM, Eugenio 

Crespin, 15y-o, b.NM 

 
Santiago Crespin    - Santo Domingo 
Bandelier had been informed by Santiago Crispin of Santo Domingo, who worked turquoise and sold it, that the pits at San Marcos were made by Indians of San Marcos, San 

Cristobal, and San Lazaro, and after abandoning their homes, they turned the mines over to the Keres. Bandelier, in his notes, said he mentioned this story to Juan 
Montoya, another SD, who said that when the Tanos left their homes, “some of them settled and married at Santo Domingo. Thus the people of SD regard themselves 
as their heirs. This may be so?” [Lange&Riley 1966 p.109, 141] 

 
Valentin Crespin    - Santo Domingo 
1901July22; Valentin Crespin, a Santo Domingo Pueblo Indian, was arrested at Cerrillos on Saturday for carrying a deadly weapon and was sentenced to six 

months in the county jail by Justice of the Peace Tony Neiss. Crespin was brought to Santa Fe Saturday evening. W.H. Pope, Esq., attorney for the 

Pueblo Indians, took an appeal to the district court on behalf of Crespin and secured his leberty on bond. [SFNM] 

 
Ventura Crespin  <b.1917>    - of Kewa 
Kewa Tribal Council 1977; Gov. Valentino Garcia, 62; Lt.Gov. Santiago Coriz, 52; Mayor Jose Reyes Calabaza, 72; Lt.Mayor Joe B. Reano, 42; Ventura 

Crespin, 59; Lorenzo Pacheco, 61; Pedro Aguilar, 70; Ralph Coriz, 84; Victor Reano, 61; Joe Chavez, 55; Feliz Calabaza, 49; Pat Calabaza, 77; Santiago 

Lovato, 94; Ben Garcia, 73; Lorenzo Coriz, 76; Lorenzo Calabaza, 71; Augustine Quintana, 65; William Lovato, 72; Raymond M. Coriz, 54; Joe 

Tenorio, 68; Lupe Pena, 60; Augustine Reano, 80; Santiago Calabaza, 80; Alex Garcia, 48; Victor Garcia, 77; Augustine Aguilar, 82; Ralph P. Lovato, 
73; Lupe Chama, 78; Jose F. Reano, 77; Ramos Pacheco Sr., 63; Ray Tenorio, 54; Joe C. Reano, 72; Jose Monte Garcia, _; Joe Nieto, 71; Felix Chama, 

64; Pedro P. Coriz, 47; Jose Tortalita, 85; San Antonio Benevidez, 85; Santiago Moquino, 61.  [per F.H. Ellis, The Basis for SD Pueblo’s Claim to the 

Turquoise Mines Area, 1977] 

 
W. W. Crespin    - Kansas City, upper Pecos 
1900June7; W.W. Crespin, of Kansas City, formerly connected with the Frazer & Chalmers iron works, Chicago, has leased the Katydid copper-silver mine 

at Hamilton, on the upper Pecos, and is taking out a car load of ore to be shipped to Detroit, Mich., for treatment by some new method of handling 

refractory ores. The mine is owned by Edwin Cowles, son of the well known Cowles family of Cleveland, Ohio. [SFNM] 

________________________________________________________________ 
 
William T. Cressler    - Leadville 

1882March21; Wm T. Cressler, of Leadville, Col., registered at the Palace yesterday. [SFDNM] 

 

John C. Cresswell  (b.IL 1838>    - of Carbonateville 
1880March31 (loc); John C. Creswell, Jordan B. Cottle; Webfoot Lode, NE and adjoining Little Annie lode; 1500’NE 150’;ea side, in GMD; [Locations & Mining Deeds 

C#15407 p.60] 
1880April2; indenture; John Roulston of LCMD sells for $500 to John C. Creswell, Jordan B. Cottle (both of Carbonateville) undivided ¼ Golden Gate, (loc 7Aug79 rec b.1 

p.191) in GMD, 3mi NW from Dimicks Camp, 200yds NE Mary Lode; presence (blank), certify 29Apr80 Luciano Baca Co Clk & Recorder [Locations & Mining Deeds 
C#15407 p.151] 

1880June5_census: W.C.Rogers, merchant, 35y-o, single, born England [Engl Engl], resident Los Cerrillos Carbonateville (Turquesa P.O.) with J.B.Cottle (32 merchant, 
single Eng [Eng Eng]), J.C. Cresswell (42 miner, married IL [PA CT]), James Martin Jr. (45 cook, single CT [CT CT]) 

1880July7; A meeting of miners was held at Carbonateville Monday night with John T. Creswell presiding, for the purpose of considering the advisability of 
uniting the Cerrillos, Galisteo and Gonzales mining districts. The meeting determined to carry this proposition into effect, and fixed the boundaries of 



the new district as follows: Southern boundary, the Ortiz Grant; northern boundary, the Rio Chiquito; eastern boundary, the county line; western 

boundary, the Rio Grande. After transacting some other business the meeting adjourned. [SFDNM] 
1884January15; …a large meeting of the miners of the Cerrillos mining district was held at Carbonateville on the evening of January 15, to recommend to 

the governor a person to be appointed commissioner to the New Orleans Exposition. J.C. Creswell was elected chairman and S.A. Larock secretary. 

After a general expression of opinions, it was unanimously resolved (a ballot being taken) that Hon. L. Bradford Prince be recommended as the choice 
of the miners of this district for commissioner. Cyrus Wells was appointed by the chair to convey the action of the meeting to the governor, and the 

meeting then adjourned. [Weekly New Mexican Review Jan24 p.6 c.3] 

-  as witness  - 
1879September11; indenture; John H. Grady sells for $150 to William C. Rogers, Jordan B. Cottle undivided ½ int Laure No.2 (loc 12July79), W side McKenzie Mt; witness 

Candelario Martinez, John C. Creswell; certified 11Sept79 by Luciano Baca Clerk of P.Court, recorded 11September1879 [Locations & Mining Deeds A#15405 p. 546] 
1880March22 (commence); Joseph Morgan, Robert J. Maxwell, Edmund J. Doran sell to A. James Sterling (<to do shaft work sufficient to secure a patnet thereon and get 

up for the uses of said parties and outstanding Mexican Grants on said mine, if the same can be procured by reasonable diligence); undivided ½ Resumption mine, 
bounded NE by Hawkeye, SE by Lone Star & US Grant, SW by owned by Freeman  & Bro, W&NW by owned by Lottie Pierce et al, in LCMD; entered into 20Mar80 at 
Carbonateville, signature “by R.J. Maxwell his agent A.James Sterling”; attest John C. Creswell, John M. Thomson [Locations & Mining Deeds B#15406 p.315] 

1880August18; indenture; Arthur W. Smith (sig = South) of LCMD sells for $100 to Wm C. Rogers, Jordan B. Cottle of Carbonateville LCMD undivided ½ int Kate Lode, (loc 
1Dec79 b.B p.204) ¾ mi E of McKenzie Mt, directly NE of Grand Reserve lode, undivided ½ int Lorne (loc 10Jan80 b.2 p.54) ¾ mi E of Turquoise Mtn, in LCMD; 
presence John C. Crenwell, certify 18Aug80 N.B. Laughlin Notary Public [Locations & Mining Deeds C#15407 p.412] 

1880 n.d. 24August? (reloc); D.C. Hyde; Vista Grande lode <still to be known as, 3½ mi NE of Carbonateville or Turquoise City as it is now called, 1½ mi from Bonanza City 
on what is lately known as the Marshall Hills, relocated for reason of Mining Laws not having been complied with, in LCMD sometimes called Gonzales Mining District; 
450’NE 1050’SW 150’ea side; witness C.Wells, N.B. Laughlin, J.C. Crenaswell, recorded 1September1880 [Locations & Mining Deeds C#15407 p.423] 

1880August24 (reloc); D.C. Hyde; Old Castilian <still to be known as, about 3½ mi from Carbonateville NE, about 1½ mi from Bonanza City SE, on what is lately known as 
the Marshall Hills, relocated for reason of Mining Laws not having been complied with, in LCMD sometimes called Gonzales Mining District; 290’NE 1210’SW 150’ea 
side; witness C.Wells, N.B. Laughlin, J.C. Crewswell, recorded 1September1880 [Locations & Mining Deeds C#15407 p.424] 

1880August24 (reloc); D.C. Hyde; Primer Banco National <still to be known as, about 3½ mi NE of Carbonateville, about 1½ mi from Bonanza City SE, on what is lately 
known as the Marshall Hills, relocated for reason of Mining Laws not having been complied with, in LCMD sometimes called Gonzales Mining District; 950’NE 550’SW 
150’ea side; witness C.Wells, N.B. Laughlin, J.C. Creswell, recorded 1September1880 [Locations & Mining Deeds C#15407 p.424] 

1880August24; D.C. Hyde; Straight Flush Lode <still to be known as, about 3½ mi NE of Carbonateville, about 1½ mi from Bonanza City SE, on what is lately known as the 
Marshall Hills, relocated for reason of Mining Laws not having been complied with, in LCMD sometimes called Gonzales Mining District; 400’N 1100’S 150’ea side; 
witness C.Wells, N.B. Laughlin, J.C. Creswell, recorded 2September1880 [Locations & Mining Deeds C#15407 p.425] 

1880August24 (reloc); D.C. Hyde; Old Junction (Indian) Prospect <still to be known as, in what is recently known as Marshall Hills, 3.5mi NE of Carbonateville – now 
known as Turquoise city, 1½ mi SE of Bonanza City; relocated for reason of Mining Laws not having been complied with; 100’NE 1400’SW 150’ea side; witness C. 
Wells, N.B. Laughlin, S.C. Creswell [Locations & Mining Deeds C#15407 p.451] 

1880September21 (loc); D.C. Hyde; Chalhuitl Tunnel No.1, 3000’ easterly from W side of Chalchwitl (or Turquoise Mtn) near the opening of shaft No.2 on same mtn; 
750’ea side, 250’westerly direction and entire width for dumping purposes, hight of this Tunnel is to be 6½’ width 5’; witness John C. Creswell, recorded 
24September1880 [Locations & Mining Deeds C#15407 p.545] 

1880September21 (loc); D.C. Hyde; Chalchuitl Tunnel No.1, 3000’ in an Easterly dir from a location Stake Erected on the west side of Chalchuitl (or 
Turquoise) Mountain, near the opening of shaft No.2 on Same Mountain, and 750’ on ea side. Further 250’ Westerly for dumping purposes; height of 

this Tunnel is to be 6.5’, and the width 5’. Witness John C. Creswell; Filed for record 22Sep80 and Recorded same day N.B. Laughlin Recorder 

{Cerrillos Mining Records Book 3 p.1} 

1881January7; indenture; E.F. Curtis sells for $100 to W.C. Rogers, J.B. Cottle undivided 1/3 int Flora Lode, about ½ mi NE from Carbonateville, bounded SW by Little 
Emma Lode, in LCMD; attest John C. Creswell, certify 7Jan81 N.B. Laughlin Notary Public, recorded 1April1881 [Locations & Mining Deeds D#15408 p.392] 

 
Crews    - of Robins & Crews;  of Sierra co. 
1895April3; Black Range. Crews & Murrah have struck ore in their winze which runs from four to five ounces per ton. [SFDNM] 

1898September8; Sierra County. Robins & Crews have bought out Peter Crumrine’s interest in their famous Snake mine lease. [SFNM] 

1899January6; Hillsboro District. Ore valued at $30 per sack is being mined by Robins & Crews, leasers on the Snake mine. [SFNM] 
1899May13; Hillsboro District. The April production of the Hillsboro gold placers was purchased by the firms of Keller, Miller & Co. and Robins & Crews. 

The gold dust brought $2,890.57. [SFNM] 

1899May16; Sierra County. The Robins & Crews lease on the Snake netted $900 last week. [SFNM] 

________________________________________________________________ 

 * Crichton * 
Eveline A. Crichton    - of StaFe 

1893May5; [new corporations] The Woman’s Board of Trade & Library Association – Incorporators, Cora L. Bartlett, Louise L. Hersey, Maud L. Hurt, 
Elizabeth Hudson, Ella S. Palen, Alice M. Hickox, L. Adrienne Kirkman, Lizzie C. Drury, Sophie L.A. Koch, Nettie M. Emmert, Lida J. Beatty, Missie 

Hilgert, Susan T. Grigg, Mary Bishop, Eveline A. Crichton. Ida Rivenburg, Alice W. McLean, Ella C. Weltmer, Mary C. Prince, Florence Hughes, Belle 

Gable, Principal place of business, Santa Fe. [SFDNM] 

 
Foster P. Crichton    - of StaFe 

1894October9; Messrs. F.J. and Roy Crichton left yesterday on a camping trip to Baldy. [SFDNM] 
1895April29; The contract for erecting the flagstaff at the Santa Fe national cemetery has bee let to F.P. Crichton, of this city, at $130. It is to be sixty-five 

feet high and it is to be hoped that it will be up my Decoration day. The contracts for hardware and tools have been let to W.H. Goebel, W.A. 

McKenzie and E.D. Franz, and W.H. Soehechen will at once begin work on the temporary frame tool house. [SFDNM] 
1895May29; Veterans Harry Snyder and Jim Bentley will lead the drum corps to-morrow, assisted by Messrs. Crichton, Hogle and others. The corps will 

meet to-night at Captain Hudson’s store for practice. [SFDNM] 

1896November21; Among the applicants for the Santa Fe postmastership are Simon Nusbaum, Milo Hill and Capt. F.P. Crichton. A.J. Fischer is also 
mentioned as is T.J. Curren, the photographer. [SFDNM] 

1898November25; F.P. Crichton went up to Chamita this morning. [SFDNM] 

1900January17; Galisteo Company Getting Ready. Contract Let for a Building for Edison Concentrating Plant at Dolores. S.G. Burn, of Dolores, in South 
Santa Fe county, manager of the Galisteo Mining Company, left this morning for Las Vegas after spending a day in the capital. While here he made a 



contract with Contractor F.P. Crichton for the erection of a building at Dolores, which will house the Edison gravel concentrating plant for which so 

much is expected in the way of economical extraction of gold from the placer dirt and gravel of the Ortiz grant. The mill will be 92 feet long, 76 feet 
wide and 36 feet high. The boiler and engine, both twenty-five horse-power, have already arrived at Dolores, and will soon be placed in position. Two 

car loads of machinery are on the way to Dolores at present. The plant being erected is only an experimental one. If it accomplishes what is expected of 

it, Thomas A. Edison and family will come to Santa Fe county so that Mr. Edison can look over the  ground and choose a site for the large mill which 
the Galisteo company will then erect. ¶ Within the past few months assay rooms, offices and residences have been erected at Dolores for employes of the 

company. About thirty men are at work excavating and sinking shafts. They are piling up immense dumps of gravel, which will be treated when the 

experimental plant is ready for operations. Mr. Burn would set no date for that, as it is dependent upon a number of circumstances not in his control. 
Very soon a number of mining engineers from the east will arrive to take part in the work on the grant. ¶ There is plenty of water at Dolores for use by 

the Galisteo company. A larger reservoir has been erected at the old Dolores mill, and there is a constant supply of flowing water from several springs. 

Some work is being done on the grant by others than the Galisteo company. The Monte Christo Mining Company has about twenty-two men at work on 
the mine. Several miners are now washing gold on the grant, but they are all on old leases. The Galisteo company has given no leases as yet. [Mr. Burn 

is] confident that his company [will make] a success of the project, and [that the work] will mean much for the [business ????] not only of this city, but 

of the whole country. [SFNM] 
1900January26; F.P. Crichton will leave tomorrow for Dolores. Mondy he will start work with a force of carpenters on the building for the experimental 

Edison plant at Dolores. [SFNM] 

1900February3; Dolores, N.M., February 2. – One-half mile east of Dolores Contractor F.P. Crichton, of Santa Fe, has a force of men at work on the 
building in which the Edison method of gold extraction is to be tested. The site is an admirable one, at the head of the Arroyo Viejo. In this and the 

adjacent arroyos, after each recurring rainfall, it is the custom of the women and children of Dolores to go with big spoons and tin buckets, scoop up the 

eddies of yellow and black sand left in the wake of the storm, and wash therefrom the gold. The size of the building is 63.9x76.6 feet; 36 feet in height, 

with another 13 feet to the apex of the roof. This house is building on a foundation of gold. Every yard of earth excavated for the foundation is screened, 

the bowlders thrown aside and the screened stuff heaped up to be put through the mill when it is ready for action. The plant will be operated by 

electricity and will treat fifty tons daily. In two months or so it will be in operation. [SFNM] 
1900February5; Contractor F.P. Crichton returned Saturday from Dolores, where he is erecting a building for the experimental plant of the Galisteo 

company. Construction had to be stopped, awaiting the arrival of more lumber. Mr. Crichton left for Dolores agains this afternoon. [SFNM] 

1900March5; The Work at Dolores. F.P. Crichton, contractor, is at home from Dolores. He now has sufficient lumber to finish the experimental mill for the 
Galisteo mining company. He thinks the building will be finished in four weeks, after which the machinery, which is already on the ground will be 

placed. No other work is being done except the digging of trial shafts and taking samples of gravel from different places on the Ortiz grant. Mr. 
Crichton will return to Dolores tomorrow. [SFNM] 

1900March6; F.P. Crichton went to Dolores this afternoon where he is erecting the Edison experimental plant. [SFNM] 

1900April4; Edison Reduction Plant. The Experimental Mill At Dolores Is Ready for the Machinery. F.P. Crichton, who has charge of the carpenter work on 
the new Edison gold reduction plant at Dolores, on the famous Ortiz mine grant, came up from the south yesterday, and after voting for the candidates of 

his choice, returned to Dolores this afternoon. He reports that the frame work of the experimental plant is nearly ready to receive the machinery and 

electrical godld saving appliances expressly designed by Mr. Edison for use therein. The building is 80 feet long, 60 feet wide and about 50 feet high. A 
grand ball, attended by many people from Cerrillos, Madrid, Golden, San Pedro and Dolores, was given in this building on Saturday evening <31Mar; 

plant started 1Apr?]. The spacious hall was brilliantly lighted by electricity generated by the new lighting plant. [SFNM] 

1900April17; F.P. Crichton, who is doing the carpenter work on the Edison gold saving plant at Dolores, is at his home in Santa Fe on the sick list. [SFNM] 
1900November14; Mrs. F.P. Crichton started for Chama this forenoon to visit her daughter, Mrs. Fred J. McBride. [SFNM] 

1901April25; F.P. Crichton, the local contractor, has been awarded the contract to build a chapel and dormitory at St. Catherine’s Indian school. [SFNM] 

1903June22; F.P. Crichton spent Sunday in the city, returning to San Juan Pueblo this morning where he is building a warehouse for Meyers & Ruth, 
general store keepters at that place. [SFNM] 

1910; Foster P. Crichton, WM Montezuma Lodge [Seven Score and Ten, Hall, 2001] 
 
Robert J. Crichton    - of StaFe 
1908July23: Postmaster Paul A.F. Walter today was notified of the following advances in salaries of the local post-office force: dispatching clerk Stuart C. 

McCrimmon, from $900 to $1,000 a year; letter carrier R.J. Crichton, from $900 to $1,000; distributing clerk Vincente Alarid, from $600 to $800, and janitor 
Vivian Griego, from $400 to $500. [SFNM 100yrs] 

1908February13: William Hesch and Frederick W. Polmteaux are today taking the examination for letter carrier and Post-Office clerk. The examining board 
consists of Charles J. Parsons, R.J. Crichton and Frank Chaves. [SFNM 100yrs] 

1914; Robert J. Crichton, WM Montezuma Lodge [Seven Score and Ten, Hall, 2001] 
1914July23; Lodge#19 - R.J. Crichton, Fred H. McBride, M.T. Dunlary, John W. Mays, Lucus Dills, C.F. Kanen, Harry P., C.F. Towne, C.E. Linny, Bros McHughes, De Lallo, 

McNulty, Turner, Newhouse, Towne – visits Stephens, Robinson, Hanna, Paul, Wickham, Tower, Grand, Laclurer, Kelly, Raynalds, Brown, Connar, Sanfard, Hall, 
Cheyney, Halen, DDGM Salamon Spitz, Jackson [Book#2 Cerrillos Records] 

 
Roy J. Crichton    - of StaFe, Los Angeles 

1892September12; The Santa Fe junior base ball team… Bert Ward, Will Kuoll, S. Ashford, Arthur Skinner, Roye Crighton, S. Ceriel, Gus O’Brien, Claire 
Webber and Redgie McKenzie. [SFDNM] 

1894October9; Messrs. F.J. and Roy Crichton left yesterday on a camping trip to Baldy. [SFDNM] 

1895September21; Messrs. Edgar Willson and Roy Crichton, two bright young men, have gone to Del Norte, Colo., to attend the Presbyterian college at 
that place. [SFDNM] 

1896October17; The Chautauqua Club. The Ben Hurr Chautauqua class held its initial meeting of the new year at the home of Mrs. N.B. Laughlin on Friday 

evening. ¶ The following officers were elected for the ensuing year: W.H. Pope, president; Mrs. Jacob Weltmer, vice-president; Mrs. J.T. Newhall, 
secretary, and Miss Gulliford, leader for three months. ¶ The following new members wer admitted: Mr. and Mrs. H.B. Hersey, Mrs M.J. Church, Mr. 

and Mrs. C.A. Spiess, Miss Dickson and Roy Crichton. [SFDNM] 
1909August20: R.J. Crichton of Los Angles is a visitor in the city. Mr. Crichton is an old resident of Santa Fe, having lived here 23 years ago and this is the first 

time he has been here in 20 years. He furnished material used in the Scottish Rite building. [SFNM 100yrs] 

1914January16; Advertisement — I.A. Hughes, President; C.L. Pollard, Secretary; R.J. Crichton, Manager & Treasurer. SANTA FE Lumber and Transfer Co. (Incorporated) 
Headquarters for Lumber of every description. Shingles, Cement, Plaster, Roofing and Building Materials of Every Description. AGENTS FOR THE FAMOUS DAWSON 
COAL. General transfer business and storage. Your Business Solicited Foot of Montezuma Ave. 

________________________________________________________________ 
 



Louisa Crick    - Cerrillos  <see also Krick 
1897April23; Baptism – Louisa Crick, by Rev L.L. Gladney [Church Register of the Cerrillos ME Church] 

 
Opal Crider    - Madrid 
1943October20; Finishing their first year of organization, the Madrid Women’s club members met last week at the home of Rosalie Franks. ¶ The business session of the 

meeting was confined to a review of the club’s activities during the past year, read by the secretary, Evelyn Tackitt. Work done by the club consisted of sewing done by 
members for the Santa Fe chapter of the Red Cross, gathering and contributing various items for use at Bruns General hospital, and subscribing to a magazine for the 
boys at Bruns General hospital. A letter of thanks from a hospital officer to the club was read by the secretary. ¶ Social highlights of the year were a luncheon at La 
Fonda, a picnic for members’ families on Easter Sunday, the ravioli supper at Annie Huber’s home, the surprise party for Annie and Oscar Huber on their wedding 
anniversary, and the luncheon at Evelyn Tackitt’s home in Cerrillos. The original name of the club was changed from Madrid Helpers club to the U.F. club. Officers 
elected for the coming year are: president, Evelyn Tackitt; vice-president, Annie Huber; secretary, Lucille Jago; treasurer, Janey Husler. The outgoing president, Opal 
Criker, presented each member with a hand-made booklet history of the club. ¶ Members attending the meeting were Opal Crider, Marye Garcia, Annie Huber, Janey 
Husler, Evelyn Tackitt, Lucille Jago and the hostess, Rosalie Franks. Miss Marie Adrian of Trinidad, Colo., sister of the hostess, assisted her in serving refreshments. 
[SFNM] 

________________________________________________________________ 

 * Cripple * 
CRIPPLE CREEK & ALASKA GOLD MINING COMPANY    - Abq 

1898June17; Charles W. Wallace, Richard F. Ferguson and William Barlow, residents of the state of Colorado, have organized the Cripple Creek & Alaska 
Gold Mining company under the laws of the territory of New Mexico, and filed articles of incorporation in Secretary Wallace’s office. The purposes of 

incorporation are to conduct a general mining and prospecting business in any and all parts of the United States and territories, dealing in real estate, 

building and operating wagon roads and railroads. Captial stock, $50,000: principal place of business in New Mexico is located at Albuquerque, and 
G.W. Stubbs has been designated as resident agent. [SFNM]   

 

CRIPPLE CREEK DEEP MINING, DRAINAGE & REVENUE TUNNEL COMPANY    - Cripple CreekCO 
1897April16; Late Corporations. The Cripple Creek Deep Mining, Drainage & Revenue Tunnel Company. – The objects for which the company is created 

are principally to purchase, own, operate and carry forward the Cripple Creek Deep Mining & Revenue Tunnel and tunnel site, located in the Cripple 
Creek mining district, El Paso county, Colo., and to generally engage in the business of mining. The capital stock is $10,000,000 and the directors are 

Allen B. Kiler, Edward Kiler, Fred H. Thompson all of Denver, and John Creighton and C.F. Graves of Magdalena, N.M., who are also the 

incorporators. The company expects to operate in Magdalena, N.M., and in other portions of the territory as well as in Colorado, carrying on a general 
mining business. [SFDNM] 

 

CRIPPLE CREEK GOLD MINING, TUNNEL & DRAINAGE COMPANY    - Cripple CreekCO 
1897January8; The following corporations have filed articles under the laws of New Mexico. The Cripple Creek Gold Mining, Tunnel & Drainage 

Company. Incorporators, H.L. Thompson, C.H. Lewis and James Owen, of Cripple Creek, and J.H. Sutherlin and A.B. Renehan, of Santa Fe; objects; 

operating mines and reducing ores; life, fifty years; capital stock, $5,000,000; directors, same as incorporators; principal office, Cripple Creek, Colo., 

New Mexico office, Santa Fe, with J.H. Sutherlin as agent. [SFDNM] 

________________________________________________________________ 
 
John Crisco    - Cerrillos 

1893July24; At the Exchange: John Crisco, Cerrillos. [SFDNM] 

________________________________________________________________ 

 * Crisp * 
W. Benson Crisp    - of NJ & Bland 

1898March14; Joseph Coram, Larkin T. Trull, Simon H. Stern, Charles E. Rushmore, W. Benson Crisp, Robert Wheelan and Howard S. Gans have 

organized an incorporated under the laws of the state of New Jersey the Cochiti Gold Mining company, and filed a certified copy of the articles of 
incorporation in Secretary Wallace’s office. The objects of incorporation are: To acquire, own, operate, open and work any mine or mines, mining 

claims or mining properties, or mines containing mineral substances and especially gold mines located in the territory of New Mexico and elsewhere 

throughout the United States; to erect, construct, operate and maintain any mills, concentrators smelters and any and all machinery for the operation of 
mines, or for the treatment of ores; to construct, maintain and operate railroads, tramways, roadways, bridges, canals, aqueducts, dams, sluiceways and 

especially to construct, maintain, operate and equip a line of railroad from any point in the Cochiti mining district in the territory of New Mexico to 
connect with any railroad in said territory, and to this end to purchase, take, lease or otherwise acquire lands, rolling stock or other property as may be 

deemed necessary for the above purposes; to own and acquire water rights and supplies, timber lands and timber; to engage in, conduct and carry on an 

importing and exporting business and to generally engage in and conduct a wholesale and retail mercantile business, and to engage in such other lawful 
transactions as the business of the company may require. Captial stock, $1,500,000, and principal office located in Jersey City, N.J. The principal place 

of business in New Mexico is located at Bland, and T.L. Merrill is named as the resident agent. [SFNM] 

 
Wayland Crisp  (b.TX 1896>    - wife is Ruth Crisp (b.TX 1897>;  of Golden 
1920January16_census: Golden Village house 8; Wayland Crisp, Ranch foreman, 24 y-o, renting, b.TX, wife, Ruth, 23 y-o, b.TX; 2boarder, A.H. Hill, Ranch helper, 23, 

single, b.TX, Ora Seaton, Ranch helper, 20, single, b.WY.  

________________________________________________________________ 

 * Crist *   - see also Chris 
A. B. Crist    - of Chicago & Raton 
1895May24; The World Progressive Mining & Milling company has been incorporated by filing articles in the office of Secretary Miller. The incorporators 

are T.J. Ryan, of San Francisco; A.B. Crist, of Chicago; H.W. Gilbert, R.P. March, L.H. Ball, of Raton. Captial stock $2,000,000. Principal place of 

business Raton. [SFDNM] 

 
Jacob H. Crist  (b.LouisvillePA 1855>    - of StaFe & Monero 



1855; born in Louisville, PA 
1884; arrives in Rio Arriba Co NM as new superintendent of Monero Coal and Coke Co 
1888February1; Crist removed as super, replaced by mining expert Alex Bowie – Crist becomes bitter Catron enemy 
1890May20; Hon. Walter J. Davis, the local editor of the Santa Fe Weekly Sun, yesterday disposed of his interest in the paper to J.H. Crist, and departed last 

night for Denver. The latter city Mr. Davis expects to make his future home. [SFDNM] 

1890November20; At the Exchange: J.H. Crist and wife, Chama. [SFDNM] 

1891October22; Hon. Stephen B. Elkins, Dear Sir:- The Santa Fe Board of Trade and all the citizens of Santa Fe send sincere and most hearty congratulations upon your 
well merited appointment to the Cabinet Office of Secretary of War of this great republic, one of the few prominent and highly responsible and important positions in this 
country. Respectfully your obedient servants, (Signed) Santa Fe Board of Trade, by Edward C. Bartlett, President, - attest, Geo W. Knaebel, Secretary; Sol Spiegelberg; 
Marx Frost; J. Howard Vaugh; W.T. Thornton; J.P. Victory; R.E. Twitchell; B.M. Read; H.L. Ortiz; L.H. Hughes; Wm M. Berger; R.H. Longwill, M.D.; W.S. Harrison, M.D.; 
John Symington, M.D.; Wm H. Griffin; Cad Griffin; Trinidad Alarid; Elias Brevoort; E.L. Bartlett; August Kirchner; T.B. Catron; J.R. Armiga; Pedro Perea; J.H. Christ; C.H. 
Gildersleeve; A. Staab; Wedeles & Eldork; Jake Weltmer; Bert Call; Enos Andrews; C.F.A. Fischer; Jose D. Senor; J.B. Lamy; Rt. Rev J.B. Salponte; Seligman Bros.; 
Felipe Selgado, and all the citizens and residents the city. [Elkins papers 728] 

1893April10; Juan J. Ortiz, Ella C. Weltmer, J.H. Crist, Board of Examiners [certification for school teachers]. [SFDNM] 

1894January4; Frost sells New Mexican to Thornton Democrats, merges with SF Weekly Sun (of D.A. Jacob H. Crist); George H. Cross general news editor 
1894January6; J.H. Crist does not take an editorial position on the New Mexican, and having sold the Sun to the combine will devote his time to the 

practice of the law. Mr. Crist is a forcible writer and a pleasant gentleman, and he has the good wishes of the prublishers of the territory. – Albuquerque 
Citizen. [SFDNM] 

1894April5; “Doctor” D.A. Covert was arrested this morning by Constable Manuel Lobato on a warrant sworn out by District Attorney Crist before Justice 

Nemecio Armijo, of precinct No.18. The charge was practicing medicine without a license. He will have a hearing to-morrow. [SFDNM] 

1894July25; County Superintendent J.J. Ortiz, J.H. Crist and Mrs. Jacob Weltmer, who were by Judge Seeds assigned to the duty of examining applicants 

for certificates to teach in the public schools of this county… Gerald E. Norton, 1st grade; Miss Fannie McNulty, Miss Abigail ??phine, Miss Ella M. 

Berger and Miss Leonora Warning, 2nd grade; Miss Lucia Tompkins and Ray McDonald, 3rd grade. The examination lasted two days and was very 
thorough. [SFDNM] 

1894August28; …names of persons constituting the Democratic county committee… 3.Santa Fe, J.P. Victory; 4.Santa Fe, Jose Ortiz y Baca; 6.Cienega, 

Apolonio Rael; 7.Cerrillos, Wm E. Dame; 8.Galisteo J. Leyba; 10.Dolores, Daniel Taylor; 11.Golden, J.B. Evans; 13.Glorieta, Francisco Lucero; 
17.Santa Fe, J.H. Crist. [SFDNM] 

1895February4; Mr. J.H. Crist leaves to-morrow morning for Lumberton, N.M., to take evidence in an important land contest affecting title to 160 acres 

immediately adjoining that prosperous little city. [SFDNM]  
1895March7; White Ash Verdict. That Death-Dealing Explosion Attributed to Insufficient Air in the Mine. Special to the New Mexican. Cerrillos, March 7. 

– The coroner’s jury empaneled to investigate the cause of the death of the twenty-four miners in the White Ash disaster, commenced its work on 

Monday morning. The jury was composed of W.C. Rogers, O. Alexander, E.B. Ames, D.L. Miller, Richard Green and M.P. Brown, with Justice of the 
Peace H.C. Kinsell acting as coroner. District Attorney Crist, with a stenographer, was on hand to conduct the investigation at the request of Acting 

Coroner Kinsell. R.E. Twitchell looked after the company’s interests, and Neill B. Field, with stenographer, was present, his purpose being to establish 

grounds for damage suits on behalf of the sufferers. Night sessions were held and twenty-one witnesses testified on Monday and Tuesday. On 
Wednesday a thorough inspection of the mine was made. A complete and rigid examination was had. ¶ The jury retired at 4 p.m. yesterday and at 11:30 

last night returned a verdict to the effect that the deaths had been caused by an explosion of gas and after-damp, caused by insufficient air passing 

through the fourth left back entry of the mine, that air course having been obstructed by water. [SFDNM] 
1895July22; District Attorney J.H. Crist has returned from a business trip to northern New Mexico and southern Colorado. He reports good progress made 

on the Biggs company’s lumber railroad. [SFDNM] 

1895August20; DA Jacob H. Crist files charges with the Sup Court asking that Catron be disbarred. 
1895August20; In the territorial supreme court this morning something of a sensation was developed when District Attorney J.H. Crist presented a mass of 

papers, affidavits, etc., charging T.B. Catron and Chas A. Spiess with violation of their duties as attorneys and obligations as officers of the court 
growing out of their conduct of the case of the territory against the Borrego gang, assassins of ex-Sheriff Frank Chavez. [SFDNM] 

1895August29; The matter of Francisco Delgado against the Cerrillos Coal & Iron company and the Cerrillos Coal Railroad company, wherein the 

complainant asks for an injunction, the appointment of a receiver and an accounting pending settlement at law of the question of his ownership of one-
thirty-sixth interest in the coal properties operated by the companies named, came up before Judge Laughlin in chambers this forenoon. Mr. R.E. 

Twitchell represented the coal companies and Judge H.L. Warren and Mr. J.H. Crist represented Mr. Delgado. The court has the matter under 

advisement. [SFDNM] 
1895September11; Mr. J.H. Crist came home from Raton this morning. [SFDNM] 

1895September17; In the matter of the case of the Territory against Ross Griffith, charged with assault with intent to kill one Phillips at Madrid, on 

Saturday night, came up for a preliminary hearing before Justice Tomas Smith, this morning. The defendant appeared in court with his counsel, Mr. 
Chas F. Easley, and, upon hearing the charges, entered a plea of not guilty. The court then continued the case until the 27th inst., so as to afford District 

Attorney Crist an opportunity to be present. Meanwhile the defendant is at large on the bond previously furnished. [SFDNM] 

1895September20; Notice to Teachers. In compliance with a resolution passed by the territorial board of education, notice is hereby given that the county 
board of education will meet at the court house in the city of Santa Fe on September 27 and 28, 1895, for the purpose of examining applicants for 

teachers’ certificates. Under the ruling of the territorial board first grade certificates are only good for two years and second and third grade certificates 

for one year from date of issue. J.H. Crist, Maud L. Hurt, Cosme Herrera, Board of County Examiners. [SFDNM] 

1895September28; Judge Laughlin, Clerk Wyllys, District Attorney Crist and Stenographer Renehan returned from San Juan county last night. Mr. Rafael 

Romero, interpreter, came through with the court party as far as Barrancas, where he stopped off for the purpose of going over to Ojo Caliente for a few 

days. [SFDNM] 
1895September30; Teachers Examined. County Superintendent Herrera, Mrs. Maud L. Hurt and District Attorney Crist… Miss Schneppel, Mr. McDonald, 

Candido Ortiz, Pablo Padilla, Luciano Valdez, and Narciso Lujan, of Santa Fe… [SFDNM] 

1896February7; [County commissioners] The following accounts were audited and paid: J.H. Crist, district attorney, $33.33; H.B. Cartwright, treasurer, 
$27.50; John Hampel, services, $9.52; Manuel Valdez, ex-assessor, $529.51; A.P. Hill, clerk, $83.25; …W.P. Cunningham, sheriff, $334.50; Cayetano 

Garcia, jailer, $50; Jose A. Martinez, jailer, $50; Dudrow & Davis, coal, $37.50; C.W. Dudrow, county commissioner, $41.67; W.C. Rogers, county 

commissioner, $46.23; Pedro A. Lujan, county commissioner, $43.77; Apolonio Chavez, probate judge, $50; Esiquio Chavez, services, $44.25; 
Patrocinio Lopez, janitor, $41.50... [SFDNM] 

1896March24; District Attorney J.H. Crist returned last night from a business trip to Rio Arriba county. [SFDNM] 



1896March25; …an eviction in favor of Messrs. J.H. Crist and N.B. Laughlin against Dr. Craig for the sum of $560  Sheriff Felix Garcia, of Rio Arriba 

county, on February 5 last, sold the hoisting plant, cable, engine house, coal dumps, etc., to T.C. Jones, who bought the property in behalf of Messrs. 
Crist and Laughlin. When Mr. Jones went to take possession he found that Dr. Craig had securely locked the property up and down and had, it is alleged, 

placed his employes inside the engine house and armed them with rifles. Mr. Crist sued out a writ of repleven. This was served by the sheriff on Dr. 

Craig at his home on Thursday, but when the officer reached the coal dump he found two or three armed men in charge behind locked doors. The sheriff 
ordered them out but they refused to budge. He threatened to break down the door; still they refused to come out and surrender. ¶ About 5 o’clock that 

evening the sheriff directed his deputy, Keys, to take position on the coal dump and to permit no one to enter onto the property, and to arrest the men 

inside in case they came out. About dusk one of Craig’s employes arrived with supper for those who were on guard inside the engine house. The fellow 
refused to keep off the property and was arrested, and at this juncture someone inside the house fired through a window and Deputy Sheriff Keys 

tumbled over in a heap. He says he saw Stowell fire at him. Keys was cared for by friends, and may survive, though his condition is critical. Dr. Craig’s 

men still hold the property. Five of his men have been arrested and are held to await the result of Keys’ wound. Their names are T.N. Stowell; Perry 
Craig, Wm Hampton, Harry Hughes and Apolonio Martinez. They will have a preliminary hearing on Tuesday next. In the meantime other plans for 

executing the judgment of the court and securing control of the property are being arranged. There may be more bloodshed before the affair is settled. 

[SFDNM] 
1896March31; On Tuesday, March 19, Deputy Sheriff William L. Keys was shot at the Monero coal mine, long in controversy between J.H. Crist and 

Pascal Craig, in attempting to take possession of the property under an order of the district court. Perry Craig, Thomas N. Stowell, William Hampton, 

Frank Reynolds and Apolonio Martinez were the persons implicated in the shooting and in resisting the decree of the court as to surrendering possession 
of the mine. ¶ Judge Smith ordered the arrest of the men named for contempt of court and warrants for their apprehension were placed in the hands of 

Sheriff Cunningham. [SFDNM] 

1896April3; District Attorney Crist and Stenographer Renehan returned last night from Monero, whither they went the first of the week to attend the 

preliminary hearing of the five persons accused of assault with intent to kill Deputy Sheriff Keys at the Monero coal mine. ¶ T.N. Stowell was bound 

over to the grand jury in the sum of $1,200 and Perry Craig and William Hampton were bound over in ths sum of $800 each. ¶ The charge against Frank 

Reynolds and Apolonio Martinez, alleging participation in the shooting, was dismissed, but they are still held with the other three defendants on the 
charge of contempt of court. [SFDNM] 

1896May14; Messrs. T.N. Stowell and William Hampton, under arrest for contempt of court in connection with the Monero coal mine trouble, appeared 

before Judge Laughlin this morning, pleaded guilty and both were sentenced to three months in the Rio Arriba county jail. Upon representations by 
District Attorney Crist that there were mitigating circumstances, the judge suspended the sentence for the present. Perry Craig, who is accused of being 

the instigator of the trouble, excaped from jail at Tierra Amarilla and has not been captured. [SFDNM] 
1896May16; District Court. H.O. Willis, of San Juan county, was appointed examiner to take proofs in the chancery case of William Yule against J.H. Crist. 

[SFDNM] 

1896May23; Hon. J.H. Crist and wife have spent the week at Monero, Rio Arriba county. They return home Monday afternoon. [SFDNM] 
1896June3; District Attorney Crist left this morning for Monero to look after his extensive coal interests there. He will be absent ten days. [SFDNM] 

1896June12; District Attorney Crist returned from Monero yesterday afternoon. [SFDNM] 

1896July17; The following corporations have filed articles… The Rio Arriba Coal Company – Incorporators, E.A. Fiske, A.B. Renehan and J.H. Crist; 
ofjects, acquiring and operating coal mines; capital stock, $50,000; life, fifty years; directors, same as incorporators; principal place of business, Monero, 

Rio Arriba county. [SFDNM] 

1896September1; District Attorney Crist returned yesterday afternoon from a visit to his coal mine at Monero. [SFDNM] 
1897June1; The Benton Mine. temporary Injunction Granted and a Custodian Appointed. In the case of the suit against W.E. Dame, administrator for the 

estate of the late E. Huhn of San Francisco, and C.F. Easley of this city, and W.H. McBroom of Colorado Springs, praying that a bond and lease contract 

given the two latter by Dame on the Benton Gold mine be vacated, that Dame be removed as administrator of the Huhn estate and that a receiver be 
appointed for the Benton mine. Judge Laughlin yesterday denied a motion for continuance interposed by Mr. J.H. Crist, counsel for defendant Easley, 

and further ordered that Mr. Chas S. Cravey take charge of the mine as custodian and hold it in exclusive custody to abide the further order of the court, 

in the meantime restraining the defendants from further interference with the property. ¶ The complainants in this case are the U.S. Land & Colonization 
company and Wilson Waddingham of Philadelphia, represented by John H. Knaebel Esq. of Denver. [SFDNM] 

1897July2; District Attorney J.H. Crist returned yesterday from a trip to Monero. [SFDNM] 

1897July14; J.H. Crist went to Monero this morning to look after his coal mining interests, and will be absent until next week. [SFDNM] 
1897July29; District Attorney J.H. Crist returned yesterday from northern New Mexico. [SFDNM] 

1897July30; Mr. J.H. Crist leaves tomorrow morning over the Denver & Rio Grande for a trip to Monero in connection with his coal interests. [SFDNM] 

1897September1; District Attorney J.H. Crist returned yesterday afternoon from a visit to the coal mines of which he is manager at Monero. [SFDNM] 
1897September27; Judge Laughlin and Clerk Gildersleeve have returned from attending District court in San Juan county. District Attorney Crist and 

Stenographer A.B. Renehan stopped at Monero to study “black diamonds.” [SFDNM] 

1898February1; J.H. Crist, Esq., went to Monero this morning on business connected with the coal mines at that place. [SFNM] 
1898February23; District Attorney Crist returned from Monero over the D.&R.G. last night. [SFNM] 

1898April4; District Attorney J.H. Crist returned from Monero on Saturday afternoon and reports that he will return to his coal mines in Rio Arriba county 

as soon as possible. The gentleman filed a fat budget of accounts with the county clerk this forenoon. [SFNM] 
1898June8; At the Exchange: Mrs. A.L. Frees, J.H. Crist and wife, Monero... [SFNM] 

1898June18; J.H. Crist, of the Monero Coal company, has arranged to build extensive coal bins in the D.&R.G. railway yards here, and the work of 

construction will begin next week. He has several of the largest Santa Fe contracts for furnishing coal, including the penitentiary, federal building and 

Indian school. Scales will also be put in near the bins and a general local business solicited. J.N. Lambertson will act as local manager. [SFNM] 

1898October4; At the Exchange: J.H. Crist, Monero... [SFNM] 

1898October5; Ex-District Attorney J.H. Crist and wife left for Monero today over the D.&R.G. [SFNM] 
1898December12; Manager J.H. Crist, of the Monero Coal Company, is in town today on court business, and is a guest at the Exchange. – At the Exchange: 

J.H. Crist, Monero… [SFNM]   

1898December14; No.3641. John H. Sloan vs. Jacob H. Crist; dismissed. [SFNM] 
1898December14; J.H. Crist, of Monero, who has been in town a day or two on court business, returned north this morning. [SFNM] 

1898December20; Mrs. J.H. Crist came down from Monero last night and registered at the Exchange. She will remain in town for the remainder of the 

winter. – At the Exchange: Mrs. J.H. Crist, Monero… [SFNM] 
1899Jaunary12; J.H. Crist, manager of the Monero coal mines, who has been in this city a short time on legal business, returned this morning north over the 

narrow gauge. [SFNM] 

1899March28; Manager J.H. Crist of the coal mines at Monero, is in the city for a few days. [SFNM] 



1899March31; Manager J.H. Crist, of the Monero coal mines, went north this morning over the Denver and Rio Grande with his wife and son. Mr. Crist will 

leave his family at Denver for the present, as it is easier for him to reach that city from Monero than Santa Fe, and later will take Mrs. Crist east for her 
health. [SFNM] 

1899November14; At the Exchange: J.H. Crist, Monero; W.T. Shelton, Silver City… [SFNM] 

1900February27; Hon. Charles F. Easley, chairman of the Democratic central committee, this morning issued a call for the meeting of the committee March 
17 at Santa Fe. …the following members: O.N. Marron, George F. Albright, Bernalillo; G.A. Richardson, Lucius Dills, Chaves; J.F. Hutchinson, C.N. 

Blackwell, Colfax; F.C. Mattison, Pinito Pino, Dona Ana; J.O. Cameron, Eddy; J.A. Mahoney, L.A. Skelly, Grant; Lorenzo Labadie, Ramon Dodge, 

Guadalupe; Martin Chaves, J.F. Hinkle, Lincoln; J.D. McGrath, Macario Gallegos, Mora; Henry Grant, Felix Garcia, Rio Arriba; J.C. Hubbard, L.C. 
Grove, San Juan; Charles F. Easley, Marcelino Garcia, Santa Fe; August Reingardt, W.O. Thompson, Sierra; August Rouiller, John Greenwald, Socorro; 

Aloys Liebert, Julian A. Martines, Taos; Luis A. C. de Baca, Olin E. Smith, Union; Jose G. Chaves, Valencia; at large – Antonio Joseph, Neill B. Field, 

W.S. Hopewell, Matias Contreras, N.B. Laughlin, J.H. Crist, J.D.W. Veeder, M.M. Salazar, E.V. Chavez, J.W. Fleming. Otero county will probably also 
send a representative. ¶ The officers… A.B. Renehan, secretary… [SFNM] 

1902January9; Tony Neiss of Cerrillos, spent yesterday in Santa Fe. – Exchange: Tony Niess, Cerrillos; John Darling, Lamy; J.H. Crist, Monero. [SFNM] 

1903May18; J.H. Crist, manager of the Rio Arriba Coal Company, whose properties are located at Monero, was in the city today on business with local 
stockholders of the company. [SFNM] 

1903; The Monero mine is located in the NE.1/4 of sec.18, T.31N., R.1E., New Mexico principal base and meridian. The mine is located at Monero station, 

on the Durango branch of the Denver and Rio Grande Railroad and between Durango and Antonito, Colo., but south of the State line and in the Territory 
of New Mexico. The mine is owned and operated by the Rio Arriba Coal Company, J.H. Crist, general manager; address, Monero, Rio Arriba County, 

N.Mex. [Report of the Governor of New Mexico to the Secretary of the Interior 1903, p.416, 417] 

________________________________________________________________ 
 
William Cristman    - Grant co. 
1897March5; Miner’s Association. Call for a Meeting for the Purpose of Forming a Permanent Organization of New Mexico Miners. A number of the 

representative mining men of New Mexico met in the parlors of the Palace hotel Wednesday evening and discussed the expediency of organizing a 
miners association for New Mexico. …The following names appear among the many who attended the meetins: Hon. Antonio Joseph, Taos county; 

Hon. W.H.H. Llewellyn, Dona Ana county; Hon. Wm Cristman, Grant county; Hon. M.A. Otero, San Miguel county; Hon. F.A. Reynolds, Sierra and 

Socorro counties; Hon. A.B. Fall, Dona Ana county; Hon. Lorion Miller, Santa Fe county; ex-Governor O.A. Hadley, Mora county; Prof. W.H. Seamon, 
Socorro county; Mr. C. Hughes, Dona Ana county; Mr. J.J. Leeson, Socorro county; Mr. J.P. O’Brien, Santa Fe county; Mr. John S. Clark, San Miguel 

county; Hon. J.G. Fitch, Socorro county; Hon. Ralph E. Twitchell, San Miguel county. [SFDNM] 

 

CRISTOBAL GOLD & SILVER MINING COMPANY    - Taos co. 
1896July21; …the following new corporations filed articles with the territorial secretary this morning. ¶ Rio Hondo Copper Mining Company – 

Incorporators, Thomas B. Gillespie and Wilber F. Smith, residents of Taos, and William B. Cameron, a resident of Amizett, all being citizens of the 

United States, except Mr. Gillespie, who has declared his intention to become such; objects, acquiring and operating mines and reducing ores in New 

Mexico and particularly in Taos county; capital stock, $5,000,000; life, fifty years; directors, Thomas B. Gillespie, Wilber F. Smith, William B. 
Cameron and Gustavus S.L. Smith, of Oregon; principal place of business, Santa Fe, with Geo W. Knaebel as resident agent. ¶ The Cristobal Gold & 

Silver Mining company – Incorporators, same as above; objects, acquiring and operating mining properties and reducing ores in New Mexico and 
particularly in Taos county; capital stock $2,000,000; life, fifty years; directors, Thomas B. Gillespie, Wilber F. Smith, William Fraser and William B. 

Cameron, of Taos county; principal place of business, Santa Fe, with Geo W. Knaebel as resident agent. ¶ As noted in these columns yesterday these 

corporations are backed by almost unlimited money and mean to make things hum in Taos county. [SFDNM] 

1896July21; Corporations Organized Under the General Incorporation Law, 1868-1904. Cristobal Gold and Silver Mining Company. Date of filing July 21, 1896, 50yrs, Santa 
Fe, Capital stock 2,000,000 [NMBlueBook 1905, p.198] 

 
C. A. Critchett    - of El Paso 
1906April11; Alma North marries in El Paso George Ferguson, assayer working for mining company at Mapimi; George goes into partnership with C.A. 

Critchett, his bro-in-law, in the Custom Assay Office which continued for forty-five years in El Paso. [per John L. “Jack” Ferguson] 

 
M. Critchfield    - St. Louis, Algodones 
1901April25; The Western Union Oil company is capitalized at $1,000,000. The directors of the company are the following: H. Allen Bradford of St. Louis; 

A.J. Frank of Algodones, J.B. Bradford, M. Critchfield of St. Louis; Hon. Lloyd Posey of New Orleans; F.J. Stutesman, Chicago; W.N. Morrison, St. 

Louis; J.W. Howard, Denver; A.G. Campbell, St. Louis, Mo. [SFNM] 

 
William E. Crites    - of Las Vegas 

1896February21; The following corporations have filed articles... The Las Vegas Mining & Prospecting Company – Objects, acquiring and operating mines 

and mining machinery; capital stock, $150,000; life, fifty years; incorporators and directors, Wm S. Standish, Wm E. Crites, Ira H. Hunsaker, Joseph 
Haefner and Thomas E. Blauvelt, of Las Vegas; principal office, Las Vegas. [SFDNM] 

 
E. G. Crittenden    - Dolores & CO 
1900May3; E.G. Crittenden, who was recently employed as a carpenter on the Edison mill at Dolores in south Santa Fe county has been appointed carpenter 

at the United States Indian school at Grand Junction, Colo., and expects to leave for the scene of his future labors over the Denver & Rio Grande railroad 

in the morning. [SFNM] 

 
J. B. Croak    - Ortiz Mine grant 
1881May5(loc); J.B. Croak, locator Virginia Load Mining Claim ¾ mi due S of Ortiz RR Station, adjoining the Ortiz Grant on the E, 500’SW 1000’NE 

300’ea side, Ortiz MD, rec 8Aug81 [b.E p.480] 

________________________________________________________________ 

 * Crocker * 
B. S. Crocker    - NM&SP RR contractor 



1879November; NM&SP RR, Lamy to StaFe; A. A. Robinson, Chief Engineer. P. F. Randall, Locating Engineer, S. W. Lee, Engineer in charge of Bridge. B. S. Crocker, 
Resident Engineer in charge of Construction. Grading began November, 1879. McCardy & Harmon, W. Cox and several others were the Contractors. The track reached 
Santa Fe, February 9, 1880. Turned over to the Operating Department February 16, 1880, on which date the first regular train was run. [Meade’s Manual] 

 
Dr. M. M. Crocker    - Grant co. 
1901September18; Dr. M.M. Crocker and W.D. Griffith have sold a number of valuable mining claims at Shakespeare, Grant county, to a party of 

Pennsylvania capitalists. [SFNM] 

________________________________________________________________ 
 
C. C. Crockett    - of Abq 

1896August7; The colored residents of Santa Fe, all of whom take more or less interest in politics, are looking to hear some lively news from Boston at an 
early day. On Monday next a national convention of colored men will be held there. The delegate from New Mexico is C.C. Crockett, of Albuquerque. 

[SFDNM] 

 
Samuel Cronch    - Cerrillos 

1897July1; At the Bon-Ton; Samuel Cronch, Cerrillos... [SFDNM] 

 
Joseph B. Cronin    - DaytonOH 
1901October10; D.A. Walker, of Columbus, O.; William Z. McDonald of New York; Joseph B. Cronin of Dayton, O.; Dr. W.A. Dorland and Dr. C.R. 

Luton of Grand Rapids, Mich., and A.R. Gibson of Santa Fe, all heavily interested in New Mexico mining propositions, returned yesterday from a trip to 

the southern part of the territory where they looked after their mining interests. – Palace: T.B. Neeley, New York; D.A. Walker, Columbus, O.; William 
Z. McDonald, New York; Joseph B. Cronin, Dayton, O.; W.A. Dorland, Grand Rapids; C.R. Luton, Grand Rapids… [SFNM] 

 

A. D. Cronk    - of StaFe 
1880September18; Santa Fe Livery, Feed Exchange Sale Stable, Swope & Cronk, Proprietors... [ad in SFDNM] 

1880November24; Messrs. Swope & Cronk returned yesterday from Denver, where they have been for several days. [SFDNM] 

1880December11; At the office of Swope & Cronk’s livery stable was visible a very fine piece of ore from the Aztec, in Cerrillos, owned by Swope, Fenderson and Governor 
Wallace. The specimen was one of a carbonate formation assaying well in gold and silver and taken from the mine at a depth of thirteen feet. Swope has been made a 
very good offer for his third interest of the mine, but instead of selling he is trying to buy out his associates. [SFDNM] 

1880December24; Articles of incorporation of the Santa Fe Bonanza Mining and Tunnel Company have been filed. The capital stock of the company is fixed at $2,500,000, 
divided into 125,000 shares at a par value of $20 a share. The incorporators are S.H. Lucas, George W. Davis, Samuel T. Reed, A.D. Cronk, Cyrus Wells and 
G.Gordon Posey. The board of directors is composed of the above named gentlemen and Fred W. Clark. [SFDNM] 

1881January28; Mr. A.H. Kendall has been added to the livery stable firm of Swope & Cronk, the new firm being Swope, Cronk & Company. They now run a daily hack line 
between Santa Fe & Carbonateville. Hacks start from Santa Fe at 7:30 a.m., arriving at Carbonateville at 10:30 a.m., and returning leave Carbonateville at 2 p.m., 
arriving at Santa Fe at 5 p.m. [SFDNM] 

1881March8; A.D. Cronk, formerly one of the boys of this place, now the leading stock man of Santa Fe, New Mexico, arrived in town yesterday from 

Kansas City with thirty-six head of horses and mules. His stock was unloaded and rested here for two days, giving Cronk a chance to shake with his 
many friends. –Kinsley (Kan.) Graphic. [SFDNM] 

1881April2; Messrs Swope and Cronck received yesterday thirty splendid horses from the east. Some of them are “spankers” and good for the sore eyes 

which have been obliged to view the old bones about town. [SFDNM] 
1881April15; Mr. A.D. Cronk, of the firm of Swope and Cronk, left Santa Fe yesterday morning for Garfield, Kansas. Cronk is not in quest of horses now, 

and may be expected back this way in a week or so, no longer one of the boys, but a staid and solid man of family. [SFDNM]   

1881(May7); R.G. Abbott lien against A.D. Cronk on account of work & labor performed upon said, 10’ shaft for $50 to be paid – completed about 11Feb81, on Sitting Bull 
Lode, SW extension of Commonwealth Lode, in LCMD; sworn 7May81 before N.B. Laughlin Notary Public, recorded 7May1881 [Locations & Mining Deeds E#15409 
p. 279] 

1881May26; Santa Fe Bonanza Mining and Tunnel Co., Capital Stock, $2,500,000. Shares $20.00 Each. Stock Non-Assessable! S.T. Reed, Santa Fe, 

President, John E. Howell, Goshen, N.Y., Vice-President. G. Gordon Posey, Santa Fe, Secretary. W.C. Rogers, Carbonateville, Treasurer. Cyrus Wells, 
Carbonateville, Superintendent and General Manager. Directors – John E. Howell, G. Gordon Posey, Cyrus Wells, A.D. Cronk, S.T. Reed, W.C. 

Rogers, W.E. Cosins. [ad in SFDNM] 

1881July10; Santa Fe Livery, Feed Exchange and Sale Stable. Swope, Cronk & Co., Prop’s. Santa Fe, New Mexico [ad in SFDNM] 
1881July10; Santa Fe Bonanza Mining and Tunnel Co., Capital Stock, $2,500,000. Shares $20.00 Each. Stock Non-Assessable! S.T. Reed, Santa Fe, 

President, John E. Howell, Goshen, N.Y. Vice President, G. Gordon Posey, Santa Fe, Secretary, W.C. Rogers, Carbonateville, Treasurer, Cyrus Wells, 

Carbonateville, Superintendent and General Manager. Directors-John E. Howell, G.Gordon Posey, Cyrus Wells, A.D. Cronk, S.T. Reed, W.C. Rogers, 
W.E. Cosins. [ad in SFDNM] 

1881July31; Mr. A.D. Cronk, one of Santa Fe’s most enterprising young men, has leased the St.[?Nico]las hotel in Las Vegas and will take charge during 

the present week. [SFDNM] 
1881October26; A.D. Cronk has gone down to Socorro to look after his business interests. [SFDNM] 

1882January2; Notice is hereby given that the partnership heretofore existing under the name and style of Chapman & Cronk is this day dissolved by 

mutual consent. Harry Lewis will collect all accounts due to the firm and pay all bills. J.P. Chapman, A.D. Cronk, Santa Fe, Dec. 26, 1881. [SFDNM] 
1882January3; Socorro. Mr. A.D. Cronk, of Santa Fe, had a car load of fine horses to arrive yesterday, but was forced to go to San Marcial to unload them, 

the company refusing to do so here, because there is no chute for unloading stock. – Sun. [SFDNM] 

1882March1; Colfax County Coal. Furnished to all schools and churches at $0.50 per ton, delivered. Orders for this excellent coal can be left at Shelby, 
Swope & Cronk’s livery stable and City Book store and of T.B. Howard, agent for Raton coal. [SFDNM] 

1882April21; Messrs. Shelby, Swope and Cronk have recently shipped to Lake Valley a number of horses and mules. [SFDNM] 

1882May12; Yesterday afternoon just after the excursion train arrived at the depot, the horses attached to a hack in which a lady and gentleman were seated, 
took fright and started for a run. A.D. Cronk was in the driver’s seat, and seizing the reins endeavored to check them as quickly as possible. [SFDNM] 

1882May16; Notice is hereby given that the partnership heretofore existing between V.S. Shelby, H.F. Swope and A.D. Cronk, under the firm name of 

Shelby, Swope & Cronk, has been this day dissolved by mutual consent, and a co-partnership has been entered into by H.F. Swope, A.D. Cronk and 
H.D. Lewis under the firm name of Swope, Cronk & Co. [SFDNM] 

1882June14; A.D. Cronk and Harry Lewis, of the firm of Swope, Cronk & Co., have gone down to Albuquerque on business. [SFDNM] 



1882June25; Amount of Property Owned By the Residents of Santa Fe County. April 24, 1882. Shelby, Swope & Cronk _ 4,300 00 [SFDNM]   
1882August2; A.D. Cronk is in Albuquerque looking after the business of Swope, Cronk a& Co. [SFDNM] 
1882August19; A.D. Cronk yesterday sold his interest in the business of Swope, Cronk & Co., to A.L. Kendall. [SFDNM] 

1882August20; A.D. Cronk will move to Albuquerque at an early day. [SFDNM] 

1882August30; A.D. Cronk has again changed his mind and will not live in Albuquerque. [SFDNM] 
1884November6; ref A.D. Cronk, a former boniface of Santa Fe; at Kinsley KS [Weekly New Mexican Review p.3 c.6] 

________________________________________________________________ 

 * Cronin * 
C. E. Cronin    - Kennedy 

1903June11; Bon-Ton: C.E. Cronin, Kennedy. [SFNM] 

 
Harold Cronin     - Ortiz m.d. 
1939October; Universal Placer Corp. Running Full Time. The Universal Placer Corporation is now running three shifts. We understand that they will operate all winter, or as 

long as the weather permits. ¶ Mr. Kennedy return a few weeks ago from the coast where he was on a business trip. He is well satisfied with the progress of the work 
which is paying expenses of operation. ¶ The personnel of the Universal Placer Corp. is: Mr. James Kennedy, manager; Mr. James McCrae, superintendent of operation; 
Mr. Bill Calhoun, secretary and treasurer; Mr. Harold Cronin, superintendent of testing crew; Mr. Art Briggs, assistant to Mr. Cronin; Mr. Murry Wentworth, foreman of day 
shift; Mr. J.T. Tompoan, foreman of swing shift; Mr. Earl Downing, foreman of grave-yard shift. ¶ Last year in Dolores Springs the Universal Placer Gold Corp. came 
hunting for gold. They got their machinery and started to work, and in a few weeks they found out it was paying them nine cents a yard or more. They are still working 
and they have all the Dolores country turned upside down. [LaTurquesa v.VIII n.1, CSimoni per YolandaSandoval] 

________________________________________________________________ 

 * Crook * Crooks * 
Thomas Crooks    - Dolores 

1898December31; At the Exchange: Thos Crooks, Dolores; W.M. Dencaster, Bland... [SFNM] 

 
William Crook    - RR contractor 
1882August4; J.B. Orman, of Orman & Crook, the railroad contractors, came in from the front of the Texas, Santa Fe and Northern yesterday on business. 

[SFDNM] 

1895June1; The Farmers’ Loan and Trust Company, Complainant, vs. The Texas, Santa Fe & Northern Railroad Company, The Santa Fe Southern Railway 

Company, Thomas B. Catron, John G. Albright, Ansel F. Goodrich, Daniel Cherry and Henry A. True, co-partners as Goodrich, Cherry & Co., Ralph 
W. Scott and Joseph Whitehead, co-partners as R.W. Scott & Co., Lionel D. Saxton and Edward F. Browne, co-partners as Lionel D. Saxton & Co., 

Lionel A. Sheldon, Adam J. Hager, Robert Harvey, Administrator of the Estate of P.L. Van de Veer, deceased, Henry D. Bachelder and Edward L. 

Bachelder, surviving partners of the firm of Bachelder Brothers, Bachelder Brothers, B.M. Read, George H. Marshall, C.L. Wheeler, John Burus, A.J. 
Livingston, D. Livingston, Isaac N. Stone, Ambrosio Ortiz, Cesaria R. de Ortiz, Juan B. Lucero, Dolores O. de Lucero, James B. Orman and William 

Crook, co-partners as Orman & Crook, Charles H. Gildersleeve, The Second National Bank of New Mexico at Santa Fe, and George C. Preston, 

defendants. [SFDNM] 
1895October10; Mr. Wm Crook, of Pueblo, the well known railroad contractor, is a visitor in Santa Fe to-day. There are few better men on earth to-day than 

plain Wm Crook. He and his former associate in business, Hon. J.B. Orman, have built more miles of railroad in Colorado than any other two men. – At 

the Palace: Wm Crook, Pueblo… [SFDNM] 
1902February21; Railroad Contractors Orman and Crook are now on the construction work of the El Paso and Southwestern Railway from Carizilillo to El 

Paso. [SFNM] 

________________________________________________________________ 

 * Crosby * 
Burt Crosby    - E-town 

1893May1; At Conway’s: F.L. Wheeler, C.H. Warner, Burt Crosby, Elizabethtown. [SFDNM] 
 

C. E. Crosby    - San Pedro 

1889June20; Paul Warren, of Albuquerque, and C.E. Crosby a mining man, are registered at the Exchange. They come direct from San Pedro. [SFDNM] 

 

John Crosby    - of Cerrillos 

1891October30; John Crosby, Cerrillos, new Rustler subscriber. [The Rustler, v.IV no.26] 
1891December4; (front page ad) John Crosby. Mining Engineer and Coalery Viewer. Cerrillos, N.M. [The Rustler, v.IV no.31] 
1891December4; John Crosby, Mining Engineer and Coalery Viewer, has a card in this paper. He is an old engineer, is located at the coal fields, is a compitent judge of coal 

properties, and is always ready to make examinations and reports. [The Rustler, v.IV no.31] 
1891December11; John Crosby, consultying colliery viewer and mining engineer, Cerrillos, N.M.. [The Rustler, v.IV no.32] 

 
W. S. Crosby    - Virginia m.d. 
1882October17; We hear that W.S. Crosby, Thomas Dunn and A. Greene have sold the Gallatin mine in the Virginia district to the Lockport company for 

$25,000. [SFDNM] 

________________________________________________________________ 

 
Stuart Crosdale    - CMD 

1904; The Evelyn Gold-Copper Mining Group was being touted as having almost inexhaustible supplies of ore. An overly optimistic report was published 
by the American Gold-Copper Mining and Smelting Company (later incorporated into the Evelyn Gold-Copper Mining Group) in 1904, detailing the 

riches of this group of mines, particularly a vein of ore more than 50 feet wide. It was called a mineral empire, with abundant gold silver, copper, and 
lead; it had plentiful lumber and timber, as well as water, and a very desirable climate. In a letter written by William H. Stevens, an Albuquerque 

assayer, Stevens considered the Evelyn “the biggest mining proposition in all the broad Territory of New Mexico”. Estimates of value ranged from a half 

million to twelve million dollars. The plan was to quarry the ore with power drills and then tram it to a plant at an expense of no more than one dollar 



per ton. At the time of the 1904 report, copper was worth fifteen cents a pound. ¶ However, in 1909, an inspector refuted the claim of great riches at the 

Evelyn Gold-Copper Mining Group. Stuart Crosdale, who was probably a mining engineer, inspected the mine and saw no evidence of an ore body of 
commercial value. [AML Report 2009-1, D.Levine] 

 
Crosley    - San Pedro 
1926March17; Joe T. Black store ledger p.56, San Pedro; J.F. Tillery 10.00; Crosley 26.30. [Eddy Black 2011]  

________________________________________________________________ 

 * Cross * 
Elizabeth R. Cross  <b.Oct1885)    - StaFe, Glorieta 
1900June15_census: George H. Cross, newspaper writer, 42y-o married 15yrs, born 3-58, MO [NH, VA], resident of SF near College ownhomefree, with wife Francis 40y-o, 

born 1-60, IL [Barbadoes, RI] 3child3living son Peyton R. (8mos 9-99, NM); 2dau Elizabeth (14 10-85, NM) Catherine (12 2-88, NM) 
1901August14; The following are attending the Santa Fe county [teacher’s] institute. Matilda Alonzo, Myrtle Boyle, Ella May Berger, Elizabeth R. Cross, 

M. Tessie Call, Flavio Silva, Jennie Call, Mabel Conway, Mrs. H.L. Dunning, Owen L. Wood, Mrs. D.C. Fletcher, Jose Gonzales, Ava Glidden, Louisa 
Schnepple, Amelia Gutterman, R.R. Grant, Sixto Garcia, Mrs. Grace B. Hall, Beatrice Hersch, Urna Hickox; Mary M. Marsh; Julia Nicholson, J.R. 

Ortiz, Daisy Patterson and Camilo Padilla of Santa Fe, and A.S. Bundy, Mrs. A.S. Bundy, Bland; Laura Carter, Patriot, Ohio; Fanny McNulty, Mae 

Sullivan, Burta Rogers, Cerrillos; G.L. Marsh, Jr., Clayton, and J.L. Smith of Embudo. [SFNM] 
1901December9; Miss Elizabeth Cross left yesterday for Glorieta to take charge of the public school there. [SFNM] 

1901December13; The Santa Fe Public Schools. A letter reeived recently from Miss Amelia Gutterman, who is teaching school at Golden, indicates that she 

has a large school, and a member of the Golden school board stated that she is teaching a good school. Another high school pupil Miss Elizabeth Cross, 

has been called to take charge of the public school at Glorieta. Miss Myrtle Boyle substituted three days for Miss Gildersleeve recently. Santa Fe high 

school graduates are evidently in demand for teachers. [SFNM] 
1902January11; Superintendent of County Schools J.V. Conway returned yesterday… At Cerrillos, 93 pupils are enrolled under the Misses Rogers and 

Cavanaugh. At Madrid, Mr. and Mrs. A.B. Sunday have a fine school of 96 pupils. Zenon Sandoval is in charge at Waldo and is doing well. At Golden, 

Miss Gutterman gives entire satisfaction as does also Miss Mae Sullivan at San Pedro, where 60 pupils are enrolled. At Glorieta, Miss Elizabeth Cross 
is conducting the largest school ever held there. She has an enrollment of some thirty odd pupils with an average attendance of 27. [SFNM] 

 

George H. Cross  (b.MO Mar1858  d.May1903)    - wife is Francis Cross (b.IL 1860>;  of StaFe 
Cross, George H., b.1856 d.1903 WOW. [Fairview Cemetery Santa Fe WOW, interment.net] 
1883August14(loc); George S. Cross 1/2, W.B. Sloan 1/2 Fanny R. Cross Mine 300’ea side E300’ Nly1500’ Nly300’ Wly300’ Sly1500’ Ely300’, joined in 

the S by C.B. Haywood Mine loc 14Aug83 by Geo H. Cross, W.B. Sloan, unnamed MD, rec 15Aug83; witness Henry Gates [b.F p.437] 

1888; ref George H. Cross as city editor of NMexican 
1890March31; GHC is NMexican’s representative in Wash DC 

1890May15; ref GHC is “new editor” of NMexican 

1893January3; Col. Max Frost wields the powerful pen on the editorial side of this sheet, while George Cross, assisted by M.A. Downing, looks after the 
news of the city and the legislative doings. James Hughes is the book-keeper, and Harry Stevens, a capital printer, is foremen of the news department. 

C.E. Wright presides over the job printing department, and he has a good force under him. L. Muehleisen is manager of the bindery… Fred Miller, late 

of Albuquerque, occasionally assists him, and Miss Cora Skinner is also a very handy employe in the bindery. [SFDNM] 
1893June17; Mr. Geo H. Cross, news editor of the New Mexican, is on the sick list to-day, and is confined to his residence. [SFDNM] 

1894May28; Says the Cochiti Call; “No paper in the territory has done so much to advertise Cochiti as has done the New Mexican at Santa Fe. …Editor 

Cross’ effort in behalf of the new district is certainly appreciated…” [SFDNM] 

1894January4; Max Frost (G.W. Collier?; Frost had controlled editorial & business ops) sells New Mexican to Thornton Democrats, it merges with SF Weekly Sun (of D.A. 
Jacob H. Crist); George H. Cross general news editor; retired in 1897 & replaced by Frost 

1896January18; Messrs. Geo H. Cross, Sherrard Coleman, W.E. Griffin and Manning Coombs left this morning for a hunt about the Pena Blanca lakes. 

[SFDNM] 

1897March22; Mr. Price Cross, of Dallas, Texas, is visiting with his brother, Mr. Geo H. Cross, in this city for a few days. [SFDNM] 
1897August18; Mr. E. Price Cross of New Orleans, arrived in Santa Fe last night and will spend a month with his brother, Mr. Geo H. Cross, and family. 

[SFDNM] 

1898April1; Mr. Geo H. Cross has been employed by the Denver Republican to act as New Mexico correspondent and to write up the several towns and 
sections of the territory for the paper named. He has commenced work already and is now in Raton gathering data and pointers. [SFNM] 

1899May13; It is reported that George Cross no longer holds his editorial position on the Las Vegas Optic. [SFNM] 

1900January9; San Pedro Mining Company Officers. The annual meeting of the San Pedro Placer Mining Company, which owns the San Pedro townsite, 
was held yesterday at the office of Hon. L.B. Prince. The following directors were elected: S.E. Raunheim, L.B. Prince, Goerge H. Cross, J.T. 

McLaughlin and R.S. Baca. At a subsequent meeting of the directors, S.E. Raunheim was elected president, L.B. Prince vice president and treasurer, and 

George H. Cross, secretary. [SFNM] 
1900May18; George H. Cross went to Bland on a mining deal this morning. He expects to return Sunday night. [SFNM] 

1900June15_census: George H. Cross, newspaper writer, 42y-o married 15yrs, born 3-58, MO [NH, VA], resident of SF near College ownhomefree, with wife Francis 40y-o, 
born 1-60, IL [Barbadoes, RI] 3child3living son Peyton R. (8mos 9-99, NM); 2dau Elizabeth (14 10-85, NM) Catherine (12 2-88, NM) 

1903June1; All members of the Woodmen of the World are requested to assemble at their hall at 9 o’clock tomorrow morning for the purpose of attending 
the funeral of George H. Cross. – …born in Brunswick, Mo... [SFNM] 

 
J. D. Cross    - D&RG surveyor 
1898April26; J.D. Cross, with the D.&R.G. surveying corps, is registered at the Claire. – At the Claire: Geo H. Tremblay, J.S. Cross, Denver… [SFNM] 

1900October5; At the Claire: J.D. Cross, Pueblo, Colo.; J.W. Fleming, Silver city; J.E. Saint, Albuquerque... [SFNM] 

 
John R. Cross    - of Des MoinesIA & Gallup 

1895October26: The following corporations have filed articles with the territorial secretary: New Mexico Coal Company – Objects, mining and marketing 
coal; principal place of business, Gallup, N.M.; life, fifty years; directors, C.E. Van Fossen, Isaac Bailey, Stephen Canavan, of Gallup, and John R. 

Cross, of Des Moines, Iowa; capital stock, $50,000. [SFDNM] 

________________________________________________________________ 



 * Crossan * Crasson * Crosson * 
C. J. Crossan    - Ortiz Mine grant 
1881September12(loc); Dan Curran, C.A. Multon, P.D. Omara, F.C. Hoar, E.B. Omara, F. Mitchell, C.J. Crossan, K. Milton, locators Galisteo Placer 

160ac 1500’N+S 2400’ea side, ca ½ mi S by a little W of Ortiz Station on ATSFRR, in CMD, rec 26Nov81 [b.D p.718] 

 

Charles Crosson see Charles Closson 

 

Elliott H. Crossan  (b.PA 1835>    - wife is Margaret Crosson (b.WV 1840>;  of StaFe & Ortiz Mine grant & New Placers 
1880June1_census: miner, 45y-o, married, born PA, resident SF with wife (40 WV) +2child (18 IN 16 IN) +3 (incl WmLSnyder) 
1880July8; W.H. Patton, J.F. Cooper, Elliott Crossau, J.P. Springer, W.F. Schnider, locator Buckey Esq Lode disc+loc 8Jul80, 300’ in width on ea side 

1000’NEly 1500’, in a sadel near SE end on the silver Butes mtn, 1000’NE to lines of Eavining star mine, SW 500’ to E end of Illinois mine, SBMD, rec 

28Jul80; attest Thos Hinson [b.C p.351] 

1880July8; W.H. Patton, J.F. Cooper, Elliott Crassan, J.P. Springer, W.T. Schnider, locators Rock port mine disc+loc 8Jul80, 150’ea side 750’E-W, at head 
of desperate Gulch, 1/4mi E of highest Point of the Silver Butes Mtn, SBMD, rec 28Jul80; attest Thos Stinson [b.C p.352] 

1880July8; W.H. Patton, J.F. Cooper, Elliott Crassan, J.P. Springer, W.T. Schnider, locators Iron Crown Lode 300’ in width on ea side 1400’SW, near E 

end silver Butes mtn running NE-SW, running to sweepstakes Gulch in N, joining Missouri Claim on E, SBMD, rec 28Jul80; attest Thos Stinson [b.C 
p.353] 

1880August4; Deed of Conveyance; Julius Kampfert sells for $950 to Eliot Cropan, W.H. Batten, J.P. Springer, W.T. Schneider, J.F. Cooper ½ int Little Perdita Lode, (b.B 
p.3 24Sept79), California Lode (b.C p.284), 1/3 Friday lode (b.B p.17 6Oct79), KF +ct (b.B p.323 18March80), Mountain Queen Lode (b.C p.292 12July80, also b.C 
p.291), ¼ Bertha (b.C p.230 30Mar80), in LCMD; presence D.H. Hogarty, certify 4Aug80 Luciano Baca Clk of P. Court, recorded 4August1880 [Locations & Mining 
Deeds C#15407 p.362]  

1880September4; indenture; Andrew L. Shoemaker, M.D. Saunders sell for $1000 to Elliott Crossan, W.H. Patten, W.T. Schneider, J.T. Cooper, J.P. 

Springer, H.A. Montfort, Jas A. Fickett, J.L. Walker 1/2 Silver Reef in Silver Butts, bounded SE by Ending Star, one full int Virginia, Silver Butts MD, 
Adelina, Silver Buts MD, Tip Top, Silver Butts D, rec 23Nov80; presence Sam Levy, F.C. Whitney, S.T. Allen wit.to MDS sig [b.D p.135] 

1880September8; indenture; W.H. Patton, J.T. Cooper, Elliott Crossan, J.P. Springer, W.T. Schneider, H.A. Montfort, Jas A. Fickett, Jas L. Walker, sell for 

$500 to Chas E. Jones of KY all of Rockport b.C p.352, at head of Desperate Gulch, ca 1/4mi E the higher point of the Silver Butts, rec 15Oct80; 
presence Albert Call [b.D p.65] 

1880September17(disc&loc); Elliot Crasson 1/3, SBM&DC 1/3, W.V. Sisson 1/3 albany lode 300’NW+SE 750’SW+NE, SE of Key stone mine, W. of Old 

Copper mine on a saddle running W from little Tuerto Mtn, SBMD, rec 29Sep80; witness Thomas Stinson [b.C p.572] 
1880September22(loc); SBM&DC by Elliot Crosson King Champion lode 300’SE+NW 750’NE+SW, NW of the Big well ca 130rods, SBMD; witness 

Roher Meyers [b.C p.570] 

1880September22(disc&loc); SBM&DC by Elliot Crossan Lady Washington lode 300’S+N 1000’E 500’W, on S side of mtns running W of Big Well ca 
120rods, SBMD; witness Robert Meyers [b.C p.570] 

1880September29; indenture; H.A. Montfort, James A. Fickett, Elliott Crassou/Crosson, W.H. Patton, J.F. Cooper, W.F. Schneider/Schnieder, J.P. Springer, 

J./James N. Walker sell for $400 to Charles E. Jones of KY undiv 3/4int Virginia mine on SE side of silver Buttes Mtns, almost 1/2mi SW of iron crown 
mine, SBMD, rec 15Oct80; presence Albert Ball/Call [b.C p.606] 

1880September29; indenture; D.H. Hogarty sells for $2,000 to James A. Fiskett, J.N. Walker, Elliott Crossan, W.H. Patton, H.A. Monfort, J.P. Springer, J.F. Cooper, W.F. 
Schnerder undivided ¼ int grand Republic Lode, between Bacca Bonanza and Aztec mine, in LCMD; presence W.H.S. Wright, certify 30Sept80 W.C. Branham NP, 
recorded 15October1880 [Locations & Mining Deeds C#15407 p.602] 

1880September29; indenture; J.A. Fickett,  Elliott Crossan, H.A. Montfort, W.H. Patton, J.P. Springer, J.F. Cooper, W.T. Schneider, J.H? Walker, sell for 

$150 to Burt E. Tilden of OH 1/4undiv Virginia mine SBMD, on SE side the Silver Butts mtns, ca 1/2mi SW Iron Crown mine; presence Albert Call 

[b.D p.68] 

1880December5; The Perdita and the California are both down fourteen feet, and new contracts have been let for fourteen feet more on the former and twelve feet more on 
the latter. The Friday is down ten feet, and a new contract has been let for forty-five feet more. [SFDailyNMexican] 

1881January1; Mining Deed; W.V. Sisson sells for $500 to Elliott Crossan 1/3int Albany mine SE of Vig Stone Mine, W. of Old Copper Mine, on a saddle 

running W from the Little Tuerto Mtn, SBMD, rec 28Jan81; presence N.B. Laughlin [b.E p.131] 

1881January19; indenture; James A. Fickett, Henry A. Monfort, Elliott Crosson, William H. Paton, William T. Schneider, James N. Walker, John R. Cushier sell for $100,000 
to Morton Crosson ½ of Little Perdita mine, LCMD b.B p.3, California mine, LCMD b.C p.284, K&F Lode, LCMD b.B p.323, 1/3 of Friday Mine, LCMD b.B p.17, 
Mountain Queen Mine, LCMD b.C p.291, ¼ of Bertha Lode, LCMD b.C p.23, New Era Lode, LCMD b.C p.343, Knight Templar Lode, LCMD b.C p.573, ¼ of Grand 
Republic Lode, LCMD b.C p.602, King Champion Mine, SBMD b.C p.570, 2/3 of Albany Mine, SBMD b.C p.572, Lady Washington Lode, SBMD b.C p.570, ½ of 
Arkansas Traveller Mine, SBMD b.C p.574  Buckeye Lode, SBMD b.C p.351, Iron Crown Mine, SBMD b.C p._, ½ of Silver Reef Mine, SBMD b.D p.135, whole 
Adeline, SBMD, whole Tip Top, SBMD, [not recorded>] Anna, LCMD, Del Rey LCMD, Fortuna Lodes, LCMD, [<end not recorded], [start Las Placitas Bernalillo Co>] 
Mountain Monarch, Mastadon, Jennie Daily, Luella, Iron Crown No.6,7,8,9,10,11[<end Las Placitas]; presence Edgar Caypless, certify 19Jan81 Edgar Caypless 
Notary Public, certify for J.A.Fickett 28Jan81 Thos Crocher Notary Public Kings Co NY, recorded 11February1881 [Locations & Mining Deeds D#15408 p. 318] 

1881March2(disc&loc); Elliott Crossan, W.N/V. Sisson, J.L. Pinks, Slim Jim Lode 300’S+N 750’SE+NW, NE Old Copper mine, on little Tuerto Mtn, 
SBMD, rec 5Oct81; witness Robert Myers [b.D p.519] 

1881April12; Mining Deed; Orson F. Perry sells for $1000 to Elliott Crosson the mine Narrow Gague b.C p.639, joining + E of Broad Gague Mine, N end 

of Lancaster Lode, in the Gold Gulch on Tuerto Mtns or New Placers SBMD, rec 13Apr81; presence H.A. Monfort [b.E p.241] 
1881April13; Mining Deed; Elliott Crosson sells for $2500 to James N. Walker undiv 1/2 Narrow Gauge b.C p.639, joining + E of Broad Gauge Mine, N 

end of Lancaster Lode, in the Gold Gulch on Tuerto Mtns or New Placers SBMD, rec 13Apr81; presence H.A. Monfort [b.E p.243] 

1881April13; Mr. E. Crosson bought yesterday of O.F. Perry the Narrow Gauge mine in the New Placers district, for $3,000. The mine is considered a very 
valuable one, showing free gold ore bodies large enough to assure a liberal return for the money invested in it. The shaft is down only about thirty feet. 

Mr. Crosson has been endeavoring to obtain the property, which is on no grant, for a number of weeks, and congratulates himself upon having at last 

secured it. [SFDNM]   
1881June30; News From The New Placers. Golden, N.M. June 25, 1881. The Narrow Gauge has a thirty feet shaft on a fissure vein ten inches wide, with 

granite and mineral walls. The ore assays from $55 to $166 in gold and from ten to twelve ounces silver. Crosson and Walker are the owners. The Rebel 

Boy has a cut in twenty-five feet on a heavey lead of gold and copper bearing rock, assaying high in gold and a small per cent. in copper. The owners are 
White, Porter and others. West of this mine lies the Era Southwestern, owned by W.E. March, J.A. Cassard, O.F. Perry and Col. Webb. It has a fissure 

vein and contains a large body of ore which assays from $60 to $130 per ton in gold. The shaft is down twenty-five feet. Adjoining this property is the 



Black Prince, which has a fifty feet tunnel and assays twenty-five ounces in all??? and some gold. This is the property of J. Stinson and R. Munger. The 

U.S. Grant is just northwest of the Black Prince. It is a tunnel mine, and one of, if not the most, valuable mine in the whole district. The tunnel is fifty 
feet, and is on the vein? can be seen a large amount of ore which will run $140 in gold and also? thirteen per cent. in copper. O.F. Perry and W.K. March 

are the ?? owners and they hold the mine at a? very high figure, knowing that they have a veritable bonanza. There are a number of other valuable mines 

in this? district which are not on a land grant and which are very valuable, certain parties to the contrary notwithstanding. Indignant. [SFDNM] 
1881July17; Dr. J.P. Howard and L.L. Howard of Fort Wayne, Indiana, are in the city. Dr. Howard is a brother-in-law of Mr. Crosson of Santa Fe, who is 

interested in mining matters in the New Placers. The visitors are guests of Mr. Crosson. [SFDNM] 

1881August18; indenture; Silver Buttes Mining & Development Co, NM Corp, sells for $762 to Elliott Crossan, in LCMD undiv 1/3 int Friday mine, (b.B p.17), Californie 
Lode, (b.C p.284), K&F Lode, (b.B p.323), High Lode, (b.L p.611), undiv ½ int Arkansas Traveler Lode in SBMD (b.C p.574), Iron Cross in SBMD (b.C p.353), 
undiv 2/3 int Albany Lode in SBMD (b.C p.572); per James A. Tickett President SBM&DC, attest James L. Walker Secretary, certify 18Aug81 N.W. Fine Notary Public, 
recorded 7October1881 [Locations & Mining Deeds D#15408 p.523] 

1881August20 (loc); James Melvin, M. Crosson, Elliott Crosson Gold Hill Placer claim 60acres, about 2mi E of Cerrillos on S side Galisteo River; [b.D 
p.514] 

1881August31; indenture; Elliott Crossan sells for $127 to James N. Walker undivided 1/6 int in the following: undiv 1/3 int Friday mine, (LCMD b.B p.17), California Lode, 
(LCMD b.C p.284),  K&F Lode, (LCMD b.B p.323), High Lode (LCMD b.L p.611), undiv ½ int Arkansas Trabeler Lode, (SBMD bC p.574), Iron Crown Lode, (SBMD 
b.C p.353), undiv 2/3 int Albany Lode, (SBMD b.C p.572); certify 31Aug81 John Watts Notary Public, recorded 8October1881 [Locations & Mining Deeds E#15409 
p.589] 

1881October1; Mr. E. Crosson, the well known mining man, has just returned from a trip to the Pecos, whither he went to examine certain mining property. 

He speaks in the highest terms of the country and the mineral along the river. [SFDNM] 

1881October7; indenture; Elliott Crossan sells for $6000 to William T. Schneider undiv 5/18 int Fridea (Friday) Mine, (b.D p.523), undiv 5/6 int California Lode, (b.D p.523), 
undiv 5/6 int K and F Lode, (b.D p.523), undiv 5/6 int High Lode, (b.D p.523) <<all LCMD>, undiv 5/12 int Arkansas traveler Lode in SBMD, (b.D p.523), undiv 5/6 int 
Iron Crown in SBMD, (b.D p.523), undiv 8/9 int Albany Lode in SBMD, (b.D p.523), undiv ½ int Narrow Gauge Lode in SBMD, (b.E p.241); certify 7Oct81 Edgar 
Caypless Notary Public, recorded 8October1881 [Locations & Mining Deeds D#15408 p.527] 

1881November16; Two Santa Fe men recognizing that there is a necessity for a more abundant supply of fuel in Santa Fe, and the advisability of 

introducing Cerrillos coal into the city, have gone into business and have always on hand an abundant supply of this excellent article. They have the 

coal shipped over the railroad, and are ready to supply any and all demands. As a consequence a splendid article of coal may be purchased by applying 
to Messrs. Crosson & Schneider who will deliver the coal to any part of the town at a reasonable price. [SFDNM] 

1882January20; Indenture; Elliott Crossan, Margaret Crossan wife sell for $250 to John R. Cushier undiv 1/8 Friday mine, (b.E p.600), undiv 1/6 int California mine (b.E 
p.600), undiv 1/6 int K&F mine, (b.E p.600), undiv 1/6 int High mine, (b.E p.600), <in LCMD, undiv 1/12 Arkansas Traveler mine, (b.E p.600), undiv 1/6 int Iron 
Crown mine, (b.E p.600), undiv 1/12 int Albany mine, (b.E p.600), <in SBMD; presence Edgar Caypless, certify 20Jan82 Edgar Caypless Notary Public, recorded 
21January1882 [Locations & Mining Deeds F#15410 p.40] 

1882February6; Mining Deed; Elliott Crossan, Margaret Crossan wife sell for $15,000 to William T. Schneider undiv 5/36 int Friday mine, (b.D p.527), undiv 4/9 int 
California mine, undiv 4/9 int K & F mine, undiv 4/9 int High mine <all LCMD, undiv 2/9 int Arkansas traveler mine, undiv 4/9 int Iron Crown mine, undiv ½ int 
Albany mine, undiv 3/16 int Narrow Gauge mine <all in SBMD; presence blank, certify 7Feb82 Jay Sedgwick Notary Public, recorded 9February1882 [Locations & 
Mining Deeds F#15410 p.60] 

1882March9; Elliot Crosson has returned from his trip to Vegas. Crosson took in the hotel ball. [SFDNM] 

1882April; ref Patten and Crosser saloon in Cerrillos [F.Stanley] 
1882May28; E. Crossen is a guest at the Exchange. [SFDNM] 

1882June10; Yesterday afternoon Mr. R.A. Cruzen left Santa Fe for Sonora, Mexico. He has gone down in the interest of six men of Santa Fe, who have 

made up a pool for the purpose of purchasing property in Mexico near Hermosillo. These men are Messrs. Crosson, Myers, Reed, Brown, Cruzen and 

Schneider. The sum raised is quite large and there is a fine prospect of securing some fine mineral land at reasonable prices. Mr. Cruzen has been 

empowered to purchase these lands if upon examination he deems them desirable. He will stop a day or two in Tucson and then proceed to Hermosillo, 
remaining for several weeks. [SFDNM] 

1882June14; Messrs. Elkins, Manderfield, E. Crosson and Putnam, will leave Santa Fe for the Pecos this morning. They go out for a fishing trip, and will 

have a good time, whether they catch any fish or not. [SFDNM] 
1882June25; Amount of Property Owned By the Residents of Santa Fe County. April 14, 1882. Crosson, Elliott _ ??? 00 [SFDNM]   

1882August13; Elliot Crosson, who fell and broke his thigh at the depot a week or two ago is still disabled. He is recovering slowly and his friends hope he 

will soon be able to move around. [SFDNM] 
1882August23; Messrs. Crosson and Schneider, the livery stable men have taken the mail contract between here and Espanola and are running stages daily. 

They are good men and will give satisfaction. [SFDNM] 

1882August26; Elliott Crosson is able to appear on the street on crutches. [SFDNM] 
1882October24; Elliott Crosson left yesterday afternoon for a trip to Albuquerque. [SFDNM]   

1882November15; Coal! The Best is the Cheapest. The Cerrillos Anthracite and Bituminous Coal. All orders left at the Livery Stable of Crosson & 

Schneider, Or Postoffice box ?11 will be promptly filled. Special ates on car load lots. Crosson & Schneider. [ad in SFDNM] 

1882December30; POL for 1882; W.R. Follis swears before Arthur A. Cruttenden Notary Public at least $100 labor and improvements expended by Elliott Crossan owner for 
K and F, Grand Republic Lodes, in LCMD; recorded 1February1883 [Locations & Mining Deeds F#15410 p.339] 

1883September29 POL; S.A. Larock, S.H. Bernard swear before Jordan B. Cottle NP that at least $100 worth of labor has been performed upon Comstock 

Lode, in LCMD, for the year ending 31Dec83. Such expenditure was made by Geo L. Wyllys, Crossan and Schneider et al owners of said claim. Filed 

for record 17Nov83 and recorded same day S.A. Larock Recorder, {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 7 p.46} 

1884January23; POL for 1883; John F. Burris, Geo L. Wyllys swear before H.M. Jones Notary Public at least $100 worth of labor Little Perdita, K&F Lodes, in LCMD; 
expended by Elliott Crossan owners; {filed&rec 3Mar84 b.7 p.90 LCMR S.A. Larock Recorder}, recorded 6March1884 [Locations & Mining Deeds F#15410 p.666] 

1884March3 POL; John F. Burris, Geo L. Wyllys swear before H.M. Jones NP that at least $100 worth of labor has been performed upon Little Perdita + 

K+F Lodes, in LCMD, for the year ending 31Dec83. Such expenditure was made by Elliott Crossan owner of said claim. Filed for record 3Mar84 and 

recorded same day S.A. Larock Recorder {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 7 p.90} 
1884-85 Patten & Crossen, saloon @ Cerrillos, listed, in Gazetteer, R.L. Polk & Co + A.C. Danser  
1895July9; Hon. B.S. Rodey and Mr. Elliot Crosson, lawyer and litigant interested in the Albuquerque land suit of Crosson vs. Gentile, are in the capital on 

business. [SFDNM] 

-  as witness  - 
1880November8; indenture; John M. Thompson sells for $35 to Martin W. Barber undiv 1/3 Open Sesame, in LCMD; presence Elliot H. Crossan, certify 8Nov80 H.A. 

Monfort Notary Public [Locations & Mining Deeds C#15407 p.636] 



1881August31; Mining Deed; James N. Walker sells for $1000 to Edward K. Cake undiv ½ int Constitution Lode, (b.L p.147), parallel to & adjoining the E side lines of the 
Marshall & Baca Bonanzas, in LCMD; presence Elliott Crossan, certify 31Aug81 John Watts Notary Public, recorded 16November1881 [Locations & Mining Deeds 
E#15409 p.661] 

1882September11; Mining Deed; William T. Schneider sells for $15,000 to Mary I. Crossan undiv 5/36 int Friday mine, undiv 4/9 int California mine, undiv 4/9 int K & F 
mine, undiv 4/9 int High mine <all LCMD, undiv 4/9 int Iron Crown mine, undiv 2/9 int Arkansas Traveler mine, undiv ½ int Albany mine, undiv 3/16 int Narrow 
Gauge mine <all in SBMD, <all b.F p.60, undiv ¼ int Comstock Lode in LCMD <b.F p171; presence Elliott Crossan, certify 11Sept82 Jay Sedgwick Notary Public, 
recorded 15February1882 [Locations & Mining Deeds F#15410 p.256] 

 
Dr. Francis Crosson    - of StaFe, Abq, MinneapolisMN 

1894May29; Dr. Francis Crosson and Druggist F.W. Studley have gone on a business trip to Cochiti district. [SFDNM] 

1894May31; City Physician Crosson, Mr. Studley and Mr. Kilroy have returned from a visit to Allerton and Eagle City. [SFDNM] 
1894July9; Miss Crosson, of Philadelphia, and Mrs. W.S. Barnes, of Washington, D.C., sister and cousin of Dr. Crosson, arrived in Santa Fe from the east... 

[SFDNM] 

1894October19; Dr. Crosson performed a delicate operation on Miss Anna Herlow this afternoon. The young lady’s right arm was terribly burned by her 
sleeve catching fire... [SFDNM]  

1894December24; [long treatise on classical Christmas musicology] Francis Crosson. [SFDNM] 

1895January11; Dr. Francis Crosson is quite ill at his home. Dr. Lynch is in attendance. [SFDNM] 
1895January18; Dr. Crosson, who has been ill for two weeks past, is out again and at business. [SFDNM] 

1895March4; Miss Mary A. Crosson, who has been here some months visiting her brother, Dr. Crosson, left last night for her home in Philadelphia, much to 

the regret of her many friends. [SFDNM] 

1895April3; Telephone No.26 has been put in at Dr. Crosson’s residence on upper Palace avenue where the doctor has also established... [SFDNM] 

1895April8; Dr. Lacey left this morning for a three days’ visit to San Pedro. Dr. Crosson will serve as city physician during his absence. Dr. Lacey has 

leased the rooms lately occupied by Chas Neustadt at the corner of Cathedral[?] street and Palace avenue and will soon bring his family here from San 
Pedro. [SFDNM] 

1895August29; Dr. Crosson is out again after four days’ confinement with a badly sprained ankle. [SFDNM] 

1895October22: Dr. Francis Crosson returned last night from a trip to St. Louis, Kansas City and Chicago, where he succeeded in arousing a lively interest 
among medical men over the advantages of Santa Fe for sanitarium purposes. [SFDNM] 

1895November5; Recognizing the imperative need of a suitable sanitarium in Santa Fe, to supplement the unrivaled qualities of our peerless climate for the 

arrest and cure of bronchial and pulmonary diseases, Mr. E.T. Webber has made a tender of the beautiful Claire hotel of this city to Dr. Francis Crosson 
for sanitary purposes. [SFDNM] 

1895December9; The following persons are at the Paquin-Crosson sanitarium: J.T. McLaughlin, San Pedro… [SFDNM] 

1896January29; Clerk Geo H. Marshall, at the U.S. marshal’s office, suffered a stroke of paralysis about 3 o’clock this afternoon. Dr. Crosson was called 
and had the patient taken to St. Vincent’s. He is a very sick man. [SFDNM] 

1896May7; U.S. District Attorney J.B.H. Heningway returned from Deming yesterday and is quite ill at the Palace hotel. Dr. Crosson is in attendance. 

[SFDNM] 
1896June22; At the Palace: Dr. Knapp and wife, Dr. Crosson and family… [SFDNM] 

1896December16; Ambrosio Madril, the man whose leg was amputated on Monday afternoon by Dr. Crosson, died at 9 a.m. to-day at St. Vincent hospital 

from surgical shock and septicemia (blood poisoning) eombined. [SFDNM] 
1897January2; Lowitski & sons turned out a number of neat rigs for the sleighers to-day. As little Frank Crosson says “there are no wheels on his sleighs.” 

[SFDNM]   
1897April14; A number of copies of the new irrigation pamphlet have been sent to the state of Minnesota by Dr. Crosson. [SFDNM] 

1897May5; James Lemons, a miner, aged about 50 years, was brought from Golden by Sheriff Kinsell a few days ago and admitted to St. Vincent’s hospital, 

suffering with symptoms of poisoning. Yesterday he wandered from the hospital, and last evening about 6 o’clock was found unconscious in a yard to 
the rear of Conway’s restaurant. The police, thinking he was under the influence of liquor, took him to jail. This moring Sheriff Kinsell discovered the 

mistake that had been made and had the sick man removed at once to the hospital where he now is. He has been unconscious nearly 24 hours. Dr. 

Crosson, who is attending him, believes him to be suffering from arsenical poisoning and is doing everything possible to arouse hgim from comatose 
condition. [SFDNM] 

1897May14; Dr. Francis Crosson left this morning for Denver to attend the meeting of the Colorado Medical society tomorrow. [SFDNM] 

1897June8; Fred Aira, an Italian miner who came to St. Vincents hospital with a broken leg on the 13th of last month, was discharged today by Dr. Crosson 
and returned to Madrid. [SFDNM] 

1897June10; Yesterday morning Drs. Crosson and Harroun performed a surgical operation on the hand and arm of William Cadderington, a miner, who was 

brought to St. Vincent hospital from the mines at Madrid, suffering from a severs case of blood poisoning. [SFDNM] 
1897June28; Yesterday morning Dr. Crosson assisted by Dr. Harroun performed an operation at St. Vincent hospital on Francis Armijo of Dolores, for a 

large abcess of the chest wall. [SFDNM] 

1898February14; At the Claire: Francis Crosson, Albuquerque; M. Balue, Cerrillos; J.G. Kite, Denver. [SFNM]   
1899February2; Dr. Francis Crosson, formerly of this city and Albuquerque, has located at Minneapolis, Minn., and has an office at 191 Central avenue in 

that city. [SFNM] 

1899June1; Dr. Francis Crosson, formerly of Santa Fe and who has been writing and speaking all over the country in behalf of Santa Fe as a health resort for 

consumptives, passed Lamy last evening on the way south. [SFNM] 

1901July5; Dr. Frances Crosson of Albuquerque, was a guest yesterday of J.M. Nagle at his Sunny Pinegrove ranch. He may assist in interesting capital in 

the project to establish a sanitarium at the ranch. [SFNM] 
1901August5; Palace: Dr. J.M. Diaz, wife and child; Dr. Francis Crosson, wife and child; Mr. and Mrs. George W. Schoch; Mr. and Mrs. A.R. Gibson; the 

Misses Mabel and Udah Gibson, Santa Fe... [SFNM] 

 
Col. George Crosson    - Ortiz Mine grant & New Placers 
1883June25(loc); George Crasson 1/8, W. Jessie Benton 1/8, Charles M. Gates 1/8, G.J. Smith 1/8, S.F. Cary 1/8, G.S. Morrison 1/8, James Drake 1/8, 

James Robert 1/8 Golden placer mining claim 160ac, ca 1mi from town of old placers or Real de Dolores then 1mi W, 1/4mi S, E 1mi, 1/4mi N, ca 8mi 

NEasterly from Town of Golden, NPMD, rec 20Sep83 [b.F p.464] 



1883July23(loc); Geo Crosson, Henry H. McCombs, James Dickey, John J. McCombs, Wm J. Tow, Chas E. Alexander, Joseph C. McCombs, James H. 

Edgar Alleghany Placer Mining Claim from SE corner Pittsburgh PMC 1mi N to corner, thence 1/4mi E, thence 1mi S, 1/4mi W, NPMD, rec 3Sep83 
[b.F p.446] 

1883August10(loc); L.S. Trimble, S.F. Cary, George Crosson, W.J. Benton, George Lail, W.C. Dennison, F.W. Smith, F.W. Hamm, Eloijo Aranda, A.A. 

Grant Albuquerque placer mining Claim from SE corner of Talbotts & Bennets pc 1/4mi S66ºW, 1mi W66ºN etc, NPMD, rec 5Sep83 [b.F p.448] 
1883August20(loc); George Crosson, S.F. Cary, W.J. Benton, George Lail, E.A. Powel, J.S. Brownewell, Ed Capson, W.C. Dennison, F.W. Hamm Eureka 

placer mining claim from Crossan pmc SE corner N66ºE 1mi E66ºS 1/4mi, NPMD, rec 5Sep83 [b.F p.449] 

1883September21; Sammy Johnston, who left here five or six weeks ago for British Columbia with a raging Frazer river fever, writes back that it is the 
most God-forsaken country he ever was in; that the placers are much inferior to those here, and that everything is extortionately high. Sammy has gone 

to work in the railroad shops at Portland, Oregon, we believe. Col. Crosson confirms this statement concerning the Frazer river country, and advises 

people to keep away from there. [The Golden Retort. Vol.III No.19] 
1883September21; Messrs. Brownewell, Powell and Crosson, Albuquerque, spent several days in Golden this week looking the camp over. The more they 

investigated the greater was their surprise at the immense mineral wealth of this section. They have organized a company comprising some of the best 

men of Albuquerque, and will commence at once sinking an artesian well on some of the richest placer ground east of town. Col. Crosson is a miner of 
varied and extended experience, having visited nearly all the mining camps in the west, and he unhesitatingly pronounces this the most wonderful he has 

ever seen, in extent, variety and richness of minerals. He predicts that in less than five years this will be a greater than Leadville, if the grant fraud is 

only removed. [The Golden Retort. Vol.III No.19] 
1883September28; Col. Crosson and Jesse Benton are in Albuquerque. [The Golden Retort. Vol.III No.20] 

1883October5; Col. Crosson and Jesse Benton went to Santa Fe this week on business. They returned with a surveyor who has run off their placer claims, 

and the singking a well will soon commence, dry-washer injunctions to the contrary, notwithstanding. [The Golden Retort. Vol.III No.21] 

1883November12(loc); Eulogio Aranda, John Solmon, George Crasson, Sam F. Cary, Nepomuceno Abytia, Alfonso Benavides, Roberto Aranda, Manuel 

Aranda placer 560ac, S30ºE1/8mi N70ºE1/2mi N30ºW1/8mi, ca 5mi below the Town of Golden westerly, on the Tuerto aroyo nearly at the junction of 

the Tuerto & Golden arroyos, NPMD, rec 29Dec83 [b.F p.553] 
1883 n.d. (November?)(loc); Samuel King, Frank King, George Crassan, S.F. Cary Star of Hope Lode 300’ea side 600’NE 900’SW, on the North Mtns, 

Ortiz Mtn NPMD, rec 29Dec83 [b.F p.553] 

1883December15(loc); Elojio Aranda, Sam Wright, George Crossan, Sam F. Cary, George Chism, Chas Gates, Frank White, James Cheves John Solomon 
Placer Claim 160ac, ca 6mi below Golden on the Golden aroya where it joins the tuerto aroya, NPMD, rec 13Mar84 [b.F p.677] 

1884January2(loc); R. Giblin, R.W. Webb, J.H. King, S.H. King, S.C. White, S.D. Baldwin, E.H. Sampon, Geo Crasson, locators Tredwell mine 300’ea 
side, joined in N by Shylock mine loc by Fendal et al, ca 1mi W of S of Big Copper mine, ca 1mi E of San Pedro PO, on S side San Francisco Mtns, 

NPMD, rec 4Feb84 [b.F p.625] 

1884January7(disc&loc); Richard Giblin, George Crosson, Saml F. Cary, Eugene H. Sampon Sampon Lode 300’ea side 1400’SEly 100’NWly, on W base 
of Tuerto Mtns, NPMD, rec 22Jan84 [b.F p.607] 

1884August15; Sam F. Carey is doing a vast amount of work on the Emma, North mountains, and taking out some excellent ore. Col. Crosson has charge of 

the workings. [The Golden Retort. Vol.V No.4] 
1884August29; Col. Crosson was in town this week the first time for nearly two months. He is busy developing the Emma mine, North mountains, and says 

it is a magnificent property – large, well defined vein carrying pay ore from the surfact, with increasing richness as depth is reached. [The Golden Retort. 

Vol.V No.6] 
1884December15; Golden… Col. George Crosson… is a genius, and I had a very pleasant confab with him, in the store. His home was in Pleasant Plain 

Warren county, O. In 1851, he went to the Pacific coast, and has since been here and there all through the West. He was for a year a resident of 

Chillicothe, living in the old Clinton House, and managing a stone-yard for some Cincinnati Company. …Col. Crosson has been out in Golden only a 
few years, but the grass has had no show to grow under his feet. He has, over in the Ortiz mountains, a fine and well developed mine – the Emma – 

sunk on an incline 100 feet in a big and rich vein – the prevailing blue carbonates of copper, also bearing the precious metals to a gratifying degree. A 

clever young Yankee named E.H. Simpson is associated with him, and both have reason to feel contented. [Charles Lummis, Letters from the 
Southwest, UofAz 1989 p.168] 

- witness - 
1883December31; POL; Eugene Sampson, George Crossan swear before J.M. Talbott JofP at least $100 worth of labor Emma Lode for 1883, expended by 

Samuel Wright and others owners, NPMD, rec 21Jan84 [b.F p.606] 

1884January8; Indenture; Señor Eulogio aranda of Town of Golden sells for $1750 to Sam/S.C. Wright of Town of Golden undiv 1/5int San Jose or Emma 

mine On SE slope of Ortiz Mtns, NPMD, rec 21 Jan84; presence S.F. Cary, Geo Crossan [b.F p.605] 

 

Margaret Crossan  (b.WV 1840>  - husb is Elliott Crossan (b.PA 1835>;  CMD & Ortiz Mine grant 
1880June1_census: Elliott Crossan, miner, 45y-o, married, born PA, resident SF with wife (40 WV) +2child (18 IN 16 IN) +3 (incl WmLSnyder) 
1881March8; indenture; John J. Perry sells for $1000 to Margaret Crossan 1/4 Continental Mining Claim SBMD, in the E End of Litel Turtois mtns, 1/4 

Silver Vein SBMD, in the W End of Litel Tuertos mtns, rec 27Apr81; presence John M. Henderson [b.D p.426] 

1881October15; Indenture; William T. Schneider sells for $5000 to Margaret Crossan an equal and undiv int in undiv 4/18 int Friday mine, (LCMD b.D p.527), undiv 2/3 int 
California Lode, (LCMD b.D p.527), undiv 2/3 int K & F Lode, (LCMD b.D p.527), undiv 2/3 int High Lode, (LCMD b.D p.527), undiv 1/3 int Arkansas Traveler Lode, 
(SBMD b.D p.527), undiv 2/3 int Iron Crown, (SBMD b.D p.527), undiv 11/18 int Albany Lode, (SBMD b.D p.527), undiv ¼ int Narrow Gauge Lode, (SBMD b.D 
p.527); certify 15Oct81 Edgar Caypless Notary Public, recorded 17October1881 [Locations & Mining Deeds E#15409 p.600] 

1882January20; Indenture; Elliott Crossan, Margaret Crossan wife sell for $250 to John R. Cushier undiv 1/8 Friday mine, (b.E p.600), undiv 1/6 int California mine (b.E 
p.600), undiv 1/6 int K&F mine, (b.E p.600), undiv 1/6 int High mine, (b.E p.600), <in LCMD, undiv 1/12 Arkansas Traveler mine, (b.E p.600), undiv 1/6 int Iron 
Crown mine, (b.E p.600), undiv 1/12 int Albany mine, (b.E p.600), <in SBMD; presence Edgar Caypless, certify 20Jan82 Edgar Caypless Notary Public, recorded 
21January1882 [Locations & Mining Deeds F#15410 p.40] 

1882February6; Mining Deed; Elliott Crossan, Margaret Crossan wife sell for $15,000 to William T. Schneider undiv 5/36 int Friday mine, (b.D p.527), undiv 4/9 int 
California mine, undiv 4/9 int K & F mine, undiv 4/9 int High mine <all LCMD, undiv 2/9 int Arkansas traveler mine, undiv 4/9 int Iron Crown mine, undiv ½ int 
Albany mine, undiv 3/16 int Narrow Gauge mine <all in SBMD; presence blank, certify 7Feb82 Jay Sedgwick Notary Public, recorded 9February1882 [Locations & 
Mining Deeds F#15410 p.60] 

1894 Ter.Sup.Court case; A.M. Gentile vs Margaret Crossan, et al 

 
Mary A. Crosson    - sis of Dr. Francis Crosson;  of Philadelphia 



1895March4; Miss Mary A. Crosson, who has been here some months visiting her brother, Dr. Crosson, left last night for her home in Philadelphia, much to 

the regret of her many friends. [SFDNM] 

 

Mary J. Crossan    - CMD & Ortiz Mine grant 
1882September11; Mining Deed; William T. Schneider sells for $15,000 to Mary I. Crossan undiv 5/36 int Friday mine, undiv 4/9 int California mine, undiv 4/9 int K & F 

mine, undiv 4/9 int High mine <all LCMD, undiv 4/9 int Iron Crown mine, undiv 2/9 int Arkansas Traveler mine, undiv ½ int Albany mine, undiv 3/16 int Narrow 
Gauge mine <all in SBMD, <all b.F p.60, undiv ¼ int Comstock Lode in LCMD <b.F p171; presence Elliott Crossan, certify 11Sept82 Jay Sedgwick Notary Public, 
recorded 15February1882 [Locations & Mining Deeds F#15410 p.256] 

1883April20; Notice of Forfeiture. To Henry A. Momfort, John R. Cushier and James N. Walker: You are hereby notified that we have expended one 
hundred dollars in labor and improvements upon each of the following named mines, the Albany and Arkansas Traveler, proofs of labor on which are 

recorded in Book G. pp. 498-99, and the Iron Crown mine, proof of labor on which is recorded in Book F. p.253… in the Silver Buttes mining district or 

New Placers mountains. March 9, 1883 Mary J. Crossan, William T. Schneider. [The Golden Retort. Vol.III No.9] 
1883April20; Notice of Forfeiture. To John R. Cushier and James N. Walker: You are hereby notified that we have expended one hundred dollars in labor 

and improvements upon each of the following named mines, Little Perdeta, proof of labor recorded in Book F. pp. 338-39, and the mines K&F and 

Grand Republic, proofs of labor recorded in Book F. p.339… in Los Cerrillos mining district. March 9, 1883 Mary J. Crossan, William T. Schneider. 
[The Golden Retort. Vol.III No.9] 

 

Morton Crossan    - CMD & Ortiz Mine grant 
1881January19; indenture; James A. Fickett, Henry A. Monfort, Elliott Crosson, William H. Paton, William T. Schneider, James N. Walker, John R. Cushier sell for $100,000 

to Morton Crosson ½ of Little Perdita mine, LCMD b.B p.3, California mine, LCMD b.C p.284, K&F Lode, LCMD b.B p.323, 1/3 of Friday Mine, LCMD b.B p.17, 
Mountain Queen Mine, LCMD b.C p.291, ¼ of Bertha Lode, LCMD b.C p.23, New Era Lode, LCMD b.C p.343, Knight Templar Lode, LCMD b.C p.573, ¼ of Grand 
Republic Lode, LCMD b.C p.602, King Champion Mine, SBMD b.C p.570, 2/3 of Albany Mine, SBMD b.C p.572, Lady Washington Lode, SBMD b.C p.570, ½ of 
Arkansas Traveller Mine, SBMD b.C p.574  Buckeye Lode, SBMD b.C p.351, Iron Crown Mine, SBMD b.C p._, ½ of Silver Reef Mine, SBMD b.D p.135, whole 
Adeline, SBMD, whole Tip Top, SBMD, [not recorded>] Anna, LCMD, Del Rey LCMD, Fortuna Lodes, LCMD, [<end not recorded], [start Las Placitas Bernalillo Co>] 
Mountain Monarch, Mastadon, Jennie Daily, Luella, Iron Crown No.6,7,8,9,10,11[<end Las Placitas]; presence Edgar Caypless, certify 19Jan81 Edgar Caypless 
Notary Public, certify for J.A.Fickett 28Jan81 Thos Crocher Notary Public Kings Co NY, recorded 11February1881 [Locations & Mining Deeds D#15408 p. 318] 

1881February7; indenture; Morton Crosson (sig = 8Feb81 Horton Crossan) sells for 29,995 shares to Silver Buttes Mining & Development Company undiv ½ int Little 
Perdita Mine, LCMD b.B p.3 24Sept79, California lode, LCMD b.C p.284, K&F Lode, LCMD b.B p.323 18March80, undiv 1/3 int Friday mine, LCMD b.B p.17, 
Mountain Queen Lode, LCMD b.C p.291 12July80, ¼ undiv int Bertha Lode, LCMD b.C p.23, New Era Lode, LCMD b.C p.343, all my int Knight Templar Lode, 
LCMD b.C p.578, [page inserted here>] undiv ¼ int Grand Republic Lode, LCMD b.C p.602, King Champion Lode, SBMD b.C p.570, undiv 2/3 int Albany Lode, 
SBMD b.C p.572, undiv ½ int Arkansas Traveller Lode, SBMD b.C p.574 [<end insert] Lady Washington Lode, SBMD b.C p.570, Buckeye Lode, SBMD b.C p.351, 
Iron Crown Lode, SBMD b.C 28July80, Virginia, SBMD b.D p.135, Adaline, SBMD, Tip Top, SBMD, undiv ½ Silver Reef, SBMD, Anna, LCMD, Del Rey LCMD, 
Fortuna, LCMD, [start Las Placitas Bernalillo Co>] Mountain Monarch, Mastadon, Jennie Daily, Luella, Iron Crown No.6,7,8,9,10,11[<end Las Placitas]; certify 
8Feb81 W.S?L. Woodside Notary Public, recorded 11February1881 [Locations & Mining Deeds D#15408 p. 314] 

1881May13; The Iron Crown lead of the New Placers owned by the Silver Buttes Mining Company has recently given evidence of great worth. An expert was sent down to it 
some days ago with an assay outfit to test the ore. He was accompanied by two members of the company… [SFDNM]   

1881July2 (loc); J.R. Cushier ½, M. Crossan ½ (locators); Moonstone Lode, (disc 30June), NW ¼ Sec20 T14N R8E, about 2000’ S from the ruins of the Old Spanish 
Smelter on the S bank of the Galisteo River; recorded 13July1881 [Locations & Mining Deeds E#15409 p.409] 

1881August20 (loc); James Melvin, M. Crosson, Elliott Crosson Gold Hill Placer claim 60acres, about 2mi E of Cerrillos on S side Galisteo River; [b.D 

p.514] 

1882June13; M. Crosson, W.H. Patton’s ???atile man arrived in Santa Fe Sunday from the south, where he has been looking after Mr. Patton’s interest in 
the Gold ?? ??? country. [SFDNM] 

1882August13; Morton Crosson left yesterday afternoon for the south. He goes to Tulerosa to look after his interests there, and will be gone several months. 
[SFDNM] 

 
William Crasson    - New Placers 

1883October9(loc); John Debos, Menior Brown, Charles Gates, Johnson Brown, William Crasson, S. Fenton Cary, G.S. Smith, Charles Baston, locators 

John Debos Placer Mine 160ac, Sly1/8mi Ely1/2mi etc, NPMD, rec 15Oct83 [b.F p.477] 

________________________________________________________________ 

 
Stuart Crossdale    - of Denver & Grant co. 
1900January26; Grant County Mines. The Hanover Mining Company failed to make the second payment on the Modoc group of copper properties at 

Hanover, and the mines reverted back to Messrs. Bragaw, Potter and Johnson, the original owners. A new deal was immediately effected whereby the 
property passed into the hands of Alfred Leopold and associates, of Chicago, with Stuart Cro?sdale, of Denver, as general manager. [SFNM] 

 
H. Crossley    - Moriarty 

Buford (Torrance). On US 66, 40 mi E of Albuquerque; once a neighbor to, but now apart of, Moriarty. Mr. H. Crossley owned the townsite E of the railroad at Moriarty, and 
from 1930 to 1933 that part of the town was named Buford, for his infant son Buford Crossley. [T.M. Pearce 1975] 

________________________________________________________________ 

 * Crouch * Couch * 
F. D. M. Crouch    - Las Vegas 
1900June6; At the Exchange: Miss Fannie McNulty, F.D.M. Crouch, Las Vegas; A.E. Pierson, Bland; H.T. Brown, George Alexander, Golden; R. Gibbons, 

Victor, Colo... [SFNM] 

 

J. B. Crouch    - St. Louis 

1897August21; At the Claire: J.B. Crouch, St. Louis... [SFDNM] 

 

J. R. Crouch    - La Belle m.d. 



1896May14; La Belle Gold District. J.R. Crouch is working on the La Belle Queen and getting out some fine looking sulphide ore. This claim is located 

three miles north of town, near the saw mill. [SFDNM] 
 

James Crouch    - GlobeAZ 

1896July7; Arrivals at the Bon Ton: Jas Crouch, Globe, A.T... [SFDNM] 

 
Capt. John S. Crouch    - of StaFe, Silver City, New Placers 

John S. Crouch, 1st Sergeant, Co.F?G First Regiment of Inf, California Volunteers, enrolled @ La Porte CA 30Aug1861, Promoted 2d Lieut. Co.E 27Apr1863 @FortCraig. 
[www.calarchives4u.com] 

John S. Crouch, 2d Lieut, Co.E First Regiment of Inf, California Volunteers, enrolled @ Fort Craig 27Apr1863, Promoted from 1st Sgt Co.F; promoted 1st Lieut Co.H 
4May1864 @LosPinos. [www.calarchives4u.com] 

John S. Crouch, 1st Lieut., Co.H First Regiment of Inf, California Volunteers, enrolled @ Los Pinos 9Jul1864, Promoted from 2d Lieut. Co.E; transf to Co.B 1stVet.Inf 
21Apr1865. [www.calarchives4u.com] 

John S. Crouch, 1st Lieut., Co.B First Battalion of Veteran Infantry California Volunteers, enrolled @ Santa Fe NM 6Jun1865; mustered same day; Promoted Captain 
29Sep1865, vice Haskell, deceased [drowned while crossing RioGrande 8May1865]. [www.calarchives4u.com] 

John S. Crouch, Captain, Co.B First Battalion of Veteran Infantry California Volunteers, enrolled @ Santa Fe NM 30Sep1865; mustered same day; Promoted from 1st Lieut; 
discharged at Los Pinos 20Sep1866 with company. [www.calarchives4u.com] 

1872September27; Capt. J.S. Crouch left to-day for Socorro. He has made quite a lengthly visit in Santa Fé... [SFDNM] 

1877August6; John S. Crouch, S.W.; present at founding of Masonic Grand Lodge [Seven Score and Ten, Hall, 2001] 
1878; 23d Assembly, Members of the Legislature; Council, D.Ana, Grant and Lincoln, John S. Crouch. 
1881September23; The Mining Chronicle, John S. Crouch, Editor and Proprietor. Silver City. [Mining Chronicle] 
1890September4; …two favorable reports on the property of the Santa Fe Copper company, one by Prof. Caxin and one by Capt. Daniels. …In the 

beginning of September, 1889, ex-Manager Raunheim proposed to build a concentrator, so urgently needed, but without result. Raunheim ref old leasee 

Chittenden, and then Clark, gauging, robbing and gophering the mine. Capt. Couch’s estimate of the net profits to be derived from working the dumps 
near the Big Copper mine, accumulated during the years. This estimate tallies with those of Mr. Raunheim, Mr. Erhardt and others. [SFDNM] 

1890October3; Yesterday’s New Mexican says of the Santa Fe Copper Co’s. intentions: The systematic work that has been done during the last four months towards 
opening the veins of ore in the Santa Fe Copper company’s mines at San Pedro and the continued high price of this metal in the markets of the world, has at last had its 
effect upon the eastern stockholders of this corporation, and private advices from Boston today state that it has been resolved to immediately begin the erection of a 200-
ton concentrator to be run in connection with the San Pedro Smelters. Only one thing remains to be done before actual construction work begins, and that is the 
verification of the very favorable reports from time to time sent in from the mines by Capt. John Daniell, Expert Couch, ex-Manager Raunheim and Supt. McLaughlin. To 
this end a distinguished expert in copper is now on the way from the east to visit the mines… [The Cerrillos Rustler Vol.III No.11] 

 
W. R. Crouch    - San Juan Valley m.d. 
1881November30; …city of Porter, Bloomfield P.O., on the 22d inst. …”San Juan Valley Mining District” …S. Morgan Draper, President. F. Minton 

Haines, Secretary and Recorder. Wm Bullock Haines, L.A. Hughes, David C. Cole, W.H. Waving, E.F. Blancett, G.W. Cox, K. Helton, M. Blancett, 

Wm Slane, D. Alidia, W.R. Crouch, R.W. Heston. [SFDNM] 

________________________________________________________________ 

 * Crow * Crowe * 
CROW MINING & MILLING COMPANY    - Red River 

1913May22: The mill of the Cora Bell mine, which is owned by H.L. Pratt, is now in full operation treating large bodies of gold ore. It is rumored that Mr. Clark, the assayer 
and mill man for Mr. Pratt, has offered him $500 per ton to ship it and pay all expenses. – The Memphis mine people are now at work to open up this property and put 
up a big mill. They also have a large body of gold and silver ore which runs from $40 to $120 per ton. – There is a deal on for the Midnight mine at Anchor, head of 
Bitter Creek, the Crow Mining and Milling Company. [SFNM 100yrs] 

 

Daniel Crow  (b.IRE 1849>    - of StaFe 
1880June26-29_census: Daniel Crow, miner, 31y-o, single, born Ireland, resident SF with Patrick Moran 
 
Thomas Crowe    - Rio Hondo,  PuebloCO, Amizett m.d. 
1899May31; Red River, N.M., May 22. – Thomas Crowe, foreman, and F.G. Raynor, storekeeper, for the Colorado Fuel and Iron Company, of Pueblo, 

Colo., were in camp yesterday, and made arrangements for a patent survey of the Gold Queen lode mining claim, in Long canon, in the Rio Hondo 

mining district. [SFNM] 
1900February21; Taos County. A patent has been applied for on the Gold Queen, on the Rio Hondo, near Amizett. The applicants are W.A. Robbins, of 

Amizett; Thomas Crowe, Mary Crowe, Guy T. Nash and Daniel W. Osgood, of Pueblo, Colo. [SFNM] 

1900May3; Final Mineral Entry – April 30, Thomas Crowe et al., Gold Queen lode claim of 20.321 acres, Rio Hondo mining district, Taos county. [SFNM] 
1900August28; Taos County. Thomas Crowe, of Pueblo, Colo., the principal owner of the Gold Queen, at the upper end of Long canon, in the Amizett 

district, is at Taos looking after his mining interests. It has been decided to do considerable development work on the property this fall. W.A. Robbins, 

one of the owners, will be in charge. [SFNM] 

as of 1903June30; List of mining claims in NM which have been officially surveyed… By Surveyor-General Morgan O. Llewellyn. Thomas Crowe, Gold 

Queen, Rio Hondo MD, 20.321ac. [Report of the Governor of New Mexico to the Secretary of the Interior 1903, p.349] 

________________________________________________________________ 
 

James H. Crowley    - Ortiz Mine grant, CMD Carbonateville 

1881July23(loc); James Crowley, Isaac Wynn, Philip Holland, Thomas M. Van Dry Washer Placer Claim placer 1320’SW+NE 660’NW+SE, 80ac, joins 
Silent Friend on NE, rec 17Oct81 [b.D p.552]  

1881August3(disc&loc); Philip Holland, James Crowley, Mathew Fitzgibbons, owners Sweet Home Placer Claim 330’NW+SE 1980’SW+NE, 60ac, rec 
17Oct81 [b.D p.553] 

1881December15 (loc); James H. Crowley; Criss Lode, about 1mi E Carbonateville, just E of Robert Hart Lode, in LCMD; 1150’NE 350’SW 150’ea side, recorded 
22December1881 [Locations & Mining Deeds E#15409 p.727] 



1881December15 (loc); Loc by James H. Crowley; Criss Lode, 1500’ linear, in LCMD, 350’SW & 1150’NE, with 150’ on ea side, ca 1mi E from 

Carbonateville, and just E of the Robert Hart Lode. Filed for record 15Dec81 and Recorded same day N.B. Laughlin Recorder {Cerrillos Mining 
Records Book 5 p.53} 

1882Januray1 (loc); Locators W.H. Beckwith, J.H. Crowley; White Lode, 1500’ linear, in LCMD, 325’N & 1175’S, with 150’ on ea side, bounded On the 

N by the Kansas Girl and on the E by the Catcus and on the W by the Helen. Filed for record 7Mar82 and recorded same day N.B. Laughlin Recorder 
E.F. Nisbet Dept. {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 5 p.94} 

1882February23; Mining Deed; W.H. Beckwith, Jas (James) H. Crowley sell for $125 to David L. Miller one undiv whole int White mining claim, <reloc of Key City Lode, in 
LCMD; attest Robt S. Campbell, certify 23Feb82 Jordan B. Cottle Notary Public, recorded 4March1882 [Locations & Mining Deeds F#15410 p.83] 

1882February23; Mining Deed; W.H. Beckwith, James H. Crowley sell for $125 to David L. Miller Our undiv whole int White Mining claim, in LCMD. 

This is a relocation of the Key City Lode. Attest Robert Campbell. Filed for record 15Mar82 and recorded same day N.B. Laughlin Recorder E.F. 
Nisbet Dept. {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 5 p.102} 

1882April16 (loc); Locators James Crowley, Rogers + Cottle; Miners Favorite Lode,  1500’, 750’NE & 750’SW with a width of 150’ on ea side, can 

1/2mi SW from the “Mina Del Tiro. In the LCMd, bounded on the N by the Stillman Lode on the W by the Kansas Girl + on the S by the White Claim. 
Filed and Recorded 13Jul82 N.B. Laughlin Recorder E.F. Nisbet Dept. {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 5 p.159} 

1882July2; Jas H. Crowley, of Carbonateville, was in the city yesterday, with headquarters at the Exchange hotel. [SFDNM] 

________________________________________________________________ 

 * Crown * 
CROWN POINT MINING COMPANY    - Abq, Bland 
1895March1; Corporations Organized Under the General Incorporation Law, 1868-1904. Crown Point Mining Company. Date of filing Mch. 1, 1895, 50yrs, Albuquerque, 

Capital stock 1,000,000 [NMBlueBook 1905, p.198] 
1895March28; The New Mexican is in receipt of a copy of the prospectus of the Crown Point Mining company. The property of the company is situated at 

Bland, in the famous Cochiti mining district, and consists of the “Bull of the Woods,” extending into the town of Bland; the “Giant,” about one half 

mile north of the town, and the “Crown Point,” a little less than a mile. The development of the property has hitherto been confined to the Crown Point, 
on which about 400 feet, in tunnels, shafts and levels has been done. The shaft, or incline, is 150 feet down and is well timbered from top to bottom. 

The Crown Point has been worked steadily since March 1, 1894, and has constantly produced pay ore. …The directors of the company are: Henry 

Lockhart, Albuquerque, N.M., who is secretary; Charles Johnson, of Massillon, Ohio; James D. May, Albuquerque, N.M., and Benjamin F. Bruce, 
Bland, N.M. [SFDNM] 

1895March29; A Home Enterprise and a Home Investment. The Crown Point Mining Company Organized Under the Laws of New Mexico. Cochiti Mining 
District, New Mexico. Capital Stock $1,000,000 100,000 Shares Par Value $10.00 Each. The company offers a limited amount of its treasury stock at 

$1.50 per share full paid and non assessable. The right is reserved to advance the price at any time without notice. Subscriptions received by the First 

National Bank at Santa Fe, and the Bank of Commerce at Albuquerque, New Mexico. For prospectus and any information desired, call or address 
Henry Lockhart, Sec. and Treas., Albuquerque, New Mexico. [ad in SFDNM] 

1895March29; Mr. P.J. Barber has been in the city from Bland, in the Cochiti district, for several days and yesterday favored the New Mexican with a 

pleasant call. Mr. Barber haws been in the Cochiti country since the 8th of March, 1894, prospecting and working his mining claims, and consequently is 
thoroughly well posted on the camp and its resources. He is enthusiastic as for the great value and extent of the ore bodies as well as to the bright 

outlook for the camp. The Crown Point company is arranging for the erection of a 50 stamp mill, of 125 tons capacity, about half a mile below Bland. 

The machinery has been purchased and is on the way so that there is no doubt but that the mill will be built immediately. The company has prospected 
the ground sufficiently to warrant the belief that the ore is there in large quantity and good quality. …W.E. Griffin, S. Neusbaum and Charles Dudrow, 

of this city, have secured a one year’s working lease on the Free Trade, owned by Thomas P. Lowthian & Co. The leasees are arranging to start up work 

next week. The Free Trade is considered to be a first class proposition, good ore having been encountered from the surface down. [SFDNM]  
1895April29; Bland Nuggets. Henry Lockhart, treasurer of the Crown Point Mining company, visited Bland the other day and gladdened the hearts of all the 

employes of the company by paying them up in full. It is the intention of the company soon to increase its working force to twenty or thirty men. 

[SFDNM] 
1896January20; The unpleasant news comes from Bland, Cochiti mining district, that J.D. Snyder, the lumber merchant and leasee of the Beckman mill, 

has made an assignment. It is stated that his liabilities will exceed $10,000 and there is little likelihood of creditors realizing over fifteen per cent on the 

dollar. The principal creditors are Crown Point Mining company, $700; Iron King, $3,000; Lone Star, $3,000; Mrs. Shaw, $1,000. Coddington & Finch, 
Bill Bruce, W.L. Trimble & Co., the men employed at the mill and several others are creditors of Mr. Snyder. Sam Young has been named as assignee. 

[SFDNM] 

1897November2; The Crown Point mining company, of the Cochiti mining district, has also paid for the land embraced within the lode claim and possesses 
a receiver’s receipt therefor. [SFDNM] 

1898December21; An ore body 30 feet wide and yielding $12 in gold has been uncovered in the Bull of the Woods mine near Bland by Henry Lockhart. 

The Crown Point Mining Company has also made a strike on the Glencoe, three-fourths of a mile north of Bland, which is yielding 15 ounces of gold. 
[SFNM] 

1899October30; Cochiti Cullings. The Crown Point at Bland has received its air compressor. [SFNM] 

1900July9; Cochiti. J.D. May, vice president of the Crown Point Mining Company, and largely interested in other valuable properties in the Cochiti, came in 
from Albuquerque last Friday via Jemez Springs. [SFNM] 

as of 1903June30; List of mining claims in NM which have been officially surveyed… By Surveyor-General Morgan O. Llewellyn. Crown Point Mining 

Co., Crown Point, Cochiti MD, 18.34ac. [Report of the Governor of New Mexico to the Secretary of the Interior 1903, p.349] 

 

CROWN POINT TUNNEL COMPANY    - Golden 

1882February8; Corporations Organized Under the General Incorporation Law, 1868-1904. Crown Point Tunnel Company.The. Date of filing Feb. 8, 1882, 50yrs, Golden, 
Capital stock 4,000,000 [NMBlueBook 1905, p.198] 

 
Anthony Crown    - of Hillsboro & AK 

1899August17; Anthony Crown, of Hillsboro, has returned from the Klondike, where he spent the last two years. He left Hillsboro a poor man, and came 

home with $60,000. In company with three partners, he owns ten valuable Alaska placer claims, to which he will return after a short visit to Hillsboro. 
[SFNM] 

________________________________________________________________ 



 
O. S. Crowthers   - Nacimiento mtns  <see also Carruthers 
1882August10; News from the Nacimiento mountains is encouraging. The Eureka company is pushing work as much as possible. The Eureka mine, under 

the skillful management of O.S. Crowthers, an experienced copper miner, is being rapidly developed. The tunnel is in 150 feet and shows a body of ore 
twenty-seven feet thick. The mine is owned by the New Mexico and Illinois Mining and Manufacturing company, of Albuquerque, Kansas City, 

Chicago and Ottumwa, Iowa. The company has put up a saw mill, which is now in operation. The smelter at Copper City is an experiment of the Eureka 

Mining company. The Copper City Mining company owns the George R. Peck, which is showing up admirably. [SFDNM]  
1882August18; The Nacimiento excitement is on the increase. The strikes reported are calculated to awaken interest. [SFDNM] 

 

A. D. Cruger    - CMD 

1879May13; A.D. Craig, J.S. Barnes, W.P. McClure; Little Pearl, W of Old Turquois Mountain about 1½ mi, in GMD; NE 1500’ 300’ea side, recorded 6December1880 
[Locations & Mining Deeds D#15408 p.156] 

1880January20; G.S. Barnes, A.D. Cringer sell for value received to William P. Donstrel Trustee 3/6 int Little Pearl, in GMD; attest J.P. Barnes, W.S. Battelle, recorded 
6December1880 [Locations & Mining Deeds D#15408 p.155] 

1880November26; A.D. Crurger sells for value received to Wm P. Donstrell Trustee 1/6 int little Pearl, in GMD, guarantee shaft is 10’ deep; attest Witness E.G. Renkins, 
recorded 6December1880 [Locations & Mining Deeds D#15408 p.155] 

 
Bertina Crum    - of Golden 

1898November26; Bertina Crum & Co. have put in a horse whim at the Highland Mary claim at Golden, and will now go down 200 feet into the ground. 
Several tons of rich ore have been taken out on the 75 foot dip. [SFDNM] 

 
Judge J. H. Crumpacker    - of Abq 

1898February21; Judge Crumpacker and family have arrived in Albuquerque from La Porte, Ind. They have taken the Rose residence in that city and have 

settled down to become permanent residents. [SFNM] 
1898August22; At the Palace: J.H. Crumpacker, A.B. McMillen, S.B. Gillett, E.W. Dobson, C.H. Fancher, N.W. Jackson, J.H. Stringle, W.B. Childers, 

Albuquerque… [SFNM] 

1898September2; At the Palace: Thos N. Wilkerson, E.W. Dobson, A. Singer, J.W. Crumpacker, Albuquerque... [SFNM] 
1899December22; A Bland Water Suit. The application of the Woodbury Water Supply Company to restrain the Bland Mining and Milling Company from 

using certain water was refused by Judge Crumpacker. The defendant company claimed that the plaintiff forfeited and abandoned its rights to the water, 

and that there is plenty to supply both parties. [SFNM] 
1900January26; Judge Crumpacker has appointed J.W. Akers of Santa Fe as one of the appraisers of lands to be condemned for right of way for the low 

line canal near Albuquerque, in place of W.W. Jones of San Marcial. [SFNM] 

1900April26; Santa Fe County Mica Mines. The claims recorded by County Clerk Romero yesterday are as follows: San Jose mica claim, about eight miles 
northeast of the Nambe Indian pueblo, by A.M. Bergere, Eilosa L. Bergere, Mrs. D.M. White, Mariano S. Otero, Alexander Reed, George W. Knaebel, 

Arthur H. Craven and M.A. Otero; the Muniz mica claim, same locality, by John R. McFie, A.M. Blackwell, Jacob Gross, H.W. Kelly, W.J. Miller, E.J. 

McLean, J.S. Clark and L.A. Hughes; the Eilosa mica claim, same locality, by R.C. Gortner, W.P. Sutton, T.S. Hubbell, F.W. Parker, F.A. Manzanares, 
W.H. Pope, Solomon Luna and Caroline E. Luna; the Estrella mica claim, same locality, by P. Muniz, Mrs P. Muniz, D.M. White and Wendall V. Hall; 

the Montezuma mica claim, same locality, by T.A. Finical, Manuel C. de Baca, W.H. Whiteman, Fred Muller, A.A. Keen, J.W. Crumpaker, W.B. 

Childers and A.R. Burkdoll, all in the Nambe mining district. [SFNM] 
1900May1; The owners of about twenty mica claims northeast of Santa Fe met yesterday afternoon in the office of Governor Otero and organized 

permanently, adopting the name of  “The Santa Fe Mica Company.” …Judge McFie presided at the meeting, and Col. George W. Knaebel acted as 

secretary. The following board of directors to serve three months was elected: A.A. Keen, Col. George W. Knaebel, R.C. Gortner, L.A. Hughes and 
Judge W.H. Whiteman. …The most important claims that have been recorded are: San Jose mica claim, about eight miles northeast of the Nambé 

Indian pueblo, by A.M. Bergere, Eliosa L. Bergere, Mrs. D.M. White, Mariano S. Otero, Alexander Reed, George W. Knaebel, Arthur H. Craven and 

M.A. Otero; the Muniz mica claim, same locality, by John R. McFie, A. M. Blackwell, Jacob Gross, H.W. Kelly, W.J. Mills, E.J. McLean, J.S. Clark 
and L.A. Hughes; the Eloisa mica claim, same locality, by R.C. Gortner, W.P. Sutton. T.S. Hubbell, F.W. Parker, F.A. Manzanares, W.H. Pope, 

Solomon Luna and Caroline E. Otero; the Estrella mica claim, same locality, by P. Muniz, Mrs. P. Muniz, D.M. White and Wendell V. Hall; the 

Montezuma mica claim, same locality, by T.A. Finical, Manuel C. de Baca, W.H. Whiteman, Fred Muller, A.A. Keen, J.W. Crumpacker, W.B. 
Childers and A.R. Burkdoll, all in the Nambe mining district. – At the Claire: J.W. Crumpacker, T.S. Hubbell, John Roger Haynes, A.B. McMillan, 

E.W. Dobson, W.B. Childers, E.L. Medler, O.H. Maron, Albuquerque; F.W. Parker, Hillsboro; A.A. Freeman, Carlsbad... [SFNM] 

1901December31; Judge and Mrs. J.W. Crumpacker will not return to Albuquerque, and have had their household goods shipped to La Porte, Ind. [SFNM] 

 
Peter Crumrine    - of Crumrine & Lindner;  of Hillsboro, Sierra co. 
1896December24; Hillsboro Gold Mines. Crumrine & Lindner, the lucky leasers at the Snake mine, have thirty inches of sulphide ore which runs over three 

ounces to the ton. [SFDNM] 

1897August26; Sierra County. Lindner & Crumrine are shipping ore from their property to El Paso, and have 100 tons ready for the mill. [SFDNM] 
1897October14; Hillsboro Gold District. Crumrine & Lindner have 12 men at work on their Snake lease, and there development work is being pushed to 

make room for more. [SFDNM] 

1898June23; Peter Crumrine & J?e Lind?? ??ersing their force of miners in the Snake claim at Hillsboro. [SFNM] 
1898September8; Sierra County. Robins & Crews have bought out Peter Crumrine’s interest in their famous Snake mine lease. [SFNM] 

1899January6; Hillsboro District. Wayland & Crumrine, leasers on the Richmond mine, have saved a 30-ton batch of ore that will net them in the 

neighborhood of $500 each. [SFNM] 
1899May16; Sierra County. Peter Crumrine is netting $1,000 per month from his big Snake mine lease. [SFNM] 

1899August3; Sierra County. Peter Crumvine and J.W. Orchard, leasers on the Snake mine, are taking out $150 ore. [SFNM]   

1900March13; Sierra County. On the Snake, a 3-foot breast of $80 ore is being worked by Crumrine & Orchard, the lessees. They are hoisting six tons of 
ore per day. [SFNM] 

1900June25: Sierra County. Peter Crumrine and Jefferson Owen are working the Jubilee at Tierra Blanca. [SFNM] 

________________________________________________________________ 



 * Crutchfield * 
Allie R. Crutchfield    - Cerrillos 
1889; Allie R. Crutchfield, member #42 Cerrillos ME Church [Church Register of the Cerrillos ME Church] 
 
Elizabeth A. Crutchfield    - Cerrillos 
1889; Elizabeth A. Crutchfield, member #36 Cerrillos ME Church [Church Register of the Cerrillos ME Church] 
 
Isaac N. Crutchfield    - Cerrillos, Magdalena, Glorieta, Roswell, Eddy 
1889-1890; Isaac N. Crutchfield is fifth pastor of Cerrillos ME Church [Church Register of the Cerrillos ME Church] 
1889January7; Rev. Crutchfield, of Magdalena, will begin a series of meetings at Green’s hall to-night. All are invited to attend. [SFDNM; Cerrillos 

Rustlings] 

1889January18; Rev. Crutchfield returned to his home at Magdalena yesterday, his very successful series of meetings having closed. [SFDNM; Cerrillos 

Rustlings] 
1889October25; Rev. I.N. Crutchfield, of Glorieta, is building a residence for his mother at Cerrillos. [SFDNM] 

1890January7; Marriage – Eugene A. Ames & Emma E. Jackson, by Rev. I.N. Crutchfield [Church Register of the Cerrillos ME Church] 
1890January10; A quiet wedding took place at the residence of Mrs. W.J. Jackson, Tuesday evening, when two of our most estimable young people were united in the 

bonds of matrimony. The contracting parties were Mr. E.B. Ames, of the McKenzie Supply Co., and Miss Emma Jackson, daughter of our former Methodist pastor, and 
choir leader in that church. The ceremony was performed at 8 o’clock in the evening, by Rev. I.N. Crutchfield. [The Cerrillos Rustler Vol.II No.26] 

1890January30; Marriage – James A. Jackson & May Jones, by Rev. I.N. Crutchfield [Church Register of the Cerrillos ME Church] 
1890March1; Baptisms – Minnie S. Williams for Harry Scranton & Jessie Scranton; Louie E. Adams, Bertie Adams, Ora Adams for Cyrus Adams & Orfenia; Mable E. Lamb 

for Mr. Lamb & Abigal Lamb; James N. Stone for James N. Stone & Mary, by Rev I.N. Crutchfield [Church Register of the Cerrillos ME Church] 
1890May7; demit to J.M. Crutchfield, resident Cerrillos, minister [Historical Register of Membership (Cerrillos Lodge #19)] 
1890August17; Baptism – Tony N. Crutchfield for Zadock Crutchfield & Addie, by Rev I.N. Crutchfield [Church Register of the Cerrillos ME Church] 
1890September5; Rev. I.N. Crutchfield has been promoted to the position of Presiding Elder, of the Chaves and Eddy county district. Good enough. The people in the south-

east part of the Territory will find him a zealous and conscientious worker, plain, honest and sympathetic. A man who tries to accomplish good in the truest sense of the 
word. [The Cerrillos Rustler Vol.III No.8]  

1890September12; Presiding Elder I.N. Crutchfield will depart for Roswell the first of the week. Mrs. Crutchfield and Miss Allie, mother and sister, accompany him. [The 
Cerrillos Rustler Vol.III No.9] 

1890September26; Presiding Elder I.N. Crutchfield, accompanied by mother, sister and two children, left last week for Roswell, in his new district. [The Cerrillos Rustler 
Vol.III No.10]  

1890October10; Rev. Isaac N. Crutchfield, presiding elder of the M.E. church of this district, with his mother and sister, passed through Roswell this week enroute to Eddy 
where they reside. [The Cerrillos Rustler Vol.III No.13] 

1890November7; A letter informs the Rustler that Rev. I.N. Crutchfield has recently been quite seriously ill at Eddy, but that he is now improving nicely. [The Cerrillos Rustler 
Vol.III No.17] 

1891September1; The New Mexico annual conference of the M.E. church closed its labors at El Paso yesterday. Appointments for the ensuing year were 
made as follows: Magdalena, J.A. Crutchfield, Albuquerque, D.P. Brown; Cerrillos, W.B. Jennings; Las Vegas, B.J. Waugh; Eddy district, I.N. 

Crutchfield, P.E., Eddy station, Robert Hodgson; J.M. Crutchfield, Alpine. [SFDNM] 

1891September4; Rev. I.N. Crutchfield remains P.E., of the Eddy district… we hope Brom Ike will… [The Rustler v.IV n.9] 
1891September18; Rev. I.N. Crutchfield was married on the 3rd inst., to Miss Ollie Johnson. Rev. Robert Hodgson performed the ceremony at the residence of the brides 

father, on the Penasco. So says the Eddy Argus. [The Rustler v.IV n.11] 
 
J. A. Crutchfield    - Abq 
1891September1; The New Mexico annual conference of the M.E. church closed its labors at El Paso yesterday. Appointments for the ensuing year were 

made as follows: Magdalena, J.A. Crutchfield, Albuquerque, D.P. Brown; Cerrillos, W.B. Jennings; Las Vegas, B.J. Waugh; Eddy district, I.N. 

Crutchfield, P.E., Eddy station, Robert Hodgson; J.M. Crutchfield, Alpine. [SFDNM] 

 
J. M. Crutchfeld  <b.TN 1816 d.May1899)    - of StaFe 
1889May27; J.M. Crutchfeld, of the eastern part of the county, died on Friday last and was buried at Glorieta yesterday. He was a good men and a very 

successful farmer and stock raiser. Mr. Crutchfeld is the father of four sons, all of whom are ministers of the gospel. He was a native of Tennessee, 73 
years old, and came to this region from Texas some three years ago. [SFDNM] 

1894September10; The Methodist conference, which has been in session in this city, made appointments this morning. The present district was found too large so it was 
divided into the Albuquerque and the El Paso districts. . . . El Paso district: Rev. C.C. Eddington, presiding elder; El Paso, Rev. C.J. Orby; Alpine, J.M. Crutchfield; 
Pecos City, Rev. J.E. Sanders; Eddy, Rev. W.A. Govett; Hope, Rev. J.C. Gage; Roswell, Rev. C.H. Govett; Bonito, Rev. B.B. Sooggins; White Oaks, Rev. Thos 
Hodgson. [14 Years Ago Today, digitalcommonsATutep] 

 
Rev. John Milton Crutchfield    - brother of Zadock;  of Socorro, Cerrillos 
1890-1891; John M. Crutchfield is sixth pastor of Cerrillos ME Church [Church Register of the Cerrillos ME Church] 
1890February7; M. Crutchfield, Grand Masonic Lodge Grand Chaplain & member of the Cerrillos Lodge 
1890September5; Milton Crutchfield, who has been in charge of the M.E. church at Socorro, has been assigned to the Cerrillos charge by the late conference. [The Cerrillos 

Rustler Vol.III No.8]  
1890September12; J.M. Crutchfield the new Methodist minister in charge here, has arrived and will hold services at the regular hours next Sunday. [The Cerrillos Rustler 

Vol.III No.9] 
1890September26; Rev. J.M. Crutchfield’s discourse Sunday was highly praised by members of his congregation. [The Cerrillos Rustler Vol.III No.10]  
1890October17; Married. At the Grand Central Hotel, Cerrillos, N.M., by Rev. J.M. Crutchfield, pastor of the M.E. church, Wednesday evening, October 14th, 1890, Mr. W.H. 

Kennedy of Cerrillos and Miss Lillian Quinn, of St. Louis. …Mr. Kennedy, well known in Cerrillos and Santa Fe county as a prosperous business man and popular 
gentleman… [The Cerrillos Rustler Vol.III No.14] 

1890November7; Elder. J.D. Bush was here Sunday assisting in holding the quarterly meeting services. Cerrillos is quite fortunate in being in Rev.Bush’s district, also in the 
possession of so able a pastor as Rev. J.M. Crutchfield. [The Cerrillos Rustler Vol.III No.17] 



1891April10; M.E. Church South. – Rev. J.M. Crutchfield, pastor. Preaching every Sabbath, morning and evening. Sabbth school at 9:45 a.m. Prayer meetings Wednesday 
evenings. [The Cerrillos Rustler v.III n.40] 

1891April24; Little Earl, infant son of Rev. and Mrs. J.M. Crutchfield, is ill with pneumonia. [The Rustler v.III n.42] 
1891June5; Rev. J.M. Crutchfield and J. Muralter were visitors to Santa Fe yesterday. [The Rustler v.III n.48] 
1891July; Baptisms – Jennie E. Fox for James Fox & Rosa Belle Fox, by Rev John M. Crutchfield [Church Register of the Cerrillos ME Church] 
1891July10; Rev. J.M. Crutchfield has been on the sick list a part of this week. Also the infant sons of himself and brother, Zed. All are reported better. [The Cerrillos Rustler, 

v.IV no.1] 
1891July10; Mr. Ross Griffith and Miss Lizzie Copeman were united in marriage at the coal camp last Friday evening, Rev. J.M. Crutchfield officiating. [The Cerrillos Rustler, 

v.IV no.1] 
1891July10; Rev. and Mrs. J.M. Crutchfield, Dr. Palmer and the Rustler family accepted an invitation to dine at the new California Chop House, at 4 o’clock, p.m., on Sunday. 

The bill of fare was very elaborate and the guests did ample justice to the good things provided. [The Cerrillos Rustler, v.IV no.1] 
1891July17; Z.M. Crutchfield and family, Rev. J.M. Crutchfield and family, Mr. John Doyle and Mr. Whited, took their departure Monday for the upper Pecos, there to spend a 

few weeks camping and fishing. [The Rustler v.IV n.2] 
1891August7; The Crutchfield families returned from their outing on the Pecos Friday of last week. [The Rustler v.IV n.5] 
1891August21; Rev. J.M. Crutchfield preaches his last sermon for the conference year, at the M.E. church Sunday. [The Rustler v.IV n.7] 
1891September1; The New Mexico annual conference of the M.E. church closed its labors at El Paso yesterday. Appointments for the ensuing year were 

made as follows: Magdalena, J.A. Crutchfield, Albuquerque, D.P. Brown; Cerrillos, W.B. Jennings; Las Vegas, B.J. Waugh; Eddy district, I.N. 

Crutchfield, P.E., Eddy station, Robert Hodgson; J.M. Crutchfield, Alpine. [SFDNM] 

1891September11; Rev. J.M. Crutchfield and family departed for Pecos City, Texas, Tuesday night. Dr. Sauders goes to Alpine, instead of Rev. Crutchfield as, stated in the 
associated press report. [The Rustler v.IV n.10] 

1891October2; M.E. Church, South – Rev. J.M. Crutchfield, pastor. Preaching every Sabbath, morning and evening Sabbth school at 9:45 a.m. Prayer meetings Wednesday 
evenings. (replaced by Jennings next date) [The Rustler, v.IV no.22] 

1892May7; demit to J.M. Crutchfield, resident Cerrillos, minister [Historical Register of Membership (Cerrillos Lodge #19)] 

 

Zadock M. Crutchfield    - bro John M., wife is Addie;  of Cerrillos 
1889; Zadock M. Crutchfield, member #33 Cerrillos ME Church [Church Register of the Cerrillos ME Church] 
1889; Addie L. Crutchfield, member #34 Cerrillos ME Church [Church Register of the Cerrillos ME Church] 
1890August17; Baptism – Tony N. Crutchfield for Zadock Crutchfield & Addie, by Rev I.N. Crutchfield [Church Register of the Cerrillos ME Church] 
1890October3; Complaint having been made about hogs running at large in Cerrillos, parties owning hogs are requested to pen them at once or they they will be taken up. Z. 

Crutchfield. [The Cerrillos Rustler Vol.III No.11] 
1891April17; The show which was here last week hired the team of Mr. J.M. Rogers with which to go to San Pedro, and it seems with a partial understanding that they could 

have it go on to White Oaks, if desired. They started on frm San Pedro with the team, and Mr. Rogers, becoming uneasy, sent constable Z.M. Crutchfield after them. 
Mr. Crutchfield overtook them and brought them back. In the meantime one of the horses had been foundered and died. No case could be made against the parties 
and they were turned loose. [The Rustler v.III n.41] 

1891May8; Z. Crutchfield made a business trip to San Pedro Wednesday. [The Cerrillos Rustler, v.III no.44] 
1891May15; Constable Z.M. Crutchfield desires that men and boys hunting will not shoot near houses in and around town as has been the custom, and he has been 

instructed on complaint to make arrests for future violations of this character. [The Cerrillos Rustler, v.III no.45] 
1891May29; In compliance with the new law which only allows a sheriff to appoint five deputies for counties having not more than 15 precincts, sheriff Francisco Chavez has 

revoked all commissions except those held by Francisco Delgado, Z.M. Crutchfield, Romulo Vales, Henry Metzger and W.H. Soehnchen. The proper choice was made 
in retaining Z.M. Crutchfield for this part of the county. [The Rustler v.III n.47] 

1891June5; Constable Z.M. Crutchfield is indulging in the luxury orf a short spell of sickness. His condition is considerably improved over the first of the week. [The Rustler 
v.III n.48] 

1891June12; Z.M. Crutchfield and family started Tuesday morning for a week’s pleasure and recreation on the upper Pecos. Mr. R. Green also returned and will again put in 
time catching fish and killing game. [The Rustler v.III n.49] 

1891June26; Z.M. Crutchfield and family and Mr. R. Green and George Green, returned from their outing on the upper Pecos, last Saturday. … On this trip Mr. Green caught 
726 trout and killed a bear. George Green killed a fine dear and some other small game and Zed Crutchfield caught over 500 trout. [The Cerrillos Rustler, v.III no.51] 

1891June26; Constable Crutchfield has had the calaboose full of hobos this week. Getting his hand in for marshal. [The Cerrillos Rustler, v.III no.51] 
1891July10; Rev. J.M. Crutchfield has been on the sick list a part of this week. Also the infant sons of himself and brother, Zed. All are reported better. [The Cerrillos Rustler, 

v.IV no.1] 
1891July10; Vesper Lodge No. 15, K. of P., installed its newly elected officers Tuesday night as follows: C.A. Whited, P.C.; Zed Crutchfield, C.C.; Wm Ash, V.C.; T. Tucker, 

P.; Charles Mills, M.at A.; L.G. Jones, M.of F.; Wm. Partridge, M.of E.; D.J. Jones, K.of R.S.; Geo. Morgan, I.G.; J. Hulscutter, O.G. [The Cerrillos Rustler, v.IV no.1] 
1891July17; Z.M. Crutchfield and family, Rev. J.M. Crutchfield and family, Mr. John Doyle and Mr. Whited, took their departure Monday for the upper Pecos, there to spend a 

few weeks camping and fishing. [The Rustler v.IV n.2] 
1891July22; Killed At Cerrillos. A Bad Man With A Gun Meets His Fate At The Hands Of Cerrillos Deputy Sheriff. James Fairweather, a miner lately from 

Colorado and employed at the Cash Entry for a short time, was shot and instantly killed at Cerrillos yesterday afternoon by Z.M. Crutchfield, deputy sheriff. It 
appears that Fairweather had been discharged by the Cash Entry management and went to Cerrillos to have his time check cashed. While there he got into a 
row with several miners, drew his gun and threatened to kill one or more of them. Deputy Sheriff Crutchfiled saw the gun play, and seeing that the fellow 
meant trouble, went and secured his six-shooter, concealing it about his person. A short time afterward he was called upon by the miners who had been 
threatened to go and arrest Fairweather. The officer found his man sitting down to dinner in a Chinese restaurant, and as he entered the door called upon him 
to surrender. Fairweather sprang up and drew his weapon. Crutchfield did likewise, continuing to advance, and twice commanded Fairweather to throw up his 
hands. Instead of obeying the officer Fairweather raised his gun, when Crutchfield fired upon him. The ball pierced Fairweather’s heart and caused instant 
death. Crutchfield telegraphed Sheriff Chavez of what had happened and gave himself over to the custody of the justice of the peace, A.L. Kendall. The latter, 
acting in the capacity of coroner, empanneled a jury and examined into the case, and at 5 o’clock last night a verdict of justifiable homicide was announced. 
Fairweather was 30 years of age, unmarried, and comparatively unknown in Cerrillos. As to whether or not he was under the influence of liquor when he made 
his several gun plays, opinions differ. His body was interred to-day. Crutchfield is a sturdy, sober man, quiet and self-possessed under all circumstances, and 
a man universally respected for his upright character. He keenly regrets the homicide but says it was a case of kill or be killed. [SFDNM] 

1891July24; Zed Crutchfield went to the Pecos after his family to-day. [The Rustler, v.IV no.3] 
1891July24; James Fairweather, a miner who recently came here from Colorado and who had since been working at the Cash Entry, quit Tuesday evening and came to 

town, intending to start that night for Kingman, Arizona. He received the money on his time check, drank to some extent and becoming a little quarrelsome, made a gun 
play or two on the street. Deputy Sheriff Z.M. Crutchfield was sent to look after him and found him at a table in Sam Sing’s California Restaurant. As soon as the officer 
entered the door, Fairweather arose from the table and drew his gun. Officer Crutchfield covered him, then told him to consider himself under arrest. No attention being 



paid he was ordered to throw up his hands. On his refusing to do this and seeing him raising his gun for a shot, Crutchfield fired and Fairweather dropped dead at the 
report. The ball passed through the upper region of his heart, causing death almost instantly. An inquest was held two hours later, and a verdict rendered according to 
the above facts, as produced by testimony. The remains were interred the following day. Fairweather was an Englishman and not known to have any relatives in this 
country. He was supposed to be about 30 years old. After the shooting officer Crutchfield telegraphed Sheriff Chavez of the killing, and that officer arrived on the first 
train, making a careful personal examination into the affair. Yesterday Crutchfield was given a preliminary hearing, he having been placed under arrest. The evidence 
produced at this examination was the same as at the inquest, and he was acquitted, the decision being quickly reached that the killing was justifiable, being in self 
defense and in the discharge of official duty. [The Rustler v.IV n.3] 

1891August7; The Crutchfield families returned from their outing on the Pecos Friday of last week. [The Rustler v.IV n.5] 
1891August7; An ex-convict known as “Tex.,” got to flourishing a gun in a dangerous manner last Friday night and constable Crutchfield was sent for to take care of him. He 

was lodged in the ‘boose, but not liking the quarters he walked out during the night and was recaptured in the Cash Entry cañon. He was tried before Judge Kendall, 
but the evidence not being conclusive, he was discharged with a lecture. [The Rustler v.IV n.5] 

1891August17; The election of town trustees and town marshal at Cerrillos comes off to-morrow, there is but one ticket in the field, consisting as follows 

Trustee, W.E. Dame, C.W. Uptegrove, David L. Miller, Randolph Kelly and Richard Green, for town marshal, Zed M. Crutchfield. [SFDNM] 

1891August28; Geo. Green and Zed. Crutchfield went up to Las Vegas Monday on court business. [The Rustler v.IV n.8] 
1891September25; Randolph Kelley and Z.M. Crutchfield were visitors to Santa Fe, Tuesday. [The Rustler, v.IV no.21] 
1891October23; A party of Nimrods went up to Galisteo last Saturday, taking an extra wagon along to carry home the ducks, quail and other game. Dr. Palmer, Prof. Griggs, 

professional sports, and Tony Neis, an amateur shot, and marshal Crutchfield, were of the party. Tony got a jack-rabbit – the others got – left!. [The Rustler v.IV n.25] 
1891October30; Z.M. Crutchfield, Cerrillos, new Rustler subscriber. [The Rustler, v.IV no.26] 
1891October30; …last night at the store of J.H. Gerdes & Co., The fellow claimed to be from the Indian Territory. He walked into the store, laid his overcoat down on top of 

another coat on the counter and when Charley Way was busy, picked up his coat with the other one wraped inside of it. Dr. Bishop, who happened to be in the store, 
noticed the sneak and calling Way’s attention to it, marshal Crutchfield was sent for and he was taken in charge. Jimmie Thomas, the above, was tried today by Judge 
Kendall and sent to Santa Fe for 90 days. [The Rustler, v.IV no.26] 

1891November20; R. Green, S.M. Hale and Z.M. Crutchfield attended Masonic Grand Lodge at Albuquerque the first of this week. [The Rustler, v.IV no.29] 
1891November27; Constable Z.M. Crutchfield has been confined to his house all week with a severe attack of La Grippe. [The Rustler, v.IV no.30] 
1891December4; Mrs. Z.M. Crutchfield has been quite ill the past week, but is improving. Zed, our popular marshal, is also getting over his spell of the grip. [The Rustler, v.IV 

no.31] 
1891December18; J.A. Jackson is now on the city police force, acting as marshall Crutchfield’s deputy. [The Rustler, v.IV no.33] 
1891December25; Vesper Lodge, No. 15, K of P, Z.M. Crutchfield, C.C., D.J.Jones, K. of R.S. [The Rustler, v.IV no.34] 
1892January19; Marshal Crutchfield, of Cerrillos, brought in a brace of hold-ups this forenoon and placed them in the county jail. Felix Salina and Antonio 

Chaves are their names. They have been employed in the coal mines for several years and both have families. Night before last they started out to have 

a spree and play the Lee White racket. Half way between Cerrillos and the coal pits they took a stand on the road side and when Andy Bugus came 
along they sprang out with six-shooters in hand and Mr. Bugus’ hands went up in short order. The robbers then relieved him of $8 in currency and told 

him to go back to the coal pits, saying they would kill him if he attempted to reach Cerrillos. Bugus returned to camp, got his Winchester and 

proceeded to Cerrillos. Half an hour later Marshal Crutchfield was on their trail and he overtook them on the road going south about 1 o’clock 
yesterday morning. In default of $500 bail each Justice Kendall sent them to jail to await action by the next grand jury. [SFDNM] 

1892February1; TROUBLE IN CAMP – The Cerrillos Coal & Iron company, which holds a U.S. Patent for most of the coal lands in south Santa Fe county, and 
which has arrangements perfected for expending half a million dollars on improvements in and about Cerrillos this spring and summer, has struck a snag in 
rather an unexpected quarter. Seven eighths of the squatters on those coal lands have accepted the very liberal terms of the company and taken out leases or 
sold out their improvements, the value of which were determined by arbitration, but a few are acting very arbitrary, considering the great good the investments 
of this company must surely bring to the citizens of Cerrillos and vicinity. The White Ash Coal company, composed of Richard Green, W.P. Gould, Ross 
Griffiths and John Louis, have for the two years past been working on the main anthracite vein, three miles south of Cerrillos, and, against the protest of the 
owners of the land, have mined and sold a large quantity of coal. On December 1, last, however, the White Ash people agreed to take a lease for one month 
and pay the C.C.& I. company 15 cents per ton royalty on all coal extracted. At the expiration of the lease Messrs. Green and Gould withdrew from the 
company, but Messrs. Griffiths and Louis continued to work the property. On January 13 an agreement was reached to arbitrate all differences. The C.C.& I. 
company selected W.E. Dame and the White Ash people chose N.B. Brown as arbitrators, the C.C.& I. company agreeing to pay Griffiths and Louis for their 
improvements as per the finding of the arbitrators. But Dame and Brown could not agree on the value of the improvements, neither could they agree upon a 
third person to aid them in their arbitration. It is charged that Brown has a lease from the company and has improvements the value of which must also be 
settled by arbitration, hence is prejudiced in his present capacity. On January 26 Griffiths and Ross were still working the mine, and on that date Manager 
Risque, of the C.C.& I. company, called upon them and formally notified them to cease all operations there on the 28th. On this latter date they quit work and 
turned the property over to Mr. Risque, and he had a substantial door built and placed the coal pit under lock and key. That night unknown parties chopped the 
door to pieces. On the following day another door was placed over the pit, and during the night this also was destroyed, and Griffiths, Louis and others took 
possession, declaring they would hold the mine by force of arms if necessary. Being thus unable to reach any sort of reasonable adjustment of the difficulties, 
the C.C.& I. company took the case into the district court on Saturday afternoon. It asked for an injunction restraining Griffiths and Louis from operating the 
mine, and instituted against them an action of forcible entry and detainer for possession of the property, coupled with an action of ejectment. After a full 
hearing in the premiere the court granted a temporary injunction, returnable February 13, and appointed Z.M. Crutchfield, of Cerrillos, receiver. The latter’s 
bond is place at $300. The C.C.& I. company was requested to give bond for $1,200, to be forfeited to Griffiths and Louis in case the temporary injunction 
should prove to be illegally obtained. Mr. F.W. Risque left for Cerrillos last night to turn the papers over to Deputy Sheriff Crutchfield to serve and place the 
receiver in charge. A telegram from Cerrillos this afternoon announces that the papers were served, and Receiver Crutchfield took possession of the property 
without any opposition. [SFDNM] 

1892June20; Roy Phillips, Watchman, $85. – Z.M. Crutchfield, Watchman, $93. – paid by CC&IC to clean title. [Elkins papers 820] 
1892July5; A Double Killing. A Quarrel at Cerrillos and its Result – Was it Accident or Deliberate Murder? Another chapter was added to New Mexico’s 

criminal history yesterday, a double killing having occurred at Cerrillos. Participants and eye witnesses give conflicting reports of the affair. It appears 

that a man named Rogers, a teamster, was engaged in celebrating the 4th after a fashion, and was somewhat under the influence of liquor when a 
quarrel over some trivial matter began between Rogers and a man named German Montoya. Rogers drew a 45 caliber revolver and undertook to use it 

when Montoya sprang forward and caught the weapon. A struggle ensued in which Constable J.M. Crutchfield also took part and during the scuffle the 

revolver was discharged. The bullet struck German Montoya in the pit of the stomach, passed through his body and struck an innocent party, a younger 
brother of Montoya, also in the stomach, wounding him fatally. German Montoya is reported to have soon died; his brother still alive at 11 o’clock to-

day, but the was bullet penetrated his bowels and it is thought his death is only a question of a few hours. Should the wounded man’s condition justify 

it he will be brought to Santa Fe to-night and placed at St. Vincent’s hospital. Crutchfield and Rogers are both under arrest and an investigation of the 
affair is in progress before Justice A.L. Kendall. Crutchfield is charges by the Montoyas and their friends with deliberately shooting the two men. On 

the other hand it is alleged that the shooting was purely accidental. Crutchfield says he rushed between the two men while they were contending for 
possession of the weapon and that in the melee the revolver was accidentally discharged. The Montoyas belong to a well known family at La Cienega, 

and are sons of Alejandro Montoya. Later – A dispatch to the New Mexican at 3 p.m. says Deputy Sheriff Crutchfield, charged with assault with intent 



to kill, waived extradition and gave bonds for his appearance before the district judge on the 10 [t]h ins[t]. The wounded man is yet alive, but has small 

changes of recovery. [SFDNM] 
1892July6; …to him; that Crutchfield took the revolver with his left hand while with his right hand at the same instant he drew his own revolver and fired at 

Montoya, the ball passing through the bodies of German Montoya and his cousin, an innocent man who stood behind him. Others who claim to be 

eyewitnesses of the affair say that the shooting was purely accidental. Physicians informed Mr. Spiess that the two men could certainly not live long. 
[SFDNM] 

1892July7; German Montoya, one of the men shot in the saloon row at Cerrillos on the 4th, died at 5 o’clock last night. Constable Z.M. Crutchfield, who is 

implicated in the affair, came to the city yesterday afternoon and retained N.B. Laughlin to take charge of his case. Chas A. Spiess has been retained by 
the relatives of deceased to prosecute, and he goes to Cerrillos to-night to insist on Justice Kendall holding an inquest. Thinking that the inquest would 

be held to-day, Mr. Spiess telegraphed Justice Kendall to delay action till he could arrive to-morrow morning and this afternoon he received a dispatch 

in reply which states that Mr. Kendall has decided not to hold an inquest. Mr. Spiess says the dead man’s family insist on a coroner’s investigation. At 
Cerrillos to-day a warrant was sworn out charging Constable Crutchfield with the murder of this man. [SFDNM] 

1892July8; In the matter of the Montoya killing at Cerrillos, the dead man having been buried, it was deemed of no use to disinter the body and hold an 

inquest, especially since such action could develop no facts beyond those already known. Chas A. Spiess returned from Cerrillos this morning and says 
the chances are that the dead man’s cousin will also die within a few hours. As to Constable Crutchfield, accused of shooting these men, nothing could 

be learned at Cerrillos last night, although deputy sheriffs were in search of him with warrants charging him wiht murder. If arrested he will be brought 

to Santa Fe and placed in the county jail. [SFDNM] 
1892July13; Constable Z.M. Crutchfield, accused of firing the shot that resulted in the death of German Montoya and the wounding of his cousin, at 

Cerrillos, on the 4th, has disappeared from Cerrillos. He has not been seen since German Montoya died, on the 7th, and the supposition is that he has left 

the country and gone to his former home in Texas, where his family has resided from sometime. [SFDNM] 

1893April1; demit to Z.M. Crutchfield, resident Cerrillos, constable [Historical Register of Membership (Cerrillos Lodge #19)] 

________________________________________________________________ 
 

Arthur A. Cruttenden    - of Carbonateville 
1881May28 (loc); E.G. Boier, A.A. Cruttenden; Kenka Lode, 1500’ linear, in LCMD, 750’N & 750’S, 150’ on ea side; On the W side of GCMtn, and 

3/4mi S of the “B.B. Pears” Mine. Filed for record 22Aug81 and Recorded same day N.B. Laughlin Recorder {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 4 

p.133} 

1881July22 (loc); Joseph P. OBrien ½, A.A. Cruttenden ½  Eclipse Lode, bounded W by San Diego & Rockingham Lodes, about ¼ mi NE from McKenzie Mtn, in LCMD; 
300’NE 1200’SW, 150’ea side; attest C.T. Porter, recorded 3November81 [Locations & Mining Deeds D#15408 p. 651] 

1881July22 (loc); Loc by Joseph P. O’Brien ½, A.A. Cruttenden ½; Eclips/Eclipse Lode, 1500’ linear, in LCMD, 300’NE & 1200’SW, with 150’ on ea 

side, bounded on the W by the San Diego and Rockingham Lodes; ca 1/4mi NE from McKinzie Mtn. Filed for Record 17Oct81 and Recorded same 

day N.B. Laughlin Recorder {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 5 p.17} 

1881August26(loc); John H. Mooney 1/3, W.A. Robinson 1/3, A.A. Cruttenden 1/3 Saddle Lode 750’N+S 300’ea side, 1mi N of Old Placers, 7mi S of 
Galisteo River, OPMD, rec 4Oct81; attest A. Thompson [b.E p.587] 

1881October27; Mining Deed; A.A. Cruttenden sells for $200 to Edward Cake undiv ½ int Eclipse Lode, (loc 22July81), about ½ mi N Carbonateville, bounded W by 
Rockingham Lode, E by Spar & Little Ema Lodes, in LCMD; attest Cutler Porter, certify 21Oct81 N.B. Laughlin Notary Public, recorded 16November1881 [Locations & 
Mining Deeds E#15409 p.657] 

1882January1<159 o°clock a.m.] (loc); A.A. Cruttenden Locator; Little Hope Lode, 1500’ linear, in LCMD, 600’NE & 900’SW, with 150’ on ea side, 

Bounded on the NE by the Lone Star Lode, ca 1/2mi S of the Mina del Tiro Lode. Witness Lui Evans. Filed for record 28Mar82 and recorded same day 

N.B. Laughlin Recorder. {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 5 p.108} 
1882April1 (loc); Locators Chas Porter, A.A. Cruttenden; Mucho Bueno Lode, 1500’ linear, in LCMD, 750’NE & 750’SW, with 150’ on ea side, ca 1/2mi 

N of Carbonateville. Filed for record 1Jul82 and recorded same day N.B. Laughlin Recorder E.F. Nisbet Dept. {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 5 

p.153} 
1882April11 (loc); Locators John H. Mooney, John Billings, A.A. Cruttenden; Black Stone Lode, 1500’ linear, in LCMD, 300’NE & 1200’SW, with 150’ 

on ea side, ca 1/2mi N of Carbonateville and is sthe S Extention of the Lidda Lode. Filed for record 26Jun82 and recorded same day N.B. Laughlin 

Recorder E.F. Nisbet Dept. {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 5 p.153} 
1882April11 (loc); Locators E.G. Boier, A.A. Cruttenden; Nut-Brown Maiden Lode, 1500’ linear, in LCMD, 750’NE & 750’SW, with 150’ on ea side, ca 

1mi N of Carbonateville at the foot of the Achivica Mtn. Witness Chas Porter. Filed for record 8Jul82 and recorded same day N.B. Laughlin Recorder 

E.F. Nisbet Dept. {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 5 p.155} 
1882June21 (loc); Locators Geo H. Utter ¾, E.G. Boice 1/8, A.A. Cruttenden 1/8; Lady Lode, 1500’, in LCMD, 100’NE & 1400’SW, with 150’ on Ea side, 

ca 1/2mi SE of Carbonateville and is the S Extension of the General Atkinson Lode Claim. Witness Cutter T. Porter. Filed for record 14Jul82 and 

recorded same day N.B. Laughlin Recorder E.F. Nisbet Dept. {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 5 p.160} 

1882September4  Miner’s Meeting in Carbonateville, Wm A. Parmaly chair, Parmaly and Henry C. Bailey judges, A.R. Gerber, E.F. Nesbit clerks; Election 
for Recorder; J.L. Hayward 60, A.A. Cruttenden 78. 

1882September12; Carbonateville Notes.Mining here is as brisk as can be expected for  the season of the year. ¶ A great many of the mines are working, 

and what is working is passing out good ore. ¶ The smelter at Cerrillos starting will have a tendency to liven up matters somewhat in the camp. ¶ The 
Cash Entry mine made a shipment of twenty-five tons of ore and at a good figure. This is not the best grade of ore from this mine. The best ore can 

command very high prices, undoubtedly shipments of ore from this mine will be made regularly. ¶ The Marshall Bonanza mine starts up again on the 

15 inst. The ore will be shipped to Cerrillos for treatment. They have a large body of mineral and no doubt there is big pay in it for the owner. ¶ The 
Nick ‘O Time ore will be sent to Cerrillos for treatment. They have an immense pile of good ore on the dump ready for the smelter. ¶ Ore from the 

Brieliena has been sent to the smelter. This ore runs high. They are working the mines with good results and there is pay in them. ¶ The Grand Review 
mine is working a full force of men and thus far the indications are very favorable. On the dump may be seen a large quantity of good ore. The shaft at 

present is 145 feet deep, a drift has been run in on the vein showing a good body of mineral. ¶ The Grand Central Tunnel is now about fifty feet under 

cover. No large bodies of mineral has at yet been found. Several small veins have been intersected in going in this distance, though no mineral has yet 
been produced. No doubt large bodies of mineral will be uncovered within 150 feet from its present length. ¶ The Hubbs smelter is still lying idle, it 

cannot be for want of ore, there is plenty of ore handy; whenever the smelter is ready to start the boys will supply it. ¶ The election for district recorder, 

A.A. Cruttenden was elected over J.L. Hayward by a majority of eighteen votes. ¶ Henry Utt died here on the 3rd inst., and was interred at 
Carbonateville. ¶ Niobe. [SFDNM] 



1882September19  Miner’s Meeting in Carbonateville; furor over 15Sept letter signed C.L. Hubbs in New Mexican re poor CMD ores; known attendees: 

A.A. Cruttenden, S.W. Bonner, H.R. Harris, Chas Hewit, A. Thompson, D. Cofflin, John Andrews, E.F. Bennett, John C. Evans, J.M. Mitchell – 
meeting continued 23Sept82 with S.H. Bernard, T. O’Connell mentioned. 

1883January1 (loc); John H. Mooney, Arthur A. Conttender; Half Sights Lode, about 1mi N of Carbonateville, bounded SE by Bull of the Woods Lode,  in LCMD; 400’SW 
1100’NE, 150’ea side; recorded 28March1883 [Locations & Mining Deeds F#15410 p.388] 

1883January1 (loc); John H. Mooney, Arthur A. Cruttenden; Half Lights Lode 1500’ linear, in LCMD, 400’SW & 1100’NE, 150’ on ea side, ca 1mi N of 

Carbonateville, bounded on the SW by the Bull of the Woods Lode Claim. Filed for record 24Mar83 and duly recorded the same day Arthur A. 
Cruttenden Recorder. {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 7 p.14} 

1883April30; Mining Deed; Arthur A. Cruttender sells for $300 to John McAlan undiv ¼ int Robert Hart Lode, about ½ mi E of Carbonateville, undiv 2/3 int Little Hopes 
Lode, about 2mi S of Carbonateville, undiv ½ int Half Lights Lode, undiv 1/3 int Black Stone Lode, undiv ½ int Muncho Bueano / mucho Bueno Lode (<last 3 
about ½ mi N of Carbonateville, joining each other), all in LCMD; certify 30Apr83 Cyrus Wells Justice of Peace, recorded 9May1883 [Locations & Mining Deeds 
F#15410 p.408] 

-  as witness  - 
1881June24 (loc); H.M. Utt, Locator; San Marcos Lode; 1500’ linear, in LCMD, 200’S & 1300’N, with 150’ on ea side, Bounded on the SW by the 

Bassett Lode ca 1.25mi W from Poverty Hollow. Attest A.A. Cruttenden. {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 4 p.125} 

1881September17 (loc); Henry Utt Ozark Lode Claim, bounded SW by Poverty Hollow 1mi, N of Chester Mine ¼ mi, SE of GCMtn 2.5mi, in LCMD; 300’ENE 1200’WSW, 
150’ea side; witness A.A. Cruttensen, recorded 3November1881 [Locations & Mining Deeds D#15408 p. 650] 

1881September17 (loc); Loc by Henry M. Utt; Ozark Lode claim, 1500’ linear, in LCMD, 300’ENE & 1200’WSW, with 150’ on ea side, SW of poverty 
Hollow 1mi and N of the Chester Mine 1/4mi and SE of GCMtn 2.5. Attest A.A. Cruttenden. Filed for Record 25Oct and Recorded 31Oct81 N.B. 

Laughlin Recorder {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 5 p.18} 

1882April29; Quit Claim Deed; Cutler T. Porter sells for $500 to E.G. Boice undiv 1/8 int Robert Hart, about ½ mi E Carbonateville, in LCMD; before us A.A. Crittenden, C.T. 
Porter, certify 29Apr82 Jordan B. Cottle Notary Public, recorded 2May1882 [Locations & Mining Deeds F#15410 p.152] 

1882April29; Quit Claim Deed; E.G. Boice sells for $1000 to Cutler T. Porter ½ undiv int Warwick Lode, about 1mi S GC Mtn, bounded on N by Duvall Lode, E by Oregon, in 
LCMD; before us A.A. Crittenden, C.T. Porter, certify 29Apr82 Jordan B. Cottle Notary Public, recorded 2May1882 [Locations & Mining Deeds F#15410 p.152] 

1883January1 (loc); John McAlan; New Years Eve Lode, about 1.5mi N of Carbonateville, NE + adjoining Croeses Lode,  in LCMD; 50’SW 1450’NE; witness Arthur A. 
Couttender, recorded 28March1883 [Locations & Mining Deeds F#15410 p.388] 

1883January1 (loc); John McAlan; New Years Eve Lode 1500’ linear, in LCMD, 50’SW & 1450’NE, 150’ on ea side, ca 1.5mi N of Carbonateville, lying 
NE and adjoining the Croesus Lode Claim. Witness Arthur A. Cruttenden. Filed for record 24Mar83 and duly recorded the same day Arthur A. 

Cruttenden Recorder. {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 7 p.15} 

-  as NP or MD Recorder  - 
1879 <1880 originally) December6 (loc): Joseph Morgan, E.J. Doran/Doraw, R.J. Maxwell, Lone Star Lode: 1500’ linear 750’S20°W & 750’N20°E, 150’ 

on ea side, ca 1.5mi S from Carbonateville and is bounded on NW by the Resumption and Beacon Light lodes, on SE by the Grand and 

Cortrare/Cortsare, and on the SW by the Extension of the Lone Star Lode, in LCMD. Has one shaft 10’ deep. Filed for Record 30Mar80 Recorded 
same day N.B. Laughlin Recorder {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 2 p.76} –margin note= Interl??ation mad to correct mistake in Recording – 

acording to original location notice and records at Santa Fe A.A. Cruttenden Recorder - 

1882May7 (loc); Locators O.J. Smith, A.R. Gerber; Lenna Lea Ota Lode, 1500’ linear, in LCmD, 600’SW & 900’NE, with 150’ on ea side, bounded On 
the E side by the Cerrillos, on the W by the Adonis and on S by the Goodville. Filed for record 7Sep82 and recorded same day A.A. Cruttenden 

Recorder. {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 6 p.17} 
1882September27 (loc); John Billings; Ne Plus Ultra Lode, 1500’ linear, in LCMD, 500’SW & 1000’NE, with 150’ on ea side, ca 3/4mi SE of McKensie 

Mtn and on the W side of the Great Mogul. Filed for record 27Sep82 and recorded same day A.A. Cruttenden Recorder. {Cerrillos Mining Records 

Book 6 p.18} 
1882July3 (loc); H.M. Jones; Norma Lode, 1500’ linear, in LCMD, 1450’NE & 50’SW, with 150’ on ea side, ca 1/2mi S of Carbonateville and 1/4mi N of 

Bononza No.3 Mine. Witnessed by E.G. Boice. Filed for record 5Oct82 and recorded same day A.A. Cruttenden Recorder. {Cerrillos Mining Records 

Book 6 p.19} 
1882October5 PoL; George H. Weller, A.R. Gerber swear before Jordan B. Cottle NP that at least $100 worth of work has been performed upon Pelican 

Lode, Leopard Lode, Maggie Lode, Peter Lode, for 1882, expenditure was made by Charles Thayer and others. Filed for record 5Oct82 and 

recorded same day A.A. Cruttenden Recorder. {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 6 p.20} 
1882October12 (loc); John Billings; Ecce Signum Lode, 1500’ linear, in LCMD, 500’SW & 1000’NE, with 150’ on ea side, ca 1/2mi E of Carbonateville 

and on the w side of the Ne Plus Ultra Lode Claim. Filed for record 12Oct82 and recorded same day A.A. Cruttenden Recorder. {Cerrillos Mining 

Records Book 6 p.21} 
1882October10 PoL; J.J. Mahony swears before N.B. Laughlin NP that at least $100 worth of work or improvements were preformed or made upon Lucky 

Dutchman, Contention, Alegria, Marie Lodes in LCMD, for 1882. Filed for record 16Oct82 and recorded same day A.A. Cruttenden Recorder. 

{Cerrillos Mining Records Book 6 p.22} 
1882September29 (loc); S.H. Bernard ½, Geo Weller ½; Mattie Davis Lode, 1500’ linear, in LCMD, 1200’NE & 300’SW, with 150’ on ea side, ca 1mi SW 

of Carbonateville, and 1/4mi SE from the Base of GCMtn. Bounded on the W by the “Niles Pride” mine and is the only NE extension of the Monitor 

Mine. Filed for record 17Oct82 and recorded same day Arthur A. Cruttenden Recorder. {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 6 p.23} 

1882August20 (loc); G.W. Holman; Argentum Lode, 1500’ linear and 300’ in width, 300’SWly & 1200’NEly, in LCMD, ca ca 3/4mi from Old Turquoise 
Mine; and ca 2mi from Turquesa. NEly of and adjoining Cash Entry Lode. W of and adjoining the Piñon Lode. Attest G.M. Holman. Filed for record 

19Oct82 and recorded same day Arthur A. Cruttenden Recorder. {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 6 p.24 [Pages 25 and 26 were torn out before the 

Books came into my possession Arthur A Cruttenden Recorder]} 
1882July27 (loc); Locators J.P. Dent, J.B. Brooks; Eureka Lode, 800’ linear, in LCMD, 260’NE & 540’SW, with 150’ on ea side, Bounded on the S by the 

“IXL” Lode Claim, on the W by the “Independence” Lode Claim, on the N by the “Little Clyde” Lode Claim and on the E by the “Little Josey” Lode 

Claim. Filed for record 24Oct82 and recorded same day Arthur A. Cruttenden Recorder. {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 6 p.27 [Pages 25 and 26 
were torn out before the Books came into my possession Arthur A Cruttenden Recorder]} 

1882October25; Indenture; Albert Thompson [sig=Al Thompson] sells for $200 to K.B. Easter undiv 3/8ing Little Maud Lode, ca 3/4mi SE from 

Turquoise Mtn. And ca 1/4mi nearly S from Cash Entry Shaft. Ca 400’ NE from Continental Shaft, in LCMD. Attest John McHlany. Cert 25Oct82 
Arthur A. Cruttenden NP. Filed for Recorded 25Oct82 and duly recorded 27Oct82 Arthur A. Cruttenden Recorder. {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 6 

p.28} 



1882October9; Martin L. Good Locator; McKenzie Lode, 1500’ linear, in LCMD, 765’E of N and 735’ W of S, with 150’ on ea side, on the E side of the 

Ruelanea Mtn. About W of the Great Western Claim. Attest A.E. Sandenslager, E.J. Graham, John Broadwater, Geo Donovan, J.E. Graham. Filed for 
record 28Oct82 and recorded same day Arthur A. Cruttenden Recorder. {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 6 p.33} 

1882October28; PoL for 1882; Adam Sanders Stager/Sandenslager, John Broadwater swear before Arthur A. Cruttenden Notary Public POL at least $100 Little Annie 
Lode, expenditure made by WA McKenzie and others, owners, in LCMD; recorded 6November1882 [Locations & Mining Deeds F#15410 p.281] 

1882October28 PoL; Adam Laudenslager, John Broadwater swear before Arthur A. Cruttenden NP that at least $100 worth of work has been performed or 

improvements made upon Little Annie Lode, in LCMD, for 1882, by W.A. McKinzie and others. Filed for record 28Oct82 and recorded same day 
A.A. Cruttenden Recorder. {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 6 p.34} 

1882October30; Mining Deed; S.H. Bernard sells for $1 to William Pentland undiv 1/2int Mattie Davis Lode, in Las Cerrillos Mining District, ca 1mi SW 

of Carbonateville, and 1/4mi from the base of GCMtn. Bounded on the W by the Niles Pride Mine. And is the only NE Extension of the Monitor mine. 
Attest C. Henderson. Cert 30Oct82 Arthur A. Cruttenden NP. Filed for record 30Oct82 and recorded same day Arthur A. Cruttenden Recorder. 

{Cerrillos Mining Records Book 6 p.35} 

1882August12 (loc); S.H. Bernard ½, Johnston Paterson ½; Bernard Bonanza Lode, 1500’ linear, in LCMD, 900’NE & 600’SW, with 150’ on ea side, Ca 
1.25mi SE of Carbonateville and ca 1/4mi SE of the Amie Lode. Filed for record 30Oct82 and recorded same day Arthur A. Cruttenden Recorder. 

{Cerrillos Mining Records Book 6 p.37} 

1882November6; PoL for 1882; S.H. Bernard, G.L. Wyllys swear before Arthur A. Cruttenden Notary Public at least $100 work or improvements on Ida May Lode, by S.H. 
Whitson owner, in LCMD; witness Wells E. Parmalee, recorded 13November1882 [Locations & Mining Deeds F#15410 p.284] 

1882November6 PoL; S.H. Bernard, G.S. Wyllys<sig=Geo S. Wyllys] swear before Arthur A. Cruttenden NP that at least $100 worth of work has been 
perfo0rmed or improvements made upon Ida May Lode, in LCMD, for 1882, expenditure by S.H. Whitson of Davenport IA. Witnessed by Wells E. 

Parmelee. Filed for record 6Nov82 and recorded the same day Arthur A. Cruttenden Recorder. {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 6 p.38} 

1882November9; Mining Deed; K.B. Easter sells for $200 to Albert Thompson undiv 1/3int Helen Lode, S of the GCMtn, rec b.1 p.186 LCMR, in LCMD. 
Attest William Easton. Cert 9Nov82 Arthur A. Cruttenden NP. Filed for record 13Dec82 and recorded the same day Arthur A. Cruttenden Recorder. 

{Cerrillos Mining Records Book 6 p.50} 

1882November10; Carbonateville; PoL for 1882; Chriestian Eberhardt certifies before Arthur A. Cruttenden Notary Public at least $100 on Good Hope, Eberhart, Gem. 
Adolp, Perhaps, in LCMD; witness J.L. Hayward, W.C. Rogers, recorded 28December1882; [Locations & Mining Deeds F#15410 p.309] 

1882November10 PoL; Chriestain Eberhart swears before Arthur A. Cruttenden NP that I have expended at least $100 upon each one of the following, in 
the LCMD Good Hope – Eberhart – Gem – Adolph – Perhaps, for the year 1882. Witness J.S. Hayward, W.C. Rogers. Filed for record 10Nov82 

and recorded same day Arthur A. Cruttenden Recorder. {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 6 p.39} 

1882November2 (loc); John Billings Locator; Cerrillos Valey Lode, 1500’ linear, in LCMD, 750’NE & 750’SW, with 150’ on ea side. Ca 1/4mi N of 
Cerrillos Station and 1/2mi W of the “San El Lazaro” Lode claim. Filed for record 14Nov82 and recorded the same day Arthur A. Cruttenden 

Recorder. {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 6 p.40} 

1882November24 POL; Wm C. Rogers, J.L. Hayward swear before Jordan B. Cottle NP that at least $100 worth of labor has been performed upon Sunset, 
in LCMD, for 1882. expenditure made by J.K. McCracken of Fort Wayne IN and others. Recorded 24Nov82 Arthur A. Cruttenden Recorder. 

{Cerrillos Mining Records Book 6 p.41} 

1882November21 PoL; George S. Wyllys, Ed F. Nisbet swear before N.B. Laughlin NP that at least $100 worth of labor has been done during the year 1882 
on Col. Marsh Lode, in LCMD, ca 1/4mi S from foot or base of GCMtn, Loc 1879 – The depth of the Shaft being now 60’ from the Surface. Filed for 

record 24Nov82 and Recorded the Same day Arthur A. Cruttenden Recorder. {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 6 p.41} 

1882November25; PoL for 1882; Peter E.D. Loye (<owner of ½), C.T. Porter swear before Arthur A. Cruttenden Notary Public at least $100 work + improvements on 
General Atkinson Lode, about ¾ mi SE Dimick Camp, about 1mi E Turquoise Mtn, E of Dimick lode, in CMD; recorded 29November1882 [Locations & Mining Deeds 
F#15410 p.300] 

1882November25 PoL; D.D. McMillan, Paul Lipscomb swear before Arthur A. Cruttenden NP that at least $100 worth of labor has been performed or 

improvements made upon Sunset Lode, in LCMD, for 1882. Filed for Record 25Nov82 and recorded the same day Arthur A. Cruttenden Recorder. [in 
margin>owners J.K. McCracken, Mrs. J.K. McCracken, Mrs. P.L. Mayhew, Mrs. W.H. Street, Chas M. Davis, by Wm H. Street agent] {Cerrillos 

Mining Records Book 6 p.42} 

1882November25 PoL; Peter E.D. Loye, C.F. Porter swear before Arthur A. Cruttenden NP that at least $100 worth of work or improvements were 
performed or made upon General Atkinson Lode, for 1882, ca 3/4mi SE of Dimick camp and ca 1mi E of Turquoise Mtn and E of Dimick Lode in 

LCMD, expenditure made by Peter E.D. Loye owner of 1/2undiv int. Filed for Record 25Nov82 and recorded the Same day Arthur A. Cruttenden 

Recorder. {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 6 p.43} 

1882November30; PoL for 1882; H.Y. Cooper, Thomas Whalan swear before Arthur A. Cruttenden Notary Public at least $100 labor or improvements Griggs Lode, owned 
by Ruelano Con. Mining Co and others, in LCMD; recorded 19January1883; [Locations & Mining Deeds F#15410 p.331] 

1882November30 PoL; Thomas Whalan, H.Y. Cooper swear before Arthur A. Cruttenden NP that at least $100 worth of labor has been performed or 

improvements made upon Griggs Lode, in LCMD, by the Ruelana Con. Mining Co. and others owners of said claim. For 1882. Filed for record 

4Dec82 and recorded same day Arthur A. Cruttenden Recorder. {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 6 p.45} 

1882November30; PoL for 1882; J.C. Collier, H.Y. Cooper swear before Arthur A. Cruttenden Notary Public at least $100 labor or improvements RG Abbott, owned by 
Ruelano Con. Mining Co and others, in LCMD; recorded 19January1883; [Locations & Mining Deeds F#15410 p.332] 

1882November30 PoL; J.C. Collier, H.Y. Cooper swear before Arthur A. Cruttenden NP that at least $100 worth of labor has been performed or 

improvements made upon R.G. Abbott Lode, in LCMD, by the Ruelana Con. Mining Co. and others owners of said claim. For 1882. Filed for record 

4Dec82 and recorded the same day Arthur A. Cruttenden Recorder. {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 6 p.48} 

1882November30; PoL for 1882; John Broadwater, H.Y. Cooper swear before Arthur A. Cruttenden Notary Public at least $100 labor or improvements Daw Lode, owned by 
Ruelano Con. Mining Co and others, in LCMD; recorded 19January1883; [Locations & Mining Deeds F#15410 p.332] 

1882November30 PoL; John Broadwater, H.Y. Cooper swear before Arthur A. Cruttenden NP that at least $100 worth of labor has been performed or 

improvements made upon Winnebago Lode, in LCMD, by the Ruelana Con. Mining Co. and others owners of said claim. For 1882. Filed for record 

4Dec82 and recorded same day Arthur A. Cruttenden Recorder. {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 6 p.46} 
1882November30 PoL; John Broadwater, H.Y. Cooper swear before Arthur A. Cruttenden NP that at least $100 worth of labor has been performed or 

improvements made upon Daw Lode, in LCMD, by the Ruelana Con. Mining Co. and others owners of said claim. For 1882. Filed for record 4Dec82 

and recorded same day Arthur A. Cruttenden Recorder. {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 6 p.46} 

1882December1; PoL for 1882; John Broadwater, H.Y. Cooper swear before Arthur A. Cruttenden Notary Public at least $2000 labor or improvements Pacific Lode, owned 
by Ruelano Con. Mining Co and others, in LCMD; recorded 19January1883; [Locations & Mining Deeds F#15410 p.331] 



1882December1 PoL; John Broadwater, H.Y. Cooper swear before Arthur A. Cruttenden NP that at least $2000 worth of work has been performed or 

improvements made upon Pacific Lode, in LCMD, By the Ruelana Con. Mining Co. and others owners of said claim, for 1882. Filed for record 
18Dec82 and recorded the same day Arthur A. Cruttenden Recorder. {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 6 p.65} 

1882December1 PoL; J.C. Collier, H.Y. Cooper swear before Arthur A. Cruttenden NP that at least $1200 worth of labor has been performed or 

improvements made upon Atlantic Lode, in LCMD, by the Ruelana Con. Mining Co. and others owners of said claim. For 1882. Filed for record 
4Dec82 and recorded the same day Arthur A. Cruttenden Recorder. {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 6 p.49} 

1882December4; Mining Deed; J.C. Collier, R.G. Abbott, John Martin, W.H. Doud sell for $10,000 to Ruelano Con. Mining Co of Davenport Scott Co IA undiv 5/8 int Pacific, 
JC Collier, RG Abbott, Dow, Winnebago, Atlantic No.2, Griggs Lodes, all in LCMD; certify 4Dec82 Arthur A. Cruttenden Notary Public, recorded 19January1883 
[Locations & Mining Deeds F#15410 p.329] 

1882December4; Mining Deed; J.C. Collier, R.G. Abbott, W.H. Dawd, John Martain<sig=Martin] sell for $10,000 to Ruelana Con. Mining Company of 

Davenport, Scott Co, IA undiv 5/8int in each of the following: Pacific, J.C. Collier, R.G. Abbott, Daw, Winnebago, Atlantci No.2, Griggs Lodes, 

all in LCMD. Cert 4Dec82 Arthur A. Cruttenden NP. Filed for record 16Dec82 and recorded the same day Arthur A. Cruttenden Recorder. {Cerrillos 
Mining Records Book 6 p.54} 

1882December2 PoL; E.F. Nisbet, Geo L. Wyllys swear before N.B. Laughlin NP that at least $125 worth of labor has been performed upon Open Sesame 

mining Lode, in LCMD, during the month of November 1882, by the Open Sesame Mining Company. Filed for record 4Dec82 and recorded on the 
same day Arthur A. Cruttenden Recorder. {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 6 p.44} 

1882December4 PoL; Geo L. Wyllys, H.Y. Cooper swear before Arthur A. Cruttenden NP that at least $1200 worth of labor has been performed or 

improvements made upon J.C. Collier Lode, in LCMD, by the Ruelana Con. Mining Co. and others owners of said claim. For 1882. Filed for record 
4Dec82 and recorded the same day Arthur A. Cruttenden Recorder. {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 6 p.47} 

1882December7 PoL; John McAlany swears before Arthur A. Cruttenden NP that at least $100 worth of labor has been performed or improvements made 

upon N.P. Gould Lode, in LCMD, by the owner of said claim. For 1882. Filed for record 11Dec82 and recorded the same day Arthur A. Cruttenden 
Recorder. {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 6 p.50} 

1882December16; PoL 1882; H.C. Larson, Andrew Simonsen swear before Arthur A. Cruttenden Notary Public at least $100 labor or improvements on Bright Star Lode, in 
LCMD; recorded 23December1882 [Locations & Mining Deeds F#15410 p. 304] 

1882December16 PoL; H.C. Larson, Andrew Simonsen swear before Arthur A. Cruttenden NP that at least $100 worth of labor has been performed or 

improvements made upon Bright Star Lode, in LCMD, for 1882. Filed for record 18Dec82 and recorded the same day Arthur A. Cruttenden 
Recorder. {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 6 p.63 [Pages 59-62 were torn out before the Books came into my possession 18Dec82 Arthur A. 

Cruttenden Recorder] txt intact} 

1882December16; PoL 1882; H.C. Larson, Andrew Simonsen swear before Arthur A. Cruttenden Notary Public at least $100 labor or improvements on Brothers Camp 
Lode, in LCMD; recorded 23December1882 [Locations & Mining Deeds F#15410 p. 305] 

1882December16 PoL; H.C. Larson, Andrew Simonsen swear before Arthur A. Cruttenden NP that at least $100 worth of labor has been performed or 
improvements made upon Brothers Camp Lode, in LCMD, for 1882. Filed for record 18Dec82 and recorded the same day Arthur A. Cruttenden 

Recorder. {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 6 p.58 [Pages 59-62 were torn out before the Books came into my possession 18Dec82 Arthur A. 

Cruttenden Recorder] txt intact} 
1882December16 PoL; Andrew Simonsen, H.C. Larson swear before Arthur A. Cruttenden NP that at least $100 worth of labor has been performed or 

improvements made upon California No.2 Lode, in LCMD, for 1882. Filed for record 18Dec82 and recorded the same day Arthur A. Cruttenden 

Recorder. {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 6 p.57} 
1882December16 PoL; Andrew Simonsen, H.C. Larson swear before Arthur A. Cruttenden NP that at least $100 worth of labor has been performed or 

improvements made upon Silver Boy Lode, in LCMD, for 1882. Filed for record 18Dec82 and recorded the same day Arthur A. Cruttenden Recorder. 

{Cerrillos Mining Records Book 6 p.58} 
1882October5 (loc); Harvey Beckwith; Dont Care Lode, 1500’ linear, in LCMD, 200’SW & 1300’NE, with 150’ on ea side, bounded on the SW by the 

Nesten Claim or Lode and Lying 1.5mi SE of Carbonateville. Filed for record 4Dec82 and recorded 16Dec82 Arthur A. Cruttenden Recorder. 

{Cerrillos Mining Records Book 6 p.53} 
1882December16 PoL; M.K. Parmaly, Wm Torrance swear before Arthur A. Cruttenden NP that at least $100 worth of labor has been performed or 

improvements made upon Little Emma Lode, in LCMD, for 1882. Filed for record 16Dec82 and recorded the same day Arthur A. Cruttenden 

Recorder. {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 6 p.54} 
1882December15 PoL; Geo L. Wyllys, E.F. Nisbet swear before N.B. Laughlin NP that at least $100 worth of work has been done on each of the following: 

Delta, Atlas, Hercules Lodes, for 1882, in LCMD. Filed for record 18Dec82 and recorded the same day Arthur A. Cruttenden Recorder. {Cerrillos 

Mining Records Book 6 p.64} 
1882December9 PoL; Ben B. Pears, Wm P. Hanna swear before Jordan B. Cottle NP that about two months ago they made a contract with Hy M. Atkinson, 

Wm Minters, D.K. Osbuun + others owners of the Galena Chief, where they agreed to sink seventeen and one half feet upon said Claim for which 

they were to receive the sum of $100. that they completed the said work during the mounth of November A.D. 1882. Said owners had the said work 
done for the purpose of holding the said claim as required by law. Pears and Hanna hereby make oath that they did 17 ½ feet of work upon the said 

claim. Filed for record 18Dec82 and recorded the same day Arthur A. Cruttenden Recorder. {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 6 p.66} 

1882December15 PoL; Ben B. Pears, William P. Hanna swear before Jordan B. Cottle NP 1882 at least $100 worth of work was done upon each of the 
following: The Boss Lode claim, lying W of the Marquette and Towser claims and ca 1.5mi S of Carbonateville; The Continental Lode claim lying 

SE of and near the Galena Chief Claim and ca 1mi E of S from Carbonateville, both in LCMD. Said work was done by William Minters the owner. 

Filed for record 18Dec82 and recorded the same day Arthur A. Cruttenden Recorder. {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 6 p.67} 

1882December15 PoL; E.F. Nisbet, John Elder swear before N.B. Laughlin NP for 1882 there was at least $100 worth of work was done upon Accidental 

Mining Claim, in LCMD, loc 7Jul79; that least $100 worth of labor was done upon the Butcher Boy No.2 Claim during 1882, in LCMD, loc 

31May79, Rec b.B p.341. Said labor was done by J.C. Piersol and others owners of the Accidental and by J.C. Piersol and others of MO and 
Rogers+Cottle of Carbonateville owners of the Butcher Boy No.2 Claim. Cert 18Dec82 b.G p.417 Charles M. Conklin Probate clerk and Recorder. 

Filed for record 19Dec82 and recorded same day Arthur A. Cruttenden Recorder. {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 6 p.68} 

1882December19 PoL; Ben B. Pears, William P. Hanna swear before Jordan B. Cottle NP that during 1882 they were employed by D.G. Miller, John S. 
Stacey and others owners of the Hawkeye mining claim to work upon the said claim and that they went to work upon the said claim and performed 

work to the amount of $75, in LCMD, and was formerly known as the Mine Del Tiro. Filed for record 19Dec82 and recorded same day Arthur A. 

Cruttenden Recorder. {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 6 p.70} 
1882December16 PoL; Joseph Morgan, A. Frazier, N.B. Laughlin swear before D.D. Harkness J.P. Precinct No.13 that at least $100 worth of labor has been 

done on each of the following: N.B. Laughlin Lode, Du Pout Lode, in LCMD. On the N.B. Laughlin Lode was furnished lumber and material to the 

amount of $52.50; Geo H. Weller work + labor 41.00; Joe Morgan “ “ 45.00; A. Thompson “ “ 16.50; G.W. Sinclair Sir “ “ 9.00; P.E.D. Loye “ “ 



17.80; A.R. Gerber “ “ 15.00; Incedentals Material 10.00; for 1882. Filed for record 20Dec82 and recorded same day Arthur A. Cruttenden Recorder. 

{Cerrillos Mining Records Book 6 p.71} 

1882December21; Mining Deed; C.T. Porter of Carbonateville sells for $1000 to John McAlan of Carbonateville undiv 1/6 int Franklin mine, (loc 1879), near the Cash Entry 
mine, about 1mi S the town of Carbonateville, in LCMD; attest E.G. Boice, certify 21Dec82 Arthur A. Cruttender Notary Public; recorded 27April1883 [Locations & 
Mining Deeds F#15410 p.403] 

1882December23; PoL 1882; H.C. Larson, Andrew Simonsen swear before Arthur A. Cruttenden Notary Public at least $100 labor or improvements on California No.2 
Lode, in LCMD; recorded 23December1882 [Locations & Mining Deeds F#15410 p. 304] 

1882n.d. [December?] (loc); W.A. Parmaly, M.K. Parmaly; Revere Lode, 1500’ linear, in LCMD, 1100’NE & 400’SW, with 150’ on ea side, ca 1mi N of 
Cerrillos Station. A. Thompson Witness. Filed for record 27Dec82 and recorded same day Arthur A. Cruttenden Recorder. {Cerrillos Mining Records 

Book 6 p.72} 

1882December28 PoL; N.B. Laughlin, W.P. Hanna swear before John Townsend NP that at least $100 worth of work and improvement has been done on 
the Hawkeye Lode, for 1882, in LCMD. And is a part of what was formerly known as the “Mina del Tiro”. Filed for record 29Dec82 and recorded 

same day Arthur A. Cruttenden Recorder. {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 6 p.73} 

1882December29 POL; Christian Eberhardt, Andrew Simonsen swear before Jordan B. Cottle NP that at least $100 worth of labor has been performed upon 

Diamond Lode, in LCMD, for 1882. Such expenditure was made by John Robertson of Las Vegas NM owner of said claim. Filed for record 29Dec82 

and duly recorded same day Arthur A. Cruttenden Recorder. {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 6 p.74} 

1882December29 PoL; Samuel McDonald swears before Arthur A. Cruttenden NP that at least $100 worth of labor and improvement has been performed 
upon Bonanza No.1 Lode, according to agreement of contract between the said Samuel McDonald and John McDonald owner of said claim, for 1882, 

in LCMD. Filed for record 30Dec82 and recorded the same day Arthur A. Cruttenden Recorder. {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 6 p.75} 

1882December30; PoL for 1882; C.F. Porter, C. Porter swear before Arthur A. Cruttenden Notary Public at least $100 labor and improvements Rover Lode, at least $50 
labor or improvements Constellation, Fissure, Enterprise, Bonana, Robert Hart Lodes, all in LCMD; recorded 2January1883 [Locations & Mining Deeds F#15410 
p.312] 

1882December30; POL for 1882; W.R. Follis swears before Arthur A. Cruttenden Notary Public at least $100 labor and improvements expended by Elliott Crossan owner for 
K and F, Grand Republic Lodes, in LCMD; recorded 1February1883 [Locations & Mining Deeds F#15410 p.339] 

1882December23 POL; Robt Clark, O.J. Smith swear before Jordan B. Cottle NP that at least $100 worth of labor has been performed upon Little Joe 

Claim, in LCMD, for 1882. Such expenditure was made by M. Nester and Leslie Warner of Nashville TN, owners of said claim. Filed for record 

30Dec82 and recorded the same day Arthur A. Cruttenden Recorder. {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 6 p.76} 
1882December30 POL; Leroy Gregory, Steve Roche swear before Jordan B. Cottle NP that at least $100 worth of labor has been performed upon Croesus 

lode, in LCMD, for 1882. Such expenditure was made by M. Nester of Nashville TN, owners of said claim. Filed for record 30Dec82 and recorded the 

same day Arthur A. Cruttenden Recorder. {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 6 p.76} 
1882December30 POL; W.R. Follis swears before Arthur A. Cruttenden NP that $100 worth of labor has been performed on each of the following claims: 

Mt. Monarch, Big Carthage, Plata Verda Lodes, in LCMD, for 1882. said labor was preformed for and at the expense of D.L. Miller owner of said 
Mining claims. Filed for record 30Dec82 and recorded the same day Arthur A. Cruttenden Recorder. {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 6 p.77} 

1882November16<December30 lined out] POL; Geo Lawrence, F. Olmstead swear before Jordan B. Cottle NP that at least $100 worth of labor has been 

performed upon Hoosier Boy, in LCMD, for 1882. Such expenditure was made by David L. Miller owner of said claim. Cert 30Dec82 rec b.G p.428 
Charles M. Conklin Probate Clerk + recorder. Filed for record 30Dec82 and duly recorded the same day Arthur A. Cruttenden Recorder. {Cerrillos 

Mining Records Book 6 p.78} 

1882November16 POL; F. Olmstead, Geo Lawrence swear before Jordan B. Cottle NP that at least $100 worth of labor has been performed upon Belford, in 
LCMD, for 1882. Such expenditure was made by David L. Miller owner of said claim. Cert 30Dec82 rec b.G p.428 Charles M. Conklin Probate Clerk 

and recorder. Filed for record 30Dec82 and recorded the same day Arthur A. Cruttenden Recorder. {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 6 p.79} 

1883January1; POL for 1882; Oliver W. Alexander, Jno W. Henderson (<sig= John) swear before Arthur A. Cruttender Notary Public at least $100 worth of labor and 
improvements on Red Jacket, Mountaineer, Clifton, Atlas, Ursula, Wateelou, Nellie, Essesc, Clipper, Gt Eastern, May Queen, Silver Bell, Big Bonanza, Oasis, 
Dayton, RE Lee, all in LCMD; expended by Oliver W. Alexander, Jno W. Henderson owners; recorded 26February1883 [Locations & Mining Deeds F#15410 p.363] 

1883January1 POL; Oliver W. Alexander, John M. Henderson swear before Arthur A. Cruttenden NP that at least $100.00 worth of Labor or 

improvements were performed or made upon Red Jacket, >Mountaineer, Clifton, Atlas, Ursula, Waterloo,<marginal insert] Nellie, Essex, Clipper, 

Gt.Eastern, May Queen, Silver Bell, Big Bonanza, Oasis, Dayton, R.E. Lee, all in LCMD, for 1882. such expenditure was made by or at the 
expense of Oliver W. Alexander and Jno M. Henderson owners of said claims. Filed for record 24Feb83 and duly recorded the same day Arthur A. 

Cruttenden Recorder, {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 6 p.155} 

1883January1<at 12.1’a.m.] (loc); Locators J.P. Dent, Michael Dolan; Cornwall Lode, 1500’, LCMD, 537’NE 963’SW, with 150’ on ea side. Staked Jan1st 
and bounded on the E by Rey del Monte on the NE by “Boblail” on the W by Good Hope and Eberhart on the SW by the Star. Filed for record 1Jan83 

and recorded the same day Arthur A. Cruttenden Recorder. {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 6 p.80} 

1883January2 POL; F.A. Manney, E.F. Bennett, John Martin swear before Dennis Cofflin J.P. that at least $100 worth of work and developments upon 

Gotham Lode, in LCMD, for 1882. Such expenditure was made by F.A. Manney and workman for the owners of said claim. Filed for record 2Jan83 

and recorded same day Arthur A. Cruttenden Recorder. {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 6 p.81} 

1883January2 POL; F.A. Manney, >E.F. Bennett, John Martin<in sig block only] swear before Dennis Cofflin J.P. that at least $100 worth of labor has been 
performed upon Uncle Sal Mining Claim, in LCMD, for 1882. Such expenditure was made by F.A. Manney for the owners owners of said claim. 

Filed for record 2Jan83 and recorded the same day Arthur A. Cruttenden Recorder. {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 6 p.81} 

1883January1 (loc); Locator Alex Gill; Madison Lode, 1500’ linear, in LCMD, 750’SWly & 750’NEly, with 150’ on ea side, bounded On the SE by the 

Cash Entry Lode, on the W by the Prize Lode, on the E by the Argentum Lode, and is ca 1000’ NE from the Cash Entry Discovery shaft. Attest A.J. 

Bell, Wm Cayzer. Filed for record 3Jan83 and recorded the same day Arthur A. Cruttenden Recorder. {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 6 p.82} 
1883January1 (reloc); Loc by F.C. Amsden; Bank Exchange, 1500’, 750’NE & 750’SW, 150’ on ea side, Situated near the Cash Entry in sec4 T14N R8E, 

in LCMD. This is a relocation of the “R.R.” Lode. The owners having failed to comply with the requirements of the laws. Witness Oliver Hastings. 

Filed for record 3Jan83 and recorded the same day Arthur A. Cruttenden Recorder. {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 6 p.83} 
1883January1<12.1’ o’clock a.m.] (loc); David S. Miller, W.P. Hanna; Jessie Lode, 1500’ linear, in LCMD, 1400’NE & 100’SW, with 150’ on ea side, 

bounded On the S by the “Chester” and E by the Morning Star Lode. Ca 1mi SE of Cash Entry Lode. Filed for record 3Jan83 and recorded the same 

day Arthur A. Cruttenden Recorder. {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 6 p.84} 
1883January1<12.1’ o’clock a.m.] (loc); David S. Miller, W.P. Hanna; Morning Star Lode, 1500’ linear, in LCMD, 750’NE & 750’SW, with 150’ on ea 

side, lying NE of Jessie Lode and ca 1mi SE of the “Cash Entry” Lode. Filed for record 3Jan83 and recorded the same day Arthur A. Cruttenden 

Recorder. {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 6 p.85} 



1883January4 PoL; John Elder, Samuel Harris swear before Jordan B. Cottle NP that at least $100 worth of labor has been performed on Tip Top Mining 

claim, in LCMD, for 1882. Filed for record 4Jan83 and recorded the same day Arthur A. Cruttenden Recorder. {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 6 
p.86} 

1883January2 PoL; Chas S.<L. Matthes, J.E. Graham/John, F.A. Manney/Fred swear before Dennis Cofflin J.P. that at least $100 worth of labor and 

development work has been expended upon Aztec, Aztacita, Cactus, Mickey Free, A. and B., Cerrillos, Handy Andy lode-mining claims, in 
LCMD, for 1882. such expenditure was made by E.F. Bennett and workmen for the owners of said lode claims. Filed for record 4Jan83 and recorded 

same day Arthur A. Cruttenden Recorder. {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 6 p.87} 

1883January3 PoL; W.P. Gould, H.M. Jones swear before Arthur A. Cruttenden NP that at least $100 worth of labor and improvements has been 
performed or made upon Dot, Pride of Erian, Adalida Lodes, for 1882, in LCMD. Filed for record 4Jan83 and recorded the same day Arthur A. 

Cruttenden Recorder. {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 6 p.88} 

1883January2 PoL; Chas L. Matthes swears before Dennis Cofflin J.P. that at least $100 worth of labor and development work has been expended upon 

Cuckoo, Lady Washington, Harvest Queen, Wolverine, Little Eddie, State of Maine lode mining claims, in LCMD, for 1882. such expenditure 

was made by C. Matthes and workmen for the owners of said lode mining claims. Subscribers E.F. Bennett, J.E. Graham. Filed for record 5Jan83 and 

recorded the same day Arthur A. Cruttenden Recorder. {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 6 p.89} 
1883January5 POL; Wm Cayzer, Wm Easten swear before Jordan B. Cottle NP that at least $100 worth of labor has been performed upon Ivanho Lode, in 

LCMD, for 1882. such expenditure was made by G.W. Holman and others owners of said lode mining claims. Filed for record 5Jan83 and recorded 

the same day Arthur A. Cruttenden Recorder. {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 6 p.90} 

1883January9; POL for 1882; Joseph Blonger owner swears before Arthur A. Cruttenden Notary Public at least $100 labor on Union Lode, in LCMD; witness Wells E. 
Samela, C. Neills, recorded 12January1883 [Locations & Mining Deeds F#15410 p.318] 

1883January9 POL; Joseph Blonger swears before Arthur A. Cruttenden NP that at least $100 worth of labor has been performed upon Union Lode, in 

LCMD, for 1882. such expenditure was made by Joseph Blonger owner of said lode mining claims. Witnesses Wells E. Parmele, C. Wells. Filed for 

record 9Jan83 and duly recorded the same day Arthur A. Cruttenden Recorder. {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 6 p.90} 
1883January1<12 o’clock 1m. a.m.] (loc); W.E. Parish, A.S. Fowler; King Lode, 1500’ linear, in LCMD, 900’N10°E & 600’S10°W, with 150’ on ea side. 

Bounded On the SW by the Ursula Lode and the SE by the Little Mary Lode, and ca 1/2mi SW from Carbonateville. Witness James Martin. Filed for 

record 11Jan83 and recorded the same day Arthur A. Cruttenden Recorder. {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 6 p.91} 
1883January11 POL; Geo W. Mitchell, Joseph Morgan swear before Arthur A. Cruttenden that at least $100 worth of labor has been performed upon Maid 

of the Morning Lode, in LCMD, for 1882, such expenditure was made by John McDonald owner of said claim. Filed for record 12Jan83 and recorded 
same day Arthur A. Cruttenden Recorder. {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 6 p.92} 

1883January11 POL; Samuel McDonald swears before Arthur A. Cruttenden that at least $100 worth of labor has been performed upon Kitty Mavournein 

Lode, in LCMD, for 1882, such expenditure was made by John McDonald owner of said claim. Filed for record 12Jan83 and recorded the same day 
Arthur A. Cruttenden Recorder. {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 6 p.93} 

1883January n.d. (reloc); D.S. Miller, J.S. Stacy, S.V. Vernon <all 2/3int and G.A. Cassil, H.F. Bube, W.R. Follis, Jas A. Bolen <all 1/3int Big Carthage 

Lode; 1500’ linear and 300’ in width, 750’NE & 750’SW of W, with 150’ on ea side, in Sas Cerrillos Mining District, ca 1/4mi SE of the foot of the 
Grand Central Mtn and ca 1/4mi N of the Hawkeye Lode. Being the same lode originally loc 2Mar80. This further certificate of loc being made… to 

secure abandoned or unoccupied ground and to correct any error in first loc. Filed for record 13Jan83 and duly recorded same day Arthur A. 

Cruttenden Recorder, {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 6 p.94} 
1883January13 PoL; Carbonateville; W.C. Rogers, J.B. Cottle swear before Chas A. Miller, C.Wells J.P. that at least $100.00 worth of labor and 

development have been performed on Spotted Tail, Pride of the Camp, Pride of Marshalltown, B.T. Fredrick, Eldorada, in LCMD and belonging 

to the Marshalltown Mining Company of Marshalltown IA. Filed for record 13Jan83 and recorded same day Arthur A. Cruttenden Recorder, 

{Cerrillos Mining Records Book 6 p.95} 

1883January2 PoL; Chas S<L. Matthes, E.F. Bennett swear before Chas A. Miller, Dennis Cofflin J.P. that at least $100.00 worth of labor and development 

work have been expended upon The Cock of the Walk, The Little Bertie, Annie Laurie lode mining claims, in LCMD, for 1882, such expenditure 
was made by Matthes and Bennett and workmen for the owners of said lode claims. Filed for record 13Jan83 and recorded the same day Arthur A. 

Cruttenden Recorder, {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 6 p.96} 

1883January15; Mining Deed; John McDonald sells for $625 to H.U. Jones Bonanza No.1, Maid of the Morning, Kitty Marournein, Golden Hill lode mining claims, all in 
LCMD; attest Robt Clark, J.R. Maddux, certify 16Jan83 Arthur A. Cruttenden (NP), recorded 18January1883 [Locations & Mining Deeds F#15410 p.325] 

1883January1<40 minutes to one o’clock] (loc); C.L. Long; Andy Robb Lode, 1500’ linear, in LCMD, 750’NE & 750’SW, with 150’ on ea side, at the base 
of the GCMtn on NE side and ca 3/4mi SW from Carbonateville. Witness E.F. Nisbet, Jasc Elder, Geo L. Wyllys. Filed for record 16Jan83 and 

recorded the same day Arthur A. Cruttenden Recorder, {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 6 p.97} 

1883January20; Mining Deed; Micheal O’Neil sells for $250 to John McAlan Black Hawk Lode, in LCMD, bounded on NE by the Padific Lode and lying 
ca 300’ E of the Achivica Arroya. Loc 1Jan83. Attest J.C. Evans. Cert 20Jan83 Arthur A. Cruttenden. Filed for record 22Jan83 and duly recorded the 

same day Arthur A. Cruttenden Recorder, {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 6 p.101} 

1883January20 POL; Mining Deed; Chas F. Porter swears before Arthur A. Cruttenden NP that at least $50 worth of labor was performed by him + Cut 
Porter upon the Enterprise Lode, in LCMD, for 1882. such expenditure was made by or at the expense of D.L. Miller of Santa Fe owner of said 

Claim. Cert 20Jan83 Arthur A. Cruttenden. Filed for record 22Jan83 and duly recorded the same day Arthur A. Cruttenden Recorder, {Cerrillos 

Mining Records Book 6 p.103} 
1883January1 (loc); Michael O’Neil; Black Hawk Lode Claim, 1500’ linear, in LCMD, 300’NE & 1200’SW, with 150’ on ea side, Bounded on the NE by 

the “Pacific” Lode and lying ca 300’ E of the Achivica Arroya. Witness D.D. McMillan. Filed for record 22Jan83 and duly recorded the same day 

Arthur A. Cruttenden Recorder, {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 6 p.98} 
1883January2 PoL; Chas S<L. Matthes, E.F. Bennett swear before J.E. Graham, Dennis Cofflin J.P. that at least $100 worth of labor and development work 

have been expended upon “Dutchy”, “Harvest King”, “I.X.L.” lode mining claims, in LCMD, for 1882. Such expenditure was made by John Grahm 

and workmen for the owners of said lode claims. Filed for record 22Jan83 and duly recorded the same day Arthur A. Cruttenden Recorder, {Cerrillos 
Mining Records Book 6 p.98} 

1883January30; Indenture; E.O. Smith sells for $1000 to Chas A. Miller 1/13int in all property owned and possessed by the Marshalltown Mining Company, 

in LCMD, including 5 paid up and unassesable shares of stock of $100.00 ea in above mentioned Company. Witness H. Beckwith. Filed for record 
22Jan83 and duly recorded the same day Arthur A. Cruttenden Recorder, {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 6 p.99} 

1883January23 POL; R.G. Abbott, M. O’Neil swear before Jordan B. Cottle NP that at least $100 worth of laboar has been performed upon Stone Cutter, in 

CMD, for 1882. such expenditure was made by J.J. Mahoney Rogers+Cottle and others, owners of said claim. Filed for record 25Jan83 and duly 
recorded the same day Arthur A. Cruttenden Recorder {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 6 p.104} 



1883January26 POL; Henry Beaumont swears before Jordan B. Cottle NP that at least One Hundred of labor has been performed by him and under his 

direction during 1882 upon ea of the following in LCMD: Blake and Thompson Lode, Bonita Lode, Bishio Lode, Massaponax Lode. Such 
expenditure was made by and for account of Henry Beaumont, J.N. Miller, H.M. Atkinson and others, owners of said claims. Filed for record 26Jan83 

and duly recorded the same day Arthur A. Cruttenden Recorder {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 6 p.104} 

1883January1<1 o’clock a.m.] (loc); John Billings Locator; little Tyrant Lode. 1500’ linear, in LCMD, 850’N & 650’S, with 150’ on ea side, bounded On 
the E by the “General Atkinson” and on the N by the “Great Mogull Lode. Filed for record 27Jan83 and duly recorded the same day Arthur A. 

Cruttenden Recorder {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 6 p.105} 

1883January30; Wm Ward, Samuel McDonald swear before Arthur A. Cruttenden Notary Public they measured the shaft less than 10’ on Mute Lode, formerly K?une/Kur 
County Lode, in LCMD; recorded 3February1883 [Locations & Mining Deeds F#15410 p. 339] 

1883January30 PoL; Wm Ward, Samuel McDonald swear before Arthur A. Cruttenden NP that they have measured the shaft on the Mute Lode, formerly 
known as the Knox County Lode and situated in LCMD… being sunk as the “10 foot” assessment required by the Mining Laws of the said District. By 

the owners of the said Knox County Lode before the month of September during the year ending December 31st 1879. is and was less than (10) ten feet 

deep from surface. And that they cleaned out the shaft before measuring the same. Filed for record 30Jan83 and duly recorded 1Feb83 Arthur A. 
Cruttenden Recorder {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 6 p.107} 

1883January30; POL for 1882; Wm Ward swears before Arthur A. Cruttenden Notary Public at least $100 labor ment Lode, expenditure by Wm Ward, F.J. Wheeler, J.E. 
Ward (owners), in CMD;  witness Samuel Moronued, recorded 8February1883 [Locations & Mining Deeds F#15410 p. 350] 

1883January30 POL; Wm Ward swears before Arthur A. Cruttenden NP that at least $100 worth of Labor has been performed upon Mute Lode, in 

LCMD, for 1882, such expenditure was made by Wm Ward, F.J. Wheeler, J.E. Ward >and J.C. Evans and others owners<lined out] owners of said 
claim. Witness Samuel McDonald. Filed for record 1Jan83<31Jan83] and duly recorded the same day Arthur A. Cruttenden Recorder {Cerrillos 

Mining Records Book 6 p.108} 

1883January31; POL for 1882; Wm Ward swears before Arthur A. Cruttenden Notary Public at least $100 labor Independence Lode, expenditure by J.E. Ward, T.B. Ward 
(owners), in LCMD;  attest W.J. Evans, Robt Clark, recorded 8February1883 [Locations & Mining Deeds F#15410 p. 350] 

1883January31 POL; Wm Ward swears before Arthur A. Cruttenden NP that at least $100 worth of Labor has been performed upon Independence Lode, 
in LCMD, for 1882, such expenditure was made by J.C. Evans, J.E. Ward, T.B. Ward, owners of said claim. Attest W.J. Evans, Robt Clark. Filed for 

record 1Feb83 and duly recorded the same day Arthur A. Cruttenden Recorder {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 6 p.108} 

1883January31 POL; E.G. Boice swears before Arthur A. Cruttenden NP that at least $100 worth of Labor has been performed upon Robert Hart Lode 

mining Claim, in LCMD, for 1882. Such expenditure was made by E.G. Boice and others, owners of said claim. Witnesses W.J. Evans, E.H. Bryant. 

Filed for record 7Feb83 and duly recorded the same day Arthur A. Cruttenden Recorder {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 6 p.119} 

1883January31 POL; Harvey Beckwith swears before C. Wells J.P. that at least $100 worth of work were performed or made upon all of the following, in 
precinct No.10 LCMD: Mountain Monarch Lode, Rica Lode, Walverine Lode, Alverdo Lode, Dont Care Lode, Such expenditure was made by or 

at the expense of the owners of said claim. Witnesses Leroy Gregory, Dennis Cofflin. Filed for record 1Feb83 and duly recorded the same day Arthur 
A. Cruttenden Recorder {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 6 p.109} 

1882Nobember16; Mining Deed [overwritten See Page 115] Michael O’Neal<sig=O’Neil] sells for $200 to John McAlan Nodaway Lode, ca 3/4mi SW of 

Carbonateville, in LCMD, Loc 7Jan81 by K.B. Easter, rec b.L p.230. Presence Wm C. Rogers. Cert 16Nov82 Jordan B. Cottle NP. Filed for record 

2Feb83 and duly recorded the same day Arthur A. Cruttenden Recorder {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 6 p.110} 

1883February3; POL for 1882; W.J. Evans swears before Arthur A. Cruttender Notary Public at least $100 worth of work on Revlena Lode, expenditure by J.C. Evans, W. ? 
Sisson, E.B. Ames, R.H. Dunn owners, in LCMD; witness E.H. Breyant, E.G. Boice, recorded 21February1883 [Locations & Mining Deeds F#15410 p.357] 

1882Nobember9; Mining Deed; K.B. Easter sells for $100 to Micheal O’Neil Nodaway Lode, in LCMD, ca 1/4mi N from Turquoise Mtn and 3/4mi SW 

from Carbonateville. Attest William Easten. Cert 9Nov82 Arthur A. Cruttenden NP. Filed for record 3Feb83 and duly recorded the same day Arthur A. 

Cruttenden Recorder {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 6 p.113} 

1882Nobember16; Mining Deed; Micheal O’Neil sells for $200 to John McAlan of Carbonateville Nodaway Lode, ca 3/4mi SW of Carbonateville, in 

LCMD, Loc 7Jan81 by K.B. Easter, rec b.L p.230. Presence Wm C. Rogers. Cert 16Nov82 Jordan B. Cottle NP. Filed for record 3Feb83 and duly 
recorded the same day Arthur A. Cruttenden Recorder {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 6 p.115} 

1883January1 (loc); S.H. Bernard ½, W.E. Parish ½; Royal Arch Lode, 1500’ linear, in LCMD, 960’NE & 540’SW, with 150’ on ea side, bounded On the 

SW by the Nestor Lode and is ca 2mi E of Carbonateville. Filed for record 3Feb83 and duly recorded the same day Arthur A. Cruttenden Recorder 

{Cerrillos Mining Records Book 6 p.118} 
1883February3 POL; W.J. Evans swears before Arthur A. Cruttenden NP that at least $100 worth of labor has been performed upon R.C. Clowery Lode, 

in LCMD, for 1882. Such expenditure was made by J.C. Evans, Wm Pentland, C.T. Porter, owners of said claim. Witnesses E.H. Bryant, E.G. Boice. 

Filed for record 8Feb83 and duly recorded the same day Arthur A. Cruttenden Recorder {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 6 p.119} 
1883February3 POL; W.J. Evans swears before Arthur A. Cruttenden NP that at least $100 worth of labor has been performed upon Our Georgia Lode, in 

LCMD, for 1882. Such expenditure was made by J.C. Evans, W.V. Sisson, E.B. Ames, owners of said claim. Witnesses E.H. Bryant, E.G. Boice. Filed 

for record 8Feb83 and duly recorded the same day Arthur A. Cruttenden Recorder {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 6 p.120} 
1883February3 POL; W.J. Evans swears before Arthur A. Cruttenden NP that at least $100 worth of labor has been performed upon Ruelena Lode, in 

LCMD, for 1882. Such expenditure was made by J.C. Evans, W.V. Sisson, E.B. Ames, R.H. Dunn, owners of said claim. Witnesses E.H. Bryant, E.G. 

Boice. Filed for record 8Feb83 and duly recorded the same day Arthur A. Cruttenden Recorder {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 6 p.121} 

1883February7; POL for 1882; John McAlan swears before Arthur A. Cruttender Notary Public at least $100 labor on Nudoway Lode, expended by John McAlan owner, in 
LCMD; witness Jordan B. Cottle, J. Dolan, recorded 17February1883 [Locations & Mining Deeds F#15410 p.354] 

1883February7 POL; John McAlan swears before Arthur A. Cruttenden NP that at least $100 worth of labor has been performed upon Nodaway Lode, in 

LCMD, for 1882. such expenditure was made by John McAlan, owner of said claim. Witnesses J.B. Cottle, J. Dolan. Filed for record 8Feb83 and duly 

recorded the same day Arthur A. Cruttenden Recorder {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 6 p.123} 

1883February7; POL for 1883; C.W. Uptegrove swears before Arthur A. Cruttender Notary Public at least $100 labor on Golden Eagle No.2, expended by CW Uptegrove, 
AH Johnson, S Johnson owners, in LCMD; (witness block) Levey Gregory, John Eldet, recorded 17February1883 [Locations & Mining Deeds F#15410 p.354] 

1883February7<8 lined out] POL; C.W. Uptegrove swears before Arthur A. Cruttenden NP that at least $100 worth of labor has been performed upon 

Golden Eagle Lode, in LCMD, for 1882. Such expenditure was made by C.W. Uptegrove, A.H. Johnson, S.Johnston>e lined out], owners of said 

claim. Witnesses Leroy Gregory, John Elder. Filed for record 8Feb83 and duly recorded the same day Arthur A. Cruttenden Recorder {Cerrillos 
Mining Records Book 6 p.122} 

1883January1<1 o’clock a.m.] (loc); Loc by Adam Laudenslager; K.L.N.T. Lode, 1500’ linear, in LCMD, 750’Sly & 750’Nly, with 150’ on ea side, On the 

E side of the McKenzie Mtn at the base, and lying ca E of the Willow Lode claim. Witnesses J.E. Graham, John Andrews. Filed for record 9Feb83 and 
duly recorded the same day Arthur A. Cruttenden Recorder {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 6 p.123} 



1883January1 (loc); S.H. Bernard; Commodore Lode, 1500’ linear, in LCMD, 1100’SW & 400’NE, with 150’ on ea side, ca 3.5mi SW from 

Carbonateville, and bounded on the E by the Clara Lode Claim. Filed for record 10Feb83 and duly recorded the same day Arthur A. Cruttenden 
Recorder {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 6 p.125} 

1882February13 POL; Samuel Hull, R.H. Dunn swear before W.M. Berger NP that at least $100 worth of work has been done upon Little John Lode, in 

CMD, for 1882. Such expenditure was made by the Marshall Company Composed of James Hall, A.H.B. Neidy + others owners of said claim. Cert rec 
16Feb82 b.G p.501 Atanasio Romero Probate Clerk + Recorder By Celestino Ortiz Deputy. Filed for record 17Feb82 and duly recorded the same day 

Arthur A. Cruttenden Recorder. {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 6 p.126} 

1882February13 POL; Samuel Hull, R.H. Dunn swear before W.M. Berger NP that at least $100 worth of work has been done upon Mary Lode, in CMD, 
for 1882. Such expenditure was made by the Marshall Company Composed of James Hall, A.H. Neidy + others owners of said claim. Cert rec 16Feb82 

b.G p.501 Atanasio Romero Probate Clerk + Recorder By Celestino Ortiz Deputy. Filed for record 17Feb82 and duly recorded the same day Arthur A. 

Cruttenden Recorder. {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 6 p.127} 

1883February19; PoL for 1882; Joseph Blonger (<sig= Joe) swears before Arthur A. Cruthender Notary Public at least $100 worth of labor on Little Clyde lode, in LCMD; 
expended by JC Evans and others owners; witness John Andrews, J.L. Jenks, recorded 24February1883 [Locations & Mining Deeds F#15410 p.361] 

1882November6 (loc); Loc by G.W. Holman; Genl Moore, 1500’, with 150’ on ea side, 1004’Nly & 496’Sly, in LCMD, Ca 1.5mi N from Galisteo River 

and 1/2mi S from GCMtn and joining a claim known as the Old Discovery on the N. Witness G.M. Holman. Filed for record 19Feb82 and duly 

recorded the same day Arthur A. Cruttenden Recorder. {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 6 p.128} 
1883February14 POL; George Donovan, Adam Laudenslager swear before Jordan B. Cottle NP that at least $100 worth of work has been done upon each of 

the following: Washington, Buckeye, Irwin, Chromo, in LCMD, for 1882. Such expenditure was made by John Andrews + others owners of said 

claim. Filed for record 19Feb83 and duly recorded same day Arthur A. Cruttenden Recorder. {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 6 p.128} 
1883February14 POL; John Andrews, Adam Laudenslager swear before Jordan B. Cottle NP that at least $100 worth of work has been done upon each of 

the following: Ida, Theresa Lodes, in LCMD, for 1882. Such expenditure was made by Jno Donovan, W.A. Parmaly, John Broadwater and others 

owners of said claim. Filed for record 19Feb83 and duly recorded the same day Arthur A. Cruttenden Recorder. {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 6 
p.129} 

1883February16; Mining Deed; S.H. Bernard of Carbonateville sells for $1.00 to Johnston Paterson of Cimarron, Colfax Co undiv 1/2int Commodore 

Lode, in LCMD, Ca 3.5mi SW from Carbonateville. And is bounded on the E by the Clara Lode claim. Attest Wm O’Brien. Cert 19Feb83 Arthur A. 
Cruttenden Notary Public<in txt]. Filed for record 19Feb83 and duly recorded the same day Arthur A. Cruttenden Recorder. {Cerrillos Mining Records 

Book 6 p.131} 
1883February14 POL; George Donovan, A.E. Laudenslager swear before Jordan B. Cottle NP that at least $100 worth of work has been performed upon 

Marine Lode, in LCMD, for 1882. Such expenditure was made by John Andrews and others owners of said claim. Filed for record 21Feb83 and duly 

recorded same day Arthur A. Cruttenden Recorder. {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 6 p.130} 
1883February21 POL; M.A. Parmaly, Robt Clark swear before Arthur A. Cruttenden NP that at least $250 worth of labor has been performed upon 

Tegcuco Lode, in LCMD, for 1882. such expenditure was made by S.B. Evans and others owners of said claim. Filed for record 22Feb83 and duly 

recorded the same day Arthur A. Cruttenden Recorder. {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 6 p.136} 
1883February22 PoL; Joe Blonger swears before Arthur A. Cruttenden NP that at least $100 worth of labor has been performed upon Little Clyde Lode, in 

LCMD, for 1882. Such expenditure was made by J.C. Evans and others owners of said claim. Witness John Andrews, J.S<L. Jenks. Filed for record 

22Feb83 and duly recorded the same day Arthur A. Cruttenden Recorder. {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 6 p.133} 
1883February19; Mining Deed; K.B. Easter of Carbonateville sells for $300 to John McAlan undiv 1/2int Sitting Bull Lode, Situated W of the Helen Lode 

and ca 1.25<1/4?mi W of the Mina del Tiro mine in the LCMD. Loc b.C p.163 and transfer b.C p.161. Presence [blank]. Cert 19Feb83 Jordan B. Cottle 

at my office in Carbonateville. Filed for record 22Feb83 and duly recorded the same day Arthur A. Cruttenden Recorder. {Cerrillos Mining Records 

Book 6 p.134} 

1882August28 POL; A. Thompson, W.P. Cunningham swear before Jordan B. Cottle NP that at least $100 worth of work has been performed upon 

Mountain Boy Mining claim, in LCMD, for 1882. such expenditure was made by P.F. Herlow, Hy Atkinson + F. Dimick, owners of said claim. Filed 
for record 22Feb83 and duly recorded the same day Arthur A. Cruttenden Recorder. {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 6 p.137} 

1882August29 POL; T.T. Morris, T.C. Amsden swear before Jordan B. Cottle NP that at least $100 worth of labor has been performed upon R.R. Lode, in 

LCMD, for 1882. Filed for record 22Feb83 and duly recorded the same day Arthur A. Cruttenden Recorder. {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 6 p.138} 
1882August29 POL; Dennis Cofflin swears before Jordan B. Cottle NP that at least $100 worth of labor has been performed upon Santa Fe, in LCMD, for 

1882. such expenditure was made by Hy Atkinson, Frank Dimick owners of said claim. Filed for record 22Feb83 and duly recorded the same day 

Arthur A. Cruttenden Recorder. {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 6 p.139} 
1882August29 POL; T.T. Morris, T.C. Amsden swear before Jordan B. Cottle NP that at least $100 worth of labor has been performed upon Our Lode, in 

LCMD, for 1882. such expenditure was made by P.F. Herlow, Hy Atkinson, Frank Dimick, owners of said claim. Filed for record 22Feb83 and duly 

recorded the same day Arthur A. Cruttenden Recorder. {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 6 p.139} 
1883February17 PoL; William Easton, K.B. Easter swear before F.C. Whitney NP that there was at least $100 worth of work and labor performed on 

Carbonat, Sun Rise, Summit, La Plata Lodes, in LCMD, for 1882. Filed for record 22Feb83 and duly recorded the same day Arthur A. Cruttenden 

Recorder. {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 6 p.140} 
1882December8 PoL; M.W. Barber [sig also= S.H. Bernard, John (his x mark) Moyle] swears before Dennis Cofflin J.P. at least $100 worth of work upon 

the following, in LCMD: Fissure Lode ca 1/12<1/2mi S of Carbonateville and ajoining on the W side of the Constellation Lode, Constellation Lode, 

1/2mi S of Carbonateville and adjoining on the E side of the Fissure Lode, $50 worth of work being done on each of said claims. Cert rec p.349 7Feb83 
Atanasio Romero Probate Clerk and Recorder. Filed for record 22Feb83 and duly recorded the same day Arthur A. Cruttenden Recorder. {Cerrillos 

Mining Records Book 6 p.141} 

1883February22 POL; William Easton, Al Thompson swear before Arthur A. Cruttenden NP that at least $100 worth of labor has been performed upon 

Sitting Bull Lode, in LCMD, for 1882. such expenditure was made by Al Thompson and other owners of said claim. Filed for record 22Feb83 and 

duly recorded the same day Arthur A. Cruttenden Recorder. {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 6 p.142} 

1883February22 POL; William Cayzer, Chas Benson swear before Arthur A. Cruttenden NP at least $100 worth of work was done during 1882 on each 
and every one of the following, in LCMD: Cash Entry, Legal Tender, Troy, Specie Payment, Sure Deposite, All Cash, Prize, Belle Purden, 

Masonic, Towser, Bonanza, Rigney, Tip Top, Security, Gen Moore, Dove, Mother in Law, Little Gurdy, Eighty one. such expenditure was made 

by Geo W. Holman, Alex Gill and their associates owners of said claims. Filed for record 22Feb83 and duly recorded the same day Arthur A. 
Cruttenden Recorder. {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 6 p.143} 

1883February22 PoL; W.P. Gould, William Easton swear before Arthur A. Cruttenden NP that at least $100 work of labor has been performed upon 

Independence, Deadlock Lodes, in LCMD, for 1882, such expenditure was made by Wm Easton, H.M. Jones owners of said claims. Filed for record 
23Feb83 and duly recorded the same day Arthur A. Cruttenden Recorder, {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 6 p.147} 



1883February23 POL; Leroy Gregory, Dennis Cofflin swear before Jordan B. Cottle NP that at least $100 worth of labor has been performed upon Fissure 

Lode, in LCMD, for 1882, such expenditure was made by H.M. Atkinson and others owners of said claims. Filed for record 23Feb83 and duly 
recorded the same day Arthur A. Cruttenden Recorder, {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 6 p.144} 

1883February23 POL; Leroy Gregory, Dennis Cofflin swear before Jordan B. Cottle NP that at least $100 worth of labor has been performed upon 

Constellation Lode, in LCMD, for 1882, such expenditure was made by H.M. Atkinson and others owners of said claims. Filed for record 23Feb83 
and duly recorded the same day Arthur A. Cruttenden Recorder, {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 6 p.145} 

1883February23 POL; H.B. Hanna, Leroy Gregory swear before Jordan B. Cottle NP that at least $100 worth of labor has been performed upon Rail Road 

Lode, in LCMD, for 1882, such expenditure was made by H.M. Atkinson and others owners of said claims. Filed for record 23Feb83 and duly 
recorded the same day Arthur A. Cruttenden Recorder, {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 6 p.146} 

1882December30 PoL; E.F. Nisbet, John Elder swear before N.B. Laughlin NP that at least $100.00 worth of labor has been performed on That Step 

Mother of ours, Crwon Point No.2, in LCMD, for 1882. Filed for record 23Feb83 and duly recorded the same day Arthur A. Cruttenden Recorder, 
{Cerrillos Mining Records Book 6 p.147} 

1882December30 POL; A.D. Giles, Wm B. Guthrie swear before Jordan B. Cottle NP that at least $100 worth of labor has been performed on Susie Byrd 

Lode, in LCMD, for 1882. such expenditure was made by Sanford A. Larock, Roger’s + Cottle, E. Ross owners of said claim. Filed for record 
23Feb83 and duly recorded the same day Arthur A. Cruttenden Recorder, {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 6 p.148} 

1883January1<12.30’ oclock] (loc); W.H. Beckwith, Fred Mahler; Bridal Chamber Lode, 1500’ linear, in LCMD, 750’Nly & 750’Sly, with 150’ on ea 

side. Bounded on the W by the Nellie Lode on the E by the Bonanza No.3 Lode on the N by the Empire Lode and on the S by the Blue Bird Lode, and 
is ca 1/4mi W of the Turquoise Mtn. Filed for record 23Feb83 and duly recorded the same day Arthur A. Cruttenden Recorder, {Cerrillos Mining 

Records Book 6 p.149} 

1883February23; Mining Deed; W.H. Beckwith of Carbonateville sells for $250 to John McAlan undiv 1/2int Bridal Chamber Lode, in LCMD, Bounded 

on the W by the Nellie Lode on the E by the Bonanza No.3 Lode on the N by the Empire Lode and on the S by Blue Bird Lode, and is ca 1/4mi W of 

the Turquoise Mtn. Attest S.A. Larock. Cert 23Feb83 Arthur A. Cruttenden. Filed for record 23Feb83 and duly recorded the same day Arthur A. 

Cruttenden Recorder, {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 6 p.150} 
1883February23 PoL; Geo L. Wyllys, S.A. Larock swear before C. Wells Justice of the Peace in and for precinct No.10 that the full amount of $100 worth 

of work was performed or made during the year ending December 31, 1882, upon Buena Vista Lode, in LCMD, made at the instance and expense of 

David J. Miller for himself and co-owners of said Bueno Vista mining claim. Filed for record 24Feb83 and duly recorded the same day Arthur A. 
Cruttenden Recorder, {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 6 p.152} 

1883February22 PoL; S.A. Larock, John M. Henderson swear before C. Wells Justice of the Peace in and for precinct No.10 that the full amount of $100 
worth of work in labor and improvements was performed during the year ending December 31, 1882, upon Bernalillo Lode, in CMD, made at the 

instance and expense of Simon Filger, David J. Miller as owners of said Bernalillo Lode. Filed for record 24Feb83 and duly recorded the same day 

Arthur A. Cruttenden Recorder, {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 6 p.154} 
1883February24 POL; Wells E. Parmelee swears before Arthur A. Cruttenden NP that at least $100.00 worth of Labor has been performed upon Bull of 

the Woods Lode, in LCMD, for 1882. such expenditure was made by Wells E. Parmelee and others owners of said claim. Filed for record 24Feb83 

and duly recorded the same day Arthur A. Cruttenden Recorder, {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 6 p.156} 
1883February24 POL; William A. Parmaly swears before Cyrus Wells Justice of Peace in and for precinct No.10 that at least $100.00 worth of work were 

performed or made upon all and each, in precinct No.10 LCMD Park lode, Business lode, Great Mogul, Grand Reserve, President, Grand 

Reserve, Little Emma, Castillian, Strate Flush, Wheel of Fortune, Minna Haha, Happy Thought, Capitol lodes. For 1882. Witnesses [blank]. 
Filed for record 24Feb83 and duly recorded the same day Arthur A. Cruttenden Recorder, {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 6 p.156} 

1883February24 POL; E.F. Bennett, Chas S.<L. Matthes swear before Cyrus Wells Justice of the Peace that at least $100.00 worth of work and development 

have been made upon Toltec lode mining claim, in LCMD, for 1882. such expenditure was mad by Workmen for W.P. Wilson, David J. Miller 
owners of said claim. Filed for record 26Feb83 and duly recorded the same day Arthur A. Cruttenden Recorder, {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 6 

p.157} 

1883January1 (loc); J.P. Dent Locator; Stonewall Lode Claim, 1500’ linear, in LCMD, 750’NE & 750’SW, with 150’ on ea side, Bounded on the W by the 
“Rey del Monte” Claim, lying ca 1mi SE of Turquoise Mtn. Filed for record 26Feb83 and duly recorded the same day Arthur A. Cruttenden Recorder, 

{Cerrillos Mining Records Book 6 p.158} 

1883February27; PoL for 1882; William Ward swears before Arthur A. Cruttenden Notary Public at least $100 labor and development on Home Lode Mining Claim, 
expended by william Ward, John E. ward for the owners, in LCMD; subscribers Joe Clotysi, M. O’Neil, recorded 3March1883 [Locations & Mining Deeds F#15410 
p.368] 

1883February27: PoL; William Ward swears before Arthur A. Cruttenden N.P. that at least $100 worth of labor and development work has been expended 

upon Home Lode Mining claim in LCMD for 1882; such expenditures were made by William Ward and John E. Ward for the owners of said claim. 

Subscribers Joe Blonger, M. O’Neil. Filed for record 28/9<overwritten]Feb83 and duly recorded the same day Arthur A. Cruttenden Recorder 
{Cerrillos Mining Records Book 7 p.2} 

1883February27; POL for 1882; M. O.Donnell swears before Arthur A. Cruttenden Notary Public at least $100 worth of labor on Iron King Each Extension Lode, expended 
by M. O.Donnell owner, in LCMD; witness A.D. Giles, E.G. Boice, recorded 3March1883 [Locations & Mining Deeds F#15410 p.368] 

1883February27: POL; M. O’Donnell owner swears before Arthur A. Cruttenden N.P. that at least $100 worth of labor has been performed upon Liron 

King East Extension Lode in LCMD for 1882; Witnesses A.D. Giles, E.G. Boice. Filed for record 28Feb83 and duly recorded the same day Arthur A. 

Cruttenden Recorder {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 7 p.1} 

1883February20: Annual Assessment Affidavit; Jno R. Maddux, Joe G. Maddux residents of LCMD swear before D.D. Harkness J.P. Prec.No.13 that T.A. 

Maddux has caused to be performed at least $100 worth of labor on each, in LCMD for 1882; John A. Logan, Jessie, Ethel, Globe Democrat, 

Trantular Mines. Filed for record 28Feb83 and duly recorded the same day Arthur A. Cruttenden Recorder {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 7 p.1} 

1883February28: Turquesa NM; PoL; Sanford A. Larock, John M. Henderson swear before Arthur A. Cruttenden N.P. that the full annual assessment as 
required by Sec.2324 of Chapter six Title32 U.S. Rev. Stat. and governed by the local rules, customs and prices of the LCmd; Mammoth, Central for 

1882; further that they are not personally interested in said claims. Filed for record 28Feb83 and duly recorded the same day Arthur A. Cruttenden 

Recorder {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 7 p.3} 
1882December28 PoL; Dennis Cofflin swears before Jordan B. Cottle NP that there has been $100 expended in Labour and improvements on ea, for 1882: 

Alice No.2, Lost, Herlow, Spar. Wm B. Guthrie swears before Jordan B. Cottle NP 2Jan83 as to the work on the above claims. Filed for record 

28Feb83 and duly recorded the same day Arthur A. Cruttenden Recorder. {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 7 p.4} 
1882December24 POL; O.J. Smith, Geo S. Wyllys swear before Jordan B. Cottle NP that at least $100 worth of labor has been performed upon Little 

Minnie, in LCMD for 1882. such expenditure was made by M. Nester and Joseph P. O’Brien, owners. Filed for record 28Feb83 and duly recorded the 

same day Arthur A. Cruttenden Recorder. {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 7 p.5} 



1883March1; Ben B. Pears sells for $500 to H.M. Jones all my 1/10 int BB Pears, Florence Nightengale, White Princess, (<all b.3 p.103-05), H.P. bears Trustee of said 
Mining Claims, in LCMD; certify Carbonateville NM 1Mar83 Arthur A. Cruttender Notary Public, recorded 9May1883 [Locations & Mining Deeds F#15410 p.410] 

1883February26 POL; Philip Mould swears before W.M. Berger NP that at least $100 worth of labor has been [performed<lined out] done upon Ulster 

Lode, in LCMD for 1882. Such expenditure was made by Philip Mould, H.M. Atkinson, P.F. Herlow, William Streeby, owners. Filed for record 
1Mar83 and duly recorded the same day Arthur A. Cruttenden Recorder. {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 7 p.6} 

1883February26 POL; Philip Mould swears before W.M. Berger NP that at least $100 worth of labor was done upon Chester Mining Claim, in [L<lined 

out] CMD for 1882. Such expenditure was made by Philip Mould, H.M. Atkinson, P.F. Herlow, William Streeby, owners. Filed for record 1Mar83 
and duly recorded the same day Arthur A. Cruttenden Recorder. {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 7 p.6} 

1883February28; thomas A. Maddux, John Burris <sig=John F. Burris] swear before W.M. Berger NP that to the best of their knowledge and belief at least 

$100 worth of work and labor has been done and performed upon Chester and Ulster mines in LCMD for 1882. Rec B.G p.523 28Feb83 Atanacio 
Romero Probate Clerk + Recorder. Filed for record 1Mar83 and duly recorded the same day Arthur A. Cruttenden Recorder. {Cerrillos Mining 

Records Book 7 p.7} 

1882December26 PoL; Alburquerque N.M.; W.H.S. Wright swears on 26Jan83 before  Les/Geo J. Ban NP that I have expended in Labour and material 
$100 on the Empire Lode in LCMD for 1882; Simon Gonjalas, H. Howard, Witnesses. Filed for record 1Mar83 and duly recorded the same day 

Arthur A. Cruttenden Recorder. {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 7 p.8} 

1883January1 (loc); Loc 12 o’clock AM by Charles A. Miller; Sylvanite Lode 1500’ linear, in LCMD, 1100’SW & 400’NE, 150’ on ea side, bounded On 
the N End by the Cock of the Walk mine. Lying ca 1/4mi NNE from old Santa Rosa mine. Attest E.O. Smith, Jas O’Brine. Cert assessment work for 

1883, Chas A. Miller, E.O. Smith, Chas L. Mathes, James O’Brien. Filed for record 1Mar83 and duly recorded the same day Arthur A. Cruttenden 

Recorder. {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 7 p.9} 
1883March7; Arthur A. Cruttenden, Recorder for LCMD appoints A.D. Giles a Deputy Recorder in and for said district. Arthur A. Cruttenden Recorder of 

Los Cerrillos Min’g Dist. {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 7 p.19} 

1883January1 (reloc); W.V. Scneider ½, Joe de Silva ¼, Jno Burris 1/8, E.F. Nisbet 1/8; Comstock Lode 1500’ linear, in LCMD, 720’NE & 780’SW, 150’ 
on ea side, on the N slope of the GCM, ca 3/4mi SW of Carbonateville. This Relocation is made to take in abandoned surface ground. Witness Jno 

Elder. Filed for record 10Mar83 and duly recorded the same day Arthur A. Cruttenden Recorder. {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 7 p.10} 

1883January1 (loc); Loc 12.5” o’clock PM; Max J. Meyer ¼, John Martin ¼, A.R. Gurber ¼, F.A. Manney ¼; Promice Lode 1500’ linear, in LCMD, 

650’NE & 850’SW, 150’ on ea side, bounded on E by Norma + on W by the Handy Andy + on N by the Pellican + on S by the Annamonda, 1/2mi 
NW of the GCMtn. Witness O.J. Smith. Filed for record 14Mar83 and duly recorded the same day Arthur A. Cruttenden Recorder. {Cerrillos Mining 

Records Book 7 p.12} 

1883January1 (loc); Loc 12.5 o’clock AM; Robert A. Cruzen 1/3, Robert S. Cowan 2/3; May F Lode 1500’ linear, in LCMD, 750’S7°20”W & 
750’N7°20”E, 150’ on ea side, ca 1/2mi Ely from the town of Carbonateville, adjoining the Golden Eagle Mining Claim on the NW. Witness P.S. 

McCarty, G.E. Long. Filed for record 23Mar83 and duly recorded the same day Arthur A. Cruttenden Recorder. {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 7 

p.13} 
1883March19 (loc); Loc by Andrew D. Giles; Excelsior Lode 1200’, 150’ on ea side, 1175’NE & 25’SW, E of and adjoining the “Inter-Ocean” and “Virgie 

Lee” mines, in LCMD. Attest S.A. Larock. Filed for record 26Mar83 and recorded same day Arthur A. Cruttenden Recorder per A.D. Giles Deputy. 

{Cerrillos Mining Records Book 7 p.18} 
1883January1 (loc); Loc at 12 o’clock and 10 minutes A.M. by S.A. Larock ½, A.D. Giles ½; Kingston Lode 1500’, 150’ on ea side, 750’NE & 750’SW, ca 

1/2mi E of the town of Carbonateville and adjoining the “Accidental” mining claim on the NE in LCmd. Attest S.A. Larock. Filed for record 27Mar83 

and duly recorded same day Arthur A. Cruttenden District Recorder per A.D. Giles Deputy. {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 7 p.20} 
1883January1 (loc); Loc by S.A. Larock ½, A.D. Giles ½; Emperor Lode 1500’, 150’ on ea side, 750’NE & 750’SW, situated at the base of GCM on the E 

side, immediately W of and adjoining the “Bonanza No.3” mine in LCMd. Filed for record 27Mar83 and duly recorded same day Arthur A. 

Cruttenden District Recorder per A.D. Giles Deputy. {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 7 p.21} 

1883January1 (loc); John W. Ricketts Locator; Anti-Grant, 1500’, 930’NE & 570’SW, 150’ on ea side, situated ca 300yds S of the old “Mina del Tiro” 
mine, in LCMD, Witness John W. Neff. Filed for record 28Mar83 and duly recorded same day Arthur A. Cruttenden District Recorder per A.D. Giles 

Deputy. {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 7 p.21} 

1883January1 (loc); Loc by Ira M. Gifford; Spgl Bonanza Lode, 1500’ linear, in LCMD. 50’SW & 1450’NE by 300’ in width, 150’ on ea side, is the NE 
extention of the Marshall Bonanza Mine, Attest H.B. Hanna, B.B. Pears. Filed for record 31Mar83 and duly recorded same day Arthur A. Cruttenden 

District Recorder per A.D. Giles Deputy. {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 7 p.22} 

1883January1 (reloc); Loc Alex Gill; Troy Lode, 1489’ linear and 300’ in width, 336’ of lode relocated lying and being N56°45’E & 191’ being S79°71’W 
thence 962’ S5°15’W of said shaft, in LCMD. Shaft of said lode is ca 175’ a little N of E from the Cash Entry Disc shaft, made for the purpose to 

correct and include any and all abandoned surface ground held by Prior and overlapping Claims. Attest A.J. Bell, Wm Cayzer. Filed for record 4Apr83 

and recorded same day Arthur A. Cruttenden Recorder per A.D. Giles Deputy. {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 7 p.23} 
1883April10 PoL; Turquesa NM; Daniel Wyant, Charlie Lyons swear before Jordan B. Cottle NP that in LCMD the annual assessment… been performed 

upon Mother in-law, Muskegon, Wide-West, Ida, Julia, Helena, for the year 1882, that they are not personally interested in said claims. Filed for 

record 10Apr83 and recorded same day Arthur A. Cruttenden Recorder per A.D. Giles Deputy. {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 7 p.25} 
1883June25 POL; A.E. Landenslager [sig=Adam Landenslager], Jno L. Jenks [sig=J.L. Jenks] owners swear before Jordan B. Cottle NP that at least $100 

worth of labor had been performed upon “Ward No.2<overwritten with 1; side note by J.B. Cottle NP indicating change from 2 to 1]” Lode in LCMD, 

during the year ending 31Dec83, such expenditure made by G.F. and J.R. Roberts and Co. Filed for record 25Jun83 and duly recorded the same day. 
Arthur A. Cruttenden District Recorder per A.D. Giles Deputy. {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 7 p.27} 

1883April1 (loc); S.H. Bernard 2/3, Geo H. Weller 1/3; Senator Lode Claim, 1500’ linear, in LCMD, 750’NE & 750’SW, with 150’ on ea side; bounded on 

the E side by the “Alhaus” Lode, ca 1/4mi SW of the old “Mina Del Tiro” Mine, ca 1/2mi SE of or from the base of the GCM, ca 2mi S of 
Carbonateville. Filed for record 25Jun83 + recorded same day Arthur A. Cruttenden Recorder per A.D. Giles Deputy. {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 

7 p.28} 

1883July10 PoL; S.A. Larock, O.J. Smith swear before Jordan B. Cottle NP that $62.50 worth of labor has been performed upon “Dutchey” Lode, in 
LCMD, during the year ending 31Dec83 Such expenditure was made by R.D. Myers part owner of said claim. Filed for record 10Jul83 and recorded 

same day Arthur A. Cruttender Recorder per A.D. Giles Deputy. {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 7 p.29} 
1883July12 PoL; S.A. Larock, William Ward swear before Joseph F. Bonham NP that $37.50 worth of labor has been performed upon Dulchey Lode; in 

LCMD during the year ending 31Dec83 Such expenditure was made by John Ward and John Graham and Wm Graham part owners of said claim. Filed 

for record 16Jul83 and recorded same day Arthur A. Cruttenden Recorder Per A.D. Giles Deputy, {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 7 p.30} [p.31-32 
missing; txt intact] 



1883May9 (loc); S.A. Larock, S.H. Bernard (locators); Iroquois Lode, about 400yds E of Bonanza No.3, in LCMD; 550’NE 500’SW = 1050’, 150’ea side; {filed&recorded 
27Jul83 b.7 p.33 LCMR Arthur A Critinder Recorder per A.D. Giles Deputy} recorded 15August1883 [Locations & Mining Deeds F#15410 p.438] 

1883May9 (loc); Loc by S.A. Larock, S.H. Bernard; Iroquois Lode; 1050’, 550’NE & 500’SW, 150’ on ea side, ca 400yds E of Bonanza No.3 in LCMD. 

Filed for record 27Jul83 and recorded same day Arthur A. Cruttenden Recorder Per A.D. Giles Deputy, {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 7 p.33} 
[p.31-32 missing; txt intact] 

1883April2 (loc); David L. Miller, John McAllan; Jessie Lode; 1500’ linear, in LCMD, 1400’NE & 100’SW, with 150’ ea side; bounded on the S by the 

Chester, E by the Morning Star Lode, Ca 1mi SE of “Cash Entry” Lode. Filed for record 20Aug83 and recorde same day, Arthur A. Cruttenden 
Recorder Per A.D. Giles Deputy {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 7 p.34} 

1883August21; POL for 1883; S.A. Larock, S.H? Bernard swear before Jordan B. Cottle Notary Public at least $100 worth of labor on Nodaway Lode, expended by John 
McAllan; {filed&rec 21Aug83 b.7 p.35 LCMR Arthur A. Cruttender Recorder per A.D. Giles Deputy}, recorded 25August1883 [Locations & Mining Deeds F#15410 
p.442] 

1883August21 POL; S.A. Larock, S.H. Bernard swear before Jordan B. Cottle NP that $100 worth of labor has been performed upon Nodaway Lode, in 

LCMD, for the year ending 31Dec83, such expenditure was made by John McAllan owner of said claim. Filed for record 21Aug83 and recorded same 

day, Arthur A. Cruttenden Recorder Per A.D. Giles Deputy {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 7 p.35} 

1883August22; POL for 1883; R.G. Abbott swears before Jordan B. Cottle Notary Public at least 10’ was senik on New Years Eve Lode during 90days ending 31March83, 
expended by John McAlan owner; {filed&rec 22Aug83 b.7 p.36 LCMR Arthur A. Crutender Recorder per A.D. Giles Deputy}, recorded 25August1883 [Locations & 
Mining Deeds F#15410 p.441] 

1883August22 POL; R.G. Abbott swears before Jordan B. Cottle NP says that at least ten feet was sunk on the New Year’s Eve Lode, during the 90 days 

ending 31Mar83, such expenditure was made by John McAllan owner of said claim. Filed for record 22Aug83 and recorded same day, Arthur A. 
Cruttenden Recorder Per A.D. Giles Deputy {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 7 p.36} 

1883August23; POL for 1883; Geo Lawrence (<sig= George), Pat Brown swear before Jordan B. Cottle Notary Public at least 10’ was sunk on Jessie Lode, 90 days ending 
1July83, expended by John McAllan, in LCMD; {filed&rec 27Aug83 b.7 p.38 LCMR Arthur A. Cruttender Recorder per A.D. Giles Deputy}, recorded 27August1883 
[Locations & Mining Deeds F#15410 p.444] 

1883August23; POL for 1883; S.A. Larock swears before Jordan B. Cottle Notary Public at least 10’ was sunk on Black Hawk Lode, 90 days ending 1March83, expended by 
John McAllan, in LCMD; {filed&rec 23Aug83 b.7 p.37 LCMR Arthur A. Cruttenden Recorder per A.D. Giles Deputy}, recorded 1September1883 [Locations & Mining 
Deeds F#15410 p.445] 

1883August23 POL; S.A. Larock swears before Jordan B. Cottle NP sayd that at least ten feet was sunk on the Black Hawk Lode, during the 90 days 

ending 31Mar83, in LCMD, such expenditure was made by John McAllan owner of said claim. Filed for record 23Aug83 and duly recorded same day, 
Arthur A. Cruttenden Recorder Per A.D. Giles Deputy {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 7 p.37} 

1883August23 POL; George Lawrance [sig=Geo Lawrnce], Patrick Brown swear before Jordan B. Cottle NP that at least ten feet was sunk on the Jessie 

Lode, during the 90 days ending 1Jul83, in LCMD, Such expenditure was made by John McAllan owner of said claim. Filed for record 27Aug83 and 
recorded same day, Arthur A. Cruttenden Recorder Per A.D. Giles Deputy {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 7 p.38} 

1883August20 POL; William Easton, Frank H. Nichols swear before Jordan B. Cottle NP that at least $100 worth of Labor and Improvements has been 

performed upon Sitting Bull, W.P. Gould Lodes, in LCMD during the year ending 31Dec83, such expenditure was made by John McAllan owner of 
said claim. Filed for record 31Aug83 and duly recorded same day, Arthur A. Cruttenden Recorder Per A.D. Giles Deputy {Cerrillos Mining Records 

Book 7 p.39} 

________________________________________________________________ 

 * Cruz * Cruise * 
Ignasio Cruz  (b.MEX 1917>    - wife is Carmelita Cruz (b.CO 1916>;  of Madrid 
1940May2_census ED 25-39 Madrid sheet 4B; enumerator Manuel C. Martinez; Ignasio Cruz, house #58, renting $12/mo, 46, education 0, b.MEX, Alien, living in ’35 

sameplace, at work 16 hrs in week, Miner coal mine, 52 wks worked in 1939, wages $850; Carmelita Cruz, 24, wife, education 7, b.CO, living in ’35 sameplace, 
Houseworker, no wages; Rose Marie Cruz, 6, dau, in school, b.CO, living in ’35 sameplace; Roblino Cruz, 4, son, b.NM; Tomas Cruz, 2, son, b.CO; Felicia Cruz (m), 
4/12, Female, dau, b.NM. 

 
Jack Cruise    - Golden 
1940March30; June30; 38 – Permit to Operate Dry Washer Within the Outboundaries of Ortiz Mine Grant. Permit is hereby granted by the Galisteo Company… Jack Cruise, 

(reused twice?; originally J. Ussan/John Visin Jr.) Golden… a royalty of 10% of the gross gold… [dispose only] through Rosendo Ortiz, in Cerrillos NM, or Ernest 
Riccon, in Golden NM. By Henry R. Hoyt, Its President; Attest: Mary Quintana, Assistant Secretary. Jack Cruise, Permittee. [BHenderson] 

 
Julio Cruz  <b.1891, 1895  d.1937)    - of Madrid 

1967 Madrid cemetery; Cruz, Julio b.1895 d.1937              42y 

1930_census: Julio Cruz, 39y-o, Madrid 
 
Felix Cruz    - wife is Feliciana Cruz;  of Dolores 
1830s; Felix Cruz; resident Real de Dolores as head of household 
1872April20; Rafael Chacon at Apishapa CO; Don Felix Cruz and his wife, Doña Feliciana, came to visit us and he helped me with the planting until April 

26. Don Felix Cruz was very fond of looking for gold because he and his people had been prospectors at the Placer de Dolores, and he talked to me so 

much that finally I became enthused about going with him to prospect at Arroyo Hondo de Taos. [Meketa 2000 p.321] 

 
Pete Cruz  (b.CO 1889>    - of Golden & Ortiz Mine grant 
1926April6; Loc/Grantor; Sam P. Fulton, Sam J. Fulton, Samuel Padilla, Sam Padilla, E.T. Mallery, E.P. Bail, Silverio Martinez, Pete Cruz, Delgado Mining co., George 

Martinez, Cesario Ortiz; Lessee/Grantee; O.S. Emblem, W.K. Kincaid, S. Martinez, Pete Cruz, Silverio Martinez, George Pratt, Charles E. Meyer, Samuel Padilla, 
Reuben Martinez, M.W. Ferraro, Vearn Huffaker. Bail. b.5 p.25 – 6Apr1926 Lucky Fraction b.5 p.26 – 8May1926 Parachute b.5 p.628 – 8May1926 Fulton b.5 p.629 – 
8May1926 Big Bill b.5 p.523 – also b.N, b.O, b.P, b.6, b.65, b.48; to 18Jun1951. [BHenderson Abstract of Title Supplemental No.3456, v.IV, 30Sep1983] 

1937October1 – 1934January23; the 1July1933 McKinnis lease is cancelled for nonpayment of royalty. McKinnis’ and subsequent related assignments are: Henry/Harry J. 
Mallen 8Mar34, Ortiz Grant Mines Corp. 10Apr34; Ortiz Mine Mining Co. 2Mar35; Russell A. Orchard to Frank H. Love 12Apr35; R.B. Griffin 6Nov36; Santa Cruz Mining 
Co. 3Mar37; Annie M. Alexander 29Jul37; Ruben Martinez & Pete Cruz 1Oct37; Max Marquis, Ralph H. Winchell, O.S. Elwood, W.A. Covert 17Jan39; Ortiz Gold Mining 
Co. to Dr. W.H. Smith and A.L. Brueggeman 27Jun39; Sam Bernstein 14Jul39; John I. Kerr 27Jul39; Pete Dominovitch 22Aug39; Adolph Kernen 20Nov39; Robert M. 
Patterson 27Dec39. [BHenderson Abstract of Title No.1 30Sep1983] 



1938October17; Received of in Value Nine and 62/100 From Pete Cruz in Return Juan Pa. Ernest Riccon. [BHenderson] 
1938October17; Received of From Cap Davis Mining Co Thwenty six and no/100, account By R. Martinez, Pete Cruz. Ernest Riccon. [BHenderson] 
1940April5; Dated. Cancellation of Lease. Galisteo Company to Charles McKinnis of Los Angeles… a certain indenture made in duplicate… all assignees, transferees or 

successors in interest thereto, including the Ortiz Grant Mines Corporation, a New Mexico Corporation, Annie M. Alexander, of Oakland CA, the Ortiz Mountains Mining 
Corporation, a Nevada Corporation, Max Marquis, of Walsenburg CO, Ralph Winchell, of Monte Vista CO, O.S. Elwood, of Monte Vista CO, W.A. Covert, of Monte Vista 
CO, J.I. Kerr, of Monte Vista CO, and Sam Bernstein, of Monte Vista CO; Dr. W.H. Smith, A.L. Brueggeman, and Robert M. Patterson, all of StaFe, Ruben Martinez and 
Pete Cruz, of Golden, The Captain Davis Mining Company, of Abq, and Pete Dominovitch, of Golden, is hereby cancelled, set aside and held for naught… failed to pay 
the royalties... Sig.Galisteo Company Henry R. Hoyt Its President, attest Mary Quintana Assistant Secretary. b.O Mines p.204. [BHenderson Abstract of Title No.1 
30Sep1983] 

1940May10_census ED 25-30 Golden sheet 2B; enumerator Cecil F. Northam; Pete Dominovich, owns house value $200, 40, single, education 0, b.Ugljine Kodinja, Alien, 
living in ’35 same house, at work 40 hrs in week, Mining, Gold Own Claim, working on own account, 52 wks worked in 1939, wages $600; Pete Cruz, 51, Partner, 
married<overwritten ‘7’], education 5, b.CO, living in ’35 Rural Huerfano countyCO, at work, 40 hrs in week, Mining, Gold Own Claim, working on own account, 32 wks 
worked in 1939, no wages, received $50 or more from income other than wages. 

________________________________________________________________ 

 * Cruzen * 
Charles W. Cruzen   <b.3Jan1858  d.21Jul1882)    - son of R.A. Cruzen;  of TN & CMD 

1881July22; [Charlie to dau Ella] Dear Daughter I will write you a letter such as it will be for my eyes are so weak I can hardly see to write and I have been washing transoms 
and windows as many as could stand it to do and am tired from that. …Frank wrote to you yesterday if he does not forget to mail it. As for the honey you spoke of I 
have bought some [page] very fine honey in the comb. Ella you dont say anything about the trimming I sent you about the first of the month whether you liked it. also 
the papers Charles sent. …I will not have money to run me longer than the middle of September and I do not know whether Pa will bring any home with him or not I 
had a letter from him the same day I got yours he is well but a little home-sick he does not know whether he will get to come home the first of the month or not cannot 
come until Mr Parrish is able to attend to the mine. they had finished the 200 feet in June and struck a fine body of rich ore and I guess will be smelting soon. It is not 
certain that Pa will stay at home but two or three weeks owing to business. I must tell you Charlie is quitting his place the first of the month and going into the organ 
business. he is agent for the Spang organ for the whole south. …C.Cruzen [Linda A. Watson 2009] 

1881October11; P.A. Cruzen and C.W. Cruzen and wife, well known here, are among the guests at the Grand Central. [SFDNM]   
1881November2 (loc); Locators P.S. McCarty, C.E. Long; Holy Terror Lode, 1500’ linear, in LCMD, 150’ NWly dir, thence SWly 600’, Thence SEly dir 

3’, Thence NEly dir 1500’, Thence NWly dir 300’ Thence 900’ in a SWly dir, on the NW side and crosses the Wagon Road leading from 

Carbonateville to Los Cerrillos Rail Road Station and ca halfway between the two places above Mentioned and along side of a large point of Rocks on 
the NW side of said Road and ca 300’ E of a Mine known as the Ethel Lode also ca 300’ W of a Mine known as the Globe Democrat Lode LCMD. 

Wintess E.M. Garnett. Certif copy of original 26Jan82 Chas M. Cruzen. Filed for record 26Jan82 and recorded same day N.B. Laughlin Recorder E.F. 

Nisbet Dept. {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 5 p.86} 

1882March10; [continuation of letter from Sarah Cruzen to sister] …Pa is still improving. He came out to the table today. He said tell you that he would answer your letter as 
soon as he felt a little better. I expect that Charlie and I will be the next ones to start, how would you like for me to come back there and go to housekeeping and board 
you and Mamie. Pa said that he would rather we would do that way. Charlie says that he will start about the first of April. We want to stay until Mr. Dorneck comes. I 
don’t want to leave Pa here by himself. I think that Mr. D. will be so much company for him. I think that was a pretty good joke on Alex. Tell him that was one time he 
got left. Mrs. Maddos is going to move down at Sirias the last of this month or ther first of next. She has rented the Taber house. Eva says she want to go back to 
Nashville to see Aunt Lella. She comes up to me this evening and said she wanted Alex. I could not make out what she was saying for ever so long. She says she is 
going to write you a letter says her baby is going to write too. I don’t know what in the world I would do if it wasn’t for Mrs. Richards. She is so much company for me. I 
get so lonesome sometimes I don’t know what to do. I miss you all very much. [Linda A. Watson 2009] 

1882April8; Carbonateville. Newsy and Interesting Items from this Booming Camp. April 5th, 1882. The Los Cerrillos district is neither dead nor sleeping. 

¶ Work is still going on as usual and more so. ¶ Sales of real estate and mining properties are quite common of late. ¶ Mr. Wm M. Parmaley has bought 

from Rogers and Cotter one-half interest in the Hub, formerly the True Blue, consideration variously estimated at from $500 to $1000. ¶ Mr. R.H. 
Cugen [Cruzen] has sold his house (Walfan hotel) to a party in Santa Fe who will shortly open a hotel and boarding house. His son Charles Crugen and 

family leaves to-morrow for Tennessee. Our best wishes accompany him. Mr. R.H. Crugen will domicile upon his return from Santa Fe with his genial 

friend and partner Mr. W.E. Parish. ¶ Mr. M.K. Parmaley and Mr. Jim Matthews who bought out T.A. Maddux for $1,000, are running a store, saloon 
and boarding house. ¶ A recent assay on the Black Jack and Gen. Atkinson lodes, ?hows ?? some very high grade galena. ¶ The Tudor Mining 

company are working their claims and have sunk the Vulcan down 25 feet. ¶ The Mobilie was cribbed up nicely and collard and then sunk forty feet. 

This claim is the north extension of the Black Jack. Work has commenced on the Silver Bullion and soon on the Cross Shot and Mason. ¶ Mr. Alfred 
F. Brainard mining engineer and assayer, one of the old timers in Carbonateville, has just used up his third Muffler having only used that number in 

over two years of work with the Burges patent assay furnace, having made hundreds of assays which shows a splendid record and careful manipulation. 

¶ A gentleman was recently invited to dine with one of our citizens and about dinner time having to go to the rear of his hosts house was surprised to 
see him with a large hand saw busily engaged sawing a log loaf of bread into slices on a bench. The guest’s face fell 250 in the shade. ¶ Mr. E.C. 

Chapin, manager, is working the Nick of Time with three shifts of miners and his steam hoisting apparatus works splendidly. This is the cause of an 

unusual amount of activity in the gulch. ¶ The Georgia is showing up some very fine ore, also the Great Western which is being personally 
superintended by Mr. George Baily one of the owners. ¶ One-fourth interest in the Mexican Prince his been bought by W.R. Harris, of St. Louis, also 

same to S.T. Reed, of Santa Fe. ¶ The Aztec is being worked by the Bennett Brothers, and the horn silver that is taken out will prove to be a veritable 
horn of plenty to the boys. ¶ Col. Gifford is keeping his mechanics on the drive getting the Gonzales reduction works ready for business. ¶ Hubbs is 

also on the go. The new water jacket smelter, from San Francisco will soon be running. ¶ There is considerable interest displayed and great activity 

manifested by the holders of the “Bottom Dollar.” Stock holders and parties are engaged in buying up sock, caused by the finishing touches on the 
“Whim” about to be placed in that mine. Bitsen offered two to one that old man Beckwith will finish blocking out the draw hole to the above 

mentioned “Whim” within one month. ¶ Hon. Samuel W. Bonner is in camp and will stay by us some time. ¶ Mr. W.H. Sleet is in camp looking after 

some mining property. ¶ The Daily New Mexican circulation in camp is still ahead. ¶ All quiet along the Galisteo. ¶ Gamma Sigma. [SFDNM] 

1882April13; [R.A. to dau Ella; letterhead> R.A. Cruzen, Pres. Triv B. Dallas, Treas. Vesper Dorneck, Sec. Branch Office of Tennessee and Los Cerrillos Gold and Silver 
Mining Company Director’s Office, Cor. Church and Cherry Streets, Nashville, Tenn. Mines, Los Cerrillos District, Santa Fe Co. New Mexico. Turquesa, New Mexico, 
April 13, 1882. …I am very Busy now attending to the mine. Everything goes Slow But will be able to Start machinery in a Short time timbering will Be Done in two or 
three Days, I am Boarding with mrs Hastings She has fited up quite nice I Sleep in our Offices. …Everything is just about as it was when he left. Except Le Rock is well 
again. he did not have the Small Pox or no one Else Since he left So we dont Expect to have any more in Camp …I think I Can Sell the organ to mrs Hastings for her 
Daughter But I dont  get any money untill the first of June and you know I have a note in Bank to Be Paid the first of May. So I will Stil Be in Dept to the Co. I told 



Charlie to Borrow Some money there for me and give it Frank yourself + Mamie. I may Sell Some of your mining property here if I do I will Send you the money for the 
Same. [Linda A. Watson 2009] 

 

Frank M. Cruzen  (Francis Marion Cruzen b.9Oct1859)    - son of R.A. Cruzen - RACruzen’s bro was also named Frank;  of Carbonateville-Turquesa 

1881March20; [RA to dau Ella] I will Soon go into the mountains to Prospect and then you Cant hear from me very often But Dont  Be uneasy for I will Be watchfull and will 
try and Avoid the Indians if I Can But there is danger that they will Be very Bad this Summer. But if So I will look out for that I have written frank most of the news and of 
Corse you will See his letter. …RA.C [Linda A. Watson 2009] 

1881July22; [Charlie to dau Ella] Dear Daughter I will write you a letter such as it will be for my eyes are so weak I can hardly see to write and I have been washing transoms 
and windows as many as could stand it to do and am tired from that. …Frank wrote to you yesterday if he does not forget to mail it. As for the honey you spoke of I 
have bought some [page] very fine honey in the comb. Ella you dont say anything about the trimming I sent you about the first of the month whether you liked it. also 
the papers Charles sent. …I will not have money to run me longer than the middle of September and I do not know whether Pa will bring any home with him or not I 
had a letter from him the same day I got yours he is well but a little home-sick he does not know whether he will get to come home the first of the month or not cannot 
come until Mr Parrish is able to attend to the mine. they had finished the 200 feet in June and struck a fine body of rich ore and I guess will be smelting soon. It is not 
certain that Pa will stay at home but two or three weeks owing to business. I must tell you Charlie is quitting his place the first of the month and going into the organ 
business. he is agent for the Spang organ for the whole south. …C.Cruzen [Linda A. Watson 2009] 

1881November3; R.A. and F.M. Cruzen, of Carbonateville, arrived here yesterday from the mines and were entertained at the Exchange. [SFDNM] 

1881November29; F.M. Cruzen, of Carbonateville, spent yesterday in the city.  [SFDNM] 
1881December14; H.S. Wallace and F.M. Cruzen, of Turquesa, registered at the Grand Central yesterday. [SFDNM] 

1882May21; [R.A.> I wrote Frank to Day. But forgot to tell him of Mr. Thompsons Death. he was Buried last Sunday. he was sick when I was in Santa Fe But not Down there 
has Bin a great many deaths in Santa Fe this Spring there has Bin three Deaths at Cerrillos from Small pox and Several more Cases there at this time. I was at Golden 
+ San Pedro a Shor time time ago and found the place ful of Small Pox in golden thare had Bin 28 Death I have Bin Exposed to it Several times But Came out Clean 
So far ...I Cant write mutch at this time on Account of my Eyes. But will write again next Sunday for that is the only time I get to write for I work Every day from Six to Six 
I run the Engine + fire + See after all the work of the mine and attend other Business So you See I am Busy But I am working for my Children and it is no hardship to 
me – I will Send you money Just as Soon as I get it for my house witch I hope will Be By the first of June. it will take me more then this month to get out of Dept for I 
only get One hundred Dollars per month now. I Owe Dorneck One Hundred Dollars witch he wants I will pay him and Be Even with him from this …from your father 
R.A.Cruzen [Linda A. Watson 2009] 

1883April22; [RA to dau Ella] Golden. Santa Fe Co N.M. Apr 22d 1883 Dear Ella …I will try to answer your question about Golden it is Eighteen miles from the nearest point 
on the Rail Road and is about 1 1/2 miles from San Pedro. Frank was here once with me. it is a hard place in fact the worst place I ever was in my life. But our Camp is 
One mile from the vilage up in the mountains in the gold mines. I am Runing the Engines + amalgamator at the mine it is placer mine But not as Rich as our mine near 
Cerrillos. I Expect to Sell this Summer for a good price for Placers mining is on a Big Boom and will Sell well, My health is very good at this time for witch I thank my 
Heavenly father. Oh my Dear Daughter it makes me Shuder to hear his Blessed name profaned So mutch Every day I never herd the likes of it So Bad Before and I am 
looking forward to the time when I will Be among Christian people again …I must now Close for it is Storming and the winds Blow into our tent it is Snowing and Cold 
the mountains are white with Snow [Linda A. Watson 2009] 

1883December1(loc); R.H. Cruzen, F.M. Cruzen, Joseph Richards, Celina Richards, Wm H. Nesbitt, Patience Nesbitt, C.S. Matthews, M. Canry Kinsell 

Gold Been placer about 2.5mi E of Cerrillos, E3000’ N1160’ etc [b.F p.524] 

 

Robert Alexander Cruzen  (b.27Aug1831  d.31Mar1888)  - wife is Christina Lazarus Cruzen (b.29Jun1834  m.24Jun1856  d.15Aug1881)  - dau#1 is Virginia 

Ellen Cruzen b.6May1862), married Alex March  - dau#2 is Mary Alberta Cruzen b.5Mar1864), Mamie’s fiancé died just before marriage; she never married;  of 
NashvilleTN & Carbonateville 

n.d.; Director’s Office Cor. Church & Cherry sts. Nashville, Tenn. Capital Stock $250,000 <Shares, $25 Each Non-Assessable R.A. Cruzen, President, Tennessee & Los 
Cerrillos Gold and Silver Mining Company. Mines – Los Cerrillos, N.M. [business card, Linda A. Watson 2009] 

1879September2; [postcard from R.A. Cruzen to Wife] Alamasu, Col. Sept 2nd, 1879 Dear Wife, We arrived here last night, will leave for Costilla New Mexico in about two 
hours have not time to write more at present for we are very busy getting ready to start… R.A. Cruzen [Linda A. Watson 2009] 

1880July8; indenture; Enos Andrews (attorney for Steck&Wheelock), Benjamin F. Steck, Harriet H. Wheelock of Hensville PA in consideration of the Gents covenants and 
agreements hereinafter mentioned… for 8% of Bullion so to be reduced during 13 years, for $10,000 sell to Vesper Dorneck, Robert A. Cruzen (both of Nashville TN) 
Bonanza No.3, 800’ W of the Turquoise mine in CMD, location5 T14 R8E; presence A.L. Huggins, certify 9July80 John Watts Notary Public, recorded 9July1880 
[Locations & Mining Deeds C#15407 p.273] 

1880July8; Enos Andrews in own right and atty for Benjamin F. Steck, Harriet W. Wheelock of Lycoming Co PA leases for 15yrs to Vesper Dorneck, Robert A Cruzen (both 
of Nashville TN); Bonanza No.3, 800’ W of Turquoise mine in CMD, W ½ Sec5 T14 R8E; certify C.N. Eastman Clerk, recorded 17November1880 [Locations & Mining 
Deeds D#15408 p.116] 

1880June10; indenture; John Moyle (mark), Wm Rossell sell for $100 to John P. Mayes, Robert A. Cruzen, Vesper Dormeck undiv ½ int Bonanza No.3 Lode, {CMD b.1 p. 
129} SE from discovery shaft of Pittsburg Lode 185’ to NE corner stake; 1500’ southwesterly; certify 10Jun80 N.B. Laughlin [Locations & Mining Deeds C#15407 p.282] 

1880October11; John P. Meyers of Atlanta GA, Robert A. Cruzen, Vesper Dorneck (both of Nashville TN) sell to Tennessee & Los Cerrillos Gold & Silver Mining Company of 
TN; Bonanza No.3, in CMD, originally purchased 10June80 (b.C p.282), from discovery shaft of Pitsburg lode southeasterly about 185’ to NE corner Bonanza No.3, 
thence 1500’ southerly; certify for RAC & VD 11Oct80 C.N. Eastman Clerk Davidson Co TN, certify for JPM 13Oct80 T.A. Grouns? Deputy Clerk Hamilton Co TN, 
recorded 17November1880 [Locations & Mining Deeds D#15408 p.114] 

1881March20; [RA to dau Ella] I will Soon go into the mountains to Prospect and then you Cant hear from me very often But Dont  Be uneasy for I will Be watchfull and will 
try and Avoid the Indians if I Can But there is danger that they will Be very Bad this Summer. But if So I will look out for that I have written frank most of the news and of 
Corse you will See his letter. …RA.C [Linda A. Watson 2009] 

1881March22 (loc); T.F.P. Alliston, N. Baxter Jr, T.M. Sleger, W. Morrow, J.M. Harding, J.P. Williams, M. Nester, M. Campbell, C.L.Lewis, S.W. Steele, 

J.C. Warner, R.A. Cruzeno, Locators and claimants, Eva Lode, in LCMD, 750’N4°W & 750’S4°E, 150’ on ea side, 1500’ length 300’ width, The 
adjoining claims are the Wau?leos Claim on the W. S18°E from a monument on McKinzie Mtn and S62°E from a monument on the NW peak of the 

GCMtn variation of needle 11°52°E. Filed for record 28Mar81 and Recorded same day N.B. Laughlin Recorder {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 3 

p.179} 
1881March23 (loc); owners, T.F.P. Allison, N. Baxter, W. Morrow, M. Campbell, T.M. Steger, J.C. Warner, C.L. Lewis, S.W. Steele, J.M. Harding, J.P. 

Williams, M. Nestor, R.A. Cruzen, Baxter Lode, 1500’ linear, 150’ on SE side and 150’ on the NW side, 500’S20°W & 1000’N20°E, in (the) LCMD, 

ca 1/2mi SE from Carbonateville, and McKinzie Mtn, adjoins the Eva Lode on the NW, and the Edgefield Lode on the SE, both paralell lodes to the 
said Baxter Attest W.E. Parish. Filed for record 1Apr81 and Recorded 2Apr81 N.B. Laughlin Recorder {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 3 p.186} 

1881March30 (loc); Loc by T.P.B. Allison, J.P. Williams, N. Baxter Jr, T. M. Steger, W. Morrow, J.C. Warner, J.M. Hardin, C.L. Lewis, S.W. Steele, R.A. 

Cruzen, M. Nester, M. Campbell; Memphis Lode; 1500’ linear, 150’ on Ea side, 220’S20°W & 1280’N20°E, in LCMD; ca 1/2mi SW from the 



GCMtn, and adjoins the “Snide Lode on the W, and the NE end line is the SW end line of the Clara Lode. Attest W.E. Parish. Filed for record 9Apr 

and Recorded 14Apr81 N.B. Laughlin Recorder {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 4 p.2} 

n.d. [LAW says 1881March30] [R.A > Contract on the Eva Claim last night it Costs about forty dollars for Each Claim to get the assesment work done – the Bonanza No 3 is 
going down very fast and is Emproving very fast vein widening all the time and by the time we Strike water will have a large Body of Mineral So Says Every Practical 
Miner, we are Pushing the work as fast as posiable are Sinking two feet a day and Some days more …and for them to write me and Direct to this place for there is no 
Post Office in the part of the mountains I am going to But I will Returne here Onece Ever ten Days or two weeks and it may Be two weeks Before I will go South again 
…tell Dr Lewis I will Report to him in a few Days as soon as I get throuth Prospecting this District there is Stil Some good Locations to Be found and I will find them 
…RACruzen [Linda A. Watson 2009] 

1881March30; [RA> Dear Son and All I Received your letter on my Return from A long prospecting trip I have bin in the Sadle for 7 days and got Back yesterday. I went to 
Old and New Placers and prospected there as well as I could for the Snow. I was Sometime in Snow up to my waist and in One Gulch had to Breake a Road for my 
horse for about One mile and at Some points it was so deep we Could not get through and we had to Climb one of the Highest Peaks on the Suny Side, and pick our 
way around and down on the other Side at One time I thought we would Be Buried in the Snow I Exerted myself so mutch it made me very Sick and as soon as we got 
out of the Snow field I give out and had to dismount and lye down for an hour before I Could proceed to Camp at New Placers. But after a nights Rest I Started to the 
Silver Buttes But found too mutch Snow on the Mountains to prospect from there I went to the Sandi Mountains + Tijaras Cañon. Stoped at a Mexican town at the foot 
of the mountain Saw the house of California Jo um of the murders of Col Patter. I Past the place he was killed. it is a goo place for high way men – we in company of a 
Mexican Rode over the mountain on as mutch as we Could for the Snow. I like the looks of the prospect there as well or Better then any I have Seen in the territory and 
will Returne there in a week or so and Locate Some Claims. will take three or four men with me for it is a hard place, But Rich in mines it is about 45 miles South of this 
place and twenty-five miles East of Alburquerque in Bernillio Co as soon as get through there I will go to the Black Range, Oscura, and Socorro Mountain and will 
perhaps go Arizonia. But I dont know yet where all I will go. I am Sure of Seeing Some of the Best mining Locations in the territory. I have Located two Claimes in this 
District. The first I named the Eva Lode and the 2nd the Baxter Lode and I will Locate one more tomorrow I will have three or four good Claims in this District. Befor I 
leave it the men finished their… [Linda A. Watson 2009] 

1881March31 (disc&loc); T.P.B. Allison, M. Campbelle, N. Baxter Jr, F.M. Steger, W. Morrow, J.C. Warner, J.M. Hardins, S.W. Steele, M. Nester, C.L. Lewis, J.P. Williams, 
R.A. Cruzen (owners) Steger Lode about ½ mi SW GC Mtn, about ½ mi W general more Lode, adjoining Smile Lode on W, in LCMD; 150’ SE&NW 850’ S20°W 
650’N20°E; witness W.E. Parish, recorded 18April1881 [Locations & Mining Deeds E#15409 p.252] 

1881March31 [top txt loc=30Mar81] (disc&loc); Loc by T.P.B. Allison, N. Baxter Jr, W. Morrow, J.M. Harding, J.P. Williams, M. Nester, S.W. Steele, 

R.A. Cruzen, M. Campbell, T. M. Sleger, J.C. Warner, C.L. Lewis; Sleger Lode; 1500’ linear, 150’ on SE side & 150’ on NW side, 850’S20°W & 

650’N20°E, in LCMD; ca 1/2mi SW from the GCMtn, ca 1/2mi W from the General More Lode, adjoining the Snide Lode on the W. Attest W.E. 
Parish. Filed for record 9Apr and Recorded 14Apr81 N.B. Laughlin Recorder {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 4 p.3} 

1881April1 (disc&loc); T.P.B. Allison, M. Campbell, N. Baxter Jr, F.M. Steger, W. Morrow, J.C. Warner, J.M. Hardins, C.L. Lewis, J.P. Williams, S.W. Sleete, M. Nester, R.A. 
Cruzen (owners) Chattanooga Lode about ½ mi SW GC Mtn, about 2.5mi SW Carbonateville, joined on E by Steger Lode, W by Memphis Lode, in LCMD; 150’ 
SE&NW 700’ S20°W 800’N20°E; witness W.E. Parish, recorded 18April1881 [Locations & Mining Deeds E#15409 p.253] 

1881April1 (disc&loc); Loc by T.P.B. Allison, N. Baxter Jr, W. Morrow, J.M. Harding, J.P. Williams, M. Nester, M. Campbell, T.M. Sleger, J.C. Warner, 

C.L. Lewis, S.W. Steele, R.A. Cruzen; Chattanooga Lode; 1500’ linear, 150’ on SE side & 150’ on NW side, 750’S20°W & 800’N20°E, in LCMD; 

ca 1/2mi SW from the GCMtn, ca 2.5mi SW from Carbonateville, joined on the E by the Sleger Lode and on the W by the Memphis Lode. Witness 
W.E. Parish. Filed for record 9Apr and Recorded 14Apr81 N.B. Laughlin Recorder {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 4 p.4} 

1881April1 (loc); Loc by M. Nestor, Micheal Campbell, C.L. Lewis, J.P. Williams, S.W. Steele, R.A. Cruzen, T.F.P. Allison, N. Baxter Jr, T.M. Steger, J.C. 

Warner, W. Morrow, J.M. Harding; Edgfield Lode; 1500’ linear, in LCMD, 450’S & 1050’N, with 150’ on ea side, ca 1/2mi SE from Turquesa and 
McKinzie Mtn bounded on the E by the Baxter Lode, on the [W?] Ocean Queen Lode. Attest W.E. Parish. Filed for Record 3June81 and Recorded 

4Jun81 N.B. Laughlin Recorder. {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 4 p.55} 

1881May7 (loc); S.H. Bernard ¼, R.A. Cruzen ¼, (<locators) Johnston Paterson ½; Christen Quartz Lode Mining Claim, The adjoining claims are None. About ½ mi E of 
Marshall Bonanza mine, about ½ mi S of Old Castillian Mountain, about 2mi SE of Bonanza City, in LCMD; 750’N15°E 50’S15°W, 150’ea side; recorded 4August1881 
[Locations & Mining Deeds E#15409 p. 474] 

1881May7 (loc); S.H. Bernard ¼, R.A. Cruzen ¼, Johnston Paterson ½; Christena Lode Mining Claim; Quartz Lode, LCMD, 750’ in a N15°E dir & 750’ 

in a S15°W dir, 150’ on ea side, 1500’ in length and 300’ in width, ca 1/2mi E of Marshall Bonanza Mine, and ca 1/2mi S of Old Castillian Mountain 

and ca 2mi E<should be S] of Bonanza City. Filed for Record 2Aug81 and Recorded 3Aug81 N.B. Laughlin Recorder. {Cerrillos Mining Records 
Book 4 p.115} 

1881July8; Letters From The Camps, No.6. ¶ I find that improvements at Carbonateville are made as fine as the financial condition of the miners will allow, as they all have 
great faith in the future of this camp. The great drawback to this camp is the lack of capital and the further fact that the people here are “land poor.” Nearly every miner 
has from two to eight and ten, and in some cases fifteen prospect holes. Hardly anything, comparatively, is done on a large portion of these claims except the 
assessment work necessary to hold them. There are however some exceptions to this. ¶ The Capital, owned by the Parmaly Bros., is down one hundred and twenty-
five feet. It is located about two miles above the smelter at the foot of the mountain. Work is being done on this shaft with the intention of putting it down two hundred 
and fifty feet. The quality of the ore is galena. The Parmaly Bros. have about twenty-three claims within five miles of Carbonateville, from some of which they expect 
good results. They also own the old Castillian turquoise mine. They are not, however, working it as they do not consider the turquoise taken from this mine to have any 
commercial value, but they expect to find some other material that will pay them to work. ¶ South of Carbonateville, two miles, is Bonanza No.3. This is owned by the 
Tennessee & Los Cerrillos Gold & Silver Mining Co., R.A. Cruzen, president. Work is progressing nicely on this shaft which is already down two hundred and ten feet. 
The intention of the owners is to continue the work until a good paying streak is found. This company has the capital necessary to prosecute the work successfully and 
they will ultimately reap the benefits resulting from a combination of brains and capital. I was down in this shaft, but my opinion as to its value would have but little 
weight. ¶ East of this shaft, one mile, is the Cash Entry a mine that has had more mysterious facts thrown out about it and more false statements made in connection 
with it than probably any one in the district. It is owned by Mr. G.W. Holman. I was told before I went to the shaft that I would not be able to get any information from the 
owner, as he was sacking the ore and shipping it out by the car [about 10 words illegible here] information. I went there and after an introduction by the resident 
correspondent of the Democrat, who came with me, I stated my object. I found Mr. Holman a shrewd, careful business man, but withal one who was perfectly willing to 
discuss anything in regard to his property that I thought would interest the New Mexican readers. He stated that sensational newspaper writers had done him a great 
injustice and financially great injury. The facts in regard to his shaft are substantially as follows: at a few feet from the surface he struck a very fine streak of mineral 
prospecting, better than ever before seen in the district. This was three or four inches wide, but by going down on it two or three feet it had entirely “petered out,” not a 
trace of it being left. In the meantime the camp had gotten wind of the matter and excitement ran wild over the discovery. Every visitor, amounting to hundreds in the 
aggregate, requested samples for their cabinet, and the free hearted owner accommodated them all. The assay went way up and the newspaper reporters soon 
became as thick as fleas in cow time. The story lost nothing at the hands of these industrious shovers of the pencil, and capitalists with plenty of money and blood up in 
a raging point of mineral fever, and anxious to buy, came to the camp to investigate. The indignation of Mr. Holman was doubly great for having pushed through the 
rich ore, nothing above the ordinary run could be afterward found.in his shaft, and consequently the would-be customers returned home in disgust. As soon as Mr. 
Holman struck the rich lead he purchased a number of claims in the immediate vicinity, but he is not now purchasing any. We were overtaken at Mr. Holman’s by a 



heavy shower of rain and hail and gladly accepted his kind invitation to take dinner with him. With a desire to relieve him from the embarrassing position he has been 
placed in, partially by the members of the craft, the above facts are given. The conventional stories started about this shaft have also been of great injury to the camps 
in the district. The plain facts in regard to this camp will do more toward helping on its growth than all the sensational accounts ever written about it. ¶ On Sunday 
service was conducted by [?Rev?] M.A. Kendricks, president of Shurtleff College, Alton, Illinois. Mr. Kendricks is here investigating the mines, accompanied by Prof. 
Charles Fuirman, of the same college. ¶ Another store doing general merchandise business is badly needed at Carbonateville. The two hotels in the place are doing a 
good business. I met here Mr. James Delevan, the veteran traveling correspondent of the Mining Record, of New York; also Mr. Charles Stephenson, correspondent of 
the Mining Review, of Denver, Col. Both are active workers for their papers. ¶ From here I proceed to San Pedro, and hope to find something there of interest to the 
New Mexican’s many readers throughout this Territory and the States. W.W.C. [W.W. Cone] Cerrillos, N.M. July 5, 1881 [SFDNM Vol.X No.109] 

1881July22; [Charlie to dau Ella] Dear Daughter I will write you a letter such as it will be for my eyes are so weak I can hardly see to write and I have been washing transoms 
and windows as many as could stand it to do and am tired from that. …Frank wrote to you yesterday if he does not forget to mail it. As for the honey you spoke of I 
have bought some [page] very fine honey in the comb. Ella you dont say anything about the trimming I sent you about the first of the month whether you liked it. also 
the papers Charles sent. …I will not have money to run me longer than the middle of September and I do not know whether Pa will bring any home with him or not I 
had a letter from him the same day I got yours he is well but a little home-sick he does not know whether he will get to come home the first of the month or not cannot 
come until Mr Parrish is able to attend to the mine. they had finished the 200 feet in June and struck a fine body of rich ore and I guess will be smelting soon. It is not 
certain that Pa will stay at home but two or three weeks owing to business. I must tell you Charlie is quitting his place the first of the month and going into the organ 
business. he is agent for the Spang organ for the whole south. …C.Cruzen [Linda A. Watson 2009] 

1881August; [RA pays @ Nashville, Tenn.> To Casket for wife 75 00 [Linda A. Watson 2009] 
1881September n.d. 12?; P.B. Allison <sig= TFP Allison, N. Baxter Jr <sig= Namanen, M. Campbell <sig= Michael, J.M. Hardins <sig= Harding, C.L. Lewis, Wm Morrow, M. 

Nestor, S.W. Steele, T.M. Steger, J.C. Warner <sig= Jas, J.P. Williams, R.A. Cruzen sell for $1 to Nashville & NM Mining Co (TN Corp) Eva, (b.L p.274), S18°E from 
monument on McKenzie Mtn, S62°E from monument on NW peak GC Mtn, Baxter Lode, (b.L p.283), about ½ mi SE Carbonateville & McKenzie Mt, adjoins Eva on 
NW, Edgefield on SW, 300’x1500’, Edgefield lode, (loc 1Apr81 b.4 p.55 LCMR), about ½ mi SE from Turquois & McKenzie mt, bounded on E by Baxter lode, W by 
Ocean Queen lode 300’x1500’, Memphis lode, (loc 30Mar81 b.L p.319), about ½ mi SW GC Mtn, joining Snide Lode on W, NE is Clara Lode, 300’x1500’, Steger 
Lode, (loc 31Mar81 b.E p.252), about ½ mi SW GC Mtn, about ½ mi W General More Lode, adjoining Snide Lode on W, 300’x1500’, Chattanooga Lode, (loc 1Apr81 
b.E p.253), about ½ mi SW GC Mtn, about 2.5mi SW Carbonateville, joined E by Steger lode, W by Memphis Lode, 300’x1500’, <= in LCMD, J.C. Warner Lode, 
(Bernalillo Bk p.9) about 400’ S of Divide of Clay Cañon, joining on N Crown Point lode, S Baca Lode, on the spur of the Sandia Mtn in North Cañon, about 2mi S of 
residence of Henry Caldwell, about 3mi SE of La Madera, 600’x1500’, Nashville Lode, (b.B p.8), about 1mi SE of Madera, about 50’ E of Henry Caldwells residence, 
about 400’ W of Green Top Lode; certify 12Sept81 C.H. Eastman Clerk by W.C. McCann DC Davidson Co TN, certify 21Sept81 for Steele & Nestor N.B. Laughlin 
Notary Public, recorded 22September1881 [Locations & Mining Deeds E#15409 p.557] 

1881September12; [invoice] James C. Warner & Co.. Rising Fawn, Ga., Rising Fawin Iron Works, Coke Pig Iron. Chattanooga Iron Co., Chattanooga, Tenn. Coke Pig Iron. 
Warner Iron Co., Warner, Tenn. Cold Blast Charcoal Pig Iron. Office of James C. Warner, President Nashville, Tenn. Sept 12 1881 Recd of R A Cruzen Four hundred 
dollars in full of his subscription of stock to the Nashville + New Mexico Mining Co. he having paid this sum in Service given the Company in locating the claims + 
personal attention to the business of the Company to this date. C.L. Lewis sec + Treas [Linda A. Watson 2009] 

1881October11; P.A. Cruzen and C.W. Cruzen and wife, well known here, are among the guests at the Grand Central. [SFDNM]   

1881November3; R.A. and F.M. Cruzen, of Carbonateville, arrived here yesterday from the mines and were entertained at the Exchange. [SFDNM] 
1882January6; Mr. Cruzen the well known Los Cerrillos man, was in the city yesterday. [SFDNM] 

1882February13 (loc); R.A. Cruzen ¼, E.F. Nisbet ¼, J.P. OBrien ½; State Lines Lode, 1500’ linear, in LCMd, 750’NE & 750’SW, with 150’ on ea side. 

Bounded On the S by the Cofflin and on the W by the South West on the N by the Plata Verde and on the E by the John A. Logan Claims. Filed for 
record 1May82 and recorded same day N.B. Laughlin Recorder. {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 5 p.129} 

1882March9; [letter from Sarah Cruzen from Turquesa, NM, to sister] …I will write you a short letter to night to let you know how Pa is. He is a great deal better than he was. 
He has been sitting up all day today. The doctor says that he will be all right if he takes good care of himself and doesn’t take cold. Pa thinks he took cold while he was 
in Santa Fe. He said the bed that he slept in appeared to be damp. [Linda A. Watson 2009] 

1882March10; [continuation of letter from Sarah Cruzen to sister] …Pa is still improving. He came out to the table today. He said tell you that he would answer your letter as 
soon as he felt a little better. I expect that Charlie and I will be the next ones to start, how would you like for me to come back there and go to housekeeping and board 
you and Mamie. Pa said that he would rather we would do that way. Charlie says that he will start about the first of April. We want to stay until Mr. Dorneck comes. I 
don’t want to leave Pa here by himself. I think that Mr. D. will be so much company for him. I think that was a pretty good joke on Alex. Tell him that was one time he 
got left. Mrs. Maddos is going to move down at Sirias the last of this month or ther first of next. She has rented the Taber house. Eva says she want to go back to 
Nashville to see Aunt Lella. She comes up to me this evening and said she wanted Alex. I could not make out what she was saying for ever so long. She says she is 
going to write you a letter says her baby is going to write too. I don’t know what in the world I would do if it wasn’t for Mrs. Richards. She is so much company for me. I 
get so lonesome sometimes I don’t know what to do. I miss you all very much. [Linda A. Watson 2009] 

1882March16; R.A. Cruzen, of Los Cerrillos district, came into the city yesterday and stopped at the Exchange hotel. [SFDNM] 
1882April7; R.A. Cruzen, of Los Cerrillos district, was in Santa Fe yesterday stopping at the Exchange hotel. [SFDNM] 

1882April8; Carbonateville. Newsy and Interesting Items from this Booming Camp. April 5th, 1882. The Los Cerrillos district is neither dead nor sleeping. 

¶ Work is still going on as usual and more so. ¶ Sales of real estate and mining properties are quite common of late. ¶ Mr. Wm M. Parmaley has bought 
from Rogers and Cotter one-half interest in the Hub, formerly the True Blue, consideration variously estimated at from $500 to $1000. ¶ Mr. R.H. 

Cugen [Cruzen] has sold his house (Walfan hotel) to a party in Santa Fe who will shortly open a hotel and boarding house. His son Charles Crugen and 

family leaves to-morrow for Tennessee. Our best wishes accompany him. Mr. R.H. Crugen will domicile upon his return from Santa Fe with his genial 
friend and partner Mr. W.E. Parish. ¶ Mr. M.K. Parmaley and Mr. Jim Matthews who bought out T.A. Maddux for $1,000, are running a store, saloon 

and boarding house. ¶ A recent assay on the Black Jack and Gen. Atkinson lodes, ?hows ?? some very high grade galena. ¶ The Tudor Mining 

company are working their claims and have sunk the Vulcan down 25 feet. ¶ The Mobilie was cribbed up nicely and collard and then sunk forty feet. 
This claim is the north extension of the Black Jack. Work has commenced on the Silver Bullion and soon on the Cross Shot and Mason. ¶ Mr. Alfred 

F. Brainard mining engineer and assayer, one of the old timers in Carbonateville, has just used up his third Muffler having only used that number in 
over two years of work with the Burges patent assay furnace, having made hundreds of assays which shows a splendid record and careful manipulation. 

¶ A gentleman was recently invited to dine with one of our citizens and about dinner time having to go to the rear of his hosts house was surprised to 

see him with a large hand saw busily engaged sawing a log loaf of bread into slices on a bench. The guest’s face fell 250 in the shade. ¶ Mr. E.C. 
Chapin, manager, is working the Nick of Time with three shifts of miners and his steam hoisting apparatus works splendidly. This is the cause of an 

unusual amount of activity in the gulch. ¶ The Georgia is showing up some very fine ore, also the Great Western which is being personally 

superintended by Mr. George Baily one of the owners. ¶ One-fourth interest in the Mexican Prince his been bought by W.R. Harris, of St. Louis, also 
same to S.T. Reed, of Santa Fe. ¶ The Aztec is being worked by the Bennett Brothers, and the horn silver that is taken out will prove to be a veritable 

horn of plenty to the boys. ¶ Col. Gifford is keeping his mechanics on the drive getting the Gonzales reduction works ready for business. ¶ Hubbs is 

also on the go. The new water jacket smelter, from San Francisco will soon be running. ¶ There is considerable interest displayed and great activity 



manifested by the holders of the “Bottom Dollar.” Stock holders and parties are engaged in buying up sock, caused by the finishing touches on the 

“Whim” about to be placed in that mine. Bitsen offered two to one that old man Beckwith will finish blocking out the draw hole to the above 
mentioned “Whim” within one month. ¶ Hon. Samuel W. Bonner is in camp and will stay by us some time. ¶ Mr. W.H. Sleet is in camp looking after 

some mining property. ¶ The Daily New Mexican circulation in camp is still ahead. ¶ All quiet along the Galisteo. ¶ Gamma Sigma. [SFDNM] 

1882April12; Indenture; Enos Andrews atty in fact for both>, Benjamin F. Steck, Harriet H. Wheelock of Hughesville Lycoming Co PA sell for $1 to Vesper Dimick, R.A. 
Cruzen of City of Nashville TN, and extend the time for the payment of $10,000 for Bonanza No.3 to 31Dec82 and to extend the lease of Bonanza No.3 made 9July80 
to 31Dec82, in LCMD; witness P.L. Vanderveer, certify 12April1882 P.L. Vanderveer Notary Public, recorded 21April1882 [Locations & Mining Deeds F#15410 p.140] 

1882April13; [R.A. to dau Ella; letterhead> R.A. Cruzen, Pres. Triv B. Dallas, Treas. Vesper Dorneck, Sec. Branch Office of Tennessee and Los Cerrillos Gold and Silver 
Mining Company Director’s Office, Cor. Church and Cherry Streets, Nashville, Tenn. Mines, Los Cerrillos District, Santa Fe Co. New Mexico. Turquesa, New Mexico, 
April 13, 1882. …I am very Busy now attending to the mine. Everything goes Slow But will be able to Start machinery in a Short time timbering will Be Done in two or 
three Days, I am Boarding with mrs Hastings She has fited up quite nice I Sleep in our Offices. …Everything is just about as it was when he left. Except Le Rock is well 
again. he did not have the Small Pox or no one Else Since he left So we dont Expect to have any more in Camp …I think I Can Sell the organ to mrs Hastings for her 
Daughter But I dont  get any money untill the first of June and you know I have a note in Bank to Be Paid the first of May. So I will Stil Be in Dept to the Co. I told 
Charlie to Borrow Some money there for me and give it Frank yourself + Mamie. I may Sell Some of your mining property here if I do I will Send you the money for the 
Same. [Linda A. Watson 2009] 

1882April21; R.A. Cruzen, of Carbonateville, was stopping at the Exchange yesterday. [SFDNM] 

1882May21; [R.A.> I wrote Frank to Day. But forgot to tell him of Mr. Thompsons Death. he was Buried last Sunday. he was sick when I was in Santa Fe But not Down there 
has Bin a great many deaths in Santa Fe this Spring there has Bin three Deaths at Cerrillos from Small pox and Several more Cases there at this time. I was at Golden 
+ San Pedro a Shor time time ago and found the place ful of Small Pox in golden thare had Bin 28 Death I have Bin Exposed to it Several times But Came out Clean 
So far ...I Cant write mutch at this time on Account of my Eyes. But will write again next Sunday for that is the only time I get to write for I work Every day from Six to Six 
I run the Engine + fire + See after all the work of the mine and attend other Business So you See I am Busy But I am working for my Children and it is no hardship to 
me – I will Send you money Just as Soon as I get it for my house witch I hope will Be By the first of June. it will take me more then this month to get out of Dept for I 
only get One hundred Dollars per month now. I Owe Dorneck One Hundred Dollars witch he wants I will pay him and Be Even with him from this …from your father 
R.A.Cruzen [Linda A. Watson 2009] 

1882June4; R.A. Cruzen, of Carbonateville, came into the city yesterday and stopped at the Exchange hotel. [SFDNM] 
1882June10; Yesterday afternoon Mr. R.A. Cruzen left Santa Fe for Sonora, Mexico. He has gone down in the interest of six men of Santa Fe, who have 

made up a pool for the purpose of purchasing property in Mexico near Hermosillo. These men are Messrs. Crosson, Myers, Reed, Brown, Cruzen and 

Schneider. The sum raised is quite large and there is a fine prospect of securing some fine mineral land at reasonable prices. Mr. Cruzen has been 
empowered to purchase these lands if upon examination he deems them desirable. He will stop a day or two in Tucson and then proceed to Hermosillo, 

remaining for several weeks. [SFDNM] 

1882June12; [letter from R.A. Cruzen from Tucson, Arizona, to daus Ella & Mamie] I left Santa Fe Friday and arrived here Saturday Evening and will eave here for 
Hermasillo Sonorra tomorrow morning on a Mexican Stage. Will visit the mines near Hermosillo then go to Guymos on the Gulf of California then return to this place 
then go to Yuma on the California Line then return to Santa Fe. [Linda A. Watson 2009] 

1882June22; [stock certificate] The Refujio Mining Company …This Certificate that R.A. Cruzen is the owner of thirty seven + half Shares of the Captial Stock of the Refugio 
Mining Company of Santa Fe, New Mexico and Sonora, Republic of Mexico …S.H. Lucas Secretary. R.H. Chase President. [Linda A. Watson 2009] 

1882June22; [stock certificate] The San Juan de Dios Mining Company …This Certificate that R.A. Cruzen is the owner of thirty seven + half Shares of the Captial Stock of 
the San Juan de Dios Mining Company of Santa Fe, New Mexico and Sonora, Republic of Mexico …S.H. Lucas Secretary. R.H. Chase President. [Linda A. Watson 
2009] 

1882July4; R.A. Cruzen, of Cerrillos, came into the city yesterday. [SFDNM] 

1882July12; Carbonateville Notes. Bonanza No.3 has closed down on the main shft, but near the main shaft, at a depth of ten feet, they have a vein of 

mineral about one foot in width. The showing in this shaft and the main shaft at the surface are about the same. R.A. Cruzen and V. Dornick, general 

manager, and six of this company have gone east on business of importance. [SFDNM] 
1882July20; Work will soon begin on the Grand Central tunnel at Cerrillos. ¶ The owner of the Nestor mine let to Meyers, Rogers and Coettel, a contract for 

fifty feet of sinking. ¶ Work is progressing with vigor at the Step-mother mine. This is not like all step-mothers, but a good one. ¶ The Los Cerrillos 

and Tennessee company, have purchased the surface land on which their mine is located. ¶ Bonanza No.3 has closed down on fhe main shaft, but near 
the main shaft, at a depth of ten feet, they have a vein of mineral about one foot in width. The showing in this shaft and the main shaft at the surface are 

about the same. R.A. Cruzen and V. Donick, general managers, and six of this company, have gone east on business of importance. [SFDNM] 

1882August24; [RA to dau Ella] Mr McNely has Bin to See us twice Since you went away. I wish you were here for it is very lonely Dorneck will Be here Saturday. I wrote to 
mr. Nestor for money Several Days ago. have not herd from him But Expect to Every day [Linda A. Watson 2009] 

1882November17; A number of specimens from the Bonanza mine No.3 were assayed in Santa Fe yesterday with varying results. The ore will average 
about thirty dollars to the ton in silver and lead. [SFDNM] 

1883January1 (loc); Robert A. Conzen [Cruzen] 1/3, Robert S. Corran [Cowan] 2/3; May F Lode, about ½ mi Easterly from the town of Carbonateville, adjoining Golden 
Eagle Mining Claim on NW,  in LCMD; 750’S7°20W + N7°20E, 150’ea side; witness P.S.W. Carty, G.E. Long, recorded 28March1883 [Locations & Mining Deeds 
F#15410 p.389] 

1883January1 (loc); Loc 12.5 o’clock AM; Robert A. Cruzen 1/3, Robert S. Cowan 2/3; May F Lode 1500’ linear, in LCMD, 750’S7°20”W & 

750’N7°20”E, 150’ on ea side, ca 1/2mi Ely from the town of Carbonateville, adjoining the Golden Eagle Mining Claim on the NW. Witness P.S. 

McCarty, G.E. Long. Filed for record 23Mar83 and duly recorded the same day Arthur A. Cruttenden Recorder. {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 7 
p.13} 

1883April22; [RA to dau Ella] Golden. Santa Fe Co N.M. Apr 22d 1883 Dear Ella …I will try to answer your question about Golden it is Eighteen miles from the nearest point 
on the Rail Road and is about 1 1/2 miles from San Pedro. Frank was here once with me. it is a hard place in fact the worst place I ever was in my life. But our Camp is 
One mile from the vilage up in the mountains in the gold mines. I am Runing the Engines + amalgamator at the mine it is placer mine But not as Rich as our mine near 
Cerrillos. I Expect to Sell this Summer for a good price for Placers mining is on a Big Boom and will Sell well, My health is very good at this time for witch I thank my 
Heavenly father. Oh my Dear Daughter it makes me Shuder to hear his Blessed name profaned So mutch Every day I never herd the likes of it So Bad Before and I am 
looking forward to the time when I will Be among Christian people again …I must now Close for it is Storming and the winds Blow into our tent it is Snowing and Cold 
the mountains are white with Snow [Linda A. Watson 2009] 

1883December1(loc); R.H. Cruzen, F.M. Cruzen, Joseph Richards, Celina Richards, Wm H. Nesbitt, Patience Nesbitt, C.S. Matthews, M. Canry Kinsell 
Gold Been placer about 2.5mi E of Cerrillos, E3000’ N1160’ etc [b.F p.524] 

1883December17 (disc&loc); R.A. Cruzen ½, Joseph Richards ½ (owners); Governor Bates lode, formerly Idle wild, about ½ mi S Turquoise Mtn, ¼ mi NE the old mine 
del tiro mine, in LCMD; 150’ea side, 150’ in the course 750’N20/0E; recorded 18December1883 [Locations & Mining Deeds F#15410 p.542] 

1886January24; [letter from R.A. Cruzen from Cerrillos, NM, to dau Ella.] [Linda A. Watson 2009] 



1886December24; [letter from R.A. Cruzen to dau Ella] Alexander Gill, Superintendent Office of The Cash Entry Mine Cerrillos, N.M., Dec 24th, 1886. My Dear Ella, I 
Received your kind letter was very glad to hear from you also Alex… I am so Busy that I have But little time to write. I go to work Before Daylight and work untill after 
Dark. My health is very good this winter for witch I am very thankfull. this is Christmas Eve and I feel Bad Because I Cant be where I Can get anything to Send My Dear 
Children. But I sen my hartfelt wishes that you All may have a Merry Christmas and a happy New Year. [Linda A. Watson 2009] 

1889November19; Mining Notes. The owners of Bonanza No.3 have a Nashville, Tenn., expert on the ground, and if his report is favorable they will resume 

work the first of the year. [SFDNM] 

 
Sarah Cruzen    - Eva, dau of Sarah & Charlie, is RA’s first grandchild;  of Turquesa 

1882March9; [letter from Sarah Cruzen from Turquesa, NM, to sister] …I will write you a short letter to night to let you know how Pa is. He is a great deal better than he was. 
He has been sitting up all day today. The doctor says that he will be all right if he takes good care of himself and doesn’t take cold. Pa thinks he took cold while he was 
in Santa Fe. He said the bed that he slept in appeared to be damp. [Linda A. Watson 2009] 

1882March10; [continuation of letter from Sarah Cruzen to sister] …Pa is still improving. He came out to the table today. He said tell you that he would answer your letter as 
soon as he felt a little better. I expect that Charlie and I will be the next ones to start, how would you like for me to come back there and go to housekeeping and board 
you and Mamie. Pa said that he would rather we would do that way. Charlie says that he will start about the first of April. We want to stay until Mr. Dorneck comes. I 
don’t want to leave Pa here by himself. I think that Mr. D. will be so much company for him. I think that was a pretty good joke on Alex. Tell him that was one time he 
got left. Mrs. Maddos is going to move down at Sirias the last of this month or ther first of next. She has rented the Taber house. Eva says she want to go back to 
Nashville to see Aunt Lella. She comes up to me this evening and said she wanted Alex. I could not make out what she was saying for ever so long. She says she is 
going to write you a letter says her baby is going to write too. I don’t know what in the world I would do if it wasn’t for Mrs. Richards. She is so much company for me. I 
get so lonesome sometimes I don’t know what to do. I miss you all very much. [Linda A. Watson 2009] 

________________________________________________________________ 
 
C. S. Crysler    - of Denver 
1898January14; The Copper Glance Mining Company has been organized by A.W. Tennant, of Taos, N.M., C.S. Crysler, of Denver, Colo., B.F. Smith, of 

Chicato, Ill., Charles A. Scheurich, and Alois B. Renehan of Santa Fe, N.M., and articles of incorporation filed in the territorial secretary’s office. The 

purposes for which the corporation is formed, are: The mining, milling, reducing and refining copper, gold and silver ores, and other ores containing 

other precious metals are otherwise prepare the same for market, the purchasing and leasing and renting of mining properties, the construction and 
erecting of such smelting, milling, reducing and mining plants, concentration or other plants as may be necessary in the reduction of ores taken from the 

property owned or under lease to the corporation or bought or procured from other sources; to own and lease, to construct and maintain water rights and 

flumes necessary in the business of reduction of ores; to erect such other buildings and machinery as may be found necessary. The capital stock is 
$1,000,000. The principal place of business is located in Santa Fe, N.M., with branch offices in Chicago, Boston, and New York City. [SFNM] 

 

Pedro Rodriquez Cubero  (bt.SPAIN 29Jul1656  d.MEX 1704) 

1697July2; PRCubero assumes office of gov of NM 
1703August; Governor Rodríguez Cubero learned that Vargas was on his way from Mexico City to again assume the duties of governor, to which office he had been 

appointed, feared that Vargas would take revenge upon him for the many acts of cruelty which he had suffered at his hands, under the feigned statement that he was 
going upon a campaign against the Indians, left Santa Fe and never returned. PRC was in line for the governorship of Maracaibo, but he died in Mexico City in 1704 
before taking office. 

1709 The earliest well-documented Spanish mine claim was registered by General Don Juan de Ulibarri. This mine was previously owned by Pedro Rodriquez Cubero, so it 
was in existence before 1709. Ulibarri ‘denounced’ (to report as unoccupied or abandoned, giving the denouncer the right to claim and work it) this mine, called Santa 
Rosa, located in Los Cerrillos de San Marcos and he promised to pay the ‘fifths of the reales’ to the King if he found the silver he hoped God would give to him. [WPA 
Translations of the Spanish Archives of New Mexico #1018. No exact location was recorded.] 

 
W. S. Cudaback    - of FlintMI & StaFe 

1895Juiy1; Mrs. W.S. Cudaback, wife of the superintending agent of the Postal telegraph, has arrived from Flint, Mich., accompanied by her two children. 

They come to make Santa Fe their home. [SFDNM] 
1895July29; Mr. W.T. Cudaback and brother start for Old Mexico to-night to accept positions with the Sonora railway. The Postal office here will be run by 

another of the Cudaback brothers, who is an expert telegrapher and good office manager. [SFDNM] 

 
G. L. Cudner    - Golden 

1894May31; Golden, Santa Fe Co., May 29 – Mr. G.L. Cudner, the patentee of a combination placer mining plant consisting of an endless railway with 

automatic dump cars, steam digger, boulder screen, precipitator, concentrator, blanket screen and several other useful attachments, is now down on the 
Cuchillo, three miles west of this place, putting in a section of his mammoth machine for the purpose of testing that part of the placer ground owned by 

the Golden Hydraulic Mining and Irrigation company. [SFDNM] 

 
Carlos Cuevas    - Madrid 
Juan Jesus Ramirez’ fa. Jesus Ramirez (moved 1940 to CA; d.1962) and stepmo. Guadalupe Sombrillo (who was very mean), & bro Edwardo Ramirez (Madrid & Gallup – 

d.2000) moved from Toque to Madrid; first rented a house from Carlos Cuevas; then moved to “bunk house” appartments. [JJRamirez 5Jan2012] 

________________________________________________________________ 

 * Culbertson * Culberton * 
F. Culbertson    - Cerrillos 

1896September24; At the Bon-Ton: F. Culbertson, John Walters, Cerrillos... [SFDNM] 

 

J. F. Culbertson    - of StaFe 

1880October6; S.T. Reed, proprietor of the Grand Central Hotel, and J.F. Culbertson, left Santa Fe yesterday afternoon for the south. [SFDNM] 

 

J. W. Culbertson    - of Indianapolis 
1880September16; Deed; John Ayres sells for $150 to J.W. Culbertson of Indianapolis 1/2 of his int in 1/4 Pueblo mining Claim ca 7mi NNE of StaFe, 

Granite District; presence Pantaleon Gallegos, Jose E. Montoya, rec 17Sep80 [b.c p.501] 



 

W. Benton Culbertson    - of FairfieldIA & Cerrillos 
1882January7; Evans and Culbertson of Fairfield, Iowa, have opened a branch office for dealing in mining property at Cerrillos station, placing the agency 

in the house of J.F. Cake, formerly of this city. Mr. Evans will be remembered as the correspondent of the Chicago Times who was in the Territory 

several weeks during the summer. [SFDNM] 

1882March6; A.D. Freman of AD Freman & Bros (AD Freman, JH Freman) of Pleasant Valley Fremont Co CO power of attorney to Evans (SB Evans) + Culbertson (WB 
Culbertson) for What Is It, Open Sesame Lodes, in LCMD; presence J.W. Nichols, W.H. Stevens, certify 6Mar82 D.T. Miller Notary Public Wapello Co IA, recorded 
2May1882 [Locations & Mining Deeds F#15410 p.151] 

1882June9; Mining Deed; Edgar Caypless sells for $1000 to S.B. Evans, W.B. Culbertson <both of Des Moines Co IA undiv 1/8 int Open Sesame mine, (loc 11May79 b.1 
p.129 LCMR), on S side GC Mtn, about 200’ SE from shaft of the Little Barbie mine, in LCMD; presence W.M. Berger, certify 9June82 W.M. Berger Notary Public, 
recorded 10June1882 [Locations & Mining Deeds F#15410 p.179] 

1882November n.d.; Mining Deed; W. Benton Culbertson of Des Moines Co IA sells for $1 to Open Sesame Mining Co all int of WBC to Open Sesame mine, (loc 11May79 
b.1 p.129 LCMR), on S side GC Mtn, about 200’ SE from shaft of the Little Barbie mine, in LCMD; presence A.H. Kuhlemeier, J.W.C. Jones, certify 2Nov82 Jno 
McMercer Notary Public Burlington Des Moines Co IA, recorded 10November1882 [Locations & Mining Deeds F#15410 p.281] 

1882November30; Stock certificate #1220 Burlington and New Mexico Gold and Silver Mining Company – 10 sh @ $20ea to J. Gillespie by C.S. Poor, 

President, W.B. Culbertsen, Secretary – (reverse same cert) 1882December28; John Gillespie appoints W.B. Clubertson as lawful attorney and transfers 
for value received unto A.O. Leode the within ten shares. [REveleth] 

________________________________________________________________ 

 * Culey * Culley * 
J. B. Culey    - Leadville 

1898August30; At the Exchange: Miss M. Haney, Lamy; J.B. Culey, Leadville; W.G. Ashdown and daughter, Cerrillos… [SFNM] 

 
T. K. Culley    - of Glorieta 

1898December12; T.A. Culley and D.L. Williams, Glorieta ranchmen, arrived here Saturday evening and registered at the Palace. – At the Palace: T.A. 

Culley, D.L. Williams, Glorieta… [SFNM]   
1898December23; At the Palace:  T.K. Culley, Glorieta... [SFNM]  

1899January4; T.L. Culley, of the 7 Bar ranch, Glorieta, has secured apartments at the Palace and will remain in the city for a few days. He reports a 

scarcity of people in the neighborhood of Glorieta, the departure of the hunting season and rigor of the weather luring them to other localities. – At the 
Palace: T.L. Culley, Glorieta… [SFNM] 

1899March10; T.K. Culley, the well known ranchman from the Pecos, came up from Albuquerque last night, on a business trip, and is registered at the 

Palace. – At the Palace: H.P. Owen, T.K. Culley, D.?. Smyth, Albuquerque… [SFNM] 
1899May10; Stephen Arnold of Glorieta, is a visitor in the city and will return home this evening. He is constructing roads on the new ranch of T.J. Cully, 

near Glorieta. [SFNM] 

________________________________________________________________ 

 * Cullen *  see also Gillen 

E. J. Cullen    - Cerrillos 

1894August1; At the Exchange; A. Horne and wife, Wallace; E.J. Cullen, Tom O’Donnell, Cerrillos. [SFDNM] 

 

George Cullen    - of StaFe & San Andres mtns 

1882March26; White Oaks. Mr. Davies and Geo Cullen, have just returned from a prospecting trip thirty or forty miles southwest of White Oaks and show 

some fine silver ores. [SFDNM] 
1882April2; White Oaks. Jones Taliaferro, is following in the footsteps of his illustrious proprietor, who lately sold mines. While Jones was apparently gone 

on the store business, he has been figuring a little on the outside and has become the owner of six mining claims in the San Andres mountains, 

southwest of White Oaks. …This is surely a rich section, and exciting no little activity among other citizens, as shown by the late finds of Mr. Davies, 
Geo Cullen, Mr. Hays and others. – Golden Era. [SFDNM] 

 

Henry J. Cullen    - Rinconada 

1880September22; The Placer mines on the Rio Grande at the south end of the cañon Rinconada, including the five claims named Santa Rosa, Red Cloud, 
Abbbie, Victoria and Santa Rita, generally known as the “Bartleson claims,” and embracing what is considered the clearest and best piece of placer 

property on that river, have just been purchased by a syndicate of eastern gentlemen, with a view to the formation of a company for prompt 

development. The purchasers include a number of the most influential public men in the state of New York, among whom are General Merritt, 
collector of the port, General Husted, ex-speaker, Hon. J.M. Francis, late minister to Greece, Ex-Secretary of State Scribner, Hon. Clancy M. Depew, 

Judge Fithian and Hon. Henry J. Cullen. [SFDNM] 

 

James T. Cullen    - Cook’s Peak m.d. 
1897January15; Acting Gov. Miller has appointed W.G. Koogler, of Las Vegas; Chas W. Homan, of Holman; Alberto Garcia, of Santa Fe; Joseph Boone, 

of Deming; James T. Cullen, of Cook’s Peak; Theodore B. Mills, of Las Vegas; W.G. Haydon, of East Las Vegas; J.H. Mink, of Anton Chico, as 
notaries public. [SFDNM] 

1897June29; Sierra County. A number of men working in the mines at Cook’s Peak are suffering from lead poison. [SFDNM] 

1897October11; Cook’s Peak District. Cullom, Hull & Miller are working the old Dr. Miller property upon the west side of the mountain. [SFDNM] 
1898June6; Having made a fortune from Cook’s Peak properties, William Kieff will suspend operations on his remaining mines for a short time and take a 

vacation in California. – James J. Cullen has leased the Mascot mine of William Kieff at Cook’s Peak. – The El Paso Smelting & Refining Co. have 

taken up the bond on the William Kieff claim at Cook’s Peak, which adjoins the Othello and Desdemona properties on the southwest. [SFNM] 

 

John Cullen    - Red River m.d. 
as of 1903June30; List of mining claims in NM which have been officially surveyed… By Surveyor-General Morgan O. Llewellyn. John Cullen, Will Dee 

Jones, H.K. Halloway, and E.T. Butler, Jayhawk, Alpine, and National, Red River MD, 54.168ac. [Report of the Governor of New Mexico to the 
Secretary of the Interior 1903, p.357] 



 

M. Cullen    - Cerrillos 

1898July1; At the Bon Ton: Dave Jones, I? Hardnell, John Callahan, George Washer, L. Graham, M. Cullen, J. Donley, G. Mueller, William Young, W. 
Alexander, William McManus, George O Neil, S. Raymond, A. Donald, N. Kitchen, S. Laird, D.W. Pearce, Cerrillos... [SFNM]   

 

Matthew Cullen    - bro of Patrick Cullen;  of Golden & Salt Lake City 
Golden cemetery: Cullen, Patrick, b.Feb, 6, 1837, At Carlow, Ireland, d.Sept, 25, 1895, At Golden, New Mexico. In Memory of Patrick Erected By His 

Brother Matthew 

1882January7; Matthew Cullen and wife stopped at the Palace hotel. [SFDNM] 

1882April11; Millionaire Miners. Taking in Los Cerrillos and the New Placers District. A Few Items of Interest for the Miners. A reporter yesterday corralled a man who had 
just returned from a trip to Los Cerrillos district, and learned some things which are of interest to those concerned in mining matters. His account of things down there 
was very encouraging. Among other facts related was the presence of a number of wealthy miner and men representing money, who have gone down to see the 
district. For instance, Judge Bassick, of Colorado, was at Cerrillos Station with his wife. He is one of the owners of the famous Bassick mine of Colorado, and his visit, it 
is thought, will result in his becoming interested in Los Cerrillos district. Messrs. Cullen and Ryan, owners of the Silver Horn mine, of Utah, were also visiting the district. 
Mr. Cullen, is a millionaire, as is well known, and one of the most successful miners in the country. He was in Santa Fe some time ago, when he expressed his 
intention of visiting both districts. Prof. Smith a moneyed man of Chicago was also at Cerrillos. ¶ Mr. Wolf who is running the reduction works for the M.R.& company is 
still crushing ore. He says he will not commence smelting until he is ready to start up for good. He wants to be sure that he can run for at least three months when once 
under headway. The company has had some trouble in getting its Socorro ore which has also delayed its work to some extent. It is expected, however, that the trouble 
will be a thing of the past this week. ¶ Cerrillos station now has three good hotels and all of them are filled with guests. The town is growing rapidly and a great deal of 
work is being done by the miners. The coal company is a great help to the place, and is working steadily. The managers expect to operate on a larger scale at an early 
day. The railroad buildings are going up and the office is about half finished. The buildings will be of a substantial character. They are badly needed as travel and 
freight are rapidly increasing, and a good depot is becoming an absolute necessity. ¶ P.F. Herlow is manufacturing brick, and is making a success of the venture. He 
intends to show the brick men of Santa Fe that he can compete with them in this line. He has some fine specimens of his work at his hotel in Santa Fe. Mr. Herlow 
contemplates moving his machinery to this city at an early day. ¶ Carbonateville is growing steadily, but not with as great rapidity as Cerrillos. Everybody seems to have 
plenty of work, and business is good. ¶ The Great Western mine is being developed as rapidly as precticable. The water level has been reached, and the proprietors 
expect better ore. They will secure the necessary machinery to continue the working of the mine. The Cash Entry is also being worked, but it is hard to learn anything 
in regard to how the mining is resulting, so reticent is the owner. Work is being pushed on most of the prominent mines. At Bonanza City the outlook is very 
encouraging. The Gonzales Reduction Works have been completed and will be in operation during the present week. The amalgamator is a decided success in all 
respects, the machinery being good and well put together. Mr. Hubbs is having his smelter put up as rapidly as possible, and expects to be ready to start up by the first 
of May. ¶ Work on the Marshall Bonanza mine will be resumed in a few days. Ore is now being hauled from the dump of the Gonzales concentrator. Bonanza City 
men are very hopeful of good times in the near future, and they have reason to be, for there is now no doubt that the machinery will soon be ready to afford them a 
return for their work and thus bring prosperity to the camp. In fact, the entire district seems to be on the road to fortune and to be rapidly nearing the goal. ¶ The New 
Placers also has a bright prospect ahead. Mining men backed by money are visiting the district and many of them will become interested. The San Pedro and Canon 
del Agua Company’s work will start up again shortly, and altogether a brisker season may be expected before many weeks pass. This is a good showing and promises 
what the miners of both districts eminently deserve on account of their faith and perseverance, namely, a full measure of success. [SFDNM] 

1883June1(loc); J.M. Lucas, Albert Lucas, Matthew Cullen, Danis Ryan, James Pabloch/k, Patrick Cullen, locators Cullen placer Claim <former Lucas 

placer, NPMD, rec 21Jun83 [b.F p.422] 

1883October5; We are informed that Mat Cullen, the Horn Silver millionaire, has sent his brother Pat of this place another week’s income, $10,000. [The 
Golden Retort. Vol.III No.21] 

1895March19; The Cerrillos Rustler records: “Mr. C.C. Fitzgerald, of Golden, has purchased 100 tons of ore from Cullen & Co., of that camp, and is 

shipping it to El Paso. It is understood that his object is to make a smelter test to demonstrate the success of his mill run test of this same ore for gold, 
and to ascertain the true value of said ore in the other metals as well as gold.” [SFDNM] 

1895June1; Correspondence New Mexican. Golden, May 31… On the south side of the mountains near Golden is James M. Lucas’ stamp mill, which is 

now and has been mining continuously for nearly two years on ore from his Black Prince and Ohio mine. ¶ West of this and adjoining lies the Cullen 
group, the biggest thing of all. This property is being quietly developed and negotiations are on foot to operate it on a large way. Still west of this is the 

Gipsy, a small lead, but remarkably rich. Six men are employed, which force will be increased soon. On the Tuerto, about three quarters of a mile north 

of Golden, is the C.C. Fitzgerald reduction works, now in operation and being enlarged to ?? tons daily capacity. This will be still further increased 
sufficiently to handle all of the refractory ores of the camp. Mr. Fitzgerald has demonstrated that he can successfully treat all such ores. ¶ About three 

quarters of a mile north of San Pedro lies a group of six mines, located and by Messrs. Bates & Co., of Dallas, Texas, on which considerable 

development work has been done. Arrangements are now about perfected to handle this property to put it on the list of gold producers. ¶ Adjoining this 
property is the New Mexico claim, a recent discovery which bids fair to become a record breaker in free milling gold ore. The owners have a force of 

men at work and contemplate organizing a mining company to work it to its full capacity. The well known ¶ Lincoln-Lucky & Lee property, east of San 

Pedro, so well advertised in the courts, in all probability will in the near future recommence work, as I am informed a compromise is in progress. The 
Big Copper, the like of which is unknown in New Mexico, needs no description, only that it is a mountain of copper and gold ore. We regret to say this 

great property has been idle for three years on account of low price of copper and other causes not the fault of the ore bodies. ¶ East of this is the St. 

Lazarus, a desirable gold mine: well and Huntington mill, which for unavoidable reasons is now also idle. The company intends to reorganize shortly 
and renew operations. ¶ Northeast of the last named are several good claims, the owners of which are in correspondence with eastern capitalists with a 

view of incorporating a mining company for development. [SFDNM] 

1895September20; Pat Cullen Dead. His Lifeless Body Found at the Bottom of a Shaft of One of His Mines – Death Supposed to Have Been Caused by 
Foul Air. Pat Cullen, well known in Santa Fe county, died yesterday at Golden from the effects of foul air at the bottom of a shaft on his mine. ¶ It 

appears that he went down into the mine alone about 1 o’clock yesterday afternoon. John Deboo, who was camping with him, had business in Golden 
and did not return unmtil about 6 o’clock last evening, when he discovered Pat’s absence, and, in searching for him, made the horrible discovery above 

named. ¶ Mat Cullen, a brother of the deceased, in Salt Lake City, has been wired for instructions as to the disposition of the remains. ¶ The deceased 

was the owner of valuable gold properties in south Santa Fe county and his untimely death will serve to interfere with pending negotiations to introduce 
large capital for development purposes in that locality. [SFDNM] 

1896December4; South Santa Fe County. The Hall mill down the Tuerto, under a lease from the Fitzgerald & Argo company, has been doing the best 

milling ever accomplished in the camp. On a run made for the Cullen & Deboo company of twenty-seven tons of ore from the Broad Gauge lode it paid 
$8 per ton. This same kind of ore never paid over $4 per ton in other mills. Another run of twenty-seven tons of ore made from the Gold Leaf mine runs 

$10 to the ton. The Gold Leaf ore had been treated at different mills and it always ran the owners in debt. This shows that the camp needs good mills and 

good millmen to put the camp at the head of all mining camps in the territory. The miners who worked for Mr. Deboo extracting the ore informed your 



correspondent that the width of the lead is seven feet by ten feet high, and the ore, besides being rich in gold, carries a fair per cent of copper. – Cerrillos 

Rustler. [SFDNM] 
1900January5; Hon. J.B. Mayo, manager of the Old Reliable Mining Company in south Santa Fe county, was in the city yesterday. The company owns 

ninety-nine year leases on six valuable claims on the southern edge of the Ortiz grant, and on yesterday completed the purchase of interests in these 

leases, owned by M. Debow, M. Cullen and Major A.N. Randall. It is understood that a nice sum of money was paid for these interests, which were 
transferred to Mr. Mayo and Mr. Chapman, of Chicago, and by them transferred to the Old Reliable Mining Company. The new capital put into the 

company is by Boston capitalists, who have had the six claims owned by it carefully examined by experts as to their value and extent. Among the 

experts who made examinations were Professor Sharpless, state geologist of Massachusetts, and Professors Carmichael and Griswold, of Boston, who 
enjoy most excellent reputations as geologists and mining experts. ¶ Mr. Mayo and Mr. Chapman retain a large interest in the company, and Mr. Mayo 

will continue as manager of the property and of the new stamp mill which the company will erect. [SFNM] 

1900January8; Land Transactions. Power of attorney by Matthew Cullen, of Salt Lake City, to William Stanley to sell the Grand Central, Broad Gauge and 
Narrow Gauge claims, covering thirty acres near Golden. ¶ Matthew Cullen, by B. Stanley, to Joseph B. Mayo, of Golden, and Wilson S. Chapman, of 

Chicago, five-eighths interest in the Grand Central, Nos.1 and 2 Broad Gauge, Nos.1 and 2 Narrow gauge, near Golden, covering thirty acres. [SFNM] 

1900January8;[Land Transactions] Power of attorney by Matthew Cullen, of Salt Lake City, to William Stanley to sell the Grand Central, Broad Gauge and Narrow Gauge 
claims, covering thirty acres near Golden. [SantaFeNewMexican 8Jan1900] 

1900January8;[Land Transactions] Matthew Cullen, by B. Stanley, to Joseph B. Mayo, of Golden, and Wilson S. Chapman, of Chicago, 5/9 interest in the Grand Central, 
Nos. 1 and 2 Broad Gauge, Nos. 1 and 2 Narrow gauge, near Golden, covering thirty acres. [SantaFeNewMexican 8Jan1900] 

 
Patrick Cullen  (b.6Feb1837  d.19Sept1895)    - bro of Matthew Cullen;  of StaFe & Golden 
1850census Patrick Cullen, 13y-o baker’s asst. resident StaFe 
1880October15(loc); S.A. Moore, John Deboo, P. Cullen Alpine Lode adjoining Burno lode on N, adjoining Bull Maverick on SE, from disc shaft 1175E 

325’W 300’ea side, ca 3mi N from the town of Golden SBMD, rec 28Dec80 [b.D p.205] 
1881January26; Dated. Filed 3May1883. Conveyance. TITLE TO BLOCK 13 Golden. Patrick Cullen to Edwin H. Duchat. b.M p.167. [BHenderson Abstract of Title No.6313 30Sep1983 p.247] 

1881May26; [Golden - disputed] Alpine Dimmick & Cullen, gold, 20 feet vein. [SFDNM] 

1881June1; Golden. Special Correspondence to the New Mexican: May 28. Pat Cullen has just had an assay on the Last Chance, which runs 202 1/4 ounces 

in silver. The mine joins the Mountain Gorge in the Ortiz mountains, and bids fair to be a worthy neighbor. [SFDNM] 
1881June28; Mining Deed; C.A. Dimmick sells for $500 to Patrick Cullen undiv 1/3int Alpine Lode loc 15Oct80, adjoining Burns Lode on N, Bull 

Maverick on SE, ca 3mi from town of Golden, SBMD, rec 28Jun81; presence “(no witness)” [b.E p.378] 
1881October15; Patrick Cullen, Milton Fisk <both self & as agent), P.H. Weidman, William Gessness/Gerner, Neil McRae, J. Show Wide Awake Mine loc 

7Sep81, valuable coal bed, extending from the N line of Great pet Mine N 1mi, northerly from NW slope of the Ortiz Mtns, ca 5mi S of AT&SF RR, rec 

15Oct81; witness C.S. Griffin, John D. McRae [b.D p.546] 

1881December9; Mining Deed; John Deboo sells for $500 to Patrick Cullen undiv 1/3int Alpine, Bonanza in Ortiz Mts b.D p.205; Bonanza in Ortiz Mts b.L 
p.760; Lone Star in Ortiz Mts b.L p.112, rec 28Dec81; presence W.E. March [b.F p.16] 

1882January23; Indenture; James Drake, George Dorflinger sell for $1000 to Patrick Cullen undiv 1/2int Copper Chief Lode b.S p.548, on S slope Old 

Placer Mts, ca 3.5mi N the PO at Golden, SBMD, rec 6Sep82; presence R.M. Carley, W.H. Jessee [b.F p.249] 
1882February27(loc); Henry E. StGeorge 3/8, R.H. Tipton 1/4, P. Cullen 3/8, locators One Hundred and One Mine 300’ea side 1300’N 200’S, on W slope 

of Ortiz Mtns, about 3mi N of Golden PO, NPMD, rec 27Mar82; witness J. Benton [b.F p.105] 

1882March n.d.; Mining Deed; James M. Lucas sells for $2500 to Patrick Cullen undiv 1/4 of 3/4part Maverick b.D p.310, in southerly slope of the Ortiz 
Mtns, bounded NE by Hillside mine, NPMD, rec 6Sep82; presence W.E. Gale [b.F p246] 

1882March22; The Golden stamp mill is running on “Alpine” ore, which is smelting ore but works well in that mill. [SFDNM] 
1882April5; Indenture; Richard W. Webb sells for $500 to Patrick Cullen undiv 1/4int Burns on Ortiz Mts S slope, about 3mi NE from town of Golden, 

NPMD, rec 6Sep82; presence W.S. Handy, W.E. Gale [b.F p.251] 

1882June25; Amount of Property Owned By the Residents of Santa Fe County. April 14, 1882. Collum, Patrick _ 3,000 00 [SFDNM]   
1882August29; Golden’s Bonanza. …The Alpine lode has an eighty foot tunnel and shows an ore body the entire length of the tunnel. Mr. Cullens, the 

owner, says that twenty-five tons of ore can be taken out daily… [SFDNM] 

1883February28; S.C. White of Golden sells for $500 to Patrick Cullen of Golden undiv 1/2int Pattil Cullen Mining Claim (formerly Burns claim), loc by 
S.C. White 1Jan83, on S slope Ortiz Mtns, lying W of Alpine, No of Maverick, about 4mi N of Golden PO, npmD, rec 12Mar83; presence W.N. 

Emmert, W.S. Handy [b.F p.375] 

1883March9; Thomas Munses/Munns of Golden sells for $100 to Patrick Cullen of Golden undiv 1/2int Nellie Lode loc by Thomas Munris 1Jan83, on S 
slope Ortiz Mtns, npmD, rec 12Mar83; witness J.M. Talbott [b.F p.374] 

1883April20; Jack DeBoo was quite sick last week but is all right again, and has gone to work for Cullen and Fiske in their coal mine south of Cerrillos. 

[The Golden Retort. Vol.III No.9] 
1883April20; Cullen and Fisk have a force of men at work on their coal property. As foreshadowed last week, coking overns will be put up at once and the 

mine worked for pay. [The Golden Retort. Vol.III No.9] 

1883April20; By over-crowding his mind with scriptural instructions last Sunday, Pat Cullen forced from his recollection the combination which unlocks his 
safe and it remains closed till this day; Pat’s pocket-book tambien. [The Golden Retort. Vol.III No.9] 

1883May4; Pat Cullen is working his mines in the Ortiz range. [The Golden Retort. Vol.III No.11] 

1883June1(loc); J.M. Lucas, Albert Lucas, Matthew Cullen, Danis Ryan, James Pabloch/k, Patrick Cullen, locators Cullen placer Claim <former Lucas 

placer, NPMD, rec 21Jun83 [b.F p.422] 

1883June28(loc); John Deboo, James Pollock, Patrick Cullen, Leon Caron, locators (no name) 500’SW 1000’NE 300’ea side, Orter Mtns, NPMd, rec 

18Sep83 [b.F p.464] 

1883September5; Town Plat of the Town of Golden… has been laid out on the old Town site of Real Del San Francisco… I, J.M. Talbott do hereby certify that the within 
Town plat has been property staked out according to law. Given under my hand this 5th day of Sept 1883 J.M. Talbott Surveyor. B.H. Talbott, J.H. King, R.W. Webb, J.M. 
Talbott, A.N. Randall, S.H. King, John T. Kelley, James H. Cheves, George Chison, Richard Gibbin, Charles W. Gates. Leon Caron, Patrick Cullen, James Harris, 
Fracisco Aranda, Eulogio Aranda, S.B. Harges, Pablo Aranda, John Saloman, Antonio Nieto, Fillipi Garcier, W.O. Bennett, Juan Anto Chavez, Tettie M. Emmett, W.G. 
Griffin. b.L Deeds p.469. [BHenderson Abstract of Title No.1 30Sep1983] 

Plat of the Town of Golden. Plat is hand titled J.H. Clarke. – Block 13 – Main St, 3rd, 4th, Hargus St; Lot1 J.T. Kelley 161’x150’; Lot2 B.H. Talbott 68’x150’; Lot3 Pat Cullen 
60’x150’; Lot4 Aranda Bros. 285’x137.5’. [BHenderson Abstract of Title Supplemental No.3456, v.IV, 30Sep1983] 

1883September28; Cullen has been in Santa Fe all week on business and is expected to return daily. Porter smilingly waits on cash customers during Pat’s 
absence, and so graceful are his movements that the boys have named him the “Dude Barologist.” [The Golden Retort. Vol.III No.20] 



1883October5; Dance till you couldn’t rest last night; and wine, well, ask Pat. – We are informed that Mat Cullen, the Horn Silver millionaire, has sent his 

brother Pat of this place another week’s income, $10,000. –  Pat, if you intend staying in town all winter go to Joe Stinson’s and order a barrel of that 
“good old rye” for the shop here. I can’t keep saloon without whisky. – Porter. [The Golden Retort. Vol.III No.21] 

1883October12; Patrick Cullen, Proprietor. Parlor Saloon & Billiard Hall Golden, N.M. The Best of Wines, Liquors and Cigars Constantly on Hand. [The 

Golden Retort. Vol.III No.22] 

1884June19; Quite a number of miners left for the Cerrillos to-day to proceed with work in the mines. Among others Herlow sent out Dennis Coffin, Pat Cullum, and Mr. 
Pearson. [The Weekly New Mexican Review p.4 c.3] 

1884August15; Cullen has a large quantity of good ore on the Alpine dump and is likely to make a trade with the mill folks soon. [The Golden Retort. Vol.V 

No.4] 

1887August14; …thirty tons of Pat Cullen’s gold ore, which runs from $50 to $160 per ton. This is from the mine which Mr. Martin has purchased a half 
interest in for $5,000. He is expected out from Kansas City before the 15th... [SFWeeklyNMexican] 

1887October4; Dated. Filed 5Oct1887. Warranty Deed. TITLE TO BLOCK 13 Golden – Title to William and Vera Henderson. Patrick Cullen to Leon Caron. b.Q p.266. [BHenderson Abstract of Title 
No.6313 30Sep1983 p.256] 

1888December7; Benj’n. Stoops has leased the Cullen anthracite coal bank. [Los Cerrillos Rustler Vol.1 No.20] 
1895March19; The Cerrillos Rustler records: “Mr. C.C. Fitzgerald, of Golden, has purchased 100 tons of ore from Cullen & Co., of that camp, and is 

shipping it to El Paso. It is understood that his object is to make a smelter test to demonstrate the success of his mill run test of this same ore for gold, 

and to ascertain the true value of said ore in the other metals as well as gold.” [SFDNM] 

1895April2; Major Alfred N. Randall and Pat Cullen, two old time miners and owners of valuable gold properties at Goden, are in town to-day, having 
business at court. – At the Exchange: Dr. F. Palmer and John Welsh, Cerrillos; A. Randall and Patrick Cullen, Golden; D.P. Carr, Pinos Altos... 

[SFDNM] 

1895June1; Correspondence New Mexican. Golden, May 31… On the south side of the mountains near Golden is James M. Lucas’ stamp mill, which is 

now and has been mining continuously for nearly two years on ore from his Black Prince and Ohio mine. ¶ West of this and adjoining lies the Cullen 

group, the biggest thing of all. This property is being quietly developed and negotiations are on foot to operate it on a large way. Still west of this is the 
Gipsy, a small lead, but remarkably rich. Six men are employed, which force will be increased soon. On the Tuerto, about three quarters of a mile north 

of Golden, is the C.C. Fitzgerald reduction works, now in operation and being enlarged to ?? tons daily capacity. This will be still further increased 

sufficiently to handle all of the refractory ores of the camp. Mr. Fitzgerald has demonstrated that he can successfully treat all such ores. ¶ About three 
quarters of a mile north of San Pedro lies a group of six mines, located and by Messrs. Bates & Co., of Dallas, Texas, on which considerable 

development work has been done. Arrangements are now about perfected to handle this property to put it on the list of gold producers. ¶ Adjoining this 

property is the New Mexico claim, a recent discovery which bids fair to become a record breaker in free milling gold ore. The owners have a force of 
men at work and contemplate organizing a mining company to work it to its full capacity. The well known ¶ Lincoln-Lucky & Lee property, east of San 

Pedro, so well advertised in the courts, in all probability will in the near future recommence work, as I am informed a compromise is in progress. The 

Big Copper, the like of which is unknown in New Mexico, needs no description, only that it is a mountain of copper and gold ore. We regret to say this 
great property has been idle for three years on account of low price of copper and other causes not the fault of the ore bodies. ¶ East of this is the St. 

Lazarus, a desirable gold mine: well and Huntington mill, which for unavoidable reasons is now also idle. The company intends to reorganize shortly 

and renew operations. ¶ Northeast of the last named are several good claims, the owners of which are in correspondence with eastern capitalists with a 
view of incorporating a mining company for development. [SFDNM] 

1895June10; Mr. P. Cullen, the old time Golden miner, is in town and reports the mining industries of his camp in a prosperous condition. [SFDNM] 

1895July26; A big strike is reported to have been made Monday last on the Smuggler mine, owned by Cullen & Randall. This ore has been uncovered to the 
width of twenty feet and only one wall found so far. [SFDNM] 

1895August10; Golden. T.C. Stapleton, an experienced miner, has leased the Buckeye mine of Pat Cullen and is taking out some fine gold ore. [SFDNM] 

1895August10; Golden. The Smuggler ore body is increasing in extent as work progresses. [SFDNM] 
1895September20; Pat Cullen Dead. His Lifeless Body Found at the Bottom of a Shaft of One of His Mines – Death Supposed to Have Been Caused by 

Foul Air. Pat Cullen, well known in Santa Fe county, died yesterday at Golden from the effects of foul air at the bottom of a shaft on his mine. ¶ It 

appears that he went down into the mine alone about 1 o’clock yesterday afternoon. John Deboo, who was camping with him, had business in Golden 
and did not return unmtil about 6 o’clock last evening, when he discovered Pat’s absence, and, in searching for him, made the horrible discovery above 

named. ¶ Mat Cullen, a brother of the deceased, in Salt Lake City, has been wired for instructions as to the disposition of the remains. ¶ The deceased 

was the owner of valuable gold properties in south Santa Fe county and his untimely death will serve to interfere with pending negotiations to introduce 
large capital for development purposes in that locality. [SFDNM] 

1895; Golden cemetery: Cullen, Patrick, b.Feb, 6, 1837, At Carlow, Ireland, d.Sept, 25, 1895, At Golden, New Mexico. In Memory of Patrick Erected By 

His Brother Matthew 
1895October8; R.Y. Anderson, formerly well known as superintendent of the Lincoln-Lucky mines, has taken a bond and working lease on the Pat Cullen 

group of gold mines at Golden. A Mr. Hendy, of Denver, prominent in mining circles is associated with him. They have leased the Kelly Huntington 

mill for testing the value of the ore which is visible in massive quantity. [SFDNM] 
1896April14; …territorial district court… Territory of New Mexico vs. H.D. Benton et al, Scire facias. Dismissed as to Pat Cullen and set for trial on April 

20 as to other defendants. [SFDNM] 

1898April16; Golden Nuggets. The Old Reliable Mining company under the control of the efficient general manager, Mr. J.B. Mayo, has a force of men 
employed and is getting out some very good ore preparatory to a run of 200 tons in the Graves mill at Golden. There are six claims in the property all 

located on the Ortiz grant. The claims have been worked heretofore on a small scale by the late Patrick Cullen and his brother. A few weeks ago the 

present owners got control of the property. …The ore is low grade, from $3 per ton up and mostly free milling. …Prof. Kerlin of Chicago, estimated that 
there is over a million of tons of gold bearing ore in sight in the properties of the Old Reliable Mining company. …The properties are situated about 

three miles from Golden, ten miles from Madrid and about 14 miles from Cerrillos, on the A.T.&S.F. railway. [SFNM]   

1899September4; The sale by the New Mexico Mining Company of the Ortiz land grant in the southern part of this county to Thomas A. Edison, the 
celebrated electrician, is understood to be a fact. …There are about fourteen leases of mines on the grant yet in force, and of course these will stand. 

Among the leasers are S.H. Elkins, of Columbia, Mo., who holds a lease on the Cunningham mine and extensions; the Ortiz Mining Company of St. 

Louis, holding a lease on the Ortiz mine; L.M. English, of Dolores, who holds several leases near Dolores; J.B. Mayo, of Golden, who has the Pat 
Cullom leases; J.W. Akers, of this city; Chris Wiegand and others. The Benton and Live Oak claims were also under lease to the Waddingham estate but 

who holds the leases now is not definitely known. ¶ L.M. Lawson, son of the president of the New Mexico Mining Company, was here a couple of 

weeks ago, while negotiations were in progress. The interests held by Senator S.B. Elkins, of West Virginia, and R.C. Kerens, of St. Louis, go in the 
sale. ¶ The grant is in the hands of a receiver, Mr. S.H. Elkins, who is now here, preparing his final report for submission to the district court, and who 

will ask for discharge and turn the property over to the new purchasers as soon as they are ready to receive it. Mr. Burn, who is now on the grant, will 



very likely be the man to relieve Mr. Elkins. …There are no squatters on the grant, Mr. S.H. Elkins, during his term as receiver, having had them 

removed one and all, and, barring the leases above mentioned, the property is absolutely free, and will so pass into the hands of the new purchasers. 
[SFNM] 

1900March7; Golden News. The Old Reliable Mining Company under the efficient management of Hon. J.B. Mayo, is building several houses on Pat 

Cullen’s group of mining claims on the south edge of the Ortiz mine grant for the accommodation of employes. Its force will be largely increased shortly 
in order to break up a great lot of ore to be treated at the mill. [SFNM] 

1967; The Lucas (or Old Reliable or Pat Collins) mine has had some production in this area. It supplied ore to a 5-stamp mill when Lindgren visited it in 1905. The Candelaria 
mine, southeast of the Lucas, has a 300-foot shaft sunk between 1934 and 1939 on a north-trending vein but has shipped no ore (McRae). Other lode mines and 
prospects in this area are the Alpine, Buckeye No.1 and Buckeye No.2, Captain Davis, Gold Leaf, Gypsy Queen, Pat Collins and Patagonia. All are in the southern part 
of the district and none has had significant production. [NMBM&MR 1967 p.47] 

- witness - 
1881August25(disc&loc); John D. McRae 1/4, Crawford S. Griffin 1/4 <JDM&CSG for selves & agent for> Thomas Muns<sig =Munns) 1/4, E.H. Wilcox 

1/4, Great Jet mine a valuable coal bed, ca 1rod E of the old trail leading from the San Francisco and Wallace road to the old Placers by the W end of 

the Ortiz Mtns, ca 152yds E of Little Brown Jug spring, on W side of a nole between 2 gulches on the line of said trail, ca 1/2mi E of Blue Water 
Spring, about 7mi N of San Francisco (Golden), 5mi S of AT&SF R, near foot of the NWly slope of the Ortiz mtns, rec 15Oct81; witness Patrick 

Cullen, Milton Fisk [b.E p.598] 

1881November7(loc); A.N. Randall 1/4 locator, J.T. Kelley 1/4, John Chapman 1/4, John D. White 1/4 Duke of Wellington 1200’SE 300’NW 300’N+S, 
SBMD, rec 6Feb82; witness Patrick Cullen [b.F p.55] 

1883February20; POL; Patrick cullen swears before J.M. Talbott JoP, at least $100 worth of labor on Last Chance Lode for 1882, expenditure by Patrick 

cullen owner, npmd, rec 22Feb83 [b.F p.358] 

1883February20; POL; Patrick Cullen swears before J.M. Talbott JofP, at least $100 worth of labor on Copper Chief for 1882, expenditure by Patrick 

Cullen owner, npmd, rec 22Feb83 [b.F p.358] 

1883February20; POL; Patrick Cullen swears before J.M. Talbott JofP, at least $100 worth of labor on Manerick Lode for 1883, expenditure by Patrick 
Cullen owner, npmd, rec 22Feb83 [b.F p.359] 

1883February20; POL; Patrick Cullen swears before J.M. Talbott JofP, at least $100 worth of labor on Lone Star Lode for 1882, expenditure by Patrick 

Cullen owner, npmd, rec 20Feb83 [b.F p.359] 

________________________________________________________________ 

 
Culley see Culey 

________________________________________________________________ 

 * Culver * 
Culver    - Jarilla, Otero co. 
1902February19; …in the Rocky Mountain News of yesterday. Dorris and Culver in driving a cross-cut at a depth of 165 feet have cut a vein 35 feet wide 

at Jarilla, Otero county that pans free gold. [SFNM] 

 

Dr. Nathan W. Culver    - of Colorado Springs & New Placers 

1881November23; Nathan A. Culver, of Colorado Springs arrived here yesterday and went to the Exchange. [SFDNM] 

1881December4(loc); Frederick W. Pitkin, Nathan W. Culver, John C. Pearce Millwaukee Placer Claim 160ac, from NE corner Navajoe PC thence N 

120rods thence E 80rods etc, ca 3.5mi Wly and down the Tuerto River from the Town of Golden, ½ mi below Welchs old stamp Mills, in N side of bed 
of Tuerto River, rec 10Dec81; witness O.F. Perry; [b.D p.767] 

1882October8; The N.F. Mining Record of last week speaks very handsomely of the Solid Silver Mining company, located in the Burro mountains, twenty 

miles west of Silver City. This company is composed of Colorado capitalists, among whom are Governor Tabor, W.G. Shedd, of Leadville, and Mr. 
Howbert, one of the heavy stockholders of the Robert E. Lee mine. Dr. Culver, of Colorado Springs, is president of the company, and F.G. Rowe, a 

prominent real estate dealer of that place, secretary. The property of the company consists of eight claims… [SFDNM] 

 

S. F. Culver    - Cerrillos 
1893April10; S.F. Culver, Cerrillos… H.R. Bliven, W. Spachman, Cerrillos, are at the Exchange. [SFDNM] 

1893April21; Sang Sing, Cerrillos; J.H. Bullock, Pecos; G.J. Smith, New Mexico; S.F. Gulver, Cerrillos, are at the Exchange. [SFDNM] 

________________________________________________________________ 

 * Cummings * Cummins * 
Mrs. Cummings    - of StaFe 

1889October7; The county commissioners are in session to-day attending to a maze of routine business that has accumulated in the clerk’s hands. Squires 

Barton, of San Pedro, and Harkness, of Cerrillos, presented their reports as justices of the peace. A new precinct was established at Glorieta and Walter 
M. Taber named as justice of the peace. The sheriff reported that he had taken charge of old Mrs. Cummings, a street beggar who is insane, and placed 

her in the county jail, which action was approved. [SFDNM] 

 
Col. Cummings    - see also George W. Cummings & S.W. Cunningham;  of StaFe, Rio Arriba co. 
1882July21; Col. Cummings is in Rio Arriba county, on placer mining business. [SFDNM] 

 
Prof. Cummings    - of TX & Jarillas 

1896September7; There is said to be considerable stir over DeMueles big discovery in the Jarillas. It is said to be a giant lode thirty feet wide, the ore of 

which is a porous quartz impregnated by iron oxides, averaging $10 in free gold. Hagen & Breece have a piece of the same lode. Mr Manson, the 
expert, and a well known miner of Las Cruces, recently examined it and the former made an offer which it is said was not accepted. Prof. Cummings, 

the Texas geologist, some time ago predicted that the Jarillas would some day rival Cripple Creek as a gold producer. …sixty miles northeast of El 
Paso… Some rich copper claims – ten in number – are patented and owned by Mr. Skidmore, of Las Cruces, and others. Here are seams of beautiful 

turquois which Prof. Hadden developed. Evidence abounds showing the veins of this ghostly mountain were worked by the ancients. Pottery and 

bronze of rare artistic design have been found in the debris of the ruined city which is on the bank of the lost Quivira river which flowed past this 
mountain. The new railroad will run within a few miles of the Jarillas. Then it will become a great copper camp. – El Paso Times. [SFDNM] 



 
George W. Cummings    - of StaFe 

1882September29; Geo W. Cummings returned to Santa Fe yesterday from a mining expedition. [SFDNM] 

 
Henry Cummins    - of NY & Grant co. 
1899June5; Big Copper Sale. W.A. Tennant, who returned last week from New York, will this afternoon leave for Hanover, Grant county, on mining 

business, accompanied by Charles Scheurich. While in New York Mr. Tennant sold for $250,000 the Bragaw-Potter group of 14 copper and gold claims 
at Hanover, which he recently bought, to Charles W. White and Henry Cummins, both eastern capitalists who will develop the property to its fullest 

extent. Either a large smelter or a concentrator will at once be erected on the property. Mr. Tennant goes to Hanover to make arrangements for that 

purpose. [SFNM] 
1899October9; The Hanover Copper company incorporated under the laws of West Virginia, to-day filed incorporation papers in the territorial secretary’s 

office. The incorporators are C.W. White, Citrs, Florida; Henry Cummins, New York; Charles G. Burke, Brooklyn, John Cummins, Roselle, N.J.; Felix 

Gottshalk, New York. The capital of the company is $1,000,000. It will conduct mining operations in Grant county and has appointed as its resident 
agent A.H. Harles of Silver City. [SFNM] 

 
J. L. Cummins    - of Red River 
1900February8; Taos County. I.T. Burns and J.L. Cummins are building a bunk house on their mining property near the Golden Treasure at Red River. 

[SFNM] 

 
John Cummings    - Taos co. 
1899July19; Taos County. John Cummings and S.M. Thompson cut a fine lead in the Homestead on Flag mountain at a depth of 70 feet. Professor L.L. 

Anderson, of Trinidad, owns the mine. [SFNM] 

 
John Cummins    - of RoselleNJ & Grant co. 
1899October9; The Hanover Copper company incorporated under the laws of West Virginia, to-day filed incorporation papers in the territorial secretary’s 

office. The incorporators are C.W. White, Citrs, Florida; Henry Cummins, New York; Charles G. Burke, Brooklyn, John Cummins, Roselle, N.J.; Felix 
Gottshalk, New York. The capital of the company is $1,000,000. It will conduct mining operations in Grant county and has appointed as its resident 

agent A.H. Harles of Silver City. [SFNM] 

 
John Cummings    - Organ mtns 
1901December2; The Philadelphia company which owns a very good proposition in the heart of the Organ mountains in Dona Ana county, including 

several patented mines, intends to resume at an early date. In 1884, John Cummings, an expert, made a very favorable report on these claims. [SFNM] 

 
Joseph Cummings 

1863August8; Albert C. Benedict posted the following notice on a tree in the Yavapai District: We, the undersigned, claim four thousand feet of this lode 

commencing at this tree upon which this notice is posted and running a southernly course along said lode for the distance aforesaid. Albert C. Benedict, 
Kirby Benedict, Kirby T. Benedict, Jr., Henry Carleton, Charles P. Clever, James Ellison, Merrill Ashurst, King S. Woolsey, John A. Clark, Peter 

Allison, Augustin W. Hunt, Joseph Cummings, Charles G. Parker, John C. McFerran, John H. Miner, James L. Johnson, George Lount, Gustave 

Ellsbury, and Jacob Omsbury. 

 
M. J. Cummings    - Leadville 

1882October17; M.J. Cummings, of Leadville, reached Santa Fe last night and stopped at the Palace. [SFDNM] 

________________________________________________________________ 
 
Thomas Cundiff    - Cerrillos 

1898August20; At the Bon Ton: Tom Cundiff, Cerrillos… [SFNM] 

 

James Cunin  (b.IRE 1832>    - of Dolores  <Comins? 

1870August3_census: James Cunin, laborer, illiterate, 38y-o, born Ireland [fa.mo.foreignborn], resident Real de Dolores with Gavin Cunin (4 NM [fa.foreignborn not 
indicated]); John McGreger (37 carpenter totRealEstate$9000 tot.pers.value$1000 NovaScotia [fa.mo.foreignborn]) 

 
W. H. Cunning    - Cerrillos 

1892March21; Messrs. C.F. Easley and W.H. Cunning, Col. T.F. Moore and Dr. Miller are in from Cerrillos. [SFDNM] 

________________________________________________________________ 

 * Cunningham * 
CUNNINGHAM GOLCH MINING COMPANY    - Tres Piedras 

1902September25; Corporations Organized Under the General Incorporation Law, 1868-1904. Cunningham Gulch Mining Company. Date of filing Sept. 25, 1902, 50yrs, 
Tres Piedras, Capital stock 1,000,000 [NMBlueBook 1905, p.199] 

 
Cunningham    - Cerrillos 

1890November7; John Maddux, Sam Bonner, Harry Kinsell and a number of others worked like beavers on election day for the Republican ticket. The Democrats had an 
equal number of good workers in Messrs. Dame, Neis, Cunningham, Loughborough, Lyons, Board, Kelly and others. [The Cerrillos Rustler Vol.III No.17] 

 
Cunningham  (b.NM 1883>    - of San Pedro 
1920January15_census: San Pedro village house 51; Cunningham, miner quartz, 37 y-o, renting, single, b.NM. 
 
Ben Cunningham    - San Pedro 



1921February3; Joe T. Black store ledger p.32, San Pedro; Store Bill Fwded accts: Quinto Sandoval $11.36; Nestor Gonzales 3.60; Ramon Segura 8.83; B. Cunningham 
72.83; F. Aranda .30; D. Wright .50; Hill P. Keen 30.91; Fred Mozley .35; V.G. Montaño 13.70; Paulin Lopez 10.05; J.F. Bulger 2.75; Fred Montaño 2.25; Serafin 
Candelaria 46.01; Jim Caldwell 7.50; Nep Montoya 9.68; Fidel Garcia 34.80; Amado Mora 5.20; D.Nieto 29.25; Luis Trujillo 1.30. [Eddy Black 2011]  

1921November20-21; Joe T. Black store ledger p.37, San Pedro; Accts due: Quinto Sandoval 46.66; T.R. Montoya 10.00; Nestor Gonzales 3.60; Ramon Segura 8.93; Ben 
Cunningham 63.28; Frank Aranda .30; Dan Wright .50; Clay Keen c/o Ben Hill 31.62; Fred Mozley .35; V.G. Montaño 12.75; J.F. Bulger 2.75; Nep Montoya 3.68; Fidel 
Garcia 34.80; Amado Mora 5.95. [Eddy Black 2011]  

 
E. M. Cunningham    - bro of Sheriff Wm P. Cunningham;  of San Pedro & Bland & ButteMT 
1888December7; ref E.M. Cunningham, San Pedro, $3 paid subscriber to Rustler. [Los Cerrillos Rustler Vol.1 No.20] 
1888December7; ref Mrs. E.M. Cunningham, Navajoe Mtns I.T., $3 paid subscriber to Rustler. [Los Cerrillos Rustler Vol.1 No.20] 
1889February2; San Pedro has a prize ring contest advertised to take place at the Cactus Garden theater, to-night between E.M. Cunningham and E.J. 

Carmody, for $[?] a side and the territorial championship. Sixteen rounds are to be fought with six once gloves. [SFDNM; Cerrillos Rustlings] 

1891July3; E.M. Cunningham is a visitor to Cerrillos. [The Cerrillos Rustler, v.III no.52] 
1891October2; E.M. Cunningham visited Albuquerque the first of the week. [The Rustler v.IV n.22] 
1891October30; E.M. Cunningham, L.D. Sugar, Randolph Kelley and some more of the boys, are killing off the antelope pretty fast arond Cerrillos. There should be some 

law to prevent this wholesale slaughter of game. [The Rustler, v.IV no.26] 
1891November20; E.M. Cunningham has been assisting the opening up at Ben Oakland’s. [The Rustler, v.IV no.29] 
1891November27; E.M. Cunningham, new Rustler subscriber. [The Rustler, v.IV no.30] 
1891December11; E.M. Cunningham will undertake some development work on Col. Albright’s gold property in vicinity of the San Lazarus, San Pedro. [The Rustler, v.IV 

no.32] 
1891December18; E.M. Cunningham has gone to San Pedro. [The Rustler, v.IV no.33] 
1893February1; At the Claire: E.M. Cunningham, Dr. Morgridge, Cerrillos; C.P. Hammond, F. Palmer, M.D., F.W. Graham, David Parker, Cerrillos. 

[SFDNM] 

1893June29; At the Exchange: Tony Neis, Geo W. Green, E.M. Cunningham, R.H. Phelps, Cerrillos. [SFDNM] 

1895January25; At the Palace: E.M. Cunningham, Bland... [SFDNM] 
1895January31; Mr. P.J. Barber returned to Bland this morning with Messrs. Andy Horne and E.M. Cunningham. [SFDNM]  

1895April1; Mr. E.M. Cunningham, of Bland, is in the city. He reports the camp prospering. [SFDNM] 

1895April1; At the Exchange: N.J. Strumquist, San Pedro; E.M. Cunningham, Bland... [SFDNM] 
1895April25; E.M. Cunningham is pushing development work on the Posy, in which Sheriff Cunningham is largely interested, and is making a fine showing 

of good gold ore. This property will be heard from later. [SFDNM] 

1896June26; Mr. E.M. Cunningham, brother of the sheriff, has gone to Butte, Mont. [SFDNM] 

 

Maj. Francis A. Cunningham  <b.SC 1810  d.16Aug1864)    - of StaFe 

Cunningham began his army career as a paymaster, Volunteers, during the Mexican War, later transferring to the regular service. He was promoted to the rank of major 
paymaster in March 2, 1849. He was still in the army at the time he was named to be onf of New Mexico’s senators. [R.W. Frazer, 1968] 

1850 July1; The Legislature assembled on the 1st of July of the same year at Santa Fé, when they elected two senators in Congress, Francis A. Cunningham and Richard 
H. Weightman. At the state election Henry Connelly was elected governor, and Manuel Alvarez lieutenant governor. 

Purchased or acquired control of the mines that bear his name in 1850's and was a founding member of the NMMC in its 1858 incorporation.  In the 1850 try for statehood for 
New Mexico he and Richard Weightman were elected by the New Mexico State Legislature as the U.S. Senators from New Mexico He came to New Mexico in the 
army and while serving as paymaster was robbed of $36,085, but Congress cleared him of neglect and relieved him of having to pay it back [do not know anything 
before or after until 1858.]  He was one of the 12 named owners of the company in Section 1 of "An Act to Incorporate the New Mexico Mining Company" on Feb.1, 
1858. [HM] 

1850December26_census: F.A. Cunningham, paymaster USA, 40y-o, born SC, valueRealEstateowned$5000, resident Santa Fe City – in same habitation with L.W. Dunn, 
clerk, 25y-o, b.OH, Antonio Duran, servant, 26y-o, b.NM, Antonia Duran [m], 20y-o, b.NM, S.B. Hagner, paymaster USA, 37y-o, b.DC, valueRealEstateowned$4000, J.L. 
Cassin, clerk, 25y-o, b.DC, valueRealEstateowned$18,000, Joe Reney, servant, 25y-o, b.FL, Samuel Ellison, interpreter USA, 29y-o, b.KY 

1851August22; Montezuma Lodge No.109, Santa Fe, whose charter had been issued by the Grand Lodge of Missouri on 8May, is convened pro tem: Merrill Ashurst, Grand 
Master; William McGrorty, Sr.Warden; R.T. Brent, Jr.Warden [killed 4Dec1851 by Apaches of the Jornada]; T.Love, Sr.Deacon; Bro.Wingfield, Jr.Deacon; M.F. Tuley, 
Secretary, Jesus Gil Abreu, Treas; Pinckney R. Tully, Tyler; R.F. Green, Bro.Mosley, F.A. Cunningham, S.C. Florance, John Griner – Close ties with IOOF, All the 
soldiers listed as early Montezuma Lodge were officers; the IOOF traditionally provided a similar fraternal fellowship for enlisted men. [Seven Score & Ten; Montezuma 
Lodge No.1 2001 p.12] 

Second Past Master of Montezuma Lodge 
1852; F.A. Cunningham, Grand Master of Montezuma Lodge No.1 [Seven Score & Ten; Montezuma Lodge No.1 2001 p.13] 
1858 February1; New Mexico Mining Company incorporated by NM Legislature: Elisha Whittlesey, Abraham Rencher, Ferdinand W. Risque, Charles E. Sherman, Andrew J. 

O’Bannon, Lewis S. Coryell, David Walker, Ulysses Ward, Preston Beck, Michael A. Otero, Henry Connelly, and Francis A. Cunningham, and all others 
early 1859; list of NMMC stockholders in NM: A. Rencher, F. Cunningham, Dr. Connelly, Dr. Beck, O. Lara/Tara, Judge Watts, Joab? Bannon/Barnard 
1863August27; Maj. Francis A. Cunningham retires; dies 16 August 1864 [R.W. Frazer 1968] 

1865November28; Daniel Wright, John Greiner, Michael Steck, Theodore S. Greiner 2claims, vetas metalicas; SAN CLETO, 1500’, bounded N side by claim of Ennis J. 
Vaughan, S side by Bonancita de Felipe Peña ya muerto, E side by la mina de Cunningham, situada cosa de una Legua al sur del Real de Dolores; SANTA MONICA, 
bounded N side by coñoncito de las Moras, S side by rancho del difunto Jose Rafael Martinez cosa de 5 millas al sur de Real de Dolores; sigs all by D.Wright. [Locations 
& Mining Deeds A#15405 p74]  

 
George Cunningham    - of StaFe & Bland 

1896August31; John Hart and Geo Cunningham arrived from Santa Fe, on Wednesday, and will go to work on the lower tunnel of the Good Hope next 
Monday. Chas A. Siringo, manager of the Sweet Cabin Home Mining company, who has leased and bonded the Good Hope and Hopewell, is expected 

to arrive here to-morrow, and will push work on the former mine without delay. A recent assay made on specimens from the Good Hope selected by Mr. 

Siringo runs away up, and strengthens an assertion this paper made some weeks ago to the effect that the Good Hope would become one of the leading 
mines of the district. – Bland Herald. [SFDNM] 

 
H. J. Cunningham    - Glorieta m.d.  <compare with W.T. Cunningham 



1901October15; Probate Clerk Manuel Delgado today recorded the following deeds: A mining location by H.J. Cunningham for the Last Lead lode in the 

Glorieta mining district, Santa Fe county. [SFNM] 
1901December13; Messrs. Bartlett and Cunningham have struck a vein of rich copper ore three miles from Glorieta. [SFNM] 

1902January10; Probate Clerk Manuel Delgado today recorded location notices by I.R. Bradley and H.J Cunningham for the Glorieta, Columbia, Butte City 

and Anaconda lode mining claims in the Glorieta mining district. [SFNM] 
1902January27; Exchange: John O. Jones, Pecos; H.J. Cunningham, Glorieta; A.B. McDonald, Pinos Wells... [SFNM] 

 
J. B. Cunningham    - conductor;  of Las Vegas 

1897March26; Mrs. J.B. Cunningham, wife of the new conductor between Santa Fe and Lamy, has arrived from Las Vegas. – At the Palace: Mrs. J.B. 

Cunningham, Las Vegas... [SFDNM] 

1897April2; Conductor P.E. Carpenter has resumed the run on the Santa Fe-Lamy branch and Conductor Cunningham has returned to Las Vegas. The 
change was made last night. [SFDNM] 

1898July20; At the Bon-Ton. Arthur Lowe, J.B. Cunningham, W.H. Cramer, F.O. McQuidy, Las Vegas... [SFNM]   

1899May22; J.B. Cunningham, of Las Vegas, was a guest at the Palace yesterday. – At the Palace: J.B. Cunningham, Las Vegas… [SFNM] 
1901August27; Among the arrivals on last evening’s train was J.B. Cunningham of Las Vegas. – Palace: J.B. Cunningham, Las Vegas… [SFNM] 

 
Dr. J. M. Cunningham    - of Las Vegas 

Cunningham (Colfax)- Settlement 15 mi SE of Raton on the old Maxwell Land Grant. Named for Dr. J.M. Cunningham of Las Vegas, who was one of the New Mexicans who 
left the state just to ride in on the first train of AT&SF RR in 1879. In 1901, he was involved in litigation centering around land grant suits with Charles Springer as 
defendant. [T.M. Pearce 1965] 

1881March28; J.M. Cunningham, of Las Vegas, came up to Santa Fe last night. [SFDNM] 

1882July7; J.M. Cunningham, of Las Vegas, came down the road yesterday, and stopped at the Palace hotel. [SFDNM]  
1892August10; The Republicans …speeches were made by Capt. L.C. Fort, Dr. J. M. Cunningham, M.A. Otero, J.H. Ward, A.D. Higgins, H.S. Wooster 

and Juan Ortiz – Las Vegas Optic. [SFDNM] 
1895June14; Dr. J.M. Cunningham and family are now occupying their recently purchased residence on the hill at Las Vegas. [SFDNM] 

1895December10; Dr. J.M. Cunningham and Judge Stephen E. Booth, of Las Vegas, have been appointed appraisers of the estate left by Dr. R.H. Longwill, 

the old-time, well-to-do resident of Santa Fe. [SFDNM] 
1896April6; There have been seven mayors of East Las Vegas, in the persons of C.W. Wiley, Edward Henry, A.M. Whitmore, J.S. Duncan, Dr. J.M. 

Cunningham, A.A. Jones and Dr. F.E. Olney, the present incumbent. [SFDNM] 

1899July31; Maxwell Grant Coal. Jan Van Houten, vice president, and T.A. Schomberg, general manage of the Maxwell land grant, have filed incorporation 
papers with the secretary of state at Denver, creating the Western Coal Company, located and doing business within Las Animas county, Colo. the new 

company is incorporated with a capital of $1,000,000. The incorporators are: Jan Van Houten, Theodore A. Schomberg, Frank Springer, J.M. 

Cunningham and F.A. Manzaros.  [SFNM] 

 
James Cunningham    - Las Vegas 

1894May7; At the Bon Ton Hotel; A.S. Burke, Golden; Jas Cunningham, Las Vegas; Frank Bourd, Eagle City. [SFDNM] 

 
John Cunningham  (b.NM 1876>    - wife is Petra B. Cunningham (b.NM 1884>;  of Madrid 
1920January12_census: Madrid building 85; John Cunningham, miner A&CCC, 44 y-o, b.NM, wife, Petra B. Cunningham, 36 y-o, b.NM; 5son, Walter Cunningham, clerk 

Grocery store, 18, b.NM, Marian, 14, b.NM, Romeo, 10, b.NM, David, 7, b.AZ, Henry, 3, b.NM, 2dau, Rosie, 12, b.NM, Mary, 1, b.NM. 
 
John B. Cunningham  (b.1874  d.1929)    - San Pedro 

San Pedro cemetery: Cunningham, John B., b.1874, d.1929 

1901January28; Probate Clerk Manuel Delgado to-day recorded the following quitclaim deeds: Fruitoso Gallegos to J.P. Girard, a parcel of ground at 

Golden, consideration $100; J.P. Girard to G.J. Smith, a parcel of land at Golden; also, a mining deed of M.O’Neill to Ransom B. Thomas, the Tom 
Paine and Golden Eagle lode claims, in Hungry gulch, Cerrillos district, consideration $10,000; also, a proof of labor by M. O’Neill on the Tom Paine 

and Golden Eagle lode claims, in the Cerrillos district as well as location notices of J.P. Girard, on the Carbonate Valley claim, near Golden; and of John 

Cunningham and Romulo Valdez for the Prade lode in the same district. [SFNM] 

1921February3; Joe T. Black store ledger p.32, San Pedro; Meat Bills: Jim Caldwell 10.40; Lousiano Pera 2.25; A.P. Sandoval 7.50; Delfido Trujillo 6.00; Francisquita Tana 
1.00; Juan Perea 8.51; Jesus Rosales 7.62; Damas Perez 4.66; Delfinio Mora 4.60; Jose Martinez 3.20; Mrs. J.C. Coen 10.00; John Cunningham 17.20; Jim Caldwell 
6.00 – Joseph S. Black 168.95. [Eddy Black 2011]  

1921March15; Joe T. Black store ledger p.34, San Pedro; received, John Cunningham 17.20; Jesus Rosalio 6.28. [Eddy Black 2011]  
 

John S. Cunningham    - Denver 
1899September1; At the Palace: John S. Cunningham, F.A. Townsend, H. Goldsmith, Denver… [SFNM] 
 

L. M. Cunningham    - New Placers 
1927August1; Dated. Special Receivers Lease. Mayo W. Hamilton, as special receiver, for Terms, conditions etc., to L.M. Cunningham. …property subject to a certain sub-

lease in favor of one, Jason D. Jones… of The Santa Fe Dredging Company, the general real estate thereof… 25yrs from the first day of August 1926. Sig. Mayo W. 
Hamilton, L.M. Cunningham. b.D Contracts p.267. – subsequently cancelled by Court Order in Cause No.10180. [BHenderson Abstract of Title No.3 30Sep1983] 

1927August1; 1Jan1923 In the District Court No.10180. W.H. Dicks, Walter E. Wood, A.B. Renehan, Plaintiffs, vs. The Santa Fe Dredging Co., The Gate City National Bank, 
Commerce Trust Co., Charles P. Baxter, Defendants. …Complaint 4; Charles P. Baxter holds indebtedness against the insolvent company for $13k which he pretends is not paid 
off. Complaint 6; Dicks owns 2500 shares of common stock of SFDCo and is a creditor of the company for $1750 for work and labor done. Complaint 7; Renehan owns 8000 shares 
of common stock and is a creditor for $6056. Complaint 8; Wood owns 2500 shares and is a creditor for $500. Complaint 11; SFDCo is indebted to the First National Bank of StaFe 
$2500, and to The Santa Fe Bank $2080, and to J.H. Vaughn $1500, plus accumulated interest of about $1200. Complaint 12; SFDCo owes StaFe co. taxes $8118.88. Complaint 
15; SFDCo has done no Placer mining and carried on no business incidental thereto for more than 3yrs. Complaint 19; a lease contract with L.F. Hulen who backed out for 
insufficient leasehold security. Compalint 21(last); W.H. Dicks has been custodian but has not been compensated. Restraining Order issued 3Jan1923 and W.H. Dicks appointed 
receiver. – 2Sep1924 granting lease to F.E. Vassar. – 1Aug1927 Order on cancellation of lease made to El Ortiz Dredging Co, and subsequently subleased to J.M. Barteaux, John 
McKeon of Los Angeles, and J.J. Walsh of Winnipeg CAN, then to Jason D. Jones, and ultimately vested in L.M. Cunningham and M.J. Laycock of Los Angeles; that for 25yrs 
hence L.M. Cunningham and Alamo Placer Mining Company, shall possess lease, except for said Jones sublease. – 2Feb1928 contract given to J. Garland Tiller and E.S. Rust. – 
Cunningham assigns lease 3Apr1928 to Mrs. Hattie B. DeLaney, who assigns it 5Apr1928 to F.N. Rose. – 12Apr1928 lease is cancelled, except for that of Jason D. Jones. – 



1Dec1928 C.S. Eldridge buys option on property. – 28Apr1930 while receiver was at work on claims F.E. Vassar, Sam Padilla, Frank Davis staked them as El Ortiz No.1 thru No.6, 
under locator names F.E. Vassar, O.S. Emblem, Frank Davis, Frank Bolan, Synthia Emblem, Vesta Vassar, C.[Clarence] Muralter [Bolan & Muralter not on SFCo record; M.E. 
Jones & J.D. Jones in place]. Muralter, M.E. Jones, J.D. Jones are unaware their names are being used. – 31Dec1930 lease to W.H. Patten. – 29Oct1931 Order cancelling Jason 
D. Jones lease. – 19Feb1932 J.H. Vaughn appointed co-receiver. – 17Jan1934 Order to grant Golden Placers, Inc., successor in interest to Jason D. Jones, a renewal of lease for 
one year. – 4Apr1935 Harriette A. Ayres, Mae Ayres Griffin, Maude Ayres Ziegler are owners of bonds of the defendant company. – 6Feb1936 J.H. Vaughn appointed sole receiver; 
lease approved for D.B. Merchant, J.L. Nisbet. – 25Sep1936 Lawrence A. Tamme apptd receiver in place of J.H. Vaughn deceased. – 25Sep1945 Order approving contract for 
purchase of property with George W. Potter. [BHenderson Abstract of Title No.3 30Sep1983] 

 

Mariano Cunningham  (b.NM 1906>    - wife is Rosa Cunningham;  of Madrid 

1920January12_census: Madrid building 85; John Cunningham, miner A&CCC, 44 y-o, b.NM, wife, Petra B. Cunningham, 36 y-o, b.NM; 5son, Walter Cunningham, clerk 
Grocery store, 18, b.NM, Marian, 14, b.NM, Romeo, 10, b.NM, David, 7, b.AZ, Henry, 3, b.NM, 2dau, Rosie, 12, b.NM, Mary, 1, b.NM. 

1923?24; Mariano Cunningham, clerk for Oscar Huber of A&CCCo 

1926May3; marriage @ Iglesia de Nuestra Señora de Guadalupe de Peña Blanca; Pedro Zamaripa, son of Andrés Zamaripa and of Jésus Macias, 20 y-o, with Francisca 
Trejo, dau of Juan Trejo and of Maria García, 16 y-o. Padrinos, Marian Cunningham and Rosa Cunningham. [Microfilm LDS 016-865 p.394] 

1929July4; Office band; Jno Holmes, J.O. Huber, H.L. Taylor, Speed Trujillo, Chief Bowles, M. Cunningham. [persons IDd on photo 424.jpg, Life In Madrid NM, 2006] 
1929July4; [Madrid Miners baseball] Garrett, Cunningham, Hicks, Lucero, Conrad, Ascigt, Duffy, Long, Stowers, Schiemenz, Duning, Lasfer, Chief Bowles, Caldwell, Huber, 

Gieddir. [photo 491.jpg, Life In Madrid NM, 2006] 
1929; [Madrid Miners baseball] Standing; Garrett; Ump; M. Cunningham, Abe Lucero, Whitey Maerg; J.J. Long, Fred Schiemenz Mj; Dunning; Chief Bowles; J. Huber, 

Mascot, Gladdin, Ump; Kneeling; Jimm?e Hicks; James Conrad; Jack Duffy; Ply Mgr; Pop Stowers; Lawler; Neal Caldwell. [photo 500.jpg, Life In Madrid NM, 2006] 
 
Miguel Jaramillo Cunningham  (b.NM 1851, 1852>    - wife is Maria de los Reyes Jaramillo (b.NM 1860>;  of StaFe 
1870July26_census: Corina Robledo / Gabina Robledo, keeping house, 18y-o, born NM, resident Santa Fe City pct.4 in same habitation with Francisca Robledo, 18y-o, 

b.NM, Miguel Cunningham, 17y-o, b.NM, Juana Baca, 8y-o, b.NM, Nicanor Eckhardt, 3y-o, b.NM 
1880June4_census: Miguel Jaramillo Cunningham, goldsmith, 29y-o, born NM, resident SF with wife Maria de los Rayos Jaramillo (20 NM), +3child 
1882June25; Amount of Property Owned By the Residents of Santa Fe County. April 14, 1882. Cunningham, Miguel _ 3?? 00 [SFDNM]   

1891November23; marriage @ Iglesia de Nuestra Señora de Guadalupe de Peña Blanca; David Segura, legitimate son of Luis Segura and Juana Martinez, with Reyes 
Jaramillo, widow of Miguel Cunningham, from San Pedro. Pardinos: Juan Esteban Segura and Paula Garamillo. [Microfilm LDS 016-865] 

 
Milton Cunningham    - bro of Sheriff;  of Bland 

1896January16; The startling news reached Santa Fe, about 1 o’clock this morning, of a serious shooting affair at Bland, Cochiti mining district, in which 
W.M. Rogers fired four shots at Milt Cunningham, brother of the sheriff of Santa Fe county, three of the shots taking effect. …It seems Cunningham 

and Rogers had some trouble in the early part of the day, in the course of which hot and angry words passed between them, and the former knocked the 

latter down. Arthur Henry, of the Cochiti club and sample rooms, succeeded in separating the combatants at that time… Rogers moved from 
southwestern Colorado to Bland soon after the discovery of gold and silver in the Cochiti mining district and for some time has served as constable and 

deputy sheriff there. Cunningham has made his headquarters there for about eighteen months, looking after the mining interests of his brother and 

himself. The men were formerly the best of friends. [SFDNM] 
1896January18; The very latest news from Bland is that Milt Cunningham is rapidly recovering from the gun shot wounds inflicted on him by Deputy 

Sheriff Rogers. The story that the trouble grew out of Cunningham’s having jumped one of Rogers’ claims is not true. The claim in question had not 

been worked by Rogers and was located by a man called Brownie, who put the name of Cunningham on the stake. The latter was never on the ground. 

Rogers will unquestionably be bound over to await the action of the grand jury by Justice Young to-day. All the eye-witnesses declare that Rogers was 

the aggressor. [SFDNM] 

1896January22; Sheriff Hubbell, of Albuquerque, who went to Bland on the receipt of a telegram announcing the shooting of Milt Cunningham by Wm M. 
Rogers, returned to that city and informs the Citizen that Rogers had a preliminary trial before Justice of the Peace Young and was bound over to the 

next grand jury of Bernalillo county in the sum of $2,000. Sheriff Hubbell states that Cunningham was not seriously shot; the wounds are all flesh, but 

painful. The New Mexican learns, from a private letter received from Bland this morning, that Cunningham is not recovering from the effects of his 
wounds as fast as was anticipated. He suffers a good deal and is quite weak. [SFDNM] 

1896April2; The case of the territory against Wm Rogers for assault on Milt Cunningham, went to trial this morning. The occurrence took place at Bland 
last January and the indictment reads for assault with deadly weapon and assault with intent to kill. About a dozen witnesses were sworn in. W.C. 

Heacock appears for the defense and H.B. Fergusson was to assist prosecuting attorney Wilkerson, but in his absence Samuel B. Gillett is assisting. – 

Albuquerque Citizen. [SFDNM] 
1896April3; In the district court at Albuquerque the jury found William Rogers guilty of assault with a deadly weapon upon Milton Cunningham in the town 

of Bland last January. The penalty is imprisonment from one day to three years in the discretion of the court. [SFDNM] 

1896April20; Territory vs. William H. Rogers, heretofore convicted of assault with a deadly weapon on Milt Cunningham at Bland, about three months ago, 
was sentenced at Albuquerque to pay a fine of $400 and costs, amounting to $314, which the defendant paid and thereupon was discharged from 

custody. [SFDNM] 

 
O. Cunningham    - Madrid 

1899September23; At the Exchange: Joseph Haske, Madrid; Mrs. O. Cunningham, Madrid; J.D. Shields, Bland; George T. Peters, Durango; S.W. Gilber, 

Denver... [SFNM] 

 
P. Cunningham    - Cerrillos 

1889June1; John King & P. Cunningham petition degrees to the Cerrillos Masonic Lodge #19 
1891September3; The suicide of Uriah North which on Monday last startled the people of Cerrillos, has been under investigation there until last night. 

Justice Kendall acting as coroner. The jurors were Messrs. Hogan, Mathews, Lyons, Bishop, Kelly and Cunningham. The fact that there were no 

powder burn marks about the face and head of the dead man and also that the 38 calibre Smith & Wesson revolver, with which the deed was done, was 
found on the hall apartment table instead of in Mr. North’s be room where the shooting is said to have occurred, prompted two of the jurors, Messrs. 

Kelly and Cunningham, to insist on a very rigid examination, they fearing there might be some foul play. [SFDNM] 

1896; the only Masonic trial at Cerrillos: P. Cunningham accused of brutal assault in 20Mar against Thomas P. Gable – Cunningham received 1yr suspension 
 

Dr. S. W. Cunningham     - of StaFe 



One of two physicians practicing in Santa Fe in 1846. A relative of Francis A.?  

 
S. W. Cunningham / S.W. Cimmings    - Hopewell m.d. 
1897April9; Hopewell Gold District …Old Time Prospectors. As mentioned in my first article, considerable placer work has been done on the Eureka. In 

1880, John Cornville, T.M. Bonnett, and Messrs. Field, Morgan and Whitmore, took out $10,000 in the latter part of the season. McClannen, Marell, 

Bonnett and others washed $12,000 from the Eureka gulch. S.W. Cunningham and others came in 1883, and, it is said, they panned out $20,000 from the 

same gulch. ...Among those who have prospected in this camp, in times past, are Joseph Hinker, J.T. Long, S.W. Cummings, K.S. Sterling, J.A. Roy and 
Messrs. McKeeves, Field, Morgan, Bonnett, Whitmore, Connerville, McClannen, Hemingway, Marell, Herd, and others. [SFDNM] 

 

W. H. Cunningham    - Cerrillos 
1893June19; Hon. C.F. Easley and W.H. Cunningham are in from Cerrillos to-day.  [SFDNM] 

1893June20; C.F. Easley, W.H. Cunningham, Cerrillos; A.M. Hendry, San Pedro, are at the Palace.  [SFDNM] 

 
W. T. Cunningham    - MT, Glorieta  <compare with H.J. Cunningham 
1902January28; W.T. Cunningham, the Montana miner who made the copper strike three miles from Glorieta some weeks ago, was in the city last night 

and bought a wagon load of camp supplies which Thomas Bartlett hauled out today. The shaft on Mr. Cunningham’s claim is now down to a depth of 

fifty feet and the ore body looks better than ever. The property is being worked steadily, with a view to shipping ore to the Cerrillos smelter when that 
plant blows in its furnaces. [SFNM] 

 
Walter Cunningham  (b.SanPedroNM 19July1901)    - of Madrid 

Walter Cunningham, resident Madrid, clerk, b.SanPedroNM 19July1901 [Historical Register of Membership (Cerrillos Lodge #19)] 
1920January12_census: Madrid building 85; John Cunningham, miner A&CCC, 44 y-o, b.NM, wife, Petra B. Cunningham, 36 y-o, b.NM; 5son, Walter Cunningham, clerk 

Grocery store, 18, b.NM, Marian, 14, b.NM, Romeo, 10, b.NM, David, 7, b.AZ, Henry, 3, b.NM, 2dau, Rosie, 12, b.NM, Mary, 1, b.NM. 

 

Sheriff William P. Cunningham    - related to E.M. Cunningham?  of PuebloCO & San Pedro & Cerrillos 

1881October15; W.P. Cunningham, of Pueblo, Colorado, is in the city stopping at the Grand Central. [SFDNM] 

1882January10; …a drilling match last week between W. Cunningham, a miner, and Earl Turner, a novice; the prize $10.00. The bet was that Cunningham could drill four 
feet before Turner could drill two feet. Turner won, barely. [SF Daily Democrat ref in 5Mar1967 letter by Jane Calvin Sanchez to Thomas Andrew Maddux, 2009] 

1884March31 (loc); Wm P. Cunningham ¾, James L. Lyon, W.B.A. McNutt, Geo Carson, B.F. Hickman, T.J. Mendenhall, Vincent Brown, J.C. Peirsol, 

J.A. Peirsol, Boulware + Sullivan, B.M. Ely, B.O. Wood, Geo L. Wyllys ¼; Clara Bassett Lode Claim, 1500’ linear in LCMD, 750’NE & 750’SW, 

with 150’ on ea side, bounded on NE by the Accidental Lode and is N of the Turquois Mtn ca 1/2mi and S of Carbonateville ca 1/4mi and E of GCM 

ca 3/4mi. Filed for record 16May84 and duly recorded same day S.A. Larock Recorder {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 7 p.111} 

1888-91; W.P. Cunningham, Dealer in Flour, Grain and Hay And General Merchant. Special Prices in Quantity! Best Grades in all Lines of Goods and 
Merchandise Handled. At Hurt’s Old Stand. Your Patronage Solicited. W.P. Cunningham. [ad in Los Cerrillos Rustler 1888-91] 

SAN PEDRO Postmaster; David L. Sammis May 16, 1881; John B. McGee March 3, 1882; William H. Patterson May 23, 1883; Discontinued February 4, 1884; George B. 
Chittenden March 14, 1888; William P. Cunningham July 21, 1888; Mana G. Griffin June 25, 1889; Niles J. Strumquist June 25, 1891; James Carruthers April 15, 1893; 
Niles J. Strumquist July 23, 1897; Mortimer Kaufmann July 27, 1901; William H. Williams March 13, 1902; Niles J. Strumquist January 9, 1903; Della Darrah September 
16, 1911; Bias H. Garcia May 9, 1916 [rootsweb.ancestry.com 2011] 

1888December7; ref W.P. Cunningham of San Pedro. – Mr. W.P. Cunningham returned Thursday from a three days trip to Cerrillos and Santa Fe. [San Pedro Notes; Los 
Cerrillos Rustler Vol.1 No.20] 

1888December14; W.P. Cunningham attended the ball last night from San Pedro. [Los Cerrillos Rustler Vol.1 No.21] 
1889June28; W.P. Cunningham, of the Santa Fe Copper company’s store, has gone east on a mining deal to be absent two months. In the mean time S.W. 

Bonner, late with E.N. Reaser here, is filling his place. [SFDNM] 

1889July11; Ten days ago W.P. Cunningham sold Arthur Everett a one-third interest in the Bullion claim for $190. Five times that amount wouldn’t buy 
back this same interest to-day. [SFDNM] 

1889October29; At the office of the county clerk the following instruments have been filed: W.P. Cunningham to Mary C. Green, San Pedro lots; 

consideration, $300. [SFDNM] 

1890January10; W.P. Cunningham and Dr. Houck were in from San Pedro, Sunday. [The Cerrillos Rustler Vol.II No.26] 
1890January10; W.P. Cunningham has bonded the Parnell, Anaconda and Sherman claims, located near the Lincoln-Lucky, and has turned them over to A.H. Raynolds, 

through whom the details of a sale has been made and will be consumated very shortly by which all the parties interested in these claims will be pretty well fixed. [The 
Cerrillos Rustler Vol.II No.26] 

1890January10; Having severed my connection with the San Pedro Store Co., after six months management of the establishment for White, Giblin & Co., I desire to thank 
the members of the firm for the kind treatment and courtesy always shown me; also to thank, in behalf of the firm, the many patrons of the store and to recommend a 
continuance of their patronage in the future. With best wishes for all, I am Respectfully, W.P. Cunningham. San Pedro, N.M., Dec. 6th, 1890. [The Cerrillos Rustler 
Vol.II No.26] 

1890July9; (Lincoln-Lucky) At the present ore body, 1,200 feet from the hoisting whim, the air is so bad that but a single candle will burn… There is no 

lack of mineral… the ore body is much too near the side lines of the claims to make the owners in any very great hurry about more work. The apex 

complication has been considerably simplified by the recent purchase of a half interest in the Parnell claim adjoining by some of the Lincoln-Lucky 
stockholders. [SFDNM] 

1890September5; W.P. Cunningham, Dealer in Flour, Grain and Hay And Generaol Merchant. Special Prices in Quantity! Best Grades in all Lines of Goods and 
Merchandise Handled. At Hurt’s Old Stand. Your patronage Solicited. W.P. Cunningham. [ad in The Cerrillos Rustler Vol.III No.8]  

1890September26; Flour, grain, hay and potatoes, at the lowest prices, for sale by W.P. Cunningham. [The Cerrillos Rustler Vol.III No.10]  
1890October3; Fresh car of chop just received by W.P. Cunningham. Also Grain, Hay, Flour and Potatoes, at lowest prices. [The Cerrillos Rustler Vol.III No.11] 
1890October24; Flour, grain, hay and potatoes at the lowest prices, for sale by W.P. Cunningham. [The Cerrillos Rustler Vol.III No.15] 
1891December11; (R.C. Kerens to S.B. Elkins) Cunningham tells RCK that Manvel and Waldo have repeated told the squatters that they charged the extraordinary freight 

rates they do, to cover royalty, which they expected, when title was settled, the railway Company would have to pay. Cunningham says there has been an average of 
200 tons per day shipped from Cerrillos for the past 5 years. …the royalty at 50 cents per ton… would amount to nearly $200,000. Their freight rates are simply awful; 
$2.50 per ton for 50 miles. [Elkins papers 740] 



1891December12; (W.P. Cunningham to Manvel pres AT&SF) coal shipping rates had been very high in expectation of the need for eventual royalty payments, and as the 
miners are now paying royalty directly to CC&IC shipping should be reduced 75 cents/ton. [Elkins papers 741] 

1891December28; (Cunningham to Risque, copy of letter made by Kerens) re contacting Folsom on his claim in the Cerrillos coal field; who is still operating w/o leases; will 
go see Catron tomorrow. [Elkins papers 749] 

1891December30; (Catron to Jeff Chandler) Catron had just returned from MexCity <w.Bandelier to buy Fr.F’s papers<HM) and was upset that he had not been sent the 
$2500 for his work as he needed the money. Cunningham had been to see him and wanted suits started against Lucas and Elder, but wanted written instructions; had 
found 1806 conveyance by Miguel Ortiz of his interest in Juana Lopez Grant which would eliminate claims of Folsom, Thornton, Webb and others by had not gotten 
possession of it yet. [Elkins papers 750] 

1891December31; (Cunningham to Risque in St. Louis, copy of letter made by Kerens) Cunningham had been shutting down miners with no leases. Had talked to Catron 
about starting suit against Elder and Lucas. Griffith from White Ash Mine had come to see him about turning over equipment. [Elkins papers 749] 

1892January3; (Cunningham to Risque, copy by Kerens) Elder and Lucas developments and Catron has filed suit against them in which Company wants an accounting of 
the coal shipped by them. Tell Mr. Kerens that I am preparing a report for him on the Dolores district. [Elkins papers 749] 

1892January6; (Keresn to Manvel @Chicago) …It seems to me it would be wise to continue operation as at present, until the railway connection with the mines is 
completed. Then, of course, these operators under leases could be easily managed, either to go in and accept employment from the Company, or to get out coal at a 
rate per ton, as may be desired. The matter of looking after leases, collecting royalties &c., keeping the community in peace and good order, is all organized and can be 
carried forward with comparatively small expense until such time as the new organization may desire to assume larger operations. Presume this will not be done until 
railway connections with the mines are established. …The expense mainly, of conducting the affairs of the Company operated by leases, at present is as follows: F.W. 
Risque, General Manager, $5,000. per year. T.B. Catron, Attorney for the Co. 5,000. per year. W.P. Cunningham, designated as Sales Agt. 2,400. per year. The 
employment of Mr. Risque and Mr. Cunningham is for no stated time. The services of Mr. Catron were engaged for one year from Sept. 15th, 1891. The royalty from 
leases will pay all expenses, and considerable more, and will all be accounted for and turned over as per contract. There will be no charge for any services performed by 
me. I will give all needful attention until such time as the property is put in shape, or you wish to take charge. …Mr. Cunningham was employed to be constantly on the 
alert at Cerrillos, and to close up all the old openings that were not being worked by the lessees, so that no damage could be done to the property by setting fire to that 
part of the mines, or anything of that kind, and to keep off all intruders or trespassers. Mr. Cunningham is also a lessee, and the wisdom of employing him to watch the 
interests of the Company’s property has been verified by a very satisfactory report received from him to-day. He is a man of influence in the community there, especially 
among the miners. What he has already done, although scarcely a month in the employ of the Company, I consider worth some years salary. [Elkins papers 750] 

1892January9; (Cunningham to Risque, Gen. Manager C.C.&I.Co., St. Louis) “W.T. Bishop is now shipping the coal from the White Ash in his own name.” The Cerrillos 
depot agent refused to show him the coal shipping books. He tries to persuade Risque that they must get authority to look at the Railroad shipping books in order to 
know what is going on. Who is shipping how much coal. “My opinion is now that a great deal of coal is being shipped by N.J. Bishop, Kelley & Miller, Peterson & ? O. 
[W.C.] Hagan and others. Who bring the coal from N.C? Rogers White Ash and also Cook and White, may evade paying Royalty.” “Laird claims that Mr.Catron advised 
him to reopen the entry – that the company had no objection to his operating it. This I could not well afford to see after taking the pains of closing and walling the slope 
rep? Such is generally talked him, that Catron is in sympathy with the squatters. Though I do not think a word of such news is true.” talked Laird into coming into town 
and he talked Laird out of reopening the mine. [Elkins papers 2227] 

1892January12; (Kerens to Elkins) Cunningham has kept new squatters out but people [coal miners<HM] are shipping coal under false names to avoid paying royalty. 
Catron may be a problem. [Elkins papers 757] 

1892April21; (Risque, General Manager, to Kerens, Pres CI&CCo) In July [1891] I found on the property squatting coal operators, some of whom had been in possession for 8 years… expected 

many more years of uninterrupted operations by virtue of the “want of harmony among the owners”, as hinted at by Catron and others, to whom they  had applied for leases and who could not 
give them for this very “want of harmony”. Jas Lucas had received $6,500., in funds from the Colorado Fuel Company, and had their moral support… On October 6th, I served notice on every 
occupant of the property, warning all trespassers against damage or unauthorized use of the Company’s property. On November 6 th, I canvassed the operators for leases, and found decided 
opposition; only one, Cunningham, was reasonable, the balance talked defiance. I found Col. Webb had circulated among them and assured them that if they refused to lease, he would protect 
them by the large interest he had in the Grant. I succeeded, however, in getting 6 or 7 to pledge themselves to take leases, such as a sample I had shown them… I succeeded in getting Webb’s 
confidence, and he then put his shoulder to the wheel and went with me, and on December 1st, I commenced to issue leases, and by the 9th, had them about completed, and then came in with 
Webb to meet you in relation to his title. This you bought December 17th, assuming the mortgage of $8,000. I saw Webb in Santa Fe in relation to the mortgage and gave him deed of release 
prepared by Twitchell for Mrs. Drachman the Trustee to execute, and Webb promised to have it promptly attended to… I also engaged at your instance, W.P. Cunningham as Sales Agent at a 
salary of $200. per month, dating from December 17th, 1891, and can assure you that Cunningham proved himself almost invaluable during the troubles that we encountered. The lease to White 
Ash Company was on 30 days, since they refused to lease longer when we closed leases, and on my return to New Mexico January 13th, 1892, they notified me that they wanted to close out 
and have us take their improvements. [dispute on whether worth $3k or $1k] This went on for 3 days, each night the same resul ts pending preparation of suits and getting out papers, etc. During 
this time excitement was very high, and all the old threats were revived and the angry miners in crowds surrounded Cunningham and myself wherever we went up to the mines, which was daily. 
We never went alone, and always armed. One night Cunningham staid later than I did and came very near being caught in ambush, but succeeded in getting through after firing 4 shots at the 
ruffians. The White Ash litigation ended in our paying $1,000. For 4/5 of all improvements and machinery, and leasing to R. Green, who held the other 1/5, and who is now running under lease 
and is a staunch friend of the Company. We closed in all mines or workings not under lease, amounting to about 44 holes. In several closings we found forcible resistance, but by persuasion got 
the men out of the slopes and blew in the tops, effectually closing them. This resulted in several ugly scenes, much talk and threats, but so far only a few broken bones, no deaths. On February 
19th, C.J. Devlin, Manager of coal properties, Topeka, wrote me by Jos Fletcher his mine Inspector, to get out, or buy and ship a sample car from each seam and district, which I did, sending him 
an account of cost for same $520.13. On March 12th, Fletcher returned with letter from Mr. Davlin requesting to use precautions against “pillar pulling”, etc., and also endeavor to close up 
everyone I could to save the property intact for intelligent working later. They especially wanted the mines on the big six foot vein, where their main working slopes and air courses would be 
located. On same day I issued orders… This caused our first ill feeling, but it was in a day or two allayed. The orders were not fully observed, and since Rogers was formenting trouble, we 
thought it wise to close our eyes to some little pillar pulling. In meantime, as ordered by Mr. Devlin, we commenced preparations for closing all air feeding to old fire, and to make these stoppings 
were able to find an excuse to close Rogers on the six foot vein. Here the syndicate wanted Green’s (old White Ash Co) for ma in workings, Union Company for air in-take, and Rogers for 
upcast. We stopped all opening between Rogers and old fire and closed Rogers main cross entry, finally filling his mine with fire dump. This is what we wanted. …This closing of Rogers mine 
put him and his men in very bad humor and on Saturday night April 2nd, the White Ash Mine leased by Green was set on fire in three places. It was discovered Sunday morning April 3 rd, 
accidentally, and by Monday night 10 o’clock was extinguished; Cunningham and Davis leading the men in the slopes. Knowing the feeling of Rogers and his men, we thought best to closely 
guard against repetition of fires, and have now 4 watchmen, 2 in main coal gulch, and 2 in Waldo or Keystone gulch about a mi le West of main gulch. Our men have been fired on several times 
during the night watches, but so far no one hit. I look for trouble between now and June 1st, as the “sore-heads” intend to get even before they move, provided they can cover up their tracks. To 
this end I have suggested having 20 or 25 good, reliable men from syndicate mines sent there as miners, scattering thro the District, so that in emergency a contingent may be convenient on 
whom they could rely. In the meantime, W.P. Cunningham for us, and L.L. Davis, Sales Agent, and Jos Fletcher, Mine Inspector, are on the ground and will keep me posted if needed. …The 

Railroad Company are going to grade and lay the track very shortly under contract for the CC&I Company. They are anxious to get the work under way. [Sig. F.W. Risque] [Elkins papers 797] 
1892May9; W.P. Cunningham, Extraordinary Expenses, Abstracts & Atty. Fees, $335. – paid by CC&IC to clean title. [Elkins papers 820] 
before1892May31-after1891October1; W.P. Cunningham paid $18.85 by CC&IC Syndicate. [Elkins papers 820 & 803] 
1892June2; W.P. Cunningham, Salary, $225. – paid by CC&IC to clean title. [Elkins papers 820] 
1892July7; At the Claire: W.P. Cunningham, Cerrillos. [SFDNM] 
1892July11; At the Palace: W.P. Cunningham, Dr. Watins, Robt I. Herreke, E. Device, Cerrillos. [SFDNM] 

1892July29; T.J. Merwin, of Topeka, general sales agent of the A.T.&S.F. coal department, Robt T. Hereke, superintendent of the Cerrillos Coal Railroad, 

now in progress of building out from Waldo, W.P. Cunningham, of the C.C.& I. general offices, W.H. Kennedy and David L. Miller arrived in Santa Fe 
last evening and have been in conference here all day. [SFDNM] 

1892July29; At the Palace: T.J. Merwin, Topeka; W.H. Kennedy, W.P. Cunningham, Robt T. Hercke, D.L. Miller, Cerrillos. [SFDNM] 



1892August8; At the Claire: Dr. G.O. Morgridge and wife, Miss Myrtia Morgridge, W.P. Cunningham, Cerrillos; R.Y. Anderson, San Pedro. [SFDNM] 

1893; One of Governor Thornton’s first acts was to remove Charles M. Conklin as sheriff of Santa Fe County, the man appointed by Prince to succeed Francisco Chavez and, as 

well, a known member of the Alliance League. In his place, he appointed Mr. W.P. Cunningham to fill the vacancy, who at once rearrested Francisco Gonzales y Borrego… 

[My Life on the Frontier B.2 p.265-266] 

1893February1; [state pen to Cerrillos] …consisting of H.C. Kinsel, Chas F. Easley, W.P. Cunningham, C.P. Hammond, Wm Matthews, Dr. F. Palmer and 

James Lucas. The question of the penitentiary removal from Santa Fe was considered in a general way. [SFDNM] 

1893February1; At the Palace: W.P. Cunningham, H.C. Kinsell, Cerrillos. [SFDNM] 
1893April12; M. Cass Benton, R.C. Wilson, W.P. Cunningham and others of Dolores, are here in attendance upon the hearing of the injunction suit brought 

against them by E. Huhn to restrain them from working the Benton mine which they recently jumped. The case was called before Judge Seeds at 2 p.m. 

H.L. Warren appears for Benton et al., and Catron & Coons represent Huhn. [SFDNM] 
1893April12; W.P. Cunningham, Ed E. Sluder, Cerrillos; are at the Claire. [SFDNM] 

1893April21; W.P. Cunningham, Cerrillos; T.B. Mills, Las Vegas; D.C. Hobart, Silver City, are at the Claire. [SFDNM] 

1893June; new Gov William T. Thornton personally fires Sheriff Conklin over $ shortage, replaces with William P. Cunningham – Conklin looses court 
appeal – Sheriff Cunningham accused of $ shortage but holds office by court. Is defeated in next election for Sheriff by Catron’s man, Harry C. Kinsell 

1893June2; At the Palace: W.P. Cunningham, E. Huhn. [SFDNM] 

1893June5; Dr. Morgridge, W.P. Cunningham and W.S. Norton of the Cerrillos Coal company were visiting the city to-day. Mr. Norton is late of Topeka 
and is book keeper in the company store at Waldo. [SFDNM] 

1893June5; At the Palace: James Lucas, G.O. Morgridge, W.P. Cunningham, W.S. Norton, Cerrillos. [SFDNM] 

1893June18; At the Palace: O.W. Alexander, W.P. Cunningham, D.E. Seymore, Cerrillos. [SFDNM] 
1893June27; I hereby appoint William P. Cunningham, of the county of Santa Fe and the territory of New Mexico, sheriff and ex-officio collector of the 

county of Santa Fe and territory of New Mexico, to fill the vacancy occasioned by the removal of Charles M. Conklin from said office. Signed W.T. 

Thornton, Governor of New Mexico. [SFDNM] 
1893 Ter.Sup.Court case; Charles M. Conklin vs William P. Cunningham 

1893September6; Sheriff Cunningham returned from Mexico this morning. [SFDNM] 

1893November15; Thos Wright, the lucky owner of the New Era gold-copper mine at Dolores last evening closed a deal whereby Judge H.L. Warren and 
Sheriff Cunningham become largely interested in the development of the property. [SFDNM] 

1893November18; Through the capable direction of Thos Wright, the Dolores mining man, a deal of far reaching importance for the mining industry of 

Santa Fe county was closed in this city yesterday afternoon. By the transaction Mr. Wright secures a working bond on the noted Dolores gold producer, 
the Benton mine, and harmonizes conflicting interests that, more than anything else, have long stood in the way of developing the rich gold district of 

which Dolores is the center. Messrs. Waddington and Huhn and Gov. Thornton, the original purchasers of the mine six years ago, and Messrs. H.L. 

Warren, Dan Taylor, W.P. Cunningham, Rube Wilson and the Benton Brothers, who claimed the property as the New Benton, under Dan Taylor’s re-
location January 1 last, are all parties to the deal, and that Mr. Wright has been able to bring these conflicting interests together marks him as quite as 

clever a diplomat as he is a business man. It is understood that Mr. Wright is backed by a syndicate of Denver and Philadelphia capitalists. He will 

commence work in the Benton shaft on Monday, and once more, after nearly seven years of idlesness, this property will become a steady producer. It 
has a great record, having in four months yielded $65,000 in gold. The ore to-day is somewhat more refractory than it was then, but it is still rich, 

running about $80 per ton or $1,000 per car load. Inspired by the success of this deal, Dan Taylor and H.C. Kinsell also signed papers yesterday 

compromising their long-standing differences on the Live Oak mine, an extension, and a very rich one, of the Benton. This property is also to be 
worked anew. [SFDNM] 

1893December2; To-day Judge Seeds granted a permanent injunction against Kinsell, on the ground that Cunningham, being the de facto sheriff… 

[SFDNM] 
1894January2; Sheriff Cunningham, who has been seriously sick for several days ? ? ? ? reported convalescence. [SFDNM] 

1894January9; Sheriff W.P. Cunningham has about recovered from his late illness and is able to be out again. [SFDNM] 

1894January16; Sheriff Cunningham this forenoon received a dispatch from Cerrillos stating that Thomas Cavelia, an Italian coal miner, was shot and 
killed there last night in front of a saloon. No particulars are at hand. [SFDNM] 

1894February13; On complaint of Desiderio Rael and others of Cienega Sheriff Cunningham has arrested and jailed Antonio Baca and Pablo Lucero y 

Vigil on the charge of cattle stealing. [SFDNM] 
1894February20; Deputy Sheriff Frank Lopez, at Glorieta, telegraphed Sheriff Cunningham last evening that a woman, Albina Martinez, had been stabbed 

and that the suspected party, Antonio Coris, was in Santa Fe. Coris was arrested, but it turned out that he had not been near Glorieta, having been at 

work at the reservoir for twelve days. He was released at once. Deputy Sheriff Page Otero has gone to Glorieta to investigate the affair. [SFDNM] 
1894March23; Jim Cheeves Killed. Miners Quarrel Over a Wayward Wife and Al Perry Fires Fatal Shot. Perry Wounded in a Street Duel at Golden – 

Sheriff Cunningham Tells the Story. Sheriff Cunningham returned from Golden this morning having under arrest Jose ?azer, Susano Ortiz and two 

others whom he locked in jail on the charge of petty thievery. The sheriff also left under close guard at Golden Al Perry, who yesterday shot and killed 
James Cheeves, the well known miner. The sheriff said “I started for Golden yesterday afternoon with the four men and had gotten as far as ?? ??[San 

Pedro?] I was overtaken about two p.m. by a runner from Golden who informed me that a murder had been committed at Golden. I went back and 
found the town wild with excitement and many ??ging to threats of lynching. Shortly after my departure from Golden with the four prisoners Al Perry 

shot and instantly killed James Cheeves, who also fired and wounded Perry. The murder occurred about 300 feet from the postoffice. The Provocation. 

The murder was the result of a long and running bitter feeling of Perry toward Cheeves. It seems that Perry is the intimate friend of a man named 
Goodman, whom Cheeves shot at four times a few months ago, accusing him of intimacy with Mrs. Cheeves. Both men are miners but Cheeves was 

known to be a reserved harmless fellow where Perry has the reputation of being a hard character. Last Saturday night Perry drew a gun on a man 

named D?w?e at a dance and compelled him to ??? up his team and buggy, at the same time telling him he had a matter to ?? and just for??im. Perry 
had told several parties that he was going to kill Cheeves. He pulled a gun in the presence of one man and said “See that gun? I am going to kill that __ 

__ __. Come over and see him fall. Cheeves heard of this and determined to see Perry about it. The Meeting. Cheeves went to the postoffice at Golden 

yesterday and asked if Perry was there. Upon being answered in the affirmative Cheeves asked to see him. Perry came out of a room back of the 
postoffice and the two men walked out of the building together. They had gone about 100 yards when three shots were heard. Cheeves fell dead from a 

bullet which struck him about the center of the abdomen. Perry was shot in the right side about two inches above the nipple. The ball ranged upward 

and lodged under the right shoulder. This would seem to indicate that Perry fired first and that Cheeves was falling backward when he fired the bullet 
that struck Perry. Perry ran back to the postoffice and took refuge in the room from whence he had emerged to meet Cheeves. When I arrived the house 

was closely guarded by citizens. I went in and arrested him, but as there were bones broken the doctor advised me to leave him there, which I did after 

placing a guard over him. His wounds will not prove fatal. Petty Larceny. In reference to the arrest of the four men now in jail the sheriff says. “On last 
Tuesday I received a complaint to the effect that about $500 worth of drilling machinery had been stolen from Machse Harrold, of Pennsylvania, who 



had a contract to deliver five carloads of  machinery to parties in Golden and was engaged in hauling it over from Cerrillos at the time of the robbery. 

On last Friday night thieves broke into the warehouse at Golden, where the machinery was being stored, and carried off the p?oude. I have been aware 
of the existence of a band of petty thieves who stole cattle, sheep and horses, on the southern part of the county, for some years, but owing to their 

extremely secret methods could not before get hold of them. Before I left for Golden on Tuesday I received sufficient evidence to swear out a warrant 

for the arrest of one man and when I arrived at San Pedro I swore out warrants for three others. When I got to Golden I arrested the four men and may 
get others. I hope shortly to locate the stolen property and recover it.” [SFDNM] 

1894April3; Sheriff Cunningham and Col. J.W. Brady have prospectors at work in Colla canon and the richest piece of free gold rock yet shown from the 

Cochiti district has been sent in to Sheriff Cunningham. [SFDNM] 
1894April16; Sheriff Cunningham and Mariano Sena started on a three days’ trip to Cochiti this morning. [SFDNM] 

1894April20; Allerton, April 18 – Sheriff Cunningham visited Allerton yesterday as did also E. Badger, the telegraph operator at Cerrillos. [SFDNM] 

1894May18; [Santa Fe telephone system numbers issued] Sheriff Cunningham 39 [SFDNM] 
1894August3; John Sayle and J.S. O’Neil, of Allerton, left for home this morning. To-morrow they go to Pena Blanca to match a grey horse owned by 

Sheriff Cunningham for a race with Matie Ulabarri’s horse for a purse of $400 a side. [SFDNM] 

1894August25; Sheriff W.P. Cunningham has levied upon the machinery, etc., of the White Ash and Waldo mines and will probably do the same at the 
Hard Coal mine. The trouble is that the company has not paid a little sum of about $18,000 taxes. Of course the difficulty will be settled in a few days. – 

Cerrillos Rustler. [SFDNM] 

1894August28; Sheriff Cunningham at noon to-day telegraphed Supt. Duggan at the White Ash coal mines and works authorizing him to resume operations 
on condition that the coal be turned over to the sheriff until the taxes are paid or a sufficient bond for payment of same is given. [SFDNM] 

1894August30; Last week Sheriff Cunningham levied upon and took possession of the property of the Cerrillos Coal & Iron company and the Juana Lopez grant for failure to 

pay taxes. The Records in the office of the sheriff and collector of Santa Fe county show a very interesting, not to say peculiar, state of affairs relative to these properties. As 

far as these official records indicate there has never been a cent of taxes paid on the Juana Lopez grant. The Cerrillos Coal & Iron company’s delinquent taxes for the years 

1890 and 1991 amount to $1,153. In former years this corporation was known and taxes assessed against it under the title of the Cerrillos Coal & Coke company, and for the 

years 1885, 1886 and 1888 the Cerrillos Coal & Coke company’s delinquent taxes, as per The Official Figures, amount to $2,029, the tax returns having been made by T.B. 

Catron. Thus, the delinquency on taxes by the Cerrillos Coal & Iron company amounts to a total of $3,184 in addition to the 25 per cent penalty. For the year 1887 this 

corporation, through its agent, F.W. Risque, paid its taxes under the name of the Cerrillos Coal & Coke company: said taxes amounted to the enormous sum of $309, and they 

were not paid until the 26th day of May, 1893, although they had been due for More Than Six Years there was no penalty added, as the law requires, and the settlement took 

the nature of  “a compromise” with the then district attorney, R.E. Twitchell. The delinquent taxes due by the Juana Lopez grant, on which the above corporations (if there are 

two of them) base their property title, amounts to $1,289.85 for the years 1888, 1889, 1890, 1891, 1892 and 1893. It should be here noted that while the Juana Lopez grant was 

confirmed by congress in the year 1879 as the private property of S.B. Elkins, T.B. Catron and others, it has never paid, as above stated, a single penny of taxes, and it was 

never even assessed as private property (although it covers 42,000 acres of the most valuable land in the west) until the year 1888. Thus it appears that by an official system of 

finesse and Political Jugglery, through connivance with Santa Fe county officers of former administrations, the owners of this vast property have up to date enjoyed absolute 

immunity from all taxation. Yesterday afternoon the Cerrillos Coal & Iron company and the Cerrillos Coal Railroad company, through their attorneys, applied to and obtained 

from Judge Laughlin a Writ Of Injunction temporarily restraining Sheriff Cunningham from longer holding the property under levy and an order for the sheriff to show cause 

on September 20 why such restraining order should not be made permanent. Cerrillos Coal & Iron company sets up that it has given a contract to the Cerrillos Coal Railroad 

Company to mine the coal on its property, erect buildings, coke ovens, etc., and that the sheriff has no right to levy upon the Cerrillos Coal Railroad company’s property, as he 

has done, they allege, because under the law the property of new railroads is exempt from taxation for a period of six years. It is also contended that the assessment of the 

Juana Lopez is void for all these years because of uncertainty in descriptions on the county tax rolls, the same being listed simply as the “Juana Lopez grant” and not in the 

name of T.B. Catron, owner, or against unknown owners, and because also the Assessment Is Against The Grant as a whole and the property of the Cerrillos Coal & Iron 

company as a separate concern, which would amount to double taxation for the latter corporation. Sheriff Cunningham has retained the services of Judge H.L. Warren and 

Chas H. Gildersleeve to defend his action in the premises and Hon. Frank Springer will represent the corporations. The sheriff says this injunction will in no way retard his 

action in forcing the collection of taxes long overdue Santa Fe county, he being guided wholly by the official records in his office, his legal counsel and by what he deeds his 

official duty to the long suffering tax payers of this community. [SFDNM] 

1894September27; While at Cerrillos Sheriff Cunningham had an inquest held over the body of Frank Dolan, the miner killed Monday night. The coroner’s 

jury came to the conclusion that he was on his way from Waldo to Cerrillos in an intoxicated condition, when he walked over a thirty foot embankment 
and sustained fatal injuries, from which he died instantly. [SFDNM] 

1894September27; Sheriff Cunningham returned last night from Glorieta where he went for the purpose of arresting the alleged white-cappers who tied a 

man named Louis Olgin to a tree and placed a lamp on a table along side of him. No arrests were made as Olgin considered the matter in the light of a 
practical joke. [SFDNM] 

1894September27; Seven arrests on suspicion were made by Sheriff Cunningham of men charged with the robbery of Ad Rogers, reported in these columns 

a day or two ago. The parties were all released, however, as Rogers was unable to identify any of them. [SFDNM] 
1894October8; Sheriff Cunningham left this morning on a brief business trip to Colorado. [SFDNM] 

1894November13; [StaFeCo election winners] Sheriff – W.P. Cunningham. [SFDNM] 

1894November22; Sheriff Cunningham brought up from Cerrillos yesterday a party named Charles Ford, who now occupies a place in the county jail. 
Several days ago Ford entered the house of Harry Scranton, a saloon man down at Cerrillos, covered him with a pistol and demanded Scranton’s 

money or his life, or gave expression to some similar sentiment. Scranton took the first horn of the delimma and surrendered $58 and his silver watch. 
Although Ford was disguised to some extent by a gauze bandage about the eyes, Scranton remembered his face, and having located him in Cerrillos 

notified Sheriff Cunningham with the result above stated. Ford will be given a hearing this afternoon before Police Magistrate Armijo. The is one of a 

number of such happenings that Cerrillos has recently witnessed... [SFDNM] 
1894November24; Charles Ford, the party brought up from Cerrillos by Sheriff Cunningham a few days ago, charged with robbing Harry Scranton, was 

tried yesterday afternoon before Police Magistrate Armijo. Sheriff Cunningham acted as prosecurto, court officer, prosecuring attorney and official 

interpreter. That he was successful in each of these capacities is shown in the fact that the prisoner was bound over, in view of the clear proof against 
him, in the sum of $5,000 to await the action of the grand jury. In default of bond he was recommitted to the county jail. Sheriff Cunningham is 

determined to run out of existence the desperate gang of thieves who have been giving so much trouble to citizens in the vicinity of Cerrillos. To that 

end he has appointed as his deputy down there Thomas Tucker. This officer is known as a man of nerve and energy… [SFDNM] 
1894December1; The Santa Fe Driving Park & Fair Association. …directors are Charles W. Dudrow, John W. Akers, Frank M. Jones, William P. 

Cunningham, Pleasant H Hill, Charles H. Gildersleeve, Enos Andrews, Thomas J. Helm, H.L. Ortiz, H.B. Cartwright and Jacob Weltmer. [SFDNM] 

1894December12; Deputy Sheriff Juan Delgado reached the city this morning with Manuel Acuna, a member of the Cerrillos Evans gang, arrested in 
Albuquerque yesterday morning charged with highway robbery. Sheriff Cunningham, upon hearing that Acuna was in Albuquerque, telegraphed City 

Marshal Fernoff to hold him as a warrant had been sworn out against him before Police Magistrate Armijo. Acuna took out a writ of habeas corpus upon 

which he hoped to be released and he was successful, and Judge Collier on the hearing decided that he could not be held on the showing made. As soon 
as he was released, however, Mr. Delgado, who was in the court room, arrested him on the warrant obtained before Armijo and he was promptly brought 

to this city and lodged in jail. He will be given a preliminary hearing within the next day or two. [SFDNM] 



1894December15; R.L. Baca, a well known young man of this city, was arrested last night by Sheriff Cunningham and Deputy Sheriff Page Otero on charge 

of making and circulating counterfeit money. …partner W.B. Lockett alias Fisher… Baca is a son of Hon. Roman A. Baca and has been quite prominent 
in local Republican circles. He was interpreter of the recent Republican county convention, was one of the delegates from this county to the Socorro 

territorial convention, and was a member of the Republican territorial central committee during the recent campaign. [SFDNM] 

1894December17; Frank Bornham, one of the parties arrested by Sheriff Cunningham for participating in the Cerrillos hold-ups, was released Saturday on 
habeas corpus proceedings instituted before Judge Laughlin by his attorney, Mr. H.L. Ortiz. He was rearrested yesterday on an old indictment against 

him for assault. [SFDNM] 

1894December27; Sheriff Cunningham went down to Lamy last night on official business. [SFDNM] 
1895January3; Mr. Frank W. Clancy applied to the commissioners for a reduction of the assessment made by Sheriff Cunningham on his mill at Dolores. 

The sheriff in the absence of a return by Mr. Clancy assessed it at $5,000, and the commissioners after hearing evidence reduced this to $1,000, at the 

same time ordering the payment of the sheriff’s fees for his trouble in the matter. [SFDNM] 
1895April3; All the big bug Republicans worked early and late yesterday. At 4 p.m. Boss Catron proclaimed that he “had it coppered.” But the result 

doesn’t look that way. Sheriff Cunningham, A.P. Hill, Pedro Delgado, Arthur Seligman, C.M. Creamer and a whole host of others did very successful 

work for the local Democracy yesterday. [SFDNM] 
1895April23; Soon after Sheriff Cunningham and two deputies escorted Francisco Gonzales y Borrego, Antonio Gonzales y Borrego, Chino Alarid and 

Patricio Valencia, indicted for the murder of Francisco Chaves, and Susano Ortiz, twice convicted of sheep stealing, into the court room. The handcuffs 

were removed by the sheriff at the entrance of the court room. [SFDNM] 
1895April25; As soon as the special venire was placed in his hands, about 1 o’clock yesterday, the sheriff sent five deputies into the field to serve the 

subpoenas as follows: Teodoro Castillo and Damian Lucero were sent to Cienega, Cerrillos, Golden, San Pedro and Gallegos, distance eighty-five miles; 

Genivevo Sandoval was sent to Ojo de la Baca, thirty-five miles; Juan Antonio Sandoval to Espanola, forty miles, and Seferino Rivera to Glorieta, 

thirty-six miles from Santa Fe. It is doubtful whether the deputies who went to Gallegos will be able to return to the city before to-morrow. Meanwhile 

nothing can be done in the Chaves trial. Thus are the wheels of justice retarded. [SFDNM] 

1895April25; E.M. Cunningham is pushing development work on the Posy, in which Sheriff Cunningham is largely interested, and is making a fine showing 
of good gold ore. This property will be heard from later. [SFDNM] 

1895June7; The board of county commissioners… The following accounts were allowed: W.P. Cunningham  743.12. Patrocino Lopez  42.35. A.P. Hill  

85.00... [SFDNM] 
1895June7; Noverto Ortiz, of Glorieta, about 30 years old, is reported to have been shoty and killed last night, while engaged in indiscriminate and reckless 

shooting about town. Officer Chavez, local deputy sheriff, attempted to arrest him and Ortiz wounded Deputy Chavez. The latter then fired with the 
result above recorded. Sheriff Cunningham and Deputy Tucker left for Galisteo at 11 o’clock this forenoon. [SFDNM] 

1895June8; Sheriff Cunningham and Deputy Tucker have returned from Galisteo and report that Deputy Chavez clearly killed Roberto Ortiz in self-defense. 

Deputy Chavez was attempting to arrest Ortiz when the latter pulled a gun and fired. The deputy simply saved his life by being the quickest and best 
shot. [SFDNM] 

1895December4; Sheriff W.P. Cunningham and Attorney J.H. Sutherlin left for Golden, south Santa Fe county, this morning. ¶ The purpose of their trip is 

fully explained in a lengthly legal notice, printed in the weekly edition of the New Mexican, which announces that to-morrow morning at 11 o’clock, in 
the town of Golden, the sheriff of Santa Fe county will sell at public auction the four lode claims and Huntington mill of the Gold Eagle Mining 

company to satisfy judgments amounting to $2,132.17, with interest and costs to be added, in favor of E.P. Hackett. ¶ The lode claims offered for sale 

are the Las Vegas, the Sunset, the Sunnyside and the Hazleton, situated in the San Francisco mountains, near Golden, and all located on the 13th day of 
Nov., 1883, by Samuel C. Wright. The mill and appliances are said to be in good condition. Those who ought to know say that the property is worth a 

great deal more than the judgments and costs. [SFDNM] 

1895December11; District Court. …cases dismissed: Charles M. Conklin vs. W.P. Cunningham… [SFDNM] 
1895December24: In compliance with a telegram from Sheriff Cunningham, Deputy Sheriff Pedro Carriaga, of Lamy, yesterday arrested two suspicious 

characters giving their names as Charles W. Wallace and John D. Atkins on the charge of having sand-bagged and robbed Fireman Taylor, at the 

A.,T.&S.F. roundhouse in this city, about 1:35 yesterday morning. Deputy Carriaga brought the two men to Santa Fe this morning and lodged them in 
the county jail. ¶ It seems that the strongly suspected men came to this city the day before from Lamy and manifested the familiar signs of being hobos 

without money. After the brutal assault upon and brutal robberty of Fireman Taylor they disappeared from the city and were next seen back at Lamy 

negotiating for tickets to Colorado. ¶ When arrested the two men had on their persons a $20 bill, a $10 bill and $8 or $9 in silver. Fireman Taylor was 
robbed of two $20 bills and one $10 bill. After recovering consciousness and examining his clothes, he discovered the $5 bill that he supposed gone was 

in his vest pocket. ¶ B. Alire, the section workman, arrested yesterday on suspicion, has been released, as it was evident that he was innocent. [SFDNM] 

1895December28; Mr. and Mrs. Renehan entertained at Christmas dinner Messrs. W.P. Cunningham, Norman King, Pedro Delgado, T.J. Jones, of Monero, 
N.M., and Ned Gold. [SFDNM] 

1896January16; The startling news reached Santa Fe, about 1 o’clock this morning, of a serious shooting affair at Bland, Cochiti mining district, in which 

W.M. Rogers fired four shots at Milt Cunningham, brother of the sheriff of Santa Fe county, three of the shots taking effect. …It seems Cunningham 
and Rogers had some trouble in the early part of the day, in the course of which hot and angry words passed between them, and the former knocked the 

latter down. Arthur Henry, of the Cochiti club and sample rooms, succeeded in separating the combatants at that time… Rogers moved from 

southwestern Colorado to Bland soon after the discovery of gold and silver in the Cochiti mining district and for some time has served as constable and 
deputy sheriff there. Cunningham has made his headquarters there for about eighteen months, looking after the mining interests of his brother and 

himself. The men were formerly the best of friends. [SFDNM] 

1896January29; Sheriff Cunningham left to-day for San Pedro to run an attachment on the merchandise stock of H. Goodman in the interest of Mandell 

Bros. of Albuquerque. [SFDNM] 

1896February3; Sheriff Cunningham has run attachments for $1,000 on the San Pedro merchandise stock of H. Goodman in favor of Mandell Bros, of 

Albuquerque. Juan Pacheco has been placed in charge of the property and is now taking account of stock. [SFDNM] 
1896February7; [County commissioners] The following accounts were audited and paid: J.H. Crist, district attorney, $33.33; H.B. Cartwright, treasurer, 

$27.50; John Hampel, services, $9.52; Manuel Valdez, ex-assessor, $529.51; A.P. Hill, clerk, $83.25; …W.P. Cunningham, sheriff, $334.50; Cayetano 

Garcia, jailer, $50; Jose A. Martinez, jailer, $50; Dudrow & Davis, coal, $37.50; C.W. Dudrow, county commissioner, $41.67; W.C. Rogers, county 
commissioner, $46.23; Pedro A. Lujan, county commissioner, $43.77; Apolonio Chavez, probate judge, $50; Esiquio Chavez, services, $44.25; 

Patrocinio Lopez, janitor, $41.50... [SFDNM] 

1896February17; Sheriff Cunningham, J.W. Akers and a party are out in the valley this afternoon chasing jack rabbits with a pack of grey hounds. 
[SFDNM] 

1896February21; Col. J.B. Brady writes Sheriff Cunningham from the state of Jalisco, in the republic of Mexico, that he has found the old Spanish mine he 

went in search of and that the ore therein is immensely rich in both gold and silver. [SFDNM] 



1896February24; Mr. T.H. Tucker, deputy under Sheriff Cunningham, came up from Las Cruces yesterday morning. [SFDNM] 

1896March26; Sheriff Cunningham left this morning for Monero to look into the Craig coal mine affair. It is likely that wholesale arrests will be made on 
the charge of contempt of court. [SFDNM] 

1896March31; On Tuesday, March 19, Deputy Sheriff William L. Keys was shot at the Monero coal mine, long in controversy between J.H. Crist and 

Pascal Craig, in attempting to take possession of the property under an order of the district court. Perry Craig, Thomas N. Stowell, William Hampton, 
Frank Reynolds and Apolonio Martinez were the persons implicated in the shooting and in resisting the decree of the court as to surrendering possession 

of the mine. ¶ Judge Smith ordered the arrest of the men named for contempt of court and warrants for their apprehension were placed in the hands of 

Sheriff Cunningham. [SFDNM] 
1896April20; W.H. Kerr arrived from Galveston yesterday with Sheriff Cunningham’s race horses. He has had a very successful season in the south and 

brings home a number of good horses which will be put to training at the race track. [SFDNM] 

1896May16; District Court. In the matter of Lowenthal & Meyers against W.P. Cunningham, sheriff, repleven, the jury found for the plaintiffs, assessed 
their damages at 1 cent and costs and restored to them the goods in controversy. This was an action to recover possession of certain goods and chattels 

of the late firm of Charles Neustadt & Co. and the actual defendant in interest was Charles W. Dudrow. [SFDNM] 

1896May29; …J.W. Akers, by his attorney, E.A. Fiske, presented a petition to Judge Laughlin, asking to be relieved from further responsibility as one of the 
bondsmen of Sheriff Cunningham. The petitioner alleged that his associates on the $7,500 bond are either insolvent or not possessed of property from 

which the amounts set opposite their names could be recovered, and that observations of the sheriff’s personal and official conduct have awakened 

apprehension in his (the petitioner’s mind) that he might suffer financial loss by longer continuing on the official bond of said sheriff. Hence he prays, 
etc. ¶ Judge Laughlin granted the prayer of the petitioner, released him from the bond mentioned and required the sheriff to file a new bond. ¶ Sheriff 

Cunningham has since filed a new bond with the following named sureties, holden for the amounts set opposite to their respective names: ¶ Teodoro 

Martinez, $1,500; Pablo Martinez, $500; Peter M. Dolan, $1,000; Eugenio Sena, $500; George Anton, $500; Juliana Vigil de Chaves, $1,000; Jose R. 

Martinez, $2,000; J.S. Candelario, $1,000. ¶ This bond was approved by Judge Laughlin. [SFDNM] 

1896June2; W.H. Kerr left yesterday for Denver with four of Sheriff Cunningham’s race horses. [SFDNM] 

1896June22; At the Palace: W.P. Cunningham, Max Frost, City… [SFDNM] 
1896July7; The Crown Point mine near Golden was sold yesterday under execution for $1,350 by Sheriff Cunningham. W.E. Gortner bud it in for Mr. 

Wiegand, of Las Vegas. [SFDNM] 

1896August7; At 10:30 this forenoon Hi Strong, of the Valley ranch, on the Pecos, telegraphed from Glorieta to Sheriff Cunningham stating that Will S. 
Hemingway had been shot, and asking the sheriff to come at once with a doctor. …It appears that young Hemingway was himself handling a rifle at the 

time and in some unacceptable manner it was discharged, the ball entering the right side of his chest and penetrating his lung. [SFDNM] 
1896September25; A Bryan club was organized at Cerrillos last night with a membership of 125 voters out of a total number registered in the precinct of 

182. ¶ Tony Neis was chosen president, G.D. Arnold, vice-president, and Jack Langston, secretary. ¶ The meeting was addressed by Messrs. 

Cunningham, Renehan and Ortiz, of Santa Fe. [SFDNM] 
1896November30; Sheriff’s Sale. Odaville Yates vs. The Lincoln-Lucky & Lee Mining Company. No.3489. In the First Judicial District Court for Santa Fe 

County, N.M. ¶ By virtue of a writ of execution, issued out of the 1st judicial district court for Santa Fe county, N.M., and to me directed by the clerk of 

said court, for the sum of $796.47, with 5 per cent interest thereon from Nov. 27, 1896, and costs, I have levied upon and will offer for sale at public 
auction to the last and highest bidder for cash, before the principal front door of the court house, in the city of Santa Fe, Santa Fe county, N.M., on 

Tuesday, December 29, 1896, at the hour of 10 o’clock in the forenoon of said day, all the right, title, interest and claim of the defendant, Lincoln-Lucky 

& Lee Mining company, in and to the following described property and mining claims, all situated in the New Placer mining district, Santa Fe county, 
N.M., near the town of San Pedro, to wit: ¶ The Amazon lode mining claim… The Mystic Shriner lode mining claim… The Virginia lode mining 

claim… The Middleton lode mining claim… The Midnight lode mining claim… The Denver Belle lode mining claim… The Homestake No.2 lode 

mining claim… W.P. Cunningham, Sheriff. By T.H. Tucker, Deputy. [SFDNM] 
1897 Ter.Sup.Court case; William P. Cunningham vs Louis D. Lugar 

1897January25; The damage suit of L.D. Sugar, of San Pedro, against ex-Sheriff W.P. Cunningham, of this county, and Mandell Brothers, of Albuquerque, 

which was to have come up this morning, was put off by Judge Laughlin until Wednesday. Sugar claims damages to the amount of $4,000, claiming that 
his stock of goods was unjustly and illegally attached. [SFDNM] 

1897February1; The Cunningham case, which was on trial in the district court last week, was finished Saturday night. The plaintiff in the case was L.D. 

Sugar, of San Pedro, and Mendell Bros., of Albuquerque, defendants, Mr. Cunningham being a party to the action by reason of an attachment made by 
him. The jury brought in a verdict giving Mr. Sugar $8,282 damages. [SFDNM] 

1897February15; W.P. Cunningham expects to leave in a few days for Bolanca, state of Jalisco, Mexico, where he has mining interests. [SFDNM] 

1897July22; List Of Cases. [Supreme Court] August 6 – 714, W.P. Cunningham, Sheriff of Santa Fe county and Mandell Bros. vs. Louis D. Sugar. 
[SFDNM] 

1897August26; Judge Bantz handed down an opinion in case No.714, W.P. Cunningham, sheriff of Santa Fe county and Mandell Bros., plaintiff in error, vs. 

Louis D. Sugar, defendant in error, error to Sant6a Fe county, in which the cause was received and remanded for new trial. [SFDNM] 
1898March18; W.P. Cunningham was arrested today on a charge sworn out by John Conway, proprietor of the Bon Ton, who claims Cunningham owes a 

$10.75 board bill at the Bon Ton. Justice Gorman placed the man under $200 bonds. [SFNM] 

1898December14; No.3745. Louis P. Sugar vs. W.P. Cunningham et al.; set for trial Tuesday, December 20. [SFNM] 
1898December14; No.3837. Page B. Otero vs. W.P. Cunningham: continued. [SFNM] 

1898December17; …set for trial. No.3745. Louis P. Sugar vs. W.P. Cunningham et al.: trespass; N.B. Laughlin and A.B. Renehan for the plaintiffs. 

[SFNM] 

1900March5; The District Court. …On the Criminal Docket. William P. Cunningham, insulting while armed… [SFNM] 

1906 Ter.Sup.Court case; William P. Cunningham, et al vs Eugene A. Fiske 

1907February23; demit to William F. Cunningham [Historical Register of Membership (Cerrillos Lodge #19)] 
-  attestor  - 

1882January3 (loc); T.A. Maddux (locators); Hammond Lode, lying W of Globe Democrat, N&E of Ethel Lode, near Bethshebe Claim, about ¾ mi Westerly from Cash Entry 
mine, S from Turqois Mtn, in LCMD; 500’NE 1000’SW 150’ea side; attest W.P. Cunningham, J.R. Maddux, recorded 5January1882 [Locations & Mining Deeds 
F#15410 p.28] 

1882January3 (loc); Locator T.A. Maddux; Hammond lode, 1500’ linear, in LCmD, 500’NE & 1000’SW, with 150’ on ea side, Lying W of Globe 

Democrat N and E of the Ethel lode claim and near the Bethshebe claim ca 3/4mi westerly from Cash Entry mine. Also in a Sly course from Turquoise 
Mtn. Attest W.P. Cunningham, J.R. Maddux. Filed for record 3Jan82 and recorded same day N.B. Laughlin Recorder E.F. Nisbet Dept. {Cerrillos 

Mining Records Book 5 p.60} 



1882August28 POL; A. Thompson, W.P. Cunningham swear before Jordan B. Cottle NP that at least $100 worth of work has been performed upon 

Mountain Boy Mining claim, in LCMD, for 1882. such expenditure was made by P.F. Herlow, Hy Atkinson + F. Dimick, owners of said claim. Filed 
for record 22Feb83 and duly recorded the same day Arthur A. Cruttenden Recorder. {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 6 p.137} 

1883November16 POL; Geo L. Wyllys, W.P. Cunningham swear before Jordan B. Cottle NP that at least $100 worth of work has been performed upon 

Bernalillo Lode, in LCMD, during the year ending 31Dec83. Such expenditure was made by Simon Filger and David J. Miller owners of said claim. 
Filed for record 17Nov83 and recorded same day S.A. Larock Recorder, {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 7 p.45} 

1883December22 POL; G.L. Wyllys, W.P. Cunningham swear before Andrew D. Giles NP that there has been at least $100 worth of work upon 45 Lode 

Loc 20Jun79 ca 2000’ NW from Turquois Mtn and directly S of the Pole Pick claim; Silver Bank Lode ca 1300’ SW from Great Western Mining 
claim and is the SW extension of Plata Verdi No2 Lode, all in the CMD, for 1883, at the expense of the present owner or owners. Filed for record 

22Dec83 and recorded same day S.A. Larock Recorder, {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 7 p.53} 

1884January7 POL; Wm P. Cunningham, Geo L. Wyllys swear before C. Wells Justice of the Peace Precinct No10 that at least $100 worth of labor has 
been performed on Col Marsh Lode in LCMD, for the year ending 31Dec83 said expenditure was made at the request of the owners of said claim. 

Filed for record 7Jan84 and recorded same day S.A. Larock Recorder, {Cerrillos Mining Records Book 7 p.65} 

1884February26; POL for 1883; J.R. Maddux, W.P. Cunningham swear before C. Wells Justice of the Peace at least $100 worth of labor Crown Point No.2, South West 
lodes, in LCMD; recorded 27February1884 [Locations & Mining Deeds F#15410 p.653] 

 
1967; The gravels (of Cunningham Gulch) form a mesa, the upper part of the old debris fan from the gulch, and this is dotted with shafts and pits. A considerable area is 

occupied by the gravels and it is stated that much profitable ground remains. The depth of the angular wash increases with distance from the mountains and in some 
places has been found to be more than 100 feet…Dolores Gulch, which lies to the west of Cunningham Gulch, was less rich. Arroyo Viejo, between the two, also 
carried some good values in gold…The fineness of the gold is said to be 918; in part it is coarse, many nuggets being reported. Placer gold is also found at the south 
side of the mountains, but the gravels are less rich. [Lindgren (Waldemar Lindgren, L.C. Graton, & C.H. Gordon) in NMBM&MR 1967 p.47] 

________________________________________________________________ 

 * Curran * Curren * Currant * 
Prof. Curran    - of StaFe 

1894December15; The Spanish club organized under Prof. Curran’s direction holds weekly meetings for the study of that mellifluous language. The 
meeting last night was held at the residence of Mrs. Hurt. [SFDNM] 

 

Currant    - of Currant & Yeager;  Otero co. 
1899July13; Otero County. The Last Hope, a fraction claim owned by Currant & Yeager, is showing up good ore from a 45-foot shaft. [SFNM] 

 

Dan Curran    - Ortiz Mine grant 
1881September12(loc); Dan Curran, C.A. Multon, P.D. Omara, F.C. Hoar, E.B. Omara, F. Mitchell, C.J. Crossan, K. Milton, locators Galisteo Placer 

160ac 1500’N+S 2400’ea side, ca ½ mi S by a little W of Ortiz Station on ATSFRR, in CMD, rec 26Nov81 [b.D p.718] 

 

James Curran    - wife is Mary Curran;  of NY 
1899July31; Turquois Owners Sue. Numerous Relatives of the Turquois-King of Otero County Go to Court. Louis DeMeules of Otero county, Gilbert 

DeMeules of El Paso, Clara Beaudreau of Red Lake Falls, Minn., Elizabeth Laferriere of Minneapolis, Lydia Crawford of New York, Emma Evelleigh 

of Dexter, commenced a suit in El Paso against A.H. Richards of El Paso, James Curran of New York, Charles Roat of New York, and Germain 

DeMeules of New York, saying that the defendants refuse to recognize them as entitled to a fine collection of turquois now in the hands of A.H. 
Richards, jeweler. The value of the turquois is estimated at $7,787.18. Plaintiffs set forth that Mary Curran is the owner of an undivided one-eighteenth, 

and Germain DeMeules nine-eighteenths interest, and Mary Curran, Salina Roat and Germain De Meules deny the plaintiffs have any interest in the 
property. Plaintiffs pray that the court order the property sold, and that each be given part of the proceeds. The turquois belongs to the estate of the late 

A.J. DeMeules. [SFNM] 

 

Thomas J. Curran    - photographer of StaFe & Abq 
1894May1; Photographer T.J. Curren has gone to Hunter, on the Chama river, where he was called by letter to come and take photographic views of the 

Bucyrus placer gold machine, now so successfully at work. [SFDNM] 

1894May4; Photographer T.J. Curren has returned from Chama river, where he took some twenty views of the Bucyrus Placer company’s new mill and a 
dozen views of scenes along the river showing those immense deposits of gold bearing gravel. …Mr. Robert Hunter and his New York backers… Mr. 

Curren also met Mr. Joyce, of Montreal, partner of Mr. A. James Cockburn, who has extensive placer holdings on the Rio Chama. [SFDNM] 

1894May9; Messrs. A.J. Meyer, second vice-president, and William R. Watson, secretary of the Bucyrus Placer company at the Chama, recently passed 
through Santa Fe en route to Milwaukee and Buffalo. the gentlemen refused to be interviewed in detail respecting the operations of their company, but 

from Mr. T.J. Curran, who took forty photographs of the mill and placer fields last week, and other trustworthy sources... [SFDNM] 

1895September27; Mr. T.J. Curran returned last night from the famous Jemez hot springs where he left Mrs. Curran very comfortably domiciled. She will 
be absent one month. [SFDNM] 

21st person to be Past Master of Montezuma Lodge 
1896; Thomas J. Curran, Grand Master of Montezuma Lodge No.1 [Seven Score & Ten; Montezuma Lodge No.1 2001 p.19] 
1896July21; Photogrpaher T.J. Curran is turning out some very attractive pictures of the Mexican woman “healer,” Santa Teresa, now creating such a furore 

at El Paso. [SFDNM] 
1896November21; Among the applicants for the Santa Fe postmastership are Simon Nusbaum, Milo Hill and Capt. F.P. Crichton. A.J. Fischer is also 

mentioned as is T.J. Curren, the photographer. [SFDNM] 

1897August14; Mr. T.J. Curran, photographer of Santa Fe, was in Cerrillos and Madrid Wednesday. He may be induced to locate here. – Cerrillos Rustler. 
[SFDNM] 

1897November23; Mr. T.J. Curran was up from Albuquerque yesterday on a visit to his wife, and reported that the greater part of the money necessary to 

construct the low-line irrigation ditch near the Duke City had been subscribed, and that the enterprise was assured. He has leased his photograph gallery 
in this city to Miss Birich of Washington City, who took charge today, and expects to move to Albuquerque in the near future. [SFDNM] 

1897December10; T.J. Curran and wife, who recently moved to Albuquerque from this city, will occupy a residence on the corner of Eighth and Marquette 

street, that city. [SFDNM] 



1898June17; T.J. Curran, of Albuquerque, is a guest at the Palace. He is here to attend the hearing in the case of the Albuquerque Land & Irrigation 

company. – At the Palace: Neill B. Field, A.B. Reading, T.J. Curran, Albuquerque… [SFNM]   
1898August13; Thomas J. Curran and H.J. Emerson, of Albuquerque, returned last night from a business trip to Chama. [SFNM] 

1899August21; At the Claire: J.M. James and son, Edward Thompson, Madrid; Mrs. R.W. Bullock, Bland; T.J. Curran, Albuquerque... [SFNM] 

1899September28; T.J. Curran, of the New Mexico Mining Record, is in the capital today from Albuquerque. – At the Claire: T.J. Curran, Albuquerque… 
[SFNM] 

1899November8; Mr. and Mrs. P.F. Weitfie and T.J. Curran left for Bland this forenoon. Mr. and Mrs. Weitfie intend to stay two weeks at Bland, and do 

photographic work at the camp. [SFNM] 
1900February5; The Golden Cochiti Tunnel Company to-day filed articles of incorporation in the office of Territorial Secretary Wallace. The incorporators 

and directors are: Harvey B. Fergusson, George W. Stubbs, Joseph C. Balbridge, Thomas J. Curran and William K. Jenks, of Albuquerque, where the 

headquarters of the company will be situated. It will carry on mining operations in the Cochiti district. The capital is $1,000,000, divided into 100,000 
non-assessable shares. [SFNM] 

1900February22; T.J. Curran, of Albuquerque, publisher of the New Mexico Mining record, is a visitor in the city. [SFNM] 

1900February27; Cochiti Tunnel. A.R. Gibson, of this city, will in a few days leave for the east to interest eastern capital in the proposed Cochiti tunnel. He 
is financially interested in the company which was organized by Albuquerque citizens who have interests in the Cochiti district. As will be remembered 

the company was organized some time ago and incorporated with a capital of $1,000,000, divided into 100,000 shares at a par value of $10 each; 

40,500 shares is treasury stock, which will be preferred stock. Last week the company elected the following officers: President, Thomas J. Curran; vice 
president and treasurer, Joseph C. Baldridge; secretary, George W. Stubbs; general manager and superintendent, William Jenks; attorneys, Harvey B. 

Fergusson and Samuel B. Gillett. The first five gentlemen named are also directors. [SFNM] 

1900March15; Thomas J. Curran returned to Albuquerque last evening. [SFNM] 

1908; the first automobiles in ABQ; T.J. Curran, mining man, a Winton. He was a tall, blond Englishman who knew more about promoting than he did about mines. [For Me 
the Sun, R.A. Stamm p. 140] 

1913 Jura-Trias Copper Company. Office: Commercial Club Bldg., Albuquerque, N.M. Mine office: Señorito, Sandoval Co., N.M. Thos J. Curran, 

president; Geo W. Stubbs, secretary and treasurer. Organized October, 1900, under laws of New Mexico, with capitalization $1,000,000, shares $1 par. 

Lands, sundry copper claims and a gold mine, located circa 35 miles from a railroad, showing large bodies of low-grade ore, giving average assays of 
3.8% copper. Has a 25-ton smelter and has been experimenting with a new reduction process. [The Copper Handbook, Horace Jared Stevens, Walter 

Harvey Weed, p.709, 1913] 

 
W. Curren    - of Deming 

1882January2; Florida Mtns. …in Carbonate Gulch. It contains galena carbonates, which it is claimed, assays 69 per cent lead and 126 oz. silver. This mine 
is owned by T.Gandrew, W. Curren and Germain & Co., of Deming. These parties own in all twelve mines.  …W.B. Sloan. [SFDNM] 

________________________________________________________________ 

 * Currigan *   

James W. Currigan    - Dolores, Denver 
1894October22; At the Bon Ton hotel; R. Ortiz, Galisteo; F. Romero, Dolores; Dan Carter, R.J. Ewing, Glorieta; J.W. Currigan, Dolores; D.F. Taylor, 

Dolores; W.H. Coleman, jr., F. La Page, Cerrillos. [SFDNM] 

1899November7; James Corrigan of Denver, is in the city on his way to the Ortiz grant. – At the Exchange: R.C. Dooley, Denver; James Corrigan, 
Denver… [SFNM] 

1900July24; At the Exchange: James Corrigan, Cerrillos... [SFNM] 

1900July25; James Corrigan, a son of the irrepressible Martin Corrigan, of Denver, and who has been long employed as amalgamator at the Ortiz 
company’s gold mill near Dolores, was in the city to-day. He came deputized by the twenty employes of the company to consult an attorney about some 

action, a mechanic’s lien, possibly, that will bring the men two months and seven days’ pay now due. He says the employes quit work in a body recently 

because they could not get their wages. They know the mine to be paying well, and offered to resume work provided the St. Louis owners of the 
property would agree to have all bullion deposited in the First National Bank at Santa Fe until all past due wages were paid, but the company ignored 

this proposition. H.E. Bigot, the manager, has gone to St. Louis, and Superintendent Jackson, acting under instructions from St. Louis, has taken the 
pumps out of the mine. This is a mysterious move, because it can have no other effect than to flood the 450 and 400 foot levels. Properly handled, Mr. 

Corrigan, who has handled the bullion there for many a year, says this is one of the best gold properties in the west, and the men are at a loss to 

understand what tangle the company is into that makes it necessary to stop the pumps. – At the Exchange: James Corrigan, Cerrillos… [SFNM] 
1900August16; Ortiz Mine Closes Down. Its Owners Seem to Be in Financial Trouble. The Ortiz mine and mill have again closed down. In the office of the 

county clerk there has been filed a deed or trust by Geo E. Bigot, president; A.M. Russell, secretary, both of St. Louis, acting for the Ortiz Mine 

company, which conveys the entire property to Edward G. Winege, of St. Louis, in trust, to secure the payment of various sums borrowed from time to 
time and aggregating $100,000. ¶ Another instrument affecting the Ortiz Mine company, or rather nine of them, is going of record today. James 

Corrigan, Wm R. Conner and seven others long in the employ of the company have filed a mechanic’s lien on the mine, leasehold, machinery, apparatus 

and all mechanical appliances of the company. They claim two months and seven days pay due them, and have employed A.B. Renehan to enforce 
collection. The amount involved in the mechanic’s lien suits is in the neighborhood of $1,000. [SFNM] 

1900November2; Attorney A.B. Renehan this forenoon filed a suit in the district court for Santa Fe county, entitled William W. Atchison, Joseph Almo, 

Philip Semler, William L. Connor, James Corrigan, John Hulskotter, John Stewart, Geo O’Neill, George Rice, Nathan E. Terrill, James W. Williams, 

William W. Wagner vs. The Ortiz Mining Company, Philip Chew, trustee, et al, for wages and material alleged to be due to plaintiffs. [SFNM] 

1901May13; A decree in accordance with the findings of the referee, Colonel George W. Knaebel, in the case of William, W. Atchison et al, vs. The Ortiz 

Mining company et al, to recover on mechanics’ liens for labor, has been signed in the district court for Santa Fe county. Judgment for the following 
sums has been given in favor of William W. Atchison $94.50; William W. Wagner $99.00; James W. Williams $143.60; Nathan E. Terrill $78.50; 

George Rice $115.05; George O’Neill $153.30; John Stewart $122.50; John Hulskotter $89.10; William L. Connor $168.35; Phil Semler $59.90; Joe 

Almo $57.75; James Corrigan $135.30. [SFNM] 
 

Martin D. Currigan    - Denver 
1895December3; Martin D. Currigan, of Denver, has completed arrangements to erect one of his mills at Wolf Creek. He has two in New Mexico and treats 

$2.00 ore at a profit, says the Denver Republican. [SFDNM] 
1900July25; James Corrigan, a son of the irrepressible Martin Corrigan, of Denver, and who has been long employed as amalgamator at the Ortiz 

company’s gold mill near Dolores, was in the city to-day. He came deputized by the twenty employes of the company to consult an attorney about some 



action, a mechanic’s lien, possibly, that will bring the men two months and seven days’ pay now due. He says the employes quit work in a body recently 

because they could not get their wages. They know the mine to be paying well, and offered to resume work provided the St. Louis owners of the 
property would agree to have all bullion deposited in the First National Bank at Santa Fe until all past due wages were paid, but the company ignored 

this proposition. H.E. Bigot, the manager, has gone to St. Louis, and Superintendent Jackson, acting under instructions from St. Louis, has taken the 

pumps out of the mine. This is a mysterious move, because it can have no other effect than to flood the 450 and 400 foot levels. Properly handled, Mr. 
Corrigan, who has handled the bullion there for many a year, says this is one of the best gold properties in the west, and the men are at a loss to 

understand what tangle the company is into that makes it necessary to stop the pumps. – At the Exchange: James Corrigan, Cerrillos… [SFNM] 

________________________________________________________________ 

 * Curry * 
Curry    - Organ, Doña Ana co. 
1900July25; Learned and Curry are pushing work on the Merrimac at Organ. [SFNM] 

 

George Curry  (b.LA 13?3Apr1861  d.ABQ 24Nov1947)    - of Lincoln, Roswell, Otero co., StaFe 

George Curry, =Curry county, came to NM in 1877 from Dodge City KS, served as Lincoln County sheriff in 1892, and then TerGov. He was still in office when Charles 
Adolphus Scheurich in 1909 almost singlehandedly persuaded the legislature to create a new count from N Roosevelt and S Quay cos. [The Place Names of NM, 
R.Julyan] 

Before running across George Curry at Trinidad, I had known him back in the Granada days of 1873. He was then only ten or eleven years old and was living with an uncle, 
John Riney, who ran a small dairy. …Shortly afterward, George Curry left for Lincoln County, then another extremely lawless part of the state, and became clerk for 
J.C. DeLaney, post-trader at Fort Stanton, where he remained until 1884. Then he moved to Lincoln, the county seat of Lincoln County, working for James J. Dolan of 
Lincoln County War fame, who by that time was on the road to becoming a respected citizen. He was the county treasurer. George Curry became his chief deputy, and 
in this manner got his start in politics. After holding several county offices, he was elected by the Democrats of Lincoln, Chaves, Eddy, Doña Ana and Grant Counties 
as territorial senator from that district, and when the Legislature convened was duly elected President of the Senate. …When President Roosevelt forced the 
resignation of Governor H.J. Hagerman, he appointed George Curry his successor. …George Curry had been a life-long Democrat until his association with Theodore 
Roosevelt. Then he decided to leave the Democratic Party for good and aligned himself with the Republicans. When New Mexico became a state, George Curry was 
elected Representative to Congress on the Republican ticket. [My Life on the Frontier] 

1895March1; [Legislature] Under the Leaden resolution providing for a committee for the investigation of the White Ash mine disaster, President Curry has 

appointed Councilman Victory, while Speaker Dame’s appointments are Messrs. Leaden and Carr. ¶ …Speaker Dame and Councilman Perea went to 
Cerrillos last night on their mission as the majority of the relief committee for the White Ash mine sufferers. They were met there by Archbishop 

Chapelle the remaining member of the committee. [SFDNM] 

1895April20; Hon. Geo Curry, of Lincoln, is expected in the city in a day or two. It is understood that he is preparing to leave Lincoln and settle at Roswell, 
where he will engage in the real estate business. [SFDNM] 

1895April30; Hon. Geo Curry arrived from Lincoln county this morning and is being cordially greeted by his host of capital city friends. He will be a guest 

at the palace for a day or two. – At the Palace: George Curry, Lincoln... [SFDNM] 
1895June4; At the Palace: George Curry, Roswell... [SFDNM] 

1895July8; Hon. George Curry took possession of the district court clerk’s office at Socorro on the first of the month. [SFDNM] 

1896September28; At the Palace: Ada Sparks, Rio Pecos; W.E. Dame, Cerrillos; L. Freund, New York; M.J. Holland, J.L. Christopher, H. Schlegel, 
Madrid; C. Whittlesey, Los Angeles; V.S. Shelby, El Paso; Geo Curry, Roswell; A.B. Fall, Las Cruces; W.A. Hawkins, Silver City; J.Y. Hewitt, J.E. 

Wharton, Sol C. Wiener, White Oaks. [SFDNM] 

1898April28; Wire me here at once if you can appoint C.L. Ballard second lieutenant. He draws a good salary from Mrashal Foraker and we much offer him 
some inducements. …George Curry. [SFNM] 

1898May6; John V. Morrison, son of Collector A.L. Morrison, has enlisted as a volunteer in Captain George Curry’s troop. [SFNM] 

1899March16; Captain George Curry, of Tularosa, arrived from the south last night, and is in the capital today on official business. He is at the Palace. 
[SFNM] 

1899August28; Captain George Curry, sheriff of Otero county, who has been in the city several days, was officially notified yesterday that he had been 

appointed a second lieutenant of the cavalry regiment now forming in the Philippines of discharged volunteers. ¶ Captain Curry has been eager for a 
soldier’s life ever since Roosevelt’s regiment was mustered out of service, and when the notice of his appointment came it did not take him long to make 

up his mind about the matter, and he promptly wired his acceptance. ¶ He will resign as sheriff of Otero county within the next few days... – El Paso 

Herald. [SFNM] 
1907-1910 Territorial Governor 
1907April19: Gov. H.J. Hagerman has resigned, says an AP dispatch from Washington, D.C. and President Theodore Roosevelt has appointed George Curry, 

governor of Samar Province, P.I., as governor of the Territory of New Mexico. Capt. Curry joined the Rough Riders at Tularosa, N.M. It was in that organi-
zation that the president made his acquaintance. [SFNM 100yrs] 

1907August10: Pat F. Garrett, for 20 years one of the best-known citizens of New Mexico but for years past of El Paso, where he is engaged in the real estate 
business, was here for the inauguration of Gov. George Curry. He was sheriff of various New Mexico counties in by-gone days and was the peace officer who 
finally disposed of the notorious Billy the Kid. [SFNM 100yrs] 

1907August12: The determination of Gov. Curry to retain Supt. Marion Littrell as superintendent of the penitentiary, to which he was appointed by acting Gov. 
James W. Raynolds, will meet with the approval of the fair-minded and decent citizenry of the Territory. [SFNM 100yrs] 

1908April5: Gov. Curry was 45 years old yesterday, and received congratulations by mail and by telegraph. Last evening he was entertained at an informal 

birthday party by Mrs. A.M. Bergere. [SFNM 100yrs] 
1908April11: M.M. Padgett, editor of the Las Vegas Optic, and John S. Clark, member of the San Miguel County Board of Commissioners, arrived in the city last 

evening. They came to call on Gov. George Curry regarding the proposed Las Vegas reservoir. [SFNM 100yrs] 
1908July19: Gov. George Curry went this morning via the Santa Fe Central to Estancia on a special train. The governor was accompanied by Robert Law, 

president of the railroad. Ex-Gov. M.A. Otero Sr. was also one of the party. [SFNM 100yrs] 

1908November7; (New Mexican) Governor Curry @ once informed Sheriff Charles C Closson + ordered him to investigate the affair, thoroughly + if there was any 
foundation for Mr Mc Nulty’s story to see th@ he was offered every protection. So far as could be learned, to-day nothing of the kind occurred there + it is believed th@ 
Mr McNulty probably had a bad dream last night in which he imagined the Indians were after him. [McNulty papers (P.McCraw) b.15] 

1908December2; (McNulty to Parker) I am perfectly convinced th@ owing to the false way th@ the Governor has acted towards me + yourself th@ he is in sympathy with 
Solomon Luna, (who is the National Republican Committee man) who is putting up the money for Mariana Sena to beat the Grant Case, My candid opinion is th@ we 
will never get any protection from the Governor, Sheriff or Mounted Police... [McNulty papers (P.McCraw) b.15] 

1908December29: Gov. George Curry has appointed Col. E.C. Abbott of this city as district attorney for the Counties of Taos and Santa Fe. R.C. Gortner resigned 
and has left this city to take up his residence in Los Angeles, Calif., where he has opened a law office. [SFNM 100yrs] 



1909February26: Gov. George Curry today signed the bill creating Curry County out of northern Roosevelt and southern Quay County with Clovis as county seat. 

[SFNM 100yrs] 
1909March10: Council Joint Resolution 13 provides for the substitution of the word "Confederates" for that of Rebels' and corrects the spelling of the word 

"February" on the Soldiers Monument in the Plaza of Santa Fe. Gov. George Curry has offered to pay for the change out of his contingency fund. The 
resolution was adopted over the remonstrance of ex-Gov. L. Bradford Prince on the ground that no matter what action was taken it would be misconstrued. 
[SFNM 100yrs] 

1909March17: Col. W.H.H. Llewellyn recalled at Gov. George Curry's legislative banquet Saturday evening that the first American blood shed in the war with 

Spain, aside from that of Ens. Bagley, was that of George W. Armijo of the Rough Riders who is at present probate clerk of Santa Fe County. Sgt. Armijo was 
wounded at Las Guasimas. [SFNM 100yrs] 

1909March26: Gov. George Curry expects to go to Raton in a week or two to inspect the road that is being built by penitentiary convicts from Raton to the 
Colorado boundary. [SFNM 100yrs] 

1909April13: Judge John R. McFie was elected president, Dr. R.W. Cirwin, vice president, and Territorial Secretary Nathan Jaffa, secretary, at the first meeting of 
the Board of Trustees of the New Mexico Museum the other afternoon at Gov. George Curry's office at the Capitol. The Old Palace was accepted for the 
museum. [SFNM 100yrs] 

1909April24: Capt. John W. Green today tendered his resignation as superintendent to the territorial penitentiary to Gov. George Curry. His successor, as yet to 
be named, won't take over until June 1. [SFNM 100yrs] 

1909July9: Gov. George Curry today completed the Board of Trustees of the Spanish-American Normal School at El Rito by appointing Squire Hart Jr. of 
Ranchos de Taos a member of the board. [SFNM 100yrs] 

1909July28: Gov. George Curry is expected home tomorrow evening on AT&SF Train No. 1 from Raton and Springer and will leave Thursday afternoon for El 
Rito, Rio Arriba County, with ex-Gov. L. Bradford Prince and Dr. J.H. Sloan, trustees of the Spanish-American Reform School to organize the board and work 
the school. Superintendent of Public Instruction J.E. Clark will join the party at Española. [SFNM 100yrs] 

1909August10: The grader ordered by the territory for work on the Scenic Highway between Santa Fe and the Upper Pecos has arrived and will be put into 
commission today. A gang of convicts is working on the road below the large reservoir and preparations are being completed for establishing next week a 
convicts' camp above Monument Rock. Gov. George Curry, Penitentiary Supt. J.W. Raynolds and Territorial Engineer Vernon L. Sullivan are very much 
interested in this work. [SFNM 100yrs] 

1909September1: Gov. George Curry has tendered Hon. Venceslao Jaramillo of El Rito, Rio Arriba County, the position of coal oil inspector to succeed Samuel 
B. Grimshaw who will be postmaster of Santa Fe. [SFNM 100yrs] 

1910January19: B.F. Pankey of Lamy was appointed by Gov. George Curry before his departure for Washington as a member of the Territorial Cattle Sanitary 
Board. He succeeds Cole Railston, who resigned. [SFNM 100yrs] 

 

J. W. Curry    - of Madrid 

1895May17; Mr. J.W. Curry, late superintendent of the big coal breaker at Madrid, was in town last night visiting Mr. and Mrs. McFadyean. He has 

resigned his position of Madrid and will return to his home in Pennsylvania. [SFDNM] 
 

James Curry  (b.NY 1847  d.SalidaCO 25Oct1897)    - conductor of Las Vegas & Española 
Jim Curry, a conductor on the Chili Line… was one who helped develop the great apple raising industry in the Espanola Valley. Curry planted several thousand trees in what 

is now Sombrillo and between runs on the D&RG watered and pruned until fruit production was an economic success. [Chili Line, John A. Gjevre, 1969] 
Chili (Santa Fe). on US 84, at junction of the Rio Chama and the Rio Ojo Caliente. Station on old D&RG RR, which was called locally “the chili line”. [T.M. Pearce 1965] 
1882June30; Jim Curry, of Las Vegas, came over from that place yesterday, and put his name on the book at the Palace hotel. [SFDNM] 
1882July2; Conductor Jim Curry is doing the square thing on the branch during the absence of Conductor Hawkins. He is one of the company’s best men. 

[SFDNM] 

1882July16; Conductor Curry will take a passenger run on the main line, so says Dame Rumor. He is a good man, and knows his business. [SFDNM] 
1882September20; Jim Curry, of the A.,T.&S.F. railroad, was in the city yesterday. He is the conductor who took the run from Lamy to Santa Fe during the 

absence of the conductor with the flowing beard, as “she” is known among the fair ones. [SFDNM] 

1894February22; In San Ildefonso Canon, thirty miles directly west of Santa Fe, the new placer discoveries have been christened “the Phantom Placers.” 
…Conductor Jim Curry, of Espanola, came out of the canon last night bringing 150 pounds of gold bearing sand which he and Charlie Scheurich and 

others took to Antonito to-day to be sampled by a Clear Creek, Colo. device… [SFDNM] 

1895April19; At the Palace: Jim Curry, Espanola... [SFDNM] 
1895May8; [weather reports] Espanola – Jim Curry... [SFDNM] 

1895November29; At the Palace: Jim Curry and son, Espanola... [SFDNM] 

1896May1; Phil Stimmell and Jim Curry, two of the nicest and most respected of the veteran conductors in the D.&R.G. service, are now running in and out 
of Santa Fe. Solid men they who know their business. [SFDNM] 

1896August17; Conductor Jim Curry rode over El Macho trail on horseback yesterday and dined with Dr. Sparks at the old Cooper place on the Pecos. He 

made the round trip in ten hours and ten minutes. Anybody who has been over the Macho route will appreciate the fact that this is pretty fast trail 
riding. [SFDNM] 

1896September7; The picturesque mountain canons about Santa Fe were full of visitors yesterday. … The Teseque and Nambe canons were invaded by Jim 

Curry, Alderman Lewis, Mr. Hannam, Earnest Mecke and Henry Kaune. [SFDNM] 
1896October8; T.A. Goodwin, Cy Smith, John Hull and Jim Curry, jr., have gone on a camp hunt to the headwaters of the Rio Santa Cruz. [SFDNM] 

1897January27; At the Palace: Jim Curry, Espanola… [SFDNM] 

1897August13; Conductor Curry, of the D.&R.G. road, has taken his train run again, after a vacation spent in fishing and looking after his fruit ranch in the 
Espanola valley. [SFDNM] 

1897October25; Mr. James Curry, who is now in the Salida hospital suffering from the effects of an operation performed for appendicitis, is reported as 

better today. [SFDNM] 
1897October26; Death Of James Curry. …for many years a conductor on the New Mexico division of the Denver & Rio Grande railroad, died at the 

railroad hospital in Salida, Colo., last night, as the result of an operation arimed to cure a critical case of appendicitis. …James Curry was born in New 
York 50 years ago and began life as a railroad telegraph operator in his native state at the age of 16 years. In 1880, he secured a position as conductor of 

a passenger train on the C.&R.G. railroad (then known as the “baby narrow gauge”), and since then has been in continuous service… [SFDNM] 

1897December10; Mr. John Britt, who has been a conductor on the main line of the D.&R.G. for a number of years, has been transferred to the Santa Fe 
branch, to take the run formerly in the late James Curry’s charge. he took out his first train this morning. [SFDNM] 

________________________________________________________________ 

 
Curryell see Coryell 

________________________________________________________________ 



 * Curtin * 
Leonora Curtin    - Cienega 

1933December; Elfego Pino & wife Imelda Baca de Pino, sell several large tracts, over 400 acres, to the Curtin family for $10; 3tracts of Claim#526; tracts 

1&2 of Claim 371; Claims #339, 342, 527, 341, 338; lots 1, 2, 3 T15N R8E Sec4; lot 4 T16N R8E Sec33 <all parcels were patented originally to Jose 
Gonzales y Carrillo. 

1939January; Leonora S. Curtin & Leonora F. Curtin buy 2 tracts of land from the First National Bank of SF; 1) all of Small Holding Claim #347 patented 

to Jose Rafael Mares; & Small Holding Claim #2766 patented to Santa Ana Mares; & Samll Holding Claim #1175 patented to Trinidad Alarid. 2) 
beginning at the same point in the arroyo and on the southern boundary of Jose Manuel Pino’s land, otherwise known as Small Claims Holding #1199, 

originally part of the larger Small Holding Claim #921 in T16N R8E Sec33 patented to Leon Mares. Total price is $10. 

 
T. E. Curtin 
1901January5; District Court Notes. In the divorce case of Luis Graham vs. Maggie Graham, T.F. Curtin has been appointed to take testimony. [SFNM] 
1901April11; T.E. Curtin, Esq., will within a few days leave for New York City to spend two months. [SFNM] 

________________________________________________________________ 

 * Curtis * 
Charles H. Curtis    - of Silver City, Hanover, Socorro 

1895March14; F.G. Condon and C.H. Curtis, of the Silver City & Northern railroad, with a party of moneyed friends, passed down the road last night en 

route to Silver City. [SFDNM] 

1895November11; [Grant county] The American Lead and Zinc company’s smelter was compelled to shut down last week to make repairs on the boiler, but 

is again running full blast. …The manager, C.H. Curtis, and his efficient official assistants, Messrs. Brotherton and Dawson, are entitled to much credit 

for the success of the institution. [SFDNM] 
1896January17; The following corporations have filed articles with the territorial secretary: The Graphic Mining Company – Incorporators, H. LeB Mills 

and Singleton M. Ashenfelter, of Colorado Springs, and Charles H. Curtis, of Hanover, N.M.; objects, mining and kindred pursuits; capital stock, 

$2,000,000; life, fifty years; directors, J.B.M. Grosvenor, John R. Stuyvesant, T.G. Gordon, of New York City; Charles H. Curtis and A.E. Dawson, of 
Hanover, N.M.; principal place of business, New York City with a New Mexico office at Hanover. [SFDNM] 

1896July29; C.H. Curtis, superindendent of the Arizona and New Mexico Smelting company, writes the Enterprise that there is a market for the zinc-lead 

ores and pyrite zinc ores of this section, which heretofore have been an unacceptable product at the smelters. There are several mines in the vicinity 
which have heretofore been unable to dispose of this class of zinc-lead product. The smelting works at Canon City, Colo., is now in the market for the 

purchase of such ores. – Silver City Enterprise. [SFDNM] 

1898June14; The Commodore Mining company has filed articles of incorporation with the secretary of the territory. Neill F. Bailey, Deming; Cornelius 
Bennet and Singleton M. Ashenfelter, of Silver City, are incorporators. J.B.M. Grosvenor, New York; T.C. Condon, New York; C.B. Bosworth, 

Deming; Charles H. Curtis, Socorro, and S.M. Ashenfelter, Silver City, are named as directors. ¶ The object of the company is the production of gold, 

silver, lead, zinc copper and iron ores. The capital stock is placed at 200,000 shares, divided into 20,000 shares of the par value of $10 per share. ¶ The 
principal place of business is Deming, New Mexico. [SFNM]   

 

Edward (Edwin) F. Curtis  (b.NY 1851>    - of Carbonateville 

  location date name of claim 

Burns, Curtis & Donovan  1/17/1880  Red Wood - owned 
FLORA owned by Curtis et al 
1880January7 (loc); E.F. Curtis, J.D. Donavan, John A. Burns; Redwood, about 1000’ N of Turquiose mtn, ¾ mi SW of Carbonateville; 750’ NE & SW, 150’ea side; witness 

Harry Koffman [Locations & Mining Deeds C#15407 p.409] 
1880June5_census: Edward Curtis, miner, 29y-o, single, born NY [NY NY], resident Los Cerrillos Carbonateville solo 
1880September1; indenture; E.(Edwin) F. Curtis, Joseph(John; Jas L. Little in certify) Little, W.(Wm) B. Guthrie, Florence Mattux(Maddux), Jessie Mattux sell for $750 to 

C.Wells whole undivided int Flora mine, N extension of little Ema, in LCMD; $160 due 15Oct80; certify N.B. Laughlin Notary Public, recorded 14September1880 
[Locations & Mining Deeds C#15407 p.479] 

1881January7; indenture; E.F. Curtis sells for $100 to W.C. Rogers, J.B. Cottle undivided 1/3 int Flora Lode, about ½ mi NE from Carbonateville, bounded SW by Little 
Emma Lode, in LCMD; attest John C. Creswell, certify 7Jan81 N.B. Laughlin Notary Public, recorded 1April1881 [Locations & Mining Deeds D#15408 p.392] 

 
George S. Curtis    - of Boston & Grant co. 
1897March26; Articles of incorporation of the Southwestern Copper company have been filed with Secretary Miller. The corporation is organized by 

Thomas F. Conway, Cornelius Bennett and George W. Miles, of Silver City, N.M., and George S. Curtis, Charles E. Jones and J. Boardman Cann, of 

Boston, Mass., for the purpose of carrying on a general mining and reduction business. Captial stock, $500,000, principal place of business, Boston, 
Mass.; New Mexico office is to be located in Pascal, Grant county. [SFDNM] 

 
Maj. J. A. Curtis    - of Denver & CMD 

1891October30; Maj. J.A. Curtis and J.C. Creidler, of Denver, who have been looking at certain mining properties in this district with a view to opening up the same, will 
return to Colorado tomorrow, undecided at present whether or not they will take hold on the propostition offered. [The Rustler, v.IV no.26] 

1891November6; Maj. Curtis and party have found some desirable properties in the Cerrillos Mining district, which they will likely make immediate arrangements to work. 
[The Rustler, v.IV no.27] 

 
Dr. J. M. Curtis    - of Socorro 

1897April27; …the Socorro Fire Clay company’s works, located just south of town, and the magnitude of the plant surprised me. The works have a capacity 
of from 7,000 to 10,000 high grade bricks per day, and are equipped with the most improved machinery and methods for handling the product, which is 

marketed in the towns of New Mexico and northern Texas. Under the supervision of Dr. J.M Curtis, superintendent and general manager… O.L.R. 

[SFDNM] 

 
John Curtis  (b.CA 1830>    - wife is Carmel Ortiz (b.MEX 1840>;  of StaFe 



1870July26_census: Carmel Ortiz, keeping house, 30y-o, born Mex, Fa&MoForeignBorn, resident Santa Fe City pct.4 in same habitation with John Curtis / John Custis, 
miner, 40y-o, b.CA, Fa&MoForeignBorn, Robert Ortiz, 8y-o, b.NM 

 
Leonard E. Curtis    - Colorado Springs 
1901December13; The American Development and Construction company has just been incorporated in Colorado, with a capital of $400,000. The new 

company numbers among its directors some of the most prominent mining men in the world. They are: John Hays Hammond and Frederick Baker of 
London, Henry A. Butters of San Francisco, H.S. May of Denver, Irving W. Bonbright, Leonard E. Curtis and Henry Hine of Colorado Springs. The 

incorporators are L.E. Curtis, H.S. May, Irving W. Bonbright, George Rex Buckman and W.E. Frehaye. ¶ The new company will operate in New 

Mexico at first especially at Lake Valley, Sierra county, and later on it is understood will carry on mining development in Colorado. The headquarters 
will be in Colorado Springs, and it is throught that Colorado Springs men will direct affairs. …Mr. Butters holds immense mining interests throughout 

the Pacific coast, Mr. Hammond is widely known as a mine expert, and Mr. Baker as president of the famous London Venture corporation. [SFNM] 

 
W. Curtis    - Cerrillos 

1894August1; At the Bon Ton; W. Curtis, Cerrillos; J.S. O’Neill, Allerton; F.B. Whiteman, Cerrillos; P.S. Brown, Aspen, Colo. [SFDNM] 

 
W. Henry Curtis    - Leadville, Denver 
1899March31; W.H. Curtis, of Leadville, is a guest at the Palace. – At the Palace: W.H. Curtis, Leadville… [SFNM] 
1899May26; W. Henry Curtis of Denver, is stopping at the Palace. [SFNM] 

 
William E. Curtis    - managing editor of Chicago Inter Ocean;  of Chicago 

1882April20; The following is from a very interesting letter written from this city by W.E. Curtis, managing editor of the Chicago “Inter Ocean” and 

published in that paper. …One of the most interesting spots in New Mexico is the old camp in the Cerrillos mountains, located twenty-five miles 
southwest of Santa Fe. These mountains comprise a group of five peaks that rise to an elevation of from 500 to 1,000 feet above the plain, with their 

surrounding foot hills, in all covering an area of thirty square miles. They contain upwards of fifty Spanish mines, abandoned two centuries ago, and 

many of them scarcely recognizable owing to the efforts of the Pueblo Indians to obliterate all traces of them at the time of the insurrection of 1680. The 
most interesting of these are the Mina del Tiro and Turquois mines a few miles north of Cerrillos station, on the Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe railroad. 

They first is a silver mine and yielded $3,000,000, according to the records of the Catholic church, which received tithes of all mines operated at that 

time. The shaft is an irregular incline, and can be decended by ladders to a depth of 120 feet, where further progress is interrupted by water. Its entire 
depth is unknown, but judging from the amount of debris at the mouth of the mine it must be at least 200 feet. ¶ the Turquoise Mine is the most famous 

of all those in the Cerrillos mountains, and the fact that nearly twenty acres of ground are covered with the waste taken from it when worked by the 

Spaniards 200 years ago, attests the extent to which they pushed their operations. The mine is now again being opened and exploited, but while an 
abundance of greenish, blue crystalline rock is found, many pieces of which are beautiful, the true turquoise has thus far been discovered in very small 

quantities. Tradition says that the turquoise mine produced the precious stone in large quantities in the olden time, and that one of the gems in the royal 

crown was made from Cerrillos Turquoise. It is also believed that it was being worked with great profit at the time of the Indian revolt. If this is true, 
American enterprise will undoubtedly push the explorations to the limits of the old Spanish workings, and open up virgin ground in which turquoise in 

large quantities may be found. ¶ In the immediate vicinity are the Bonanza and Monitor silver mines, now being actively worked; a little further away, 

Carbonateville, a promising mining camp; beyond these an open plain, covered with scrubby cedar and pinon, and beyond this, to the north, the city of 
Santa Fe. ¶ The Old Placer Mountains. The Old Placer or San Lazaro mountains are a detached spur of the Rockies, situated about twenty-five miles 

south of Santa Fe, in the midst of an old Mexican concession, ten and one-third miles square, called the Ortiz Mine Grant. The mountains themselves 

cover an area of about twenty-five thousand acres, and, rising one above another, as if they had been brought from a distance and thrown down upon the 
plain in a confused heap, their highest peaks reaching an altitude of about 9,000 feet. Lying among them is what is known as the Cunningham Mesa. Six 

hundred acres of the upper part of this mesa are covered with the pits which the Mexicans have dug in their search for pay gravel, from which they have 

washed the gold with their rude bateas or wooden bowls, and in water transported a long distance on the backs of burros, or obtained by melting snow. 
These diggings are called the Old Placers. ¶ Prof. R.W. Raymond examined these immense gravel beds in 1874, and in his report for that year, on the 

mineral resources of the United States, gave a long description of them. He estimated that fifty cents per yard was the very smallest amount of gold that 

would be obtained from the whole 600 acres. A series of 180 tests made on the Old Placers from strippings alone, no gravel from the mantas or rich 
streaks being included, gave an average of sixty-one and a half cents a cubic yard. Taking his lowest estimate of the gold contained in the gravel, I find 

that an acre of the ground will contain 62,660 cubic yards of gravel, and the 600 acres 96,596,000 cubic yards, which, at fifty cents a yard, would 

produce $19,798,000. ¶ But the Old Placers by no means comprise all of the auriferous gravel beds on ¶ The Ortiz Mine Grant. Prof. Raymond 
prospected the surface and the edges, in the arroyos, of the remainder of the Cunningham Mesa, which is 4,500 acres in extent, and remarks that every 

test showed some particles of gold. The mesa bordering on the Las Norias Arroyo, north of the Cunningham mesa, appeared, as far as Professor 

Raymond tested it, to be as rich as the ground described above over an area of about 800 acres. Besides this there are about 13,000 acres upon which 
there are either old Mexican workings or gold has been found by prospecting the surface dirt with a pan. [4 lines/ca30 words illegible] ¶ Without water, 

the fabulous wealth hidden in these golden sands is as inaccessible as though it was sunk in the bottom of the fathomles sea. Its existence is no new 

discovery; it has been known to Americans for more than forty years, and to Spaniards and Mexicans, probably, for at least two centuries. But it has 
heretofore been impossible, with the capital that has been available, to bring a sufficient supply of water to it to wash the gravel on a large scale. The 

present owners of the property think they have discovered the source from which the water can be obtained. ¶ The City of Socorro. This venerable 

pueblo is situated on the west bank of the Rio Grande, about 150 miles south of Santa Fe, and 1014 miles from Kansas City. Nobody knows how old it is 
and nobody cares. It is not the past, but the present and future, that interests people. ¶ Socorro is unquestionably the mining centre of this territory, and 

as such, one of the great points of attraction at the present time. The mines of New Mexico are its chief source of wealth. Its broad lands may support 

immense flocks and herds, but upon the wealth of its mines depends its hope of material greatness. It is a region of mountains, low lying, irregular, 
detached b??t mountains, as barren of beauty as can well be imagined yet pro??? in precious minerals wherever they have been prospected. ¶ Hitherto 

little has been known in regard to mines, owing to the isolation of the country, and the Apaches. The Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railroad is 

removing these obstacles and the revelation of vast mineral wealth is turning hither a tide of immigration unprecedented since the rush to Pike’s Peak. ¶ 
In 1876 the only mines in operation worth mentioning were those in the vicinity of Silver City, in the southwestern part of the territory. Two years later 

the White Oaks became the excitement, and to-day, the number of camps scattered all over the territory could scarcely be estimated. ¶ The Mineral 
Ranges. As the old Spanish mine in the north, and the Silver City mines in the south, established the existence of precious ores in the ??? ??? as it will be 

of interest to talk of developments in the immediate location from which may be inferred the extent and value of the mineral deposits of New Mexico. ¶ 

Assuming then that Socorro is the mineral centre, and is the geographical centre of the territory, or nearly so, let us see the advantage of its position. ¶ 



On the west are the Socorro, Limitar, Magdalena, Mogollons, Ladrones, Negro, San Mateo, and the Black Range Mountains. On the east are the White 

Oaks, Nogal, Jicarillas, and Oscuras, all within a radius of ?0 miles. These mountains abound in silver, gold and copper, and contain immense deposits 
of coal and iron. The largest discoveries of precious metals are in the Socorros, the Magdalenas, the Black Range, the Oscuras, and the White Oaks. ¶ 

The first of these is within four miles of the city, and contains the famous Torrence mine. This mine was located April 20 18?0, sold June following for 

$4,500, sold again in October for an advance, and the owners have recently refused $500,000 for it. The shaft has been sunk to a depth of 250 feet, 
following a vein of silver that yields fifty ounces to the ton. The owners of the mine are building a stamp mill at Socorro. The ore is free milling, and can 

be treated for $7 per ton. In the vicinity are the Socorro tunnel, Durango tunnel, Merritt mine, and others, all showing excellent veins of ore. ¶ The 

Limitars, eight miles north of the city, are a continuation of the Socorro range, and contain a number of rich mines, among which is the Silver Glance 
which assays from $50 to $397 to the ton. ¶ The Black Range. Thirty miles west of Socorro lie the Magdalena mountains, with immense deposits of low 

grade free milling silver ore, the principal mine of which as yet developed is the Iron Mask. Free milling or stamping ore is that in which there are no 

base metals, the mineral, either gold or silver or both, being found in quartz alone, while smelting ores carry lead, copper, zinc, etc. in connection with 
the precious metals, and cannot be reduced by stamping. The former is generally considered much the more profitable, owing to the smaller cost of 

treating it. ¶ One hundred miles west of Socorro is the Black Range, about which more has been written lately than of all the mines in the country, and 

the principal mines are the Ivanhoe and Great Republic. The latter contains a vein twelve feet wide assaying 200 ounces of silver and one to three ounces 
of gold to the ton. It was sold May 15, 1881, for $20,000. The Ivanhoe, in which Colonel Ingersoll is interested, contains a true fissure vein seven feet 

wide, of fabulous richness. It was sold last May for $68,000. These mines are in the eastern foothills of the mountains, at an elevation of 6,500 feet 

above sea level, and are surrounded by excellent forest of pine and spruce. The road from Socorro is good, water, fuel and grass being abundant. The 
population of the Black Range at the present time is estimated at 2,500. ¶ In Dona Ana county, just north of Deming, are some remarkably rich mines 

which were recently examined by Professor Silliman, who describes them as being surpassingly rich, with immense undiscovered possibilities. 

[SFDNM] 

1899May10; The Chicago Record, containing the letter written by Mr. William E. Curtis, from Santa Fe, will be distributed around the plaza to-night. The 

second letter will be in the issue of to-day, and will be distributed to-morrow evening. [SFNM] 

________________________________________________________________ 
 
Weston Curtney    - placers 

1884January1; Georg C. Smith, Elain H. Dunbar, Weston Curtney, Anton Lickofare, James Hurst, Samuel Carrez, Leon Caron, George Chism, locators 

New York Placer Mining Claim <reloc of Excelcior placer, 160ac, from SW corner of Mose/Moose PC S160rods E160rods, to SW corner of Athens 
pc, rec 4Feb84; witness J.H. Hayward, H.H. Marley [b.F p.623] 

 

John R. Cushier    - ‘town-lot’ man of Cerrillos 
1881January19; indenture; James A. Fickett, Henry A. Monfort, Elliott Crosson, William H. Paton, William T. Schneider, James N. Walker, John R. Cushier sell for $100,000 

to Morton Crosson ½ of Little Perdita mine, LCMD b.B p.3, California mine, LCMD b.C p.284, K&F Lode, LCMD b.B p.323, 1/3 of Friday Mine, LCMD b.B p.17, 
Mountain Queen Mine, LCMD b.C p.291, ¼ of Bertha Lode, LCMD b.C p.23, New Era Lode, LCMD b.C p.343, Knight Templar Lode, LCMD b.C p.573, ¼ of Grand 
Republic Lode, LCMD b.C p.602, King Champion Mine, SBMD b.C p.570, 2/3 of Albany Mine, SBMD b.C p.572, Lady Washington Lode, SBMD b.C p.570, ½ of 
Arkansas Traveller Mine, SBMD b.C p.574  Buckeye Lode, SBMD b.C p.351, Iron Crown Mine, SBMD b.C p._, ½ of Silver Reef Mine, SBMD b.D p.135, whole 
Adeline, SBMD, whole Tip Top, SBMD, [not recorded>] Anna, LCMD, Del Rey LCMD, Fortuna Lodes, LCMD, [<end not recorded], [start Las Placitas Bernalillo Co>] 
Mountain Monarch, Mastadon, Jennie Daily, Luella, Iron Crown No.6,7,8,9,10,11[<end Las Placitas]; presence Edgar Caypless, certify 19Jan81 Edgar Caypless 
Notary Public, certify for J.A.Fickett 28Jan81 Thos Crocher Notary Public Kings Co NY, recorded 11February1881 [Locations & Mining Deeds D#15408 p. 318] 

1881March10 (disc&loc); J.R. Cushier ½ , W.T. Sutton ½  Neilson Lode, about ¾ mi NE from Rail Road Station in the town of Cerrillos and on E side of the road or arroyo 
running to the Mina del Tiro mine, Chicgo Lode adjoins it on SW, Live Oak adjoins it on NE, in CMD; 150’ SE&NW 200’ NE 1300’SW; certificate 6April81, recorded 
6April1881 [Locations & Mining Deeds D#15408 p.400] 

1881May5 (loc); J.R. Cashier (locator); placer, 20acres, disc 15Apr81, on Galisteo River 1mi SE from Cerrillos Station, from division corner stone of Sec21 running E 1050’, 
S792’ from S bank of Galisteo River in Sec1 T14N R8E, in CMD; attest blank, recorded 14May1881 [Locations & Mining Deeds E#15409 p.290] 

1881May20 (disc&loc); J.R. Cushier; Wm R. Grace Lode, (certificate 30May81) about 1500’ Seasterly from corner stone of SW corner of the Town Light of Cerrillos, joins 
Warrior on N, Princess Alice on S, Sec19 T14N R8E, in no Mdist; 300’ E&W, 750’ N&S; witness James N. Walker, recorded 1June1881 [Locations & Mining Deeds 
E#15409 p.315] 

1881May25; Mr. J.M. Cashier came in from the Cerrillos yesterday morning. [SFDNM] 

1881June28 (loc); J.R. Cushier (owners); No Name Lode, (disc 15June), Sec18 T14N R8E, Shaft is about 300’ S from Galisteo River, the vein crosses and is exposed in 
the bed of said river running NNE & SSW, distant about 1500’ SE from a large Granit rock situated near the W boundary of the town of Cerrillos and known as 
Monument Rock; 150’ E&W, 500’SSW, 1000’NNE; recorded 13July1881 [Locations & Mining Deeds E#15409 p.408] 

1881July2 (loc); J.R. Cushier ½, M. Crossan ½ (locators); Moonstone Lode, (disc 30June), NW ¼ Sec20 T14N R8E, about 2000’ S from the ruins of the Old Spanish 
Smelter on the S bank of the Galisteo River; recorded 13July1881 [Locations & Mining Deeds E#15409 p.409] 

1881December8; Q.R. Cushier, of Cerrillos, was in the city yesterday and Tuesday. He is one of the prominent men of the Cerrillos district, and owns some 
fine property there. [SFDNM] 

1882January20; Indenture; Elliott Crossan, Margaret Crossan wife sell for $250 to John R. Cushier undiv 1/8 Friday mine, (b.E p.600), undiv 1/6 int California mine (b.E 
p.600), undiv 1/6 int K&F mine, (b.E p.600), undiv 1/6 int High mine, (b.E p.600), <in LCMD, undiv 1/12 Arkansas Traveler mine, (b.E p.600), undiv 1/6 int Iron 
Crown mine, (b.E p.600), undiv 1/12 int Albany mine, (b.E p.600), <in SBMD; presence Edgar Caypless, certify 20Jan82 Edgar Caypless Notary Public, recorded 
21January1882 [Locations & Mining Deeds F#15410 p.40] 

1882February12; From Lamy Junction to Cerrillos there is nothing of importance. The plains through this section of the country are rolling and sandy. The 

Galisteo, one of the sandiest streams in New Mexico, has its source in this section. At Cerrillos, several smelters are being built and a lively town is 
springing up. Among the first settlers in this town are W.C. Uptegrove, D.D. Harkness, P.H. Weidman, J.R. Cashier, John Murray, Fritz Wolf, W.H. 

Nesbitt, and W.C. Hurt. Spiegelberg Bros have also put up a large store and are carrying a fine stock of general merchandise. ¶ The Ortiz mountains, off 

to the south, are filled with gold, though as yet but few mines have been staked off on them. One of the principal reasons for this is the scarcity of water. 
The principle reason for believing the Ortiz mountains are rich in gold is the fact that the adjoining plains north of them and south of the Galisteo river is 

quite rich in gold. Good wages have been made in these placer mines by hauling the water and washing the dirt. To the north of Cerrillos the rich silver 
district of Cerrillos and Bonanza are situated. These district have been more fully prospected than any others in the territory, with the exceptions, 

perhaps, of White Oaks and Georgetown. The developments have been more constant and thorough. ¶ It is estimated that two thousand claims have been 

staked off and worked in these two districts alone. Carbonateville and Bonanza City situated four and ten miles respectively from Cerrillos, are the two 
most important towns in the destricts. At these places the miners get their mails and meet to exchange notes. The coal discoveries being made in the 

vicinity of Cerrillos, show the coal fields of the neighborhood to be extensive and among the best in the territory. Anthracite is the prevailing quality of 



coal found. The veins are large and easily worked. Ther resources of this growing city are as good as can be found any where. Money can and will be 

made. It can be dug out of the rocks or washed from the dirt. All that is needed is to add a little more capital to the enterprise already there. “Pen 
Sketches,” Las Vegas Gazette. [SFDNM] 

1882March19; J.R. Cushier, the Cerrillos town site man was in the city yesterday. He gave an encouraging account of the growth of the camp, and says 

fifteen good houses have been put up there within the past few months and building is still in progress. [SFDNM] 
1882May2; J.R. Cashier, one of the pioneers of Cerrillos, was in Santa Fe yesterday. He is the town-lot man of that place. [SFDNM] 

1882May18; J.R. Cashier, of Cerrillos station, came into Santa Fe yesterday. He says Cerrillos is moving steadily ahead. [SFDNM] 

1882June28; J.R. Cushier has various improvements in progress at Cerrillos station. He is one of the constant supporters of the town. [SFDNM] 
1882July18; J.R. Cushier, of Cerrillos, came into the city on Sunday and returned yesterday. He says Cerrillos is recovering from the hail storm, and things 

are running in the old channel again. [SFDNM] 

1883April20; Notice of Forfeiture. To Henry A. Momfort, John R. Cushier and James N. Walker: You are hereby notified that we have expended one 
hundred dollars in labor and improvements upon each of the following named mines, the Albany and Arkansas Traveler, proofs of labor on which are 

recorded in Book G. pp. 498-99, and the Iron Crown mine, proof of labor on which is recorded in Book F. p.253… in the Silver Buttes mining district or 

New Placers mountains. March 9, 1883 Mary J. Crossan, William T. Schneider. [The Golden Retort. Vol.III No.9] 
1883April20; Notice of Forfeiture. To John R. Cushier and James N. Walker: You are hereby notified that we have expended one hundred dollars in labor 

and improvements upon each of the following named mines, Little Perdeta, proof of labor recorded in Book F. pp. 338-39, and the mines K&F and 

Grand Republic, proofs of labor recorded in Book F. p.339… in Los Cerrillos mining district. March 9, 1883 Mary J. Crossan, William T. Schneider. 
[The Golden Retort. Vol.III No.9] 

1883April27; Notice of Forfeiture. To John R. Cushier and James N. Walker: You are hereby notified that we have expended one hundred dollars in labor 

and improvements upon each of the following named mines, Little Perdeta, proof of labor recorded in Book F, pp. 338-39, and the mines K&F and 

Grand Republic, proofs of labor recorded in Book F, p.339 of the mining redords of Santa Fe county and territory of New Mexico. All the above-named 

mines are situated in Los Cerrillos mining district… if within ninety after this notice... Mary J. Crossan, William T. Schneider, March 9, 1883 [The 

Golden Retort. Vol.III No.10] 

1891September4; J.R. Cushier, New York, new Rustler subscriber. [The Rustler v.IV n.9] 
1896June4; …board of equalization… raised the following returns: J.R. Cushier, precinct No.7 [Cerrillos], from $500 to $600. [SFDNM] 

________________________________________________________________ 

 
Horatio Cushing    - of SkowheganME & Cochiti m.d. 
1894May1; Cliff Arnold is busy to-day buying a glass front and other things for his new store at Eagle. He has been made glad by the arrival of his partner, 

Mr. E.L. Fletcher, of Boston, and after laying in a stock of drugs, stationery, etc., they will proceed to Eagle accompanied by Mr. Horatio Cushing, of 

Skowhegan, Maine, uncle of Mr. Arnold. [SFDNM] 

 
Cushingery    - San Andres mtns 

1899March23; From The Organ Mountains. George Hopkins has purchased the Cushingery property on the east slope of the San Andres, south of 
Membrillo canon. [SFNM]   

________________________________________________________________ 

 * Cushman * 
C. O. Cushman    - San Pedro m.d. 
1901April10; Oil Near San Pedro. Probate Clerk Manuel Delgado today recorded the location notices of four tracts of oil lands of 160 acres each in the San 

Pedro mining district, southern Santa Fe county. The locators are: Tract No.1, O.C. Russell, James Grunsfeld, Dwight Wheeler, Ivan Grunsfeld, Michael 

Mandell, J.W. Malette, W.H. Springer, F.W. Clancy; tract No.2, C.O. Cushman, Emma S. Diary, Frank McKee, Alfred Thelin, Leon Hertzog, Gustave 
Thelin, H.W. Myers, F.L. Myers; tract No.3, T.W. Pute, O.A. Martin, Leon B. Stern, C.F. Myers, George Canfield, Walter Young, Alfred Grunsfeld, 

Solomon, Luna; tract No.4, J.C. Belbridge, W.F. Hahn, Lorenzo Garcia, Louis Ilfeld, John S. Trimble, W.G. Hope, Michael Mandell, W.H. Springer. 

[SFNM] 

 
F. F. Cushman    - Thornton 
1900December27; The following teachers… meeting of the educational association: Mrs. F.F. Cushman, of Thornton... [SFNM] 

________________________________________________________________ 

 * Cusick * Cussick * Cusack * 
P. J. Cusick    - of Wallace 
1888December14; ref P.J. Cusick, of Wallace, paid $3 subscription to Rustler. [Los Cerrillos Rustler Vol.1 No.21] 
1889July2; This glorious anniversary of our great nation was rather kindly thought of by the Fischer Brewing Co. Four months ago they made a special brew 

for the sole purpose of assisting our good citizens in celebrating the day properly. It is called American Bock, and will be dispersed over the counters 

of… P.J. Cusick & Co., F.C. Bullenex, N.M. Norfleet, Wallace. [SFDNM] 

 
Robert Cussick    - San Pedro 

1891May1; Bob Cusack is in from the south today, on his way to San Pedro. [The Cerrillos Rustler, v.III no.43] 
1891August21; (San Pedro) Robt Cussick and John Maher have leased the old Lucky dump and intend jigging it for what there is in it. [The Rustler v.IV n.7] 

________________________________________________________________ 

 * Custer * 
A. Custer    - of MonroeLA 

1897October7; At the Claire: A. Custer, G. Custer, Monroe, La… [SFDNM] 

1897October12; Messrs. A. and J. Custer of Monroe, La., are in the city, registered at the Claire. They are in the territory looking up mining properties. – At 
the Claire: A. Custer, G. Custer, Monroe, La… [SFDNM] 

 
G. Custer    - of MonroeLA 

1897October7; At the Claire: A. Custer, G. Custer, Monroe, La… [SFDNM] 



1897October12; Messrs. A. and J. Custer of Monroe, La., are in the city, registered at the Claire. They are in the territory looking up mining properties. – At 

the Claire: A. Custer, G. Custer, Monroe, La… [SFDNM] 

 
John Custer    - CO, Antonito, Cerrillos 

1899August30; John Custer, Fred Snyder and F.E. Johnson of Albuquerque, arrived last evening and left this morning for Colorado, where they will assist in 

busiding a new smelter near Antonito. – At the Exchange: F.E. Johnson, Fred Snyder, John Custer, Albuquerque… [SFNM] 

1899October25; At the Bon-Ton: John Custer, Cerrillos; Charles Murray, Albuquerque... [SFNM] 

 
R. E. Custer    - Cerrillos 
1889; Mrs R.E. Custer, member #40 Cerrillos ME Church [Church Register of the Cerrillos ME Church] 

________________________________________________________________ 
 

L. M. Cuthbert    - Denver 
1896June8; At the Palace: Y.O.S. Beck, M.?.V. Benson, W.L. Miller, A.C. Heltzell, Robert G. Clarke, L.M. Cuthbert, Denver… [SFDNM] 

________________________________________________________________ 

 * Cutler * Cutter * 
Gen. Benjamin C. Cutler  (d.18Oct1868)    Surveyor General of NM 
Ben C. Cutler, 1st Lt., Adjt., First Regiment of Inf, California Volunteers, enrolled @SanFrancisco, enlistment 15Aug1861, Resigned to accept commission as Capt. and 

A.A.G. of Vols, 6Aug1862. [www.calarchives4u.com] 
1865February18; to ComO Ft.Sumner/ to Ben C. Cutler, AAG; Send down to Bosque Juanico and a nephew of Herrera, 2 Navajoes who came without a pass who should be 

told if they leave again they will be shot, a boy who was left on road at Mr. Serfina Ramirez’ by Capt Thompson, and Indian who came with Herrera Grande. Arrott Ref; 
Ft.Union File; 1865; #1. Source NA RG 98, Dept of NM Ltrs, v.16, p.198. [Arrott Fort Union Collection Vol.16 p.84] 

1868October; Surveyor General of NM Benjamin Cutler dies in office 

1895May20; …recently transferred to the National cemetery the bodies of all the dead soldiers and sailors buried at the old Masonic cemetery north of the 
federal building. …The list includes …Gov. W.F.M. Arny, New Mexico volunteer Indian fighter, secretary of New Mexico from 1862 to 1867 and 

acting governor during the last fifteen months of his term; …Major Lawrence G. Murphy, 1st New Mexico cavalry; …Captain William Rosenthal, 

Kansas volunteers, and quartermaster of the department of New Mexico; Capt. Benjamin C. Cutler, California volunteers, and surveyor general of New 
Mexico, died October 18, 1868; …Charles P. Clever, New Mexico volunteers, adjutant general of territory, and, besides holding other important 

offices, was delegate in the 41st congress, his seat being unsuccessfully contested by J. Francisco Chaves. [SFDNM] 

 

George R. Cutler    - of Pike co.OH & New Placers 
1881July16; Mining Deed; James L. Cutler sells for $350 to George R. Cutler of Pike Co OH, 1/4int Summer Mining Claim SBMD, rec 30Jul81; presence 

W.E. Gale, J.R. Hudson [b.E p.458] 

 

James L. Cutler    - New Placers 

1881July13; Letters From The Camps, No.8. ¶ Adjoining the Cañon del Agua grant on the east are a large number of mining claims. The owners are developing them as fast 
as their limited means will allow; their prospects being probably equally as good as any on the grant. I visited a number of camps in the new district, and was favorably 
impressed with the mineral found here, and predict for this locality a bright future. ¶ Among those noticed were the Tom Paine, owned by Messrs. Paxton, Shannon & 
Gleason. They are at work on this prospect, which produces a sliver bearing ore, and have arrived at a depth of forty feet. ¶ The Old Smelter, owned by Whitelaw, Gate 
& Green, is down fifty feet, with about the same quality of ore as the above. ¶ The Evening Star, owned by R.G. McDonald, has a 21 feet shaft, the mineral being galena 
and copper. ¶ The old Spanish mine, Gladiator, owned by Elliott, Clark & Post, has a 50 feet shaft and a tunnel. Carbonates are taken from this of a quality that will most 
assuredly pay. ¶ The Queen of the West, owned by Messrs. Mirzell, Baldwin & Sheres, has a 30 feet shaft, and the boys are digging out a good quality of galena ore. ¶ 
At this camp I was overtaken by a shower and very kindly accepted their kind invitation of shelter and supper. The miner’s camp has its delights for me, reminding me 
very forcibly of my army experience. ¶ Next here is the Sumner. This shaft is down 31 feet, and is owned by Messrs. Morrison, Hasbrouck, Cutter & Kellogg. ¶ The 
Golden Eagle, owned by Messrs. Kline & Oldencott, has a 45 feet shaft, the mineral being lead carbonates. They also own the Beaver, with about the same kind of 
mineral. ¶ The Crystal, owned by F. Franaur, at a depth of 10 feet shows a good pay streak of galena. ¶ A very large proportion of the miners in these camps are men 
who have for years hunted buffalo on the range, and are a social, hospitable people. ¶ On the north and northeast of the grant I found a large number of good claims, 
many of them being worked, yet  capital is greatly needed here to develop the district. With the success which must surely attend the gigantic enterprise conducted by 
the San Pedro & Cañon del Agua Mining Co., whose improvements are in close proximity to the miners’ claims avobe mentioned, will also come a revival of work and 
prosperity to this camp, never before enjoyed. I find the miners around here, however, very bitter against the above company on account of the yet unsettled conditions 
of the title to the grant. As I know nothing about the merits in this controversy, I forbear to express an opinion. The following claims, however, are off the grant, and 
probably equally as valuable as if they were a few rods over the line: The Golden Gate, a 50 feet shaft, owned by Benton & McDonald, shows well up in gold bearing 
ore. The Jennie, which has lately changed hands, has a 65 feet tunnel. It is owned by Gale and Gleason, and First National Bank of Santa Fe. The mineral is gold ore of 
good quality. The Emerald, owned by Mr. Gale and the Cedar Rapids Mining Co., has a shaft 113 feet in depth, besides two tunnels, each in 50 feet. Gold and copper 
ore are taken from this shaft. It is located about four miles east of Golden. ¶ Besides the above, there is the Orafance, owned by Roberts and Cheves, with a 20 feet 
shaft. The Rebel Boy, owned by White & Co., having a tunnel 25 feet long, with gold and copper ore. The Black Prince, owned by Morris, Myers, Briggs & Stinson, with 
a 50 feet tunnel, gold and silver ore. The Lehigh, with an 85 feet tunnel, containing the same kind of ore as the above, and owned by Hawk, Gold & Morrison; and the 
Bunker Hill, owned by Handy & Thornton, with a shaft and tunnel each in twenty feet. ¶ The noted Delgado mine, down 170 feet, owned by the Mammoth Consolidated 
Co., and the rich Copper Tip, owned by S. Levy and the Shoemaker Bros, are also in this neighborhood. ¶ I must not forget to mention the favorite prospect in this 
locality, the well known Pine Tree, three miles east of Golden. It is owned by Messrs. Hodgdon, Sheves, McDonald & Delgado. The shaft is down 50 feet, with cross 
cuts, 25 feet, and one or two other shafts. On the dump there are perhaps forty or maybe fifty tons of gold ore. ¶ There are a large number of good claims in this locality 
which I failed to see. I think that I am not stating it too high when I say that there are at least 150 good working claims here, all of them off the grant. ¶ I was very anxious 
to see some practical illustrations of placer washings, but I failed to find any, either in the Old or New Placers. I was informed that at the New Placers a Mexican goes 
out, not oftener than semi-occasionally, about a mile from Golden, and in his primitive way separates the gold dust from the sand. I was even told here that he makes as 
high as five or six dollars per day when he works. This, however, does not seem probable, else the shafts and tunnels would all be deserted. Placer workings would then 
be in the fashion, and I would have been able to have given you some information as to the practical workings of this hitherto almost forgotten occupation. ¶ There are 
two stamp mills at Golden, and neither of them are running. There are many reasons given for their suspending, but I was informed by Col. Webb, the proprietor of one 
of them, that he was waiting for suitable machinery capable of doing good work. ¶ There is no work going on at the Old Placers, and everything around here seems to be 



at a dead stand still. Rumors of intended improvements, however, are wafted on the breeze, and all live in hopes of a lively hereafter.  W.W.C. [W.W. Cone] Golden (Old 
Placers), July 11, 1881 [SFDNM Vol.X No.113] 

1881July16; Mining Deed; James L. Cutler sells for $350 to George R. Cutler of Pike Co OH, 1/4int Summer Mining Claim SBMD, rec 30Jul81; presence 

W.E. Gale, J.R. Hudson [b.E p.458] 

- witness - 
1881April18; Mining Deed; Geo F. Thompson, Geo H. Rummell sell for $200 to Charles Mailey Golden Giant Lode loc 6Mar81, ca 1.5mi NEly from 

Golden, ca 2mi NWly from DelGado mine, ca 500yds SE from the Tuerto spring, SBMD, rec 22Apr81; witness Geo W. Myers, J.L. Cutler [b.E p.263] 

 
Miss Mary Cutter 

1881January21; Memoranda of agreement; Mary Cutler, Catter; with Dr. Edward S. Murray own all properties equally one with the other, rec 24Jan81; 

witness Wm A. Maxwell, J.M. Case [b.D p.254] 

________________________________________________________________ 
 

L. Cutstraw    - Denver 
1899June5; W.C. Wynkoop and L. Cutstraw, mining men from Denver, registered at the Palace Saturday evening. – At the Palace: W.C. Wynkoop, L. 

Cutstraw, Denver… [SFNM] 

 

Sen. Bronson M. Cutting  <b.1889 d.1935>    - of StaFe 
1912; in NM from NY for health, buys The New Mexican from Paul Walter, Salomón Luna, and Holm Bursum; Dana Johnson editor 

In January 1912, the same month New Mexico became a state, Santa Fe Mayor Arthur Seligman (governor from 1931 through 1934) created the commission “to plan for a 
healthful, convenient, and attractive city, for the preservation of historic streets and properties.” ¶ Harry Dorman, an architect, was appointed chairman of the commission 
of four other men — Bronson Cutting, who would acquire a controlling interest in The New Mexican that July and would continue as its owner, and would serve as a 
Republican U.S. senator from 1927 until his death in a commercial airplane crash in 1935; the mayor’s brother James Seligman; lumberyard owner Sam Cartwright; and 
Democratic politician Marcelino Garcia. ¶ In March 1912, incoming Mayor Celso Lopez expanded the board to include Sylvanus Morley, an archaeologist who lived in 
Santa Fe between excavations of Chichen Itza and other Maya ruins; Edgar Lee Hewett, another early archaeologist who directed both the School of American 
Archaeology (later the School of American Research, and now the School for Advanced Research) and the newly created Museum of New Mexico; former Territorial 
Gov. Miguel Otero; Chamber of Commerce President Alois Renchan; civil engineer E.E. Meier; and Norman King, a draftsman from the U.S. Land Office. [SFNM 
16Sep2012] 

1913October1; M.A. Otero marries Maud Paine Frost, widow of Max Frost. Bronson M. Cutting is best man. 
Engle (Sierra). On NM 52 and AT&SF RR, 9 mi E of Elephant Butte Reservoir. Named for R.L. Engle, one of the engineers who supervised construction of the railroad 

through the town. The postmaster sent the name through as Angle and it stayed that way for six months. Became a siding on the railroad in 1879 and a cattle shipping 
point. In 1923 and 1924 an effort was made to change the name of the town to Engel, honoring Edward J. Engel, the vice-president of the railroad. The Postmaster 
General was about ready to give his consent to the change when the novelist Eugene Manlove Rhodes got Sen. Bronson Cutting to intercede. PO 1881-1955. [T.M. 
Pearce 1965] 

Engle, Sierra co, 11mi E of Elephant Butte; PO 1881-1956. Named for R.I. Engle, an engineer supervising RR construction. The name mistakenly was registered as Angle 
with the PO and not corrected for 6mos. During the early 1880s Engle was known locally as Rogers Ranch, for Alex Rogers who opened a store here. At the time 
Engle was an important supply center for miners and ranchers in the Black Range. In 1923-24 an attempt was made to change the name to Engel, to honor Edward J. 
Engel, RR vice-pres, but US Sen. Bronson Cutting, at the urging of cowboy novelist Eugene Manlove Rhodes, blocked the move. Engle grew rapidly with the 
construction of Elephant Butte Dam in 1911-16, but dwindled thereafter. [The Place Names of NM, R.Julyan] 

1927 appointed Senator 

1930_census: Branson M. Cutting, 41y-o, pct.1 
1934 defeats Rep Dennis Chavez 

1935; killed in plane crash; replaced by Chavez 

 
F. M. F. Cuzin    - Sandia Mountains m.d. 
1884August29; (ref founding of Sandia Mountains Mining District 15 April 1879) …signed by the following names: Jno A. Dowling, Robt McCurley, Wm 

A. Dobbins, F.M.F. Cuzin, P.M. Brown, Henry Yates and others. [The Golden Retort. Vol.V No.6] 

 

CYANIDE PROCESS 
1897July2; News From Hopewell. The Platan-Cleriol, electro-cyanide plant came in Saturday evening. The miners burned much powder and rejoiced 

otherwise at its arrival. Men are busy putting it in place, and both the stamp mill and cyanide plant will be griding away next week. ¶ The Platan-Cleriol 

process precipitates the gold on copper plates within nine hours after pulp is placed in the vats. Other cyanide processes require eight or nine days to 
bring about the same results. Several mines will furnish ores for treatment and the new mill will give employment to 40 or 50 mill hands, teamsters and 

miners. It is a very valuable acquisition to the camp. [SFDNM] 

1897July17; Just at present Hopewell and surrounding country is on the verge of a boom and should the electro-cyanide process of treating the ores prove 
successful the next six months will see wonderful advancement made. Already people from Misssouri, Kansas, Oklahoma, and Colorado are arriving 

almost every day. [SFDNM] 

1897August28; Red River District. The cyanide process for treating ores is being introduced in a number of the camps, and much is expected in the way of 
saving the value of the ores from this method. [SFDNM] 

1897October14; Hillsboro Gold District. The Llewellyn Cyanide company are employing all the men they can get to work on their leased mines and in 

construction of the works, says the Hillsboro Advocate. A large stock of supplies and provisions has been laid in and is arriving at the headquarters 
store in Dolen gulch. Machinery is beginning to arrive and there is every indication that the company will make rapid development of the Animas Peak 

district. [SFDNM] 

1897October28; Low Grade Gold Mines. [New York Engineering and Mining Journal] …We have not a complete list of the cyanide works now in 
operation in the United States. The process is most extensively applied in the Mercut district in Utah, where there are six works in operation, most of 

them successfully, we think. There are large and successful works at Cripple Creek and Florence, Colo.; Marysville, Mont., De La Mar, Nev., Bodie, 

Calif., and at several places in Arizona, besides many small works in various states. We think we are safe in saying there are at least 50 cyanide works, 
large and small, in operation in the United States at the present time. [SFDNM] 



1898February9; Bland, Feb. 8. – The Lone Star mill, a $30,000 plant, owned by the Bland Milling company, in which Mr. H. McFarland, of Chicago, owns 

a controlling interest, will within 30 days be in operation. This mill has a capacity of 25 tons daily. The ore is treated by the Pelatan-Cleriel process. Mr. 
McFarland owns a two-third interest in the Lone Star Mining company which owns the Lone Star, Free Trade, Dry Monopole, Denver Girl, Red Cloud 

and Uncle Joe mines. [SFNM]   

1898April13; …Such has been the case at Hopewell, where innumerable bodies of low grade ore have been slightly or indifferently developed, awaiting 
capital and successful treatment. ¶ Now that it is an established fact that the Palatin-Clerici electro cyanide plant at that place will start up again soon, 

with additional and revised mechanical appliances that promise success in the matter of reduction, preparations are being made to resume operations on 

all of the properties of priminence located there. …Hopewell is located 118 miles from Santa Fe, and 32 milse from Tres Piedras, which is the railway 
outlet and inlet for the district. ¶ The district is about ten miles long by five miles wide, and contains nearly 2,000 mineral locations. – The cyanide mill 

at Hopewell has a capacity of 25 tons of ore per day. It is equipped with a 40-horse-power boiler and 40-horse-power engine, Blake crusher, stamps for 

pulverizing the ore, etc. The process is the Palatin-Clerico electro-cyanide. The plant is owned by Messrs. Thomas, of Philadelphia, and Erb, of Santa 
Fe. It was started late last fall and snow and the illness of president Thomas necessitated closing down the plant for the winter. A number of changes will 

be made in the mill and new machinery added before starting up next month. [SFNM]   

1898May5; The cyanide mill at Hematite, Colfax county, has begun operations. [SFNM] 
1898May30; The Chicago syndicate which purchased the Rebel Chief mines at Baldy have notified Manager Manning that they will proceed with the 

erection of a Peletin-Clerici electro-cyanide plant on those properties in June. [SFNM] 

1898August29; G.W. Delamater, who is managing the cyanide plants for Senator W.H. Andrews at Andrews, in Sierra county… [SFNM] 
1898September8; Cochiti. A large cyanide plant is to be set up at the Crown Point mine. Much water development has been done to supply enough water 

for this mine. [SFNM] 

1898September21; The huge cyanide tanks at White Oaks have been completed, and great mining activity obtains trough Lincoln county. [SFNM] 

1898October11; Since the success of the Pellatin-Clerice process of amalgamation and cyanide combined has proven a success in Sierra county, additional 

plants of this kind will be put up. [SFNM] 

1898December7; The cyanide machinery for the Rosedale mill is in transit to San Marcial. [SFNM]   
1898December21; The Steeple Rock Development Company, of Grant county, has contracted to dispose of its mountain of tailings to the Pacific Extraction 

Company, of San Francisco. The tailings will be worked by the cyanide process. [SFNM] 

1900January26; The Golden Cochiti. Experiments at the Albemarle mill have demonstrated that the Peletan process is a great aid to straight cyanide in 
making a close saving of the gold and silver values of the Cochiti ores. [SFNM] 

1900March19; Bland. At the mill twenty-four tons of assorted ore are now being treated daily by the Palatin-Clerici process, and a force of three expert 
metallurgists is engaged under the supervision of V.V. Clark, the accomplished superintendent of the mine, in making an exhaustive series of tests to 

establish the best combination of methods to be adopted in the large new mill to be erected by the Navajo company. [SFNM] 

1900April6; Cochiti. There are two mills in the camp treating ore, one having been in operation for three years and the other almost two, while a third has 
just been completed. One of the mills has a capacity of 300 tons daily, and the other of fifteen tons. The larger uses the McArthur-Forrest cyanide 

method and the smaller the Pelatan-Clerici. The Cochiti Gold Mining Company, a Boston corporation, has just completed an electric transmission plant 

thirty-one miles long, with a capacity to transmit 800 horse power. The dynamos are set at the Madrid coal banks, and are operated by steam power. It 
will be used to operate the company’s mill and hoisting plant at the mine. The Navajo company, a Maine corporation, has announced that it will this 

season build a 300-ton mill and construct an electric tramway one and a half miles long to carry its ore from the mine to the mill. [SFNM] 

1900April30; Bland, N.M., April 29. – The Albemarle cyanide mill, reputed to be the most perfect plant of its sort in the world, has now its electric 
machinery duly installed, and is treating in the neighborhood of 10,000 tons of ore per month at a net profit of $1,000 per day. Electricity is not to 

wholly supplant steam power at this mine, as is popularly supposed, but the steam machinery will be kept intact and ready at an hour’s notice to be fired 

up in case any hitch occurs in the working of the... [SFNM] 
1901May31; Successful Mining Operations. (Boston Journal.) Besides the stoping now being done on the fourth and fifth levels of the Cochiti Gold Mining 

Company’s mines near Bland, development is progressing in the most successful manner on the sixth, seventh and eighth levels. The ore is of a quartz 

character, and the values are so finely divided that samples running $6 per ton show absolutely no mineral to the naked eye. In fact, much of the $20 ore 
looks about the same as does the $6 ore. Usually the rock that runs less than $5 per ton – which is the minimum limit of value for mining – can only be 

determined from that of lower value by an actual assay. The ore bodies in the Cochiti property are typical cyaniding ores. There are, however, sulphide 

and porphyry mixed with them that are calculated to make its reduction a somewhat difficult problem. The ore lies in lenticular bodies, one overlapping 
the other, varying in width from six to 70 feet. The hanging walls are mostly porphyry with generally a streak of talc in the foot wall, and the ore is, in 

many places, frozen to the hanging wall. …The first operation in the mill is the heavy crushing by two Blake crushers. Then the ore goes to two coarse 

rolls and thence to two intermediate rolls, from which it goes to two cylindrical dryers. After this it passes through five fine rolls, crushing to to a 22 
mesh, which is the pulp as it goes to the leaching tanks. …From this point the process is a simple cyanide leaching for 14 days, with zinc precipitation 

and reduction of product by acid and then melting to bars. …The tanks are sluiced down the canon, and dead burros and dogs indicate that considerable 

of the deadly cyanide goes out with the tailings. [SFNM] 

The principal chemical substance used in heap lead processing is sodium cyanide, which is highly toxic to humans and animals. NaCN reacts in an acid environment to for 
hydrogen cyanide (HCN) which is a highly toxic gas. Sodium cyanide comsumption will be approximately  1.25 pounds per ton for Lukas Canyon ores, and 
approximately 1.0 pound per ton for Carache Canyon ores. NaCN is readily soluble in water. At low pH (acidic) much of the cyanide reacts to form hydrogen cyanide. 
At high (alkaline) pH, generation of hydrogen cyanide is negligible. [Ortiz Project JV, March 1991, p.15] 

 
J. A. Cypher    - of CO 
1900April9; Edward McFarlane, of this city employed as superintendent by the Great Republic Mining Company and J.A. Cypher, who has been engaged in 

developing mines in Colorado for about 30 years, went up to Monument Rock this morning to examine the Montezuma group of mines. Mr. Cypher and 

John T. Forsha, of this city, became friends in Colorado a quarter of a century ago. [SFNM] 

 
William M. Czarski    - Golden 
1942March30; 40 – Permit to Operate Dry Washer Within the Outboundaries of Ortiz Mine Grant. Permit is hereby granted by the Galisteo Company… W.M. Czarski 

(reused; originally Mike Castillo), Golden… a royalty of 10% of the gross gold… [dispose only] through Rosendo Ortiz, in Cerrillos NM, or Ernest Riccon, in Golden NM. 
By Henry R. Hoyt, Its President; Attest: Mary Quintana, Assistant Secretary. Bill Czarski, Permittee. [BHenderson] 

1942August22; Agreement. Ernest Riccon and Whit Kuntz will allow William Czarski work two claims, the Cleveland and mascot, for 2 years in return for 10% of everything 
extracted. Both parties have the option during the 2 years of sell/buy the properties for $1500. [BHenderson] 

 


